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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

The, Epistle to the Eomans is the Epistle of the Epistles, as the Gospel of John is th«

Gospel of the Gospels. It is the heart of the doctrinal portion of the New Testament

It presents in systematic order the fundamental truths of Christianity in their primitive

purity, inexhaustible depth, all-conquering force, and never-failing comfort. It is the

bulwark of the evangelical doctrines of sin and grace against the obscuration of the

gospel, whether by judaizing bigotry or paganizing licentiousnessL, Addi-esse.d to the

Christians at Rome, and unfolding to them the gospel as a spiritual power of (*od unto

salvation far exceeding in eflFect, and outlasting in time, the temporal power of the Imperial

City, it prophetically anticipates and positively overthrows every essential error of Roman-

ism, and is to this day the best antidote against popery. No wonder that it was so highly

prized by the Reformers. Luther, whom Coleridge regarded "the only fit commentator

on Paul," called the Romans "the chief part of the New Testament, and the purest gospel,

well worthy to be committed to memory word for word by every Christian man, and to be

pondered daily and enjoyed as the daily bread of the soul. It can never be too often nor

too well read and considered, and the more it is understood, the better it tastes.'' Those

who have studied it most carefully, are most likely to fall in with the judgment of Cole-

ridge, that it is " the most profound work in existence."

But it is certainly also the most difficult book of the New Testament, unless we except

the Gospel of John and the Revelation. Meyer, the ablest philological exegete of the age,

humbly confesses, in the preface to the fourth edition of his commentary, to a growing

sense of our inability to do justice to " the grandest, the boldest, and, in all its depths and

heights, the most complete composition of the greatest apostle." If St. Peter did not

hesitate to state that there are " some things hard to be understood " in the Epistles of hia

" beloved brother Paul," we need not be surprised that even such divines as occupy the

same general platform widely differ in their interpretations. The Epistle to the Romans,

more than any other, is a battle-field ; and every chapter, especially the third, the fifth, the

seventh, and the ninth, is contested ground. Not a few commentators deal with it aa

Procrustes dealt with his victims, in adapting them to the length of his iron bedstead

—

rither stretching out or cutting off their legs. But after all, vast progress has been made,

especially within the last fifty years, toward an impartial and thorough understanding of

this wonderful production of a wonderful man.



ri PREFACE.

Among tlie many noble contributions of German learning and industry to this end.

Dr. Lange's Commentary—which is here presented, with many additions, in an English

dress—-will occupy an honorable and useful position. It appeared first in 1865, and in a

second edition in 1868, in a small but closely-printed volume of 389 pages, as part of hia

Bihelwerh. It is evidently the result of much earnest labor and profound research, and

presents many new and striking views. These, however, are not always expressed with

that clearness demanded by the practical common sense of the English reader ; hence th«

difficult labor of translation has been occasionally supplemented by the delicate task of

explanation.

Dr. Lange prepared the Exegetical and Doctrinal parts, the Rev. P. E. Fay, his son-in-

law, and pastor at Crefeld, Prussia, the Homiletical sections.

The English edition is the result of the combined labor of the Rev. Dr. Hurst, the Rev.

M. B. Riddle, and the General Editor. Dr. Hurst is responsible for the translation (which

was an unusually difficult task), and for the valuable Homiletical selections from the best

English sources. The General Editor and the Rev. M. B. Riddle, besides carefully com-

paring the translation with the original, prepared the text, with the Critical notes, and the

additions to the Exegetical and Doctrinal sections. The initials indicate the authorship

of the various additions in brackets, which increase the volume of the German edition nearly

one half. Upon no other book, except Matthew and Genesis, has so much original labor

been bestowed.

I am responsible for the General and Special Introduction, and the first six chapters

(exclusive of the last few verses of chap, vi.), which cover about one half of the volume. I

examined nearly all the authorities quoted by Dr. Lange, from Chrysostom down to the latett

editions of Tholuck and Meyer, and also the principal English commentators, as Stuart,

Hodge, Alford, Wordsworth, Jowett, Forbes, &c., who are sublimely ignored by continental

commentators, as if exegesis had never crossed the English Channel, much less the Atlantic

Ocean. The length of some of my annotations (e. g., on chaps, i., iii., and v.) may be justi-

fied by the defects of the original, and the great importance of the topics for the English

and American mind.

I had a strong desire to complete the work, and to incorporate portions of a German

Commentary on Romans which I prepared years ago in connection with my lectures as

professor of theology, as well as the results of more recent studies. But a multiplicity of

engagements, and a due regard for my health, compelled me to intrust the remaiuing chap-

ters, together with my whole apparatus, including my notes in manuscript and a printed

essay on the ninth chapter, to my friend, the Rev. M. B. Riddle. As an excellent German

and Biblical scholar, and as editor of the Commentaries on Galatians and Colossians in the

BiMework, Mr. Riddle has all the qualifications and experience, as well as that rare and noble

enthusiasm which is indispensable for the successful completion of such a difficult and

responsible task.

It is hoped that, by this combination of talent and labor, the Commentary on Romoa
has gained in variety, richness, and adaptation to the use of English students.

PHILIP SCHAFF.

TTo. 6 Bible House, New York, April 20 1869.
|



THE EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO THE

E O MANS.

INTRODUCTION.

PRELIMINAEY OBSERVATION.

As the Epistle to the Romans is the most important and prominent of the Paulina
Epistles, we must here discuss first the general preliminary questions connected with the life,

doctrine, and writings of the Apostle. This introduction, therefore, divides itself into a
general and a special introduction. The first connects with the general introduction of the
" Bible-Work " on Matth&w [p. 20 fif. Am. ed.] for the New Testament, and on Gmms [p. 1

flf. Am. ed.] for the Old ; the second corresponds with the introductions to our commentariei
on the remaining Epistles of Paul.

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLES OF PAUL.

J 1. THE PATOINB POETION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The apostolic actiyity of the great Apostle to the Gentiles was so comprehensive and
fruitful, that the greater portion of the labors of the original twelve apostles was merged
into the historical current of his work. It is only the Coptic Church, and a few other

isolated Oriental sects, that, as a portion of the original apostolic territory, have continued

isolated from Paul's great field of labor. Since the second century, Paul's peculiar type of

teaching began indeed to give way more and more to the forms of ancient and mediaaval

Catholicism ; though Catholicism cannot be termed Petrine in that sense, and much less in that

degree, in which the Church of Rome claims to be built on Peter. Yet Paul's spirit continued

to exert its influence through the middle ages, not only in the heretical form of Paulicianism

and other sects, but also in the orthodox type of Augustinism, until it broke forth from th«

innermost life of the Church as the chief organizing power of Evangelical Protestantism.'''

* [Dr. Lange {Das Apoxtoh Zeiiatter, Tol, il p. 649) adopts substantially the ingenious Tiew, first suggested by Joacrui

Flobis, and recently more fully developed by the great philosopher Schellino, and favored by eminent German divines,

uch as Neandeb, XJllmann, Thiebsch, that the three representative apostles, Feter, Paul, and John, are the types of three

ucceasive ages of Ohristianity : Peter the apostle of law and Catholioisni, Paul the apostle of freedom and Protestantism,

John the apostle of love and the church of the future which is to harmonize authority and freedom, unity and variety.

Sohelling, shortly before his death, at Bagatz, Switzerland, Aug. 1854, in a very interesting conversation with the writer

of this note, emphatically af^med his unshaken belief in this view, to which he had given repeated and profound

reflection. It is certainly no mere accident that Catholicism professes to be founded on peter, while Protestantism haa

at all times mainly appeal«d to Paul, the apostle of &ith, of freedom, of independence, M>d of progress. Even Ox
]



THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.

As far as the Pauline portion of the New Testament is concerned, it constitutes not only

the greatest part of the apostolic epistles, but also a large share of the entire New Testament

;

especially when we include both the writings of Luke and the Epistle to the Hebrews, which

were evidently written under the influence of the Apostle of the Gentiles.

An eternal triumph of Christianity, an imperishable sign and pledge of its world-conquer-

ing power, lies in the fact that the greatest part of the Christian Church, the greatest portion

of the New Testament, and the most powerful expression of Christian doctrine, proceeded

from a man who, endowed with a lofty genius and a heroic energy of will, had cast all the

enthusiasm of his youth into a fanatical hatred of Christianity, and who had made it the

great object of his life to exterminate that religion from the face of the earth. With the

conversion of Paul, the noblest prince of Pharisseism was changed from an arch-enemy of

Christ into his most active apostle and vritness. This was a prelude to the world-historical

change by which the eagle of the heathen power of Rome was converted from the work of a

vulture that vexed the fold of Christ, into the service of a dove of peace for the nations of

the earth. Saul became Paul. In this one word all the past triumphs of Christianity over

it? foes are embraced, and all its future triumphs are described in advance. To bend or to

break—that is the question ; to bend, like Paul, or to break, like Julian the Apostate. The

cause of this wonderful power of conversion and of judgment lies in the universal triumph

of Christ, against whom a Paul was not too great an enemy, nor a Julian too crafty a poli-

tician and emperor.

Concerning the signification of Paul in the New Testament, Caimet thus speaks in the

introduction to his commentary on the Epistle to the Romans :
" Post mcrosaneta e^angelia

venerabih maayime ac ceterorum omnium pretiosissimum monum^nimm Pauli epistolm Tiabendm aunt.

Omnia in illis contineniur, gum formandis morihis, sine ad mysteria et religionem constitumdam a

Jesu Chriito t/radita sunt. Tamquam supplementum et interpretatio eorum, qum Jesus Ohristus

docuit, ac veluti alterum evangelium Jesu Ohristi e mortuis redivim jure m^ritoque reputantur."

[H. EwALD, the great orientalist, commences his Commentary on the Pauline Epistles

(Gottingen, 1857), with the following striking and truthful eulogy :
" Considering these

Epistles for themselves only, and apart from the general significance of the great Apostle of

the Gentiles, we must still admit that, in the whole history of all centuries and of all nations,

there is no other set of writings of similar extent, which, as creations of the fugitive moment,

have proceeded from such severe troubles of the age, and such profound pains and sufieringa

of the author himself, and yet contain such an amount of healthfulness, serenity, and vigor of

immortal genius, and touch with such clearness and certainty on the very highest truths of

human aspiration and action. . . . The smallest as well as the greatest of these Epistles seem

to have proceeded from the fleeting moments of this earthly life only to enchain all eternity

;

they were born of anxiety and bitterness of human strife, to set forth in brighter lustre and
with higher certainty their superhuman grace and beauty. The divine assurance and firmness

of the old prophets of Israel, the all-transcending glory and immediate spiritual presence

of the Eternal King and Lord, who had just ascended to heaven, and all the art and culture

itntagonism of Protestantipm and Bomanisia has its typical antecedent in the temporary collision of Paul and Peter at

Antioch, and the earnest protest of Paul against any compromise with judaizing principles or customs. The idea of Schel-
ling fnmiBhes a fruitful hint for a comprehensive evangelical OathoUo philosophy of Church history. But it must bo
wisely defined and qualified, and, as Lange intimates, it holds good only with regard to the elements of truth, and not to
the extremes, contradictions, and defects, in the various historical types of Christianity. Tor in the Epistles of Peter
there is not the faintest trace of hierarchical pretension and judaizing legalism and ritualism ; on the contrary, a striking

substantial agreement with the system of Paul. Nor do we find, on the other hand, that Paul gives the lenst countenanct
to that unhistorical and unchurchly individualism and one-sided intellectualism into which much of our modem Protest-
fcntism has degenerated. It must also he admitted, that in no age or section of Christianity TvaB the spirit of any of th«
three leading apostles entirely wanting. There were truly evangelical men and tendencies at work in the bosom ot
mediaeval Catholicism, and they are not wholly extinct even in the Roman church of the present day ; while the tendenej
to ieg..iism, formality, intolerance, and exclusivism may he found also in the bosom of Protestantism

; and the lovely
harmonizing spirit of John is alive more or less among true believers in all sections of Christendom. So in a similaj

way the law and the promise, the saxjerdotal oflQce and the prophetic spirit, accompanied the Old Testament dispensatioa
through the stages of its development to John the Baptist, the immediate forerunner of the first advent of Christ
Comp. below, p. 13, and Sohaff's History of iht Afoal. Church, pp. 674-678.—P. S.

J



§ 2. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO TBE GENTILES. HISTORY OF HIS LITE. R

of a ripe and wonderfully excited age, seem to have joined, as it were, in bringing forth the

new creation of these Epistles of the times which were destined to last for all times." UpoB
the whole, St. Paul is, perhaps, the most remarkable man, and his Epistles, next to the Gos-

pels, the most important literary production of all ages. Dr. Wokdswoiith strongly recom

mends the reading of the Pauline Epistles in their chronological order, so as to accompauj

the Apostle, with the help of the Acts, in his missionary career from the call at Damascus to

the martyrdom in Bome, and his development of Christian doctrine from the elementary

truths of the Thessalonians to the farewell instructions of the Pastoral Letters. The reader

will thus trace with growing delight this spiritual river of Paradise from its fountain-head,

through Syria, Asia Minor, and G-reece, to Bome, diffusing purity and health, flowing onward

in a majestic and ever-widening flood, fertilizing the banks, that they may bear the flowers

and trees of Chidstian graces, and terminating at last in the ocean of eternity.—P. S.]

§ 2. PATJIi THE APOSTLE TO THE OENTILES. HISTOEY OE HIS LIFE.*

The history of the life of the Apostle Paul divides itself, according to great crises, into the

following periods : I. The time of his youthful development to his conversion ; II. The time

of his apostolic training, his impulsive and enthusiastic beginnings, and his purifying

retreats ; III. The period of the three great missionary journeys recounted in the Scriptures,

dovm to his capture in Jerusalem, and his transportation from Csesarea to Bome ; IV. The

termination of his career to his martyrdom.

A. The History of the Youth of Paul to his Comoeraion.

Paul appears first before us at the place of execution of the protomartyr Stephen, under

the Jewish name of Satjl (^1S"1?), Acts vii. 57. He is a young man, who pursues his studies

in Jerusalem in the school of the conservative Pharisee, Gamaliel (Acts xxii. 3 ; comp. Acts

V. 34) ; but in consequence of his fanatical enthusiasm for the Pharisaic law, which he iden-

tified with the ancestral faith (Phil. iii. 5, 6), he became, while a student, the most bitter per-

secutor and disturber of the youthful Church of Christ ; for he considered that Church a

fatal Jewish heresy, and one which, by virtue of the rights of zealots for the law, he designed

to combat, and hoped utterly to destroy. Probably Moses, Phinehas, and Elijah were his

imaginary prototypes ; while he adjudged Christ to be the greatest of those false prophets

against whom destruction was prophesied and appointed (Deut. xviii. 30). From an accom-

plice who, being present at the execution of Stephen, took charge of the clothes belonging

to his witnesses and executioners (Acts vii. 58), he soon became a servant of the Sanhedriut;

and having become excited by the martyr-blood of Stephen, he not only continued the perse-

cution and scattered the congregation in Jerusalem, but, being clothed with extraordinary

authority, he entered upon a journey to Damascus for the purpose of destroying the Christian

congregation in that city. The Sanhedrin did not at that time possess authority over the

life and death of the Jews (John xviii. 31), but it was nevertheless at liberty to exercise, in

matters of religion, the Jewish authority to imprison, to scourge, and to arrange all the pre-

liminaries of a trial for capital punishment. The execution of James the Just, as recounted

by Josephus (in his Antiq. xx. 9, 1), explains the martyrdom of Stephen and the subse-

quent threats against Paul's life (Acts xxiii. 30), and shows that a tumultuous occasion could

lead to the infliction of capital punishment. (On the laws of punishment, comp. Winbk, art.

0l/nedrivm [ii. 551, and Smith, iii. 1136, art. Sanhedrim,] ). |

• In the following section I have borrowed considerably from my own article on Pom!, in Heezoo's Seal-Eiicycto.

pecdie [vol. xi. 1869, pp. 239-269,—P. S.] ; bnt I have enlarged it according to necessity. Compare also the respectivt

lections in" the works of Neandbk, Schafp, Lahqk, TmEascn, on the Hislm-y of the Apostolic Church (Schafe, pp 239-

,47), and Comtbeaee and Howsos : The Life and Epistles of St. Paul. London, 1853, republished in New York.

't [The proper spelling is not Sanhedrim, but Sanhedrin (Talm. ^I'l'insD , formed from avviipiov), but there s nt

uniformity in this even among scholars.—P. S.)

} [The reader will meet in this and all other parts of Dr. Lahge's Commentary very frequent i«feienoes to Wineb'i

Biblical Dictionary (JBiklischa BealworUrlnKh mm Handgebrauch f€ir Studirende, eto., Sd ed. Leipsic, 1848, 2 vols.
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Saul had already taken the lead in Jerusalem in the work of incarcerating the Christians

but the apparent result of his efforts, which was only the wider promulgation of the gospe]

by means of the scattering of the congregation (Acts viii. 4), exasperated him still more.

Therefore he solicited those fatal letters of authority which directed him toward Damascus.

A proof of the confidence reposed in the fiery zeal of the young Pharisaic student may b*

seen in the fact that the Council not only gave him full authority, but also an obedient escort.

The enterprising youth designed to destroy the whole Christian flock in Damascus, and to

drag back to Jerusalem even women, and all who were at his mercy.

But the Diyine visitation came upon him when near Damascus. Saul, by a sudden miracle,

became a Paul, as we are accustomed to say ; the greatest and most dangerous of all the

persecutors of the Christians (for he persecuted the Church in its infancy), was transformed

into the greatest promulgator of Christianity in the world.

Paul was a descendant of the tribe of Benjamin, and a native of Tarsus, the polished and

venerable capital of Cilicia, situated on the river Cydnus, the home of the great naturalist,

Diosoorides, and of other distinguished men, and the burial place of Emperor Julian the

Apostate. Jbeomb {Be viris ilhtstrib. cap. v.) mentions the report that Paul had emigrated

with his parents from Gishala, but he afterwards declares, in his commentary on Philemon,

that it is a fable. As the stock of Levi became gloriously resplendent in John the Baptist,

so, under the new dispensation, did Benjamin, the son of Bachel, receive higher honor than

any other tribe save Judah, which had previously risen to the greatest glory. And the same

mighty energy which the blessing of Jacob ascribed to the character of Benjamin (Gen. xlix.

37), and which was confirmed by later events (Judges sx. 21), found its perfect expression in

PauL He was first a ravenous wolf in the midst of the flock that ate his prey in the morning

;

but in the evening he combined the strength of the wolf and the mildness of the lamb ; aad

though he sprang like a wolf into the metropolitan cities of heathendom, his purpose was to

" divide his spoil in the evening." His parents appear to have been in good circumstances.

They were " Boman " citizens, though not as inhabitants of the city of Tarsus (for that city

had not then obtained its freedom), but by special conditions with which we are not

acquainted. Notwithstanding their high social standing, they strictly adhered to the Jewish

faith, and designed their son to be a Pharisaic Rabbi. According to Jewish custom he had
learned a trade ; he was a tent-maker (that is, a weaver of a kind of cloth which was applied

to tent-making ; o-ktjvottoios, Acts xviii. 3). The great talents of Saul could be early developed

in the schools of cultivated Tarsus, if we may suppose that the rigid Pharisaic sentiment of

his parents (which, however, was often mollified in heathen cities far away from Palestine)

permitted him to visit those schools. From Paul's philosophic analysis of heathendom (Bom.
L. and ii.), from his discourse at Athens (Acts xviL), and from other similar expressions, we
may very readily infer that his acquaintance with sentences of heathen philosophers and
poets (Acts xvii. 38 ; Tit. i. 12 sq.), is not attributable to mere popular intercourse, but to

reading and study. When in Jerusalem, he became familiaily acquainted with the Old Tes-

tament, rabbinical traditions and dialectics, and probably also with the doctrines of the Jew-
ish Alexandrian school. It is probable that he found there some family connections ; at least,

he was subsequently supported very earnestly by a nephew (Acts xxiii. 16). As King Saul
of old is said to have gone forth to seek she-asses, but found a crown, so with the Apostle •

but he took better care of his crown.

The conversion of Saul is one of the greatest miracles of the exalted Saviour—one of the

whicli IB justly prized in Germany as a masterwork of ripe scholarship aad critical accuracy. The English and American
student who has no access to it, may in nearly all such cases profitably consult the same articles in W. Smith's Diclionars

qf the BihU, large edition, London and Boston, 18G3, 3 vols. ; large American edition, with many improvements and addi-

tions, by Prof. H. B. Haokkti and Ezea Abbot, New York, 1868 ff., to be completed in 4 vols. ; and the superb ihiri

e^tion of Kitto's Cydopxdia of Biblical Literature, prepared by W. LninsAT Ai.exai<dbr, D.D., etc., London, 1S65 3
rols. These English works, being the result of the combined labor of many contributors, have less unity and symmetry
than that of Winee, but are more extensive and embody the latest information (especially Haokett and Abbot'i
etUtion of Smith unabridged, now in course of preparation and publication, with the help of a number of American
Kholars). A new German Dictionary of the Bible has been recently commenced with a considerable array of collabor»

tots by ScHENKEi of Heidelberg, and will represent the liberal, semi-iationallstio Bohool of German theology —P. 8.1
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greatest miiacles of converaion in the kingdom of grace. The fact especially that the mos<
earnest zealot for Pharisaic legalism became, by Divine appointment, the chief apostle of a
free gospel and faith, and the most successful destroyer of Pharisseism in Judaism, and in
the Christian Church through all ages, is without a parallel in history. True, some of the
greatest opponents of Jesuitism have come out of Jesuit schools. Luther, the former monk
was the strongest antagonist of monastic righteousness ; and Luther, the Augustinian, the
strongest antagonist of intolerance, which St. Augustine unfortunately first established in
theory in opposition to the Donatists ; but not one of these contrasts reaches that miraculous
transformation in which the glorified Christ, as with an ironical smile, changed the most
formidable power of the enemy into His most victorious agency for conquest.

And yet this miracle, too, was conditioned by justice and truth. We must not ignore for
the miraculous manifestation of Christ all connecting points of preparation in the unconscious
spiritual life of Saul (as Batoigabtbh has again done). This would be as partial and un-
tenable as the opposite extreme of rationalistic writers, who vaialy attempt to explain hia
conversion by psychological antecedents and extraordinaiy natural phenomena (see Wenbe
Becd-Worterhuch, art. PauUs). The history declares positively that the glorified Christ
appeared to him

; and we cannot interpret it in any other light. But Paul's own accounts
show that the objective manifestation of Christ was mediated by a visionary or ecstatic

elevation of Saul himself (Acts ix. 7 ; xxii. 9).

[The rationalistic interpretation, after having exploded in Germany, has been ingeniously
renewed in France by E. RBNAjif, Les Apot/res, Paris, 1866, p. 181. There is a third view on
the conversion of Paul, not mentioned by Dr. Langb—^the my«AicaiZ—which resolves the event
into a.purely subjective process in Paul's own mind, and explains the supernatural light to be
simply the symbolical expression of the certainty of the real spiritual presence of Christ in the
Church and the believer. This view was ably defended by the late Dr. Batir, of Tubingen,
in his work on Paul, 1847, p. 68. But after a renewed investigation of the subject, the
celebrated historian arrived at the conclusion that the conversion of Paul was an enigma
which cannot be satisfactorily solved by any psychological or dialectical analysis. See the
second and revised edition of his work on Christianity and the Christian Church in the first

three centuries, which appeared shortly before his death, a. 1860, p. 45, and the second
edition of his Paul, edited by Zblleb, 1867. The character and apostolic life of Paul, and
the very origin and continued existence of the Christian Church, is an inexplicable mystery
without the miracle of the actual resurrection of our Saviour.—P. S.]

Obsbhvations.—1. On the splendor of the city of Tarsus in culture and institutions of
learning, see Winer, article Ta/rsus. Also the particulars concerning Oamaliel, by the same
author [and in Bjtto's and W. Smith's Bible Dictionaries].

2. On the life of Paul in general, compare the article Paul in the various Bible diction-
aries ; the relevant chapters in Nbandbk, Schaff, Thibksch, and Langb, on the Apostolic
Age ; the work, Die Biographien der Btbel, Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1838 ; and Rbuss, Di^
Oesch. der Tteil. Schriften Nmen Testaments [4th ed., 1864], p. 45 fF., where a comprehensive
catalogue of literature may be found. For particular references, see below.

3. The literary education of the Apostle has been much dascussed. Comp. Nibmbtee,
CharaJcteristik der Bibel ; Thalemann's treatise, De ervditione Pauli Jvdaica non GrcBca (and
WiNBB, Beal-Worterlmch, ii. 313). The parents of Paul may have been prevented, by their

religious prejudices, from sending their son to the brilliant Grecian schools in Tarsus ; but it

does not therefore follow that the vigorous mind of the youthful Paul did not become
acquainted privately with the principles of Grecian learning. Possibly his parents may have
Bent him to Jerusalem for the very reason that they discovered in him a dangerous suscepti-

bUifcy for the charms of Grecian literature.—" Paul received a learned Jewish education in

the school of the Pharissean Rabbi, Gamaliel, not remaining an entire stranger to Greek litera-

ture, as his style, his dialectic method, his allusions to heathen religion and philosophy, and
hjs occasional quotations from heathen poets show. Thus, a ' Hebrew of the Hebrews,' yei

at' the same time a native Hellenist and a Roman citizen, he combined in himself, so tr speak;

the three great nationalities of the ancient world, and was endowed with all tht natural

qualifications for a universal apostleship. He could argue with the Pharisees as a son of

Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin, as a disciple of the renowned Gamaliel, surnamed ' the

Gijory of the. Law,' and as one of the straitest of their sect. He could address the Greeks ij
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their own beautiful tongue, and with the force of their strong logic. Clothed with the dig-

nity and majesty of the Roman people, he could travel safely over the whole empire with th«

watchword: ' Oivis Somamis sum.^ " From Ph. Schaff, History of Ancient Christianity, vol. L
p. 68. Comp. also Chaelbs Hodge, Commentary on the Bpi^tle to the Emnana, revised edition,

first section of the Introduction :
" His (Paul's) natural character was ardent, energetic, un-

compromising, and severe. How his extravagance and violence were subdued by the grace

of God, is abundantly evident from the moderation, mildness, tenderness, and conciliation

manifested in all his epistles. Absorbed in the one object of glorifying Christ, he was ready

to submit to any thing, and to yield any thing necessary for this purpose. He no longer

insisted that others should think and act just as he did. So that they obeyed Christ, he was
satisfied ; and he willingly conformed to their prejudices, and tolerated their errors,_so far as

the cause of truth and righteousness allowed. By his early education, by his miraculous

conversion and inspiration, by his natural disposition, and by the abundant grace of God,
was this Apostle fitted for his work, and sustained under his multiplied and arduous
labors."—P. 8.]

4. On the chronology of the Apostle's life, see Wenek, Beal^Worterhich, ii. p. 317 ;_WiK-
SELBE, Chronology of the Apostolic Age [Gottingen, 1848 ; also the Chronological Chart in the

American edition of Lakgb's Oommetitary on Acts, and Alpoed's Commentoury on Acts, 5th
ed., I860, [pp. ^2-27.—P. S.] On the various suppositions concerning the time of Paul's con-

version, Winer, ii. p. 319.

5. On the conversion of the Apostle in particular, see the Commentary on the Acts of the

Apostles, chap. ix. [p. 161, Am. ed.] The objectivity of the appearance of Christ is there

justly maintained. But we should, in addition to it, make proper account of the element
of a vision as the medium of the appearance of Christ. Here belongs also the treatise of C.
P. HoFSTEDE DE Geoot, PauU conversio, prcBciputis theologim Pcmlinas fons, Groningen, 1855.
(" Itague inveni principia gravissima tria, e quSms tota Pauli theologia est orta ; primum mentis,

Jesu mtam novum semper cogitantis, alterum animi, gratiam dimnam constanter experti et sen/-

tientis, tertium vitcE, Christi ecclesiam perpetuo spectantis") Also the essay of Paeet, Ths
Testimony of tTie Apostle Paul concerning the Appearance of Christ, in the Jahrbiicher fv/r
deutsche Theol., vol. iv., pt. 3. For a full list of literature, see Eetjss, 1. c, p. 51, and Winbb,
ii. p. 314.

B. T%e Prepa/ration of Paul for the Apostolic Office, and his Apostolical Missionary Journeyi

to the time of his First Captivity in Some.

A man of such mighty genius, notwithstanding his apostolic call, was not qualified for an
evangelist immediately after his conversion. His first zeal would have been too stormy, too

powerful, and too much the outburst of immoderate excitement. After his first attempt in

Damascus, he had to withdraw to Arabia for a quiet stay of about three years (Gal. i.)—

a

period over which a veil is drawn. He probably spent it, not in missionary labor, but to

greater advantage in contemplative life, although he may have made some single missionary
efforts during this time (see Langb's History of the Apost. Age, ii. p. 134). After his first

attempt in Jerusalem, also, where Barnabas introduced him to the apostles, Paul was again
required to retire to private life. But this time he chose Cilicia, his native country. We
may infer from his character that he did not remain absolutely passive, but that he occasion-
ally testified of Christ

;
yet he did not engage in apostolic labors in their strictest sense.

Barnabas sent for him to come from Cilicia to Antiooh, to cooperate with him in that
newly-arisen metropolis of Gentile Christianity (Acts xi. 35). Paul entered into the most
intimate relations with the congregation of Gentile Christians living there, and the destina-
tion that he had received at his call to become the Apostle to the Gentiles (Acts ix. 15), now
approached its fulfilment. But it was in accordance with the apostolic spirit that the' Gen-
tile Church should remain in perfect unity with the Jewish-Christian Church. This tendency
toward unity was strengthened by the first mission of Paul to Jerusalem, in company with
Barnabas (Acts xi. 80). We may therefore consider this mission as the introduction to the
apostolic labors of the Apostle ; and since it also constitutes one of the strongest chrono-
logical links in his career, we will now speak of the chronological relations of his life.

We pass over, as unreliable points of connection, the government of Damascus by tlxa
Arabian king Aretas (Acts ix. ; 3 Cor. xi. 33), and the meeting of Paul with Aquila in
Oorinth, in consequence of the banishment of the latter from Rome by an edict of the Empe-
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ror Claudius (see Wieselbe, Ohronohgie des ApostoUschen Zeitaliers, p. 167, and p. 125). The
safest date at the beginniDg of the apostolic career of Paul is the year of the death of Heiod
Agrippa, a. d. 44 (Joseph., De Mh Jud. ii. 11, 6) ; and the safest one at the end of the same
is the recall of the procurator Felix from Judea in the year 60. The ej^ecution of James the
Elder took place shortly before the death of Herod Agrippa (Acts xii. 2). About the samt
time, Paul and Barnabas went to Jerusalem as bearers of the collection taken at Antioch. If
according to the usual method, we reckon backward from this date, the year 44 (one year
spent in Antioch, about one year in Jerusalem and Tarsus, three years in Arabia and Damas-
cus), the conversion of Paul occurred about the year 39. Then, reckoning forward, let us fix

the time of the Apostolic Council, under the supposition (which has been vainly contested)*

that the journey described in Acts xv. is identical with that of Gal. ii. (see my Qesch. del

Apost. Zeitalters, i. 99), and that the fourteen years which Paul reckons as occurring previoui

to this journey are to be numbered from his conversion. This being the case, the Apostolic

Council occurred about the year 53.t The first missionary tour of the Apostle therefore tools

place between the years 44 or 45 and 52 or 58. The second and third were made between the

years 53 and 59-60.

In reference to the more particular dates, compare the already mentioned work of Wie-
SBLBB (whose parallel of Paul's journey mentioned in Acts xviii. 22, with that in Gal. ii., does

not seem to be warranted) ; the article Paul in Wineb, ; G. W. Agahdh, Von d&r Zeitrechnwng

der LebensgescMchte des Aposteh Paulus, etc., Stockholm, 1847. On the time of the ecstasy

narrated in 3 Cor. xii. 7, compare my Apost. Zeitalter, ii. p. 8.

In regard to the credibility of the account of the Acts on the apostolic life of Paul,

ScHmECKBSTBnHGBB maintained the hypothesis, that the author of that book converted the life

of Paul from real historical materials into a parallel to the life of Peter. Battr has outdone

this hypothesis, and endeavored to carry out the hypercritical notion that the narrative of the

Acts of the Apostles is an unhistorical production, written for the purpose of bringing about

a compromise between Jewish Christianity and Gentile Christianity. On this vain attempt

to convert the history of the Acts into a myth, or rather a conscious fiction, compare Lbch-

LBE, The Apostolic and Post-Apostolie Age, p. 6 S.

There was no doubt a gradual approach of the two sections of apostolic Christianity, in

harmony with the first fundamental principle of the Word made flesh and the working ol the

spirit of the apostolic history. Conscious of the essential unity of faith and hope, the Gentile

Church moved towards the Jewish Church, as the Jewish Church sought and found the Gen-

tile Church. It is from this point of view that we must study Paul's journeys to Jerusalem

as they alternated with his missionary tours. Every new missionary journey to the heathen

world was followed by a renewal of the bond of union with the parent society in Jerusalem;

and the more deeply the Apostle penetrated the heathen world, and the more fully he kept

the Gentile Church free from Jevrish ordinances, the more decidedly did he afterward show,

by his own conduct in Jerusalem, his respect for Jewish customs. Only those who are

unable, like Paul, to distinguish between dogmatic and ethical rules, can find a contradiction

in this fact, and especially in the diversity of requirements between Gal. ii. 16 and Acta

XV. 20.

The farthest limit of the first missionary tour of the Apostle was Derbe, in Lycaonia, Asia

Minor. The appointment of Barnabas and Saul in Antioch by the direction of the Holy

Spirit, their ordination by the united act of the congregation and its leaders, the voyage to

Cyprus, the triumph of Paul over the false prophet Bar-jesus, his change of name, the jour-

ney to Pamphylia, and the return of Mark, the apostolic attendant, the missionary address of

* [By WnssEL-EE -who, in his very learned and able clronology of the Apostolic Age, identifies the visit mentioned,

eal. ii. 1, with the fourth journey of Paul to Jerusalem mentioned Acts xviii. 21, 22. He has defended his view in an

Excursus to his Cmntmntary to the Galatians, p. 662 ff. Compare against his view and in favor of the identity of th«

journey of Gal. ii. 1 with that to the ApostoUc Council, Acts xv., my History of the Apost. Church, p. 216 ff.
;
and tlu

Commentary on Gal, ii. 1.—P. S.]

* [The chronologists of the Apostolic Church differ in the date of the Council of Jerusalem' from 47-53. Wntia

.DbWettb, 'Wiesei.er, Schaef, and Aifokd, put it in 60 or 51 ; Olshaubem, Metee, Ewaid, in 62.—P. S.J
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the ApoBtle in the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia, the persecutions on the part of the Jewe

in Antioch and Iconia, Paul's miracle at Lystra, and his success in Derbe : these are th«

prominent points of the first missionary tour. We must observe especially, 1, That the

apostolic men at that time, as well as later, always directed their first attention to the Jews,

and consequently entered the synagogue, although at Antioch, in Pisidia, an important cnsifl

occurred in theii zeal for Gentile missions (Acts xiii. 46) ; 3. that Paul, the younger messen-

ger, appears more and more decidedly m the foreground ; 3. that on their return the societies

of converts were organized into fixed congregations, especiaUy by the appointment of elders

(Acts xiv. 33) ; 4. that the free spirit with which Paul carried on the missionary work among

the Gentiles produced, in all probability, that reaction of the more rigid Jewish Christiana

which led to the first Apostolic CouncU, and Paul's journey to Jerusalem in connection there-

with ; 5. that the enmity of the Jews against the preaching of the two men, especially of

Paul, became more intense from his expulsion (in Antioch) to the attempt to stone him (in

Iconium), and to his real stoning (in Lystra).

On the change of Paul's name, various views have been advanced (see WrraK, article

Pawl; ScHAiT, Hutory of the Apost. Church, p. 336 ; comp. Com. on Ch. i 1.). We are of the

opinion that Saul, as a Boman citizen, was already in possession of a Roman name, but that,

while at Cyprus, he was induced, not only by the friendship of Sergius Paulus, but especially

by his antagonism to the false prophet who called himself Elymas the Sorcerer, the mighty

magician, to term himself, as that man's conqueror in the name of the Lord, Paul the smaU

man (so far as David's victory over Goliath had repeated itself here in a New Testament

character) ; and particularly, also, because the Apostle, being now about to enter into active

intercourse with the Grecian and Eoman world, could travel more conveniently under a Boman
name.

The second missionary journey passes over Asia Minor to Europe, and finds its farthest

limit in Corinth. It is specially characterized by the following events : (1.) The separation

of Paul and Barnabas on account of Mark, and the beginning of a separate and independent

mission of Paul, in which he was followed at first by Silas, and later by Timothy and Luke

;

(3.) the tour of visitation into the earlier missionary field (Cyprus being passed over, and left

to the care of Barnabas), which was changed into a new mission of colossal proportions

;

(3.) the harmonization of the body of Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians by means of

the ethical principles established by the Church in Jerusalem (Acts xvi. 4) ; (4.) the new stiv-

tions: Cilicia (before the repeated visit of the elder stations), then Phrygia, Galatia, Troas;

after this in Europe : Philippi, Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, Corinth ; also the persecutions,

which varied in strength in proportion to the greater or less results of the preaching of the

gospel
; (5.) the miraculous aid and manifestation of the Spirit, which led Paul to Europe

(Acts xvi. 6, 7, 9) ; (6.) the contrast between the ministrations of the Apostle in Athens and

in Corinth ; but we err if we suppose that Paul corrected his learned discourse in Athens by

his exclusive preaching of the Cross in Corinth
; (7.) the meeting of Paul with Aquila and

Priscilla in Corinth, which so greatly affected his subsequent mission
; (8.) the longer stay of

the Apostle in Corinth, and the importunities of the Jews against him in the presence of the

deputy, GalUo
; (9.) the new journey of the Apostle to Jerusalem for the accomplishment of

a vow, during which he touches at Ephesus, and there makes preparation for his mission by
leaving behind Aquila and Priscilla.

The third missionary tour is so far an enlargement of the second, as that Paul at this time
makes Ephesus, in Asia Minor, his great object, which city he had been compelled to pass by
in his journey, and which he could only touch at on his return. ApoUos was his pioneer
here, and the silversmith Demetrius became his principal opponent. His victory was on the
one hand, a triumph over the nocturnal magic of this city dedicated to Diana, the goddess
of the Moon ; and, on the other, over idolatry. This journey, which was at first supplement-
ary in its design, assumed the character of a visitation ; for Paul departed from Ephesus and
again visited the congregations in Macedonia and Greece. The supposition of a third mis-
Bonary visit to the Corinthian church between the second and third missionary tours has
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Deen shown, in a variety of 'ways, to rest upon a misunderstanding (see my Apost. Age, i

p. 199). The third missionaij journey is characterized by the more decided prominence ot

the missionary calculation and self-determination of the Apostle (see 1 Cor. xvi. 5 ; 2 Cor. i,

15) ; by his miraculous works, especially in Ephesus and Troas (Acts xviii. 11 ; xx. 10) ; by
the establishment of a metropolis of the church of Asia Minor, which was destined to become
the home of John, and the maternal city of Christian speculation ; by the founding of a

larger association and Pauline school ; and finally, by the decided premonition of his cap-

tivity which the Apostle felt, as he drew his missionary journey to a close, and entered upoE
his pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

The performance of a Nazarite vow in Jerusalem (a step counselled by James) grew, fiom

a measure of accommodation to the narrow views of the Jewish Christians, into an offence on

the part of the Jews. It led to the persecution of the Apostle in Jerusalem, his abduction

and imprisonment in Csesarea, his appeal to the judgment-seat of Csesar, and his transporta-

tion to Home (in the year 62 ; according to Attger and Winer, in the spring of 61). From
this captivity he was released (in the year 64), not only according to the testimony of tradition

(EuBBB., ii. 22 : Xoyo? c'xfi, OTKiLii. Hibbos., Hibbonymus, etc. ; see Winer), but also accord-

ing to certain hints of the Scriptures, yet only, after a new journey for missions and visi-

tation, to fall into a second imprisonment, and to suffer martyrdom under Nero.

Observations.—1. Tor a statement of relevant literature, see Kbuss, 1. c, p. 54, 55, 56
sqq. [Smith, Diet, of the B., art. Paul, at the close, vol. iii. 763).

2. Ananias at Damascus, a predecessor of Barnabas for the introduction of Paul into the

Church of Christ, as Stephen had been a predecessor of Paul himself.

3. Paul's three years of instruction in the quiet solitude of Arabia, a counterpart and
parallel to the three years of instruction spent by the twelve apostles in intercourse with the

Lord. The latter was an external and historical communion ; that of Paul was undoubtedly

of a mysterious and internal character, and kindred to the great mysterious fact of his con-

version. See my Apost. Age, ii. p. 133. [Schaff, H. of the Ap. Oh. p. 236 ; and Com. on Gal.

i, 17.]

4. The development of the Apostle's consciousness of his specific call to the Gentiles was
gradual, and commensurate with the gradual definiteness of his call to the apostolic office in

general. This may be seen from Acts ix. 15, 29 ; comp. xxii. 31 ; xiii. 46 ; xix. 9 ; xxviii.

17 sqq.; Gal. ii. But this call to the Gentiles did not exclude a purpose to convert the Jews

;

for not only must he first seek in the synagogues those heathen who were susceptible hearers

of his message, especially the proselytes of the gate (Acts xiii. 48), but Paul also recognized

the conversion of the Gentiles, apart from their personal salvation, as a means for the conver-

sion of Israel (Eom. xi. 13, 14). The gradual development of his apostolic knowledge by

virtue of continued revelations and illuminations, was not precluded by the Apostle's prepa-

ration, derived from a historical knowledge of the Holy Scriptures and of the life of Jesus,

and by his great miraculous illumination when his call occurred.

5 On the person of Barnabas ; on Cilicia, Antiooh, Asia Minor, etc., sen the relevant

articles in the Biblical dictionaries. Also the introductions to the respective parts of this

Commentary. On Antioch in particular, see my Apost. Age, ii. p. 158.

6. The reciprocal action between the three missionary journeys of the Apostle, and hia

pilgrimage to Jerusalem at the close of each of these journeys, are in themselves sufficient to

overthrow as an untenable fiction Bade's hypothesis above alluded to.

7. On the identity of the fact related in Gal. ii. with that naiTated in Acts xv., see Rbtjss,

p. 55, and Schaff's History of the Apost. Church, p. 245 fiF.

8. The relation of the apostolic deliberations in Acts xv. to the so-called Noachian com-

mands, is also maintained by Rbuss, 1. c, p. 56. See thereon my Apost. Age, ii. p. 184.

Recss maintains that Acts xv. 21 avows the validity of the law for the Jewish Christians.

But the absence of all dogmatic obligation in the same passage is very plain from the trana-

ictions of the apostolic council. Yet, as far as the national and ethical validity of the same

3 concerned, it was in perfect harmony with the apostolic spirit that the continuance of the

«w should not be violently abrogated. For the relevant literature, see Beuss, p. 56.

9. For a catalogue of the friends and followers of the Apostle, see the same, p. 58.

lb. The Apostle's missionary method and policy : (1.) A prudent adjustment of his uni-

\'ersal mission to the Gentile world, even to Borne, and the western limit of the Old World

(Spain), to the primitive historical trunk of Christianity in Jerusalem—that is, the incorpo-

ration of the missionary spirit with the vital power of the Church. (2.) Perception of the

historical links for communicating the gospel to the world. Therefore he first turned his
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attention to the Jews, and rose in their synagogues, but made full account cf the prejudice!

of the Jews, and the receptibility of the heathen for Christianity. Therefore he embraced in his

view, and also seized upon, the points of connection in the Gentile world (see his address at

Athens on the inscription of an altar), and with equal clearness he discovered and opposrd

all real barriers to the truth (righteousness by works among the Jews; luxurious life in

Corinth, 1 Cor. i. 2; and the gloomy sorcery of superstition in Ephesus). (3.) M.jst careful

observance of Divine guidance to go forward or to hold back (A-Cts xvi. 6, 9 ;
xxv. 10 ;

Kom.
i. 13, etc.). (4.) Careful consolidation of his missionary work, by instituting congregational

offices, and the organization of congregations (Acts xiv. 33, 33), and promoting the inner

unity of the churches by their community of prayer and love (see especially Ihe Epistle to

the Philippians). (5.) A comprehensive and free use of all chosen companions in faith for

cooperation in the form of helpers, evangelists, messengers, and pioneers in a general sense.

He is surrounded by his helpers ; he sends them out upon new paths ; he leaves them behind

in churches already organized. That they may be strengthened and encouraged, the spirits

of the gospel come and go in his presence, just as the messengers come and go at the court

of a prince ; he sets all the powers of faith in motion, in order to set all the world in

motion. (6.) He greatly advances the personal usefulness of himself and of his coadjutors, by

his apostolical epistles. (7.) The marvellous concentration, development, and elaboration of

Ms doctrine in a manner adapted to the necessities of the congregations, and in perfect har-

mony with a most careful preservation of the fundamental character of his doctrine. The
rock-like steadfastness and adherence to the doctrine of free grace, united with that most
faithful development which is exhibited also in his style as a progressive creative power, pro-

ducing a rich treasm-e of a^rra^ Xeyiifj-eva. (8.) The supplementing of his burning activity by
sacred retreats, when he sank even into tlae depths of visionary contemplation

;
likewise his

imion of apostolic consecration to the demand of the moment (see his Epistle to Philemon)
with his all-embracing care for the whole Church and for its whole future.

11. On the three missionary tours and the life of the Apostle, and the particular events

of the same, compare the Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles, and the well-known
works of Neandbr, Schafp, Thiersch, and Ewaid, on the Apostolic Age, and the literature

referred to by Kbuss, p. 59 sqq.

C. Tfie Second Imprisonment and the Martyrd/ym of Paul.

The second imprisonment has been lately discarded even by theologians who accept the

authenticity of the Pastoral Epistles, such as "W";bselbk, Ebhard, Schaff, Teiebsch (see my
Apost. Age, ii. p. 374). Yet we still hold to the testimony of the old ecclesiastical tradition

for the following reasons : (1.) Because the Acts of the Apostles concludes at the time when
the first imprisonment of Paul must have come to an end, without taking any cognizance of

his death
; (2.) because the Apostle himself, about the end of this period, anticipated hia

deliverance (Phil. ii. 34) ; (3.) because the Pastoral Epistles—whose Pauline character can-

not be doubted if we take into the account an advanced development of Christianity of

some years' duration—cannot be comprehended in the early career of Paul down to the year

64, without great violence ; and the same is the case still more with the Apostle's stay in

Crete (Tit. i.)
; (4.) because the development of the germs of Ebionism and Judaizing

Gnosticism, which are taken cognizance of in the Pastoral Epistles, is clearly indicated by
the Epistles of the Apostle written some years earlier, during his imprisonment from 63 to 64,

but had not gained the strength which they possessed at the time when the Pastoral Eiiistles

were composed
; (5.) because the tradition of the Church distinguishes positively between

the judicial execution of Peter and Paul, and the first great persecution of the Christians as a

body under Nero
; (6.) the testimony of the Roman Clement (1 Cor. v.), that Paul came

fTTi TO T€ pi>,a TTjS 8 v (T f o> i K aX fi a p T V pTj <T a s fTTi T uiv T) y o V fi € V a> V , having been
written in Rome, cannot refer to Rome, and supports the tradition, harmonizing with the

purpose of the Apostle (Rom. xv. 24), that Paul visited Spain after his deliverance (comp.
my Apost. Age, ii. p. 386).*

* [Tie paFsage of Clement of Borne, which has given nse to different interpretations, must be translated thns
*' Paul . . . having come to the Kmit (e w I rh r^p/ia, not : before the. highest triiumil, 6 ir 5 rb Tiptta) of the West, and havinp
died a martyr under the rulers (others : having borne witness before the rulers), he departed from the world and went tc
the holy place, having furnished the sublimest model of endurance." The dispute about the true reading in the passage
(Bomswhat oblitera^/ed)—e ir i rb rep^a or virb rh ripixa Trfi fiuo-ewr—is now settled in favor of ew t by the testimony of
Frofessors JacoBSON and TiBCHENDORr, who have carefully re-examined the only extant and defective MS. of thi
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If we may judge from intimations in the Pastoral Epistles, Paul hastened, after his deliv
erance, first to Ephesus, where the Christian truth was threatened by the first developmen
of Christian heresy. "We cannot decide whether he was permitted to visit Jerusalem one
more on this journey, as was anticipated by the Epistle to the Hebrews, and might be ex-

pected from the three visits of his earlier missionaiy tours. From Ephesus he went to Mace-
donia and Greece; then over Troas and Miletus to Crete. Afterwards he proceeded to

Epirus, where he spent the winter in Nicopolis, and subsequently left Titus. He then directed

his course westward, to the ripiia Tijr fi^o-ewf, where he was probably seized and taken
a prisoner to Rome, before being able to found another permanent organization [in Spain].*

Meanwhile, Peter either came or was brought to Rome, and both suifered martyrdom there

together (according to Clement of Rome, Irenseus, TertuUian, etc. ; see the article Peter, in

Hbkzog's Seal-Emydopmdie). The Roman Church celebrates the death of Peter and Paul on

the same day—the 29th of .June.

[The views on the year of Paul's martyrdom vary from 64 to 68. This question depends,

of course, mainly on the question of the second captivity. Wibsblek contends for the yeai

64, shortly tefore the great Neronian persecution (the only one properly authenticated by his-

torical evidence), which broke out, according to Tacitus, Annal., xv. 44, in ccmsequence of

the conflagration, July 19th, 64 ; but the general tradition of the Church connects Paul's and
Peter's martyrdom with this persecution, which probably gave rise to several isolated execu-

tions afterwards. If we adopt the hypothesis of a second imprisonment, we may arrive at a

more definite result by referring the rjyovtievoi. in the famous passage of Clemens Rom. (1 Cor.

v., iiaprvpriaas eVl tS>v fj-yoviievav, sub prcrfectis martyriiim, suhiens), either (with Hog, Intr. ii.

333, Hbfelb, Patres Apost., p. 61, 4th ed., and DoLLrNOBK) to Tigellinus and Nymphidius
Sabinus, or (with Pbaeson) to Helius Csesarianus and Polycletus, who in the last years of

Nero, especially during his absence in Greece, a. d. 67, had charge of the government in

Rome. In this case we get the year 67 or 68 for the martyrdom of Paul ; and this agrees

with the Catholic tradition based upon EtrsEEitrs and Jbromb (who, in his Catal. Script.,

says most explicity of Paul: "ZZic ergo decimo quwrto Neronis anno—i. e., A. D. 68

—

eodem die

quo Petrus Eomce pro Ohristo capite 1/runcatus symltusque est, in Via Ostiensi). The Basilica of

St. Paul, in commemoration of his martyrdom, now stands outside the walls of Rome {8an

Paolo fuori de' muri), on the road to Ostia, and the Porta Ostiensis is called the gate of St.

Paul. The traditional spot of his martyrdom, however, is a little distance from the Basi-

lica, where there are three chapels, called The Three Fountains {Tre F(mta,ne), in commemora-

tion of the legend that three fresh fountains miraculously gushed forth from the blood of

Paul's' head as it was cut off by the executioner, and leaped three times from the ground

Clementine Epistle to tlie Corintliians in the British Museum. See JiCOBSON, Patres Apost. in loc. COxon., new ei,

1863), and Tisghendorf, Appendix cndicum celeb. Sin. Vat. Alex., etc., Lips. 1867. This sets asirie Wieseleu's interpre-

tation of Tepfi.a—supreme power, highest tribunal of the West (i. e., the Emperor of Kome), into which I myself was

betrayed in my History of the ApoitoUc Uhurch, p 342 (Am. ed.), and which I now rctraot. Although repfj-a in itself may
mean supreme power, it can hardly do so in conm^ction with the geographical tei-m Svo-is- At all events eirt to ripixa

T^5 Svtrewff must here be rendered : to the limit of the West ; and this, in the mouth of Clement who wrote from Rcinje,

points more naturally, though by no means necessarily, to Spain (or Ganl or Kritnin) than to Rome, especially in view

of the filct that Paul intended to visit Spain, Kom. xv. 24 ff. Clement therefore may be quoted with tolerably good reason

as the first witness to the anci'-nt tradition (first clearly stated by Eusebius, ff. E. ii. 25 : Aoyos exei, etc) of a second

Boman captivity of Paul ; for before his first captivity there is no room for a journey to Spain.—P. S.]

* [There is not the slightest historical trace of the labors of Paul in Spain, much less in Britain. The early tradition

of his journey to Spain is inferred from Clement's Wpjua riys Svo-ewy, and seems to be obscurely implied in the mutilated

Mtaratori fragment on the Canon; but it may have oiiginnted in a premature conclusion from the Apostle's desir«

to visit that country, Rom. xv. 24, 28. Kevertheless such a journey, which was certainly intended, may have beetl

executed, and rendered comparatively fruitless by diflBculties thrown in his way, or by a speedy return. Ewald {Apost,

Zeitaller, 2d ed., 1858, p. G31) suggests th.at Paul, on hearing in Spain of the terrors of the Neronian persecution, hustened

of his own accord back to Rome to bear testimony to Christ, and being seized there, was again brought to trial imi

OOEdemned to dejith in 65. Ho-wsox (Tlie Life and Letters of St. Paul, ii. 460 if., 482 ff. j Lend, ed.), in following ani

extending the combinations of Neandek, assumes that Paul, after his liberation in 63, first visited the East (Philem. ver

82 ; Phi]., ii. 21), then Spain by an unknown rotrte, after about two years again returned to the East (Ephesus, Macedonia,

Crete) iva^ arrested at Nicopolis, forwarded to Rome for a second trial, probably on the charge of having instigated tht

Boman Christians to their supposed act of incendiarism (?) which caused the terrible persecution in 64, and suffi xei

nartyidom early in June, 68, shortly before the death of Nero.—P. S.l
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(" ahscisso Pauli capite tripKci saltu sese mstollente,^' Acta Sanct., vol. vii., sub June 29th.)

This legend is less credible than the beautiful legend connected with Peter's death and per-

petuated in the little church of Domini quo iiadis, on the Appian Way. Comp., on Paul's

death and martyrdom, mj History of the Apost. Church; Contbbake and Howson, vol. il

503 £f. (Lond. ed.) ; also Peudbntius, Peristeph. Eymnm XII. ; Bunsbn, BeschreOung Bom*,

iii, p. 440; Aifebd von Bbumont, Qeschichte der Stadt Bom (Berlin, 1867), vol. i p,

871 f.--P. S.]

Obsbbvations.—1. On the treatises for and against the second captivity of Paul, see

WiNEE, Beal-Lexic, ii. p. 331, and Schaff, Sist. of the Apost. Church, § 87, pp. 328-343. Tha

second captivity is also advocated by the work of L. Rufpet, Saint Paul; sa double captivite

d Rome. Paris, 1860 ; and by G-ams, Das Jahr des Martyrtodes der Apostel Petrus and Paulus,

Regensburg, 1867. He puts the martyrdom of Peter in the year 65 ; that of Paul in the

year 67. [Van Oosterzeb {Com. on the Pastoral Epistles), Ewald {History of Israel, vol.

vi., or Hist, of the Apost. Age, 3d ed. of 1858), Blbek {Introd. to the N. T., 1862), Huthbr
{Com. on the Epp. to Timothy and Titus in Meter's Com., 3d ed. 1866), Contbkaee and

HowsoN, AiFOKD, Ellicott, Woedswokth, and most of the English commentators on Paul,

likewise favor the second Roman captivity. (Wobdswoeth, in the interest of Anglicanism,

defends even Paul's journey to Britain as well as to Spain). On the other hand, C. W. Otto
(in his learned and astute work, Die historischen Terhaltnisse der PastoraVyriefe, Lips. 1860),

NiEDNBE {Kirehengeschichte, 1866, p. 114), Mbtbk {Bom. p. 13 ff.), and again Wibselbe (in

his learned article on the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, in the last supplementary vol. of

Hbkzog's Eneycl., 1866, vol. xxi. p. 276 ffi), oppose the hypothesis of a second Roman cap-

tivity of Paul. Adhuc sub judice lis est.—P. S.]

2. Further on the necessity of admitting a second captivity of Paul, see in the BibU-

WorJc, The Pastoral Epistles, by Dr. Van Oostebzbe, 2d ed., Introduction (Am. ed. vol. viii.),

and my Apost. Zeitalter, ii. p. 386. Critical prejudices are often propagated, while the original

motives and reasons are lost sight of, although such reasons, sprung, as they frequently are,

from original misconceptions, have lost their apparent importance in the course of time. Poi
example, the criticism against the second part of Zechariah has very clearly arisen from a mis-

understanding. Thus many negations in the department of New Testament exegesis have
arisen from some caprice of Schlbibemachbe, some fancy of Db Wettb, some rationalistic

short-sightedness or some iixed idea of Baue, produced by the Hegelian theory of an
officious construction of history.

[The question of the second Roman captivity of Paul is simply a historical problem,
which has no doctrinal or ethical bearing, and which, in the absence of sufficient data, can
never be solved with mathematical certainty. Those who, like Wieselbe, Thibbsch, Nibd-
NER, Otto, and others, hold fast to the Pauline origin of the Pastoral Epistles, lose nothing
by denying a second captivity and trial ; they save the whole extent of Paul's known labors,

and only compress them into a smaller number of years, thus intensifying rather than dimin-
ishing his activity. It must be admitted, however, that the hypothesis of a second captivity

offers a considerable advantage in the defence and exposition of the Pastoral Epistles ; for it

ia nmch more difficult to find a suitable place before than after the first Roman captivity of
Paul for the composition of these epistles, and a number of historical facts therein assumed
(such as a missionary journey of Paul to Crete, Tit. i. 5 ; a visit to Troas, 2 Tim. iv. 13 ; a
pretty advanced state in the development of church organization, and of heresy, 1 Tim.
lii.-vi.), and to understand their farewell tone and general spirit, as compared with the earlier

writings of the Apostle.—P. S.J

D. The Character of the Apostle.

The character of the Apostle reflects itself in his work, as in his Epistles, and appears

before us in the energetic and harmonious contrasts of a great apostolic spirit. He was as

frank in his deep humility as the sincerest penitent (Phil. iii. 6), and equally joyous in hia

acclamations over the all-prevailing faith unto salvation (3 Cor. xii. 10) ; steadfast in

adherence to his convictions (Gal. i. 16), and at the same time cautious, considerate, and
master of the finest and purest policy (Acts xxiii. 6, 7) ; full of enthusiasm, able to speak

wondrously in tongues, and to rise to visionary and ecstatic states of mind (1 Cor. xiv. 18

Bomp. my Apost. Zeitalter, i. p. 199 sqq.), and yet unwearied in active practical labors ; specu
lative, profound, and at the same time a man of the people and a servant of the congrega.

tion ; heroically strong and outspoken, and yet as tender and refined in feeling and taste as a

virgin (comp. hia Epistles to the Philippians and to Philemon) ; eagle-like in Ms univeraal
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view and work, but not less considerate in his regard and care for the smallest details ; an
imperious and commanding character, and yet the most dutiful servant of the Church ; a cul-

tivated rabbinical theologian, and at the same time a modest workman at a trade ; burning ir

his love for the Lord and his brethren, and for this very reason overpowering in his mora
'ndignation and rebuke of all that was opposed to the honor of his Master ; a great Je\^

nflamed by a tragic sympathy with the .Jewish people (Rom. ix. 2 ff., comp. 3 Cor. xii. 7),
and nevertheless the most bitter opponent of all Pharisaeism, old and new ; of all the apos-
tles the most hated, and yet the most beloved and popular ; the most misinterpreted and mis-

conceived (by Antinomians, Marcionites, Paulicians, etc.), and at the same time the mosl
studied and expounded. Thus Paul has developed the most magnificent life of a hero, whom
the world could neither bend nor conquer, but whom Christ overcame with a miraculous
glance of his glorious revelation. (Comp. Schapf's Hist, of the Apoat. Ghurch, p. 441 f.)

Concerning the apostolic position of Paul, two points are to be observed in particular.

First of all is the fact that he did not belong to the apostles of the first foundation of Chris-

tianity, but that he was charged with the apostolate of the first historical growth and expan-
sion of Christianity into a universal character as the religion of the whole human race. He
therefore has become, in an emphatic sense, the Apostle of evangelical reform in all succeed-

ing periods of the Church. Secondly, the great opposition presented by the Pauline apos-

tolate to all external legalism and stagnation in Christianity, is expressly declared in his call.

He was not of the number of the historical disciples, witnesses, and chosen ones of the his-

torical Christ ; not a member of the apostolic college established by Christ during his pil-

grimage on earth. Hurled down as an enemy by the risen Lord in a heavenly vision, he arose

at once as a witness of faith and as one of the apostles, and received his apostolic authority

only in heavenly voices from the Church (Acts ix. 15) ; in his visions (Acts xxii. 31) ; in his

commisssion from Antioch, the mother church of Grcntile Christianity ; in the living epistles

which the Holy Spirit wrote in the form of vigorous churches of his planting (3 Cor. iii.

2 ff.) ; and in the decided recognition by the first apostles of the Lord (Acts xv. ; Gal. ii.).

His apostolate remained doubtful to a great number of traditional Jewish Christians ; the

most rigid Jewish Christians rejected it, and persecuted him ; and the later Ebionites loaded

his memory with scorn, as an errorist and a heretic. The legalistic Christianity of the Mid-

dle Ages, while professing the highest respect for the name of Paul, has persecuted his doc-

trines as they have been exhibited in the principles of the Reformation, in the form of Jansen-

ism, in the history of Port Royal, and in many other ways. Even in the Protestant evangelical

Church there obtains a legalistic high-churchism, which, while it adheres to external legiti-

macy, traditionalism, and legalism, is opposed to the principles of Christianity, and especially

to the apostolate and doctrine of Paul.

But, on the other hand, the antinomianism of all Christian ages has been based on a mis-

understanding and misinterpretation of his doctrines. Amid these opposite extremes, there

courses the mighty stream of pure blessings with which the Lord, by His Spirit, has sealed

the testimony of the great Apostle to the Gentiles, and with which He will seal it to the end

of time.

Thus Paul will still maintain his position with the other apostles in the Church of Chiist.

Tet we would not deny the measure of truth in the viiw of Schblling, that, as far as the

prevailing type of the Church is concerned, the Petrine Church of the Middle Ages was fol

lowed by the Pauline Church of Protestantism, and that the perfection will hereafter appear

in the Church of the Johannean type. It would be a great misunderstanding, however, to

conceive of this type as a syncretism of Judaizing legalism and Pauline freedom. The higher

synthesis of the genuine Petrine and the genuine Pauline theology can only be found in the

deeper ideal development of the revelation of the law and the Spirit, as set forth by John.

Obsertatiotsts.—1. The natural disposition of the Apostle must be characterised as an

even harmony of various temperaments and gifts in genial fulness and strength, and inspired

by a heroic energy and vitality of soul. By virtue of this energetic vitality the same mac

could always remain consistent and true, and yet become all things to all men ; he could
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stand and shine first in this and then in that pole of his wondeiful endowments; at thk
moment in ecstasy, at the next as a practical man of action ;

now reminding us of the con-

templativeness of a John, then of the fiery energy of a Peter ; now musically lyrical in style,

then acutely dialectical even to the subtlest distinctions; though possessing a tragical

national sympathy for his people in his heart—the depth where his natural melancholy waa

reflected and transformed—he was as susceptible of joyous sentiments as a child, or rather aa

a man in Christ, in whom the freshest impulses of a sanguine temper were consecrated to

God. And how powerful he was in holy indignation and wratli ! If the phlegmatic tem-

perament consisted in cold indiflference and dulness of spirit, Paul would be entirely free from

it ; but if we understand by it a natural disposition to perseverance, and tough tenacity, we
must see that in this respect also he was richly endowed. His endowments reciprocally

equalized and attempered themselves in his person as charismata, or gifts of the Spirit, as ha

himself desired (1 Cor. xii.) that all the various endowments should harmonize and concen-

trate in the Church.
2. The rich literature m connection with Paul and his theology is enumerated in the

bibliographical works of Walch {Bill. Tlieol., iv. p. 662 sqq.) ;
Winer [Handlwh dw theol.

Literatur, i. p. 252 ff., pp. 294, 567; Supplement, p. 39); Dauz (Vniversalworteriuch der

tJieolog. lAteratur, p. 740 ff. ; Supplement, p. 30) ; in the well-known Introductions to the New
Testament [by De Wbttb, Crbdhbe, Beuss, Blbbk, Gubkicke, Davidson], as well as the

appropriate commentaries. Besides, we must also compare the works on the Apostolic Age
by Nbaudbr, Schaff, Thiersch, Langb, Lechlbr, Ritschl, Ewald ; also the works [of

Schmidt, Van Oosterzbb, etc.] on the Biblical theology of the New Testament. Against

Baur's Apostle PamJ, [2d edition, by Zbllbr, 1867, in 2 vols.] is especially directed the work
of Lbohler, already referred to [also, in great part, Wiesbler, on the OhrotMlogy of the Apost.

Age]. Of the many practical works on the Apostle Paul, we may mention : Menken, Olancea

into the Life of the Apostle Pavl and tlie First Christian Congregation (Bremen, 1838) ; Ad.
MoNOD, The Apostle Paul, Five Sermons (2d ed., German, Elberfeld, 1858 [also in English])

;

Naumann, Paulua— T/ie First Victories of Christianity (Leipzig) ; Bessbr, Paul (Leipzig,

1861) ; M.. Kahler, Paul, the Servant and Messenger of Jesus of Nazareth (Halle, 1862) ;

Oswald, The Missionary WorTc of Paul (2d ed., Stuttg., 1864) ; Hausrath (semi-rational-

istic), Tha Apostle Paul (Heidelberg, 1865). The life of the great Apostle has also been illus-

trated by poems, songs, and -dramas. [Of English works, besides those already mentioned,
Palbt's HorcB Paulinm, Lord Ltttlbton on the Conversion of St. Paul, and James Smith's
Voya(/e and Shipwreck of St. Paul (London, 1848), deserv" special mention as illustrating par-

ticular points, and strongly corroborating the historical ouaracter of the Acts and the Epis-
tles. The instructive and entertaining descriptive 7."ork of Contbbare and Howson is

generally known in America as well as in England, and admirably adapted for the theo-

logical lay reader. Comp. also the literature at the close of the article Paul in Smith's
Dictionary of the Bible.—P. S.]

i 3. THE EPISTLES OP PAUL.

A. Their Historical Order.

If we except the Pastoral Letter of the Apostolic Council of Jerusalem about the year 53

[50], the two Epistles to the Thessalonians are the oldest New Testament epistles. They
were written from Corinth in the year 54 or 55, not long after the establishment of the con-

gregation, and in consequence of the chiliastic excitement of the same during the second
missionary journey of the Apostle. The Epistle to the Galatians was written about 56-57 in

Ephesus, during the third missionary journey. The two Epistles to the Corinthians were
written by Paul from Ephesus and Macedonia, about the year 58 ; and soon afterwards,

about the year 69, he composed the Epistle to the Romans, from Corinth. Between the years

62-64, if not a little earlier, the Epistles to 'he Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon were
vritten; and toward the close of the first Ro-aan captivity, the Epistle to the PhUippians.

A Jttle later still, the Epistle to the Hebrews proceeded from the company of Paul about
lontemporaneously with the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles. The First Epistle

to Timothy and the Epistle to Titus must be assigned to the interval between the first and
second captivity, 64-66. Tlie last of the Pauline Epistles, the Second to Timothy was writ-
ten about the year 67. As to the untenableness of the hypothesis of a Third Epistle to the
Corinthians, as well as of an Epistle to the Laodiceans, different from the Epistle to the
Ephesians, comp. my Apost. Zeitalter, i. p. 205 [and Dr. Wing, in Com. on 2 Corinthiam p 7
-P. S.].

'
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Obsbbtations.—1. Compare the Introductions to the cominentaries on the various Paul
ine Epistles.

3. Several critics (Schulz, Schnbckenbukger, Schott, Wiggees, Thiersch, Reuss,
Meyer, Schenkbl) are of the opinion that the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colosaians, and
that to Philemon, were written during the captivity of Paul at Caesarea. The principal argu-
ment is made to lie in the circumstances relating to the slave Onesimus, who ran away from
his master. Onesimus, it is assumed, could more easily have escaped from Oolosse to the
neighboring Csesarea, than to distant Rome. But why did not, then, Onesimus flee to some
place which lay still nearer at hand ? We could well imagine that a slave in Colosse would
have a more decided disposition to escape to the world's metropolis—the refuge of fortune-

seekers and adventurers—than to Ceesarea. Besides, in a sea-voyage it makes little difference

whether the distance be long or short. It is easier for a German fugitive to flee by sea to

America, than by land to Spain. All remarks on the probably greater expenses of the voyage
to Rome, and on the probably greater strictness in Rome, are as inconclusive as the principal

argument. The other argument is derived from the following circumstance : If Tychicus, ac-

cording to the usual supposition, had made the journey from Rome to Colosse with Onesimus,
then the two travellers must first have arrived at Ephesus. But now the Apostle, in Eph. vi. 31,

where he recommends Tychicus to the Ephesians, makes no mention of Onesimus, while the
same Onesimus is mentioned and heartily recommended. Col. iv. 9. But the latter fact admits
of a simple explanation. The poor Onesimus was at home in Colosse, and must now be received

as a Christian by the congregation there. To this end he certainly needed the recommenda-
tion of the Apostle. But of what use could be the recommendation of the Colossian slave to

the Ephesian church, for which he had no signification whatever ? If we maintain that the

Epistle to the Ephesians was an encyclical letter to those congregations of Asia Minor which
were subsequently grouped definitely in a cycle, then the strange assumption that Onesimus
must have been introduced to all t ,e seven churches, will appear still more strange. In the

first argument we miss all traces of the sea-breeze ; in the second, all evidence of apostolic

decorum. Moreover, it would be very diflBlcult to prove that the way from Csesarea must
have led by Colosse to Ephesus, and not mce-versd, if one will only remember the advantages

of a sea-voyage. We will direct attention to only one of the reasons for the composition of

the already-mentioned Epistles in Rome. The Apostle, before his imprisonment, Rom. i. 10,

had informed the Romans that he was just then about to come to them ;—now, should he
have forgotten this solemn promise in Csesarea, under delusive hopes of a speedy deliverance,

and engaged lodgings among the Colossians (Philemon, ver. 33) ? But the chief argument,

in our opinion, lies in the very advanced development of the churches of Asia Minor both in

sin and righteousness, as it is reflected in those Epistles. Such a development presupposes at

least a period of from three to four years.

B. Their Contents.

Every Epistle of the Apostle bears the imprint of a historical occasion, by which the con-

tents of the same are shaped.

The congregation at Thessalonicawas misled, amid its persecutions, into a chUiastio

excitement ; hence the Epistles addressed to it partake of an eschatological character.

Xhe Epistle to the (Jalatians is chiefly soteriological, or an exposition of the righteousness

of faith, in opposition to the Judaistic righteousness of works, which was urged by the false

Galatian teachers.

The Epistle to the Romans is also soteriological, but in view of the more general antagonism

between grace and the righteousness of faith, to the general corruption which we observe in

the mutual self-boasting of heathen Christians and Jewish Christians.

The Epistles to the Corinthians possess an ecclesiastical character, since the First Epistle

indicates the true Church, with polemical reference to the disturbances and corruptions in the

life of the congregation ; while the Second establishes the true ministerial oflice, Ln apohgaia

self-defence against the attacks of his personal opponents.

The Epistles to the Colossians and to the Ephesians bear a decidedly ehristological im-

press ; the former brings out chiefly the ante-mundane (preexistent) and exclusive mediator-

ship and glory of Christ, in opposition to the Colossian errorists; the latter establishes

mainly His subsequent exaltation over all things, in opposition to dogmatic perversions and

dissensions.

The Epistle to tha Philippians has a chriatologieal^astwal and prominently etMeal charao-
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ter, in bo far as the Apostle makes the favorite congregation of Philippi Ms special co-workei

in his apostolic office ; and in order to make that congregation ethically complete, he holds up

for its imitation the life of Christ.

The Epistle to Philemon is decidedly pastoral, with special reference to the care of iouh.

Of the three Pastoral Epistles, properly so called, the First to Timothy, as well as that to

Titus, were above all designed as the apostolic regulation for pastoral church government

;

and the Second Epistle to Timothy was prominently designed as the apostolic rule for th«

pastoral conduel and call.

Obsbrvations.—1. The specific fundamental thoughts that control every one of the Paul-

ine Epistles (as of the Biblical works in general), are still very much neglected,^ to the injury

of a truly organic, anatomical, synthetical and analytical exegesis. These writiugs are often

not only treated as dead objects, but they are dissected in every direction, as if they were

destitute of all organic structure.

2. Dr. Bauk is not only frequently surprised when he finds a new Pauline Epistle contain-

ing something new, but he makes this point a means of suspicion.

C. Their Oenuineness.

On the verifications of the Pauline Epistles by the testimony of Church history, compare

the passage in the New Testament, 3 Peter iii. 15, and the testimonies of the Fathers, as

KiBCHHOFBB has coUected them in his Quellensammlung for the history of the New Testa-

ment Canon, down to Jerome (Zurich, 1843), and as they have been treated in the introduc-

tory works of Ckbdneb, Rbuss, Qubkickb, and others, as well as in the respective commen-

taries. On the apocryphal literature connected with the name of Paul, see Winer, ii. p. 323.

Among these pseudo-Pauline works, deserve especial mention the spurious correspondence

between Paul and Seneca the philosopher, which is contained in the apocryphal collection

of Fabbicids, ii. p. 880 ff. ; and an imaginary third Epistle of the Apostle to the Corinthi-

ans, composed as a substitute for one which was imagined to be lost (see my Apost. Zeitalter,

i. p. 305), together with a spurious epistle of the Corinthians to Paul, which therefore pro-

ceeded from a misimderstanding (see Db Wette, Einl., p. 371). The false conjecture of a

special Epistle to the Laodiceans, on the ground of a misunderstanding of Col. iv. 16 (where

we are to understand rather the Epistle to the Ephesians as intended also for Laodicea, the

last of the Ephesian cycle of congregations), has given rise to a fictitious Epistle to the

Laodiceans (see my Apost. Zeitalter, ii. p. 311). Certain critics have missed also anothei

Epistle to the Philippians (De Wette, p. 371). Compare the article in Hbkzog's Seal-

Encydopoedie, Psevdepigraphen des Nevsn Testaments. The false Acts, which have been attrib-

uted to Paul, are : Acta Petri et Pauli ; Acta Pauli et TheclcB. The Ebionites, moreover, have

caricatured the portrait of the Apostle Paul in the most shameful manner, and stamped him
with the likeness of a heresiarch (see Nbanber, Kirchengesch., 3d ed., i. 198). ^

Appendix.—The criticism of the school of Batjr proceeds really on two pre-suppositions,

with which the founder has alienated himself from the Christian standpoint, and surrendered
himself fully to a pantheistic philosophy. Baur has evidently designed to compensate for

his want of respect for the matter and spirit of revelation, by a superstitious yielding to the
masters of science ; and his success was facilitated by the fact that his great learning and
eubtle acuteness, or his mere scholarly attainments, have served to hide his far greater inca-

pacity of judgment concerning the phenomena of actual life
; and that gravity of his inquiry

and method has blinded the readers to his frivolous undervaluing of the religious and even
of the moral spirit of the Biblical writings. His superstitious veneration for the mere method
and forms of science was already apparent in his Bymbolik und Mythologie, whifch he wrote
while yet a follower of Schlbibrmaohbb, in the year= 1834-'35. To whom else than to him
could it ever have occuiTed to divide such a historical work after the scheme of Schleier-
Machbr's Dogmatics, and to describe, first, " the pure and universal feeling of indepen-
dence," and then " the antithesis of sin and grace which enter into the religious conscious-
ness ? " Such a disciple of Schlbiebmachbr, after he had become a follower of Hegel, must
with the same slavish superstition for science, and with the same want of perception of the
oeculiarity of the object pervert, by his Ebionitic hypothesis, the evangelical and apostolic
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hutory, according to the Hegelian misconception of the development of life and history
Under such circumstances there could, of course, be no proper discrimination of the different
conceptions of imperfection and perfection, nor any true appreciation of original and new
historical principles and factors. But his yielding was only a partial one, so long as he was
not fully immersed in the pantheistic view of Hegel ; or rather, it appeared only partial ?c
long as he did not, with Stiucss and his school, apply this view to the evangelical histoiy
and its witnesses, in order to -ladi'je them upon the principle that miracles are impossible, lu
the end, his superstition, which be had transferred from ScHLBiBEMACJtBB to Hb&el, led hiii
to the belief that his own science and school were infallible.

Such a spirit of scholastic superstition, which gradually arose to fanaticism, was naturallv
connected with a great want ol' practical common sense, and an incapacity of judgment con-
cerning the real facts of lile. We pass by the first indication of the same, the entire absence
of faith

;
for " faith is not given to every man." We do not speak, therefore, of a defect of

religious, but of scientific and moral judgment.
As far as the scientific appreciation of objective facts is concerned, we ast once more

:

How can a scholar write a history of mythology and religion according to the classification of
Schlbeebmachek's Dogmatics ? Further, how can a scholar, endowed with sound judgment,
write a histoid of the Ohristian Gnosis, and make an unheard-of leap from the old Gnostics
clear over the whole Middle Ages (Scholastics and Mystics), down to Jacob Boehm, with a
very superficial touch on Manichseism and on Augustine ? How can one write a history of
the docPiim of the atomment, which should have its point of departure in the Q-nostic dualism,
and its aim in the Hegelian system ? If this can be accomplished, then truly can the history

of the doctrine of the Trinity, as well as of the inca/rnation of God, be made to run out into
the desert of Hegelian pantheism. If this be possible, then can one easily interpret historical
deeds allegorically (the Epistle to Philemon, for example), and, on the other hand, explain
literally what is really an allegorical composition (the Apocalypse).

The worst of all inadequacies are moral ones. It betrays a very perverted taste, when one
can regard the Gnostics as a central force of development in the confiict between the Paulina
and Johannean theology ; and likewise, when one so far misconceives the old distinction
between apocryphal and canonical writings as to think that a religious romance of later date,
falsely called the Clementine Homilies, is made a proper standard for the adjudication of the
Biblical writings. But it is worst of all to attribute to the Biblical books studied and inten-
tional tendencies of human parties, and even crafty fabrications. In this respect, Baub and
his school have far transcended even Stbauss. This is a psychological phenomenon, which
can only be saved from the charge of immorality by the largest stretch of charity, and
the assumption of an excessive scholastic fanaticism in the treatment of difficult critical

problems.
On these premises the value and probable fate of Baub's criticism of the New Testament

writings, which has spread like an avalanche in Eastern Switzerland, France, and Holland, is

easily determined. This false system has arisen from a diseased, superstitious worship of

modern philosophy and criticism, and developed into maturity. But it is doomed to utter

destruction, since it has no root in the objective facts of revelation and of the kingdom of
QroA, but is chiefly grounded in the pantheistic and abstract idealistic conceptions of modern
culture. We do not say, in the sound culture itself. The only plausible occasion and excuse
of this false system is the fact that the ideality and the universality of the historical Christ,

together with His roots and ramifications throughout the whole human race, have not always
been sufficiently appreciated in the orthodox theology of the Church. The beginning of a

Detter appreciation does not certainly belong to the school of Baur, but only the heretical

perversion and defacement of the same.*

% i. THE CHABACTBE 0"F THE PAULINE EPISTLES.—HEKMBNEUTIC HINTS.

According to Tholttck {Epistle to the Bomans, p. 23), strength, fulness, and fire are the

si)iritual characteristics of the Apostle, and they are reflected in his style. He adduce*

two statements from the early Church concerning the Apostle's manner of speech. The first

* [This appendix is condensed in tlie translation, with unessential omissions. In the prefiice to the second edition,

and in self-defence against Schenkel, Dr. Lange supports this severe judgment by a number of quotations from

.Batjb's work on Paul, which it is unnecessai-y to insert here. Baur and the TvMvgea School are not likely ever to

acquire the importance which they enjoyed in Germany for a brief period. This school is simply a modem phase of

Gnosticism (i^euScoi-i/ittO! yvStaii, 1 Tim. vi. 20), and, like the Gnosticism of the second century, it lias been uverruled fol

a good purpose, in stirring up the Church to a deeper investigation and defence of *he primitive records of Christianity,

which have already come out triumphant, with new gains of knowledge, of this as of every other trial. I say thii

with all due respect for fie genius and learning of Bahe, and the value of his masterly historical criticism, where tt

ioes not tcuch matters of (faith which he did not understand^! Coi. ii. 9-16).—P. S.]

2
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Is by St. Jbkome, Epist. 48 ad Pammachium* c. 13: ''Paulum profemm, quern quoPUsmmqiu

lego, nideor mihi rum verba audire sed tonitrua. Videntur quidem nerba simpUcia, et quad mrW'

centis hominis ac rusticani, et qui nee facere nee declinare noverit inndias, sed quocurique respexens,

fuhaina sunt. Hmret in causa ; capit omne, quod tetigerit ; tergum -oertit, ut auperet ; fugam

simulate ut occidat. The second statement, from Chktsostom, Be Sacerdotio, i. 4, 7, compares

the Apostle to an iron wall, which surrounds, with his Epistles, the churches of the whole

world; and to a noble military chieftain, who leads captive all modes of thought, and

brings them into subjection to faith, etc. Tholtick adds, that Paul is lauded as a master

of eloquence in a fragment of the heathen critic Longintjs. though critics have declared the

passage doubtful (see Huo, Einl. Ws JV". T., ii. p. 334).

Tholtjck then proceeds to say :
" With these oratorical gifts there are connected also

defects ; namely, an excessive conciseness and pregnancy of expression, and carelessness in

the formation of sentences, which produce those numerous anacolutha (?). This leads us to

the hermeneutical question, which has an important doctrinal bearing, whether these pecu-

liarities of form are at all detrimental to the clearness and definiteness of the thought. In

this respect, no commentator has uttered more severe complaints against the Apostle than

RfjCKBiiT (comp. his Ohristliche PhihsopMe, ii. p. 401, and the introduction to the first

edition of his Commentary on the Romans)." t Tholuck very justly remarks against EiJCK-

ERT, that defects of style do not necessarily arise from obscurity of thought on the part of

the author, " least of all with intuitive, and at the same time fervid characters. The think-

ing of Paul is intuitive, but coupled with acute penetration, which was refined and sharpened

by rabbinical culture almost to the excess of subtlety ; therefore, when there is a want of

logical clearness in his writings, we must seek the cause partly in the overflow of his abun-

dant ideas, and partly in the impatience of his vivacity." We must distinguish, he says,

difficulty from obscurity. But when Tholuck advances the opinion, that no writer of

later times stands so near the Apostle in excellencies and defects as Hamann, we must hesi-

tate to accept the conjunction. Paul's obscurity proceeds from a fulness of vital energy, and

is really only the result of a quick movement, of a clear profundity, and of a perfect origi-

nality ; and must certainly be distinguished from the obscurity of a oue-sided scholastic taste

and defective and perverted style. Tholuck maintains the perfection of the Pauline thought,

while he acknowledges an imperfection of expression.

Against this view, R. Rothe, of Heidelberg [died 1867], has raised his voice in his acuta

essay. New attempt to elucidate the Pauline passage, Rom. v. 1 2-21. " According to Rothe, the

apparent irregularity of Paul's style arises solely from the depth and acuteness of his

thoughts, from the carefully-wrought elaboration of his puipose, and from that preciseness of

expression which, the more studied it is, the more easily it approaches abruptness." Tholtjck

cites a similar expression of Bauk (p. 24), but endorses, on the contrary, the view of Calvin:

Quin potius singulari Pei providentiafactum est, ut sub contemptibili verlorum Jiumilitate altissima

hcec mysteria nobis traderentur, ut non liumanm eloquentice potentia, sed sola spiritus esfficacia

niteretur nostra fides. In favor of this interpretation, Tholuck makes use of the Apostle's

own declaration, 1 Cor. ii. 1 ; 2 Cor. xi. 6. The second passage does not belong here at

all, and the first has an ironical sound, and does not prove what Tholuck designs to estab-

lish by it.

In the treatment of this question the following points must be especially taken into

consideration

:

1. The New Testament idiom generally is now no longer regarded merely as the lowly

* [The original Psammachiam, even in the Becond edition, is evidently a douhle error of the printer; the one ii

borrowed from Tholtjck, I. c. Pammachius was a Koman senator and friend of Jerome.—P S ?

t [In this presumptuous disposition to criticise St. Paul, Kuckebt lias found an English imitator in ProfeSBOx
Jo^ETT, who thinks it necessary to qualify what he considers to be a blind anil nndiscriminating admiration of tha
ppostle, and who misrepresents him as a confused, though profound thinker, who uttered himself " in broken words anil
hesitating forms of speech, with no beauty or comeliness of style." But such paradoxiuti views are quite isolated,
fcspeeially in England and America, and are not likely to unsettle the established estimate which Christendom Greek.
Latin, and Bvangelical, has set upon the great apostle of the Gentiles for these eighteen hundred years.—P. S.I
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" form of a servant " (Phil. ii. 7), compared with the classic language
;
hence there is no mor«

reason why the Pauline expression and style should be regarded in this light when comparea

with the classic method of composition
;
provided we do not apply here the standard of the

taste and judgment of the world. The New Testament idiom in general is a pneumatic

development or transformation of the Grecian language. The apostolic expression has thus

the prerogative of its special peculiarity, conditioned by its new spiritual life. This

peculiarity may be regarded in the main as the free commingling of Hebrew directness

and Hellenic accommodation ; or, in other words, as the primitive' Christian style, whoso

characteristics are the highest simplicity and vivacity in conjunction with the highest

penetration and consecration of soul.

3. Down to the present time the comprehension of the Biblical books has been essentially

retarded by regarding them too little as original creations, and by inquiring too little into

their fundamental thoughts. Several critics have applied to them the conception of ordinary

book-making and book-writing, and even of book-patching—a conception which is utterly

antagonistic to all understanding of the historical books of the Old Testament and of the

New Testament Gospels, and which also prevents a proper comprehension of Biblical inspirar

tion. We should conclude thus : The fundamental thought of the book is inspired by the

Spirit of revelation, according to the measure of the degree of revelation in the Old Testa-

ment, and of the link of revelation in the New Testament ; but all the single portions of the

book are immediately inspired—that is, animated and controlled by its fundamental thought

;

therefore, also mediately inspired by the Spirit of revelation. But among the prevailing

conceptions, the Eabbinical, lifeless, atomistic, scholastic view of the book, is reflected in the

picture of the book. The dead conception casts its dark, spiritless shade upon the living

object. So long, therefore, as we do not here apply the conception of single spiritual organ-

isms, we cannot distinguish the whole from the parts, nor the parts from the whole. Most of

our definitions, divisions, and anatomical dissections of Biblical books furnish the proof that

our theology has not yet reached the scientific stan.ipoint which Cuvibb attained in natural

science (palseontology) ; for he knew how to construct the whole figure of the animal from a

single fossil bone. In support of this opinion, we need only to recall the opinions of Schlbi-

KBMACHBB On the Bpistle of James, De Wbttb's view of the Epistle to the Ephesians, and

Baub'b representation of the Epistle to the Bomans, which he made to lie comprehended in

chapters ix., x., and xi. Edckbbt likewise professes to find in the Epistle to the Romans,

and in other books, certain obscurities and confused statements-in which charges Feitzschb

justly recognizes the obscurities of the critic himself. The acceptance of numerous digres-

sions on the part of Paul is well known; and even Tholtjck does not regard the Epistle to

the Romans quite free from them.

As far as the organic unity of the Pauline Epistles is concerned, we would make the fol-

lowing statements as a guide :

(a.) Every Pauline Epistle has a clearly-defined fundamental idea which controls the entire

lontents of the Epistle.
, . ^ ^ i- a

(J.) This fundamental thought shapes not only the division, but also the introduction and

conclusion, and even pervades all the slender threads.

(c) The introduction is determined by the Apostle's method, which seizes the appropriate

point of connection with a congregation or a person, in order to develop the argument into

its full proportions. .

(d) The introduction is followed throughout by a fundamental or didactic theme (propo-

gition"), which the Apostle proceeds dogmatically to elaborate.

(4 This elaboration arrives at a final theme, from which the practical mferences are care-

(uUy^draw^.

^^^^^^^.^^ corresponds so exactly to the fundamental thought of the Epistle^

bhat it is reflected in all the single parts.

We shall illBBtrate these principles by presenting our analysis of the Epistle to the
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Romans. But we must first be allowed to make some observations on the remaining PauUm

Epistles.*

The fundamental theme of the First Epistle to the Corinthiaks is a determination of

the pi'oper condition of a Christian congregation, as made one by the name of the Lord Jesul

Christ, in opposition to the character and shades of partisanship ; chap. i. 9-13. The flnaJ

theme is, accordingly, a recommendation of stability and of a sound growth in conscious

hope ; chap. xv. 58. In the first part of the execution Paul shows that he, with his funda-

mental preaching, would yet not have the church become Pauline in any sectarian or partisan

«ense; chap. i. 13-iv. 20. He furnishes at the same time, in an apologetic form, a polemical

argument against the partisan attachment to Apollo. The second part opposes the dilferent

forms of antiuomianism that arose mainly from a misconception of the Pauline doctrine ot

freedom, chap. v. 1-xi. 1. (Disorderly marriages. Heathen tribunals. Whoredom. Mixed

marriages. Meals made of idolatrous offerings. True and false freedom. Meat offered to

idols.) In the third part those errors are discussed which prevailed chiefly among the Petrine

Judaizing Christians, chap. xi. 3-chap. xiv. (The dress of the synagogue in the congregar

tion. Separatism at the communion. Jewish self-boasting, especially with regard to the gift

of tongues.) The fourth part teaches the real resurrection in opposition to the spiritualism of

the " Christ-Party " (pi toO Xpca-Tov, 1 Cor. i. 13), chap. xv. 1-57. The final theme is a demand

that the sentiment of unity become practical : a. In the collections for the Jewish Christians

in Palestine, b. In the active sympathy with Paul's labors among the Gentile Christians.

c. In the proper recognition of the friends of Paul, Timothy, ApoUos, Stephanas, etc. Tha

point of connection in the introduction is the rich charismata or spiritual gifts of the congre-

gation, placed in the light of grace, and of their necessary preservation until the coming of

Christ. In the conclusion we find, together with abundant greetings of brotherly communion,

an admonition to salute one another with a holy kiss, and an anathema pronounced against

declension from the love of Christ ; which, without doubt, applies to separatism or sectarian-

ism, especially that of a spiritualistic character.

Having set forth, in the Fust Epifitle to the Corinthians, the true unity of a Christian

congregation endowed with the gracious gifts of the Spirit, he portrays, in the Secosd Epistle

TO thb Corinthiaks, in form of self-defence, the proper official functions in relation to a con-

gregation. The fundamental theme, chap. i. 6, 7. The unity of the Apostle with the congre-

gation in all his official sufferings and joys with reference to the visit which he designed to

make to them. The final theme is a demand that the congregation should be so built up by the

Apostle's word, that his visit to them might be a source of joy and not of sorrow, chap. xii.

19-21. 1. The Apostle's official sufferings, chap i. 8-chap. ii. 13. (His sufferings in Ephesus,

and their prayers for him. His distress at being prevented from visiting the Corinthians

forthwith to do them good. His affliction at the previous letter, an evidence of his love.

Bemoval of the sorrow by the restoration of the penitent. His care for them.) 3. The
Apostle's official joys, chap. ii. 14-chap. iv. 6. (His triumphs in Christ. His epistle of com-
mendation, the Corinthian Church. The splendor of the New Testament office, and its

glorious strength which supports the official incumbents themselves. The enjoyment which
his office afforded.) 3. Official sufferings and joys in close conjunction, chap. iv. 7-chap. vii.

16. (The life of the apostles in its contrasts. Their death the life of the Church. Their pil-

grimage below, their home with the Lord. Their zeal in the love of Christ. Their condition
in the new life. Their message of reconciliation. The conduct of the Apostle in his service of
God should bless the Church by awakening and encouraging it to holiness. Certainly thia
should be the case, after the cheering report that the Apostle had received from Titus of the
effect of his First Epistle.) 4. The common sufferings and joys of the office and the congre-
gation, and their effect in creating sympathy and benevolence, chap. viii. 1-chap. x. 1. (The
example of the Church in Macedonia. Official tenderness and prudence in suggesting and
encouraging a collection, and in the institution of the diaconate. Encouragement and

* The harmonious fundamental thoughts of the Epistles everywhere result from a combinatiou of the fundQd gnal themes in connection with the introduction and conclusion.
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pTomisee.) 5. The defence of the oflSce in opposition to the charges made against it rhici
threatened to sunder the office and the congregation, chap. x. 2-chap. xii. 18. (Prudence in

the official or self-defence of the Apostle. The epistolary form is the expression of forbear-

ance, but not of cowardice or inequality in conduct. Enforced expression of self-reiipect in

contradistinction from vain self-praise. The liability of congregations to be misled by falsa

apostles. The unselfishness of the Apostle in contrast with their selfishness. The painful

self-defence that was wrung from him. His works and his weakness. His contemplation

and ecstacies, and the thorn in his flesh. His signs and wonders in the midst of them. His
self-denial and readiness to be offered for the Church. Also in the sending of Titus.)

The final theme, chap. xii. 19, 20. The execution : a demand of the congregation that

they be so equipped as not to need the painful exercise of his official discipline, chap, xiii

1-10. The introduction : the point of connection. Praise to God for a common comfort

in a common sorrow. The conclusion : a reminder to reciprocal consolation in harmonious

action.

The fundamental theme of the Epistle to the Galatians is the solemn establishment of

the Pauline gospel for the Galatian Church, in view of its departure from the same, by a

conditional anathema pronounced against those who preach a heterogeneous gospel, chap.

i. 6-9. The admonition made in the final theme corresponds to this—chap. v. 1—to stand

fast in the liberty, and not to be entangled again in the yoke of legal justification. Develop-

ment of the fundamental theme. The Apostle proves the worth of his gospel : 1. By his

divine apostolic call and independence, chap. i. 10-24. 2. By the recognition of the con-

gregation at Jerusalem, and of the "pillar" apostles, chap. ii. 1-10. 3. By the yielding of

Peter to his evangelical principle, chap. ii. 11-31. 4. By the personal experience of the

Galatians, chap. iii. 1-5. 5. By the character of the Old Testament itself, namely, by the

relation between Abraham with the promise, and Moses with the law, chap. iii. 6-24. 6. By

the proof that the law, as a schoolmaster, has been abrogated by the coming of Christ, chap,

iii. 25-chap. iv. 7. Paul then makes an application of these arguments : 1. To the aberra-

tion of the Galatians, chap. iv. 8-16. 2. To the false teachers, vers. 17, 18. 3. To himself,

and his disturbed relation to them, vers. 19, 20. 4. His address to the sticklers for the law,

and his conviction of them by the law, chap. iv. 21-27. 5. His address to the brethren in

the faith. Reference to the contradiction between the bond and the free, vers. 28-31.—De-

velopment of the final theme : Stand fast in the liberty of Christ, a. The consequences of

legal circumcision maintained as a doctrinal principle, chap. v. 2-13. I. Warning of a mis-

conception and abuse of freedom. The law, in its truth, is transformed into the law of love

and of the Spirit, chap. v. 14-24. c. The evidence of the life in the Spirit as the law of

freedom, in the practice of the virtues of love, humility, meekness, etc., for the restoration

of true conduct by all. The antagonism between sowing to the fiesh and sowing to the

Spirit, chap. v. 35-chap. vi. 11. The conclusion, vers. 11-18 : A reminder of his grief which

expressed itself also in a repeated warning, preaching of the cross, and a conditional invoca-

tion of blessing. Reference to the last word, ver. 17. Appeal to their spirit, ver. 18. There

is no need of showing how perfectly the short exordium—where the point of connection

significantly disappears or is clothed in the expression of surprise, ver. 6—corresponds to the

whole epistle.

The Epistles to the Ephbsiaws and Coiossians represent the absolute unity in Christ, to

which all the faithful, and with them all humanity and the world, are called. Their differ-

ence, however, consists in this : the Epistle to the Colossians derives this unity from the fact

that Christ is the principle, the Apxh, of all life, as well of creation as of resurrection
;
and

this is done in opposition to the Colossian errorists who, with Christ, would also honor the

angels as vital agents and mediators, and who constructed a dualistic antagonism between

spirit and matter. The Epistle to the Ephesians, on the other hand, represents Christ as the

re'Xof, the glorified head, in whom all things are comprehended after the eternal purpose of

Rod. Accordingly, these Epistles, though possessing great external resemblance, yet stand

in an internal harmonious contrast, as the Alpha and Omega in Christ, which is highly
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adapted to explain the relation of the elementai-y points of agreement and disiigreemen.

among the synoptical evangelists.

The Epistle to the Colossians institutes as its fundamental theme, the truth : Christ, as

the image of God, is the dpx^, the TrparSTOKos, the author both of the first creation and of

the second—the resurrection, chap. i. 15-18. To this the final theme corresponds :
Haying

risen with Christ, look forward toward the heavenly riches in the glorified Christ, chap. iii.

1, 3. Development of the fundamental theme : In Christ there is all fulness. Absolute

reconciliation, even of the heathen, for the evangelization of whom the Apostle suffers and

labors, being deeply concerned that they might become one in Christ. Consequently, h«

warns them against false teachers who make divisions between Christ and the angels, Jewish

Christians and Gentile Christians, spirit and body, and who, by a false spirituality, fall into

carnal lusts, chap. i. 19-chap. ii. 23. The final theme: Looking for the unity with the

heavenly Christ in expectation of the revelation of his future glory. Inferences :
Laying

Bside of fleshly lust. Unity in the life of the new man. The virtues of the life in Christ.

Banctification of the domestic life, of a home to the unity in Christ. Communion of prayer,

also with the Apostle and his work. The proper course toward the world in accordance with

this prayer, chap. iii. 1-chap. iv. 6. Conclusion: Sending of Tychicus. Recommendation

of Onesimus. Greetings. Occasion of community of life with the Ephesian circle, vers.

7-18. The conclusion as well as the introduction is also here in full accordance with the

fundamental thought. The connecting point of the introduction lies in chap i. 4, 5, together

with t'iie praise of Epaphras and the invocation of blessing, as well as the common thanks-

giving for the redemption which has established a new standpoint.

Th/» fundamental theme of the Epistle to the Ephesians represents the risen and glorified

Christ as the object eternally appointed, and openly declared such by the calling of the

faithful, and as the head of the congregation for the comprehension and unity of all things,

ctap. i. 20-23 (a truth designed to console and cheer the Church of Asia Minor). To this

the final theme corresponds, chap. iv. 1-6. The unifying power of Christ declared in the

fundamental theme has shown itself: (a.) In the heathen becoming with the Jews one house-

hold of God. (J.) It exhibits itself in the joy with which Paul, in conformity with the mani-

festation of the eternal mystery of their election, invites them to the gospel salvation and

suffers for them. It should, therefore, manifest itself also in the joy and hope of the Ephe-

sians. Accordingly, the Ephesians, chap. iv. 1-6, should preserve the unity of the Spirit, (a.)

The gracious gifts of the individual, as an assigned endowment, is a bond of unity and not a

ground of separation, vers. 7-10. (J.) The ofiicial organism is appointed to train up all to the

perfect manhood of the body of Christ, vers. 11-16. (c.) This unity requires the separation

from the heathen sinful lusts by the renewal of the life, chap. iv. 17-chap. v. 14. (1. Proper
conduct toward every man, truth, meekness, justice, chastity of speech, spirituality, free-

dom from passion, kindness and philanthropy, love. 2. Avoiding of heathen vices.) (d.) It

demands prudence, redemption of the time, caution, and a zeal which does not come from
exciting stimulants, but by spiritual songs and thanksgiving, chap. v. 15-20. («.) It demands
reciprocal submission and a sacred harmony of domestic life, chap. v. 21-chap. vi. 9. (/.) It

demands watchfulness, energy, equipment, self-defence, and war against the kingdom of
Satan, chap. vi. 10-17. On the other hand, the advancement of the kingdom of God in all

saints and in the work of the Apostle by prayer and intercession, vers. 18-20. The conclusion
characterizes this sermon on Christian unity as a message for solace and encouran-ement bj
Tychicus, in connection with the sufferings of the Apostle. And in the same sense must we
understand the magnificent doxology of the introduction, with its invocation of blessings.

In the Epistle to the Philippianb the difference between the didactic and parenetic word
appears but slightly, since the entire Epistle is pervaded by the feeling of the personal ccm
munity of the Apostle with the Church at Philippi. Nevertheless, even here it may be
observed. In the words, chap. i. 8-11, he speaks of his heart's desire that his dear Church
riiould become perfect in eT ery respect unto the day of Christ ; that it might abound more
and more, be purified, and be filled unto the gloi7 of God. To this the final theme corro
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Bponds, chap. iv. 1. The call : that they might continue to be his joy and crown in the Lord.

The fundamental thought, the principal theme, discloses itself first in the communication of

his experience at Rome, and of his state of mind in consequence thereof, because he designee"

that the Philippians, by virtue of their wider unity with him, should avail themselves ol it in

their own experience, chap. i. 13-SO. Then he exhorts them to improve their unity by meani

of the humility of every individual, in imitation of the example of the humble self-humiliation

of Christ—a passage which gives this Epistle a specifically christological character, though it

is viewed in its ethical aspect and bearing, chap. ii. 1-11. Next to humility, the Church

should increase its inner spiritual tension and efforts, vers. 12-16, stimulate the members to

rejoice with him,—for which purpose he wUl also send Timothy to them, as he sends Epa-

phroditus, chap. ii. 17-chap. iii. 1. But then, too, the experience which he had made in

Eome concerning the opposition of the Judaizers (chap. i. 15) causes him to warn xliem

decidedly,—after the intimation of chap. i. 38,—^against their plots, with reference to his own
relation to them, chap. iii. 3-6. Then follows the declaration how far he had left the legalism

of these opponents behind in his knowledge of Christ, his faith in justification by free grace,

and his struggle after perfection, unto the resurrection of the dead and the life in heaven ; in

which respect they, too, should be his companions against the enemies of the cross of Christ,

chap. iii. 7-31. The explication of the final word indicates pointedly to that which the

Apostle had occasion to censure. A disagreement between Evodias and Syntyche must be

removed ;
elements of oppression, bitterness, anxiety, and division must disappear ; the mem-

bers must be like the Apostle in continual striving after what is good, chap. iv. 3-9. With

this reminder the Apostle also connects a high recognition of the Church's Christian life of

love, which it had shown, now as before, by contributing to his support—a privilege which

he, in his keen sense of independence, granted to no other congregarion, vers. 10-30. The

conclusion corresponds, with his invocation of blessing (ver. 19), to the fundamental thought,

and with his greeting, to the key-note, of the Epistle. The connecting point is found in ver. 6.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians.—The First Epistle is pervaded by the fundamental

thought : The Lord will eome speedily ; the Second, by the thought : The Lord will not yet come

speedily. Both of these are in accordance with the truth ; because, in the first part, the

question is concerning the coming of the Lord in his dynamic rule in a religious sense ; and

in the second part, concerning the coming of the Lord in a definite historical and chronologi-

cal sense.

The theoretical theme of the First Episti.e is contained in the words, chap. i. 9, 10

(comp. chap. ii. 13, 16, 19, etc.). Accordingly, the whole of Christianity, particularly that of

the Thessalonians, is eschatological : a waitingfor the coming of the Son of Godfrom hmmn, at

the Saviour from future wrath, (a.) The labors of Paul among them have corresponded to

this waiting, and their conduct amid the persecutions of the times should also correspond to

it, chap. ii. 1-16. (b.) The Apostle has been careful of the condition and steadfastness of the

Church, as he was so soon separated from it. His propositions to visit them again. The

sending of Timothy. He has been encouraged by the account of Timothy, chap. ii. 17-chap.

iii. 13. (c.) Admonition of the true course of conduct in that expectation (the true " saints

of the last day "). No polygamy, or lust of the flesh ; no separation ; no excited wandering

about, instead of quiet labor, chap. iv. 1-13. {d.) Instruction concerning the relation of those

who are asleep to the coming of the Lord, chap. iv. 13-18. (e.) The question after the times

and seasons. Answer : As a thief in the night, chap. v. 1-3. The practical theme : Watch,

chap. V. 4. Development : According to your spiritual nature
;
your daily life

;
your calling

;

your relation to Christ. Inferences : chap. v. 5-33. Conclusion : The invocation of blessing

in harmony with the fundamental thoughts, ver. 33. Connecting point of the introduction.

The Thessalonians are successors of the apostles and of the Lord by the joy of their faith,

according to their hope amid many tribulations, chap. i. 3-6.

In the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians the fundamental thought appears
:
that

the judgment of the Lord upon the worid will first be matured—in consequence of the per-

necution of the Christians ; and the worthiness of the faithful must be assured before th«
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Lord will come for the execution of the final judgment and for the redemption of his chil-

dren, chap. i. 5-8. {a.) Fuller declaration as to how the maturing of the judgment is con-

nected with the maturing of the faithful, chap. i. 9-12. (J.) Warning against chihastic de

lusions, as if the day of the Lord were at hand in a chronological sense, chap. ii. 1, 3. (c.) HoM

the whole development of unbelief and apostasy must precede the appearance of Antichrist

(comp. Matt. xxiv. 24 ; the Reyelation), chap. ii. 3-14. The final word, chap. ii. 15 :
Stead-

fastness, according to his instructions. Inferences : Prayer for the mission of the gospel
;
love

and patience, discipline, industry, beneficence, and stability. The handwriting of Paul him-

self as a warning against chiliastic delusions. The connecting point of the introduction

:

The endurance of the Thessalonians in their faith, in the midst of the persecutions, chap. i. 4.

The Pastoral Epistles constitute so far a parallel to the Epistles to the Corinthians, aa

that the First Epistle to Timothy, and the Epistle to Titus, teach, according to the analogy

of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, how the congregation should be ofBcially watched,

directed, and further developed. In the Second Epistle to Timothy, on the contrary, Paul, in

anticipation of his martyrdom, instructs his pupil to become, in his ofiicial work, his spiritual

successor, and thus to reproduce the life-picture of the apostolic office which is portrayad in

the Second Epistle to the Corinthians.

The theme of the FmsT Epistlh to Timothy is the renewed scriptural transmission of the

Divine commission which the Apostle received when he was called to establish the roal life

of faith and of the Church, to Timothy, his substitute in Ephesus for that special, sphere,

chap. i. 18. According to the measure of tlm commission he expresses a wish in the preeting

that he might possess a rich measure of grace, chap. i. 1, 2. Accordingly, he should remain

in Ephesus and watch over and protect the pure doctrine against Judaistic errors and the

germs of Gnosticism. The object of the preservation of orthodoxy was the edification of

the Church in piety and pure love. The pure doctrine should maintain a pure heart, a pure

conscience, and a pure faith, ver. 5. The immediate occasion was chiefly the Judaizing

Christian zealots for the law. Therefore the Apostle characterizes his relation to the law.

If he lays great stress on the fact that he, too, had once been a blasphemer and a persecutor,

he at the same time gives his true estimate of that zeal for the latter, and declares how he has

been led beyond it, by the mercy of God, to become an example of faith, whose defence he

now gives over by letter to Timothy. This ofiicial call is a call (a.) to conflict, because the

apostates oppose the faithful, vers. 18, 30. (J.) To the demand for universal lo^e and inter-

cession for all sorts and conditions of men {in opposition to Jewish •particularism), ohap. ii. 1-7.

(c.) To the furtherance of universal custom, according to which the women shaald not dare

to announce themselves as (Judaizing) prophetesses, vers. 8-15. (d.) To th<j promotion of

the true organization of the congregation. 1. The bishop, or, which is the same thing, the

presbyter and his house. 3. The deacon and the deaconess. 3. The management of the

house of God in general, according to its divine nature, chap. iii. (e.) I'or the settlement

and fighting of the germs of error which might ripen in the future. Gnostic errors and
principles, chap. iv. 1-11. (/.) For the self-guidance of the ecclesiastical officer, chap. iv.

13-16. {g) For the proper conduct toward every one, especially according to the distinction

of old and young with reference to the service of the congregation (the men, women, and
widows). Special direction on the treatment of the widows in general, especially on the
employment of the old widows for the good of the congregation. Special direction on the
proper treatment and distinction of the elders, as well as on the proper pmdence at the
appointment and ordination for offices. Care over his own deportment and health (chap. y.

24, 35, is said with reference to the trial, ver. 22). Care of the servants in the Church chap.
V. 1 -vi. 2. Tlie final statement, chap. iv. 3-5. Inferences : Doctrinal disputes and theu
worldly motive, vers. 5-10. Renewed inculcation of the command (commission) vers. 12
16. Concluding word, vers. 17-21.

The Epistle to Titus. The commission which the Apostle gave to Titus for Crete is
difierently expressed from that given to Timothy for Ephesus. His chief task was the
ppointment of presbyters in the single congregations, together with a further developmenl
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of the Cllurch at Cfete, chap. i. 5. Accordingly, the Apostle describes first of all the
requisites of elders, with reference, no doubt, to the new experiences at Crete, and also the
intrusion of Judaizing seducers, chap. i. 6-16. Then the proper care of the congregation,
and pastoral work of Titus, with reference to special relations, ages, and classes of society,
chap. ii. 1-15. Finally, the guidance of Christian Cretans into proper conduct, especially in
regard to the avoiding of a disturbing, quarrelsome, and passionate spirit with reference to
the goodness of God in Christ, chap. iii. 1-7. The Apostle confirms this direction by his
final theme, chap. iii. 8. It is in accordance with his statement of the requisites of the pres-

byters, chap. i. 9, 10, that he forbids him from meddling with the scholastic controversies of
the errorists, especially the legalists ; and admonishes hrm first to deal practically with secta-

rian men, and then to avoid them, vers. 9-11. Tiie concluding word : The sending of Tycht
cus, special appointments, and greetings. The introduction is an expression of the Apostle's

authority, and of the authorization of Titus.

The Second Epistle to Timothy was designed, as has been already said, to conduct
Timothy further into his official life, so that he, as the favorite spiritual son of the Apostle,

might enter into the footsteps of the latter after his departure from this world. This ia

expressed by the fundamental thought, chap. i. 6-8. The Apostle strengthens this funda

mental thought, first, (a.) By God's call to be saved, vers. 9, 10. (5.) By his own call to be
the Apostle to the Gentiles, vers. 11, 13. (c.) By Timothy's relation as a scholar to him, vers.

13, 14. (d.) By reference to the unfaithful and the true, vers. 15-18. He then develops the

fundamental thoughts, (as.) He must be strengthened by faithful co-workers, chap. ii. 1, 2.

(b.) His readiness to sufler, and his endurance, after the example of Paul in imitation of

Christ, vers. 3-13. (c.) Shunning the spirit of controversy. The injurious fruits of the same

must be perceived (Hymenseus, Philetus)
; and oppositions and distinctions in God's house

must be rightly understood. Timothy must avoid impure persons, and all lusts and fruitless

scholastic controversies ; he must honor, instruct, and restrain in the proper spirit, chap. iL

14-26. The Apostle exhibits, finally, the fundamental thought by contrasting the future

condition of the errorists and that of the apostolic disciple. The latter shall stand fast in

the tradition of Paul—that is, in the New Testament, and in the Holy Scriptures—that is,

the Old Testament, chap. iii. The final proposition, chap. iv. 1, 2, is a solemn transfer of his

commission to the beloved disciple. Exposition : The future of the errorists and of the

errors requires true apostolic men. Timothy must stand firm in the critical times, because his

teacher is about to depart, vers. 3-9. But Timothy must soon come to him, since he is almost

isolated. Account of his condition, vers. 9-18. Concluding word, invocation of blessings.

Supplements, and greetings. The iutroduction is in harmony with the Epistle ; an expression

of intimate relationship between the teacher and the disciple, and of reliance on the inner

call of the latter. As a legacy in anticipation of early death, the Second Epistle to Timothy

is related to the Second Epistle of Peter.

The single portions of the Epistle to Philemon group themselves about the recommenda-

tion that Onesimus be received again, vers. 10-12. The preceding parts are chiefly introduc-

tory to this central point ; the subsequent verses are the amplification. The conclusion, like

the introduction, refers to the call of Paul and the congregation at Colosse.

The directness of the Apostle, which is peculiar to him as a religious and also as a truly

Hebrew genius, may be regarded as resulting from an intuitive state of mind
;
yet, in this

respect, he stands below the festive contemplation of John, for the reason that he, being

endowed with greater energy, exhibits a more fervent zeal and a more practical turn. The

style of John reminds us, therefore, of the most spiritual poesy ; that of Paul, on the other

hand, of the most fiery eloquence. The culture of the latter conforms to this view. Already

in the school of the rabbis he had learned the rabbinical, reflective form of thought—a system

jf dialectics which proceeds by questions, objections, and answers, and by deductionea ad

dhsurdum from the history of theocracy. But by his intercourse with the Greeks he had also

learned the Grecian method of reasoning, which meets us, for example, in 1 Cor. xv. Hia

own manner of expression was, however, modified by two elements, which must be taken into
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proper account, if one would get rid of the unfounded prejudice concerning the alltige^

burdened periods and obscure abruptness of the Apostle.

The first element is the liturgical, which arose in part from devotional reminiscences, and

in part from prayerful attitudes of unusual depth, and from a lofty, adoring condition of hie

heart. The liturgical form frequently transcends the historical and dialectical structure of

the periods, and this, too, in consequence of that continuity of devotional feeling which moves

through a succession of rhythmic pauses. We may refer to Psalms cvii. and cxxxvi. as

specimens.

The most important form of this character is the long sentence at the beginning of the

Epistle to the Ephesians, vers. 3-14, which has often been misjudged by the Grecian standard,

and caused so many glosses. We read it liturgically as follows

:

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ

:

Who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places (things) in Christ

:

According as He hath chosen us in him, before the foundation of the world

:

That we should be holy and without blame before Him in love

:

Having predestinated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself:

According to the good pleasure of his will—to the praise of the glory of his grace

—

Wherein (in which grace) He hath made us accepted (called) in the Beloved :

In whom (the Beloved) we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins

:

According to the riches of his grace (—-justification—)

;

Wherein (in which grace) He hath abounded toward us in all wisdom and prudence (—the glorifica-

tion on the intellectual side—)

;

Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his good pleasure

—

Which (good pleasure) He hath purposed in himself, in the dispensation of the fulness of times (epoebs,

Kotpoi)

:

That He might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which (all things) are in heaven, and

which (all things) are on earth, even in Him :

In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being predestinated according to the purpose of Him
who worketh all things after the counsel of his own will

:

That we should be to the praise of his glory, who first trusted in Christ

:

In whom ye also trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation

:

In whom also, after that ye beheved, ye were sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise (—which waa

effective also in the Old Testament promise—)

:

Which is the earnest of our inheritance (—the common inheritance of God's people—) until the re-

demption (full liberation) of the purchased possession (—from among the Jews and Gentiles—)

:

Unto the praise of his glory !

In the exposition of the Epistle to the Romans, we shall make the olDservation that the

difficulty in its concluding words can only be solved by viewing them as a liturgical form

(already indicated in our statement of its contents)
;
just as the difficulty in Rom. ix. 5 can

only be explained by the assumption of a liturgical reminiscence.

In the place of the burdened periods, therefore, we substitute lyrical expressions which
are liturgically simple, and in place of most of the supposed anacnlutha, vital and vigorous

brevities. As the former arose from the religious school and sentiment of the Apostle, so the

latter came from his fervid vivacity and his rapid, ecstatic feeling in the midst of his daily

work. In the preceding doxology we must supply a brief statement in place of an apparent

want of connection (ver. 13). Such abridged sentences are especially noticeable in the second

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, where, in vers. 28 and 29, the expressions 'louSnlos and

irfpnofjifi have to be repeated. Therefore, with CoccBrus, in Rom. v. 12, we simply take the

eXdiSojifx from ver. 11, and put it into ver. 12, in order to explain the much-discussed anaco-

luthon {Bia TovTo fXa/SoMff)
;
whereby it is to be observed that Paul used the word Xaii^dvftv

emphatically in the sense of a personal, moral appropriation, to which the ^(p' m navTes rjuaprov

in ver. 12 corresponds.

We can, in the main, only repeat here the characteristics already referred to. As far as the
Apostle's method of representation is concerned, the peculiar feature of the so-called Pauline
rhetoric must be found in the union of the strictest methodical progress of thought with the
richest concrete expression ; the union of a wonderful, intuitive depth with the most versatile
dialectics, of an exalted contemplation with the most mighty practical tendencv of the
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most comprehensive view with the most minute observation, of a flight of diction oftoi
lyrical and festive with the severest didactic distinctions, of the most original power ol
creating language (vid. the &na^ Xfyo/iera of the Apostle) with the most feUcitoua use of
conventional expressions.

On the style of Paul much has been written, from St. Jerome down to C. L. Baur's
BhetoHea Ptmlina, 1782, and later works. Comp. the literature in Gubbicke, laagogik, p. 289
[p. 278 of the 8d ed., 1868.—P. 8.] ; Reuss, p. 64 ; Schaff, History of the Apost. Church

§ 153, p. 611 ff., and Bern. Alb. Lasondbr, Disquisitio de Linguae FoMlinm IdiomaU, Traject
ad Rhenum, 1866.

§ 5. THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

The doctrinal system of the Pauline writings, as to its traditional or retrospective side, is

connected with the system of James through that of Peter ; and, as to its universal and
prospective side, with the doctrinal type of John through the Epistle to the Hebrews. We
must maintain at the outset, on tlie one hand, the essential identity of the Pauline doctrine
with that of all the apostles (against the view of Battk and the Tubingen School) ; and on
the other hand, the most marked peculiarity of the Pauline manner of contemplation and
form of expression. We agree with Nbanbeb that Paul gives us a more fully developed
system of theology than any other apostle ; but we confine this to the form merely. For, as

regards the matter of thought, John evidently represents the perfection of New Testament
theology.

The peculiar character of Paulinism has been diversely construed. We find it in the idea

that Christ, as the Son of God and Saviour of the world, who finished His historical work
by His atoning death and glorious resurrection, is the absolutely new man, and, as such, the

principle of a new spiritual creation in man {Kaivrj Kriats) ; that He is, retrospectively, or in

His relation to the past, the principle of the election of the faithful as it began to be actual-

ized in the creation of the world, in their appointment to salvation, and in their holy calling

;

and that He is, prospectively, or in His relation to the future, the principle of a new justifica-

tion before God, of a new law of the soul, of a new life, of a new humanity, which, in and
with Him, died because of the universal guilt of the old race, but which, being reconciled to

God by the atoning death of Christ, rose with Him to a new and heavenly life.*

NoTE.^It is utterly foolish to assign to Paul, as some have done, a middle position between
the recognition of the Old Testament—with the Jewish apostles—and the Gnostic Marcion.
Paul, in his own way, is just aa much a believer in the Old Testament as James (comp. Rom.
iv.. Gal. iii., and other passages). Only his special calling was the apostleship to the Gentiles,

with its antithesis to Pharisseism and to the letter of the law, as well as with its principle of
the perfect freedom of the gospel in Christ. Christ was, to the Apostle, the religious law—
the law of the Spirit. The external law was to him, in a religious relation, only a pedagogic
or educational symbol, and was ethically limited by the religious principle—Christ. For this

reason he spiritualized the Old Testament word (Gal. iii. 24), the Jewish theology, and even
the Jewish rabbinical dialectics, and converted them into an instrament of Christian doctrine

and instruction. He did the same thing with the fundamental forms of Grecian and Roman
culture (see Acts xvii. ; Rom. xiii. 1 ff.)

J 6. THE literature ON THE EPISTLES AND ON THE THEOLOGY OF PAUL.

Comprehensive lists of the literature in question are given at the close of § 2 (p. 14). The

works on New Testament theology, and on the doctrines and writings of the apostles, by LuT-

TERBBCK (The New Testament Systems), by Neander, Schaff, Messnbr, Lechler, and others,

belong in this place. [Among English works of this class, Thos. D. Bernard, The Progrest

if Doctrine in the N. T. (Bampton Lectures for 1864), 2d ed. Lond., 1866, is especially deserv-

ing of notice.—P. S.] Then come the prominent writings on the Pauline system in particu-

* Comp. my Ayost. Age, ii. p. 586, and Lechlee's review of the different representations of the Pauline system, ii

Ui worli nn the Apost. and Poat-Apost. Age, p. IS.
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lar, by Meter, TJsteki, Hbmsbn, Scheadbr, Dahkb, and relatively KosTLHf (Tlw System of

the Gospel, and the Epistles of John, and kindred New Testament Systems'). Baur, The Apostlt

Paul [3d edition, by Zeller, 1867]. Also, Ewald, The Epistles of the Apostle Paul, Trarw-

lated and Explained, Gottingen, 1857. Simar, The Theology of St. Paul, Freiburg, 1864

(Roman Catholic). Next come the works on the Acts of the Apostles, especially the Com
mentary by Lechxbr and Gerock [translated for the Am. ed. of this " Biblework," with addi-

tions by Charles F. Schaeitbr]. The treatises on Paul and his theology, in a broad and

narrow sense, are extremely numerous. We may mention Scharling, De Paulo Apostolo_

ejvsque adversariis, commentatio, Havnise, 1836 ; Tischendorf, Doctrina Pauli de id mortii

Ghristi satisfactoria. Lips., 1837 ; Rabiger De Gh/riatologia Paulina contra Baurium, Vratislav.,

1846 ; HoLSTEN, On the Word aap^, Rostock, 1855 ; Hbbart, The Natural Theology of the

Apostle Paul, Nilrnberg, 1860 ; Lipsitjs, The Pauline Doctrine of Justification, etc., porl/roAjed,

according to the four chief Epistles of the Apostle, Leipzig, 1853 ; Lampotg, Pauli de prosdestir

natione decreta, Leuwarden, 1857 ; Beysghlag, On the Oh/ristology of Paul ; Bleek, Lecturei

on the Oohasians, etc. Berlin, 1865. [Contbeaee and Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Pavl^

Lond. and New York, 1853, etc., 3 vols, (three rival editions published in America, two of

the popular abridgment in 1 vol., 1869) ; Bdngbnbr, St. Paul, sa vie, son anivre et sea epUres,

Paris, 1867 ; H. F. L. Ernbsti, TJie Ethics of the Apostle PomI, Braunschweig, 1868 (154 pp.).

—P. S.]

HoMiLETic AMD AscBTio LiTERATTjRE OK THE EpisTLES OF Patjx.—Bengbl, Periphrasis

of the 14 Epp. of Paul; Schalch, Practical Exposition of the Acts of Ihe Apostles, in Sermons
Schaff hausen, 1839 ; Stier, Discourses of the Apostles, 2 parts, Leipzig, 1839 and 1830 ; Thiess
The Journey from Jerusalem to Damascus ; Gallery of Pauline Sermons, Schleswig, 1841

;

CouARD, Sermons on the Conversion of the Apostle Paul, Berlin, 1833 ; Blunt, The Life of the

Apostle Paul, 34 Treatises, translated from the English, Meissen, 1861. Comp. also the serial

sermons on the pericopes, or Scripture lessons, many of which are selected from the Epistles

of Paul. Among these we may mention the collections of Harms, L. Hopackbb, Kapf,
Mtnster, Ranbji, Stibr, Nitzsch, Deichert, etc. Finally, we must remember the Bq)eitor
lies by Bbabst, Lisco, Schallkb, and otheiB,



g 1. ROME, AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE. gj

n. SPECIAL mTRODUCTION.—THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.

S L ROME, AlfD ITS SIGNIFICAIIOE.

As the light and darkness of Judaism was centralized in Jerusalem, the theocratic city of

God (the holy city, the murderer of the prophets), so was heathen Rome, the humanitarian

Metropolis of the world, the centre of all the elements of light and darkness prevalent in tha

heathen world ; and so did Christian Rome become the centre of all the elements of vital

light, and of all the antichristian darkness in the Christian Church. Hence Rome, like Jeru-

salem, does not only possess a unique historical significance, but is a universal picture

operative through all ages. Christian Rome, especially, stands forth as a shining ideal of the

nations, which is turned into an idol of magical strength to those who are subject to its rule.

The old heathen Rome, as the residence and centre of the universal Roman monarchy,

came, as Hegel says, like the destroying tragical Fate upon the glory of the ancient world.

But the same Rome which, as the unconscious instrument, executed the Divine judgments

upon all the centres of ancient civilization, became also the spiritual heiress, the emporium

and centre of all the secular culture of antiquity, and the preliminary condition and basis for

the universal development of the congregation of Christ into the Catholic Church.

Rome was the end of the old heathen world, and for this reason it became the beginning,

the universal home and point of departure of the new Catholic Christian world—a Janus

temple on a large scale. It was Rome's appointed mission to effect the union of the Gentile

and Jewish churches, the union of theocratic faith aud humanitarian culture, the union of the

Christian East and West, the union of the old civilized nations and the wandering bar-

barians ; and (in historical reflection of the pedagogic Mosaism of the Old Testament (Gal.

iii.) to carry on the pedagogic, legal, and symbolical office of training the nations of young

Christian catechumens into a ripe age of faith.

But as the Roman genius was unable to thoroughly appropriate and reproduce the ancient

culture, especially in its Grecian glory, so was it unable to comprehend Christianity in all its

fundamental depth, and to give it ecclesiastical shape and form. Its calling was, to popular-

ize the old literary treasures, as well as the treasures of Christian faith, according to the

necessity of the barbarians, and to adjust them to their dawning intellect. As soon as Rome

had succeeded in bringing its pupils to a point of maturity, its status of culture was sur-

passed, in a secular sense, by the revival of Grecian letters [in the fifteenth century], and in a

spiritual sense, by the evangelical confession [in the sixteenth]. Rome, however, has never

recognized its bounds, nor the limits of its endowment and mission. In the same proportion

in which it has been eclipsed, it has resisted every progressive movement with the fanaticism

of contracted egotism, and has thus incurred the judgment of history.

Rome appears first within the horizon of the Old Testament apocalyptic prophecies as a

dismal picture of the future, in the prophet Daniel, chap. vii. 7 ff. The fourth beast of

Daniel's vision—notwithstanding all modern objections—can only be the universal Roman

monarchy. This is evident certainly from the fact, among others, that the third universal

monarchy, the Macedonian (Daniel, chaps, vii. and viii.), is marked by the same symbolical

number /owr; apart from the consideration that the portrayed antiehristianity, chap, vii., is

eschatological, while the antiehristianity of chap. viii. 9 can only be a typical prelude—the

antitheocracy of Antiochus Epiphanes. And as Rome appears first in the Bible in a prophetic

light, so does it appear last in a prophetic light, in the Apocalypse (chap. xvii.). There, it

destroys every thing as the instrument of judgment ; here, it is destroyed as an object of

judgment. The first historical connection of Israel with Rome was a friendly one, 1 Maccab.

Tiii..and xii. In the apocryphal period, Judea was made a dependence of Rome by Pompey
;

and the same man laid the foundation of the Jewish colony in Rome, which, though in «
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pitiable condition, yet had the high and universal mission to mediate the transition of Onns

tianity from Jerusalem and Antioch to Rome (see Acts xxviii.).

Comp. the article Eom in Winer's Meal-Lexicon, in Zblleb's Bibliachem Worterbuch {BonKr,

RoTnerbrief, Bam), and in Hbkzog's Beal-ETicyelupddie. Special works on Rome have been

written by Piranbsi, Platner, Bunsbn, Gerhard, Canina, Becker, roDBNiER, Grbgo

ROTius, etc. Special evangelical essays: Chantbpie de la Saussate, Trois Sermons mr

Rome, Leyder, 1855 ; Schroder, Aus 14 Tagen in Bom, Elberfeld, 1861. [Alfred ton Rbtj-

UONT, OeschicUe der Stadt Bom, Berlin, 1867 sqq., 3 large vols. ; a learned, able and interest-

tog work, by one who resided many years in Rome, and had every facUity for his task.—P. S.]

S 2. THE ROMAN CONGREGATION.

The first beginnings of the congregation of Roman Christians cannot be histoiicallj

determined. The primitive Christian tradition has placed the first existence of the Church,

or, at any rate, the first preaching of Christ in Rome, even as far back as the days of tha

earthly life of Christ. It is said that the wonderful career of Jesus in Judea was first mada
known by rumors, then by various eye-witnesses, and then by Barnabas (see Clemens Rom.,

Becognit. i. 6 sqq.)*

This old Christian legend is closely followed by the Romish ecclesiastical tradition, ac-

cording to which the Apostle Peter founded the church of Rome. Peter is said to have gone

to Rome in the second year of Claudius (a. d. 42) for the overthrow of Simon Magus, and to

have resided twenty-five years in Rome as the first bishop of the church established there by
him.t

The grounds against this tradition are well known : (1.) When Paul wrote his Epistle to

the Romans, about the year 59, Peter was not yet in Rome, and had never been there (comp.

Acts xix. 21 ; Rom. xv. 20 f. ; 2 Cor. x. 16). [For it was the principle and practice of Paul

not to interfere with the labors of the Jewish apostles, or to build on another man's foundation.

—P. S.] (2.) When Paul, according to the Acts of the Apostles, came to Rome, about the

year 62, he found no trace of Peter there. (3.) There was likewise no trace of Peter in Rome
when he wrote from that city his Second Epistle to Timothy, which we must safely assign to

his second captivity—about the year 66. On the contrary, we find (4.) Peter still in Jerusalem

at the time of the Apostolic Council, about the year 58 [50]. We meet him, (5.) still later,

in Antioch, according to Gal. ii.—about the year 55. And latest, (6.) in Babylon (in Assyria),

wkere he wrote Ms First Epistle to the Christians of Asia Minor.|

But the Second Epistle of Peter, composed in anticipation of his approaching death,

seems to have been written from a prison, and that a prison in Rome ; and the ecclesiastical

tradition of Dionysius of Corinth (Euseb., Mistor. Eccl, ii. 25), which affirms that Peter died
a martyr in Rome simultaneously with Paul, cannot be set aside by any weighty arguments.
Yet Metbr makes the excellent remark, that the Epistle to the Romans—which implies tha
impossibility of Peter's presence in Rome before it was written— is a fact which destroys th«

historicalfoundation of the Papacy, so far as it pretends to rest on that Apostle's establishment
and episcopal government of thaf church.

» (The BamabaB spoken of by PfenJo-Clemens, Mecogn., 1. i. o. 7, is called a Hebrew by birtli, and one of tll»
disciples of Jesus, sent by Him to the Ww*, to announce the glad tidings. But this and other psendo-Clementine legend!
avo of no historical value whatever. I* i« certain, however, that the Jews of Rome were represented on the day ol
Pentecost in Joi-usalem (Acts ii. 10), and it is highly probable that they brought the first report of Christianity to Kome,
possibly as converts, and in this case formin;; the nucleus of a Jewish Christian congregation. See below.—P. S.i

t On the gradual rise of this lep^nd, see WrESEiEE, Chromlogie des Aposlolischen Zeilalters, p. 562 ff. and' ScHAir
ms'.ory of the Aposl. Church, § 93. p SC2 ff. The historical value of this tradition has been given upi 'even by some
Roman Catholic writers [e. g., Hbo Weilmoseh, Klee, and others mentioned by Tholuok in his Comm on the Romans
p. 1, who do not, like Bach, deny that Peter was ever at Rome, hut only that he founded the church of Rome —P 8.1
Bat, on the other hand, there prp Protestant divines, such as Beetholdt, Mtnstee, and Thieesch (Tlie Church in Ott
ipost. Age, 1352, p. 07), who have endeavored to sustain it, and it Is easy to see why the Romanists of the present dU
return to the support o' t>.e 'e^end (see Haqemann, Die r^mische Kirche, Freib., p. 658 ff.).

i On tlie 'Antpnahiljty of the hypothesis that Babylon means Rome, see my Apost. Zeitaiter, ii. p, 38<j,
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The tradition which transfers the Roman church back to the daya of Jesus, has been
carried out to an extreme in several fictions.*

Yet there is an element of truth at its root, viz., the fact that the Messianic hope of the
Jews in Rome was early excited, perhaps during the earthly life of Jesus, by a historical
knowledge of His appearance

;
for among any considerable number of Jews there were pious

individuals waiting for the Messiah's coming. " It is now admitted on all hands," saya
TnoLUCK, " that the seeds of the gospel could be brought to Rome by the Jews who wer«
present at the feast of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10), and by the Jewish Christians who were scattered
in different directions after the martyrdom of Stephen (Acts viii. 1). Such an early period is

substantiated by the mention of such Christian teachers in Rome as had been converted before
Paul (chap. xvi. 7) ;

by what the Apostle says of the wide-spread renown of the Church (chap.
i. 8), and its wide extent, since they met together in various places of the metropolis, chap,
xvi. 5 ; xiv. 15 : and finally by the probability that, in consequence of the great influx of
foreigners to Rome, Christians from a distance were early found among the number."

The Jewish population in Rome was one of the larger colonies, like those in Assyria,
Babylon, Alexandria, etc. Its parent stock were the Jewish slaves that had been brought by
Pompey to Rome. It increased from the beginning by Jewish travellers, and afterwards by
numerous proselytes. The enslaved Jews had, for the most part, received their freedom under
AtTGTJSTUS.t

The Emperor Tibebius (Subton., Tib. 36 ; Joseph., Antic[. xviii. 3. 5), and subsequently
Clatjditjs, drove them from the city (Acts xviii. 2 ; Subton., Olaud. 35) ; but they soon
returned in great numbers, and dwelt under the rule of later emperors, although severely

oppressed by taxes (Suetott., Domit. 12), and, in part, miserably poor (Juvenai, iii. 14 ; vi.

542). " Under the reigns of Augustus, Tiberius, and Nbko, there were Jews even in the im-
perial household ; and Poppjsa, Nero's wife, was herself attached to the Jewish faith. So great

was the number of Jews in Rome, that the Jewish embassy sent to Augustus after the death
of Hekod, was joined by eight thousand Jews in Rome (Joseph., Antiq. xvii. 11, 1)." (Tho-
tucE.) On the celebrated mysterious word of Suetonius concerning a decree of the Emperor
jlaudius in the year 52 :

" Judoeos impulsore Chreato aasidue tumuUuantes Homa ea^Ut,"
comp. Neandbk, Kirckengesah. i. p. 53.|

* See Neander, KircJiengeschichfe, i. p. 51. Tertullian^s legend of the Emperor Tiberius. [Tert., Apolog. c. 5

:

Tlherius^ cuiv^ tempore nomen Christianwm in sxculum introivil, adnunciata Hhi ex Syria Pahstina, gum illic veriiatem

tpsius divinitatis revelaverant, detulit ad Senalum cum prserogaliva suffragii sui. Senatus, quia nan ipse probaverai, respuit^

Ctesar in sententia mansit, c&mminatus periculum accusatoribus Chrisiianoruin. In ch. 21, Teetullian traces the knowl-
edge of Tiberius to a report of Pontius Pilate, and adds that even the emperors would have believed in Christ, if either

emperors were not necessary for the world, or if Christians could he emperors. Edbebius, H. E. ii. 2, translates the

former passage of Tebtullian. Before him, Justin Martyr, Apol. i. u. 35 and 48, spoke of acts of Pilate on the last

days of Christ. Comp. the Gospel of Nicodemus, and Epiphan. Hter. L. c. i.—P. S.]

t Philo, Leg. ad Coj. On their dwelling-place in the Begio transtiberina, comp. Winer, art. Bom.

+ [The edict of Claudius depeUendis Judsds, mentioned by Suetonius, Claud, c. 25, and in Acts xviii. 2(comp. Bios
Cissius, Hist. Rom. Ix. 6), is usually understood to embrace the (Jewish) Christians as well as the .Tews, on the ground that

CJirestus is a corrupt spelling for Chriatus, and that tumuUutjint^.s refers to the controversies excited by the introduction of

Christianity. To this may be objected, (1.) that Suetonius (whom Plint, Episi. x. 95, calls virum eruditissimum) must have

known the name of Christ as well as Tacitus {Annal. xv. 44), and Plint (x. 96) ; for he called His disciples Chrtstiani

i^ero, c. 16) ; (2.) that an internal religious controversy of the Jews would require inter se after tumiiltuanies ; and (3.) that

such a controversy would hardly have justified an edict of expulsion. Hence Meyer (ad Act. xviii. 2) and Wiebeler (Chro'

nolngy of the Apost. Age, p. 12:?, and art. Romerbrief, in Hehzog'b Encyclop., vol. xx. p. 585) understand by Chrestus a Jew

wtio stirred up a political rebellion in Borne during the reign of Claudius. But I prefer the usual opinion, for the follow-

ing reasons : (1.) There is no trace of such a character, who must have been a false Messiah, and could hardly have

remained unknown
; (2.) the use of the vulgar misnomer Chrestus (Xpijo-Toj), for Christus, is established by the testimony

>f Teutullian (Ad nut. i. 3 ; Apol. c. 3 : " Sed et cum perperam Chrestianus pronuncialur a vobis—^am Tiec nominit

tei-ta est notitia penes vos—de suavitaterel benignitate ccmpositum est^*), and Lactantius ilnsl. div. iv. 7 : . . . ^^projit^

ignorontium errorem, qui eum immutata litera Chrestum Solent dicere "). But it seems that the law of Claudius was no

rigorously executed, from apprehension of bad effects in view of the large number of tho Jews ; and that only the puhlio

•asemblies were closed. This is stated by Dion Cassius, Ix. 6, who probably refers to the same edict, as Lehmann and

Wl>:sELEU assume (rous re *Iou6aious TT\eovaa-avTas aSdif, utuTe xaAen-ws av avev rapax^ff vnh tov oxAou viftSiV T^«

nSAeus elpx^vai, oiiK ef^Kaire fikv, Ttp fie 5») n-arptV v6ti<f ^icf xpoiiLevovs eKeAev(re firi {nivaBpoi^etrOiu.'), unless we

Jssigii this decree (with Meyer and Lechler, ad Act. xviii. 2) to an earlier date. At all events, the edict, if it applied ta

the Christians at all, can only have had a temporary effect j for we find, a few years afterwards, a large Chiistian congregw
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At the time when the Apostle wrote Ms Epistle to the Eomans, there were in Rome manj

converts who openly professed Christ (chap, i.), and met for worshi]) in several houses (chap,

xvi.). [The congregation, moreover, must have already existed several years lefore 58, since

Paul " tliese many years" (an-o no\\i,v trix; Rom. xv. 23, comp. ver. 23 and i. 13) had a desira

to visit them, and since he mentions, among the Christian teachers in Rome, such as had beea

converted before him, xvi. 7.—P. S.] The stock of this Christian community was no doubl

of Jewish descent (iv. 1) ; but the Gentile Christian element also was considerable (Rom. xi

13 S., 25), as we may expect in view of the large number of Jewish proselytes in Rome. W
may safely assume that the Church was just as much founded by Gentile Christians fron:

Antioch, as by Jewish Christians who witnessed the first Pentecost at Jerusalem. We learn,

moreover, from chap, xvi., that the most prominent members of the Church were adherents

of Paul. And there is every probability that Paul, in a comprehensive church poUcy, had

prepared the way for the proper founding and organization of a united congregation in

Rome, as in Ephesus, by previously sending out faithful disciples—Aquila and his wife Pris-

cilla. As these were his pioneers in Ephesus, so were they in Rome. Says Mbtbk [on Som.,

p. 21, 4th ed.] :
" As Paul had been so eminently successful in Greece, it was very natural

that apostolic men from his school should bear evangelic truth further westward, to the

metropolis of heathendom. The banishment of the Jews from Rome under Claudius

(SuETON., Claud. 25 ; Acts xviii. 2) was a special occasion made use of by Providence for

that end. Fugitives to neighboring Greece became Christians, and disciples of Paul ; and,

after their return to Rome, were heralds of Christianity, and took part in organizing a con-

gregation. This is historically proved by the example of Aquila and Priscilla, who, when
Jews, emigrated to Corinth, lived there over a year and a half in the company of Paul, and

subsequently appeared as teachers in Rome and occupants of a house where the Roman congre-

gation assembled (Rom. xvi. 8). Probably other individuals mentioned in chap. xvi. were led

by God in a similar way ; but it is certain that Aquila and Priscilla occupied a most impor-

tant position among the founders of the congregation ; for among the many teachers whom
Paul greets in chap, xvi., he presents his first greeting to them, and this, too, with such

flattering commendation aa he bestows upon none of the rest."

The much-disputed question concerning the national and religious constituents of the

Roman Church is intimately connected with the question as to the occasion and aim of the

Epistle to the Romans.

In discussing this point, we must start with certain clear distinctions. The diflference

between Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians must not be confounded with the difference

between non-Pauline and Pauline Christians. Aquila and Priscilla, for example, were Jewish
Christians, but they belonged decidedly to the school of Paul. On the contrary, there were
in the Galatian congregation Gentile Christians who permitted themselves to be estranged

from the Apostle Paul by the Judaizing party spirit. Likewise, those weak brethren or

Jewish Christians who were entangled in legalistic anxiety {aaitvih), must be distinguished

from the false brethren, or heretical Ebionites, who gradually come into view ; and so must
we distinguish, among the Gentile Christians, those who were genuine disciples of Paul from
those who proudly advocated an antinomian freedom of conscience. Even among the rigidly
legalistic Christians there arose very early an antagonism between the adherents of Pharisaif
kgality and Essenic holiness.

It is clear, not only from historical relations, but also from the present Epistle, that tht
national Jewish element in the Roman Church must have been veiy important, and. that il

constituted the first basis of the Church ; see chap. ii. 17 ff. ; iv. 1 ff. ; vii. 4 ff.

tlon at Eome, composed of converts from the Jews and Gentiles, as is evident from the Epistle to the Romans from the
return of Aquih and Priscillj. (Rom. xvi. 3), from Acts xviii. 17 ff., and from Taoitcs's account of the Neronian
persecution in July, 64. Claudius issued several edicts concerning the Jews, first lavorahle ones in the yoar 42 men-
tilled hy Josephus, Anti^. xix, 5, 2, 8 ; then the edict of expulsion, A. d. 52 (Sueton., Claud. 26 ; Acts xtiu 2) with
wliioh probably the one mentioned by Dick Cassius, Ix. 6, is identical. The silence of Joseph us concerning the lattei
Bdist is the more easily explained from the feet that, like the contemporary edict de. malhemaliois Ilalia pellendie (noticedty TiQiTuB, Annal. xii. 62), it was never fuUv execut»d, or else speedily recalled.^P. S.3
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At the same time, however, the Gentile Christian element in the Roman Church had
become very strong, and was perhaps predominant. This we must infer from the historical

relation. " Christianity, which took root first among the Jews, found an easier entrance in

Rome among the heathen, because, in Rome, the popular heathen religion had already

incurred the contempt of both the cultivated and ignorant classes (see Giesbler, Ch. Hist.

i, § 11-14) ; therefore the inclination to Monotheism was very common, and the multitude of

jbhose who came over to the Jewish faith was very large (Juvenal, Batyr. x. 86 ff. ; Tacit.,

Ann. XV. 44 ; Hist. v. 5 ;
Qbneca in Atjgtjstine, Be Oiv. Dei, vii. 11 ; Joseph., Antiq. xviJi. 3,

5). But how much more must this liberal religion, so elevated above all the bonds ot a

repulsive legal rigorism, as it was preached by AquUas and other Pauline teachers, receive

attention and support at the hands of those Romans who were discontented with heathen-

dom." (Meybb.) That this was really the fact in the Roman church, is evinced by the many

appeals addressed to the Gentile Christian portion, chap. i. 5, 6, 13 ; chap. xi. 13 ff.

Both elements in the Church must have been strong, as appears from the fact that the

Apostle places together, throughout the Epistle, Jews and Gentiles, Jewish Christians and

.Gentile Christians, in order to bring them into union and harmony, as, from a different funda-

mental thought, he did in the Epistle to the Ephesians. In the greetings and introduction

me find Jewish and Gentile Christians spoken of with equal regard. The theme of the

Jlpistle, chap. i. 14-17, expressly applies the gospel alike to Jews and Greeks. In the ex-

position of the unrighteousness of the human race, the Gentiles and Jews are placed together

in the light of searching truth, chap. i. 18 ; iii. 20. Likewise, justification by faith is applied

jn the most positive manner to Jews as well as Gentiles, chap. iii. 31-v. 11. Also the partici-

pation in the death of Adam and in the new life in Christ, chap. v. 13-viii. 39. So, likewise,

$he two economies of judgment and mercy in the history of the world, chaps, ix.-xi. Even

jn ,the exhortation the distinction again appears ; the weak in faith and the free ;
the severe

and the scornful ; the weak and the stong, chaps, xiv.-xv. 7 ;
yet here the other opposition

between the non-Pauline and the Pauline Christians is also taken into account.

Though we cannot say with absolute certainty that the Gentile Christian portion of the

Roman church was predominant, yet it is plain that the Pauline type did predominate in

Buch a measure that the Apostle looked upon the church, in spirit, as his church. If we look

at the single congregations in private houses, which the Apostle greets in chap, xvi., we find

Aquila and Priscilla at the head of the first mentioned, which was probably the most promi-

jient ; and these were Jewish Christians, and yet decidedly Pauline. Likewise the warm and

friendly terms with which he greets the most of the others, prove that he could regard them

as his spiritual companions in the strictest sense of the word. This can be seen here and

there from the contents of the Epistle. As the Apostle regarded himself, with justice, in

the most specific sense, as the chosen Apostle to the Gentiles (chap. i. 5-a consciousness

which according to Gal. ii., involved neither a conflict with the apostles of the Jews, nor

a.neglect by Paul of the Jewish synagogues), he must have looked very early to the Roman

«netropolis as a sphere of labor designed for him. Accordingly, he designed at a very ear y

period to establish a mission in Rome (Acts xix. 21 ; Rom. i'. 13). He also made timely

for the execution of this design by sending in advance his friends Aquila and
^preparations for the execution 01 tms uraigii uj o^^^'^s -" ..,^,-.- „

. ,,

•Priscilla, and many other companions-among them the deaconess Phoebe, of Connth-to

Rome For this very reason he could depart, with regard to the Romans, &om his usual

^practice of making his personal apostolic labor precede a written communication. This time

he could send an epistle first, and write to the Roman Christians roX^wr^p-r a,ro ,..pov«

.(chap. XV. 15) without being embarassed by the thought that he was entering upon a foreign

feld of labor (chap. xv. 20). Nevertheless, that delicacy with which he regarded the righte

^9d independence of others, especially of believers, induced him
^°j''^'^''''''\'^\l^''^^^

^Rome merely as a journey through that city to Spain. He could expect with tolerable

certaLtTthlt Rome would be his principal station ; but in case the prevailing pecuhan^-

pf .the church should prevent this, he could not be denied m Rome the rights of Chris la.

Lpitality, by the aid of which he could proceed further. But the Judaizmg element m

3
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the church was not important nor far advanced, as appears from the fact that he found i

necessary only to oppose legalistic anxiety in reference to fast-days and the eating of food

not arrogant Judaistio dogmas.

The congregation being composed of Jewish and Gentile Christians, it could easily occur

that the theological opinions at one time leaned to one side, and then to another.

According to Paley, Hbnkb, Koppe, Khbhl, BAUMGABTBN-CBtrsitrs, and Thibksch, the

Jewish Cliristian element predominated in the church ; and Baub, favoring his well-known

Ebionitic hypothesis, has attributed to the church a mild form of Bbionism.* For an

txtended refutation of this view, which is sustained by a distortion of different passages, see

Tholuck'b Romans, p. 3 ff. Mbybk, in his introduction, passes lightly over the attacks of

BAtTR. We have no right to judge the character of the congregation at the time of Paul

by the Judaizing tendencies which subsequently gained the ascendency there in conformity

with the constitutional proclivity of the Roman nationality. And even in the second

century the Roman chiu'ch, as such, cannot be charged with Ebionism (see Tholtjck, p. 7).

According to Neandeb, Rdckbbt, Db Wettb, Olshaitsbn, and Metbe, the Gentile

Christian element was predominant. But even Mbteb confounds this view with the prepon-

derance of Pauhne Christianity in Rome. We must discriminate thus : The Gentile Christian

element was strong, but the Pauline element was evidently preponderant. This was also the

case still later, when Paul wrote his Epistle to the Philippians during his captivity in Rome,

although here, as elsewhere in the churches after the year 60, the Jewish element increased in

strength (Phil. i). Subsequently, the short stay of Peter in Rome, as well as the larger

elective affinity between Jewish Christianity and the Roman nationality, gradually weakened
the Pauline type, and, in fine, obscured it.

If there had been already a large number of Jewish Christians in Rome, how could the

chiefs of the Jews speak to the Apostle when he came to Rome just as they did, according

to Acts xxviii. 21, 32 ? Their answer was plainly evasive, in which they adhere to two
points : that no writing of complaint against Paul had been sent to them from Jerusalem

;

and that the Christians were everywhere opposed by the Jews as a sect. Baub and Zblleb
have endeavored to derive from this apparent " contradiction " between the Acts of the

Apostles and the Epistle to the Romans, a decisive proof of the unhistorical character of the

Acts. For a refutation of this argument, see Kling, Studien und Kritihen for 1837, p. 801 ff.

;

Tholtjck, Gomment., p. 10 flf. ; Metbb, p. 30 ; my Apost. Zeitalter, i. p. 106, and others.

[The argument of the late Dr. Baub, and Zbllbb (his son-in-law), is this : The flourishing

condition of the Christian Church at Rome, as described in the Epistle to the Romans (i. 8,

11, 13 ; XV. 1, 14, 15 ;
xvi. 19), is irreconcilable with the tone used by the leading Roman

Jews {oi npurot rau 'louSai'oJi') in their answer to Paul, Acts xxviii. 21, 23, where they plead
ignorance of the antecedents of the Apostle, and contemptuously characterize the Christian
religion as a sect (aipeo-ir) which met everywhere with contradiction [Travrnxoi avrCKiycTai)

;

consequently the author of the Acts must have misrepresented the real state of things in the
interest of his doctrinal design, which was to effect a compromise between the Jewish Christian
or Petrine, and the Gentile Christian or Pauline sections of the Church, by bringing Paul down
to the Petrine or Jewish Christian standpoint, and by liberalizing Peter, and making both
meet halfway. But, in the first place, the author of the Acts (which were certainly not
written before 63 or 64— i. e, six or seven years after the Romans) must have known the
Epistle to the Romans, and felt the contradiction, if there was any, as well as we the more

* [The same view as to the prepondeiance of the Jewish element has heen ably defended Einoe by W. MiHooiB,
Vt.T ROmerbntf und die Anfange der Edm. Oemeindt, 1866, p. 35 fE. ; but he justly denies the hypothesis o/bato ttet
the Jewish Christians in Rome were Ebioniles. Schott, on the contrary, differs from Bai'K and Mamoold in assuming
that the Epistle to the Bomans was mainly intended for Gentile Christians. All three agree as to the aim and obie^
lit the Epistle, which was to justify Paul's apostolate to the Gentiles, by explaining the peculiar features of his dootrina
iiad removing the objections to it, and thus to prepare the way not only for a personal visit to Borne, but also for anew missionary activity in the West, with Rome as the centre (ccmp. MANOOLn, I. „. p. 141). But MANooLr, obiect*
to ScHOTT that such a justification was -mnecessary for Gentile Christians, and hence he presupposes Jewish Chri*
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so as lie himself had previously mentioned the existence of the Christian congregiition it

Kome (xxTiii. 15). Hence, the apparent contradiction, far from exposing a wilful perversion

of history, only proves the simplicity and veracity of the narrative, and tends, like so many
similar instances, to confirm rather than to vreaken our faith. (3.) The verj manner in which

the Jews speak of Christianity as a sect everywhere spoken against, implies its general spread

at that time, and so far corroborates the statement of Paul. (3.) The Jews did not say that

they had never heard of Paul at all (which would be inconsistent with their own statement

Eoncerning the contradiction raised everywhere against Christianity), but only that they had

received no (official) information from Palestine which affected his moral character, or was

unfavorable to him personally (n nepi crov novripov). And this was no doubt true ; for the

Sanhedrin of Jerusalem could have no reason to send official communication to the Jewish

community in Rome concerning the case of Paul, before he had appealed to the tribunal of

Csesar, and after this appeal they could not well anticipate the arrival of the Apostle in

Rome, as he left Caasarea soon after the appeal, at an advanced season of the year, shortly

before the mare clausum (comp. Acts xxv. 13, 13 ; xxvii. 1, 9), and, in all probability, before

his enemies could even make out the necessary official papers. (4.) "We must not forget the

diplomatic and evasive character of the answer of the Jews, who, as prudent men, were

reluctant to commit themselves unnecessarily before the trial, in view of the imperial court

and authority, and the complicated difficulties of the case. The leaders of the Jews

appeared on this occasion in an official capacity, and very properly (from their own stand-

point) observed an official reserve.—P. S.]

i 3. THE CEETIFICATION OF THE EPISTLE TO THE EOMANS. ITS GBNUINENESS AND
INTEGEITT.

The Epistle of Paul to the Romans belongs to the most indisputable books of the New

Testament.

Its genuineness is certified in the strongest manner by the unanimous testimony of the

ancient Church, by the harmony of its contents with the historical character of Paul, by its

internal weight, and its great influence upon the Church. Even the criticism of Baub, which

rejects the most of the New Testament books, acknowledges the genuineness of this Epistle

(with the exception of the last two chapters), besides the Epistles to the Corinthians and

that to the Galatians. But here, as elsewhere, the testimony of this criticism is not of much

account. Significant allusions to the Epistle can be found in the (first) epistle of Clement

of Rome ; in iGUfATius, Poltcabp, Justin Martyr, etc. Marcion, the Gnostic, acknowl-

edged it. A decided testimony in favor of this Epistle is rendered by the three great

witnesses of the Church and of the New Testament in its principal parts—Irbn^tjs,

Teettjllian, and Clement of Alexandria. Origen wrote a commentary on this Epistle.

Even the fact that the Judaizing sects rejected it, speaks indirectly in its favor ;
they hated

the Pauline doctrine contained in it.*

On the other hand, the integrity of the Epistle has been variously opposed. Marciok

rejected chaps, xv. and xvi. on doctrinal grounds. Hbumann, in his exposition of the New

Testament, maintains that the Epistle closed, as a first epistle, with chap, xi., and that the

subsequent part is a new work of Paul. Sbmleb wrote : De duplici adpendice Epistolm Fault

ad Somanos. According to Patoot of Heidelberg, chap. xv. is a special epistle to the

mUghtened Christians in Rome ; chap. xvi. is a special writing to the officers. Diverse, and,

in fact, very strange conjectures have been advanced by Schulz and Schott on chap. xvi.

J. C. Che. Schmidt denied the genuineness of the doxology, chap. xvi. 35-37, because it la

wanting in Codex F. etc. ; because it is erased in other codices ;
and because, m Codex J.,

and in almost all the Minuscule MSS., it stands after chap. xiv. 33. Reiche supposes that the

. More recently, the Englishman Ev.xso», in his book on the Vis<.e,a^^es of ,K.Fo^
""ZSil^^^T^l

stacked the genuineness of the Epistle to the Romans, with trifling remarks unworthy
fj^'"'''*'°^J^f^^

Ba^HO Bauer [a half-cracked pseudo-critic of Berlin, not to be confounded with the fax superior Dr. E^euik^d 0«i.

niH Baub of Tahingen.—P. S.]
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pubUc reading of the Epistle should only extend to chap. xiv. 33, because what follows is oi

less practical importance, and for this reason the former part has been concluded by the dox

ology, which subsequently was made to conclude the whole Epistle. It would have been mora

appropriate to reason : Since the public reading was often concluded with chap. xiv. 23, the

doxology was transferred from the end of the whole Epistle to this place. This would

explain" the fact that it is to be found, in later codices, after chap. xiv. 23. Bauk, in hw

treatise on the Pwpose and OccaMmi of the Episth to tU Romans, declares chaps, xv. and-xvi.

of the Epistle to be ungenuine. Certainly these chapters interfere with the application

of his Ebionitic hypothesis to the condition of the Roman church. He was refuted by

Kling in the Studim und Kritilen (1837, No. 2), and by Olshauben (1838, No. 4). Even

the circumstance that the pseudo-Clementine Homilies seem to present a different picture

of the Roman Church was made by Bauk a decisive argument against the genuineness of the

last two chapters of the Epistle !

As far as the language of the Epistle is concerned, many Roman Catholic theologians

have made use of the note of the Syrian scholiast on the Peshito : Paul wrote his epistle.in

Moman, in order to assert that it was originally written in Latin. Grotius, and others, with

good reason, have understood the word Soman in the wider sense, as applied to the Greek

language. " The Greek composition," says Mbyeb, ' corresponds perfectly not only to the

Hellenic culture of the Apostle himself, but also to the linguistic relations of Rome (see

Credser, Einl. ii., p. 383 ff.), and to the analogy of the remaining early Christian literature

directed to Rome (Ignatius, Justin, Iren^ub, Hippolttus, and others)." Boltbn and

Bbrthold assert that the Epistle was originally written in the Aramsean language. For

further information, see Meyer, Reiche, and others, especially also the Introductions to the

New Testament.*

5 i. OCCASION, PURPOSE, AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

The origin of the Epistle to the Romans must be traced to the close connection between

the call and consciousness of Paul as the Apostle to the Gentiles, and Rome as the great

metropolis of the Gentile world. But the contents of the Epistle are determined by the

fact that a church made up of both Jewish and Gentile Christians already existed in Rome,

and that he had long ago prepared the way for his personal labors in Rome, and further west,

by sending out his missionary assistants and companions. His Epistle starts with this

preparation as a preliminary reflexion of his personal labors ; that is, as the promulgation

of the gospel both in its theocratic purpose and in its universal constitution. In other

words, he exhibits the gospel in its eminent fitness to comprehend Jews and Gentiles in a

common necessity of salvation, and to build them Tip, on the common ground of salvation,

into a community of faith which would combine in perfect harmony both a theocratic purpose

and a universal spirit.

It was natural that Paul, in view of his call to the Gentile world, should, very early in

his caree.-, look to the metropolis of Rome as his great aim. He longed and strove to go to

Rome, ch. xv. 33 ; i. 11. The order of his apostolic labors required him first to exercise his

apostolic office in the East, chap. xv. 19 ; Acts xix. 21. Accordingly, his three Oriental

missionary journeys had to be undertaken first, though in them he gradually approached the

West ; and besides, after each of these missionary tours, he had to^gure the connection of

his work with the metropolis at Jerusalem by a return to this ci^P'but, in addition to all

this, he experienced many vexatious annoyances, and therefore he^uld well speak of the

great hindrances to the execution of his design (chap. i. 18 ; xv. 22). Since it was his pnr-

* [On the general use of the Greek language m the age of the apostles, within the limits of the Roman Empiie.
comp. especially the learned work of I>r. Alexander Roberts, JHscussions on the OospelSy Cambridgt and London 2d
ed. 186-1, pp. 1-:116. Dr. Robeetb endeavors to prove, from the undeniable faots of the New Testament, that even in
Palestine, at the time of Christ, Greek was the common language of public intercourse, and that Christ and the anostlei
spoke for the most part in Greek, and only now and then in Aramaic. If thi*. be po, we have, in the G-ostels not k
translation, but the ©rigmal words of our Saviour as He spoke them to the people and to the Twelve.—P. s.l
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pose, after Kis tMrd missionary journey, to proceed from Jerusalem to Rome, his arrest in
Jerusalem and imprisonment in C^sarea contributed to carry out this design, although it wa/
for a time a new obstacle in his way ; and his appeal to Caesar (Acts xxv. 10) was n°t only a
requirement of necessity, but a great step toward the consummation of his wishes. But in
Rftme,^ too, there had arisen a hindrance in the establishment of an important society of
Christians without his cooperation. He removed this hindrance in a threefold way. First
by sending his spiritual friends, Actuila and Priscilla, in advance to Rome, in order to prepare
a place of abode for him

; secondly, by his letter ; thirdly, by the extension of his missionary
purpose to Spain ; so that, at all events, he might visit the congregation in Rome without
doing violence to his apostolic principle (chap. xv. 30). His imprisonment set aside the last
difficulty, since it even compelled him to stay two years in Rome ; although he did not give
up his plan of going further to Spain.

The occasion and purpose of the Epistle to the Romans has beeavery much and very
differently discussed both by commentators and in special treatises.*

" The dogmatic exposition of eariier times," says Tholtjck, « which was not at all

interested in inquiring after the real historical purposes, mostly identified the aim and the
argument of the Biblical books; in that which the Divine Spirit directed the writer to
record, there lay the purpose for Christendom in all ages. The historical exposition of mod-
ern times seeks, by comparing the contents with the historical situation from which the writ-

ings arose, to disclose the nearest purpose to the original readers, although some writers of the
rationalistic school put external cause in the place of the internal, and contented themselves
with merely accidental causes, such as the good opportunity to send a letter to Rome by the
departure of Phoebe, the Corinthian deaconess ; the sight of the Adriatic sea from the high
coast of Ulyria, atad the desire thereby awakened to go to Rome (Padlus of Heidelberg)."

The further account by Tholtjck, however, does not fully harmonize with the assumption
that earlier writers had in view only a doctrinal occasion, while the more recent commenta-
tion start from an historical one.t

* Among the essays od this subject are those by Christ. Fried. Schuib (T^biriger Weinachtsprngramm^ 1834, Dt
FauUnx ad Romanos Epistohe consilio et argummlo) ; by Baub (Zweck und Veranlasauvg des Rimerbri^s, in the
TOMnger ZeiUchri/t, 1836, No. 3), and his followers (see Tholcck, p. 16) ; by Olshacsen (in the Studien und KHUHn,
1838, p. 953) ; by Huther (Zweck mid Inhalt der zwdlf erslen Kapitel des ErnnEThriefs, 1846) ; and Theod. Schott iDer
R&meybriefj seinem Endzweck und Oedankengang Twch ausgelegt, Erlangen, 1858).—[Since then appeared D. Wilhelm
Hanoold, The Epistle to the Romans, and the Beginnings of the Roman Congregation : A critical Investigation, Marburg,
1866, pp. 1S3 ; and W. Betschlag, The Historical Problem of the Epistle to the Romans, in the Studien und Kritiken

for 1867, pp. 627-665. The views of the late Dr. Bauh on the Aim and Occasion of the Epistle to the Komans, were first

published at Tubingen, 1836, and substantially reproduced in his work on Paul, 1846, p. 332 ff., as well as in his Church
History of the first three Centuries, 2i ed., 1860, p. 62 fi". ; but In this last work, and in the second edition of the mono-
graph on St. Paul (1867), he moderates the alleged antagonism of the Jewish Christians at Kome against Paul, and
no more insists on the opinion that chapters ix.-xi constitute the doctrinal essence of the whole Epistle, to which the

rest was made to serve merely as an introduction and an application. It must be admitted that Dr. Baur, by striking

oritical combinations, broke a new field of Investigation concei-ning the character and condition of the primitive Chris-

tians in Kome, and the aim and occasion of the Epistle to the Eoinans. Theodor Schott, of Erlangcn, agreeing with

Baur as to the central significance of chaps, ix., x., and xi., but differing from his untenable assumption of the pre-

ponderance of the Jewish element in the Roman congregation, represents the Epistle as an apology of the Grentile apos-

tolate of Paul before Gentile Christians of the Pauline school. But these did not need any such apology. Maitgold, in

the able treatise just referred to, substantially renews the view of Baur as to the essentially Jewish Christian character

of the Church of Rome, and the importance of chaps. tK.-xi., but he moderates its supposed antagonism to Paul. Baur,

Schott, and Maxtgolb agree in giving the Epistle an apologetic aim, viz., the defence of Paui's apostolate of the Gen-

tiles (Die Rechlfertigung des pauHniscJien Heidenapostolats). In this, Betbchlao differs from them, and, without denying

this apologetic aim, he yet subordinates it (with Tholuok, Olshausen, De Wette, and others) to the general dogmatic

aim of a systematic exhibition of the gospel salvation to a prevailingly Gentile Christian congregation in the metropolis

'>f the world. Jn doing this, however, the Apostle had evidently his eye mainly upon the settlement of the difficult

problem touching the relation of God's ancient people to the recently-engrafted Gentile world on the broad basis of God's

Infinite wisdom and mercy in the unfolding of His plan of redemption. Thus, chaps. ix.-xi. receive their proper position

as an outline of a philosophy of church history, instead of being merely regarded as a parenthetical section. Compars

Dr, Lakge's views in the text. The English commentatorB do not trouble themselves much with this introductory

question.—P. S.}

t [There were attempts at historical exegesis among the Greek fkthers of the Antiochian school, Theodore of

ICopsnestia, Chrtsostou, Theodoret, and among a few Ijatin fathers such as Jerque, Pseudo-Ambrosius, and Pelaoius

on the other han^, with some of the Tsodem commentators the doctrinal and practical element predominates.—P. S.]
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As far as the historical (more properly defined, special dogmatico-historical) occasions^ art

concerned, Ambkosiastbr, Augustine, Bullingbr, and Bucbk have ascribed to the Epistla

a polemical attitude against the Jewish Christians (Pbllican likewise, though only in tha

way of caution) ; and in modern times, Eichhoen, Schmid, Baub, Schwegleb, Zblleb,

KoSTLiN, LuTTEBBBCK, DiETLEiN, and Thikbsch have, with many modifications, regarded

the Epistle chiefly as a rectification of Jewish and Judaistic principles.

Chbtsostom and Thbodoeet would find, on the contrary, in the Epistle decided polemic

references to Gentile Christian Antinomian errors such as we find among the Marcionites,

Valentinians, and Manichaeans.

But those are nearer right who suppose that the Epistle was designed for the conciliatory

counteraction both of Jewish Christian and Gentile Chiistian perTcrsions. This view has been

defended especially by Melanchthon, Du Pin, Hug, and Bebtholdt. Mblanchthon says

" It can be seen that Paul wrote this Epistle from this cause : that the Jews would appropriate ta

themselves redemption and eternal life by their own righteousness through the works of the

law ; and again, the heathen insisted that the Jews were cast off for having rejected Christ."

In opposition to the historical (or better, the special dogmatico-historical) view concern-

ing the occasion of the Epistle, we find the theory of a dogmatic, or, more properly, a uni-

versal dogmatico-historical occasion. When the Apostle Paul, in this view, without special

references to particular embarrassments in the Roman church, would give to this church an

outline of the first elements of the whole gospel—according to his conception of it—he did

it under the steady conviction of his universal calling as the special Apostle to the Gentiles,

who must extend his labors to the specific city of the Gentiles. On this side belong

Luther's Preface to his Commentary on the Romans, Heidbggbb's Enchiridion, p. 535, Tho-
LUCK, in the earlier editions of his Commentary, Olshausen, Ruckbrt, Rbichb, Kollner,
Glocklbr, and Philippi. On the difl'erent modifications of this view, see Schott, p. 17.

That of Olshausen is the most clearly defined. " "We can affirm," says he [Commentary on
the Romans, Introduction, § 5, p. 58, Germ, ed.], " that the Epistle to the Romans contains, so

to say, a Pauline system of divinity, since all the essential topics to which the Apostle Paul,

in his treatment of the gospel, is accustomed to give special prominence, are here developed

at length." Philippi :
" The Epistle was designed to take the place of the personal preach-

ing of Paul in Rome ; therefore it contains a connected doctrinal statement of the specifically

Pauline gospel, such as no other contains."

Schott declares :
" I must oppose decidedly, with Baub, all these views." Yet his pro-

test differs from that of Baub. By his supposition concerning the Ebionitism of the Roman
church, Baue was misled to the monstrous conclusion, that the theme of the Epistle to the
Romans first appears positively in the section from chaps, ix. to xi. (in direct opposition to
Thoi.uck, who, in his former editions, would find in the same part only a historical corol-
lary). " The ever-increasing number of the Gentile Christians received by Paul must have so
far excited the pretensions of the Judaists, that even the reception of the heathen, on con-
dition of circumcision, was no more acceptable to them, and the reception of the heathen
was regarded by them as an usurpation, so long as Israel was not converted." Schott contro-
verts the opinion that " the cause and object of the Epistle must be determined from its

entire contents," and confines himself to the introductory remarks of the Apostle concerning
the purpose and cause of his Epistle. The result of his inquiry into the Procemium is the fol-
lowing

:
" As Paul sets out to proclaim his gospel for the Gentiles to the nations of the West,

he designs to visit the Christian congregation at Rome, and to enter into a closer personal
relation to it by reciprocal acquaintance, with a view to make this congregation of the
metropolis of the West a solid base of operation for his Gentile mission work, which was
now to begin in the West." But that understanding with the Roman church could be
reached in no other way than by " a full exposition of the nature and character of his apoa
tolic office, and the principles by which he was governed in his conduct." Schott finds,
therefore, in the Epistle, " not an exposition of the Pauline theorj of Christianity, but a
description and vindication of the Pauline system of missionary labors.
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We object to this view, on the whole, that it puts the historical motive and the doctrina)

ill a strong contrast which is untenable. Then in particular :

1. The distinction between the East and the "West, by which the former is described ai

the sphere of Jewish Christianity, and the latter, on the other hand, is the sphere in which
the Apostle's purely Gentile Christian labors began (p. 103 ff.).

3. The supposition that the Apostle desired, in his Epistle, to lay before the church in

Kome a complete apologetic programme of his missionary policy, in order to gain their recog-

nition, and thereby find in them a point of support ; but not to proclaim to the church it

Borne the gospel as he understood it.

3. He would place the church in Rome, by means of his admonitions, in such a conditior

that it could become a basis for his Western missionary labors ; but he did not intend that

Rome itself should be his final object, but merely serve as a point of support for his labors in

the West, above all in Spain.

It is above all things improper to separate the historical and the doctrinal cause, or to bring

them into opposition. The Apostle to the Gentiles was under no obligation to legitimatize

himself before the Roman church concerning his missionary labors in the West
;
yet, accord-

ing to the principle of Apostolic order, he had to justify himself when he wrote to the

Romans ToKixrjpiiTeftais (which certainly does not mean by way of defence, but, with more than

usual boldness), and proclaimed to them the gospel. Plainly, the first fundamental

thought of the Epistle is this : The call of the Apostle to the Gentiles is a call for Rome, and

therefore the Apostle had long made the city of Rome his object. But the second fundamen-

tal thought, which limits the first, is the idea of apostolic regulation. The Apostle cannot

lay claim to the church as exclusively his own, since it had already long existed without his

cooperation. Therefore he describes his anticipated journey as one to the heathen West—to

Spain, the limit of the Western pagan world—in which he designs that Rome should furnish

him a hospitable stay. Nevertheless, the Apostle was filled with the confidence that he could

venture to address Rome as his church, and assuredly as the church in which he had to per-

fect the universal union of Jewish Christianity and Gentile Christianity, of Jerusalem and

Antioch. Accordingly, he unfolds the religious and moral strength of his gospel, as fully

adapted to save Jews and Greeks, and therefore to unite them, since, with the same evidence,

it (a.) makes Jews and Gentiles sinners alike
;

(J.) presents salvation in Christ with equal

certainty to both
;

(c.) leads both from the same death to the new life, as the elect ; (d.)

makes plain their mutual dependence in the same divine economy of salvation (chaps.

ix.-xi.)
;

(e.) the gospel proves itself to be a power of sanctiflcation for Jews and Gentiles,

which can make both capable of being reciprocally sympathetic, and of setting them free

from their Jewish and pagan prejudices (chap. xii. ff.). By these combined considerations

the Apostle furnishes to the Christians in Rome a real and practical proof that he, as the

universal Apostle to the Gentiles, was also called to be indirectly the Apostle of Israel

(chap. xi. 18, 14), and of the unity of the Jewish and Gentile Christians ; and that Rome, the

universal church of Gentile Christians, was called, as such, to become the union church of

Jewish and Gentile Christians. And this is to be brought about by the strength of the uni-

versal gospel, which unites all the elect, and which, after first announcing it by letter, he

hopes soon to present orally, so as to make Rome the point of departure for this universal

Christian Church.

The matter stands, therefore, thus : The Apostle, who began his labors as the Apostle to

the Jews (Acts ix. 33, 38), and who was afterwards in a special sense the Apostle to the Gen-

tiles (Acts xxii. 31 ; Gal. ii.), now enters upon the third stage of his activity as the Apostle

to all nations, and devotes his attention to the development of a union Church, which should

embrace in one Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians.

k 5. PLACE AND TIME OF THE COMPOSITION OP THE EPISTLE.

It is a very general opinion, and one sustained by various indications, that the Apo8tl«
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wrote the Epistle to the Romans from Coeinth, during his stay there, while on his third niia.

Bionary journey.

According to Eom. xv. 35 ff., the Apostle, When he wrote this Epistle, was about to depart

for Jerusalem in charge of the collection from Macedonia and Achaia. But he brought this

collection to an end in Corinth, when on his third missionary tour, according to 1 Cor. xTi.

1--3 ; 3 Cor. ix. This combination refers to the last three months' stay of the Apostle in

Achaia (Acts xx. 3), and especially in Corinth ; since this city was the metropolis of the

church of Achaia, and the Apostle desired to tarry here, according to 1 Cor. xvi. 1-7
; 3 Cor.

ix. 4 ; xii. 20 ; xiii. 3. It is also in favor of Corinth, that the Apostle sent the Epistle by the

deaconess Phcebe from the Corinthian seaport Cenchrese (chap. xvi. 1, 3) ;
that he greets the

Roman Christians for his host, Gaius (chap. xvi. 33), whom we may identify with the Corin-

thian Gains (1 Cor. i. 14) ; and also for Erastus, the treasurer of the city, who, according tc

2 Tim. iv. 20 (comp. Acts xix. 22), had his home in Corinth. Dr. Pattltts has no ground

whatever for arguing from chap. xv. 19, that the Epistle was written in a city of Illyria.

Meter justly supposes that the Epistle was written before the Apostle—who first had the

purpose of travelling directly from Achaia to Syria and Jerusalem—was compelled by Jewish

persecution to return through Macedonia (see Acts xx. 3) ; for he mentions, chap xv. 35-31,

nothing of this important matter.

The TIME of the composition of the Epistle was therefore about the year 59 after Christ.

The notice, Acts xxviii. 31, which seems to imply that the Roman Jews knew nothing of an

Epistle of Paul to Rome, by no means justifies the inference (drawn by Toblbb) that the

Epistle was written at a later time ; comp. against this Flatt and Mbtbb.

The Epistle was dictated by Paul to Tertius, an assistant (chap. xvi. 33). " The causa

why Paul did not write his Epistles with his own hand, is not to be found in his want of

practice in writing Greek,—which has no support whatever,—but in the apostolic condition,

when others were ready to aid him." Mbybk. See Gal. vi. 11, and the note of the Bibh-

Worh in loc.

% 6. Tlie Meaning and Import of the Epistle to the Bomans.

OLsnATJSEN divides the Pauline Epistles into three classes : First, dogmatical didactic

Ep'stles, then practical didactic Epistles, and &na\\j, friendly expressions of his heart. This

division is untenable, as appears from the fact that he includes the profound christological

Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, together with the Epistles to the Philippians and
to Philemon, in the class of " letters of friendship." It is also vei-y insufficient to say that the

Epistle to the Romans belongs to the dogmatic didactic class. Olshatjsbn remarks correctly,

that the Epistle to the Romans is most nearly related to that to the Galatians
;
yet he does

iot go quite to the point, when he says :
" Both Epistles treat of the relation of law and

gospel ; but while, in Romans, this relation is viewed altogether objectively, the Epistle to the

Galatians, on the contrary, is altogether ^ofemicaj against the Judaizing Christians. Besides,

the Epistle to the Galatians is limited solely to this relation, and treats of the same more
briefly than is the case in the Epistle to the Romans. In the Epistle to the Romans, on the

other hand, the relation of the law and gospel is developed didactically, and scientific.Uy in
the strict sense of the word," etc.

We have already remarked that the two Epistles are to be distingnished as specifically

Boteriological in the narrower sense of the word ; but as the Epistle to the Romans describes
justification by faith in Christ in antagonism with universal human depravity, the Epistle to
the Galatians, on the contrary, is directed against false justification from the works of the
law. At the same time, the Epistle to the Romans is constructed on a broader basis than that
to the Galatians, since it deals both with heathenism and Judaism. The Epistle purposes to
show, that neither the Gentiles were saved by God's revelation in nature and in the con-
science, nor the Jews by the written law of the Old Testament; and he extends human
depravity and the counteracting redemption through three stages of development in the mos*
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universal and exhaustive contemplation, to which an equally comprehensive practical appli
cation must correspond.

Although the Epistle to the Komans belongs, in the chronological order, in the middle of
the Pauline Epistles, yet its primacy has been recognized in manifest opposition to the alleged
primacy of the Eoman Bishop. The Epistle to the Eomans, in its Pauline type, opposes, by
its doctrine of justification by faith without the works of the law, the system of Rome ; sn
that even to-day it can be regarded as an Epistle especially directed " to the Romans."

The early Church, in its disposition of the New Testament canon, especially the so-called
" Apostclos [as distinct from the '' Gospel "], placed the Epistle to the Romans, because of its

importance, and with regard, at the same time, to the high standing of the Roman congrega-
tion, at the head of the Pauline Epistles. Still more did the Reformation bring it into its

proper light. "It was," says Tholuck, "from the fundamental truth developed in the
Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, that the Reformation took its start in its opposition to

the Judaism which had crept into the Christian Church. Thus the doctrine of justification

by faith became its dogmatic centre. Hence the importance attached to this Epistle by the

Protestant Church. The exposition of this Epistle was Melanchthon's favorite course of

lectures, which he repeated again and again almost without interruption ; and, as Demosthenes

did with Thucydides, he twice transcribed this Epistle with his own hand, in order to impress

it more deeply on his memory (Stkobel, lAteraturgeschichte der Loci MelanohtJion's, p. 13).

Since he here found a development of the chief articles of the Christian faith, he based on

the Epistle to the Romans the first doctrinal system of the renovated Church, Melanchthon's
fioci Communes, 1521. Henceforth the Epistle was regarded as a compendium of Biblical

dogmatics, and under this point of view, Olshausbn also advises to begin exegetical studies

with the same. But following the succession of thought from chap. i. 11, we would rather

find in it a Christian Philosophy of Universal History (comp. Battk, Paulvs, p. 657)." By the

latter construction, however, the christological apxri, as well as the eschatological riXos, would

receive too little attention. The soteriology is certainly pictured forth with its opposite,

ponerology, in the most comprehensive way ; and both heathendom and Judaism are described

under a point of view which comprehends them both. Olshatjsbn is of the opinion that

Luther commented only on the Epistle to the Galatians, because the relation between the law

and the gospel are treated exclusively in it, and because he would avoid discussion on the

mysterious doctrine of predestination (Rom. ix. fi^.). But Ltjthbr certainly expressed himself

pointedly enough elsewhere on predestination. [De servo a/riitrio, against Erasmus.] The

Epistle to the Galatians lay nearer to his purpose, because this Epistle brings out the doctrine

of justification by faith in the strongest and clearest contrast to the false justification by

works. From Luther's own preface to the Epistle to the Romans we learn how highly he

appreciated that Epistle. On the importance of the Epistle for the Church in its inclination

to legalism, and in its relation to the personal experience of Paul, and on its difficulties, see

Olshauskn, p. 54 flf.

[S. T Coleridge, in his Talle-Talh (June 15, 1833), calls St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans
" the most profound work in existence," and says :

" The only fit commentator on Paul was

LuTKEB.—not by any means such a gentleman as the Apostle, but almost as great a genius."

—

P 8.]

% 7. THE CONTENTS AND DIVISION.

A. The Contents.

The Epistle to the Romans—in its sixteen chapters the most comprehensive of the Paulinu

Epistles—unites most intimately the character of a dogmatic epistle of instruction with the

character of an ecclesiastical address in a specific, personal relation. Proceeding from tho

standpoint of his apostleship to the Gentiles, and after a satisfactory conclusion of his

jpostolic labws in the East, the Apostle designs to prepare the Christian church in Rome to
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be the centre and starting-point of labors reaching to the farthest West (Spain). His work in

the West should be universal, not merely as it united the West and East in Christ, but also as

it constituted in Rome the peculiar type for the united church of Jewish Christians and

Gentile Christians. The Apostle to the heathen is, in his consciousness, perfectly ripened into

the apostle for the nations ; and in this sense he intends to clothe the church at Rome with

the prestige of a church of the nations, which he might regard as of his own institution, and

make use of as the home of his universal activity.

To this purpose, the change of the Roman church from uncertain authority into a fixed

institution of Pauline authority, corresponds the universal soteriological doctrine of the

Epistle, as related to the universal ecclesiastical call of Paul. All men, viewed under the

antagonism of Jews and heathen, are, in consequence of the prostitution of the living Divine
glory, regarded as sinners, destitute of righteousness and merit before God ; and all men have
a common mercy-seat for pardon in Christ ; all should pass from the old life of death in sin,

or in the flesh and under the law, to the new life in Christ, in the spirit and in Uberty ; all

were included under the judgment of unbelief, and all should experience Divine compassion.
On this dogmatic foundation the church at Rome should be completely based ; and in accord-
ance therewith, it should regulate its internal relation between Jewish Christians and Gentile
Christians, as well as its external relation to the world ; but it must also, in accordance with
this principle, perceive that its call as the central city of the Western Church can only be
actualized by first acknowledging the call of Paul, and committing itself to him, as a point
of departure in his universal work.

This Epistle has a unique character in relation to the Apostle, since he wrote it to a
church which he had not established, and had not even once visited. But the anomalous char-
acter of this fact may be thus explained : The church was, on one hand, still perfectly vacant
from all apostoUcal authority, and it was thus far not yet fully organized as a church ; and,
on the other hand, it was not only naturaUy related to the Apostle to the Gentiles as the
church of the worid's metropolis, but had been long previously visited by him in spuit, and
was accordingly taken possession of by his pupils and assistants as his sphere of labor (see
chap. xvi.). The case was similar with the Epistle to the Colossians, though the Apostle
may be regarded as the inflirect founder of this church (by Epaphras).

In its dogmatic aspect, the Epistle to the Romans possesses a decidedly soteriological char-
acter. As to its form, it resembles, in its cautious tone, the Epistle to the Galatians ; for the
Apostle probes the former church, and asks whether it be already his church ? and of the
latter, he asks whether it still be his church ? (Rom. xv. 15, 16 ; Gal. iv. 19, 20).

[The Epistle to the Romans, and that to the Galatians, treat of the' same theme viz
justification by free grace through faith in Christ, or rather, the deeper and broader doctrine
of a personal life-union of the beUever with Christ ; but the latter is apologetic and polemic
against the Judaizing pseudo-apostles, who labored to undermine Paul's authority and to
enforce the yoke of legalism upon a church of his own planting ; while the former, written to
strangers, opposes no particular class of men, but only the corrupt tendencies of the human
heart. Both supplement each other, and constitute the grand charter of evangelical freedomm Christ.—P. 8.]

o -

«

The Epistle to the Romans has this in common with the Epistle to the Ephesians that it
Bhows how salvation in Christ transforms Gentiles and Jews into one Church of God • but in
the Epistle to the Ephesians he establishes this unity on the christological principle, while in
the Epistle to the Romans, it is effected by the soteriology. The relation of the Romans tothe Colossians is similar to the one just described. [But with this difference, that the christo-
^gical element prevails in the Epistle to the Colossians, the ecclesiological in that to the
Jfiphesians.—P. S.]

In its ecclesiastical and practical character the Epistle to the Romans resembles those to4h^ Cormthians But in the former case the Apostle has yet to establish an authority andnstitution, while in the latter he has to maintain them.
"iJionty anq

In the section from chap. ix. to xi., this Epistle approaches the eschatological contents of
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th^ Epistles to the Thessalonians. The greetings in chap. xyi. remind us of the Epistle to th«

Fhilippians ; the practical portion reminds us of the Pastoral Epistles.

In this Epistle the idea of piety or of righteousness, as a living worship of God, is peculiar]j
prominent

;
perhaps produced by the decided predominance of the practical element in the

Bnman conception of cultus. The fall of man commenced with the great peccatum omissimia

:

Men, regardless of the natural revelation of God, forsook the living worship and praise of Qo<
chap. i. 21). Therefore the development of corriq)tion among the heathen is shown in an

xternal symbolism, which more and more sinks into a mythical idolatry, and results in a

growing perversion and decay of morals (chap. i. 22-33) ; but among the Jews, in the fearful

caricature into which even its religious zeal is turned by its fleshly fanaticism (chap. ii.

17-24). Therefore is salvation for faith represented by the mercy-seat in the Holy of Holies

(chap. iii. 25), and faith is a priestly free access to grace (chap. v. 2), which converts the

whole subsequent life of the Christijin into a song of praise (vers. 3-11). Therefore the crown

of the new life is a revelation of the glory of the children of God, which is guaranteed by the

spirit of prayer on the part of the faithful (chap. viii.). Therefore, finally, must the economi-

cally limited judgment of God on Israel, and the whole economy of salvation in reference to

the dark history of the world, contribute to the glory of God (chap. xi. 86). The new life is

consequently represented as the direct contrast to the fall of man. As the living service of

God ceased with the latter, so now is the true spiritual service of God restored in the lives of

Christians, since they dedicate their bodies as living sacrifices to God (chap. xii. 1 it). Thj

temporal authority (chap. xiii. 1 S.) stands in a subservient (ver. 4) and liturgical (ver. 6)

relation to the living divine service of Christians. In its great moral significance, which also

isequires a moral and free recqgnttion (ver. 5), it is unconsciously subject to the highest aim

and goal of human history—the glory of God through Christ. The Church must be con-

formed to this glory ; it must be an instrument for the object that all nations should praise

God (chap. XV. 11). The Epistle is directed to this end : it is a priestly work to make the

heathen an acceptable offering of God (chap. xv. 16). It finally corresponds to this concep-

tion of the kingdom of God as a restored and real worship, that the Apostle concludes with a

liturgical doxology, in which faith in the promises and announcements of the gospel responds

to the living God of revelation with an eternal Amen (chap. xvi. 25-27)—a passage which

may be explained by a comparison with 1 Cor. xiv. 16 ; 2 Cor. i. 20 ; Heb. xii. 32 ; xiii. 15
;

Rev. iv. 10.

The.church at Rome must, therefore, in accordance with its call, become a focus for the

restoration of the living, rea,l, and universal worship of God by the nations, as the institution

of Paul, the universal Apostle of the nations. It must become-the point of departure of the

Church of the Western nations, in the sense in which the word catholic had been originally

used ; that is, in harmony with the religious and moral necessities of humanity, in harmony

with the moral significance and mission of the state, in harmony with the free as well as with

the anxious consciences of the faithful on the basis of justification by faith without the worke

of the law.

B. The Arrangement.

THE INTKODnCTION AND FONDAMENTAI THEME.

The (ipostolate of Paul appointed for the glory of the name of God by means of the

gospel of Christ, and of the revelation of the justice of God for faith throughout the whole

fforld, among Jews and Gentiles, chap. i. 1-17.

»t Sectum.—The inscription and greeting. The Apostle ; his call ; his apostolic ofiHce
;
his

greeting of the saints in Borne, vers. 1-7.

U Seetim-^The point of connection. The fame of the faith of the Christians at Rome m all

the world; and his desire and purpose to come to them to announce the gospel to them.

Yens. 8^15.
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U Secti.n.-'n.e fundamental theme. The joyful readiness of the ^P^^^^ f
P;°'=;^^^*^;

gospel of Christ, since it is the power of God to save Jews and Gentiles-as a revelation ol

the righteousness of God by and for faith, vers. 16, 17.

Part First.

The doctrine of righteousness by faith, as the restoration of the true worship of God chap,

i. 18- chap. xi.

FIBST DIVISIOIf.

Sin and grace in their first antagonism. The real appearance of corruption and salvation.

Righteousness by faith. The wrath of God on all injustice of men ;
that is, the actual cor

ruption of the worid in its growth for death hastened by the judgment of God; and th«

antagonistic justification of sinners by the propitiation or pardon in Christ, through faith,

chap. i. 18-v. 11.

Ut Section.—The beginning of all real corruption in the world, and of the Gentiles in par-

ticular, and God's judgment on the same ; the neglect of the general revelation of God by

the creation, in the omission of the real worship of God by praise and thanksgiving, chap,

i. 18-31.

2d Section.—The development of heathen corruption under the judicial abandonment on

God's side (.the withdrawal of His Spirit). From symbolism to the worship of images

and beasts ; from theoretical to practical corruption ; from natural sins to unnatural and

abominable ones, to the development of all vices and crimes, to the demoniacal lust for

sin, and to evil maxims themselves, chap. i. 33-83.

3rf >9«c<20!i.—Transition from the corruption of the Gentiles to the corruption of the Jews.

T/ie genuine Jews. The higher universal antagonism above the antagonism of heathendom and

Judaism : striving and opposing men. The universality of corruption, and, with the uni-

versality of guilt, the worst corruption : judging the neighbor. The guUt of this uncharita-

ble judgment is intensified by the continuance of a general antagonism of pious, striving

men, and of stiff-necked enemies of the truth throughout the world, within the general

corruption, over against the righteous and impartial government of God ; this, too, by

virtus of the continuance of God's general legislation in the conscience. The revelation

of the antagonism of Gentiles true to the law, and of Jews who despised the law on the

day of the proclamation of the gospel., chap. ii. 1-16.

Uh Section.— The real Jews. The increased corruption of the Jew in his false zeal for the law

(a counterpart of the corruption of the heathen in his symbolism). The fanatical and

wicked method of the Jews in handling the law with legal pride, and of corrupting it by

false application and unfaithfulness, an occasion for defaming the name of God among the

heathen, chap. ii. 17-34.

l)th Section.—The use of circumcision : an adjustment of the need of salvation by the knowl-

edge of sin. The circumcision which becomes the foreskin, and the foreskin which be-

comes circumcision ; or, the external Jew can possibly become an internal Gentile, while the

external Gentile can become an internal Jew. It is not the dead possession of the law, but

fidelity to the law, that is of use. It does not produce a pride of the law, but knowledge
of sin—that is, of the necessity of salvation. The advantage of circumcision consists

herein : that to the Jews are committed those declarations of God, that law, by which all

men are represented under the penalty of sin. Sin represented as acknowledged guilt ovel

against the law, chap. ii. 35-iii. 30.

6J^ Section.—The revelation of God's righteousness without the law by faith in Christ, for all

sinners without distinction, by the representation of Christ as the Mediator (Propitiator) •

the righteousness of God as justifying righteousness, chap. iii. 31-36.

tth Section.—The abrogation of the vain glory (or self-praise) of man by the law of faith,
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Justification by faith, without the works of the law. First proof from experience : God if

the God of the heathen as well as of the Jews ; which fact is shown by the fiith of th«

Gentiles, as well as by the true renewal of the law by faith, yers. 37-31.

dth Section.—Second proof of the righteousness by faith : from the Scriptures, and this from

the history of the faith of Abraham, the ancestor of the Jews themselves. Abraham is the

father of faith to the Gentiles as well as to the Jews, because he had been justified in the

foreskin as a heathen, and because he had received circumcision as a seal of justification by

faith. David is also a witness of righteousness by faith. Abraham in his faith in the

word of the personal God of revelation, and especially in the promise of Isaac, a type of

all believers in the miracle of the resurrection of Christ, chap. iv.

tth Section.—The fruit of justification. Peace with God and the development of new life to

the fulfilment of Christian hope. The new worship of God by the Christians. They have

free access to grace in the Most Holy. Therefore they boast of their hope in the glory of

God ; and glory even in the afflictions they suffer, by which this hope is perfected. The

love of God in Christ as the guaranty of the realization of Christian hope. Christ's death

our reconciliation : Christ's life our blessedness. Its bloom : the joyous glorying that God

is our God, chap v. 1-11.

SECOND DIVIBIOlir.

Sin and grace in their second antagonism (as in their second power), according to their

operations in human nature and in nature generally. The sinful corruption of the world

proceeding from Adam and made the common inheritance of man ; and the life of Christ as

the internal vital principle of the new birth for new life in single believers, in all humanity,

and in the whole created world. The principle of death in sin, and the principle of the new

life ; as well as the gloriBcation of all nature in righteousness, chap. v. 13-viii. 39.

Is* Section.—The sin of Adam as the mighty principle of death, and the grace of God m
Christ as the mightier principle of the new life in individual human nature, and in whole

humanity. The law as the medium of the completed consciousness of sin and guilt, chap.

v. 13-31.

id Section.—Call to the new life in grace. The contradiction between sin and grace. The

vocation of the Christians to new life, since they, by baptism in the death of Christ, are

changed from the sphere of sin and death into the sphere of righteousness and life, chap.

vi. 1-11.

Sd Section.—The essential emancipation and actual departure of Christians from the service

of sin unto death into the service of righteousness unto life, by virtue of the death of

Christ. Believers should live in the consciousness that they are dead to sin, vers. 13-33.

ith Section.—The essential transfer and actual transition of Christians from the service of the

letter under the law to the service of the Spirit under grace, by virtue of the death of

Christ. Believers should live in the consciousness that they (by the law) are dead to the

law, chap. vii. 1-6.

5th Section.—The law in its holy appointment to lead over, by the feeling of death, to new life

in grace. The development of the law from the exterior to the internal. The experience

of Paul a life-picture of the battle under the law as the transition from the old life in the

law to the new life in faith, vers. 7-35.

m SecUm.—The Christian life, or life in Christ as the new life according to the law of the

Spirit, as walking in the Spirit. The fulfilment and exaltation of the law to be the law of

the Spirit in Christ. The law of the Spirit as principle of the new life of adoption, and

of the exaltation of the faithful and of humanity to the Uberation and glonflcation of the

creature, to the new world of life in love, chap. viii.

a The Spirit as the Mediator of the atonement and witness of adoption, vers. 1-16.

J. The Spirit a surety of the inheritance of future glory. (1.) The subjective certamtj
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of future perfection, or the spiritualization and glorification of Christian life, Ters

17-37. (3.) The objective certainty of future perfection in glory, vera. 28-39.

THIED DIVISION.

Sin and grace in their third antagonism (in their third power). The hardness of heart and

the economical judgment on hardness of heart (the historical curse on sin), and the turning

of the judgment to the rescue by the power of Divine sympathy at the progress of universal

history. The historical development of sin to the execution of the judgment, and the revela-

tion of salvation in demonstration of mercy. The intimate connection of God's acts ot

judgment and rescue ; the latter being conditioned by the former, chaps, ix.-xi.

Ut Section.—The dark mystery of the judgment of God in Israel, and its solution, chap. is.

a. The painful contrast of the misery of the Jews in opposition to the portrayed hap-

piness of the Christians, who, for the most part, came from the Gentiles. The sorrow

of the Apostle at the evident failure of the destiny of his people, chap. ix. 1-5.

l. The ecstasy of the Apostle in the thought that the promise of God would neverthe-

less hold good for Israel. The proofs therefor, chap. ix. 6-33.

M Section.—'More decided explanation of the mysterious fact : The unbelief of Israel. The

faith of the Gentiles, already foretold in the Old Testament, chap. x.

a. The fact is no fatalistic destiny, vers. 1, 3.

h. It rests rather on the antagonism between the self-righteousness as the supposed

righteousness from the law, and the righteousness which is by faitk, vers. 3-5.

c. The righteousness by faith, although proceeding from Israel, is nevertheless, accord-

ing to Old Testament prophecy, accessible to all men because of its nature. Proof:

The unbelief of the Jews as well as the faith of the heathen is foretold already in

the Old Testament, vers. 6-21.

Sd Section.—The concluding gracious solution of the mystery, or the turning of judgment to

the rescue of Israel. The judgment of God on Israel is not a judgment of reprobation.

God's economy of salvation in His Providence over the chosen of Israel and of the multi-

tude—Jews and Gentiles—over the intertwining of judgment and rescue, by which aU
Israel should come, through the fulness of the Gentiles, to faith and happiness. The
universality of judgment and compassion. Doxology, chap. xi.

a. Israel is not rejected ; the elect (the kernel) are saved, vers. 1-6.

I. The hardening of the hearts of the remainder becomes a condition for the conversion
of the Gentiles, vers. 7-11.

c. On the other hand, the conversion of the Gentiles became also a means for the con-
version of Israel, vers. 11-18.

d. The fact itself is a conditional one. The Gentiles can yet individually become
unbelieving, and the Jews, on the other hand, believing, vers. 19-24.

e. The last word, or the mystery of Divine Providence in its economy of salvation.

All will contribute to the glory of God, vers. 25-36.

Part Second.

The practical theme
: The vocation of the Roman Christians, on the ground of thetf

accomplished salvation or of the mercy of God (which wiU be extended to all) to represent
the living worship of God in the consummation of the real burnt offering, and to constitute a
universal Christian church-life for the realization of the call Of all nations to praise and
glorify God

;
so that they may also acknowledge and maintain the universal call of the

A.postle. The recommendation of his companions, assistants, and friends, in the sending of
his greetings t.' them for the purpose of the true development of the Church, and as a coun-
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terpart, Ms warning against Judaizing or paganizing errorists. Greetings, inyocation of

blessings, cliap. xii. 1-xvi. 27.

FIEST DIVISION.

The C9V of the Roman Christians to a universal Christian deportment, chap. xii. 1-xv. 13.

Ut Section.—The practical theme, vers. 1, 3. The proper conduct of the Christians toward
the community of the brethren for the establishment of a harmonious church life, chap,

xii. 1-8.

ad Sedion.—ThB true conduct of the Christians in all personal relations. For their own life,

toward the brethren, toward everybody, and even toward enemies, chap. xii. 9-21.

3d! Section.—Christian universalism (Roman Catholicism in Paul's sense) in the proper conduct

toward those in authority (the heathen state), which also possesses an official and liturgical

service in the household of God. The object and aim of government, chap. xiii. 1-6.

4fA Section.—Proper conduct toward the world in general. Legal fellowship with the world.

The recognition of the rights of the world in the justice and also in the strength of the

love of our neighbor. The separation from the ungodly nature of the old world (the dark

character of heathendom). The universality and its sanctification by the true separation,

vers. 7-14.

5(A Section.—The true practice of the living worship of God in the management and adjust-

ment of the differences between the weak or perplexed (the slaves of the law) and tha

strong (inclined to disregard, and Antinomian transgression in freedom). The Christian

universality of social life (to take and give no offence), chap. xiv. 1-xv. 4.

a. Reciprocal regard, forbearance, and recognition between the weak and the strong.

Special warning against giving offence to the weak, chap. xiv. 1-13.

J. Of giving offence, and despising forbearance to the weak, chap. xiv. 13-xvi.

e. Reciprocal edification in self-denial after the example of Christ, chap. xv. 3-4.

ith Section.—Admonition to the harmony of all the members of the congregation to the praise

of God on the ground of the grace of God, in which Christ has accepted Jews and Gentiles.

Reference to the vocation of all nations to praise God even according to the Old Testa-

ment, and encouragement of the Roman Christians to an unbounded hope in this relation,

in agreement with their call, chap. xv. 5-13.

SBCOND DIVISION.

The call of the Apostle to a universal apostleship, and his consequent relation to the

Roman church, as the point of departure for the universal apostleship ia the West, chap. xv.

14-38.

a. The Apostle declares, almost apologizingly, that his writing to the Romans was the

result of his call to make the heathen in priestly operation an acceptable offering to

God ; and he gives information on the general completion of his work in the East

(to niyria), and the results of the same, vers. 14-19.

}. His principle not to invade the sphere of others (a conduct opposite to that of all

sect-makers). The consequent impediment to come directly to Rome, where Chris-

tian congregations already existed. Nevertheless, his desire to labor for them, which

was in harmony with his call. His hesitation not bemg completely removed, he

describes his anticipated visit to Rome as a temporary stay for the better prosecu-

tion of his journey through Rome to Spain ; that is, to the limits of the West,

without doubt in expectation that the church will welcome him and commit itself

to his direction, vers. 30-34.

e. His last hindrance from his journey to Rome. The mention of the collections, a

proof of his love to the believing Israelites, an expression of the proper conduct of

Gentile Christians to Jewish Christians. Another announcement of his journey
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thiougt Borne and of his visit in the spirit of apostolical refinement. Forebodini

reference to the animosity of the unfaithful in Judaea, and a request for prayer thai

he might be permitted to accomplish his purpose of coming to them, vers. 23-33.

THIHD DIVISION.

The recommendation of his predecessors, companions, and assistants, in a succession ol

greetings, united with a warning against separatistic heretics (Jews and Gentiles), who could

hinder and even destroy Rome's destiny and his apostolic mission. Tet the Qod of peace wiU

ghortly iruise Satan under their feet. Invocation of blessing, chap. xvi. 1-30.

a. The deaconess Phoebe, vers. 1, 3.

S. The greetings, vers. 3-16. The warning, and the invocation of blessing, vers. 17-30.

CONCLUSION.

The greetings of the Pauline circle to the church at Rome, and the invocation of blessings

by Paul himself. His doxological sealing of the gospel of the justifying grace of God in

Christ for all nations, vers. 31-37.

a. The greetings.

i. The doxological sealing of the gospel for eternity in accordance with the funda-

mental devotional thought of his Epistle. The Amen of the Church through Christ,

as the response to the gospel of Christ, vers. 35-37.

Now to Him that is of power (in the gospel) to stablish you
According to my gospel, etc.

According to the revelation of the mystery, etc.

According to the commandment of the everlasting God,
To God only wise.

Be glory through Jesus Christ

For ever ! Amen 1

APPENDIX.—Table or Pericopes, oe Sokiptuke Lessons for the Tear, in the Epistle to thi
Romans.

1. Advent Eom. xiii. 11-U.
2. " Eom. XV. 4-13.

Horn. xii. 1-6.

Rom. xii. 7-16.

Rom. xii. 17-21.

Rom. xiii. 8-10.

1st Sunday after Epipliany.

.

M " " "...
sa " " "

Hi. " " " ...

Trinity Rom. xi. 3S-36.

Mh Sunday after Trinity Rom. vili. 18-23.

(Visitation of Mary.) Rom. xii. ^16.
6tli Sunday after Trinity Eom. vi. a-11.

'tJi " " " Eom. vi. 19-23.

8th " " " .... Rom. viii. 12-17.

27tli " " " .... Rom. iii. 21-2.5.

S 8. LITERATURE ON THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.*

See the foregoing catalogues of Pauline literature in general. Also the catalognea in
LiLiENTHALB ^»JZ. Archioarius, p. 347 ft, where there is a rich catalogue of the older works
on single passages of the Epistle; Euhemann's Smidbueh der theol. Literatur, ii p 336-ym^n,HarM der th^l Literatur, vol. i. p. 355 ff. ; ii. p. 131 ; Supplement, p. 39 : Danz'm his Umversalworteriueh der theol. Uteratur, p. 346, and in the supplementary number p
93, who gives an extensive catalogue of literature, not only to the entire Epistle but' onsmgle divisions and chapters; Gubricke, Neu-Ustamentliche Isagogih [3d ed 1868 'to 37eand 309]

;
Rbuss [History of the Moly Scriptures of the New Testanmit, 4th ed 1864T J 31Reiche [Commentary on the Romans, 1833, vol. i.] p. 95 ff. [Comp. the catalogue of Enoli Lworks on a1 the Epistles, and on the separate portions of the same, in DaelL, Oyc^^lmimgraphica (subject : Holy Scriptures), London, 1859.]

'
'^y"'^'^^

* Iln the original, this section is S 7, and precedes the one on the Contents and Dmsion.-P. s.]
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CoMMBNTAMES.

—

Tholtjck enumerates, p. 36 S., as expositors :
*

1. Among the Church fathers : OEiaEN [t251, only in the mutilated Latin version ol
Eotinus, Oeig. Opera, ed. Delarue, torn. iv.-P. S.], Ohhtsostom [t405, mmil. xxxii. in ep.

ad Bom. Opera, ed. Bened. torn, ix., an English translation in the Oxford Library of the
Fathers, vols, vii., 1841], Thbodobbt [t457, Comment, in ep. ad Sam.], Theodohb op
tfopsvBBTiA [t439. Fragments, collected by Fried. Fritzschb, in Theod. Mops, in iV. 2'.

Cotnm., 1847], Theophylact [eleventh century], (Bkdmbnius [tenth century], Greek scholi
ast of the MosJcow Oodd. in Matthmi [and in J. A. Crambb's Oatenai in 8. PomU ep. ad Horn.,
Oxon. 1844]. Among the Latin fathers: Augustine [t480],t Pblagius,]: Hilaeius (the
Ambrosiasteb) ,§

2. Expositors of the Middle Ages : Herveus [middle of the twelfth century], Hugo op
St. Victor [tll41], AsiELARD [tll42], Thomas Aquinas [tl374, ignorant of Greek, but very
profound and acute],

3. Roman Catholic expositors since the Reformation : Erasmus [tl536], W. Estb [tl613],

a number of Jesuit expositors, among whom Ben. Justinian [1612], Cornelius a Lapidp
[1614, 14th ed., Lugd. 1683], Calmet [tl757], are prominent. For later ones, see below.

4. Protestant expositors down to the beginning of the seventeenth century

:

a. Rbpoembd (Calviuistic) commentators : Calvin [new ed., Halle, 1881], " a model of
simple and precise exposition " (German translation by E. W. Krummachbr and L. Ben-
der, Prankfurt-am-Main, 1837),|| Bbza [4th ed., 1598], Zwingli [Opera, tom. iii.], Pelli-
CANUS, Bullingbr [1537], BucER [1536], Aretius [1603], Parbus [1608], Piscator

[1601].

J. Lutherans : Luther (his celebrated Preface to the Epistle to the Romans), Mblanch-
THON (Annotationes, 1522 ; Commentarii, 1532),ir Bugbnhagbn, Brbnz, Oambrarius, Hun-
Nius, Balduin.

5. Protestant expositors to the middle of the eighteenth century

:

Reformed: Drusius [tl613], De Dieu [tl642], Hbinsius [11655], the two Capbllus,

Hammond [1653], Clericus [1698], Coccbius [tl669], (very prominent).

* fTbe dates and editions are added by the American editor.]

t [St. Augustine has only commented on the first seven verses of the Epistle to the Romans, in his Inchoata expoxitio

ep. ad Bom. Opera, ed. Bened., tom. iii. p. 926 sqq., and on some select passages, in expos, quarundam propositionum ex ep.

ad Rom., 1. c, p. 903 sqij. It is a remarkable fact that Augustine, who, of all the fathers, carae nearest the Protes-

tant evangelical doctrines of sin and grace as taught by St. Paul, held essentially the Roman Catholic view of justifica-

tion as being identical with sanctification, while his antagonist, Pblagius, like the Reformers, explained Paul's justi-

fication as a forensic act that consists in the remission of sins. Comp. my History of the Christian Uliurch, vol. iii. p.

812, 845. In his anti-Pelagian wi'itings, Augustine makes frequent use of the Epistle to the Romans, and the other

Pauline Epistles, which contributed much to his conversion. But he was a profound theologian rather than a learned

commentator, and had a very imperfect knowledge of the Greek, and no knowledge whatever of the Hebrew. Upon the

whole, the Epistles to the Romans and to the Galatians in their true genius and import remained a sealed book to the

Church at large till the Reformation of the sixteenth century. The sense of the Scriptures unfolds itself gradually to

the mind of the Church, and every book has its age in which its peculiar power is felt in the life, and brought out in

the knowledge and exposition of congenial divines more clearly and forcibly than ever before,—P. S.]

X [The commentary of the heretical Pelagius on the Pauline Epistles is brief and superficial, but betrays no mean

talent for plain, popular, and practical common-sense exposition of the Scriptures. By a singular irony of history, the

commentaries, together with some other writings of Pelagius in which he develops his heretical system (the Epistola ad

DeTnetriadem, and his libellus Jidei addressed to Pope Innocent I,), have been presei-ved as supposed works of his bitter

antagonist, St. Jbkohe (in the eleventh tome of VaUarsi's edition ; comp. my Church Hist., iii. p. 791 and p. 985), The

commentaries, however, have undergone some emendations by the hand of Cassiodorus (comp. Cass,, De institut. divin.

liter., c. 8),—P. 3.]

i [The commentary of Ambkobiastee, so called, or Pbeudo-Ambkostus, on the Pauline Epistles, is inooi-porsted in

the works of Ambeose, and is generally ascribed to a Roman deacon, Hilaky, of the fourth century (about 380), Augus-

tine refers to it twice under this name. Contra duas Epp. Pelag. iv, 7, Opera, x. p. 472. Ambhosiasteb exhibits somt

talent for historical exposition (like Pelagius), but is obscure and inconsistent. Upon the whole the patristic exegeeia

was not grammatical and historical, but dogmatical and practical.—P, S.J

I [English translation of Calvin on the Romans, by Cheistopeee Eobdell, P. Sibson, acu. John Oweh. Edint

Oalvln Transl. Soo,, 1844 and 1849.—P. S.]

H [Meyer (Preface to the 4th ed. of his Com,) calls Melahchthon's " Enarratio" of 1556, " his ripest exagetioa\

fruit." The " Commentaries " of Melanchthon appeared also in 1640, and in a new edition by Nickel in 1861. Lakob

foUowing Tholuck, refers to older editions.—P. S,]

4
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Lutherans of the seventeenth century : Ekabmus Schmid [tI637J, Calixttts [Posthumoui

Lectures, 1664], Calovitjs [tl688, author of the Biblia Illustrata, 1673, against Gbotius]

Spenbb [tl705], Cheist. Wolf [Gurm Phililogicce et Oriticm, 1733], Bengbl's Gnomon Jf. T,

(1743) ;
" on account of its great worth, lately edited several times, both in the original Latin^

and in German and English translations." )*

Arminians : Grotius [Anrwtationes in Nov. Test, 1645], Limbobch [tl713], TuB-
KBTrsE [tl737], (numbered by Tholtjck in this school, though perhaps unjustly), Wbtstein
(in his edition of the Greek Testament, with parallel passagess fi-om the classical authors,

1751).

Socinians: Crbll [tl633], Schlichtino [11661], Pbzipzot.

6. Evangelical expositors, from the middle of the eighteenth century down to the present
time:

Period of transition : Hbumaiw [tl764], Moshbim [tl770], Joh. Bbnj. Caepzot ("the
fourth of this name," 1758), Mobus [tl794], Chbistian Schmid [tl774] ; above all, Sbmleb.
[1791]. KoppB [3d ed., 1834] also belongs here.

Latest period : Tholtjck (1st ed., 1834),t Flatt [1835], Stbnbesbn panish, 1839), Eleb
[Eoraan CathoUc, 1830], Bbneckb [1831], Euckbrt [3d ed., 1889], Paultts, Moses Sttjaet
[Andover, Mass., 1833], Chaelbs Hodge [Princeton, New Jersey, 1885], Ebiche [1884],
KoLLOTSB [1834], Glockler [1834], Olshatjsbn [3d ed., 1840, English translation, Edinburgh
and New York, 1860], De Wbttb [4th ed., 1847], Stengel [Roman CathoUc, 1836],
Peitzschb [3 vols., in Latin, 1836-'48, very thorough and critical], H. A. W. Mbybk,J
Oltbamaee (French), Nielsen (Danish, in German by Michblsen), [1843], Baumgabten-
Cbtjsius [1844], Reithmaveb [Roman Catholic, Regensb., 1845], A. L. G. Eebhl [Leipzig,
1849], Adalb. MArEB (Roman Catholic), Philippi [a strict Lutheran, 1848, 3d ed revised.'
1856 ; 3d ed., 1867].

, , ., u,

On the merits of the most important later commentators, see Tholuck, pp. 33 83—
[Fritzschb and Meybb are the best philological commentators ; De Wbttb excels in'power
of condensation and good taste ; Tholtjck, Olshatjsbn, Philippi, and Hodge in doctrinal
e.xposition.—P. S.]

This catalogue may be enlarged, among others, by the following commentaries • Bispikq
(Rom. Oath.), Der BrUf an die Homer, 3d ed., Munster; Bbelbn (Rom. Cath.), Commmtanv*
111 Ep. St. Pauli ad Romanos, Lovani, 1854

; Vinke, Be Brief van den Apostel Paulus an dm
Bomainen, 3d ed., Utrecht, 1860; Mbheing, Ver Brief Pauli an die Somer, Stettin 1859-
BcsoTT, Der Itd,nerbrief, seinem JSndzwech und Oedanhengang nach ausgelegt, Erlangen' 1858-Van Hbngel, InUrpretatio Epistolm Pauli ad Bomanos, Leyden und Leipzio- 1 vol' 1854 •

3d vol., 1859
;
HaldanE, Auslegung des Briefes an die Homer, mit Bem^Tcungm uler die GoriiimntareMachmgMs, Stuart's, und Tholueh\ from the English, Hamburg, 1839-'48- UmbreitDer Brief an die MOmer, auf dem Qrunde des Alten Testaments oMsgehgt, Gotha 'l856 TH

ii'-^^^,I>uSendscTireibendesAp. Paulus iilers. und erU Gott 1857—P S]
Thbological-Exbgetical Monogbaphs on the Epistle to the RoMANs.-See Retjss,

wist J"r'f T
'

t'
MmerlHefs, Ttlb. 1834; Winzbe, Adnotatt. ad loca qu<^

Epist. P ad Bom., Leipzig, 1835
; E. G. Bengel, Bom. ii. 11-16. Tub • Michelsbn 1)6Pauh ad Bom. Ep. duobus primis eapitibus, Lilbeck, 1835; Matthias, The Third G/mptJr of

weighed even the smallest particle -PS]
oeiovea, ana earned out with a precision whioh

wa... a.et„i.n t. a%eveLt t.Sr;:L^r^^^^^^^^^
exegchcal treasures of the fathers and reformers Tn tho .„h.„n„„„* .»•* .

"•"^'^ "' ^"l- ^^" I'y reopenmg tie

.aiuedlu ripe scholarship. The last ^^i^^^Zm^^:u:u^Z:TL'^:^^,11^^^^^^^
^^"!"^" -"

»mmentanes on the same Epistle have made their appcaranc; A^ Englieh ti-anslaton TAtl^f^^^TV^Z' *"^

tti 1859 Th„ A
'

. ; J"'"™*
^"^ °'""8ed (by thirty pages). Dr. Lanok has used theS ITI' ^ .

«! 1859. The American editor has throughout compared the last edition of this important work -P s /
"^^
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Bmmns, Gassel, 1857 } Sbtlek, Dmert. Exeg. in Ep. P. ad Bom., c. IV., Halle, 1824 ; Grbeb
on Chap. V. 1-11, Amsterd., 1855 ; R. RoThb, lieum- VersueTi einer Amlegwng der pcmliniscJim

BteUe, Bom. V. 13-ai, Wittenberg,. 1836; Mahsold, Meeget. Versuch uber Bom. V. 11-31
Erfurt, 1841 ; Kauppeb, ExamiimWr nmisdma BretseJmeideri de loco Bom. V. 12 smtmtia,
Dresden 1834 ; Hdgbnholtz, Diap. de Cap. VI. Ep. P. ad Bom., Utreclit, 1821 ; KoHt-
SKiJGQB, Bas aiebente Kap., etc., Leyden, 1840; Fischbk, Ad he. Bom. VIII. 18-34, Wit-
tenberg, 1806 ; Gbimm, De tocoMh ktIcis Bom. VIII. 19 commentatio, Leipzig, 1812 ; Rbichb,
De natwra gemebwnda, Bom. VIII. 19, Gottiagen, 1830-'32; Gadolbs, Bom. VIII. 38-30,

Helsingfors, 1834 ; Beck, Versuch einer pnewmatiscJi-herm^neutigchen, Entwichelung des IX. Kap.,

Stuttgart, 1839; Eanfpt, Deutliche Erhl&nmg dm IX.-XI. Kap. der Epistel Pauli an di6-

Bomer, Leipzig, 1750 ; E; Kkummachbk, Das Dogma von der Cfnadenwahl (nebst Auslegung des

IX.-XI. Kap.), Duisbiorg, 1856 ; on the same chapters, Steudel, in the TiiMnger ZeitscTi/rift,

1836, i. ; Bauk, in the same, iii. ; HAtrssBBT, in Pelt's Mitarbeiten, 1838, iii. ; Mbteb, in the

same ; Hopmann, Sehriftteioeis, i. p. 213 [in the 3d edition, vol. i. p. 238 ff.—P. S.] ; BobqbB,
Depa/rte Epist. ad Bomanos parmnetica, Leyden, 1840 ; Phil. Schaff, Das neunte Kapitel dds

BSmerlriefs uberseM und erMart, Mercersburg, 1853 (in Schaff's Kirchenfreund, vol. v. p.

378 ff., and p. 414 ff.) ; Wangbmaiw, Der Brief an die BSmer nach Wortlaut und Oedanhen-

gang, Berlin, 1866
; [W. Mangold, Der Bdmerlrrief, und die Anfdnge der Bomischen Oemeinde,

Marburg, 1866. A valuable critical essay. For a very large number of English essays and

sermons on special chapters and verses of the Epistle to the Romans, see James DAKLEsra's

Oyclopadia Bibliographica, Lond. 1859, pp. 1263-1313.—^P. S.]

Pbactical Commbntakibs and Homiletical Literatttee.*—Among these we mention

the works on the Romans by Anton (1746), Spbneb (new ed., by Schott, 1839), Stobk

(1833), Kbaussold (1830), Gbisslbb (1831), Lossius (1836), Kohlbeugge (1839), Rods

(new ed., 1860), Winkei, (1850), Diedbich (1856), Bbssee {Bibelstunden, vol. vii., 1861);

the BMe-Worhs of Geelach, Lisco, Calw., and Bdnsbn (vol. viii., 1863) ; Heubnee's Prae-

tical Eaposition of the N. T. ; Oetloph, Epistle to the Bomans, Eriangen, 1865-'66.

[This Est of commentaries on the ilomans, by Drs. Tholuck and Langb, is almost exclu-

sively Continental, and must be supplied by Anglo-American works, of which only three are

mentioned by Dr. Tholuck—the commentaries of Hammond, Stttaet, and Hodge. Oomp.

Dakling's Oyclopmdia Bibliographica, London, 1859, p. 1236 ff. We notice the most impor-

tant

:

L General English commentaries on the whole Bible : Matthew Poole (Synopsis OriticO'

rum, etc., 4 vols, in 5 foL, Lond. 1669-76, and Francof. ad M. 1712, 5 vols. f. ; Annotations

upon the Boh/ Bible, 4th ed., 1700, new ed., Lond. 1840, reprinted by R. Gaetbb in N. T.)

;

Pateick, Lowth, Arnold, Whitby, and Lowman (Critical Commentary and Paraphrase en

the Old and Nm Testaments, and the Apocrypha, a new ed., Philad. 1844, in 4 vols.) ; M.

Hbnet (in many editions of 3, 4, and 6 vols., the most original, interesting, and edifying

among the popular and practical commentators) ;
John Gill (first ed., Lond. 1763, in 9 vols.,

full of rabbinical learning and ultra-Calvinism) ; Thos. Scott (several editions, in 6 vols, or

less) ; A. Clarke (new ed., Lond. 1844, in 6 vols.) ; D'Otlt and R. Mant (Lond. 1845

;

gives the comments of the Anglican bishops and divines) ; Comprehensive Commentary (com-

piled from Henet and ScotT, and other sources, by W. Jenks, Philad. 1855, in 5 vols.).

n. Commentaries on the New Testament, including the Epistle to the Romans : H. Ham-

mond (4th ed., Lond. 1675) ; D. Whitby (4th ed., Lond. 1718, and often since)
;
W. BxrBKiTT

(Lond. 1704, and often since ; very good for practical and homiletical use) ;
P. Doddeidgb

{Family Expositor, Lond. 1739, in 7 vols., and often) ; Albbbt Barnes {Notes ExpUnatory

and Practical, New Tork and Lond. 1850, and often, 11 vols., prepared for Sunday-school

teachers, and circulated in many thousands of copies) ; S. T. Bloomfibld {The Qreeh Testa-

ment, with Notes Critical, Philological, and Exegetical, first published in 1839, 9th ed., Lond,

• rWe have omitted or abridged the German titles of these hooks.—P. S.
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1855) ; H. Alfokd (Greek Testament, with a critically revised text, a digest of various read

ings, marginal references to verbal and idiomatic usage, prolegomena, and a critical and exe>

getical commentary ; first published in 1849, 5th ed., Lond. 1865, in 4 vols. ; in the Sth

edition, the Codex Sinaiticus has been collated. Dean Alfobd follows in the track of Tisch-

ENDOKF as to the text, and De Wette and Meter in the exposition, yet with independenl

judgment, good taste, and reverent spirit)
; Webster and Wilkinson {N. Test. Or., with

brief grammatical and exegetioal Notes, Oxon., 1851, in 3 vols.) ; Chb. Woedswokth
(canon of Westminster, high-Anglican, patristic, devout, and genial, but given to excessive

typologizing and allegorizing, and avoiding critical difficulties : OreeTc Testament, with Notes,

. 1st ed., Lond. 1856 ; 4th ed., Lond. 1866, in 2 large vols.). Of these English commentators

the American editor has especially compared the latest editions of Aleord and Woeds
worth. Ellicott, who is more critical than either, has not yet reached the Romans.

ni. Commentaries on the Epistles of 8t. Paul : W. Palby (Horce PauKms, or the truth

of the Scripture history of St. Paul evinced by a comparison of the Epistles which bear his

name with the Acts of the Apostles, and with one another, in many editions) ; John Fell
(A Paraphrase and Annotations upon all the Epistles of St. Paul, 3d ed., Lond. 1703) ; John
Locke {A Paraphrase and Notes on the Galatians, Corinthians, Romans, and Ephesians, Lond.

1743, and in Locke's Works) ; G. Benson (Lond. 1753-'56, 3 vols.) ; Jambs Macknight
(A new literal translation, from the original Greek of all the apostolical Epistles, with a com-
mentary, etc., Lond. 1795, and other editions of 1, 4, or 6 vols.) ; T. W. Pbilb (Annotations

on the Apostolical Epistles, Lond. 1848-'52, 4 vols.) ; Abp. Sdmner (Apostolical Preaching con-

sidered in an Examination of St. PauVs Epistles, 9th ed., Lond. 1845); Contbeaee and
HowsoN (Life and Epistles of St. Paul, Lond. 1853, reprinted in New York in several

editions)
;
B. Jowbtt (TJie Epistles of St. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, Somans, with

critical notes and dissertations, Lond. 1855) ; Vaughan (The Epistles of St. Paul, for English
Headers, Lond. 1864).

rV. Special commentaries on the Epistle to the Romans : A. Willet (Hexapla : that is, a
sixfold commeutarie upon the most divine epistle of the holy Apostle St. Paul to the Romans,
etc., Lond. 1630) ; Bp. Terrot (Lond. 1828) ; R. Anderson (3d ed., Lond. 1887) ; Bp!
Parry (Lond. 1833) ; Mosbs Stuart (Congregationalist, 1st ed., Andover, 1833 ; 3d ed.,

1835, 6th ed., Lond. 1857) ; Charles Hodge (O. 8. Presbyterian, 1st ed., Pbilad. 1835, new
edition, enlarged and revised, 1866); Thomas Chalmers (Lectures <m the Epistle to the
Romans, Glasgow, 1837, 4 vols. 13mo.) ; R. Haldane (new ed., Lond. 1843, in 3 vols.) ; Abp.
Sumner 'A Practical E^osition of the Epistle to the Romans and 1 Corinthians, Lond. 1843)

;

W. Walford (GurcB Romance, Lond. 1846) ; W. W. Ewbank (Commentary, etc., Lond. 1850-^
'51, 3 vols.)

;
S. H. Turner (Episcopalian, The Epistle to the Romans, in Greek and English;

with an analysis and exegetioal commentary, New York, 1853) ; Robt. Knight (A Critical
Commentary, etc., Lond. 1854) ;

E. Purdue (Dublin, 1855) ; A. A.Uvbrmore (Boston, 1855);
John Gumming (Sahlath Evening Readings on the Romans, Lond. 1857) ; John Brown (Ana-
lytical Exposition of the Epistle of Paul to the Romans, Edinb. 1857) ; James Ford (St. PauVi
Epistle to the Romans, illustraUd from Divines of the Church of England, Lond. 1863) • John
Forbes, LL.D. (Analytical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, tracing the train of
thought ly tU aid of Parallelism, Edinb. 1868). The work of Forbes is based upon the dis-
covery that ParalleUsm is not confined to the poetry of the Bible, but extends also to man,
portions of Its prose. It is not a full commentary, but an illustration of those passages alone
»vhich Parallehsm seems to place in a new and clearer light.—P. 8.]



SAINT PAUL. 51

[SAINT PAUL.

Chkist 1 I am Christ's 1 and let the name sufSce you;

Aye, for me, too. He greatly hath sufficed

;

Lo, with no winning words I would entice you

;

Paul has no honor and no friend but Christ.

Yes, without cheer of sister or of daughter

—

Yes, without stay of father or of son.

Lone on the land, and homeless on the water,

Pass I in patience till the work be done.

Yet, not in solitude, if Christ anear me
Waketh Him workers for the great employ

;

Oh, not in solitude, if souls that hear me
Catch from my joyance the surprise of joy.

Hearts I have won of sister or of brother,

Quick on the earth or hidden in the sod
;

Lo, every heart awaiteth me, another

Friend in the blameless family of God.

Yea, thro' life, death, thro' sorrow and thro' sinning,

He shall suffice me, for He hath sufficed

;

Christ is the end, for Christ was the beginning,

Ohiist the beginning, for the end is Christ.

From a poem by Fbesebio W. H. Mtiu, SM i





THE EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO THB

R O MAN S.

THE INSCRIPTION, rNTRQDUCTION, AND FUNDAMENTAL THEME.

Chap. I. l-l7.

niE APOSTLESHIP OE PATH, APPOINTED FOB THE GLOEY OF THE NAME OF GOD THROUGH
THE GOSPEL OP CHBIST, AND POE THE EEVELATION OF THE EIGHTEOUSNESS OP GOD FOB
FAITH IN ALL THE 'WOELD, AMONG THE JEWS AND GENTILES, AND ESPECIALLY ALSO IN
SOME.

Inscription and Salutation.

Chap. I. 1-7.*

TO THE EOMANS.'

1 Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ," called to he an apostle [a called, ctosen

apostle, vh^og a.no(S%okog\^ separated [set apart, agKBg/trjuEii'o?] nnto the gospel of

2 God (Which he had promised afore [which he promised beforehand, nQoanm-

yeiXaro] by [through] his prophets in the holy Scriptures ') [omit parenthesis],

3 Concerning his Son Jesus Christ our Lord [imit here the wordB : Jesus Christ our

Lord, and transfer them to the close of Ter. i], which [who] WaS made [bom *] of [from,

4 £x] the seed of David accoi-ding to the flesh ; And [omit And] declared to be [who

was installed]' the Son of God with [in] power," according to the Spirit of

holiness, by [from, f|] ' the resurrection from [of] the dead ' [—Jesus Christ our

5 Lord] By [through] whom we have received [we received] grace and apostle-

ship, for [unto, Sig, «'. c, for the purpose of, with a view to, in order to bring about] obedience tO

the faith [of faith] ' among all [the] nations, for his name [name's sake]

:

6 Among whom are ye also the cafled [, the chosen ones] of Jesus Christ :

"

1 To all that be in Rome," beloved of God [To all the beloved of God who are

in Rome], called to be [chosen] saints : [.]
"

Grace to you," and peace, from God our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.

TEXTnAL.

> [Dpbs "Pmnaiovs. This is the oldest and simplest title of Codd. N. (Sin.) A. B. C, and has been^adopted by

Lachmann, Tischendori; Alforfl, Lange, 4o., in the place of the title of the Uxtus receptm: HavAov toO ajroiTr6Ko»

^ irpis 'Fufioiovs eirurroA^. For other titles, see the apparatus criacm in Tlschendorf.—P. S.]

Salutation
Lanee
merence.—P. S.J
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3 Ver. 1.—The reading 'Itjctov Xpttrrov is confirmed by most autlorities [Codd. S. A. E. G., and adopted liyLachi

manni^Alford], araiiiEt the reading, C/insI Jims CCod, B., Tisoliendorf). ^ ,. „ ;*», ti,. it v ,„ ri.
» Ver. •i.-ret 7 p a A a 1 9 i Y ; a 1 5 , literally <,i mcred wriUugs (without the articlej, hut better, with the E. V., m tAj

fl-o;« Sa-Muns. ypaSal, waB sufficiently deflned by iyiai, to he urderstood by the readers as refmnng to the oia lesM,

ment. So is ^.^eDfca oyia.(rv^))5, ver. 4, and ,r;.eO;aa iyLO,> repeatedly without the article. Comp Winer, (,r. ?/-*«•"••'•.

S 18, 2 b (p. 113 6lh ed., p. 119, 7th ed., by Lunemann). Meyer insists that the omission of the article (Tan) mOMatel

Ehat only those portions or passages of the Old Testam.-nt were meant here, wh^ch contain Messiamo propbecie^ and ho

ref.-rs m proof to ypaiii' 7rpoA,,r.«ii^ in chap. xvi. 26 (where, however, the prO(ihetioal portions of the Old lestament are

n)eaiit). But Fritzsclie, De Wetle, Tholiick, Philippi, AUord, Lange (.Bug. N.dcs), and most commeiita,tors regard vpa^ai

ayioj. as a proper noun for the whole Old Testament. And, in fact, it is the whole Bible, as an organic unit, fi'om Creuesia

to Miilachi, which boars witness to Christ, comp. John V. 46.—P. S.l
_

« Ver. 3.—[V evofievoit can oidy be said of the human nature of Christ which began in time, while His divim nalhira

Is without beginning and without end. Mark the difference between iyeyero and J/v in John i. 1, 3, 6. Comp. also GaL
iv. 4: i(ii.iTi<rrti.Kev o Bck rbf vlhv airoC, vei""/* «>'0>' '" yvvambs, yep6i),evoy vno voiiOV. home MmuB-
cule MSS. reatl yevvuifievov for yefO/iecou.—P. S.]

, „ c n . ,^ , j. .j

» Ver. 4.—[opiuee'i'Tos, d.creid, constiitUed, ordained, inaugurated. Bengel ;
" opiffSei'TOS multo plus dusit

gunm.iiwpi.triJ.evoitWill.l: nam dc^opifeTai unus e pluribus, opifemi unicus quispiam, AcU ^. 42.' opifcii' (from

opos, limit) means, 1. to limit, to set bounds ; 2. to define (of ideas) ; 3. to fix, to appoint or constitute, especially with

the double :iccusative (Acts x. 42 ; xvii. 31). The last meaning alone can apply here. Dr. Lange translates fcstgestellt,

estiihlishid. Some of the best commentators (Chrysostoni, Luther, Fritzsohe, Olshausen, Philippi, Uobertson, Alford,

Hodge, and even Meyer) understand it here of a mere declaratiirn, or a suijeclive manifestation and rrcogratiou at Ohrist

as toe Son of God m the hearts of men. But thi-re is confessedly no instance where apiiew means to declare, to mam'fal,
toprove. And then the human recognition of the Messiahship of Christ wa-4 the result of im act of God. Paul speaks

here not of the preexisi ent, but of the incarnate Christ, of the God-J£an. Under this view Christ was divinely decreed

and objectively /-a^erf, constituted, and inaugwntrd as the Son of God in power or m:ijesty (eif Svvaiiei is to_ be connected

with mov, not with the verb) at His resurrection, which implied the principle and germ of the resurrection of all be-

lievers, and by which the man Jesus was exalted and made partalcer of the divine glory of the Logos in His prejixistent

state. Comp, Phil. ii. 9-11 ; John xvii. 5. In a similar sense iroteiy is used, Acts ii. 36 :
" God hath made this Jesus

whom ye have crucified. Lord and Christ." Paul had probably in mind the divine decree (pHj Sept. wpdoTayjiia),

Ps. ii. 7 :
" Thou art my Son : this day have I begotten thee," which he expressly refers to the resurrection. Acts xiii.

S3 ; comp. TIeb. i. 5 ; v. 5. This is, of course, not to be understood in the Socinian sense, which denies the eternal Sou-
ship of Christ ; on the contrary, the eternal Sonship (Eom. viii. 3 ; Gal iv. 4 ; Col. i. 15 ; Phil. ii. 7) precedes and under-
lies the historicnl Sonship, ji.st as the Divinity of Christ is neccesaiily implied in Hie incaroation ; for He conld never
have become Gad-Man, if He had not been God before. The eternal, metaphysical Sonsliip of the Logos, which la

coequal with the Father, was indicated by Paul in ver. 3, toO uioO auToC, before speaking of the incarnation, and is, in

its nature, incommunicable ; but the histbncal Sonship of the God-Man, which dates indeed from the incai-nation (Luke
i. 35), but was not fully developed, publicly established, and made manifest till the resurrection, is communicated to
believers ; first uerminally in regeneration, whereby they are made " sons of God," Horn. viii. 14, and fully in their
resui-rection, viii. 23, when what is here sown in weakness will be raised in power inv Sum^et), 1 Cor. xv. 43. Hence Ae
risen Saviour is called " the first-born among many brethren," Rom. viii. 29 ;

" the firet-bom from the dead " (irpuTd-
T0K09 fK rdy veKjiCtv), Col. i. 18^ Rev. i. 5, Comp. Br. Lange, £!xep. Notes, p. 61. Forbes, Anatyt. Com., p. 94, and (Bremer,
Bihi. theol, Wbrterhnch, suh, opi'^tu. The translation uf the Vulgate ; qui prsedestinatus est Filius Dei, rests on a ^se
reading or gloss : tt po optdflei'Tos.—P. S.J

1 ver. 4.

—

[iv Svpdfiei may be connected adverbially with optaBivro^ C— tov iv 5vv. op.), with power, powerfully,
effec'unlhj, Vri'dftighch, gewalt,g (Luther, Olshausen, De Wette, Meyer, Alford, Hodge), or better adjectively with the
preceding noun vlov 6eov, in power (Melanchthon :

" Declaratus est esse Fdius D ipotens,'' Philippi, Hofmann, Lange). In
the former case, the words refer to the rosun-ection as an exhibition of the Divine power ; in the latter, they contrast
the majesty and power of the risen Son of God with the weakness of His human nature, the ao-deveia, imulied in ada^.—
P. S.]

' Ver.
ver. 3.

the source J . „ - -
,

the resurrection is the startinii-point of His divine nature, not in its preexistent state, of course, but in its objective hi^
iorical manifestation and public recognition among men. Comp. Ex g. Notes.—P. S.]

« Ver. 4.—[avao-Tao-t? venpSiv, the resurrection of the dead, Todtcn-auferstehuiig, is not identical with avd<rratnq eg
veKpuiv, resurrection from the dead (E. V.), but is a stronger summary expression wliich comprehends the resurrection of
Christ and the believers as one connected whole or single fact, inasmuch as the resurrection of Christ, who is "the
Eesurriction and the Life " itself, implies and guarantees the resurrection of all the members of His my.stioal body

;

comp. John xi. 55 ; Actsiv.2; xvii. 32 ; xxiii. 6 ; xxvi. 23 ; 1 Cor. xv. 12. Alford: " We must not render as E. V. ' the
resurrection from the dead,' but ' the resurrection of the dead,' regarded as accomplished in that of Christ." Comp.
also Philippi and Wordsworth.—P. 8.]

8Ver.5.—[eis viraico^v -nLimta^ (without the article) occurs once more, Rom. xvi. 26, and may be translated
as a compound noun: Olaubensgehorsnm. The words express the design and object of Paul's apostleship, viz., that
through Its instrumentality all the nations be brought to a saving faith in Christ. The different views on the meaning
of TTiVrw, whether it be objective faith, fides qux creditur, or subjective faith, fides qua creditur, do not affect the trans-
lation. See Exeg. Notes P. S.]

'» Ver. 6.—(I'he E. V. and Dr. Lange make a comma after iiult, and regard icAijroi "I, Xn. as being in apposl-
hon to <ip.eii. 8o also the New Testament of the Am. Bible Union, which, however, omits the article before caMed,
and renders : among whom are ye also, called of Jesus Christ. But Lachmann, Tischendorf, De Wette, Meyer, Alford,
omit the comma and connect /c^ijToi as the predicate with eor^ : "Among whom ye also are called of Jesus ChHsti"
Meyer : " Vnler we'chen auch ihr Berufene Jesu Chrisli seid." Alford thinks that the assertion among wlimn are ye, with
a comma alter v/isK, would be flat and unmeaning. This, however, is not the case. See Exeg. Notes.—T. S.]

.
". Ver. 7.-[li- 'Pufi)) , ver. 7, and rol^ h 'Fiifiyi, ver. 15, are omitted in Cod. G. Born, and Schol. Cod. 47, but this

omission IS too isolated to have any critical weight. Comp. Moyer against Seiche's inference.—P S.
|" Ver. 7.—[Accordi iig to the usual construction still adhered to by Wordsworth, who makes a comma after iyioit, the

hrst seven verses form but one sentence, in which case we would have a double subject, viz., HaBAos and vapis icai eipnm
mstead of xap^"- xai eipij^i,.. (Aeyei), and a repetition of the persons addressed, viz., rors iv •tiiu.n and viiiv. But it is
inipossi de tiiat such a grass granramtical irregularity should occur not only here, but in all the Pauline Epistles, as alsom 1 and i Peter, J ude, and Apoc. i. 1. The nominative x«P« and eipivij, as well as the iiiuv, clearly indicate that the
second clause oi ver. 7 (which should be divided into two verses) forms a complete sentence by itself and contains theMMtodw. propi-r, whi e the precedi.ig words form tho inscription. Hence there should be a period before vmk BoKnapp-Goeschen, Lachm.ann, Tischendorf, Theile-Stier, Alford, in their editions, as well as most of the modern com-mentators. Iholuck IS WTong when he says that Fritzsohe was the first to suggest this division. Beza already did it:" Novam hic perujdum incipio, adscnpto puncto post iyiois."—P. S.]

'
's Ver. 7.—[Grace to you, without be, is in accordance with the Greek and the Vulg. (aratia vobis el ftaxt and

preferable. The E. V. Is inconsistent, sometimes inserting be and sometimes omitting it. The verbal form to be sun.
plied after xopi! m this case would not be the annuuciative or mandatory le<nia, be, but the optative An mav he • for thavopii yjiiv isno- an elUptical doxology, nor an authoritative benediction, but a prayer or earnest wish • oomTi' 2 Fot«t
1. 2, xapis Vi^i-v Kdi «ip^i/7, nhrievveei.Ti ; Judo 2, eXeos . . . Trkr^evvBein.—E. S.) ' """"i"' ' '"""



CHAPTER I. 1-7.

EXiEGETICAL AND OEITIOAL.

FllBT Skction.—Inncription and greeting.—Paul, a

uriiant of Jesus Christ, called to be an Apostle,

set apart for the Gospel of God.—His gospel in

harmony with the Old Testament (of the Jews)

:

A gosptl of Christ, who, in Bis hvman nature

and MiS historical pedigree, is the Son of David;
hit who, in His spiritual glory, appears as the

pi-inciple of the resurrection of tlie dead, and as

the one appointed to he the Son of God in power
(miyesty). By this glorified Christ the Apostle has

received his Christian and apostolic call, for the

purpose of calling all nations to obedience to the

faith.—All the believers in. Rom,e belong to this

totality. He accordingly greets the Christians in

Some with the apostolic salutation,

[General Remarks on the Apostolic Saluta-

TIONP.—On the grammatical structure of the two

eeiitences, vers. 1-7, see textual note " to ver. 1. St.

Paul opens his Epistles with his name and official

title, by which he challenges respectful attention to

his inspired teaching, and with the assurance of his

brotherly regard and love for the readers, by which

he wins their affections. The ancient epistolary style

unites in a brief inscription what we now distinguish

as address, greeting, and subscription. Paul com-

bines the heathen and the Hebrew form of saluta-

tion, and inspires both with a deep Christian mean-

ing.

The Greek and Roman epistolary inscription con-

tained simply the name of the writer in the nomi-

native, and the name of the receiver in the dative

(e. g., 1'V.a.Tmv Jwvi'aio), Cicero Aitico), frequently

with the addition of the wish for health and pros-

perity, by the words iv nqaiTii.v, more usually

yaioti/v, or yalQti/v Xiyn, salutem, or salutem dicit.

This form we find in the New Testament three

times : once in the heathen sense, in the letter of

Lysias to the Roman governor Felix, Ac>,s xxiii. 26

(7GaiV)Vo<; Avaiai; loi . . . 'I'ljXixi, yalqfiv), and twice

in the Christian sense, namely in the circular letter

of the Apostolic Council of Jerusalem, which was

probably written by James, Acts xv. 23 (oJ anoa-
roXoi . . . lou; . . . aSiXipolii tolq si iSvMV yalquv),

md in the Epistle of James, chap. i. 1 ( Jdxvifioi

. . rau; doidixa qivlau; . . . /oi^ifw).* From 2

John, ver. 10 (•/aiQfi.v ainoi ftlj Xeyiri), it appears

that Greek Christians were in the habit of greeting

one another with the usual p^'cttpf (Vulg., ave, comp.

Matt. xxvi. 49 ; xxvii. 29 ; xxviii. 9 ; Mark xv. 18
;

Luke i. 28 ; John xix. 3). But the heathen formula,

as implying a prayer to the gods, had in it a taint of

idolatry, or, at all events, it referred only to tem-

poral prosperity, and had to give way before long

to a change in accordance with Christian feeling.

The Hebrew (and Arabic) form of salutation is

cibo , fl^ijvi], Peace, or ?)b nibo , LS5., iI^/'ivt]

Toi, Peace be mih yon ; comp. Gen. xxix. 6 ; xliii.

23 ; Ex. xviii. 1 ; Judges vi. 23 ; 1 Sam. x. 4 ; Dan.

X. 19 : Luke x. 6, 6, &c. (With the later Jews the

uaiml formula was iB'^i). The risen Saviour greeted

ius the assembled disciples, John xx. 19, 26, bring-

ng the true peace of the soul with God, which He,

• [Outside of the New Testament the salutatory x«i'/ie'<'

is also found in several epistles of Ignatius, in tue epistle

of (pseudo-) Barnabas, and in other ancient Christian docu-
aimts J comp. Euscbiua, H E. v. 4; it. 26.—P. S.]

the Prince of Peace, had bought by His atoning
death and triumphant resurrection (comp. John xiv.

27 ; xvi. 33 ; Matt. x. 12, 13).

Combining the Grseco-Eoman inscription and ths

Hebrew salutation, we would have this form: "Pa«4
to the Romans. Health and peace he with you."

But Paul transforms the Greek yai^nv and the
Hebrew shalom from the prevailing idea of physical

health and temporal comfort, into the deep mean,
ing of the saving grace and peace of God in Christ,

and comprehends in the two words /a^w; and tl^ijvij

the richest blessings of the gospel
; /d(.ie behig the

objective cause of the Christian salvation, and n/jrivij

its subjective effect in the soul of man. At the

same time, there is, no doubt, a reference in thia

epistolary greeting to the Mosaic, or rather Aaronio
benediction, Num. vi. 25, 26 : " The Lord make
His grace shine upon thee, and be gracious unto

thee ( ~|n''1 , from "iSfl
,
gratiosus fuit, hence "in

,

xd^i^), the Lord lift up His countenance upon thee,

and give thee peace (oi^KJ, LXX., li^ijvtiv)." We
find this salutatory grace and peace not only in thn

Epistles of Paul, but also in those of Peter and of

John in the Apocalypse. In the Pastoral Epistles,

1 Tim. i. 2 ; 2 Tim. i. 2, and Titus i. 4 (text, rec),

Paul, with reference probably to the Greek version of

the Aaronic benediction. Num. vi. 26 (H.i^aii, at for

^5n"'1 ), adds to the prayer for grace a,nA peace that

of mercy ('iXioq), which ministers of the gospel need
more than any other class of men. This threefold

blessing, corresponding to the threefold Aaronio

benediction, we find also in 2 John 8.*

In the Epistle to the Romans, where Paul, con-

trary to his habit, addressed a congregation which he

had not founded, or even visited, he amplifies the

Grseco-Hebrew inscription and salutation still more,

and inserts parenthetically some of the fundamental

doctrinal ideas of the Epistle, as suggested by the

mention of "the gospel of God," namely: (1.) The
connection of the gospel with the Old Testament

revelation, ver. 2
; (2.) the divine-human nature of

Christ, who is the subject of that gospel, vers. 8, 4

;

(3.) his call to the apostleship of all the Gentiles by
Christ, which gives him a right to address himself

also to the Romans, ver. 6. In the richness of thia

salutation we seo the overflowing fulness of Paul'a

mind, and the importance he attached to this Epis-

tle. Calvin: JSpistnla tola sic methodica est, vi

ipsum quoque exordium ad rationem artis composi.

tum sit.—V. S.] f
Ver. 1.—Paul.—Saul as Paul, i. e., the Small,

in opposition and contrast to Bar-Jesus, ElymaB
THE Sorcerer of Cyprus, Acts xiii. 8. [Saul and

Paul. Paulos is the Hellenistic, Paulus the Latin

form for the Hebrew Saul, though differing from it

in meaning. It was chosen as the nearest allusive

and alliterative equivalent, and as a name already

* rln post-apostolio literature, Clement of Ecme wishes

the Corinthians x"P'S i"" eifV")- Polycarp, ad FULj in-

stead of this, has lAeosKdleip^i'ii (comp. Gal. Ti. 16: «ipi)i^

eir' airois tai eAeos). The Uartyrivm Pntycarfi, in lt«

inscriptioi', prays for lAeos, ti.j,r,vi\ koI iydTrri, which

corresponds with the formula in Jude 2. In the epistle of

the congregations of Southern Gaul, A. D. 167 (Eusebiue,

S. E. V." 1-4), we have etpijvij Kat x^Pi-S ««'* ^ "^ f a.—P. S.]

t [Besides the commentaries, comp. J. B. Bittinger

:

JTie dreetings of Paul, in the Am. Fresh, and Theiil. Re-

view for Jan. and April, 1867 ; and especially J. 0. TheOi

Otto: Ueber dm aposlolischen Srgmsgruss x«P'! "f"
Kaletp^vr,, »«<« X«P '5. ,«''«".?'«,.''''? 'i°*'' /?*r
iMcher f^r Deutsche Theologte, vol. xn. No. i (Gotha, 1867\

pp. 678-697.—P. S.]
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familiar to the Greeks; while Saul, as a proper

name, was unknown to them. The name Saul—the

most distinguished name in the genealogy of the

tribe of Benjamin, to which Paul belonged (Rom. xi.

1 ; Phil. iii. 5 ; comp. Acts xiii. 21)—the Apostle

used among the Jews, the name Paul among the

Gentiles, and in the later part of his life exclusively.

The Jews and early Christians often had two names,

either similar in sound and identical in meaning, as

Bilaa and Silvanus (the former occurring uniformly

in the Acts thirteen times, the latter four limes in

the Epistles), Lucas and Liicamu * (Col. ir. 14 ; 2

Tim. iv. 11; Philem. 24); or similar in sound but

different in meaning, as Jesrus and Justus (Col. iv.

11), Saul and Faul, Hillel and PoUio ; or different

in sound but identical in meaning, as Cephas (He-

brew) and Peter (Greek) ; or different both in sound

and meaning, as Jacob and Israel, Simcyii and Peter,

Bartholomew and Nathanael, John and Mark (Acts

xii. 12, 25), Simeon and Niger (xiii. 1), Barsihas

and Justus (i. 23). It is possible that the Apostle

Paul, as a Roman citizen, received this name in early

youth in Tarsus (Lightfoot), or inherited it from

gome ancestor, who may have adopted it in becom-

ing a freedman, or in acquiring the Roman citizen-

Bhip ; Paid being the well-known cognomen of sev-

eral distinguished Roman families, as the gens

Emilia, Fabia, Julia, Sergia, &c. It is more prob-

able, however, that lie chose the name himself after

he entered upon his labors among the Gentiles, as a

part of his missionary pohcy to become a Greek to

the Greeks, in order to gain them more readily to

Christ (1 Cor. ix. 19-23). At aU events, the name
Paul is fir.st mentioned during his first great mis-

sionary journey, when he, taking henceforth prece-

dence of Barnabas in words and in acts, struck Ely-

mas the sorcerer with blindness, and converted Ser-

gius Paulug, the pro-consul of Cyprus, to the Chris-

tian faith (Acts xiii. 8). After this striking fact, he

is uniformly called Paul in the latter chapters of the

Acts, and in all the Epistles. But we have no right,

for tliis reason, to infer (with Jerome, Olshausen,

Meyer, Ewald, and others) that the name Paul was

a memorial of the conversion of Sergius Paulus as

his first-fruit. For (1.) he may have converted many
Jews and Gentiles before that time

; (2.) pupils are

called after their teachers and benefactors, and not

vice vend ; (3.) Luke gives no intimation to that

effect, and connects the name Paul, not with that of

the proconsul of Cyprus (xiii. 1, 12), but with that

of Elymas the sorcerer (ver. 8). The last circum-

stance favors the ingenious hypothesis of Dr. Lange,

that the name expresses the symboUcal significance

of the victory of Paul, the small man of God, over

Elymas, the migMif magician of the devil, as a New
Testament counterpart of the victory of David over

Gohath, or of Moses over the sorcerers of Egypt.

Dr. Lange, however, admits the probability that Paul

had his Roman name before this occasion. At all

events, the change of name has nothing whatever to

do with his conversion ; and all allegorical interpre-

iations of Chrysostom, Augustine, Wordsworth, and

others, which go on this assumption, are merely

pious fancies, which are sufficiently refuted by the

fact that the Apostle is repeatedly called Saul loug

* [Lucanus does not occ^ir in the Greek Testament,
out in several Latin MSS. the third G-ospel is inscribed

:

Evang'Uuvi sf^cundxtm Luconum, The Greek Aoukos is, no
ioubt, a contraction of the Liitin Lucanus, as SiAa; is of
Sdvaiius. Some commentators, however, identify the names
l/ucas and Jaicius (Aota xiii. 1 j Eom. xvi. 21.)—P. S.]

after his conversion, as in Acts ix. 25, 30 ; xii 26
(

xiii. 1, 2,1, 9; and that it is said of Saul in on«

passage (xiii. 9), that he was " filled with the Holy

Ghost."—P. S.] *

A servant of Jesus Christ.—nin'j las.

This is not merely the general designation of tha

pious man (Fritzsche : Uhristi ciUtor, Eph. vi. 6),

but the designation of bis office (Tholuck) ; 1 Cor.

iv. 1 ; Phil. i. 1 ; James i. 1. Reiche : The word

implies unlimited obedience. Schott :
" doMoe de-

notes the Christian, so far as he, in the discharge

of a special Christian calling, surrenders himself

completely to God's will, and excludes his own

preference." Here the Christian call in its uni-

versal character is meant, just as it appears

in the apostleship, after the absolute service of

the one great servant of God, Is. liii. Never-

theless, there is no tautology in the addition : called

to be an apostle. Calvin : Apostolatus minislerii

est species. The same ofiice, related to Christ,

makes the SoTdoq, in the absolute sense (eomp.

Is. liii.); but, related to the world, it makes the

a7z6utoXo<;. [A servant, literally bondsinan {SoT'-

;.o;, from (Km, to bind), denotes generally, like the

corresponding Hebrew nin^ 133 , a relation of de-

pendence on God, and cheerful obedience to His

will. Paul glories in this service, which is perfect

freedom. Ttie more we feel bound by the authority

of Christ, the more we are free from the bondage of

men. J)eo servire vera libertas est (Augustine). In

a wide sense, the term applies to all believers, who
are both children and servants of God (Is. Ixv. 13

;

Dan. iii. 26 ; Rom. vi. 22 ; xiv. 4 ; Eph. vi. 6
;

1 Cor. vii. 22 ; 1 Peter ii. 16 ; Rev. xix. 2, 6) ; in a

special and emphatic sense, it is used of the chosen

office-bearers in the kingdom of God, as Moses, the

prophets, and kings in the Old Testament (Deut.

xxxiv. 5 ; Josh. i. 1 ; Is. xlix. 5 ; Jer. xxv. 4), and
the ministers of the gospel in the New, particularly

the apostles (so here ; Phil. i. 1 ; Tit. i. 1 ; Col. iv.

12; James i. 1 ; 2 Pet. i. 1; Rev. i. 1). Hodge:
" Servant is a general official designation, of which, in

the present case, apostle is the specific explanation."

Paul " rejects all human authority in matters of

faith and duty, and yet professes the most absoluti

subjection of conscience and reason to the authority

of Jesus Christ." Wordsworth :
" Other men, in

the beginning of their epistles, especially those which
they addressed to the Roman people, recited theii

own titles as rulers, kings, or conquerors; but the

apostles claim to be heard as rfor/loi, bondsmen.

* [I add, as a curiosity, a quotation from T)r. Words-
worth, who, in Ms Com. on Acts xiii. 9, unci-itically com-
bines all the various interpi-etations of the name (eicept
Dr._ Lange's, whicL was then not yet known to him), and
assigns no less than eight reasons for the chfinge of Saul
into Paul : (1.) Because SaOAo? was a purelv Jewish name.
(2.) Beciiuse among the Greeks it might expb-e him to din-
tempt, as having the same sound as o-aOAos, ivjnlon (see
Homer, Bj/mn. Mercur., 28, and Rnhnken in Inc.). (3.)
To indicate his change and call to a new life ; fiom a Jew
to a Christian ; fi-om a persecutor to a preacher of the gos-
pel. (4.) But in the change much of the original name
was left and commemorated what he liad been. The fire
of zeal of SdOAo! still glowed in tie heart of IlaCAo;, but
its flame was purified by the Holy Ghost. (5.) His new
name denoted also his mission tn the Gentiles, the RomauH
being familiar with the nnmo Paulus. (6.) It was a token
of humility, Paulus-paroulus (1 Cor. xv. 9). (7.) It com-
memorated the cognomen of Pitul's first ('?) convert, Ser-
^lUS-Paulus, and was a good augury of his future succftsim the Koman world. (8.) It indicates Paul's ilitena<id
supremacy in the Roman or 'Westem Church as distinct
from th' Aramaic name Cephas, and the Greek name J'eter—P. S
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ionchmen of Jesus Christ." Comp., however, my
annotation on anoaToloi;, which is a title of dignity

and authority.—P. S.]—-Jesus Christ. That is,

Jesus IS the Clirist. Dealing with the Roman
Christians, the Apostle had no ground for saying

the revei-se : Christ Jesus, i. «., The Chiist is

Jesus.

Called to be an apostle As he had had to

defend liis call before the Corinthians and Galatians

on account of opponents, he does it here because he

was not yet personally known to the Roman Church.

[Called ; chosen, appointed, not self-called, but
called by Clirist, in opposition to an arbitrary self-

constituted authority (aiVo-ii/.ijToc, self-appointed),

and called directli/ by Christ, without the interven-

tion of church authority, comp. Gal. i. 1 :
" Not of

men {an' avf)(/iiino>v), nor by any man (rfif avO^d-
TToii). but by Jesus Christ," &c. The word refers to

the historiciil call, not to the eternal election. Cal-

vin: Neque enim iis assentior. gi.i earn de qua loqui-

tur vocationerrt ad eternam Dei eleciionem referuni.

—P. S.] The expression, apostle, lias here its widest

significance. Christ, tlie Risen One, has called him

;

he is therefore, in the most positive sense, a witness

of His resurrection, and this implies the apostolic

witness of the whole of His miraculous person and
work. [Apostle is a title of dignity, signifying the

highest order of servant ; every apostle being a ser-

vant of Christ, but not every servant an apostle of

Christ. The one brings out the dependence of Piiul

on Christ, the other his authority over the congrega-

tions, and the latter is conditioned by tlie former.

The term apostle may designate, etymologically, any
delegate, commissioner, or mis.'^ionary, but more par-

ticularly, as here, and in most passages, a chosen eye

and ear witness of the life of Christ, whowaspereonally

instructed and selected by Him for the work of laying

the foundation of the Christian Church, and teaching

her througli all subsequent generations. The apostles

were inspired messengers of Christ, not to a particu-

lar charge, but to the whole world. The term is

therefore generally restricted to the twelve (Luke vi.

13), and to Paul, who was likewise directly called by
the Lord (Gal. i. 1, 12; Acts ix. 15 ; xxvi." 17). The
sudden call of the persecuting Paid to the apostle-

ship of the Gentiles corresponds to the sudden call

of the Gentiles to Christianity, just as the gradual

instruction of the Jewish apostles accords with the

long training of the Jewish nation for the gospel.

—

P. S.]

Separated, set apart.—Not equal to chosen nf

God (De Wette), nor to appointed by the Church
(with reference to Acts xiii. 2 ; Olshauseu),* but

directed to and appointed for this particular calling,

through the whole providential course of his life

(comp. Gal. i. 15). An aipo(iltKTf)ai first took

place with him [at his birth, comp. Gal. i. 15 : 6

aq^ogiaaq fit Ix Kci-Aiaq ft ^r (tot; fiov, y.ai

xaXEiraq, x.T.L ; then.---P. S.] when he was sent

from Tarsus to Jerusalem [?] ; a second [third], at

his conversion and retreat mto Arabia ; and a third

[fourth], at his soecial appointment as the Apostle

to the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 2 fi; ; Gal. ii.). The bib-

.
* [Wordsworth, also, explaios the word from Acts xiii.

2, where the Holy Ghost says : 'Aifmpiirare (the word here
Used by Paul) S^ /loi rov BapvdPav koI SauAov ets To^ ipyov

• TTpwrKeKKTjuai avTous, so th)tt he was both jcAijtos »nd
ft^upitr/ici'07. Vaul was not only called by God, but wap also

Tisibly 8f( apart for the apostolic office by an outwardmts-
sion and ordination at His" command. Bat Acts xiii. 2

svidently refers to a tpecial and joint mission of Barnabas
«nd Saul.—P. S.j

Ileal oftltikv must be distinguished from ;r p o
yvvi!iaxfi,v or ix).iyia&ai,, as well as f'roir

r-aXiZv; it denotes the Divine determiiKition ol

the historical career of the man (see Acts xvii. 2ri).

[Meyer refers atprnquafiivoi to the historical call ai

Damascus, and compares axnioi; IxXoyTfl. Acts ix,

15 ; xxvi. 16 ff. The word is an explanation of
zAijTo? an6aro).o<;, and gives us the additional idea

of destination. It implies that Paul was selected

from the world, singled out, consecrated to, and des-

tined for the gospel service, at the time of his con.

version. It refers to the Divine appointment for the

apostolic ofiice in general, while cufofjlaart, in Acts
xiii. 2, refers to a special mission. a.rfoui<Zii,v, like

xaXflv, looks to the historical call, 7T^oo(jltft.v to the
eternal decree, but the former is only an execution
in time or actualization of the latter.—P. S.]

tJnto the gospel of God That is, not the

gospel having God for its object (Chrysostom), but

the gospel given by God (2 Cor. xi. 7) for promulga.
tion. [It is the genitive, not of the object, but of
origin and possession ; God's gospel, whose author

is God, and whose theme is Christ and His salvation

by free grace ; comp. vers. 3, 4 ; xv. 16 ; 1 Thess.

ii. 2, 8, 9.—P. S.] Gospel.* Without the article.
•[

According to De Wette and Schott, it is here not

the internal matter or contents of the gospel, but

the ivayyf!.itf<T&ai,. [De Wette : zur Vcr-

kiindigung ties Evavgeliums.—P. S.] Tholuck, on
the contrary :

" E li a y y i X i, o v does not stand for

the infinitive ivayyiXitia&ai, as «e leam
from the relative o, but it is only an indefinite

method of expression, as 2 Cor. ii. 12; 1. 14." We
would say, rather, that it is the concrete method of

expression, implying that the knowledge of salvation

cannot be without preaching, and preaching cannot

be without the matter of the gospel.

Ver. 2. Which He promised before by His
prophets in the holy Scriptures.— [So that

God stood pledged, as it were, to reveal the gospel.]

The second verse must not be read, with Beza [and

the authorized English version, which often closely

follows Beza], as parenthesis. The same expression

occurs, 2 Cor. ix. 5 [rrjv ntJOhnriyyiXfiivriv ft</.oytav

I'/iiTiv, your bounty before promised.—P. S.] The

mention of the Old Testament promise of the gos-

pel must not only authenticate the Apostle to ihe

Jewish Christians, but it must also enforce the gos-

pel for the Gentile Christians. This preceding prom-

ise lay specifically in the Messianic passages (De

Wette) ; and, at the same time, according to the

New Testament view, in the meaning of the whole

of the Old Testament, which promised the univer-

sal Pauline gospel (see ch. x.). The expression

y^ ail' ai, without the article, does not denote ;^a^-

sages of Scripture (Dr. Paulus [Meyer] ), but yijaifnl

ayi,at, has become, according to De Wette, a nt.men

proprium.\ [The second verse teaches that the

"gospel is no abrupt innovation or aftertliouj;ht, but

the forethought of God, the fulfilment of His prom-

ise, and " the desire of all nations." This harmony

of the New and Old Dispensations should be a con

• [The Anglo-Saxon gnspd, i. e., eitJier good spell, or

God's iipell, is the precise equivalent for the Greek evu-y-

ytKiov, i. e., good news, glad tidings (of saWation). Geo P.

Marsh, in his Li-otures on Ihr. English Lnvgungp., Now York,

1860, p 30, has a note ou the two derivntions, either from

the uame of the divinity God, or from the adjective gid,

ooorf, anrUeans to the latter.—P. S.]
,„ , . ,,. ,

t [Comp. Winer, N. T. Grammar, p. 118 £ ed. 7th taxi

Textual Note =.—P. S.]

X [Comp. Textual Note '.—P. S.]
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vincing proof of the Divine origin of Oliristianity,

not only to the Jews, who already believe in the Old
Testament, and need only be convinced that Jeans
of Nazareth was really the promised Messiah, but
also to tne heathen, who well know that it is the ex-
clusive prerogative of God to foresee and prearrange
the future. In this view, Christianity is the oldest

as well as the latest religion, going back to the first

promise in P.iradise, and even beyond the beginning
of time, to the eternal counsel of God. Augustine
Bays :

" The New Testament is concealed in the Old

;

th(?'01d Testament is revealed in the New." By
his prophets, is not to be confined, of course, to

the sixteen prophetical books, but extends to the

whole Old Testament Scriptures, as far as they con-
tain the gospel, from the promise of the serpent-
bruiser. Gen. iii. 25, to Mai. iv. 2. In fact, the en-
tire Scripture is one organic system of prophecies
a)id types bearing testimony to Christ ; John v. 39.

-P. S.]

Ver. 3. Concerning his Son This refers to

iliayyii.i.ov, gnspel, ver. 1,* and not to promised,
ver. 2, as Tholuck, Meyer [Alford, Hodge], and
others would have it. For the question further on

is concerning the gospel in its complete New Teat*

mcnt development, and not merely in its Old Testa

ment outline. Meyer says that the connection ol

TTf^i with ivayyil'-ov [instead of the gen

objeeti] does not elsewhere occur iu the New Testa-

ment. But it must be noticed that here the act of

preaching the gospel of evangelization is connected

with the gospel itself. Besides, the parenthesis haa

its influence upon the expression.

Ver. 3, 4. Who was born, &c.—The words

from yfvoiAei/ov to rty.u'~iv (vers. 3 and 4) are not

an abrupt parenthesis (according to Griesbach and

Knapp), but part of the sentence.* They character-

ize the Sou of God, not according to the antithesis

of the human and divine nature of Cln-ist in itself,

but according to the revelation of this antithesis in

the national Old Testament limitation, and in the

universal New Testament expansion and elevation of

the person of Christ to heavenly majesty, in accord-

ance with the analogy of Phil. ii. 6. Yet that onto-

logical antithesis is reflected in this historical antithe-

sis. The historical Christ has a double genealogy

and history, which is represented in the following

analogies and antitheses

:

yfvofifvoi;

i^ avaffTafTtoK; vfn^iitv

xara ffa^iy.a.

xara TzvHiua ayt'mfTvvj^^.

[This antithetic parallelism, already hinted at by Bengel, is also brought out by Forbes {Analyt. Com.,
p. 97), and may be more clearly and fully set forth in this way

:

" Concerning His Son,
'Who was bom [Son of Man in weakness]

from the seed of Da-\id,
as to the flesh,

"WTio was installed Son of God iu power
from the resurrection of the dead,

as to the Spirit of hohncss,—
Even Jesus Christ our Lord."—P. S.J

The ytvof-ifvoq denotes not merely the being born,
but, in a wider sense, the genealogical procession
from the seed of David (see Matt. i. 1 ft'.). [The
house of David represented the flower of the Jewish
nation, and foreshadowed the kingdom of Christ.

That the Messiah was to proceed from this royal fam-
ily, was predicted in the Old Testament, Is. xi. 1

;

Jer. xxiii. 5; Ps. cxxxii. 11; and generally expected
by the Jews, Matt. xxii. 42 ; John vii. 42 ; Acta xiii.

2S. Meyer, without good reason, confines ix aniq-
ficiToq zlaniS to the male line of descent, and refers

both genealogies of Matthew and Luke to Joseph

;

Melanchthon, on the contrary, identifies ex xemne
David with ex virgine Maria ; and Wordsworth
infers from the words that Mary, as well as Joseph,
was of the lineage of David. Comp. Com. on the
genealogies in Matt. i. and Luke iii. Alford :

" The
words fz (jTtiqiiaTo^; A. cast a hint back at the

promise just spoken of. At the same time, in so
solemn an enunciation of the dignity of the Son of
God, they serve to show that, even according to the

human side. His descent had been fixed in the line

of him who was Israel's anointed and greatest kin? "

-P. S.]
^

In distinction from this appearance of Christ

in human nature, the idea of the exalted Christ is

sipressed by the words, o^Kj-fl-ft? I/to? & toTi
iv dvvdftfi,, established as Son of God in

* [Grotius :
" Hoc refertur ad illud quod prsecessit euay-

feAiof ; explic'itur nempr,, d^. quo agat itle SP.rmo bono nun-
iiaiis." So also Calvin, Bengel, the E. 'V., and all who
regard ver. 2 as a parenthesis. The sen^e in either case is

thi> same. Christ is the great subject of the gospel.—P. S.]

power. The attempt to aaalyze and divide this
one conceplion (for example, in Luther's German
translation) has obscured the p:issage very much.
The Son of God, in distinction from His Old Testa-
ment origin, is absolutely destined (m/iiafiivoq, Acts
X. 42) to be the Son of God in majesty, or in the
majestic exercise of his power (see Phil. ii. 6 if.)

The o^iCfi.)' of God constitutes the central point of
all kindred conceptions—of the o^oOfcrlai,, Acts xvii.

26 ;
of the 7i(>oot;itHv, Rom. viii. 29 ; and of the

atfoi)li^!iv, Gal. i. 15. It expresses here God's abso-
lute determination or establishment concerning Christ
as the centre of all the historical developments of
the new world, the Head of all things (Matt, xxviii.
18 ; Eph. i. 20 fif.). The expression refers not to
the Son of God as such simply, but to the Son of
God as exulted to heavenly majesty. As such, He is

oiJiaOfk, not merely noooi)i,(jOtk, prcedestinaim
(Ambrose, Augustine,f Vulgate, &c., according to
the Greek fathers, and the gloss 7r^oo?«T,9-^VToi;).
But as He is the yfro/nvoi; ex <7 7tit> fiarot
J at: 1 1 ()'

, his descent from David being the human
and historical antecedence for his higher dignity;
so is He o^taD-iic; iil6i;&fov e| avaa cacfoii

* [So Laohmann, Tischendorf, Alford, who, in thoii
editions, omit the parenthesis, and Meyer in loe. Corns.

JitnschaUungen sivd mcM Parenthesrn, snndem Diaret-
S'onen, sofern sie nur dm OedanlcmforUchritt, nicht den
L'xvf drr Construction avflmllen."—'P. 8.]

t [Be pr^d. mnct c. 25. Augustine had but a mver-flraal knowledge of Greet, and was here, as in Rom v. 13and m other j.ossages, misled by the translation of the Vul-
gate, wlLioh reads : prmdeslinalus (»poopw9ei^oO.—P. S.]
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rcx^wr. The ex, according to the analogy of ix

iFTziiJiiaToq, cannot merely mean since the resurrec-

tion, or thro-uffh {bi/) the resurrection, but it indicates

the origin: out of tlie resurrection. The ani^/ia
/taviid is the wjiole genealogy, or " the root of
Jesse " (cli. XV. 12), as it became manitest by the
birth from the Virgin. Thus, likewise, the resur-

rection is not merely the fact of the resurrection

of Christ, but with the fact of the resurrection

there are brought to light the strength and root

of the resurrection of the dead in the world,

(Eph. i. 19 ft".). It is in accordance with tbis that

Christ can say :
" I am the resurrection and the

life." Deep in the heart of the first world—for

which Christ is the first-born of every creature

{TtQonoTOKOi; Tzaar^t; r.TiaiMt;^ Col. i. 15)—there is

at work the power, proceeding from the Logos, of

B new world (Rom. viii. 28), for which Ciirist is

the first-born from the dead (mjuno-roxoi; ir. xHtv

ym^iini, Col. i. 18). And this world of the resurrec-

tion, which became manifest in Hia personal resur-

rection, continues now to operate dynamiciUy, and
will continue to do so until the flower of the new
world appears in the first resurrection of the elect

(1 Cor. XV. 23), and the fruit in the last general

resurrection. The Apostle therefore means here the

power of the resurrection as the ehristological piln-

ciple of life in the world, which has becojue mani-

fest by the resurrection of Christ, and acts and works
as the historical principle of the universal resurrec-

tion of the dead. Christ arose from his death and
resurrection as tlie fixed and established, or insti-

tuted Son of God in power. (Comp. the Messianic

passage, Ps. ii. :
" This day have I begotten Thee ;

"

which denotes the very day of the seditious rebellion

against the Messiah as the grand day of his glorifi-

cation). The destination wliich Christ had from tlie

be^nning, became inauguration or institution at His

resurrection. The oitiaQrli; therefore, does not

merely mean "shown," " declaratively established

"

(Meyer, according to Chrysostom, HivySivToq);'^ the

ex. does not mean mei'ely since or after (Theo-

doret, Erasmus, and others) ; and the avafftaan;

Vfy-qm does not mean merely avdaraau; ix vtxijmv.

And Philippi, following Melanchthon, and others,

* [Comp. my textual note Ko. =*. Chrysostom : Ti o^v ea--

vty 6pi(r9 £ v'Tos ; Tov 5ei;(0e'fTO5, ajro0ai'0€i'Tos, KpidevTOs,

OfioAo-yrjOei/TOS wapa T^s aTrdvTiov yviafi-rj^ KaX i/(^(^ou. So
Theophylact. J^uthec : erwiese/i. Meyer agrees with this

as to the sense, but insists that here as elsewhere bpi^etv

with the djutle accusative means to apijoint, desigDate_,

institute some one for something (Acts x. 42). Philippi

(3ded.): "Christus ist als Sohn Onttcs dabgethj,n, kewie-
SEN, insofern er van dun Menschfn, Oder in dir Uebes-
ZBUGTJNG DEE MENSCHTiN, duTch die Au/Kvslehnvg non den
Todten dazu dngeselM /st. Govz parallel st der G' danhe.

Acts xiii. 33." Alford ;
" The opiC^iP here spoken of is not

the ohiective ' fixing,' ' appointing ' of Christ to be the Son
of God, but the nuhji'-cUve manif^sf.ation in mi'.u^s minds ttuit

He is so. Thus the objective words ttohIv (Acts ii.

36), yevv^v lActs xiii 33), are used of the same proof or

mamfestiiliim of Christ's Sonship by His resurrection. So
again ESi.iau.tiOn, 1 Tim. iii. IS." But all this is contrary

to the meaning of opt^eiv, which denotes the objective

fixing and appointing. 'Wordsworth explains somewhat
differently : " Who was defined (as distinguished fi-om all

Ofthers) liy a divine decree, and proclaimed to be the Son
of Qod." He refers to Ps. ii. 7 as the best exposition of

this text; "I will declare the decree (pH) whereby the

Lord said unto me, Thou art my Son, this day have I he-

fotlen Thet " Bengel refers to the same passage and re-

nuks that pn here means the same as opto-fAos, and

that the divine decree implies, that the "Father has most

determl'r.ately said. Thou art my Son. The airdSeifis, the

nmroving of the Son, follows in the train of this opurjtdj.

has very properly connected the h Surufin wiit
viou &foti, and did not follow Luther, Meyer, and
others in connecting it with o(>ia&hxo(;. Meyer haf
therefore no ground for opposing the explanation of
Bengel—that our resurrection is comprehended in

Christ's resurrection—by remarking that the terra

the resurrection from the dead is only the general
expression of the category.

In the third antithesis, xara ad^xa, "ac-
cording to the fiosh," means the fleshly or physical

origin of Christ, but not according to the first con-

ception of actfji, i. e., the sensuous, susceptible,

vital fulness of corporeity, as distinct from and sub-

jected to the spirit, or, in a more general sense, the
" earthly man," avO-fjiDTToi; /oU6<i (1 Cor. xv. 47

;

Gen. ii.). Still less has fiesh here the second mean-
ing, viz., sinful sensuousness and susceptibihty, as

opposed to the spirit, and without it ; or, in the more
general sense, the " natural man," arSfiumoi; vn/i-

ndi; (John iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. ii. 14). But ffoi^S has here

its third meaning, and expresses the physical human
nature under the influence of the spirit (John i. 13

;

vi. 51), yet in histoiical relations, or man in his his-

torical finiteness, limitation, and qualification (Gal.

iv. 4). For Christ's incarnation, and the growth of

Hia physical nature, evidently involved no opposition

to the " Spirit of holiness," but took place under its

consecrating influence.

[Flesh [aa^i, ~t!J3 ) is here, and in all the pas-

sages where it is used of the incarnation (Rom. ix.

5 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; John i. 14 ; 1 John iv. 2), a

strong Hebraizing term for human nature, with the

irajilied idea, perhaps, of weakness and frailty, though

not necessarily of sin (somewhat analogous to the

occasional use of the German der Sterbliche, and the

English mortal, for man). It is as correct to say

;

Christ became 7nan {Menschwerdung), as to say

;

Christ became^es/i (incarnatio, incarnation, Fleisch-

werdunr/), but the latter expression is more emphatic

;

it exhibits more strongly the condescension of Christ,

the identity of His nature with our own, and the

universalness of Hia manhood. The word ffocpi,

therefore, when applied to Christ, must not be un-

derstood in an ApoUinarian sense, as if Christ merely

assumed a human body with the animal soul, but not

the rational soul, whose place was supplied by the

divine Logos. It imphes the entire human constitu-

tion, body, soul, and spirit, sin only excepted, which

does not originally and necessarily belong to man.

It is not the fiesh, as opposed to the spirit, that is here

intended, but the human, as distinct from the divine.

The flesh, as an organized system of life, is the out

ward tabernacle and the visible representative of the

whole man to our senses. The oa(j4 of Christ was

the seat of a human i(ii';fi;, with its affections, and of

a human votx; or nviv/ia, with its intelligence (comp.

Matt, xxvii. 50 ; John xi. 33 ; xix. 30), but not of

the ana^rla. He was subject to temptation, or

temptable (Heb. ii. 18; iv. 15), but neither aaoxixos,

(Rom. vii. 14), nor \fvyix6q (1 Cor. ii. 14). He ap-

peared not " in the flesh of sin," but only " in the

UTceness of the flesh of sin" (Rom. viii. 2). At the

same time, the hmitation, xaxd adyxa, plainly im

plies the divine nature of Christ. "Were He a

mere man," says Hodge, " it had been enough to say

that He was of the seed of David ; but as He is

more than man, it was necessary to limit His descent

from David to His human nature."—P. S.]

Ver. 4. According to the Spirit of holiness-,

xara nvfvi.i.a dyiw (Tin' )??.—We accept, with

Bengel, against Tholick, that the ayKoavrti u
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certainly distinguished from the ayioxijq—just as

scinctimonia is fi-om sanctlias—in expressing the

operation of the Spirit, though in a more compre-
hensive relation. This is the Sph'it of God, who, as

the sanotifyhig Spirit iu the world, constitutes the

complete opposition and counteraction to the entire

corruption of sin ; who waa first the cause of the

holy birth of Christ, and then of His resurrection

;

and who now proceeds from the glorified Christ as

the principle of the sanctifieation of humanity and
the world. Bengel : Ante resuireciionein latebat

sub carap Spirituti ; post resurrectionem carnem
penitus ahscondit Spiritus sanctirnonice.* We accept

this statement in a wider sense. From the divina
natitra of Clirist as sanctijicatiujtis omnis causa (Me-
lanchthon, CaloT, [Bengel, Olshausen], and others),

we must distinguish the expression so far as it does
not denote the individual, but the universal vital

principle ef the new birth of humanity. And we
must distinguish it from the Holy Spirit, the vtviu/ia

oiyiov (Chrysostom, and most commentators ; see

Meyer),f so far as it denotes tliis principle, not
merely according to its complete New Testament
revelation, but ato according to the Old Testament
preparation of the divine-human life. But we must
not make the distinction so that the Tivii'na aytm-
ai'iviji; will represent the difference between the ab-

solute communication of the Spirit to Christ and the

relative operation of the nvw/ja ayiov (Tholuck,
Baur). We shall be secure against confounding the

ideas, Tzi'tu/Aa ayiiinjuvt}^, koyo^ or ti/,Mv tov G-fou

(Riickert, Reiche), if we observe the difference be-

tween the universal and individual divine principle

of life in revelation. This difference is most de-

cidedly ignored by Baur, when he understands by
the Trvt'i/ta ay. the Messianic Spirit. When Cle-

mens Romanus, Ep. ii., terms Christ the first

Splrit,1^ he means the individual designation of the
divine nature of Christ, yet according to its univer-

sal relation, just as the spirit of a man is the individ-

ual himself, but according to his universal relation.

[/vara nv^u^ia aybiinjvvrjq is evidently

the antithesis or counterpart of nata ad() xa, and
as aaiji here means the human nature of Christ,

nvivi^oL must mean His divine nature, which is all

Spirit, and intrinsically holy, ayinxruniji; is the geni-
tive of qualification, showing that holiness is the
essential characteristic of Christ's Spirit, and yet it

distinguishes this from the nvtviia aywv, which is

the technical designation of the third person of the
Trinity. Comp. John iv. 24 :

" God (i. e., the di-

vine lieing or nature which the three persons of the
Trinity have in common) is Spirit ;

" 2 Cor. iii. 17,
where Christ Himself is called " the Spirit ;

" 1 Tim.
Hi. 16: "justified in Spirit" (eV TTvu'inari-) ; Heb.
ix. 14: " Who with an eternal Spirit {rSm 7Tvfi'i/iaro<;

almviov) offered Himself without spot to God ;
" and

1 Peter iii. 18, where a somewhat similar distinction

is made between the flesh and the spirit, or the
human and divine nature of Christ : " Being put to

* [jbengel has a large note on irvevna ayitixrvjnjs wMch
is well wortli readins: in full. Ho regards aytwoTji'Tj, s'itig-

timoina, as a kind of middle term between ayi(iTTjs, holiness,
and ayia<r/i.os, sanctijlcation.—P. S.]

t [Wordsworth and Forbes also wrongly identify the
rvevj±a ayuaavvTft with tile TTveujua ayiov, the third person
iu tlio Holy Trinity, and thereby destroy the obvious con-
trast of Kara ttv. ayujicr. and Kara (TapKa.—P. S.l

i [Epi'sL ad Cor. II. c. 9 : 'fls Xptcrrbs 6 Kiipio?, 6 triitaa^

?)/Aa?, uiv iJ.kv rb IT pCiTOV TTVev ^ia, eyivero cropf, Kal
tuTW5 vj^as iKa.\etTeV' 0UT(»f KoX rifieli ec Ta.vT-(f ry trapKi
i.TTo\7j'l/6fjie9a top fittrdov. The Clementine origin of the
aecond Epistle to the Corinthians is very doubtful.—P. S.l

death in the flesh, but quickened by the Spint,*^

although this passage is not exactly paraUel. ^Meyet

takes nvftifia ayoioaiivriq to mean the "lam avd^on

TTof, the whole inner life of Christ, which was ele-

vated above all purely human spirits, filled with tha

Spirit of God, sinless and perfect. De Wette:
" The smritual. side of the life of Christ, yet witt

the attribute of holiness partly as a quiescent quality,

partly as an efficacious power emanating from it."

Substitute for this :
" The Divine side of Chiist'l

person wi h the essential characteristic of holiness,"

&c., and we can adopt this explanation. If jlesh

means the wliole human nature, it imphes a human
spirit, but not the nnvfia ayioyaiivrii;, which is es-

sentially Divine.—P. S.]

Of Jesus Ohiist our Lord.—['Jjjo-oi/ Xg«r
Tori roXi xu(>loi: I'lni'iv, ver. 4, in apposition with toS

ulov S-foil, anticipated in the E. V. ver. 3]. This

expresses the relation of the exalted Son of God to

the Apostle .and the Roman Christians as the ground

and bond of their union. Tliey together accepted

Jesus as the Christ of God, and served Him as their

common Master. [Alford :
" Having given this de-

scription of the person and dignity of the Son of

God, very man and very God, he now identifies tliig

divine person with Jesus Christ, the Lord and
Master of Christians—the historical object of their

faith, and (see words following) the Appointer of

himself to the apostolic office." De Wette: "'Iijo.

X(i. bezeichnet den Sohn Gnttes ads hixtorisch-kirch-

liclie Erscheimmcj,'''' So Tholuck, Philippi, Je^is

is the personal, Christ the official name ; the former

expresses His true character and mission and relation

to the world, the latter His connection with the Old
Testament and the promise of God. Jesus, i. e,,

Saviour, was tlie Hebrew name, announced by the

angel before His birth. Matt. i. 25 ; Luke i. 31, and
given at His circumcision, Luke ii. 21 ; Christ, the

Greek equivalent for the Hebrew Messiah, i, e., the

Anointed, exhibits Him as the fulfiUer of all tha

prophecies and types of the Old Testament, as the

divinely promised and anointed Prophet, Priest, and
King of Israel, who had for agbs been the desire of

all nations and the hope of all believers. Lord is

here, and often, applied to Christ in the same sense

in which the Septuagint uses >!i'(itoi; for the Hebrew
'J'iiS and ^in% See the Lexica. Christ is so

called as tlie supreme Lord of the New Dispensation,

or the sovereign Head of Christendom, to whom all

believers owe allegiance and obedience.—P. S.]

Ver. 5. Through whom we received.—After
stating the common relation of believers to Christ,

there follows the account of the special relation of
the Apostle to Him. It is plain that neither ver. 6
nor ver. 6 can be parenthetical ; but here is prepared
the whole treatment of the Epistle on the relation

between the call of the Apostle and the call of the
church at Rome. (Tt' o v. Christ is the personal
means of communicating his call on God's part
[or the mediatorial agent in conferring grace from
God to man, comp. Gal. i. 1 ; 1 Cor. i. 9.—^P. S.].

£/. a'|9o,((fv (received) denotes not only the free
divine gift, biit also the living religious and morai
appropriation by faith. It is plain that the plural
here has reference to the call of Paul alone (not to
the apostles in general, according to Bengel), from
the following signature of his apostlesWp, by which
he is the Apostle to the Gentiles.*

* Iit^T^' *.h^Ji°*?,°f Meyer in loco against Keiohe, an4
of Alford agamst Peile, who mfers that the subject of ejS«
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Orace [ia general] and apostleship [in particu-
lar.—P. S.]. (h-ace, as the operative call to salvation
and to the full experience of salvation in justifiea-

iion, is the preliminary couditiou for every Christian
office, and, above all, to the apostleship. Tlie grand
unfolding of his apostleship was therefore preceded
by an extraordinary degree of grace [in his conver-
sion]. The explanation, ya^^v a/zoaxoUfi, race
of npos leship (Hendiadys, so Chrysostom, Beza, Phi-
lippi, and others), obliterates the force of that pre-
liminary condition ; * but when the grace is regarded
merely as pardoning grace (Augustine, Calvin), the
fundamental part is mistaken for the whole. Thus,
also, the extraordinary apostolic gifts (j;aqlafiaia)
to which Theodoret, Luther, and others refer /cipn/,
presuppose grace {ydiii,i;) already. Meyer under-
stands the expression to mean Divine grace in
general ; that is, the translation into the com-
munion of the beloved of God.

Unto obedience of faith [ft? ' t « z o ^ k
nlaxtij>q, smm Glaubensgehorsam, comp Rom.
xvi. 26.—P. S.]. That is, for the purpose of estab-
lishing obedience to the faith. The i i 5 denotes not
merely the purpose, but also the operation of the
apostleship ;—an instance of Pauline conciseness. It

may be asked here, whether the genitive TtiaTiati;
indicates the object, or must bo read as apposition :

the faith which consists in obedience [to the Word
and Will of Christ.—P. S.].f But this question is

limited by the second, whether niani; can stand in

the objeuuve sense as Jides ciUM crediiur [quod ore-

dendum est, dactrina Christiana.—P. S.] ? Meyer
denies this, and asserts that niatiJ;, in the New
Testament, is constantly subjective faith [fides qua
creditor, Jides eredens.—P. S.], though it is often
made objective, as here, and is regarded a power,
or controlling principle.

:|; But this would give us
the idea of obedience toward the faithful. The
obedience here meant is either identical with faith

(the obedience which consists in faith, according to

Theophylact, Calvin § ), or it is obedience to faith in

its objective form. The latter interpretation is sup-
ported by the expressions inzaxoi; toTi X^iaroT',
2 Cor. X. 5 [una/.o/] Tr;<; a'/.rjO-iiai;, 1 Peter i. 22],
and particularly Acts vi. 7 [" a great company of
priests iw/Jzoroj/ t^ niarn, became obedient to the

faith," comp. Rom', i. 16 : vntiy.ovaav lio iliay-

yi>M,>.—F. S.]. Comp. 1 Peter i. 2, 14. But this

fiofiev must be tlie same as the preceding ^/toiy, overlook-
ing the formulary characttT of the phrase 6 Kvpioi r]ixSiv.—

* [Alford :
" Keep the X"P^*' '^°-*- o-irotrToXriv separate,

and strictly consecutive, avoiding all nonsen^cal figures of
Hendiadys, Hypallape, and the like. It was the general
bestoffjil of grace whicli cond tioned and inti'oduced the
special bestowal (/cal, as so otten, coupling a specific portion
to a whole) of apostleship; cf. 1 Cor. xv. 10." Augustine:
" G atiam cum omnibus jideUbus, aposlolatum autem non
cunt omnibm communem h'abfi."—P. S.]

t [Or rather ; the obedience which consists in faith, in
the act of believing.—P. S.]

t [Meyer, 4th ed. 1865, p. 43 : "n-ttrTt? fur docteina
FiDBi zu nejtmen (Beza, Tolet., Estius, Bengel, Heum.,
Cramer, Eosenm., Flatt, rritzsche, Tholuck, u. M.), ist

durchnus grgen den Sprachgebrauch des N. T., in velchem
\

d'e TTtartv stets der suBjiicirvB Glaube ist, obwohl oft, wie
hier, OBjEfTTVIRT, ats PoLevz gedacht. Vrgl. xvi. 26 ; Gal.
1. 23. Die TtiuTii ist, nacli P., die &eberzeugung und Zuver-
ticht (assensus und fiducia) von Jesus Christus als dem eiii'

tig-ii wnd vollhimimenen VermittUr der gottbchen Gnadeund
ies fwigen L-bens, durch sain Versbhnurtgsvjerlc.^^—P. S.]

S [So also Hodge : " The obedience of faith is that
obeiiience which cnnsists in faith, or of which faith is the
controlling principle." Wordsworth: " That I miaht bring
all nations to that Mth which manifests itself in hearlren-
hig to the Word, and in obedience to the Will, of God "-
*. S,3

maxu; cannot mean only dodrina fidei. Even obe-
dience to the gospel (Rom. x. 16) does not expres.
the most definite form of the objective niaiu; : thi
IS Christ Himself. An Epistle, sent to Rome by the
ambassador of a Lord and King, who declared him.
self appointed to call all the peoples of the Roman
Empire to obedience or allegiance, must have been
planned in full consciousness of the antithesis, ag
well as of the analogy, between the earthly Roman
Empire and the Kingdom of Christ. Therefore the
Apostle expresses the analogy when he characterizes
himself as an ambassador who appeals to the nations
to be obedient to his Lord. But the antithesis lies)

in his denoting this obedience as an obedience to the
faith.

^
We must admit that the idea of the subjec.

tive faith also has here a good sense in itself. Faith
is not at all arbitrary, but an obligatory .obedience
incumbent upon the inmost soul and conscience

;
yet

its obedience is not slavish, but the joyous act of
free faith, as it is assensus and fiducia. And if we
accept this, the expression would be an oxymoron,
like the expression : law of the Spirit. But since
the question is concerning a characterization of the
apostleship, the fuller idea must be expected : obe.
dience toward the object of faith, especially as the
freedom of faith is thereby also declared. Even the
Christian's hope can be used in an objective sense
(Col. i. 5).

Among all the nations {iv na.ai,v rots
e!)vfmv).—Since this expression constitutes one
definition with the preceding, it is an improper alter-

native to refer it either to Udfi. (Beza) or to lu;

vnax. nlaiioxi (Meyer [Hodge]). We translate

here, among all the nations (with RUckert, Reiche,
Baur) ; not among all Gentiles (Tholuck, Meyer),
because, from the following salutation, the Jews are
included in the designation, and because it is in har-

mony with the purpose of the whole Epistle to estab-

lish a united congregation from among Jews and
Gentiles. With this view, the subordinate idea of

heathen itations is immediately introduced, yet not
clearly before vers. 13, 14, &c. [Hodge :

" The
apostles were not diocesans, restricted in jurisdiction

to a particular territory. Their commission was gen.

eral. It was to all nations,"—yet with an amicable

division of the immense field of labor ; comp. Gal.

ii. 9 ; Rom. xv. 20 ; 2 Cor. x. 16.—P. S.]

For the sake of his name.—(See Acts v.

41). Not for " the good " of His name ; nor for

the glorifying of the same (Meyer), which would
have been expressed in the form of a doxology,*

but for the spread of His name (Phil. ii. 10). There-

fore the words are not an addition, but an explana-

tory parallel to the expression, "/"'' obedience to the

/a)W," &c., and relate, in common with this, to the

antecedent. His name is the object of the faith to

which the nations should render obedience in Hia

name.
Ver. 6. Among -whom are ye also.—We

place here a comma, and read the words, the called,

the chosen ones of Jems Christ, as an address (with

Riickert, Philippi, &c.) ; but not, among whom are

ye also called of Jesvs Christ (with Lachmann, Mey-

er [Alford], and others). For the principal weight

* [Not necessarily; comp. Acts ix. 16; xv. 26; xJti.

13, where the same phrase, inrep toO ovo^taros tou xvpt'ow

l7i(To5, occurs in the sense : for the glory of Christ. Mey-
er's interpretation is also adopted by AJford and Hodge.

The words aptly express the final end of Paul's apostle-

ship, which was, to promote the knowledge and glory ol

Christ. In the "name" of Christ, is summed up all thai

He was, did, and suffered.- P. S.l
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tests on the thought, that the Koman Christians were

Included in the totality of nations to which the Apos-

tle was sent. He did not need to say first to them
that they were the called of Jesus Christ. Thus we
have the beautiful antithesis : I am the chosen Apos-

tle for all nations : you are the chosen believers in

the midst of all nations : we are therefore directed

toward each other.

The called of Jesus Christ.— Not, whom
Christ lias called (Luther, Eiickert, and others) ; but

who, as the called [by the accepted call of God
through the gospel], belong to and are subject to

Him (the genitive of possession ; Erasmus [Calvin,

De Wette], Meyer, and others).* Paul refers the

call (througli Christ) to God (Rom. viii. 30, &c. ; see

Meyer). The Apostle seems, by this address, to an-

ticipate the salutation itself; but the address must
prepare the way for the salutation by the reminder

that he can salute them as pertaining to him.

[Hodge :
" ()t xXij-coi, the called, means the effectu-

ally called ; those who are so called by God as to be

made obedient to the call. Hence the yJ.ijtoi are

opposed to those who receive and disregard the out-

ward call. . . . Hence, too, y.XrjToi and iy-Uarot are

of nearly the same import; y.ara n^oSt^aiv zA^/rot,

Kom. viii. 2S ; comp. Kom. ix. 11 ; 1 Cor. i. 26, 27.

We accordingly find yj.^roi used as a familiar desig-

nation of believers." This is not quite correct.

xXrjtoi and hJ.ty.roi (a paronomasia in Greek, like

the German erwahlt and auserwuhlt) are clearly dis-

tinguished, Matt. XX. 16 and xxii. 14 : ttoU.oI ydo

flai^v yj.tjrol, oUyoi ds iyMy.Toi, many are called, but

few chosen; in the last passage they are even put in

antithesis. All the members of the visible Church

are xX^rol, though they may ultimately be lost ; but

only the members of tlie invisible Church, or the

true believers, are iyJ.fKToi, or nhjtot y.ara ttqo-

Siaiv (Rom. viii. 28). Comp. the notes on Matt.

IX. 16, in vol. i. p. 362 and 354 f.—P. S.]

Ver. 7. To all that are in Rome.—The ad-

dress and the salutation. f The Epistle is addressed

to all Christians in Rome. Residence in Rome and

connection with the body of Roman Christians are

certainly presupposed (see ver. 8). But the Roman
Christians are saluted according to the condition of

things, as an incipient church not yet fully organ-

ized, but destined to become so—an end to which

this very Epistle was directed. The Apostle ex-

presses himself otherwise in the Epistles to the

Corinthians, Galatians, and Thessalonians. There

he salutes the Christians as a church, or churches.

[The Christians residing at Rome, whether born
there or not, are viewed as one community, however
imperfectly they may have been organized at the

time ; but they no doubt worshipped in different

parts of the city, and were thus divided into various

domestic congregations, exxXijalat. xar oixov, xvi. 5.

The population of the city of Rome at the time of

Jhrist is variously estimated from one to two mill-

ions. In his earlieist five epistles, Paul addresses

himself rij ixxXtjala, x.t.X. ; in all the others, Toii;

ayioKi.—P. S.]

Beloved of God, called to be saints.—The

[Alford takes 'IijiT-ou XpicTou not as the gndt. posses-

tiom's, but as equivalent to by Jesus Christ. But the call

of believers is uniformly referred to the Father. Alford
quotes John v. 25 and 1 Tim. i. 12 ; but these passages are
not to the point.—P. S.]

t [The salutation commences with x4P^^> ^"^ should
form a verso by itself. The first clause of ver. 7 connects
with ver. 1 and indicates the readers. See Text. Note ^^.—
P. 8.1

root of their Christian faith is, that they Know them

selves beloved of God by the experience of Hi£

reconciliation; the goal and crown of their Chris,

tian faith is holiness. But they are not merely called

to be saints (De Wette). As truly called, they are

actually saints first in this sense : that, accord.ng to

the analogy of theocratic holiness, they are sepor

rated from the ungodly world and consecrated to

God; secondly, in the sense that Christ dwells in

them as the principle of increasing hohne.ss, and

that they are characterized according to the ruling

principle of their new life (1 Cor. vii. 14). This

general designation does not imply that the Apostle

could say it of every individual, still less that he

should ascribe to individuals a personal holiness of

life. [xl.ijroi has the same relation to aywi, as

xXt/Toq has to anoaroXoi;, in ver. 1, and expresses

the vocation of the Roman Christians to holiness,

which is both an actual possession as to principle,

and a moral aim to be realized more and more by

daily growth in Christ.—P. S.]

Grace to you and peace.—The Greek /ai-

oHv (Acts XV. 23 ; James i. 1), and the Hebrew

csb olbia , are here reflected unitedly in the

infinitely richer Christian salutation. The grace

which, as the cause of peace, has its source in God
and Christ ; the peace, as the operation of this cause,

which becomes the source of new life in believers.

The more definite Christian conception is destroyed

if we substitute (with Meyer, against Olshausen,

Philippi, and many others) salvation instead of

peace, and kindness instead of grace. [Gra^e and

peace are related to each other as cause and effect,

and constitute the chief blessings of Christianity,

embracing all that we need. The profound Christian

meaning of /oi^is—the redeeming love of God in

Christ—and of il^ijrij—the peace with God by the

redemption—compared with the ordinary meaning
of the Greek ^faifiitr and the Hebrew shalom, affords

a striking example of the transforming power which
the genius of Christianity exercised over ancient lan-

guage and custom. See the General Remarks on p.

57.—P. S.]

Prom God our Father.—The expression of

the specifically Christian consciousness of God.
The experience of pardon through Christ produces
the consciousness of the vlo&iffia (sonship, adop-
tion) as a result.

And [from] the Lord.

—

IKv^loi' 'J. Xji. is

not dependent on llatQoq and parallel with fjftmi,

but is ruled by ano and is coordinate with &(ol
llat^ioi;. God is nowhere called " o^ir and Christ's

Father," and Christ never addresses God " our," but
"ifi/ Father," owing to His peculiar relationship
which is rooted in the Ofioouala, or equality of
essence. This frequent coiirdination of Christ with
the Father, as equally the object of prayer and
the source of spiritual blessing, implies the recog
nition of the divinity of Christ. No Hebrew mono-
theist could thus associate, without blasphemy, the
eternal Jehovah with a mere man. So also Philippi,
Hodge, and others.—P. S.] Not of the Lord (Eras
mus, Glockler). Nevertheless, we would not read,
with Meyer: xal ajio xrgiou, and not merely view
Christ as causa medians, in distinction from the
Father, as the causa princioalis. For the dominion
of the exalted Saviour must be distinguished from
the mediatorship of Christ as causa medians. [God
the Father is the author, Christ the mediator and
procurer, the Holy Spirit the applier or imparter, of
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grace and peace. The Spirit takes them from Christ

and shows them to the believer (comp. John xvi.

14). The latter may be the reason why the Holy
Spirit is not especially mentioned in the epistolary

salutations, except 2 Cor. xiii. IS, 14 ; 1 Peter 1. 2.

- P. S.]

DOCTBINAE AND ETHICAL.

1. The Epistle of the Apostle to the Romans on
the righteousness of faith is still lu a special sense a

new message to the Romans, and a witness against

Romanists. [It connects admirably with the con-

cluding verses of the Acts, chap, xxviii. 30, 31, as

a specimen of Paul's preaching in Rome, and to the

Romans.—P. S.]

2. The significance of the Epistle to the Ro-

mans : (1.) As the first of the New Testament Epis-

tles
; (2.) in the group of the Pauline Epistles

;

(3.) as an original record of the missionary activity

of the Apostle, and as an example for evangelical

missions
; (4.) as the central point of the Christian

doctrine of salvation, and thus as the starting-point

of the Western (Latin) Church, and especially of

the Protestant Evangelical Church (see the Intro-

3. The epistolary inscription of ancient writers

contrasted with the subscription of recent ones.

The former characterizes the Epistle as a substitute

for personal intercourse ; the latter has become
an independent form of personal communication.

Frankness predominates in the former, courtesy in

the latter.

4. Servant of Jesiis Christ, called to be an apos-

tle. The extent of one idea is determined by that

of the other.

—

Gospel of God: glorious unity.

—

Connection of the Old and New Testaments.—The
apostles, unlike the Pharisees, acknowledge no tra-

ditions in connection with the Old Testament.

—

Grace and office must not be separated.—Just as lit-

tle can we separate the experience of God's love and

the beginning of sanctification.—Neither can grace

and peace be separated ; nor the paternal authority

of God and the authority of Christ.

6. The importance of the inscription of this

Epistle. The importance of the salutation. The
adaptation of the great Apostle of the Gentiles and

of the Christian congregation of the great metropo-

lis to each other. See the Mxeg. Notes.

6. The antithesis: Christ born of the seed of

David, and appointed fhe Son of God in majesty

mid honor (also over the Roman world), is an eco-

nomical antithesis, at the fouudation of which lies

the ontological antithesis : that Christ is the tem-

poral Son of David and the eternal Son of

God.

7. The resurrection was historically accomplished

mid essentially finished in Christ. As the ideal and

dynamical productive energy of the Logos, its roots

and impulse pervade the whole history of the world

«nd of man, and especially the history of the king-

dom of God, The same may be said of the Spirit

of holiness. See the Exeg. Notes. The Logos

Bghteth every man that cometh in.o the world

(John i. 9).

8. Paul, as the ambassador of Jesus Christ, the

Sou of God in regal power, announces to the believ-

ers of the imperial city of Rome that it is his busi-

ness to call the world to obedience to the faith and

(0 subjection to Christ.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

An apostolic salutation : 1. From whom does U
come ? 2. what is its import ? 3. to whom is it

addressee' ? (vers. 1-7).—The one gospel of God

:

1. Pron sed by His prophets ; 2. fulfilled by His
Son (vi,rs. 3, 4).—The missionary preaching amoLg
the Gentiles was a preaching of obedience to the

faith for the glorifynig of the name of Jesus Christ

(ver. 5).—Every office is a gift of grace. The ser-

vants of Christ must remember this : 1. For their

humility ; 2. for their elevation and encouragement
(ver. 5).—How can preachers of the gospel guard
against bitterness toward the members of their con
gregation? By Considering that the congregation
are : 1. Beloved by God ; 2. called by Jesus Christ

(ver. 7).

—

Grace and peace : on one side dift'erent in

manifestation, but, on the other, one in origin.

Luther:—The Spirit of God was given after

Christ's ascension, since which time He sanctifies

Christians and glorifies Christ in all the world as the

Son of God in power, in word, miracle, and sign

(ver. 4).

Stakke :—The preachers of the gospel must
preach both the law and the gospel in their respec-

tive order, and especially the gospel (ver. 1).—He
who does not become a saint on earth, will not be
numbered among the saints in heaven (ver. 7).

QnESNEL :—Every thing that comes to light is not

therefore new : the oldest errors are continual novel-

ties, and the newest truths are ever old.

OsiANDRi Bibl.

:

—Christ, according to His hu-

man nature, is our brother. great consolation

!

(ver. 3).

Cramer :—Worldly peace is a great treasure,

but, after all, it is not sufficient for us. When Christ

communicates His peace to us (John xiv. 27), it is

grace in God ; and then have we peace with God
(ver. 7).

Bengkl : The Gospel of God is also the Gospel

of Christ (ver. 1).

—

Jesus Christ is the Son of God
(vers. 3, 4). This is the ground of all legitimate

address of Christ to His Father and God, and of

our legitimate address, through Him as our Lord, to

His Father and our Father, His God and our God,

who hath made us His own. He was Son of God
before His humiliation ; but His Sonship was veiled

during His earthly hfe, and not fully unveiled till

after His resurrection. On this rests His justifica-

tion, 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 John ii. 1, and this is the

ground of our justification, Rom. iv. 25.

Gerlaoh :—According to the flesh, the Son of

God belonged to the Jews alone. But by the com-

pletion of His atonement, through the resurrection.

He became the universal King of the human race,

Lord of heaven and earth, according to the Spirit

which dwelt in Him, and has perfectly pervaded His

human nature (vers. 8, 4).

Heubneh :—Prophets and apostles had one call-

ing, one work (ver. 2).—The apostolic benediction—

of what fulness of spiritual gifts, of what a holy

heart, does it give witness ! It is grand to express

such a wish for a churth ; it presupposes the per-

sonal possession and appreciation of these gifts, but

also a serious zeal to apply them to the congregation

(ver. 7).

Roos :—If the theme of Paul's preaching had

been only virtue, and a supreme Being whomwa
call God, he would have pleased the Greeks ;

and if

he had preached on a Messiah yet to come, aad on
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the works of the law, the Jews would have been

contented with him. But he preached on the Son

of God. That was the voice of liis gospel (ver. 4).

Bessek :—The Spirit of holiness is the very force

Ijy which Christ has taken away the power of death,

and lias destroyed mortality, through the triumph of

His imperishable life (ver 4).

J. P. Lange :—How Christ exhibits His power as

Lord by the Spirit of sanctificatiou : 1. As the Risen

One; 2. as tlie Sou of God (vers. 1-4).

—

The same:

Like man, like salutation.—The joy with which the

Apostle announces the majesty of Christ in imperial

Rome : 1. How foolish this joy appeared ; 2. how
gloriously it was justified ; 3. how it must be fulfilled

once more.—The internal connection between the

power of the resurrection and the Spirit of holiness

in Christ.

[BpRKiTT :—Paul declares : 1. The person from

whom he received authority to be an apostle, name-

ly, Ctirist ; 2. how free and undeserved a favor it

was ; 3. the special duty and office of an apostle

;

4. how he puts the Romans in mind of their con-

dition by nature before the gospel was revealed to

them and received by them ; hence it is the duty of

both ministers and people to be mindful of what was

their condition by nature.— Why is the Holy Ghost

excluded in the s-ilutaiion of ver. 7 ? He is not ex-

cluded, though He be not named ; but is necessarily

imphed in the forementioned gifts. Besides, in other

salutations tlie Holy Ghost is expressly mentioned

;

1 Cor. xiii. 13, 14.

—

Henry:—The Apostle de-

scribes : 1. The person who writes the Epistle ; 2.

the gospel itself; 3. the persons to whom it is writ-

ten ; and 4. pronounces the apostolic benediction.

—

Doddridge :—We are called to partake of the privi-

leges of God's people ; we belong to the society of

those who are eminently beloved of God, and who
lie under great obligations, as they are called a holy

nation, a peculiar people. May we not dishonor the

sacred community to which we belong, and may we

finally enjoy the important privileges of tliat state

of everlasting glory in which the kingdom of the

Son of God shall terminate !

—

Clarke:—The Apos-

tle invokes upon the Romans all the blessings which

can flow from God as the fountain of grace
;
pro-

ducing in them all the happiness which a heart filled

with the peace of God can possess ; all of which are

to be communicated to them through the Lord Jesus

Christ.— Comprehensive Comin.:—The Christian pro-

fession is not a notional knowledge, or a naked as-

sent, or useless disputings ; but it is obedience to

the faith. The act of faith is the obedience of the;

understanding to God revealing, and the product of

that is the obedience of the will to God command-
ing.

—

Barnes :—From Paul's connecting the Lord

Jesus Christ with the Father, we see : 1. That the

Apostle regarded Him as the source of grace and

peace as really as he did the Father; 2. he intro-

duced them in the same connection, and with refer-

ence to the bestowal of the same blessings ; 3. if

tlie mention of the Father implies a prayer, the same

is implied by the mention of Christ, and hence was

a,n act of worship to the latter ; 4. all this shows

that Paul's mind was familiarized to the idea that

Christ was divine.—These seven verses are a striking

instance of the manner of Paul. While the subject

is simply a salutation to the Roman church, his mind

loeras to catch fire, and to bum and blaze with sig-

nal intensity. He leaves the immediate subject bft

fore him, and advances some vast thought that awel

us, and fixes us in contemplation, and involves us in

difficulty about his meanmg, and then returns to hi»

subject.—HoDGE :—God is called our Father, no»

merely as the author of our existence and the source

of every blessing, but especially as reconciled toward

us through Jesus Christ.—If Jesus Christ is the

great subject of the gospel, it is evident that we can-

not have right views of the one without having cor-

rect opinions concerning the other.—J. F. H.]

[Schaff:—The epistolary addresses generally

bear on the doctrine of the ministerial office and iti

relation to the congregation, and furnish suitable

texts for ordination and installation sermons.

—

Ver. 1. Paul, a model for a Christian minister:

I. In his humility—a servant (bondsman) of Jesus

Christ. II. In his dignity—a chosen apostle. Hia

sense of dependence on Christ (servant) precedes and

underlies his sense of authority over the congrega-

tion (apostle).—Only the true servant of Christ can

be a true servant of the people.—Ministers derive

their authority from Christ, not//o)H the people, but

for the people.—A servant of Christ. The service

'of Chri.st is perfect freedom, John viii. 36. St. Augus-

tine :
" Deo servire vera libertas est."—A CHOSEN apos-

tle. The apostle and the ordinary minister : I. The

unity : (a.) Both are called by God
;

(b.) both are

servants of Christ
;

(c.) both labor for the same end

—the glory of God and the salvation of souls. II.

The difference : (a.) An apostle is called directly by

Christ ; a minister, through the medium of church

authority
; (4.) an apostle is inspired and infallible ;

a minister is only enlightened, and liable to err

;

(c.) an apostle has the world for his field ; a minis-

ter is confined to a particular charge.

—

Chosen, seI

A PART. The necessity of a Divine call for the min-

istry : I. The imier call by the Holy Ghost. II.

The outward call by the authority and ordination of

the Church.—The regularly called minister contrast-

ed with the self-constituted minister and fanatic—
SicT APART UNTO THE GOSPEL. The preaching of the

gospel : I. The chief duty of the minister, to which

all others must be subordinated. II. The highest

work, in which Christ Himself and all the apostlea

engaged. III. The inconsistency of connecting any

secular calling with the holy ministry.—Ver. 2. The
close coimection of the Old and New Testaments.

Christianity a new, and yet an old religion.—The
historical character of Cliristianity—in opposition to

the Gnostic and fanatical theory of a magical, abrupt

descent from the clouds.—Vers. 3, 4. Jesus Christ
the great theme of the gospel. His double nature,

the human, earthly, historical, and the divine, heav-

enly, eternal—both inseparably united in one per-

son.—The importance of the rksurrection as an

argument for the Divinity of Clirist.—Ver. 6. Christ,

the mediator of all grace.—Ver. 1, The Christiana

are saints—i. e., separated from the world and con-

secrated to the service of God ; holy in principle,

and destined to become more and more holy and
perfect in their whole life and conduct.—The re-

deeming grace of God in Christ—the fountain of
PEACE with God and with ourselves.—^First grace,

then peace.—No grace without peace ; no peace
without grace.—The coordination of Christ witb
God the Father in the epistolary inscriptioos—OB
indirect proof of the Deity of Christ.]



CHAPTER I. 8-15. Q-j

n.

The Introduction.

Chap. I. 8-16.

8 First [of all],^ I thank my God through Jesus Christ for [concerning] ' yon
all, that your faith is spoken of throughout the whole world {in all the woi'ldl.

9 For God is my witness, whom I serve with [in] my spirit in the gospel of hia

Son, that [how, mg] ^ without ceasing I make mention of you [how unceasingly
10 I remember you;] always in my prayers ; Making request, [; always asking in

my prayers,] * if by any means now at length [if haply now at last] ^ I might
have a prosperous journey [I may be prospered]^ by the will of God to come

11 unto you. For I long to see you, that I may impart xmto you [share with you,
fiazadiD] some spiritual gift, to the end ye may be established [in order that ye

12 may be strengthened] ;' That is, that I may be comforted together with you,
by the mutual faith both of you and me [among you by each other's faith, both

13 yours and mine].^ Now [But] I would not* have you ignorant, brethren, that

oftentimes [often] I purposed to come unto you (but was let^" [hindered]
hitherto) ^^ that I might have some fruit among you also, even as among other

14 Gentiles [the rest of the Gentiles]. I am debtor both to the Greeks, and to the
Barbarians ; both to the wise, and to the unwise [Both to Greeks and to Barba-

15 rians ; both to wise and to unwise, I am debtor]. ISo,^^ as much as in me is [as

far as lies in me], I am ready " to preach the gospel to you [also] that [who] are

at Rome also [omit also].

TEXTUAL.

* Ver. 8.—[it pStrov fiiv, ^imum qwidemy zuvorderst, ^flrst of all. The elra. Se is omitted in the pressure ol tiiought
and flow of speech, as in Acts i. 1 ; Bom. iij. 2 ; 1 Cor. xi, 18. Comp. Winer, Grammar, p. 508 (6th ed), and Alex. Butt-
mann, Grammatik des iV. T. Spracfigebrauchs, p. 313. Alford finds thy corresponding fie in vlt. 13, and connects thus

:

" Ye indeed are prospenno; in the faith ; but I still am anxious ywri/ier to advance that fruitfulness." But this anxiety
was already expressed in ver. 10, and the fie in ver. I'i is simply jueTa^aTtKoi/.—P. S.]

'' Ver. 8.—jrept is best suppDi-ted in opposition to virip. [The prepositions irepi and virip both occur in this conneo-
tion (1 Cor. i. 4 ; Col. L 3 ; 1 Tliess i. 2 ; 2 Thess. i. 3), though uire/j more rarely (Epb. i. 16 ; Phil. i. 4), with substan-
tially the same meaning; the difference is, that irept, concerning, implies simply that the Roman Christians are the
Buhject of thanks ; while u?rep, for, in hehaJf of, for the sake of, gives the idea of intercession and aid. But irepi has also

the latter meaning. They are often confounded by the MSS., bnt the best codices (fit. A. B. C. D*. K.) and critical

editors (Grriesbach," Lachmann, TiBchendorf, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth) are here in favor of wept against the vnep of
the textTis recepius.—P. S.]

3 Yer. 9.—[ws differs from ort and expresses the mode or degree. Comp. Phil. i. 8 ; 2 Cor. vii. 15 ; 1 Thess. ii. 10;
Acts X. 28, and Meyer and Philippi in Zoc—P. S.]

* Ver. 10.—[The translation depends here upon the punctuation, which is left to critical coniecturc, the ancient MSS.
havinqr no punctuation. I make a comma or semi-colun after iroiovti.ai, and connect navTOTc, k.t.A., with Seoju.ei'os. So
Meyer, Philippi, Alford (in his notes). Dr. Lange, however, in his version and Bxeg. Nutes, follows Tiscbendorf, who
mates a comma after irpoarevxf^v ij.ov, like the E. V. In this case iravrore must be taken as an intensification of a5ta-

KeiiiTois = assidue semper, assiduissime; but this would requii'C a different position of the words, viz., to? afitaActn-Ton

iravTOTe, k.t.A.. As it is, iravTOTs €7rt TUf -npoa-^vx^v p.ov Seo/^eros is better taken as an explanation of aSioAetTTTws fxv^iav

vfiiav TTOiovfiaL, SO as to mark at the same time a progress of the idea, the incessant remembrance of the Bomans cul-

minating in direct prayer.—P. S.]
*> Ver. 10.—[et TTws ^St] ttotc, o6 e/wa endf/cA ei)7??iaZ {Meyer, Olshausen, Lange, &c.) ; Alford : if by any means

before long, ttw?, haply, pnssihhj, implies the possibility of new delays and hindrances. ^Stj, already, may mean fnally or

at last, with reference to things long hoped for and delayed, and in connection with n-ore, tandem ahquando. See Hartung,
Partikeltehre i. 238. The Apostle's desire in this respect was granted about three years afterwards, a. d. 61. -P. S.]

" Ver. 10.—[Or succted, euoSw^Tjo-o/xai. The original meaning of ofios, way^ journey, is lost in tbc verb. See Exeg^

Notes. Bnt the parting wish in Greece to travellers is even now koAov KarevoSiov, as in Italy, buon viaggio, a happy
journey.—P. S,]

'' Ver. ll.~[Dr. Lange inserts after gift: personal, peculiar grace, and after established: for your world-historical

caUing. See his explanation below, which I cannot adopt.—P. S.]
^ _

8 Ver. 12.

—

[(Tvti,TrapaK\T)9^vaL iv i/fjuv Sia Tqg ev aXX-qKoi^ irCaTeuj^, v/xiav re koX e/AOu. The infinitive uvjU-TrapoxA. (which

oompound verb only occurs here in the N. T.) is parallel with the preceding a-Tr}pLx0^vaLf the subject e/xe being under-

stood from eiriTTodo), ver. 11. The ovfL is generally resolved into ij/xa? koL efj-avrov, you and I, but Meyer, on account

of ev ifxlv, makes Paul the only subject of (rvfj.irapaK\i)6^vai. This would require the omission of together in the E. V.
The vfiSiv (which is politely put first) and e/i-oO explain ec dAA^Aoij, which is a little more emphatic than aAAijAwr, show-

Ingthat faith dwelled in the hearts of the Homan Christians. The mutual faith of the E. V. suggests the wrong sense

faith which each has in the other. Di-. Lange, in accordance with his specific interpretation of xapwrjita, adds to com-

forted : made joyful for the common call far tfie conversion of the wm'ld.—P. 8.]

• Ver. 13.—[For ov fleAw, Codd. B*. E. Cr. and Ital. read ovk oio{i.a.t.—V. S.]

i« Ver. 13.—[The verb to let, is used hei-e, and 2 Thess. ii. 7, by the E. V. in the rane sense to hinder, to forbid, io

preuent (kuAucii', Karexeiv), as in Tennyson's lines :

" Mine ancient wound is hardly whole,
And lets me from the saddle."

Put the word is now generally used in the opposite sense, to allow, topermit. On the contrary, the verb to prevent, in the

E. V. (and in the Anglican Liturgy), means to precede^ to anticipate {pi-m-venire)\ while in modem English it signifief

kae reverse, to hindevj to obstruct,—£^ S.]
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_
" Ver. 13.—[The words Koi €K<t)\v9j}v axpt toO Sevpo, are a parenthesis, since iva must depend upon npoedettriv, &c

It is not necessapy on this account to tiike /cat in the adversative sense, to which Fritzsche and Meyer object. ieOpo il

Duly here in the N. '£. a particle of time, although often in Plato and later w-riters.—P. S.]
^' Ver. 15.—[Or ; Aud so, Hence, The force of outws is : Since I am a debtor to all the Gentiles, &c.—P. S.]
*3 Ver. 15.—[ouTuff TO, Kar" ifjik, np69v}xov fi^c. eo-Ti). On the different interpretations of this phrase_ which do not

materially alter the sense, comp. Exeg. Notes. As mfiy be inferred from my punctuation, I connect (with the E. V,,
CalTin, Phiiippi, Wordsworth, Meyer, in his last edit on) to with irpodvij-ov, and take irpodviLoy as equivalent to the
substantive irpoO\j^i.ia. (as to j^pr/aTov for 17 xp^^^™^?, ii. 4; comp. to ixoypoy, to aadeve^, 1 Cor. i. 25), and as the sub-
ject of the sentence : Th'S he ng so (oiiToj?), ihre is, tin my pari, or, as far as I a-m concerned (nar e/xe, quantum ad Jne\
a vtiUiogwss av d sire {wp69vfj.ov') ; or /, as mnch as in me. is, am willing (Calvin ; Jiaque, quantum in Trie est, parat'M sum).
Comp. Ttiv naQ' ii/ia? iriaTiv, Eph. i. 16; -i^v icaS' up-as TTotTiriiv, Ads xiii. 28; 1 Cor. iii. 3; xv. 32). KaT ifie is more
expressive than /xou (after TTp69vp.ov) would be ; the Apostle laying stress on his dependence and submission t-o a highe!
power, lis if to say : As far as it depends nn me, I am anxious to come and preach to you, but my will is subject to the
will of God, who may have decreed otherwise.—P. S.j

EXEGETICAL AKB CRITICAL.

Second Section.—The connectii.g link in. the form
of doxologfi, and the transition of the author to

his designed arg-um 7d in the fundamental topic.

The praise of the faith of the Roman Christians
known all over the world, and the desire and pur-
pose of the Apostle to visit them.

Ver. 8. First of aU, I thank De Wette:
"In all his Epistles, with the exception of Galatians,

1 Tim., and Titu.'?,* the Apostle pursues the natural

course of first placing himself, so to speak, in rela-

tion with his readers ; and his first point of contact

with them is gratitude fur their participation in

Christianity." [So also Alford in foe]. Comp. also

1 Thess. i. 2; 2 Thess. i. 3 ; 1 Cor. i. 4. This

means more definitely that the Apostle, in his epis-

tles, with thanksgiving to God, seizes the point of

connection for his subsequent argument ; and this

point of connection is in general a recognition of
what has been already attained, but it takes its pecu-
liar form from the conditon of the different church-
es. Kollncr calls this, captatio henevoleniicB. Tho-
luck : The Apostle opens his way to the hearts of

the church by a declaration of his love. [Words-
worth :

" As usual, the Apostle begins with a senti-

ment by which he expresses his gratitude to God,
and conciliates the good will of those to whom he
writes."—P. S.] According to Tholuck [De Wette]
and Meyer, we would properly expect an ilxoi ()i

[or ETiiiTa fVe] after TT^orrov fdv, but not in point
of fact, since the nfjonov marks the emphasis of the
following introductory word.—My God. Not only
the expression of genuine feeling (De Wette), but
also of the thought that God has shown Himself as

the God of his apostolic call, by opening before him
a path in Rome for the cause of Christ (Acts xxviii.

15). [The language of personal application, with a
corresponding sense of personal obligation : the God
who, with all His blessings and promises, belongs to

me, as I belong to Him, and am bound to serve
Him. Comp. Acts xxvii. 23 : toi; QtoTi ol d/u, m
xal XaTQu'm, 1 Cor. i. 4 ; Phil. i. 3 ; iv. 19 ; Phile-

mon 4.—P. S.]

—

Through Jesus Christ. [Not
to be connected with ^011 (Koppe, Glockler), but
with fi'i;'ajiKTTM.—P. S.] Comp. Rom. vii. 25 ; Col.

iii. lY; Heb. xiii. 16 ; IPetevii. 5. Origen: Christ,

as the mediator of the prayer, also presents the
thanksgiving. [" Velut per pontifeem magnum :

opportct enim snre eum qui vult o/ferre saerificium

Deo, quod per manus Pontificis debet offerre." So

* [1 Tim. is no exception, comp. 1 Tim. i 13-17 ; nor Is

2 Cor., as Olshausen thmks, for in 2 Cor. i. 3-22 we have
an equivalent. The absence of the usual praise and
thanksgiving in the Epistle to the Galatians, is to be ex-
plained by their apostasy firom the simplicity of the gospel.

also Calvin, who refers to Heb. xiu. 15, Bengel, 01s.

hausen, and Hodge, who justly says that it ia the

clear doctrine of the Bible that, in all our approach-

es to God in prayer or praise, we must come in the

name of Christ as the ground of our acceptance.

—

P. S.] Meyer objects to this view as not justified by
Paul's usual method, and explains that he renders

thanks for what has come to pass by Christ. [Simi-

larly Alford.] But what is meant by giving thanks
for every thing in the name of Jesus Christ ? (Eph.
v. 20.) The thanksgiving, as well as prayer, must
be sanctified by the spiritual communion with Christ

and thus come before God ; by this means, all selfish

interests, and all human and passionate joy at the
obtained results are excluded.

—

For you all. The
Ttfqi and vni^ were often confounded or changed
by the copyists ; therefore the Recepta has hniq
here. Here, as at the beginning of ver. 7, the Apos^
tie emphasizes the fact that he has in view all the
believers in Rome, and will not appeal to or favor
any partisan tendency.

—

That your faith is spo-
ken of. Mention is made of it, and it has become
famous among Christians in the whole world (see
chap. X. 18 ;

xvi. 19). The expression, which haa
the outward appearance of being hyperbolical, ac-
quires its complete significance chiefly in conse-
quence of the powerful position of the metropolia
of Rome, by the weight which Christianity gained in
all the world by the conquest of this central home
of the world, and by the Apostle's views of the
future of this apostolic station. See the quotations
from Grotius and Calvin in Tholuck. [Meyer : " h
oXiD TM xoa/iii)—a popular hyperbole, but admirably
suited to the position of the congregation in the
metropolis of the world, to which the eyes of all

were directed." Remember the adage : Orbis in
>irbe continetur.—P. S.]

Ver. 9. For God is my witness. The for
establishes the foregoing. Here, therefore, 'the

thanksgiving through Christ is also explained (Phil,

i. 3 ;
Col. i. 3 ; 1 Thess. i. 2). The sense of tha

solemn asseveration is : My declaration is before the
face of God. The free asseverations of this charac-
ter arise in the Apostle's case from the inner charac-
ter of his work and the loftiness of his position. He
cannot adduce earthly witnesses of the peculiarity
of the facts which he has to assure ; they are of
heavenly origin, and he calls on God as their wit
ness

:
that is, his whole knowledge of God, and his

apostolic conscience, must be pledged. Parens

:

"Ignotus ad ignotos scribens jurat." Against this!
Meyer quotes PhU. i. 18 [and 2 Cor i 23 —P sl
as decisive. The necessities for such strong expre^
sions of the fervent man were indeed very different;
but one species of them is that adduced by Pai'eus,
The general constraint of the Apostle to let his read
ers sometimes look into the sanctity of his innei
life IS secured by the solemn asseveration against
all danger of profanation. Meyer adduces aa a mo
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tire " the strange fact tliat he, the Apostle to the

Gentiles, had not yet become active in the church at

Kome, although it belonged to his school." [Ben-

gel :
" A pious asseveration respecting a matter

necessary and hidden from men, especially from

those who were remote and unknown," Alford

:

" There could be no other witness to his practice in

his secret prayers, but God : and as the assertion of

a habit of incessantly praying for the Roman Chris-

tians, whom he had never seen, might seem to savor

of an exaggerated expression of affection, he sol-

enmly appeals to this only possible testimony. To
tlic Ephesians, Philippians (see, however, Phil. i. 8),

Colossians, Thessalonians, he gives the same assur-

mee, but without the asseveration. The thus call-

ing God to witness is no uncommon practice with

Paul ; see ref. in E. V." The Apostle's frequent

appeal to God (2 Cor. i. 28 ; xi. 31 ; Phil. i. 8
;

1 Tbess. ii. 5, 10 ; Gal. i. 20) is a devout recognition

of God's omniscience, ajid hence an act of worship.

It disproves the literal interpretation of Matt. v.

83 if., which prohibits perjury, and all useless and
thoughtless swearing. Comp. Tholuck, Die Ber^-

fyrecHgt, p. 263 ff. (3d ed.).—P. S.]

Whom I serve in my spirit. The idea of

the real service of God, which so powerfully per-

vades the Epistle to the Romans, first appears with

the kon^Hn) (see ver. 21 ; chap. ii. 22 ; iii. 25
;

V. 2 ; xii. 1 ; xv. 16 ; xvi. 25-27 ; comp. Acts vii.

1). As such a XaTfjiimtv, he stands before God.

But he sei-ves Him in his xjnrit ; that is, his priest-

hood is not merely external, but the living service

of God by a spiritually awakened, vital, and stead-

fast consciousness.* Grotius and Reiche have found
in the XarQ, an antithetical relation to the Jewish

Xatpiia in the law. Meyer thinks such an idea far-

fetched. But we are rather of the opinion that

the Apostle is still thinking of all external character

of worship, and especially that of the heathen Ro-
mans. [Umbreit, approvingly quoted by Alford

;

" The Apostle means that he is an intelligent, true

priest of his God, not in the temple, but in his

spirit ; not at the altar, but at the gospel of His

Son." ).arqutfi/v (1?t; ) and Xfi/rox^^ynv (P"!li-")

are used in the Septuagint of the ministrations of

the Jewish priesthood in the temple (comp. Luke i.

23 ; Heb. viii. 6 ; ix. 21), and in the New Testament
applied to the Christian ministry, and to worship

generally (Matt. iv. 10; Phil. ii. 17). The words ro

XatQiviii, kc, give additional force to his solemn
asseveration, and attest its sincerity.—P. S.]—In
the gospel of his Son. (Genitive of the object.)

His spirit is the temple, the sphere of his service
;

the gospel of the Son of God in the great work of

evangelization, is the substance and form of his ser-

vice of God.—^Ho-w without ceasing. Meyer :

iiq does, not stand for ort (as it is usually taken,

even by Fritzsche), but expresses the mode (the de-

gree). This thanking without ceasing is not only

more precisely defined, but more exactly conditioned

Dy what follows.

Ver. 10. Always in my prayers. His spirit-

aal longing and striving are directed toward Rome
;

therefore he is ever (and everywhere. Bretschnei-

4er: Vbicumque locorum et guovis tempore, Lu-

• [DeWette: "Dasinmre lebmdige Element und somit
iii Walirhaftigkeit des Dienstes.** Meyer :

" iv trvevfiarC

^ov, in meinem hoheren sittHchen Selbsthewustsein, welches

He lebensvoUe innere Werhsiaiie dieses Dienstes ist." On
Ik? stiritnal Rervjoe of God. oomp. John iv. 24.— P. S.]

ther : in all places) praying with his mind fixed on
Rome. The thought is thus defined, if, with Tisch-
endorf, we place a comma after niioan<xm uov.
We prefer this view to that of Meyer : Always ask-
ing in my prayers. [Comp. here my Textual Note *

in defence of Meyer's punctuation.—P. S.] There
was, during his prayers, an unceasing remembrance
of the Romans (the ini is the determination of the
time or tlic occasion), and this became a specific and
urgent prayer.—If haply now at last I. The ex-

pression declares at the same time the earnestness

of the petition, and humble resignation.—Might
have a prosperous journey [better : may be
prospered—P. S.] Meyer :

" The active ivoSoTrp

seldom has the exact signification, to lead well, expe-

ditum iter preebere ; . . . but the passive never
means via recta incedere, expeditnm, iter habere, but
always [even in Prov. xvii. 8] metaphorically, proa-
pero successu gaudere. [Meyer then quotes a num-
ber of passages.—P. S.] Therefore the explanation,

which anyhow gives a trivial idea, prospero itinere

uiar (Vulgate, and others), must be rejected." [So
also Alford.] Nevertheless, the choice of the word
was suited to the allusion that the prosperity which
the Apostle desired would consist in a successful

journey to Rome ; and we have sought to express

tills in the translation
(
Wohlfahrt). The affair is a

subject of his prayerful solicitude, for it is not from
selfishness, but only in accordance with God's will

that he will come to Rome. (Schott connects the

h t. &fX. r. ^fo"! not with IXSnv, but with ivo

A'o>0-ri<TOfiai,; but then the word would not seem to

have been well chosen.)

Ver. 11. For I long to see you, 'Entno-
Siw. Fritzsche: simply cupio. [Not ViLDE or

ARDENTEE cupio ; conip. 2 Cor. v. 2; for ini does

not intensify, but simply expresses the direction of

the noSoii, which itself means strong desire. So
also De Wette, Meyer, and Alford.—P. S.] Schott,

noOov 'iyu) inl. According to Schott, the see you,
liSiXv vftaq, would indicate that Paul did not

design to stay in Rome. But yet it constitutes an

antithesis to the Epistle now about to be written.—

Some spiritual gift, yaqvaiia Tiviv/ianxov.
De Wette : /''^S'-'^l-"'^ '^ simply a gift, without spe-

cial reference to Divine grace. [De Wette under-

stands by it the naqdy.Xrjaiii, ver. 12, and is fol-

lowed by Alford.—^P. S.] But the word must be

explained by Paul's use of language, especially by

1 Cor. xii. 4. The specific gift of Paul consists in

his being the Apostle to the Gentiles ;
and without

doubt this expression means not only that the Ro-

man Church is to receive a general spiritual blessing

from him, but shall also share in this special spirit-

ual gift. [But such specific reference seems to be

excluded by ti, nor was the apostolate of the Gen-

tiles strictly communicable to a congregation. Hence

I prefer, with Tholuck, Olshausen, and Philippi, to

give xoQvafia a more general appUcation : spiritual

invigoration of the whole Christian life, niang,

aydnti, eXnky YviTiati;, &c. So Hodge :
" Any in-

crease of knowledge, of grace, or of power."-—

P. S.] The adjective nvninati,x6v, especially in

connection with yd§t(Tfia, can only denote a spirit

ual quality of the gift which proceeds from the

communion of the divine Spirit. [" Springing from

the Spirit of God, and imparted to the spirit of

man ;
" Alford]. The following explanations am

one-sided : Miraculous gifts (Bengel, &c.)
;

gifts of

the human spiritual life (KoUner, &c.). The ri,,

some, expresses not only the Apostle's modest-y
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(Meyer), but an acknowledgment that the Romans
n-ere already in the faith, together with an intima-

tion that something was still wanting in them.

—

In order that ye may be strengthened (see chap,

xvi. 25). This is the object of the charismatic com-
munication. [Paul uses the passive aTti^ji/Otjvai^j

since he is simply the instrument through which

God Himself strengthens and invigorates the spirit-

ual life in man ; comp. xvi. 25 : tiJi di'va/Aevto v^a<;

cftipjiai., and 2 Thess. ii. 17.— P. S.]

Ver, 12. That is, that I may be comforted
together with you, &c. Tlie connection of the

two objects serves to explain one as well as the

other. The Apostle wislies that the Romans be

strengthened by him (the choice of the passive is

not merely an expression of modesty, but also of

the information that the matter is not of human
choice, but that the blessing must come from the

Lord), not only in their faith in general, but also in

their particular calling as Roman Christians in their

central relation to the world. And the result there-

from will be, that the Apostle will be encouraged

and aided in his universal apostleship. T/ie addi-

tion^ that is, &c., is therefore not a sa^icta adulaiio

(Erasmus), nor a safeguard against the appearance

of presumption (Meyer),* but the statement of his

whole purpose. This purpose is not to seek comfort

and consolation among them, as the a vu nafja-
xl?j 0-fjvat {uTiai hyiufrav in the New Testa-

ment) is explained by many, in harmony with the

Peshito and Vulgate ; but he will find Christian

encouragement among them when they are strength-

ened (Meyer). Yet this is not only "in general,"

but with a view to his Western mission. The ai<fi

does not include the readers (Fritzsche), but is re-

lated as a termination to the fTT^iib/Ofjvm of the

Romans. This can be seen by the following : By
our common (reciprocal) faith, both yours and
mine. This is a brief form of expression (Reiche,

Van Hengel, and others, supply the iv ai.lijXoiii

With an htqyoviiivrii:). He declares the fact that

the communion of faith should serve for the recip-

rocal promotion of the faith. Fritzsche and Schott

miss tVf, but this is implied in the words of the first

person in ver. 11.

Ver. 13. But I would not have you ig-

norant. Well-known form of announcement, espe-

cially of something ngw and important (cliap. xi.

25 ; 1 Cor. x. 1 ; 1 Thess. iv. 13).—That often-

times I purposed, &c. Together with the Apos-

tle's other impediments, it is of special considera-

tion that, after every missionary journey, he found

it necessary to return to Jerusalem in order to es-

tablish the unity of his new congregation with the

mother church. Many delays were occa^sioncd also

by the necessary inspection and review of his organ-

ized churches, their internal disturbances, and the

persecutions on the part of the Jews. The fact

that he desired first to establish his mission in the

East, he could not call an impediment. Meyer
points to chap. xv. 22. [So does Alford.] But the

Apostle seems to intimate here (according to vers.

20, 21) that he must prepare the church at Rome, as

a church already existing, for his visit (by sending

out his friends in advance). Meyer's remark is odd :

" Therefore hindered neither by the devil (1 Thess.

li. 18), nor by the Holy Ghost (Acts xvi. 6);" for

his geceral hinderance is specified in these terms.

—

* [So also "Wordeworth, who explains touto SJ k<mv :

* Think not that I am so preaumptuous as to imagine that
tie benefit will be wholly youxs.'*—P. 8.]

That I might have some fruit. Harvest-fruit

aa a laborer. The figure is frequent (Phil. i. 22^

[John iv. 36; xv. 16; Col. i. 6. The "fruit" is

not the result of Paul's labor, or his reward, but the

good works of the Roman Christians who have been

planted to bring forth fruit to God. This fruit tJio

Apostle expected to gather and to present to God

Alford.—P. S.]. The choice of the expression ii

evidently a new evidence of his delicacy and mod.

esty. We cannot urge that ct/m is the antithesis of

time (Meyer: gehabt hatte) and obtain (Kollner),

Among you also. The xal intensifies the

comparison, in lively expression. The expression,

I' Or;;, is used here to indicate definitely the Gen-

tiles ; first, because the Romans, as Romans, are

Gentiles, from whom the reniainmg Gentiles are dis-

tinguished as such ; then, because he has hitherto

labored as the Apostle to the Gentiles. See the

Exeg. Note on ver. 14. Schott :
" There runs, from

vers. 11-13, this thought: The Apostle Paul, in pre-

paring himself for apostolic preaching in the midst

of the Western Gentile world, regards it necessary

to secure the Roman Church as a point of support

and departure—so to speak, as a base of operations."

While this opinion is correct enough as far as the

definiteness of his aim is concerned, the Apostle was

far from regarding Rome merely as the means for an

end, without first having chiefly in view the purpose

of edifying the Roman Church for its own sake.

Ver. 14. To Greeks and to Barbarians
What is the desire of his heart and his effort, is at

the same time his calling and the duty of his office.

His apostleship belongs to the whole Gentile world,

and for this reason incidentally also to the Jews.

Therefore, in consequence of the existing unity of

Grecian and Roman culture, the Greeks and the Ro-

mans are combined under the term Greeks, in an-

tithesis to the so-called Barbarians (Cicero, De Pin,

ii. 15 ; Js'on solum, GrcBcia ei Italia^ sed eiiam omnii

harharia), just as the term inise comprehends Jews

and Greeks (1 Cor. i. 26), and the unwise those bar-

barian nations who stood lowest in intellectual cul-

ture.* The antithesis of Greeks and Barbarians

means, according to the original Greek usage,

Greeks and non-Greeks—the latter as uncultivated

Barbarians in a national sense. It is in this sense

that the present passage is interpreted by Reiche

and others. But at a time when Greek was written

in Rome, and to Rome, the word undoubtedly indU

cated an historical antithesis of culture, according to

the expression quoted from Cicero ; and Paul, with

his refined feeling, could hardly have chosen the

word in the former restricted sense. (Ambrosiaster,

and others.) Meyer objects that the Romans were

nowhere enumerated as Hellenes. But this is cer-

tainly tlie case in ver. 16, where the Hellene repre-

sents heathendom in general. Comp. chap. ii. 9,

10 ; i. 12 ; and the many antitheses of a similar

* [Bap^apoy—an onomatopoStic word imitating a rough
sounding, unintelligible laniruago—means originally sim-
ply a foreigner, a man speaking a strange toiifnie (1 Cor.
xiv. 11 ; comp. Ovid's '^ Barharus hie rrgosum, quia nnn in-
U'.Uig'ir uU.i^''), and does not necessarily imply reproach, but
the Greeks, with their pride of race and culture, and the
E-omans, with their pi-ide of power, looked down with sove-
reign contempt upon all other nations. Bellm and Bar-
barian refers to the distinction of language and race ; wist
and unwise., to the difference of natural intilligenoe and
culture in every nation. Rome, being " an epitome of thn
world," included representatives of all nations and all
shades of culture and ignorance. The Jaws should ttot b«
mixed in here ; the Apostle speaks simply of his indebted-
ness to the whole Gentile world without distinction of ram
and culture.— P. S.]
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chiraoter in the Acts of the Apostles, and in the

other Pauline Epistles. Therefore Meyer's state-

ment is unsatisfactory, that Paul would only express

his Gentile-apostolic obligation in its universality,

and that he dues this in double merismat'c form, as

well according to nationality as according to the

degree of culture. The sense certainly is, that he
is pledged to all Gentiles. In this relation, he is

' a tp e i Kirij i; in the sense of indebtedness^ which he

assumed at his call. See 1 Cor. ix. 10.*

Ver. 15. So, as far as lies in me, I am
ready. So far as it depends on him, he is not only

willing, but determined ; his inclination corresponds

to his indebtedness {niiod-vfi ov = 7t^oSi',ula),

TO xar' B/ii is variously explained. 1. Ovroii;,

TO xaT e/(e : nooO-viiov (sc. 7i^o/)iifiia sari,). 2.

Oi'Twc; TO (/.KT E,«e) n^oOvnov. 3. Oviuii; to zkt
i/J-B TT^oD-UflOV {=: TO 7I|l6'9|l^l6v /lOI'). 4. Ol'lTWi;:

TO xar ifik ntJoOvfiov. De Wette and also Meyer
[in the third edition of 1869, but not in the fourth.

—P. S.] are fur the first : As far as I am concerned,

there is readiness. [This explanation connects to

with KBT Bfii, and takes n^oSvuov as the predicate

and a substantive = nqoO-vi-ila.—P. S.] Reiehe

[Calvin, Philippi, Van Hengel, and Meyer, in the

fourth edition of 1865, where he gives up his for-

mer view.—P. S.] are for the second : And so am I

—as far as lies in me—read^ Fritzsche is for the

third: My readiness, or desii-e, is. [xaT ifti in this

case is taken as >i mere periphrase for Iiaov, but it

has an emphasis, and expresses Paul's sense of de-

pendence on a higher will.—P. S.] Tholuck is for

the fourth : So, for my part, I am ready. [Tholuck,

though not very decidedly, follows Beza {Quidguid

in me aitum est, id pramptum est), Grotius, Bengel,

and Euckert, and takes to xa-t l,ui as the subject

of the sentence — lyilt, and nqoD-nfiov as an adjec-

tive and as the predicate : I am ready. But Meyer

objects that to xar ifii is never used as a peri-

phrase for the personal pronoun ; Ta v/iirf^a for

v/iiti;, and tm epia for eyni not being parallel.—P. S.]

I think the explanation of Reiehe the correct

one.f For further particulars, see De Wette, Tbo-

luck, and Meyer. Theodore Schott explains the

oi'iTMS, under such circumstances, and translates

thus : Under such circumstances it is my present

inclination. But Paul has not at all spoken of cir-

cumstances. He asserts that oiItmc;, used absolutely,

never means itaque, but always " under this con-

dition, these circumstances." But as the oircum-

stances may be attending, so they may be causative
;

comp. Rom. v. 12.—To you also who are in

Borne. Schott thinks that by these words are

meant, not the Christians in Rome, but the Gentile

inhabitants of Rome ! The natural conclusion from

this view would be, that his Epistle also must have

been designed for the Gentiles in Rome. Certainly

he had in view from the start, besides the Christians,

* [We mention, as an exegetical curiosity, that Dr.

Wordsworth finds in this passage proof of the UniTfrsal

rift of language for preaching tlie gospel :
" How could ht.

Paul be said to owe tlie debt of the gospel to all the world, it

he had not the means of paying it ! And bow oould be pay

it, wi+bout the coinage of intelligible words! " It would

be hard for Dr. "Wordsworth to prove that Paul preached

In the Ohinese, the Sanscrit, the Teutonic, and Celtic lan-

Buagea, to nations who understood no other, and whom he

never visited. From Acts xiv. 1 1, H, it would seem that lie

did not understand the popular language of LyKionia.

The knowledge of Greek and Hebrew was sufficient lor liis

apostolic mission within the limits of the whole Eoman

? (domp. my Textual Note " on vor. 15, p. 68.—P. S.1

those Gentiles also who were yet to be converted
[tok; iv ' Piiinri is emphatically added, since Rome,
the " caput et theatrum orbis terrarum," could leael

of all be excluded from that general apostolic com
mission. Bengel and Meyer.—P. S.]

DOOTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The point of connection (ver. 8). Everj
Pauline Epistle has its definite point of connection.

So, too, has every apostolic sermon of Peter, Paul,

and John. And this is as much a vital law for prop,

er Christian preaching, as for missions. See tlie

connecting point in Acts xvii. The doxological

character of this section. Without gratitude for

what is given, there is no real continuance, still less

any real progress. Gratitude must also be sanctified

by working in Christ.

2. Asseverations, prayers, proofs of the Apos-

tle's prayer. See the Exeg. Notes.

3. The difference between the longing of the

Apostle for Rome, and the longing of the modern
world for Rome. If the Pauline Christianity of the

Evangelical Church were not so much paralyzed by

the indifference of humanitarianism, by the hatred

and ignorance of rationalism, and by the morbid

literalism of confessionalism and sectarianism, it

would be able to wield the weapons of the Spirit as

heroically against mediaeval Papal Rome—which is

now besieged at so many points—as Paul, the poor

tent-maker, combatted pagan, huperial Rome. Still,

the gospel of God will triumph in the end.

4. The great missionary thought of the Apostle

(vers. 11, 12). Seethe Exeg. Notes. Ter. 12: The

Popes do not write thus to the Romans.

6. The impediments (ver. 13). Although the

Apostle knew well that on the absolute height ot

faith all impediments are only means of advance,

ment for believers (Rom. viii. 28), he yet speaks of

impediments with a truly human feeling. But each

of these impediments marks a point where he sur-

renders to God his desire to pass beyond those sacred

limits through which an enthusiast would have vio.

lently broken.

6. How Paul subsequently attained the object of

his wishes, though not according to human purposes,

but according to the counsel of God ;
first as a pris-

oner, and last as a martyr.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

How the Apostle introduces himself to the

Church at Rome : 1. As remembering it in prayer

(vers. 8-10); 2. as desiring its personal acquaint-

ance (vers. 11, 12); 3. as previously prevented from

visiting it and fulfilling his obligation (vers. 13-15).

—The truly Christian manner of introducing one's

self to strange people.—Praise without flattery (ver.

8).—Under what circumstances can we call on God

to witness? 1. When we are conscious that we

serve Him ; 2. when the matter in hand is sacred

(ver. 9).—We cannot always do what we would

(vers 11-13)—For what purpose should Christian

friends visit each other ? 1. To give ; 2. to receive

(vers. 11, 12).—Paul a debtor to the Greeks and to

the Barbarians, to the wise and the unwise : 1. In

what did his obligation consist ? 2. when did he ao

knowledge it? 3. how did he desire to disohaige itl
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(vers. 14, 15).—The obligation of Cliristians to tlie

heathen (ver. 14).

Stakke : We have greater occasion to thank God
for spiritual than for temporal blessings (ver. 8).

—

We must not always be brief in prayer, but we must
continue until the heart becomes warmed (ver. 10).

—Complete sovereignty over auditors does not be-

long to any teacher or preacher (ver. 13).—QuES-

NEL : Thankfulness is one of the most excellent, but

one of the most neglected duties. Preachers must
3up[ily this deficiency on the part of their flocks

(ver. 8).—The oath may be allowed, if God's honor
requires it (ver. 9).

—

Ckamer : The presence and
living voice of teachers can accomplish more than

the mere reading of their writings. Therefore Chris-

tians should not think that they have done enough,

when they read God's word in sermons at home

;

but, whenever they can, they should hear their in-

structors personally, and industriously attend public

worship (ver. 11).

—

Osiandri Bibl. : We should do

no less than our calling directs ; but we should not

include therein any thing that does not belong to

it, lest we trespass on the office of another (ver.

15).

Lisco, on vers. 9-12 : The fruits of the (apos-

tolical) sense of gratitude : (a.) Continual remem-
brance of the Roman Christians in prayer

;
(b.)

prayer that, by the will of God (ver. 10), an open
way might be made for his personal acquaintance

with the church.

Heubner, on ver. 8 : 1. There is an extended
Christian celebrity in the estimation of others

;
yet

It must not be sought nor circulated designedly, but

come of itself; M. we learn that Christian churches

should take knowledge of each other. Metropoli-

tan cities can exert an important influence on the

whole country. So with Rome at that tima.

—

On
ver. 9 : Sacred fidelity to one's calling is true ser-

vice of God.

Lange : The justification of praise : 1. So far as

it corresponds to the truth ; 2. is embraced in thanks-

giving ; 3. is sanctified as an incitement to greater

success.—The estimation of good human conduct is

not ignored by the exclusion of the merit of works,

but secured against profanation.—Rome formerly a

celebrated congregation of believers.—The different

phases of Rome in universal history.

—

The apostoli-

cal longing for Rome : 1. An image of the longing

of Christ (Luke xii. 49) ; 2. a life-picture of human

destination.— The sanctificatioa of lougmg.— The

proper estimate of impediments in hte : 1. W?
should distinguish between imaginary and real Ma.

derances ; 2. we should not become discouraged bj

them, but we should not stubbornly force our waj

through them; 3. we should overcome them by

prayer ; 4. we should transform them into helps.

(The Epistle to the Romans, besides other blessings,

arose from the Apostle's hinderances.)

[BoRKiTT : From the Apostle's longing to see

the Romans, learn : 1. That the establishment in

faith and holiness is needed by the holiest and best

Christians; 2. that the presence of the ministers of

Christ with their people is necessary for their estab^

lishment ; 3. that the Apostle desired to be persohi

ally present with the Church and saints at Rome for

his own benefit as well as for their advantage.—

Henry : Ver. 8. The faith of the Roman ChriBtiaM

came to be talked of because of the prominence of

Rome. That city being very conspicuous, every

thing done there was talked of. Thus, they who
have many eyes upon them need to walk very cto'

cumspectly ; for, whether they do good or evil, it

will certainly be reported. How is the purity of

Rome departed ! The Epistle to the Romans is ail

argument against them.

—

Scott : The most of ua

must own with shame that we are not so earnest or

particular, even in our narrow circles, as Paul waS

in respect to his most extensive connections and
multiplied engagements. We ought to long for op-

portunities of usefulness, as worldly men do for a

prosperous trade, or occasions of distinguishing

themselves and acquiring celebrity.

—

Clarke : Ver,

9. Paul presents the spiritual worship of God ii

opposition to the external. Our religion is not one

of ceremonies, but one in which the life and power
of the eternal Spirit are acknowledged and experi-

enced.

—

Barnes : 1. One effect of religion is, to

produce the desire of the communion of saints

;

2. nothing is better fitted to produce growth in

grace than siich communion ; 3. the firm faith of

young converts is very much calculated to excite the

feeling and strengthen the hope of Christian minis-

ters ; 4. the Apostle did not disdain to be taught by
the humblest Christians.—J. F. H.]

in.

The Fundamental Theme.

Chap. L 16, 17.

16 For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ' [omii Christ] : for it is the
power of God [God's power] unto salvation to every one that believeth ; to the

17 Jew first," and also to the Greek. For therein is the righteousness of God
God's righteousness] revealed from faith to faith : as it is written The jus
'The righteous] shall live by [of] faith (Hab. ii. 4).'

> Ver. .6.—The Oodd. A. B. 0. D., &o., read t!i evayyiXtov without the addition of to5 XphttoC rOod Sto.
likewiee omits rov Xpio-ToO, as do nearly all the critical editors, Mill, Bengel, Grieshach, Lachmann TiaohoiiilorE
ilfoid, Wordsworth, &c. The words aro found in the Complutensian Text and in Elzevir, and are defended hv WotI
itein ajdMat-;haei.—P. S.]

e^i uy wbb»
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' Ver. 17.—The ir/ilaTov is left out by Codd. B. and G. [not A., aa Lanpe has it]
; probably because it ba 1 an ofIen>

T« appearance. rMSS. sc. A. 0. D. K. L. have it TiBchendorf, Meyer, Alford, and others retain it. Lacbmann pula
It inbraokets.—P. S.]

« Ver. 17.—[This is a free trannlation of the Hobrew(Hab. ii. 4): flTli irJiiastS p''':i3'l. lit., the righteou.

Bhall live in (by) his faithfulness. Ihe Masoretic accentuation, however, connects the first two words ; The righteous ir

his &ith, shall live. The Hebrew riJIias and the Christian rnVrit both rest on the fundamental idea of trust in God.

Paul follows in his rendering the Septuaifint, but properly omits the /iiou which these insert : 6 ai/taiot (lou m muTeui
^crerat. 'Vvlc^te : juntus in Jide siia vivet. Most commentators connect Ik ;ricrT«Ms with the verb f^o-erat. Bui
Dr. Lange, \vith Beza and Meyer, connects ix iritrrsttiq -with 6 StKatos, and translates : Ho that is righteous by
faith, shall live. See the Exeg. Notes.—'E. S.]

EXEGETIOAIi AND CRITICAL.

Tbibd Section.— JTie fundamental theme. The
joy of the Apostle to proclaim the gospel of
Christy since it is a power of God for Jews and
Oentiles as a revelation of the righteousness of
God—a righteousness by and for the faith.

Ver. 16. For I am not ashamed [not even
in the metropolis of the heathen world.—P. S.].

Evidently, this general declaration refers not merely
to ver. 15, but also to ver. 14. There could be no
difficulty to the Apostle to preach to the believers in

Borne ; but it was difficult to preach to the whole
Gentile world, especially to its wise men, who were

BO much inclined to despise the gospel as foolish-

ness. And finally, it was particularly difficult to

preach to the Gentiles in the proud metropolis of

Borne, the central seat of the culture and pride of

the ancient world. It is plain from ver. 15, you that

are at Rome, that he would not confine himself to

the congregation of Christians in Borne, The desig-

nation of his disposition is exact in relation to that

pride of wisdom which everywhere opposed him, as

he had experienced particularly in Athens and Cor-

inth. He is not afraid of the threatu of the

world ; he does not amid the offence of the Jews

;

nor is he ashamed in view of the contempt of

the Greeks and of the wise men. And this is

not only expressive of his real joy in general, but

of his Christian enthusiasm, by which he could glory

in the cross of Christ (Bom. v. 2 ; Gal, vi. \i).

[/ am not ashamed, is an answer, by anticipation, to

an objection which was readily suggested by the

word Rome, with all its associations of idolatry,

worldly power, pride, pomp, corruption, decay, and
approaching persecution of Christians. Tacitus, the

heathen historian, says of Bome, that there cuncta

undique atrocia aut pudenda confiuunt celehran-

tvirqve [Annul, xv. 44), See Chrysostom, Alford,

Wordsworth, Hodge in loc. Meyer explains the term
more with reference to the past experiences of Paul
in other heathen cities, as Athens, Corinth, Ephesus,

and to the general character of the religion of the

cross (1 Cor, i. 18). It is true that human nature,

as such, in its carnal pride, is apt to be ashamed of

the gospeL But this carnal pride culminated at the

time in Rome, and found a fit expression in the blas-

phemous worship of the emperors as present deities.

That Paul has special reference to Bome, is also evi-

dent from his definition of the gospel as a power of

God, which puts to shame the world-power of Bome
(yni/ti;, strength). Dealing with the Greeks, who ex-

celled in wisdom, he defines the gospel to be the wis-

dom of God, which turns the wisdom of this world

hito folly. When afterwards " prisoner in Bome,
'aul was not ashamed of hia bonds (2 Tim. i. 12), in

which he felt more free, mighty, and happy than the

smperor on the throne.—P. S,].

Of the goapel of Ohriat. Here, also, we can-

not separate the concrete unity of the gospel and ita

promulgation.

For it is a power of God.* The for an.

nounces the reason : it is the highest manifestation

of the power of God—the highest manifestation of
the compassionate love and grace of God ; it is the

blessing of salvation for faith throughout the world.

2%e power of God. This cannot apply to the

preaching of the gospel alone, but to the objective

gospel itself, which combines with evangelization for

complete operation. The question whether there is

a metonyme f here (see Tholuck), becomes impor-

tant only when that unity is dissolved. The gospel,

in the objective sense, implies : 1. The revelation of

God in Christ ; 2. redemption by Christ ; 3. the vic-

tory, the glory, and the kingdom of Christ ; 4. the

presentation of this salvation through the medium
of the Church in word and sacrament, under the

operation of the Holy Spirit,:];

Unto salvation. Both the negative and posi-

tive sides of the idea of the auixtjQia must be
elucidated, the former denoting redemption, the lat^

ter adoption. The operation of autfriqia reaches

from the depths of hell to heaven. When man is

truly delivered, he is always delivered from the

depths of hell, and raised to the heights of heaven

;

because he is saved from the condemnation of his

conscience, and from the judgment of wrath, and is

made a participant of salvation through the right-

eousness of faith which leads to righteousness of

life. The expression, blessedness, denotes the high-

est effect and the highest aim of the amiriqia.

Comp, Acts iv, 12 ; xiii. 26 ; Bom. x. 1. The oppo-

site is anmhia, Sdvaroi;, and similar terms.

To every one that believeth. De Wette

:

"The navtl is opposed to Jewish particularism,

and the nuativovzi, to Jewish legalism," § The

highest operation of God's power is not at all a fatal-

istic or mechanical operation ; it is a personal deal-

ing of love, and presupposes personal relations. For

* [To Swdfiis Btov, comp. 1 Cor. i. 34, where Christ is

called 6eov Suva^iff and fleou tro^ia..—P. S. I

t \i. e., here rei per instrumentum effects pro instru-

mmto, as if we say, the knife cuts, while it is the hand of

man that cuts with the knife. So it is the Holy Spirit that

operates through the pospel as the inetrumentftlity.—P. S.]

t [Svvaiw ieov is not to be resolved into divine power

(Jowett), but the gospel is a power in and through which

God Himself works etacaciously, i. e., so as to save the sin-

ner by rousing him to repentance, faith, and obedience,

»eoO is gev. auloris or rather possessivus. Comp. 1 Cor. i.

18. Alford explains : " The bare substantive Svra/iis here

(and 1 Cor. i. 24) carries a superlative sense : the highest and

holiest vehicle of the divine power, the Wra/xn kut efoxiiv."

TJmbreit remarks that the law is never called God's power,

but a light or teaching, in which man must walk.—P. S.J

§ [Or rather: every one, implies the universality; that

ielieveth, the subjective condition, of the gospel salvation ;

faith being the apprehending and appropriatmg organ.

Paul says not : to every one who is circumcised, or baptne£,

or obeys the law, but, t:o every one that believeth. "Without

faith, sacraments and good works avail I'olhmg. But true

saving faith is of course a living faith, including knowl

edge of the truth, assent to the truth, and trust or con-

fldenoe in Christ ; it submits to all the ordtoanoes of Ohiiet,

and necessarily produces good works.—P. 8.]
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as it cannot be said, on the one band, that faith com-

pletes objective salvation, so we cannot say, on the

other, that it is a, compulsory operation of salva-

tion. It is the condition of the efficacy of salva-

tion (Jolm iii. IB, &c. ; see Gen. xv.), the causa ap-

preliendenn.

To the Jew first. This priority is economical,

as it rests upon the Old Testament revelation of

God, and the faith of Abraham (chap. iv. 9) ; and as

such it is : 1 . The genetic priority. " Salvation is

of the Jews" [John iv. 22]. 2. The historical pri-

ority (Chrysostom, and others). 3. A legal priority

(as to form) of the nearest claim to the gospel

in accordance with the direction given to the apos-

tles. Acts i. 8 (Calov, De Wette, Tholucli). But not-

withstanding all this, the Jew had no real right to

the gospel, since salvation, 1. is not a product of

Judaism, but of free grace ; 2. faith is older than

Judaism (chap, iv.) ; 3. faith itself is the reality and
substance of which Judaism was only the symbol.*

And also to the G-reek. The "E/.).tjv is here

the representative of all who are not Jews, [/ew

and Grek here refer not to the national distinction,

as Greek and Barbarian, ver. 14, but to the re-

ligious antagonism of the world at the time, so that

Orcek is equivalent to Gentile. "EXX. /.. Bd.i>l3. is

the Greek, 'Jovd. x. "EXL the Jewish, designation of

all mankind ; comp. Acts xiv. 1 ; 1 Cor. i.. 32.

—

P. S.]

Ver. 17. For therein is the righteousness

of God. Proof of the previous proposition. The
duvxfiii; &foT' tlii tyuiTriQiav is aTrocaAi/i/'tc; of

the dinai'Off I'vt] &eo(>,&c.
[Preliminakt Philological Remarks on rfi-

xai,o(Tiivti AND THE CoGNATE Tekms.—Tlicse are

of primary importance in Paul's Epistles, especially

the Romans aud Galatians. Their root, according to

Aristotle {Eth. Nic. v. 2), is rf//« = twofold ; hence

Si,titi.\nr, to divide into two equal parts, to judge

;

iJi/caiTTf/?, judge, dispenser of justice. Others derive

them from /li/.ri (the daughter of Zeus and Themis),

custom, right, judgment. At all events, the funda-

mental idea of Si,y.ai,o(Tvv/j is an even relation be-

tween two or more parts where each has its due,

or conformity to law and custom, a normal moral
condition. According to Homer, he is Si,y.ai,6taio(;

who bost fulfils his duties to God and men. Plato

develops the idea of righteousness in his Poli eia,

and identifies it with moral goodness. In the Bible,

the will of God, as expressed in the written law, and
more fully in the perfect life of Christ, is the stand-

ard both of morals and religion, which are always

viewed as essentially connected. God Himself is

righteous

—

i. e., absolutely perfect in Himself, and
in all His dealings with His creatures, and requires

man to aim at this perfection (Matt. v. 48). Accord-

ingly, we may define the several terms (referring to

'jhe dictionaries and concordances for passages) as

follows

:

dlv.avoi, P''''I3, conform to the law, inwardly

as well as outwardly, holy, perfect. It is used in the

aboolute sense of God, in a relative sense of man,
also of things. Du Gauge: ^'' Jlxai-oq dicitxir vel

de re vel de persona, in qua n^c abundat aliquid nee

* 'Alford : " Not that tlie Jew had any jjr^yerenc? under
the gospel ; only he inherits aud has a precedence." "Words-
Worth : "First, in having a pi-ior claim, as the covenanted
people of God ; first, therefore, in the season of its offer,

but Est in the condition of its recipients after its accept-
ance." Br. Hodtje refers jrpwToc merely to the priority
iL. time, wliich is not sufQcient.—P. S.l

deficit, quae muneri suo par est, numeris suu o5»o

luta."

S,y.ct,.u<!vvn, "i;"!?. iv.stitia, the norma!

moral and religious condition. If used of man, it

means conformity to the holy will and law of God,

godliness, or true piety toward God, and virtue

toward man. If used of God, it is one of His

moral attributes, essentially identical with His holi-

ness and goodness, as manifested in His dealings

with His creatures, especially with men.

SviLOuba {loyitnv >k di,y.ai,oavvr]v), p"''^sri,

justificare, to put right with the law, i. «., to declare

or pronounce one righteous, and to treat him accord,

ingly. Etymologically, the word oug'.t to mean, to

make just (since the verbs in om, derived from ad-

jectives of the second declension, signify, to make

a person or thing what the primitive denotes,

as rrqi}.6ii>, Joi'/loi/), oyOocn, qm'i(iOM, TfXfmi) =
Tii(f.;.oi', &0., ncflv). But in Hebrew and HellenB-

tic, and often also in classical usage, it has a forensic

sense, to which, however, when used of God, the ob-

jective state of things, either preceding or succeed-

ing, must correspond, for God's judgment can never

err, and His declaration is always effective. More

of this, ad ii. 13 and iii. 21-31. Now for the par.

ticular explanation of Si,xaioavv7j &iov in our pas.

sage.

Sixaimaoii (Aoyi-ff^ios t^s Sixaioavvric) justi-

Jicaiio, the act of putting a man right with the law,

or into the state of Sixawavvt].

dux aim It a, a righteous decree, judgment, ordi-

nance.—P. S.]

In view of the widely divergent explanations, it

is necessary to make close distinctions. The right-

eousness of God, understood absolutely in its com-

plete New Testament revelation, or aTzoxaXviiiu,,

cannot apply immediately to righteousness befo^-e

God {tmimov rou StoZ), in which case the geni-

tive is taken objectively in a wider relation (thus

Luther, Fritzsche, Baur, Philippi). For this right-

eousness of faith presupposes justification. Nor can

the word of itself denote the act of justification,

even if we connect with it the result, the righteous-

ness of faith, the genitive being taken in this case

subjectively* in this sense: "the rightness which

proceeds from God, the right relation in which man

is placed by a judicial act of God" (Meyer, after

Chrysostom, Bengel, De Wette, and others).f Foi

the justification presupposes the atonement (chap,

iii. 25), and the atonement is founded on the exer.

eise of God's righteousness. To this exercise the

Apostle evidently refers in chap. iii. 25, 26, and he

therefore does it here also in the theme, which, from

its very nature, must encompass the whole idea of

the Epistle. Absolute righteousness, lilce absolute

grace and truth, is first revealed in Christianity. It

is the righteousness which not only institutes the

law of the letter, and requires righteousness in man,

and, in its character of judge, pronounces sentence

* [Or as genitive of origin and procession. See Meyer.
—P. S.]

t [So also Atford :
" God's righteousness—not His at

tribute of righteousness, 'the righteousness of God,' but
righteousness flowing from and acceptable to Him." He
then subjoins De Wette's note. Hodge :

" The righteous-
ness which God gives, and which He approves." He also

quotes the remark of De Wette: "All interpretationtr
which overlooli the idea of imputalion, as is done in the
explnnations given by the Eomnnists, and also in that of
Grotius, iLfe false." ,M. Stuart confounds SiKatotrvn} with
2iic(ubio-(S, and explains : " SiKaxa<rvvYi eeov is the justifica-
tion which God bestows, or the justmcaiion of which God
Is the author."—P. S.]
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and kills, but which at last reveals itself in union

with love, or as grace iu the form of righteousness,

and produces righteousness in man. It accomplish-

es all this : 1. As law-giving—that is, establishing

the right—it institutes the law of the Spirit ; that is,

it reveals it in the life of Christ as the personal

poirei' of the atonement. 2. In the power and suf-

fering of this personal righteousness, it satisfies the

demands of the righteousness of the law, and thus

changes the symbolical i/.aarrfjwv into a real one.

The atonement. 3. It communicates to believers the

work and efficacy of Christ's righteousness, by the

spirit of His righteousness, as a gift of grace and
principle of the new life in creative, operative justi-

fication.

Or briefly : The righteousness of God is the self-

communication of the righteousness which proceeds

from God, which becomes personal righteousness in

the person of Christ, which, in His passion as pro-

pitiation, satisfies the righteousness of the law (in

harmony with the requirement of conscience), and,

by the act of justification, applies the atonement to

the believer for the sanotification of liis life.

As the doia, which avails before God, can be

none other than the tldja, which proceeds from God,

and became personal in Christ, so can the righteous-

ness which avails before God be none other than a

righteousuess which comes from God. It is the

dbnat^ofTt'iv^ ey, &ioVy in opposition to the rftx. ^
ifiri, Phil. iii. 9; and therefore the ihxawavvtj

eviii7ti:0v Siou, Rom. iii. 21, in opposition to the

tftxatoffiV/^ ex T r^ V 6 ft II J chap. x. 5. There-

fore it is God's righteousness also in this sense, that

man can never make out of it a righteousness of

his own^ though the Divine justification becomes the

principle of his new life. Tholuck likewise allows a

combination of the objective and subjective mean-
ings, but decidedly rejects the inteipretation of

doxaMaiivij, as an attribute of God, whicli he consid-

ers iucorapatible with the prophetic passage adduced.

But this quotation does not explain righteousness,

but faith. The statement of Tholuck, that Hof-
mann {Sc/iri/tbeweis, i. 625 f.) describes the 6i,kcuo-

avvi] &ioTi as an attribute of God, is not exact ; he

declares it only as a righteousness existing on the

part of God.* We go so far as to understand by
righteousness here a synthesis of righteousness and
of love—a synthesis which, as grace according to its

different relations under the supremacy of righteous-

ness, and as the grace that establishes the new and

the absolute right of the Spirit, is called righteous-

ness, but which, under the supremacy of love, as the

fountain of the new life, is called love. This impar-

tial righteousness is revealed to believers as grace,

and to unbelievers as wrath. When Tholuck says that

Six. is not the righteousness of God in fulfilment of

the promises (Ambrose), nor retributive justice (Ori-

gen), nor the essential righteousness which belongs

to God (as Osiauder once taught, and recently Hof-

mann), nor the goodness of God (.Morus), nor impar-

tiality toward Jews and Gentiles (Somler), he has

collected into one all the disjecta membra of the

[GoJmann says, I. c, p. 626 :
" Einerseits hezeichnet

cjcaioo-ifvi} 9et}v ein& Gerechb'gJceit, wnlche Oolies ist;

vndercrscits muss riach dejn Zusammziihaiige etwas gemeint
leiUt das urts zu, Thcil wird." He takes the word to mean,
net an attribute of God, but a rigtiteousneBS which God has
established, and which constitutes tlie subject of the gospel

preaching, and makes it a power of God unto solvation to

every believer. Sence the apostolic office is called ^ fiia-

Kovia r^s StKaiotrufTis. in opposition to the SiaKovia T^s

Karaxpiaeui, 2 Cor. iii. 9.—P. S.]

central idea, that the Sixawuvv^ (from Sl/a, a rei

lation between two, according to the Aristoteliar
derivation of the word), establishes, maintains, and
restores the relation between the personal God and
the personal world according to their respective
character (lor the protection of personality). The
omission of the article does not justify us in reading
here, a ric/hteousness of God; being inseparably
connected with Ofor, it means rather the proper
righteousness of God (see Winer's Gramm.).*

[Upon the whole, I agree with this interpreta^

tion. The majority of evangelical commentators
restrict the Sixauoaivti &iov to God's justifying
righteousness ; some even ungrammatically idenliiy

it with justification {i)i,xaU><7i.(;), or God's " method
of justification." The fundamental idea of the Epis-

tle as set forth in the theme, every expression used
in vers. 16 and 17, and the contrast presented in

ver. 18, point to a more comprehensive meaning,
answering to the definition of the gospel as " the

power of God unto salvation," full and final, from
" all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men." This
implies a righteousness impartable as well as imput.
able, or sanctifying as well as justifying—a right-

eousness inherent in God, and manifested in Christ,

which, by a living union with Christ, is to become
the personal property and higher nature of the be-

liever, so that, at the final judgment, no trace of

unrighteousness will remain. Wordsworth (an An-
glican) and Forbes (a Scotch Presbyterian LL.D.)
independently arrive substantially at the same view
with Lange. Wordsworth in loco says :

" This sig-

nificant phrase, t/ie righteous7iess of God, is not to'

be lowered, weakened, and impaired, so as to mean
only the method of justification by which God ac-

quits and justifies mankind. But it is the very right-

eousness of God Himself, which is both imputed and
imparted to men in Jesus Christ ' the Righteous

'

(John ii. 1), who is ' the Lord our righteousness '

(Jer. xxiii 6 ; xxxiii. 16), and who, being God from

everlasting, and having also taken the nature of

man, is made righteousness to us (1 Cor. i. 3U), and

does effectually, by His incarnation, and by our in

corporation into Him, justify us believing on Him,
and making Him ours by faith, so that we may not

only be acquitted by God, but may become the right-

eousness of God in Him (2 Cor. v. 21)." Forbes, in

a long and able dissertation (Anal. Com., p. 102 ft'.),

combines here' the three Scripture meanings of

ihxaiodiivt], when used of God, viz. :
" 1. God's

retributive righteousness or justice (now manifested

iu God's condemnation of sin, shown in giving Bis

Son to die for man's sin on the cross—to induce

thereby the believer to concur cordially in its con-

demnation in himself); 2. iioA''s justifying right

eousness (now manifested in Christ's exhibiting in

the character of man a perfect righteousness—iiu

putable to and appropriable by the believer, lor his

pardon and acceptance with God) ; 3. God's savcti-

filing righteousness (also manifested in Christ as

"the Lord our righteousness," changing the believ-

er's heart the moment he is united by faith to Christ,

and progressively mortifying within him all sin, and

imparting eventually to him universal righteousness

—appropriable in like manner through iaith by the

believer)." For further information, comp. the Exeg

* [Se^tuth ed. by Mnemann, $ 19, No. 26, p. 118. Tht

article is often omitted before euch substantives as arc fol.

lowed by n genitive of possession, e. g., eit liay^eKiov Oiov

Bom. i. 20 ; e?rl irpdo-ajirOK airSlv, Matt. xvii. 6 ; foil' Kupiov

1 Cor. U. 16, &0.—p. S.]
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Nolea on chaps, ii. 13, and iii. 21-31 ; Doctr'.nal

and Ethical on iii. 21-31, No. 6 ; also the following

works: Winzer, Friigr, de voce. (My.ai'Oii, duy.aio-
Ti'TTj ef i^v/.at,(ivv in P. ad Horn, Ep,^ Leipzig,

1S31; Rauwenhoff, Disquixitin de loco Pauihio,
qui est de Stxaimafi,, Lugd. Bat., 1852; Lipsius,

Die PauUnische Recktfertigungdehre.f mit Vorioort

von Liebner (who differs from Lipsius), Leipzig,

1853 (220 pp.);* Schmid, Bibliscke Theologie,

Stuttg., 1853, vol. ii. p. 331 ff. ; Wieseler, Com.
on Gal. ii. 16, Gott., 1859, p. 176 flf. (who very
learnedly and ably defends the orthodox Protestant

view) ; Hodge, ou Romans, iii. 20 (new ed., Philad.,

1866, p. 126 ff.); Forbes, on Romans (Edinb., 1868),

pp. 102-144. The doctrinal treatises on justification

ay faith will be mentioned below, ad iii. 21-31, Doc-
trinal and Ethical, No. 5, pp. 138 f.—P. S.]

Is revealed \a7toy.akvmfTav is being re-

vealed; the present tense marks the continuous, pro-

gressive revelation of righteousness.—P. S.]. The
an:oy.a).v7Ttfi.v is distinguished from the qiavf-

l)orv by being God's revelation, which proceeds from
God, and addresses itself to the inward spiritual world
(Gal. i. 16) ; while the ipaviQoov denotes the same
revelation as manifested in the outward life from the

inward spiritual world (John ii. 11). The revelation

of wrath is also an a/roiia/lin/'M; (ver. 18), although

the wrath is revealed in external manifestation ; for

it is only by the conscience, that the facts connected
therewith are first recognized as the phenomena of

wrath, and it is only in the light of the New Tes-

tament truth that they are recognized completely.
' iv avrio. The gospel is the medium.

Trom faith to faith. [It is connected with

the verb anoxakvmirai, by De Wette, Meyer,
Tholuck (cd. 5), Alford ; with the noun Sur-cuoavvi]

(sc. oiVa or ytvofiivr/) by Bengel, Philippi, Hodge,
Forbes. The former agrees better with the position

if the words, and with fit; niarw, the latter with

ix niarniii;, comp. Rom. ix. 30; x. 6.—P. S.]

fhe idea of faith appears here in accordance with

the comprehensive idea of righteousness, and there-

fore as a hearty, trustful self-surrender (to rest and

lean upon, "p'SSin
), which includes both knowledge

and belief, assent and surrender, appropriation and
application. [Faith is neither the efficient cause

nor the objective ground of justification, but the in-

strumental cause and subjective condition
; as eating

is the condition of nourishment. As the nourishing
power is in the food, which, however, must be re-

ceived and digested before it can be of any use, so

the saving power is in Christ's person and work, but
becomes personally available, and is made our own,
only by the appropriating organ of faith. This
appropriation and assimilation must be continually

renewed; hence ek TtltTTfott; fty nirrtiv.—
P. S.] The distinction between from faith and to

feith is variously explained. Origen refers it to

Old Testament and New Testament faith.f OScu-

menius [Olshauseu, Do Wette, Alford, Philippi] :

ano Ttlarfdx; fl^ ni^ffrtuovra [for the believer

;

comp. iii. 22, where the Six. Sio'i is said to be tlq

* [Lipsius says, p. 22, without proof:
Greek sig:iiificauce of tl

'The general
f tbe word 6i«on5tu remains .justum .fa-

e«re, and must therefore have the preference before .jus-

iMm habere." To this Dr. Liebner, and "Wieseler, on G-al.

ii. l(j, p. 179, justly object. Lipsius admits, however, that
Jiiratiiw iu Paul means ^'us^wm habere, only not always, nor
exclusively.—P. S.l

T [So also Chrysostom and Theodoret. A modification
3f thfe 'iew is Tertullian's : Ex fide Icgis infid"^ evavgelii.
-P. B..

TTctrrw Tok marn.ov'ca.i.-P. S ]. Theophylac^

and others: For the promotion of faith. Luther;

From weak to strong faith.* Bai mgarten-Orusius

:

From faith as conviction to faith as sentiment. Da

Wette : 1. Faith as conditional ; 2. faith as reoep.

tive. For other meanings, see Tholuck (also the

view of ZwingU, that the second niati:; means ithe

faithfulness of God). [Meyer: The revelation of

righteousness proceeds from faith and aims at faith,

ut fides habeatur (sin.ilariy Fritzsche, Tholuck).

Bengel and Hodge connect ix niarioyq fts niati/r

with d'iy.ai,aai'Pri, and take it as intensive, like the

phrase, " death unto death," " life unto life," so aa

to mean fidem meram, entirely of faith, without any

works. Ewald understands ix niartoK; of Divine

faith (?), ft? n'mxiv of human faith, which must

meet the former.—P. S.] It may be asked, if the

key to the passage may not be sought in chap. iii.

22, since the second half of that chapter is in gen.

eral a commentary on this passage. Comp. Heb. xii.

2 : " The author and finisher of our faith." At aU

events, the Apostle acknowledges, like the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, the difference between

degree of faith which receives the revelation pro.

phetically and apostolically, in order to proclaim it,

and a more general degree of faith, which, through

the agency of preaching, extends into the world,

Comp. Heb. xi. 1 ff.

As it is wrritten. The same quotation from Hab.

ii. 4 is found in Gal. iii. 1 1 and Heb. x. 38. The Apos.

tie will here (as in ver. 2 and chaps, iv. and x.) prove

the harmony of the gospel with the Old Testament.

The passage in the Prophet Habakkuk declares: The

just shall live by his confidence, his faith (Is. xxviii,

16). Therefore the most of the elder expositors,

and some of the recent ones (Philippi, and others),

thus explained the maxim of the Apostle : The just

shall hve by his faith. But according to Beza,

Meyer [Hodge], and others, the Apostle's expression

must be construed thus : The man who is justified

by faith, shall live. Meyer properly says : Paul had

a good reason to put this meaning into the prophetic

expression : since the just man, if he would live by

faith, must have been justified by faith. We read

in Habakkuk two concrete definitions: "Behold,

puffed up [ n^QS nsfl ], not upright is his soul

[his life] within hlra [ia ill'B? tinffl^-.H^]. But

the just man, he shall live by his faith." That is,

as the puffed-up soul is puffed up because it is not

upright, and has no sound life, so is it the mark of

the just man that he acquires his life by faith. The
additional profundity whicli the New Testament

gives to this Old Testament expression, does there-

fore not really change even the expression, much less

the sense. [I prefer the connection of ex Ttitrrfniq

with t/jaitai, which is more agreeable to the He-
brew (although the other is favored by the Masoretic

accentuation), and this is adopted also by Tholuck,

* [This is only a modification of the preceding explana-
tion, and is substantially held also hy Erasmus, Melanch-
thon, Calvin, Beza, Wordsworth, Forbes. The sense Is

:

Beginning and ending with faith, from one degree of Mth
to another ; faith is a vital principle and constant growth,
receiving grace for grace, going from strength to strength,
till it is transformed from gloiy to glory. Development ia
the law of spiritual as well as physical life ; hut In all the
stages of giowth of Christian life, the vital principle is the
same

; hence tK mtrrem tit ttiVtii/, from or out of faith &I
tHe root, unto faith aa the blossom and fi'uit : faith, as Ben-
gel says, the prom e( puppis, the fore-deck and hind-dcolt
of a ship-i. c, all m all. Comp. a,rh Utv, «s Utav,
•'from g 017 to glory," 2 Cor. iii. 18, and "froiE strengtj
to strength,'' Ps. Ixxxiv. 7.—P. 8.) '
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De Wette, Fhilippi, Delitzsch (ad Hab. ii. 4), Ewald,

Foroes. See Textual Note ' above. The sense, how-
ever, is not essentially altered. The emphasis lies, at

all events, on niaTi^, which is, of course, livincf faith.

^afzat is to be taken in the full sense of the

toiii ulumoq, as revealed in Christ. Tlie Apostle,

IS Belitzsch remarks, puts no forced meaning into the

Tords of the prophet, but simply places them into

he light of the New Testament. Habakkuk ends

where Paul begins.—P. S.]

DOCTKINAIi AND ETHICAL.

I. The fundamental theme. The joyfulness of

the Apostle in anticipation of preaching the gospel

^thout shame even in Rome, the central seat of the

conceit of human wisdom. The source of this cheer-

Illness : The gospel is the power of God, &e. The
heroic spirit of faith, philanthropy, and hope, ele-

vates him above all hesitation. But how far is the

gospel a power of God ? See v«r. 17, and the Exeg.
Notes thereon. Especially on the righteousness of

God, and the two fundamental forms of faith (the

faith which has established preaching, and the faith

which is established by preaching).

[2. St. Bernard : Justus ex fide ma vivet, utigue

ti vivat et ipsa : aliter guomodo vitam dabit, si ipsa

sit mortua (The just man shall live by liis faith, if

his faith itself live ; otherwise how shall that which
is itself death, give life '!).—?. S.]

[3. " If the subject of the Epistle is to be stated

in few words, these should be chosen: to ivayyehov,

Svvaftn; Qtou fit; (TO)rtj(jlav Ttavrl tw ni^ffTtvovTo.

This expresses it better than merely 'justificaiiou by

faith,' which is, in fact, only a subordinate part of

the great theme—only the cmdition necessitated by

man's sinfulness for his entering the state of salva-

tion : whereas the argument extends beyond this, to

the death un'o sin and l^e unto God and carrying

forward of the sanctfying work of the Spirit, from

its first fruits even to its completion ; " Alford.

Forbes (Anal. Com., p. vii.) likewise denies that

justification by faith, especially if presented in a

bare, forensic form, is the leading doctrine of the

Epistle. " The grand truth here enunciated is the

warm, living reality of a personal union with Christ

(contrasted with the previous uniou with Adam), by
which, in place of the sin unto death communicated

by the first head of humanity, Christ's iughteods-

HBSS and LIFE are communicated to the believer,

and become the inward quickening mover of every

thouglit, feeling, and action. Thus is the distinction

preserved, yet the indissoluble connection clearly

evinced, between justification and sanctifieation, as

being but two aspects of one and the same union of

the believer with Chkist—just as the dying branch

ingrafted into the living vine is then only reckoned,

fmd may justly be declared to be, a sound, living

branch, when the union has taken place—because

the assurance is then given of its being made so

fina,lly and fully, the vital juices of the vine having

Ipeady begun to circulate within it."—P. S.]

HOMTLBTICAL AND PEACTICAl.

Whence is it that many are ashamed of the gos-

pel of Christ? Either, 1. They do not know it

fully; or, 2. if they know it, they have not the

wurage to :onfes& it.

—

Why do we not need to be

ashamed of the gospel of Christ ? Because, 1. Il

is of Divine origin ; 2. of Divine import ; 3. of

Divine operation.—He who is ashamed of the go*
pel, is also ashamed of the Lord. True shame comes
from God, false shame from the devil. Shame and
shame.—Christianity the universal religion.—The
shades of the law vanish ; the stars of Greece grow
pale at the rising sun of the gospel.—The righ'-.eoua

ness which God approves is the chief import of the

gospel.—The fundamental thought of the Epistle tc

tlie Romans is also the fundamental thought of the
Reformation.

Lothek : The power of God is such a force as

to elevate man from sin to righteousness, from death
to life, from hell to heaven, from the kingdom of the

devil to the kingdom of God ; and gives him eter-

nal salvation.

Stakke : As the gospel is a power of God, he
denies it who constantly appeals to his weakness,
and presents it in opposition to the gospel.—Though
the gospel is the power of God, no one will be com-
pelled to be saved, but every one possesses his own
freedom to resist, and is therefore responsible.—

Hedingee: Who would be ashamed of medicine

when he is sick ? or of light when he is blind, and
would like to see ? Wo to those who are ashamed
of the words and ofiSce of Christ

!

Lange : Many a person is not ashamed of the

gospel of Christ ; but yet, if he is ashamed to follow

Christ, he is in reality ashamed of the gospel itself

in its true application and appropriation..—^Faith ia

like a bucket, by which we draw grace for grace

from that fulness of Jesus which contains the gos-

pel.

Spener : Faith in Christ, confidence in the grace

of God in Christ, is the beginning of our salvation,

and will remain its instrument to the end. There-

fore, faith must always endure and increase, and will

thus grow from faith to faith—from one degree of

light and power to another.

Bkngel : No one need be ashamed of what is

mighty and Divine (ver. 16).

Geklach : There is something in the gospel of

which the natural man is ashamed ; therefore the

Apostle confesses that this shame is conquered in his

own case.—The effective power of God is not merely

in the gospel, but it is the gospel itself. It is not

merely a strength, from God, but it is His own
strength. He works in and through the gospel.

Lisco : The gospel is a power of God ; that is,

a power in which He operates Himself. Therefore

it is a holy, mighty, creative force, capable of saving

all who believe it. On our part, faith is the con-

dition that we must fulfil, the way to which we must

conform, in order to obtain real salvation and de-

liverance from temporal and eternal destruction by

the gospel.

Heobneb : The danger of being ashamed of the

gospel is easily incurred. Yet it is a shame which

is very reprehensible; for, 1. It is a miserable

weakness and want of principle to be ashamed of

what is best ; 2. It is the grossest contempt of God

to place the world higher and fear it more than

Him ; and, 3. it is the meanest ingratitude toward

God.
Fr. a. WoLFr : The more the world boasts of

its unbelief, the less should true Christians be ashamei

of their faith. This is required : 1. For the honoi

of the truth; 2. the conversion of unbelievers;

3. the salvation of our own souls.

J. P. LAiiGE : How sad the contrast between tin
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&3aa shame of Christians and the boldness and shume-
lessness of the world.—Who should be ashamed of

the gospel ? i. e., 1. Of God's power and honor ; ii.

of the deliverance of men for their final salvation
;

3. of the grand task of uniting Jews and Greeks
(the law and culture) into a higher life.—The twofold

confirmatory power of the gospel : 1. The first for :

its Divine operation (ver. IB) ; 2. the second for

:

its Divine import (ver. lY).— The threefold for
vers. 16, 11), or the three grounds of joyous, evan-

gelizing activity.— The righteousness of faith: 1.

Very old (Habakkuk) ; 2. eternally new (Paul, Lu-
ther) ; 3. always confirmed by true life.

[BoRKiTr : The power of the gospel is not from
the preachers of the gospel ; therefore do not idol-

ize them. But they are God's instruments, and their

words are the organ of the Spirit's power ; therefore
do not think meanly of them —A justified man lives

a more holy, useful, and excellent life than all oth-
ers

;
but the life tnat a justified man lives is always

ono of faith.

—

Henet (condensed) : The reason why
the Apostle made such a bold profession was, that

sinners might be saved and believers edified.

—

^MaO.

KNIGHT : The Apostle insinuates with great propriety

that tiie gospel is not an institution like the heathen

mysteries, wliieh were concealed from all but the

initiated. The precepts of the gospel, being honor

able in themselves and beneficial to society, cannol

be too openly published.

—

Hodge : The salvation of

men, including the pardon of their sins and thi

moral renovation of their hearts, can be effected bj

the gospel alone.—The power of the gospel does not

lie in its pure theism, or perfect moral code, but in

the CROSS—in the doctrine of justification by faith

in a crucified Redeemer.—Whether we be wise or

unwise, orthodox or heterodox, unless we are believ.

ers, and receive " the righteousness which is of

God " as the ground of acceptance, we have no shara

in the salvation of the gospel.—Sermons on ver. 16,

by B. Whichoote, John Owen, Bishop Ward, 6.
EsTY, J. Erskine, Bishop Gilbert, Isaac Watts,
Bishop Stillinqfleet, Zollikofer, E. Beacken*
EUEY, Geo. Burdee, W E. Channing, K. McCheyne,
and Thomas Aenold.—J. F. H.]

PART FIRST.

The Doctrine of Justification by Faith as the Restoration of the true Glorification

of God.

CHAPTERS I.-XI.

FIRST DIVISION.
SIN AND GRACE Df THEIR FIRST ANTITHESIS, THE REALLY RELIGIOUS AND MORAL

LIFE. THE ACTUAL ENTRANCE OF CORRUPTION AND SALVATION. GOD'S WRATH
AT ALL HUMAN UNRIGHTEOUSNESS; THAT IS, THE WORLD'S REAL CORRUPTION
MATURING FOR DEATH, AND HASTENED BY THE JUDGMENT OF GOD; AND THE
OPPOSING JUSTIFICATION OF SINNERS THROUGH THE MERCY-SEAT OR PARDON IN
CHRIST IN RESPONSE TO FAITH. THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF FAITH.

Chaptees I. 18-V. 11.

First Section.-The beginning of all the real corruption of the world, and of the OentUes in paHicdan,
together mth the judgment pronounced on it. The neglect of the general revelation of God in crel
tion by the neglect of the real worship of God in thanksgiving and praise (chap i 18-21)

Second Section.- ^fe development of Gentile corruption under God's judicial abandonment (the de-
parture of His Spirit and the decree of ripeness for judgment). From arbitrary symbolism to ih>
worship of images and beasts; from tlieoretical to practical cor,-uption ; frmn natural to unnaturaland abominable sms, to the completion of all kinds of crimes and iniquities, and to the demoniacal
lust of evil, and even of evil maxims (chap. i. 22-32).

u<,«w«««.».

18 For the wrath of God [God's wrath] is revealed [in opposition to that revelation ol
Qod'» rigMeottsne» ver. iv] from heavcn against all ungodliness [godlessnessl and un-
righteousness [iniquity] of men, who hold [hold back] ' the truth in unrighteous-
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10 ness ; Because ' that which may be known [which is known] ° of God is manifest
20 in them ;

* for God hath shewed [God manifested] ' it unto [to] them. For the
invisible things of him [his unseen attributes] from the creation of the world
are [are, since the creation of the world,] " clearly seen,' being understood by
the things that are made [by means of his works], even his eternal power and
Godhead [Divinity,' i?«or//s,-, not {>t6Trjs] ; so that ' they are without excuse

21 [inexcusable, avanoloylirovg]. Because that, when they knew God [because,
knowing God, or, although they knew God, Smii yvovzee lov fl-fw], they glorified

him not as God, neither were thankful [they did not glorify him as God, nor
give thanks to him as God] ; but became vain in their imaginations [thoughts]
and their foolisli heart was darkened.

22, 23 Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools. And changed [ex
changed] the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to cor-

ruptible man [for a likeness of an image of corruptible man], and to [of] birds,

and fourfooted beasts [quadrupeds], and creeping things [reptiles],

24 Wherefore God also '° gave them up to uncleanness, through the lusts of
their own hearts [God delivered them over, in the lusts of their hearts, to

uncleanness], to dishonor their own bodies between themselves [so that their

25 bodies were dishonored among them]." Who changed [They who exchanged] "

the truth of God into [for] a lie, and worshipped and served the creature more
26 [rather] than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen. For this cause

God gave them up [delivered them over] unto [to] vile affections [shameful

passions] :
'* for even their women did change [exchanged] the natural use into

21 Ifov] that which is against nature : And likewise also the men, leaving the

natural use of the woman, burned in their lust [lustful excitement] one
toward another ; men with men working that which is unseemly [working the
(•well known) indeccncy, Ttp' aiairi(ioavvrjv\, and receiving in themselves that recom-
pense of their error which was meet [the due reward of their error].

28 And even as they did not like [And as they did not deem it worthy, or worth
while, ovx iSoxijJiaaav] to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to

a reprobate [worthless, aSoxifiov] " mind, to do those things which are not con-

29 venient [becoming] ; '° Being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication," wick-

edness [malice], covetousness, maliciousness [badness] ; full of envy, murder,

30 debate [strife, «e«5o?], deceit, malignity ; whisperers, Backbiters [slanderers],

haters of God," despiteful [insolent], proud, boasters, inventors of evil things

31 [villanies], disobedient to parents, Without understanding, covenant-breakers

32 [truce-breakers], without natural affection, implacable," unmerciful: Who, know-

ing [although they well know] the judgment [just decree] of God, that they

which [who] commit [practice, Tigdaaovreg] such things are worthy of death, not

only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do them [approve of those

who practise them,, Gwevdonovaiv zol? nqdaaovaw].

' Ver. 18.—[Or hinder. So Lange and Heyer : aufhalten. This is the meaning of xarix'^v here, as in 2 Them. U.

6, 7 ; Luke iv. 42. Comp. the Exeg. Notes, as also the note of Alford in Inc.—V. S.]

" Ver. 19.—[Sidri, contracted from Si' 6. n, means (like «u5) originally, propter quod, imam 06 rem, qua re, m
rccmnt of which, wher^ore, and draws an inference from the preceding sentence ; but m the N. T. it is always, and in

the classics occasionally, used in the sense of Sia toiJto oti, propterea quod, quia, became that, because, and assigns a reason

for a preceding assertion, like yip, for. It mny here giTe the reason why the wrath of God is reTcaled (Meyer), or it

miiy explain the words ™v riiv i^. . . . Karexoyri^v (De Wette, Tholuck, A'ford). See Exrg. JV.rfcs. Lachmann, Tischen-

dorf, Meyer, Alford separate BuSri from ver. 18 simply by a comma ; Tholuck, Fritzsche, iheile, Philippi, by a period.- •

' Ver.l9.—rrb vvmo-tov toO Seov, quod notum est Dei (Vulg.). This is the sense of Ti-uirTdi in the N. T., thi)

Sept., and the Apocrypha (Luke ii. 44 ; John xviii. 1 6, 16 ; Acts 1 19 ; ii. 14 ; iv. IC, &c.\ as ayrcoffros means unknoum (Acta

xvii. 23); while, ill the classics, yvuurd, usually signifles knowabU, erkennbar, as distiDCt from •y.-a.ros./cno-ion (which

word does not occur in the Greek Testament). The authorized version, therefore, is inconsistent with the hibhcal (though

not with the classical) usage of the term, and conveys a false idea; for the heathen did not know all tlnit may be known

of God, but, as clearly appears from what follows, they knew only that which may be learned from the genera revetation

in the book of nature anlreason, as distinct from the special revelation m the Bible and m the person of Ctart. io le-

tain the E. V., and to supply (with Robinson, sub y.-uariiO, v>ithout revelation, is arbiti ary. Lange translates ^™«<««fi
krmuhdae; but yvii,<rr6v is obiective, vrSo-is is subjective, and does not suit ^a.vepov eari.v ty outois. J-nere is no war-

rant in the mm Iquendi for identifying the two, unless it he Gen. ii. 9, LXX. :
v>/a>,rTov joXov r'J""'^,'':,™ j?",^*)'

purposely avoided the term y^Sat, or W«""s roi ».ov, which m used in the N._ T. of *^. ^«. '=°°!'i^ff^ °l ^°^^
Christ (comp. John xvii. 3), and chose the more general and objective term ynxmv, that which is patent to all men m
the wirks of creation.—P.S.I , . ., .... .i.,,-. ji„„„#- . -«mT» 11

• Ver. i.i.-l^avtfiv itrriv iv avToTs, inillis (Vulg.), i.e., Iv to« rapS.ais avro*. m Ifinrheartt, comp. U.
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IS; Gal. i. 16. It refers to the inborn consciousnesB of God wUch is Inseparable from our reason, and it contains Ihegena
of the ontological argument of AnHelni. Dr. Lange, however, renders, "with Erasmus and others : unter ihnen^ atnon^

them. SfB Exeg. Notes. Luther's version {ihnen) ignores the preposition ec.—P. S.]
* Ver. 19.

—

{e4>a-viptii(revy the historic aorist, referring to the original creation.—P. S.]

' Ver. 20.—[Ta yap dopara auToy dn-6 /cTiffews k6(t/xov rots TronJ/u.acrti' vooviieva. KaOoparai. ktictis here means the

act of creation, woL-^fiaai {dativiis instrumenii), the things created, or creatures, and iience airo is here not = ex, which
would be tautological, but, like the Hebrew tz , from the time o/", or since, a co/idilo mundo.—P. S.]

' Ver. 20.—[Alford objects to the E. V. and translates are perceived ; but this destroys the striking oxymoron, Aopaia
KaBoparai, invtiibilia vidcnfur, das Unschaubare w-'rd erschaut, the invisible becomrs visible, or t/ie unseen is seen, viz , by
the mind's eye {voov}ieva). The compound Ka9opav {anoL^ K^yonevov in the N. T.) means to look down from a highei
place, to take a survey, and hence oiten intwneities the simple verb = a/cpi^is opav, pervidere, jjerspicere, to see cUariy,—
P. S.]

6 Ver. 20.— [ e i 6 t ij 9 , GditUcJtJceit, from delog, divinus, refers to the Di\-ine attributes, such as majesty, power, wis-

dean, goodness, wbir;h aie manifest in ci*eation ; "R'hile 0€ot7js, deiias, D<tity, Oudheadj GoUheit, from Oeo^, lefeis to the
EiTlne Being itself, who created the world and dwelt in Christ.—P. S.]

8 Ver. 20.— [e i s to with the infinitive (used by Paul seventeen times in the Romans alone), like the Jjatin ad with
the gerund., indicates properly the intention, in hue ut, in order that (comp. Rom. i. 11 ; iii. 26 ; iv. 11, 16, 18, &c.) ; but
here it inust indicate the (intGndod) resu^, = uta-ref ita ut, so that (yi, \^ ; vii.4,5; 2Cor.i.4; comp. the £xf^. iVotes, and
Buttmann, JV T. Gr., p, 227J.—P. S.]

!*• Ver. 24.—Kai is retained by Meyer on account of its adaptation, [It indicates the correspondence between
men's guilt and God's judgment ; but the extL-rnal authorities, N . A. B. C, Vulgate, Orig., &c., are against u.
P. S.]

^^ Vei". 24. [tou aTi/xa^eaffat ra iT(op.a.Ta avrihv ev auTot?. The reading ev avTot? is sustained by N . A. B. C. D*.,
against the ti'xt. rec, ev iavToZs, among themselves, reciprocally. Meyer defends thf* latter reading (refening it

to the persons, avriov), in view of the frequent neglpt;t of the reflex pronoun by the transcribers ; e. g., ver. 27.—
oTi^a^etr^at is passive (Beza, De "Wette, Meyer, Lange, Alford), and not middle (Erasmus, Luther, E. V.); and
hence aiiriov is preferable to avriav, and iv aurots to ev eauroi?, which may have arisen from imagining that *'they,*'
instead of ra aiofLara, was the subject to arifAa^.—The genitive, toD arijuaf, may be taken simply a,6 gen, appositionis,
explaining aicaOapaia, which consisted in their bodies being dishonored ; or as implying the purpose of God ; in order
that ( = ets to) ; or as denoting the consequence : so that. I prefer the last.—P. a.]

^^ Yer. 25.

—

[oiTtve? is used atTtoAoyticws, quippe qui, seeing that they, such as, indicating the class to which
one belongs, and implying the reason of the preceding statement. /xer^AAafaf, umtauschlen; the compound is

etronger than vjAAafai', tauscMen ; ver. 22.—P. S,]
13 Ver. 2.5.

—

[napa tov KTta-avTa, beyond, rather than, so as eventually to exclude the Creator altogether; comp.
Trap* eKelj'ov, Luke xviii. 14, and napdi ^va-iv, ver. 26. The nature of the case here decides for the exclusive rather than
the comparative sense of Trapa, sint-e idolatry is incompatible with the worship of the true God, who shares TTjq honor
with no creatua-e. Bee the Ezeg. Notes.—P. S.]

1* Ver. 26.—[Or shameful lusts, lusts of dishonor, itaB-q aTijui'as, "stronger than anju-a iraQt}, as setting forth the
*fa(MS, drtfita, to which the iTa.QT\ belonged" (Alford). Luther: schdndiiche Luste. Lange: Leidenschaften der
Sclmnde. Meyer: schandbare L-'idenschof/en.—P. 8.]

15 Ver. :;S.—[The paronomasia between 6oKt/xa^w and 0.86x111.0^, which strikingly brings out the adjustment
of the punishment to tiie sin, is lost in the E. V. The Vulg. renders it imperfectly : Nan probavo-unt—reproh-um serb-
sum, Lange: Nicht wurdig hidten—unwurdlge {nichfsnutzige) Sinnesart. Conybeare and Howson : " As they thought
fit to cast out the acknowledgment of God, God gave them over to an outcast mind." Alford : " Because they repro-
bated the knowledge of God, God gave them over to a reprobate mind." But both Conybeare and Alford omit the
exeii'.—P. B.]

1* Ver. 28.

—

[tSl p.rj Kaff^Kovra, not becoming, or unbecoming, indecent, immoral. The E. V. follows the Vulg. : eit

gum non convmiunt. But convenient is one of those words m the E. V. which have changed or modified their meaning,
ke prevent. Id, &c., and are apt to bewilder the reader, and to mislead him by a false light. Comp. ra ovk avnKOvrtu

Eph. V. 4 ; and on the difierence between fiij and ovk, Winer, § 55, 5, p. 449 (7th ed.).—P. S.]
1' Ver. 29.—As iropveia has ah-eady been mentioned, it is here probably inserted for completeness'sake by Cod. L,

aiid others, or substituted for irovrjpia. See Tischendorf. [It is omitted by 6{. A B. C. K., Lachmann, Tischeudorf,
Alford, Meyer, Lange. It may have arisen from vovijpia., but may as easily have been overlooked on account of the
similar. ty. "Where the unnatural iropveia, which was mentioned before, prevails, the ordinary Tiopveia abounds also.
Upon the whole, I would relain it.—P. S.]

18 Ver. 30.—[fleoo-Tvvety always used in the passive sense: ^eojLti'oTjTot, hated ly God (meaning the hi-'heat de-
gree of reckless wickedness), and so taken here by Fritzsche, Be Wette, PhiLppi, Meyer, Alford ; while the majority ol

Oeov p.L(rovp.evoi, aW 01 ^lo-ovrre? tov 9e6v. The advocates of the active sense refer to QeoiMta-m and SpoTOffruvns r

analogies: but Meyer msists that these, too, have the passive meaning, especially eeo/uto-^y = 0eoo-Tuv^s, the onposite
of eeo(^tAi)s. Usage is undoubtedly m favor of the passive ; but the connection, and the Scripture idea of God are in

I^l°L ^-^tive sense. The Apostle here describes the sins of the heathen, and not theirpuaishment : and God hates
K*i, but loves the sinner. See the Exrg. Notes.—P. S,]

i» Vor.31.—io-JToj-Sous [in the text. rec. after ao-rtSpyovO is not sufBciently sustained by Codd. C. D., al. and
sounds rather weak between these strong terms. [Omitted by ^• . A. B. D*. G., and cancelled by Mill, Lachmann,
Tischendorf, Mej^er. Alford regards it as a gloss m margin to explain a<7vv94Tovs ; Meyer as au insertion f^om the simi-

Geneeal Remarks.—The whole section, in its

progress to the end of the chapter, relates more par-
ticularly to the heathen world (Tholuck, Meyer).
Yet it describes the corruption in its original form
as a general corruption of humanity. The antithe-

sis : Heathendom and Judaism was a subsequent
development. Ver. 24, with its causality in vers.

22 and 23, constitutes the more definite beginning
of heathenism. Tholuck recommends the treatise

of Adam, Mtercitationes ExegeticcB^ 1V12, pp. 501-
738, on the section vers. 18-82. Tholuck remarks

:

*' What the Apostle says of the relations of the Gen-
tile world, and afterwards of the Jews, to God, natu-
rally applies to their universality, but to individu-
als only in a greater or less degree." We add : So
that a lelative opposition is embraced within th«
general] idgment (see chap. ii. 6 flf.).

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

FiBST Section, tees. 18-21.

^
Yer. 18. For God's wrath is revealed. The

ctTtoyialvxpL^ of the o^y^ ^fOM, as the revelation
which was historically earher, is contrasted with the
revelation of the righteousness of God from faith. It
]3 therewith intimated that that righteousness denotes
grace, or justifying righteousness

; but that the oopi
&foti IS an exercise of penal righteousness which pre-
cedes it.» The wrath of God, as an emotion of God,

t..«ri,l>.'^^*^ """""i
°^ ??^ ^^ ^^ anthropopathic hut moat

G^d nv«r?/.1^'r°*
the pnnitive justice and hoUness oiw °

f- v^^'t^*
»i»'/nd perfectly t.armonizes ^ith Hii

love, waich is holy, and repels the evil with the lame ei.e».
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ia Bis personal displeasure at sin as aaipiia, as

couBcious transgression, as apostasy, as unbelief, and
therefore as the limitation of Hia personal revelation

in the world. It is a displeasure which is revealed

by such decrees of penal justice as death and the

ierrors of death, especially in retribution for ob-

structions placed in the way of the divine life (Exod.

iv. 14, 24 ; Pa. xc. 1, 8), by a decree of blindness

in retribution for the hinderances to His truth (the

present passages ; Is. vi. 10 ; Rom. ix. ; 2 Cor. iii.

14 ; Matt. xiii. 14 ; John xii. 40 ; Acts xxviii. 26),

by the abandonment to the lusts of the flesh in

retribution for the general resistance to His Spirit

(Eph. ii. 3), and finally, by a decree of reprobation

and condemnation in retribution for the hinderances

to salvation by apostasy and unbelief (Matt. iii. 7
;

xxii. 13 ; John iii. 36 ; Rom. v. 9). Comp. my arti-

cle, Zorn Goites, in Herzog's liealenct/klopcedie. Tins

o^yi] Sioti has its aTtoxdXvttiu; immediately, so far

as it is declared to the conscience of man as God's
decree from heaven ; but it becomes especially an
aTioxaXt'Tpi:!; by the witness of the law, and is per-

fected in the light of the gospel. It is revealed in

a real manner from, heaven, as a message from the

height of the holy, supernatural world, and from the

throne of Divine government. And it is revealed in

«n ideal way by the light of righteousness, which,

like a flame of wrath from the kingdom of the Spirit,

fihines down into the realm of consciously guilty

human life, and explains its dark fate. The older

writers understood by o^yij, punishment alone, tak-

ing metonymically the operation for the cause [meio-

nymia causae pro eff'ectu ^ xo^.actt:, Tifiot^la], But
lire must unite both. Tlie opposite of ogyi^ is not

merely ayd^rtj (Tholuck), but cho^ (see my Positive

.Oogmatik, p. 109). According to De Wette [and

Alford], wraih is only an anthropopathic conception

of the righteousness of God in punishment ; but by
this interpretation its procession an ohiiavou is ob-

literated. The internal d7io-/.dXv^'u; of wrath in-

volves its external ifiaviqo>ai^., but it is one-sided to

confine it to the punisliment which God has deter-

mined for the heathen world (De Wette), or the

wretched condition of the world at that time (Kijll-

ner), or to the manifestation of the punishment in

the conscience (Tholuck), or in the gospel (Grotius).

From the beginning, the deeds of wrath have ever

succeeded the aaipfm in its opposition to God's

government and revelation. But the complete ano-
Ttdlinpu; thereof does not appear before the New
Testament d.noy.dl.m'i'i; of grace. The reason of

this is, that the world's guilt reaches its climax in

the crucifixion and death of Christ. The aaipfM—
the rebellion of unbelief to the revelation of the

divine light and life (chap. ii. 4, 6 ; viii. 6, V)—sums

up the whole idea of sin which incurs the guilt of

God's wrath. The idea of the aqyij itself is God's

abandonment of man to the judgment of death.

And the idea of the a^ioiea/.i/ifH' of this hqyfi is the

«ntire revelation of the judgment of God in the cor-

ruption of the world amid the light of the gospel,

gy with which it attracts the good. No man can love, who
cannot hate. Wrath, or hatred, is inverted love. But
while the wrath of man is a passion, and destroys the sin-

ner, God's wrath is a calm and holy energy, and restores

;the sinner by destroying sm. Meyer in /oc. ; *' Der Zorn Got-

iet ist die Liebe des TteUigen OoUes zu allerti Gut&n in Hirer

Jmtffeffengesetzte-n Energie ffegen alles Base." He quotes Lac-
tantms, De ira Dei, v. 9 : " Si Deus non irascitur impiis
^ ir^ustis, nee pios justaaque diligit; in rehus enim diversis

aut in utramnue partem vioveri necesse est, aui in neid/raw."

Coma, also Tholuck on Matt. v. 22, and Harless on Eph. iii.

i.-P.S.]

6

for the conscience of humanity, especially the body
of believers. The idea of the oiifiavoi is the heav.
enly world in its ideal laws, which lie also at the

foundation of the earthly world, and react againsj

all abnormal conduct with punishment and death
The present, anoxaUnrirai,, must be empliasiwed

^

it is neither merely a historical reference to the mis.

ery of the old world (KiiUuer, and others), nor <^with

Chrysostom, and others) a reference to the future

day of wrath. It means, rather, a progressive reve-

lation of the judgment in opposition to which the

progressive revelation of the righteousness of salva-

tion in the gospel acquires its perfect significance

and clearness. The an' oi'^ai'ori certainly referi

chiefly to anoxaXuTtrtrai; but it is indirectly d^
clared thereby that the oqyri S-fov is from heaven,

although, as a judgment immanent in life itself, it

breaks forth from its internal state, or is caused by
it. Special interpretations of the o(iyti : The religion

of the Old Testament (Bengel) ; storms and natural

disasters (Pelagius) ; external and internal necessi-

ties of the times (Baumgarten-Crusius).

Against all ungodliness and unrighteous-
ness. The aaipua [godlessness, impiety] is the

fundamental form of personal misconduct toward

God ; but the word is more especially significant in

that it describes ungodliness as the absence of rever-

ence for God. See ver. 21. The aSixia [unright.

eousness, iniquity] is the correspondent fundamental

form of misconduct toward God's law in life, and

therefore not toward our neighbor alone. Theo-

phylact, Tholuck, and many others : Profanita»

in Deum, injuria in proximnm. [So Hodge .

aaijifia, impiety toward God ; dSkxia, injustice

toward men.—P. S.] Meyer, on the contrary : Irre-

ligiousness and immorality, which is supported by
the following description. {^.Aai^tia is the fount-

ain of alSixia, but both act and react upon each

other.—P. S.]—Of men. Antithesis of oiiyii Siou.

The word signifies, first, the universality of guilt

;

second, the weakness of man's enmity against Al-

mighty God.
Who hold back the truth. Description of

the obstructions which, as the wicked reaction against

the revelation of God, cause the reaction of Divine

displeasure in the form of the o^yjj. The tni/i is

the revelation of God in its most general sense, as

the unity and harmony of all the single Divine acta

of revelation, with a special reference here to the

natural revelation of God (vers. 19, 20); although

the doctrines of the gospel (of which Ammon ex.

plains aXijSHa) must not be excluded from the gen.

cral idea, nor must the natural knowledge of God

be substituted for the revelation of God. The xaz-

ixn-v (to grasp, to hold, here with the acces-

sory idea of holding back) strikingly denotes hin-

derance, keeping back (Meyer, improperly, keeping

down) ; as is the case with y.araXa/ifldvfi'V in John

i. 5.* An odd explanation is this :
" Who possess

the truth with unrighteousness ; that is, sin against

better knowledge" (Michaelis, Koppe, Baur).—^la

* ['Wordsworth in Inc.: " Bolding, Tceeping dnwn, the

truth in uvgndliness, as in a prison-house. Men have in-

carcerated the truth, and hold her a captive under restnmi*

and durance, with the bars and holts of a depraved vnW

and vicious habits, so that sht cannot go forth and brenJho

the air and see the light, and do works suitable to her I'vs

nature." The passage Implies, however, that man has vie

ic.mnants of the Divine image in him, and that, though

fallen in Adam, he may fall still deeper by obscuring auj

suppressing the elements of truth in his reason and con-

soi^noe. The reference to /caTaAa(«piveiv, John i. 6, u
questionable. But see Lange in toe—P. 8.]
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unrighteousness. Not adverbial (Reiche, et al.),

but instrumental (Meyer).* The word must be un-

derstood here iu the wide sense, according to which

all sin is ad'ixla. See 1 John ill. 4. The sentence

must be understood, however, in its general force,

though with special reference already to the Gen-
tiles. The history of this jtaxE/fM' is the history of

the kingdom of darkness iu humanity, which is con-

summated in the avti.xiifiivoq, 2 Thess. ii. 8 ; comp.
especially also 2 Thess. i. 8. According to De
VS''ette, the xari/nv operates so as not to let the

truth come to appearance and development. But it

also so operates as to pervert the individual elements

of the truth into distortions, errors, and strong de-

lusions, and thereby calls down the wrath of God.

We must observe how decidedly the Apostle here

views the antaria ethically as aTTiiS-ft-a ; and how
he derives the errors of unbelief from unrighteous-

ness, and from misconduct toward the ethical laws

of the inner life.

Ver. 19. Because that which is known of
God.f The iJtoTt in ver. 19 may be regarded as

an explanation of the statement in ver. 18, with

special reference to the holding back of the truth of

God; the thort in ver. 21 as the explanation of

the preceding avaTToXoytjronq ilvai,; and the rfto

in ver. 24, as well as the dm toi/to in ver. 26, as

the explanation of the revelation of God's wrath.

Though the rUoTt of ver. 19 is not to be regarded

exactly the same as ya^, it does not serve specially

as a proof of the motive for Divine wrath. For
more particular information, see Tholuek and Mey-

er.t

The knowledge of God.§ Tholuek distin-

guishes three meanings of yvionrov : 1. That
which is known of God (Itala, Vulg., De Wette
[Meyer, Philippi, Alford, Wordsworth.—P. S.] )

;

2. what may be knowyi (Photius, and many others
;

Ruokert) ; 3. knowledge [ = yvoKTi^q. Fritzsche, Tho-
luek, Hodge.—P. S.]. He shows that yvoia-toq, ac-

cording to the classical use of the language, means,
what may be known ; while yvmto'; means, wlial is

known. But iu the Septuagint and New Testament
the signification, kTiown^ is undoubted. Neverthe-

less, many expositors, from the time of Origen down
to the present [Theophylact, Qilcumenius, Erasmus,
Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Ewald], have pronounced in

favor of the translation, what may be known. But
this signification does not make good sense, since it

is difficult to distinguish between what may, and what
may not be known of God, and since every thing

ihat may be known of God was by no means re-

vealed at the beginning to the nations (see Meyer).

We understand what is known of God concretely as

knowledge [^Kenntniss^ yviii(yn;\ notitia dei—which
sliould become true knowledge [JSrkenniniss, Ini-

yvoxTiii] by living appropriation. Luther has made the

* [Also Alford, who justly remarks that the pregnant
iv, "in and hy," implies that their aSi«ta is the status
wherein, and tiie instrument whereby, they hold back the
truth lit up in their cousoiences.—P. S.]

t [Vers. 19, 20, as also vera. 20-26, «nd ver. 27 of this
chapter, are quoted by Hippolytus, in his recently discov-
ered Philosophumena, or Refut. omnium htfres., lib. ix. c.

8, p. 444, and v. 7, p. 140, ed. Duneker and Schneidewin.

—

P. 8.]

X [These two coramentators, however, diifer in their ex-
position of SkJti. See Textual Wote ''. The Apostle proves
ftrst that men had the d\iJ0eta (19, 20), and then that they
h'ld it back, and perverted it into a lie (21-23), and that
therefore (Si6) God's wrath came upon them (24 ff.).

—

$ [So Dr. Ijange translates rh yvonrrbv toO 0eoS, but I
lanuot agree. See Textual Note '.—F. S.]

untenable distinction, that the reason of man can know

that God is, but cannot know who or what He is.

Tholuek justly remarks that the Apostle immediately

afterward speaks of a certain knowledge of the nature

of God. [The book of nature is a 7iai,dnn/iQMr

&foyvoi<ria(;, as Basil [Hexaemeron, i.) calls it, a

school of the general knowledge of God, and theM

is no nation on earth which is entirely destitute of

this knowledge.—P. S.]

Is manifest among them.* Erasmus, Grotiii*

Kollner, and Baumgarten-Crusius, adopt this explu-

nation.-j- On the contrary, Tholuek, Meyer, and De
Wette—with reference to chap. ii. 15 ; Gal. i. 16—
strongly advocate Calvin's interpretation, cordibu*

insoilplum. [So also Beza ;
" Jn ipsorum animit,

quia hcBc Dei notitia recondita est in inlimis tnentit

penetralibus ; " and Hodge :
" It is not of a mere

external revelation of which the Apostle is speak-

ing, but of that evidence of the being and perfec

tion of God which every man has in the constitution

of his own nature, and in virtue of which he is com-
petent to apprehend the manifestations of God in

His works."—P. S.] But anoxaXiiipai, stands in

Gal. i. 16 ; and in Rom. ii. 15, the question is God's

manifestation by conscience, and not by creation.

De Wette says : If the knowledge of God had been
something common among them, it would not have

been suppressed {/.axix6iiivov).X But this is

not conclusive. We could say with more propriety

:

If there had been no general knowledge of God
among them, there would have been no common
guilt. We must admit, however, that among them
presupposes in them, or the existence of a knowl-
edge of God in their hearts.—God manifested it

to them. This was not first of all aTto/.a).v4>i,ii, but
qiaviiJiiiatq—manifestation through creation, An^
thus there arose from individuals a manifest knowl-
edge of God—a qiaviiiov. The reference of this

tf'avijiov to the gnosis of the philosophers (Erasmus,
Grotius) is too contracted. But there was a tradition

of the knowledge of God among men whicli pre-

ceded the development of heathenism. (It is hardly
worth while to mention the explanation of Luther,
Koppe, Flatt, that ev al'Toti; is the mere dative.)

[Tliere is a threefold revelation of God : 1. An in-

ternal revelation to the reason and conscience of
every man (comp. ii. 15 ; John i. 9) ; 2. an external
revelation in the creation, wliioli proclaims God's
power, wisdom, and goodness (Rom. i. 20) ; 3. a
special revelation, through the Holy Scriptures, and
in the person and work of Christ, which confirms
and completes the other revelations, and exhibits the
justice, holiness, and love of God. The first two
are here intended.—!?. S.]

Ver. 20. For his invisible attributes [to
ao^ara ai'ToTi]. Explanation of the declara-
tion: "God manifested it to them." Meyer: "That
may not be seen of Him [sein UnscJiaubares), the in-
visible attributes which constitute His essence, not
aetiones Dei invisibiles." (Theodoret and Fritzsche:
In relation to both creation and providence.) The
pictures of creation, however, are also permanent

• (8o Dr. Lange translates ev airois, unter ihnen,
among them, instead of in them. See Text. Wote * —P. S ]

t (Erasmu-i and Grotius, with the restriction to th*
superior knowledge of heathen philosophers, as Pythaeo.
ras, Socrates, Plato ; others iu the sense that the knowlelga
of God was a common revelation, aoeessiblo to all. Dr.Lange takes the latter view, as appears from what follows.—^P. S.]

t [Precisely the same remark is made by Alford. win
oft«n follows De Wette very closely.-P. a.]

'
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leiioties, and so far providence ia at least indicated.

[The ao^ara is subsequently explained by Svva-
uic and &fi,6ti]i;, and the ti, fbllowed by xai,
aa Tholuck remarks, does not annex a new idea {and
also), but it partitions the aofjata into the two ideas

of duva/ii^ and diMtrjii. Paul has in view simply
some of the Divine attributes, not the whole Divine
being (which would rather require to ao^arov) ; the
pagan knowledge of God is only partial and frag-

mentary, though sufficient to leave those who pos-

lesa it without excuse.—P. S.]

From the time of the creation of the
nrorld. Not out of the creation (Luther, and oth-

ers). This idea is contained in to is noiij/j,.

(De Wette). xrlatq, moreover, ia here equal to

KaTafiolij (Fritzsche).—Being understood by the
things that are made.* An oxymoron, Arist.,

De mundo O. [vi.] : [^ndanr^ Q-vrjiJi tpvafi, yfv6iJ.fvoii]

aQ-{b)griTO(; art* alnmv tihv Efiyoiv ^fOj^ftTat 6

&s6i.\ Meyer thus paraphrases the vooviJ,fva, xaSo-
qarai, : It is beheld by being perceived with the rea-

son. We might ask : Should the sentence read. The
invisible becomes visible by knowledge, as the means

;

or, it becomes visible as something known, percep-

tible to the reason ? The latter thought is prefer-

able here, since it is better adapted to the parti-

ciple, and presupposes the impoj-t of the power, the

thought-life of man. Philippi also limits himself to

the middle form : " The invisible is seen ; an oxy-

moron which is explained and qualified by the ad-

dition of vooiVfa. It is not seen by the bodily

eye, but by the eye of the Spirit, the roils, the rea-

son." Our view is favored by the original aense of

»a&0Qav, a conception which passes through looking

down and looking over into looking at,—By the
things that are made [by and in (Jiis) workB,
ToT? aoi,ij/j.a<Ti,v, instrumental dative.—P. S.].

These are therefore signs of the attributes of (xod.

Schneokenburger (after Episcopius, and others) in-

cludes among them the government of God in his-

tory. But the conception of nilJSa, creature, is

against this view. Baumgarten-Crusius, following

the Syriae and other versions, takes noiijfiaai, in

an ablative sense

—

by the creature—which is quite

untenable.—His eternal power and divinity.

[aiSioq, from aft, ever-enduring, eternal, belongs

to both nouns. Here is the germ of the physico-

theological argument for the existence of God, as in

ver. 19 the ontological argument is intimated.

—

P. S.] Here, as in the Creed [I believe in God the

Father Almighty], omnipotence serves as the repre-

sentative of the attributes of God. Tholuck :
" In

the contemplation of nature, the first thing which
strikes man with overpowering weight is the impres-

sion of an infinite, supernatural omnipotence (Book
of 'Wisdom xiii. 4). All religion has its root in the

feeling of dependence on supernatural powers (?).

To the patriarchs God first revealed Himself as

iniB , as the Almighty ; Ex. vi. 3 " (Gen. xvii. 1).%

* [Lftnge : Die UhschauharJeeifen werden dU Erjcanntes
angeachiiut. Comp. Textual Note ^.—P. B.]

t [Similar passapres are quoted from Cicero, De Divin.,

U. 72 :
" Bssp, prses/,antem altquam SBtemamque naiuram

- . . pulchritudo mundi ordoque rerum cmlestium cagit confi'

teri;" and Quxst. Tusc., i. 29: " Detrni non vides, iamen
Z>£um agnoscis ex ejus opeviTms." Comp. also Bengel in
loc,; "Incomparabile oxymoron, Invisibilia Dei, si un-
fuam, certe in creations facta esseni visihilia ; sed twn
guoque non nisi per inteUigentiam videri casperunt."—

. J [Alford : " Eternal, and Almighty, Iiave always been
recognized enitliets of the Creator."—P. S.1

—^And his Divinity, a-f toTiji;, from SiXai;, if

the summary of the divinities, or divine excellen.
cies, and must be distinguished from Utin-jt;, thg
term which denotes the Divine Being itself. Th»
omnipotence is completed by the remaining Divin«
attributes, through which it really becomes omnipo-
tence in the full ethical as well as metaphysical
sense. It is onesided if Schneckenburger refers it

only to God's goodness. Reiche's thought is better,
that wisdom and goodness are chiefly meant.

So that they are without excuse. Meje»
does not regard the liii as expressing a consequence—as most commentators do [Vulg. : Ita ut sint irif

exmsabiles ; Ohrysostom, Luther, Reiche, De Wette,
Fritzsche, Tholuck, Philippi, Ewald, Alford, Words
worth, Hodge]—but a purpose (in harmony with
Calvin, Beza, and others) : In order tliat they may
be without excuse. But this rendering leads to a
monstrous view of the purpose of the creation of
the world. It is too fatalistic even for the concep-
tion of predestination, which it was once designed
to support. Meyer urges in its defence that ilq, in

the Epistle to the Romans, when used with to and
the infinitive, has always a teleological sense, against

which [De Wette and] Tholuck (p. 67) protest.

Then he insists that the results must also be deter,

mined beforehand. But this would be a kind of

predestination which is self-contradictory : Predesti-

nated—to have no excuse ; that is, predestinated

for guilt. The other explanation implies by no
means a sv^icientia religionis naturalis ad salviem,

but it permits the possibility of another form of the
course of development from Adam to Christ. [The
object here is to show man's guilt, not God's sov-

ereignty. Comp. on {((; to the Textual Note ".

Hodge :
" Paul does not here teach that it is the

design of God, in revealing Himself to men, to ren-

der their opposition inexcusable, but rather, since

this revelation has been made, they have in fact no
apology for their ignorance and neglect of God.
Though the revelation of God in His works is sufS-

cient to render men inexcusable, it does not follow

that it is sufficient to lead men, blinded by sin, to a

saving knowledge of Himself." Wordsworth :
" It

can hardly be thought that tlie convicaon, confu-

sion, and condemnation of men was any part of the

Divine plan in creation, although it followed as a
consequence from it."—P. S.]

Ver. 21. Because, although they knew
God, &c. The S 1.611, explains first of all how far

they are without excuse ; then, indirectly, how their

guilt of holding back the truth in unrighteousness

commenced. Incorrect construction ; cum cognos-

cere potuissent ((Ecumenius, Flatt).* Meyer has no
ground for opposing the solution of the participle

yvovriq into the sentence: although they knew
God (not, perceived Him). The contradiction be-

tween knowing God and the designated neglect of

Him is obvious indeed ; but herein precisely consists

the inexcusableness. The ignorance {ayvoi-a) of the

Gentile world, Eph. iv. 18, &c., is improperly is-

garded by Tholuck as an apparent contradiction;

for the Gentile world was not such at the outset, and

its ignorance is the result and punishment of ita

great sin of neglect. They lost even their imperfect

knowledge (yvSaii;), because they did not raise it to

* [Alford: *'yv6vTe^, ^wiih the Jcnowledgc above siam

ted: This partidple testifles plainly that matter oi faxit,

and not of possibility, has heen the subject of the foregoinj

verses. From this point, we take up what they might hnvt

done, hut did nol,"—'E. S.J
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Ml knowledge {e!zlyvo)(Ti4) through the labor of the

heart, [rov &f6v, the one true God, in oppo-

Bition to the false &(oi whom the heathen wor-

shipped.—P. S.]

They glorified him not as God. According

to His divinity (John iv. 24). They were not want-

ing in worship, but in worship suitable to God.

Melanchthon refers doiaLftv to theoretical, and

iiiXa(ji,aT(iv to practical conduct toward God (as

recognition and reverence) ; but Tholuck very justly

rejects such an interpretation, and regards d'oiduii-v

as the general term for worship, and il^- ^^ the

special designation of that species in which the feel-

ing of dependence exhibits itself in the most tender

and truly human way. In our opinion, the former

denotes rather all worship, so far as it should be

preeminently the glorification of God ; the latter

denotes the same worship as the grateful recog-

nition of the Divine government for human wel-

fare.*

But became vain li/xarai-md-ijaav]. They
became idle, foolish, in devising vanities (Is. xliv.

9), vain idols, /idrai-a (Acts xiv. 16). [^/iaTat.6T ijt;,

iafl, vanitas, is a characteristic term for idol-wor-

ship ; Deut. xxxii. 21 ; 2 Kings xvii. 5 ; Jer. ii. 5
;

Acts xiv. 15.—P. S.] " As man, so his God." Tlie

axiom may also be reversed : As his God, so man
himself (Ps. cxv. 8) ; T/iei/ that make them are like

unto them. The human mind is made dumb, wood-
en, and stone-like, by dumb, wooden, and stone idols

(comp. Acts xvii. 29). But that vanity began in the

inward life.—In their imaginations [thoughts,
reasonings, speculations, iiai.oyi-afioTi;]. Tho-

luck :
" We can scarcely coincide with the Vulgate,

Fritzsche, Meyer, and Philippi, in translating dta-
AoyKT^oi simply by co^jteia. But since the word
is used usually m.alo nensu^ and the antithesis is more
expressive, we may translate it, with Luther: 'In

their imagining;' Beza: rationibus suis. We need
not think exclusively of the reasonings and conclu-

sions of the philosophers (Phihppi)." Mythology was
complete with its growth of ideals and imagea long

before philosophy proper was conceived.

And their foolish heart was darkened.
The supposition that "foolish" (atri/rfToi;) is

used proleptically in the sense that their heart was
darkened so as to lose its understanding (De Wctte),

is not only unnecessary (Tholuck), but altogether

irrelevant (Meyer ;
" because it destroys the cli-

max ").f Positive darkness was the result of the

negative neglect of the heart to regard the Divine

tokens, and to weigh them understandingly. The
xa^Sia, the centre of life, is first darkened ; then

the Sidvoict, the developed thought-life (Eph. iv.

18). Tholuck : In this section the Apostle coin-

cides so fully in word and thought with the Book
of Wisdom, chaps. xiii.-xv., that Nitzsch regards it

" almost impossible " to ascribe perfect originality to

him. Yet he himself admits that the fundamental
thought—the tracing of idolatry back to sin—was
unknown to the Alexandrine author, &c. (comp,

Nitzsch, Deutsche Zeitschrift, 1850, p. 387 ; Bleek,

Stud, und Kritiken, 1863, p. 340).

* [Bengel :
" Guatias Agere (eux^P-) dehejnus ob b&ne-

Jicia : GLOaiFicARB (5oja^.) ob ipsas virtutts divinas."—
P. S.]

1 [Alford : "Their heart (wapfita of the whole inner
man, the seat of knowledge and feeling) being foolish
(unintelligent, not retainiop God m its knowledge) became
DARK (lost the little light it hod, and wandered blindly in
(he maies of folly)."—F. S.1

Second Section, vers. 22-51.

Ver. 22. Professing themselves [i. e., whilf

not became, they professed themselves, q,daxov

Tfi;, or pretended] to be wise. DeWette: "Thii

is referred by many, and also by Tholuck, to tha

philosophers of ancient Greece and Kome. Bui

these were above idolatry, and, besides, were latei

than the origin of idolatry," &c.* The latter r&

mark requires special attention. The question here

is concerning the very ancient origin of heathen-

dom, as characterized by the far-fetched ingenuitiei

of symbolical mythicism. Nor could Paul have had

in thought merely the pride of Grecian wisdom

But in contemplating it, he could also judge con-

cerning the origin of heathenism. Comp. 1 Cor. i.

19-25; iii. 19. Calvin: " Negue enim id proprk

in philosophos competit, etc., sea mque commune est

gentium ordinumque omnium. Nemo enim fuit,

qui non voluerit Dei majestaiem sub captum swum
includere, ac talem Deum faccre, qualem perdperi

posset suopte sensu."—They became fools. Not,

they have by this means shown themselves to be

fools (Kollner), which weakens the thought. [Theii

folly was in proportion to their boast of wisdom.

There can be no greater folly than to worship a beast

rather than God. Wordsworth in loe. : " Intelli

gence is no safeguard against superstition. Knowl.
edge puffeth up (1 Cor. viii. 1). It often engenders

pride, and pride is punished by God with spiritual

bUndness, which is the mother of idolatry."—P. S.]

Ver. 23. And exchanged, &c. They have

abandoned the real Soia, [ ni.Ti Ti:3 ]—the con-

templation of God's glory—which was communi-
cated to them through the spiritual contemplation

of the creation, which was manifested to the Israel-

ites in the Shekinah in the exalted moments of vis-

ion, and which was finally communicated to Chris-

tians in the righteousness of Christ for faith. They
exchanged this glory for their religious images

—

that is, for vanity, folly, and darkness. " The iv

cannot be taken for si; (Eeiehe [E. V.] ), but ia

instrumental " (Meyer). It denotes the external ele-

ment of their exchange. [The verb dU.daanv,
when it means to exchange, is usually construed with

Tfc Twot; or dvTi nvot;, permutare rem per rem or

re, but in the LXX. with iv, after the Hebrew
a ^"''3^1 , as in Ps. cvi. 20 : rjXXdtavro Tijv doiav
alizii)v iv Oftoi'bifiaTb fjotr/ou, x.t.).. Tholuck quotes
also Sophocles, Antig., ver. 936, for the same con-
struction. The contrast of d(fd-d^roii and qjS ag-
ToT) sets forth the folly of such an exchange.—P.S.]
Grotius : b^ioUi^a f ^«6^'ocJ, Jigura, qucs apparei in
simulacra. Meyer quotes Rev. ix. 7 in favor of this

view. But the expression seems to indicate that the
worship of images proceeded from an arbitrary, self-

created symbolism. They believed that they wisely
expressed and maintained the rfoja of God in the
symbol or likeness of a human image. For this
purpose they naturally made use of the image of the
external and therefore perishable form of man. This
was specially the case among the Greeks. Tber*
were also the Egyptian images of beasts : of birda

* (In like manner, Meyer and Alford refer the wordt
not so much to the schools of philosophy, as to the aseump.
tion of wisdom by the Greeks in general (1 Cor. i. 21),whieli
is always coimeoted with an alienation from the tiuth oi
God. Tholuck, also, in his Jifth edition, refers the passngi
expressly to the whole civilized heathen world which lookol
down upon the rest of mankind as outside barbarians y. 11>
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—the bird Ibis ; of four-footed beasts—the Apis,

the dog and the oat; and of cieeping things

—

the crocodile and the serpent. Tholuek : The Egyp-
tian worship wag at that time domesticated at

Rome , * and the expression of Paul relates as well

to the adoration of the symbol, generally practised

by the cultivated classes, as to the adoration of the

image itself, as a real idol, which prevailed among
the great masses (see Tholuek). [The common peo-

ple saw in the idols the gods themselves, the culti-

vated heathen, symbolical representations, or, at

best, only the organs through which the gods oper-

ated, A similar difference of a gross and a more
refined superstition is found in the Roman Catholic

Church with regard to the images of saints. The
Scriptures make no account of this distinction, and
denounce all image-worshippers as idolaters.—P. S.]

The Apostle traces the downward tendency of hea-

thendom, by passing, first, from the likeness to the

image, and, second, from the image of man to the

images of creeping animals. [Wordsworth: " xal—xal—y.ai—observe this repetition, marking suc-

cessive stages of their moral and intellectual degra-

dation : ending in the transmutation of the living

God of heaven into the likeness of unclean reptiles

crawling upon the earth !
"—P. S.]

Ver. 24. Wherefore God also gave them
up to uncleanness. The Apostle evidently distin-

guishes two degrees of this abandonment ; ver. 24

and ver. 26. As the unnatural sins of lust are not

mentioned before ver. 26, so may we understand

ver, 24 as referring to the natural forms of sensual-

ity. But lewdness is the sin common to both de-

grees of corruption. That the Apostle should re-

gard sins of lust as the immediate result of religious

apostasy, rests : 1. On the Hebrew idea of whore-

dom, according to which religious whoredom—that

is, idolatry—leads to moral whoredom as its most
immediate result (Num. xxv. ; Ezek. xxiii.)

;
just

as, reversely, moral unchastity leads to religious

lewdness (Solomon, Henry IV. [of France] ). The
heathen forms of worship are therefore connected in

various ways with the practice of lust, or they are

even the worship of lust. 2. On the ethical law,

that moral principles stand in reciprocal connection

with religious principles. The image of corruptible

man is an image of the natural man, who, like Jupi-

ter, indulges in love intrigues. The image of the

bull likewise indicates the deification of the genera-

tive power of nature.

Wherefore God gave them up InaQcdoi-
tiv, delivered them over']. The abandonment must

lot be regarded, with the Greek expositors [since

Origen], as a mere permission f (avy/mQ-Mn-t;—see

Ohrysostom's remarks, quoted by Tholuek [who dis-

sents from him] ), nor, on the other hand, as refer-

ring to a Divine predestination of abandonment to

the judgment of condemnation. (Tholuek, the edi-

tor of Calvin's Commentaries, calls this the Calvin-

istic view, according to which God is the effective

author of sin ;—but this he could certainly not prove

• [Tholuek quotes from Iiu(!an {Pilars, viii. 83)

:

Nos in t&mpla Uiam Unmana recipimus Isim
Semideosqtie canes.—P. S.l

t [irapt'Su/te = tlcure (Chrysostom), or = iTVvexiipwe

STieodoret). This interpretation of the Greek fathers was
llowed by the rationalists, and is contrary to the mean-

ing of the word (see Meyer). It explains nothing, for if

God permrts the sinner to sink deeper into vice, He does it,

»f course, with wise intention as a sovereign and righteous

Judge.—P. S.]

from Calvin's exposition of the present paasnge.
The abandonment is rather the first stage in the ex
ercise of punitive authority (see my FosUive Dog
malic-1, p. 468). God executed this punishment ox
a grand scale in the origin and growth of heathen-
dom. He allowed the Gentiles to walk in their own
ways (Acts xiv. 16 ; Ps. Ixxxi, 13 ; cxlvii. 20). The
permittere in this punishment becomes an effecAvt
operation by God's withdrawal of His Spirit; which
measure His holiness requires,* Paul has already
said that this withdrawal is retributive ; but he now
makes it especially pronjinent : in the lusts of
their hearts, iv tmk int.{)iifiiai,i;, &c. The
iv must not be understood as instrumental [by or
througK] (Erasmus [E. V.], and others), nor like tij

(Piscat., Estius, and others) [but signifies the ele-

ment or moral condition m wliich they were already
when God, by a judicial act, delivered them over to

a still worse condition.—P. S.]. The negative puni
tive judgment becomes positive in this, that they
can no longer control the lusts of their heart after

God's Spirit is withdrawn from them. It is in har.

mony with God's righteousness that sin should be
punished by sin.—To uncleanness. The sins of
thought and heart became sins of deed. The ex-
pression JUthiness (Unflatherei, Meyer) seems too
strong for the beginning of the development of un-
cleanness. In Gal, V. 19 (to which Meyer refers),

the description passes from the grosser to the more
subtle forms.

So that their bodies were dishonored. De
Wette and Tholuek [Meyer, Alford, aZ.] maintain
that atiftdtiaSai, does not occur in the middle
(Erasmus, Luther [E. V.] ), but only in the passive

voice. The bodies were already dishonored by natu-

ral lewdness, by which they lost their dignity as

temples of God, and were degraded into instruments

of sensual lust (and not merely "woman;" Tho-
luek). See 1 Cor. vi. 16.—Between themselves.
Three explanations : 1. The cv is instrumental (Theo-

phylact, Kblluer). Then the moral subject is want-

ing. 2. The iv awois has a reciprocal signification

equal to ev d!J.7j?.oi:;, reciprocally (Erassmus, De
Wette, Tholuek, and others). Meyer : One dishon-

ors the other. This construction is favored by the

reciprocal sexual intercourse which disappears in the

unnatural lewdness described in ver. 26. 3. Re-
flexive (Vulgate, Luther, Calvin, and others). Tho-

luek remarks on this, that to themselves does not give

clear sense. Comp., on the contrary, 1 Cor. vi. 16.

We may adopt the second explanation, and yet the

third need not be given up—namely, that in natural

lewdness not only does one di.shonor the other, but

each dishonors himself.

Ver. 25. They who exchanged the truth of

God. According to Meyer and Tholuek, Paul re-

* [Calov :
" Traditi surjt a Deo non EFFBCTrrE, nee solum

FKUMissiyEf nee tantum eK^ariKois, sed SiKatmKSa el

judicialiier." So Tholucli, Philippi, Alford ("not mereJy
permissive, but judicinl ") Meyer, stronger: "7rap^*«/c€

expresses the real active abandonment (die wirkliche adive

Preisgebung) on the pai-t of God." Both the Bible_ and
daily experience teach that sin is punished by sin, as virtue

is rewarded by virtue ; and this is a Divinely instituted law
in perfect harmony with our personal freedom and moral
accountability j for man's will is in eveiy act of sin as well

as of obedience, and hence what is represented in one pas-

sage as the work of G-od, is in another passage just as prop-

erly represented as the work of man, comp. Eph. iv. 19:

oiTipes eauTous irapiBuKav rfi aae^yeCa, k.t.K. God hardened

Pharaoh's heart, Exod. vii. 13 ; ix. 12 ; x. 1, 20, 27 ! xi. 10

;

Eom. ix. 18, but Pharaoh first hardened his own heart,

Exod. viii. 15, 32 ; ix. 34, 36, so that God punished bim b»

bis own sin, Comp. Doctrinal and Elhicai No, '.—P. S-l
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(unis expressly to the cnuse of the abandonment.

But by this they ovei'look the definite progress of

thouglit—namely, the argument for the abandon-

ment of the second degree wliioh follows in ver 26.

As a punishment of the heathen for squandering the

Soia of God for the paltry sum of images, their own
bodies have lost tlieir tyoja. But they are further

charged with bartering the truth of God for the lie

of idolatry, since they have served the creature jzaya

rov Kxiaavra. Therefore God gave them up to a lie

of sexual lust^ to a lust nafja (pi'ffiv. It is from this

parallel, which the commentators have overlooked,

that exact exegetieal detinitions on this passage

arise.—They who exchanged, OtTH'fr;, Quippe

qui. The expression denotes them as the same, but

characterizes them more fully. The sense is, tJiei/

exckangs '• for [sie tauschten um\ fjfri]?.?.atav, which

is not merely " more emphatic " (Meyer) than ijUa-

iav. It includes, with the exchange, a very strong

conception of change, of variation.—The truth of
God. Explanations : 1. The truth revealed to the

Gentiles (Camerarius, Reiche, and others). 2. S-tov

is geni'. object. ; therefore the true knowledge of

God (Piscat., Usteri. [Alford : the true notion of

Him as the Creator] ). 3. &(ov is genit. subject.;

the truth or reality of God, the true Divine essence,

according to the analogy rr/V Soiav toTi Sfo't (Tho-

luck, Meyer). Tholuck (with Theophylact, Luther,

and others) takes it exactly as a/.ijSi,vb(; Otoe [and

i/ifflcyo? for oi i;'!i'()'ft; OioL So also Hodge : a peri-

phrase for the true God—P. S.]. The (Voia of God
is God's revelation in glory, and so is God's truth

the qiave(>iii(Ti.q (see ver. 19) of his essential truth in

the truthful relations of creation. The name of God
is the revelation of His nature ; not His nature in

and of itself. But this revelation divides itself into

the So^a when we have in view the whole majesty

of His name, and into the altjB-fm when we look at

the real liarjnony of Us antitheses. They have for-

saken the general manifestation of this truth of God.

They have, indeed, utterly squandered it for the

gain of a mere lie—for the lying idols. [i/'tilJoi; =
'^P'rS is used emphatically for idols in the Scrip-

tures; Jer. xiii. 25; xvi. 19; Isa. xxviii. 15; xliv.

20; because the heathen gods do not even exist,

and yet they are worshipped in the place of the only

true God, who is the Cause of all existence, and the

Author of all truth.—P. S.] Idols are lies not sim-

ply as dii iinaginai'ii (Grotius). They are embodied
lies. Man must make them, and they pretend to

represent Him who made man (Isa. xl. 19, 20).

They have mouths, but they speak not ; eyes have
they, but they see not (Ps. cxv. 5 ; cxxxv. 16 ; Wis-
dom XV. 15). The worshipper of idols has a dark

consciousness of this contradiction. Even his wor-

ship is mendacious. Tholuck quotes Philo, De Vita

MosU, i. 3 [where it is said of the Israelites who had
made the golden calf], Moses wondered aaov ynnloq

avf^ ofT>]c; ult^O-flct^ iin^?JM^ctvTO. Comp. also Isa.

xliv. 20; Jer. iii. 10; xiii. 25: xvi. 19.—And wor.
shipped. Si-pdionai, [only once in the N. T.] de-

notes religious reverence in general ; ?.aTQftm de-

notes worship [with sacrifice, and other acts and
rites]. The conception of the ai/i. passes from fear

and reverence to worship. Of kindred but not of

Identical character is the distinction of Theophylact,

and others : internal and external worship.—The
creature rather than the Creator, [xriaa,
any created being or thing, belongs to both verbs,

but is conformed to AaT^)fi<n) as the nearest, while

€tfidto)icu, wo lid require the iocusative.—P. S.]

The Tzaoa tov xriaavra has been interpietej

in three ways: 1. More than the Creator [m th«

relative sense], (Vulgate, Erasmus, Luther [E. V.

Grotius], and others) ; 2. against the Creator Icon

tra creatarem ; comp. naqa qiiiavv, ver. 26], (Ham-

mond, Fritzsche, and others) ; 3. In the sense of

comparison [and exclusion], pra creatore, prmterito,

or relicto creatore ^Hilarius, Theophylact, Beza, Tb<v

luck, Meyer [Olshausen, De Wette, Philippi, Aliord,

Wordsworth, Hodge], and others). The third ex-

planation is correct in the sense that it includes the

second: Passing by one with the disregard and

rejection of the same (see Luke xviii. 14). The

na^a q>vaiv in ver. 26 perfectly corresponds to thif

rendering. In both cases, the statement must no!

be understood absolutely; otherwise heathendora

would have been the negation of all religion, and

unnatural lust the negation of all propagation of the

human race. It denotes the outbreaking sovereignty

of a religious vice, which is completed in a sensua.

one. [Wordsworth derives from this text an argu

ment against the Arians, who assert Christ to be

a creature, and yet profess to worship Him ; and

against those who pay religious worship to any crea-

ture, since no one is to be worshipped, according to

the Scriptures, who is not God by nature, and since

there is no middle between Creator and creature.

—

P. S.
I

Who is blessed forever. Tholuck :
" The

doxology is added to the name of God by Jews and

Mohammedans when they must state something that

is unworthy of Him, as though the writer would re-

move all suspicion of any share in the statement,"

&c. It is more natural to seek the explanation of

this custom in the indignation of reUgious feeling,

and in its confidence that God is exalted above the

profanation of His name.* Tholuck informs us that

an Arabian writer added, after every heresy which

he mentioned :
" God is exalted above all that they

say !
" The Apostle's expression, at all events, must

not be regarded as a mere form, but as candid

emotion (Meyer) ; which yet does not exclude the

thought indicated above (Chrysostom, Grotius).

—

f iiAoj/ijTo?, T)^i3.f Who is blessed, with

reference to all future eternity, is likewise an ex-

pression of the confident expectation that he shall

be blessed (Meyer therefore rejects, without good

reason, the explanation of Fritzsehe : celebrandus).

Ver. 26. For this cause God gave them
up. The (Jta TOiiro refers specifically to ver. 25,

and takes its place with the tho of ver. 24 and the

(IVoTt of ver. 21 as a subdivision under ver. 18.

Unto shameful passions. The an-fita was
already in ver. 24, but now it becomes a passion.

Meyer : ndOtj arifi., genit. qual. Since whoredom
is also a shameful passion, the substantive must be
retained : Passions of the shameful and degraded

* [So also Meyer (Erffuss der erreglen Pietat), Alford,
find others. The doxology is the natural outburst of a holj
indignation which puts tlie sin of idnlatry in a more striking
light and holds it up to the abhorrt^nce of all pious minda
Comp. similar doxoloeies ix. 6 ; 1 Tim. i. 17 ; 2 Tim. iv. 18;
comp. Gen. ix. 26 ; xiV. 20 ; xxiv. 27.—P. S.]

t [It is in the Bible only applied to God, while luwdpiw
and the corresponding Hebrew ^TaJN, happy, is applied to

man, very rarely to God (only in two passages of the N. T.,
I Tim. i. 11 ; vi. 16). ITie B. T. renders evXayirrm (and
euXoyri/ie'vot; always and properly hhssed, but varies in iti
translation of /aaKaptos between huppy and blessed; using
the latter in those passages where spiritual happines-s or tht
future glory of saints or the blessedness of God is intended,
as Ps. i. 1 ; xxxii. 1 j Luke i. 48 ; Matt. v. S-U ; 1 Tim. 1
II i Ti. 16

J Titus ii. 13.-P. S.] ,
i™.
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oondition. There was first a departure from honor

to simple dishonor ; then still further downward, to

a passionate course of dishonor, which might almost

be described as passion for vileness. The unnatural

Bins of lust rest upon unnatural passions, and these

spring from the root of the unnatural, lying deifica-

tion of creatures and images. Man is for God in a

religious sense, as the man and woman are for each

other in a moral point of view : this is the natural

condition, the truth of the relations (Eph. v. 25).

Therefore the perversion of nature, unnaturaluess,

or the lie of the service of the creature and of the

idols, is punished by the perversion of nature, un-

naturalness, or the lie of sexual gratification. Tho-

luck praises the modest reticence of the Apostle in

the expression, although his expression is clear

enough. He also says :
" The self-degradation and

self-condemnation of man appears most strikingly

in the peculiarly (?) Grecian sin of pederasty (apo-f-

voxorTai', 1 Cor. vi. 9), which, at the time when Paul

wrote, was largely practised also in Eome. After

Xenophon, De Lacedcem. Republ., ii. 14, has men-
tioned that this vice was forbidden by Lycurgus, he

adds, that this is not believed by some, iv noi.lcw;

yag zStv noXfwv o'l v6,iiOb oi'k Ivavri^oX'VTau tali;

,
Ti^oc; Toj't; 7taid'a(; eTTLdv^ilai^, Even the most dis-

tinguished men have incurred grave suspicions in

this matter, some justly, others unjustly. Corap.

Gessner, De pcederastia Socratis in vet. diss. Got/.

ii. p. 126. Seneca, a contemporary of Paul, writes

in Rome, J^. 35 : Transeo puerorum infelicium

greges, quos post transacta convivia alicB cuhiculi

conturnelue exspectant ; transeo ogmina exoleforurn

per nationes coloresque descripta. The most hide-

ous and yet the most accurate picture of Roman
licentiousness at that time, is given by Petronius, a

contemporary of the Apostle. Even women (called

iribades) committed the same outrage, which was

called by a smoother term after a famous predeces-

sor in the crime, " Sapphic Love." [Seneca writes,

Up. 95 :
" Libidine vero ne maribus guidern. cedunt,

pati natce ; dii illas demgue male perdant, adeo per-

versum commentce genua impudicitce viros ineunt."'\ *

For even their vromen. QtjXnai, and

ao(TEVf€, instead of yrvai-Aet; and avd'Qii;^ on ac-

count of the sexual reference. Eeiche says errone-

ously : In a contemptuous sense, for description of

the bestial. The expression •/qTjavq is euphemis-

tic for usus venereus, and therefore we must not sup-

ply TOi" a^afvoi;, or t^(; &riXflai; (Fritzsche). Tho-

luck explains thus : The Apostle places the female

Bex first, because the abomination of the crime is

most horrible in that sex, whose noblest ornament is

modesty (1 Tim. ii. 9) [similarly Hodge], It may

* [Comp. tie fearful and yet truthful description of the

horrible vice of Traifiepatrria among the highly civilized

Greeks, in DoUinger's learned work : Hnideidhum und
Judentham, 1857, p. 684 ff. " S'.i den ariKhr.n," he saye,
" triti das Luster der PMcrastit mit alien Symptome.n einer

grossen nationalen Kronhheitj gleichnam eines ethiscken Mi-
asma avf ; es zeigl sich als tin Gfjuhl, das starker und hef-

tiger wirJde, als die Weiberliebe bn onderen VolUern, masS'
^er, Mdenscha/tUcfier in seinen Ausbrvchen war. Rasende

Bifersticht^ unbedirigte Hingebung^ sinnliche Gluth, zarthche

Twr.deleiy ndcMh'ches Weilen vor der Thure des Geliebten,

Alles, was zur CarHcaiur der naturlichen Geschlech'sHebe

fehort, firidet sich dabei. Auch die ernsleslen Mmalisten
v/aren in der Beurtheilurtg des Verhdllnisses hbohst nach-

tichtig, mitunter mehr als nachsichtig, sie behandelten die

Sache hdufig mehr mit leichtfertigem Scherze, und duldeten

die Schuldigen in ihrer Gesellschaft. In der ganzen Liiera-

Iwr der vorchristlichen Periode ist kavm ein Schri/isieller

%a Jl/nden, der sich enschieden dagegen erkldri hdtte. Viel-

mehr ww die ganze Gtsellscliaft davon angesteckl^ und man
mOanete das Miasma, so zu sagen, mit der liffl em."—P. S.]

be observed, on the contrary, that the Apostle hen
generally passes from the less to the more abomina
ble crime. He probably alludes, in ver. 26 (as Tho.
luck remarks), to the debauchery of the tribadet

{friclrices, "the Lesbian vice," XiaflMi^nr), whera
women commit abuses with women, but perliaps h«
included the more secret sin of onanism. This ap-

pears from the antithesis in ver. 27 : Men toit/i men.
This sin is referred in a two-fold way to the deifica-

tion of the creature : by /tfrijV.aiav and by na^a
(fil'tTi'V.

Ver. 27. And likewise also the men. The
construction indicates that the unnatural burning
{iy-aaufrdaL = TTOPoT'trGai, 1 Cor. vii. 9) was in.

flamed by unnatural excitement in the shameful act

itself. The xarf^yat6/i,ivoi: means the com-
plete perpetration of the abomination.*—Receiv-
ing in themselves the due reward of their

error. According to Ammon and others, the de-

structive consequences of lust. According to Tho-
luck, the self-degradation. According to Meyer, the

designated lusts themselves, as the punishment for

the nl.dvTj, vers. 21-23. [Alford and Hodge like-

wise refer the TiXavij to their departure from God
into idolatry.—P. S.]. But the nXdrij is certainly

the godless aberration into unnaturalness—that is,

into a lie against nature, and we must think of the

punishment as proportionate thereto ; therefore not

only the absolute self-deception, but also the shame-

ful perversion of the sexual character (a man in a

horrible way " the woman of all men "). There-

fore, in themselves, not through themselves (Tho-

luck) ; nor " reciprocally " (Meyer). Meyer errone-

ously excludes here from consideration the destruc-

tive results of debauchery.

Yer. 28. And as they did not deem it worth
while [oiw sdoxinaiTttv] to retain God. A fur-

ther and more general development of moral cor-

ruption, based on a further and more general un-

folding of religious corruption. ICaOwi;. The com-

parison is at the same time causal—which Tholuck

denies. On the correspondence between the dark-

ening of knowledge and practical corruption, see

the quotations from the heathen writers, in Tho-

luck [and Wetstein. Cicero says, De Mat. Dear.

12 :
" Ha"d scio, an, pietate adversiis Deos sublaia,

tides etiam et societas, et una excelleritissima virtus

jmtitia tollatur." The assertion of modern deists,

rationalists, and infidels, that morality is indepen.

dent of religion, is an idle delusion. The wise hea-

then knew better. Religion is the backbone of

morality, and irreligion the mother of immorality

and vice. He who is most true to God, is most true

to himself and his fellow-men ;
and he who denies

God, is not likely to recognize any binding obliga^

tion to man, except on purely selfish and utilitarian

grounds. Immoral religionists and moral irreligion-

ists are exceptions, and confirm the rule.—P. S.]

The Soxi,fid!^nv —. S6xi.fiov f,yuaScu [here, to think

it worthy, or worth wh le ; comp. 1 Thess. ii. 4

;

1 Cor. xvi. 3].—^To retain God in (their) knowl-

edge [iv cTnyrolo-fi, Mrkenntniss]. Tholuck

makes the Emymmxiw equal to ihe ymmxnv in

ver. 21. But here the question is concerning per

ception—that is, the reception of knowledge into tha

inner life. Besides, the e/fir iv iniyvmnxa
is stronger than ywiltay-nv. Here again the punish.

• [Meyer : it«Te/Jva?OT9<" is used in the good as well ai

the bad sense, but in distinction from epvafeo-Soi it alwayi

expresses the idea of carrying out, or completmj'.—P. a.]
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ment corresponds to the guilt; therefore the ado-
Kifioq voTk; is uot a mind incapable of judgment
or discernment [judicii expers], (Beza, Piscat. [Ben-
gel] ), but the adjective is passive, according to the

use (if language : worthless (good-for-nothing) mind,
[cfoxi/'oi;, from de/o^iai, receiviible, wortliy of recep-

tion; atio-AiiAOi;^ worthless^ worfhii of rejection. The
heathen did not lose the moral faculty of discerning

between right and wrong, good and bad, but in spite

of it they practised the bad, and encouraged its

practice in others (ver. 32), thereby increasing their

guilt. '' It is the video meliora prohoguey which
makes the deloriora sequor so peculiarly criminal."

^P. S,] The oii-/i Idonlfiaaav and adoxi^^toc; voT't;

are a paronomasy. The vor^ is the perceiving and
deciding intelligence, and mediates all the impres-
Bions for moral self-determination and action.

—

Things which are not becoming. The fiii

xaO-rjr.ovta, in the technical sense of the philo-

sophical schools, are things contrary to duty, or im-
moral

; but in a more popular sense here, they are
an expression of moral abhorrence.

Vers. 29-32. Being filled with all unright-
eousness. Tholuck: "The accusatives ntnXti-
^oiiiivot'i;, ufarovt;, &c., depend on nonZv,
as Erasmus has already remarked: becavsf their

thoughts are so impure, they also commit unbecom-
ing things." [Some connect the following accusa-
tives with aiiroi'q of the preceding verse, so as to
express the state in which, and the reason why, God
abandoned them ; but it is better to connect them
with the subject of Ttoulv, understood, so as to ex-
press the consequences of such abandonment, and
the various forms of ta fiij xaO-ijy.ovra which they
practised, naaa aSivloL^ all manner of immorality,
is general ; the following terms are specifications.

Similar catalogues of sins : 2 Cor. xii. 20 ; Gal. v.

19-21 ; Eph. V. 3 ; 1 Tim. i. 9, 10 ; 2 Tim. ill. 2-4.

—P. S.] De Wette remarks that the following cata-

logue of sins, like a similar one in Gal. v. 19, is un-
systematic

; though ctfUzi'a stands first, as the princi-

pal conception. Likewise Tholuck (against Bengel's
and Gloclder's attempts at classification) maintains
that the Apostle states a "(rui'afl^ioHT^d? [rhetorical
accumulation] of manifestations of sin," and cites

the paronomasies tftOovon and <p6vai\ aavvixovii and
QKTrvOlroix- But the paronomasies are no proof,
and so we attempt the following construction :

*

I. Vices. The chief vice, adi-xla, unright-
eousness, at the head. This is divided into ttovij-
(fla, malice [disposition to inflict evil], wicked-
ness—bold form ; and into nXfoviila, avarice,
covetousness

; xaxia, badness, malice—pusillani-
mous form. On the addition of Tzo^viia to the

• JThe cbissification of Dr. Lange is certainly original
and ingenious, and decidedly preferable to any other, al-
though perhaps somewhat artifloial. The next best olassi-
Bcation ib that of Bengel in Horn. i. 29 : " Tula enumeraUo
ordincm habit sap'eiikm, per membra novem, in affectibus
duo, in sermime : Iria, rrpectu Dei, et sui, rt prnximi ; cl duo,
in rebus gereridis : sex, rcspcetu nccessitudiimm." He also
remarks that iSticia., the opposite of justUia, is put first,
imnusericm-dia last; justice has life, injustice death; ver.
S2. But It seems to me that the Apostle, in this catalogue
Of vices, had regard not so much to systematic order, as to
tlietoricnl effect, with the view to bring out more strikingly
the absolute necessity of redemption. It is a rapid accu-
B^ation and rising climax to the crisis of the disease,
which was the turning-point of the care. Man's extremity
was Ood's opportunity. Christ appeared " in the fulness of
time, just when He was most needed, and when the way
for Hi3 coming was fully prepared, both negatively by the
hopeless corruption of society, and positively by the mission
01 the aw and th i promiea in Israel, and the aspirations of
the letter class ol heathen.—P. S.]

above, see Textual Note ["]. The expression ni
n>.ri() lit II i V n i; means, that every wicked pergoii

had not merely one crime. By the vices are hera

meant permanent and cold traits of character, in

distinction from deeds ol impulse, in which the

guilty persons appear as /iiatoi, full and drunken.

II. Evil deeds, or criminal acts. The chief sin,

qiSovoq, envy, at the head ; divided into 1/10*05,

murder; e^i?, strife, contention; doXoi;, de-
ceit, or fraud ; xaxotj Qfi'tt, malignity, treach

erous conduct. The chief source is (fd^ovoq; but

in all these evil deeds they appear as drunken.

III. Wicked characters according to their deeds.

^liO-r^tarai, 'whisperers, backbiters [one who
slanders secretlyj • xai aXaXoi^, slanderers, ca-

lumniators ; &fo(rr II ytti;, haters of God, de-

spisers of God, scorning God
(
Gottverdchier). Tho.

luck : Promethean characters. In the classic litera.

ture, and especially the tragic department, the word
occurs only in the passive meaning : hated by
God, hateful to God [see the quotations of Meyer
in loc.'\ ; but the context plainly declares in favor
of the active rendering, which has been adopted by
most commentators from Theodoret down to the
present, and which alone is in harmony with the
Christian spirit. Classic usage also favors the ac-
cessory thought: ungodly, wicked. vfi^i,arai,
insolent, overbearing, those who perpetrate crimi-
nal I'ipsiui ; {iTtt^ijifiaro:,, those who are proud,
self-conceited, those who conduct themselves arro-
gantly above others ; aXa!:6viQ, boasters, who
do not design, like the previous class, to crush oth-
ers by the force of their greatness, but make a lying
show of it ; igjiii^iral xaxOiv, inventors <m
villanies, or crimes, swindlers, and adventurers;
yovfii(ji,v a7t(i,&fli;, disobedient to parents

j

apostasy from the piety and affection due to parents
is a fountain of corruption (see Malaehi iv. 6 ; Luke
i. 11). [Hodge :

" That such should, be included in
this fearful list, shows the light in which filial dis-

obedience is regarded by the sacred writers."—p. S.]

IV. (Ver. 31.) Wicked characters according to
their sentiments, in leading psychological types.
aiTi'i/fToi, without understanding [or in-

sight into moral things, blinded, besotted]
; corrupted

intelligence ; aa iiv 0- (t 1., according to Philippi,
and others, quarrelsome, implacable ; according
to Meyer, covenant-breakers [perfidious] ; we
construe the expression psychologically: unstable,
unreliable— corrupted will, aaro^yoi,, desti<
tute of affection, heartless

; wanting even in natu.
ra! feeling and natural love

—

corrupted feeling.
{aBTiovBoi-, implacable, irreconcilable. Proba.
bly an insertion), avf Xcri fiovtq, vmmercifii],
without pity and compassion: a totally corrupted
state of feeling (Matt. xxv. 31 fi;).

y. Wicked maxims (ver. 82). Demoniacal plens-
ure in wickedness on the part of those who are con-
scious of the deadly guilt of sin (for example, hea-
then philosophers, magistrates, judges, etc.) ; and
who not only commit sins worthy of death, but also
approve them in others by their endoi-sement and
principles.— The oi'Ti.rfs announces a new ele-
ment, a new degree. This degree wa.s of course
not reached or thoroughly accompUshed by all, but
the generality, were guilty to this degree—a fact
which is shown by the crucifixion of Christ. Gro.
tins has alluded to the defence of many crimes bj
the philosophers [e. g., the defence of hatred, re-
venge, even pederasty and sodomy]

; and Heumani
[andEwald] to lax criminal justice. The dtxat
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B ^ a of God in the knowledge of the Gentiles ia in

part the institution of law and in part God's puni-

tive dealing, so far as the latter is referred by the

heathen conscience to Divine justice, [d^xaiw/ta
(corap. liUkft i. 6 ; Eora. ii. 26 ; viii. 4 ; Apoe.
IV. 5, in the Septuagint often for the Hebrew
pn , fiisn , nisa

J
is here the righteous decree

or sentence of God as the Lawgiver and Judge, de-

claring what is right and wrong, and connecting
death with sin, and life with righteou&ness. Meyer

:

BecIiMestiriimvng ; Lange : Rechtsurtheil ; Alford

:

Kiitence ; Wordsworth and Hodge : decree. This
decree is inscribed not only on the revealed law of
the Old Testament, but also on the conscience or
moral sense of every man. The latter is here
meant.—P. S.]

Ver. 32. Are worthy of death. Photius:
According to the Mosaic law. The Socinians : Civil

punishment by death. Meyer : Eternal death, by
which Paul has in mind the heathen notion of the
state of punishment in Hades.* Pritzsohe and De
Wette : The misery of sin, and similar results. But
the meaning is the general idea of death in the Gen-
tile consciousness of guilt, as the punishment of the
most varied forms of sin. [Alford : Sdvaroi;, a
general term for the fatal consequence of sin ; that

such courses lead to ruin. Hodge : All evil inflicted

for the satisfaction of justice. This passage shows
that the judicial abandonment of God does not de-

stroy the free agency or responsibility of men. The
stream which carries them away is not without, but
within ; it is their own corrupt nature. TJmbreit

:

Life and death are ever set over against one another
in the Old and New Testaments, the one as including
all good, the other as all evil.—P. S.] The nqda-
aar is a stronger expression. [It brings out more
clearly the idea of repetition and continuance of

action than tzomv.—P. S.]

The progress is very apparent from wicked pas-

sions to wicked acts ; from these, to wicked, charac-

ters, according to the positive methods of action
;

from these, to wicked characters in whom the incli-

nation for what is good is extinguished ; and from
these, finally, to wicked maxims. This progress is

also expressed by the change of the forms. The
same sins are not described throughout these differ-

ent categories. According to the fundamental con-

ception of unrighteousness, the first category may
be regarded as the general category. The second
describes sins against our fellow-men in their indi-

vidual relation ; the third, those against human soci-

'ety ; the fourth passes on to settle the character of

self-corruption in its psychological forms of senti-

ment; and the fifth, to the complete demoniacal
consciousness and approval of sin.

[This dark picture of heathen corruption (which
does not exclude honorable exceptions ; comp. Kom.
ii. 14, 26) is by no means overdrawn, and can be
fully verified by testimonies from the first writers

of the classical age of ancient Greece and Eome,
Buch as Thucydides (iii. 82-84, on the moral state

of Greece during the Peloponnesian war), Aris-

tophanes, Horace, Catullus, Juvenal, Persius, Sal-

lust, Seneca, Tacitus, Suetonitis. Comp. my Church
History, vol. i. p. 802 ff., and the works quoted
there. I shall only refer to a passage from Seneca,

the philosopher and contemporary of Paul, De Ira,

* (PMlippi likewise refers to the heathen myth of Hades
»!.tli Its punishments, and quotes from JEsohylus, Eume-
nU. VT. 2S9-266.—p. S.]

ii. 8 :
" All is full of ciime and vice

; there is mow
committed than can be healed by punishment. A
monstrous prize contest of wickedness is going on
The desire to sin increases, and shame decreases daj
by day. . . . Vice is no longer practised o^cretly,
but in open view. Vileness gains in evtrv street
and in every breast to such an extent, that inno.
cence has become not only rare, but has ceased to
exist." It is true, the history of Christian countrieo
often presents a similar picture of moral ( orruption
(with tlie exception of those unnatural vices de-
scribed vers. 26 and 27, which have aXmo'il disap-
peared, or greatly diminished within the pale of
Christian civilization). Think of the st!>,tc of the Latin
Christians in the filth century as described by the
priest Salvianus, who charges them with every vice,
and puts them, in a moral point of view, beneath the
barbarians ; of the condition of Catholic Prance un-
der Louis XIV. and XV. ; and of the large capitals
of Europe and America in our days. Tea, in some
respects the most diabolical forms of sm are brought
out by contrast under the Christian dispensation, and
apostasy from Christianity is worse than heathenism
(comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1-9). But there remains this radical
difference : the heathen corruptions were produced
and sanctioned by the heathen mythology and idola-

try
; while Christian nations are corrupt in spite of

and in direct opposition to Christianity, which raises

the highest standard of virtue, and acts continually
on the world as a purifying and sanctifying power.—
P. S.]

DOCTEINAL AND ETHIOAI..

1. The revelation of God's salvation is at the

same time a revelation of God's wrath. One con-

ception is eclipsed by the other. It is a vain delu-

sion to imagine that we can separate the doctrine of

redemption from that of wrath. The conception of

wrath is the conception of the absolute and personal

energy of the Divine government of love in puni-

tive righteousness. Redeeming love is the absolute

and personal energy of Divine righteousness in the

saving exercise of love. Can a soul enjoy the expe-

rience of salvation by faith, without passing through

an internal judgment, and feeling of Divine displeas.

ure ? For further information, see the Mxeg. Notes;

Tholuck, pp. 86, 57 ; Meyer, p. 49; the article Zorn
Gottes, in Herzog's Realencyklopiidie [vol. xviii. p.

687 ff.], together with the literature on the subject

enumerated there [especially the monograph on the

Wrath of God by Ferdinand Weber, with prole-

gomena on the doctrine of the atonement by Franz

Delitzsch, Erlangen, 1862.—P. S.]

2. The essential characteristic of all forms of

mibelief consists in men's holding back or hindering

the truth in unrighteousness. " Modern culture "

attempts to separate the ideas am-axla and anfiSiM
utterly from each other. But the biblical view will

not allow such a separation. Unbelief is miscon-

duct toward the moral claims within the horizon of

the internal life. This misconduct has its degrees.

The germ and principle is sin as transgression

{7iagdpaai4) in general. The definite determina-

tion is apostasy, which manifests itself also as oppo.

sition to Divine truth. Therefore the two funda-

mental forms of specific unbelief are : apostasy, and

hostile attack. The third degree is hardness of

heart. But the measure of power in human obsta.

cles to the revelation of God is related to the poweJ
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of DiTinc reaction against these obstacles, just as the

power of man (as weakness) is related to the omnipo-

tence of God.
3. The idea of the revelation of Ood ly nature

pervades the entire Bible. See Ps. viii., xix., civ.,

and others ; Isi. xl. According to Schneckenburger

(Beitrdge zur Einleitung Ms Neue Testament, 10th

e.'Bay : J^aul's Natural Tlieology, and its Sources),

Philo was Paul's source. See thereon, Tholuck, p. 64.

The pamphlet of Hebart also belongs here ; Die naiiir-

liehe Theologic des Apustels Fau us (Niirnb., 1860) ;

likewise Zoukler's Theologia Naturalis, or Entwurf
einer systematischen Naturlheologie. [Frankfurt a.

M., 18B0, 2 vols.] The latter has viewed natural

theology in a more primitive than usual sense. We
must bear in mind that natural theology, since the

revelation of salvation, has assumed a different form

from what it liad before the revelation of salvation,

and especially as the basis of the original revelation.

The symbolical natural religion which prevailed down
to Abraliam is distinguished from the revelation of

salvation herein, that God revealed Himself there

specially by symbols and signs, but here by the

Word. See also the article Raymoiid of Sabunde,

in Herzog's Reah:ncyklopddle [vol. xii. p. 571].

4. According to Paul, as according to all the

Holy Scriptures, humanity has fallen from its original

Ideal height ; but according to the majority of tliose

who set themselves up as the advocates of " modern
culture," it liaa risen from a rough, beast-like state.

Wherefore Reiche also (p. 157) has expressed the

opioion that the Apostle has here expressed only a

cotemporary opinion of the Jews. The testimony

of history is against the view of " modern culture."

It proves the gradual decay of the Hindus, the Ara-

bians, the Ethiopians, the Indians, and, finally, even

of the Greco-Roinan world, with all its relative glory.

6. It is improper to regard the description of the

Apostle as a description only of the corruption of

the heathen world. It shows us first how the Gentile

morld arose, and then what became of it; but it

does not commence with a Qentile world. Therefore

(t goes back, fundamentally, to the genesis of sin in

the fall of man ; but then it shows how the fall of

man in its second form (with the self-boasting of

man after the flood) became the genesis of real hea-

thendom. The corruption arose from the original

symbolical religion which prevailed from Adam dowa
to Abraham. For men magnified the simple sym-
bolism of nature—which God had given—by tlieir

own arbitrary symbolizations, and then mythicized

the symbols ; that is, they deified them. Tims my-
thology arose from symbolism, and idolatry and then
image-worship arose from the symbolical view of

nature. Recent research has commenced to exhume
from the ruins of myths the gold of the original

3ymboli3m. Comp. my treatise On the Relation

between General and Ecclesiastical Symbolism, in the

Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Christliche Wissenschaft, &c.,

1855, Nos. 4-6 ; and the recent writings on heathen-

lorn by Wuttke [Geschichte des Heidenthums, 1852
ff.], Bollinger [Heidenthum und Judenthum, 1851],
Btiefelhagen, Lasaulx, and others. [Schelling, Philo-

sophie der Mytholojie, 1857 ; Fabri, Die Entstehung

des Heidenthums, 1859 ; Nagelsbach on the Homeric,

«nd Post-Homeric Tlieologti, 1840, 1857 ; Gladstone,

8i'^,iies on Homer, 1858 ; W. S. Tyler, The Theology

of thi Ch-eek Pwts, 1867.—P. S.]

6 The description of the original form of natu-

ral religion does not justify the conclusion that the

revelation of God in Christ would not have occurred

under the presupposition of human righteousnesft

But it leads us to conclude that the progress froaa

the one to the other would have been effected in th«

form of a historical continuity.

7. The explanation of Gentile corruption from

the great peccatum omissionis. " They have not

honored and thanked God" (ver. 21); this is a

penetrating glance which sheds its light also upon

the first fall, as well as upon every genesis of sin.

On the significance of this passage for the whola

Epistle, see the Introduction and the Exeg. Notes.

8. God's positive government, which impels evil

throuo'h trial and temptation into the process of de-

velopment from righteous judgment (sin punished

by sin) and Unrighteous judgment (Rom. xi. 32), cor.

responds with God's negative abandonment, in which

the first ground for the punishment is revealed, not

only because God, as the Holy One, must withdraw

His Spirit from the consciousness of sinful man, but

also because He regards man in his freedom, and

leaves him to its action (see my Positive Dogmatics,

p. 468).

[Sin punished by sin. The Rabbinical tract, Pirkr

Aboth, c. 2, ver. 1, says: "Festina ad prceceptum

Icvetanquam ad grave, etfuge transgressionem ; prce-

ceptum, enim tra/iit prceceptum, et transgressio trans-

gressionem ; quia merces pracepti prceceptum est, et

trdnsgressionis transgressio.' Seneca (Ep. 16): "The
first and greatest punishment of any commission of

sin is the sin itself which is committed." De Wette,

ad Rom. i. 24 :
" This view (that sin is punished bj

sin) is no mere Jewish doctrine, but it is universally

true from the absolute standpoint of religion."

Schiller

:

" This is the very_ curse of evil deed,
That of new evil it becomes tlie seed."

But this judicial punishment of sin with sin does not

make God the author of sin in any sense. Dr.

South (Serm. ii. on 2 Thess. ii. 11) says :
" God may

make one sin the punishment of another, though It

still is to be remembered that it is one thing for God
to give a man over to sin, and quite another for God
to cause him to sin ; the former importing in it no

more than God's providential ordering of a man's

circumstances, so that he shall find no check or hin-

derance in the course of his sin ; but the latter im-

plying also a positive efiiciency toward the commis-

sion or production of a sinful act ; which God never

does, nor can do ; but the other He both may, and,

hi a judicial way, very often does. ... In all which

God is not at all the author of sin, but only pursues

the great work and righteous ends of His provi

dence, in disposing of things or objects in them,

selves good or indifferent, toward the compassing of

the same ; howbeit, through the poison of men's
vicious affections, they are turned into the opportu-

nities and fuel of sin, and made the occasion of their

final destruction ; ix. 17, 22." Dr. Hodge :
" God

often punishes one sin by abandoning the sinner to

the commission of others. Paul repeats this idea

three times, vers. 24, 26, 28. This judicial abandon-
ment is consistent with the holiness of God and the

free agency of man. God does not impel or entice

to evil. He ceases to restrain. He says of the sin-

ner. Let him alone ; vers. 24-28." P. S.]
9. The deep truth in the proof of the connection

between religious and moral corruption.
10. The intimate connection between the denial

of the (JoEa of God and the degradation of the W5a
of the human form by whoredom, and between tte
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denial of the truth of God and the degradation of

the true relations of human nature, as represented

by Paul, has not been properly observed. See Exeg.
Sotea.

11. Other enumerations of sins and crimes in the
Scriptures : see 2 Cor. xii. 20 ; Gal. v. 19 ; Eph. v.

8 ; 1 Tim. i. 9 ; 2 Tim. iii. 2.

12. Sm reaches its climax in wicked maxims and
Drinciples. They are demoniacal in their character,

and the Intellectual .side of the service of the devil,

which may be known not only in its gross forms, but
also ui the subtle form of cowardly idolatry of what
IS base, and which in this shape is widely diffused.

[Yet, even in the most reprobate sinner, the voice

of conscience cannot be en tirely extinguished (" know-
ing the judgment of God," ver. 32). It makes him
uneasy and miserable on earth, and will be his con-
demnation in tlie other world.—P. S.]

13. While the Apostle has here described the
dark side of heathendom, the second chapter shows
that the whole of heathendom does not appear to

him under this dark aspect. In the first chapter he
describes the prevailing Antinomian tendency of
heathendom, in opposition to the prevailing legalis-

tic tendency of Judaism.

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

Tees. 18-21.

In what does the beginning of all the real sinful

corruption of the world, and of the Gentiles in par-

ticular, consist? 1. In the neglect of the general
manifestations of God by creation ; 2. in neglect to

worship God by praise and thanksgiving.—Against
what will God's wrath be sent from heaven ? 1.

Against all ungodliness ; 2. against all unrighteous-

ness of men who hold back the truth in unrighteous-

ness (ver. IS).

The revelation of wrath, and the revelation of

love, as they, 1. Are opposed to each other ; 2. are

closely connected with each other.—The revelation

of God in nature is a revelation of His invisible na-

ture—that is, of His eternal pov^cr and Godhead
(vers. 19, 20).—He who knows God, should praise

and thank Him.— The knowledge and worship of

God.—Neglect of the worship of God loads to ob-

scuring the knowledge of God (ver. 21).

LoTHER : Where there is no faith, reason falls

from one depth to another, until it is totally blinded

in its speculations, as is the case with all self-con-

ceited and heated brains (ver. 21).

Starke : Even after the fall, every man has a

natural knowledge of the nature and works of God
;

yet this is not sufficient to lead him to salvation (ver.

19).—God esteems our knowledge according to the

means we have of obtaining it. Thus He demands
more knowledge from the Jews than from the Gen-
tiles, and still more from us Christians (ver. 21).

—

As God is a living God, so must our knowledge of

Him also be vital, and express itself in praise and
thanks (ver. 21).

—

Langii Op. Bibl. : Whoever de-

nies the wrath of God, and describes God alone ac-

cording to mere love, thereby obscures also the

greatness oif the grace and love of God, and leads

others to despise this grace and love (ver. 18).

—

Hedinoer : God does not leave Himself without a

witness among the heathen. All creatures eloquent-

ly testify to His might and wisdom (ver. 20). From
QuBSMEL : Sugo de Area : Omnis creatura tribvs

vocibm nobis loquitur : prima est famulantis, accipi
beneficivm ; secunda admonentis, redde debitum ser
vitium ; tertia comminantis, fuge supplidum (vei

Bengel : Whatever is under heaven, and not
under the gospel, is under the wrath (ver. 18).—The
heart of man conforms to its thoughts (ver. 21),

Geelaoh ; The sin against which God's wrath !t

directed shows itself in the double form of ungodk
ness and uin-igliteousness, according as man sins more
directly against God, or against himself and his
neighbor (ver. 18).—As soon as man ceases to direct
himself to the holy and gracious God, he worships
only God's power and beauty (?), and m.ikes Nature
his God (ver. 21).

Heubner: The denial of God can never be ex-
cused, for man can know God (ver. 19).

The Pericope for the 11th Sunday after Trinity
(vers. 16-20).—Heubner : The joy of the Christian
in the confession of faith : 1. Disposition ; 2. neces-
sity ; 3. how are we fitted for it ?—How shall we
learn to estimate properly the value of the gospel f

1. When we experience its power in our own hearts

;

2. when we perceive properly the wretched condition
of the human race without Christianity—its religions

as well as its moral condition ; 3. when we learn
the insufficiency of natural religion, which reveals

God's existence and power, but not His mercy toward
sinners.—The relation of natural and revealed re.

ligion : 1. Harmony ; 2. difference ; 3. inferences.

Lange : For the wrath of God. Wrath a proof
of the gospel : 1. Of its necessity ; 2. its truth ; 3.

its glory.—On the ditterence between the knowledge
and perception of God.—The general manifestation

of God, or the relation between natural religion and
revealed religion in its narrower sense.—The begin-

ning of all sin is always at bottom a sin of neglect

—The two sides of piety : to praise God, and to

thank Him.
[TiLi.OTSON : Vers. 18, 19. If it were only the

wrath and displeasure of men that the sinner were
exposed to, there might be reason enough for fear

;

but the wrath and vengeance of men bears no com-
parison with the wrath of God. Tlieir arm is short,

and their power small ; they may shoot their most
poisonous arrows at us, and at last kill us ; but they

cannot pursue us into the other world. Bu, the

wrath of God haa none of these limits,

—

The fear

of God's wrath: Men may harden their foreheads,

and conquer all sense of shame ; but they cannot

perfectly stifle and subdue their fears. They can

hardly so extinguish the fear of hell, but that some
sparks of that fire will ever and anon be flying about

in their consciences.

—

South (sermon on Natural

Religion without Mevelation, sufficient to reiider a

tinner ines^cusaUe (ver. 20) : I heartily wish that

all young persons would lodge this one observation

deep in their minds: That God and nature have

joined wisdom and virtue by such a near cognation,

or, rather, such an inseparable connection, that a

wise, prudent, and honorable old age is seldom or

never found but as the reward and effect of a sober,

virtuous, and well-spent youth.

—

Scott : Even to

this day, if any nations seem to be sunk into so

entire a stupidity as to have no notions of a God

remaining among them, this still more clearly proves,

not man's want of rational powers, but his carua!

enmity to God and religion, through which he be-

comes more and more the besotted and blind slave

of Satan.—Clarke : Paul's purpose is to show : 1.

That all the heathen nations are utterly corrupt, and
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deserving of punishment ; 2. that the Jews, not-

withstanding the greatness of their privilege, were

no bettor than the Gentiles.—Houge : The folly and

dnrkiiess of which the Apostle here speaks are ex-

pressive of want of Divine knowledge, which is but

the effect and cause of moral depravity.—J. F. H.]

Vers. 22-32.

Abandonment of the Gentile world : 1. Why did

iJ-jd abandon them ? «. Because they changed His

gloi-y into something transitory and corruptible

;

b. His truth into a lie. 2. In what respect did God
abandon them? a. In pollution of the flesh and

spirit ; b. in utter hardness of heart (vers. 22-32).

—

Huw dreadful to be abandoned by God ! Because

1. l-Iis Spirit departs ; 2. sin becomes punishment.

—

Has Paul described the moral pollution of the Gen-

tile world in too dark colors ? No. For what the

Apostle says is corroborated by witnesses from its

very midst. 1. Of ancient times (Aristophanes,

Horace, Juvenal) ; 2. of the present day (modern

Hindu literature, &e.).—He who would describe sin,

must be strengthened by looking up to God (ver.

2a).—The heathen world of the present day is the

same as that at tlie time of Paul, and therefore can

be converted only by the same means (the gospul).—

He who knows how to do good, and does not do it,

sins (ver. 32).—What men are hardened? Those

who (1) know God's righteousness, (2) yet do what
deserves death, and (3) are not contented to have

pleasure in those who do it (ver. 32).

Luther : The real Epicureans are those who live

as if there were no God ; who boast much, and

would have others boast of them that they are some-

thing extraordinary, when they really are not (ver.

SO).

Starke : It was a crime of pride, when they

said, We are not so foolish (ver. 22).—To consider

one's self wise and shrewd, and yet to possess foolish

princip'm^ is the greatest folly ; especially when ex-

hibited by the world's wise men in pubhshed writings

(ver. 22).—The wisest and most learned are often

also the most perverted.—It is absolutely unreason-

able to worship God under the image of a beast

;

for rt'hat king, prince, and honorable m*i would per-

mit himself to be represented in the form of an ox,

or hog (!). How much less can God be treated thus

(ver. 2S).—He who forsakes God, will be forsaken

also by God (ver. 24),—The most direct path to athe-

ism, is to regard God unworthy to be known (ver.

28).—Goodness goes gently, but evil goes violently,

and will be host in the house. It foams and fer-

ments like new wine (ver. 29).

—

Hedisgek : Sin is

Bometiines the punishment of sin (ver. 24).

—

Osian-

DEa Bibl. : Teachers and preachers must be careful

to speak of sins against God and nature in such a

way that those sins be prevented and guarded against,

rather than learned and committed (ver. 26).

—

Cra-
mer : Although the neglect to know God is regarded

^7 tie wjrld as no sin, or, if a sin, the least of all,

it is really a. fountain of all sin, and, finally, of aL

the penalties consequent upon sin (ver. 28).

Heobnee : The ruin of the Gentile world is a

warning for Christians : Apostasy from the word of

God induces similar aberrations at all times—a new

though more refined heathenism (ver. 22).—God for

sakes only those who will not hear Him (ver. 24).

—

A wicked state of heart leads to absolute pleasure in

wickedness itself (ver. 32).

Besser : Unnaturalness follows from the deifica'

tion of nature (ver. 27).

Lange : The connection between religious and

moral ruin is exhibited also in the world at the pres.

ent time.—The barbarous disregard of the human
person in all sexual sins, as often concealed beneath

the most refined masks of culture, is closely con-

nected with the irreligious disregard of the personal-

ity of God and man.—-4. fundamental sanctification

of the sexual relations can arise only from the vital

knowledge of the dignity of personal life.—Sin tak-

ing on the form of the devilish nature in wicked

maxims.
[Scott : Eeligion moderates and regulates natu-

ral affections, but excess of depravity extinguishes

them. It is a proof of more determined impiety for

men to take pleasure in the company of the enemies

of God, than to commit many crimes whilst the heart

and conscience protest against them.

—

Clarke : We
see what the world was, and what it would ever have

been, had not God sent a divine revelation of His

will, and established a public ministry to proclaim

it. Were man left to the power and influence of hia

fallen nature, he would always be what the Apostle

here describes as the condition of the Gentile world.— CornpreheTisive Comm. : No wickedness so hein-

ous, but a reprobate mind will comply.
Hodge (condensed) : 1. It is the very nature of

sin to be inexcusable, and worthy of punishment ; 2.

as the works of God reveal His eternal power and
Godhead, we should accustom ourselves to see in

them the manifestations of His perfections ; 3. the

human intellect is as erring as the human heart ; 4.

as the light of nature is uisufficient to lead the hea-
then to God and holiness, it is our obvious and
urgent duty to send them the light of the Bible ; 6.

sins of uncleanness are peculiarly debasing and de-

moralizing
; 6. to take pleasure in those who do

good, makes us better ; as to delight in those who
do evil, is the surest way to become even more de-

graded than they are themselves.—Compare two ser-

mons by R. South on Tlie Heinous Ghiilt of Taking
Pleasure in Other Meti's Sins ; and sermon by C.

GiRDLEPTONE On Pleasure in the Sight of Sin {Paro-
chial Sermons).—J. F. H.]

[Ver. 32. South (Sermon on the text): That
sin (which sympathizes with and patronizes the sin-

ner) is a pitch beyond all other sins, and such an one
as must nonplus the devil himself to proceed farther.

It is the very extremity, the fulness, and the con.
eluding period of sin ; the last line and fini8hin|
stroke of the devil's image, drawn upon the goul^
man.—P. &]
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Thihd Section.— ffrarfjMi? transition from the corruption of tlie Gentiles to that of ike Jews. Tim unt-
vermlitu of the corruption,, and, with the universality of giiAlt, that worst cormplion, the judgmeni
of others. This judgment is likewise judged by the continuance of a universal antagonixm, within ihi
universal corruption, between pious, earnest men, and obstinate rebels, both among Gentiles and Jem,
in view of the righteous, impartial government of God by virtue of the continuance of the universal
legislation of God in the conscience. The revelation of the antagonism of loyal Gentiles and disloym
Jews on the day of the proclamation of the gospel.

Chap. II. 1-16.

1 Therefore [Wherefore] thou art inexcusable, O man, whosoever thou art
that judgest : for wherein thou judgest another [the other, thy neighbor, top
ksgov], thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest doest the same things.

2 But we are sure that the judgment of God is according to truth against them
3 which [those who] commit such things. And [But] thinkest thou this, O man,

that judgest them which do [those who practise] such things, and doest the
4 same, that thou shalt escape the judgment of God? Or despisest thou the

riches of his goodness and forbearance and long-suffering ; not knowing [not
considering] that the goodness of God leadeth [is leading] thee to repentance ?

6 But, after thy hardness and impenitent heart, treasurest up unto [for] thyself
wrath against [in] the day of wrath ^ and revelation " of the righteous judgment
of God

;

6, 1 Who will render to every man according to his deeds : To them [those]

who by patient continuance in well-doing [by endurance in good work] seek
for glory and honour and immortality [will he render, oiroSu<rei, Ter. e], eternal life:'

8 But unto them that [to those who] are contentious [self-seeking, or partisans],

and do not obey [disobey] the truth, but obey unrighteousness, [shall be rendered]

9 indignation and wrath [wrath and indignation],* Tribulation and anguish, [omit
,]

upon every soul of man that doeth evil [is working out to the end the evil,

rov >c a T sgya^ofisvov rb naxov], of the Jew iii-s^, and also of the Gentile;

10 [Greek.] But glory, honour, and peace, to every man that worketh good [is

working the good, rep fQyat,nfiEvc^ to dya&6f'\, to the Jew iirst, and also to the

11 Gentile [Greek]. For there is no respect of persons " with [before] God.
12 For as many as have [omtt have] sinned without law shall [will] also perish

wi^'hout law ; and as many as have [omit have] sinned in [under] the law shall

13 [will] be judged by the law
; [.] (For not the hearers of the law ' [of law'

are just [righteous] before God, but the doers of the law [of law] shall [wUl

ii be justified [declared righteous]. For when [whenever] the [omit the] ' Gentiles

which have not the law [Gentiles having no law, e&vT] la jiij rofior iiovTo], do

'

by nature the things contained in the law [the things of the law, ra tov vb^ov,

i. e., the things pertaining to, or required by, the law], these, having nOt the laW [nOt having

15 (the) law, vofiov jm) exovrst;],' are a law unto [to] themselves : Which [Who]
shew the work of the law written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing

witness, and their thoughts the mean while accusing or else excusing one

another
;)

[their thoughts between one another, or alternately, luta^v allf^mv,

16 accusing or also, rj Jtae, excusing.] '° In the day when God shall judge the

secrets of men by [through] Jesus Christ according *q my gospel.

' Ver. 5.—rli; iitiaa opv^s, i. c, wrath -wMch will he revealed in the day of -wrath. It belonga to iprnv, not to

»i|iraiipife«. The E. V. confounds hi with eis, which is inadmissible, unless we take it as a constmctio pregnans, so thai

iv includes eis.—P. S.] ,. t, ,.,.,• i j
" Ver. 5.-IC a I after iiroKoXMem is nowise sustained either by the Codd. or by the connection. [Probably inserted

to relieve the number of genitives. Meyer : The Koi would make the sense : the appearance of God and_ His nghteonj

radgment. But the term iiroKo'Avitis toB fleoS is unusual. Paul speaks only of the airoK. Xpio-rou, 1 Cor. i. T,

2 Thess. i. / -P. S.]
= Ver. •/.—[On the dififerent constructions see the Bxeg. Notes.—T. S.]

_ . j v „ « d
* Ver. 8.—The j-ec. Ovaos xal opvn. [The reverse order is intrinsically preferable and sustained by R. A. K

D*. G. Vuig. Syr., ice, and adopted by the critical editors. The change in the construction from the b -KMativ)

(u7|i> aiiivuv (iiroSdaa), ver. 7, to the nominative opvri koX Bv/i^os (dmSiiffeTiu or eorat). Ter. 8, is no doubt intentional
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God gives eternal life, and wills all men to be saved ; but condemnation is man's own guilty and comes, so to speak, Dm
nohnte, Comp. CEcumenius, Wordsworth, Hodge, and l?orbes in toe, Bengel, on Matt. vii. 24, says : " Saluiaria, Dev4
ad se rcfert; mala a se removet"—P. S.]

' Ver. 11.—[Literally, acceptance of faces. For ?rpoiruiri>Xiii^ia, several Codd. (A. D. G. and Sinaitioos) rea4
irpoo-wiroA7]^J*La, with an jii, and this rending has been adopted by Lachmann, Alford, and others here and else-

where (.Acts X. 34 ; James ii. 9) The insertion of a jw is probably Alexandrian usage, and due to a vicious proiiuncia*

tion of /3 and ir.—P. S.)
^ Ver. 13.—The article [before i/d/iou in both cases, which is found in the text, rec] is wanting in A. B. D. E. [and

in Cod. Sin., and is jirobably inserted tt) Indicate tliat the written law of Moses is meant here. Nevertheless thearticl*

before law may be properly retained in the E. V. Alford proposes to omit the article before Iteaiers, and doers, since o»

in both cases is generic, ot aKpoaral vojiov and ot ironjral i-ojliov form properly *one word : GeseLzcshdreVf Oesetzestlidter

law-hearers, law-doers.—P. S.]
' Ver. 14.—[I0I/7J , not to. edvri. The omission of the article is important to avoid the appearance of conflict wit>

ttie general moral depravity of the heathen, as taught i. 22 if.—P. S.]
* Ver. 14.—[Dr. Lange tx-anslates . efwa //fy«, and so renders the force of the subjunctive w o iiiitriv , which is betto?

attested (N*. A. B.) than the indicative tto ioi)o-ir, and is adopted by Lachmann, Tiscliendorf, Alford. Others read th*
singular no ifj with reference to the neutral plural e&vri (Meyer, Wordsworth).—P. S.]

^ Ver. 14.—[There is, as Meyer remarks, a difference of emphasis between fxij vofxov ex- and vofjiov jaij ex. ; the first

denies the possession of the law, the second the ^'Oaaession of the law. This diiference can perhaps best be rendered ii

English by : Jiavti/g no law, and, vol having tlte ti;.vi,—^P. S.]
^" Ver. 15.—[The inward monitor of the heaihen condeuins or acquits their moral conduct. The Kai after if is con-

cessive, and implies that the acquittal is the ez.eeption, the condemnation the rule, ^lera^ir a\^rj\tov must not b«
separated, and fieraftf is to be t.iken not as adverb, as in the E. V., but as prepositiim, ml^^r se, bplween one another,
ifivivem, aliernaiely ; comp. Acts xv. 9 : &i4Kptye /AcToufy T7/Aaiv re xal avToiv ; Matt, xviii. 15 : ^l.€raiv trov Kai airrov, Tha
iAATjAuc may refer either to the eSv-i^, as tiie pi'eceding avTuv (Meyer, Lange), or to the following rdv 5ia\oytir^oii', i. e.,

thought Mgainst thought in inner strife. See Exeg, N'olef!. Omit the parenthesis vers. 13, 14, and 15 (E. V.), or of 14
ftnd 15 (Lachmann, Meyer), which only disturbs the connection. See Exeg. Notes on ver. 16.—P. S.]

EXEGETICAL ANB CMTICAL.

Sammary.—These are the parts of this highly

important section : 1. Every judgment pronounced
on another becomes the self-condemnation of the

one judging ; for he is in the same condemnation
with the one who is judged by him. Herein the sin

of the Jews is already presupposed (vers. 1-5).

2. The righteousness of God is exalted above all par-

tial righteousness ; and in its retribution it distin-

guishes between men who earnestly long after right-

eousness, and those who obstinately resist ; between
men who constantly lools toward things eternal, and
those whose principle of life is contention and party

spirit (vers. 6-11). This opposition constitutes a
higher ideal and dynamic opposition between pious

and ungodly people above the historical antagonism
of Jews and Gentiles, and independently of it, so

that, on the day of the declaration of tlie gospel,

Jews may appear as Gentiles, and Gentiles as Jews
(vers. 12-16).

First PAaAQRAPH, vers. 1-5.

Ver. 1. Wherefore thou art inexcusable.
It maybe asked, To what does J to, wherefore,
refer ? 1. To the fundamental thought of the whole
section of chap. i. 18-32 (Meyer, and others). 2. i)i,6

refers back to the <hy.aii:tiia in ver. .32 (De Wette,
Philippi [Alford, Hodge]). 3. Si,6 points prolepti-

cally to the sins of the Jews (Bengel, Tholuck). We
need hardly mention BuUinger's explanation : It is

continuationu particula ; prmterea. We here find

a definite reference to chap. i. 32. Tlie o'lrivm indi-

cates chiefly the climax of Gentile corruption ; but
Gentile and Jewish corruption meet together at this

climax. Gentile corruption culminates in the ap-

proval of evil, and Jewish in judging. But their

common corruption is the perfect moral self-contra-

diction : sin against better knowledge and conscience.
Therefore avanokoyrji oi,, inexcusable, are
not merely those who contribute aid to evil-doers,

but those also who pronounce sentence on them. In
other words, not the Si,6, but ver. 82 is proleptic,

especially in coLnection with the arfhrifiovii; in
ver 31.

O man, whosoever thou art. To whom is

thi.i address directed ? 1 To the Gentiles, esoecially

Gentile authorities (Chrysostom) ; their better-mind-

ed ones (Olshausen, Melanchthon) ; their philoso-

phers (Clericus). 2. The Jews (De Wette, Eiickert,

and others). Meyer :
" Judging the Gentiles aa

rejected by God {Midr. Tillin f. 6, 3 ; Chetubb. f. 3,

2. &c.) was a charaeterwtic-um of the Jews. [Alford:

The Jew is not yet named, but hinted at.—P. S.]

3. All men, without distinction (Beza, Calovius).

4. All men, but with a special reference to the Jews
(Tholuck).* The last interpretation must be ren-

dered more definite by the consideration that the
merciless among Jews and Gentiles are meant. But,
in reality, every one is meant who makes himself
guilty of condemnatory judgment (for this is the
sense of xqlvfw, here, as in Matt. vii. 1 ; xxv. 35).
See vers. 9, 10. The Gentiles, too, were heartless

judges. We need call to mind only Roman politics.

Tholuck recalls the corruption of Jewish life at that
time under Herod, and even among their scribes.—
'Ev 10, wherein, is explained in ver. 21 sqq., and
hence must not be understood as instrumental, iy
whicJi means, whereby ; still less eodem tempore quo,
ai the time when (Kollner), but in that wherein, in
the matter in which (Luther [E. V., Meyer, Alford],
and others). [Thou that judgest doest the same
things, T« yaQ aiira n^daan^ 6 x^ivmv
Uncharitable judging is itself a grave offence against
the law which enjoins humility and charity as the
very soul of virtue and piety. Besides, even the
most moral men carry in themselves the seed of all

vices, and if kept from open transgression, it is either
by the grace of God preventing them, or by (Phari-
saic and Stoic) pride, which is itself a sin against
God, the sin of Satan and the fallen angels.—P. S.]
The addition of xQivo)v, "with reproachful ex-
pression " (Meyer).

Ver. 2. But we are sure, O'iSa/ifv. Who?
1. The Jews, as kuowers of the law (Rosenmiiller,
and others).f 2. Universal human knowledge (Riick.

* [Simi.arly Hodge : Though from what follows it isplam that the Jews are here intended, yet the proposition
IS made geujral. Wordsworth : Paul uses a^ep^ni Instead
01 lovdaie, because the proposition is of universal applica-
tion, and because he would approach the Jew with genlle-
nees, and not alienate him by an abrupt denunciation.—
P. H.J

t [Wordsworth : We who aro Jews and have the Scrip-
,1?^' -J fv-*-P,°^*'^ charitably and wisely identiflea him^

Belt with the Jews to convince them from the oonceded
KTound of the O. T.—P. 3.1

uoumuw
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ert, Meyer, Philippi [Hodge] ). 8. Jewish-Christian

knowledge, with reference to chap. iii. 19 ; vii. 14
(ThclucU). 4. Yet the consciousness here declared

is the specifically Christian one, which is, however,
anticipated by the better uuiversal consciousness in

forebodings of the common misery of sin.

According to truth. Kara aXlj&n,av-,
not aXfj&iTi:; [revera, tvulijl (Raphel, Kijllner, it is

real), but [as in E. V.] according to truth (Tholuck,
Meyer [Alford]

) ; that is, corresponding to the in-

ternal and real relations of guilt [according to jus-

tice, without error, without respect of persons]. The
condemnatory judgment of God on those who judge
is according to the relations of truth, by which judg-
ment they are the most condemnable who, without
knowing it, pronounce judgment on themselves.
Therefore they are hypocrites. [Kara ai.rjS-(iav
belongs not to x^i/ua, as the predicate of the sen-

tence, but to iariv, as adverb : it proceeds accord-

ing to truth, or the judgment of God, which is accord-

ing to truth, is against those, &c.

—

P. S.]

Yer. 3. And thinkest thou this, O man.
According to Meyer and Tholuck, ver. 2 is the

?ropos Ho major in relation to what here follows,

f the Apostle had designed such a conclusion in

ver. 6, the minor proposition of vers. 8 and 4 would
have been otherwise expressed. We have here the

beginning of the conclusion from the premise in

ver. 2. Thinkest thou thai, t o T t o . Reference to

the strange supposition that God will become, by
way of exception, a partisan for him. Therefore

also the av is emphasized. Meyer: " In opposition

to Jewish conceit." Matt. iii. 7 ; Luke iii. 1. Yet
the expression here must not be limited to the Jews.

—That thou [cri'i, thou thyself, thou above all oth-

ers, thou because a Jew] shalt escape. Not by
acquittal (Bengel [Hodge] ), but by exemption. So
Meyer : " Only the Gentiles shall be judged, accord-

ing to the false opinion of the Jews (Bertholdt,

Chriatologie, p. 206), but all Israel shall have part

in the Messiah's kingdom as its true-born children

(Matt. viii. 12)." [Comp. Matt. iii. 7, 9 ; John viii.

83.] The expression escape refers at the same
time to an approaching actual judgment which will

overtake every guilty person.

Ver. 4. Or despisest thou. This is a dififer-

int case from the preceding. [1/ introduces a new
error or objection.—P. S.] In what does the differ-

ence ccjnsist ? Thou regardest thyself either exempt
from punishment, because thou believest thyself a

favorite of the Deity, and that thou shalt escape at

the coming judgment ; or thou dost wickedly regard

the riches of God's goodness in delaying the punish-

ment as a sign that the general judgment will never

come to pass at all. Paul frequently uses nXoTiroq
as an expression for great fulness [chap. ix. 23 ; xi.

8S; Eph. i. 7, 18;'ii. 7; iii. 16; Col. i. 17. It is

not a Hebraism, but found also in Plato and other

Greek classics, to denote abundance and magnitude.

—P. S.].

—

His goodness. The xQ^arotii^ is,

more specifically, mildness, beneficent goodness, in

contrast with penal justice. It may be asked whether

we should read : His goodness Q^Tjaroriiroi;) and
forbearance (avo/'^i;) and long-suffering (jiaxgo-

9-i'iun<;), or whether the /^/kttot?;? is here divided

by xai-xai, as well, as also, into the idea of for-

bearance and long-suffering. We accept the latter,

since the Apostle subsequently groups all again in

tA -/Qriarov. The Apostle Peter uses the same

expression, fiaxQo&v/.iia, for the two ideas : forbear-

»ncfi toward the weakness of friends, and '<ong-suf-

fering toward the opposition of enemies [slowness ii

the infliction of deserved punishment]. But Pan..

distinguishes' between patience or forbtarance, chap,

iii. 25, and lony-suffering, chap. ix. 22, according to

the relation already indicated. The avo^fri is about
equal to the imofiovrj, Col. i. 11, and the nqaorrfi.
Col. iii. 12.—Compare avtyofitvoi, a/M/Xoiv, Col. iii,

13; fiax(jo9iifnir( tt^oc; ndvrcu;. It is thus natu.

ral that one idea should sometimes run into the

other. Tholuck :
" The word of Christ (Luke xii,

41 ; Matt, xxiv.) would cause the expectation of a
judgment on Israel, which really occurred about
twenty [ten] years after this Epistle. Here Pau;
may naturally have had this in view."^

—

'Ayvomv
The translation Not knowing is too weak. [Dr

Lange translates ayi'owv: Indem du misslcen/nst,

wilfully ignoring ; while Grotius, Tholuck, Words-
worth, al., render it : not considering.—^P. S.] Meyer
opposes the interpretation of ayvoitv as wishing

not io know (De Wette [Alford], and others). Yet
wilful and culpable ignorance is certainly meant here

(comp. ayvoM, Eph. iv. 18).—Is leading thee to

repentance. ayH' means, at all events, not only

the objective intention of God (Philippi), but also

the real determination of Divine goodness. [Ben-

gel : Deus ducit volenteni duci ; ducit suaviter, non
cogit necessitate. Wordsworth :

" The word ayii,,

leads, intimates the will of God, but also the idll

of man. God leads, but man may refuse to be led."

"To this Dr. Hodge assents, but adds, from his strict

Calvinistic standpoint :
" Who gives the will to be

led ? Is there no preventing grace [gratia praveni-

ens] ? Does not God work in us to mil, as well as

to do ? Surely there is such a thing as being made
willing without being forced. There is a middle

ground between moral suasion and coercion. God
supersedes the necessity of forcing, by making ua

willing in the day of His power. The Apostle, how-

ever, is not here speaking of gracious influence, but

of the moral tendencies of providential dispensa-

tions."—P. S.]

Ver. 5. But, after thy hardness [Kara Sk

rijv axlijtiorrjrd aov]. Evidently not a contin-

uation of the question (Lachmann [Alford] ), but an-

tithesis. The hardened one mistakes the benign pur-

pose of Divine government, and by this means trans-

forms the same into a judgment. The question can

therefore not be one of mere frustration. [Kara
is taken by some, in proportion to, so that the de-

gree of punishment corresponds to the degree of

hardness and impenitence ; but by most commenta-

tors in the sense of secundum, i. e., as may be ex-

pected from thy hardness, agreeably to its nature.—

P. S.]

—

And impenitent heart. This takes away

from the idea the harsh appearance of a fataUstio

compulsion. The hardness is voluntarily continued

and magnified by impenitence of heart.—Thou
treasurest up for thyself [thou for thyself, not

God for thee.—P. S.] The verb Siyffar^ iff 'V ia

used in the wider sense of every accumulation, and

denotes also ironically the heaping up of evils and

punishments. It here stands in striking opposition

to the n!.oTiro<; of God's goodness. The despising

of the riches of God's goodness in forbearance and

long-suffering is the heaping up of a treasure of

wrath. Unto thyself indicates voluntary guilt as

well as completed folly.—In [or on, iv] the day

of wrath. The construction is not Stjaavqii^n^

tk wigav, &c. (Luther [E. V., against], TholuckX

and also not an ogyi} which will break out on the

day of wrath (Meyer [Alford, Hodge] ). But th«
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mRaning is, that the day of wrath ia even now ready

to burst forth, and that that furious and senseless

&rjaaii^iui/v still continues ; comp. James v. 3

;

i&Tjaavfjlaaxi iv itr/dratt; Ti^tQau;. Every catas-

trophe of judgment which succeeds a period of long-

suffering is designated a day of wrath (Ezek. xxii

24 ; Zephaniah ii. 2). But each of these judicial

catastrophes is a prelude to the last day of consum-

mated wrath.—And revelation [manifestation] of

the righteous judgment. The dmavoxQi.ala
(in the New Testament, anai ^lyo/tirov, and but

seldom elsewhere).* The righteous judgment of

God proceeds in an emphal c way through all periods

of time ; but it has special epochs of its a ;nr o x a A w
411,1;. The whole conte' nplation of different judioiaj

catastrophes consists in the certaint» .hat the tim«

of final decision is introduced with Ue coming ol

Christ. Tholucli cites Klopstocli's lines

:

" Among the ways of men
God walks, with quiet tread, His unseel

But drawing near the goal. He rushes

Decided as the gleaming thunderbolt."

Second Paeageaph (tehs. 6-11).

[It may aid the reader in the exegesis of this paragraph to have in view the foUowing parallel arrange-

ment in to\ir stanzas of three lines each, which we adopt from the Analysis of Forbes, with some changei

In the translation

:

6. Who will render to every man according to his deeds

;

[ To those who by endurp.nce in good work

V. A < Seek for glory, and honor, and immortality,

(
Eternal life

:

iBut
to those who are self-seeking,

And disobey the truth, but obey unrighteousness,

Indignation [shall be] and wrath

:

( Tribulation and anguish

9. B < Upon every soul of man that worketh evil,

( Of the Jew first, and also of the Greek

;

(
But glory, honor, and peace,

10. A
-I

To every man that worketh good,

I To the Jew first, and also to the Greek.

The first two stanzas, A and B, and the last two stanzas, B and A, are antithetically parallel in each of

their lines, which indicate: (1.) The character of the two opposite classes to be compared; (2.) their

respective pursuits ; and (3.) the appropriate rewards. In another point of view the four stanzas are

introversively parallel, the first corresponding with the fourth, and the second with the third. The glorious

reward of the righteous is put first and last in order to stimulate and encourage the reader. The lines in

each stanza are also introversively parallel, as is made apparent to the reader by the typographical arrange-

ment.—P. S.]

Ver. 6. Who vrill render to every man. The
negative form of this declaration, see ver. 11. The
righteousness of God is far above the partisan right-

eousness of man, and also above that partisan jus-

tice which believes that God's government is re-

strained by the historical difference between Judaism

and heathendom. The decision stated by the Apos-

tle is pronounced by the fundamental law of the

entire Scriptures, of all Christendom, and of all

religion (comp. Ps. Ixii. 12 ; Isa. iii. 10, 11 ; Jer.

xvii. 10 ; Matt. vii. 21-24
; xii. 36 ; xvi. 27 ; xxv.

35 ; John v. 29 ; Eom. xiv. 10 ; 2 Cor. v. 10). The
supposition that there is a great difficulty here,

ana an apparent contradiction between this sen-

tence and tlie doctrine of justification by faith, is

a remarkable indication of an inadequate view of

works on one hand, and of justification by faith on
the other. Tholuck gives an account of the ques-

tion in discussion, p. 88 sqq. Solutions of thi!

imaginary difficulty : 1. The Apostle speaks here

only hypothetieally of the judgment of, believers, as

God would judge them, apart from tlie standpoint

of the gospel (Melanohthon, &o.). Tholuck : Here,

and in ver. 16, the Apostle regards only the Divine

valuation placed on men, apart from redemption.

[So, substantially, Alford and Hodge.—P. S.l. 2.

He spe iks of the final judgment, when fail.h will be
proved to be the absolute fulfilment of the law (Ols-

hausen). This is adopted by Philippi, but imder the

restriction : That the Si,y.a.i,oavvri ex nlarimi; will

remove the deficiency in the works of the regen-

erate. Gerhard : Opera adducentur in judicio nori

ut salutis merita^ sed ut Jidei testimonia et ejfecta.

S. Fritzsohe : The Apostle is inconsistent, and here

opens a semita per honestatem near the via regia of

justification. 4. Luthardt : The new vital form of

faith must be regarded as the product of a previous

direction of life ; the t^ya are perfected in faith

(Stndien und Kriliken for 1852, No. 2, p. 368).
[This view seems inconsistent with the Scripture

doctrine of regeneration as a new creation, and of
the new life as the reverse of the old (Eom. vi. 4,

19 If.), and with the personal experience of Paul.
But see Dr. Lange's remarks below, and consider
the remarkable concession of Peter, Acts x. 34, 36,
where a disposition to fear God and to work right-

eousness is supposed to exist before conversion, even
among heathen, and to qualify them for acceptance
with God.—P. S.] 5. Cocceius and Limborch: The
faith in Christ must also be included as the highest
work ijiqyov). This view is undoubtedly correct;
and Tholuok's explanation, that niatu; lU toktto*
must not be included here (with reference to chap,

* [In the writings of Justin Hartyr and other &ther*
See Meyer in loc,—P. S.]
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Ir. 6 ; iL 16 ; x. 6), obscures the whole question.

The passages cited by Tholuck plainly relate alto-

f
ether to a life in the works of the law. But in

ohn vi. 29 Christ calls faith a work of God which

believers should exercise. Paul also calls faith a

good work {eijyov aya&ov), Phil. i. 6 ; viewing it,

however, as the operation of God. In 1 Thess. i. 3,

he speaks of an egyov r^ti nidTKix; ; also in 2 Thess.

i. 11. He means in these passages, of course, such

a faith as proves itself by works. But it follows,

nevertheless, most decidedly, that he distinguishes

just as positively two kinds of works, just as James
distinguishes two kinds of faith. We must therefore

distinguish a two-fold conception of works with the

Apostle, if we would escape the confusion made by
a timid species of orthodoxy. The direction of faith

as well as of unbelief has, according to Paul—as

Luthardt has properly remarked—its antecedens in

the antithesis of the fundamental tendencies which
he describes in vers. 1, 8. The one class are, in

their inward frame of mind, tfirovvrK;, striving

souls—therefore men of longing and aspiration, poor

in spirit [Matt. v. 3]. Their good works constitute

a unity of effort, vTzo/iovh 'd^yov; their aim is

the tfdja, rt/.iij, acpOa^aia (goodly pearls
;
precious

pearls, Matt. xiii. 45). The other class are, in their

mental disposition, ej l^iS-iiaq, contentious, even
when they confess an orthodox form of faith. They
are men animated by the bigotry of party spirit, and
therefore wantonly rebelling against the truth, while

they are the narrow-minded slaves of the unright-

eousness of party spirit. But the retribution of

both classes will be determined by the respective

degrees of virtue and vice which they reach. As
seekers, they find faith and justification by faith,

which, according to chap, iii., proceeds also from
righteousness. As believers, they strive for the

treasure of their heavenly calling, and strive after

those things which are before them, until they reach

the goal of perfection. But there they do not ap-

pear with works of the law, nor with a mixture of

perfect jiistitia impuiata and imperfect works. In

the kingdom of perfect love the antagonism of merit

and grace disappears in a higher unity of both. It

is observable that, with the Apostle, all the ideas of

the Old Testament become more profound, and are

made perfect : 1. The law becomes the law of the

Spirit ; 2. work becomes the work of faith ; 3.

righteousness becomes justifying righteousness ; 4.

retribution becomes free, rewarding love. The ob-

servation of Meyer, that we have here the law of

the Jews only, and with it the natural law of the

Gentiles as the medium affecting tlie decision, does

not relieve the matter. He indeed also adds, that

Paul had good reason for this statement, since the

Christian, too—because he is to be judged according

to his conduct—must be judged according to the law

(comp. the doctrine of the tertius usus legii), and ac-

cording to the n).TiQo)au; rou vouch introduced by
Christ [Matt. v. 11 ; xxv. 31 fif. ; Rom. xiii. 8-10].

He justly rejects the opinion of Reiche, that the doc-

trine of justification by faith implies a partial abro-

gation of the moral order of the world.*

* [Of the English and American commentators, whom I
have consulted, Dr. Hodge is the only one who takes some
pains to solve the dogmatic difficulty presented by this

apparent contradiction of the doctrine of retribution ac-

cording to works, and the doctrine of justification by faith.

I quote the substance of his remarks :
" First, notwith-

standing the doctrine 'of gratuitous justification, and in

perfect consistency with it, the Apostle still teaches that

Ihe .-etribatious of eternity aie according to our works.

7

Ver. 1. To those who by endurano (oi

perseverance) in good work [xaS' vnoiiii
vi/v cpyoi/ aya&ov, an adverbial qualification

of the verb u/Torui.], &c. Where the different

works are only one good work, and where tljere ia

this perfect endurance of life and effort, the direo.

tion toward higher and eternal things can only be
meant. The genitive e^yov aya&ov is genit.

subj. (not obj. ; Meyer) ; that is, the endurance which
is peculiar to the truly good work. [Comp. vno/xov'n

ziji; ii.7ii(loi;, 1 Thess. i. 3.—P. S.]. It may be
asked, whether the Apostle here uses the words

JoSa, Tifiij, and aip&aQoia, m the specifically

Christian sense, or in the more general sense. If the

former be the case, they mean future salvation in its

glory (2 Cor. iv. 17 ; Matt. xiii. 43), in the honor con-

nected with it (for it is the reward of victory, 1 Cor.

ix. 25
;
joint heirship with Christ, chap. viii. IV

;

reigning together with Him, 2 Tim. ii. 12), and in its

incorruptibility (1 Cor. xv. 52 sqq. ; Rev. xxi. 4; 1

Peter i. 4). But then it must be said that the passage

refers to a seeking whose object (goodly pearls. Matt,

xiii.) is, at the beginning, more or less concealed from

the seekers themselves (comp. Acts xvii. 23). It

seems more natural, however, to interpret the above

ideas as stages of the development of noble seek-

ing; the first aim is Soioi,, spiritual splendor of

life, ideality; then ti.hi'i, integrity, honorableness

of character; then aifSa^aia, deliverance from
corruption. The tori] aimviOi;, as the grace and

gift of God, is very nearly related to this last object

of.tijTfir. The restless tijruv— dissatisfaction,

and further striving, until the object is reached, here

or there—(Matt, v., the first beatitudes ; Acts xvii.)

remains the key-note. Other constructions : 1. CEcu-

meniuB, Luther: anotiMon [to be supplied from

ver. 6] is connected with the accusatives Sotav,

rifti'iv, atfS: ; and ttjroZa:, with tiK-rjv alo'inov [i. «.,

" Who will give glory, honor, and immortality to

those who, by patience in good works, seek eternal

The good only are saved, and the wicked only are con-

demned. * * * The wicked will be punished on account

of their works, and according to their works ; the righteous

will be rewarded, not on account of, but according to their

works. Gtiod works are to them the evidence of their be-

longing to that class to whom, for Christ's sake, eternal life

is graciously awarded ; and they are in some sense and to

some extent, the measure of that reward. But it is more
pertinent to remark, in the second place, that the Apostle

is not here teaching the method of justification, but is lay-

ing down those goneral principles of justice, according to

which, irrespective of the gospel, all men are to be judged.

He is expounding the law, not the gospel. And as the law

not onlv says that death is the wages of sin, but also that

those who keep its precepts shall live by them, so the Apos-

tle snys, that God will punish. the wicked and reward the

righteous. This is perfectly consistent with what he after-

wards teaches, that there are none righteous ; that there

are none who so obey the law as to be entitled to the life

which it promises ; and that for such the gospel provides a

plan of justification without works, a plan for saving those

whom the law condemns. He is here combating the false

hopes of the J ews, who, though trusting to the law, were by

the principles of the law exposed to condemnation. This he

does to drive them from this false dependence, and to show

them that neither Jew nor Gentile can be justified before

the bar of that God, who, while He promises eternal life to

the obedient, has revealed His purpose to punish the dis-

ment will be law." This is a combination of the mterpre-

tation of Tholuck with that of Olshausen, enumerated above

as Nos. 1 and 2. Stuart : " There is some real goodness m
the works of the sanctified; and this will be rewarded, im-

perfect as it is, not on the ground of law, but on the ground

of grace." Very unsatisfactory. Dr. Wordsworth says noi

a word on this difficulty, but gives a long extract from Je.

rome's work against PelagiuB in explanation of ver. 4.-

P.S.J
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life] ; 2. Eeiche [Ewald] : roTq nev [to the one]
Ka& v7tOfj.ovfjv eoyoi' aya&oTi (yofav xac ri^ftfjv

Kai affiO-aQijtav {aTToth'tfTfi)—t^jTouaiv ^o)ijv alo')-

VMv [ttjrovaiv aa apposition to toTi; /iiv]. 3. Ben-
gel [Fiitzsche] and others : tom; fih y.alf vnofi.

ElJyov ayadov (oiVtv), do^ocv, &c. i^fjro'iKTtv—Cf^v
aio'mo}' {aTzoSutati,) [i. n., to those who persevere in

good work, seeliing glory, &c., J£e mil give eternal

life] ). Beza suggests still another and very dog-
matic construction : Qui secundum palieniem exspec-

iationem quosfunt honi operis gloriani. Our con-

struction has most expositors in its favor [Vulgate,

Calvin, Grotiua, Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette, Mey-
er, Philippi, Alford, Hodge, &e.] ; also the clear-

ness of the parallel, in consequence of which, right-

eous retribution constitutes the conclusion both
times.—^l^;ro^ov^, not patience, but perseveraiu
tia (Erasmus). "Egyov, not collectively (Tholuck
[Hodge] ), but dynamically. [The singular indicates

the general cour.se and habit of life, or the moral
character as a unit, as distinct from isolated resolu-

tions and actions, comp. Gal. vi. 4 ; 1 Thess. i. 3
;

James i. 4, &c. The E. V., patient continuance in
well-doing, though not literal, is well expressed.

—

P. S.] y/o$a, TiuTi, a<f&a(jfTia, are the phases
of the manifestation of the tw^ aiomoq for those
who have from afar been striving for salvation. The
matter is inverted in the case of believers : Power
"f W^i "'orlh of life, glory of life* Tholuck's re-

mark is strange, that "the' Apostle characterized
here the striving of the better class of uubelievera
in such a manner as he could hardly expect to Jnd
it by any possibiUty among them." But Paul had
become acquainted with such men as Gamaliel, Ser-
gius Paulus, Gallio, and others.

Ver. 8. But to those who are self-seeldng
partisans.! [Literally, those of self-seeking— a
periphrase of the subject, indicating the origin (tz,

out of, as from a root) and moral character ; comp.
oi iy. vouov, the legalists; ot la nintfrni;, the be-
lievers

; oi iv. nutnoii^^, the circumcised, &c., and
the cognate use of vla'i and xUva.—P. S.]. On
CQ I.0-1 ia, compare Tholuck and Meyer. We must
not, with the elder commentators, derive it from
Ef/Cw or £^n; [from which it is distinguished, 2 Cor.
xii. 20 ; Gal. v. 20.—P. S.], and therefore not iden-
tify it with (pilovny.la, contentiousness (Vulgate

:

Qid sunt ex conteniiime, die Streitsiiehtigen)
; but it

comes from I'^tOoe, a hireling ; ioid-ivio, to work
for wates, to act selfishly. Its first meaning is

greediness, then trickcrii, partisanship. Aristotle,
Folit. V. 2, 3, &c. ; see Fritzsche, Excursus on Rom.
ii.j: Meyer :

" The latter signification [Bdnkesucht,

* [Tholuck makes 5ofa the condition, rt/*^ the recog^ii-
lion, a4)9apa-La the unbroken coufinuance of the blessed-
ness oi the saints. Hodge ; The manifested excellence or
splendor of the future condition is expressed by 5dfa, the
honor due such excellence by Tt/xj, and the endless nature
of bleoscdness by atfidapa-ia. Similarly Meyer.—P. S.]

t [Langs renders oi e{ epiSeiis, die mm Partei-
treihen her sind.—P. S.]

J [Fritzsche renders the word viaUilosi fraudum machi-
•lafores. 'J'his derivation was first suggested by Euckert
>nd is now generally Mdopted; also by Alford, Wordsworth,
*nd Hodge, although Hodge renders the word content-iotm,
ftnd gives it in the present case a wider meaning, like De
Vette and Tholuck. Oonybeare and Howson : " 'EpiOeia
eeniH to mean selfish party intrigue conducted in a vieixe-
nanj spirit, and more generally, selfish cunning . . . spi-
Jeuo^eVous is used for intriguing partif:ans by Aristotle
{Pnlit. V. 3). The history of the word seems to bear a
KTonir analogy to that of our term job." Moses Stuart ad-
heres to the old derivation from epts ; Robinson adopts the
•orrect derivation from fpiSoi, epiSevu, but gives it the

Jfarteitreiberei] must be retained in all passages <rf

the New Testament; 2 Cor. xii. 20; Gal. v. 20;
Phil. i. 16 ; ii. 3 ; James iii. 14, 16." The succeed,

ing words also establish this explanation. [The op.

posite of ot e| igid-iiaq is oi £4 ayanriii, Phil, i,

16, 17. Ignatius, Ad Philad. 8, opposes e(>i,Sua

to ;>'^MrTo/iaOfict.—P. S.] Tholuck: The .A.postlc

has here in view those Jews who surpassed the Gen.

tiles in opposition to the gospel. He recalls to mind
the intrigues of the " Zealots," and supposes that

the popular sense has extended to the meaning of

contention, probably on the ground of the supposed
derivation from tQituv. Remember the contentious

spirit of the Talmudist Jews. In point of fact, the

party spirit is always united with the love of con.

tention. But the igiSda is a corruption, which ex.

ists in Gentiles and Jews alike. There are only two
kinds of men : Men who are of the truth, whose
ethical principle of life is the truth (the upright;

Prov. ii. 7 ; John iii 21), and who, being such, do
not lose themselves in grasping after temporal ob.
jects ; and men whose ethical principle of life is a
contentious spirit, that is, the spirit of any bad tem.
poral object, and who for this very reason seditiously

oppose the truth as partisans, and are subject to un.
righteousn.pss, as slaves to party. In this direction

every temporal form of divine things can be con.
verted into a party affair, and destroyed by party
spirit

;
just as the Jews of that period made even an

eiJiOda out of the Old Testament religion. Never-
theless, the definite idea is obliterated, if l^nfi-f/a is

made to mean, without quaUfieation, ungodliness, or
vileuess (Kollner, Fritzsche).—Disobey the truth.
^Anti,Of:Zi' ; the truth has the right of a king, and
Christ is King, as King of the truth. Therefore, to
strive against the truth, involves not only religious

opinion, but moral misconduct. Such revolten
against what is high are necessarily slaves to what
is low ; they bow before unrighteousness (chap. i.

18) —Wrath and indignation. The nominative

0(tyri Y.al Siifioq is supplied by ctTTotfi/jo-fTat, or
ttrrat,, as constructio varicita.* &vft6^ as excaut
descent/a enhances the idea of o p y ;} . The histori.

cal form of the judgment pronounced on the self-

seeking party spirit is therewith intimated ; 6py»
and O-v/AOi; of ihe party spirit are judged by opyiy

and Siiu6<; of an opposite kind ; and therein the
ogyi] and dufiii; of the Lord are revealed. (See
the history of the destruction of Jerusalem, Matt,
xviii. 33, 34).—[The majority of philologists and
commentiitoi'S make oQyfj express the permanent
feeling and settled disposition (comp. John iii. 36

;

the wrath of God abideih on him) ; &vf,6i;, the mo.
mentary impulse or actual outbreak of wrath on the
day of judgment. Ammon. : &viu6>; TCQoa-xM^oq,
ogy't) nohiyjiovioi;. &v,i6t; {Gemiith) is the mind
as the seat of the emotions, and hence denotes vehe.
ment affection, anger, fury. According to the cor.
rect reading, it fitly follows after ogyij, as its execu.
tion and outbreak ; irce excandescentia (Cicero, TuM,

sanae meaning as Ipw, pdrty-strife, /action, cmUnivm.—
i . a.

J

it ^l?" ';1'™S<' 0* construction is a delicate adjustmentm the Greek to express the nice distinction that God is di-
roctly the Author and Giver of eternal life, hut not strictlvand primarily of etcmal punishment, which is the neoessarj
result of the sinner's own conduct. A similar distinction
IS intended by the change of oonstniotion from the aotiva
irpoirroiM«<rei' to the passive KaTijpTKrueVa, Rom. ix. 22. 23:Ihe vessels of mercy God Him.elf ftarf befin-e pr.parcdx^U
fZll ^/* *lie ^jsels of wrath are fiMcd, or haye tftted thenvselves, for perdition. Comp. Textual Ifoie *. -P. 3.]
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It. 9). " opjT; iB the heat of the fire ; ^u^di; is the

bursting forth of the flame."—P. S.]

Ver. 9. Tribulation and anguish (S-Aii/'n;

Kai atfvo-/(j>^ia). Vers. 9 and 10 repeat the

Bame thought of retribution, but in greater precision

and increased force : 1. The retribution of evil and
good does not merely stand as the limit at the close,

but it is ordained from the beginning, and follows

man lilce a shadow ; 2. it does not only overtake all

in general, but will visit every individual ; 3. it

reaches to the soul ; 4. it comes also as punitive

retjibution, first to the Jews, and then to the Gen-
tiles. The same may be said also of the reward of

the righteous. Punishment goes from without in-

wardly
J

the external tribulation, or oppression,

becomes an internal anguish, or agony, from which
the burdened soul knows no escape.*—Every soul

of man [n'7'? I^??"-'?]- f^'xi is not merely a

circumlocution of avd-(Jii)7zoi; (according to Grotius,

Fritzsche). [It expresses the idea that the soul, and
not the body, is to suffer the penalty, according to

Eiiekert, Meyer, Fritzsche. But i/'n;/)/ rather de-

notes the whole person, as in chap. xiii. 1.—P. S.]

That worketh out the evil. The xarf^-
yato/iivov must be regarded as a strong form.

It is the consistent consummation. [Alford :
" xartp-

ydio/icu, to commit, is more naturally used of evil,

while i^ydl^ofiai,, to work, is used indifferently of

both good and evil." But xaifqydttaflai is also

used of the good ; v. 3 ; xv. 18 ;
Phil. ii. 12. As

distinct from the simple l^yduiaSai., it signifies, to

work mtt, to bring to an end, to consummate. Comp.
Meyer on Kom. i. 27 (p. T"?).—P. S.]

Ver. 10. But glory and honor and peace.
Instead of oup&a^aia, we have here ilpijv?] ["here

in its highest and most glorious sense "] as the sub-

jective enjoyment of ac/iOagaia, by which the ex-

pression 1/11'/); is supplied (ver. 9).—Of the Jeiw
first, and also of the Greek, &reek represents

the Gentile, as i. 16. As the Jew is first in privi-

lege and opportunity, so he is first in responsibility

and guilt. Comp. Luke xii. 47, 48, and JExec/. Notes

on i. 16. It becomes now evident that the second

chapter refers especially to the Jews, as chap. i.

18-32 to the Gentiles.—P. S.]

Ver. 11. For there is no respect of persons.
This conclusion reproves especially the exclusive

party spirit of the Jew—^who thought himself under
the particular favor of God—^by reference to a paral-

lel expression in the Old Testament, Deut. x. 17
;

Bee Gal. ii. 6. The expression, to respect the perxon
(to accept the face),j- is used in the Old Testament
in a good as well as bad sense ; but in the New Tes-

tament it occurs only in u bad sense, because it is

here employed always in combating the conceit of

Jewish bigotry, which changed God into a partisan.

Third Fasaobafh (tees. 12-16).

Ver. 12. Tor as many as sinned without
law. Tholuck: The Apostle here mentions the

* [Meyer and Alford :
*' ^Ali^is sigrnifies more the out-

ward weight of objective infliction, trrevoxtopia the subjec-

tive feeling of the pressure." They are often associated,

viii. 35; 2 Cor. iv. 8; vi. 4. The latter is the stronger
term, and hence it always follows by way of clinlax.—P. S.]

t [CSS x'lC;, to lift up, or accept the face of some

one, i. e,, to he 'favorable or partial to him from personal

eonsrderations. In the IS". T. the terms TrpoCT-wTroAijjrTeftj,

rpo(niHroAi}i/ri'a, jrpoo-WTroAiJirTTjs (in some Coda, written with
itn tt before tji) always denote the unjust partiality, and are
ileuied to God and wrbidden to man.—P. S.l

judgment only on Its condemnatory side, beca'ise
according to hia purpose in chap. iii. 20, it was noi
necessary that he should take a brcader view here.
But he also wishes to prepare for the doctrine of
justification by faith. Thus, vers. 12 and 13 estab-
lish ver. 9 ; and, on the other hand, vers. 14, 15,
and 16 establish ver. 10.—Without law, droi^mq;
that is, without the knowledge and norm of the Mo-
saic law (comp. Rom. f. 13)—that is, without a defi-

nite consciousness of definite transgression (1 Cor
ix. 21). [iVo^o? and avofiox; tliroughout here
refer to the written or revealed law of Moses, as
the expressed will of God concerning our moral con.
duct. The heathen are called avo/tot, not absolutely—for they have the unwritten law of conscience—
but as distinguished from the Jews, who were vjti

vofiov. dvQfimii therefore is equivalent to )/<i)qu

vo/Aov.—P. S.]—Shall also perish without law
Meyer: ^^dTToXotivtai is the opposite of the aairij

^ia in i. 16, of the wijaixai. in i. 17, of the toji)

aiftmof; in ii. 7, of the do^a, &c., in ii. 10. Comp-
John iii. 16 ; Rom. xiv. 15 ; 1 Cor. i. 18." Sincg

the dnolouvrou, has its degrees (comp. Matt. xi. 22
;

Luke xii. 48), Meyer should not deny that (as Chry.
sostom, Theophylact, fficumenius assert) there is

something alleviating in the aro^ws. The external

consequences of sin could be similar, yet the inter,

nal consequences could be different, according to the
different degrees of the knoivledge of transgression

;

and /.QiOrjaovxai, is accordingly a stronger expres-

sion than dnolovvcav. We should all the more
reject the barbarous view of Dodwell, Weisse, Bill-

roth, and otiiers, by which the dnoXovvrai is mads
to express the annihilation of those who do no*

possess the Christian principle (see Tholuck, p. 99)

It is evident that also the dvoftuxi must not be un
derstood absolutely (see ver. 15). They only do not

possess the law in the clearness and fulness of the

Mosaic code. [The passage certainly teaches, 1.

That the immoral heathen will not escape punish,

ment, since they, too, are inexcusable, having tlje

light of God's general revelation in nature (i. 20),

and in their conscience (ii. 14, 15); 2. that they will

be judged dvo^iwi;

—

i. e., not witli the rigor of the

written law, as the disobedient Jews and unfaithful

Christians, ijut impartially, and hence more mildly,

according to the common law of reason and of con-

science. The unfaithful Jews will fare worse than the

Gentiles, and the unfaithful Christians worse than the

Jews. The severity of pimishment corresponds to the

measure of guilt, and the measure of guilt depends

on the amount of opportunity. The Bible plainly

teaches different degrees of punishment ; comp. Luke

xii. 47, 48 ; Matt. xi. 21-24 ; xii. 41, 42. In the in-

terpretation of this passage, moreover, we should not

overlook what Paul says immediately afterward of

the better class of heathen, vers. 14, 16, and 26-29;

comp. the Notes below.—P. S.]

And as many as sinned in the law, shall

be judged by the law. They shall be condemned

according to the law. No/iot;, even without the

article, signifies here the Mosaic law. The it

vif^oi— De Wette: in the law; Tholuck, Meyer:

in the possession of the law. The sense of the word

seems to require a stronger expression. See chap,

vii. 8. [iv signifies the status, under the law.—P. S.]

This sentence verifies ver. 9 : first upon the soul of

the Jew, in contrast with the presumed righteous,

ness of the Jew. Peter institutes a similar law fol

the Christian Church (1 Pet. iv. 17).

Ver. 13. For not the hearers of the law
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Griesbach and Eeiche parenthesize vers. 13-16

;

Koppe, ver. 13 ; Lachmann, Meyer, Baumgarten-
Cruslus, vers. 14, 16. All these parentheses dis-

turb the connection. Yer. 13 proves the damnable-
Desa of those who sinned against the law (see ver.

17, and James i. 22), and accordingly constitutes

the transition to what follows.—Not the hearers.
" Because the Mosaic law was known to the majority

only by being read to them ; Gal. iv. 21 ; Matt. v.

21 ; James i. 22; John xii. 34." Josephus, Antig.,

5. 1, &c., Meyer.—But the doers of the law
shall be justified. Philippi: " d'iiiai,o) Sijaov-
Tat corresponds to dinaioi Tza^a trii &f<o of
the first member of the sentence : They shall be
just before tlie judgment-seat of God—pronounced

just by God. Jixaioov, like the Hebrew ~i^3n,
as this passage already proves, is terminus forensis

:

to declare just, not to make juat; for the doers of
the law are already just, and need not be made just
by God. Ji/.aioTiv, from dixaMi;, according to the
analogy of xuipXovv (to make blind), and other verbs
in oil) derived from adjectives of the second declen-
sion, means properly, it is true, according to the
etymology, = to make just. Yet, as the Septuagint
and the New Testament usage shows, we must sup-
ply, by declara ion.'" Then dixouoai is, originally, to

make just, on the part of the dUtj [right, righteous-
ness, also the goddess of righteousness], and accord-
ing to its tribunal ; that is, to acknoidedge just,
which has throughout a, forensic, but never an ab.
straelhj forensic sense ; as rfmatow means also, in
the classic sense, to think or esteem just, according
to the tribunal of personal opinion. Therefore the
innocent man also, when once he stands at the tri-

bunal, must he declared just ; and the guilty one
who is declared just in the tribunal of grace, re-
ceives with this declaration the Si,y.aii,)/ia of Christ
in his faith, without which he could never be pro-
nounced just according to Divine truth. See the
Sible-Work on James ii. 21 [p. 66 of the German
p. 85 of the Amer. ed.]. Even the punishment, ac-
cording to the classical use of the term, becomes a
Si,x(uoov, because the punished one, by punishment
becomes again conformable to the dix/j. According
to Meyer, the Apostle has here only set forth the
fundamental law of God judging in righteousness,
iccorduig to Philippi, the noi,iiral roTi vofiau
are here only placed as the true rule, in opposition
to the false rule of the Jews, that the axooaral
TO!) vo/mv should be just before God, apart from
the question whether there are such noirirai ; but
the whole argument of the Epistle to the Romans
proves, that no man is by nature such a noitjrtiq toh
i'o,«oii. This construction does not coincide with vers.
14 and 15. We should rather observe here the deeper
idea of Tiooftv [e^j^aCfffSat to ayaOov] in ver. 10
and of 1/d^ioi,- in ver. 14; and, at the same time, with
Tersteegen's view of God's different tribunals, we
must acknowledge that the Apostle can also use
here the dlxaioTiv in the wider sense. Comp. 1 Cor.
iv. 4. The connection of this passage with the fol-
lowing verses cannot be destroyed by a dogmatizing
exegesis.*

* [On the meaningof the terms Siicatdw, fiiKataxns, fiiKaio-
ru'ni, the reader is referred to the Exrff. Ifo'es, chap i 17
and ui. 21-31. Dr. Hodge holds to the striolly forensic view'
and agrees here with Philippi. " To be jusl. btfan Ood," lie
says, " and to be justified, are the same thing. They are
both forensic expressions, and indicate the state rather
than the ohaxiotor of those to whom they refer. Those
*'i? i"fJ '" ""' ^'8''* "' ''°''' "" '"'•' justifled, who have done
wiat the law requires, and are regarded and treated aooord-

Ver. 14. For -when Gentiles [e.9i/^, without

the article, meaning some, not all]. The confirma-

tion of ver. 10 is introduced by what the Apostle
has already said. The expositors seem here to hav6
thoroughly wandered from the proper path, and to

be influenced by a common misunderstanding ol

ver. 16. 1. According to Bucer, Calvin, Tholuck
[Hodge], and others, ver. 14 refers to the first hall

of ver. 12. While there the question is concerning
those who shall perish without law, the objection

here to be met is, that there is only condemnation
where a I'd^oq is present ; in consequence of this,

Koppe regards ver. 13 as parenthetical. Yet not
only is the a.no}.oyoi'fiivu>v against this view, but
also the ra toT vojuou TioiiitGiv. 2. Philippi ; The
Apostle refers to the first half of ver. 13. "Not
the hearers of the law are just before God, for the
Gentiles have also a law ; the Gentiles are also

axQoaral toT' vo/.iou.''^ But this was not the ease in
the opinion of the Apostle. 3. According to Meyer,
he refers to the second half of ver. 13. " The Gen.
tiles possess a certain substitute for the Mosaic law.
Therefore they are also subject to the rule : 01

nai^r. v6/i. SixaimO-tjaovTai,." But the fundamen.
tal rule is adduced only hypothetically by the Apos.
tie, and not in the sense that the Gentiles actually
are doers of the law. The deduction of vers. 14
and 16 will evidently establish the proposition of
ver. 10, "But glory, honor," &c., and ''also to tht
Greek," after vers. 12 and 13 have established the
proposition of ver. 9. Tlie fundamental thought is,

that ako the Gentiles can obtain eternal life ; for it

was not necessary that he should first prove this in
reference to the Jews. This thought is mediated
neither by the first half of ver. 13 alone, nor by the
second alone, but by the whole rule : Not the hear-
ers of the law are already just before God, but the
doers of the Law, in the sense of ver. 1. The
trixovvxni, as poor in spirit, who are penitent, shaV,
be justified in the new economy of salvation.—^Por
when, orav "supposes a case whose frequent
occurrence is possible : in case when, whenever, aa
often as " (Meyer [who refers to Kuhner, ii. p. 636
f., and Matthiffi, p. 1196] ).— Gentiles, I'Sviy,
without the article. The rule might refer, as hypo-
thetically expressed, to the whole body of the Gen-
tiles (according to De Wette, Reiche [Philippi, Al-
ford, Hodge], and others) ; but as it is too evident
from the first chapter that this case did not really
occur, there is very properly no article; and the
supposition that there is really "an election" of

insly
;
that is, are declared to be free from condemnation,

and entitled to the favor of God. In obvious allusion tn
the opinion, that being n Jew was enough to secure admie-
Biou to heaven, the Apostle says. It is not the hearers but
ih^dours of the law that are justified. He is not speaking
of the method of ]nstiflcation available for sinner^ as ri^
vealed m the gospel, but of the principles of justice whichmil be applied to all who look to the law for justification.
If men rely on works, they must have works; they must be
doers of the law; they must satisfy its demands, if they are
to be justified by it. For God is just and impartial ; H«
will, as a J udge admmistering the law, judge every man notaccording to his privUeges, but according to his works and

nrfnS^r '?*'''' t ^'^^ "^^"'"^ "= ^"^ polsessed. On these

?aTb??,SifiV^'.H™T'*,'=^f?,*'' show that no flesh li-.ing

«M,?,i?f 1^ Similarly Melanchthon
; "H^ dacHpli,

But the real diifioulty coii.'ists in the apparent corfliot o(

LThls Sl°^r . 'T,^ysraoe al?S througSth^

fe;^&t;o1rf°^Xl°t'le^S*|lt

81-46
;
John I 29. oi^UlMtiAlu^^^^^;^. jTJ
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dch Gentiles thereby gains greater probability.

[Comp. Meyer m he., and Hofmann, Schriflheweis,

1. p. SSY, who likewise press the absence of the arti-

cle, and justly reject the reference to iii. 29 ; ix. SO
;

1 Cor. i. 23 (quoted by De Wette, Alford, and
Hodge, in favor of the other view). On the other

hand, 'i&vri is not identical with tOviyiol, but indi-

cates a species or class of Gentiles.—P. S.]

Who have no law, ra ^.-^ vo^ov e/ovra.
The absende of the article means not only that they

have not the Mosaic law, but that they have no re-

realed religions law whatever.—Do perchance by
aature. By nature {qivait) must not, with Bengel
and Usteri, be referred to the preceding. For also

' the Jews do not have the law bi/ nature. Nature is

here the original nature, as it proves itself active,

especially in the noble few—in the impulse or ten-

dency toward the noble.—The things of the law.
It is the material substance of the religious and
moral law, apart from the formal definitions of the

Mosaic code. The exposition of Beza and others is

dogmatizing : Quce lex facit {lex juief, convinmt,

damnat, punit ; hoc ipsum faeit et eihnicus, &o.

;

Cappell). [Hodge :
" There are two misinterpreta-

tions of the phrase toe rou vo^ov jtoinv. The one
is, that it means, to fulfil the law ; the other, to do
the office of the law

—

i. e., to command and forbid.

The former is unnecessary, and is in direct opposition

to the express and repeated declaration of the Apos-
tle, that none, whether Jew or Gentile, have ever

fulfilled the law. To do the things of the law, is

indeed to do what the law prescribes (comp. x. 5
;

Gal, iii. 12) ; but whether complete or partial obedi-

ence is intended, depends upon the context. The
man who pays his debts, honors his parents, is kind
to the poor, does the things of the law, for these are

things which the law prescribes. And this is all the

argument of the Apostle requires, or his known doc-

trine allows us to understand by the phrase, in the

present instance. This being the case, there is no
need of resorting to the second interpretation men-
tioned above, which was proposed by Beza, and
adopted by Wetstein, Flatt, and others. Though
noiitv rd roll v6/jov might mean to do what the

law does, prescribe what is good, and forbid what is

evil, it certainly has not that sense elsewhere in

Paul's writings—see x. 5 ; Gal. iii. 12—and is espe-

cially out of place here, in immediate connection

with the phrase TTOt^tal rov ro,uoii, in the sense of

the doers of the law."—P. S.]

These, not having (the) law, are a law to

themselves, oyrot is emphatic with approba-

tion. 1)0^ or At 17 e/orTfi;, in distinction from
fiij vofiov 'iyorra, indicates want. Meyer : Their

own moral nature supplies in them the place of the

revealed law (see the classical parallels in Meyer).

Philippi distinguishes between tov vofiov noitiv

[ver. 13, or tov ro^oj' tfhZv, ver. 27] and ra Toii

voiiov noifiv. They perform what belongs to the

law ; they observe only single outward commands of

the law, one man this, another that. " Therefore

they do not observe the law in its spirituality or deep
inner meaning." * An utter perversion of the proper

rehtion. Without knowing the laws of Moses, they

observe the essential part of the law, ta Sixcumfiara

ton vofiov. Ver. 26, tov vofiov Tf/.oiivTfe, that is,

performing it according to its defined purpose, ver.

W.

* [Fortes, p. 148, fully adopts this aistmotion of Philippi,
Bttd miukB it essennal fo the proper understanding of tne
whoU passage.—P. S.]

Ver. 15. Who shew, &c. OlVtrfe is no.
"explaining or proving," but emphasizing, recom.
mending (see the antithesis in ver. 1). What and
how do these prominent Gentiles show ? They show
or exhibit, the work of the law ; that is, thf
work required by the law. Not the law itself (Wolf.
Koppe, &c.) ; for the Ten Commandments are not
formally written in their heart, but the essential
meaning of their requirement. Meyer : " The con.
duct corresponding to the law." More properly ex.
pressed, the conduct intended by it. Luther : Th«
contents of the law ; likewise Seller and Eaur. Ac-
cording to Meyer and Tholuck, the singular stands
collectively instead of epya. " As ver. 1 " (Tho-
luck). But ver. 1 rather means that the tpj-a are
only good when they proceed from the unity of a
vnofiov'ti ifj'yov ayaOov. In the higher aspiration
of the Gentile there was this analogy to Christian
faith : that it consisted really in the unity and con-
sistency of sentiment and life.

Written in their hearts. The adjective

j-^BTTTor (supply ov) is stronger than the parti-

ciple yiyqafi/Airov. [It implies the idea of perma-
nency.] Evidently a contrast to the Mosaic record
of the law on the tables of stone. See 2 Cor. iii. 7

;

Jer. xxxi. 33. Therefore a higher order of Judaism,'

similar to the New Testament life, is exhibited in ita

essential features in these chosen Gentiles (see the
history of the Centurion at Capernaum). [The Greek
poet Sophocles speaks of " the unwritten and indeli-

ble laws of the gods " in the hearts of men ; and the
Platonic philosopher Plutarch speaks of " a law
which is not outwardly written in books, but im-
planted in the heart of man."—P. S.]

Who shew, IvSfiy.vvvtai,. And how do
they exhibit or prove this ? (see chap. ix. lY, 22.)

1. By the doing of the law (Zwingli, Grotius, and
the majority of recent commentators ; De Wette,
Meyer). 2. By the mark of their better endeavors

in many ways (in a certain measure, Calvin ; but
better Cocceius, torn. v. p. 46. Yet both are biassed

by the Augustinian view). 3. By the law of con-

science. Tholuck (according to Theodoret and Eras-

mus) :
" Who, indeed, bear the impress of the judg-

ment of the law in themselves, and in correspond-

ence therewith their consequent conscience assumes

in them the office of judge. For where we find

the exercise of the judicial power in man, we must

also presuppose the legislative power." But this

view is inconsistent not only with ffi'r in avfi/iag-

tvgovariq (for the extended treatment of this ques-

tion, see Tholuck, p. 106, and Meyer [p. 98, ed. iv.,

the note] ), but also with ivfliUvvvcai.. Here the

language is concerning proofs of eonscientiousnest

becoming outwardly manifest. Numbers 1 and 2 are

to be united, since the well-doing, according to ver.

1, is only the perseverance in a noble ettdeavor (un-

der the gratia prcemniem), which attains its object

only in Christianity.

Their conscience also bearing witness

\^a V fi Ij, ap T V q o ii a rj !i
avimv T ^ t; avvfuS-tj-

fffw?]. It gives witness vnth, in connection with

their better manner of action. Both bear witness to

the belief that they are a law to themselves, in their

natural spontaneity. De Wette :
" m'tina^rvgiiv ia

neither equal to iia^xvqnv (Grotius, Tholuck), nor

mia testari, with reference to the noi-tZv ra Tori voft..

(Meyer, Fritzsche, &c.). But the avv, like con in con.

Ustari, refers in part to the relation of the witness to

him for whom he testifies ; and in part, as in aimi>-

Sti<ju; itself, to the inner relation of the conscious
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ness." * But as the awdi^au; is a consciousness

in man which is both objective and subjective, and
hence independent of his merely subjective conscious-

ness, io is the criiftna^Tt'^flv an independent witness

of the right, which, in the case before us, corresponds

with the witness of man in his deed. It is the Gen-
tile's cheering and often even joyous consciousness

of his right direction ; as, for example, of the Wise
Men from the East under the guidance of their star.

And bet'ween one anotlier their thoughts
accusing or also excusing. [Dr. Lange trans-

lates : htdem zwitchen i/wen d e Gedanhenuriheile

anJclagende oder auch entscliuldigende sind. He re-

fers, with Meyer, /uTaih aXi.ijf.titv to the hea-

then, not to the thoughts.—P. S.j Different expo-
sitions : 1. Their thoughts inwardly accuse each other

(Luther, Calvin, Tholuck [Alford, Hoflge] ). There
are different views on fiiraii a^J.iJAwv ; at a future
time., iv fi/itQa of judgment (Koppe)

;
post rem

actum (Vater) ; between (two portions of time), at

the same time, meanwhile (KoUner [B. V.] ). But
we must observe, on the contrary, that Paul does
not speak of the iuTier facts of the consciousness,

since these facts here fall under tlie conception of
the historical 'ivUnhi. 2. The accusations and de-

fences which were conducted between Gentiles and
Gentiles (Storr, Meyer). Against this interpretation

Tholuck raises the question :
" How can tw»< /.oyia-

uuiv, wihout a more special indication, refer to any
other subject than the one whose witness of con-
Bcienoe has just been mentioned ? " But if the

fifra^i' nllrfhtiv refers to the intercourse between
Gentiles, then the following must have the meaning

:

tince the judgments of their thoughts are through-
out accusing or excusing; that is, therefore, moral
judgments, which refer to the origin of an imma-
nent moral law. The accusing thoughts come first

here, because the language refers first of all to the

nobler Gentiles, whose opinions are related to the

ordinary popular life as judicial ideals. But also in

their excusing they often appeal from barbarian legal

practices to the unwritten law (see Sophocles, An-
tigone). In short, the whole intercourse between
the nobler heathen is a kind of moral dialectics, a
continual moral process of thought. [Paul describes
the moral process which takes place in the heart of
man after a good or bad act ; the conscience, avvii-
SijiTi,:;, sits in judgment, and pronounces the sentence
in God's name according to the law ; tlic ()'ia).oyi,(T/ioi

axe the several moral reflections and reasonings which
appear as witnesses testifying and pleading in this

court of conscience, and are often conflicting, since
the sinful inclinations and passions interfere and
bribe the witnesses ; the object of the y.aTijyog
or anoXoyftaOai, is the moral action which is brou
before the tribunal of tlie conscience. The t^ y.ai

indicates that the conscience finds more to accuse
than to excuse. This judicial process, which takes
place here in every man's heart, is a forerunner of
the great judgment at the end of the world.—P. S.]

Ver. 16. In the day. The commentators seem
here to overlook the obvious, proper meaning, be-
cause they suppose that the ti/ii^a on which God
will judge the secrets of men, must be referred to
the day of final judgment. But, in the first place,

* [Similarly Alford : " Confieming by its testlmont,
the iniy Bignifying the agreement of the witness with the
deed, as con in coaieslnri, coyyjirmure ; perhaps also the trvv
may be partly induced by the irvv in ovreifiijo-ews—referring
to the reflective process, in Thich a man confers, so to
•peak, with himself,"—P. 8,]

f ti',

ought

the connection does not support this view, and heno»

an artificial connection has been variously construct,

ed (the Gentiles show that on the day., &e.). Calvin

explains iv Ij/ii^a as ft? ti/ii^av, unto or wntU the

day. [Others modify this by making iv to include

fU, " until and on that day."—P. S.] Tholuck filli

up the apparent chasm between vers. 16 and 16 by

supposing that the Apostle probably had in mind a

transition such as xai toT'TO /idhara, and this espe-

cially, with the remark :
" This view has now become

the general one." * Others have helped themselves

by parentheses. " So Stuart inclines to unite ver.

16 with ver. 11 ; Beza, Grotius, Keiche, &o., con.

nect it with x^tStjaovrcci,, ver. 12 ;f Vatabl., Pa,

reus, and Lachmann, with Siy.ai.o>d-^(Tovrou, ver. 13."

Meyer also, with Lachmann, parenthesizes vers. 14

and 16, and not, with Beza, and others, vers. 13-15.

[Alford refers ver. 16 to the affirmation concluding

with ver. 10, and regards vers. 11-15 as a series

of quasi-parenthetic clauses, oi' yap—o<rot yap—
01' ycip

—

o-rav yaq, assigning the reasons for the

great retribution on the last day. Ewald goes back

even to ver. 5,—P. S.] Secondly, the declaration

that " God shall judge according to my gospel," pro.

nounces against the reference of fj/ti^a to the day

of final judgment. Meyer passes over this difficulty

with the remark of Calvin : Suum appellat ratione

ministerii. His quotation of 1 Tim. ii. 8 does not

argue any thing for his interpretation. On the opin

ion that, according to a number of the Fathers, the

gospel of Paul must be understood to be the gospel

of Luke, compare the quotation in Meyer. But the

Scriptures take cognizance not merely of one day of

judgment. T'he day on which God judges the secret)

of men according to the gospel of Paul, is the day
when the Apostle preaches the gospel to them. On
this day, in this time of decision, it becomes mani-

fest that there are Gentiles who are a law to them-

selves ; that there is another opposition than that of

external Judaism and paganism ; that there are Gen-

tiles who must be counted for the circumcision, and

Jews whose circumcision must be counted for un-

circumeision (see vers. 26 and 27). It is a thought

whose root is found already in the Old Testament,

that the time of the appearance of Christ and of the

preaching of the gospel is a time of judgment. See

Joel iii. 6, 1, and in other places ; Malachi iii. 2 if.

In John iii. 19, even the appearance of Christ is

relatively called the judgment. John v. 26 :
" The

hour is coming, and now is." The time of perfect

faith is denoted a day (John xvi. 23, 26). Also, in

Kom. xiii., ver. 12 connected with ver. 13, the lan-

guage cannot relate exclusively to the day of final

judgment. The same applies to -tj/iEQa in 1 Cor. iii.

13. Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 2, ^fii^a annri^icu;. The
Apostle mentions this day without the article, with-

out a solemn addition. He marks the day as the

day when God shall judge the secrets of men. He
uses the same word x^vnrd as in ver. 29, 6 fV ti'i

Ai)V7TTfT) Vot'rfatot;. He says men—not merely the

Gentiles—because the gospel, according to chaps.
ix.-xi., manifests God's judgment not only on th*

Gentiles, but also on the Jews ; and this is a judg.
ment pronounced on their internal good conduct or

misconduct toward the internal nature and spirit of

* [Wordsworth also adopte this connection with ver. 15,
and quotes from Bishop Pearson (Art. VII. on the Creed)

:

" Conscience is a witness bound over to give testimony foJ
or against us at some judgment after this life to pass upon
ns."—P. 6.]

"

t [So do the editions of Griesbaoh and Knapr and thi
E. T., who parenthesize vers. 13, 14, IS.—P. S.
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the law. In this relation the gospel of the Apostle

WMa the real medium and measure of the judgment
(see 1 Cor. i. 18); and Jesus Christ was the real

judicial authority. See John iii. 16 ; Acts xTii. 30,

31 ; 1 Cor. iv. 5, and other places.—On the day of

the promulgation of the gospel the better Gentiles

manifested their ordination to salvation, just as the

majority of the Jews made manifest their hardness

of heart,

[According to my gospel. The ftov is to

be either understood, ratione ministerii (Calvin,

Meyer), or better, the gospel of free grace for the

uncircumcisiofi, which was especially committed to

Paul, as the gospel for the circumcision was to

Peter, Gal. ii. '7. The same expreassion occurs Rom.
XY!. 25, 26.—^Through Jesus Christ, as the ap-

pointed Judge of the world
; Acts xvii. SO, 31

;

1 Cor. iv. 5 ; 2 Cor. t. 10 ; Matt, xxv. 31 ; John v.

27, &c. While /.ara to fvayyO.wv fiov favors Dr.

Lange's interpretation of ev ^/d^a, the dm 'Jrja.

X^. seems to refer rather to the future judgment

;

.yet Christ has His hand in all the preparatory judg-

ments of the history of the Church.—P. S.]

DOCTEnfAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The common characteristic in the condem-
nable condition of the Gentiles and Jews is their

religious and moral self-contradiction. In this self-

contradiction Paul (chap. i. 21) discovers the be-

^ning of the offence of the Gentiles, whom he
represents as uiexcusable (avanoi.oY-rjTonq). The
same self-contradiction is consummated, on one side,

in the man who approves sin against better knowl-

edge and conscience (chap. i. 32,), and, on the other

side, in the man who condemns the sinner, and yet

is guilty of weighty offences himself (chap. ii. 1).

Therefore the expression inexcusable {avaTroLoyt]-

To?) is also repeated here. The judgment of God is

ever also a self-judgment of man. See Matt. xii.

37 ; xviii. 23 ; xxv. 26, 27. In the one who judges,

the self-contradiction is completed as falsehood of the

inner life in the very strongest degree. The sincere

man, on the other hand (we can by no means speak

of sincerity as absolute, but yet as gradually pre-

dominating), by looking into his own heart and hfe,

arrives at that /laxpoSvfiia, in relation to human
sin and misery, which is akin to compassion, and

points not to the judgment of condemnation, but to

the saving judgment of the gospel.

2. The condemnatory judgment pronounced by
the sinner on the sinner does not only condemn him
in form, but transposes him also actually to a con-

dition similar to condemnation. Fanaticism is never

more unhappy than when it would compel, by meas-

ures of deceit and violence, those who think differ-

ently to adopt its pretended forms of happiness

(James ii. 13),

3. The one who judges, says Paul (vers. 3, 4),

has always a false idea of God. He either regards

himself as the favorite of a partial God, on account

of His conformity to theocratical, ecclesiastical, or

legal forms, or he is inwardly vicious and wicked,

and despises the real manifestations of God (see Ps.

. 16-21). An atheistic element is common to both

4. The long-suffering of God, or the forbearance

of God's justice toward the sinner, stands in recipro-

cal action with the wratl of God. Both denote the

polar antagonism in the j/oveiTiment of absolute jus-

tice, which is no rule of abstract law, but has a lit
ing, pedagogic form corresponding to the relation o.

the Divine personality to the human personality
See my Positive Dogmatics, p. 119. God's forbeat
ance and clemency, no less than His wrathful judg
ment, looks to the working of repentance.

5. The unbeliever and hardened one, by iiis owi
deeds, transforms the works of God's forbearance
and goodness into the preliminary conditions of Uis
wrathful judgment, and accumulates for him.self, out
of the riches of God which he has experienced, a
store of destruction.

6. The day of the rejected gospel is to man a

day of inward judgment, as is proved by the de-

struction of Jerusalem. See the Exeg. Notes on
ver. 5. But all judgments are prophecies and pre-

ludes of the last day of wrath. It is a narrow view,
to suppose that the conception of historical periods
excludes epochs, or that single epochs exclude the
final catastrophe. This may also be applied to the
idea of judgments. Just because the world's history

is the world's judgment, the former pursues its course
toward the latter.

7. The embarrassments of commentators on the

sense of vers. 6-10 'give evidence of timid and nar-

row views on the doctrine of justification. The
passage gains its true light from the biblical doc
trine that there is a gratia prcevtniens over the Gen-
tile world, which even Augustine did not yet wholly

ignore, but which, through his influence, was lost

sight of in the orthodox theology of the Middle

Ages, and, indeed, of more recent times. The seek-

ers who are portrayed in vers. 7 and 10 will never

think seriously of relying upon their works before

God, because they are in a gravitation toward the

Eternal, which will find rest only when they see God
in Christ, either in this or the other world. But the

opposite class—whose principle of life is party spirit,

and reliance upon temporal association—wiU ever

place their confidence in their own achievements,

even when they vigorously reject the doctrine of the

meritoriousness of good works. For, besides the

righteousness of works
(
WerkgereclitigJceit), there is

also a righteousness of doctrine, of orthodoxy (Lekr-

gereehiigkeil), a righteousness of the letter (£uc/i-

stahent/C' echtigkeit), a righteousness of negation and

protest [Negationsgercchtigkeit), which have, in com-

mon with the righteousness of works, the funda-

mental characteristic of party righteousness [Fartei-

gerechtigkeit), and may be the more dangerous forms

as they are the more subtle. On the salvation of the

heathen, comp. Tholuck, Oomm., pp. 92 ff.—The

doctrine of justification cannot confiict with the doc-

trine of God's righteousness, by virtue of which He
will reward every man according to his works.

8. Glory and honor and immortality—precious

pearls ; eternal life—the goodly pearl. See Matt,

xiii. 45, 46.

9. It is the character of all party spirit to be a

rebel upwardly against the royal right of truth, and,

on the other hand, a slave downwardly to the tyran

nical and terrifying spirit of party.

10. Because God, as the Righteous One, looks at

the substance of personal life, He does not regard

the person according to its external and civil concep.

tion, nor according to its external appearance and

11. in ver. 12, different degrees of punishment

are evidently indicated. See the Exeg. Notes.

12. On dixaiovv, comp. the &-eg. Notes on

ver 13 [also i. 17, and iii. 21-31] Likewise thf
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Bible-Work on Jainea ii. 20 ff. Since Str.ai.oTiv, even

according to the idea of making juxt, can only mean
to declare just, because the question is always con-

cerning justification in some legal tribunal, the sup-

posed exceptions where dtxawuv in the Scriptures

is made to signify to make just, should be investi-

gated anew. The passage, Isa. liii. 2, can really not

otherwise be explained, than that He will, by virtue

of his knowledge as the righteous servant of God,

declare many just; and this because He shall bear

their iniquities. The passage in Daniel, chap. xii. 3,

must by all means be explained thus : That the sub-

ject is the judgment of the world, in which, accord-

ing to the biblical representation, the righteous

shall take part (1 Cor. vi. 2) ; and even if '^i5"''nsa

refers to this life, it no more means one who makes

just, than C"'l3i3'c;n means one who makes wise,

The reading, SoxaMO/jrn), Eev. xxii. 11, cannot be

sustained against the more strongly credited render-

ing, diy.ai.QiTiivtjv TzotrjffdrM. See more on this sub-

ject ad chap. iii. 26.

13. On the occurrence of a fuljilmerit of the laio

among the Gentiles, see Tholuck, pp. 101, 102. The
author, following the older theologians, very justly

opposes Fiacianism \i. e., that sin is a substance, a

revival of the old Manichaean heresy, by Flacius

Illyricus, the editor of the Magdeburg Centuries,

and a Lutheran controversialist of the 16 th century.

—P. S.]. To speak of virtues of the heathen, is

liable to misunderstanding, unless we mean thereby

a search after the Infinite. As heathen virtues, they

can only be virtues of progi'ess toward poverty in

spirit (Matt. v. 3), under the guidance of the gratia

prceveniens, or fundamental forms of the develop-

ment of a desire after salvation. The attempt, in

Rothe's Eiliik, part ii, p. 398 [1st ed.], to explain
this class of virtues, is not very clear.

14. The three objective forms of seeking higher
attainments in the Gentile world are : The state, as

the expression of the search after righteousness in

the conscience, or in the will
;
philosophy, as the

expression of the se.=irch for an intelligent compre-
hension of the truth ; and art, as the expression of

the search for ideal contemplation, and the represen-

tation of life by means of the sentiments.

15. The three subjective forma of search for

higlier attainments in the Gentile world are : 1,

Wm-ks of magnanimity. 2, The conscience, espe-

cially the cheerful impulses of the moral conscious-

ness, " When they saw the star, they rejoiced with

exceeding great joy," 3, An intercourse of m.ral
judgme 'ts, of either an excusing or accusing charac-

ter, [Bishop S.\nderson, as quoted by Wordsworth :

Paul teaches here (ver, 15) that every man, however
unholy, has a conscience, though depraved ; and
that, at the fall of man, conscience itself was not
lost, but its rectitude and integrity were impaired

;

and that, when we are born again in baptism, we do
not receive the infusion of another conscience, but
our conscience, which was before unclean, is washed
by the blood of Christ, and is cleansed by faith, and
is enlightened by the Holy Spirit, in order that it

may please God,—P. S,]

16. On the day of the crisis which the gospel
brings to pass, it will appear that many Gentiles are

really Jews, and that many Jews are really Gentiles,

Likewise, many Christians of the Middle Ages were
essentially believers of evangelical truth, while many
lo-called evangelical persons whose righteousness
consists of works, and others whose righteousness

consists of doctrines, and still others whose right

eousness consists of their Protestantism, are, afte:

all, only Roman Catholics at heart. Ideal dynamica.

antitheses, which the day of the Lord will bring t«

light, predominate over the historical antitheses,

which possess very great significance. On the daj

mentioned here, see the Exeg. Notes.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

God's impartial righteousness is shown : 1. H«
does not give preference to the Jews, although they

possess the law ; 2. He is not prejudiced against the

Gentiles, although they are without the law ; but, 3.

of one, just as of the other, He asks whether they

have done good or evil (vers. 1—16),—Because oth-

ers are black, we do not become white (ver, 1).

—

Judging our neighbor is the worst depravity, be.

cause : 1. We are blind toward ourselves ; H. we
are unjust toward our fellow-men (ver. 1).—By our

judgment of others we fall under the judgment of

God pronounced on ourselves (ver, 3),—What does

the celebration of a day of fasting and prayer re-

quire us to do ? 1. Not to despise the riches of

God's goodness, patience, and forbearance ; but
rather, 2. to remember that His goodness should

lead us to repentance (ver. 4),—God's goodness re-

garded as the pure source of repentance (ver. 4),

—

Treasure not up unto thyself wrath against the day
of wrath (ver, 6),

—

Dies irce, dies ilia, solvet swcla in

favilla (vers. 5, 6).—What will God give to every

man according to his works ? 1. To some, glory

and honor and immortality, together with precious

peace
; 2, to otliers, indignation and wrath, tribula-

tion and anguish (vers, 6-11),—What it is to continue
patiently in well-doinrj for eterjtal life (ver. 7).—God's
indignation! 1, Not unmerited, but deserved; 2. not

temporary, but eternal (ver. 8),—God's wrath : holy

displeasure, not unholy anger,—No one is without

law. For, 1, God has given His law to the Jews by
Moses ; 2, he has written the substance of it upon
the hearts of the Gentiles (vers. 12-16).—The unl-

versal revelation of God in the conscience (vers. 14,

15),—The conscience, and human thoughts in their

relation to each other. This relation is such, that,

1, The witness of the former testifies of the work
of the law ; 2. the latter, in the presence of such
witness, accuse or excuse one another (vers. 14, 15).—Impossibility of preaching the gospel among the

heathen, if they were deprived of conscience.—The
revelation of God in the conscience, on the one
hand, not to be despised ; and, on the other, not to

be overvalued.—Conscience regarded as the connect,
ing link for every missionary sermon among the
heathen.

LtJTHER :
* The little word " law " must not ba

understood here after a human fashion, that it teach,
es which works are to be done, and which are to be
left undone ; as is the case with the laws of men,
which can be obeyed by works, without the feeling
of the heart. God judges according to the intent
of the heart, and will not be satisfied by words ; but
all the more punishes as hypocrisy and lying those
works which are done without the feeling of the
heart. Therefore Paul says that nobody is a doer
of the law by the works of the law (ver. 15).

• Long-suffering is a virtue wluoh la slow to beoomf
wrathful and to punish wrong. Patience is that whidr
bears misfortune in property, boity, or reputation, whethei
It happen justly or unjustly. Goodness is temporal red»
rooal henefloeuoe, and a &ieudly nature (ver. 4),
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Starke : The ungodly are as the swine, which
do not look at the tree whose acorns they gather up.

Thus, with all their enjoyment of temporal mercies,

they do not look up to God, who gives them richly

to enjoy every good thing (Hosea ii. 7 ; Isa. i. 3

;

Jer. V. 24) ; for by every morsel of bread He seeks

their improvement (ver. 4).—He who does not grow
better, will grow worse by Divine goodness (ver. 5).

—As the labor, so the reward-; and each one must
reap what he has sown (ver. 6).—The pious wiU gain

iu perfection in the kingdom of glory that which
they had sought in the kingdom of grace (ver. 10).

—

Hedinger : To censure others, is the same as to con-

demn one's self He who therefore loves to judge,

pronounces sentence upon himself (ver. 1).—Blind-

ness ! Delay produces deception. Security follows

Divine forbearance. Take care ! The longer the

Btorm gathers, the greater its devastation. The one
who has received the long loan, has not therefore

received it as a gift (ver. 4).—Every sin will receive

its due reward. Who will trifle with it ? (ver. 8.)

—

A greater measure of knowledge brings only greater

condemnation, and no excuse. This much a Gentile

knows of the will of God, that he may be condemned
to death justly ; much more may the Christian be
justly Condemned who can and should know per-

fectly the will of God in the law (ver. 14).

—

Nova
Bihl. Tub. : The sinner can persuade himself, and
by many kinds of misconception stupefy himself, so

as to believe that his sins will go unpunished. Ah,
how common is this deception ! (ver. 8.)—Eternal

life is a jewel for which we should strive, a erown
for which we should fight, a c/ift which we should

accept, hold, and keep until the end. He who per-

severes, will be saved. The question at the judg-

ment-day will not be one of words, but of deeds

(ver. 1).—No one is without law ! If it is not writ-

ten in stone, it is nevertheless engraved upon the

heart. Every one knows by nature what is just and
what is unjust, what is good and what is evil (ver.

4).

—

Cramee: God must be truly in earnest for

human salvation, which He seeks by prosperity and
adversity. When words cannot avail. He punishes,

and waits with great forbearance and patience until

the sinner is converted (ver. 4).—The law of nature

is a source of the written law of God, embraced in

the two rules ; Whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so to them ; and what you
would not have them do unto you, do not unto them
(ver. 14).—No one can sin so that his sins shall re-

main concealed ; for, if they are not revealed before,

they will be brought to light at the last day (ver.

16).

—

Wurtemb. BiU. : Works are witnesses of faith.

We must therefore do good works, not in order to

be saved, but in order that with them we may testify

of our fiiith, and by faith may inherit eternal life

(ver. 1).—Lange : Abandon all the excuses of age,

or condition, or other personal circumstances, that

you, with your want of honest Christianity, bring

forward ; for you can derive no advantage from them
Vfore God's judgment-seat (ver. 11).—The law of

nature must he of great advantage, and be written

very deeply on the hearts of all men, since its wilful

transgression brings upon men so great guilt, and
punishment or condemnation (ver. 12).

Benoei : As long as man does not feel the

judgment of God, he is apt to despise His good-
ness, Matt, xxviii. 18. Mark here the antithesis of

the richness of Divine goodness despised, and the

iccumulated treasure of wrath.

0. T Gerlach : The goodness of God is mani-

fested in the exhibition of blessings ; His patience
in bearing with the sinner; and His long-suffering
in vfithholding from punishment (ver. 4).—Christian,
ity is not something lately discovered among men

j

but its Founder, the Son of God Himself, is the
King and Judge not only of Christians, but likewise
of Jews and Gentiles, whom He, in His preparatory
households of grace—the former iu His Eather'a
house, the latter by an awakened longing for the
same—is seeking to train up for His kingdom, though
now they are far distant from home (ver. 16).-^-

Lisco : Merely external honesty is also punishabla
(ver. 1).

—

Glory, splendor, instead of lowness, honor
instead of contempt, and immortality instead of the
mortal condition (1 Cor. xv. 53, 64), are the reward
of patience, of the continuous striving for eterna
life in spite of all impediments and difBcultien

(ver. 7).

Heubner : God's judgment is righteous : 1. Ob-
jectively : in accordance with sacred laws ; not arbi-

trarily or capriciously, without regard to the person •,

2. subjectively : according to the true character ot

the man, taking each one for his internal and exter.

nal worth (ver. 2).—The deahng of God toward sin-

ful men is simply this : He flrat tries each with good.
ness, before He pronounces punishment ; it is our
salvation to acknowledge this goodness, but it is our
ruin to despise it (ver. 4).—The hardened heart is

accnsable : its operation is not that of nature, but

of its own degeneration. How is it first hardened '(

1. By frivolity; 2. by obstinacy and pride; 3. by
actual, continued sinning (ver. 5).—The righteous

impartiality of God. God does not judge : 1. By
outward advantages, form, birth, pedigree, power,

respect, wealth ; nor, 2. by gifts of mind, acqui-

sitions, skill; nor, 3. by external performances as

such, iDy merely external works, external piety ;

—

but by the whole inward sense, by the simplicity

and clearness of the heart ; by faith and fidelity.

He has regard to what is given to each man (ver.

11).

The Peeioope (vers. 1-11) for 10th Sunday after

Trinity (Memorial of the destruction of Jerusalem),

instead of 1 Cor. xii. 1-11 : The impenitent sinner

has no excuse before God. : 1. Proof; 2. applica-

tion.—Man before the Divine judgment : He must,

1. Acknowledge himself guilty ; 2. regard God's

judgment righteous and inevitable ; 3. take refuge

in God's goodness, and listen to its call to repent-

ance ; 4. fear the future ; 5. listen to revelation.

—

We should see ourselves reflected in the example of

the impenitent Jews.

Daniel Supekville : The sovereign equity of

God (ver. 11).

—

Menken : The universal equality of

men before God's judgment.

Spenee : The whole law was written on the heart

of the first man, for his soul was an image of God's

perfect holiness and righteousness. But after this

complete law had been erased from tlie heart, there

remained, so to speak, only some of the larger let-

ters, some portion of the knowledge of the manifest

evil and good (ver. 15).—Conscience is nothing else

than a voice of God (ver. 16).—Eoos : Conscience

is the consciousness or the judicial declarations of

the law (ver. 16).

Bessee : From man's knowledge of God's law

written on his heart, there arises conscience, which

testifier to him, as Luther excellently describes, the

power with which conscience presses its judicial wit.

ness upon man (ver. 15).—To the question, " What

disease is killing you ? " the poet Euripides makes (
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matricide answer : " Conscience ; for I am conscious

that I have done evil " (ver. 15).

J. P. Lanqe : The judgment of men in the judg-

ment of God.—The sources of judgment (vers. 4, 5).

—How the simier changes the treasures of God's

goodness into treasures of wrath.—The great judg-

ment-days in the world's history, especially the de-

Btruction of Jerusalem.— Justification and God's

righteousness : 1. Apparent contradiction ; 2. per-

fect unity.—Two kinds of men perceptible: 1. In two

purposes ; 2. two kinds of seeking ; 3. two results

(vers. 7-10).—God does not regard the person be-

cause He looks at it: 1. He does not regard it

in a worldly sense ; 2. He regards it according to

its spiritual significance.—Tbe gospel reveals the

thoughts of the heart : 1. As a savor of death unto

death ; and 2. as a savor of life unto life.—But this

does not apply to every form of Christianity.

[BoRKiTT : On the day of judgment as the time

when God's character and dealings shall be dis-

played, ver. 6.—It will be a day when His righteous-

ness shall be universally manifested and magnified
;

when all His attributes shall be glorified ; His won-

derful clemency sweetly displayed; His exact justice

terribly demonstrated ; His perfect wisdom clearly

unfolded ; all the knotty plans of Providence wisely

resolved ; all the mysterious depths of His counsels

fully discovered ; and His injured honor and glory

clearly repaired, to the joyful satisfaction of all good

men, and to the dreadful consternation and confusion

of the wicked and impenitent world.—On ver. 16 :

Here, 1. A doctrine is boldly asserted—a coming

day of judgment ; and 2. its proof and confirmation—" according to my gospel."

[M. Henry (condensed) on the whole passage,

vers. 1-16 : The Apostle, 1. Arraigns the Jews for

their censoriousness and self-conceit ; 2. asserts the

invariable justice of the Divine government ; 3.

draws up a charge against the Jews ; 4. describes

the measures by which God proceeds in His judg-

ment ; and 5. proves the equity of all His deal-

ings with men when He comes to judge them.

[Macknight : Paul dLstinguishes between merito-

rious and gratuitous justification ; the former being

that which is unattainable by works of the law, tbe

latter that which is attainable, as James says, not by

f£uth only, but by works also.—Ver. 15 : That there

is a natural revelation made to the heathen, is proved

by Paul by three arguments : 1. By many virtuous

acts performed by the heathen ; 2. by the natural

operation of their consciences ; 3. by their reason-

ings with one another, by which they excused or

accused one another.

[JoRTiN : These suppositions agree both with

Scripture and reason: 1. All men can do all that

God requires of them ; 2. all who do the best they

can, derive help from God as far as is needful

;

3. they all have Christ as their Redeemer, though

He was never revealed to them.—Who knows wheth-

er the lot of the savage be not better than that of

the philosopher, and the lot of the slave than that

of the king ? But this much we know, that every

one ought to be contented with that state in which

his wise and good Creator has placed him, and to

caaclude that it will be the best for him if he makes
the best use of it. Upon this supposition the Divine

impartiality stands fully justified.

[Timothy Dwight : 1. Our eternal life is in itself

an immense good ; 2. eternal happiness consists in

eternal disinterestedness and its consequences. (See

Bermon on Oomiiteney of Benevolence with seeking

Salvation, in which Lord Shaftesbury's celebiatei

theory, that disinterestedness is virtue, and the onlj

virtue, is controverted.)

[John Foster : To the present hour in each life

the series of the Divine goodness may be counted bj

the succession of a man's sins. Not one sin, small

or great, but immediately close by it were acts ano

proofs of this goodness. If this had been realized

to thought, what a striking and awful admonition!

Every sin a testimony, a representative of good ; and

the wonder is that the goodness goes on I

[Annot. Parag. Bible (London) : The question it

not (vers. 14, 15) whether any of the Gentiles have

actually attained to eternal life without a Divine

revelation, but whether they had tbe law of nature

or conscience. They had this ; and by it they shall

be judged.

—

Tayi.ok: Note Paul's wisdom in appeal,

ing to Jew and Gentile : 1. If the Jew could be

convinced that a right-minded Gentile might be

blessed with eternal salvation, why should he not

now be pardoned, and taken into the visible Church?

2. the Gentile, made despondent by the representa,

tions of his guiU in the last chapter, here finds him-

self placed with the Jews, and entitled to hope in

God's mercy.

[Hodge : The principles on which the Apostle

assures us all men are to be judged, are, 1. He who
condemns in others what he does himself, ipso facto

condemns himself; 2. God's judgments are accord-

ing to the real character of men ; 3. the goodness

of God, being designed to lead us to repentance, is

no proof tliat He will not punish sin ; 4. God will

judge strictly according to works, not profession

;

5. men shall be judged strictly according to their

knowledge of duty.

—

Further Remarks by Hodge
(condensed): 1. The deceitfulness of the heart strik-

ingly exhibited in the different judgments they pass

on themselves and others ; 2. ask yourself, " How
does the goodness of God affect me ? " 3. genuine

repentance produced by discoveries of God's mercy,

legal repentance by fear of His justice ; 4. any

doctrine that tends to produce security in sin, must

be false ; 5. how vain the hopes of blessedness

founded on God's partiality, or forgetfulness of sin

;

6. to escape our guilt, we must seek the Saviour's

righteousness ; 1. He who died for the sins of men,

will sit in judgment on sinners.

[Ver. 16. Barnes : On the propriety of a day

of judgment, when all the thoughts of the heart will

be revealed : 1. It is only by revealing these that

the character is really determined, and impartial

judgment administered ; 2. they are not judged or

rewarded in this life ; 3. men of pure motives and

pure hearts are often biisely culuminated, and over-

whelmed with ignominy ; while men of base motives

are often exalted in public opinion. It is proper

that the secret principles of each should be re-

vealed.—J. F. H.]
[Ver. 1. By patient continuance in weU4oing.

Barrow : No virtue is acquired in an instant, hut

by degrees, step by step ; from the seeds of right

instruction and good resolution it springs up, and

goes forward by a continual progress and customary

practice. 'Tis a child of patience, a fruit of perse-

verance, and, consequently, a work of time ; foi

enduring implies a good space of time.—Ver. 9,

Adam : Every sin, when newly committed, aniazei

and terrifies the soul, though the sense of it 90M
wears off How shall we bear the anguish of oil

our sins together, when conscience, which forgf^l

and extenuates none, brings them to our remepv
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biance ?—Ver. 14. A law unto themselves. Bishop
Pbakson : Every particular person has a particular

remembrance in liimself, as a sufficient testimony of

bis Creator, Lord, and Judge. Tiiat man wbicli

most peremptorily denieth God's existence, is the
greatest argument to himself that there is a God.
Let Caligula profess himself an atheist, and, with
that profession, hide his head or run under his bed,
and when the thunder strikes his ears, and lightning
flashes in his eyes, those terrible works of nature
put him in mind of the power, and his own guilt,

of the justice of God ; whom, while in his wilful

(jpinion he weakly denies, in his iuYohmtary action

he strongly asserteth. So that a Deity will either be
juiuited or extorted, and, where it is not acknowl-

lOl

edged. It will be manifested.— Vers. 6 and 16
Bishop J. Taylor: There ore two great days ii
which the fate of all the world is transacted. Thii
life is man's day, in which man does what he pleases,
and God holds His peace. But then God shall haie
His day too, in which He shall speak, and no man
shall answer. If we do the work of God in om
own day, we shall receive an infinite mercy in ths
day of the Lord.—Ver. 16. My gospel. The goB-
pel

: 1. A voice of love {vox amoris) ; 2. a voics
of chall'enge [vox coniestationis) ; 3. a voice of cer
tainty (vox cerlitudinis) ; 4. a voice of persuasioi
and invitation (vox invitationk)

; 5, a voice of de
cision and judgment (vox judicii).—P. S.]

FouETH Section.— TAe aggravated corruption of the Jew in his false zeal for the law (a side-piece to th
corruption of the Gentile in his idolairous worship of synihols). The fanatical and wicked method of
the Jews m administeriiig the law with legal pride, and in corrupting ii by false application and treach-
ery—an occasion for the blasphemy of God 's name among the Gentiles,

Chap. 11 17-24.

17 Behold," [But if

and restest in [upon
thou art called [named, denominated, inovoixd^'^'] a Jew,
the law,° and makest thy boast of God [boastest in God],

18 And knowest his will, and approvest the things that are more excellent [provest,
19 or, discernest the things that differ],' being instructed out of the law ; And art

confident that thou thyself art a guide of the blind, a light of them which
20 [those who] are in darkness, An instructor of the foolish, a teacher of babes,

which hast [having] the form [the representation, model, pattern, riiv fioQffooan']

21 of knowledge and of the truth in the law. [,—] Thou therefore which [Thou,
then, who] teachest another, teachest thou not thyself? thou that preachest a

22 man should not steal, dost thou steal ? Thou that sayest a man should not
commit adultery, dost thou commit adultery ? thou that abhorrest idols, dost

23 thou commit sacrilege [literally, robbery of temples] ? * Thou that makest thy boast
of [in] the law, through breaking the law dishonourest thou God ? [through

24 the transgression of the law thou dishonourest God.] ' " For the name
of God is blasphemed among the Gentiles through you," as it is written
[isa. lii. 5 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 2o],

* Ver. 17.—[Instead of the text, rec, iSe, behold, which is not sufficiently sustained, read et fie, hut if, with n, A. B,
D*. K., Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Bloomfield, Alford, and nearly all the recent commentatorB. The reading
Me is either a mistake, or a change for the purpose of avoidii'g the anacoliithon, which, however, is more apparent than
real. The apodosis must be supplied (whv dost thou not act accordingly, or, how great is thy responsibilily), or it may be
found in ver. 21, by simply omitting the o$v, which is often epanaleptic, resuming the thread of the sentence. So Meyer,
Iffho regards vers. 17-28 as the protasis, and 21, 22 as the apodosis.—P. S.]

* Ver. 17.—[eirapajraufl vo/j-ia, without the article, JC. A. B. D^. The later MSS. and the texl. rec. insei-t toi

before rdju-fti, because it here ciearly'applies to the written law of Moses as representing the whwle Mosaic system, the
dril and religious polity of the Jews, fdjuos has here as in ver. 14 the foice of a proper name. Alford :

" The article ia

omitted, because * the I.iw ' is not here distrihuXcd—it is not /Ae law itsrJf in its evUmty which is metmt, but the fnct nf
having or of knowing the law

:

—the strict way of espres.sing: it -would perhaps be, 'in the fact of possessing a law,' which,

pondensed into our less accurate English, would be in one word, in the low : viz., 'which thou posscssest.' "—P. S.J

" Ver. 18.—[On the different interpretations of 6oKt;ua^€is ra Sia<l}epovTa, see the Excg. JVo'es. Lange (with

Tholuclr, Fritescne, Reiche, Huckert, Phiiippi, Alford) translates : Du heurtheilesi die widerstrtilendeii Binge. Tholtick :

J)u prufstdas Unterschiedene. Tyndale: Host experience of good and bad. Conybeare and Howson : Givest judgment
vpon good or evil, Hobert Young, too literally : Dost approve the distinctions. But the versions of Granmer, Geneva,
ira,mo6, Eheims, and Am. Bible Union agree substantially with the Latin Vulg. : Probas uiiUora, So also Meyer, who
translates; Vu biUigsi das Vorzuglichr. Wordsworth: Thou discernest. the things that are more excellent. The same
phrase occurs, Phil. i. 10, where the E. V. renders it in the same way. Grammtitically, both interpretations are correct,

and hence the connectioti must decide. SoKLfj^d^eiv means first to examine, to try. to prove (1 Cor. iii. 13 ; 1 Peter i. 7) ; and
then, as the result of examination and trial, to discern, to distirguii^h, and to aprrove (i Cor. xvi. 3 ; Bom. xiv. 22). oia-

^^peiv is : (1 .) To differ ; (2.) to differ to advantage, to excel. Hence ra Siail>4poyTa : (I.) The diflerence between right and

wrong, good and bad; (2.) the excellent things, iritiia.—P. S.]
.

* Ver. 22.—[Altbrd translates : Thou who abhorrest idols, dost thou rob Ihrir temples f To maintain the contrast, h«

refers (with Ohrysoetom, Meyer, Tholuck, and others) Ufo<ni\el<; to the robbing of idnl temples (tWcuAn) ; but this wtis n«

mcrilljge in the eyes of the Jew ; and hence others refer it to the temple of God in Jerusalem. See Mxr.g. Notes.—V.S.i
* Ver. 23.—[Lange and Mever take this verse as a categorical charge, resulting from the preceding questions wbinb

the i iw could not deny. This 'view is supported by the following y''/'- u a p «i /3 a cr 1 1 , in the six other jassages of thi-

ll. T where it occurs, is uniformly translated transgression in the E. V.—P. S.l
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£XBaETICAl AND CBITICAl.

The connection with the foregoing is explained

by Tholuck [p. 110] thus ;
" The Jew was already

humbled by the p'oof that tlie Gentile was also in

possession of the lan. But it is further charged

upon him that his possession of the law has become
a dishonor to Him who gave it to him." We have

seen already that the connection consists in a sharp

antithesis : a Gentile who is a Jew at heart ; a Jew
who, according to the spirit of the law, is the most
wanton Gentile. [Estius justly calls the following

apostrophe, " oratio spUndida .ac vehemeiis.^^^

Ver. 17. But if thou art named a Jewr. There
seeiHS to be an anacoluthon in the following verses,

which it was probably intended to remove by the
reading ilit. Tholuok :

" The apodosis appears to

be wanting to the protasis, vers. 17-20." But we
may explain without an anacoluthon (Meyer) :

" But
if thou art called a Jew, &;c. . . . thou therefore

(ovv, ver. 21, in consequence of what has been said,

who teachest another, teachest thou not thyself?"
We would find an easier solution, if we could read
the verbs iTtovojidtri and tnavayzav^ as conjunctives

for the formation of a hypothetical protasis ; the fol-

lowing indicatives would then constitute the apo-
dosis. But the av is wanting to the d. [See Textual
Note '.]—Named. Jew was the designation of the
Hebrew according to his religion ; tlierefore the
theocratic name of honor, which is also contained in

the etymology of the word itself* 'Enovofiati]
is translated eognominaris by the Vulgate and Ben-
gel. [Wordsworth : ett—ovo/idu'ri, thou hast a title

in addition to (irri) that which otl'ier men possess.

—

P. S.] But the compound verb is also used in the
sense of the simple oroftduiv, and the name 'Jov-
iSalot; was not a surname, although it might become a
surname for the false Jew. Tholuck [Meyer, Phi-
lippi, Hodge; comp. LXX. Gen. iv. 17, 25, 2e, and the
classical quotations of Meyer in he.—P. S.].—And
rosiest. Intimation of Jewish pride. Strictly

:

Thou liest on it for rest. Thus the Jew abused his
privilege ; Ps. cxlvii. 19, 20.—Israel perverted into
a Sdse trust its ideal destination for the nations, ac-
cording to Isa. xlii. 6, 7, and other passages ; and it

so caricatured the single elements (which are desig-
nated in the following verses) of this destination, that
the most glaring moral contradiction took place in
its character.—Thou makest thy boast f in God,
as thy [exclusive] guardian God ; Isa. xlv. 25 ; Jer.
xxiri. 33. [To boast or glory in God, or in Christ
(Gal. vi. 14), is right, if it proceeds from a sense of
our weakness and unworthiness, and a corresponding
sense or the goodness of God, as our sure refuge and
Btrength

; but it is wrong if it arises from religious
bigotry and conceit, which would monopolize the
favor of God to the exclusion of others. Calvin

:

*
[ n*1!|rti is the verbal noun from the future hophal of

n'l^ to praise, and means praised, sc. Jali, &od {QoaluVj-
see Fiirst, Diet., sub PI'^ , vol, i. 491 ; Gen. xxix. S5 (where
Leah, altei- the birth of Judah, says : "Now will I praise
the Lord : therefore she called his name Judiih ") ; xlix.
|S

i
Rev. ii. 9. To be a Jew in this pi-opor sense was to be-

loiis to th, covenant people of God selected for His praise.

_
t ITLavxiiTiu (also in 1 Cor. iv. 7), like icaTaKcivySo-ai, Rom.

r,. 18, Swuirai (for ivvjj). Mutt. v. 36, bivviaai., Luke xvi.
25, 13 the original uncoiitracted form for (taux?. in use with
the poets and later prose-writers, see Winer, Oram., p. 73,
1th ed. The «r 6iKnifl?s the .sphere in which the boasting
moves, or the obiect of boasting, as xaip«ti' ^v.—P. S.]

" Hac igitur non cordis gloriaiio, sed lingucejacfnn

tiafuit." The false Jewish boasting in God amount
ed to a boasting in the flesh, against which we are

warned. Gal. vi. 13 ; 2 Cor. x. 15 ; Phil, iil 3.

Joiidalac; Enavo^iaLri—y.al ETTavaTzavafi vo/iio—xoej

xav/dnai, iv d-fS, form a rising climax!—P. S.]

Ver. 18. Aiid knowe,st his will [to d-i-

X/jfid is emphatic.—P. S.] That is, Hie will u
the inward part of the law ; Eph. iii. 18, &c. ; oi

rather, the absolute will which has become luaiiifesl

in the law.—And discernest the things that
differ [Joxt/t o( Cf tt; rd dtarpi^ovra^. Three
explanations of this expression : 1. The difference

between right and wrong (Theodoret, Theophylact,
Grotius, &c., Tholuck, Philippi, and others) ; • 2,

what is at variance with the will of God, sinful

(Clerious, Glockler) ; 3. thou approvest the excellent

(Vulgate : probas utiliora, Bengel, Meyer [Hodge]
).

According to the meaning of di.arpi!j:-i,v (to be promi-
nent; to be distinguislied ; to excel), and Smt/iiqavm
(the distinctions ; the excellent), these different ex.-

planations are equally allowable ; and the connec-
tion must therefore determine which is the best one.
But the explanation : thou approvest the excellent,

is not strong enough
; although Meyer sees in it

the completion of a climax.* The Jew was, as

W^'.^ ,[ the distinguishing, the sharply deciding

between what was allowed and disallowed ; he was
skilled in the Sidy.Qiau; v.ai.oo ts y.ai r.ar.ov, Heb.
V. 14 ;

the diaaroVrj dylmv nut ptfirj'/.otv [a term
frequently used by Philo]. This explanation passes
over into a fourth : ^d dmifiQovTa, the eontro.
versies (De Dieu, Wolf).—Being instructed.
After his fashion he lives in the law, xarriyolini-
roi;, not xartixT/Ofii;. [Being instructed, not only
oateehetically in youth, but didactically and con.
tinually by the reading and exposition of the
Scriptures in the synagogue on the Sabbath day.—
P. y

Ver. 19. And art confident. He shoidd be
every thing that follows, according to Old Testament
intimations ; see Isa. xlii. 6, 7, and other passages.
So much less is there a reason why Reiche should
find here reminiscences from the Gospels (Matt. xv.

14 ; Luke xx. 32). The corruption of Judaism con-
sisted throughout in perverting the Old Testament
a,ttributes of the people, and of its future, into the
literal and the carnal. From this arose also its

proselytism (Matt, xxiii. 15), which is here de-
scribed.—Guide of the blind. The Jew called
the Gentiles blind; axoToq, in Isa. Ix. 2, means,
therefore, the Gentiles; and (jiwj ni; dnor.d).v\i'iV

tOvMv, in Isa. xlix. 6, means the Jews ; vfinioi,, the
proselytes (see Tholuck).

Ver. 20. Form (pattern) of knowledge.
lioQ qihxs iq— classically, fi6^cpMi.ta ; Hesychius

:

(T/iiiaTi,(jfi6i;. [In the New Testament it occurs
only once more—2 Tim. iii. 6—where it is opposed

• [So does Hodge : "To approve of what is right, i» a
higher attainment than merely to disci iminate between
good and evil." But th>ire isa difference between anill-
stinetiye and an inteUigcnt approval of what is right. The
latter is the result of reflection and discrimination, resting
on superior knowied^e, which was the peculiar advantage
of the Jew having the touchstone of the written law and
the continual instruction of the Scriptures. Vhat imme-
diately follows agrees better with the interpretation oil

Lange. Comp. Texluallfote^.—P. 8.]

t [ la^B , to distinguish, clearly to discern, also to

separate. From this the term Pharisee (PerisUn, tht
Aramaic form of the Hebrew ParusUm, " separated ") li

derived.—P. S ^ ' *^ ' ;
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to iivafiu;, and means the mere outward form or
uppearance. Here, on the contrary, it is the real

representation or expression, exemplar, effigies.

Grotius : forma qua rem expritni'.—P. S.] Ac-
cording to Meyer, the doctrines and commandments
of the law itself are the form of knowledge and
truth. We are nearer right when we remember the

didactic impression of the Old Testament revelation

of the law in the rabbinical tradition from which the

Talmud subsequently arose ; for the Apostie speaks

of a ftoiJfuiaii; ttj(; yvmnmxi, which should be indi-

rectly ^logip. T^i; a/.ijS-iia^ Iv iSi vofioi. CEcume-
nius and Olsliausen, without cause, think of the typi-

cal character of the Old Testament ; others (with

Theophylact) of the mere phantom of truth. The
question is concerning an object of whicli the Jew
boasts. His fi6ijq>mai,ii is indeed the gloomy anti-

type of the personal incarnation of the truth in

Christ, as in Ecclesiasticus xxiv. In (23) we read of

the aoqiia becoming a book in the Thora. All these

are now the characteristics of the Jew's pretensions.

There now follow the proofs of the contradiction in

which he stands to himself.

Ver 21. Thou, then, that teaohest another.
[The virtual apodosis of ver. 17. The several

clauses are more lively and forcible if read inter-

rogatively, so as to challenge the Jew to deny the

charge, if he dare.—P. S.] The analogy of the fol-

lowing charges to the Apostle's judgment on the

Gentiles lies herein : the Jews, by their pride of the

law and by their legal orthodoxy, were led into the

way of ruin, just as the Gentiles had been by their

intellectual conceit indulging in symbols and myths.

The first charge is general : Teaohest thou not
thyself? Ps. 1. 16. After this, three specific

charges follow in strong gradation. Meyer :
" The

following infinitives [^iirj xXlnrn/v, /.ir/ iioiyivfiv] do
uot include in themselves the idea of Snv or ttnv'au,

but are explained by the idea of command which is

implied in the finite verbs" [viz., y-Xinriu:, /.(Oi-

/fi'iui. The verba jubcndi here are xtjfjrffffmv and
XiyiDv.—P. S.] In the charge of stealing, there

was undoubtedly special reference to the passion-

ate and treacherous method of transacting business

adopted by the Jews (Jaines iv. 13) ; in the charge

of adultery, to the loose practice of divorces (Matt.

six. 8,9; James iv. 4).

—

[Moi,/fiUi,i;. The Tal-

mud charges adultery upon some of the most cele-

brated Kabbius, as Akiba, Meir, Eleasar.—P. S.]

The strongest charge is the third :

Ver. 22. Thou that abhorrest idols, &o.

BSiXvaaonai,, from pSfXvaaa:, to excite dis-

gust by a loathsome odor. In the religious sense,

to abhor. The Jew called the idols dSflvy^ima,

(1 Mae. vi. 7; 2 Kings xxiii. 13, niaSin). Ex-

planations : 1. By plundering the temples of idols

(Chrysostom, Theophylact, and many others ; Meyer,

Philippi [Alford, Conybeare and Howson] ). Tho-
luck :

" The law, in Deut. vii. 25, forbids the appro-

priation of the gold and silver ornaments of the

images of gods ; and in the paraphrase of this pro-

hibition in Josephus [Antiq. iv. 8, 10), express refer-

ence is made to the robbing of heathen temples.

Acts xix. 36, 37, shows that the Jews had the

name of committing such an offence." [The objec-

Bon to this view is, that the Jew, attaching no
lacrednass to the temples of idols, regarded the de-

spoiling of heathen temples as no sacrilege, but sim-

ply as robbery, which might be justified under certain

drcumstances.—P. S.]. 2. U^oavUhi in the figura-

tive sense: profanatio majestatis divinw (Calvin
Luther, Bengel, Kollner).* 3. Embezzlement of
taxes [tithes and offerings] for their own tempi*
(Pelagius, Grotius [Ewald, Wordsworth, and others;
comp. Mai. i. 8, 12, 14 ; iii. 8-10] ). To tlie ehargj
of robbing heathen temples, the idea of pollution~.
which this robbery carries with it—may also be add-
ed, as is done by Meyer. But it seems strange that
the Apostle should have established, on isolated oc«
currences of such robbery, so general and fearful a
charge. As in the charges :

" Thou stealest, thou
committest adulteij," he had not merely in njind
occasional great transgressions, but also the univer-
sal exhibitions of Jewish avarice and concupiscence,
so we must also here accept a more general and
spiritual significance of his accusation. We must
indeed suppose here transgressions that were an
occasion of offence to the Gentiles; and Luther goes
much too far in spiritualizing the charge :

" Thou
art a robber of God ; for it is God's honor that all

those who rely on good works would take from
Him." But the worst outrage on the temple, accord-

ing to John ii. Ifl, consisted in the crucifixion of

Christ (comp. James v. 6). It was therefore as a sign

of judgment that the temple in Jerusalem itself was
desecrated by the Jews in every possible way before its

destruction. In a wider sense, the transgression of

the Jews consisted in their causing, by their fanati-

cism, not only the downfall of the temple, but in

frivolously abusing and insulting the sanctuaries of

Gentiles, and, where occasion offered, in converting

their treasures into spoils and articles of commerce.
Ver. 23. Thou that makest thy boast in

the law. Since this judgment is the result of the

foregoing question, Meyer has good reason for read-

ing this verse not as a question, but as a categorical

impeachment. This is supported by the yd§ in ver.

24.

Ver. 24. For the name of God. That is, the

Gentiles judged the religion of the Jews by the scan-

dalous conduct of the Jews themselves, and thus

were led to blaspheme their God, Jehovah. The

Jews boasted of the law (which, Baruch iv. 3, is

termed ^ (JoSa Tor 'Jar.mp), and refiected disgracf

on the lawgiver. For the Jews, the Apostle here

seals again his declaration, by concluding with a

quotation from the Old Testament—Isa. Iii. 5 : "My
name continually every day is blasphemed" [in the

Septuagint; d'l vfiai; Si^ananhii to oro/ict |ioii p).a<r-

(pijfiurao iv Toti; 'i!)viai,']. Comp. Ezek. xxxvi. 23:
" I will sanctify my great name, which was profaned

among the heathen, which ye have profaned in the

midst of them."

DOOTEINAl AND ETHICAl.

1. The Apostle now passes over from his indirect

representation of the corruption in Judaism, which

he had given from a general point of view, vers.

10-16, to paint its life-picture from experience. In

chap. iii. 10-19, he proves that the Old Testament

had already testified to the corruption of the Jewish

people. But this description of the actual corrup.

tion must be distinguished from the sketch of the

original transgression, chap. v. 12 fS., and from thir

development in part of the judgment of hard-heart

ednesB, chaps, ix. and x.

* rSo Hodee : " The essence of idolatry was profanatioi

of God ; of this the Jews were in a hign dep-ee guilty

They had made His house a den of thieves."—P. S.J
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2. The description of the corruption in Judaism

presents only legalistic features, as *he account of

Gentile corruption presents Antinomian features. In

the former case, the disfiguration of religion pro-

ceeded from legal conceit, while in the latter it arose

from the conceit of wisdom ; the root of pride is

therefore common to both lines of corruption. The

self-contradiction of the Gentiles was developed

thus : he, the pretended wise man, becomes a fool

by disfiguring his symbolical religion of nature

;

with all his self-glory, he becomes a worshipper of

the creature, and loses the dignity of his human
body ; with all his deification of nature, he sinks

thereby into abominable unnaturalness ; with all his

efforts for vigor of life and enthusiasm, he sinks more
and more into the degradation of wicked characters

;

and finally, with all his better knowledge, he orna-

ments and varnishes sin theoretically and aBstheti-

cally. The self-contradiction of the Jew, on the other

hand, developed itself thus ; he, the pretended teacher

of the nations, becomes an Antinomian blasphemer,

by the perversion of his religion of revelation and

law, while he teaches others, and not himself, and,

by a succession of transgressions of the law, goes so

far as to profme sacred things, by abusing and rob-

bing the temples (see Matt. xxi. 13). To the prof-

anation of the temple was added that of the high-

priesthood, which reached its climax in Caiaphas.

Likewise the ministry of the Jew was thoroughly

profaned by proselytism and falsification of the law,

and his religiousness was converted into a cloak for

hypocrisy.

3. Tlie fanatic grows ever more profane by the

consistency of his course of conduct—a despiser of

the substantial possessions of religion. Cliurch his-

tory furnishes numerous examples, how fanatics of

the ohurchly as well as unchurchly type become at

last, out of pretended saints, profaners and robbers

of the temple.

4. Priests and preachers have certainly corrupted

religion as often as philosophei'S have corrupted wis-

dom, politicians the State, jurists the law, &c.

5. The dogmatic and legalistic spirit of the Mid-

dle Ages, too, which, in a better form, was really a
" teacher of the blind," has finally gone so far as to

present the greatest variety of religious and moral

hindrances to modern Gentiles. It is not without

serious significance, therefore, that the Epistle to the

Romans contains this very section.

HOMILETIOAIi AND PEACTICAl.

The false zeal for the law practised by the Jews
as occasion for blaspheming the name of God by the

Gentiles: so far as, 1. such false zeal knows God's
will ; but, 2. wantonly transgresses it (vers. 17-24).

—The mere name of Christianity goes no further

than the name of Judaism (vers. 17-24).—Do not

depend upon your orthodoxy, if you do not act right

by fiuth (vers. 17-24).—Notwithstanding brilliant

knowledge, one is a bad teacher if he does not

do what he knows (vers. 17-24).— Blasphemy of

the name of God (ver. 24).—God's name has already

been often blasphemed among the heathen (and Mo-
huramedans) because of Christians. Proof: 1. From
Ihe outrages of persons professing Christianity in the

Middle Ages (Charlemagne, and the Saxons, the

Brethren of the Sword, the Spaniards in America,
&e.) ; 2. from the abuses in trade in the present time
(the filave trade, opium trade, sandal-wood trade).

Starke : When one does any thing which hu
ever so good appearance, it is sin if it does not coma

from faith (ver. 18).—Theological learning is by nd

means enough for a teacher, when he is not taught

in the school of the Holy Spirit (ver. 20).—That

teacher cannot be an example of good works who

can only say of hhnself: "Judge according to my
words, and not according to my deeds " (ver. 21).

—

Boasting and vain-glory—the manner, alas, of many

Christians ! (ver. 23.)

—

Ckamer : The titles and

names of honor that we may possess should^ be to

us a continual reminder to conduct ourselves in bar.

mony with such titles (ver. 11).—Jfova Bibl. Tub.

:

Oh, how many external privileges a soul can have

!

Communion in tbe true Church, knowledge of God

and His word, of His will and His works, the best

instruction, a skilful sense of the difference between

good and evil ; and yet, in spite of all this, it can

be at fault, and quite removed from the inner fellow-

ship with God (ver. 17).—Look, teacher ! You must

commence with yourself; you must first be your

own teacher, guide, and chastiser ; first preach to

your own self, first break your own will, and perform

what you preach. But to desire to guide, discipline,

and control others, and yet steal and commit adultery

yourself, &o.—that will enter in judgment against

you. Oh, how great is this corruption ! (ver. 20.)

—

QtJESNEL : Oh, how rare a thing it is to be learned

without being proud ! (ver. 19).

Hkobnee : There is a false and a true boasting

on the part of a believer in revelation. He does it

falsely when be imagines, 1. that he thereby makea
himself more acceptable to God ; 2. that merely hav-

ing and knowing are sufficient, without practice

;

3. when, at the same time, he despises others. He
boasts properly when, 1. he gives God all the glory;

2. makes use of the revealed truth ; 3. does not de-

spise others (ver. 17).—It is a great grace when God
gives a tender conscience (ver. 18).—To know the

right, is in the power of every Christian ; and sin does

not consist in ignorance or misunderstanding, but haa

its root in the will (ver. 19).—Melancholy contradic-

tion between knowledge and deeds (vers. 21-23).—
The honor of Christianity is dependent upon us.—

A

holy life is the final vindication of faith (ver. 24).

Bessee : Legalists, who would be righteous by
their works, deprive the law of its spiritual clear-

ness (ver. 17).

Lange : The internal self-contradiction between
knowledge and disposition extends to external life

:

1. As self-contradiction between word and deed;
2. between the vocation and the discharge of it

;

3. between destination to the welfare of the world,

and degeneration, on the contrary, to the misery of
the world.—The teacher of the law in olden times,

and the (religious) teacher of the law in recent days
—the offence of modern Gentiles.

[Burkitt : Vers. 17-20. Learn : 1. That per-

sons are very prone to be proud of church privi-

leges, glorying in the letter of the law, but not con-
formed to its spirituality either in heart or life ; and
2. that gifts, duties, and supposed graces, are the
stay and staff which hypocrites lean on. The duties

which Christ has appointed, are the trust and rest

of the hypocrite ; but Christ Himself is the trust

and rest of the upright.—Vers. 21-24. 1. It is

much easier to instruct and teach others, than to be
instructed ourselves

; 2. it is both sinful and shame-
ful to teach others the right way, and to go in the
wrong ourselves. While this is a double fault in t

private person, it is inexcusable in the teacher



CHAPTER n. 26-29—in. 1-30. Hi

SI, the name of God suffers by none so much as by
those who preach and press the duties of Christian-

ity upon others, but do not practise them them-
selves. The sins of teachers are teaching sins.

Lor'l, let all that administer unto Thee in holy things

consider that they have not only their own sins to

account for, but also the sins of their people, if

committed by their profligate example.

—

Matthew
Hjsnky : The greatest obstructors of the success of

the Word, are those whose bad lives contradict their

good doctrine ; who in the pulpit preach so well,

that it is a pity they should ever come out ; and out

of the pulpit live so ill, that it is a pity they should
ever come in.

—

Doddridge : We pity the Gentiles,

and we have reason to do it ; for they are lamenta-

bly blind and dissolute : but let us take heed lest

those appearances of virtue which are to be found
among some of them condemn us, who, with the let-

ter of the law and the gospel, and with the soleme
tokens of a covenant relation to God, transgress Hii
precepts, and violate our engagements to Him, b«
turning the means of goodness and happiness into
the occasion of more aggravated guilt and misery.—
Claeke : Ver. 17. It is the highest honor to ba
called to know God's name, and be employed in Hii
service.

—

Hodge (condensed) : The sins of the pro.
fessing people of God are peculiarly offensive to
Hiin, and injurious to our fellow-men.—The sins and
refuges of men are alike in all ages.—Were it ever
so certain that the church to which we belong is the
true, apostolic, universal Cliurch, it remains no less

certain, that without holiness no man shall see the
Lord.— Barnes: It matters little what a man's
speculative opinions may be ; his practice may do
far more to disgrace religion, than his profession does
to honor it.—J. F. H.]

Chapter II. 25-29.—III. 1-20.

Fifth Section.—The external Judaism of the letter, and the internal Judaism of the spirit. Tlu
OBJECTIVE advantage of histoj-ical Judaism. The subjective equally of Jews and Geniiles before
the law of God, according to the purpose of the law itself—to bring about the knowledge of sin. (The
'tility of circumcision ;

—an accommodation to the need of salvation by the knowledge of sin. ITie

circumcision which becomes uncircurruision, and the uncircumcision which becomes circumcision ; or,

tfie external Jew possibly an internal Gentile, while the external Gentile may be an internal Jew. Noit

the mere possession of the law, but fidelity to the law, is of avail. 7'Ae latter does not create pride

of the law, but knowledge of sin—that is, the need of salvation. The advantage of circumcision there'

fore consists in this, that to the Jew were committed the o^^acles of God—that law by which all men
are represented m the guilt of sin. Sin, as acknowledged guilt, represented in contrast with the law.)

Chap. II. 25-29.

25 For circumcision verily [indeed] profiteth, if thou keep [keepest] the law : but
if thou be [art] a breaker [transgressor] of the law, thy circumcision is made [has

26 become, or, is turned into] uncircumcision. Therefore, if the uncircumcision

[ao caiiod, i. e., the nnoiioumcised] keep the righteousncss [decrecs, commandments, moral
requirements, Sixatoi/iarK] of the law, shall [will] not his uncircumcision be

27 counted for circumcision? And shall not uncircumcision which is by nature,

if it fulfil the law, judge thee, who by ' the letter and circumcision dost trans-

gress the law ? [He who is uncircumcised by nature, if he fulfils the law, will

even judge thee, who, with the letter and circumcision, dost transgress the

28 law.] " For he is not a Jew, which [who] is one outwardly ; neither is that

29 circumcision, which is outward in the flesh: But he is a Jew, which [who]

is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spiiit, and
[omit and] not in the letter ; whose praise is not of men, but of God.

3 —i.

Chap. IH. 1-20.

1 What advantage then hath [What, then, is the advantage of] the Jew?
2 or what profit is there [what is the benefit] of circumcision? Much every

way : chiefly, [First, indeed,] ° because that unto them were committed [they

—1. 6., the Jews—were entrusted with, imaztv&ijoav] the oracles of God.
_
For

what [What, then,] * if some did not believe [were faithless] ? shall their un

belief [faithlessness, or, unfaithfulness] make the faith of God without eflfect

4 [destroy, or, nullify the faithfulness of God] ?
' God forbid : [Let it not be !]

'

yea, let God be true, but every man a liar ; as it is written, " That thou might-

est [mayest] be justified in thy sayings, and mightest [mayest] overcome when

6 thou art judged "
' [ps. ii. *]. But if our unrighteousness commend [dotlt
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establish] ' the righteousness of God, what shall we say ? Is God miriphteons

who taketh vengeance [who is inflicting, or, bringing down, the wratl
,^
o tniqaqat

Ttjr OQyrjv] ? ' (I speak as a man [after the manner of men, y-aik avd qanov].)

6 God forbid: [Let it not be!] for then how shall God judge the world:

7 For [But] if '° the truth [covenant^faithfiihiesB] of God hath more abounded through

my lie [was made the more conspicuous by means of my falsehood, unfaithful-

ness] unto his glory [chap. v. 20] ; why yet [still, any longer] am I also juiged a!

S a sinner ? And not rathar, (as we be [are] slanderously [blasphemously] re

ported, and as some aifirm that we say,) Let us do evil, that good may come ?

'

whose damnation [condemnation, judgment] "^ is just.

9 What then ? are we better than they ? '° No, in no wise [Not at all] •

for we have before proved [charged] both Jews and Gentiles, that they are

10 [to be] all under sin ; As it is written, " There is none righteous, no, not one

:

11 There is none that understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God.

12 They are all gone out of the way, they are together become unprofitable ; there

13 is none that doeth good, no, not one " [ps. xIt. 1-3].'* " Their throat is an open

sepulchre ; " with their tongues they have used deceit ; the poison of asps is

14 under their lips" [ps. t. 9; cxi. 3].'° " Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitter-

15, 16 ness " [ps. i. 7] : " " Their feet are swift to shed blood : Destruction and
17 misery are in their ways: And the way of peace have they not known"
18 [isa. lix. 7, 8] :

" " There is no fear of God before their eyes " [ps. xxxvi. 1]."

19 Now we know that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them who
are under the law : that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may

20 become guilty before God. [,] Therefore [because] by "" the deeds of the law
there shall no flesh be justified [by works of the law no flesh (». c, no person) shall

(can) be declared righteous] in his sight
: " for [ . For] by the law is the

knowledge of sin \comes a knowledge of sin].

* Ver. 27.—[The "E. V. here, as often, follows Beza, wlio translates Sta, ^er, whicli is its fundamental meaning when
It rules the genitive. But hen^ it expresses the state or the circumstances under which the transgression takes place

—

I. 6., with or in ^pite of, Twtwithniandmgt the written law and circumcision ; comp. St virofiovv^, with patience ; St diepo-

Pucm'ay, while in circumcision, Rom. iv, 11 : Sia srpocrKou/iaToy, with offence, xiv, 20 : and Winer, Gramtn., 7th ed., p.
356 f.—P. S.]

^ Ver. 27.—fLange, with Erasmus, Luther, Bengel, De Wette, Meyer, Tholuck (ed. 5), Alford, and others, takes
ver. 27 to he categorical, and makes a period after "law." Hence KpLve'i is emphatically put first, and /cat has the
sense of even: Yea, verily, he -will even condemn you. The E. V. regards ver. 27 as a continuation of the question in
ver. 26, and supplies ovxt before Kptvet. So also Fritzsche, Olshausen, Luther, Philippi, Ewald, Wordsworth.—P. S.]

3 Ver. 2.

—

[ilpiyjTov /iev yap. a. A. D.3 K. L., Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Lange, insert yap, namely, after ftivt
B.jD.* G., Vulg., Syr., Lachmann, omit it. vpiaTov, fust, in the ftrst place, is not followed by secondly, &c. ; corap.
wpoiTQv fi€v, i. 8. To avoid the anacoluthon, Calvin translates : prtedpue ; Beza : primarium illud est. So also the E. v

.

and Dr. Lange.—P. S.]

* Ver. 3.—[Tt yap ; a phrase used to start an objection for the purpose of answeilng it, or to vindicate a previous
assertion; comp. Phil. i. 18.—P. S.]

* Ver. ?.

—

[TiTTLtTTrja-av^aTrurTia—TrtcTTtv, should be rendered so as to retain the paronomasia. Lange: Denn wiet
Wenn etZiche die Otajib'instreue brechen^ sollte ihr Treubiitch die Treue 6o'.tes avfhebenf—P. S.]

* Ver. 4.—[Or, Far be it, far frovi it, by no mearns ; Vulg., absit ; German ; es werde nicht, or (Luther, Lange), das
sei fernel The phrase, fj-rj yevotro, is an expression of strong denial or pious horror, corresponding to the Hebrew
nb'^bri (Gen. xliv. 17 : Jos. xxii. 29 ; 1 Sam. xx. 2), and occurs fourteen times in Paul's Epistles—ten times in Eomana
(iii. 4, 6, 31 ; vi. 2, 15 ; vii. 7, 13 ; ix. 14 ; xi. 1 , 11), three times in Galatians (ii. 17 ; iii. 21 ; vi. 14), and once in 1 Cor.
vi. 15 ; but elsewhere in the N. T. only Luke xx. 16. It is also used by Polybius, Arian, and the later Greek writers.
The Ood forbid of the Authorized Version (like the German Goti be7iule, QoU bewahrA is almost profane, though very ex-
pressive, and in keeping with old English usage ; for we find it in all the earlier E. Vv., including that of Wiclit, and
also that of Rheims. Wordsworth's tendering : " Heaven forbid that this should be so," is hardly an improvement.
Remember the third commandment, as explained by Christ, Matt. v. 34.—P. S.]

T Ver. 4.—[Or, in Thy judging, when Thou jwdgest, as the E. V. has it in Ps. li. 4. The active rendering of ei* t^

KplviaGai (middle, in the sense of iitigare) cori-esponds to the Hebrew TJI^SttiS, Ps. li. 4 (comp. LXX. ; Job xiii,

19 ; Isa. xliii. 26 ; Jer. ii. 35 ;
Matt. v. 40 ; 1 Oor. vi. 1, li), and is defended in'this passage by Beza, Bengel, Thoiuek,

Meyer, and Ewald; while Vulg., Luther, Lange, Hodge, &c., prefer the passive rendering : uhcn Tliou art judged. Sei
Exeg. Notes. The quotation is from the penitential Psalm of David, composed after his double crime of adoiietT add
murder, and reads in Hebrew thus :

T^oBUSa n3Tn
UtanUy:

"

'

"
**To Thee, Thee only, I have sinned.
And done the evil in Thine eyes.
In order tha' Thou mayest be just in Thy
And pure in Thy judgmg."
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,F»iil ftillowe the translation of the Septuagint, «hioh Tenders p'nSH by SiKauae-gs (that Thou mayest be. justified—i. e.

be accounted, declared just), substitutes pik^ct^s (that Thou mayest concLuer, prevail judicially in Thy cause) for nstn
'be clear, pure), and takes the active ?]MEy.^S in the passive, or more probably in the middle sense, iv t^ Kptceo-eai' o-e.

The sentiment is not materially altered.' I'he apostles, in their citations, frequently depart from the letter of the
Hebrew, being careful only to give the mind of the Holy Spiii*:.—P. S.]

3 Yer. 5.—[Sui'to-TijM.t, to make, stand with, to place together {co-nsiituoj colloco) ; and thence of persons, to introduce, to
eammend b^ letter (xyi. 1 ; 2 Cor. iii. 1); trop., to set forth, to make conspicuous^ to prove; so here, and Eoni. v. 8,
wwiartiuL T7tv . . . aydir-qv ; 2 Cor. vi. 4, <rvvt<nbiVT€s eavrovs u)s deov fitaKocot ; GaL ii. 18, TTapa^dnjv ifxavTOv (rvviirrnui.
and often in Polybiujs, Philo, :ind Josephus.—P. S.j

» Ver. 5.—[Cod. Sin.^ adds avrou after hpyriv, His wrath. The other authorities omit it. The article before opv^w
points to the well-known wrath on the da^ of Judement, and in tbe moral government uf the world.—P. S.]

!» Ver. 7.—[Tbe usual reading is, et yap \ but Cod. Sin. reads, el S4. Lange, in his translation, reads, wenn
namlich ; but in tbe Exeg. Notes : wenn aber. See his explanation of the difB.cuU passage.—P. S.]

11 Ver. 8.—[Dr. Lange makes a period after come, and translates : And so let us hy no means—as we are blasphemously
charged, and as some pretend that we say—do evil, iliat good may come 1 The condemnation of such is just. See the Exeg.
Notes. But nearly all the commentators regard ver. 8 as a continuation of the (jue«tion commenced in ver. 7, and
assume an irregularity of construction. not^(rwAt«v, then, instead of being connected with koX {TC)fj.i^ at the beginning ol
ver. 8, is connected by ort with the preceding Ae'yeti'. " And why do we not rather say, as we are blasphemouely re-
ported (fiKacr4ir}tLovfj.€6a), and as some give out that we do say, ' Let us do tbe evil things (rot KaKo), that the good onea
jo. ayadd) may come J' -whose judgment is just,"—P. S.]

1^ Ver. 8.—[Conybeare and Ho.wson : Of such men the doom is just. Kpiju-a occurs twenty-eight times in the K. T.
and is generally correctly rendered : judgment, in the E. V. The word damnation, in old English, was used in the sense
of condemnation, ensure, but is now equivalent to : condemnation to everlasting punishment, or state of everlasting pun-
ishment Hence the E. V. here conveys a false meaning to the popular reader, as also in Kom. xiii. 2 (" shall receive to

th&mBQly&sjudgment," i. e., here temporal punishment by tbe magistrate) and 1 Cor. xi. 29 (" eatetb and diinketb judg-
ment to himself ").—P. S.]

*• Ver. 9.—irpoKaTe'xo/iei' irep\,<T<r6v is a gloss [C* G-., Syr. On the different interpretations of wpoexofieOa, comp.
the Exeg. Notes. Trpoexw, in the active voice, means : to hold before, or intransitively, to surpa-ss, to excel; in the middla
voice : to hold before one's self—either literally, i. e., a shield, or figuratively, in tne sense, to use as a jtrelext ; in the
fassive voice : to be surpassed.—P. S.]

14 Vers. 10-12.—[Literal version of Ps. xiv. 1-3 from the Hebrew

:

" A fool hath said in his heart,
* There is no God.*
They are corrupt,
They have done abominable things,
There is not a doer of good.
Jebovab from the heavens
Hath looked on the children of mer.
To see if tliere is a wise one, seeking' Gowa
The whole have turned aside,

Together they have become worthless :

There is not a doer of good, not even one."—P. S.]

* Ver. 13.—[Pb, t. 9, according to the Hebrew :

" There is no stability in their mouth

;

Their heart is full of mischief

;

An open grave is their throat

;

Their tongues they make smooth."—P. 8.]

" Ver. 13.—[Ps. cxl. 3 in Hebrew

:

** They have sharpened their tongues as a serpent

;

Poison of an adder is under their lips,"—P. S.]

" Ver. 14.-[Ps. x. 7 :

" His mouth is full of oaths,

And deceit, and fraud."— JP. S.]

^* Ver. 15-17.-[From Isa. lix. 7, 8, which reads literally

:

»* Their feet run to do evil.

And they haste to shed innocent blood

;

Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity ;

"Wasting and destruction are in their highways

;

A way of peace they have not known,
And there is no judgment in their paths.

Their paths they have made perverse for themselTeB;

Ko treader in ii hath known peace."—P. S.]

>• Ver. 18.—[Ps. zxxvi. 1

:

" The transgression of the wicked
Is affirming within my heart

:

* Pear of God is not belore his eyes.' "—P. S,]

«" Ver. 20.—f A t <S t t may mean, (1.) SC 6 n, propter quod, quam ob re^-i, quare, wesshalb, wesswegen, on ^^^^^^f^l^f

iohich thing, wherefrrre (relative), or, in tbe beginning of a period, desshalb, ^'^^'^^^"-1°^^*^^"? ^'^^^^^ theV T
ceding premises, ^bisls the prevailing, though not exclusive meaning, among the Greek elasscs, ^3^ ^ m the N. T.

^ is always used in this sense. (2.) 5tA roCro firt, propierm qmddesshalb wetlonfhts
^^^J'^f^'^VeTtter 4'S

nam, because, /or-assigning a reason for a preceding assertion. Both views suit the connection, but the l^^J^.^^^^
consistent with the unifonn use of this particle in the NT , and is adopted by the ma.ority of modem comr^

also bv Mevpr Lan!?e Alford "Wordsworth, Hodge. Hence a comma only should be put after feo.. iiort occuri

?wen?»S;esYn"fh^ #! Ty'^Trautborized E. I translates it eight times /-^^bi^teen times 5c^^^^

theref(yre-y\z., in our passage, following Beza iproplerea). See the passages in Schmid-Bruder b Concord^xntiw, ana ip

The Englishman's Greek Concordance, and the Textual Note on Rom, i. 19---P- »;J , „ _--!,„ i-i.^, :„ allnaion to

Ps. cxliil 2, Lxi. : ori oi ^.KamHa^rai ^v^itlov <rov Tray <£»v. THtiegation belongs not to Tra^a, but ^ t^^ verb, -•wcora

ing to a Hebraizing syntactic connection. " All flesh shall not be justified " = " nobody shall be justified, uomp.

Uatt. xxiv. 22 : ovk av eo-wdi; naaa. vdp^.—'i • S.]
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EXEGETIOAL AJSTD CEITICAIi.

-1. The use of circumcision. Its two-
fold operation, according to the conflicting conduct
of the Jews. Its spiritual significance, by which the

Gentile can be a Jew, and the Jew a Gentile ; vers.

25-29. 2. The objective advantage of historical Ju-
daism. The authority of the Word of God, which
remains established by virtue of God's faithfulness

to His covenant, though many of the Jews become
unfaithful. By this unfaithfulness they must even
cause the glory of God's faithfulness to abound.
Nevertheless, the unfaithful are responsible for their

guilt, and the application of the sin of imfaithful-

ness to the glory of God would be a wicked trans-

gression
; chap. iii. 1-8. 3. The subjective equality

of the Jews with the Gentiles. In a subjective rela-

tion, the former have no advantage, since, according
to the witnesses of the Old Testament, they are in

a severe condemnation. The conclusion ; All the
world stands guilty before God; vers. 9-20.—The
whole section contains, briefly, the three points

:

1. Circumcision (Judaism) is conditionally either an
advantage, or not ; 2. as far as the designed mission
of Judaism was concerned, it was an advantage

;

8. from the conduct of the Jews, as opposed to the
righteousness of God, it was no advantage.

First Pabaoeaph (vehs. 25-29).

Ver. 25. For circumcision indeed profiteth
(or availeth). After the Apostle has portrayed the
corruption of the Jews, he comes to the objection
of Jewish theology, or also to the argument from
the theocratic standpoint : What, then, is the pre-
rogative of circumcision ? Does not circumcision, as

God's covenant promise, protect and sustain the
Jews ? Answer : The advantage of circumcision is

(according to the nature of a covenant) conditional.

It is actually available (not merely useful); it accom-
plislies its complete work when the circumcised keep
the law. Plainly, circumcision here falls under the
idea of a covenant. It is a mark of the covenant
of the law, by which God will fulfil His promise to
the Jew on condition that the Jew keep the law (see
Exod. xix. 1, 8 ; Deut. xxvi. 16). But afterward
the circumcision of God is made prominent as God's
institution ; it remains in force, though a part of the
Jews become faithless to the covenant relation. But
this rests upon its inner nature or symbolical signifi-

cance, as a promise and pledge of the circumcision
of the heart ; that is, a continual sincerity and tearti-

ness in the fulfilment of the law (Deut. x. 16 ; xxx.
6; Jer. iv. 4; Col. ii. 11; Acts vii. 51 :

" Uncir-
cumcised in heart and ears"). The consequence is,

that the one who is circumcised is received into the
people of the covenant. But the idea of the people
of the covenant gradually becomes more profound,
just as that of the covenant and the new birth itself,

as the time of their fulfilment in the New Testament
approaches. It is from this point of view that the
following discussion must also be explained.—It is

of uae—that is, it accomplishes what it should ac-
complish according to its original idea.—If thou
keep the law. Here the question is plainly not
concerning the perfect fulfibneni of the law in the
Jewish sense (Tholuck) ; which is opposed by vers.

26 and 15. Nor can the Apostle anticipate here so
loon the New Testament standpoint of faith, accord-

j

ing to which believers alone, Inchiding those from

the Gentiles, have the real circumcision. He there,

fore means the fulfilment of the law according to

the measure of sinceriiy and heartiness by which

either Jew or Gentile is prepared to obey the truth

of the gospel (vers. 1, 8).—But if thou art a
transgressor. One of the mystical expositions of

the Pentateuch, Shamoth Rahbah (from about the

6th century), expresses the same thought in tho

same figurative drapery : " The heretics and the un.

godly in Israel should not say, ' Because we are cir-

cumcised, we do not descend to the Gehenna.' What
does God do J He sends His angels, and brings

back their uncircumcision, so that they descend to

Gehenna " (Tholuck).* The expressions tramgret-

sor and uncircumcision were especially terrible to

the Jews. Uncircumcision was the peculiar cbarac
teristic of the impurity of heathendom, as circum-

cision denoted the consecration and holiness of the

Jewish people. But here it is stated, not merely
that uncircumcision takes the place of circumcision,

but that circumcision actually becomes uncircumcis*

ion. That is, the imbelieving Jew becomes virtually

a Gentile. [What is here said of Jewish circum-
cision, is equally applicable to Christian baptism : it

is a great blessing to the believer, as a sign and seal

of the New Covenant, and a title to all its privi.

leges, but it avails nothing, yea, it is turned into a
curse, by the violation of the duties implied in thia

covenant.—P. S.]

Ver. 26. Therefore, if the uncircumcision.
The Apostle here uses the Jew's mode of expres-
sion. ^Ay-QofivGTla^ uncircumcisiony stands in the
first clause of the sentence as an abstract term for

tlie concrete az^o^rffTo?, uncircumcised ; hence the
airou [i. e., of such an az^o/Sno-Toi;] after the sec
ond ax^ofivar la).f— Ta Si,xaii!iiiaia tov
vofiov. The requirements of the law in essenHal
matters, as rot tou vofi., ver. 14 ; as they can be
observed by the Gentile also. [The moral require.

ments, not the ceremonial, among which circum-
cision was the very first. The E. V. here mistakes
Sixalwua for dixaMauvij.—P. S.] Be counted for
circumcision. He shall be accepted as a Jew who
is obedient to the law (Matt. viii. 11 ; 1 Cor. vli. 19;
Gal. V. 6). The clause is supposed by Philippi to
apply to the Proselytes of the Gate. But these have
ceased to be Gentiles in the full sense of the word.
The point here throughout is not concerning the
form, but the disposition. Fritzsche refers the
future [Xoyi.(T9ijaiTa(,] to the final judgment; but
Meyer, and others, regard it as applying to the
abstract future :

" As often as the question con-
cerns justification." Assuredly the Apostle has

* [Rabbi Berecliias, in Shemolh Rabb., fol. 138, ool. 13:
" Nc hseretici et apnstaice et impii ex Israditis dicant: qiumdo
quidem circumcisi sumus^ in it^er)ium non descendimiis. Quid
ogit Dr.us S. B. f MiUit angclum et prsepuUa eorum alirahU.
ita ut ipsis in infernum descendant." Altrahere, or adducett
prtepiliuw, means as much as to obliterate tho cironmois-
lon, or to become iinciroumcised. It was done by apostate
Jews at tbe time of the Maccabees, under the perseoutionj
of Aiitioohus Epiphanes; 1 Maco. i. 15 ; Josephus, Antii,
xu. 6, I 2. It was a common Jewish opinion, that oiroum-
cision, as such, saves from hell. Eahbi Meuachem (Comm.
on the B. of Mose.1, fol. 43, col. 3): "Our Babbins havo
°^';,! /i »

"° ''"""ini^cd man will see holl." Medrclsch
I Ulm{t. 7, 0. 2) : "God swore to Abraham, that no one who
was circumcised should be sent to hell." See these, ard
similar passages, in Schottgen and Eisenmtnger (EntdeckUi
Judenlhum ii. p. 339 f.)—P. 8.]

_
tjTho reverse is the case, John viii. 44 : iler!<mi5 t<rAKM o rarrip avrov, where the abstract noun iKiiSous must

be supplied from the concrete i(-rt(m|5. Oump. Winer
tSromm., pp. 131, 132, 6th ei—P. S.]

^"""V- "J""



CHAPTER II. 26-29.
1]S

ilready in mind the definite foture, the day when
the gospel is preached.

Yer. 2,1, And he Who ia unoiroumcised by
nature [ex qoiVfo); belongs to aKQo^iiatla,
not to tii.ovaa] will judge thee [x^iv^r, rise

up in judgment by his example ; comp. Matt. xii.

41, 42, where xaraxoivo) is used]. Analogies to

this bold word can be found in the Gospels, Matt. iii.

9
i

viii. 11 ; xii. 41, and others ; and even back in

the Old Testament. The sentence is read by many
as a question, as the previous verse ; while the ov/l
is again supplied in thought before xQi,vfZ (Eiicli-

ert, Tholuck [in the earlier editions, but not in the

fifth.—P. S.], Lachmann, and others). On the con-

trary, as a declaration, it is a definite answer and
conclusion to ver. 26 (Luther, Erasmus, De Wette,
Meyer).

—

Uncircumcised by nature. The Gen-
tile as be is by virtue of his natural birth, as is the

Jew no less. The ek ipvaimi is erroneously made
by Koppe to relate to tbv von. tikovaa; still

more artificial is Olshausen's explanation : " The
Gentile world observing the law without higher aid."

—Who with the letter [rfta y q a. fi n ax o (;'].

The di,a reminds us of the declaration in chap. vii.

11 :
" For sin, taking occasion by the command-

ment, deceived me, and by it slew me " ((Ecume-
nius, Beza, and others). Tet it should be urged
here, as Meyer properly remarks, that such a Jew,
in spite of the law, transgresses it. But that he be-

comes a transgressor {nagapdrtji;), and not merely
. a sinner {ana^imtMi;), rests upon the fact that he is

in possession and knowledge of the law (chap. v.

13,14). The expression yqafifia defines the law
in its specific character as written law [not in a dis-

paraging sense, in opposition to nvivna] ; circum-
cision (jij^iTOyMjJ) is the appropriate obligation

to the same.

Ver. 28. For he is not a Jew vrho is

one outwardly. We here have a succession of

brief utterances {breviloquentice).* Meyer translates

:

" For not he who is a Jew externally, is a [genuine]

Jew." This means, in complete expression (accord-

ing to De Wette and others) :
" Not the one who is a

Jew externally is a Jew, that is, is on that account
already a Jew internally, or a true Jew." Thus,

also, the second clause of the verse should be un-

deiBtood : Neither is the circumcision which is ex-

ternal in the fiesh, genuine circumcision ; the exter-

nal sign is not the reality : it is the symbolical mask
of the reality. Tholuck :

" Mark xii. 38, as well

as other examples, prove that this view was not un-

known to the Scribes." Tet even this, and the ex-

pression quoted from the Taknud—' The Jew con-

* [In ver. 28 tlie subject is incomplete, and must be sup-
plied from the predicate thus : ov yap 6 Iv tw ^avepw ['lou-

oiuosl '\avZaloi; [€v T(3 Kpu-nrm^ or, aXTiBi.v6i] effTiv, ou5e i) iv

T^ ^avep^, ev trapKi [ire^tTO/iij] TreptTO/ATj [a^tiBiVTJ^ etrrti'].

In ver. 29 the predicate is wanting, and must be inferred

from ver. 28 thus : a\\a 6 ev tw Kpvirri^ 'lovfiaio? ['louSatd?

itrnv'], KoX ireptTO/jli) KapSia?, ev irvevjUaTt, ov ypd^Lfi.a.ri [Trept-

TOfiTi eanv]. This is the arrangement of Bi^za, E. V., De
Wette, Tholuck, Alford. Dr. Lange (see Exeg. Notes on
ver. 29) differs from this only in form, by supplying 'Io«-

taio! as predicate after iXAa. But Kritzsche and Meyer
make ver. 29 strictly parallel with ver. 28, and take |Iow-

iaios as predicate thus : oAAA 6 iv t(3 Kpvim^ [eart] *Ioi;-

Batos, but he who [is a Jew] inwardly is a Jew [in the true,

ideal Bentie of the word]. This would seem the best ar-

rangement, if it were not for the following : khI irepiTofir)

idpfiiow, &J., which Meyer renders : atid iM circumcision
ot the heart [is, consists in] the spirit^ not in theteUer. But
a strict panllelism would here require ; k<u. j) iv ra /cpvuro!

fffc. etrnl TrepiTOiLti). Ewald agrees with this structure of

Meyer m the first clause, but would make /capStas the

«)redicate in the second clause : circumcision f is that] of the

sists in the innermost parts of the heart'*—is £a
from resembling this Pauline antithesis.

Ver. 29. But he is a J'ew who is one in-
wardly. Explanations : 1. " He who is internally
a Jew is a Jew ; and the circumcision of the heart,
in the spirit, not in the letter, is circu,7ndsion'^
(De Wette, Tholuck, with Beza, Este, Eiickert).
Here the absent predicate is in the concluding
word. 2. But he who is one inwardly, is a Jew, an4
circumcision of the heart rests in the sphit, not in'

the letter (Luther, Erasmus, Fritzsche, Meyer). In
the first construction, the ellipses are very strong

;

in the second, circumcision of the heart creates an
anticipation which is at variance with the parallel,

ism. Therefore, 3. But he is a Jew (this is brought
over from the preceding verse) who is a Jew in-

wardly ; and circumcision (likewise brought ovej
from the preceding) is circumcision of the heart, ia

the spirit, and not in the letter. We must therefore

supply 'Jovd'atoq after a>.Xd, and nwi/ioiiri after

xai.—^A Jew in secret, iv xQvnto) Jovdatoq.
The true theocratic disposition—that is, the direc-

tion of legality to heartiness, truth, and reahty, and
thus to the New Testament. This is not quite equal
in degree to 6 xminrbt; Tfjti y.ctqdla(; dv&^oiTtoq

(1 Peter iii. 4). Circumcision of the heart ; see

Dent. X. 16, &c. ; Philo : avfijloXov ijSovb>v ex-

To^t^s. Circumcision of the heart does not mean
" the separation of every thing immoral from the

inner life " (Meyer), but the mortification or break-

ing of the natural selfish principle of life, by faith,

as the principle of theocratic cousecration and direc-

tion. [Even the Old Testament plainly teaches the

spiritual import of circumcision, and demands the

circumcision of the heart, without which the extern,

nal ceremony is worthless; Deut. x. 16; xxx. 6;
Jer. iv. 4 ; ix. 29 ; Ezek. xliv. 9 ; comp. Col. ii. 11

;

Phil. iii. 2. The same may be applied to baptism,

the sign and seal of regeneration.—P. S.]—In the
spirit. Explanations : 1. In the Holy Spirit (Mey.

er, Fritzsche, Philippi [Hodge] ). Incorrect, since

the question is not yet concerning the Christian new
birth. 2. In the spirit of man (CEcumenius, Eras-

mus, Beza, Eeiche, and others). [Wordsworth : the

inner man as opposed to the flesh.—P. S.] 3. The

Divine spirit, as chap. vii. 6 ; 2 Cor. iii. 6 ; the spirit

which fills the heart of the true Jew (Calvin, De
Wette ; the true spirit of the Jewish Church com-

ing from God ; Tholuck). 4. The new principle of

life wrought by God in man (Eiickert). 5. When
TTvivfia is placed in antithesis to yqd/i/ia, or the life

Iv nvivfiaxi to the life iv yqati/iati,—that is, the

life in an external, slavish, contracted pursuit of the

single and outward prescriptions of the law accord-

ing to the letter—then by spirit we are neither to

understand the Spirit of God in itself, nor the spirit

of man, but the spirit as life, the spirit-form of the

inward life, by which the human spirit moves in the

Spirit of God, and the Spirit of God in the human

spirit.—Whose praise. Explanations of the ov.

1. neuter ; eujus rei (Luther, Camerarius, Meyer

:

"ideal Judaism and ideal cu-cumcision " [Words-

worth] ) 2. More fitly : masculine ; reference to

'Jovdaooi (Augustine, and others, Tholuck, De Wett«

heart. This is forced, and would require the article befoM

irepiTOnij. The sense is not materially affected by the dif-

ference of construction. In this passage the authonzed E.

v., upon the whole, can scarcely be improned.-P. S.]

* [Tholuck quotes from the Talmud (Ntdda, f. 20, 2|

the axiom : ab "'"I'lr!? '^'"^^'!
'

•''^'^'^ »'« J'™'J<™!*«

cordis.—P. S.]
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[Alford, Hodge] ). 'dTtatvoq, John v. 44; xii. 43.

The expression, according to cliap. xiii. 3 and 1 Peter
ii. 14, is often " a judicial term- " (Tholuck). The
Apostle here declares not only that the genuine Jew-
ish disposition of pious Jews and Gentiles is far

exalted above every praise from belovp, and enjoys
the approbation of God, but also that its honor
comes from God, and will therefore be sanctioned by
God by a j udioial act—which can at last be nothing
else but justification by faith. To Judah it waa said,

as the explauation of his name: "Thou art he whom
thy bretliren shall praise." But God Himself will

praise this genuine spiritual Judah.

Second Fabaobaph, Chap, iii. 1-8,

Ter. 1. What then is the advantage of the
Jew [77 ouv 10 Ttifji-aaov tov 'lovS aiov^l
After the Apostle has shown that not only the Jews
are included iu the same corruption with the Gen-
tiles, but that pious Gentiles have even an advantage
over ungodly Jews, he comes to the question which
would naturally be presented to him—whether, then,
Israel has any peculiar prerogative, and, if so, iu
what it consists. He does not ask iu the name of a
Gentile Christian (Seb. Schmid), or of the Judaist,
although he must take from these every occasion for
accusation, but from the standpoint of the true the-
ocracy. The advantage in the sense of profit (De
Wette).—Or what is the benefit of circumcis-
ion (ti? rj m<pilsi,a, iTji; tziq i.to tirji;)^ The
second question does not relate merely to circum-
cision as a single means of grace (De Wette). It
makes the first question more precise, so far as for
the Apostle the Jewish economy is different from the
Old Testament in general (chap. iv. ; Gal. iii.).

Ver. 2. Much every way. First of all,

namely, [nokv refers to both niQiaaov and
<0(f i ).i io.

\ Meyer. xatii navra xqo nov,
under every moral and religious aspect, whichever
way you look at it ; the opposite is jtar ohSiva r(j6-
7C0V.—P. S.] All that he could have in mind he shows
in chap. ix. 4. But from the outset, apart from his
train of thought and purpose, he had a further object
than to show the advantage that to them the loyia
roil &10U were committed. We therefore accept,
with Theodoret, Calvin, Bengel, and others, that
TtQi'nov means here prcecipuum, or primarium
illud est, first of all. Tholuck and Meyer [Alford
Hodge], on the other hand, suppose that he omitted
to enumerate the other points (to which the /tiv
refers), and quote, as examples, chap. i. 8 ; 1 Cor.
X). 18.—They were intrusted with the ora-
cles of God. According to our rendering of tlie

Tiguirov, ra Xoyta (significant promulgations,
Xotjaftoi, words of revelation. Acts vii. 38

; Heb. v.

12 ; 1 Peter iv. 11) can by no means denote the Old
Testament word of God iu its general aspect (Coc-
ceius : quidquid Deus hahuit dicendum), but this
word only in the specific direction in which the most
of the Jews were unbelieving iu respect to it. What
is meant, therefore, is not the law alone and as such
(Theodoret, (Ecumenius, Beza) ; for the law, accord-
ing to Paul, was also a typical gospel (which Tholuck
seems to overlook, when he says : The contents of
the Aoj/ict divide into the twofold part, 6 vofioq and
ai irtayyfXiai,)

; nor the Messianic prophecies alone
(Grotius, Tholuck, Meyer), but properly both (De
Wette), as one was the condition of the other, and
both constituted a covenant of Jehovah with the

people (Calvin, Calov [Hodge], and others). The
unity of these elements lay chiefly in the patriarchal

promises ; and as the people of Israel were made a
covenant people, these were committed to them a;

the oracles of God establishing the covenant, which
Israel, as the servant of God, should proclaim to

the nations at the proper time. [The Apostle, ia

calling the Old Testament Scriptures the oracles of
God, clearly recognizes them as divinely inspired

books. The Jewish Church was the trustee and
guardian of these oracles tUl the coming of Chrisfc

Now, the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament
are committed to the guardianship of the Ohriatian

Church.—P. S.] 'Emativ&'^aav. They weif
entrusted with, riiimvfiv itvl n in the passive
comp. Winer, § 40, 1 [§ S9, 1, p. 244, 7th ed. ; alsc

Gal. ii. 7 ; 1 Cor. ix. 17.—P. S.] They were federally

entrusted by the faithfulness of God (niam;, ver. 3)
with God's promises, or were authenticated in their

faith in order that they might exercise it with fiaeU
ity to faith.

Ter. 3. What then ? If some were faithless,
&o. In these words the Apostle intimates that the
Jews, in the main, still have the advantage just men.
tioned. The statement is therefore neither an objec-
tion nor a proof, but it establishes the previous point
against doubt. In view of the certain fulfilment of
the Divine promise, even the mass of the apostate
people is only a poor crowd of individuals, some ;
though these some may grammatically be many.
Meyer, taking ground against Tholuck and Phihppi,
disputes the contemptuous and ironical character of
the expression tivii;. The contempt and irony lies,

of course, not in the word, but in the idea. Un-
belief has scattered and divided Israel. According
to De Wette and Fritzsche, the expression has an
alleviating character. Since the great mass of the
unbelievers was known to the readere, the expres-
sion has rather a palpable sharpness. Meyer's trans-
latipn: "If many did refuse to believe {Olaube\
their unbelief

(
Unglaube) will not annul the credi.

bility (Qlaubhaftigkeit) of God," expresses the cor-
respondence of the different designations, but it ia

not satisfactory to the sense. The Apostle forces
us, by the tijo-th; &iov, to bring into promi-
nence here the moral force of a7ii,<j-c'm ; and the
assertion of Meyer, that aniainv and amaiia mean
always, iu the New Testament, unbelief, not un.
faithfulness, rests upon a false alternative.* Koll.
ner refers the uTiuaTia. to the unfaithfulness of the
Jews in the ante-Christian time. De Wette like-
wise :

" They have been unfaithful in keeping the
covenant (Theodoret, (Ecumenius, Calvin, and otli.
ers)

; not, they have been unbelieving toward the
promises and the gospel (Tholuck, Olshausen, Mey-
er)." This view is very strange, since he correctly
observes that in the word ajiusrtlv there lie two
meanings

;
as niaru; is at the same time fidelity

aad faith. Meyer's objection to De Wette is equally
strange

:
" ri,vk would be altogether unsuited, for

the very reason that it would not be true. AH
were disobedient and unfaithful." This is against
history and the declarations of the Bible (see the
discourse of Stephen, Acts vii.). If we distinguish
between the ideas, to be a sinner and to be an apoi.

u.„fni^f^?V:J'^'^^ f-^'-VX}" """y '^S'™ *he sense to itunfaxtliful, IS plain from 2 Tim. ii. 13, and from the sensj

to'wR?t'of kifT,
?" "e'i.«ft'>i"i the passage as referlini

whoTe conte^-P.l]^''"^*'
'^'"^ i-^consistent with th!
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late, then it followa that, according to the Scrip-

tures, the namerical inajority of apostates was always

ofl'set by a cf.ynamioal majority of persona faithful to

the covenant, by whom the covenant was continued

on the ground of the Tiiaru; 0fov ; and it would
have been very strange if Paul, in view of this oft-

repeated history, which was first really consum-
mated in his time, should have quite ignored the

present. But as iniatmaav elsewhere (for exam-
ple, John viii. 30) means, they became believers, so

is tj^iaiTiaav here, they have become unbelieving,

not, they have been. The jriimi; of God is His
fidelity ; His fidelity to the covenant certainly in-

volves " credibility." (2 Tim. ii. 13 ; niarbq 6

0fds, 1 Cor. i. 9 ; x. 13, &o.)

Ver. 4. Let it not be, ft^ yivoiro. [Comp.
Textual Note °.] This expression of impassioned

repulsion [solemn and intense deprecation], also

common to the later Greeks, is, in the mouth of

the Hebrew (nb"'bn, ad p-ofana), at the same

time an expression of a religious or moral repug-

nance or aversion. Therefore the Apostle repels

the thought, as if the nvcq could annul the niaru;

of God, and therefore also nullify the realization

of the eternal covenant of grace in the heart of

Israel and in a New Testament people of God.

—

But let it be : God (is) true, but every man
{alse. [Lange : So aber seVs : Gott ist wahrhaftiff,

jeJer Mensch aber falsch."] Since y ero it o relates

to one sentence, the antithetical yuviaS-m must re-

late to the sentence which offsets it, and must be
marked, as announcing a declaration, by a colon. Ac-
cording to Meyer and De Wette, it means logiee qmvi-

govrrO-o), or a7zod'ii,xvv(T&o> (Theophylaet). [Tho-

luck prefers 6iJ.o).oyiia9-<i> as equivalent] But then

the term would have been unfitly chosen. Koppe
explains : Much rather let it be {viehlmehr so sei es).

Meyer objects that in this case we should expect

Torro or TO as article before the whole sentence,

and remarks, that Paul did not design to introduce

any sentence from the Old Testament. But Paul

can nevertheless make use of a sentence of his own
on the future of Israel, and the want of the to does

not outweigh the consideration that the yrtiiad-ia, as

the antithesis of /li; yei'otTo, requires a formal dec-

laration. Moreover, Ps. cxvi. H (all men are liars)

furnished already one half, and the connection the

other half of the declaration. This point was to be
unfolded in all its amplitude in the history of the

New Testament. See 2 Tim. ii. 13. [I prefer to

connect yi,ve(y&m (Paul does not say, h'oTd)) with

fl-foi;, and to take it in the subjective sense: Zet

God become, i. e., be seen and acknowledged, even

by His enemies, as true, whatever be the conse-

quences. So also the B. V. and the best English

commentators. The parallel, 2 Tim. ii. 13, is strik-

ing :
" If we are unfaithful {amaroTiiiiv), yet He

abideth faithful (jTMrToi;) : He cannot deny Himself"
Corap. also the phrase : fiat justitia, pereat mundus,
—P. S.]—God is true [according to Dr. Lange's

view, which disconnects 5fo? from yi,vcaSo)'\. Ac-
cording to Tholuck, ahj&im here comprehends prac-

tical and theoretical truth ; in opposition to what he
ienotes as the usual exposition, that tlie Apostle

jxpressea the wish that God would reveal Himself

sontinually as true and faithful (according to Ooo-

eeius, in the counsels of his plan of salvation). If

ihe question is on the truth of God in reference to

ihc apparent collision between the Old and New
Testaments, then the sense must be that even in this

powerful attiihesis, which to the view of man ap-

pears to be an irreconcilable contradiction, God wiB
remain consistent with Himself, and therefore b«
truthful and faithful (see 2 Cor. i. 20 ; Rev. iii. 14
the name Jehovah). All men are liars so far as the^
are sinners (sin = lie)

;
yet unbelief is emphaticallj

a lie (John viii. 44), since, with its rejection of the
truth, it becomes obedient to falsehood, and is in*
plicated in the grossest self-contradictions (see chap,
ii. 21-23). Unbelief is not only a characteristic of
apostates, but also a tendency and manifold fault

of believers ; and so far all men are liars through
unbelief. Whenever the covenant between God
and man is shaken or broken, absolute faithful,

ness is always found on God's side ; He is a rock
(Deut. xxxii. 31, &c.), while all the vibrations, ai

well as all the breacliea of faithfulness, are on the
side of men. Also, in Ps. cxvi. 11, all men are rep.

resented as liars, in opposition to the faithfulness of
God ; and by troubling believers they oppose faith.

As it is written (Ps. 11. 4).—The application

of the passage quoted from the Psalms gives evi-

dence of the most profound insight. The original,

according to Hupfeld's translation, reads thus

:

" To Thee alone I have sinned.

And done what is wicked in Thy sight.

In order that Thou mayest be just in Thy eay.

ings.

Pure * in Thy judging."

The Septuagint translates, " In order that Thou may-
est be acknowledged just (rfizaituSiis) in Thy words
(in Thy sayings), and mayest conquer' (i/tzjjo-rje, instead

of nsin) m Thy y.qmaOai. (^BSlIja)." Paul

quotes from the Septuagint. The sense of the origi-

nal text is, that David placed himself before the

judgment of God and His revelation. Viewed ac-

cording to the custom of Oriental despots, Nathan
had condemned him too harshly ; but when he re-

garded his sin in all its depths as a sin against God,

and before His eyes, he perceived the justice of the

prophet's charge, and the holiness of his judicial

declaration of the guilt of death. The translation

of the Septuagint, " that Thou mayest be justi-

fied, declared just " [Svxai.(i>Srfi for the Hebrew

p^sn ], is exegetical. [In using the word Sixarnvv

here evidently, like the hiphil of pIS. in a deelara.

tory sense (for God is just and cannot be made just,

but only declared or acknowledged as just), Paul fur-

nishes us the key to the proper understanding of

his doctrine of justification by faith, see below, ver.

28.—P. S.] The change vixijariv, &c., is a peri-

phrasis. "Thou mayest be pure' in Thy judgment,"

means properly, " Thou wilt be recognized as pure

;

therefore Thou overcomest, since Thou wilt be jus-

tified in Thy judgment." The Septuagint has am-

plified the slight antithesis, " in Thy sayings, in Thy
judgment," so that the distinction can be drawn be-

tween God's word and His judgment. The chief

point is the canon: If God is to be thoroughly known,

and recognised as just and holy in Hiit word and in

His judgment, then, must sin, which stands commit-

ted against Him, be known in all its breadth and

depth. The defect in our knowledge here is what

casts a shade in part upon God's word and in part

upon His judicial government. Paul's employment

of the quotation from the Psalms corresponds to this

*
[
pis indicates the righteousness, flST (properly, it

be pure), the holiness of God.—P. S.1
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canon ; much sooner shall all men be liars, than that

a shadow be cast on God's truth or fidelity to His
covenant. The vi-x^v is frequently used in the
judicial sense (see Meyer). Beza, Piscat., and re-

cently Tholuck and Philippi [also Meyer and Ewald],
would take xjjivfaO-ai, in the middle sense, for to

litigate. But the Apostle could not expect that his

expression would be understood in any other sense
than in the Septuagint. [Comp., however, Ihxtucd
Note \—V. S.]

[That thou mayest, ottoj? a.v, "Sai in Ps.

U. 6 (ver. 4 in the E. V.), to the intent that,'in order
that (rfh/Mi). This seems to mean that God caused
David's sins to take this aggravated form for tlie

very purpose that He might appear to be entirely
just, when He pronounced condemnation of it. But
such an interpretation would imply the contradiction
that God condemns His own act. Hence most com-
mentators (even Calvin) take ISab here, and often,

like 'iva and ottoj? in the New Testament, of the

effect or consequence (ixpanxoiq) = so that. But )Vah
and 'iva grammatically always, or nearly always, in-
dicate the design or purpose (see Gesen., Thes.,
s. v., and Winer, Gramrn., p. 426 ff., Ith ed.) ; and
where this seems inapplicable, as here, we must
assume a logical rather than a grammatical latitude.
Design and effect often coincide. The Bible no
doubt teaches the absolute sovereignty of God, yet
never in a fatalistic or pantheistic sense so as to ex-
clude the personal freedom and responsibility of
man. Hence it represents, for instance, the harden,
ing of Pharaoh's heart, as the judicial act and pun-
ishment of God (Exod. iv. 21 ; vii. 3), and at the
same time as Pharaoh's own act and guilt (ix. 34).
David certainly could not mean to say that he sinned
with the intention of glorifying God—which would
have destroyed the sincerity of liis repentance, and
exposed him to the just condemnation of Paul in
ver. 8—but that his sin was overruled by God for
the greater manifestation of His justice. God never
does evil, nor wills any man to do evil, in order
that good may come out of it, but He exercises His
power, wisdom, and love in overruling all evil for
good. It is not the sinner who glorifies God through
his sin, but God who glorifies Himself through the
sinner. Comp. also the remarks of Hupfeld and
Heiigstenberg on Ps. li. 6.—P. S.]

Ver. 5. But if our unrighteousness, &c. [A
new objection which might be suggested by the
om)Q in ver. 4 ; namely, if man's sin redounds to
the glory of God, and sets His righteousness in a
clearer light (as in the case of David), it is a means
to a good end, and hence it ought not to be pun-
ished. Paul admits the premise, but denies the con-
clusion, ver. 6.—P. S.] Meyer takes here i,yixia
in a very general and comprehensive sense, without
regard to the legal element contained in it, and ex-
plains: "an abnormal ethical disposition."* By this
definition the wicked, the unholy, the bad, can be
denoted

; but unrighteousness is misconduct in oppo-
sition to the law and the right. On auvtardvai,,
Bee the Lexica ; also Rom. v. 8 ; 2 Cor. vii. 1 1 &o'
[also Textual Note "].

What shall we say? Tl i^ov/iiv. A

* [Comp. Hodge : " aSutia is not to lie taken in the re-
itricted sense of injustice, nor as equivalent to iirtoria in
the preceding verse, but in the comprelieneivo sense of un-
rigUeoumess, wickedness. It is the opposite of SiKnioinii/n,
rectitude, riffhteousness, whieh includes all moral excel-
lence."—P. s.]

form which often occurs in Paul (chap. iv. 1 ; vi. 1,

&c.). It is peculiar to rabbinical dialectics, and ii

very common in the Talmud {quid est dicendum *),

It is a formula of meditation on a difficulty, a prob.

lem, in which there is danger of a false conclusion.

It was also in use among the classics. [See The
luck.] The sentence, if our unrighteousness^ ha., ii

true, but the following conclusion is rejected as false.

The Apostle certainly assumes that an unbelieving

Jew could raise this objection, but he makes it him-
self. Tliis is evident, first, from the interrogative

form ; second, from the position of the question in

such a manner that a negative answer is expect-

ed
; f third, from the addition : humanly speak-

ing, xara civ 9-^ojnov kiyi)i. This expression
is common among the rabbis, " as men speak " (see

Tholuck) ; the term avS-qoynlvniq /.aXftv \hwmane
loqui} also occurs in the classics [see the examples
quoted by Tholuck]. The expression xara avd'Q.,

resting on the antithesis between God and man, de-
notes, with Paul, now the opposition between the
common sinful conduct and opinions of men, and
the conduct and opinions in the light of revelation

;

and now the opposition between common human
rights and customs and the theocratic rights (Gal,
iii. 16, and other places). From this addition it

does not follow that the question, iiij aSi,xoq, must
be regarded as affirmative (see Meyer, against Phi-
hppi). [The phrase xara avS^mnov proves
nothing against inspiration. The Apostle here puts
himself into the place of other men, using their
thoughts and arguments, but expressly reiectins
them.—P. S.]

r J J "s

Ver. 6. For then how shall God judge the
world 9 This does not mean : God would then not
be able to judge the world ; but, according to the
usual explanation : Since it is universally agreed
among religious people that God will be the Judge
of the world, the conclusion alluded to must be
rejected. The argument is therefore a reductio ad
absurdum.X (Riickert ; tlie proof is weak!) Coc-
ceius [Reiche], Olshausen, and others, refer KOff/io;
(according to rabbinical usage of language) to the
Gentile world, and the proof is thus conceived:
Even Gentile idolatry must bring to light the glory
of the true God ; and yet God will judge the Gen-
tile world. Therefore the unbelief of some Jews
cannot escape the judgment, even though their un-
righteousness corroborates the righteousness of God.
But there is no proper foundation for this explana-
tion in the text ; and besides, it would only remove
a smaller difficulty by a greater one, and in a way
that would commend itself only to Jewish prejudice.
Tiie New Testament idea of the general judgment is

universal. Even the antithesis of xoa^os and ^ct-
aUfia Toi; &10V cannot be applied here. With the

* t.-.B^sb n3^x 'xa ]

/i„\^^ '7, fw °' ° ^1°' ',™ Wo«iK! interrogations ii.^ U^n,dochmcMt) 18 used when a negative, o4 (mmw) wien apositive answer is expected. See Winer, p. 476 ; Hartung,

V^JyiL^^i^\ ",'"' *I«y^^'" >^'=-; against Bftckert and
ilulippi. Paul does not ask: Is m,t God uniust! but, IsOod unjust? expectmg a ni-gative reply; aiid he apolo-
gizes even for putting the question in this form.-P. S.]

piohet ,d esse vmpnss^btlc ; judicabit Deus hum: mundim,ergo znmsl^s essenonpMest." So, substantially, GnSTholuck, De Wette, -Ruelcert, Kollner, Meyer, Uodfje. Hseen^ that the Apostle here 'assumes 'the vej^fhtofhe 1.

OoH ,t,-
^""^

u" ''™'°^' ^""^ acknowledge premises:



CHAPTER III. 1-20.
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usual explanation (Tholuck, Meyer, and others) it

may nevertheless be asked, whether a sentence

which has been dismissed with nrj yivoi/io, stands in

further need of a proof. According to our construc-

tion, the sentence can also bo explanatory, and stand

in connection with the following (see below).

Vers. 1, 8. But if the truth of God, &c. The
objection of ver. 1 appears only to repeat that of

Ter. 5 ; therefore it is difficult to connect it with what
precedes. Tlie difficulty is solved as follows: (1.) Cal-

vin, Beza, Grotius [Bengel, Kiickert], Philippi, and
others think that the objection of ver. 5 is only
continued and established in ver. 1 ; and the words
KCtra av&(iOiTrov Xeyot to noffz-iot; (ver. 6) should be
read, according to Philippi, parenthetically, as a pre-

Uminarytjutburst of apostolic indignation. By this

means, the dialectics assume the shape of an in-

volved controversy, in which the Apostle prema-
turely interrupts the opponent. Tholuck believes

that he can produce similar examples in proof of
this (chap. vii. 25, and Gal. iii. 8, 4). (2.) Meyer

:

"The ijifl 7T<7i(; -/.Qivfi 6 &fb^ rbv noff^iov (ver. 6)

is now confirmed thus : The fact already considered

(ver. 4 f.), that God's truth is glorified by the lie of

man, removes every ground for supposing that an
unrighteous God (sic .'), who is to judge the world,

will judge man as a sinner," &c. Apart from the

qusunt construction of the thought, the true state-

ment in ver. 5 would be treated as untrue. [De
Wette, Alford, Hodge, though differing somewhat
in detail, likewise regard vers. 7 and 8 as the ampli-

fication and confirmation of the answer given in ver.

6 to the objection stated in ver. 5. If this objec-

tion be valid, then not^ only may every sinner claim

exemption, but it would follow that it is right to do
evil that good may come. This is certainly a more
easy and natural connection than the one under (1.),

and best explains the ydq. But if we read il Si,

we must regard ver. 7 as introducing a new ob-

jection, as in a dialogue between the Apostle and
an interlocutor—an objection which is indignantly

resented by Paul as a blasphemous slander. But
Bee the remarks under the next heads.— P. S.]

(S.) Even if we find here, according to Thodoret,

the language of a Jew in dispute with the Apostle,

the sentence does not appear to be the continuation

of the thought of ver. 5. Then the Jew has first

drawn the conclusion from ver. 5 that God is unjust

if He punish sins by which He is glorified. Here
he would deduce the conclusion, from ver. 4, that

the man, who by his xpivaiiav contributes to the

glory of God, is neither a sinner, nor punishable

;

rather, that he may do evil that good may come.

Thus two cases, which would constitute a parallel

to chap. ii. 3, 4—the first case denoting fanaticism,

the other, antinomianism. But there are considera-

tions presented by the text itself against this view.

Fu'st, the yaQ at the beginning of ver. 7 ; which,

for this reason, has been removed by many Codd.

(B. D., &c., the Vulgate, &c.) as an impediment to

the proper understanding of the passage. Then the

aorist, iniqidaivaiv, which Meyer thinks should

be understood from the standpoint of the general

jndgmei^t (Tholuck regards it as present, with Lu-

ther). Further, Meyer must interpolate a ri before

the iirj in ver. 8 {ri fii], quidni I). Also, if Paul

be not permitted to speak in the name of the un-

believing Jew and interrupt himself, an rj/ifu; must

Btand before fika(r(pii/ioifiiS-a. We are therefore

of the opinion that the hypothesis of the interlocu-

tion of the obstinate Jew is not correct. (4.) Our

explanation is contained already in the translation.
[See Textual Notes " and ".] The Apostle sayi
first, God does not declare wrath on all who Jiavt
glorified his faithfulness hy their unfaithfulness.
Granted that His covenant faithfulness has, by mcani
of my unfaithfulness, shown itself more powerful
and conspicuous to His glory (chap. v. 8), that is,

that I have finally become a believer—liowf am
I also still judged as a sinner ? Answer : No. And
therefore we would by no means continue in un-
belief, as those miii in ver. 8, in order, by wicked
conduct, to accomplish a good purpose, God's glory—which is the principle laid by some to our charge.
Men who act thus (and the rwi? do act thus) are
justly condemned. Here the a/.tjOua of God is the
agent, and ypfZaiio, is the object. In ver. 5 there
was the reverse, the aStxla of man being the agent,
and God's righteousness the object. In ver. 7 the
question is concerning the predominance or conquest
(see V. 20) on the side of the aXri&na for the honor
of God ; in ver. 6, the question is merely concern-
ing the bringing of the trnth to light. The solution

of the difficulty lies in the tTziqiaaivaiv.—On
the different explanations of xayilt, see Tholuck.
I as well as others [De Wette, Alford] ; even I, a

Jew [Bengel] ; even I, a Gentile [Coccej., 01s-

hausen] ; even I, Paul [Fritzsche] ; even I, who
have added to the glorification of God [De Wette,
Tholuck].

Ver. 8. [Aswe are blasphemously (not, slan-

derously) reported. The blasphemy refers not
only to Paul, but in the last instance to God, whose
holy, aod righteous character is outraged by the im-

pious maxim, to do evil that good may come.]—In
reference to the oti, we must observe that, in con-

sequence of attraction, the notriaoi/nv is united

with Xiyit,v.— The xa^wt; ^laatpr^/iov^.iSa
leads us to conclude that the Jews charged the

Apostle, or the Christians in general, with the

alleged principle : The end sanctifies the means
(Tholuck, Calvin). Usual acceptation : the doctrine

of superabounding mercy (chap. v. 20) is meant (see

Tholuck). Meyer : " The labors of the Apostle

among the Gentiles could occasion such slanders on
the part of the Jews." According to the view of

the Jews, the Christians converted the Gentile world

to Monotheism, by betraying and corrupting the

covenant of the Jews.—Whose condemnation is

just. The mv does not refer directly to the slan-

derers as such, since this is an accessory notion, but

to the principle, let us do evil that good may come,

and to the fact lying at its root, the hardness of the

Jews in unfaithfulness, as they more clearly showed

the covenant faithfulness of God. But, indirectly,

the charge of those slanderers is also answered at

the same time. Ver. 7 favors our explanation, [w*

refers to the subject in noi.riau)ii(v, to those who

speak and act according to this pernidious and blas-

phemous maxim.—P. S.]

Thied Paeaoeaph, vees. 9-20.

The transition of the covenant of law to tha

covenant of grace is already indicated in the preced.

ing paragraph. This is brought to pass in part by

the constant unfaithfulness of individuals, and in

part by the transitory unfaithfulness of others. In

every case Israel's sin is manifested in this covenant.

Ver. 9. What then? It must not be read,

with (Ecumenius [Koppe, Hofmann, Tb. Schott], ri

alv nqo(x6i'^i»ot [omitting the interrogation sign
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after onv] ; against wbicb is the oi'. The introduc-

tion of the result refers to the foregoing section

ander the point of view that Israel certainly has

advantages on the objective side, but none on the
subjective. This is now extended further. TI^oi-
yofiiOa. Explanations: 1. The middle voice here
has tlie signification of the active : Have we [the

Jews] the preference ? do we excel ? have we an
advantage ? (Theopliylact, (Ecumenius, the old com-
mentators in general.) Also De Wette, who says

:

This is the only suitable sense.* Therefore the read-
ing nQo/.uriyo,atv, Meyer urges against this view:
(a.) Tlie usage of language

; f (b) the previous ad-
mission of Israel's advantage [ver. 2, noVv xara
Ttdvra T^oTTov, which seems to conflict with oii

navroit;, ver. 9.—P. S.]. 2. The middle voice in

the signification of: to hold before, to hold for one's
protection. Hemsterhuya, Yenema, &c. (Fritzsche,
figuratively : Do we need a pretext ?) Meyer : Have
we a protection ? That is, have we something with
which to defend or screen ourselves ? Against this,

Tholuck raises the objection that the verb, in this
case, should have an accusative. [Have we any
thing for a pretext? Answer: Nothing (instead of:
Not at all, not in the least).—P. S.] 3. The pas-
sive construction (CEcumenius II., Wetsteiu, Storr).

[CEcumenius takes the word as the question of a
Gentile : Are we surpassed by the Jews ? Wet-
stein, as tlie question of a Jew : Are we surpassed
by the Gentiles? Eeiclie and Olshausen : Are we
preferred by God ? This last form of the passive
rendering agrees, as to sense, with the active ren-
dering sub No. 1. But the Apostle is not speak-
ing here of God's favor, but of man's sin, and
shows that the Jews, though highly favored by God,
are yet subjectively no better, and even more
guilty, than the Gentiles.—P. S.] 4. The middle
form was most easily applicable to the intransitive,
to be prominent, to excel; therefore we translatel
^^ Are we ahead, or, better?" Tholuck properly
calls to mind that so many of the Greek fathers
have taken no exception to the middle form. It is

quite against the context when Olshausen [?] and
Keiche read the word as a question of the Gentiles
(shall we be preferred ?).—0 1' ndvTmq, Not in
the least. Grotius, and others [Wetstein, KoU-
ner], literally : not altogether, not in all respects [as
in 1 Cor. v. 10, where ndvroiq limits the prohibi-
tion.—P. S.J This is contrary to the context. [For
the Apostle proves the absolute equality of guilt
before the law. oh, navTim; is here = navrmi; ov
1 Cor. xvi. 12 ; jravTW? strengthens the negation
no, in no wise ; not at all ; ohSafimii (Theophylact)

;

nequaqnam (Vulgate)
; durcham nicht ; nein, ganl

uud gar, i. e., nein, in keiner Weise

* [So .ilso the Vulgate (pnecdUmus), Luther, Calvin
Beza, B. V., Grotius, Bcngel, Tholuck, Buckert (2d ed )'

Reiohe, PhiHppi, Baur, Bloomfleld, Alford, Wordsworth
Hodpcc who Kaya, with Do 'Wette, thut this is the only in-
terprotation which suits here.—P. S.]

t [Sometimes, however, the middle and the active form
of the snrne verb are used without a perceptible difference
as in Luke xv. 6, o-uy/faXet tov^ (^t'Aou? ; ver. 9, truyKoAelTal
ras ii'Aac (according to Lachmann ; while Tiechendorf reads
the active)

; James iv. 2 f., ahelris and oireio-Se
; Acts xvi.

16, jrap€i;(e
; xix. 24, n-apeiyero, pyfE^tabaL Comp. Winer'

Oramm., p. 240 f., 7th ed. There is, it is true, no example
of the active use of Trpoixonai. But the middle voice may
have been preferred here to the active, because the Apostle
speaks of a superiority which the Jews claimed for them-
^ljas,fo- llinr benefit ; comp. a-eaVThv irapcxV^-os tuttoi/
litus 11. 7. This, then, comes In the interpretation of Lnnirc
vib ISn. 4. The reading of Ood. Boemer : rrpoKa.Tiyou,i
it/Ko-u-ai', g-.ves the same sense.—P. S.]

•- a. i~

This sense was probably indicated by the emphatii

pronunciation of navrutt;, and a stop after ov. In I

Cor. V. 10, on the contrary, the ndvToxi, non omnino.

limits the prohibition contained in oi'. Comp. Winer,

p. 516, and Meyer in loa.—P. S.]—For we hav«
before charged, n^o'^'ti.aadij.id-oi. Namely,
in the previous part of the Epistle [i. 18 ff., with
reference to the Gentiles ; ii. 1 ff., with reference to

the Jews.—P. S.]. Tlie nqoavXMadai [from atrio,

motive, reason, and in a forensic sense, charge,

ground of accusation] is a compound word without
example.*—Under sin [i'^' a/iafjiiav flvai]. Not
merely, are sinners (Fritzsche). Meyer: are gov-
erned by sin. He denies, against Hofmann, that the

question here is concerning the punishablenees op
guilt of sin [which is to he inferred afterwards from
the fact of v(p d/tagriav ftvai.]. But this is implied
in ourmad'ai,. The aWia is the ground of the charge,

Vers. 10-19. As it is written, [y iy 001,71-

rai, occurs nineteen times in this Epistle.—P. S.]

Paul had previously proved the guilt of the Jews from
their Uving experience, with only a general allusion

to the Scriptures ; he now confirms his declaration
in the strongest way by Scripture proofs. Under
the presupposition of exact knowledge of the Old
Testament, rabbinical writers also connect various
testimonies without specifying the place where they
may be found. At the head there stands Ps. xiv.

1-3, from ver. 10 to ver. 12, where we have a de-
scription of universal sinfulness as well of the Jews
as of the Gentiles. There then follows a combina.
tion from Ps. v. 9 and cxI. 3 and Ps. x. 7, in vera.

13, 14, as a description of sins of the tongue. Then
Isa. lix. 7, 8, quoted in vers. 16, 17, as a delineation
of sins of commission. Finally, Ps. xxxvi. 1, in
ver. 18, as a characterization of the want of the fear
of God lying at the root of all.f The quotations
are free recollections and applications from the Sep-
tuagint [yet with several deviations]. Finally, in
ver. 19, there follows the explanation that these
charges were throughout just as applicable to the
Jews aa to the Gentiles, and indeed chiefly to the
Jews. [The passages quoted describe the moral
corruption of the times of David and the prophets,
but indirectly of all times, since human nature is es-
sentially the same always and everywhere. In Pa
xiv. the general application is moat obvioua, and
hence it is quoted first.—P. S.]

Ver. 10. There is none righteous. [Paul
uses Sly.avo<; for "iB-nirs , LXX. : noim -/qiato-
riira, doer of good.] Refera the noimv x?v<^T6rma
of the Septuagint to the law. The want of right
eousness is the inscription of the whole; not aa
Paul's word (Kollner, &c.), but as free quotation
from Ps. xiv.

J^*""-,
11- There is none that understandeth.

While o avvi,MvX represents the receptivity of tha
religious understanding, Ixl^rj t,7,v% denotes the de-

-P* ^T"
'^^"'^ "lassies use irpoKarrr/opclv .'nstead ; Meyer.

+ [Meyer
: I. Sinful condition (vers. 10-121 • 2 sinftilvmmfcslatiom, in word (13, 14), and in deed <15-i7V S thasource of sin (18).—P. s.] ^ ''

'
"• '"'

or i,l^r/T=
"'55"ding'to the accentuation of Lachmannor <™w<or, as Alford accentuates. It is the usual fonn inthe Septungint for .rv^.ci, (comp. llom. ifl. 1]

"Matt^ ?

Hebrew ^13.^,3
, a word often used to express the rigW

understanding of religious truth.—P S 1

I gtronger than the simple verb ; oomn 1 Pet i Idvery frequent in the LXX. j Meyer.-P. Sj
"
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lire and effort of the spirit. See the original text,

where the negation is characterized as God's fruitless

request. [See Textual Note ".]

Yer. 12. They are all gone out of the

way (TID ; nitts ).—The eax; evoi, down to one

incL [A Hebraism, inst'aS , for ovSe dq, not so

much <is on£. Comp. the Latin ad unum omnes,

which liltewise includes all,—^P. S.]

Ver. 13. An open sepulchre. Estius [Ben-
gel, Tholuels, Hodge] : breathing out the noxious
odor of corruption. Meyer prefers the meaning

:

As rapacious and insatiable as a grave which awaits

the corpse ; in this sense, the quiver of the Chal-

deans is called " an open sepulchre," Jer. v. 16

—

i. e., destructive (also Calvin, and others). But thus

ver. 15 would be anticipated.—They have used
deceit. The imperfect iSoktovaav* denotes
continuous action ; they have become deceivers for

the future ; that this is their settled character.

—

The poison of asps. Behind the cunning of false-

hood there is deadly malice.

Ver. 14. Full of cursing. The gross, passion,

ate form of ungodly speech, alternating with double-

tongued, false language. The bitterness or ani-

mosity of their hateful selfishness is the standing

ground of their cursing. [Paul here condenses the

translation of the Septuagint, omitting the " deceit,"

as he had already mentioned it in ver. 13.—P. S.]

Vers. 16-17. Their feet are swift. The sym-
bol of their excited course of conduct. [On the

slightest provocation they commit murder. Paul
here again condenses the sense of Isa. lix. 7.] Their

many different ways, full of destruction [avv-
T^ufjifia^ literally, concussion, bruisivg together,

then calamity, destruo'.ion'] and misery [rakai,-
, 7t (II (} I al, (destruction the cause, misery the re-

lult) are, as the ways of war of all against all,

contrasted with the one way of peace [oSbv
(i^ii/j'j/i;]. By this we must undoubtedly under-

stand not merely a way in which they should enjoy

peace (Meyer), but an objective way of peace in

which they should become the children of peace.

[The way that leads to peace, in opposition to the

ways which lead to ruin and misery.] Ohx sy v ni-

ts av, Grotius: Hebrmis nescire aliquis dicitur, quod
non curat (Jer. iv. 22).

[Ver. 18. This quotation from Ps. xxxvi. 1 goes
back to the fountain of the various sins enumerated.
The fear of God, or piety, is the beginning of wis-

dom and the mother of virtue ; the want of that

fear, or impiety, is the beginning of folly and the

mother of vice.—P. S.]

Ver. 19. Now we know. The Jews, indeed,

would not readily admit this, but were inclined to

refer such declarations exclusively to the Gentiles.

[But the passages above quoted from the Psalms
and the Prophets, speak not of heathen as heathen,

but of fallen men as such, and therefore are applica-

ble to Jews as well.—P. S.]—The law. This is

the Old Testament, especially in its legal relation [as

a norm or rule to which they should conform their

faith and conduct ; John x. 84, where our Lord
quotes a Psalm as in " the law," and other pas-

sages],—Who are under the law. That is, the

Jews ; also particularly from the legal standpoint.

Cilov and others have understood, by the law, the

* [An Alexandrian and Hellenistic form for eSoXCovv;
lee StuTz, Dial. Alex., p. 61, and Winer, p. 74, where simi-
lar examples are quoted : as eixoiroi' for eivoi/, eSiBoaav for
*&iittw, ir<»peAa^oirav, e^ayocraf, eX&oaaVf &c.—P. S.]

law as distinguished from the gospel ; and the ex
pression, " those who are under the law," as mean
ing all men. But this is appUcation, not expU
nation.—That every mouth may be stopped.
On the question whether iVce may be understood
enpanx oil; [so that, instead of in order that], see
Tholuck and Meyer. Here it evidently designatei
the one purpose of the law, to produce the knowl.
edge of sin, but other purposes are not excluded.
The (fQaiyaiuv to aroiia (Ps. cvii. 42) means,
in a religious relation, that it represents men as
avanokoYtitovi; at the tribunal of Divine justice ; so
that they "cannot answer God one of a thousand."—The whole world. [Not to be restricted, with
Grotius : maxima pars hominum, but all m^n, Jews
as well as Gentiles.] Paul has already declared this
of the heathen portion in chap. i. 20, 32.—[Should
become (yivtjiai), in their own conviction,
guilty,

^
subject to justice. vn6Si,y.o<i = r-ard-

x^'TOi;, eVo/oe d'tiirj, vnoxii/ifvoi; Tiftmgiau;, i. e.,

not only guilty, but convicted of guilt, and there-
fore obnoxious to punishment (straffalUg).—Before
God, to whom satisfaction for sin is due.—P. S.]

Ver. 20.* Because {Desshalb weil). Since
Si6ri> can be propterea quod (because) as well as
propterea (therefore), Tholuck [with Beza and
Morns] prefers propterea, tlie conclusive form. But
the Apostle here goes farther out, and comes to that
universal condemuatory judgment of the law. [See
Textual Mote ^°.]

By works of the law. Explanations of
v6/ioq

:

1. The ritual law (Theodoret, Pelagius, Cornelius

a Lapide, Semler, Ammon, and others).-f On the
contrary, Augustine | and Thomas Aquinas already

referred to the concluding sentence of the verse

:

"by the law comes knowledge of sin." Paul, more-
over, understands the word law throughout in its

totality, although he does not ignore its several parts

and differences. [The decalogue is merely the quin-

tessence of the whole law. The antithesis is not

:

the ceremonial law and the moral law, but : works
of the law and works of faith.—P. S.]

2. The Mosaic law alone [but as a whole, both
moral and ritual] is meant (Meyer). [So also Phi-

lippi : the whole revealed law as an undivided unity,

yet with special regard to the moral law.—P. S.]

But against this is, that Paul speaks here, and in the

* [On this important veree. Dr. Hodge (pp. 125-133) Is

very full and clear ; while Alford and Wordsworth pass it

over very slightly.—P. S.]

t [Several Roman Catholic and nationalistic commenta^
tors meet from opposite extremes on Pelagian ground, and
resolve the meaning of this passage simply into this : that

men are not justified hy any external rites or ceremonial

works, such as circumcision and sacrifices, but only by
moral acts of the heart and will. But the prevailing Kom-
ish doctrine is, that works of the law are works done before

regeneration, which have only the merit of congruity;

while the works done after regeneration, and therefore

under the impulse oi Divine grace, have the merit of con-

dignity, and are the ground of acceptance with God.—P. S.]

t [De spiri/u at liiera ad Marcellinvm, cap. 8 : " iVec

audiunt quod legunt : ' quia non jusiifuiahiiur ex kge omnis

caro coram Deo' (Rom. ili. 20). Potest enim fieri coram

hominihus, non autem coram illo qui cordis ipsius et intima

voluntatis inspector est. . . . Jc ne quisquam putaret hit

apostolum ex lege dixisse neminem justi^ari, qurn in sacra-

mentis veteribus multa continetfigurala priecepta, unde etian

ipsa est circumcisio carnis . . . continue snbjunxit imam

legem dixerii, et ait : * Per legem enim cogniiio peccati ' (Konu

iii. 20)." Augustine agrees with the Reformers in the doc-

trine of total depravity and salvation by free grace without

works, hut agrees with the Eoman Catholic view of th«

meaning ot justification, as being a continuous process w
sentially identical with sanctification.—P. 8.]
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previous verse, of the guilt of all men before the

law.

3. De Wette accepts it as merely the moral law,

and not also the ritual law. The works of the law,

as they were performed by the Jews, and would also

have been performed by the Gentiles, if they had

been placed under the law (Riickert).

4. The law in a deeper and more general sense,

as it was written not only on the Decalogue, but also

in the heart of the Gentiles, and embracing moral

deeds of both Gentiles and Jews (Tholuck [also

Storr, Flatt, Stuart] ). Certainly it is plain from

the context, that the Jewish mnoi; here represents

a. universal legislation. [The Apostle includes the

Gentiles as well as the Jews under the sentence of

condemnation, because they do not come up to their

own standard of virtue, as required by their inner

law of conscience ; ii. 15.—P. S.]

But what are works of the law [e^ya i»o/toi/] ?

Explanations

:

1. Works produced by the law, without the im-

pulse of the Holy Spirit \_r6,uoii as genetimis aucioris

or eausce]. So especially Roman Catholic exposi-

tors, as Bellarmine [Augustine, Thomas Aquinas]
;

and also some Protestants, as Usteri, Neander, Phi-

lippi [Olshausen, Hofmann, even Luther ; see Tho-
luck, p. IS'?]. Philippi :

" Not the works which the

law commands— for he who does these is reallt/

righteous (ii. 13)—but those which the law effects

(or which the man who is under the law is able by
its aid to bring forth)." The deeds of the law are

iQya vfy.qd (Heb. vi. 1) ; the vofiot; cannot ^^^)onoL^-

aai, [Gal. iii. 21], although it is complete in its

method and destination. On Luther's distinction

between doing the works of the law and fulfilling

the law itself see Tholuck.

2. The deeds required or prescribed by the law.

Protestant expositors, e. g.^ Gerhard, who includes

also the bona opera ratione objecti, [So also Me-
lanchthon, Calvin, Beza, Eiickert, Fritzsche, De
Wette, Meyer, Hodge. In this view, the Hgya vofiov
include all good works, those after regeneration as

well as those before. Even Abraham, the friend of
God, was not justified by his works, but by faith.

The law of the Old Testament is holy, just, and
good, and demands perfect conformity to the will of
God, which is true holiness. But even our best
works, done under the gospel and under the influ-

ence of Divine grace, are imperfect, and can there-

fore be no ground of justification. Hence the most
holy men of all ages and churches never depend on
their own works, but on the work and merits of
Christ, for final acceptance with God.—P. S.]

3. Tholuck combines the two explanations [p.
140] :

" The Apostle includes both meanings, so
that, in some passages, the meaning of the deeds
required by the law, and, in others, that of the deeds
produced by the law, appears more prominent."
But, from the very nature of the case, the deeds
required by the law, and those produced by the law,
correspond to each other on the legal standpoint.
The unity of both are the works of tbe legal stand-
point, as it may be found also among the heathen
(e. g., Creon in the Antigone of Sophocles). The
iaw is, for those subjected to it, an analytical letter,

which is related to the external work
; but, on the

contrary, for those who seek God, it is a synthetical
symbol, wliich is related to the disposition of the
heart. The former meaning applies certainly to
every man, but only tc introduce him to the under-
standing of its second signifioatioD Those who

know it only in the former meaning, always seel

justification in voiiov and ij 'wyov, until they ar«

ii ego&iiai; (chap. ii. 8), and only become acquaint

ed with an apparent righteousness of a partisan

character. So, on the other hand, the aipdaqaiat

t^/TOWTf?, in all their efforts to fulfil the law, ara

more and more convinced of the impossibility of a

righteousness by works. The requirement of th«

law, therefore, as well as its operation, continually

impels—in the moral, still more in the religious

sphere—by means of the knowledge of sin, far be-

yond the legal standpoint to faith itself. Therefore

the remark frequently made :
" not as if complete

obedience to the law would be insufBeient for jus.

tification " (Meyer), is apt to mislead.* De Wette
properly remarks :

" It lies in the nature of man,
and of the law, that this is not fulfilled, and con-

sequently that righteousness cannot be obtained"
(see James ii. 10). Where the Old Testament Scrip,

tures speak of righteous persons, those are meant
who, in their observance of the legal letter, are

theooratically and ecclesiastically irreproachable, but
yet do not therein find their comfort (see Luke i. 6),

No flesh. No human being. [With an allusion

to our weakness and frailty, as we say : No mortal.

The parallel passage in Ps. cxliii. 2 has, instead

:

no man living.—P. S.] Not even the believer. It

never occurs to him that he might perfect his justifi-

cation by faith through dead works. [The phrase o«

naatt. aaqi is a strong Hebraism, 1Ba"b3 sb
]

[Shall (can) be justified, Si,xai,o)&riuiTat,.
The future refers not to the day of judgment
(Reiche), for justification takes place already ia thia

life ; nor to the indefinite, abstract future (Meyer,
Philippi: whenever justification shall take place),

but to the moral possibility, or impossibility rather

(can ever be justified) ; comp. xQivit, ver. 6.—P. S.]"

[On the meaning of dvxai,6o), to justify, comp.
the £xeg. Notes on chap. i. 1"? ; ii. 13 ; iii. 24. It

is perfectly plain that here, and in the parallel pas-

sage. Gal. ii. 16, it can only mean, to declare ot judi-
cially pronounce just, not, to 7nake just. This ap-

pears (1.) from Ps. cxliii. 2, here referred to {"Enter
not into judgment with thy servant ; for in thy sight

shall no man living be justified ;

") (2). from the aim
of the passage, which is to confirm by rTion the pre-

ceding sentence :
" that every mouth may be stopped,

and all the world may become guilty before God "

(ver. 19); and (3.) from the addition Ivmniov
a'liTo'', which represents God as Judge, coram Deo
jvdice.—Dr. Wieseler, in his exposition of the par-

allel passage, Gal. ii. 16 {Commentar, &c., pp. 176-
204), enters into an elaborate discussion of the
meaning of (Jutatow, of which we will give the sub-

stance in English, anticipating in part our own re-

marks on iii. 24

:

" The verb SuyMtovv has, in the Greek, two fun-

damental significations

;

"(1.) TO Sixavov Ttotilv Ttra (of. xaxovt
Ttva, to do any one xaxov, .harm) ; that is, to do
any one justice. It is used in this sense especially

of a judge, and signifies, to determine justice gen-
erally

;
or more specially, according to the result of

the judging, on the one hand, to condemn and pun-
ish, as with peculiar frequency in the profane writ,

ers ; or also either to declare guiltless of the charge,

• [Meyer says this in view of the principle : ot iroii)T«i
nijio" Sucai<j9^<j-ovTai (ii. 13), but he Immediately adds that
no human being can fully comply with the laT : that th«
law only makes ua more oonsoious of our moial imnerfeo
tions.—P. S.i '
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or to aeknmoledge, in the case of any one, the claims

0/ right, which he has ; only that the favorable or

unfaTorable judgment, in this fundamental significa-

tion, is always conceived as his HLxaiov, as de-

ierved by him.
** (2.) diy.aiov noiiXv ti, or rtvcc, to make

a thing or person righteous; that is, either to ac-

cowit and declare righleotts, or to transfer into the

right condition ; for the verbs in ooj express also a

bringing out into eifect ttiat from wliich the verb

is derived ; comp. doidom, TvtfUo) = SoTi>.ov and
tviplov Ttoittv. So does d't.-/,avoi>v Tt accordingly

signify, to account any thing right and equitable, to

approve, wish, require ; equivalent to aitoov.
" Tlie biblical usvs loquendi of dixauoTiv at-

taches itself to the Hebrew p'''nari (or p'ns ), of

which it is commonly the translation in the LXS.
This, now, for the most part signifies to declare

righteous (judicially, or in common life) ; but, to

make righteous, or, to lead to righteousness, only in

Dan. xii. 3 ; Isa. liii. 1 1.

"Even so Si,xai,oTiv, in the Septuagint, fre-

quently signifies, to declare righteous judicially

;

Ps. bcxxii. 3 ; Exod. xxiii. 1 ; Deut. xxv. 1 ; 1 Kings
viii. 32 ; and in common life also, to acknowledge as

righteous, or, to represent as rir/hteous; Ezek. xvi. .51,

62 ; and is interchanged in this sense with anoiml-
Viiv SUaiov; Job xxxii. 2; xxvii. 5. On the other

hand, it is used with extreme infrequency in tlie

sense, to make righteous, to transfer into the con-

dition of righteousness ; Ps. Ixxiii. 13 ; Is. liii. 11
;

Sir. xvii'i. 22.

" Thus far our examination has afforded the re-

sult, that (Ji./.ai.ori' can, it is true, signify also, to

make j-ighteous, as well in profane Greek (in this,

' according to the second fundamental signification),

as in the LXX., but tliat this signification has, in the

use of the language, receded decidedly into the back-

ground in comparison with the forensic and judicial.

" To still less advantage does the signification,

to make righteous, appear in the JS/'ew Testament

use. Leaving out of view the passages in question,

where a iii,Y,at,o7^a9-ai Ei t^ydtv voiitot', or ryta TiifT-

Tfo);, is spoken of, there does not occur a single

passage in which the signification to make right-

eous is found. (Besides tlie passages mentioned

above, the verb occurs Matt. xi. 19 ; Luke vii. 29,

35; X. 29; Rom. iii. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 16; Rev. xxii.

11.*) This fact cannot but be most unfavorable to

the assumption of the signification, to make right-

eous, in the remaining passages."—P. S.]

For by the law (comes) a knowledge of
sin. Tlioluck would supply only (no more than) a

knowledge; but iniyviitiiiii is exact, living, in-

creasing knowledge. The antithesis laid down by

Chrysostom—that the law, far from being able to

take away sin, only first brings it to knowledge

—

needs still the supplementary thought, that it is just

this knowledge which is the preliminary condition

for the removal of sin. [The law, being the revela-

tion of the holy and perfect will of God, exhibits, by
contrast, our own sinfulness, and awakens the desire

after salvation. This sentence of Paul, together with

his declaration that the law is a nai.SayMyi^ to lead

to Christ (Gal. iii. 24, 25), contains the whole phi-

losophy of the law, as a moral educator, and is tlie

best and deepest thing that can be said of it. Ewald
justly remarks of our passage : '^Mit diesen Worten

* [If 8utiiia)9i)Ti ?Ti EhoTiId be the true reading, against
frTiioh. Bee, however, Lachmaon and Tischendorf.—P. S.J

..-^. Paulus den tiefsten Kern der Sache;'" i. e.

with these Tords Paul hits the nail on the head, and
penetrates to the inmost marrow of the thing, yde
is well explained by Calvin: "^ contrario ratiocl
7iatur . . . quando ex eadem acatebra non prodcani
vita et mors."—^P. S.]

DOCTEINAI, AND ETHICAIi.

1. Chap. ii. 25-29. The elder theology has
properly regarded circumcision as a federal sacra^

ment of the Old Testament, and as the preliminary
analogue or type of New Testament baptism

;
just

as the Passover feast was an Old Testament type of
the Lord's Supper. And thus far did the ntQiTouri
represent the whole of Judaism, which is proved by
the fact that Paul used tliis term to designate the

Jews (see also Gal. v. 8). But it is easy to go astray

on the biblical meaning of circumcision, as on the

law of the Sabbath, if we do not bear in mind that

we have to deal with institutions which comprehend
many points of view. Thus, the Sabbatic law is

first a religious and moral command of God among
the Ten Commandments (Exod. xx. 8 ff.). But it

is likewise a religious and liturgical, or Levitical

command on worsiiip (according to Lev. xxiii. 3).

In the latter sense, it is abrogated as a mere Old

Testament form, as far as Christians are concerned
;

or, rather, it has been supplanted by the divine-

human creation of a new day " of the great congre-

gation"—the Lord's Day. But the religious and
ethical command of the Sabbatb in the Decalogue

has become a religious and ethical principle, which,

in its educating and legal form, has connected itself

with Sunday. In the same way is circumcision a

synthesis. The foundation of it was a very old,

sporadic, oriental custom (Epistle of Barnabas, chap,

ix.*). It was made to Abraham, according to chap,

iv. 11, a symbolical seal of his faith ;
which is cer-

tainly the sacrament of the coven.ant of promise.

But then Moses also made it, in a more definite

sense, .in obligation of the law (Exod. iv. 26 ; Jos.

V. 2 ff.). The law was the explication of circum-

cision, and circumcision was the concentration of the

law. While, therefore, the law was annulled in re-

gard to Christians by faith, circumcision was also

annulled ; or, rather, the New Testament symbol

took its place, and the fulfilment of the Abrahamic

promise—the new birth of faith—was connected with

it. Tholuck thinks (p. 114) it is a contradiction,

that, according to the elder theology,f fiiith in the

Messiah was the condition of the Divine promise in

circumcision ; while, according to Paul, the fulfil-

ment of the law was this condition. But Paul cer-

tainly knew of no other fulfilment of the law than

that in the Messianic faith, which became, finally,

faith in the Messiah. On p. 11"?, Tholuck himself

refers to the inward character of the requirements

of Judaism.

2. The great importance which the Apostle at

[Pseudo-Bamabas says, I. c. :
" Tbou (addressing tfce

Jew) wilt say, ' Yea, verily the people are ou-cumcised foi

a seal.' But so also is every Syrian and Arab, and all tt

"^rifsts of idols : are these, then, also withm the bond of

this covenant (or, accordmg: to the reading "t Ood. bm.

;

their covenant) I Tea, the Egyptians also practise ciroum-

t ITholiick means "the old Lulhrran conception of cir-

cumcision," and refers to Gerhard (Zoc. TlieoL, vol. ix., pp

12 30) who teaches that circumcision was a sacrament ot

grace in which the verbaU elemevtum of givme promisl

was connected with the material element.—P. b.J
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taches to what is within—to the sentiment of the

Beavt—is plain from his bold antitheses. Notwith-

(itanding liis uncircumcision, the Gentile, by virtue

of his state of mind, can become a Jew, and vice

versd.

3. Tlie witnesses adduced by the Apostle on the

universality of corruption in Israel, neither preclude

the antithesis in chap. ii. 7, S, nor the degrees on

botli sides.

i. Oil chap. iii. 3. The covenant of God is

always perfect according to its stage of develop-

ment. If it generally fails to become apparent, the

fault always turns out to be man's. The covenant

of God is surely no contrat social—no agreement
between equal parties. It is the free institution of

God's grace. But this institution is that of a true

covenant, of a personal and ethical mutual relation

;

and whenever the hierarchy, or a Romanizing view

of the ministry obliterate the ethical obligation on
the part of man in order to make the sacraments
magical operations, their course leads to the desecra-

tion and weakening of the covenant acts.

5. Chap. iii. 4. For our construction of the pas-

sage in Ps. li. 4 f., see the Exe;/. Notes on chap. iii.

4. For another view, see Philippi, p. 81, with refer-

ence to Hengstenberg, Psahw, vol. iii., p. 19. [Both

take 1?'?^, 6 mix;, in the usual strict sense {tiXv-

xmj, not E/t/SaTij-.w?), as does also Gesenius, T/ies., p.

1032 :
" euin in Jinem peccavi, ut illustretur justitia

tua ; " and they make the old distinction between
the matter of sin, which is man's work, and the

form of sin, which is in the hands of God.—P. S.]

Hupfeld also refers the passage to the holy interest

of God's government in human offences, but at the

same time has definitely distinguished the relative

divine and human parts. Without contending against

the thought per se, we would refer the ottwc; not

to sin itself, but to the perception and knowledge
of sin. Hence we infer the proposition : All want
of a proper knowledge of sin on the part of man
obscures the word of God, and leads to the miscon-

ception of His judgments (as in the talk about fanat-

ical ideas of revelation, gloomy destiny, &c.).

6. On the truth of God, see the JSxeg. Notes on
ver. 4.

1. On iii. 20. By the lata is the knowledge of
sin (see Gal. iii. 24). This purpose of the law ex-

cludes neither its usus primus nor the usus tertius.*

But the three usux mark the developing progress of
the law from without inwardly, as well in a historical

as in a psychological view. The first stage [usus
poKtioiis^ has also its promise. The Jew who lived

according to the law is justified in the tribunal of
his priesthood, and has also his earthly blessing
(" that it may go well with thee," &c.). But the
subtilty of the law—not to speak of its first and
last commandment—and its symbolical transparency
and spiritualization, impel him, if he be upright,

further to the pedagogical standpoint, which looks

to Christ. And with this, he receives the whole
power for the iertius usus [in regulating his life of
feith].

8. While the elder theology separated the three

* [The old Protestant divines speak of a tlu-eefold use
of the law: 1. Usus politicust or civilis (in the state, which
uan only bo governed by laws) ; 2. usus elenchiicusj or pse-
dagngicus (leading to a knowledge of sin and raisory) ; 3.

usus didacticus, or normativus (regulating the lifo of tho
believer). Comp. the Formula Coticordim, p. 594 sq. Sim-
ilar to this is the German sentence, that the law is ZHgel,
Spi^grl, and Riegd, a restraint, a mirror, and a rule.—
P. S.)

parts of the law (morals, worship, polity) too fat

from each other, at present the idea of the law as «

unit is often so strongly emphasized as to lose sight

of the fact that, boti'i in the Old Testament as well

as in the New, cognizance is taken of the diiferenoe

of the parts (see Matt. xix. 17 ; Rom. vil. 1). Th»

view to the unity of the law, however, prevails ill

the Mosaic and legal understanding of the Old Tea-

lament revelation, as represented by the letters of

the two tables.

9. The incapacity of the law to make man right

ecus lies chiefly in this : First, it is a demand on the

work of the incapable man, who is flesh (no flesh

shall be justified) ; but it is not a Divine promise

and work for establishing a new relation. Then it

meets man as a foreign will, another law ; by which

means his false autonomy is inclined^ to resistance,

because he is alien to himself and to the concurring

law within his inward nature. Finally, it meets him

in analytical form and separateness. Man only be.

comes susceptible of Divine influences : 1. As they

are founded in the grace and gift of God ; 2. in the

spontaneous action of voluntary love ; 3. in sya>

tbetical concentration.

HOMILBTIOAL AND PEACTICAIi.

(Feom Chap. n. 25 to Chap. m. 20.)

Either, or. As this applied to the Jew accord"

ing to his position in the Old Testament, so does it

apply to the Christian according to his position in

the New (ver. 25).—It is not the external possession

of a saving means that produces blessings, but faith-

fulness in its application (vers. 25-29).—-How the

fact, that the Jew becomes a Gentile, and the Gen-

tile a Jew, can be repeated in our time in various

contrasts (vers. 25-27).—The Jew, proud of the let-

ter and of circumcision, below the condemnatory

sentence pronounced on the illegal and uncircum-

oised Gentile—a warning for evangelical Christiana

(ver. 27).—Inner life in religion ; already the prin-

cipal thing in Judaism, and much more in Christian-

ity (vers. 28, 29).—He who is inwardly pious, re-

ceives praise, not of men, but of God.— God'a

pleasure or praise of inward faithfulness in piety.

Herewith it must be seen : 1. How this praise can

be acquired; 2. In what does it consist? (ver. 29),—
The praise of men and the praise of God (rer. 29).

What advantage have the Jews ? This question,

and its answer, exhibit to us the infinitely great

blessing of Christianity (chap. iii. 1-4).—How Paul

never ignores the historical significance of his peo-

ple, but triumphantly defends it against every charge

(comp. chap. ix. 4, 5).—The historical feeling of the

Apostle Paul (vers. 1-4).

On chap. iii. 2. God has shown His word to

Jacob, his statutes and judgments unto Israel (Pa,

cxlvii. 19). Why has God spoken to Israel ? 1. Be.

cause He chose this people, out of voluntary com-
passion, for His inheritance ; 2. Because by this peo-

ple, specially appointed by Him for the purpose. He
designed to prepare salvation for all the nations of

the earth.—Do not complain too much at the un-

belief of the world ! For, 1. The unbelievers always

remain in the minority in real significance, let theil

number be ever so great ; 2. Not only does their un.

belief not make the faith (faithfulness) of God with-

out efifectj but 8. Rather contributes thereto, fej
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rfdifuidy showing God's truthfulneaa, in contrast

with all human falsehood (vers. 3, i).

On chap, iii. 5-8. Why is it impossible that God
should have desired our unrighteousness for His
glory f 1. Because God could not then judge the
world ; 2. Because we would be condemned as sin-

nprs by an unjust method.—How far does our un-
righteousness prove the righteousness of God ?

—

God cannot be the autlior of sin ! This was ac-

l^owledged, 1. By Abraham, the father of all the
faithful (Gen. xviii. 25) ; 2. By Paul, the Apostle of

all the faithful.—Through God's providence, good
continually comes out of evil ; but we should never
S(iy, Let us do evil, that good may come !—He who
Bftys, Let us do evil, &c., 1. Blasphemes God ; and
therefore, 2. Receives righteous condemnation.—The
principle of the Jesuits, that the end sanctifies the
ipeaus, is nothing else than a hypocritical cloaking

of the plain words :
" Let us do evil, that good may

opme."
On vers. 9-18. The sinfulness of all, both Jews

afiA Greeks : 1. Proved by Paul himself in his de-
scription of their moral depravity

; 2. Corroborated

by the proofs of Holy Scripture from the Psalms,
Proverbs of Solomon, and the Prophet Isaiah.—As
Paul appeals to the Old Testament, so should we, in

order to authenticate truths appeal to the whole
Bible, though first and coutmually to the New Tes-
tament.—Every doctrine must be scriptural.—Paul a
master in the application of Scripture : 1. So far as

he grasps the fulness of the scriptural expression

;

but, 2, He does not thoughtlessly arrange quotations
from the Scriptures ; but, 3. He skilfully connects
kindred passages into a beautiful whole.

On vers. 18-20. The severe preaching of the

law : 1 . To whom is it directed ? 2. What does it

accomplish ?—How far does the law produce knowl-
edge of sin ?

Luther : Spirit is what God supernaturally effects

in man; letter is all the deeds of nature without

spirit (chap. ii. 29).
—" God is a sure support ; but

be who trusts in man will want " (chap. iii. 4).

—

Bavid says (Ps. li. 4) :
" Against Thee, Thee only,

have I sinned," &c. These words would seem to

mean that man must sin in order that God might be
just, as Paul would also seem here to say. Yet this

i^ not the case ; but we shall acknowledge the sin

of which God accuses us, that He might thereby be
9pnfe8£ed truthful and just in His law.

Stabke : A true Christian must not despise the

preans of grace : as, attending church, making con-

fession, and partaking of the Lord's Supper ; nor
should he speak derisively of them because they

are misused by most persons as a false hope (chap.

ii, 25).—He who will be comforted by the consid-

eration that he has been baptized in the name of

Christ, must examine himself whether he has also

been newly bom, and walks after the new man

:

where this is not the case, holy baptism is of just

as little^ use to him, as circumcision was to the un-

believing Jew; 1 Peter iii. 21 (chap. ii. 29).—In
yvorldly courts, injustice often rules ; but God will

judge the world in the justest manner (chap. iii. 6).

I^When our misery is properly uncovered, com-
(tassion is near ; and when we are truly compas-
eionate ourselves, compassion is not far from us
(chap. iii. 12).—The way to grace is open when we
itanii dumb before God (chap. iii. 19).—There is

only one way tq salvation, by which men, before, at

the time of, and after Moses, can be saved (chap.

i^, ?0).

—

Lange : Oh, how many Christians are put

to shame at this day by honorable heathen ! And
how the latter will rise up against the former on the
judgment-day ! (chap. ii. 26).—Hedjnger : The new
creature must be all in all. If this be not the case
there is no godly sorrow, no faith, no Christ, no
hope of salvation (chap. ii. 25).—There is only one
way to salvation, yet God is at perfect liberty to say
in what people He will build His Church, and what
measure of grace and gifts He will give (chap. viii.

2).—Here stands the pillar of the evangelical Church,
the test and corner-stone of the pure, saving gospel
(chap. iii. 20).—Qdesnel : A strong proof of origi-

nal sin, because no one who comes into the world is

righteous, or without sin (chap. iii. 10).—Let love ba
in the heart, then will loveliness be also in the mouth
(chap. iii. 14).

—

Ckamek : Learn to distinguish well
between true and false Jews, true and false Chris-
tians ; the external profession does not constitute a
true Jew or Christian (chap. ii. 28).—It is not all

gold that glitters, and not all show is wisdom. Al-
though the natural reason can devise many conclu-
sive speeches and subtleties, these must not be re-

garded as wisdom in divine things (chap. iii. 5).

—

Jfova Bibl. l\ib. : The dead members of the Church
depend upon its external advantages, take their com-
fort in them, and make their boast of them, without
remembering that they can derive no good from
them without penitence and faith (chap. iii. 1).—
Though we be unfaithful, God remaineth faithful.

Oh, let us therefore rely upon His faithfulness and
promise, and take comfort in the fact that we always

have a ready entrance to the faithfulness of our God
(chap. iii. 3).

—

Osiandee : If God is truthful, but

men false, why do some men believe folly sooner

than the word of God ? But to God alone belongs

the praise of righteousness and truth (chap. iii. 4).—Those who boast of their righteousness before

God, know neither God's will nor themselves (chap,

iii. 19).

Gerlach : The usefulness of the covenant of

grace extends on all sides and encompasses all the

relations of life (chap. iii. 2).—God's wisdom, om-
nipotence, justice, and love, are glorified either in

the punishment or conversion of the sinner ; the

more wicked the sinner, the greater the glory. But

this glory consists precisely in the death of the sin-

ner, since he either dies to sin, having once lived to

it ; or, with all other sinners, suffers eternal death

in perdition (chap. iii. 4.).—Description of men of

malignant feeling, who strive to injure others by

their language. Throat, tongue, and lips—three in-

struments of speech, which utter the words fiom

within (chap. iii. 13).—The more complete and deep

the command, the stronger is its declaration of con-

demnation, and the less can it awaken in us faith

and hope for salvation (chap. iii. 20).

Lisco : The Christian is aided by the sacraments

only when he lives in faith (chap. ii. 25).—On what

the moral worth of man before God depends (vers.

25, 26).—Israel's advantages (chap. iii. 1-4).—He

who adopts the principle :
" Let us sin, that good

may come," will receive righteous condemnation

;

for God desires to be glorified only ly our obedi.

cnce ; all disobedience is dishonoring His majesty,

but terminates also with the sinner's destruction

and likewise extends to the justification or glo

rification of the holy and righteous God (chap

iii. 8).

Heubher : External eceteiasticism and confes-

sion has value only when it leads to religion of the

heart and life; otherwise, it is only "iie game al
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heathenism (chap. ii. 25).*—The great dJerence
between outward and inward Christianity. True
Christianity is internal (cliap. ii. 28).—The true

worshipper of God is inward, is concealed from the

world, and is known only to God (chap. ii. 29).

—

The worth and merit of the pious person is exalted

above all opinion of the world: 1. Because true

piety by no means passes in the world for the high-

est good, but only that which is profitable, and
shines ; 2. Because men cannot discern this inner,

pure condition of heart, neither can they credit it

to others ; .3. Because the world cannot reward this

piety (chap, ii. 29).—God's word is committed to

us ; use it aright, support it, propagate it. In many
places it has disappeared through the fault of men
(in Asia and Africa), chap. iii. 2.—God's honor
cannot be touched. Nothing can be charged against

God ; it would be blasphemy to charge Him with
blame of any kind (chap. iii. 4).—God's righteous-

ness becomes the more apparent in proportion to

the manifestation of man's unrighteousness (chap,

iii. 5).—Every feeling of hatred is the root for a
willingness to shed blood (chap. iii. 15).—Every
man is guilty before God, and subject to His pun-
ishment ; but he should also know and confess it

(chap. iii. 19).—The law requires obedience to all

its commands (chap. iii. 20).

Spenek : When people are wickedly taught to

sin, so that God may be lauded because of the for-

giveness of sins, it is the same slander which the
same old slanderous devil charged at that time
against the apostles, and which is still cast against

the doctrine of the grace of God (chap. iii. 8).

Bessee ; Circumcision of the heart is real cir-

cumcision (chap. ii. 29).—The evangelical theme of
joy in the Epistle to the Romans is, that God, in

grace, is just in His words to sinners whom He has
justified by faith in Jesus (chap. iii. 4).

Lange, on vers. 16-24. "The fearful picture of
warning in the fall of the Jews.—How tliis picture
was again presented in the Church before the Ref-
ormation, and now appears in many forms.—Vers.
25-29. Comparison of this passage with Matt, xxiii.

21-28.—The great vmdication here for the believer
—that God, in His word, confides in him in o, cer-

tain measure.—God, in His faithfulness to His cove-
nant, a rock.—How unbelief is against God, and yet
must serve God's purpose.—Chap. iii. 1-8. To have
an advantage, and yet not to have one.—The testi-

monies of Scripture on the sinful depravity of man.—Vers. 8-19. How vain is the effort to be justified

by the law : 1. Because " by the deeds of the law,"
&c. ; 2. " For by the law," &c.

[Burkitt: (condensed) ii. 25. The heathen have
abused but one talent, the light of nature; but we,
thousands; even as many thousands as we have
slighted the tenders of offered grace. What a fear-
ful aggravation it puts upon our sin and misery !

We must certainly be accountable to God at the
great day, not only for all the light we have had,
but for all we might have had in the gospel day

;

* [Comp. Archbishop TrLLOTSox, Seimon on 2 Tim. ii.

19 (quoted hy Jamea Eord on Bnmans): "Baptiran verily
pmfileth. If we obey the goBpel ; but if we walk contrary to
the precepts of it, our baptism is no baptism, and our Clirie-
tiamtj' is heathenism." We would say: loorse (Aan no bap-
tism, vynrsf. than heathenism. I\>r in proportion to the bless-
ing Intended, is the curse incurred by abuse. The case of
an npoatate Christian is far more hopeless than the case of
an unconverted heathen. The one has Christianity behind
hun, the othsr beforr, him ; the one has deliberately oast it
•n, the other may tbinkfuUy embrace it.—1>. S.l

and especially for the light we have sinned undel

and rebelled against.—Chap. iii. 1. Great is that

people's privilege and mercy who enjoy the word
of God—the audible word in the Holy Scriptures,

the visible word in the holy sacraments. It enlight.

eneth the eyes, rejoiceth the heart, quickeneth the
soul. It is compared to gold for profit, to honey
for sweetness, to milk for nourishing, to food for

strengthening !—Chap. iii. 3-1 : God is never in.

tentionally, but is sometimes accidentally glorified

by man's sins. There never was such a crime aj

crucifying Christ, but nothing by which God h&«

reaped greater glory.—Chap. iii. 10. The unrigii-

eousness of man : 1. There is none originally right-

eous ; 2. None effie ently righteous ; 3. none meri-

toriously righteous ; 4. None perfectly rigliteous.—

Matthew Henky : The Jews had the means of sal-

vation, but they had not the monopoly of it.

—

On
the righteoicsness of God^ observe : 1. It is mani*
iested ; 2. It is without the law ; 3. It is witnessed

by the law and the prophets ; 4. It is by the faith

of Jesus Christ ; 5. It is to all, and upon all them
that believe.

—

Doddridge : We pity the Gentiles,

and justly so ; but let us take heed lest those ap-

pearances of virtue which are to be foimd among
some of them do not condemn us, who, with the
letter of the law and the gospel, and with the solemn
tokens of a covenant relation to God, transgress His
precepts, and violate our engagements to Him ; so
turning the means of goodness and happiness into

the occasion of more aggravated guilt and misery.—
Clarke : The law is properly considered the rule of
right ; and unless God had given some such meana
of discovering what sin is, the darkened heart of
man could never have formed an adequate concep-
tion of it. For as an acknowledged straight edge ia

the only way in which the straightness or crooked-
vexs of a line can be determined, so the moral
obliquity of human actions can only be determined
by the law of God, that iide of right which pro-
ceeds from His own immaculate holiness.

[HoDGE : When true religion declines, the dis-

position to lay undue stress on external rites is in-

creased. The Jews, when they lost their spirituality,

supposed that circumcision had power to save (ii.

25).^Paul does not deny, but asserts the value (A'

circumcision. So, likewise, the Christian saeramenta,
baptism and the Lord's Supper, are of the utmost
importance, and to neglect or reject them is a great
sin (ii. 25 ; iii. 1).—It is a mark of genuine piety to
be disposed always to justify God, and to condemn
ourselves. On the other hand, a disposition to self-

justification and the examination of our sins, how-
ever secret, is an indication of the want of a proper
sense of our own unworthiuess and of the Divine
excellence (iii. 4, 5).—There is no better evidence
against the truth of any doctrine, than that its ten-
denoy is immoral (iii. 8).—Speculative and moral
truths, which are self-evident to the mind, should
be regarded as authoritative, and as fixed points in
all reasonings (iii. 8).—Barnes : If aU men were
willing to sacrifice their opinions when they ap-
peared to impinge on the veracity of God ; if they
started back with instinctive shuddering at the very
suppos'tiou of such a want of fidelity in Him ; how
soon would it put an end to the boastings of error,
to the pride of philosophy, to lofty dictation in re.
ligion ! No man with this feeling could be a Fni
versalist for a moment ; and none could be an in
fidel.

[On chap. ii. 29, see Wesley's sermon The Cir
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eumcition of the Heart; on chap. iii. 1, 2, Pat-
bon's sermon on The Oracles of God; Melville's
on The Advantages resulting from the Possession, of
thu 8cri])iures ; and Canon Wordsworth's Hulsean
Lecture on What is tlie Foundation of tlie Canon of

the New Testament? On chap. iii. 4, see Dwiobt's
sermon on God to be JBelieved rather than Man; and
C. J. Vaughan's on The One Necessity. On chap,
iii. 9-19, see Chalmers' sermon on 3%« Importana
of Civil Government to Society.—J. F. H.]

Sixth Section.—TAe revelation of God's righteousness without the law by faith in Christ for all tinneK
mthout distinction, by the representation of Christ as the Propitiator (^"mercy-seat"). The right'
'nusnesS of God in Christ as justifying righteousness.

Chaptee IIL 21-26,

iSiTENTH Section.—The annulling of man's vain-glory {self-praise) by the law of faith. Jusiifeation ig
faith WITHOUT THE DEEDS OP THE LAW. First pToof : FROM EXPERIENCE : God is the God of the Gen.
tiles as well as of the Jews—proved by the actual faith of the Gentiles. True renewal of the law ftv

faith.

Verses 27-31.

21 But now the rigbteousneES of God without the law is manifested [But now,
apart from the law,' the righteousness of God hath been made manifest''], being

22 witnessed [testified to, attested] by the law and the prophets ; Even' the right-

eousness of God which is by [by means of, through] faith of Jesus Christ
23 unto all and upon all * them that believe ; for there is no difference : For all

have sinned [all sinned, i. e., they are au sinners],^ and come [fall] short [varsQOWzai,

24 in the present tense] of the glory of God ; Being justified freely by his grace
25 through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus : Whom God hath [omit hath] set

forth [TZQOt&STo] to be a propitiation [mercy-seat] " through [the '] faith [,] in his

blood, to declare [for a manifestation (exhibition) of, sit; hBeihv tije Sih.'] his

righteousness for the remission of sins that are past [because of the pretermis-

sion (non-visitation, passing by) of the former sins, dia tjjv (not T7;g) naqEciv

(not atfioiv) ruf ngoyeyovormv a/iagrijfidTwv] ° through [in, t'*] the forbearance

26 of God ; To declare, I say, at this time his righteousness ; that he might be
just, and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus [with a view to the

manifestation (exhibition, ngbg tyv' hSei'^iv) of his righteousness at this

present time, in order that he may be (shown ana seen to he) just and (yet at the same

tune) be justifying him who is of the faith of (in) Jesus, aV to thai uvrov Sixaiov

xai Sf/.a.mvvra zov in niaiscog '/j^ffoii].'"

27 Where is [the] boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? [JBy the

28 laio] of works? Nay; but by the law of faith. Therefore [For]" we con-

clude [judge] that a man is justified by faith" without the deeds [without

29 works] of the law.'' [Or, »/] Is he the God of the Jews only ? " is he not also

30 of the Gentiles ? Yes, of the Gentiles also : Seeing " it is one God, which shall

[who will] justify the circumcision by faith, and uncircuracision through faith.

31 Do we then make void the law through faith ? God forbid : [Far be it !]
yea,

we establish " the law.

' Ver. 31.—[Or: indmmdently of the law. Luther: ohne Zuthun des Gesetzes. X"P'« vil^'v, opposed to Sm
y6ii.ov, ver. 20, is emphatically put first and helongs to the verb. The transposition in the E. V. obscures this connec-

tion and destroys the parallelism.—P. S.] , ., . , i. * v* ... -
' Ver. 21.—[TeAarepcorai. Tie perfect has its appropriate force and sets forth this revelation of nghteousncsf

as an accomplished and still continued fact. Comp. the £roitixAv;rTeTa., i. 17. Meyer: " «' °#'=".''%/^'^""', ™ ,^°«;

teJfg; so das siejedem zur ErlcmTdniss sich darstelli ; das Fraesens der vollendeten Eandlung, Jdeb. ix. M. jsernuaray, p.

S7S )j___"p o 1
'

' Ver. h.-[Evm (or, I say, rjimwm, und zwar) is the best rendering of « i here, since it is not ^Mctly aajersatiTe,

but explanatory and reassumptive (if I may coin this term for epanaleptic), as in ix. 30 ;
Phil. n. 8. Abe ooQtrast is nol

between the righteousness of God and the righteousness of man (Wordsworth), but between the general idea ol tb*

lighteousnesa of God and the specific idea of righteousness through faith now introduced.—P. S.]
r^„„,,_„i, t «-h.

Ver. 2i.-lKal in) navrai, Uxt. rec., D. F. K. L. N»., Syr., Vulg. ; omitted by N'. A. B. C, Gtaeshach, Laoh.
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Vann. Alford brackets, and says : " Possibly from homoeotel. ; on the other hand, the longer tert may be the junctxoi

of two readings." Lange retains the received text without remark. It is redundant, but not supei-fluous. Kighteotifl-

ness is represented as a flood extending unto all Cets iravTas) and overall («jrt navras). Ewald : ^'beslimmt fur alU

und kommend uber alle."—P. S,]
6 Ver. 23.—[Theaorist ij/xapToi', not the perfect rifxapr^Kcun. Luther; Sie sind allzumal Sunder. Ruckert, in hu

ridiculously p^noiimTitiinna TvvndiiTrii.Tj- +n (^.riticisfi thfi Anfiatlp'B erammar and loffic. calls the use of the aoxist hero an

inaccuracy.
sinning c _ .

Tholuck, Philippi, Lange. See Ezcg. JVoles.—F. S.]

9 Ver. 25.—[ tAao-TiJpior, expialorium (a neuter noun from the adjective tAoo-T^ptoj, propitiatory, expiatory^

from the verb iAao-KOftat, io appease, to conciliate), may mean Suhnopfer (tA. Bvjxcl), expiatory sacrifice; or SuhnmitttX

(= iAao-/j,ds), expiali'tn, prdpitiaiion ; or Siilmdeckel (U. eTrifiejUa, or eiriOyjfLa) mercy-seat {coYeT of the ark). Dr. Langa
adopts ttie last, ;ind translates Suhnungsstift {capporeLh; Luther ; Gnadtnsiukl'). The word occurs but twice in the N.
T., here and Heb. is. 5. In the latter passage it certainly signifies the mercy-seat, or golden cover of the ark of the

covenant, called in Hebrew r"G2 (from 1B3, to propitiate, io atone). This is also the technical meaning of the word

in the LXX., Ex. xxy. 18, 19, 20 ; "sxxi. 7, &c., and in Philo {Vita Mos. iii. 68, p. 668; De Profug. 19, p. 465 : t^s Si

lAeu; SuvajLtews, to kniQefxa T^s Ki^utTov, KoAei fie ovto iXaaTripiov). A fourth interpretation by Pelagius, Ambrose, Semler,
and "Wabl takes iAaor^pioi' m the masculine gender = iAtw-nJy, propitiator ; but this is contrary to the use of the word
and inconsistent with the context. There are tAaiTT^pia, but no iKatn-qpLOL. The choice lies between propitiatory sacri-

fice, and mrrcy-seal. See Ex^g, JVntcs.—P. S,]
' Ver. 25.—The article r^y before Trto-rea)? is supported by Codd. B. and A., Chrysostom and Theodoret. [The text

rec. also reads t^s ; out Codd. N. C*. D*. E. G. Orig., Eus., Bas., &c., Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, omit it. Meyei
thinks it may have been omitted in view of 6ta Trto-Teoj?, ver. 22.—P. S.]

^ Ver. 25.—[Or as Alford translates : on account of the overlooking of the sins which had passed, in the forhearance oj
God. Conybeare and HowtJon : because in His forbearance God had passed over the former sins of men. Lange : von
wegen dcr Vorbeilassung {Nicktheimsuchung) der vorher geschehenen Su^nden. The Authorized Version here, following
Beza {per y-emissionem)., is a mistranslation, wapeo-tj (from irapl-qfjn), which occurs but once in the W. T., differs from
a<f>€(n<; (from a<f)ir}fxi), which occurs seventeen times, in this, that it is, 1. a temporary prgetermission or overlooking, not
a total remission or pardon ; 2, a work of the Divine avovvt forbearance (ii. 4), not of the Divine X'^P'-s* grace (Eph, i.

7) ; 3. it leaves the question of future punishment or pardon undecided, while the ai^eo-t? removes the gi»lt and remita
the punishment. The same idea Paul expresses. Acts xvii. 30: tous fj^ev ovv xpo»'ows t^s ayvoia^ ifirepiSbiv (having
overlooked) 6 deo';, &c. 616. with the accusative cannot mean through, by means of, or for, but on account of; for Paul
clearly distinguishes (even Rom. viii. 11 ; Gal. iv. 13) Sea. with the accusative and Sid with the genitive. The Vulgate
correctly readers Sid propter, but mistakes wdpeins for a0ctrts, remissio. So also Luther : in dem dass er Sunde vergiebt.—
P. S.]

8 Ver. 'IG.—r^v [before evSetfiv'\ io Codd. A. B. C. D. [D*. N. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford. The article

was omitted to conform to et? evSei^Lv, ver. 25. But the article distinguishes the eySetfts of ver. 26 from the former "aa
the fuller and ultimate object." Dr. Lange ingeniously distinguishes between els ev&ei^Lv and Trpos ttjv ivBei^iv. See
Exeg. Notes.—V. S.l

^^ Ver. 26.—The addition "Itjo-oO is found in Codd. A, B. C. K. [and Sin.], Lachmann [Alford. Omitted by F. G,
52, It., Eritzsche, Meyer, Tischendorf; while other authorities read XpioroiJ 'Itjo-., or toD Kvpiov Tip-Siv 'I. X. A usual
insertion. The force of toi/ sk Trio-reuis is weakened by the E. V. The ex indicates that n-t'crTts, or Christ rather as
apprehended by ttio-tis, is the root or fountain of his spiritual life ; comp. the €k in L 17 ; ii. 18. Conybeare and How-
son : "It means 'him whose essential characteristic is faith,' *the cMld of faith;* comp. Gal. iii. 7, 9. BLkhiov

' .Ka.L0VVTOi.—P. S.]

I context, are in
f ydp. Alford regards oSc as a correction

from misunderstanding of Aoyt'foM.at as conveying a conclusion. See Exeg. JVotes.—'P. S.]
^"^ Ver. 28.—The readini^ 5 iKaiova-Oat, dv6p. Trttrret. [The reccpda reads TrtcTei before fiifcaiovo'dai, to

throw emphasis on faith. But N^. B. 0. D. read 61 k. irto-Tet avBaanrov.—P. S.]
^3 Ver. 28.

—

Ix'^p'-^ ipyiav vSp-ov, wiihout or apart from law (legal) works (Oeseizeswerke) or works of the law.—P. S.l
i« Ver. 29.—Lachmann, with Codd. A. C. E. [Sin.l, and many others, decWe for fi 6 vov. Tischendorf, with B. ana

ancient fathers, favor juoj/wf . [This is too poorly supported and can easily be accounted for by the preceding 'lovSaiuv.—
P. S.]

i5 Ver. 30.

—

eTreiTrep [recep'a], instead of etirep, which probably arose because the former occurs only here in tb"
N. T. (see Meyer).^ [But eiTrep is better supported by A. B. C. D*. Siu^, &c., and preferred by Alford.—P. S.]

1* Ver. 31.—[io'Tiojixei' (iadicative from iaraw. a less usual form fur tcrrajLtei/, from to-TTjjui) is the reading of N^^ j)!,

E. I. K. and Elz., and is defended by Eritzsche, for the reason that it closes the sentence with more gravity and power,
and corresponds more harmoniously to the preceding Karapyov/jiev. But ia-Tdvofiev (a late form of the same verb)
b better Huppoi-ted by N^ A. B. C. D^. E. Orig , &c., and is recommended by Gi-iesbach and adopted by LachmannJ,
Tischendorf, and Alford. The sense is the same : to make stand fastj io establish, to confimit = ^t^aiovv^ stabilirt.-^

P. S.]

cFarbes arranges the important section, vers. 21-26, in this way, whioh may assist somewhat in the exegesia

:

21. Nurl 6e X'^p'ts voijlov

AiKaiocrvKi] ©€oy 7r€<^a»'€pa)Tat,

MapTupov/xe'i/T) virh tou v^jxou koX tS>v trpot^rjrutv,

22. AiKaioavvT} 5e ©eou Sid TrioTeto? 'ItjctoO XptcrroC,
Et5 navTas kol eirl Travras Toiis TriffTeuovTas *

23. Ou ydp ea-Tiv Btao-ToA^
Hai'TCS yap rip.apTov, koX varepovvrai rqs StJ^Tjs lov ®eov *

24. a AtKatoujLiei'oi Sutpeap rfj avTOv vaptTt

b \^''°' ^* aTToAuTpwcretos t»j? iv Xpi<rT^ 'iT^troik
25. VOv TTpoefleTO 6 ©e£p? iKain^piov

a Atal wicTTews iv Ttp avTov at/xaTt*

Eis evSei^iv T7JS SiKaLOavvTjs ai/rov,
Ala TTjv TTapeaiv twv npoyeyov6T<tiv afiaprnfi^TWV
"Ev Ty ivoxji ToO ©eoiJ,

V j npbs Tiji/^ erSeiftv t^s StKaLoavvrjs avrov
" ( 'Er Tcp vvv KaipQj,

fi Els rh elvai avrhv BiKaiov
Mai ducatoDi'Ta rhv ix a-iVtccj; 'Ii}iro&.—F. 0^)
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EXEGETICAI) AND OEITICAl.

FmsT Pahaobaph, Chap, iu, 21-26.

Cmttrast hitween the saving time of justification and
the old time of sin and death.

Ter. 21. But now, vvvi Si.—Explanations of

vvvl: 1. Contrast of times [ai iAjs iime,. under the

gospel dispensation, = iv tm vuv xai^iM, Ter. 26] ;

(Grotius, Tholuck, Philippi [Olsiiausen, Wordsworth,
Hodge], and others) ; 2. contrast of circumstances
[as things are^ : earlier dependence on the law, now
independence of the law [tfwi *0|iioii

—

/mqlii rd/ion],

(Parens, Piscat., Meyer, De Wette [Fritzsche, Alford.

In this sense the classics use only vvv, not vvvl,

but the latter is so used repeatedly iu Hellenistic

Greek] ) ; 3. in soteriology the two contrasts of
time and condition coincide.

—

Apart from the law
[of Moses, •/mqiq vd^on]: 1. It is referred to

nfipaviqoi'cai- (Luther. Tholuck, Meyer, and oth-

ers) ; 2. to Svxcuoavvri (Augustine, Wolf [Reiche,

Hodge], and others) : the righteousness of God
which the believer shares without the law [or rather,

without works of the law, -/mQli; sQymv v6ij.ov, Gal.

ii. 16]. The latter view is not correct. [Comp.
Sm voimov in ver. 20, which likewise belongs not to

the noun Iniyvomu;, but to the verb to be supplied.

Also Text. NoU \—P. S.]

[The righteousness of God. Comp. the

Mxeg. Notes on chap. i. 17. It is the righteousness

which proceeds from God (gen. auctoris), which per-

sonally appeared in Christ, " who is our Righteous-

ness," and whifh is communicated to the believer

for Christ's sake in the act of justification by faith.

It is both objective, or inherent in God and realized

in Christ, and subjective, or imparted to man. It is

here characterized by a series of antitheses : inde-

pendent of the law, yet authenticated by the law and
the prophets (ver. 21) ; freely (jM^fct]/) bestowed on
the believer, yet fully paid for by the redemption
price {Sm t^s aTroXtirgoiafoii) of Christ (24) ; intrin-

sically holy, yet justifying the sinner (26) ; thus

uniting the character of the moral governor of the

universe, and the merciful Father who provided a

free salvation.—P. S.]

Has been made manifest, ntipaviQoirav.
This is now the complete revelation of righteousness

;

as John i. 17 represents the complete revelation of
grace and truh; and as Eph. i. 19 represents the

complete revelation of omnipotence. All are single

definitions of the completed New Testament revela-

tion itself. The expression does not absolutely pre-

suppose " the previous concealment in God's coun-

cil" (Meyer).* For the Old Testament was the
increasing revelation of God, also in reference to

righteousness. But compared with this completeness,

the growing revelation was still as a veil.

—

Being
testified to [ij,aqxvDovij,ivrj, put first with

reference to /w^ii; voftov, which it qualifies]

by the law and the prophets [i. e., the Old Tea-

iament Scriptures ; Matt. v. 17 ; vii. 12 ; xxii. 40,

&c.
;
just as we now say the Bible, vofiov has here,

as Bengel remarks, a wider sense than in the preced-

ing xutqlii vd^oiJ.—P. S.] There is therefore no con-

tradiction between the Old and New Testaments.

* [So also Hodge: "This righteouBiiees wliich, so to
peak, had long beeij buried,under the types and indistinct
utterancfts of the old dispensation, has now in the gospel
ttcen made clear and apparent."—F. S.]

9

The Old Testament is in substance a prophetic wit
ness of the New, and therefore also of the righteous,
ness of faith (see chap, iv., and x. 6 ; Acts x. 43

;

chap. XV.). And not only do the prophets (Isa
xxviii. 16 ; Habak. ii. 4) testify to this righteous,
ness, but so does the law also in its stricter sens!
(the patriarchs, &c.)

;
yea, even its strictest sense

\

for example, the law of the sin-offering (Lev, xvi.),

[Augustine: Novum Testamentum in Vetere latti;
Vetus T. in Noiio paid. See the proof in chap. iv.

from the case of Abraham and the declarations of
David.—P. S.]

Ver. 22. Through faith of Jesus Christ.* The
usual explanation is, through faith in Jesus Christ
[genitive of the object], f Meyer produces in its favor
the usage of language (Mark xi. 22 ; Acts iii. 16

;

Gal. ii. 20 ; iii. 22 ; Eph. iii. 12, &c.), as well as the
essential relation of the tiio-ti? to the dr/.atoavvtj.

[These parallel passages, to which may be added
Gal. ii. 16 ; Eph. iv. 13 ; Phil. iii. 9 ; James ii. 1

;

Rev. xiv. 12, seem to me conclusive in favor of the
usual interpretation that ooB faith in Christ is

meant here; comp. also TO j; ex 7ziijrioi<;'J-ijaov,

ver. 26. But Dr. Lange strongly fortifies his new
interpretation : Christ's faithfulness to us, taking

'I ridov XgiOToTi as the genitive of the subject.

—

P. S.] The explanation of Benecke, the faithfuL
ness of Christ, is overlooked even by Tholuck. We
make it, Christ's believing faithfulness [Glaubens-

treue']. Reasons : 1. The niazii; &foTi (chap. iii. 3),

and the coherency of the ideas, mazfviaSai,, jri.ff-

Tiiiit'V, and nlarvq &(oTi, in opposition to the ideas

:

aTTiffTEw, amaria, and corresponding with the

ideas : righteousness of God, righteousness of Christ,

righteousness by faith. 2. The addition in this pas-

sage of ft? navrai; v.ai ini ndvraq ;
with which

we must compare chap. i. 17, ix jrwrtM? ft; ttI^ttov,

3. The passages, Gal. iii. 22 ; Eph. iii. 12 ; comp.

Eeb. xii. 2. As to His knowledge, Christ of course

did not walk by faith, but bj sight ; but as regards

the moral principle of faith—confidence and faith-

fulness—He is the Prince of faith. 4. We cannot

say of the righteousness of God, that it was first

revealed by faith in Christ. The revelation of God's

righteousness in the faithfulness of Christ is the

ground of justifying faith, but faith is not the ground

of this revelation. 5. So also the dia rtjc; nioTKiiq

iv ttJi aiiToTi ai/tan, ver. 25, cannot be regarded

as substantiating the l?,a<TTi^Qiov.

Unto aU and upon all.. The lig denotes the

direction, the ideal dynamic determination of the

Syxauoai'ivi! ; the in I, the fulfilment, the appro-

priation. [This must, of course, not be understood

in a Universalistic sense. See Textual Note '.—
P. S.] Both prepositions have been combined in

various ways as identical, and explained as strength-

ening the thought for all (thus Riickert, and oth-

ers) ; on the contrary, Theodoret, (Ecumenius, and

others, have arbitrarily referred ik to the Jews, and

enl to the Gentiles ; according to Morus, and others,

xttl inl, &c., is construed as a further explanation

of the ill; Tzdvrai;.

For there is no difference. On account of

yap, this clause refers to the former. There is

* rSiA TTio-Teus, hymmnsof, ihrmgh ; not SiA nur-

Tiv, on account of. Paith is the appropriating organ an«

subjective condition, not the ground and cause of our jiiBti.

fication.—P. S.] _ _ ...,.,• ^ - ..
t rBerlage, Soholten, V. Hengel, take IrjirouXpiaTov a«

gen. of the author : fid" 3^ auclore Jem Chnsh I)M

habeiar. Bee against this Meyer in loo. footjiote.—1". B.4
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neither a difference between Jews and Gentiles, nor,

In reference to the necessity of justification, is there

a difference between those who have shown them-

selves, according to chap. ii. 1 ff., doers or transgress-

ors of the law.

Ver. 23. For all sinned [they are aU sin.

ners ;
Luther ; sie sind allzumal Sunder]. Tliey

sinned, in the sense that they have become sinners.

Therefore aor. (II.), and not perfect. They sinned in

each a way that they are still sinning.* But their right-

eousness was altogether lost when their transgression

began.—And fall short of the glory [I'lTTf-

qovvrai, in the present tense. All sin-ned, and

consequently they ccane short]. rr;(; ijolwi;. Ex-

planations : 1. Glorying before God, gloriatio |
(Erasmus, Luther, Eosenmiiller, and others). 2. The
JoEa d-ioTi as the image of God (Flacius, Chemnitz,

Biickert, Olshausen; see 1 Oor. xi. 7). 3. The
glory of eternal Ufe [as in ver. 2], (CEcumenius,

Glockler, &c., Beza, Bengel, as sharing in the glory

of God). 4. Honor before God, i. e., in the estima-

tion of God (Calvin [^gloria quce coram, Deo locum

habet], KoUner). 5. The honor which God gives,

i. e., the approbation of God (the genit. auct.)
;

Piscat,, Grotius, Philippi, Meyer [Fritzache, De
Wette, Alford, Hodge]. Tholuck : The declaration

of honor, like the declaration of righteousness. | This

would give the strange sense : because they lack the

declaration of righteousness on the part of God, they

are to be declared righteous. It must not be over-

looked that men belong here who, as inward Jews,

according to chap. ii. 29, have already 'dnai-voq in

S-fou. Certainly, the question is concerning right-

eousness before God, because tlie question concerns
God's judicial tribunal. But what men were want-

ing since Adam's fall, is not the righteousness of
justification—for it is by this that that want is to be
supplied—but the righteousness of life (not to be
confounded with the righteousness by the works of
the law), as the true glory or radiance of life [rfoja in

the sense of splendor, majesty, perfection. Lange
translates it : Gej-echtig'ieitsglanZy Lebensrukm.—
P, S.]. But as the d'i,y.aMaiiv>j of man must come
from the (Hixawavvii of God in order to avail before
Him, so also the Soia. Therefore the allernative,

from God or before God, is a, wrong alternative.g

But the supply is equal to the want : the liVzatoo-iV/;

of Christ becomes the fi^xaMavvri of the believer,

and therefore Christ's So^a his Sola (Rom. viii.).|

Ver. 24. Being justified freely.^f The par-
Uoiple dixaioii/iivoi,, in connection with what

* [Meyer: "^jmaprov. Das Sundigun eines Jeden isi
als hisU)rischrs Pactum da- Vergangcnheit, wodurch der sun-
dige Zusiand bewirJct ist, dargpstfAU. Das Perfed. unirde es
als volkndet dastthfnde Thatsuche bczsichnen.^' See Text.
Jv'ote 6, and Exeg. Nntes on n-aire? ^^apov in ver. 12.—P. S.]

t [This would be expressed rather by Kavvjjo-ts, or Kav-
Xni^ii ; ver. 27 ; iv. 2 ; 1 Oor. v. 6, &c.—P. S.]

t [Tboluck (p. 144) explains : Die von Ooii ausgehende
Ehrenrettung, dem Sinne nac/t die Gerp.chterlc!drung, and
quotes from Schlichtiag: "/toe loco siguificat earn gloriam,
quutn Deus hominrm pronunciat jusf.um.^'—P. S.]

§ [Only the honor which proceeds from God can stand
hf/ore God. So far the explanations, No. 4 coram Deo, and
No. 5 a Deo, amount to the same thing, as Meyer remarks,

fl [Still another exposition is that of Hofmann of Er-
Ungeu iSchriflbemeis, vol. i. p. (i32, 2d ed.) : the S6ta. which
belon£Ts to God, as His own attribute, like the SiKaio<rvvri.
Ewald : the 56(a which man had throufs^h creatiou, Pe. viii.
B, but which he lost through siu.—P. S.]

' [Wordsworth lays stress on the present tense, as in-
weatmg that the work of justiQcalion is ever going on by
the application of the cleansing efficacy of Ohrist'j blood to
all who lay hold on Him by faith.—P. S.]

follows, specifies both the mode by which their ican.

of Divine ijosa becomes perfectly mai^ifoat, and th«

opposite which comes to supply this want. The
SixctMuaO-ai, does not merely come to supply tha

want of glory (according to Luther's translatiou;

and are jastijied [Peshito, Fritische, = xat Sixcw
oiivrat'] ), but by the dt-xoci^oTiffdai,, the fact of that

iari(iouiil^ai, becomes perfectly apparent. The in-

dividual judgment and the individual deliverance

are, in fact, joined into one : repentance and faith

;

hunger and thirst after righteousness, and fulness,

[Note on the Scripture meaning oi' Suxawo).—
/tixakoviiivok depends grammatically on vart-

Qovvrai., but contains in fact the main idea : ut qui

justificentur (Beza, Tholuck, Meyer). This is the

locus classicus of the doctrine of justification by free

grace through faith in Christ, in its inseparable con-

nection with the atonement, as its objective basis.

The verb di,xa,i,6ii> occurs forty times in the New
Testament (twice in Matthew, five times in Luke,
twice in Acts, twenty-seven times in Panl's Epistles,

three times in James, once in the Apocalypse. In
the Gospel and Epistles of John, as also in Petet
and Jude, the verb never occurs, although they
repeatedly use the noun Sixaboavvrj and the adjec-

tive Slxakoi;). It must be taken here, as nearly

always in the Bible, in the declaratory, foreimc or

judicial sense, as distinct from, though by no meana
opposed to, or abstractly separated from, a mere
executive act of pardoning, and an evident act of
making just inwardly or sanctifying. It denotes an
act of jurisdiction, the pronouncing of a sentence,
not the iiLfusion of a quality. This is the prevful-

ing Hellenistic usage, corresponding to the Hebrew
p"'^sn . Comp., for the Old Testament, the Septua-

gint in Gen. xxxviii. 26 ; xliv. 16 ; Ex. xxiii. 7 (ow

dVzajwffH; Tov a<Tffl~j) ; Deut. xxv. 1 ; 2 Sam. XV.

4 ; 1 Kings viii. 32 ; Ps. Ixxxii. 3 ; Prov. xvii. 16

;

Isa. V. 23; for the New Testament, Matt. xii. 37;
Luke X. 29; xvi. 15 ; xviii. 14 (where dfSixaminiroi
evidently refers to the publican's prayer for forgive-

ness of sin) ; Acts xiii. 39 ; Rom. ii. 13 ; iii. 4, 20,

24, 26, 28, 30 ; iv. 2, 5 ; v. 1, 9 ; viii. 30, 33 ; 1 Cor.

iv. 4; vi. 11; Gal. ii. 16, 17; iii. 8, 11, 24; V. 4;
Titus iii. 7 ; James ii. 21-25 ; Apoc. xxii. 11. There
is, to my knowledge, no passage in the New Tes-
tament, and only two or three in the Septuagint
(Ps. Ixxiii. 13 : eSixaioiaa rijv xaqdlav ^ov ; Isa.

liii. 11: Sixai'tTitrab SiKceiov ; comp. Dan. xii. 3:
D"'a"ifn ij5^ti3Q

)^ where Si,xai,6o) means to maki
just, or, to lead to righteousness. The declarative

sense is especially apparent in those passages where
man is said to justify G-od, who is just, and cannot
be made just, but only accounted and acknowledged
as just ; Luke vii. 29, 35 ; Matt. xi. 19 ; Rom. iii. 4
(from Ps. Ii. 5) ; comp. also 1 Tim. iii. 16, where
Christ is said to be justified in spirit.

The declarative and forensic meaning of the
phrase, SixaioiiaSai. ex Tziarioiq, may be proven (1.)
from the opposite phrase, Si,xauoiv&ai Ix voaiow,
which is equivalent to St,xoi.i,ova&ou. naga rot &iS
iv v6,uot, Gal. iii. 11 (or eJ egymv vofiov, Gal. iii. 10),
or ivmniov avrov, Rom. iii. 20; ic.,to be justified
in the sight or_^in the judgment of God

; (2,) from
the term ^.oj/ttfM) il; rfizaioo-wi/r, to account for
righteous, which is used in the same sense as Skxcu-
ovv, Rom. iv. 3, 6, 9, 23, 24 ; Gal. iii. 6 ; James u.

23, and is almost equivalent with ao'itnr, to savt
(comp. Rom. v. 9, 10 ; x. 9, 10, 13 ; Eph. ii. B ff.);

(3.) from the use of the opposite word to condemn,
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«. g,, Prov. xvii. 15 : " He that justifieth ( p^^SH ,

T.^Y. : SUaiov xqlvii,) tbe mcked, and he that coa-

demneth ( S"'ttJ!3"ia ) the just, even they buth are

abommatiou to the Lord," in the translation of the

Vulgate :
" Qui juntificat impium et qm condemnat

jmtum, abominabilis est uterque apud Deum." He
who would implant righteousness in a wicked man,
or lead him into the way of righteousness, would
doubtless be acceptable to God. So also Matt. xii.

87 :
" By tliy words shalt thou be justified (Siymm-

S'/iai^, and by thy words thou shall be condemned
(KaTajizaffff/Jffij).

The corresponding noun, Suxaimaiq (which
occurs only twice in the New Testament, viz., Rom.
iv. 25 ; V. 18), justification {Rechtfertigung), is the

opposite of Kardy.qii^a, condemnation ; comp. Matt.

xii. 37 ; Rom. viii. 1, 33, 34 ; hence the antithesis

of x^r^a fty di^y.aioiffi'V and n^ifia elt; xaTax^t/tot,

Eom. V. 16, 18. Justification implies, negatively, the

remission of sins (agiiau; tmi anaqtiSv), and, posi-

tively, the imputation of Christ's righteousness, or

the adoption {vio&iaia, Gal. iv. 5 ; Eph. i. 5).

No human being can so Iseep the law of God,
which demands perfect love to Him and to our neigh-

bor, that on the ground of his own works he could
ever be declared righteous before the tribunal of a

holy God. He can only be so justified freely, with-

out any merit of his own, on the objective ground of

the perfect righteousness of Christ, as apprehended,
and thus made subjective by a living faith, or life-

union with Him. This justifying grace precedes
every truly good work on our part, but is at the

same time the actual beginning of all good works.

There is no true holiness except on the ground of

the atonement and the remission of sin, and the holi-

ness of the Christian is but a manifestation of love

and gratitude for the boundless mercy of God already

received and constantly experienced.

This I take to be the true evangelical or Pauline
view of justification, in opposition to the interpreta-

tion of Roman Catholics and Rationalists, who, from
opposite standpoints, agree in taking Si,xai,6ii> in the

flense of making just, or sanctifying, and in regard-

ing good works as a joint condition, with faith, of
progressive justification. The objection that God
cannot pronounce a man just if he is not so in fact,

has force only against that mechanical and exclu-

Bvely forensic view which resolves justification into

a sort of legal fiction, or a cold, lifeless imputation,

and separates it from the broader and deeper doc-

trine of a life-union of the believer with Christ.

Certainly God, unlike any human judge, is absolutely

true and infaUible
; He speaks, and it is done ; His

declaratory acts are creative, efficient acts. But
mark, the sinner is not justified outside of Christ, but
only in Christ, on the ground of His perfect sacri-

fice, and on condition of true faith, by which he
actually becomes one with Christ, and a partaker of
His holy life. So, when God declares him right-

eous, he is righteous potentially, " a new creature in

Christ ; " old things having passed away, and all

things having become new (1 Cor. v. 7). And God,
who sees the end from the beginning, sees also the

full-grown fruit in the germ, and by His gracious

promise assures its growth. Justifying faith is itself

1 work of Divine grace in us, and the fruitful source
of all our good works. On the part of God, then,

and in point of faet, the a^tus declaraiorius can
indeed not be abstractly separated from the actus

fffieiens: the same grace which justifies, does also

renew, regenerate, and sanctify ; faith and love, jus.
tification and sanctification, are as inseparable in thi
life of the Christian, as light and heat in the rayi
of the sun. " When God doth justify the ungodly,"
says Owen (on Justification, vol. v. p. 127, Goold'S
ed.), " on account of the righteousness imputed unto
him. He doth at the same instant, by the power of
His grace, make him inherently and subjectively

righteous, or holy." Nevertheless, we must distin-

guish in the order of logic : Justification, like re-

generation (which is the corresponding and simulta-
neous or preceding inner operation of the Holy
Spirit), is a single act, sanctification a continuant
process; they are related to each other like birth
and growth

;
justification, moreover, depends not at

all on what man is or has done, but on what Chriit
has done for us in our nature ; and, finally, good
works are no cause or condition, but a consequence
and manifestation of justification. Comp. Doctrinal
and Ethical, No. 6, below ; also the JExeg. Notes on
i. 17 ; ii. 13 ; iii. 20.---P. S.]

Freely. SmQidv, as a gift, gratis, not by
merit (chap. iv. 4 ; comp. 2 Thess. iii. 8). [Comp
also 71 duiQid T-^c; SrAatfOauvrjc;, Rom. v. 17, and
S^fou TO doigov, Eph. ii. 3.—P. S.]—By Ma
grace. The idea of grace denotes the union of
God's love and righteousness, the highest manifesta.

tion of His favor, which, by its voluntary operation,

as love, destroys the sinner's guilt freely, and which,

as righteousness, destroys the juilt on conditions of
justice. IGrace—i. e., God's love to the sinner,

saving love, is the efficient cause, redempiion by the

blood of Christ the objective means, faith the sub*

jective condition, of justification, avrov is em-
phatically put before /ct^iTi. Justification on the
part of God is an act of pure grace (Eph. ii. 8-10

;

Gal. ii. 21), and /api? is the very opposite of

fii'ffQbt; E(jy(itv or oqifUjjfia (iv. 4 ; xi. 6). Faith,

on our part, is not a meritorious act, but simply the

acceptance and appropriation of God's free gift, and
is itself wrought in us by God's Spirit, without

whom no one can call Jesus Lord (1 Cor. xii. 3).—
P. S.]

Through the redemption, anoXi'irQtjiai.g.

The grace of God is marked as the causality of
this anoUnqmaiti. This is therefore to be regard-

ed here as the most general view of the fact of

redemption, as is also plain from the addition, t%
ev X. 'J. [in Christ, not through Christ ; comp. Eph.

i. 7 ; Ev 0) t'/of^iv rfjv d7roh'irqo)ffLV Sict rou ai^ct-

Toe avToiiJ. The «7roAi'T(iw(ri;, or redemption,* in

the wider sense, and viewed as a fundamental and

accomplished fact, comprehends : 1. xaraXXay^
[change from enmity to friendship, reconciliation],

Rom. V. 10; 2 Cor. v. 18 : freedom from the enmity

and rancor of sin. 2. U.aa/iot; [propitiation, expia-

tion], 2 Cor. V. 14 ; ver. 21 ; Gal. iii. 13 [lipyo-

QouTfV ex T% xatdqcv; roTi vo/iov] ; Eph. i. 7 [t^f

oLTtoliirQomw . . . rijv agiiaiv tijtv TzaqaTirwi-id-

Twr] ; Col. i. 14 ; Heb. ii. 17 : freedom from the

guilt of sin. 3. «;ro>li'Tf oicris in the narrower sense,

Rom. v. 17 ; vi. 2 ; vi. 18, 22 ; viii. 2, 21 ; Gal. v.

1 ; Titus ii. 14 ; Heb. ii. 16 ; ver. 18 : freedom from

• [Literally, release or deliverance of prisoners of war or

others from (a:rd) a state of misery or danger by the pay-

ment of a ransom (Xv-rpov, or ivrikvrpo^ as an oqiiiva.ont J

vii. 23 ; i(a.yopi(ti.v, Gal. iii. 13; irepiiroiti<r9<u., Acts :

28 ; KvTpovaeiu, Titus il. 14, all imply the payment of •
Drice.—r. S
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the dominion of sin. The same anoXinoniai^, viewed

in its ultimate aim and effect, means the traiispo-

Bition from tiie condition of the militant to the tri-

umphant Church : Luke xxi. 28 [" the day of re-

demption draweth nigh "] ; Kom. viii. 23 ;
Eph. i.

7, 14 ; iv. 30. The iiao-.MOS is justly represer ,ed

here as the central saving agency of the whole

anolvTQmaui;. [Hodge : Redemption from the wrath

of God^by the blood of Christ. Philippi, Alford,

and others : deliverance from the guilt and pmdxh-

men'- of sin by the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ.

The one of course implies the other.—P. S.]

Ver. 2B.« Whom God set forth. Explana-

tions of Ti^oiO-iro: 1. Previously purposed, de-

signed, decreed (Chrysostorn, CEcumenius, Fritzsehe

[Forbes], and others, with reference to Eph. i. 9) ; f

8. Eypke : subsiituit, nostra loco dedit. Against the

meaning of ;i^»Ti5(//ii.:j: 3. Publicly set forth (Vul-

gate, Luther, Beza, Bengel, De Wette, Philippi,

Meyer, Thoiuck [E. V., Alford, Hodge; also De-

litzsch, Oomtn. on Heb., ix. 5] ). Meyer ;
" This

Bigniflcation of nqoxiOrifii, well known from the

Greek usage (Herod., iii. 148 ; vi. 21 ;
Plato's

Phaidr., p. 113, E., &c.), must be decidedly accepted,

because of the correlation to di; ivSnAiv." § The

peculiar interest of God is indicated by the middle

voice. It was manifested through the crucifijcion

;

compare the discourse of Jesus, in John, where He
compares Himself with the serpent of Moses ; John

iii.
I

This explanation acquires its full weight by the

following i).aaz>jQi,av, a substantive of neuter

form, made from tlie adjective liMariiQioi, which

relates to expiatory acts ; see the Lexicons. In the

Septuagint especially it is the designation of the

mercy-seat, or the lid or cover of the ark, nn'si

,

which was sprinkled by the high-priest with the

blood of the sin-offering once a year, on the great

day of atonement [and over which appeared the

ghekiuah, or doJa to" xvijIov; Lev. xvi. 13-16; Ex.

XXV. 17-22. Comp Bahr : Symbolik des mosaischen

CuUus, 1837, vol. i., p. 379 fif., 387 ff., and Luudius,

* (Olshausen calls this verse the "Acropolis of the
Ohri.stian faith." Among English commentators "Woi-ds-

worth and Hodge are very lull on this verse, especially the
former, whose commentary is very unequal, passing by
many important passages without a word of explanation,

and dwelling upon others with disproportionate length.
Hodge is much more symmetrical, but equally dogmatical.
Of German commentators, comp. Olshausen, Thoiuck, Phi-
lippi, Meyer.—P. S.J

t [Where jrpoTidijfit is used of God's eternal purpose. In
the third passage where Paul employs this verb, Rnm. i. 13,

he means bis own purpose. The E. V. translates correctly,

{hath) t!et forth, but suggests in the margin, foreofdaiued.
This interpretation would not necessarily require, as Meyer
asserts, the infinitive eXvax {qiicjn esse voluit Deus)^ comp.
irpoopi^etv, sKXeyetrdal Tti'a Tt, and Horn. viii. 29 : James
ii. 5. But it is inconsistent with the context ; for Paul
refers to a fact rather than a purpose, and emphasizes the
puhlicity of the fact; comp. TretfiavepiaTai, ver. 21, and eis

ePSeifir, ver. 25.—P. S.]

i [Kypke quotes Euripides, Iphtg. AuL, 1592; but in
tllis passage irpovdi^ice means either simply : Diana set forth
(the sacrificial animal), or she preferred. See Meyer.

—

P. S.]

§ [Meyer adds examples from Eunpides, Thucydides,
Demosthenes, and also irom the LXX., and remarlrs, in a
note, that the Greeks use irporideirdat especially of the ex-
posure of corpses to public virw, and that the Apostle may
tave had this in mind.—P. S.]

U inporidefrdai Tt means to set forth something as his
own to others. Comp. J. Ohr. K. v. Hofmann : Der Schrifi-
hewcis, ii. 1 , p. 337 (2d ed.) : " Nichi bios ein Inieresse hat
QoLt dabei (Meyer, Schmid), sondern sein ist und van ihm
Icommt 67-, den er hinstelltf und er macht ihn zu devit als was
tr ihn hinstelttJ'—Ht, S.]

Jud. Heiligthumer, Hamb. 1711, p. 33 flf.—P. &J
Besides, the settle, or lower platform [ n^l? ] of thi

altar of burnt-offering [Ezek. xliii. 14, 17, 20] was

so named [because the Asarah, like the Capporeth,

was to be sprinkled with the blood of atonement, or

because it was the platform from which the sin-offer

ing was offered.—P. S.]. See also Exod. xxv, 22,

and other places. Explanations: 1. Expiatori/ sa&i

fice, sin-offering {Suhnopfer).* Some siipply SvfKt

[which, however, is unnecessary, Uaory/jtov belny

used as a noun]. (So Clericus, Beiche, De Wette.

KoUner, Fritzsehe [Meyer, Alford, Conybeare ana

Howson, Jowett, Wordsworth, Hodge, Ewald] ). 2.

Ifeans of propitiation ISiihnmittelJ (Vulgate : pro.

pitiatio ; Castellio : placame>itum ; Morns, Usteri,

Ruckert).f 3. The mercy-seat, or covering of thp

ark of tlie covenant [Origen, Theodoret, Theopliy.

lact, Augustine], (Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Grptius,

Calov., Olshausen, Philippi [Thoiuck, Forbes]).

Against the first exposition it may be urged : (a.)

The expiatory offering is not brought to man on

God's part, but man brings it to God by the high-

priest (see Philippi).:); (6). The offering is not piA
liely set forth, (c). The permanence of the opera,

tion of the offering requires another expression, and

this is Christ crucified as the permanent atonement

itself. This sets aside also the second explanation,

which, moreover, is too abstract (Meyer). Argu-

ments in favor of the third explanation : (a.) The

Septuagint [uniformly] has translated P"iS3 , i).aa-

rriqiov (Exod. xxv. 18, 19, 20, 21, &c. [twenty,

six passages according to Fiirst's Hebrew Concord-

ance] ).§ (6.) In Heb. ix. 5, IXaaTii^tav means the

* [This meaning of tAao-TiJptov does not occur in thfl

LXX., hut often in the later Greek writers. See the ex-
amples q^uoted by Meyer in loco, who himself adopts tiiia

explanation. Comp. also the analogous terms x<iptffT^pcQ?

and ivj^a.pttT'rqpiov, ttiank-offering, Kaddpffiov, ojfering foi
pnrijiauifm, o-wTTjptov, saenficiurn pro salute (fletiojJ/ar),

The sense then is this : God set forth Jesus Christ, in tha

sight of the intelligent universe, as a propitiatory sacriflca

for the sins of the world. The choice lies between this and
the third view ; the second having no support in the use ui

language, besides being too abstract. Dr. Lange has made
the third interpretation (mercy-seat) more plausible than

any other commentator. See below. Comp also Philippi,

p. 105 f., and Forbes, p. 166, for the same view.—P. S.1

t [So also Hofmann, I. c, i. 1, p. 340. He takes lAowr-

TTipiov to be essentially the same as t\acr/io5 m 1 Jobn iv.

1() : an-eVTetA.ev rov vthv a-VTOv lAaffjaiSv. The E. V. trans?

lates both words propitialion. Dr. Morrison, in a mono-
graph on Rom. iii., as I leam from Forbes (p. 166), main-
tains that tAao-TiJptov is never used substantively in the

meaning of propitiatory sacrifice, and concludes for the

adjective meaning of " set forth as propiiiatory" which,
as applied to Christ, would designate Him as the anti^

typical fulfilment of all the symbols of propitiation.—
P. S.l

X [Philippi, p. 108, remarks : " The Scripture says, that

Christ offered Himself to God as a propitiatoiy sin-offering.

Heb. ix. 14, 28; Eph. v. 2; John xvii. 19, but not, th«
God oflfered iind exhibited Him to mankind as a sacrifloe.

The sacrifice is not oflfered by God, but to God." But there

is a d'iference between God offering His Son, and Godsef-
ting forth His Son as a sacrifice to flie contemplation of the
world.—P. S.]

8 [The LXX. uses tAatmipioi/ in no other sense, except
in the isolated passage, Ezek. xliii. 14, 17, 20, so that every
Jewish Christian reader of the Romans must at once hiiva

been reminded of the Cappo^-eih in the Holy of holies. Dr,
Hodge, p. 143, asserts that this use of Uaor^ptoi' in thfl

LXX., arose from a mistake of the Hebrew term, whift."

means a cover, .and never the mercy-seat. (So also Gese
nius, Fritzsehe, De 'Wette, and Bleek, Comm. on Beh. ix. !^

vol. iii., p. 499, note 6.) But n"lB3 is not derived from

the unusual KaX of the verb "iBp (to cover. Gen. vi 14),

hut from the Piel "133, which always means, to fm-givt

to propitiate, to atone (Lev. xvi. 33 j Deut. xxxii. 43 ; Ezek,
xliii. 20, 26, &a.), and is th» technical term, in the Mosail
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mercy-seat, (c.) This view is sustained by the idea

pervading the whole Epistle, of the contrast between

the old worship, which was partly heathen and partly

only symbolical, and the real New Testament worship.

The verb n^oiS-no \ad spectandum proponerej

likewise favors it.* As, according to John i. U, the

doEct, or Shekinah, openly appeared in the person

of Christ from the secrecy of the Holy of holies,

and has dwelt among men, so, according to the pres-

ent passage, is the lXaaTtjQi.ov set forth from the

Holy of holies into the publicity of the whole world

for believers. See Zech. Xiii. 1 ; the open fountain,

(rf.) The U.atmJQiOV unites as symbol the different

elements of the atonement. As the covering of the

ark of the covenant itself, it is the throne of the

divine government of the cherubim above, and the

preservation of the law, with its requirements, be-

low. Bat with the sprinkled blood of expiation, it

is a sacrifice offered to God, and therefore the satis-

faction for the demands of the divine law below.

Also Philo called the covering of the ark of the

covenant the symbol of the gi"dcious majesty \Jf.eo>

iMdfiKDq] of God [ Vit. Mos., p. 668 ; comp. Jose-

phup, Antiq. iii. 6, 5.—P. S.].

Meyer [admits that this interpretation agrees with

the usage of the word, especially in the LXS., and
gives good sense by representing Christ as the anti-

typical Capporeth, or mercy-seat ; but, nevertheless,

he] urges against it the following objections : f (a.)

That llaatfjQiov is without the article. But this

*ould exclude the antitype, the Old Testament

tAceo'T'iJfioj'. The requisite articulation is here in

h iii) ainov at^art. [With more reason we might
tmss aXiiD-iVov or ij^wr. Christ may be called OUB
pascha, or the tkije pascha, or the true mercy-neat^

rather than simply pascha or mercy-seat. Yet this

is by no means conclusive.—P. S.] (5.) The name,
in its application to Christ, is too abrupt. Answer

:

Since there must be a place of expiation for every

expiatory offering, the conceptions of places and
offerings of expiation must have been quite familiar

to the readers, not merely to the Jews, but also to

the Gentiles, although here the idea is connected

with the Old Testament symbol, (c.) If Christ

Bhoald be conceived as Cappareth, then the di;

tttunl, for the olDJect and intent of sacrifice. If the word

were formed from the Kal, it would be n"ia3 .
" The

golden lid was called ITlkS , not because it covered the

open ark, but because it subserved the act of expiation
Vnich was here performed " (Bahr, SymboliJc des Mos. Cal-
ius, i., p. 381). The Capporeth was the centre of the pres-
ence and revelation of God, and His glory dwelt over it

between the two cherubim which overshadowed the ark,

and represented the creation. Hence the Holy of holies

was called m'QSri Hia (1 Chron. xxviii. 11). The Pe-

ihito and Vulgate (prnpiliatm-ium) have followed the LXX.
Oorap. also Tholuck, Rom., 5th ed., p. 157, note ; and Ewald,

AUerCh., p. 165. But Ewald and Meyer derve n")B3 from

•ISID in the sense of scabere, to rub off, toforgive ; against

Which Tholuck protests in favor of the usual derivation

from 1S3 . Ewald (I. c, p. 165, 3d ed. of 1866) maintains

,^liat Capporeth cannot mean the plain cover, as if the ark
nad no other, but a second cover or a separate settle (the
jfootetool of Jehovah), which was even more important than
The ark itself, aud is so described, Ezek. xxv. 17-21 ; xxvi.

^ &c. He derives it from "ISD , as scamnum, or scahel-

him from scaberR, and refers to "CJas, 2 Chrou. ix. 18,

'tad to an Ethiopio verb.—P. S.]
* ["Wordsworth, on the contrary, urges irpoiOero as an

fljgnzient against this interpretation, since the mercy-seat
.was not set forth, but concealed from the people and even
abm the priests. But this has no force.—P. S.]

t [Bepeated by Jowett in loc.—V. S.]

'ivdfiii/i> rijq SixaiOdiivijq nlrrou would be im
proper, since the Capporeth must much rather ap.
pear as erditii,!; of divine grace. This objection
rests simply on a defective understanding of the
Pauline idea of righteousness (see above). Accord,
ing to Paul, righteousness is not merely condemna-
tory and putting to death, biit, in its perfect revela.
tion, also delivering and quickening. Grace itself ia

called, on one side, righteousness, on the other, love.
(d.) The conception of Christ as the antitype of the
mercy-seat nowhere returns in the whole New Tes-
tament. Answer : Likewise the types of Christ a*

the antitype of the brazen serpent (John iii. 14), ano
Christ as the curse-offering (Gal. iii. 13), and others,

only occur once, (e.) It has also been objected [but
not by Meyer], that the image does not suit, because
the covering of the ark and the sprinkling of the
blood were two different things. [Hodge : " It ia

common to speak of the blood of a sacrifice, but
not of the blood of the mercy-seat."] In reply to

this, even Meyer observes : Christ is both sacrifice

and high-priest.— On the ignorautly contemptuous
manner in which Riickert and Fritzsche criticise the
proper explanation, see Tholuck. [Fritzsche dis-

misses this interpretation with a frivolous " valeat

ahsurda explicaiio."—P. S.]

Through faith in his blood [Sta niarimq,
iv Tw aiirov a'ifjati,]. Different interpreta-

tions : 1. By faith on His blood (Ir instead of 1 1?

;

Luther, Calvin, Beza, Olshausen [Tholuck, Hodge],
and others). Although the language will permit this

view, the thought is not only obscure, but incorrect,

that God, by faith on the blood of Christ, should

have made Christ himself the throne of grace for

humanity. Faith, in this sense, is a conxegnens, but

not an antecedens, of the established propitiation.

2. The same objection holds good against the con-

struction of Meyer, and others, by which both
clauses, liia. ztj^ niar. and iv tw ai^ov ai/Aarpj

should refer coordinately to niioiO-ito ; namely, so

that faith would be the subjective condition, and the

blood of Christ the objective means of the setting

forth of Christ as the expiatory offering.* An ob-

jective condition should precede the subjective one,

and the propitiation exists before faith, in the sense

of the New Testament idea of salvation. Faith is

therefore the completed faithfulness of Christ (see

ver. 22), which, in the blood of His sacrificial death,

has become the eternal spiritual manifestation and

power for the world. [As in ver. 22, I beg leave

here to differ from this unusual interpretation of

nlatii, and understand this, with other commenta-

tors, more naturally of our faith in Christ ; comp.

xov ex nlariiix; 'ItjiTov at the close of ver. 26. If it

meant the faithfulness of Christ, the Apostle would

probably have added aiVor), as he did before aifiari.

It is better to separate the two classes by a comma
after " faith."—The blood of Christ means His holy

life offered to God as an expiatory sacrifice for the

sins of the world. It is like a healing fountain send,

* [Meyer, in the third and fourth editions, octjects

StA TM5 ?riVreo)5 with iKa.arrjpioi', aud ei- T(f airov aifiali

only with Trpoieero : God sot forth Christ m His blood

(t c, by causing Him to shed His blood, in which hes the

power of the atonement) as a sin-offering, which is effec-

tive through faith. De Wette connects both Sia mirr. and

ei* TO) a.vT. aift. alike with hv npoeOsro iKa(TTT]piov, the

former expressing the means of the subjective nppropna-

tion (das subjective AneignmgsmiaeV), the latter the means

of the objective exhibition (das objective DarstellmgsKitten

of Christ as a propitiatory sacrifioe. So also Alford, wha

seems to follow De Wette (at least In the Romans) morr

than any other commentator.—P. S.]
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tng forth streams through the channel of faith to wash

away the guilty stains of sin.—P. S.]

For the demonstration of his righteous-

ness [fic; evtlfi'ii'V t)j<i Sv^avoavvric av-

T Ti ]. In order to perfectly reveal and establish it.

The divergent interpretations of the word rftzat-

oaiivK indicate how difficult it has been for the-

ology to regard God's righteousness as grace which

produces righteousness. Truthfulness [contrary to

the meaning of ISi,y.ai,o<Tvvrf\, (Ambrose, Beza [Tur-

retin, Hammond], and others)
;
goodness (Theodo-

ret, Grotius [Koppe, Eeiche, Tittmann], and others)

;

holiness (Neander, Fritzsche [Lipsius] ) ;
judicial

righteousness (Mever* [De Wette, Tholuck, Phi-

lippi, Alford, Wordsworth, Hodge] ) ;
justifying, or

sin-forgiving righteousness (Cbrysostom, Augustine,

and others); the righteousness which God gives

[which would be a superfluous repetition of ver. 21,

and inconsistent with ver. 26,] (Luther, and others)

;

[Stuart, and others : God's method of justification,

which Sixaioalivt] never means.—P. S.]. It is rather

the righteousness of God in the fuhuss of its revela-

tion, as it proceeds from God, requires and accom-

plishes through Christ the expiation of the law, and

institutes the righteousness of faith by justification as

the principle of the righteousness of the new hfe.f

For the righteousness of God, Uke His truth, om-

nipotence, and love, forms an unbroken and direct

beam from His heart, until it appears in renewed

humanity.

Because of (or, on account of) the pree-

termission (passing over), [i. e., because He had

allowed the sins of the race which were committed

before Christ's death to pass by impunished, whereby

His righteousness was obscured, and hence the need

of a demonstration or manifestation in the atoning

sacrifice, that fully justified the demands of right-

eousness, and at the same time effected a complete

remission of sins, and justification of the sinner,

—

P. S.]. The nd^iaii; must not be confounded

with the aqiiaut;, as Cocoei\is has proved in a spe-

cial treatise, De utilitate distinction's inter TiditfCTbV

et atpfCiv (0pp. t. vii.). [Comp. Textual Note ".] The
judicial government of God was not administered in

the ante-Christian period, either by the sacrifici.il fire

of the Israelitish theocracy, or by the manifestations

of wrath to the old world, both Jews and Gentiles,

as a perfect and general judgment. Notwithstand-

ing all the relative punishments and propitiations,

God allowed sin, in its full measure, especially in its

inward character, to pass unpunished in the prelimi-

nary stages of expiation and judgment, until the day of

the completed revelation of His righteousness. For
this reason, the time of the TidiiirTo!; is denoted as

the time of the dvo/ij. God permitted the Gentiles

to walk in their own ways (Ps. Ixxxi. 12 ; cxivii.

20 ; Acts xiv. 16) ; He overlooked, or winked at, the

times of this ignorance (Acts xvii. 30). But among

* [Meyer, p. 146 (4tli ed.) : " In fhe strict sense, the ju-
dicial (more particularly the punitive.) righteousness, Trliich

demanded a holy satisfaction, and secured it in the atoning
Bacrifice of Christ." De "Wette (and, after him, Alford)

;

*' This idea alone suits the 6i«atoOc, which is likewise ju-
dicial. A sin-offering excites, on the one hand, the feeling
of guilt, and is expiation ; on the other, it produces pardon
and peace ; and thus Christ's death is not only a proof of
God's grace, but also of His judicial righteousness, which
requires puuishment and expiation (2 Cor. v. 21). Here is

B loundaiion for the Ansolmic theory of satisfaction, but
not for its grossly anthrnpopathic execution."—P. 3.]

t [Forbes, p. 168: *' God's judicial righteousness in both
Its aspects, of sin-condemning and sin-forgiving righteoua-
ness."—P. S.]

the Jews, one of the two goats which was let loose

in the wilderness on the great day of atonement,

represented symbolically the ndpiau; (Lev. xvi. 10).

This is not only a transcendent fact, but one that is

also immanent in the world. The fact that the ad.

ministrators of the theocracy, in connection with the

Gentile world, have crucified Christ, proves the in.

ability of the theocracy to afford a fundamental re-

lief of the world from guilt.*—Of sins previ-

ously committed. The sins of the whole world

are meant, but as an aggregate of individual sins

;

because righteousness does not punish sin until it

has become manifest and mature in actual individual

sins. [Comp. the similar expression, Heb. ix. 16:

ili dnoi.inQuxji.v tmv knl TJj n^onri d'MO^^xri 7ia,^a-

fid<rfo)V. This parallel passage, as well as the wcirda

ev TM vT'V xawoi, in ver. 26, plainly show that the

TiQoyiyovora afiaijrijfiara are not the sins of each

man which precede his conversion (Calov., Mehring,

and others), but the sins of all men before the ad-

vent, or, more correctly speaking, before the atoning

death of Christ. Comp. also Acts xv. 30: Toii?

/^oroii? T^i; ayvoioui vniquKiv 6 S-ioi;. Philippi

confines the expression to the sins of the Jewish

people, in strict conformity to Heb. ix. ] 5 ;
but here

the Apostle had just proven the universal sinfulness

and guilt, and now speaks of the universal redemp-

tion of Christ.—P. S.]

Vers. 25, 26. Under the forbearance of God
for the demonstration [ Unter der Geduld Gottei

zu der Erweisung, Iv rri dvo/fi Toii fi-foii,

&;c.]. Construction : 1. Olcumeniusi Luther [Riick-

ert, Ewald, Hodge], and others, refer the dvoxfi

to TTooyiyovotiov [i. e., committed during the for-

bearance of God ; comp. Acts xvii. 20. This gives

good sense, but would require, as Meyer says, a dif-

ferent position of the words, viz., tmi' a/ia^t. rliir

nqoyfyov. iv rfi dv. r. &.—P. S.]. 2. Meyer re-

fers the forbearance to naQiait;, in consequence of

indulgence or toleration, as the ground of the pass-

ing over. [So also Philippi]. 3. Eeiche : fU h-

cJfttn' T^; Si,/.aioai<vrjii ; the {Ji./.ctto(r. having been

manifested partly in the forgiveness of sins, and

* [Dr. Hodge, from fear of Romanizing inferences, takea

irapetrt? in the sense of a<^€<Tts, aud adopts the false transla-

tion of the Vulgate 7?)'(ij3^^r remissionem, "because God had

overlooked or pardoned sin from the beginning." . . . "To
say God did nof: punish sins under the Old Dispensation, il

only a iliiferent way of saying that He pardoned them. So,

* not to impnte iniquity,' is the negative statement of jus-

tification." Comp. against this, Ti'xlual Note ^. Hodge
goes on to say (p. 150): "This passage is one of the

few which theltomanists quote in support of their doc-

trine tiiat there was no real pardon, justification, or sal-

vation before the advent of Christ. The ancient be-

lievers, at death, according to their doctrine, did not pass

into bt'aven, but into the limhus patrum, where they con-

tinued in a semi-conscious state until Christ's d&scensus ad
inferos for their deliverance. The modem transcendental

theologians of Germany, who approach Romanism in sc

many other points [?], agree with the Papists also here

Thus Olehausen says, ' Under the Old Testament there was

no real, but only a symbolical forgiveness of sins.' Oar
Lord, however, speaks of Abraham as in heaven ; and the

Psalms are filled with petitions and thanksgiving for God'a

pardoning mercy." But how will Dr. Hodge on his theory

explain the Old Testament doctrine of Sheol or Hades be-

fore Christ's resurrection, and such passages as Heh. ix.

15 ; xi. 39, 40; Acts xiii. 39, which liliewise plainly teach

the incompleteness of the Old Testament salvation before

the advent of Christ ? There certainly can be no remission

of sin without the sacrifice of Christ ; and whatever remifl-

slon there was under the Old Dispensation, was granted and
enjoyed only by reason of the retrospective efficacy, and In

trustful anticipation of that sacrifice. But anticipation &lli

far short of the aotual reality. Tholuck calls the atonement
of Christ not unaptly "the Divine theodicy for the past Wi»
tory of the world."—P. S.]
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partly in tho delay of punishment. [This implies a

wrong view of Am and Sixcuoa. ; Meyer.—P. S.]

i. We connect the arc//} with the following 7zgo(;

Tijv ivSniw (ver. 26) into one idea,* and suppose

here a brief form of expression, by whicli nooyiyo-

roTM»' must be again supplied before avo/rj. The
TCaqtmii must by all means be connected with the

avoxij ; but it is not operative by virtue of this

alone. The avo/rj denotes the old time as the

peiiod of God's prevailing forbearance, to the end

that He may reveal His perfect righteousness in the

future decisive time. The natjiau;, on the con-

trary, appeared at that time as the supplement of

the propitiatory and retributive judgments which

had already commenced as preliminaries. For this

reason, the f iq 'ivSfiiiv (ver. 25) is not the same
AS 7tQb<i T^r 'ivSn-ii,v (ver. 26). The first 'iv

Siiiui, as the judicial righteousness revealing itself in

the blood of Christ, has supplemented the ndqiau;.

The second 'i-v/lfi^ui; is the purpose of the aro///,

the fully accomplished 'irSfitii;, which branches off in

penal righteousness, and in justifying righteousness

to him who " is of the faith Of Jesus, and draws faith

from His fountain of faith." The lU should there-

fore not be confounded with the nqoii (Meyer).f

Ver. 26. [At this present time, Iv rm vvv
*aiqm, not opposed to \v xfi dvox'fl (Bengel,

Hodge), but rather to ;rfd in npoyiyovorow, and

added emphatically. The time ot Christ is -, time

of critical decision, when the najjiim is at an end,

and man must either accept the fuU remission

(aipfCTi?) of sin, or expose himself to the judgment

of a righteous God.—P. S.]—That He may be
just and the justifier, &c. [fti; to ilvai,

ai?T6v dinabov nal dmat'O vvra rbv ex

jii(Ttfo>q^I-iiaoTi. The lii; expresses not merely

the result, but the design of God in exhibiting

Christ to the world as the mercy-seat.—P. S.l

We emphasize avrov, one and the same (dn una

derselbe).X That He may be—that is, that He ma,y

plainly appear [and be recognized by men in this

twofold character as the Just One and the Justifier

of the sinner]. The righteousness of God in the death

of Christ has fully revealed that which the human
view of the early and later times found so difficult

to grasp ; namely, righteousness and forbparance or

iove in one spirit, condemnation and deliverance in

one act, killing and giving new life in one operation.

[Bengel : ''Summum hie habeiurparadoxon evav-

gelieum; nam in lec/e conspicitur Deus Justus et con-

demnans, in evangelic Justus ipse et justificans peeea-

torem." This apparent contradiction is solved, ob-

jectively, in the love of God, which is the beginning

and the end of his ways ; and, subjectively, in faith

(tox ix Ttiatf (!)<;), by which the sinner becomes one

With Christ. In the death of Christ, God punished

* [Hence Dr. liange, in his translation, makes a period

ftfter ajiiapTTjjuaTMi'. I prefer the construction of Meyer and
Pnilippi SIS being more natural. The ixov^ must not be

confounded with x«P'5 : the former suspends and puts off

the judgment by irapent, the latter abolishes the guilt of

nn by ajkeo-is.—P. 8.]

t [Meyer: "irpJs ttiv li/Seiftv, Wiederaufnahme
da tis epSeifii/, ver. 25, und zwar dhne. Si, ver. 22,

wob''i ets mit dem gj^ichbedeu'.enden n-pos absicktsloa vp,r-

taxxhsl ist, der AHikd ahir dur Vorstdlung der iestimm-

ten, g&scJiichlHch gegebenen li'ficifis dievt, vias dem Fort-

Mchntte der Darslellung entrpricht." So also Tholuck and
Philipni. The latter commentator explains the exchange
of Trprfff for eis from euphony, to avoid the threefold repe-

tition of eis (eis evS., ver. 25 ; ets to etcat, ver. 26).—P. 9.]

i [Meyer takes auTtSs simply as the pronoun of the third

person. It evidently belongs both to hiKaiov and BiKai-

•WTa.—P. S.]

sin and saved the sinner, and Divine jcstice was vin
dicated in the luUest display and triumph of redeem-
ing love. Not that the Father poured the vials ol
His wrath upon His innocent afid beloved Son (a»

the doctrine is sometimes caricatured), but the Son
voluntarily, in infinite love, and by the eternal coun
sel and with tlie consent of the holy and merciful

Father, assumed the whole curse of sin, and, as the

representative head of the human family, in its stead

and for its benefit. He fully satisfied the demands of

Divine justice by His perfect, active and passive obe-

dience. His sacrifice, as the sacrifice of the eternal

Son of God in union with human nature, without Mn
is of infinite value both as to extent and duration

while the Old Testament sacrifices were merely an
tioipatory, preparatory, and temporary. Justification

is here represented as the immediate effect of Christ's

atoning death. On Sixcuom, comp. the Execi. Notes on
ver. 24, and also Doctrinal, below. No. 6. Wordsworth
has a long note here on the doctrine of justification.

He likewise maintains that SixaMui (and p'^ISfl ) in

the LSX. and in the New Testament means, not to

make righteous, but to account and declare righteous,

and to regard and treat as such, in opposition to

condemning and pronouncing guilty. But he insists

also, that we are actually made righteous by our

union with Christ, and that God's righteousness is

not only imputed, but also imparted to us in Him
who is " the Lord our Righteousness." This work
of infusion of grace, however, is not properly called

justification, but sanctification, Comp. vi. 22

:

" Being freed from sin, and made serwants unto

Gof-^i. e., being justified—ye have your fruit unto

holiness "—this is sanctification.—P. S.]

SECONn Paeagraph (vehs. 27-31).

Ver. 27. Where, then, is the boasting ? This

announces the great conclusion from the foregoing.

The lively expression of the paragraph arises from

the triumphant confidence of the Apostle. [Ben-

gel: TroTi, particula victoriosa-l The naii/i/ffti;

[gloriatio] is certainly not the same as y.ai'Xiifia

[gloriandi materia], subject of boasting (Reiche);

but yet it is not exactly bragging (Meyer), since in

many persons boasting of the law arose from dog-

matic error. Jewish boasting is especially meant

here,* but not exclusively, for the general conclu-

sion is here drawn in reference to the righteousness

of the Jews and Gentiles (see ver. 19).
_
With the

negation of the zaii/j?<"«, the y.aiytiiia is also de-

nied at the same time.—It is excluded. Perhaps

the expression is here chosen with reference to the

limits of the court of justice. The law excludes

unqualified plaintiffs and defendants.—By what

law? (By the law) of works? Since the

Mosaic law was a law of works in form only, and

not in spirit (see chap. vii. 7), the question presup.

poses that there is no such law of works ;
the spirit

of the law is the law of faith. But the meaning of

the question itself is : the law, as such, erroneously

made a mere law of works, is too imperfectly de-

veloped in its operation to exclude boasting (see

• [Hence the article n, which seems to refer to th«

«avy,o-« already spoken of in chap.ii. 17; in. 9, <!omp.

below, ver. 29. So Chrysostom, Theodoret (to v,;,jXor ™»
•lovsIJr*po.^,.a), Bengel, Euekert, Tholuck Ph,hpp,^

Mever, Alford while Eritzsche, Hodge, and otheis, takt

till feneral' sense of the boasting of the si^er^^tcTi

God; which, of course, includes the boasting of the Jem
over'the Gentiles.—P. S.l
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Matt. xix. 20.—By the law of faith. According

to Meyer, the Apostle speaks of the law of iaith

because the gospel prescribes I'aith as the condition

of salvation. According to Tholuck and De Wette,

the word viao<; has here the idea of a religions

rule {norma).* But, according to ver. 31, the

Apostle will completely establish the same law, for

the maKing void of which the Jew charged him.

The same revealed law which, in its analytical char-

acter—that is, in its single commandments—bears

the appearance of a law of single works, is, in its

synthetical character, recognized as one, a law of

faith (Deut. vi. 4, 5; Mark xii. 29; James ii.lO);

because, as our solioolmaster to lead us to Christ, it

leads to faith, and iu Him first comes to man as the

objective principle of faith, and then, as the subjec-

tive principle of faith, it becomes the law
^
of the

new life. [With vofioq niatimq, comp.^ vnay.oif

niatimq, i. 5 ; )'o,hos tou 7Zvfv,uaroi; tifi uuiTii, viii.

2; 'ivvonoi; X(jiatou, 1 Cor. ix. 21; w^oe tilnoq

rT/q l/.H'S-njiaii, James i. 25 ;
ii. 12—all going to

show that the liberty of the gospel has nothing to

do with license and aiitinomiaiiism.—P. S.]

Ver. 28. Therefore [For] we judge. Xo-

yito/i f 0-a [censemxis, comp. ii. 3 ; viii. 18 ; 2 Cor.

xi. 5], is not, we infer, nor merely, we think, reckon

(Tholuck [Alford, Hodge] ), which, with the read-

ing ydf), would not even make good sense. The ex-

pressio'n, " For we think," would be an odd method

of demonstration. It is not the subjective fact of

iustification which establishes the objective economy

of salvation already described ; but it is this objec-

tive economy which, on the one hand, excludes false

justification, namely, that which is by works ; and,

on the other hand, establishes real justification, that

whicli is by faith. We must consider also that tlie

Apostle lays down the statement of ver. 28 as the

principal proposition to the entire following argu-

ment, but will not apply it as proof for the negative

statement, that man is not justified by works.—By
faith [niareo = Sm niimntc, instrumental cause].

Luther's addition of alone {dwell den Glauben

allein] is defended by Tholuck (the Nuremberg
edition of the Bible of 1483 also reads, only by

faith). Meyer properly remarks : It does not be-

long to the translation, but it is justified by the con-

text as an explanation.f—Without works of the

* [So :^l8o Alford anrl Hodge :
'• vo^os is not used here

In its ordinary sense. The general idea, however, of a rule

of action i.s retained."—P. S.]

t [This is very true. Luther's alJein is correct in suh-
ttance, and appropriate as a gloss or in a paraphrase, hut
has no business in the text. It is a logical inference from
the conte.'ct, and is equivalent to the eav it.r) in the parallel
passage, Gal. ii. 16. The Latin Vulg:ite had taken the
eame liberty, it is true, m other cases ; and, in this very
verse, Luther's insertion can he justified by Catholic ver-
sions, viz., the oldest Gennan Catholic Bible of Nuremberg
(published 1483, the year of Luther's birth), which reads :

BUR darch dcii 01., and two Italian versions (of Geno;i,
1176, and Venice, 1538, pf.v la sola fedr). Even Erasmus
defended Luther iu this case, and said: " Vox sola tot

clamoribitft lapfdata hoc sx-culo in Lulhero, revp.renter in
Patnhus [?1 audHitr.^* Comp. Wolf, Koppe, Tholuck, and
Philippl ill loco. ISTevertheless, the insertion of the "sola"
in the translation was unnecessary and unwise, and, in the
eyes of Romanists, it gave some plausibility to the unjust
charge of fulsifying the Sctipturcs. It brought Paul into
direct verbal (though no real) condict with James, when he
Bays that by " works man is justified, and not by faith only"
{pvit ^K 7rtV7««5 liovof, ii. 24). The dogmatic formula, sola

fide (hence the term solifdianium), has become a .watch-
word of evangelical Protestantism, and, rightly under-
Btood

—

i. c, in the sense of gratia sola—it expresses a most
precious truth, which can never be sacrificed. But it must
l-ot be confounded vfith futu solitaria, a faith that is and
rtmaiiis alone. The xwpW e'pywi' Wfiou must he connected

law. This naturally refers to (hxaioT'ijOai,, but not

to faith. In the process of justification, the worki

of the law do not come into cooperation. [Hodges

"To be justified without works, is to be justified

without any thing in ourselves to merit justification.

The works of the law must be the works of the

moral law, because the proposition is general, em-

bracing Gentiles as woU as Jews. . . . The AposO*

excludes every thing subjective. He places the

ground of justification out of ourselves." Yet faith

is something subjective, by which the objective

ground of justification is personally appropriated,

and made available for our benefit.—P. S.]

Ver. 29. Or is he the God of the Jews
only ? [Or, in case that what was said in ver. 28

should be called in doubt. Vers. 29, 30 furnish an

additional striking proof for ver. 28 ; Meyer.—P. S.l

(Ivat, rivoi, to belong to some one. The Rabbinical,

and subsequently the Talmudic Jews, certainly as.

sumed that God was merely the God of the Jews

(see Tholuck, p. 162. Meyer refers to Eisenmeng.

er's Entdecktes Judenthum, i. p. 587).—Paul can dB-

clare, without further proof : Yes, of the Gentilgg

also. The Apostle does not have here in mind

chiefly the utterances of the prophets, as TholuCk

supposes, but the same fact of Christian experience

to which Peter refers, Acts x. 46 ff. ; xv. 9 ; and to

which he himself refers in Gal. iii. 5. The Old Tes-

lament witnesses were explained and confirmed by

the fact of the salvation of the Gentiles by faith, by

which fact also his apostleship to the Gentiles was

first completely sealed (see 1 Cor. ix. 2). [God ia

not a national, but a universal God, and offers salva.

tion to Gentiles and Jews on precisely the same

terras. Hodge : " These sublime truths are so famil.

iar to our minds, that they have, in a measure, loBt

their power ; but as to the Jew, enthralled all his life

in his narrow national and religious prejudices, they

must have expanded his whole soul with unwonted

emotions of wonder, gratitude, and joy."—P. S.]

Ver. 30. Seeing it is one God. The BTtdni^,

since [alldieweil, introducing something that can-

not be doubted]. According to Meyer, the weight

with the verb, not with Trttrret. The Bible never says

;

" faith justifies," hut, " we are justified by faith (iri<rr«)i"

because faith comes into view here simply as a means, ot

as the hpyavov XijiTTiKiii/ which apprehends and appropri-

ates Christ ; and hence it is by faith, without the coopera-

tion of works, that we are justified. But faith is neverthe-

less the fruitful source of all good works. " Fides sola

justificat, at nee est, ncc manet sola : inirinsecus operatur si

exlrinsecus." The more full and correct formula would

he : Gratia sola justificamur perfidem qute Christi jastUiOAtl

apprehendit et per caritatein operatur (irt(ms 6i* Ay*^*^

Iviftyovfxh'rf), or salvation by grace alone as apprehendel

by a living faith. Justifying faith purifies the heart, over-

comes the world, and abounds in fruits of righteousness.

It is impossible truly to believe in Christ, without partalc-

ing of the power of His holy life. Wordsworth in toe. hltH

the point, when he says ; " Though it is by faith we are

justified, and by faith only, yet not by such a faith as has

no works springing out of it. Every such faith is a dead

faith. And yet it is not from the works that spring out ef

faith, but from the faith which is the root of works, that

all are justified," In other words, it is not by faith as an
active or working, hut by faith as a receptive or appropriating

principle, by which we are justified ;
yet that which faith re-

ceives is a power of life which must at once manifest itself in

good works. It is but just to Luther to add, that he taugh
most clearly and forcibly this inseparable connection between

faith and worlds. I shall quote but one passage from his ad-

mirable preface to the Epistle to the Romans :
*' O es ist cm

lebendig, gesch&ftig, tlidtig, mdchtig Ding Mm den Glauben,

dass es unmoglich ist, dass er nicht ohne Unterlass soUte Gutei

wirkcn. Er fragt auch nicht, oh gnie Werkc zu thun sind,

sond&rn ehe man fragt, hat er sie geihan, und ist immer im
Tliun, . . . Also dass unmoglich ist, Werlc vom Qlauben «t

scheidtn ; ja, so unmoglich, als brennen und leuchten vtm
Feuer mag geschieden werdan," Comp. p, 140, Ko. 9,—P. Sil
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of the proof rests on the unity of God, Monothe-
km ; but the context puts the weight upon the fact

that the justification of the Jews and Gentiles as one
divuie fact—which therefore appears to bo divided

into two parts—must be traced to one and the same
God.—The future Sitabiixsn is certainly not used
for the present Si,-/.aiol (Grotius \more Hebrceormn],
and others), still less does it refer to the universal

_udgmeut (Beza, Fritzsche); but it assumes the ex-

perience that Jews and Gentiles are abeady justified,

ill oMer to give prominence to the future established

by it ; namely, that Jews and Gentiles will be jus-

tified. [The future (= prasens futurabile) ex-

presses the permanent purpose and continued power
of justification in every case that may occur ; comp.
the future in ver. 20 and v. 19. Erasmus :

" Respexii

ad eos qui adhuc essent in Judaismo seu pagania-
«(o."— P. S.]— Circumcision by faith. It is

reiBarkiible that there is not only a change of the

prepositions ix and Sm, but also that the article

stands with the latter, but not with the former.
Meyer regards the change of prepositions, as well as

the disappearance of the article from ex, as a matter
of indift'erence.* Calvin observes in the change of
the prepositions ix and Sid a certain irony : "Si quis

wM habere differentiatn gentilis a Judceo, hanc ha-

beat, quod ille pee Jtdem, hie vera ex Jide justiiiam

eonseqxiitur " (from Tholuck, p. 162). Meyer prop-

erly regards this explanation as strange. But indif-

ference as to the form of expression would be equal-

ly strange. There seems in reality to be a double
form of breviloquence here : He will justify the cir-

cumcision (which is a circumcision by i'aith) by
filith ; for the real Jew has already a germinat-

ing faith ; and He will justify the uncircumoision

(that which through faith has become circumcision)

through the faith. Or, more briefly: To the genuine
Jew, saving faith, as to its germ, is something
already at hand, and justification arises from the

completion of the same, just as the fruit from the

tree. But to the Gentile, faith is offered as a foreign

means of salvation, f
Ver. 31. Do we then make void the law ?

5^he question here arises, whether ver. 31 constitutes

the conclusion of the preceding train of thought, or

whether it opens the new train of thought which
begins with chap. iv. 1, and extends throughout the

chapter. The former acceptation has prevailed since

.^.ugustine as the preferable one (Beza, Melanchthon,
'Jholuck, Philippi [Hodge]

)
; the latter (conform-

* [So also Hodge, since Paul uses both forms indiscrim-
inately ; «, in i. 17 ; iii. 20 ; iv. 16 ; and Sui, in iii. 22, 25

;

Gal. ii. 16, and sometimes fixst the one and then the otlier,

in the same conntction. Comp. the English prepositions
ty^ and through. According to De Wette and Alford, ck
rt'iTTeue, by faiiliy expresses the objective ground; 6ta rijff

^^<TT€«s, through his (their) faith, the subjective medium of
justification. Jowett connects Ik iriVrea)? with ireptTOfi^v,

the circumcision which is /ty faith, and thereby destioys the
correspondencs! to the other member. Green (ffr., p. 300,
as quoted by Alford) refers Sia t^5 niaTeb}^ to Trt'crTews just
Bientioned, by the instrumentality of the identical faith
viliich operates in the case of the circumcised, Bengel

:

' Judtei pridem in jide fuerant ; gentiles jtdem ab illis

tectnsnacti erant,"—T. S.'l

t [Very similar is the interpretation of "Wordsworth

:

The Jews, or children of Abraham, are justified out of or
/ratii (U) the faith which Abraham their fether had, and
vrfaich they are supposed to have in him, being already in
the TOvenant with Qiid in Christ. The Gentiles, oi efu,
CBUst enter that do»r of the faith of Abraham, and pass
^rovgh it (Siti), in order to be justified, '^kere is but one
uhifrch from the beginning. Abraham and .is seed are tn
the household of faith in Christ, but they Must live and
act from its spirit ; the heathen must enitr the house
tkrmgh the door of that feith in Him.—P. S.]

ably to Theodoret, Pelagius) has been maintained b^
Semler, and others, and by De Wette and Meyer
According to Meyer, the Apostle, I'rom chap. iii. 33
to iv. 26, proves the harmony of the doctrine of jua-
tifioation by faith with the law, by what has been
said in the law about Abraham's justification. Meyei
urges against the former view, that then this very
important sentence appears merely as an abrupt cate-
gorical assertion ; and Philippi's reply, that chap,
viii. 1 continues it further, certainly does not relieve
tlie matter. But Tholuck justly remarks against
the second view, that then a ydq, instead of oiV,
would be naturally expected in chap. iv. 1. [Be-
sides, the main object of Paul here is to show the
true method of justification, and not the agreement
of the law and the gospel.—P. S.l This much is

clear : that ver. 31 constitutes the transition to
chap. iv. But, in itself, it serves as the conclusion
of the paragraph from vers. 27-30, in that it brings
out the relation of the experimental fact that there
are believing Gentiles—to the law. Paul had shown
that the justification of the Gentiles, with the justifi.

cation of the Jews, is to be traced back to one ana
the same God. By this means, he says, the law is

not made void, but established. How far estab-

lished ? The answer is furnished by the preceding
verses : As far as the unity of God, which underlies

the law, is glorified by the harmony of His saving

operations among Jews and Gentiles. Particularism

weakens the law, because it makes the law the stat-

ute of a national God. The universal Monotheism
of Christianity, proved by the universal justification

of believers, first properly estabhshes the law in its

true character, by making plain the universal charac-

ter of the lawgiver.—The sentiment, Do we then

make void the law ? is sufiSciently repelled by the

emotional expression, ^tuj yivoizo. Far be it!

by no means ! But the opposite sentiment, We
establish the law, has been already proved by the

fact that the law is defined as the law of faith, and
has been traced back to the God of the Jews and
Gentiles. This is indeed extended further in what
follows, yet not in the form of a continued proof,

but in the form of a new scriptural argument. The
question, How far does Paul, or Christianity es-

tablish the law ? has been variously answered

;

see Tholuck, p. 163. Chrysostom, and others, say,

that the salvation in Christ is the end of the law.

Most expositors ho)d that the law is fulfilled by the

new obedience, chap. vi. and viii. 4 [by love, which is

called "the fulfilment of the law;" xiii. 10. Augus-

tine, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Calov., Philippi.—P. S.j.

Tholuck thinks that the testimony of the rd/ioi and

the Tzqoii'TJTai, is meant. But this is not a ne^
lardvai, ; nor would the continuation in chap. iv. be

a new hndvat, from this point of view ; it is only a

new proof for the righteousness by faith ; the proof

from Scripture. The Apostle glorifies and estab-

lishes the law on a new and broader foundation,^ by

representing it as a unit, by tracing it to its principle

of life, and enlarging its contents from the Jewish

particularism to the universality of the revelatior

of the living God of all men. Thus the Mosaic law,

as the type of the Mosaic religion, is glorified so far

as it is the representative of all the legal elementa

of religion in general.*

• [Comp. a long note of Wordsworth in loo., who assi^
no less than twelve reasons for the assertion of ver. 21, viz.,

because the doctrine of justification is grounded on the testi-

mony of the law that all are under sin ; because the eacrifios

of Christ was pre-announcedby the passover, and other sacn
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COCTEINAI, AND ETHICAL.

riBBT PiKAGEirH (VEES. 21-26).

1. As the Old Testament, according to ver. 21,

has testified of tlie righteousness of faith contained

in the New Testament, so does the New Testament

—as the perfect revelation of God's righteousness

—

bear witness to the holiness of the law in the Old

Testament.

2. It is a defective and inorganic view to believe

that, as far as the single attributes of God are con-

cerned, in the New Testament His justice is less

prominent than in the Old, in order that His love

may appear more prominent. On the contrary, the

revelation of His justice is first completed in the

New Testament. It is here completed so grandly,

that, in proportion to this completion, the Old Tes-

tament revelation of justice may be regarded as still

veiled. The same may be said of all the Divine

attributes. In the New Testament they have a kill-

ing and a vivifying

—

i. «., creative effeci. The jus-

tice in union with love is grace. In the Old Testa-

ment, however, justice appears mainly in its punitive

aspect.

3. On the double form and kind of faith, see the

£!xeff. Notes on ver. 22.

4. Also on the dola Oiov, see Exeg. Notes on

ver. 23. As the SmaMavvij is the internal part of

the Divine ijoja, so is the want of i)'6ia on man's

part the evidence of his want of Sixaioavvij. The
eame connection is likewise exhibited in the life of

faith. The tlota^iaO-ai arises from the Sixauova 9ai,

(chap. viii. 30).

5. Tlie doctrine of y«.s^2^ca(zo7i. On the rftxat-

ovv, see chap. ii. 13, and the section relating there-

to. On the fact that it is under the f)L/.aimia S-ai'

that man's utter want of personal righteousness first

becomes prominent, see tlie Exeg. Notes on ver. 21.

The evangelical definition per jidem is opposed to

the Roman Catholic definition propter fidem. The
form propter fidem has a double sense. If faith is

understood as merit, the order of the work of sal-

vation is reversed, and its causality is transferred to

man. It is very clear from the present tense Si'V.at^

otiaSai (ver. 28), that the Apostle distinguishes here,

and throughout, between redemption and justifica-

tion. Christ is, indeed, effectively the righteousness

of believers, and virtually the righteousness of hu-

manity, and so far could the redemption be once
loosely denominated justification. Tet the Apostle's

usage of language is far above this indefiniteness,

and chap. viii. 30 proves conclusively (comp. chap.

V. 18) that he regards justification as a part of the

flees of the law ; because the law reveals God as a just Judge,
who needs an adequate propitiation for sin ; because the
death of Christ is such a propitiation ; because Christ has, by
His perfect obed'eiice to the law, established its dignity;
because justification by faith obliges men to new degrees of
love and gratitude to God, &e., &c. But these are all .sub-

ordinate points.—In one sense the law is abolished, as a type
and shadow of things to come ; as a killing letter, with jts

curse ; comp. Eph. ii. 25 ; Gal.iii. 13; but as to its moral con-
tents, as the expression of the holy will of God, as a rule of
conduct, it was perfectly fuliill 3d by Christ, and 1c constantly
falfilledby every believer in love to "God aud luvg lo our neigh-
bor. The decalogue is a national code in ./bz-m, a universal
5od& in spirit and ufffi. This applies to all the Ten Com-
DQandments, from which we cannot take out one (say the
second, or the fourth) without tolU'- -ig the beauty, har-
mony, aud completeness of thp ....-e. Chrisc has settled
that question in Hia iuterpremtiot: of the law, by the fun-
daraenlal principle of the magna ch.nita of the kingdom of
beaven, as laid down Matt. v. 17 il.—P. S.]

plan of salvation. The connection between tk
Sixaloiai,!;—which grace effects in every believei

after the yJ.rjaiq—aud the Uaa/uoi;, consists in this

:

that Christ, as the perfect d'iy.aioina, is, by tha

gospel, offered to men, that He is set forth aa

iXaarti(ii.ov. (Lipsius, in a monograph entitled Tht

Pauline Ooctrine of Justification, >853, holds that

the Sinavoavvri is the condition of righteousness, and

that every one is SUaioq who is just what hie de»

tination requires he should be. The author's can.

elusion is, that Paul, in no single passage, compel!

us to divide the divine operation—the result of

which is the (preliminary) human Sr/.ai-offvvfi—into

two distinct and separate acts, the actus efiiciens and

the actus declaratorius, in such a manner that the lat-

ter only may be called dixawov.)—The way for the

Protestant doctrine of justification was prepared by

the sound productions of the mysticism of the Mid-

dle Ages ; for example, in " German Theology." *

This book contrasts selfdom, or egoism, with entire

self-surrender to God and His will, and thereby

indicates the deepest ground for the sinner's justifi.

cation by faith. Justification, as the appropriatioa

of Christ's dixamna, makes the gospel, through the

power of the Holy Ghost, an individual and special

absolution from the guilt of sin, which the helievei

experiences in peace of conscience and freedom. II

makes the objective iSi,y.almfia in Christ his subjee.

tive dr/Mmrrivi]. Justification is essentially a pro.

nouncing righteous, but by the creative declaration

of God ;
therefore it is also a making righteous, in

the sense that it is the communication of a new

principle of life, yet in such a way that this new
principle of life must ever be regarded as the pure

effect of Christ, and not in any way as the cawe of

justification. The one gracious act of justification

is divided into two acts : 1. The offer of the ifczottw/ioi

for faith until faith is awaked by free grace ; 2. Ac-

counting faith as righteousness. The effects of jus-

tification are, negatively, liberation from the guilt,

the curse, and punishment of sin ; and, positively,

adoption or sonship, by which the believer's filial

relation—that is, the decision of his individual re-

generation, and his translation into the state of peace

—is pronounced. In the old Protestant theology,

justification has been variously confounded too much
with the redemption itself; while in our day, as was

already the case with Osiander [died 1552], it has

often been far too much identified with sanctificalion,

[Additional remarks on the doctrine of jiistificO'

t/ion by faith, or rather hy free grace through faith

in Christ.

{a.) Its importance and position in the theological

system. It belongs to soteriology, the appropriation

of the salvation of Christ to the sinner. It presup.

poses the fundamental truths of the Trinity, the in-

carnation, total depravity, the atonement, all of which

were revealed before, as the Gospels and Acts precede

the Epistles. It is therefore not, strictly speaking,

the articulus stantiji et cadentis ecelesice (Luther), but

subordinate to the article of GhriM, who alone can

be called the one foundation and rock of the whole

Christian system (1 Cor. iii. 11). The doctrine that

* [The Deutsche Theologie, or TJieoloffia Germanica, il

the work of an unknown author of the fifteenth ceutur5i
and was edited by Dr. I.utber with a highly commendatory
preface in 1516, one year before the commencement of the

Beforraation. Kecent editions by Pfeiifer, 1855, and Bel-
fenrath, 1863. There is also an English translation bj
Susanna "Winkwortb, with introductions by Bunsen ana
Kingsloy, London, 1855, reprinted at Andover, 1856.-"
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Christ is the Son of God, and came into the flesh

—

t. «., was born, died, and rose again, to save sinners

—is emphatically " the mystery of godliness " (1
Tim. iii. 16), and forms the burden of tbe first Chris-

tian confession (Matt. xvi. 16-19); its assertion or

denial is the criterion of true Christianity and of
antichrist (1 John iv. 2, 8). But justification by
fiiith is undoubtedly a fundamental article of subjec-

tive Christianity and of evangelical Protestantism, as
distinct from cecumenical Catholicism, and as op-
posed to Greek and Roman sectional Catholicism.

It •institutes the material or life-principle of Prot-
estantism [prineipium essendi), as the doctrine of
the supreme authority of the Holy Scriptures in

matters of faith and practice constitutes its formal
principle {principinm cognosceridi). It was never
properly understood in the Christian Church, not
even by Augustine, until Luther, and the other
Reformers brought it out into clear light from the
Epistles of Paul, especially those to the Romans and
Galatians. The unbiassed philological exegesis of
modem times has fully justified the seripturalness

of this doctrine of the Reformation. Yet the best
men in the Church of all ages, and the profoundest
divines before the Reformation, such as Augustine,
Anselra, Bernard, have, in fact, always come to the
same practical conclusion in the end, and, disclaiming

all merit of their own, they have taken refuge in

the free grace of God, as the only and sufficient

cause of salvation. " Our righteousness," says St.

Bernard {Sermo V. de verbis jEsaics Fropk., vi. 1, 2),
" our righteousness, if we have any, is of little value

;

it ia sincere, perhap.s, but not pure, unless we believe

ourselves to be better than our fathers, who no less

truly than humbly said : All our righteousnesses are
as filthy rags."

(J.) Definition of justification. It is a judicial

aet of God by which He freely acquits the penitent

sinner, and adopts him as His child on the ground
of Christ's perfect righteousness, and on condition

of a living faith. Paul has in his mind a judicial

process : The righteous and holy God is the Judge
;

man is the guilty culprit ; the law, or the expressed
will of God, is the accuser ; Christ, with His perfect

sacrifice, steps in as a substitute ; the sinner accepts

Him in hearty faith, or enters into Christ's position,

as Christ did into his ; God, on the ground of this

relation, acquits the sinner, and treats him as His
own child ; the sinner, being one with Christ, no
more lives unto himself, but, the grace of God ena-

bling him, unto Christ, who died for him, and rose

again. This is justification.

(c.) Relation to the atonement^ regeineration^ and
tandification. Justification differs

:

(oa.) From the atonement (Uaa/ioi;, iXarrr^goov,

expiation, propitiation, Versilhnung) and the conse-

quent reconciliat'on {y,ara)j,ciyirj, at-one-ment in the
old sense of the term, as used in the E. V., Rom. v.

11, in German Versohtmng), i. «., the reconciliation

of God and the sinner by the self-sacrifice of Christ,

which fully satisfies the claims of Divine justice, and
draws men to God by the attraction of superhuman
love. The atonement is the objective ground of jus-

tification
; it was accomplished once for all time, but

ustification is repeated in the case of every sinner.

(6S.) From regeneration, or the new birth. This

b a creative act of the Holy Spirit in man preceding
or accompanying the objective act of justification by
God the Father, and resulting in a subjective change
of heart, which corresponds to the new relation of
the believer as justified in Christ.

(cc.)VTOTasanclification. This is a gradual erowtb,
beginning with regeneration and justification, and cul
mmatmg in the resurrection of the body. Justiflca,
tion IS God's gracious act toward us ; sanctificatiou
IS God's gracious work within us : the former is a
single act of God, the latter a continuous growth in
man.

(A) The evangelieal Protestant {^Pauline) doctrinf
of justification must be maintained:

(aa.) Against P/iarismsm, Pelagiunism, and jft'o.

tionalism, or the doctrine of justification Jy works
which, in various forms and degrees, glorifies humar
ability and represents justification as a reward for
man's own merit (legalism, self-righteousness, work.
righteousness).

{bb.) Against the semi-Pelagian and the Pomi^h
or Tridentine, as well as the modern Anglo-S man-
izing or Traclarian theory of justification bv fait.h

and works, which confounds justification with sancti-
fication [justiiia infusa ; ex ivjus o jnstm redditur),
makes it depend on the degree of personal holiness,
teaches the meritoriousness of good works {opera
meritoria proportionata vitce ceternce ; meritum de
co-iigruo and meritum de condigno ; opera superero-
gationis), and divides the glory of our salvation be-
tween God and man.

(cc.) Against ultra- and pseudo-Protestant Soli-

fdianism and Antinomianism, which destroy the
law, as a rule of conduct, tear justification from its

proper antecedents and consequents, and deny the
necessity of good works. (Amsdorf, a Lutheran
divine of the sixteenth century, went so far as to

assert that good works were pernicious or dangerous
to salvation

; while Major maintained the opposite
thesis : bona opera necessaria ad salutem. The result

of this controversy was the distinction that good
works were necessary, not as a condition of salva-

tion, but as the evidence of saving faith ; and that

not good works, but only such reliance on them, as

interfered with trust in the merits of Christ, was
dangerous to salvation.)

(dd.) Against subjective Spiritualism and un-

churchly Fanaticism, which resolve justification by
faith into a justification by feeling, and despise or

ignore the Church and the sacraments, as the regular,

divinely appointed means of grace.

On the doctrinal aspect of justification by faith,

conip. Chemnitz, Concil. Trident., torn, i., lib. viii.

;

Gerhard, Loci Theologici, tom. vii. ; John Davenant
(Bishop of Salisbury), Dispidatio de justitia habituali

et actuali, 1681, E]iglish translation by Josiah All-

port, London, 1844-46, 2 vols, (a standard work of

the Anglican Church against the Romish doctrine)

;

my Principle of Protesta7ithm, 1845, p. 54 ft".
;

Bishop Ch. P. M'llvaine, Righteousness by Faith ;

or the Nature and Means of Justification before

God (against the Romanizing doctrine of the Ox
ford Tracts), Phila., 2d ed., 1864 ; 1,t. James
Buchanan, The Doctrine on Justification : an Out-

line of its History in the Oliurch, and of its Expo-

sition from Scripture, Edinburgh, 1867 ; the respec-

tive sections in the works on Symbolics ; several

recent dogmatic essays on the subject, by Dorner,

1867, translated by C. A. Briggs for the Am. Presb

Theol. Rev.., New York, April, 1868, pp. 186-214

Riggenbach, in the Studien and Kritiken, for ApRI,

1868, pp. 201-248 ; an article in the British and

Foreign Evang. Review for January, 1862, which if

fully criticised by Forbes, on Rom. p. 125 ff. Tho

exegetical essays have been mentioned in comment*

on chap. i. 17, pp. 75, 76.—P. S.1
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6. On t>.aati]^i.ov, iXaan'ot;, and aTroWir^oxTi^,

see ihe Jixe^. Notes on ver. 25. For more detailed

information, see ray Positive Docimalics, p. 813 if.

As recent efforts huve been made to set aside tlie

true doctrine of atonement itself by refuting the

view of Aiiselm,* it should be remembered that the

defects in Anselm's theory were acknowledged even

in the Middle Ages, but that they cannot destroy its

relative truth and value. The real idea of the atone-

ment cannot be clearly apprehended without under-

standing the meaning of compassion, of sympathy,

of reconciliation in Christ, of the divine judgment-
jeat in the sinner's conscience, and of the connection

of judgment and deliverance in the sufferings of

Christ as well as in the sinner's conversion.

7. God is the righteous Judge and the justifying

Grod : (1.) In the same grace
; (2.) In the objective

work of redemption, or in justification by faith.

8. When the Apostle, in ver. 21, contrasts a law
of works and a law of faith as excluding each other,

and then says in ver. 31: "We establish the law," it

follows that he only recognizes that antithesis in

ver. 27 as one which the external legalism of the
Jews had made ; or as the appearance of the an-

tithesis between the economy of the Old and New
Testaments, but that his own view was based upon a

deeper unity.

9. It is well known that very much has been
written aliout Luther's sola, ver. 28. This word is

perfectly true so far as it is contrasted with i^ya
rd/ioii, for the reading is ymqlq 'fqymv i'6//oi/, with-
out works of the law. Therefore the sola is even
positively exclusive. But does it also exclude works
of faith, ? Answer : As soon as a work of faith is

added to faith, it is made an 't^yov vo/iov, a work of
the law. If the work remains a mere phenomenon
or manifestation of faith, it has no separate signifi-

cance in itself

[Dr. Donne, a standard divine of the Church of
England, originally a convert from Komanism (died
1631), in Serm. ii. on John xvi. 8-11, makes the
following apt remarks on this sola fide : "Faith is

but one of those things which in several senses are
eaid to justify us. It is truly said of God, Deus
solus justificat ; God only justifies us

—

efficienter ;
nothing can effect it, nothing can work towards it,

but only the mere goodness of God. And it is truly
said of Christ, Okristns solus justificat ; Christ only
justifies us

—

materialifer ; nothing enters into tlie

substance and body of the ransom of our sins but
the obedience of Christ. It is also truly said, sola
fides justificat ; only faith justifies us

—

imirumen-
taUler ; nothing apprehends, nothing apphes the
merit of Christ to thee, but thy faith. And lastly,
it is as truly said, sola opera justificant; only our
works justify Mi—dedaratorii'; only thy good life

can assure rhy conscience, and the world, that thou
art justified. As the efficient justification, the gra-
cious purpose of God, had done us no good without
the material satisfaction, the death of Christ, that
followed

;
and as that material satisfaction, the death

of Christ, would do me no good without the instru-
mental justification, the apprehension by faith ; so
neither would this profit without the declaratory

* [As set forth in his celebrated tract, Cur Deus Homo.An able and vigorous, but unsucoessful attempt to set
Bsule the orthodox view of the atonement has been made
to Ame-ica by Br. Bashnell, The Vicarious Sacrifice, New
Yoi-li;, 1866. Oomp. also the Engliab work of Tounff on
Ohrisl the L,pht and Life of the World, 1867, and Jowett's
eTOin|us on the Doctrine of lite Atonement {Sam., p. 468 ff.

justification, by which all is pleaded and established

God enters not into our material justification : tha<

is only Christ's. Christ enters not into our instri*

mental justification : that is only faith's. Faith eth

ters not into our declaratory justification (for faith i|

secret), and declaration belongs to works. Neither

of these can be said to justify us alone, so as that we
may take the chain iu pieces, and think to be justi-

fied by any one link tiiereof—by God without Christ,

by Christ without faith, or by faith without works.

And /et every one of these justifies us alone, so aa

that none of the rest enter into that way and thai

means by which any of these are said to justify us."

Comp. my foot-note on ver. 28, p. 136.—P. S.]

10. Ver. 29. Paul did not need any longer to

prove from the Scriptures that God was also the

God of the Gentiles. The first phenomenon of the

New Covenant : Blessedness of faith, speaking with

tongues, and a new life, was, with the Apostles,

equivalent everywhere to scriptural proofs, and
served for the exposition of the Old Testament. It

was, indeed, the specific New Testament evidence

which precedes with Paul the argument from the Old

Testament in chap. iv.

11. On the means by which Christianity chiefly

establishes the law, see the Exeg. Notes on ver. 31.

The Judaism of the Old Testament first attained its

universal historical glory by Christianity, and its

thanks are due especially to Paul, who was so hated
by the Jews. [Bishop Sanderson {Sermon on 1

Peter ii. 16, as quoted by Ford) : " The law may be

considered as a T\de ; or, as a covenant, Christ has
freed all believers from the rigor and curse of
the law, considered as a covenant ; but He has not
freed them from obedience to the law, considered aa

a rule. . . . The law, as a rule, can no more be abol-

ished or changed, than can the nature of good or

evil be abolished or changed."—P. S.J

HOMILETIOAIi AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. hi. 21-26.

The revelation of the righteousness of faith

through Jesus Christ which is efficacious in God's
sight. It comes to pass : 1. Without the assistance

of the law, although testified by the law and the
prophets ; 2. For all sinners, without distinction,

who believe ; 3. By the redemption effected by Jesug
Christ the Mediator, who proffers the righteousness
which is acceptable to God; (vers. 21-26).—The testi-

mony of the law and the prophets concerning the
righteousness which is acceptable to God ; 1. Of the
law by its typical reference to the atonement ; 2. Of
the prophets by the Messianic prophecies (ver. 21),—The Apostle takes from the law what does not
belong to it, and concedes what does belong to it.

He denies : 1. Its alleged cooperation in the right,

eousness which is acceptable to God. But he con.
cedes to it ; 2. The testimony of the future atone,
ment (ver. 21).—The universality of grace corre-

sponding to the universality of sin (vers. 22-24).—
What sort of confession should we make to God
daily as evangelical Christians ? Two kinds : 1. We
are altogether sinners, and come short of the glory
we should have before God ; 2. We are justified

freely by His grace, &o. (vers. 23-24).—Christ s^t

forth by God to be a propitiation (raercy-seat)
through faith in His blood : 1. To what end ? To
offer His righteousness at this (present) time; 2.

Why ? Because iu time past He could pass over db
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Dy Hia Divine forbearance, and thereby shake faith

in His justice (vers. 25, 26),—Divine forbearance

(ver. 25).—God the only just One, and therefore the

only Justiiier (ver. 21).

Lui'HEB :
" All have sinned," &c. This is the

chief portion and central part of this Epistle, and of

the whole Scripture. Therefore understand this text

well, for the merit and glory of all works,—as he
himself says,—are done away with, and God's grace

and glory alone remain (ver. 23).—Sin could be
removed neither by laws nor by any good works

;

tliat must be done by Christ and His forgiveness

(ver. 25).—Faith fulfils all laws, but works cannot
f^ulfil a single tittle of the law (ver. 31).

Starke : There is only one kind of justification

in the Old and New Testaments ; namely, that which
is by faith in Christ (ver. 21).—To have a believing

heart, is to hunger and thirst after the grace of God
ip Christ, and to appropriate the righteousness of

Christ for our spiritual satisfaction and refreshment

(ver. 22).—Do not make a wrong use of this passage

gainst active Christianity, for God's image must be
restored in us in the order of the new birth and
daily renewal (ver, 23).—Grace and righteousness

are the two principal attributes of God which are

proved in the work of our salvation. Therefore one
cannot be separated from the other, either in the

cause or order of our salvation (ver. 24).—The faith

which appropriates the blood of Jesus Christ and
Hia expiatory death, and presents them to God the

I^Ord, is the only means by which Christ becomes
also our mercy-seat (ver. 25).—If you are ever so

distiiiguished and wealthy, and are deficient in true

and living faith, you can neither be justified nor
saved (ver. 26).

OatANiiER : No doctrine must be accepted in the

Church of God to which God's word does not bear

witness (ver. 21).

—

Lange : The merit of the blood

of Christ is not only the object which faith grasps,

i?.ut also the foundation on which it firmly rests (ver.

25).

—

Hedinoee : Christ our righteousness ! Oh,
ihe glorious consolation, which screens us from the

irrath of God, the curse of the law, and eternal

death ! No work, no perfection out of Christ ; but
f^th alone makes us dear children of God—right-

eous, holy, and blessed (ver. 25).

Bengei, : Under the law, God appears just and
cpudemuing ; under the gospel, just, and yet justi-

fying the guilty sinner.

Lisco : The nature of evangelical righteousness

U, that it is obtained by faith in Jesus Christ ; and
it comes to all and upon all who believe in Him.
liike a flood of grace it flows to all, and even so

overflows as to reach even the heathen. It is there-

fore a righteousness by faith, and not a righteousness

by works.—In the work of redemption, God's holi-

ness and grace, justice and forbearance, are revealed

(vers. 25, 26).

Hecbnek : The difiicult question is now solved :

"How can the sinner find redemption from his

Bins ? " Christianity replies : Believe in Christ (ver.

22).^-How is the righteousness which God accepts

tpstjfiad by the law and the prophets ? 1. By this

Bieana: all forgiveness, all redemption, is every-

where described in the Scriptures as the free work
•f God's grace ; neither the offering, nor man's own
ipprit, was sufiScient for this end ; 2. In the em-
phatic prophecies of a, future Redeemer (ver. 21).

—

Piiworthiness before God is universal. This is the

first prostrating word of revelation : Know that thou
>rt a sinner, a poor sinner; that ia, who hast nothing,

and must get something from God (ver. 28).—Christ's
redemption is : 1. A ransom (Matt. xx. 28) Irom the
guilt of sin (Eph. i. 7) ; 2. A ransom from the pan-
ishment of sin (Rom. v. 9) ; 3. A ransom from the
dominion of sin (1 Peter i. 18 ; ver. 23).—The sub-
jective condition of redemption is faith as a faith

of the heart, which reposes its confidence on Christ's

sacrificial death—a faith that Christ died for me.
This for me is the great thing I (ver. 26.)—On vers.

23-26, Reinhakd preached his celebrated Reforma-
tion Sermon (ii. 270) in the year 1800 :

" The greaj
reason why our Church should never forget that it

owes its existence to the renewal of the doctrine of
God's free grace in Christ."

Besser : The law impels toward righteousness,

but it does not confer it.—There are not two orders
of salvation, one for Jews and honorable people,
and the other for heathen and publicans

; but there
is only one for all.—We are justified : 1. Without
merit ; 2. By God's grace ; 3. Through the re-

demption that is in Christ Jesus (ver. 24).—The
highest declaration of God's grace is at the same
time the highest declaration of His justice.

J. P. Lange : Tlie fact of salvation is also a mi-

raculous work of God (ver. 21).—Redemption as the

second and higher world of miracle in relation to

the natural world of miracle.— Golgotha is more ex-

alted than Sinai in respect also to God's justice.

—

The lightning-flash of New Testament justice: 1.

Killing ; 2. Making alive.

[BuEKiTT : Vers. 24-26. We see here : 1. A
glorious privilege for believers, justification ; 2. Its

efiicient cause, God; 3. The moving or impulsive

cause, free <,race ; 4. The meritorious cause, tht

blood shedding mid death of Christ ; 5. The final

cause, the declaration of Hia righteousness ; 6. The
instrumental canse, faiih.—Oh, glorious and all-wise

contrivance, whereby God made sufficient provision

for the reparation of His honor, for the vindication

of His holiness, for the manifestation of His truth

and faithfulness, and for the present consolation and

eternal salvation of all repenting and believing sin-

ners to the end of the world !

—

Matthkw Henry :

Ver. 25. Christ is the propitiation—there is the

healing plaster provided. Faith is the applying of

this plaster to the wounded soul.—Faith is the bunch

of hyssop, and the blood of Christ is the blood of

sprinkling.

—

Dwight devotes six sermons to the sub-

ject of Justification, in which he treats of its nature,

source, and means ; duty of believing ; nature of

faith ;
influence of faith on justification ;

reconcilia-

tion of Paul and James on justification ;
influence

of works on justification ; and justification by faith

no diminution of motives to obedience {Theology,

vol. ii., pp. 615-605).—Clarke : vers. 23-24. Aa

God is no respecter of persons, all human creatures

being equally His offspring, and there being no rea-

son why one should be preferred before another,

therefore His mercy has embraced all.—The redemp-

tion of Christ comprehends whatsoever He taught,

did, or suffered, in order to free men from evil—

•

Hodge : As the cardinal doctrine of the Bible ia

justification by faith, so the turning-point in the

soul's history, the saving act, ia the reception of

Jesus Christ as the propitiation for our sins.—All

modes of preaching must be erroneous, which dc

not lead sinners to feel that the great thing to b«

done, and done first, is to receive the Lord Jesua

Christ, and to turn unto God through Him. And

all religious experience must be defective, which

does not embrace distinctly a sense of the justio*
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af our condemnation, and a conviction of the suffi-

ciency of the work of Christ, and an exclusive reli-

ance upon it as such.—J. E. H.]

Os Chap. in. 27-31.

The exclusion of man's self-glorification. Its re-

sults : 1. Not by the law of worlis ; but, 2. By the

law of faith (ver. 2Y).—How are we justified ? 1.

Not by the works of the law ; but, 2. By faith alone

(ver. 28).
—" Only by faith "

—

Lothkr's watchword,

and also the watchword of the evangelical church

of the present day (ver. 28).—The righteousness of

the law and the righteousness of faith (ver. 28).

—

God, a God of all people, because He is only one

God (vers. 29, 30).—Faith in tlie one God consid-

ered as the source of the true kind of universalism

(vers. 29, 30).—The popular saying of religious in-

differentism :
" We all believe in one God," is only

true wheu we also believe that this God also justifies

those who believe (vers. 29, 30).—Tlie proof that

the law is not made void through faith, but estab-

lished, is supplied by both the deeds and doctrine :

1. Of the Lord ; 2. Of His apostles, and especially

of Paul (ver. 31).

LoTHER : Faith keeps all the laws, while works

keep HO point of the law (James ii. 10).—[A passage

in the preface to the Epistle to the Romans is also

in place here* Faith is not that human folly and

dream which some take for faith. But faith is a

divine work in us, which changes us and creates us

anew in God, &c.]

Starke : Faith alone justifies and saves ; but

you must not take away works from faith in order

to beautify your siuful life, or it will become unbe-

lief—There are many forms of arbitrary will on

earth, and yet but one way to salvation. God would

save all men, and yet by only one way.

Heihsger : Christianity, with its doctrine of

faith, opens no door for sin, but shows how we can

be obedient to the law with a filial spirit for God's

sake (chap. iii. 31).

—

Quesnel : The more faith in a

«oul the less pride there is in it.

Gerlach, from Chetsostom : What is the law

of faith ? Salvation by grace. Herein God's power
is declared, not only in delivering men, but also in

justifying them and raising them to glory ; for God
did not stand in need of works, but sought faith

alone.—True, the word alone is not in the text lit-

erally, but yet it is there ia sense, as it is expressly

declared iu Gal. ii. 16, l"? ; without faith, nothing

can justify.

Hedbner : Christianity unites humanity by one
God, by one Father, who is the Saviour of all.

—

The unity of faith in grace should also establish the

unity of hearts.

Spener : Looking at the subject in its true light,

faith is not that which itself justifies man—for its

strength would be far too small for this work—but
faith only accepts the most powerful grace of God
as a proffered gift, and thus permits man to be saved
by it, instead of its really justifying and saving him.

This is the great doctrine of this Epistle, on which
every thing rests, and from which every thing must
be derived.

Lanoe ; Therefore we judge, &e., and thus it

stands (ver. 28). True salvation of the inner life a

witness : 1. Of the true faith ; 2. Of the true gos-

pel ; 3. Of the true God.

[BuRKiTT : Ver. 31. The moral, not the cere-

monial law. The moral law is established by tha

gospel ; Christ has relaxed the law in point of dan-

ger, but not in point of duty.—Henry : Ver. 27

If we were saved by our own works, we might put

the crown upon our own heads. But the law of

faith, the way of justification by faith, doth forever

exclude boasting ; for faith is a depending, self,

emptying, self-denying grace, and casts every crown

before the throne : therefore it is most for God'a

glory, that thus we should be justified.

—

Macknight;

Ver. 28. Faith in God and Christ necessarily leada

those who possess it to believe every thing made

known to them by God and by Christ, and to do

every thing which they have enjoined ; so that it

terminates in the sincere belief of the doctrines of

religion, and in the constant practice of its duties,

as far as they are made known to the beUever,

—

Clarke : Why did not God make kuoiim this grand

method of salvation sooner? 1. To make it the

more valued; 2. To show His fidelity in the per-

formance of His promises ; 3. To make known the

virtue and efficacy of the blood of Christ, which

sanctifies the present, extend.^ its influence to the

paid, and continues the availing sacrifice and way of

salvation to all future ages.

—

Hodge : The doctrine

of atonement produces in us its proper effect, when

it leads us to see and feel that God is just ; that He

is infinitely gracious ; that we are deprived of all

ground of boasting ; that the way of salvation,

which is open for us, is open for all men ; and that

the motives to all duty, instead of being weakened,

are enforced and multiplied.—In the gospel, all ia

harmonious : justice and mercy, as it regards God

;

freedom from the law, and the strongest obligations

to obedience, as it regards men.

—

Barnes : One of

the chief glories of the plan of salvation is, that

while it justifies the sinner, it brings a new set of

infiuenoes from heaven, more tender and mighty

than can be drawn from any other source, to pr»

duce obedience to the law of God.—J. F. H.]

[HOMILETICAL LITERATURE ON JoSTIEIOATION (in

the order of the text).

—

Cocceios, De Justificatiom,

op. 1, ISO, T. W. Allies, Seim. 1: B. Hill, Serm.

96 ; E. Cooper, Lead. Doct., 1. 20 ; M. Harkison,

several sermons on Justification (1691) ; E. Bathek,

Serm. 2, 248 ; T. Boston, Works, 1, 581 ; S. Knibhi,

Serin. 2, 15 ; A. Fuller, Three Sermons on Justifi-

cation, Serm. 176 ; W. B. Collter, On Script. Doct,

329 ; Bishop Hobart, Serm. 2, 32 ; W. Bridge,

Works, 5, 364 ; C. Simeon, Works, 15, 79 ; A. Bur-

GESS, On .Justification (Two Parts) ; J. Hoole, Serm,

2, 217 ; W. Stevens, Serm. 1, 268 ; Bishop Hali-

EAX, St. Paul's Doctrine of Justification by Faith

Explained, 2d. ed., Camb. 1762 ; T. Randolph, Doe-

trine of Justification by Faith; H. Worthington,

Disc. 315; S. DIS^iET, Disc. 125; P. Huicheson,

Serm. ; T. Young, Justification, &c. ; E. Parsoss,

Justification by Faith, Halifax, 1821 ; J. C. Miller,

Serm. 369 ; J. Johnston, Way of Dife, 85 ; T. T.

Smith, Sei-m. 289 ; W. Shirley, Serm. 161 ; J.

Whitty, Serm. i. 413 ; J. Wesley, Works (Amer,

ed.), vol. i. 47, 385 ; vol. ii. 40, 236 ; vol. iii. 163,

172, 269 ; vol. v. 37-442 ; vol. vi. 6-195 ; vol. vil

47.—The Periodical Homiletical Literature on the

same subject is very abundant. We give the prin>

cipal artic'es: Justification by Faith (R. W. Landis),

Amer. Bibl. Repository, xi. 453
;
(D. Cuehy) Meth

Quart. Rev., iv. 5 ; v. 5
;
(C. D. Pidgeon) lAt. and

Tfieol. Rev., vi. 521 ; Princeton Rev., xii. 268, 861

;

Justification by Worktt.—J. F. H.l



CHAPTER IV. 1-25. J43

B:«HTH Section.—Second proof of the rigkteoumess of faith: from the Sobiptdres, and particularly

from the history of the faith of Abraham, the ancestor of the Jews. Abraham is the father of faitk
to the Qentilea as welt as the Jews, because he was justified in uncircumcision as a Gentile, and becatm
he received circumcision as the seal of the righteousness of faith. David is also a witness of the rig/it

eousness of faith. (He is particularly so, since his justijlcation was that of a great sinner.) Aora-
Mm, by his faith in the word of the personal God of revelation, and particularly in the promise of
Isaac, is a type of believers in the saving miracle of the resurrection.

Chap. IV. 1-25.

1 What [, then,] shall we say then that Abraham our father, as pertaining tc

2 the flesh, hath found [found according to the flesh] ?
' For if Abraham were

[was] justified by works [as is assumed by the Jews], he hath wh&reof to glory [he

3 hath ground of boasting] ; " but not before God. For what saith the Scripture ?

Abraham believed God, and it was counted [reckoned] unto [to] him for right-

4 eousness [sen. xv. e]. Now to him that worketh [to the workman] " is the
reward not reckoned of [according to, or, as a matter of] grace, but of

6 [according to, as a] debt. But to him that worketh not,* but believeth on him
6 that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted [reckoned] for righteousness. Even

as David also describeth the blessedness [happiness] ^ of the man, unto whom God
7 imputeth righteousness without works, Saying, Blessed [Happy] are they whose
8 iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are covered [atoned for]. Blessed

[Happy] is the man to whom the Lord will not impute [reckon] sin [pb. xxxa 1, 2].°

9 Cometh this blessedness [happiness] then upon the circumcision only, or

[also] upon the uncircumcision also ? For we say that faith was reckoned to

10 Abraham for righteousness. How was it then reckoned ? when he was in cir-

cumcision, or in uncircumcision ? Not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision.

11 And he received [oen. xvu. 2] the [a] sign of circumcision,' [as ?] a seal of the

righteousness of the faith which he had yet being uncircumcised [of the faith

in the uncircumcision, tj;? TtiaTsag Ttjg iv ly axgo^vazitf, or, of the faith which he

had while in uncircumcision] : that he might be the father of all them that

beUeve, though they be not circumcised [while yet in uncircumcision] ; that

12 righteousness might be imputed [reckoned also] unto them also :
" And the

father of circumcision to them who are not of the circumcision only, but who
also walk in the steps of that faith of our father Abraham, which he had being

yet uncircumcised [which he had while in uncircumcision]."

13 For the promise, that he should be the heir of the world, was not to Abra-

ham, or to his seed, through the law [For not through (the) law is the promise

to Abraham, or to his seed, that he should be heir of the world], but through

14 the righteousness of faith. For if they which [who] are of the law [01 in vojiov]

be heirs, faith is made void, and the promise made of none [no] eifeot [ren-

15 dered powerless] : Because the law worketh wrath : for where " no law is, there

16 is no transgression [but where there is no law, neither is there transgression

of the law]. Therefore it is of faith, that it might be by grace; to the end [in

order that] the promise might be sure to all the seed ; not to that only which

is of the law, but to that also which is of the faith of Abraham ; who is the

17 father of us all, (As it is written, I have made thee a father of many nations

[A father of many nations have I set thee ;
Gen. xvu. s],) before him whom he

believed," even God, who quickeneth the dead, and calleth those tlings which be

[are] not as though they were :

18 Who against hope "believed in hope, that he might become the [om»( the]

father of many nations, according to that which was spoken. So shall thy seed be

19 [Gen. XV. s]. And being not weak in faith, he considered not ''' his own body

now [already] " dead, when he was [being] about a hundred years old, neither

20 yet the deadness of Sarah's womb : He staggered not at the promise of God

through unbelief [But with regard to the promise of God he wavered, or

doubted not in unbelief] ; but was [made] strong in faith, giving glory to God
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2^1 And" being fully persuaded, that what he had [hath] promised, he was [is]

12 able also to perform. And therefore [Wherefore also] '' it was imputed [reck-

oned] to him for righteousness.

28 Now it was not written for his sake alone, that it was imputed [reckoned]

24 to him ; But for us also, to whom it shall be imputed [reckoned], if we believe

25 on him that [who] raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead ; Who was dfslivered

[up] for our offences, and was raised again [omit again] for our justification."

1 Ver. 1.—The readingin Lachmann, €vpy}KevaL 'A^p. rhv n ponaTopa rjfjiSiv, is not only mostly antheiAi-

eated (A. B. C, &c.)) tut, if well Tinderstood, it also gives the best sense ; and we regard the opposite reading, wliicli is new
fsnerally favored, as an explaaatory transposition. See the Exeg. Notes. [The iext, rec. puts 'A^paafi tov iraripa (nol

w p o TTo-Topa) rjiMiov bpfm-e ehp-qKevai. Cod. Sin. sustains the reading of Lachmann, which is also adoptedby Alford, wh^,
however, brackets eupijKeVai, as being of doubtful authority, since it is omitted by the Vatican Cod. (see Tischt-ndorfs edi-

tion, p. 1448). But it is indispensable, and abundantly sustained by the other uncial MSS. Meyer admits the weight of
external authority in favor of Lachmann's reading, but is disposed, nevertheless, to regard it as a later transposition to

suit the connectioi) of Kara, a-apua with to*- iraripa rijxiav. The E. V., following the text, rec, adopts this cunnection,

and l)r. Lange defends it in the Exeg. JVotrs. But with the majority of modem commentators, including Meyer, Alford,

Hodge, I prefei- to join Kara a-dpKa with evpijKevai. This is indeed necessary, if we follow the ledio recepla, and It is

perfectly allowable, though not so natural, if we adopt the reading of Lachmann. In this case we must translate:

What, then, shall we say that Abraham our father {forefather) found (or, gained, attained) according to (the) flesh (or, in
the way of the flesh)—i. e., through his own natural efforts as distinct from the grace of God. Grotius : propriis virihux

;

De Wette, and others: vachrcin menscklicher Weise. Meyer takes aa.p( here as the weak, unspiritual, sinful human
nature. Abraham did indeed attain righteousness, but by faith, not by works. Codd. fiC. A. B. C*. sustain irpoTTaropa

for the TTaripa of the Mec.—P. S.]
2 Ver. 2.—[Lange translates : er hat Ruhm, glory, k a v x"*} fJ- o- (as also Kavx^jcis) in the N. T., and in the LXS.,

means generally (not always, as Meyer says, p. 160) the object or ground of boasting, materia gloriandi ; Rom. iv. 2 ; 1

Cor. ix. 15, 16 ; 2 Cor. i. 14 ; Gal. vi. 4 ; thil. i. 26 ; ii. 16 ; and sometimes, as in the classics, the axt of boaeting or
exulting, glonatio ; I Cor. v. 6 ; 2 Cor. v. 12 ; ix. 3.—P. 9.]

3 ver. 4.—[T&i epyafo/xei'w is well rendered by Luther : dem der mit WerTcen umgcht. Lange: dem welcTin- den
Werkdienst treibt. Meyer : dem Werlcihdiigen. The word is frequent, and signifies a workman who works for payi
Conybeare and Howson, too freely : if a man earns his pay by 7iis work. Young : too literally : to him who is worhiTia,
—P. S.j

^
* Yer. 5.

—

[t(3 ^tj epya^oiJ.evt^, to him who workeih not for hire—dernicM Werkdienst treibt.—P. S.]

" Yer. 6.

—

[p-aKapLo^fiof, in allusion to the Hebrew form ''^-IIJX , Oh, the blessedness, oi, happiness of. The N. T,

of the Amer. Bible tTnion, and Robert Young, render fxaK6.pt.oq, here and elsewhere, even in the Sermon on the Motmtt
by happy, instead of blessed, which properly corresponds to evAoyyjrds. There is the same difference between the Ger-
man ^/wc/i:/?'c/i and selig. In a popular English Bible, I would retain blessed and blessedness v^heve religious or eternal
happiness is spoken o£ The E. Y. is iacon^^istent, and, without a fixed rule, alternates between happy and blessed.-^
P. S.]

8 Vers. 7, 8.—[From Ps. sxxii., which describes the happiness and the condition of the forgiveness of sins. The
tellowing is a literal version of vers. 1 and 2 :

Blrssed {ffappy) is he whose transgression is forgiven^
Whose sin is covered.
Bless'id (Soppy) is the man
To whom Jehovah imputeth not iniquity

.^

And in whose spirit there is no guile.

Ewald {Die Psalmen, 3d ed., 1866, p. 65) renders the passage thus:

S>'hg dessen Missethat vergtben,
Desseii Sunde isi versiehn I

Seliger Mensch dem Jahve nicht anrechnet Schuld,
Wild in dessen Geiste keine Tduschung/—F. S.]

-.. l^^^'^* ^^r"?!^®
accusative Trepnofi^v [A. C*. Syr.] does not reaUy change the thought, but rather strengtnen.

it. It IS probably an alteration or oversiL^ht [caused by the surrounding accusatives. The genitive irepiToans U
attestedby K. B. C^. D. P. K. L., &c.—P. S.]

or a-^«

—P^X*^^'
^^~'"*' auToTs must be retained, contrary to Lachmann. [/cat is wanting in «. B. Meyer defeods it.

» Yer.13.— Tij? ey (tt,) aKpo^viTTla iriiTTetoq [N\ A. B. C. Di., &0., Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford].
The opposite reading is t^5 tuctt. ttjs ev t^ aKpop. [Recommended by Griesbach, adopted by Scholz—contrary to thi
majority of the uncial MSS. It looks like a mechanical adjustment to ver. 11. rfj is also to be omitted —P S.]

r%\} T?" ^ IS probabljr an exogetical correction; though strongly attestsd by A. B. C, Griesbach, Lach-taanmJ^he text. rec. reads ov yap, fob where, which is supported by K^. D. F. K. L., whUe iiK favors o« S^, sn
!'.y^^-- ^'^-^^^^'TTeyaaq, Codd. F G Luther [crcdidisti, dem du geglauU hast, as if it was part of the Scripture

quotation, inst ;ad of e-n-tiTTeva-e v, credidtt, which is sustained by Cod. Sin —P S ]" yer. 19.-The ov U wanting in the celebrated Codd. A. B. C. [and Sin.]. *Also in Lachmann. According to

«. To^S: K;i:'lai^r^":Jll&\fac£t it^rl./'^™™
°'^* "^ ^"'^"''^ ""^ Tischendorf but sustained b,

it.-P. It
^^-""^^^ ""' "^ sustained by A. B. C, &c., Lachroann. [Cod. Sin. Ukewise favors «ai, and Alford retaint

Alford bracket itT-pV]"'
'^^^' '"* '^ °™**'"' ^^ ^' °'' ^' *''* ^^erted by N. A. C. DK X. L.. Lachmann and
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EXEGETICAl AND CEITIOAIi.

General Remarks.—The theocratical Scripture

proof fov the righteousness of faith promised to the

Gentiles as well as the Jews. Enlargement of the

Mosaic economy of particulariem by the develop-

ment of the germ-like universality of the Abrabamic
religion. Bwrvey : 1. Abraham's justification was
a justification hy faitt., and excluded justification by

uiorks. It was there/ore only a justification of the

winner, as is shown by the beatitude pronounced by
David (vers. 1-8). The opposite is the Jewish right-

eousness of works. 2. It was independent of cir-

eumcision and the law. Abraham did not obtain the

blessedness of justifying faith in circumcision, but in

unoircumcision ; circumcision was then added to it

9S a seal of justification. Abraham was thereby set

forth to be the father of the faithful, as well of the

Uncircumcised as of the circumcised (vers. 9-12).

The opposite is Jewish particularism. 3. Justifica-

tion is as universal as the promise, which constitutes

^ven an antithesis to the law. Abraham's justiflca^

tion is to him and to his seed a promise of the in-

heritance of the world. This promise is not limited

by the law. Such a limitation would make the

promise void ; for the law produces that wrath

WJ"?)i which looks rather to the destruction than

the inheritance of the world. The promise is both

conditioned and established by faith and grace (vers.

IS-IV). The opposite is Jewish legalism. 4. Abra-
ham and Christians have in reality the same right-

eousness of faith. The analogy between Abraham's
faith and that of his believing children,—Christians

:

a. In relation to the same wonder-working God (ver.

1'?). b. In relation to the same conduct of faith

:

looking away from the contradiction of the natural

life ; strong confidence in the Divine word of reve-

lation and promise (vers. 18-21). t. In reference to

jhe same operation (vers. 22-25). The opposite is

the external and superficial contemplation of the

worldly sense.—Or also : a. The faith of Abraham
(vers. 17-22) ; b. Application to the faith of Chris-

tians (vers. 23-25). The opposite, in general, is the

hierarchical formalism and ceremonialism.

FntsT Pabaqbafh, vi:bb. 1-8.

[Paul exhibits Abraham as a truly evangelical

character, as a man of faith, in order to confirm the

doctrine that the ground of our salvation hea not in

OS, but outside of us in the free grace of God, and
that this must be apprehended first by faith, before

we can do any good works. James, on the other

hand (ii. 21 ft'.), in opposition to a barren orthodoxy

and mere notional belief, represents Abraham as a

man of holy obedience, who proved his faith by
works. In the one case he appears as the champion
of the righteousness of faith, in the other as the

champion of the righteousness of life. Both views

are right. Paul goes to the root of the matter, the

vital principle, which animated Abraham ; James
looks at the fruit produced thereby. Faith and
works, righteousness and holiness, are as inseperable

as light and heat, as the tree and the fruit, as cause

Sud effect. Paul himself, after laying the only true

foundation, as strongly insists upon a holy life as

James. There is, in the Old Testament, an evan-

gelical as well as a legal element ; and the gospel, or

promise, precedes the law which came in between

10

the promise and the fulfilment (ver. 20). Abrahaa
represents the evangelical element, as Moses does
the legal. Abraham's faith differs from the Chris-
tian faith, as the promise differs from the fulfilment
of the gospel salvation, and as hope differs from
fruition

; but the essential element, the ethical key-
note, in both is unconditional confidence and trust

in God's truth and God's mercy.—P. S.]

Ver. 1. What, then, shall we say. The
ovv announces an inference from the previous state-

ment (ill. 29), that God is the God of the Jews a^
well as of the Gentiles, considered in relation to
Abraham's history and its significance. But our in-

ference is not a corroboration (Meyer), or confirma-
iio ab exemplo (Calvin). We have here rather a
new proof, as deduced from the foregoing, namely,
the explanation of Abraham's history and of David's
words of faith. Likewise Tholuck observes, the

II V cannot be explained if, in accordance with the
view of recent expositors, this verse be connected
immediately with ver. 31 of the previous chapter.

—

The construction : It may be asked, first, whether
the question should be read as one question, or two T

Grotius and others have placed an interrogation mark
after efjovniv, and thus made two questions out

of the sentence. Then Sutai-oavvijv is supplied to

fv^TjAsvai

.

—If the tv^7iy.£vai> be taken abso-

lutely in the sense of the Grecian philosophy, this

division could be made more easily. Yet the chief

question here is not, what should be said, but what
is Abraham's advantage ?—It may further be asked,

whether y.ccra ffd(ina relates to TZQOTzdroQa
{nai Bpa) or to fv^Tjuevai'. Lachmann's read-

ing : tt ovv t0oT!/.ifv tvQfjy.ivai ^A^Q ,
&c., [see

Textual Note '], is the one most favored by the

Codd. (A. C. D., &c., and also the Sin.). " The sus-

picion that the transposition of the r.ara aaqy-oi [of

fh(irixivai rather.—P. S.] is to be laid to the charge

of the copyist, is strengthened when we see that

such expositors as Chrysostom, Theophylact, Gen-

nadius in fficumenius, who read ivQuy-hai, /.aia

aaij/.a, nevertheless connect the latter with narij^

rifMv " (Tholuck, p. 167). De Wette, Meyer [Tho-

luck, Alford, Wordsworth, Hodge], and most com-

mentators, with the Peshito, connect xard ad^xa
with ivQijy.evai,, and not (according to Origen,

Ambrose, Calvin,* &o.) with naiiqa fjuSiv. But

in ver. 9 ff., the subject is circumcision ; while in

vers. 1-8, it is only the contrast between righteous-

ness by works and righteousness by faith. There-

fore, according to Meyer's construction, xata
aaqxa should correspond to the II 'd^yoiv, yet

not so that the two ideas should be identical, but

that works should be embraced in the more general

idea of xata ad.Qy.a. The cajl, in antithesis _tc

the divine nviv/ia, should then denote humanity

given up to itself. Pelagins, Ambrose, and othtra,

refer xard adqxa to circumcision. Riickert un-

derstands the word as embracing both circumcision

While Tholuck consents to the now cus-and iqya.

ternary connection of the xard ad^xa, with ivqtj-

xhav, he does not grant that the works of faithful

Abraham were s^ya xard adqxa ;
although FlaciuJ

would include likewise the opera renati, as performed

by men and not imputed by God, in the opera carnit

;

and Bullinger and others would make ad^l equal to

• [Hodge quotes Calvin for the opposite view, explain

IDK (cara aaoKo. in the sense nalwaliter, ex seipso. But

Calvin goes on to say :
" ProhahiU tamen est epilheti ioM

Patri cotijungi," and gives the preference to the construft

tion with jTOTepa.—^P. S.1
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Kpya Tholuek therefore arrives at the conclusion,

that Paul did not design to apply Christian juslifica-

tion in all its consequences to the patriarch. But

how could he represent liim here as the father o_t

the faithful, if he would belittle or limit his justi-

fication ' We go upon the supposition that, in ac-

cordance with the best Codd., •^A^qa|^. o nQonaroip

i„wv y.ara ffafxe. (ver. 1) is an antithesis to «.™os

narli^ ndvtoiv rwv 7ti,atwonoiv, &c. (.^er- U;, ana

to OS iatLV TTarw Travrinv ti/Au)V (ver. 16). iUe

pi-incipal subject is, therefore, Abraham, the natural

ancestor of the Jews; and if it be asked, What hath

he found? the emphasis rests on ri, and tins refers to

the diy.mov<TSai. nicmu x<j>(ik esyo>v v6/.<ou (chap,

iii. 28), and especially to ver. 29 also. As God is a

God of the Jews and Gentiles, Abraham, the tiqo-

TidniQ of the Jews, has become a Tzarrj^ of Jews

and Gentiles. -. j r = i-

Ver. 2. For if Abraham was justified IsSv-

KaiM&il] by works [in the opinion of the Jews].

The answer assumes that the view that Abraham

was justified by the works of the law, was already

denied in the question. Tet this very thing was be-

lieved by the legalistic Jew. " In the Talmud it was

even deduced from Gen. xxvi. 6, that Abraham ob-

eerved the whole Mosaic law " (Meyer).* The an-

Bwer does not therefore assume an owSiv [omitted

before il yd(j~\ or an oiSotMuv (Tholuek), because

xard (Ta^/.a [ver. 1] does not stand in connection

with i'vijriy.ivai., [? comp. Textual Mote \—P. S.]

To the question. Which of the two kinds of right-

eousness? it assumes the conclusion, that it was

not the imaginary righteousness of works, but the

true righteouisness of faith. The supposition is so

plain, that the Apostle proceeds at once to the

proof.—Was justified by works. The sense can

be : if he should be so justified, it could only be at

a human tribunal, and not at the tribunal of God

—

as has been already described. But it can also be

understood thus : if Abraham, according to the

national prejudice of the Jews, has been really jus-

tified by works. This is the more obvious view.

Conceding this kind of justification, Abraham hte a

xaii/ri/ia {materiam gloriandi), but not before God.

Not before God, first, because no flesh is justified by

works in His sight (chap. iii. 20) ; second, because

we know definitely from the Scriptures that Abra-

ham was justified in God's sight, or at His tribunal,

by faith. The ISixaimO-i] is made by Beza, Grotius,

and others, to refer to a general opinion pronounced

on Abraham ; but by Calvin, Calov., and others, to

an imaginary opinion, under the supposition of an

incomplete conclusion (the major : he who is jus-

tified by works hath whereof to glory. The minor

:

but not before God. The necessary concluding state-

ment: tlierefore Abraham is not justified by works).f

* [Meyer ^uoto-s Kiddush, f. 82, 1 ; loma, f. 28, 2 ; Beresh.
rabbn, f. 57, 4. Tholuek says : " The justification of A.bra-
ham Hfom Qod was a locus communis of Jowisla theology."
P. S.]

t [Calvin's intei-pretation is given by him (nd Rom. iv.

2) in these words :
" Bpicherema [iTri^elpr^fLaj an attempted

pioof, an incomplete syllogism] est, i. e., imperfecta ratio-
tinatio, qum in hanc frjrmam colligi debet: Si Abraham
operibus justiftcnius est, pop'st suo merito gloriari ; sed non
iaiet uvdp, gtorielur ajoiid Deum ; ergo non ex operibus jas-
iificafus est. Ita membrum illud. ' Sed non apud Deum,' est

minor propoaitio syllogismi, Suic attexi debet conelusio
owTn poHui, tametsi a Paulo non eaprimitur." Similarly
Fritzsuhe :

'* Si suis bene factis Dei favorem naclus est,

habet, quod a-pad Deum glorietur . . . ; sed non habtt, quod
apud Deum glorietur, rjuuTn libri s. propter fidru, non prop-
ter pulcTi re facta eum Deo probatum esse doceant . . . ; non
tgt igitur Abr. oil bene /acta Deo ^robalus," Bo also KrauH-

Tholuek thinks, with Meyer, that reference to God

cannot disappear from Idixai-oiD-ii, and he follows

him, with Theodoret, in explaining thus :
" For if

Abraham has been justified by God through works,

he has certainly received—the perfect fulfilment of

the law being granted,—glory, but not a divine

glory, so far as such glory could not be traced back

to God's grace." This explanation contradicts the

previous suppositions: 1. That no flesh can be

justified by the deeds of the law (chap. iii. 20) j

2. That no external fulfilment of the law in the

sense of vof^oi; 'iqymv is conceivable, but only in the

sense of voiio'; niariuiq. A plain remark may aid in

the understanding of this diiBcult pa-ssage: that

dy/.avoTiad-ai. always refers to a definite tribunal, but

that this tribunal may be very different according to

the different relations of di-xaiova m. Thus the

tribunal of Jewish national prejudice already men-

tioned was very different from that of the theocrati-

cal communion of faith itself, which the passage in

James ii. 23 has in view (see the Commerdary on

James, chap. ii. Also, Ps. cvi. 31, on the justifica-

tion of Phinehas). It has been counted to him for

rio-hteousness—/Vom generation to generation-, see

Tholuek, p. 172, thereon. What Theodoret says ia

certainly true : that true justification before God

must glorify the love of God ; but for this very

reason no other mode of justification before God i3

conceivable. (Singular explanation of Semler and

others: Has he glory ? No; before God, not ! Prot-

estation.)

Ver. 3. For what saith the Scripture?

Paul makes a true representation of Abraham in

accordance with the Scriptures, in opposition to the

false representation of the Jews.*—[But Abraham
believed God, and it (viz., the believing, to 7it,a-

Tivcrm, which must be supplied from iniarevafv)
was reckoned to him for righteousness, 'Enia-

TfViTiv Sk '^Pfjadix riTi Ofio, xai iXoyiaSi] anTW ih;

Si,xabO(jvvi)V. Gen. xv. 6, Sept. The emphasis lies

on eniarfvufv, placed first, or the faith of Abra-

ham as distinct from works and as excluding merit

on the part of man. AoylttaSai ilq dtxamaiivriv,

to reckon, or count, or impute to any one as righk-

ousnesx, and consequently to treat him as righteous,

is identical with di/.ai,6ui (see p. 130). On the con-

sold, Baur, Kostlin, Hodge. This interpretation would

have been more clearly expressed thus : fx^t Ko-v^tia (wpJiK

Thv 9ehv)' aAV OUK ex" Kau^TJ^a Trpbs to;' &e6v. But it

certainly trivee good sense and falls in best with the yaft in

ver. 3. We explain thus : If Abraham, as the .fews sup-

pose, was justified by works, he has reason to glory before

God (for then he can claim justification as a just reward for

his merits, leaving no room for the display of God's mercy);

but, according to the Scripture, he has no ground to glory

before God, for (ver. 3) the Scripture derives his justifloa-

tion from faith in God or from something outside of him,

and not from works of his own. Meyer, in his former edi-

tions, defended the untenable view that et . . . e5i(cai(i9q

was a question, and exet . • . ^eov the negative answer:

but, in his last editions, he returns, with Tholuek and

Wordsworth, to the interpretation of the Greek fathers

(Theodoret, Chi-ysoatom, Theophylaet), which would re-

quire in ver. 3, aWa, instead of yap.—P. S.]
* [If ver. 3 contained the refutation of the inference,

ver. 2, we would rather expect d \\a ri, instead of ti yap.
Bui: if the refutation is contained in oAV ou jrpbs Qehv (ev«*

KauxT7^a), the yap is in its place and gives the proof for the

answer from Gen. sv. 6, showing that justification pro-

ceeded not from any work which Abraham perfoimed, but

from God in whom he put his trust. See note on p. .

Meyer, holding the old Greek interpretation of ver. ^2, tInU

tries to explain the yap • " Mit Recht sage ich : ov irpbl

rhv 9€6v, denn vom Gi.jdbbn, nicJit von den WerkBH
Abraham's leitet die Schi-ift attsdrUcIdich seine Bechtfertig'

ung her, und zwar als eiwas durch Zxiekchndnq jEmp/ai^
mes."—P. S.]
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<roversy whether Abraham was justified per Jidem
through the instrumentality of faith), as the Protes-

tants lightly teach, or SROrrsR fidetn (on account of

the merit of his faith), as the Bomanista assert

;

compare the remarks of Tholuck, p. 173 £f. ; also

the note of Alford in loc. Hodge enters here into

a lengthy discussion of the doctrine of imputation,

pp. 164-175, partly polemical against Olshausen.

—

P. S.] The quotation of Gen. xv. 6, is from the

Seputagint which has changed the active verb

nailin^l into the passive ef.oyicr&ij. . Paul uses

the more prominent expression (Je instead of the

xa» of the Septuagint. Different explanations: 1.

Biickert : Paul incorrectly used the passage for his

purpose. 2. Roman Catholic expositors (and Bucer)

:

Abraham submitted to the authority of God's word,
and that gave value to his faith. 3. Faith in the

promise of a large posterity was, in view of its

object, faith in the promise of the Messiah who was
to come forth from his posterity (A Lapide, Calvin,

Gerhard, Calov., and others). 4. Implicit faith in

the Divine promise (Bullinger, and others). Tho-
luck adopts this view, though with hesitation. " De-
litzsch, on Gen. xv. 8, having more regard for the

historical interpretation, says :
' Every thing was

contained in the person of Jehovah and in the prom-
ise of a numerous posterity to Abraham, which was
separately disclosed and fulfilled in the New Testa-

ment time of redemption.' But faith in a numer-
ous posterity cannot effect the same nova obedientia

as faith in a Ohristus satispatiens and satisfaciens

can effect." [Tholuck, p. 173.] Further particulars

on the nova obedientia of Abraham may be read in

. Gen. xxii. According to Tholuck, we should not

introduce into the faith of Abraham the faith in the

Messiah. But yet we must not reject it. According

to the promise in Gen. xii. 3, the question in Gen.

XV. 5—the passage here in mind—could not be the

promise of a merely natural posterity. It is cer-

tainly consistent with the principles of historical

interpretation, when we are considering later decis-

ions, to look back at the earlier ones which lie at their

root. Meyer [p. 161] more appropriately remarks :

" In the jtmtilii/f tii) SfiT) on the part of Abraham,
Paul has perceived nothing really different from

Christian nianq ; since Abraham's faith referred to

the Divine promhe, and indeed to the promise which

he—one who was the friend of God, and illuminated

by Him—^has perceived to be the promise which em-
braced'the future Messiah (John viii. 56)."

Yet, under the supposition of the substantial

identity between the faith of Abraham and that of

Christians, we shall need to lay stress on the differ-

ence in form : The faith of Abraham is the essential

beginning of the specific faith of salvation in the

Old Testament ; the faith of Paul and his compan-
ions is the completion of the same in the New.
Faith in general, as well as in each of its particular

parts, undergoes a great metamorphosis in its pas-

sage from that initial point to this terminal point.

But it remains the same faith in substance. And
the peculiarity of this substance is, that the Divine

object, and its human organic reception, constitute

an indissoluble christologioal synthesis. The objec-

tive parts are : a. The personal God of revelation

In His revelation ; and especially as the creative,

wonder-working God, who can call forth new salva-

tion and life ; h. His word of promise ; c. The
import of His word of promise—the future salvation

of the nations with the seed of Abraham. Corre-

sponding with these, are the subjective parts : a. Th«
living knowledge, perception, and reception of tht
revealed God

; b. Confident submission to the wordt
of promise, against all the contradiction of sens*
and worldly appearance; c. The appropriation of thf
object of the promise as the principle and energy ol
the renewed life.

The operations correspond to this harmo;iy of
object and subject: 1. Justification. Freedcm of
conscience before God, according to the measure of
the condemnation of conscience. The peace of God,
Gen. XV. 2. The sacramental, symbolical seal, Gen.
xvii., see ver. 11. 3. Confidence, and acquirement
of new life from condemnation to death, or even
from death itself—internal death.

All these separate parts exist as germs in Abra.
ham's faith. De Wette, after an ill-founded remark
on the Apostle's arbitrary dialectics and scriptural

application, admirably says :
" When the Apostle in

this way unites the climax of religious development
with the historical point of connection—for the de-

veloping series commenced with Abraham—he gives

evidence of great historical penetration." Comp,
the Commentary on Genesis, xv. 1-12.

Ver. 4. Now to the workman [tw Si
loyatofiivoi, Lango ; Dem aber, welcher den
Werkdienst treibt]. The statements of vers. 6 and
7 are two sentences, which establish the doctrine of

justification by faith, as well in its divine as in its

human character. The work does not reach up to

God, His grace, or His heaven ; but it belongs to the

sphere of gain, and makes the remunerator the debtor

—which cannot be said of God without impiety.

But as God's grace is exalted above the claims of

merit, so is man's faith exalted. The believer does

not rely on merit, but on the gracious strength of

Him who justifies the ungodly, and he receives the

righteousness in proportion to his faith. The first

sentence establishes negatively, that Abraham, ac-

cording to his relation to God, could not be justified

by works ;
the second sentence establishes positive-

ly, that justification presupposes a relation of God's

grace to the sinner. It is therefore clearly intimated

that Abraham was a sinner ; besides, the introduo.

tiou of David and his testimony proves conclusively

that the justification is that of the sinner. But the

root of the antithesis is in the l^yauofiivoq and

the fir; epyato^tros; it is the continuation of

the contrast in chap. ii. 7, 8. Those who strive un-

tiringly, seek God as their only end ; but partisans

oppose God by their claims. The i^yatofifvoq
is not " the active man, whose characteristic is

works " (Meyer), but he whose righteousness con-

sists only of works, who relies on the merit of his

works, and whose basis of confidence and pride are

works. Therefore, his counterpart is not an oim

ipya^o/iivoi;, but a. /urj tQy.

Ib the reward (6 /tiffed?) not reckoned

according to (as a matter of) grace (iiaTM

)(dqi,'v). That is, the earned reward, in accord,

a'nce with the law of wages and labor. The XoyiKW'

»a(, is a very flexible idea ; m the case of works,

denoting a literal setthng up, a payment, according

to the external quantitative relations; and in the

ease of faith, a respectful valuation or reward, ac

cording to the internal qualitative relations. But

even in the latter case, there is no fiction, no un.

truth, but a decision in strict conformity with the

actual condition. He who makes God his debtor foi

service rendered, reverses the poles of spiritual life
j

he conceits that God exists for his sake, and for ths
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lake of his external work. Therefore, the mere

worker becomes a culpable debtor in the judgment

of God. Faith ia the return to the normal relation

with God. Here God is the absolute majesty, the

justifier, the source, the giver of all things, the

infinitely merciful ; and before Him the believer

stands in the sense of absolute need, dependence,

poverty, impurity, and guilt. But when the believ-

er commits himself to the burning and delivering

ftrms of God's love, his guilt vanisiies as the cloud

before the sun.—^Not according to grace, but

according to (as a) debt. The ciiyatofifvoi; really

declines grace ; he claims a reward for his merit.

And in the same way will his reward be reckoned

according to his debt 'OtpiiXtifia, the debitum,

according to the relKtions of reward.—It is plain

that such a relation did not apply to Abraham, from

the fact that, according to ver. 3, he obtained God's

grace ; and this in a definite case, where the ques-

tion could not be one of merit (Gen. xv.).

Ver. 5. But to him that worketh not (for

hire), &e. Meyer properly remarks, in opposition to

Reiche, who refers the statement directly to Abra-

ham,* that the sentence is a locus conimunUj and

that it is left to the reader whether he will include

Abraham in it or not. But, according to Paul,

Abraham has certainly included himself. In the

same way, Meyer properly observes that acf^/-/?,

ungodly, must not be diluted into aUr/.m, unright-

eous. Faith perceives that the foundation of the

djiitta is the aaefiiia (chap. i. 21), alienation from

God ; and, because of its deeper knowledge of sin,

applies to the grace of God. The niat^vtiv kni ruva

cannot merely denote a faith in the direction toward

some one, but a believing self-surrender on the

ground of God's grace (Acts xvi. 31, &o.).

Ver. 6. Even as David. The introduction of

David completely establishes the fact that the justifi-

cation of man is a justification of the sinner, and
that the believer perceives his sins ; for, in relation

to David, both his guilt and pardon were conceded

by the Jews. And now David must also testify to

this truth. Emn as {-AaddTiiQ) indicates that

David is quoted for the elucidation and proof of

what has been said already in vers. 4 and 5. He is

quoted, not as a universal example of justification in

general, but in special proof that it is such a justifica-

tion of the sim]er as excludes the merit of works.
[Vers. 1 and 8 prove clearly that the forgiveness

of sins belongs to justification ; but this is only the
negative part, with whicb is inseparably connected
the positive part, namely, the imputation and appli-

cation of the righteousness of Christ, and this con-

tains the germ and power of sanctification.—P. S.]

Tholuck :
" By the negative statement, Calvin was

led to insist that the idea of the justificaUo is ex-

hausted with the condonatio peccaiorum {^Inst. iii.

11). The same thing is done by the Protestant doc-
trinal theology before the Formula Concordiw—
which first expressly added the vioS-iala, which is

really included therein." Compare, however, the
Heidelberg Catechism, Question 60.-|- The beatitude

* According to Keiche, Abraham is the /ivj epyo^djuei/os,
the affc3ijy ; and this word alludes to the early idolatry of
^.hraham, which is described by Philo, Josephus, and Mai-
monidea. Grotius, and others, have adopted the same
opinion.

t [This question of the Heidelberg Catechism, whichwas
first published in 1563, contains one of the best statements
of the evangeUcal doctrine of justification, and clearly
brings out the positive element, which Tholuck vrongly
latei from the fcnu of Concord of the year 1577. It reads

from Ps. xxxii. 1 and 2 i? quoted from the Septus

gint. [See Textual NoU "] The choice of verbs in

ver. 7 corresponds to the substantives. The dvo^ia

is a debt doomed to prison ; it is released, and thus

abolished ; the afiagrla. is the ground of it, and is

covered from God's eye ( "iS3, ilDS
)
—that is, abok

ished by Him.

Second Pabaobaph (vebs. &-12).

Justification applies also to the Gentiles. It i« «

justification for all.

Ver. 9. (Is) this blessedness [6 /tosxaoKr,

/to;, the pronouncing happy, cozigratulaiion, Selig-

preisung], then, upon the circumcision. The
question now is, whether the beatitude described by
David applies only to the Jews. The expositors

have supplied different words : Tholuck [Stuart,

Philippi, Meyer, ed. 4.], and others, earl; Meyer '

[Fritzsche, De Wette, Alford, Hodge], J.iyitai, [comp.

Heb. vii. 13 ; Mark ix. 12], with reference to ver. 8

(others, nlnxti. [Theophylact], -fiXdiv [CEcumenius],

'iljyirav [Olshausen], yiyovi). The Xiyiiai has less

foundation than iarl. [It is always safer to supply

the simplest word.—P. S.]—Or also upon the un-
circumcision ? The also shows that the previous

clause is to be understood in the exclusive sense

;

upon the circumcision only. [Some MSS. add ^d-

vov.—P. S.]—For we say. The yaq presup-

poses that the Apostle has already mentally expect-

ed an affirmative reply to the question. Or upon thg

uncircuracision also ? [The form of the question,

too, with 7j r.ai, presupposes an affirmative answer

to the second clause, and this implied afiSrmation is!

made the ground of the argumentation, vers. 10-12.

De Wette and Alford.—P. S.] The tw '^4^q. \%

certainly emphatic, as Fritzsche, De Wette [Alford],

and others, maintain, though Meyer denies it ; for

the whole of the following argument proceeds froB)

the person of Abraham. [For we say that to Abra*.

ham faith was reckoned for righteousness.—P. S.]

Ver. 10. Not in circumcision, but. Accord,

ing to Gen. xv., Abraham was justified about four,

teen years before his circumcision. Gen. xvii. [Con.

sequently his circumcision was not the effective cause

and condition, but the Divine ratification of grace

already received.—P. S.]

Ver. 11. And he received a sign of circum-
cision [zaj atifiitov cia/Sfr Tiff tTo/t»/^t ].

Genitive of apposition [i. e., a sign which consisted

in circumcision. Van Hengel and Hofnaann, prefer-

ring the reading 7iiqi,rofiTjv to TTf^iTo.u^e, explain:

As a sign he received circumcision, as a seal (aq}Qa-

ytda in apposition to atjfitlov). Meyer objects that

thus : " How art thou righteous before God ? Answer

;

Only by true faith in Jesus Christ. That is : nlthongh my
conscience accuse me, that I have giievously sinned asainst
all the commandments of God, and have never kept any
of them, and that I am still prone always to all evil, yet
God, without any merit of mine, of mere grace, grants and
imputes to me the perfect satisfacti&n, righteousness, and holi'

ness of Clirist, as if t had never committed nor had any sin,

and had myself accomplished all the obedience which Christ
has fultilled for me, if only I accept such benefit with a be-
lieving heart."—P. S.]

* [This must refer to a former edition; for, in the 4th
ed. of 186.5, Meyer gives the preference to eo-ri : " Als ciM
Sich von selbst versteJtende Verbum wii-d am ei7{fachst6n e ff-Ti

gedaeht (vergl. ii. 9 ; lots iv. 33, al) ; weniger naheliegeni:
Xiverai aas V. 6."—P. 8.]

t [The order of the words ia simply rhetorical and
euphonic, and gives no emphasis to (ni/ieiov. See Tholuck
and PhiUppi.—P. S.].
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in the first case, atj/iitov, in the second, ne^i/io/iiiv,

juglit to have tte article, and explains : Ein Zeichen

mit welchem er durch die Beschneidung versehen

ward, empfing er ah Siegel—i. e., a sign, with which
lie was provided in circumcision, he received as seal.

But the article is sometimes omitted where the refer-

ence is specific, and where there is no danger of mis-

take ; comp. Winer, p. 118 f. atjfifiov, sign,

token, symbol, nis . Circumcision was the sign

of the covenant God made with Abraham, Gen. xvii.

11 ; God, on His part, promising the Messianic xkjj-

^ovoiiia (Gen. xv. 6, 18), and Abraham, on his part,

exercising the obedience of faith which was reck-

oned to him for righteousness (Gen. xv. 6). Hence
Paul represents it as a seal of the righteousness of

faith. This was not only a " legitimate dogmatic
inference " (Meyer), but, as Tholuck remarks, a his-

torical necessity, since the sign of the covenant was
granted in consequence of the faith previously shown.
—P. 8.]—The seal. The seal denotes here the

feymbolical and sacramental sealing ; from this, the

real sealing of Abraham, which was given him after

the offering of Isaac, Gen. xxii. 1, is still to be dis-

tinguished (see the Bibleworh on Genesis xxii.).

" It is also represented in the Talmud as the sign

and seal of the covenant. See Schottgen and Wet-
stein in loc. These words belonged to the formula
of circumcision :

' Benedictug sii, qui sanctificavit

dileetiim ab utero, et signum ( ris )
posuit in came,

elJUios sues sigiUavit ( Cnn ) signo fcederis saneti

;

'

Beracot/i, f. xiii. 1." Meyer [foot-note]. Christian

writers [Ada Thomm, § 26 ; Grabe, Spicileg. Pair.

I., p. 333] speak in the same way of the water of

baptism as a seal {tj atpqayli; toH ^.oi't^oi'. A seal

here means a mark of Divine ratification of a justi-

fication already received, a " signaculum rei acte,"

not a " pignus rei agenda
\
" comp. 1 Cor. ix. 2

;

2 Tim. ii. 19. We have here an intimation of the

true idea of Sacraments : they are signs, seals, and
means of grace, but not the grace itself. Circum-

cision is not the covenant, neither is baptism regen-

eration. A sign and seal can never be the substi-

tute for the thing signed and sealed, nor should it

be made a ground of confidence and hope ; but it is

all-important as a Divine ratification, and gives, so

to say, legal validity to our claims, as the govern-

mental seal to a written instrument. Without the

seal of circumcision, Abraham would have had no
certain guarantee of the Divine favor ; and if justi-

fication by faith is abstractly separated from the

church and the means of grace, it becomes a subjec-

tive fiction of man.—P. S.]—That he might be
the father. The spiritual father is meant here.

Abraham is the father of faith. "The conception

of author, founder, is also contained in that of

father; comp. Job. xxxviii. 28 ; Gen. iv. 21 ; 1 Mace,
ii. 54 ;

" Tholuck.— On the idea of Abraham's
spiritual children, see Matt. iii. 9 ; John viii. 37,

38. Gal. iii. 8, 29, is a parallel.—That righteous-
ness might be reckoned also to them. This

Means the sense in which Abraham, as a believing

Gentile, has become the father of believing Gen-
tiles.

Yer. 12. And the father of circumcision.
Prominence is here given to the life of faith, the

proof of faith, in connection with circumcisionfor
faith. We remark on the language : 1. fie to tlvai

Ri*Td» must be mentally repeated after xal. 2. tok;,

the dative commodi [for those^, comes in the place

of faith. 8. Instead of alia xai TOt« arotxovirt,

we should expect aU& xal atov/ola,, without the
article. Tholuck :

" The r.al tom; 'is an -anexamplea
solecism in the Apostle's language." Tlieodoret,
Hervffius, Luther, and others, have assumed a trans,
position: toii: oiix, instead of oi' tok;. Meyer and
"Tholuck reject this. Euckert defends the supposi
tion of a transposition ; Fritzsche excuses the ar
tide; Keiche defends it [so does Stuart; both regard
it as a resumption of the sentence begun with tha
preceding Tor^-, and interrupted by the ovx ix niq..
toft/jii ftovov, aV.a xai.—P. S.] It may be asked,
whether ot ovx ix TrffiTo^iiJ? iiovov, alia xal oi
iJTor/oXnniq could be said. And this would cer.
tainly be practicable, if we could place oTTf? after

fiovov. They are not only the people of the circum
cision, but also those who walk, &c. The faith of
the real Jews is not only here made prominent, bnt
also their life of faith ; no doubt with reference to

the fact that these believing Jews, like Abrahajn,
should be the humane publishers of salvation to the
Gentiles. [ t o Tc," I'/ v f o" t , the dative after atoiynv
is not local, but normative; comp. GaL v. 16, 26;
vi. 16 ; Phil. iii. 16 ; Meyer.—P. S.]

Thihd Paeagbaph (vers. 13-17).

Ver. 13. For not through (the) law is the
promise to Abraham, or to his seed, that he
should be the heir of the world. (See Gal. iii.)

Ver. 13 does not simply establish the preceding

(Meyer), since that is established of itself. The
foregoing statement is indeed strengthened by the

discussion which now follows (therefore : for) ; but

the latter also sets forth a new privilege of the

righteousness of faith, namely, its release from the

law. See De Wette.—Not through the law.
The law declared only the possession of Canaan by
the Jews ; but the promise which Abraham re-

ceived pledged to him and his believing children

the whole earth as an inheritance.— Through the

law ; that is, not per justitiam legis (Parens, and
others), but with the Mosaic legislation. [De Wette
and Alford :

" Sm vo/liov, not, ' under (lie law,' nor,

' by works of the law,' nor, ' by the righteousness of
the law ;

' but, through the law, so that the law

should be the ground, or efficient cause, or medium,

of the promise."—P. S.]—The promise (sc. iarl)
to Abraham, or to his seed. This is the great

Messianic inayyiXia xax iio/ijv. The tJ, or, ex-

presses the indivisibility of the promise to Abraham

and his seed—that is, his believing seed (Gal. iii. 9)

—and cannot be replaced by xal, or be divided thus:

neither to Abraham nor his seed (Meyer). Abraham

inherits with his seed, and his seed inherits with

Abraham (see Matt. viii. 11 ; Heb. xi.). According to

Estius, Olshausen, and others, the seed is Cfirist,

conformably to Gal. iii. 16. Meyer says: "Not

Christ ; " which is just as incorrect as the limitation

of the seed to Christ.—That he should be^ the

heir of the world [to xl-^^ovofiov alror
(tvai, zoiT^oi;]. The t o introduces an explana-

tory declaration of the import of the promise. The

ouToe refers to Abraham, because he, in his person,

represents also bis seed. "In the promises. Gen.

xiii. 15 ; xvii. 8 ; xxii. 11, 18, the blessing bestowed

on Abraham in chap. xii. is expressly transferred tc

his seed ; " Tholuck. It may be asked now, Where

has this promise of the possession of the world been

given to Abraham ? The promises which the Old

Testament furnishes in reference to the hereditarj
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possession of Abraham seem 4: include only the

land of Casaan ; Gen. xii. 7 :
" TTnto thy seed will

I give this land " (Canaan') ; chap. xiii. 14, 15 :
" Lift

up now thine eyes, and loolc from the place where

thou art, northward, and soutliward, and eastward,

and westward : for all the land which thou seest, to

thee will I give it, and to thy seed forever ;
" chap.

XV. 18 :
" From the river of Egypt unto the great

river, the river Euphrates ;
" chap. xvii. 8 :

" All

the land of Canaan ;
" chap. xxii. 17 :

" Thy seed

shall possess the gate of his enemies " (comp. chap,

ixvi. 3, the repetition of the promise to Isaac ; and

Exod. vi. 4, the legal establishment). In all these

there is no promise of the inheritance of the world.

It is not correct to consider x6(T^lOi; and yTj as identi-

cal. Thus Meyer says ;
" The hereditary possession

of the land of Canaan, which was promised to Abra-

ham and his posterity (Gen. xii. 7, &c.), was regard-

ed in the Jewish chi'istology as the gonernmenl of
the world by the Messianic theocracy, which was sup-

posed to be typically indicated in Gen. xxii. ' Abra-
hamo pairi meo Dens possidendurti dcdit C(ELUM et

TEREAM ; ' Tanchmna, p. 163, 1 ; see also Wetstein.

The idea of tlie Messianic souereiffnty of the world,

which underlies this Jewish particularistic view, is

not set aside in the New Testament, but it is brought

out by Christ Himself (Matt. v. 5) in allegorical form

(Matt. xix. 28 ff. ; Lulie xxii. 30 ; Matt. xxv. 21),

dive.sted of its Judaistic notion, and elevated to

christological truth. It is necessary, because of the

universal sovereignty to which Christ Himself is ex-

alted (Matt, xxviii. 18 ; John xvii. 5 ; Phil. ii. 9
;

Eph. iv. 10, &c.) ; and because of the necessary com-
munion between His disciples and Himself." But
we can hardly suppose that the Apostle would here

apply againat the Jews the promise of the land of

Canaan to the Jews, in its higher signification. We
must keep in view the significant passage, Gen. xxii.

17, 18 :
" Blessing I will bless thee, and multiply,

ing I will multiply thy seed as the stars of the heav-

en, and as the sand which is upon the sea-shore ; and

thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemy. And
in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be

blessed." Here we have the germ of the same prom-
ise (Origen, Chrysostom, Bengel, and others). Su-

periority is declared by the very position of the one
who blesses, and the earth itself is meant by the

nations of the earth. Tholuck remarks, on the ccm-

trary, that by xoauot; we must then understand the

aniji/ia itself, so far as it is led to faith, and that

this cannot be regarded at once as hXij^ovo.uoi; and
y.XfjQovo/iict. But the ajis^ifia, as the organ of the

world's conversion, must be distinguished from the

<T7zii>fta, as the converted world. God is the inherit-

ance of believers, as believers are the inheritance

of God. De Wette, in summing up the different

explanations, says: "
jy y.?.T]^ovoftia tou -/.ofTfiov is

not an indefinite allegorical blessedness (Flatt) ; not
the reception of all nations into the theocracy (Me-
lanchthon, Bezi, Bengel, Chrysostom, Theodoret,

&o.) ; not the possession of Canaan and some adja-

cent countries, ' qu(s felicitas arcanam gerebat ima-
ginem ceternce felicitatis ' (Grotius) ; nor of the earth

(Roseumiiller, Koppe, Kollner, Riickert), in the sense

of the political sovereignty of the world ; nor is it a

possession of the future world (Calov.*) ; still less of

*
[ By a typographical mistake, the original, in the sec-

ind as well a^ the first edition, reads Calvin, instead of
Cahvius, who was a fierce Lutheran polemic of the seven-
teenth century, and author of the Bihlia illustrata, in refa-
tatioc of the commentaries of Orotius.—P. S.J

the beneficia spiritualia (Bald.), or svi typo terra

Canaan non modo spes coelestU vital, aed plena el

solida Dei benedictio (Calvin); but it is the dominion

over the world, which, with all its opposing forces,

shall be sul jected to Christ and the Christians (Reiohe,

Meyer, Fritzsche)." Obviously too many negations •

We must bear in mind, that in the Messianic prom-

ise given to Abraham, the struggle and the dominion

are indicated only finally ; the chief idea is the bless-

ing. If all the nations of the earth were to be really

blessed by Abraham's seed, then his seed must be

able to dispose of a world of blessing. [The prom,

ise will be literally fulfilled when the kingdoms of

the world are given to the people of the Most High,

and Christ will rule with His saints forever and ever;

Dan. vii. 27 ; Apoe. xi. 15 ;
xii. 10 ;

Matt. v. 6 ; 2

Tim. ii. 12.—P. S.]—By the righteousness ol

faith. This was the fundamental gift by which the

promise of the world was conditioned. Meyer thinks

that, because of the date of the justification. Gen. xv,

[i. «., after the promise had been given ; Gen. xii. 3,

7; xiii. 15, 16.—P. S.], Paul must have here in mind

only later passages [xv. 18 ; xvii. 8, where the prom-

ise is repeated.—P. S.]. But, according to Gen. xii.,

Abraham's life of faith had begun at the time of his

emigration. [The faith of Abraham covered the

whole period of the promise, which was made and
repeatedly confirmed to his faith.—P. S.]

Ver. 14. For if they who are of the lavr.

Proof that Abraham's believing children, but not

they who, in contrast with them, rely on the law and
its deeds, shall inherit the world. The ro/joq, ac-

cording to Flatt, the moral law ; according to Meyer,

the Mosaic law ; both, according to Tholuck. The
Apostle is certainly not concerned here exclusively

with the idea of the Mosaic I'd/toi;, as such, but
rather with the idea of the legal standpoint, or of

the law, considered abstractly in itself, and in con-

trast with the promise. And it may be said of the

natural moral law, too, that it worketh wrath. 1

ex »; ^. o I) are not people who are still under the

law ag such, but whose life-principle is the law,

and who wish to be justified by the law. [oi ex
v6/,iou, those of law = adherents of the law, legal-

ists. This periphrase is of frequent occurrence

;

comp. oi ei ejiiOflm;, those of self-seeking = self-

seeking partisans ; ii. 8 ; oi ex nf(ii,TO/i.rji;, the cir-

cumcised ; iv. 12 ; Tit. i. 10 ; Acts x. 45 ; xi. 2

;

ol ex nlariiDi;, the believers ; Gal. iii. 7, 9 ; Rom,
iv. 16 ; oi el 'Ja^aij?., the Israelites ; Rom. ix. 6,

&c. ; comp. Xenoph., Anab. i. 2, 18, ol ex tiji:

ayo(iciq, the market people. The preposition In
(out of) indicates here the origin and character.—
P. S.]—Be heirs, faith is made void. At the
time when this decisive word was uttered, it had not
only a great spiritual, but also a great prophetical
meaning. Judging from external signs, it was morn
probable that the Jews, rather than the Christians,
would inherit the earth. They had a powerful promi.
nenoe, wide dissemination, and synagogues all over
the world. But the Apostle was sure of his cause,
and wished clearly to distinguish the future of faith
from the future of that darkened legalism. Yet his
thought is not : if the legalists are heirg, believers
cannot be ; but, if the legalists are heirs, there will
be no inheritance of the promise at all. Faith is

made void—that is, it loses its import, the right-
eousness of faith—-by wrath in the conscience ; the
promise is made powerless by the wrath of histori.
cal judgments, because it was only intended for faith.

Ver. 15. Because the law worketh wratlv
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The operation of the law is to reveal sin and to

represent it as transgression, as well in the con-

science as in the life itself. Therefore it produces

wrath, which, according to the Divine sentence and
government, bursts forth from the internal and ex-

ternal life as the severe judgment of dissolution and
of death. For where there is no law, neither

is there transgression (of the law) ; and where
there is no transgression, there is no wrath. But
inversely, the law fally reveals transgi-ession, and,

with transgression, wrath and condemnation to death.

The proof that the law worketh wrath, is therefore

negative. This operation is meant to apply first of

all to the Mosaic law, as is proved by Rom. v. 13,

14, particularly by the distinction between anaqrla
and TtaQapadbi; (see 1 Tim. ii. 14 ; Gal. iii. 19).

Tholuck quotes Augustine : " Sine lege potest esse

guift iniquuSy sed non pycevaricator^^ and says that

"this difference has generally been observed ever

Bince. But where it has not been observed, such

itapfQfiijvelai, have arisen, as with Luther (on Gal.

iii. 19), who introduces, from chap. vii. 5 ; v. 20,

the thought that the lust of sin is dormant without

the law." Tholuck also properly remarks, that the

axiom of chap. v. 13, a^aqTia fit orx IX/.oytZrai,

fii; orroc rd^on, can be understood only relatively

«f a less quantity of guilt, as is proved by the judg-

ment of the Deluge, and other judgments. He quotes

Thomas Aquinas : "M tamen mnne peceatum potest

did prcBvaricatio, in quantum legem naturalem trans-

ffreditur." [But Thomas adds :
" Gravius tamen est

transgredi simul legem naturalem et legem scriptam,

quam solam legem natures. Et idea lege data a-evit

prcevaricatio et majorem iram promeruit."'\ Yet the

iiXoYiltai, of chap. v. 13 is to be emphasized so as

to denote God's real reckoning with the sinner by

His law, which first causes the natural punishment

of the sinner to assume the clear blaze of wrath.

Man can obtain salvation only by this passage through

the judgment of death. For this reason the Apos-

tle does not deny the necessity of the law ; but with

him it is a, means for an end, and constitutes the

pedagogic point of transition for the pious under the

law (lOTo vonov, chap. vi. 14, 15). But people of

the law (oJ ix vonov), who seek justification ej 'iqyotv

(chap. iv. 2) because they are in feeling si i^vSdai;

(chap. ii. 8), make the means an end. They seek

their life in the single precepts and observance of

the law, in pride in the possession of the law, and in

the settlement of their account with God ; and by

this course they find their existence in the fire of

Srath, but, unlike the salamander, they find no com-

fort in the fire. They do not make the law their

preparation for faith, but the antithesis of faith ;
and

they endeavor, by the fire of their fanaticism, to en-

tice from a joyous and bright life those who are

happy in faith, and to draw them into their own

gloomy heat. For other explanations of o^iyij, see

Tholuck. Cocceius : The ceremonial law is the ema-

nation of wrath ; J. Muller : o^yv ™"s' ^^ under-

stood subjectively—the consciousness of wrath ;
Me-

lancbthon : The opyj/ is the sinner's wrath toward

the avenging God.
.

Ver. 16. Therefore it is of faith. The mfer-

enee from vers. 14, 15. That cannot be ;
therefore

this must stand true. '£>i niatioiq. Supply:

if x).>iQovoiJ.ia yivixai, (Beza, Bengel)j rijTTayyuia

T(3 '^/?p. EffTt xal Tw rjTzi^/iari. avTOV (GrotmS,

Fntzsche, Tholuck in 'earlier editions, and others)

;

toxmoavvij (Luther) ; or, better, oi xXij^ovo/ioi, nai

(Meyer, De Wette, and Tholuck, referring to ver.

14, where Ix niariax; and ix region appear as an
titheses). This last seems the most appropriate

;
ye.

in ver. 14 we read not ol x>.ii(iov6fioi; but ni e»

Ko/ioi'

—

xltjeovo^wi, \ and further on it is ol h
Ttiarmx;. Thereibre, we must merely supply eithej

xXrifiovofioi or earm.—That it might be by grace.
Faith is here plainly denoted the homogeneous organ
of grace. It is grace, and not man's faith, that is

the source of that general surety of God's promise

;

but grace makes faith the organ, just as wrath mani-
fests itself in the work of the law. iva denotef

here the consistency of the principle of faith, which
certainly rests upon a Divine determination. Tho-
luck supplies maiA'.

In order that the promise might he sure to
all the seed [f^' to flvai, ^ipalav ttjv eTtayyfXiav

navii 10) anig/nari,']. The di; denotes the result

designed by God—that the promise of His grace b«

communicated to faith. By this determination the

fact is secured, that the promise holds good for hia

collective seed—that is, for his entire spiritual pos-

terity.—Not to that only which is of the law,
&c. The TO) ix TOO vo/iiov denotes here the

historical origin of the whole body of faithful Jews,

The Toi ix niareiix;, as antithesis, denotes the

faithful Gentiles. They form a totality by which

Abraham is the father of all (see vers. 11, 12).

Ver. 11. As it is written. Gen. xvii. 5

;

where a natural posterity of many nations is prom,

ised to Abraham in relation to his name.* Yet this

promise has its ground in his faith (vers. 18, 19), and

hence Paul very properly regarded it as the type of

his spiritual posterity. The spiritual relation is also

implied in the Divine appointment, ziOsvxd of.—
!It was] in the sight of him whom he believed

xarivavTi^ ov inlorivofv ^fol'f]. On
account of the connection with what has preceded,

the difficult word xarivam must be here explained

[as far as the construction is concerned]. 1. Luther

follows the reading iniartvaac; [before God, whom
thou hast believed] of the Codd. F. G., It., and others,

and finds here a continuation of God's words. An
attempt to explain the connection. ^ 2. Bretschnei-

der: "in view of which word," oi' so, li^rj/Airov.

3. Meyer, Tholuck [Alford, Hodge], and others:

The quotation, xaOAi;—ai, is parenthetical [so also

in the E. V.], and xaxhartt must be connected with

oe iati 7zaz);(j navniv r/ftiTw [J. e., Abraham is the

father of us all, not physically, but spiritually, in

the sight and estmation of God, with whom there

are no obstacles of nature or time.—P. S.] Meyer

[and also Winer, Gramm., p. 156, Vth ed.] thus

resolves the attraction : xaxivavtb lou &iov, xari-

vavri, ov inlanvai [i e., before God, before whom,

or, in whose sight he believed], according to the anal-

ogous attraction of Luke i. 4 ; and rejects the more

common resolution [adopted also by Fritzsche] of

the attraction xatevavri, &to'', w iniaiivai [before

God, whom he believed—& form of attraction with

the dative, which is very unusual; see Winer, p.

166, and Meyer in he—7. S.]- See Meyer, for

other attempts at construction. But what are we to

• [Abraham, nnnSN =s C^la '(isn. SN, faHitr Df

a muUitudc, the new signiflcant name given to Abrttm

OiaS , t- e., father of ekraiiim, high father, Gen- xvii. 5-

t [Lange'makes a period after the quotation from Gen.

xvii 6, and then translates ; Angesichts [war's] des Gottts,

dem er Glnuben MM. He supplies iyivero, and commencei

here a new paragraph. See his mterpretation below.-

P. S.l
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onderstaad by the expression : he is the fatlier of us
all before God ? The idea of a substitution by Abra-
ham, which might easily be inferred from the lan-

guage, would be foreign to the Apostle. 4. We
supply iyivfro [before y.arivarro], and explain
thus : As it is written, " I have made thee a father

of many nations ;
" it took place in the presence of

God, or, it came to pass there, in the place where he
stood believing before God, that he was made the
father of many nations ; before Him, namely, God,
&c. He who is justified, wlio receives God's prom-
ise, stands before God. [Philippi, without paren-
thesizing r.aOmi—df, supplies after this quotation:
And as such—viz., as father of nations—he stands
in the sight of God, &c.—P. S.]

FOTJETH PaeAOKAPH (VERS. 17-25).

A.

—

Abraham^s Faiih {vers. 17-22).

Ver. \T. Before him whom he believed,
*ren God. Explanations of coram \_xa'i:ivav-
rv, literally, do-Lim over agaiinst, oppoxite to, like

the classical y.arfvmniov; then = y.a.-rivili7nov, co-

ram, so here, and often in the LSX., for 'JSb —
P. S.] : 1. According to the will (Reiche). 2.' Ac-
cording to the decision (Riiukert, and otliers). 3. Vi
a'que potestate dbmia (Koppe). 4. Before God's
omniscience (Olshausen). 5. Meyer [p. 1Y3, foot-

note] : " We must leave it without explanation.
Abraliam is represented as standing before God who
has appeared to him." But it denotes the first

element of the Abrahamic faitli. Abraham, as tlie

friend of God, stands in the view of the living God
of revelation, the speaking God, who is at tlie same
time the God of miracles and new creations ; and it

is while Abraham is there, that he is appointed the
father of many nations. (Theodoret, Theophylact,
and others, have explained xarivavTi, as equal to
o/ioidii; riTi fl-fM

;
Grotius has divided the sentence

into question and answer; see Meyer).— ICare-
vavri. oil eniiTTi vijfv, standing before Him, he
believed the promise on tlie spot.

Who quickeneth the dead. [The present
tense i.woTioi.oTii'Toi; and za,lo "ikto? is used to
indicate the continued manifestation of God's crea-
tive power in every physical and in every spiritual
birth.—P. S.] "The UuiottohIv rohq vix(Joii(;
is the solemn characteristic of the omnipotent God,"
says Meyer. The doctrine of the omnipotence of
God, as the wonder-working power of the God of
revelation, has been directed from the beginning to
the consummation of the revelation in the resurrec-
tion of Christ, and subsequently to the special and
general resurrection (Eph. i, 19 ff.j. This is evident
from those passages of the Old Testament which rep-
resent the wonder-working power of God as a power
to bring the dead to life, produced by it (Deut.
xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ii. 6 ; Isa. xxvi. 19 ; liii. 10

;

Ezek. xxxvii. 1 ff. ; Hosea xiii. 14
; Dan. xii. 1, 2

;

comp. Book of Wisdom, xvi. 13 ; Tobit xiii.' 2 •

John V. 21 ; 2 Cor. i. 9 ; 1 Tim. vi. 13). The AposI
tie, with profound penetration, sees this miraculous
power which raises the dead to life, foreshadowed
already in the promise of Isaac. Por he does not
havf. in view the offering of Isaac (according to
Erasmus, Grotius, Baumgarten-Crusius), although
the stronger expression seems to have been selected
also with reference to that last believing act of Abra-
hMn. Neitlier is the awakening of the splrituallT

dead chiefly meant (according to Origen, Anselm,

and others). Nevertheless, we would not, with Mey.

er, altogether reject these explanations as false ; fol

the external awakenings stand in the most intimats

reciprocal relation with the internal. In fact, the

former are generally conditioned by the latter ; as

we see that Abraham had to believe first in the

promise given to him.

And calleth those things, Tjrhich are not,

as though they iw^ere [literally, calling things
not being, as being, y.nlovv'zoi; ra jutj ovra
ok; ovra. Tec /t^ oi'ra differs from ra o (' x ovrct

in that it presents the non-existence as conditional

:

if they are not ; or as relative only, inasmuch aa

all things preexist ideally and subjectively in the
Divine mind before they are created and set forth

objectively.—P. S.]. Two explanations : * 1. Kef-
erence to the creative agency of God (Tholuck,
and most expositors). KaXiZv often denotes God's
creative call, to summon into being, into exist,

ence (Isa. xli. 4 ; xlviii. 13 ; 2 Kings viii. 1 ; Book
of Wisdom, xi. 25 ; comp. Ps. xxxiii. 9). Philo
[De creai. princ, p. 728 B.] : ra fii] oVrct ixdhaiv
fit; TO iivai. This explanation admits of severa.^

modifications: a. The first creative act is thought
of (Estius). b. God's continued creation is in mind
(KiiUner ; reference to the particip. prees.). c. A
constant attribute of God is denoted (Tholuck).
Meyer holds that this whole interpretation is de-
stroyed by the o'k; oi'tci ; for, in the New Testament,
wi; is nowhere the same as fk. Tet Tholuck adduces
proof in favor of the signification ftc; to ilrai, oj?

oi'TCK. [He refers to 1 Cor. i. 8 ; 2 Cor. iii. 6

;

1 Thess. V. 23 ; Jude 24. Comp. Phil. iii. 21, where
the accusative avfi/to^qiov, like unto his glorioui
body, is the accusative of effect = so as to be like.

P. S.] De Wette : Jii; ojiTa can indeed not be a
substitute for lit; ovra = ili; to firai., but it can
be a substitute for w<; itroitiva, or for f^- to flvcu,
mi; oVra (Reiche, and others). 2. Meyer, and oth-
ers (Euckert, Philippi) : Who pronounces his enact-
ing command over what does not exist, as over what
does exist.f It is not necessary to prove that, even
in reference to the creation, this is the full sense
(see Heb. xi. 8) ; the ideal preexistence of things in
the mind of God is therewith intimated. Neverthe-
less, the idea of the y.a).ilv—to call into existence,
or into appearance—must be retained, Meyer holds
that the things which are not, that God called into
existence, are, according to Gen. xv., the posterity

. H [^i.**"''^
rather; but the third, which refers icoAew

to the ettectual calling of unborn men hy the Holy Spirit,and explains : " God calls to he His children those whowere not children," is entirely foreign to the context. It
IS strange that even the rationalistic Fritzsche explains:jwmines nmdmn in luce.m cditos tamqmm edilos ad vitam

^^ZZ"^ v"l"'-, tS^^ "^''^ ™'^ Tpo'v;.„^i5 of God pre-
cerles the hirth, hut the «Ai^<„5 only refers to living men.-P. S.]

t [Tholuck douhts that KoXti Nip,
. , ever means, to

command, to dispose of; but comp. Ps! 1. 1; Isa xl 26-
xlv. 3; xlviii. 3. Meyer and Philippi iuote 'two stiiktaKparallel passagos fiom Philo, De .rm.%. 5U, orwhere^lspeaks oi the imagination as forming tA u? 5^™ icTJaand Artcmidor, i. S3, where it is s.-iid of the painter that harepresents ri ,xr, ivra is ovra. To these miotJiri™..!™?^add the famous lines of Shakespea?e on th'^^atlve powe?

Scene 1)"^° ^"'™' (^'*""""«-JVii,Ws Bream, let V.

" The poet's eye, in a fine fi-emsy rollinffDoth glance from heaven to earth, frSm earth to hi«Tei>And, as mm^ination bodies forth
Oeayen

Tl e forms of things unlrnown, the poet's penTurns them to shapes, and gives to airy nottam,A local habitation and a name."—P, g^j
""""»
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of Abraham. But Abraham's faith undoubtedly pre-

supposed earlier deeds of omnipotence. The ele-

ments of God's creative power, and of His renewing
power, are comprehended together in the conception
of His miraculous power. The creative word is a
symbol and pledge of every new creative word which
is spoken subsequently

Ver. 18. Who against hope believed in
hope [Si; Tiag' iXnida tn eXnidt lni<s-
Tf ['(Tf v]. Kaith in miracles, which is itself a mira-

cle, corresponds to the gracious God who worketh
miracles. Established on the ground of hope, he
believed against the appearance of hope. Meyer
solves the oxymoron incorrectly : Abraham's faith

was against Jiope in an objective relation, and yet it

was established on hope in a subjective relation.

- Tholuck's view is better : His faith is a " Yea

"

established on the word of God, in opposition to

the " No " in the sphere of finite causes. 'En:'

iXmSi, 1 Cor. ix. 10. [in' iXniSi, is not adverbial =
confidently, but Ini signifies the subjective ground
of his faith. Faith is the organ of the supernatural,

and holds fast to the Invisible as if it saw Him. Hope
is faith itself, as directed to the future..—P. S.].

That he might become. Three explanations

of (If; 1. Of the result—so that he might be-

come (Flatt, Eritzsche, and others). 2. He believed

that he should be. That is, ft; to yiv. is the object

of e7zi,ar. (Beza, Reiche, and others). 3. It con-

tains the purpose of the emar. ordained by God
(Meyer, and others). This is favored by the follow-

ing xata TO dq-r]iiivov. [So also Alford, Hodge :

He believed, in order that, agreeably to the purpose
of God, he might become the father of many na-

tions.]

—

According to that which was spoken.
See, in Gen. xv. 5, the reference to the stars of heav-

en. Codd. F. and G. insert the comparison : as the

stars of heaven, and as the sand upon the sea-shore

(the latter from Gen. xxii. 17).

Ver. 19. And being not weak in faith. A
meiosis [nfimaic, diminution], according to Theo-

phylaet and Beza [i. «., the negative form for the

positive : being strong. So also Tholuck and Mey-
er.] The sense is rather that, in the long trial, his

faith did not grow weary, but stronger, in spite of

the difiiculties in his path,

—

He considered [not,

oil], xaTivorjafV. Tholuck says: "The omis-

sion of the o?i in important MSS., such a.s A. C. [to

which must be added Cod. Sin. and B.—P. S.], the

Syriae Version, and others, was occasioned by hav-

ing regard to Gen. xvii. 17, where Abraham does

certainly reflect upon finite causes. For this reason

the sense was thought to be, that he reflected with-

out being weak in faith. But Paul had in view only

Gen. XV. 5, 6, according to which Abraham accepted

the promise at once without hesitation." [So also

Meyer.] But Paul means plainly a steadfast faith,

which became more vigorous by the trial of many
years of waiting, and whose strength was augmented
by the temptations occurring in the meantime.*

—

* ^Stuart, Hodge, and "Wordswortll take no notice of
this important difference of reading. Alford brackets ov,

but prefers it as being better suited to the context ; the
object being to extol Abraham's faith. Omitting ov, the
sense will be; "And not being weak in the faith, he was
indeed well aware of," &c., " but (S^ did not stagger at the
promise," &c. ; or, " although he was aware of," &c.,
"yet did he not." This agrees better with Se in ver. 20;
but we miss in this case }iiv after KaTevoijo-e. The dog-
icatic idea of the passage is well brought out by Calvin,
ffho is followed by Philippi and Hodge. A similar obstruc-
-lon of faith, as the one recorded of Abraham, G-en. xvii. 17,

tccuired is the life of John the Baptist ; Uatt. zi. 2 S.—V. S.I

His own body now dead. Abraham was mort
than ninety-nine years old when the promise was
fulfilled (after the circumcision. Gen. xvii. 24), and
Sarah was more than ninety years old. The terms
Vfvfxqmfiivov and vek^jmctk;, in reference to
generative death (Heb. xi. 12), must not be taken
absolutely, but be considered according to the meaS'
ure of experience and the usual course of nature.
Bengel

:
" Post Semum (Shem) nemo centum annorum

generasse Gen. xi. legitur." [The difficulty concern-
ing the later children of Abraham and Keturah, Gen.
XXV. 1, 2, Augustin {De civit. Dei, xvi. 28) and Ben-
gel removed, by assuming that the generative power
miraculously conferred upon Abraham continued to
his death. Bengel : Novns corporis vigor etiam
mansit in mairimonio cum Ketura. So also Philippi
and Meyer.—P. S.]

Ver. 20. He staggered not at the promise
of God. The SI, which is an expression of antitlje-

sis, appears at first sight to favor xarirotiai, the
reading of the Codd. A. C, instead of o i' xatfvo-
TjiTi. But it constitutes another antithesis. Ver.
19 says, that he continued steadfast in faith, in spit«

of the contradiction of sensuous experience ; thai

he did not regard natural appearance. Ver. 20, on
the contrary, expresses the idea : Neither was he
doubtful by unbehef concerning the promise itself.

For unbelief is not produced merely by reflecting

doubtfully on the contradiction of sensuous experi-

ence, but also by an immediate want of confidence

in tlie miraculous promise itself which belongs to

the sphere of invisible life. He was not only not
weak in faith in his disregard of sensuous improba-

bility, but, while looking at the promise, he grew
even stronger in faith ; for he overcame the tempta^

tion of a subtle misinterpretation of the promise.

According to Meyer, the cVe is only explanatory ; but

Tholuck, and most expositors, regard it as express-

ing an antithesis. According to Riickert, the article

in Tij amaxia denotes the unbelief common to

man • but it denotes unbelief as such, whose nature

is to doubt the promise of God. Therefore other

explanations are superfluous (Meyer : in consequence

of the unbelief which he would have had in this

case).* The passive form, ividvvafim&i], arises

from his undoubting aim toward the promise. The
promise has the effect of always strengthening the

faith of him who looks at it. Therefore Grotius dis-

turbs the real meaning of the word, when he takes it

in the middle voice, he strengthened himself. Even the

intransitive meaning which Tholuck accepts, "to grow

strong," fails in the same way to satisfy the relation

between the promise and the steadfast gaze of faith.

Ver. 20. Giving glory to God. To give God

the glory ( rijn'b liiB, in: or, era
) ; a mark

of faith which' God, as the revealed God, can de-

maud. John ix. 24 was spoken hypocritically; J'jhn

xii. 43 is indirectly expressed. Comp. also Luke

xvii. 18, 19 ; Rom. i. 21 ; 1 John v. 10 ; Rev. xix.

7 ; comp. Philippi and Meyer on this passage, both

of whom amplify the meaning. Tholuck says bet.

ter : " Then unbelief is a robbery of God's glory.

It does not easily occur except in a state of trial (?),

but it does so occur in such a state. Therefore Cal-

vin says : ' Sxtra certamen qwidem nemo Deum

omnia posse negat ; verum simulac ohjicitur aliquid,

• [Meyer and Philippi take Tj) iirioTia as an instrumental

dative ; tj; iriinn as a dative of reference :
" Br schwanUt

nicht VEKMOGE DES tTHOiinEEirs (den er in diesem Falle ge-

habt haben vmrde), sondern vmrcU stark am Glauben {de*

er ftote).—P. S.]
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qiiod cji rsum promisnionum Dei impediai, Dei virtu-

tern e suo graau dejicinnts,''
"

Ver. 21. And being fully persuaded. Ac-

cording to Lacliraann (contrary to Tischendorf ), the

xai before 7ih)!ioq'OiJtjO-tk is strongly attested by

the Codd. A. B. C, &c. If the y.ai is omitted, we
have here the reason for the fact that he gaye God
the glory. With the xai, the words suitably explain

the manner in which lie gave God the glory ; for he

was fully convinced that He was the El Shaddai, and

that, by virtue of His omnipotence, He was able to

fulfil what He in His truthfulness had promised. It

was by this confident looking at the El Shaddai's

word of promise that he was made strong (" he-

roic ; " Meyer) in faith. The nXrjiioq'. denotes intel-

lectual activity, knowledge in living faith.*

Ver. 22. Wherefore also it was reckoned
to him aa righteousness. We must retain -/.ai,

as authorized by the Codd. A. 0. [».], and others.

But we must not overlook the fact that we have

here a justification of justification in its essential

adaptation. The StSivai, Soiav nji S-toi in faith is

a return to the paradisaical or angelic (Isa. vi. 3)

attitude to God (Rom. i. 21). Since man gives God
the glory, be again participates in the Hoia. &fou
which he had lost as a sinner (Rom. iii. 23). In

justification, believers embrace in their hearts the

righteousness of Christ as the principle of the tiota

(Rom. viii. 30 ; comp. ver. 18). Therefore the

spirit of (WJa rests upon them (1 Peter vr. 14), until

the reTelatiou of the tfdSa of the Lord (1 Peter iw.

13).

S.—The Faith of Christians {vers. 28-28).

[Application of the Scripture testimony of Abra-
ham, the father of the faithful, to the believers in

Christ. His method of justification is our method
of justification. Calvin: " Abrahce persona speci-

men communis justitia;, quae ad omnes speciat."

This completes the argument for the vindication of
the law through faith ; iii. 31.—P. S.]

Ver. 23. Novr it was not written for his
sake alone. Explanations : 1. Not to his praise,

non in ipsius gloriam (Beza, Tholuck). 2. To ex-
plain the manner of his justification (Meyer). The
sense is this : not only for the purpose of a histori-

cal appreciation of Abraham (Rom. xv. 4 ; 1 Cor, x.

11 ; Gal. iii. 8), but also to represent him as the
type of believers. In the same way the entire Bible
has a universal destination for the believers of all

times. Meyer quotes Beresh R. 40. 8 : Qiudquid
tcriptum est de Abrahamo, scriptum est de filiis

ejus. [The aorist t'y^aiip;;, it was written, de-

notes the past historical act of writing, and is used
here in order to emphasize the design of God's Spirit

* [Dr. Hodge, after quoting from Calvin, makes the fol-
lowing excellent remarks on vKTjpoipopriBeL^ : "It is a
very great error for men to suppose that to doubt is an
evidence of humility. On the contrary, to doubt God's
promise, or His love, is to dishonor Him, because it is to
question Hie word. Multitudes refuse to accept His grace,
because they do not regard themselves as worthy, as though
their worthiness were the ground on which that grace is

offered. The thing to he believed, is, that God accepts the
unworthy ; that, for Christ's sake. He justifies the unjust.
Many find it far harder to believe that God can love them,
notwithstanding theii" sinfulness, than the hundred-years-
old patriarch did to believe that he should he the father of
many nations. Confidence in God's word, a full persuasion
that He can do what seems to us impossible, is ae necessary
in the one case as in the other. The sinner honors God, in
trusting His grace, as much as Abraham lid, in trusting
His power."—P. S.]

at the time of composition ; while the more usual

perf. yiypanrai, ii! js wWiiten, is used in quota,

tious of Scripture passages as we now find them, and

as valid for present purposes. Comp, Philippi.—i . b.J

Ver. 24. But for us also, to whom it [viz.,

the faith in God, or Christ, rb marivii.v tw flfw]

shall be reckoned [supply : for righteousness, tui

S^y-awavvnv, as ver. 22]. The fii).kiv refers to

the divine determination of Christianity as right-

eousness by faith in all time to come ;
but, contrary

to Fritzsehe, it does not refer to justification at the

general judgment.

If we believe on him who raised up Jesni

our Lord from the dead, [-rors nvaTivovai.li

"specifies the {ii.iaq: and the belief is not a mere

historical, but a, Jiducial belief;" Afford.—P. S.]

Christian faith is specifically a faith in the risen

Christ, or also in the living God of resurrection who

raised Him from the dead. It is in this its central

point that the finished faith of the New Testament

is perfectly in harmony with the central point of

Abraham's faith. The germ and fruit of this faith

are identical in substance, though they differ very

much in form and development. The nearest formal

analogy to Abraham's faith is the birth of Christ

from the Virgin. The highest exhibition of omnipo.

tence was at the same time the highest exhibition

of grace. [Chrisst's resurrection was a triumph of

God's almighty power, similar, though much higher,

than the generation of Isaac from the dead body of

Abraham ; by faith in the miracle of the resurrec-

tion, the resurrection is spiritually repeated in us, as

we become new creatures in Christ, and walk with

Him in newness of life ; comp. vi. 3 ; Eph. i. 19,

20 ; Col. iii. 1.—P. S.]

Ver. 25. Who -was delivered up, &c. [" Ii

these words the Apostle introduces the great subjec

of cliaps. v.-viii.. Death, as connected with Sin, and

Life as connected with Jiighteousness ; " Afford and
Forbes. " Ver. 28 is a comprehensive statement of

the gospel ;
" Hodge. The Sm means in both

cfauses, on account of, for the reason, of, but with

this difference, that it is retrospective in the first,

prospective in the second: Si,a to, na^aTtrilt-
fiara, because we had sinned, or, in order to se-

cure the remission of our transgressions ; tfia T^v
<yi,xa.lii>aiv, not because we had been, but that we
might be justified.* To the first did we must sup.

pfy : for the atonement, or, for the destruction of;

to the second ; for the procurement of. De Wette
zur Biis.mng—zur Bestalirjung. na^ftSo&ti, a fre-

quent designation of the self-surrender of Christ to

death; Isa. fiii. 12; Rom. viii. 32; Gal. ii. 20;
Eph. V. 25 : Tratjidotxtv Eaiirov vtteq ^,«wr, St-'

xalmai,!;, from i)ixai.6u), (only here and v. 18, in

opposition to xaraxQiiia,) justification, i. e., the
effective declaratory act of putting a man right with
the law, or into the status of Sixcuoavrij, righteous-
ness.—P. S.] The antithesis in ver. 25 [naqt-
SoO-tj Sia TO, na,q aTtra'ifiat a tifimv—
tiyiqS-7] Sid Ttjv Sixaloiaiv -^fioiv, the neg.
ative atpiatq and the positive Svxaioat.i'] is diflScult.

Tholuck [p. 194] :
" This separation, as also that in

chap. X. 10, is generally taken as a rhetorical hiqui-

* [Bishop Horsley, as quoted by Alford and 'Words-
worth, takes SU, m the second clause, in the sense thai
Christ was raised because our justification had already been
effected by the sacrifice of His death. But this is incon-
sistent with 1 Cor. XV. 17. Newman explains : because our
justification is by the Second Comforter, whom the resoF.
rection brought down from heaven."—P. S I
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fiof, separating that which is in !!ubstance indivisi-

ble. Yet, in the contemplation of the Apostle, the

Smaiiiiaiii certainly is more nearly related to the

resurrection of Christ than to His death, as is shown
by the climax of Eom. viii. S4, and by the tioUm
fialXov of chap. v. 10 ; oomp. 2 Cor. xiii. 4." But
the passages cited do not contain the same antithe-

sis. According to Roman Catholic interpretation,

dtxaiiiiati; refers to sanctification (Thomas Aqui-
nas, and others). The old Protestant explanation,

on the contrary, referred the first clause to the de-

struction of sin, and the second to the ratification

of the atonement secured tliereby (Calvin). Meyer
refers the first part to the expiation of our sins, and
the second to our justification ; with reference to

1 Cor. XV. lY. Tholuck distinguishes between the

negative and positive abolition of guilt. In the lat-

ter—the Hkxaiiiiau,—Christ's intercession is also in-

cluded ; for the Lutheran theology (Quenstedt) de-

notes the applicatlo acquisU(£ salutis as the purpose
of the intercessio [the Reformed theology : patro-

cinium perpetuum coram Patre adveraus Satanm
criminatiunesj. Melanclithon also remarks in this

sense :
" Quamqicam enim pr.ecessit meritum^ iO'

men ita ordinatwn fuU ab initio^ ut tunc signcdis

APPLICAEETUR, cum fide acciperent." We must bear

in mind, however, that the antithesis is not : Christ's

death and resurrection, but the deliverance of Christ

for our offences^ and his resurrection on God^s

pari. The principal weiglit of the antithesis there-

fore rests upon the Divine deed of Christ's resurrec-

tion ; with which justifying faith was first called into

living existence. This justifying faith is analogous

to Abraham's faith in the God of miracles, who calls

new life into being. To this, the deliverance of

Christ to death for our sins (transgressions, falls,

naQciTirdi/iara) forms a complete antithesis;

and to this corresponds, in the single work of re-

demption, the antithesis : the abolishment of our

guilt, and the imputation of His righteousness. Yet,

in reality, these two cannot be separated from each

other, and tlie Si-y.ttwxn-i; here means the general

and potential justification which is embraced in the

atonement itself, and which, in individual justifica-

tion by faith, is appropriated by individuals only by
virtue of its eternal operation through the intercessio,

the gospel, and the spirit of Christ. [See Doctrinal

and Ethical, No. 10.—P. S.]

BOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. As Paul has proved from the Old Testament

the truth of the New Testament, and especially the

doctrine of righteousness by faith, so can the evan-

gelical Church confirm the truth of its confession by

the best testimonies of the best fathers of the Catho-

lic Church. The evangelical confession of sin and

grace is defended against the Romanists by Augus-

tine, and others, in the same way that Abraham
defended the believing Gentiles against the Jews.

[On Augustine's doctrine of sin and grace, comp.

my Church History, vol. iii. pp. 783-865. Augus-

tine differs in form from the Protestant doctrine of

justification, since he confounded the term with

ianctification ; but he agrees with it in spirit, inas-

much as he derived the new life of the believer ex-

clusively fi-oni the free grace of God in Christ, and

left no room for human boasting. The same may
be said of Anselm, St. Bernard, and the forerunners

of the Reformation.—P. S.]

2. Here, as in the Epistle to the Galatians, and
especially in chap, iii., the Apostle characterizes the
Old Testament according to its real fundamental
thought—the promise of God, which was revealed
in Abraham's faith, and perfectly fulfihed in the
New Testament covenant of faith. Accordingly,
the Mosaic legislation is only a more definite iM
Testament signature ; but, as a stage of develop
ment, it is subordinate to Abraham's faith (see chap.
V. 20 ; Gal. iii. 1'7).

Some errors of the present day concerning the
Old Testament have in many ways obscured its true
relation by the following declarations: (1.) "The
Old Testament is essentially Mosaism." In this way
the patriarchal system in the past, and the prophetic
system in the future, are abolished. (2.) "Mosa-
ism is legal and statutory stationariness." But, on
the contrary, the Old Testament is a continuous and
living development. (3.) " This stationariness is

theocratieal despotism
; the Jew is absolutely en-

slaved under the law." This is contradicted by
Moses' account of the repeated federal dealings be-

tween Jehovah and His people, by the introduction

to the Decalogue, as well as by the whole spirit ot

the Ola Testament. It is particularly contradicted

by the fact that Jehovah abandons the people to

their apostasy, in order to visit them in justice.

3. The signification of Abraham for the doctrine

of justification by faith is supplemented by David's
example and testimony. Abraham was justified by

faith, notwithstanding his many good works ; David

was likewise justified by faith, notwithstanding his

great offence. The righteousness of faith is there-

fore thus defined : (1.) It does not presuppose any

good works ; but, (2.) It presupposes a knowledge

of sin. On the signification of the passage, vera.

3-6, for justification by faith, see Tholuck, p. 176.

i. As Abraham became the natural father of

many nations, so did he become the spiritual father

of the believing people of all nations, both Jews

and Gentiles.

5. The designation of circumcision as a seal of

the righteousness of faith, is important for the doc-

trine of the sacraments. See the Exeg. Notes.

6. The great promise of faith (ver. 13). Its de.

velopment (chap. viii. ; Isa, Ixv., Ixvi. ; Rev. xx.-

xxii.). There is a grand view in the reasoning of

ver. 14. The men who are ex vo^ov, of the law,

cannot be the heirs of the world : (1.) Because they

are partioularists. But also, (2.) Because the legal,

human aQyi), provokes the historical, divine wrath

—the destruction of the world. Thus did legalistic

fanaticism bring on the destruction of Jerusalem,

the fall of Byzantium, the exhaustion of Germanj

by the Thirty Years' War, the disorders in Spain,

Italy, Poland, and other countries (see Matt. v.

5).

7. The identity of the faith of Abraham with

that of Paul. We must define : (1.) Its object

;

(2.) Its subject; (3.) Its operations. The diifer-

ence, on the contrary, must be determined accord,

ing to the developing forms of the revelation of sal-

vation, and in such a way that the initial point will

appear in the faith of Abraham, and the concluding

or completing point shall appear in the saving faith

of the New Testament. But it is a mistake to sup-

pose that faith can be the same thing in a subjective

view, and another in an objective. The objective

and subjective relations will always thoroughly cor

respond to each other here ; and the operations ol

faith will be shaped in accordance with them. Fw
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tiistorical information on the question under con-

eiJeration, see Tlioluck, p. 1'73.

8. On the nature of saving faith^ see the Exeg,

No es Oil ver. 19. Lilfewise, on the signification of

tlie resuriection for faith, those on Ter. 25.

9. The importance of the sentiment, " He gave

God the glory." fee the Exeg. Notes on ver. 20.

[10. Un ver. 25. This important and compre-
hensive passage clearly shows the inseparable cori-

riection between Christ's death and Christs resur-

recfioH, as also the connection between the remis-

sion of sins and justijication to a new life (comp.
f. 10 ; vi. 4). By His atoning death Christ has

abolished the guilt of sin (iii 25), and secured our
paiiJon a[id peace ; and hence it is generally repre-

sented aa the ground of our justification (tSizatcucrts)—i. e., the non-imputation of sin, and the imputa-
tion of Christ's merits ; comp. iii. 24, 25 ; v. 9

;

Si Oor. V. 21 ; Eph. i. 7 ; 1 John i. 7. But, without
the resurrection, the death of Christ would be of no
fcvail, and His grave would be the grave of all our
hopes, as the Apostle clearly says, 1 Cor. xv. 17.

A gospel of a dead Saviour would be a miserable
failure and delusion. The resurrection is the vic-

tory of righteousness and life over sin and death.

It is by the fact of the resurrection that Christ's

death was shown to be the death of the innocent
and righteous One for foreign guilt, and that it was
accepted by God as a full satisfaction for the sins of

the world. If man had not sinned, Christ would
not have died ; if Christ had sinned. He would not
have been raised again. In the next place, as the

resurrection is the actual triumph of Christ, so it is

also the necessary condition of the appropriation
of the benefits of His death. It is only the risen

Saviour who could plead our cause at the mercy-
seat, and send the Holy Spirit to reveal Him, and to

apply the benefits of the atonement to believers.

Just as little as the death and the resurrection, can
we separate the effects of both—the remission of
sins and the new life of Christ. The sinner cannot
be buried with Christ, witliout rising with Him as a
new creature ; the death of the old Adam is the
birth of the new, and the life of the new presup-
pases the death of the old.—P. S.]

HOMILEt'lCAL ANB PRACTIOAl.

Vers. 1-8. Abraham and David as examples of
the rigliteousness of faith ; 1. Abraham

; 2. David.
—Wliat hath father Abraham found? 1. No re-

ward by works ; Ijut, 2. Righteousness by faith

(vers. 1-5).—Abraham not only the natural, but
also the spiritual father of his people (vers. 1-5).
Glory before God is better than the glory of works
(ver. 2).—If the reward is reckoned of debt, man
loses ; but if it is reckoned of grace, he gains (vers.

i, 5).^How blessed is the man to wliom God im-
piteth not sin, but righteousness ! (vers. 6-8).
Two beatitudes from the mouth of David (vers. 6-8).

Ters. 9-12. Why must even the Jews acknowl-
edge the Gentiles' righteousness of faith ? An-
swer : Because, 1. Faith was not counted to Abra-
nara for righteousness while in circumcision ; but
2. His faith had already been counted to him for

rigr»teousness.—As the sign of circumcision was to
Ihe Jews a seal of the righteousness of faith, so are
the signs of Baptism and of the Lord's Supper seals
to Oliristians of the righteousness of faitli.—Abra^
ham, a father of all believers : 1. From among the

Gentiles ; 2. From among the Jews (vers. 11, 12).

—

Walking in the footsteps of Abraham (ver. 12).—

The promise to Abraham of the inheritance of tin

world is, first, obscure, as a germ-like word. But,

second, it is of infinitely rich meaning ; for, in addi

tion to the redemption of the world, it also etOr

braces the renewal of the world and the heavenlj

inheritance.—To what extent does the law work

wrath ? (ver. 15).—It is only by faith that the prom-

ise holds good lor all (ver. 16).

Vers. 18-22. The strength of Abraham's faith.

It is shown: 1. In his believing in hope, where

there was nothing to hope ; 2. In holding fast to

this hope against external evidence ; 3. He did not

doubt, but trusted unconditionally in the words of

promise.—Believing in hope, when there is nothing

to hope (ver. 18).—We must not grow weak in

faith, even if it be long before our hopes are real-

ized (ver. 19).—The worst doubt is doubting the

promises of God (ver. 20).—How precious it is to

know to a perfect certainty that God can perform
what He has promised (ver. 21).

Vers. 23-25. As Abraham believed that life

would come from death, so do we believe in the

same miracle : 1. Because God has given us a

pledge in the resurrection of Christ ; 2. Because
this God is a living and true God, who will keep Hia
promises for ever.—Our faith in the Lord Jesua
Christ is a faith in the Redeemer, who : 1. Was de-

livered for our offences ; and, 2. Was raised for out
justification (vers. 24, 25).

LuTiiEK : Faith fulfils all laws ; but works can-
not fulfil a tittle of the law (James ii. 10). A pas-
sage from the preface to the Epistle to the Romana
is in place here :

" Faith is not the human delusion
and dream which some mistake for faith. . . . But
faith is a Divine work in us, which changes us, and
gives us the new birth from God (John 1. IZ);
which s'.ays the old Adam, and makes us altogether
different men in heart, spirit, feeling, and strength

;

and which brings with it the Holy Spirit. Oh, faith

is a living, creative, active power, which of neces-
sity is incessantly doing good ! It also does not ask
whether there are good works to perform ; but, be-
fore the question is asked, it has already done them,
and is continually doing them," &c,—He who be-
lieves God, will give Him the glory, that He is truth-
ful, omnipotent, wise, snd good. Therefore faith

fulfils the first three (four) commandments, and justi-

fies man before God, It is, then, the true worship
of God (chap. iv. 20),

Starke : The Holy Scriptures must not be read
superficially, but with deliberation, and with careful
reference to their order and chronology (chap, iv,

10).—The holy sacraments assure believers of God's
grace, and forgiveness of sins and eternal salvation
(chap. iv. 11).—It is vain to boast of pious ancestry,
if you do not walk in the footsteps of their faith
(chap. iv. 12),—God has Hia special gracious gifba
and rewards, which He communicates to one of Hia
believers instead of another (chap. iv. 17). Wa
should rely on and believe in God's word, more thanm all the arguments in the world. It should be
enough for us to know, "Thus saith the Lord"
(chap. IV. IS).—The heart can be established by no
other means than by grace. But there can be no
grace in the heart except by faith, which brings in
Christ, the source of all grace (chap, iv, 21) —Blessed
^''^«^?^ "^1° °^'y '"^"'^'"'' *''°"gh they see not (chap.
IV. 22).—The Epistle to the Romans was also written
tor us, and it has been preserved until our day anJ
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given to Ha as a precious treasure by Divine Provi-
dgnce.—1 f Christ has been raised from the dead by
the glory of the Father, His death is truly a suffi-

cient offering and ransom for our sins (chap. iv. 25).
-^Heduigee : Away with the leaven of Pharisaic
delusion, that our own righteousness must build a
Ijidder to heaven ! God will glorify His compassion
to publicans and sinners, but not to proud saints.

—

Faith is in its highest degree, strength, and adorn-
ment, when it beholds nothing but heaven and
water, God and despair, and yet believes that all

will be well, glorious, and happy (chap. iv. 18).

QoESNEL : The mure faith in a soul, the less

pride there is in it (chap. iii. 27).—Ye magistrates,

fathers, and mothers, if you set an example of faith,

fear of God, love, righteousness, and other virtues,

before those committed to you, you will truly be-

come their fathers, just as Abraham became the

fether of the faithful by his faith (chap. iv. 11).—He
who malces a parade of himself, may easily despair

afterwards because of his insufficiency in every re-

gpeot ; but he who trusts in the omnipotent God,
gets strength and consolation from his own notliing-

ness (chap. iv. 18).

—

Geamer : Tlie sacraments do
not help for the work's sake ; otherwise Abraliara

would have been immediately justified and saved on
account of circumcision (cliap. iv. 10).—All prom-
ises spring from the fountain of eternal grace (chap.

iv. 13).

—

Nova Bibl. Tub. : The laws of nature are

Bet by God for nature, but they are not binding on
God Himself. Faith looks beyond them (chap. iv.

19).

—

Lange : As sin, because of its magnitude and
multiphoity, is denoted by different words, so is jus-

tification, as something great and important, ex-

plained by three words : to forgive, to cover, and
not to impute (chap. iv. 7).—The creation and resur-

rection of the dead are those great works of God
which confirm and explain each other. Therefore

he who believes in creation will find it easy to

believe in tlie resurrection of the dead (chap. iv. 17).

Beitgel : The divine promise is always the best

support of faith and confidence (ver. 20).—Why do
we believe in God ? Because He has raised Christ

(ver. 25).

Geri.ach : Abraham only received the promise

that his seed should possess the land of Canaan

;

but beyond the earthly, there lies the heavenly

Canaan—the renewed world—which he and his real

children, the believers, shall possess in Christ, his

seed. The earthly Canaan was the prophetic type

of this heavenly Canaan ; it was the external shell

-which enclosed the kernel—the bud which bore and

enclosed the still tender flower (chap. iv. 13).—By
the clearer knowledge of the commandment sin be-

comes more sinful, destruction appears more promi-

nently, lust is not subdued but becomes more vio-

lently inflamed ; therefore transgression increases

(chap. It. 15).—If Abraham's clear eye of faith

could penetrate the veil with so much certainty of

God's majesty, how powerfully should we—to whom
God has spoken by His own Son—be kindled by this

love to raise our idle hands and to strengthen our

Vreary knees (chap. iv. 23).

Lisoo : Abraham's faith is an example worthy of

our imitation by faith in Christ (chap. iv. 18-25).

—

The resurrection of Jesus was a testimony and proof

of what His death has accomplished for us (for, with-

out the resurrection. He could not have been eon-

jidered the Messiah, and His death could not have
been deemed a propitiatory sacrifice for the blotting

out of our sins), Isa. liii. 10 S. ; chap. iv. 25.

Heubneb
; The appeid to Abraham's example is

1. Kight m Itself; 2. Was important for the Jew*
(chap. iv. l-6)._Why does Paul cite Abraham'!
circumcision, and not rather the ofl'cring of Isaac!
Answer: 1. Circumcision was the real sign which
Abraham received by the command of God Himself
2. It was that which all the Jews, equally with
Abraham, bore in their own person, and on which
they founded their likeness to Abraham and their
glory (chap. iv. 1).—David's feeUng in the Psalms is

humble, and was exalted only by grace.—The uni-
versal confession of God's children is. We are saved
by grace (chap. iv. 6-8).—In the historical statement
of ver. 10 there is an application to us; namely, that
justification by faith must precede all good works
because no good work is possible without the attain
ment of grace.—The preaching of the law alone
with the threatened penalty repels our heart from
God ; and when carried to excess, it makes mat
angry with God, because he is driven to despair
(chap. iv. 15).—Yea, if every thing were brought ic
us ante oculos pedesgue, there would be no room for
faith (chap. iv. IS).—Abraham is an example of a
holy paternal blessing, of holy paternal hopes, and
the founder of the most blessed family among men
(chap. iv. IS).

Deaseke : Easter : the Amen of God, the Halle^
lujah of men.—Our faith must be preserved, and
grow amid temptations (chap. iv. 20).—The object
of his faith is just as certain to the believer, as a
demonstration is to the mathematician (chap. iv. 21,

22).—All the history of the Old Testament is appli-

cable to us. The circumstances are different, but

there are the same conflicts, and it is internally and
fundamentally the same faith wliich is engaged in

the struggle (chap. iv. 23, 24).—Similarity of the

Christian's faith to that of Abraham.
Bessee ; Luther calls ver. 25 a little covenant in

which all Christianity is comprehended.
J. P. Lange: Abraham, the original, but ever-new

witness of faith : 1. As witness of the living God
of revelation and miracle ; 2. As witness of the

perfect confidence and divine strength of a believing

reUance on 6od\<! word ; 3. As witness to the bless-

ed operation of faith—righteousness through grace.

—The life of faith not dependent: 1. On natural

ancestry ; 2. On works of the law ; 3. On visible

natural appearances.—Justification and sealing.—All

faith, in its inmost nature, is similar to that of Abra-

ham : 1. As faith before God in His word ; 2. As
faith in miracles ; 3. As faith in the renewal of

youth ; 4. As faith in the rejuvenation of life from

righteousness as the root.—The glorious operation

of Christ's resurrection.

[Bdekitt : We must bring credentials from our

sanctification to bear witness to the truth of our

justification.

—

On the sacraments in ffetieral, and

circumcision in particular. There is a fourfold

word requisite to a sacrament—a word of institu-

tion, command, promise, and blessing. Tiie ele-

ments are ciphers ; it is the institution that mukes

them figures. Circumcision was a sign : 1. Repre-

sentative of Abraham's faith ; 2. Demonstrative of

original sin ; 3. Discriminating and distinguishing

of the true church ; 4. Initiating for admission to

the commonwealth of Israel ; and 5. Prefigurative

of baptism.—0« faith. It has a threefold excel-

lency : 1. Assenting to the truths of God, though

never so improbable; 2. Putting men on dutiea

though seemingly unreasonable ;
and 3. Enabling tc

endure sufferings, be they never so afflictive.—Do»
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DEiDGE : We are saved by a scheme that allows us

not to mention any works of onr own, as if we had
whereof to glory before God, but teaches us to

ascribe our salvation to behoving on Him who justi-

fieth the ungodly. He who has promised, is able to

perform ; for with Him all things are possible. Al-

ready He hath done for us that for which we had
much less reason to expect, than we now have to

hope for any thing that remains. He delivered His
own Son Jesus for our offences,

—

Henrt : It is the
holy wisdom and policy of faith to fasten particular-

ly on that in God which is accommodated to the
difficulties wherewith it is to wrestle, and will most
effectually answer the objections. It is faith indeed
to build upon the all-sufficiency of God for the
accomplishment of that which is impossible to

any thing but that all-sufficiency.

—

Clarke : Ver.
18. The faith of Abraham bore an exact correspon-
dence to the power and never-failing faithfulness of
God.

H0D8E : 1. The renunciation of a legal self-righte-

ous spirit is the first requisite of the gospel ; 2. The
more intimately we are acquainted with our own
hearts, and with the character of God, the more
ready shall we be to renounce our own righteousness,

and to trust in His mercy ; 3. Only those are happy
lud secure who, under a sense of helplessness,
cast themselves on the mercy of God ; 4. A means

of grace should never be a ground of dependence

5. There is no hope for those who take refuge in a

law, and forsake God's mercy; 6. All things art

ours, if we are Christ's ; 1. The way to get your

faith strengthened, is, not to consider the diffieiiltiei

in the way of the thing promised, but the chamctei

and resources of God who has made the promise

;

8. It is as possible for faith to be strong when_ the

thing promised is most improbable, as when it ia

probable ; 9. Unbelief is a very great sin, as it

imphes a doubt of the veracity and power of God

;

10. The two great truths of the gospel are, that

Christ died as a sacrifice for our sins, and that He
rose again for our justification ; 11. The denial of

the propitiatory death of Christ, or of His resurrec-

tion from the dead, is a denial of the gospel.—

Barnes : On the resurrection of Christ (ver. 26).

If it be asked how it contributes to our acceptance

with God, we may answer : 1. It rendered Christ's

work complete ; 2. It was a proof that His work waa
accepted by the Father ; 3. It is the mainspring of
all our hopes, and of all our efforts to be saved.

There is no higher motive that can be presented to

induce man to seek salvation, than the fact that he
may be raised up from death and the grave, and
made immortal. There is no satisfactory proof that

man can be thus raised up, but by the resurrection

of Jesus Christ.—J. F. H.]

S NTH Section.—3%e fruit of justification : Peace with God, and the development of the new life into the
experience of Christian hope. The new worship of Ohi-istiam : They have the free access to grace
into the Holy of holies. Therefore they rejoice in the hope of the glory of God, and of the revelation
of the real Shekinah of God in the real Holy of holies. Tliey even glorq in tribulation also, by which
this hope u consummated. The love of God in Christ as security for the realization of dhris&m
hope; Christ's death our reconciliation ; Christ's life our salvation. The bloom of Christian hope

:

The solemn joy that God is our God.

Chap. V. 1-11.

1 Therefore being justified by faith, we have' peace with God throuo-h our
2 Lord Jesus Christ

: By [Through] whom also we have [have had the] ' access
by taith_ [or omit hj faith] into this grace wherein we stand, and reioice [tri-

r""?^ uZ ^-^^ •,^°P'' °^ *^® g^°''y «f ^o<^- A°<i iiot only so, but we glory
I
tnumphj m tribulations also ; knowing that tribulation worketh patience

4 [constancy]; And patience [constancy], experience [approval];' and expe-
"ence [approval] hope : And hope maketh not ashamed ; because the love of
Grod [Gods love] is shed abroad [has been poured out] in om- hearts by [by
means of] the Holy Ghost which is [who was] given unto us

6 For when we were yet; without strength, in due time [xar,i xateSv, at the
1 proper time] Chnst died for the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man

will one die: yet peradventure for a good man some would even dare to die
8 [though, for the good man, perhaps some one may even dare to die]. ButGod

_
commendeth [doth establish] his love toward us, in that, while le were

ftf}f^7. Chnst died for lis. jiuch more then [therefore], being nowjusti-
fied by [sr] his bood we shall be saved from wrath through himTor, through

JilT/trrn/ iT'f.y ^if'/'-A'l''' 7*^ T'^ t^^^'^S] " ^^^'^^^^ ^e were recoi
ciled to God by [through 5,,«] the death of his Son; much more, being recon

tl oiled we sha 1 be saved by [in, .V] his life. And not only so, bul we alsoTov[And not only that—i.e.,reconciied^hut also triumphing]" in God throuf^h our
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V r-l—[The reading exwfi'" (subjuDotive, with a hortatory sense) is strongly attested bv N' A B> C D K Lmany ct tsives and versions (mdurting Syriac and Vulgate), also by many fathers ; adopted by Lichmann (in the ma7iin\
?*''°'?,',^ S*?^"*""'

^f™'i (6th ed.). This array of authorities would compel us to adopt it instead ol iyouey (Rec
i°°^, J->' ''^=-'«.'* ^°* f<"^ *•;' following considerationB

:
1. The eai-ly transcribers frequently interchanged o aid ».'

2. The change having been made, i* would be retained by the fathers, since it " indicates the incipient darfeiiing of thedootnne of the righteousness of faith " (Laiige)., 3. The hortatory meaning is not in keeping with the context; Evec
Alforo, after adoptmg the subjunctive, and alleging that it can only have the force of the unperative, denies this mean-
mg. An exhortMtion on a new subject jnst here, would introduce a foreign element (Meyer). These reasons have been
deemed, by many of the best editors, sufficient to outweigh the preponderaiit MSS. authority. Comp. the Exeg. Notes.

' Ver. 2.—[The perfect iax-nicaiitv is rendered erlavgt haben by Lange ; liave had is the literal meaning, implying
continued possession. We obtained (Amer. Bible Union) is open to the objection urged in Exeg. Notes The article
should be retained with acce^.s, as conveying a slight emphasis.—B.]

^

s Ver. 2.—[Lange rejects rn Trio-Tei {Rec, S<i. 0. K. L., many versions). It is not found in B. D. F. G., and ia
rejeotea by Laoamann, Tischendorf, Ewald, Alford. Meyer retains it, deeming it superfluous after ver. 1 ; but for that
very reason likely to be omitted. A further variation, ev rg irioTei, increases the probability of its genuineness, sinea
jv might readily be repeated from the preceding e<rxrii">-l^ '" It may be regarded as doubtful, but we are scarcelv
warranted in rejecting it.—E.]

'

* Ver. 2.—[Triumph is not only a more literal rendering of fcavxiii^eOa, but can be retained throughout, where-
ever the verb occurs. The connection is with have had. If necessary, a semicolon after stand would indicate this.—H.]

' Ver. 2.—TLauge's view of this passage requires the insertion of the article, which is not found in the Greek. Sea
Exeg. Notes.—B.]

" Ver. 3.—[^pc. : Kavxujaeda, N. A.D.'E. K. Alford considers this a mechanical repetition from ver. 2, and
reads Kayxw/^ecoi (B. C), but the other reading is to be preferred.—R.J

' Ver. 3.—['Yn-o^toj/T), Standht'ftigkeit (Lange); endurance {Alior^); paiievi eni^wrance (Wordsworth) ; Ausdauer^
fierseverantia (Meyer). The idea of patience is implied, but the result is referred to here.—B.]

8 Ver. i.-^Appi-oval is certainly preferable to experience; and yet it is not altogether satisfactory. Lange, Meyer:
Bewdhrung ; Wordsworth : proof; Alford, Amer. Bible Vnion, as above.—B.]

^ Ver. f).—[The text is disputed at two points in this clause. Rec.., with N. A. C. Di.^. K., and some fathers, read
en ya.p\ which is adopted by most modem editors. B. (followed by Alford) reads etye, however. The MSS. authority
for the Ibrmer is so strong, thait it would be adopted without hesitation, were not the decision complicated by another va-
riation, viz., the insertion and omission of a second en after kirQevtiiV. The authority for it (M. A. B.C. D^ F.) is even
stronger than for the first. But this repetition has been deemed unnecessary, and many critical editors have therefore
rejected the second en. (So Rec, Meyer, Lange apparently.) The insertion is explained as a displacement growing
out of the fact, that an ecclesiastical portion began with Xpiffrbs k.t.A. But the uncial authority is too strong to
warrant its rejection. Alford justly remarks ; "We must either repeat crt, . . . or adopt the read^g of B." He takes
the latter alternative ; it seems safer, with Griesbach, Lachmann, Wordsworth, to take the former. In that case, er*

may either be regarded as repeated for emphasis (see Exeg. Notes), or Wordsworth's view he adopted : Besides, when vte

were yet weak. The former is preferable.—B.]
^^ Ver. 8.—r'O deos is wanting in B. Its position varies in other MSS. N. A. C. K. insert it after ei? Vlf-o-^ (so

Bee.) ; D. P. L. before (so Tischendorf, Meyer). Alford rejects it, mainly on account of this variation in position. It
is ikr more likely to have been omitted, because it was thought that Christ should be the subject. The most probable
view is, that the Apostle intended to emphasize the fact that God thus showed His (eauToil) love; hence the position
at the end of the clause. This not being uaderstood, it was moved forward and then rejected.—B.)

11 Ver. 9.—[Literally : having been then jusiijled. The E. V. means to convey this tliought. It should be noticed
that e / follows (E. v., by). The idea of instrumentality is not prominent ; the sense seems to be pregnant. So alflo

in ver, 10 : ev rg ^w^, by his life.—B.]
" Ver. 10.—[The parallelism is marred in the E. V.—B.]
1* Ver. 11.

—

[lUc; KavYbiij.€&a, poorly attested. Kearly all MSS. read Kavxiafievoi, which is adopted by
modem critical editors. On the meaning, and for justification of the above emendation, see Eveg. Notes.—B.]

1* Ver. 11.

—

[Atonement is a correct rendeiing etymologically, but not theologically. RecOTiciliaiion is preferable

tiBo OIL the ground that it corresponds with reconcile (ver. 10), as the Greek noun does with the preceding verb.—B.]

EXEGETICAL AJSTD CEITICAI,.

General Sukvet.—1. Peace with God arising

from justification, as hope of the glory of God (vers.

1, 2). 2. The continuance in, and increase of, this

peace, even by tribulations, amid the experience of

the love of God (vers. 3-5). 3. The proof of the

continual increase of the peace, and the certainty of

salvation of Christians (vers. 6-9). 4. Eeconcilia-

tion as the pledge of deliverance (salvation), and, as

the appropriated atonement, the fountain of blessed-

ness. On vers. 1-8, Winzer, Commentat., Leipzig,

1832. [Chap. v. 1-12 and chap. viii. describe the

effect of justification upon the feelings, or the emo-

tional man ; chap, vi., the effect upon the will, or

the moral man. It produces peace in the heart and
holiness in the character of the believer.—P. S.]

Ver. 1. Therefore, being justified by faith

[/li,xa(,i)>&evreii oiiv ix Ttiatimq^. The ovv
expresses the conclusion that arises from the pre-

ceding establishment of the truth of the di.xaio)cn,:;

by faith [iii. 21-iv. 26]. Therefore di,xai,ui&ivTf<;

is closely connected with di^xamau;. [The aorist

tense dixana&ivt ei;, which is emphatically

placed at the head of the sentence, implies that

justificatloa ia au act already done and completed

when we laid hold of Christ by a living faith, but

not necessarily at our baptism (Wordsworth), which

is a seaUng ordinance, like circumcision (iv. 11),

and does not always coincide in time with regenera-

tion and justification (remember the case of Abra-

ham and Cornelius on the one hand, and Simon
Magus on on the other), ex nitmo)^, out of
faith, as the subjective or instrumental cause and

appropriating organ, while the grace of God in

Christ is the objective or creative cause of justifica-

tion, by which we are transferred from the state of

sin and damnation to the state of righteousness and

life.—P. S.] Meyer : " The extent of the blessed-

ness of the justified (not their holiness, as Eothe

would have it) shall now be portrayed." It is a

description of the blessedness of Christians in ita

source. Its maintenance, its apparent imperfection

yet real perfection, its certainty, and its ever more

abundant development. The condition of one who

is not justified is that of fighting with God (see

ver. 9).

[We have peace with God through our

Iiord Jesus Christ, liQijvijv U/ofiiv nqo
t'ov &i6v, x.T.X. The bearing of the difference

of reading here deserves more attention than it baa

yet received. We reluctantly adopt, fo;; internoj
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reasons, with Dr. Lange and the great majority of

commentators, the indicative e/ofiiv, we have, (or

the subjunctive S/ o/iev (Vulg. : habeamus). The
latter, it must be admitted, has in its favor not only

the overwhelming -weight of ancient MSS., Versions,

and Fathers,* but also the critical canon : lectio diffi-

cilior prhicif.atum tenet ; being the more difficult

reading, its alteration into the easier tyopuv can be

better accounted for than its introduction. If we
retaia iymmv (with Lachmann, Tregelles, and AI-

ford, oth ed.), we must consistently take xavyM/tiSa,

vers. 2, 3, likewise in the subjunctive mood ; and
thus the whole passage, instead of being, as usually

understood, a statement of the blessed effects of j us-

tification upon the heart, becomes an exhortation to

go on from peace to peace and from glory to glory,

on the ground of the accomplished fact of justifi-

cation. Different explanations, however, may be
given to e/wuf r. (1.) The deliberatim sense : shall

we have ? But the deliberative subjunctive is only

used in doubtful questions, as Mark xii. 14 : d^titv

ti urj ()'w/tfv ; Rom. vi. 1: e7ri'fievn>fifv r^ u^aQiia;
(^2.) The concessive sense ; we may have, it is our
pririlege to have. This would give excellent sense.

But such a use of the Greek Subjunctive approach-
ing the meaning of the future, though easily de-

rived from the general principle that the subjunc-
tive mood signifies wliat is objectively possible, as
the indicative expresses what is actual, and the
optative what is desirable or subjectively possible, is

Bomewliat doubtful, and not mentioned by Winer
(p. 2*J8, 7th ed.), who, in independent sentences,
admits only the coiijunctivM adhortativus and the
conjunctivus deliberatiirus ; comp. Kiihner, §§ 463,
464, and Jelf, § 415. (3.) There remains, there-
fore, only the hortative sense : let us have peace.
But here arises the doctrinal difficulty, that peace is

not the result of man's exertions, but a gift of God
bestowed, and the object of prayer in the epistolary
inscriptions ; comp. 1 and 2 Peter i. 2 :

" Grace and
peace be multiplied unto you ;

" yet two analogous
passages might be quoted—viz., 2 Cor. v. 19 : x.a-

raV.dyt/Tf tw ©f w, reconciliamiui Deo ; and espe-
cially Heb. xii. 28 : i/oi/iiv ydfjiv, let us have grace
(where, however, some MSS. read t/oufv, the Vulg.
habemm, and where -/ami; is understood by some in
the sense of gratitude).] It might be said, also, in
support of this explanation, that faith, hope, love,
and all Christian graces, are hkewise gifts of grace
and yet objects to be pursued and maintained. (4.)A few commentators, quite recently Forbes (nut in
the translation, but in the comments, p. 179), take
t/!0)/ifv = xari/iD/iiv, let us hold fast and enjoy

* [See Text. Note '. The Sinaltio MS. reads EXQMEN,
the small o on the top of u being a correcttou by a later
hand, though this correction mav possibly have been taken
from an older MS. Tischendoi-f, in his recent edition of
the Vatican MS,, credit- the correction exoitev to B^.
instead of B^., as is done by Alford, Meyer, and others'.
Dr. Hodge, who pays little or no attention to the different
readings, and ignores Cod. Sin. altogether, although it was
published two years before the revised edition of his Onmm.
on Romam, incorrectly says (p i05) that "the external
authorities are nearly equally divided" between Syonev
and Ixiofxex. Alford, in the 5th ed., has a long note and
calls this "the onicial instance of overpowering diplomatic
authority compelling us to adopt a reading against which
our subjective feelings rebel. Bverv int.Tnal consideration
tends to impugn it." Eetaining ex^f*" in the text (with
La;hmann and Tregelles), he gives it up in the notes.
Forbes very strenuously contends for Ixia/iev, and consist-
ently takes also Kav^wM-t'^a in the hortative sense.—P. S.]

t [Eom. xii. 18 refer to peace wth men (like the famous
sentence m Gen. Grant's letter of acceptance of the nomi-
nation for the Presidency : Lei us have peace).—P. S ]

peace ; comp. Heb. x. 23 : xari/oifiiv rfjv ouoXiy

yiav riji; ei liSoi axhvq. But in this case wa

should expect the article before ugrjrijr, and a pre.

vious mention of peace in the argument. The in-

dicative e/ofiiv, on the other hand, is free from all

grammatical and doctrinal difficulty, and is in keep,

ing with the declaratory character of the section.—

Peace with God, i:i(jijv?]v -nQOi rbv Stov,
in our relation to God. It expresses the state of

reconciliation (opposite to the state of condemnai

lion, viii. 1), in consequence of the removal of God'a

wrath and the satisfaction of His justice by the sae-

fice of Christ, who is our Peace ; Eph. ii. 14-16.

Comp. Herodian 8, 7. 8 : avti 7iokif.iou ^ev ii^itvriv

'dxov-req TZQoq &tovq, and other classical parallels

quoted by Meyer and Philippi. On tt^o? tov &f6Vf
comp. Acts ii. 17 ; xxiv. 16 ; 2 Cor. vii. 4. This

objective condition of peace implies, as a necessary

consequence, the subjective peace of the soul, the

tranquillitas aninii, the pax coTiscientice, which fiowa

from the experience of pardon and reconciliation

;

Phil. iv. 7 ; John xvi. 33. Sin is the source of all

discord and war between man and God, and between
man and man ; and hence there can be no peace
until this curse is removed. All other peace is an
idle dream and illusion. Being at peace with God.
we are at peace with ourselves and with our fellow-

men, Paul often calls Gbd the " God of peace ;

"

XV. 33; 2 Cor. xiii. 11 ; 1 Thess. v. 23; 2 Thess.

iii. 16 ; Heb. xiii. 20. Comp. also Isa. xxxii. 17

:

" the work of righteousness is peace."—P. S.]

Ver. 2. Through wrhom also we. Thess
words do not announce a climax in the description

of the merit of Christ (Kbllner) ; nor do they state

the ground of the preceding Sm ']?j(ToT' X. (Meyer),
but the immediate result of the redemption, [xai,
also, is not accumulative, but indicates that the
7Z(ioqay(i)ytj elq rfjv ydqiv, itself a legitimate conse-
quence of justification, is the ground of d^/jrij.—
P. S.]—Have obtained access. [tjJv tt^oi;-
ayiiiytjv iff/ ri xafi fv; literally, have had the
(well-known, the only possible) introduction (in

the active sense), or better, access (intransitive).

The perfect refers to the time of justification and
incorporation in Christ, and implies tlie continued
result, since in Him and through Him, as the door
and Mediator, we have an open way, the right and
privilege of daily approach to the throne of grace

;

in distinction from the one yearly entrance of the
Jewish high-priest into the Holy oif Holies. This is

the universal priesthood of believers.—P. S.] Ex-
planations of the Tipoqayniyi'i : 1. Meyer : admh-
sion, introduction (HiiizufUhruiig). This is claimed
to be the only grammatical signification.* It cer-
tainly denotes the entrance effected by mediation,
where it means admission, audience. But this re-
quirement [the nqoaaymyivq, sequester, the media-
tor or interpreter, who introduces persons to sove-

* [By Pape (Lex.) and Meyer, who quotes passages from
Xenophon, Tbucydides, Plutarch, &o., and explains : " Wit
habeii DOECH Christum die Hwzdfdheung zii dr.r Gnade
u. s. w., gehiilt, dadurcli ndmlich dnss Ei- sdhst (1 Peter iii
18) vn-mogs seines den Zm n Gntlcs tiUjtmien Sihnopfers unset
7rposa-yioYev9 grmrirden ist, Oder, mie e.-: Chrys. IrrfT'lui
ausd,-lu:ld:^a.Ki,o.v OKTai irpos ^ y^V ' • " Comp, Har.
less (p. 261) and Braune, on Eph. ii. 18. Chrysost5m dis-
tinguishes, Eph. u. 18, n-powvoi-rt and updso6o9 : ovk ^ma
7rpo!o6oj', aXXa 7rpo!av<oY,„. But trpo!o5o!, in classic Greek
has both rhe active and passive meaning. Hesvchius de^hues ^rpoo-ayuy, : " TTpoteXevo-is, rede: jconssio, wmpB abBEOEUM ARis, sDprj.icAno." Tho word occurs only threitimes in the New Irstament-here, and Eph. ii. 18, ind iu
12, wheio the Intransitive meaning, access, is the moat nat»
rai.—X, O.J
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leigns, Lamprid. in Alex. Sev. i.—^P. S.] is secured
here by (Ji ou, -which does net well suit this inter-

pretation. 2. Accas. [Vulg, : accessitm; n^otiod'oi;,

ti'sotfoi;.] The view of Qlcumenius, and most ex-
positors [Philippi, Ewald, Stuart, Hodge, Alford]

;

see Eph. ii. 18; iii. 12. (Tholuck finally decides
for the active sense.) The image, at bottom, is plain-

ly not that of a worldly audience with an Eastern
king, but the type of the entrance of the high-priest
into the Holy of Holies (see 1 Peter iii. 18 : X^iarix;
iTtad-fv, iva, fj/xa.!; tt^ oi;ayaj">; tm ^(fti; Heb. x.

19
: exovreq Tt/v Tia^^ijalav ik; rijv ili;oSov tow

aytwv iv rnj ai/ian 'Jijaou). This view is also in
harmony with the idea of the Epistle, by which
Christianity is the true worship restored, or rather
first realized

; and in this connection the doia Siev
has reference to the Shekinah of the Holy of Ho-
lies.—Obtained (erlangi haben). Tholuck justly re-

gards it as pedantic prudery in Meyer (after Fritzsche)
to hold that iay7jxaiJ.1v does not mean nacti sumus
r,t habemus, but habuimus (when we became Chris-
tians). Meyer more appropriately says :

" The divine
grace in which the justified participate is represent-
ed as a spacial compass." But he has not made
good this remark. We have free access into the
real Holy of Holies, which is grace ; and hope to
behold in it the real Shekinah, the iVoJa of God

;

and, looking at it, to participate of it.—Into this
grace. [The rai'iTiyv is empl'.atic—such a glorious
grace.—P. S.] Those who adhere to the reading
T^ nlatfi, in ver. 2 [see Textual Note ^] connect
therewith dt; t>]v );d(>i,v (a connection which Meyer
properly rejects, nlati-q ih t'lv ydfiivV), and under-
stand ntjoaaymy^ absolutely : access to God.* But
the Tifjoaaym'yfi can refer only to ydqi.'; (Meyer, and
others), and, indeed, to grace as justifying grace

;

and does not denote saving favor in general (Ohry-
sostom), although that central idea of grace com-
prehends all. For other untenable explanations

:

the gospel (Fritzsche) ; hope of blessedness (Beza)

;

apostleship (Semler) ; see De Wette. The access

to this grace is more particularly explained by the

addition, -wherein [Jv -^ refers to yaqov, not to

the doubtful Tiiarn,.—P! S.] -we stand, or into

which we have entered. The eariixafi.iv there-

fore does not denote here, standing fast (Tholuck,

Meyer), either in the sense of subjective activity

(Beausobre),'!' or of objective, secure possession (Cal-

vin).J It refers back to the act of the Si,xaiu>au;,

with which the introduction into the ydgu; has be-

gun, and accordingly the nqoaaywyi] denotes the

free and permanent access of all believers into the

;Kdpis, in contrast with the once yearly entrance of

the high-priest into the Holy of Holies. We need
hardly mention that this permanent access is effected

Hnd conditioned by the life of prayer, and especially

by daily purification, in the comfort of the atone-

Jnent (Heb. x. 22, 23).

And triumph (glory) in the hope of the
glory of Ood [xat y.avjftji^i&a iji iXniiSt'

* [Tliis is not necessary, rg irt'o-Tct and iv ttj irto-ret,

wlietner genuine or not, can be taken as explanatory of the
method of access to the throne of grace. The phrase *' faith
ou Grace " nowhere occurs in the Bible.—P. S.]

T [" Demeurer fe-rvit signijU cmtthattrt couraffeusemeni."
—P. S.]

J [*'
. . . id Jirma siabilisque salus Twbis maneat : quo

signijicatf perseverartiiam non in vrriute indus'riave nostra,

sed in Ckrisfo fundatam esse." So also Philippi (fesfstehenj

bleilend verharren). and Hodge :
*' -VVe are firmly and im-

movably establishei" Comp. John viii. 44, where it is said
of Satan that he stood not (ovx ^irrijKev) in the truth ; 1 Cor.
rv. 1 ! 2 Oor. i. 24.—P. 8.]

11

T)7? Aoiijq TO!/ *fo.-]. The verb y.aiidoucu
[usuaUy with h, also with inl, imiq, and with thi
accusative of the object] denotes the expression ot
a joyous consciousness of blessedness with reference
to the objective ground of blessedness ; m which
true glorying is distinctly contrasted with its carica.
ture, vain boasting in a vain state of mind, and
from a vain ground or occasion. Eeiche emphasizei
the rejoicing, Meyer the gLoryiitg. Tie tnl, ex-
plained as propter (by Meyer), denotes more defi-
nitely the basis on which Christians establish their
glorying.* The ground of the glorying of Chris,
tians in their present state is not the doia. {)iov
itself, but the hope of the glory of God, as one con.
ception

;
indeed, the who'le Christianity of this lifs

is a joyous anticipation of beholding the glory.*
Tholuck: " rfo^a Siou is not, as Origen holds, the
genitive of object, the hope of beholding this glory,
which would need to have been expressed more defi-

nitely ; still less is Chrysostom's view right, that it

is the hope that God will glorify Himself in us,

Neither are Luther, Grotius, Cahxtus, Reiche, cor-

rect in calling it the genitive of author, the glory tc

be bestowed by God ; but it is the genitive of poa
session, participation in the glory possessed by God

;

comp. 1 Thess. ii. 12." But more account should
be made of beliolding, as the means of appropria-
tion. To behold God's glory, means also, to become
glorious. This is definitely typified in the history

of Moses (2 Cor. iii. 13 ; Exod. xxxiv. 331 Tho-
luck also remarks: "The Sim^nv ri/v dotav rov
Xquarov, John xvii. 24, is the participation in the

(To^a &(o'', the avyxhriQovo^tlv, the avft(iaai).iviiv,

and avvSoiaaOTjvai, tw Xqiarm ; Eom. viii. 17;
2 Tim. ii. 11. Coceeius :

^ Mcec est gloriatio fidelmm^
quod persuasum habent, fore, ut Deus gloriosus et

adinirahilis in ipsis fat illuminando, sanctificando^

Icstificando, glorificando in ipsis ; 2 Thess. i. 10.' "

As the seeing of man on God's side perfects the

vision of man, according to 1 Cor. xiii. 12, it is the

beholding of the glory of the Lord on man's side by
which he shall become perfectly conformed to the

Lord, and thus an object of perfect good pleasure,

according to 1 John iii. 2 ; Matt. v. 8 ; comp. 2

Peter i. 4. The goal of this reciprocal Sotdttiv and

Soidtfa^av is, in a conditional sense, the removal

to the inheritance of glory in the future world;

2 Cor. V. 1 ; and, in the absolute sense, the time of

the second coming of Christ ; Eev. xs.

[This triumphant assurance of faith is incom

patible with the Romish doctrine of the uncertainty

of salvation. A distinction should be made, how.

ever, between assurance of a present state of grace,

which is necessarily implied in true faith, as a per-

sonal apprehension of Christ with all His benefits,

and assurance of future redemption, which is an

article of hope (hence in iXniSi.), and must be ac-

companied with constant watchfulness. Christ will

lose none of those whom the Father has given Him
(John xvii. 12; x. 28, 29); but God alone knows

His own, and to whom He chooses to reveal it. Wa
must give diligence to make our calling and election

* [So also Philippi: "eir* eXniSt, propter spem. ewi mn
dem Dative dienl bei den Verbis der Jffecle zur Angabe det

Grttndes. So ye\^v, fieya 4>povelv, flat veaOai,
ayavaKrelv ejri Tivt."—P. S.]

_ ^

t [The reading of the -Vuleate : gtorise Jtliorum Dei, is

according to Meyer, a gloss which admirably hits the sense.

But 5dfa 6€ov is more expressive in this connection. Itil

the glory which God Himself has Igen. possessionis), »a(iia

which believers shall once share; comp. John xvii. 22; 1

Thess. ii. 12 ; Apoo. xxi 11 ; 1 John iii. 2.—P. S.1
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Bure to ourselves (2 Peter i. 10), and work out our

own salvation with fear and trembling, because God
worketh in us both to will and to do of His good

pleasure (Phil. ii. 12, 13). The possibility of ulti-

mate failure was a powerful motive and stimulus to

faithfulness and holiness even in the life of an apos-

tle, who exercised severe self-discipline, lest, having

preached to others, he might himself at last be re-

jected, and lose the incorruptible crown of the

Christian race (1 Cor. ix. 21). How much more,

then, should ordinary Christians, who stand, take

heed lest they fall (1 Cor. x. 12) !—P. S.]

Ver. 3. And not only so [sc, do we triumph

in the hope of glory ; comp. the parallels in Meyer].

Tholuck appropriately says :
" This hope of the

Christian—sure of its triumph—seems to be put to

5coni by the present condition, as those first Chris-

tians had to bear the scorn of the Gentiles by con-

trasting their gloomy present with their abundant
hope. [Quotations from Minucius Felix, Arnobius,
and Melanchtbon.] But the Apostle's lofty mind
shows how that doia ia not an outward accident, but
a moral glorification, having its root in this ^^.ti/'tt"

;

therefore this itself, as the means of perfection, is

the subject of triumph." See viii. 17, 28, 35

;

2 Cor. xi. 30 ; xii. 9, 10 [orav ya(j aaSivu), iSvva-

To? ilfii.] ; 2 Tim. ii. 11 ; Matt. v. 10, 12 ; Acts v.

41 ; 1 Peter iv. 12 ; James i. 3, 12. [It is a uni-
versal law, acknowledged even in the world, that no
great character can become complete without trial

and suffering. An the firmness of the root is tested
by the storm, and the metal is purified in the heat
of the furnace, so the strength and purity of charac-
ter is perfected by trial. The ancient Greeks and
Romans admired a good man struggling against mis-
fortune as a spectacle worthy of the gods. Plato
describes the righteous man as one who, without
doing Injustice, yet has the appearance of the great-
est injustice, and proves his own justice by perse-
verance against all calumny unto death; yea, he
predicts that the perfect man, if such a one should
ever appear, would be scourged, tortured, and nailed
to the post (FoUtia, p. 74 sq. ed. Ast.). Seneca
says

( pe prov. iv. 4) :
" Gaudent magni viri rebus

adversis nmi aliter quam fortes mUites bellis tri-

Hmphant." Edmund Burke :
" Obloquy is a neces-

sary ingr'idient of all true glory. Calumny and
abuse are essential parts of triumph." But what a
difierence between the proud stoicism of the hea-
then, who overcomes the misfortunes by haughty
contempt and unfeeling inditferentism, and the Chris-
tian's gentle patience, forgiving love, and cheerful
submission to the holy will of God, who ordered
tribulation as a means and condition of moral per-
fection 1 Comp. my book on The Person of Christ
p. 90 ff., 216 f.—P. S.]

In [on account of] tribulations. [Comp. 2
Cor. vii. 4.] The h must express the antithesis to
the preceding; it must therefore not be explained
as local: in [amidst] the tribulations (as Kollner,
Glockler, Baumgarten-Crasius). In that ease, the
very object of the y.air/aaOai would be wanting.
[Glormmur de calamitaiibus, not, in calamitaiibus.
The O-UifiHi; (or their moral results rather) are the
object and ground of the xar/iiau; ; y.an/aadm
being mostly constructed with sv; v. 11; Gal. vi.

13 ; 2 Cor. x. 15. The Jew is said to glory in
the law, ihc Christian in the cross, &c. So also
Tholuck, Meyer, Alford, Hodge. The tribulations
arc to the Christian whit the soars of the battle-

field are to an old soldier; comp. Gal. vi. lV.-«

P. S.] *

I^owing [because we know] that tribula*

tlon. This is the normal development of the be»

liever'a life out of its tribulation. Yet this develop-

ment is not a natural necessity (see Matt. xiii. 21),

Yet it is assumed in the exceptions that the faiti

was somehow damaged. [The following climax il

remarkably vivid and pregnant.]

Ver. 4. Constancy (endurance, steadfastness).

The v7ro/j,ovij is not patientia here (Vulgate, Lu-
ther, E. v.). Yet steadfastness cannot be acquired

without patientia. Luke xxii. 28 : oi di,a/iffi(-

vrj-/.6riq ^ix Ifiov iv rolf; 7zet^a<T/^ot<;. Comp,
James i. 3. [The virtue of ioto^oot/, which Chry.

sostom calls the [jaat-Xiii rihv aQfroiv, is patient en-

durance {Ausdauer, Standhaftigkeii), and combines
the Latin patientia and perseverantia. It involves

the element of avS^la, the bravery and manliness
with which the Christian contends against the storms
of trials and persecutions. Meyer adduces, as ap.
plicable here, Cicero's definition of perseverantia

:

" in ratione beyie considerata stabilis et perpetua
permansio." On the difference between vno/^ovij,

nay.goO-iifiia, and avoxj, comp. Trench, ijynonyma
of me New Testament, Second Series, ed. 1864, p,
h.—P. S.]

Approval (proof), (Tozt^j;. [Comp. 2 Cor,
ii. 9 ;

viii. 2 ; ix. 18 ; Phil. ii. 22.] Not trial (Gro-
tius), for the OXi^'iq itself is trial ; nor experience
(Luther [E. V.] ), for experience is the whole Chris-
tian life. It is the condition of approval, whose
subjective expression is the consciousness of being
sealed; Eph. ii. 13. [Bengel: ^' d o y.

i.
ft rj est quali.

las ejus, qui est Soy-moi;." Hodge : " The word ia

used metonymically for the result of trial, i. e.,

approbation, or that which is proved worthy of ap-
probation. It is tried integrity, a state of mind
which has stood the test." James i. 3 : to /ioxiniov
vnmv Ttjq Trlarioiq xariQyoH^frai, v7ro,uovijV, does
not contradict our passage; for doy.i^uor, as Phi.
lippi remarks, corresponds to fl;.ti/'is, and is a means
of trial, or = So/.bnaala, trial, probation, the re-
sult of which is doxt-ftij, approval.—P. S.]

Hope [iXnida, viz., t^^- rfoS;;; roTi fl-foD,

which is naturally suggested by ver. 2. Hope, like
faith and love, and every other Christian grace, is
never done in this world, but always growing, and
as it bears flower and fruit, its roots strike deeper,
and its stem and branches expand. Every progress

* [We add the comments of Hodge " AiBictions them-
selves are to the Christian a giound of glorymg ; he feels them
to be an honor and a blessing. This is a sentiment often
expressed m the woi'd of God. Onr Lord says : ' Blessed
are they who mourn;' 'Blessed are the persecuted;'
'Blessed are ye when men shall revile you.' He calls onHis suffering disciples to rejoice and he exceeding glad

ir^S'Z
are afflicted; Matt. v. 4, 10-12. The a|oltlM

departed from the Jewish council, ' rejoicing that they werecounted worthy to suffer shame for Cfirist's name ; ' Acts v.
41. Peter calls upon Christians to rejoice when they arepartakers of Chosfs sufferings, and proionnces them happTwhen they are reproachod for His sake; 1 Peter iv. 13, ft
t^i ^r'ff5^' • f"^^

Sl^'^ly tlierefore'will I glory in (on^T °f)"iy™fl™"l™' (' <^.,my sufferings). 'I tikepleasure,' he says, ' m inflrmities, in reproaches m neoes-

Coi'^ilPirif^T??''
'" distresses, fo,? Christ'^ ^koT" 2Cor. xii. 1 0, 11. This IS not u-rational or fanatical Chris-tians do not g;lory in suffering, a^ such, or for Srown Satobut as the Bible teaches: 1. Because thev considlr « IShonor to suffer for Christ. 2. Because the7reSe in beiSSthe occasion of manifesting His power SthS'supnort^Sdeliverance; and, 3. Because suffering is made tSSmemlof their own sanctilication and preparation for lisefaShere, and for heaven hereafter Tho laot nf i"'

';""''uineM

is that to whiol. the Apostle refers^!i^ircom«i"-!rsT
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m Christian life strecgtliens its foundations.—P. S.]

Thus the apparent opposite jf Christian hope, afflic-

tion, or tribulation, is changed into pure hope, so

that the stocl£ of Christian hope ever becomes more
intensive and abundant. Eternal profit is derived

from all temporal loss and barm.
Ver. 6. Maketh not ashamed. Strictly : it

does not shame, by causing to be deceived. [Cal-

vin : Habet certissimum salutis exUum. Bengel

:

%jes erit res. Comp. Ps. cxix. 116 : ':i25"'3ri"5S
;

Sept. : fi-^ xarai,ayvvii\i; fi( anb rtjq 7Z^o<;<loxiaq

liov. Meyer quotes parallels from Plato.—P. S.]

Ohrisiian hope is formed from the same material of
divine spiritual life as faith and love ; it is really

faith itself, tending toward completion ; or it is love

itself as it here lives in the principles of perfection.

Therefore it is infallible.

Because God's love [genitive of the subject,

not of the object, as in ver. 8 : rrjv Eai'ToT' ayixTifjv

(if fifiai. The ground of our assurance that hope
shall not put us to the shame of disappointment, is

not our own strength or goodness, but the free love

of God to us and in us.- —P. S.] It is plain from
the context that God's iOve to us is meant (Ori-

gen, Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, and down to Phi-

lippi [Meyer, De Wette, Tholuck, Stuart, Alford,

Hodge] ), and not our love of God (Theodoret, Au-
gustine, Klee, Glocliler [Anselm, St. Bernard, sev-

eral Catholic expositors (amor infusiis, justiiia iti-

fusa), Hofmann], and otliers). Our love of God can
at best be a testimony of our hope, but not the

ground of the infallibility of our hope. See also

ver. 8. Yet the antithesis should not be too strongly

pressed ; the love of God for us shed abroad in the

heart, becomes our love to God.*—Has been (and

continues to be) poured out [as in a stream,

exjc^/DTcn]. Denoting the richest experience and
sense of God's love. [Comp. Acts ii. 17 ; x. 45

;

Titus iii. 6, where nXovaUyq is added. Philippi

:

"The love of God did not descend upon us as

dew in drops, but as a stream which spreads itself

through the whole soul, filling it with a conscious-

ness of His presence and favor."—P. S.] f—In our
hearts. Strictly: throughout them: iv, not ft?,

[er rat? xa(j(liai,q denotes the motus in loco, as

Meyer says, or the rich diffusion of God's love

within our hearts. Comp. Ps. xlv. 2, Septaagint

:

iiiyiStj /apts iv xiUiai aov. Alford (after 01s-

hausen) ; " eV may be talcen pregnantly, eznt/.

ih; xai ixivii, iv— or better, denotes the loeahty

where the outpouring talies place—the heart being

the seat of our love, and of appreciation and sym-

pathy with God's love."—P. S.]—By means of

the Holy Spirit who TO-aa given unto us [dta
jivtv/iaroi; ayiov tov So&ivrot; riniv'\.

The gift of the Holy Spirit is the causality of the

experience of the love of God. Chap. viii. 15, 16

;

Gal. iv. 6. [The Holy Spirit mediates all the gifts

of grace to us, and glorifies Christ in us. Olshausen

and Alford refer the aorist participle to the pente-

costal effusion of the Spirit. But this could not

* [Similarly Olshausen : "Die Gottesliebe zum Menschen,
dig aher in ihvi die Gegenliehe wp.ckt (1 John iv. 19), und
tlitar nicM die Qegenliebe mit den iloss naturlichen Krdften,

tondern mit den koheren Krd/fen des g'ottlichen Geisies."

Forbes; "The love bsre spoken of is not God's love, as

merely outwardly shoTrn to us, hut as shed abroad in our
hearte as a gift, and it is placed in connection with other

Christian flTac€s—patience and hope,"—P. S.]
^ [Meyer : " Der Begriff des Reichlichen liefft sclion in

ier sinniichen V orsteUung des AusscJiultens, Jcann aber audi
tne Tit. iii. 6 nq A besonders ausgedr&ckt toerden."

—

V, S.]

apply to Paul, who was called aftei wards. Hence i<

must be referred to the time of regeneration, whea
the Pentecostal fact is repeated in the individuil.

—

P. S]

Ver. 6. For Christ, when we were yet
[ Eti, yaQ X^ tar 6<; ovtoiv r; /imv, x.r.i.

On the different readings, m yd^, for yet, or still,

with a second 4'ti. after acSimiv (s), nyf, if in-

deed, with the second hi. (B.), 'dn yap, without th«
second eri, (text, rec), dc; rl yaQ ((D\ F.), d yaq,
d Si, see Textual Note '.—P. S.] The en \tvm4
adhuc], according to the sense, belongs to 'ivxav,
ka. [Comp. Matt. xii. 46 : 4'ti ai'iTori XaloXivroii

;

LuJie XV. 20 : exi> 3i ainov ixaxqav nniyovTO^
Similar transpositions of £« among the classics

See the quotations of Meyer in loc., and Winer,
Oi-amm., p. 515.—P. S ] Seb. Schmid, and others,
have incorrectly understood 'ixi, as insicper [more-
oyer, furthermore; but this would be m HI, Heb.
xi. 86, not ert, ydq.—P. S.] ; contrary not only to
the meaning of the word, but also to the context.
They hold that the eti. does not enhance the pre-
ceding, bat gives the ground why the confidence of
salvation is an ever-increasing certainty. Tholucit,

with Meyer, favoring the eti. at the beginning of the
verse, says that eti has been removed at the begin-

ning because a Bible-lesson began with the verse

[with the word Xmatoi;']. The result was, that it

was partly removed, partly doubled, and partly cor-

reeled. We hold that the twofold 'irv, which Laeh.
mann reads [and which Cod. Sin. sustains] has a
good meaning as emphasis.

When we were yet weak, or, with-
out (spiritual) strength [ovtidv I'lfiifiv da&c-
vo)v ETt]. The state of sin is here represented as

wealiness or sicliness in reference to the divine life,

and consequently as helplessness, in order to de-

clare that, at that time, believers could not do the

least toward establishing the ground of their hope.

[Comp. Isa. liii. 4, Septuagint: rctg dfiaqxia^
rifiiTni (piqfu, with Matt. viii. 11: tb? aa&iviiaq
rinom V.afif. Sin is here represented as helpless

weaiiness, in contrast with the saving help of

Christ's love.—P. S.] The aaS ivdq are then de-

nominated ao-f /9f r?, ungodly, in order to express

the thought that we, as sinners, could not add any

thing to the saving act of Christ, but did our utmost

to aggravate the worlc of Christ. Sinfulness is rep-

resented, therefore, not merely as " the need of

help," and thus " as the motive of God's love inter-

vening for salvation " (Meyer), but as the starting-

point of redemption, where the love of God accom-

pUshed the great act of salvation without any co-

operation of sinners—yea, in spite of their greatest

opposition.

At the proper time (or, in due season).

Kara xatqov. Two* connections of the xara

X.. 1. It is united to oi'twi', &c. We were weak

according to the time [pro temporum ratione'], iu

the sense of excuse (Erasmus) ; in the sense of the

general corruption (according to Calvin, Luther,

Hofmann). Against this are both the position of

jtcufos, and its signification. 2. It is referred to

dni&aviv, but in different ways. Origen: at

that time, when He suffered. Abelard : held awhils

in death. [Kypke, Eeiche, Philippi, Alford. Hodge

;

at the appointed time, foretold by the prophets.—

P. S.] Meyer: As it was the full time [proper

• [Or three, rather ; for the words have also Deen con«

nected by some with in = en T&rt, adhuc eo tempore, at (M

time of our weakness.—P. S.J
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time] for the deliverance of those who lived at that

time. Better : It was the fit time in the history of
tiwimnity. This by no means weakens the principal

thought, which rather requires the definite statement

that the sacrificial death of Christ was aueording to

Divine wisdom ; since tlie necessity for salvation and

the capacity for salvation were decided with the ful-

ness of natural corruption. The highest heroism of

the sclf-sacrilice does not exclude its reasonableness.

See Rom. xvi. 25 ; Gal. iv. 4 ; Eph. i. 10 ; 1 Tim. ii.

6; Titus i. 3. [;t«Ta Kau^ov is = Iv itat(}i7),

sic; y.a{:u6i', ini Kat^joUf jtat^to;^-, tempore oppor-

tuno ; in opposition to Tra^dt y.ai^QoVj tempore alieito^

untimely. Here it is essentially the same with the

7tXjj^(tif/.a tiitv y.ai.^ijiv, Eph. i, 10, and the 7r).i]Q<i>^ia

TOW -/ijovov, Gal. iv. 4 ; comp. Jtfark i. 16. Christ

appeared when all the preparations for His coming
and His kingdom in the Jewish and Gentile world
were completed, and when the disease of sin had
reached the crisis. This was God's own appointed
time, and the most, or rather the only, appropriate
time. Christ could not have appeared with divine

fitness and propriety, nor with due effect, at any
other time, nor in any other race or country. We
cannot conceive of His advent at the time of Noah,
or Abraham, or in China, or among the savage tribes

of America. History is a unit, and a gradual un-
folding of a Divine plau of infinite wisdom. Christ
is the turning-point and centre of historj', the end
of the old and the beginning of the new humanity^
a truth which is confessed, wittingly or unwittingly,
by every date from A. D. throughout the civilized
world.—P. S.]

For the ungodly. {,71 it;, for, for the good
of. It is a fuller eoncoption than the idea instead
of, dvrl, it we remember that, where the ques-
tion is concerning a dying for those who are worthy
of death, the conception naturally involves a woll-
nnderstood aval. See Matt. xx. 28. The terms
uTii^^ and ne^i [which Paul uses synonymously,
Gal. i. 4] are more comprehensive

; but the expres-
sion avri is the most definite one. [Meyer con-
tends that liniij and 7Tf()i always mean for, in be-
half of, for the benefit of, and not avti, in the place
of, loco, although, in the case of Christ, His death
for the benefit of sinners was a vicarious sacrifice
iii. 26 ; Eph. v. 2 ; 1 Tim. ii. G. Sometimes the
vTisQ, like the English preposition for, according
to the context, necessarily involves the avri, as in
2 Cor. V. 15, 20, 21 ; Gal. iii. 13 ; Philcm. 13. The
Apostle says {ijze^ aatflMv, instead of i'tteo

rifiutv, in order to bring out more fully, by this
strong antithesis, the amazing love of Christ.—P. S.l

Ver. 1. For scarcely for a righteous man
will one die, though, for the good man, per-
haps some one may even dare to die [Mo/Ik
ya"() VTckiJ dixaiov (without the article) tk ano-
davilxai,- iiTtiq yajj (the second yan seems
to be exceptive, and introduces a correction of the
preceding with reference to ,i6h<; : with difficulty, I
Bay, for it is a fact that) xou nya»oTi (with the
article) rd/a tk; xai To)./ia 0.71 9avelv.—
P. S.]. The difficulty of this verse has led to vari-
ous conjectures.* The Peshito reads imip ddUiov
(unrighteous), instead of lOTtp dixaiou; Erasmus,
Luther, Melanchthon, &c., read Sixaioii and dyaSou
as neuter words

; Hofmann [formerly, not now. P.
B.] : at least the latter is ueuber ; Origen, on the con-

tio^i'ThoTucA^s']"''
^'^'''' °'*''*''"^ fl™ ^^1™^

trary, held merely Six. as neuter, and understood bj

dyaO-6(;, Christ as the perfectly good One. Bat, ai

Meyer properly observes, that both substantivea are

masculine, is evident from the antithesis aafflitq, by
which the question is generally concerning a dying

for persons. [d'i,x<xlov, without the article, must
be masculine— a righteous person (not the right,

T 6 Slxavov) ; but to 11 dya&ov, with th(! article

may, grammatically, be taken as neuter = sumnmm
bonum (the country, or any good cause or nobia
principle for which martyrs have died in ancient and
modern times). Yet, in this case, the antithesis

would be lost, since Christ likewise died for tha

highest good, the salvation of the world. The an-

tithesis is evidently between men who scarcely are

found to die for a dixawq, though occasionally per-

haps for 6 (their) ayaSo?, and Christ who died for

ouTffittq, ver. 6 ; or dfia^riD^.ol, ver. 8 ; and even
for iyO-^ol (the very opposite of dyaOoi;), ver. 10,

In both cases, the death for persons, not for a cause,
is meant.—P. S.]

Explanations of the masculines :

(1.) There is no material ditt'ereneo between
lYixaioi; and dyaS^Oi;. "After Paul has said that

scarcely for a ' righteous ' man will one die, he will

add, by way of establishing his assertion, that there
might occur instances of the undertaking of such a

death." Meyer, in harmony with Chrysostom, Theo-
doret, Erasmus, Calvin,* &:c. But iiixaioq is not
dyaO-oq, and /ioli^ (scarcely) is not tdya (possibly),

(2.) 6 dyaOoq is the benefactor. KnachtbuU
[Animadv. in libros A\ T., 1659, p. 120], Estiu?
[Cocceius, Hammond], and many others ; Keiche
Tholuck : ?7ie Friend of Man. This is too special.'

(3.) The dyadoq Stands above the merely right-
eous or just one. Ambrosiaster : the noble one, the
ayaOoq by nature

; Bengel : homo innoxius exempli
gratia, &e. [" d'rx., indefinitely, implies a harmless
(guiltless) man; 6 dyaO-oq, one perfect in all that
piety demands, excellent, bounteous, princely, bless,
ed—for example, the father of his country."—P. S.]

Meyer regards all these as " subtle distinctions."
[He quotes, for the essential identity of (Jtzcttos and
dyaOoq, Matt. v. 46 ; Luke xxiii. 50 ; Rom. vii. 12,
where both are connected.—P. S.] Then the differ,
ence between the Old and New Testament would
also be a subtle drawing of distinctions. The Old
Testament, even in its later period, scarcely produced
one kind of martyrdom

; but the New Testament
has a rich martyrdom. Yet we would understand the
ayaOoq in a more general sense. The iSixaioq in-
stills respect, but he does not establish, as such, a
communion and exchange of life ; but the dyafhoi;
inspires. Paul's acknowledgment here, which was
supported by heathen examples, is a proof of big
apostolic considerateness, and of his elevation above
all slavery to the letter. An ecclesiastical rhetorician
would have suppressed the coucefjsion. The selec-
tion of the expression with rd/a and ro/.fia is ad-
mirable

;
such self-sacrifices are always made head-

long in the ecstasy of sympathetic generosity.

.-or/""!"'"'
'.'-S-^^'SimMm sane inter homines exemplum

exstat, ut pro juslo quis nwri mslineat: quamqttam iUud

o ; Jl'
I'"'?F'=';e, Hoftnann (in the second edition of hilSch,;flbpoe,s, n. 1, p. 348), ani Meyer (Itli ed.) have r»turned to this view. In the 1st ed. (which IlSage, p. 214

Z^r^^TZ aSra™So?^ri*d^trL".= T""''
»

P. S.J
lichfUr das Qute «j sterbm/'-
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4. It is hardly necessary to mention the view
[maintained by Meyer in the first edition, but now
given up by him.—P. S.], that the second member
of the sentence is interrogative : for who would dare
to die readily even for the good I

[T can see no material difference between inter-

pretations 2 and 3. The principal point in both is

the distinction made between fiixmoq (taken in a
narrower sense) and 6 ayadoi;, corresponding to our
distinction between jv,st and kind. Such a diBtinc-

tion is made by Cerdo in Irenseus Adv. hcer. i. 27,
quoted also by Eusebius, H. E., iv. H : tov ia'cv

dixakov, Tov Sk aya&ov vTiaQyfov, alterum
quidem jcstcm, alterum autem bonum esse ; and by
Cicero, De offie., iii. 15 : " Si vir bonus is est qui
prodesi quihus potest^ nocet nemini^ rede (certe) jus-

TOM virum, bonum non facile reperiemus " (but some
editions read ; '^ eerie istum virum bonum") * The
righteous man, who does all that the law or justice

requires, commands our respect and admiration ; the

good man, the benefactor, who is governed by love,

inspires us with love and gratitude. Then we would
have the following sense :

" It is hardly to be ex-

pected that any one would die for a righteous man,
though for the good man {i. e., for a kind benefactor

or intimate friend), this self-denial miglit possibly be
exercised, and does occasionally occur. So Olshau-

sen, Tholuck, Philippi, Turner, Stuart, Hodge, Al-

ford, Wordsworth. The latter refers to the death

of Orestes for Pylades, his al er ego, and of Alces-

tis for Admetus, her husband. Webster and Wil-

kinson :
" To make the admission less at variance

with the first assertion, he substitutes for Sixaiov,

toil ayaSov, the man of eminent kindness and
philanthropy, the well-known benefactor, xpjjiTTOf,

' bonus,' in advance of Si,xaiov." The article be-

fore ayaSov may be pressed as justifying the dis-

tinction : a righteous man, the good man, good to

him, his benefactor. I confess, I am not quite sat-

isfied with this interpretation, but it is better than

any other.—P. S.]

Ver. 8. But God doth establish [giveth proof

of, avviaxriiTiV, as in iii. 5 ; comp. Textual

Note ", on p. 113.—P. S.] God proves not merely

His love in the death of Christ for sinners, accord-

ing to ver. 6, but He makes it conspicuous and

prominent ; He exhibits it ; He makes it the highest

manifestation of His gospel. See John iii. 16

;

2 Cor. v. 19-21. Luther : He praises [E. V., He
commends'] His love toward us \_T-rjv eavrov
aydnijv. His own love, in contrast with the love

of men, ver. 1.—P. S.]

Ver. 9. Much more, therefore, being now-
justified by his blood, we shall be saved
through him from the -wrath [a no x^e o^y^q,
from the well-kno-wn and well-deserved wrath to come.

—P. S.] According to Estius, a conclusion a minori

admajus; according to Meyer, a conclusion a ma-

jore ad minus.^ Both are in part right and in part

wrong, because neither view exactly applies. It is

a conclusion from the principle to the consequence,

and a conclusion from the truth of the almost in-

credible to the truth of that which is self-evident.

The conclusion is still further strengthened by the

* [Tholuok (and Stuart after him) quotes a numlier of

passages from the classics and the Talmud, which to my
nund have no force at all.— P. S.]

t [Elo also Hodge : " It is an argument a fortiori.. If

vhe greater benefit has heen bestowed, the less will not be
Withheld. If Christ has died for His enemies, He will

luiely sa 'e His friends,"—P. S.]

antithesis
: as enemies, we were justified by His blood,

and, as being His fellow-participants in peace, w«
shall be preserved from the wrath by the glorious
exercise of His authority, and then by His lif«

Preservation from wrath is a negative expression of
pei-fect redemption. 1 Thess. i. 10. Compare the
positive expression of 1 Tim. iv. 18.— [By his
blood, alfia is the concrete expression for the
atoning death of Christ, which is the meritorious
cause of our justification. This does not rest on
our works, nor our faith, nor any thing we havo
done or can do, but on what Christ has done for us
comp. iii. 25.—P. S.]

Ver. 10. For if, being enemies [il yaj
e/O^oi oi'Tfi,-]. It may be asked whether
i/&Qoi— that is, God's enemies—is to be ex<
plained actively or passively ; whether it denotes
the enemies [haters] of God, according to chap.
viii. 1 [ejS-?a fk Siov] ; Col. i. 21 (Eph. ii. 16
does not belong here), or those who are charged with
God's wrath [hated by God], for which view Kom. xi.

28 [where cyS-QoL is the opposite of ayantiroi ;

comp. also Sioartiyfli;, i. 13, and tixra 6(}ytiq, Eph,
ii. 3.—P. S.] has been cited. The passive inter,

pretation has been supported by Calvin, Reiche,
Fritzsche, Tholuck, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, De
Wette, Philippi, Meyer [Alford, Hodge], and the

active or subjective interpretation by* Spener, Titt-

mann, Usteri, and Eiickert [among English commen-
tators, by Turner]. Meyer says in favor of the first

view : 1. " Christ's death did not destroy the enmity
of men toward God ; but, by effecting their pardon
on the part of God, it destroyed the ei^mity of God
toward men, whence the cessation of man's enmity

toward God follows as a moral consequence, brought

about by faith. 2. And how could Paul have been
able to infer properly his noV.io fiaXXov, &c., since

the certainty of the (TmSriao/nda rests on the fact

that we stand in a friendly relation (grace) to God,

and not on our being friendly toward God ? " These

two arguments have a very orthodox sound, but are

without a vital grasp of the fact of the atonement,

and here without force. For, first of all, the death

of Christ is as well a witness and seal of God's love,

which overcomes man's enmity and distrust, as it is

an offering of reconciliation, which removes the o^yr;

Siov in His government and in the conscience of

man. This element constitutes the principal motive

force in the living preaching of the gospel ; for ex-

ample, among the Moravians. In the next place, if

we look away from God's work in man, we have no

ground for assuming an increase [tto/Am iiaU.ov] in

God's love and grace in itself. God is unchangeable

;

man is changeable. The changed relation of man to

God is indeed conditioned by a ciianged relation of

God to him ; but it is by virtue of God's unchange-

ableness that the work of God, which has begun in

man, bears the pledge of completion. See Phil. i. 6.

The sealing signifies, not a sealing of God, but of man

by God's grace. It is not biblical to say, that Christ,

by His death, has removed God's enmity toward us.

And yet the Apostle is alleged to say that here, just

after he has said : But God sets forth and commends

His -love, &c. Then the odd sense would be :
We

* rThe original, by mistake, mentions here Tholuck,

who holds the opposite view, at least in the flfthand last

edition of his Cimm., p. 210, and says that the opvj e«oi.

necessarily implies also an lx>9<^ »""- although both aro

to be taken in a relative sense only, as the wrath and

enmity of a /after toward his childien. He quotes tht

sentence of Hugo of St. Victor; "Non quia nxomhavH
amavit, sed quia amavit recmnbavit. '—£. H.J
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have been even reconciled when we were not yet

reconciled !

We were reconciled to God \_xairiXXa-

[Some 'preliminary philological remarks on this

important term, which occurs here for the first time,

may be found useful. The verbs SMXdaam, ^axa-

Idaau), djioy.atal.daaut, avvaldaam (from d'/.da-

ao), to change), express the general idea of a change

of relation of two parties at enmity into a relation

of peace, or the idea of reconciliation
(
Versohnang,

Aussounung), with a slight modification, indicated

by the prepositions—itaTot, in relation to ; Sid, be-

tween ; and, from ; avv, with, but without refer-

ence to the question whether the enmity be mutual,

or on one side only—which must be decided by the

connection. The noun Si,a).layfi is more frequently

used in tlie classics than xaraJ.layri, but nowhere in

the New Testament ; the verb doaXdaao), or di,a-

Xdmi occurs only once ; in the pass. aor. 2 imperat..

Matt. V. 24: dmXXdytjO-i, tm dd'fXgiia ffoi/, be recon-

ciled to thy brother. The noun xaraXXayij is used

four times in the New Testament ; Rom. v. 11 (E.

v., atonement) ; xi. 15 (the reconciling) ; 2 Cor. v.

18, 19 (reconciliation, twice) ; the corresponding

verb xatai.daao) occurs six times—Rom. v. 10

(twice); 1 Cor. vii. 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 18, 19, 20—and is

always rendered in our E. V. to reconcile. The
translation atonement, at the close of Rom. v. 11, is

etymologically correct (at-oue-ment = reconcilia-

tion), but theologically wrong in the present use of

the term = propitiation, expiation (which corre-

sponds to the Greek iXaasioq ; 1 John ii. 2 ;
iv. 10).

The xaTaXXayi), in the Christian sense, signifies the

great change in the relation betwen God and man,
brought about by the voluntary atoning sacrifice of

Christ, whereby God's wrath lias been removed, His

justice satisfied, and man reunited to Him as His

loving and reconciled Father. Some confine the

word simply to a reconciliation of man to God, on
the ground that no change can take place in God, or

that God never hated the sinner. Others forget that

the death of Christ is itself the most amazing ex-

hibition of God's love, whereby He attracts the sin-

ner to Him. The two sides must not be abstractly

separated. It is God who, in His infinite love, es-

tablishes a new relation between Himself and man-
kind through the atoning sacrifice of His Son, and
removes all legal obstructions which separated us

from Him ; and on the ground of this objective and
accomplished expi.ition (iXaaiAoq) and reconciliation

(xaraXXayri), we are called upon to be reconciled to

Him {xaraXXdyriti rm &iw ; 2 Cor. v. 20 ; comp.
ffoi5'//T£ a;r6, x.t.X., Acts ii. 40), i. e., to lay aside

all enmity and distrust, and to turn in love and grati-

tude to Him who first loved us. Both sides are

beautifully connected in 2 Cor. v. 18-20 (which is

often one-sidedly and wrongly quoted against the

doctrine of the vicarious sacrifice), viz., the reconcili-

ation effected once for all by God Himself through
the death of His Son, having the world for its ob-

ject and remission of sins for its efieot ; and the

reconciliation of men to God as a moral process,

in which men are exhorted to take part. Tlie first

is a finished act of infinite mercy on the part of
God in Christ ; the second, a change of feeling and
a constant duty of man in consequence of what has
been done for him. Comp. Kling and Wing on the
passage in Lange on 2 Cor., p. 98 f., Amer. edition.

Archbishop Trench (Synonymes of the New Testa-
ment, Second Part, p.' 137 f.) gives the following

judicious explanation of the term: "The Ohiist aa

xo^xaXXoiy^ has two sides. It is first a reconcilia-

tion 'qua Deus nos sibi reconciliaoU, laid asine

His 'holy anger against our sins, and received ul

into favor—a reconciliation effected once for aK

for us by Christ upon His cross; so 2 Cor. v,

18 19; Rom. v. 10; in which last passage xaxaX-

XaaaJo-civ is a pure passive, ' ab eo in gratiam

recipi, apud quern in odio fueris: But xaiaXXayti

is secondly, and subordinately, the reconciliation,

'o«<J nos Deo reconciliamus,' the daily deposition,

under the operation of the Holy Spirit, of the en-

mity of the old man toward God. In this passive

middle sense xaraf.Xdaafa&ai, is used ; 2 Cor. T.

20; and cf 1 Cor. vii. 11. All attempts to make

this, the secondary meaning of the word, to be the

primary, rest not on an unprejudiced exegesis, but

on a foregone determination to get rid of the reality

of God's anger against sin. With xaraXX-ayij con-

nects itself all that language of Scripture which de-

scribes sin as a state of enmity (e^S-fa) with God
(Rom. viiL 1 ; Eph. ii. 15 ; James iv. 4) ; and sin-

ners as enemies to Him, and alienated from Him
(Rom. V. 10 ; Col. i. 21) ; Christ on the cross as the

Peace, and Maker of peace between God and man
(Eph. ii. 14 ; Col. i. 20) ; all such language as this,

' Be ye reconciled with God ' (2 Cor. v. 20)."—P. S.]

Meyer : " Accordingly it is necessary to under-

stand xax^XXdyij/iiv and xaraXXayivrff
not actively, but passively: reconciled with Grod, so

that He is no more hostile to us, having given up His

wrath against us." On Tittmann's attempt to distin-

guish between Si,aXXdmi/v and xaraXXAtTikV, see

Tholuck on The Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 24.'*

The definition of these expressions is certainly con-

nected with the explanation of E/6poJ. It may be

asked, however, whether the meaning is : God ha,s

been reconciled toward us (Meyer, Philippi) ; or;

we have been reconciled toward God ; or : there has

been a mutual reconciliation ? The first cannot be

said [?], since the xaraXX.ayri denotes a change

[from enmity to friendship] ; also the xataXXayr;

in 2 Cor. v. l8, " tqv xaTa,XXd%avroq rjf^dt; lai'Tw,"

must be carefully distinguished from the UcMT/toi; (see

my Angewandle Dogmatik, p. 858).f The sense is,

therefore : Wliile we were still enemies, adversaries

of God, we were delivered by the death of Jesus,

and the expiating iXaanoq, which is identical with

it, from guilty subjection to the punishment of the

oqyri, and have been made objects of His conquer-

ing operation of love ; and now, in the light of this

operation of love, we have a heart delivered from
tiie enmity of alienation from God—a heart which,
in the train of love, has joy in God. But how can
we distinguish between the objective and subjective

change of humanity? It is plain, from the risen

Redeemer's salutation of peace and His gospel-mes-
sage, that the love of Christ on the cross conquered
the hatred of humanity. The risen Saviour's salu-

tation of peace contains the " peace on earth."
Add to all this the difference and antithesis be-
tween vers. 8, 9, 10, which are completely ol>

• [And also the note of Eritzeohe on Eom. v. 10. Titt
mtum.De Sijmn. J\r. T.,i. 102 (approved byEobinson sui
KaraXdiTtTij}), makes SioAd-rreti' to mean '* ejjica-e ut qua fuii
irdmicitia MUTUA, ea esse desinat," and KaraXdrTcLv, ^'facert
ut ALTER inimicum animum depaval." This distinction il
arbitrary and fanciful. Oomp. the preceding remarks.—
P. S.]

t [In vol. iii., p. 858, ofMs work on Dogmatics, Dr. LanM
distinguishes between KaToAAav^ as belonging to the jiro.
phetical, ikaaiiit to the priestly, ard aTtoMjamiK to tli»
kmgly office of nhrist.—P. S.]
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Bcured by the prevalent explanation above alluded

to. The clause, Ood commendeth his love toward its,

18 the inscription to the antithesis, namely : 1, Chr'st

diedfor us wlien we were yet sinners. Through His
(atoning) blood we have been justified, delivered

from the sense of the oqyri. The eflect is, that

much more, as being justified (negatively), we shall

be saved from tjie hqyrj which will finally come upon
the world. All this is iXcuriiOi;, expiating destruc-

tion of the guilt of sin. 2. The Son of God suf-

fered death while we were enemies. Through His
death we are reconciled to God. The effect is, that

much more, as being reconciled (positively), we shall

be delivered in the miglity power and rule of His
life. xaTaV.oiyij is all this.

[In (». «., in vital union with) his life, er tr\

Cm^ aj/Toi;, in antithesis to Si,a (through, by
means of) tou Savaxov. If even the death of

Christ has such a saving efScacy, how much more
His risen life, which triumphed over the realm of

death and hell, ascended to the right hand of God
Almighty, Is clothed with all power in heaven and
earth, and which, being communicated by the Holy
Ghost to the believer, will conquer in him all oppo-
sition, and bring the work of salvation commenced
here to a final and glorious consummation. Comp.
John xiv. 19 :

" Because I live, ye shall live also ;

"

Eom. viii. 11 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; 1 Cor. xv. 23 ; Heb. vii.

26. Salvation is effected by the death of Christ,

but actually applied by His life ; or His death is the

meritorious. His life the efficacious cause of our sal-

vaton. Hodge :
" There is, therefore, most abundant

ground for confidence for the final blessedness of be-

Uevers, not only in the amazing love of God, by
which, though sinners and enemies, they have been

justified and reconciled by the death of His Son,

but also in the consideration that this same Saviour

that died for them still lives, and ever lives, to sanc-

tify, protect, and save them."—P. S.]

Ver. 1 1. And not only that, but also triumph-
ing in God [ 1' fiovov Si, aXXa xai xavxi'>-

Itivoi (which is the correct reading, instead of

the rcc. xan/w^f ^a, see Textual Note ") zv rlii

0fw]. Explanations: 1. The participle xavym-
(iivov stands for the finite verb; therefore we
must supply ia/iiv (hence the readings xav^vy/iiSa,

xavyvinfv). Riickert, Tholuck. Only am&tiao/if&a

must be supplied to Atorov Si. The construction

then runs thus, according to De Wette : We have

not only the hope of escaping from the wrath of

God, but we also glory in God. 2. The participle

cannot stand for the finite verb (see, on the con-

trary, the discussions with Meyer, in Tholuck). But

even here mi&iiao/ii&a only is to be supplied. The

sense, then, is this : but not only shall we be .taved

by His life, but so that with this amtfa&ai we shall

also glory in God. [Alford : " Not only shall we be

saved, but that in a triumphant manner and frame

of mind."] 3. KaraXXayhnq must be supplied.

Not only recoficiled, but also glorying. Thus for-

merly Fritzsohe, Kollner, Glockler, Baumgarten-

Crusius, and Meyer in his earlier editions. This ex-

planation is proved to be relatively the most cor-

rect, as the o-oluffS-ai. denotes not a mere degree

of salvation, but comprises salvation to the point

of completion, and as xaraf.).ayivTf<; is repea,ted

in SI of) vTiv lijv xaralXafijv Udflo/j-ev. Our view

is, however, that we have here an antitheais of

climaxes. Oli fiovov amS^riaoiK&a—xaTalXayhTa
tv T^ toiri XgHTTor— otA^a xal xavxoMtvoi' '" "'

^£(5 Sm tov xvqIov ijijimv 'Jiycoii Xqtarov. The

rising climax is the following : 1. We are delivered
from the wrath. 2. We are safely harbored in th«
Ufe of Christ. 3. God, in His love, has become,
through Christ, our God, in whom we glory. We
glory not only in the hope of the So^a of God, and
not only conditionally in tribulations, &c., hut w«
glory absolutely in God as our God ; see chap. viii.

Through whom we have now. Eeferenc*
to the future glory, as it is grounded in the experi.
enoe of the present salvation, and ever develops
itself from this base.—Have appropriated [t^»
xaraXXayijv iXdp o/^fv]. So we translate the
IXdfloftfv {angeeignet haben), to emphasize the
fact of the ethical appropriation, which is very im.

portant for the beginning of the following section.
[It is safe to infer from iXdpofuv that xaraXXay^

primarily means here a new relation of God to us,

which He has brought about and which we receive,

not a new relation of man to God, or a moral change
in ue, although this is a necessary moral consequence
of the former, and inseparable from it. Hence
xaraXXayivTf^, in Kom. v. 10, is parallel with

Si,xai,M&ivri<;, ver. 9: StxamS-ivtiq aoiSijao-

[A-i&a— xmaXXayivTfq (Tdt&f^ffofie&a, The article

before xaraXXaytiv indicates the well-known, the

only possible reconciliation, that which was brought
about by the atoning sacrifice of Christ. The E. V.
here exceptionally renders xar. by atonement, which,

in its old sense (= at-one-ment), meant reconcilia-

tion, but is now equivalent to expiation, propitia-

tion, satisfac ion. The expiation of Christ (iAa<r/ide,

lXaarrj(}i,ov, the German Versuhnung) is the ground
and condition of the riconciliation of God and man
(xaraXXayri, Versohnung). Bengel Bays, on Kom.
iii. 24 :

" Propitiation (iXaa//6i;) takes away the

offence against God ; reconciliation (xaraXXayij) has

two sides (est SinXm^o:;) : it removes (a.) God's in-

dignation against us ; 2 Cor. v. 19
; (6.) our aliena-

tion from God ; 2 Cor. v. 20." In the same place

Bengel distinguishes between xaTaX?.ayij and a;ro-

>.vT(io)ai.i; {redemption, Erlosung), by referring the

former to God, the latter to enemies

—

i. e., sin and

Satan. He remarks, however, that iXaafioi; and

a7ioXvr^iii(ii.q are fundamentally one single benefit,

namely, the restitutio peccaioris perditi.—P. S.]

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. Ver. 1. The effect of justification is peace

iiiith God. Peace with God takes the place of our

guilty relation, in which God seemed to be our ene-

my, because He was hostile to our sins—with which

we were identified—and in his of yf/ separated us

from Him, in order to separate us from sin. In this

relation of guilt we were really His enemies, although

we wished to appear to be the contrary. God, in

His government, likewise seemed to oppose us unto

death, as we opposed Him. And therefore we were

at variance also with the best portion of the world,

and with the kingdom of all good spirits, as we were

at variance with ourselves and with God. But, with

our justification, peace is established, and with it the

reverse relation in all these respects. We should

not speak of the peace of God as of a mere sensa-

tion- in the feeling of peace, the most glonoul

actual relation is reflected. We are not only in bar.

mony but in covenant union with God ;
not only in

harmony with ourselves, but true to ourselves
;
no*

only in harmony with God's presence and govern

ment in the world, and in aU events, but also in con
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ueotion with and under the protection of " all the

Btai's of heaven."

2. [Ver. 2. The access to the throne of grace.]

The high-priest, who went into the Holy of Holies

in the hope of beholding there the glory of God,

was chiefly a type of Christ, who has gone into the

real Holy of Holies for His own people, and has be-

come the real atonement for us (Heb. ix.) ; but he

was also the type of believers, who, through Christ,

likewise have free access to the Holy of Holies of

grace, in the hope of beholding there the ()o4a of

God, and being glorified in it (see chap. viii.). On
the certainty of the Christian's hope, see Tholuck,

p. 202.

3. IVe alory in tribulations also, ver. 3. Tribu-

lations—subjectively, sorrows ; and, taken together,

the cross which the Christian must bear after His

Saviour—-are not only the ordained way to glory, but

also the means of promoting glory. For believers

shall attain not merely the glory of tlie Adaniic para-

dise, but rather the higher glory of Christ's para-

dise ; and this they reach because they are similarly

Bituated, and become like Him in death as in life.

The Cross effects the enriched and established con-

summation.
4. The glorying of Christians is their joyous tes-

timony of a blessed experience—the personal shape
which the gospel takes. It is always conditioned ac-

cording to its changing forms by a fundamental form
of salvation ; that is, established on the glory of God
and Christ, in opposition to all the forms and dis-

guises of self-glory.

B. The sorites, tribulation worketh constancy, &c.
(vers. 3-5), represents tribulation also as a spiritual

experience. Therefore a merely external suffering,

such as any body may have, is not meant thereby,
but the cross as a consequence of Christian faith.

Faith leads into tribulation, because, as peace with
God, it leads into conflict with the kingdom of dark-
ness, and also with sin in ourselves, because it en-
dows the ordinary suffering of this life with a spirit-

ual character. Such a bearing of the cross looks to
constancy, or steaifastness (passive palientia has
active patientia as a result) ; steadfastness reaches
its preliminary issue, as well as its final issue, in
approval (experience) ; approval converts hope to
confident assurance, which cannot deceive, because
it is itself the prophecy of approaching glory. The
Apostle's sorites describes a chain of blessed expe-
riences, which cannot be broken unless the first links
to approval are rendered brittle by insincerity, but
whose strength increases from link to link to that
unconqueraljle assurance of hope.

6. The elder dogmatics, especially the Reformed,
have made prominent the doctrine of approval and
persem-ance in grace ; or, what is the same, the
doctrine of sealing. They made sealing follow jus-
tification. If this great truth had been carefully
guarded, the controversy between the Lutheran and
Reformed theology, as to whether a pardoned person
can fall from grace, could have been regarded as a
mere question of words, to be solved by the further
Inquiry as to whether the question concerns Chris-
tians before, or after, they are sealed. The heart's
experience of justification must be put to proof, in
which it becomes the historically established expe-
rience of life. Steadfastness in such proofs results
inwardly in sealing by the Holy Spirit (2 Tim. ii. 19

;

Rev. vii. 3 ; ix. 4 ; Eph. i. 13 ; iv. 30), and out-
wardly in the establishment of the Christian in the
•hanicter of his new nature (Joxi^if). The nomea

et omen indelebile of baptism, confirmation, and ordi

nation, becomes the real character indelebilis onlj

by approval, or sealing. This is ethically connected

with the fact that, by the test of tribulation and stead,

fastness, a purifying process has taken place, by

which a separation of the most combustible material

has been effected.

7. The way which Christians pursue with Christ

goes downward, according to appearance, and often

according to feeling ; but it goes upward, according

to internal operation and experience. This occurs

in a threefold relation : (1.) Since all the high stand-

points of worldly consciousness are without support,

the Christian's position in the fellowship of Christ,

who is above, is established as his second nature.

(2.) The persevering fellowship in the historical igno.

miny of Christ, is fellowship in the historical honor
which shall be received in the harvest of the world.

(3.) There is forming a dynamical nature of light

and heat of the inner man, which, by its impulsive

and sustaining power, as well as by the still stronger

upward attraction, ascends to the kingdom of glory.

8. The experience of the love of God in Christ

for us is changed, with its joy, into pure reciprocal

love ; and from the complete life of love of this

new birth there arises pure salvation, which, in this

world, is divided into hope and patience. See chap,

viii. 24, 25 ; 1 John iii.

9. As the Holy Spirit caused the birth of Christ,

so does He cause the new birth of Christians ; ver. 6.

10. The contemplation of the love of God for us,

which was revealed in the death of Jesus, in Hia
dying for us (ver. 8), remains the ground of the life

of love of believers. See Philippi, p. 166. On the

vnifj, see Meyer, p. 150. [P. 189 {., fourth edition.

Meyer maintains here that in all the passages which
treat of the object of the death of Christ (as Luke
xxii. 19, 20 ; Kom. viii. 32 ; xiv. 15, &c.), the prep-
ositions vnii) and TTfQi mean in commodum, for the

benefit of and must not be confounded with o-vtI,

loco, instead of which Paul never uses (but Christ

Himself uses it. Matt. xx. 28, dovvai, ri;v fvxijv
aotoTi ).VTQ0V avTi TioXXmv, comp. Mark x. 45,
Un^ov dvri nollmv) ; but that Paul nevertheless
teaches a satisfactio vicaria, by representing Christ's

death as a propitiatory sin-offering Rom. iii. 26

;

Eph. V. 2, &c.—P. S.]

11. After the Apostle has represented the soritet

of the Christian's subjective certainty of salvation
(vers. 1-5), he makes a sorites of his objective cer-

tainty of salvation (vers. 6-11). The thesis from
which he proceeds is the fact that, among men, thei-e

is scarcely one who will die for a righteous man,
though perhaps one would die for the good man (see
the JUxeg. Notes ; comp. Tholuck, p. 208). The sen.
tence must be enlarged by the farther definition:
No one would die for the ungodly, or for his enemy;
but God has performed this miracle of love in the
death of Christ. For Christ died for us when we
were, in a negative view, incapable, and, in a posi-
tive view, even ungodly. Therefore the objeotive
certainty of salvation is established in the following
conclusions: (1.) We were sinners, debtors, for
whom Christ died; much more shall we, since we
are justified and reconciled, be preserved from the
wrath to come. (2.) The death of the Son of God
has overcome our enmity, and reconciled us ; much
more shall His life perfectly redeem us as reconciled
until the consummation. (3.) Since we have ob-
tained reconciliation, we are happy even now in th»
triumphant joy that God is our God.
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18. On the diCferonce between the IXaanoi and
the KaraXXayri, see the Exeg. Notes [p. 166].

[Bishop florsley (Serm. on Kom. iv. 25) on the

atonement and reooneiliation : " Those who speak
of the wrath of God as appeased by Christ's suffer-

ings, speak, it must be confessed, a figurative lan-

guage. The Scriptures speak figuratively when they

ascribe wrath to God. The Divine nature is insus-

ceptible of the perturbations of passion, and, when
it is said that God is angry, it is a figure, which
conveys this useful warning to mankind, that God
will be determined by His wisdom, and by His
providential care of His creation, to deal with the

wicked, as a prince in anger deals with rebelUous

subjects. It is an extension of the figure when it

is said that God's wrath is appeased by the suffer-

ings of Christ. It is not to be supposed that the

8ins of men excite in God an appetite of vengeance,

which could not be diverted from its purpose of
punishment till it had found its gratification in the

sufferings of a righteous person. This, indeed,

were a view of our redemption founded on a false

and unworthy notion of the Divine character. But
nothing hinders but that the sufferings of Christ,

which could only, in a figurative sense, be an ap-

peasement or satisfaction of God's wrath, might be,

in the most literal meaning of the words, a satisfac-

tion to His justice. It is easy to understand that

the interests of God's government, the peace and

order of the great kingdom, over which He rules

the whole world of moral agents, might require

that His disapprobation of sin should be solemnly

declared and testified in His manner of forgiving

it. It is easy to understand that the exaction of

vicarious sufferings on the part of Him, who under-

took to be the intercessor for a rebellious race,

amounted to such a declaration. These sufferings,

by which the end of punishment might be answered,

being once sustained, it is easy to perceive that the

same principle of wisdom, the same providential

care of His creation, which must have determined

the Deity to inflict punishment, had no atonement

been made, would now determine Him to spare.

Thus, to speak figuratively. His anger was ap-

peased ; but His justice was literally satisfied, and

the sins of men, no longer calling for punishment,

when the ends of punishment were secured, were

literally expiated. The person sustaining the suf-

erings, in consideration of which the guilit of others

may, consistently with the principles of good policy,

be remitted, was, in the literal sense of the word

—

BO literally, as no other victim ever was—a sacrifice,

and His blood shed for the remission of sin was

literally the matter of expiation."]

18. This section contains, in narrow compass, a

sketch of tlie whole development of Christian salva-

tion, in which its principial perfection* is made
emphatic at the beginning as well as at the conclu-

sion, in order that the peripherical imperfection of

the state of faith in this world may not be regarded

In an Ebionitic way as a principial one. We must

observe that, in Rom. viii., this designation is further

elaborated under a new point of view, and that there,

too, the subjective and objective certainty of salvation

ran be distinguished.

14. The idea of the real worship of God reap-

* [PaiNcipiEiLE VoWe(ymmenJt&U, perfection^ as a princi-

ple. TLe word priv^pial (from prina.pium)t in the sense

of initial, dementai v, fundamental, tliougli now obsolete,

Is used by Bacon. In German, the word is almost indis-

tenaable.—P. S.]

pears definitely here in the beginning as well as a'
the end of the section.

HOMILETICAl AJfD PEAOTICAl.

The fruits of the righteousness of faith. Thej
are : 1. Peace with God through our Lord Jesui
Christ (ver. 1) ; 2. Hope of future glory in th«
tribulations of the present time (vers. 2-5) ; 3. Con-
fidence of salvation established on the love of God
for us as made known in the propitiatory death of
Christ (vers. 6-11).—Peace with God: 1. In what
does it consist? 2. By whom do we obtain it?

(ver. 1).—The peace of heart with God is the source
of all other peace ; 1. In homes ; 2. In churches

;

3. In nations.—By Christ we have obtained access

to the grace of justification. In this are comprised

:

1. A strong consolation (we are no more rejected

from God's face ; the door is opened ; we can come
in) ; 2. A serious admonition (we should not disre-

gard this access, but make use of it ; and 3. We
should often come with all our burdens.).—In what
should and can we glory as Christians ? 1. In the

future glory which God shall give ; 2. But also in

the tribulations which He sends us (vers. 2-5)

;

3. In God Himself as our God.—Why should we, as

Christians, glory also in tribulations ? Because we
know : 1. That tribulation worketh patience (endur-

ance) ; 2. Patience (endurance) worketh experience

(strictly, approval) ; comp. 2 Cor. ii. 9 ; ix. 13

;

James i. 3) ; S. Experience (approval) worketh

hope ; and 4. Hope maketh not ashamed (vers.

2-5).—Why does Christian hope prevent shame ?

1. Because it is not a false hope ; but, 2. It has its

ground in the love of God, which is shed abroad in

our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us

(ver. 5).—In what respect does God commend (prove)

His love toward us? 1. In Christ's dying at the

appointed time for us ; 2. But still more in His

dying for us when we were yet sinners (vers. 6-8).

—

It is noble to die for a benefactor, but it is divine

to die for evil-doers (ver. 1).— The importance of

Christ's life and death for men : 1. His death brings

reconciUation when we are enemies ; 2. His life

brings salvation when we are reconciled (vers. 9-11).

Christ's life our salvation (ver. 10).—Salvation by

the life of Christ is necessary for Christians of the

present time.—Let us speak of Christ's death, but

let us also speak continually of His life (ver. 10).

Luther : One has experience when he has been

well tempted, and can therefore speak of it as hav-

ing been in it himself (ver. 4).—God is our God, and

we are His people, and we have all good things in

common from Him and with Him, in all confidence

(ver. 11). , . ,_

Staeke : Ver. 2. Future glory is connected with

justification by an indissoluble chain ;
chap. viii. 18,

30, 32.—Ver. 2. Nothing can make so happy as

the hope of the incorruptible, undefiled, and imper-

ishable inheritance which is reserved in heaven;

1 Peter i. 4. Ver. 5. He who has the Holy Spn-it,

is the only one who is certain that God's love is shed

abroad in his heart.—Ver. 10. The death of Christ

is the principal agency toward our reconciliation;

but His resurrection is the seal and assurance that

we are truly reconciled to God.—Ver. 10._ Christ's

resurrection is the ark of life and royal city of our

salvation.—Ver. 11. No one can glory in God but

he who has Christ ; for He is the way by which we

come to the enjoyment of God ; John xiv. 6. He,
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therefore, who does not have Him, is also without

God in the world , Eph. ii. 12.—Hkdinher : To be

certain of the forgiveness of sin, is the fountain of

all joy and consolation (ver. 1).—Beware of the

hypocrite's hope, which destroys! The believer

clinea to God's love in Ciirist as an anchor to the

rock • Heb. vi. 19. Would to God we understood

this well! If we did, nothing could grieve and

fflict us (ver. 6).—A Cliriaiian must regard the suf-

fering of Christ not only as a mirror of wrath, but

also as a mirror of love (ver. 8).—What a glory I

God's child, and in good favor with Him ! How in-

comprehensible, how glorious, and how blessed

!

(ver. 11).—Cramer: If we are justified by faith,

we have free access to God, so that we do not need

any patron or saint to prepare the way for us (ver.

2).—The suffering of Cliristians is their glory ;
for

they suffer without guilt, and for Christ's glory (ver.

3).—OsiANDER : The cross and tribulation make us

humble and patient; they are therefore the most

precious gems and best ornament of the children of

God (ver. i).—Nova Bibl. Tub. : Oh, how blessed

is the cross ! Though it pain the flesh, it brings

eternal good. We are better purified by it, than

gold is by fire ; our hope is strengthened, and the

love of God is shed abroad in the heart (ver. 5).

—

Love is rare among men, yet there are remarkable

examples of some who have given up their lives for

their fellow-citizens and brethren. But there is no

comparison between all this and the love of Christ

(ver. 7).—Who would not love in return a God so

full of love, and prefer fellowship with Him to that

of all others ? (ver. 10).

Geelach : Justification by faith not only gives

free access to God's grace at the present time, but

it also confers the certainty of future glory (ver. 2).

—In justification the believer receives the first germ
of the whole new life. But since the germ grows

into a tree, and the tree ever becomes more firmly

rooted amid storms, all that the believer had at the

beginning is renewed and established at every new
stage of trial (ver. 5).—Since God has performed for

sinners and enemies the greatest service, He will cer-

tainly not leave unfinished for the reconciled and
righteous the much smaller remaining part of His

work (ver. 9).—The Apostle begins to indicate here

what he treats more at length in chap. vi. : Faith so

transposes us into Christ, that His life, death, resur-

rection, and glory, become ours. Each circumstance

from His history becomes the history of mankind
believing in Him, as well as of each individual be-

liever (ver. 10).

Lisoo : The saving fruits of the righteousness

acquired by faith in Jesus Christ (vers. 1-11).—The
fruit of this righteousness (vers. 1-5).—The most
certain sign of the love of God toward us just men-
tioned, is the redemption made by Christ (vers. 6-8).

—The blessed result of this love of God and Christ,

b the certain hope of the eternal duration of this

love, and, finally, of our attainment of glory (vers.

9-11).

Heubner : Paul here strikes the note of the

triumphal song of the justified. Listen : His read-

era should participate in his joy ; we are reconciled,

we are pardoned.—Without justification, there is no
joy, no love, no happiness in life ; without it, noth-

ing can make us happy—ne'ther nature, nor the love

of men (ver. 1).—Grace is prepared, and offered to

all. Many accept it, but all do not remain steadfast

Jver. 2).—He on whom God has placed many bur-

ien8, has much entrusted to him ; God has made

him an object of distinction. Therefore, the highei

and more joyous the Christian's spirit is in suffer,

ins the greater will be the increase of his joy and

strength in conflict (ver. 3).-What influence does

sufl-ering exert on the Christian? (ver. 3).—Ihe

sacred hope of the Christian maketh not ashamed

;

it is holy in its object and ground.--Faith m the

love of God is the ground of all hope (ver. 6).—Tha

helplessness of the unimproved heart is followed by

the saddest results of sin
;
just as severe sickness le

succeeded by weakness (ver. 6).—God's holy love

of His enemies (ver. 8).—The greatest misery of a

created being, is, to bear the wrath of God (ver. 9).

God's love of us is a prevenient love (ver. 10).

—

Christ's life is the ground of our salvation (ver. 10).

Besser : The salvation of those who are justi.

fled by faith. It is : 1. A present salvation ; 2. Also

a future one (vers. 1-11).—Tribulation is praisewor-

thy, because the evergreen of hope is sprinkled with

the'tears of tribulation (vers. 3-5).—God's wrath is

not human ; God is love, and Divine wrath is con-

nected with the love which takes no pleasure in the

death of the sinner, but is an ardent, compassionate

desire to save the sinner. Reconciliation is the exe-

cution of this loving determination of God by means

of the atonement through the death of His Son (ver.

10). God unites in the Church with pardoned sin.

ners who have faith in Jesus, and glory in God aa

their God—more intimately and gloriously than in

Paradise with innocent man (ver. 11).

Sohleiermachek, on vers. 7, 8 : The death of

Christ is the highest glorification of God's love toward

us. 1. God imposed death on our Redeemer as the

most perfect proof of obedience ; 2. Many are jus-

tified by this obedience.

Spener: 1. The fruits of justification: (o.)

Peace
; (6.) Access to God

;
(c.) The joy of future

hope
;

(d.) Victory in tribulation and the cross

;

(«.) The gift of the Holy Ghost. 2. The causes of

justification (vers. 1-11).

[BuKKiTT : One grace generates and begets an-

other
;
graces have a generation one from another,

though they all have one generation from the Spirit

of God.—He that does not seek reconciliation with

God, is an enemy of his soul ; and he that rejoices

not in that reconciliation, is an enemy to his own
comfort.— Logan (sermon on Jesus Christ Vying

for Sinners, Rom. v. 7, 8) : The greatest trial and

exercise of virtue is when an innocent man submits

to the imputation of a crime, that others may be frea

from the punishment. This Christ did. He was be-

trayed like an impostor by one of His own disciples,

apprehended like a robber by a band of soldiers, led

like a malefactor through the streets of Jerusalem,

nailed like a murderer to the accursed tree, and, in

the sight of all Israel, died the death of a traitor and

a slave, that he might atone for the real guilt of

men.

—

Oomp. Oomm. . He that puts himself to the

charge of purchasing our salvation, will not decline

the trouble of applying it.

—

Hodge : As the love of

God in the gift of His Son, and the love of Christ in

dying for us, are the peculiar characteristics of the

gospel, no one can be a true Christian on whom
these truths do not exert a governing influence.—
Annot. Paragraph Bible : God establishes His love

toward man by demonstration ; it is a love worthy
of Himself, and which none but Himself can feel.

Comp. Cheysostom, De Gloria in Tribulation^
ibus ; Archbishop Usher, Four Sermons, Wbrku,
vol. xiii. 226 ; John Howe, Influence of Hope, Worki,
vol. vl 277 ; Bishop Mant, The Love of Gcd th/t
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Jfotive to Man's Salvation, Sermons, vol. i. 115

;

Jonathan Edwards, Men naturally God's JEnemies,

Works, vol. ii. 130.

—

On the Section vers. 1-5, see

Nath. Hoknes, jTAe Bracelet of Fearl of Sanctify-

ing (h-aees, Works, 207 ; Kichard Baxter, Short

Meditations, Works, vol. xviii. 503 ; C. Simeon
Benefits arising from a Justifying Faith, Works
vol. XV. 116 ; J. Morgan, The Hidden life Bis
closed in Rom, v. 1-6, an Exposition, Belfast, 185*
—J. r. H.]

SECOND DIVISION".

BIN AND GRACE IN THEIR SECOND ANTITHESIS (AS IN THEIR SECOND POTENCY)!
ACCORDING TO THEIR NATURAL EFFECTS IN HUMAN NATURE, AND IN NATURE IN

GENERAL. THE SINFUL CORRUPTION OF THE WORLD, PROCEEDING FROM ADAM,
AND INHERITED IN COMMON BY ALL MEN, AND THE LIFE OF CHRIST AS THE
INWARD LIVING PRINCIPLE OF THE NEW BIRTH TO NEW LIFE IN INDIYIDUAL
BELIEVERS, IN ALL MANKIND, AND IN THE WHOLE CREATED WORLD. (THE

PRINCIPLE OF DEATH IN SIN, AND THE PRINCIPLE OF THE NEW LIFE; AS

WELL AS THE GLORIFICATION OF THE NEW LIFE, AND OF ALL NATURE, IN

RIGHTEOUSNESS.)

Chapters V. 12-VIII. 39.

First Section.—Adam's sin as the powerful prineiple of death, and God 's grace in Christ as the m,OTt

powerful principle of the new life in the nature of individual men, and in mankind collectively.

The law as the direct medium of the complete manifestation of sin for the indirect mediation of t)u

completed and glorious revelation of grcLce.

Chap. V. 12-21.

12 Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin;

and so death ' passed upon all men, for that [sV (^, <• «_. on the ground that, because]

13 all have [omit have] sinned : (
\omU parentheBis] "^ For until the law sin was in the

world : but sin is not imputed when there is no law [where the law is not].

14 Nevertheless death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them that had not

sinned [those that sinned not] = after the similitude [likeness] of Adam's trans-

gression, who is the figure [a type] of him that was to come [the coming one,

15 t. «., the second Adam]. But not as the offence [fall, transgression],' so also is the

tree gift: for if through the offence [transgression] of [the] one [the] many

be dead [died], much more [did] " the grace of God, and the gilt by grace,

which is by one man [the gift by the grace of the one man], Jesus Christ, hath

16 abounded [abound] unto [the] many. And not as it was [om« it was'\ by [the]

one that sianed," so [cmu s6\ is the gift : for the judgment was [came] by

\it, of] one {fall) to condemnation, but the free^ gift is [came] of many

offences [falls, transgressions] unto justification [Smaicofia, sentence of acquittal,

17 righteous decree, or, righteous act]. For if by one man's offence [by one trans-

gression, or, by the transgression of the one] ' death reigned by [through the]

one : much more they which [who] receive [the] abundance of [the] grace

and of the gift of righteousness shall reign in life by [the] one, Jesus Christ.)

18 [omit parenthesiB.] Therefore, as by the offence of one judgment came upon aU

men to condemnation ; even so by the righteousness of one the free gift carat

upon all men unto justification of life [So then, as through the transgression

of one, or, one transgression, it came upon all men to condemnation; so also

through the Mmthaaio?, righteous act of one, or, one righteous act, it came

19 upon all men unto justification of life].' For as by one man's d.sobeaience

[througt the disobedience of the one man] [the] many were made [consti_

tuted]' sinners, so [also, ovi^? ^al] by the obedience of [the] one shall [the]

20 many be made [constituted] righteous. Moreover t^e law entered [came m

besides]," that the offence [transgression] might abound [multiply], liut wnere
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21 sill abounded [multiplied], grace did miicli more [exceedingly]" abound; That

as sin hath [omit hath] reigned unto [fV, in] death, even so [so also] might

grace reign through righteousness unto eternal life by [through] Jesus Christ

our Lord,

^ Ver. 12.—['O Odvaroi {Rr.c.) is found in JC. B. C. K. L , some versions and fathers ; is adopted by liachmann,
Mtsyer, Wordsworth, and Lange. Tischendorf and Alford omit it, on the authority of D. E. F. G., and many fathers
/.If >rd con-ii)ers it a marginal^loes, to define the subject of Siij^Bev. But the external authority for it is sufficient

to o 'ercome the doubt arising from the variation in position found in some authorities, especially as the omission may
have readily arisen from the transcriber's mistaking -ovs, which precedes, for the close of the word he was about to
wi'ite : -TOff (Meyer).

'^ Ver. 13.

—

[On the parenthesis of the E. V. This is to be omitted ; for, although it might be a help to the ordinary
reader, it is inserted on the view that ver. 18 is strictly resumptive, which is not in accordance with lunge's exe-
gesis. Even were it the case, vers. 13-17 comprise an argument so important, that it does not deserve the subordination
implied in a parenthesis. The E. V. is frequently unfortunate in this regard : e. p., Gal. i. 7, where the very theme of
the Epistle is put in parenthesis.

^ Ver. li.—[Some cursives and fathers omit ^^. This probably arose from, a wish to make this verse correspond
with ver. 12, the meaning of which was misunderstood. There is no question as to the correctness of its insertion.—The
pluperfect of the E. V. is to be changed to the simple past : sinned, as a more correct rendering of the aorist participle.
The other emendations are not absolutely necessary, but are offered as more literal, and perhaps preferable for other
reasons.

* Ver. 15.—[The word TrapaTTTWjLto, occurring five times in this section, is rendered offence in the E. V- ; by the
Amer. Bible Union : trespass. Both are etymologically correct, but more modem usage compels ub to reject offence.
Trespass would be preferable to irani'grcssiov, on the ground that irapd^acrty (ver. 14) must also be rendered by the
latter word

; yet trespass has at present a technical meaning, which is legal, transgi-ession being more theological. The
very slight distinction between irapafiaai^ and irapdiTTinfjia. is sufficiently implied in the clauses where the words occur.
Lange renders the latter : Sundenfall, fall, to distinguish it from 7rapa/3aa-is, Ueberiretung, ver. 14.

Ver. 15.—[The aorist, lireplcaeva-ev, is to be rendered did abound, and the auxiliary tizd placed after mucA
more, as indic;iting more plainly that rtiuch more is rather quantitative than logical.—The articles are unfortunately
omitted throughout in the E. V. ; the one, the many, express the definiteness of the Greek.
^ Ver. 16.—[Lange adopts the reading ajaapT-^juaros (D. E. P. G., some fathers, cursives, and versions, (Sries*

bach), urging that it is required as aa antithesis to Trapan-rw p-aTwi*. But this is the very reason for deeming it a
gloss. 'A^apTpo-avTos is found in N. A. B. C. K. L., adopted by Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, "Wordsworth.

"^ Ver. 17.—[Tho two renderings con-espond to two various readings ; in any case, man-'s, of E, V., mast be rejected.
A. F. G. have ev kvl TrapaTrTw^tart (D. E., ev tw kvl tt.) ; adopted by Griesbach, Tischendorf, Meyer, Lange. n'
B. C. K. L., many versions and fathers, read tw to9 ei^b? TrapaTTTtoM-aTt ; adopted by Lachmann, Alford andWordsworth. It is a question which is correct, but Meyer's explanation is most satisfactory. He considers the formerreadmg tho original one, " because thus the origin of the other variations are very natm-ally explained. Por morp defi-
nite description the article was added by some (D. E.) ; by others, kvi was changed into evoy. But since, at all events,the sense was the same as tw tov evhs it. (ver. 15), this was at first added as a parallel passage, and then received into

Yer, 19.-[So Amer Bible Union. Lange : herausgekdU. The rendering given above is correct; any dogmaticquestions tliiit arise cannot atlect this.
'» Ver. 20.—[Oapeis^Aflev, only Gal. a 4; there, in nMlam partem.

axart. _Lange translates : came in between. See Exeg. Notes.
The ahove rentiering is literal and

l„.JLT-'''iv''"'fl"l^''°l?-^",?^''?*\'^*i'^.°''f.^
compounded with viTrep have a s«per(<i(rte, not a comparative firoe,-nuIhange ir. the fl .-st verb in English is to mdioate that two different words are used in Greek.-E.]

[The follow ug is the Greek text of this section, in parallelistic arrangement, from Forbes :

12. r'tla-irep St" kvh^ av9piujrov

I
ij afiaprta ei? toi' Kocrfjiov eitj^Afler,

A^ Ka.1 Sia TT)^ a^apTias 6 BavaroSj

^
Kal ouTws ets iravTaff aydputirovs 6 ddvaros fit^Adef,

13.

' TraKTes T}iJ.apTOV

axpt yap v6fJ.ov aixapria. ^ ev Kotr/xw,

J afi-apria 8e ovk iWoyeiTai fj.r) o^/toj vofxov
14. Bj aMi e^aa-t'Aeuo-ej/ oflavaTos dno 'ASoiju. jiie'xpt MwUTew?

L Ka.L cTTt TOO? ^T| o-fLaprqaavra^ en-l tw 6(xouafj.aTi t^s 7rapa|3a<r«(os 'AU^*

C^ O? e(7Tiy TUTTOff ToO jLL^AoVTOff.
B

^
Points of disparit\' in the comparison

-D
I stated in vers. 15, 16, 17.

18.

19.

20.

T i.-fl i_. J „
^'^ Trdi/Ta? di/^p^TTOVS et? KaTa^ptua,

Justification.! outw? koX fit* kyh-s SiKaLu,fjLa.ros

i. els irdi/ra? iv^puTrous ets SiKadta<nv fw^ff*

{(oo-Trep -yap fiia t^s TrapOKorji tov evh^ av9pwatl«
a/xapTiaKoi KaTe(TTa.6r)a-av oi iroWoL

OVTW? Kal Slo. T^y IPTTOKO^S TOV €Vb^
dUatoL KaTaoTaBrjarovTat oi iroAAot.

(NfS/xos S^ Trapeior^Atfep,

iva irKeovdo^ to JrapdTrrwjLta*
o5 Se iTr\66va(rev yj d|UapTta,

VTrepeirepCa-crevcrev rj x*pts,

SI. rtva wo-rrep ePatriKevo-ev ij a/iapTta
I €V Tw 0ava.Tu,

Ai ouTw? Kttl ij j^dpis ^(UTLXevcrj) Sia. SiKotoovmR

\ fiid 'liitrov XptffTou TOV Kvptov ^iiSiv,—V, 8,J
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EXEGETICAL AMD CEITIOAl.

[Special Litekattiee on Chap. Y. 12-21.—S. J. Batjm-
A&TBN) De imputatione peccati Adamitici posieris facla^
1742. S. SCHOTT, Opusculaf i. p. 313 sqct. 0. E. Schmid,
UelKT Mm. V. Vi ff., in the I'&bwg. Zeitschrifl for ISSO,

No. rV. p. 161 ff. (A very a'ble and sound discussion.

Comp. the same author's Bthl, Theologie des N. T., vol. ii.

pp. 256- Z62.) BlCH. BoTHE (died 1868), NeunT VersucJi einer

AusUgung d&r Paulin. Steltc JRmn. V. 12-21, "Wittenberg,
1836. (A masterpiece of exegotical acuteness and iinesse.)

I. Chr. K. v. Hofmann, D&r SchrifLbewiis, 2d ed., Nord-
Ungen, 1857, vol. i. pp. 524-541. Jul. Mxjllee, Chmstl.
tehre von der Sunde, vol. ii. p. 407 ff., 472 £f., 3d Germ, ed,,

1849. H. EwALD, jidtjm und GhrisiuSj Rom. V. 12-21, in

his Jahrhucher fur bibl. Wisscnschafl, ii. p. 166 ff. TlMO-
THT D'WIGHT (of Yale College), Princeton Exegesis. A He-
view of Dr. Hodge's Commentary on Romans V. 12-19, in
the New Engtander for July, 1868, pp. 651-603. (Folemioal
against Hodge). A. Stoltinq, Beitrij^e zur Exe^ese der PaU'
lin. Brii^fe, Q-ott., 1869, pp. l-4i. Eeichb, Olshausen, Tho-
L¥CK, Sttjaet, Ho»ge, and Foebes, are most full, though
widely divergent, in the exposition of this pa-^sage, which
many regard as the most difl&cult iu the whole Bible.—P. S.]

[Introduotoky Eemakks.—This section is diffi-

cult in proportion to its depth, grandeur, and world-

historical comprehensiveness. Only a mind of the

very highest order—to say nothing of inspiration

—

could conceive such vast thoughts, and compress
them within so few words. The beginning, the mid-

dle, and the end of history, are here brought to-

gether in their representative moral powers and prin-

ciples. Paul deals with religious truths and facts,

which are much broader and deeper than the after-

thoughts of our logic and theology, and cannot be

squeezed into the narrow limits of particular schools

and schemes. The exegesis of this part of the Eo-
mans began in earnest with Augustine, in his contest

with the Pelagian heresy ; it was resumed in the

Reformation period, and carried further, philologi-

cally and dootrinally, in the present century, but

is by no means exhausted, and puts exegetical skill

again and again to the severest test. Every line

bears the marks of theological controversy about

original sin, free agency, imputation, limited atone-

ment, universal salvation, and other questions which

will occupy the human mind to the end of the world.

The section is not a mere episode, but a progress in

the argument from the doctrine of justification to

the broader doctrine of a life-union of the believer

with CArint, which prepares the way for the dootrine

of sanctification, in chap, vi., and glorification, in

chap. viii. Like a skilful physician, the Apostle

goes not only to the root and fountain-head of the

evil,* but also to the root and fountain head of

the cure. In bold antithetical contrasts, and on the

basis of a vital, organic union of humanity, both in

the order of fallen nature and the order of redeeming

grace, he presents the history of the fall by the first,

and the redemption by the second Adam. Adam and
Christ are the two representative heads of the whole
race, the one the natural, the other the supernatural

:

from the one, the power of sin and the power of death

have proceeded upon all men through their participa-

tion in his fall ; from the other, righteousne-ss and life

have come upon all on condition of faith, or a living

ipprehension of Christ. But the gain by the redemp-
tion greatly surpasses the loss by the fall. The main
stress lies on the idea of life in its progress from
Christ to the believer. The same parallelism be-

* [As Chrysostom remarks in the beginning of his tenth
Homuy on Bomans, O^era^ torn, ix, p. 519, ed. Montfaucon,
but he omits the positive part, which is more important.

—

f S.]

tween the first and second Adam, but with oxclusivt
reference to the contrast of death and the resurrec-
tion, occurs in 1 Cor. xv. 21, 22, 4B-48, whict
should be kept in view. It is impossible to under
stand this section from the standpoint of a mecbani.
cal and atomistic conception of humanity and of sin,

sucli as Pelagianism and cognate systems maintain.
On the surface, all things appear separate and iso-

lated
;
in the hidden roots, they are united. It ii

characteristic of all deep thinking, to go back to
principles and general ideas. Paul evidently views
the human race as an organic unit. Adam and
Christ sustaui to it a central and universal relation,

similar to that which the fountain sustains to the
river, or the root to the tree and its branches.
Adam was not merely an individual, but the natu-
ral head of the human family, and his transgression
was not an isolated act, but affected the whole race
which sprung from his loins

;
just as the character

of the tree will determine the character of its

branches and fruits. So it is with Christ. He calls

himself emphatically the (not a) Son of Man, the
universal, normal, absolute Man, the representative

head of regenerate humanity, which is from heaven,
heavenly, as Adam's fallen humanity is " of the

earth, earthy " (1 Cor. xv. 41, 48). Both were tried

and tempted by the devil, the one in the garden of

innocence, the other in the desert ; but the one suc-

cumbed, and dragged his posterity into the ruin of

the fall ; while the other conquered, and became the

author of righteousness and life to all who embrace
Him. Christ has gained far more for us than Adam
lost—namely, eternal reunion with God, in tlj.e place

of the temporary union of untried innocence. The
resurrection of humanity in Christ is the glorious

solution of the dark tragedy of the disastrous fall

of humanity in Adam. In view of the greater merit

of Christ and the paradise in heaven, we may rev-

erently and thankfully rejoice in the guilt of Adam
and the loss of his paradise on earth—always, of

course, detesting the blasphemous maxim : Let us

do evil, that good may come. It is God's infinite

wisdom and mercy alone which overrule the wrath

of man for His own glory.—P. S.]

Meyer inscribes this section : The drawing of a

parallel between salvation in Christ and the ruin

produced by Adam. But this does net do justice to

the context of the section. Tholuck adopts Bengel's

view :
" Respicit totam tractationem superiorem, ex

qua hose infert apostolus, non tarn digressionem fa-

ciens guam regrtssum de peeeato el de justitia."

[Bengel continues :
" In imitation of Paul's method,

we should treat first of actual sin (chaps, i.-iii.), and

then go back to the source in which sin originated."

Philippi also regards this section as a comparative

or contrastive retrospect and comprehensive conclu-

eion ; De Wette and Eothe as an episode.—P. S.]

We differ from all these, and refer to our division

of the Epistle, and to the superscription here.

1. The principle of sin and death become imma-

nent (hereditary) in humanity (vers. 12-14).

2. The opposing principle of the gift of grace

and of the new life made immanent (spiritually he.

reditary) in humanity (vers. 15-19).

3. The cooperation of the law for the finished

revelation of sin and for the communication of the

finished revelation of the grace of justification (vers.

20, 21).

1. Arrangement of the first paragraph, vers,

12-14:.

(o.) Sin and death, proceeding from Adam'i
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nagd^aau; upon alL under the form of an ethical

appropriation by all (ver. 12).

(6.) Death as revealer of the improperly appre-

hended sin, from Adam to Moses, or to the law (not

by the law, vers. 13, 14).

2. The second paragraph, vers. 15-19.

(«.) The actually manifested contrast in the

effects of the two principles, (aa.) The contrast be-

tween the natural and actual effects, according to

their quantitative extension to persons ; or the con-
trast ill its personal relation (ver. 15). (66.) The
contrast between the positive effects, according to
the qualitative intensity of judgment and justifica-

tion ; or, the contrast in its essential relation (ver.

16).

(6). The contrast in the potential and prospec-
tive effects of the two principles, (ao.) The con-
trast between the enslavemment of all personal life

by impersonal (merely personified) death, and the
future glory of the pardoned, immortal, and reign-
ing personalities in the new life (ver. 17, at the same
time a proof for ver. 16). (bh.) The contrast in all

its ideal magnitude : One condemnation came upon
all men, because of the power of the fall of one
man ; so, by the righteousness of one, can all men
attain to the justification of life (that is, not merely
of faith, ver. 18).

(c.) The contrast in the final effects disclosed by
the gospel. By the effect of one man's disobedience,
the many are represented in the light of the gospel
us sinners exposed to the judgment ; finally, by the
obedience of one, the many are to be represented as
righteous in the judgment (ver. 19).

3. Third paragraph, vers. 20-21.

^

The law is designed to effect directly the devel-
oping process of sin to historical completion, in
order to effect indirectly that revelation of grace
which far preponderates over the development of sin
(vers. 20, 21).

FiEST Paeaghaph (vem. 12-14).

The principle of sin and death in humanity.

Ver. 12. Wherefore [Jia ToTro]. Riicif-
ert, KoUner [Tholuck, Eeiche, Stuart], &c., refer
Sm roino to the entire discussion from chap. i.

17 ;* Rothe, to the previous section, v. 1-11, which
he claims to treat of hoUness

; Tholuck, to vers. 11
10, 9, &c. ; Meyer, to ver. 11 alone. f We refer it

merely to i/.dflo/ttv in the previous verse. The
verb la/ifidviiv does not denote, in the New Testa-
ment, a pas.?ive reception, but an ethical, religious
and moral appropriation ; for example, John i. la!
And this is here the point of comparison between
vers. 11 and 12.

Because this point has been overlooked an in-
credible amount of vexation has been produced in

* [So also Bengel • "5ia touto refers to tlie whole of
the preceimg discussion, from wMcii the Apostle draws
those conclusions, herein makirpf not so much a digression
18 a retrogression." Hodge: " The lo/iei-c/bre ia to be taken
IS illative, or marking an inference from the whale of the
previous part of the Epistle, and especially from the pre-
oeding verses."—P. S.]

t [Meyer: " darom, weil wir namlich durch Christum
die KaTaWayri und die Oewissheii des ewigen HHls emn-
fangtn halien, ver. 11." But Meyer regards ver. 11 as the
summary of the whole preceding doctrine of justification
»n.d salvation. Philippi likewise refers SiA touto to ver
.1 in such a way that it looks at the same time to the whole
itduction from i. 17-v. n. This to us seems to be the most
latisfactory connection.—P. S.]

reference to the presumed anacoluthon, or avwiiT»

TioSorov [an incomplete sentence, a protasis without

an apodosis]. Conjectures [coneerning the construe-

tion or the apodosis corresponding to utamq, lih.

as'] :

1. According to Calvin, Tholuck, Philippi, and
others, the conclusion is indicated in the words

oi; ian rimoi; roTi fiiV.ovroi;, ver. 14. [Meyer also

regards the clause :
" who is a type of the future

(Adam)," as a substitute for the apodosis, which was
swept away by the current of ideas in vers. 13 and
14.—P. S.]

2. According to Riickert, Fritzsche, and De
Wette [?], Paul dropped the comparison between
Adam and Christ after enumerating the points of

analogy, because their dissimilarity occurred to hia

mind (ver. 16). De Wette translates ver. 12: There.
fore (is it) as by one man, &c. According to Origen,

Bengel [Rothe], and others, the Apostle designedly
suppresses the conclusion. [Bengel says simply:
" Apodom, variata oratione, latet in seq." is con-
cealed in what follows. But Rothe holds that Paul
designedly omitted the apodosis, to prevent the ille-

gitimate doctrinal inference of a universal salvation.
See below.—P. S.]

3. According to Grotius, [E. V., Stuart, Barnes,
Hodge], &c., vers. 13-17 are parenthetical; and the
conclusion follows in ver. 18. [Against this con.
struction may be urged, with Meyer, the unexampled
length and importance of the supposed parenthesis,
and that ver. 18 is not so much a reassumption as a
recapitulation.—P. S.]

4. According to Glericus, Wolf, and others, the
conclusion is already in ver. 12, and begins with
y.ai oiiTMi; [as if this could be synonymous with
oiki,) y.ai, so also, which is impossible.—P. S.]

;

according to Erasmus, Beza, and others, it begins
with xal (hd [which makes dm toi/to superfluous,
and sets aside the comparison between Adam and
Christ.—P. S.]

6. The proper view is the one defended by Koppe,
in harmony with [Cocoeius] Eisner, and others.
The apodosis begins as a comp;irative statement with
oiaTiifj, since Udpoftfv xuTai.Xayijv (Jt ai'iToii ia

brought over from ver. 11. [In other words, oiaTifO
introduces the second member of the comparison,
while the Jirsl must be supplied from ver. 11 in this
way: Therefore (we received and appropriated the
reconciliation through Christ in the same manner) as
by one man sin entered into the world, &c.—P. S.] *

[This construction is favored, upon the whole, by De
Vette (who, however, objects to it: " Erganzt mara riivKa.Ta.h>,cy^v e\a^oiJ.cv Si" airod, so Weiss manWi( ,j,cA( was mQ« ma der Yerghichurrg anfangm soU"\
Umbreit, Theo. Schott, Wordsworth, Alford, Jowett, Conj2
beare and Howeon. I subjoin Alford's note in full, though
L' ,

"''"^?'°'? '* • ^]?^ ""^'^^ " "lie of acknowledged diffl-

T„ Xh ?/ ?
^questions meeting us directly, are: (1.)To what does «iA toOto refer » (2.) iio-Treo hke as mav

S;°frbl''^*"^* "'r'"=''
"^ ^^ ooWSn The sec"S5

flr ih-^vi,!^ toTT'" ' ".™'? '"t^'iiioe the second, thehr^t having to be discovered. I shall endeavor to answerboth questions in connection. I conceive Tir„S,„te
refer to that blessed state ol confidence ISd hoLTust 1^scribed :< on this account,' here meaning- •mi cam itasuU:' this state of things, thus brought aboutfwi]Staythe followmg analogy.' Thus we mult take ^oT^eoSm
^"i^rfs't l"'Hf,^*ir

^^P'^ri^on, and then su^^;? so b1

;"rZs??^sl^^s^L^\eid SSS
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Tholuck remarks, that then we do not know exactly

what to do with the comparison,f But the com-
parison is contained in the already indicated concep-
tion of the ethical appropriation of the principle of

the reconciliation on one hand, as of the principle

of sin and death on the other. The antithesis, more
Cully extended, is the following : Am toJIto tXajlo-

ftev Ttjv xaralXayfjVt E(p (;i TziTTi^Tn'majufv—w(T7ifa

tib tvot; avdQiiiTtov *} afKXfJtla tii; tov xoa/AOv

iiii^>.div /.ai dm T/Ji; apta^jriai; 6 ^dvaroi, xai oii-

Twc; 6 ^dvarot; fty TTcevTa? dvQQfjinovq dt^/fifVj i(p

^ ndvTK; tj/ia^TOV. It is very plain that, without

the conception of Xufi {ld.vii.v, the whole of the fol-

lowing antitheses would appear as a series of blind

natural necessities ; see Book of Wisdom i. 16
;

ii. 24, and the explanation of iip o>, which follows

below. Rothe thinks that the Apostle's supposed
anacoluthon was even premeditated—according to

the idea of Origen—^in order to conceal the doctrine

of the apocatastasis which might be deduced from
the protasis. See thereon Tholuck, p. 215.

[I cannot bring my mind to adopt Dr. Lange's
construction, whi9h evades a grammatical difiBculty

only to give room for a more serious logical one, and
mars the beauty and completeness of the analogy. It

seems to me that the most natural solution of the

difficulty is either (1.) to take o'lajti^ elliptically

:

" This is therefore like the case when ; " comp.

Matt. XXV. 14 ; wuTTeQ yd^ avS^oiirot;, as a man
going abroad, where maniii neither has, nor neces-

sarily requires, a corresponding oiirwi; (see Textual

Note in the Amer. edition of Lange on Matthew, p.

442) ; Gal. iii. 6 ; 1 Tim. i. 3, where r.aS-m, and

Mark xiii. 34, where mq is used elliptically ; or (2.)

to assume an intentional anacoluthon (comp. Winer,

Oramm., p. 627 ff, on the two kinds of anacolutha, in-

voluntary and intentional). I prefer the latter solu-

tion. The complete antithesis would read thus : "As
(immq) by one man (Adam) sin (^ d/iaoria) en-

tered into the world, and death (6 Jidraroc) through

sin, and thus death extended {di,TJ>.8iv) to all men,
inasmuch as all sinned {ij/ta^Tov): so also (ol'Twi;

xai) by one man, Jesus Christ, righteousness {fj fii-

xaioavvti) entered into the world, and life {>] tmti)

through righteousness, and thtts life shall extend

(HuXimitao) to all men, inasmuch as (on condition

that) all shall believe (wnTTfiVovTai)." We might

also supply, after the second " righteousness "
:
" in

order that all, being justified by faith, may be

taved." Rothe (p. 61) supplies as the last clause of

ihe apodosis : iip w ndvrf^ Si/.aioi KaratrraS'-^aov-

tea ; Philippi : eip o> Tidvrfi; iSixoiLm&riaovTai,. But

these are unessential differences. The great points

of comparison are : (1.) Sin and death, as a prin-

ciple and power, proceeding from Adam ;
righteous-

ness and life, as a counteracting and conquering

principle and power, proceeding from Christ, upon

the whole human race. (2.) Death passing upon all

men by participation in the sin of Adam ; life pass-

ing upon all men by participation in the righteous-

ness of Christ. But the analogy is not absolute;

for (1.) the participation in Adam'g sin is universal

In fact, while the participation in the righteousness

a vsmhening than a strengthenins; the analogy. Ve have
examples for thie use of iaairep in Matt. xxv. 14, and of

jta«us, Gal. iii. 6."—P. S.]
* [ThiB objection was made hy Bo "Wette, from whom

Tholuck, p. 215, quotes. Meyer calls this explanation

illoffical, because the universality of Adam's corruption,

which Is the prominent idea in ver. 12, has no correspond-

big psrallel in the protasis which is supplied &om the pre-

ceding verfle,—P. S.1

of Christ, though this righteousness is equally uni-
versal in power and intention, is limited in fact tc
believers ; in other words, all are sinners, but not
all are believers

; all men are one with Adam, but
not all are one with Christ (hence the past tense
y-aifrnddrjaav in the case of the dfia^todoi, but
the future xaiauTaSijaovTai, in the case of the
dixaioi., ver. 19). (2.) What Christ gained for us ii
far greater {noUoi /^dUov Imfjiaaivaiv, ver. 15,
comp. T/yv nnjtaffflav t^^- %d(ji/toq, ver. 17, and
{i7Zf(}inf(jia(Tfuafv tj xd/ju;, ver. 20) than what was
lost by Adam. Paul, therefore, in the rush of ideas
suggested by the parallel, intentionally suspends the
apodosis, to make first some explanatory and qualify-

ing statements in regard to the difference in the mode,
extent, and quality of tlie effects proceeding respec-
tively from Adam and Christ, and then, after hinting
at the second member of the comparison, at the closB

of ver. 14, he brings out the double parallel of simi-

larity and dissimilarity in full as a conclusion, vers.

18, 19, and 21. The whole section, as Meyer justly

remarks, bears the impress of the most studied and
acute premeditation ; and this must apply also to

the apparent grammatical irregularity in the absence
of the apodosis. The Apostle might have spared
the commentators a great deal of trouble, if he had,

according to the ordinary rules of composition, first

stated the comparison in full, and then given the ex-

planations and qualifications ; but such grammatical

diflculties in the Scriptures are generally overruled

for a profounder investigation and elucidaton of the

sense.—P. S.]

As by one man [Siqmq Si^ ivbq dv&qm-
nov, " by one man, single and singular in Bis posi-

tion, and so presented as the ti'oto? tov fiD.l.ovroq,

the type of the one greater man ;
" Webster and

Wilkinson.—P. S.] Not by his guilt (Meyer) [Si

hbq d/j.a(}Tijijavroq, ver. 16], which would by no
means suit the antithesis ; Christ. But rather by
one man, as the human principle, as the historical

cause.* The one man is Adam, as representative

of the first human pair in their unity. The sin of

Eve (Sir. xxv. 24 ; 2 Cor. xi. 8 ; 1 Tim. ii. 14) did

not fully decide concerning the future of the human
race, because Adam was the head. It was with his

sin that the sin of Eve was consummated as the

guilt of the first man [and acquired its full power

over posterity]. Therefore Adam is meant as the

head, as the principle, and not merely with regard

to propagation. [Webster and Wilkinson : "Adam,
not Eve, is charged with the primal sin, as he re-

ceived the command direct from God, and his sin

was without excuse. Here, only the guilt of the

transgression is in view ; in 2 Cor. xi. 3 ; 1 Tim. ii,

14, the mode, instrument, and process." Bengel

assigns three reasons for the omission of Eve : (1.)

Adam had received the commandment ; (2.) He was

not only the head of his race, but also of Eve
; (3.)

if Adam had not obeyed his wife, one only would

have sinned. The omission of the mention of Satan,

the primary cause of sin (comp. Gen. iii. ; John viii.

44 ; 2 Cor. xi. 3), he accounts for because (1.) Satan

is opposed to God, Adam to Christ, whose economy

of grace ia here described ; (2.) Satan has nothing

to do with the grace of Christ. It should be re.

*
rAnd also the tMcienl cause in the same sense in whioL

Christ is the efficient cause of righteouBness ™d Me. Ac-

cording to the Pelagian and Unitarian theory, Adam WM
merelv the occasion: he sin.ied, and set a bad example to

Sthers, £ Christ set a good example Here Christ smis tr

the positioii of a mere teacher.—P. »]
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membered, also, aa Forbes remarks, that m Gen-

esis the very name of Adam, with the article pre-

fixed ( Sisn , the Adam, the man), is treated aa an

appellative more than as a proper name, and that, in

Gen. i. 27, it includes generically both sexes :
" So

God created Adam (in Hebrew) in his own image, in

the miage of God created he him : male and fenjale

created he them ; " comp. Gen. v. 1, 2. It was
man, or human nature wliich we have in common
with him, that was put on trial in Adam. Paul
draws a parallel between Adam and Christ, but never
between Eve and Mary. The latter analogy is an
unjustifiable inference, first hinted at by Irenaaus,

and more fully developed by Roman Catholic divines,

and became a fruitful source of Mariolatry, which
virtually makes the human mother of Christ the
fountain of the Christian salvation.— P. S.]

Sin. [fj d/A-ttQrla. The definite article be-

fore a,«a(JTia, and also before ^dvaroq, denotes
sill and death as a power or principle which controls

man and reveals itself in hereditary corruption, and in

every form of actual sin. So ^ Si,xaw<Tuvri, which
corresponds to it as its opposite, vers. 17, 21, is not
a single righteous act, but the power of good as a
state and aa a working principle. Sin is personified

as a fearful tyrant, who acquired universal dominion
OTCT the human race ; he " reigns in death," ver.

21 ; " works death in us," vii. 1.3 ;
" lords it over

US," vi. 14 ;
" works all manner of concupiscence,"

vii. 8 ;
" deceives and slays" the sinner, vii. 11, &c.

In all these cases the force of the definite article can
De rendered in German, but in English, on the con-
trary, the absence of the article has the force of gen-
eralizing, not so much, as far as I know, from any
rule of grammar, aa from usage, and perhaps for
euphony's sake.—P. S.] In what sense ? Explana-
tions : 1. Original sin, or natural depravity (Augus-
tine, Calvin) ; 2. Sinfulness [Siiiulhaftiglceit, habitus
veccandi], (Koppe, Olshausen [also Webater and
Wilkinson : sinfulness personified

; a sinful dispo-
sition, our sinful nature ; vi. 12, 14] ) ; 3. Actual
sin (Limborch, Fritzsche) ; 4. Sin as a ruling power
(Meyer [De Wette], Tholuck), or better as a prin-
ciple (Rothe). Philippi, on the contrary, under-
stands sin as the unity of propensity and' deed, as
also Aret., Schmid, J. Miiller. But sin, as an' in-
dividual deed, is expreased by eip «, &c. It is

therefore the priucipial or fundamental power (die
principielle Machf) of sin as the mother of death
(James i. 15). [The Apostle very carefully, through-
out this whole section, distinguishes between a/nao-
r'm, as the generic idea, and na^diflaait; and
Tiaqamvina, as a concrete act, the transgression
of a law; compare vers. 12, 13, 20, 21, with 15,
16, 17, 18. By the naqdnxitifia of Adam the
a^rafTJce entered into the human world, and tliis

anaqrla again became the fruitful mother of the
innumerable Tta^anTwuaxa, of his descendants.
P. S.]

Entered into the world, [ft? thv xdo-^oi/
ils^X&fv ; comp. the Book of Wisdom ii. 24 (in ex-
planation of G-en. iii.): qiBovoi Sm^oXov ddvaroq
liaij/.SfV ft; rbv x6<Tfiov. Sin fli;!j).Sf, came in ;
death SuriX&i, passed through; the Mosaic law ttk-

£fvi;^>.Oi (ver. 20), came in by the side, or between.]
imborch

: a popular personification. On the ex-
cessive personification of sin and death in Fritzsche
see Tholuck, p. 219.—Inlo the world. Not merely
into the luman world (Meyer), or into '(luman nature
(Koth(') but as ruin and destructivo "ower in the

whole sphere of humanity in general (see Rom. viii,

20). It is plain that the human sphere of the world

alon! is assumed here (according to Abelard : in

hanc partem mutidi sc. terrenam, in qua homines

habiant), as Tholuck remarks, from the fact that,

"according to the Apostle's conviction, evil wai

already in existence in another world." [Comp.
1 Cor. xi. 3 ; Gen. iii. ; Book of Wisdom ii. 24

;

John viii. 44.—P. S.] The expression indicates not

only the tendency to sin and death in human nature

(Rothe), but also the propagation of sin (Augustine)

,

because the xoir.uo? is a conjunction of things, and
means an organic connection. The words AvTi).8-iv

and eV V refer to the individual and ethical appro-

priation of sin which is in the y.odfioii since Adam's
fall.

Death (namely, entered into the world). Ex-
planations ; 1. Physical death (Chrysostom, Angus,
tine, Calov., Meyer. Reference to Gen. ii. 17 ; iii.

19);* 2. Spiritual death (Pelagius) ; 3. Physical,

spiritual, and eternal death ; or the collected evil re-

sult of sin (Olshausen, De Wette, Tholuck [PhiUppi,
Schmid, Jon. Edwards, Alford, Stuart, Hodge] ).

This is no doubt correct, for physical death in itself

has no biblical and ethical significance (see Rom.
viii. 6 ; 1 Cor. xv. 56 ; James i. 15).

[Ttie Bible uniformly connects sin and death aa
cause and effect ; comp. Gen. ii. 17 ; Ezek. xviii. 4
(" The soul that sinneth, it shall die ") ; Jer. xxxi.
30; Rom. vi. 16, 21, 24; vii, 10; viii. 13; James i.

15, &c. " Jeder Siindenfall," says Dr. Nitzsch, " ist

ein Todesfall, und jeder Fortschritt in der Siinde
ein neues Sterben." Without sin, there would be
neither spiritual nor physical death. This was sym-
boUcally intunated by the tree of life in paradise, of
which fallen man was forbidden to eat, " lest he live
for ever." Adam, if he hart not sinned, might have
passed to higher forms of life, but without a violent
separation of body and soul, without being " uu.
clothed," but by being " clothed upon " (2 Cor. v.
2-4), or, in the beautiful figure of the Rabbins, " by
a kiss of the Almighty." Death and life are very
deep and comprehensive terms in the Scriptures, and
the connection must decide whether all, or which
of the meanings are exclusively or prominently kept
m view. There are three kinds of death : (1.) The
death of the sold (1 John iii. 14 ; comp. Matl. viii
22 ;

Eph. ii. 1), which is properly the first and iin.
mediate effect of sin, since sin is a separation of the
soul from God, the fountain of life

; (2.) The death
of the budy (Rom. v. 10 ; Matt. xx. 18 xxvi 66
John xi. 4, 13 ; Acts xiii. 28

; Phil. i. 20 ; ii. S)
which is the culmination and end of all physical
malady and evil in this world; (3.) the eternal
death of soul and body (Rom. i. 32

; 2 Cor iii 16 •

vii 10
;
James v. 20

; 1 John v. 16), which is also
called the second death, o Gavaroq o Swti^qoc (in
the Apoc li. 11 ; XX. 6, 14 ; xxi. 8). In our pas-
sage (as also Rom. vii. 21, 23 ; vii. 5 ; 2 Tim i 10)

^araro.; is as comprehensive as r, a^uagrict, its
cause, and as ,, c,,,,^, its opposite. It embraceJ all
phys).cal and moral evil, as the penal consequence of
s%n

;
It IS death temporal and spiritual, viewed aa

one united power and principle ruling over the hu-man race. That the Apostle meant phvsical death,
IS clear from ver. 14, and from his unmistakable ref

«™ '^''"1 "
'J; '^^F^ ''™* ^^^ mentioned for the firsttime, speaks rather for a more comprehensive view se.

?lijT^.'nti'V7"i" *''t«V''* Pa'-^te wore tteStened 'w tb

f»n ^„ ,, 1
5^ ot death to be inflicted on the very day of thokfall, and long before their physical death.-P. S.]
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ereiice to Gen. ii. l*? ; ui. 8, 19 ; while from vera.

17, 18, 21, we may infer that he had also in mind
spiritual and eternal death, as the contrast to eternal

life, toiij alu'moq, in which the Scripture idea of

life culminateB, as the idea of death culminates in

eternal damnation. Ewald has an excellent note on
this passage ( Die Sf-ndschreiben des Ap. Paulus, p.

873) : " Paul knew that, notwithstanding the words
Gen. :i. 17, Adam did not literally die immediately
after his sin ; consequently he must mean by death

that entire inner corruption (jenes ganze innere Ver-
derben) by which even the physical death only be-

comes true death
;
just as, on the other hand, he

ascribes true life to the genuine Christians even now
before the resurrection of the body. All this is so

well founded in his constant use of language, that it

needs no explanation." Comp. also the remarks of
Philippi in loo., and Cremer, Bibl. Theol. Worierbuch,
sub S-dvaioi, p. 232 : "Daher ist Ton zusammenfas-
aender Ausdruck fur die gesammte geeichtliohe
CoNSEQUENZ der Simue, Eom. v. 12, 14, 17, 21 ; vi.

16 ; James v. 20, in welchem alles durch die Sunde
bedingte Uebel sicA concentrirt, synon. Verderben,

aitrnXfia."—P. S.l

And so (death) passed upon all men. The
second &civaro!; was left out probably because

Si.Tii.&(v would be referred equally to sin and
death. But both are comprehended in the d-dvaroi;

in its spiritual character. Tlie SviQ};(aQai, denotes

the extension, the universal progress ; though a

germ-like development is not contained in the word,

but in the thing itself. [ o ii t w t; {demzufolge, der-

gestalt, eonsequently) connects the universal reign of
death, chronologically and logically, with the uni-

versal reign of sin, as its preceding cause. Some
make xai oi'itmi;, a»(i ftws, equivalent, by trans-

position, to oi'Tw nai, so also, and regard this as

the apodosis of the first clause of the twelfth verse

;

but this is entirely ungrammatical, and inconsistent

with the main object of this section, which is to

draw a parallel, not between Adam and his poster,

ity, or sin and death, but between Adam and Christ.

— ft? Ttavxai; avSo ii')novq, upon all men, is

equivalent to the preceding xoa/^oq, but differs from

it " as the concrete parts from the abstract whole

;

and SiiQ/fa&ai differs from flqi^^faS-ai, as the

going from house to house differs from entering a

town;" De Wette. Luther well translates <Si,qX-

&fV. ist durchgedrungen, passed through and per-

vaded, as a destructive and desolating power.

—

P. S.]

In such a manner that [solcherweise dass, or,

on the ground that ; better : inasmuch as],

ego* (5 {= i(p olii) is as much as etiI toi'itm drt.

It can therefore mean here : on the ground that

;

Smxi, propter ea quod (Meyer) ; under the suppo-

sition that (Baur) ; on condition that (Rothe) ; in

conformity witn it, that. Tlioluck [p. 234] favors

the meaning because, with reference to 2 Cor. v. 4
;

Phil. iii. 12
;
yet he makes the because relative, and

translates, so far as they all.

[It is almost unanimoiisly agreed now, that eV
«i, for which the Greeks generally use the plural,

iif ok {proptm- ea quod), has here the sense of a

conjunction, and that m is the neuter, not the mas-

culine to be referred back either to ih; avSQMnoi;

(with Augustine, some Koman Catholics, older Luther-

Ens and Calvinists), or to &dvaroq (with Glockler,

Eofmann). It can mean neither in quo, h o> (Au-

gustine), nor per quern. Si oii (Grotius), nor prop-

ter quern or cum quo, Si ov or avv w (Chrysostom,

12

Theophylact, (Ecumenlue, Eisner). But it must b«
resolved either into ini toi'itw man, ea condition!
ui, ea ralione ui, unter der Vo'raussetzung, un'er der
nahenn JBestimmtheit dass, on the prempposition
on the definite ground thai, on condition that (so
Kothe, in a learned and subtle discussion, 1. c. pp.
17-38, and Schmid, Bibl. ITieol. des N. T., ii. 2fiC

£) ;
or into Ini toiVm ori, = rfiori. (Thomas Magia.

ter and Phavorinus :

'

iip o), avxi xov Si-o-ci), prop,
ier id quod, auf Grund 'dessen dass, darum dass.
weil, on this account that, became ; comp. 2 Cor. v
4 ;

Phil. iii. 12, and classical passages quoted b)
Meyer, p. 204 f. (so Fritzsche, Rom. 1. 299 sq., Mey-
er, Tholuck, Phihppi, Winer, Grnmm., p. 368, who
are followed, without further discussion, by Alford,
Webster and Wilkinson, Stuart and Hodge). Th«
latter explanation gives the plain sense, that th«
universal reign of death is caused by universal sin

;

while Rothe's explanation conveys the more subtla
idea that the actual sin of individuals is a conse-
quence of the same proceeding by which death,
through Adam's sin, passed upon all men, or that
the sin of Adam has caused the sin of all others in

inseparable connection with death. I prefer the
translation, so far as, inasmuch as, which gives good
sense in all the Pauline passages (2 Cor. v. 4 : iip

w oil diXof-tiv EafU'ffaaQ-at, d/.X inivdt'ioau&at
',

Phil. iii. 12 : E(p it) y.al y.arik^cfiOtjv). It is not so

much a causal, as a qualifying and conditioning con-
junction (a relative or modified ort), which in our
passage shows more clearly the connection of death
with sin. It implies that a moral participation of all

men in the sin of Adam is the medium or cause of

their death
;
just as faith on our part is the moral

condition of our participation in Christ's life. It is

unfavorable to the doctrine of a gratuitous imputa-

tion. The legal act of imputation is not arbitrary

and unconditioned, but rests on a moral ground and
an objective reality.—P. S.]

[All sinned (not, have sinned, E. Y.), ndv-
Tfs rifia^Tov. The aor. II. presents the sinning

of all as a historical fact, or a momentary action of

the past ; comp. dnidavov, in ver. 15 ; oi Tzavrc;

dniSavov, 2 Cor. v. 14 ; and especially Rom. iii.

23, where precisely the same phrase occurs :
" all

sinned," as in one act (in Adam), and consequently

became sinners (comp. Textual Note °, p. 128). Some
take the aorist in the sense of the perfect ijiAaqr/j-

y.affi ^= v(p dfia^Tiav iiGi ; but the aorist was cho-

sen with reference to the past event of Adam's fall,

which was at the same time virtually the fall of the

human race as represented by him, and germinally

contained in him.* 'jlfia^tdviw cannot mean : to

be, or, to become sinful (= dfta^iioXov fwcti, or, yiy-

vidSai,), although this is the necessary result of the

first sinful act; still less, to suffer the punishment

of sin ; but it means real, actual sinning. In what

sense ? The choice in the following list lies between

interpretations (4) and (5), which are both equally

consistent with the natural grammatical sense of

rifiaQtov ; while the other interpretations are mora

or less strained or false.—P. S.J

Explanations of Tree KTfi; rifia^rov:

(1.) In quo, namely, in Adam, the whole net

* ["Winer, p. 259, denies that the aorist is ever oonfcunl-

ed with the perfect. Even in Luke i. 1 (iirex'^l'V'"-'') \
•fol"

xvii. i hs6$<uTa, ereXei'ioo-o) ; Phi], iii. 12 it>.a§op), and simi.

lax cases, the action is related simply as passed. The per-

feet expresses the past action in its relation to the present,

BO that the )-csmK of the action is generally, though not

necessarily (see Kruger, 161, and Vmer, 264), supjored t«

he continued.—P. S.]
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simiftd. (Origen,* Chrysostom,f Theopbylact, Augus-

tine X [Beza, Brenz, Bucer, Este, Erasmus Schmid],

and, as probably " the last among Protestant exposi-

tors "
[?], Benjamin Carpzov, 175S). § The suppo-

sition here is the organic unity of the human race.

(2.) Because all have become sinful [vitiati sunt^

peccalores factl sunt]— that is, sinners by original

Bin (Calvin, Melanchthon, Flatt).
||

(S.) Metonymically, because all have been pun-

* [Origen tauglit a personal fall of all men in a pre-

txi'stcnl state. In Ep. ad Rom. (0pp. iv. p. 546) :
*' SL Levi

in lumhis Abrahx fuisse perJtibelur, multo magis homines in

lumhis erant Adse, cum adhuc e.sset in paradisn, et omnes homi-

nes cum ipso vel in ipso expulsi sunt de paradiso."—P. S.]

t [Chrysostom {Bomiliix JT.) explains rattier loosely and
Bupei-ficially l rt 6e' eo-Ttf, e-^* <5 jrajres yj/napTOC ; eKdvoy

jrecdi'TOS, Kttl OL }j.y\ ^ayovje-i gltto toO fiiAov yt-yoi'acrLV ef

c/cei'vov TTtivTe? Qv(\Toi, i. e., "by tlie fall of Adam, even
those wlio did not eat of tlte forbidden tree havt all become
mortal." This is all he says, and then he passes imme-
diately to Ter. 13.—P. S.)

X [Augustine, fotlowing the wrong translation of the

Vulgate

—

in quo— used tliis passage as an argument for the

doctrine of original siu and the fall of the human race in

Adam. De pwc. mer. et rem. iii. 7 :
'^ In Adamo omnes

tunc peccaverunf, quando in ejus nalura, ilia insiia vi qua
eos gignerepnterat, adhuc oonnes ille unus fuerunt." Contra

Jul. v. 12 :
" Fuerunt omnes ratione semhiis in lumbis Adami

quavdo damnalas est. . . . quemadviodum fueruni IsraeWm
in lambis Abrahm, qnandn decimatus est" Heb. vii. 9, 10.

De. Civitaie Deiy 1. xiii. c. 14 : " Omnes enivi fuimus in illo

uiio, quando omnes faimus illc unus, qui per fcminairi lap-

sus est in peccatum. . . . Nondum erat nobis singillatim

areata et distrihuta forma, in qua singuli viveremns ; sed

jam nalura erat seminalis^ ex qu/i propagaremur;" i. e.,

" the form in which we were to live, as individuals, had
not yet been ci'eated and assigned to us, but that seminal
nature was already in existence, from which we were to be
propagated." From this last passage it is evident that
Augustine did not teach, as he is sometimes misrepresent-
ed, a, personal and conscious coexistence and euagency of
Adam's posterity in Adam iind his fall j^which involTes the
contradiction uf an existence before existence), but simply
a potential or germinal coexistence. The genus homo or
human nature which he represented, was not a receptacle

of millions of human beings, but a single, simple csseace,
which became manifold by propagation. As in the doc-
trine of the Trinity and of the Person of Christ we distin-

guish between nature and person, so also here. Our hu-
man nature was on trial in Adam, and fell in him ; conse-
quently we all fell as partaking of that nature, ami share
in his guilt. This seems to me to be Augustine's view.
Estias, one of the best Poman Catholic commentators,
gives the same interpretation on the basis of the Vulgate
translation :

*' Dicuntur omnes peccassc in Adam, ianquam
in principio et radice iotius generis, quoniam in lumhis ejus
erant, quando ille peccabat.'* Then, after quoting sevei'al

passages from Aug., he continues, in explanation of the
Augustinian theory : " IdverosicinfelUgi'.: quia tunc quan-
do itle propria voluntale peccavit, in quo Ianquam in prin-
cipio generis, omnes erant, causa data est, per quam deinceps
universum genus injiceretury et sivguli constitucrentur pecca-
tores, videlicet a suo quisque peccalo, quod ex ilia ongine cun-
trahercf ,' quomodo, si pater attaminatus lepra Jilios gigrtat

leprosos, dicentur fdii f'acti leprosi a patre, licet ujtusqaisque
suam ex illo contrahat lepram.'* This, in a certain sense, is

theolo^cally true, but exegetically false—z. c., the doctrine
if original sin, or total depravity as derived from Adam, is

implied in the whole passage, especially in Travrey rj^apTOv,
but not in ei^' w. l^or e(f)' w is not equivalent to e^ (5 (see
above) ; oLvOpunrov is too far separated from the relative tS,

aud the who'c phrase, a^Laprdveiv iiri tlvl, meaning, to .nn
in some one, or by one, is without example. For a modifica-
tion of the Augustinian interpretation, see (4) below.—P. S.]

§ [Sam. J. Baird, Elohim, Rcvialnl, Philad. 1860, p. 417,
defends the same view ; taking ec^' i^ = iv tL, as in ver. 14;
Mark 11. 4 ; Luke v. 25 ; h rt? 'Afiaju., 1 Cor. xv. 22.—P. S.]

I [Melanchtho7i :
" Omnes habent peccatum, scilicet prav-

itair.m propagaJam et reatum.'^ Calvin: ^' JYempe, inquit,
quoniam omnes percavimus. Pcrro islud peccare est corrup-
tos esse et vitiosos. Ilia enim naturalis pravitas, quam e

matris utero afferimus, iametsi non ita cite fructus suos edit,

peccatum iamen est coram Domino^ ei ejus uUionem meretur.
Alque hoc est peccatum, quod vocant naturale." According
to Calvin, then the inherent, hereditary depravity derived
from Adam is the reason why all die. This interpretation
is not only uugrammatieal, since afj-apTaveiv cannot mean,
to become corrtipt, but it also vitiates the analogy between
Adam and Ohrist—P. S.]

ished as sinners, or are in'^olFed in the consequences

of the fall (Chrysostom/** Grotius,t Arminians and

Socinians [and Calvinists of the Federal school, Atat^

knight, Hodge] ).t

(4.) Some supply evon Adamo peccante attei

eV' w' (Parens, and others ; Pengel, Olshausen, &c^
Philippi, p. IVe :

" We mu^^t mentally supply a<

"Addfx-, or more specifically, Adamo peccante^ to

)f,»a«Toi'." Meyer, likewise, "because aU sinned

when Adam sinned, in and with him !
" 1 Oor tT.

* ['Ef eKetVou iravre^ Bvt\roi.—P. S.]

t [G-i-'otius: pcenam luere, to suffer punibhiPent. He aj^

peals to Gen. xxxi. 36 ; Job vi. 24 ; 1 Kings i. 'ix, fo*- thiS me-

tonymy of the effect, e^' w he takes = throiigl whom. Tlw
same intei-pi'efation is more fully defended by "Wiiitby, as

Arminiau, on Rom. v. 19, -P. S.]

1

arb'

mean.'!, ..-.J , - . . ^ ,. .

it is defended by Dr. Hodge, of Princeton, evenm the revised

edition of his Comm. (p. 236 ff.), with a dGgiee of dogmatic
positiveness, as if there could be no doubt abonS it Heboid*
that all men sinned in Adam merely in a reprecerdative orjiit-

tative, no tin any real .sense, and that ijju.opToc has the passive

meaning : they became legally guilty, aud were regarded and
treated as sinners on accoaut of Adam's si.i by yirtue of a
natural and federal relationship between Adam and hia

posterity. "The only possible way," he eaye, "in which,

all men can be said to have sinned in Adam, is putatively."

[This is begging the question.] *'His act, for some good
and proper reason [?], was regarded as their act, just as the
act of an ag«iit is regarded as the act of his principal, or
the act of a representative as that of his conritituents

"

[although in this case they never elected him}. *' The act
of the one legally binds the other. It is, in the eye ol

law and justice, their act." But afLapTdveiv never has this

meaning of putative sinning. It is obviously impossible
in a^apTiJcrai/ras, ver. 14. In the parallel passage, ili. 23,

Hodge himself understands it of actual sinning ("a/i have
sinned, and are sinners, or, all sinned," p. 140). The two
solitary passages which he quotes from the Septuagini
(Gen. xliii. 9, comp. xliv. 32 : YiiJ.apT7)Kios iao^^aL, and 1

Kings i. 21 : ea-ofxeBa . . . ap-OLpTUiKot, i. c, in the view ol

the reigning prince), are neither parallel nor di'oisive, aa
has often been shown by older commentators. When
Hodtce conlidently appeals to the authority of "theolo-
gians of every grade and class of doctnne, Calvinists,
Anninians, Lutherans, and Pationalists," in favor of his
interpret:ition (p. 241), he is greatly mistaken. I know
of no rtcent commentator of note, German or English,
who agrees with him on this point. Philippi imd "Words-
worth, whom he quotes o.i his side, hold the realistic Au-
gustinian view (which HodLj,e repudiates as nonsense. Sea
next foot-note.) So does even Robert Haldane, the most
ligorous Scotch Calvinistic commentator on the B-omans,
who says (p. 211 of the Amer. editionl : " Adam's sin was
as truly the sin of evei-y one of Lis p jsterity, as if it had
been personally conmiitted by him. It is" only in this
way that all could be involved in its consequence. Be-
sides, it is only in this light that it is illustrative of jus-
tiflt-ation by Christ. Believers truly die with Christ, and
pay the debt in Him by their union or oneness with Him.
It belongs not to us to inquire how these things can he.
"We receive them on the testimony of God." . . . " If God
deals with men as sinners on account of Adam's sin, then
it is self-evident that they are sinners on that account. T"he
just God could not deal with nitrn as sinners on any account
which did not make them truly sinners." The raetonymi-
cal interpretation arose fiom opposition to the doctrine oi
original sin. Hodge tries to defend the dogma of impu-
tation on a Socinian exegesis. But by rejecting the real-
istic theory of a participation of Adam's posterity in hia
fall, he loses the basis for a just imputation, and resolves
it into a legal fiotmn. Only a sinful aud guilty being can
be the subject of the displeasure of a righteous and holy
God. We do not object to the doctrine of imputation ia
Itself, but simply to that form of it which ignores or
denies the vital nature of our connection with Ad;im and
with Christ, as plainly taughc in this Avhol^ section.
Adam is our natural repre^-entalive de facto as well as
de jure. He is the root of humanity, and his fall affected
the stock, and every branch, by the inherent law of or-
ganic Ufe-union. "Ifot Adam's ti-ansgrcssion outwardly
reckoned, but Adam's sinfulness and mortality inwardly
communicated or imparted," are the chief points of com-
JT^^°Af"'^ placed in contrast with the righteousness and
life of phrist, with whom we hold evm a mo^-s intimati
me-uaion by faith, than with Adam by ain.—P. SJ



CHAPTER V. 12-21. ns
£2 [er tw 'jiSoifi Trdvzfq anod-i^iTAOvaiv] has been
alleged as proof of this.*

(5.) The expression must be understood of the per-
sonal sins of individuals (Keiche, Ruckert, De Wette,
Tholuck [Fritzsche, Baur, Van Hengel, Stuart],

* [This interpretation, which Dr'. Lange treats rather
too severely, agrees theologically with Aug-ustine's (No. 1),
although it diSers from it grammatically. It is defended
i>j two of the ablest modem commentators, Philippi, and
^m recent editions) by Meyer. Philippi, whom Br. Hodge
\p. 241) wrongly quotes in favor of his purely legal imputation
theory (see the preceding note), stiys, after criticisii.g other
views: *' Wir werden deahalb mit NotJiwendigkeit za der-
jenigen Auffassumg zuruckgefuhrt^ welche, ohgUich sie von
den ncuercn Auslegern av/gegcban ist (vgl. jeduch OlsJiauscn)
und fernlicgend ersckeinit dennoch die ndchste, eivfachsie
und naiHrlickste ist. Es ist iidmlich zu r\ii,a.pTov im Oe-
dariken: ec 'ASa/i, od&r noch prdciser : * Adamo pecca?i^
te ' «w erffdnzen. ' Non agilur de peccaio ningulorum pro-
pnoj' sagt Bengel. * Omncs peccarunt, Adamo peccante,''

eder, wie Koppe es ausdriicktj ' ipso aclu quo peccavit Ada-
7JIM5.' Va/ur spricht aucli der momeniane Sinn des Aoristes
ijjbiapTOi'. Der Tod ist zu Allen hindurchgedrungcn, weil
sie AUe simdigieuy als Adam, sundigte^ weii in der Sunde
Adam^s ihre eigene Sunde mifbeschlo^sen war. So wUrden
wir also dem wesentUchen Smne nac?i, we.nn audi auf an-
derem grammaiischem Wege, da.s Atjgustinische 'in auo
OMNES PKCCAVETLVNT,* wieder gcwinntn. Passend Idsst sick
^ Cor.-v. 15 vergleichen: ei ets itirep iravTOiv aireOa-
Vev, a pa ol irai'Tes aireOavov, wozu loir liier den
entsprechendcn Gcgensaiz : el els virkp ttolvtiov ^/xap-
rer, apa ol Trai/res ij/xaprov Jinden. Wieferncrhicr
von dem afiaprdveiv , so ist 1 Kor. 'ky. 22 von dem a-nO"
Ov^iTKEtv AUer Iv tw 'A5a/x die Rede, Der Apostel
siellt demnach die Mtnscheitssunde als objectiv in Adam be-
schlossen dar, gerade so wie er die Menschheilsgerechtigkeit
als objectiv in Chrisio beschlossen denjd, und die Pavalltle
erJidlt nun erst die rechte Prdeision und plastische Anycluiu-
lichkeit." Meyer, who is misrepresented by Dr. Hodf^e (jp.

233) as charging Paul with furgetfulness in stating what is

not trie -m point of fact, holds the same Augusiinian view,
and stated it plainly not only in the fourth edition (1 865, p.
201), but in the third (1859, p. 187), and even in the pecond
edition (1854, ten years before the appearance of Hodge's
revision',) as fulloM'S : *'(e^' cS Travres Tuxaprov) atjf
Ghund dessen dass, d. A., weil allb 8UKDIGTEN, ndm-
lick (beacJite den viomentanen Sinn des A or.) als durch den
Einen die Sunde in die Welt eintraU Weil, als Adam mn-
digle, ALLE Menschen in und tnit ihm, dein Vertreler der
ganzen Menschheit {nicht : ' esemplo Adami,* Pelag.), ge-
smidigt hahen, ist der Tod, welcher durch die in die Welt ge-
Jcommene S'&nde in die Welt ham, vermoge dieses ursdclilichen

Zummmenhanges der durc7i Adam in''s Voihandensein getre-

tenen Sunde und des Todes auf alle verbreitef. warden.
Alls wwrden durch Adami's Fall sterbiich, wed dieses Ge-
sundigthaben Adam's ein Gesundigihaben Aller war, mil-
Jlin T^ TOv evo^ TrapaTTTUtfiari ol ttoAAoI aire-
6avov, ver. 15. So ist es ollerdings in Adam begiUndet,

dass AUe sterben {iv ry 'ASafi navre^ airodv-ja-Kov-
triv, 1 Kor, xv. 22), weil nSmlich, als Adam sundigte, AUe
sundiglen, AUe ats a^taprwAol KaT€<TTd6T}(rav (ver.

19), und somit der durch seine Sunde eing'-Jcommene Tod
keinen verschonen Jcann." The ssime interpretation is sub-
stantially adopted by the best English commentators of the
age. Alford says ; "All sinned in the seed, as planted in

the nature by the sii! of our forefather, and in the fruit, as

developed by each conscious responsible individual in his

own practice. . . . Observe how entirely this assei-tion of

the Apostle contradicts the Pelagian or individualistic view
of men, that each is a separate ci-eation from God, existing

solely on his own exclusive responsibility, and affinns the

Augustinian or realistic view, that all are evolved by
God's appointment from an original stock, and, though in-

dividually responsible, are generically involved in the cor-

ruption and condemnation of their original." Words-
worth ; " Observe the aorist tense, ijjaaproi', they all sinned

;

that is, at b. particular time. And when was that] Doubt-
lea?, at the Fall. All men sinned in Adam's sin. All_ fell

in hia fell. All men were that one man, Adam (Au^stine).
All men were in him, as a river is in its source, and as a
tras ie in ita root We are all by noiure in the first Adam,
as we are all by grace in the second Adam, Christ." Web-
ster and Wilkinson: "All sinned virtually when Adam
Binned, because in him their nature bec:ime sinfiil."

This good orthodox interpretation, supported by the

most respectable array of authorities from Augustine and
the Reformers down to Philippi and Meyer, Dr. Hodge
calls mystic and pantheistic nonsense, which " does not
rise even to the dignity of a contradiction, and has no
meaning at all;" adding: "It is a monstrous evil to

«iake the Bible contradict the common sense and com-

and others).* Meyer calls this interpretatiot false
in view of the many millions of children who have
not yet sinned f \i. e,^ committed actual tnmsgre*.
sion]. Tholuck refers to the disposition of childrec
to sin [which, however, is inconsistent with rffiao
Tor.—P. S.]. But he who finds no difficuitv Id
conceiving that children sinned in Adam^ shooW
find less difficulty in thinking that they sinned is
the womb of their mother, aud least diflEicclxy ia
sinking their individuality in the solidarity of thei*
sinful ancestry. Meyer objects further," that the
view that the death of individuals is the result of
their personal sins, would vitiate and even contradict
the whole parallel between Adam and Christ. *' For
as the sin of Adam brought death to all (therefor«s

not their self-committed sin), so the obedience of
Christ (not their own virtue) brought life to all

(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22)." X Thus an absolute natural
necessity prevailed on both sides ! The proper con-
sideration of the parallel, on the contrary, leads to

this conclusion : As in the actual appropriation of
the merits of Christ a personal ethical appropriation

mon consciousness of men" (p. 236), We hold that all

men sinned in Adam, not indeed personally by conscious
actual transgression (which Augustine never said or
meant; see the passages quoted in the third foot-note
on p. 178), but virtually or potentially ; in other words,
that Adam fell, not as an individual simply, but as the real
representative head of the buman race, and that his fall

vitiated human nature itself, and prospectively his whole
posterity, in the same manner in which the disease of the
germ and root will affect the tree and branches proceeding
from it. This may be uncomDion sens(i (as is the whole fifth

chapter of Komans), but it is certainly no nonsense. The
human race is not a sandheap, but an organic unity ; and
only on the ground of such a vital unity, as distinct from
a mechanical or merely federal unity, can we understand
and defend the doctrine of original sin, the imputation ol

Adam's sin, and of Christ's righ i eousness. Without an
actual communion of life, imputation is an arbitrary legal

arrangement. We readily admit that the Augustinian
view is liable to objections (see Lange's and our strictui-ea

in Doctrinal and Ethical^ No. 2 and 3), but it is far prefera-

ble to the legal fiction theory.—P. S.]
* [So Theodoret : ov yap rriv rov Trpoirdropog ap-apriaVf

oAAa tJji/ oiKciav cKaaTOff Se^cTat rov Oavdrov tov opov.

Pelagius may be ranked here, for in his brief comments on
Romans he explains €<^' <S jrdvTe^ rjnapTOv :

*^ In eo quod
omnes peccaverunt, exempto Adse peccant," or *'^er imita-

tionem," in opposition to "jse?- prnpogationem." Julian ol

Eclanum, the ablest champion of Pelagianit^m, takes i^t*

m in the sense of propter qund (Aug. Contra Jul. vi. 15
;

6p. imperf. ii. 66). But both denied original sin, which

may be held in perfect consistency with this interpreta-

tion of rifLaprov, Among American commentators it is ad-

vocated especially by Barnes nnd Stuart. We quote fr-om

Moses Stuart : " There remains, therefore, only the first

plain and simple method of interpretation, viz., all men
havo sinned in their own personG ; ail men hiive them-

selves incurred the giiilt of sin, and so subiccted themselves

to its penalty ; or at least, all men are themselves sinners,

aud so are liable to death." Prof. D-night, in his article

against Hodge, seems to adopt this view ;
taking, however

riuLafyrov in a semi-figurative sense, *' so that Paul conceive*

of our individual, personal sinning, as summed up and

centred in Adam, not because we sinned either really or

putatively when he did, but because, when he sinned, the

-whole future results were then made certain, and so, in a

sense, were accompllphed " (1. c. p. 560).—P. S,]

t [The German original reads :
" Dagtgen sagt Meyer,

das Wort passe nichi avf die gtsundigt hahenden Kinder.,

children who have sinned, instead of " in Bdreff der melen

Mlllionen noch nicht gesundigt habniden K." (see Meyer,

p 203) The printer's omission of nocA nicht, nnt yet, maJ£.ei

sad work here with the argument, and caused some per-

nlexity to the translator. Flatt, and others, raised the

same objection to the above interpretation, viz., that i%

would include infants among actual sinners, which is no|

true. Hodge, p. 232 f., urges five arguments against it.-

'

t rSo also Hodge : "It would make the Apostle teach

that, as all men die heeause they personally sm, bo all men

live because they are personally and inherently nghteoua.

This is contrary not only to this whole passwo, but to aU

Paul's teaching, and to the whole gf spel. —i^. »..
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takes place by faith, so in the actual sharing in the

guilt of Adam does an ethical participation by un-

belief take place (see Eom. xi. 32). It is a great

error to imagine that, in order to avoid the Pelagian
heresy, we must cast ourselves into the arms of the

Augustinian theory, and do violence to the plain

text. This is done by Beza, Calvin, Philippi, and
Meyer, though by eacli in a different way.

(6.) The lip J> is understood as caiisa finalis

:

FNTO which, viz., death or punishment ; thus mak-
ing tni to mark the end, or consequence, to which
B.nning came. (Venema, Schmid, Glockler, and
Ewald [formerly, not now].)* Meyer observes,
that this telle view implies a necessary, though not
intended effect, in accordance with the idea of fate.

(7.) Hofmann : Under whose (death's) dominion
they sinned. This view might be better supported
by the thouglit in Heb. ii. 1.5, than by the language
in Hel). ix. 15. Yet it is untenable.f

(8.) Thomasius : Under which relation (namely,
that sin and death came into the world by one man)
all sinned, &c.

It is evident that the most of these explanations
are attempts, from doctrinal considerations, to avoid
the idea of individual personal guilt, and by this
means a relation, clear enough in itself, is obscured.
The Apostle's assumption is the priority of sin in
relation to death, and the causal connection of the
two. Accordingly, the meaning is, since sin came
into the world as an abnormal ethical principle,
death came into the world with it aa the correspond-
ing abnormal physiological principle. Therefore the
propagation of the abnormal principle of death pre-
supposes the preceding propagation of the principle
of sin in the real sinning of all. It aiiscs from the
unity and solidarity of humanity, that certain cases
—for example, children born dead, or dying [and
idiots]-—do not here come into consideration. The
definition of the hp w, under the presupposition that,
is therefore tlie most natural. In view of the death
of innocent children, we may assume different degrees
of guilt and death: "in proportion as," or "in what
measure, they all sinned."

Ver. 13. For until the law, &c. [V//()i.
ya^ vofiov,— i. e., from Adam to the Mosaic
legislation, comp. ver. 14— a,aa^ria ^v iv
xoanM. Alford: "How, consistently with chap.
iv. 15, could all men sin, before the law? This is
now explained." But iv. 15 is too far oft; and treats
of 7tai)aflaaii;, not of df,ai>ria. ydij connects this
Terse with Tiavriq rifia^rov, ver. 12,—P. S.] The
Apostle did not need to show first that the death of

* [In his Jahrlnkhcr der iiW. Wissenscha fl , ii. p. 171
Ewald explained, with the rejection of the second 6 eiva.-
T05 : " tir/d so zu alien Menschtn darchdravg das, woeauf-
HiN AHE sfiNDiGTEK," "and 60 passed upon all mexx that
unto which all sinned," via., death, which in Gen ii. 17 is
decreed as the punishment of sin, so that whosoever sins
sins unto death—i. t., must die. But subsequently, in hisComm. on the Pauline Epistles (1857, p. S'?), Ewald trans-
lated

: "SOFEKN Me s&ndigtev," "inasmuch as all sinned "
and remarks (m a foot-note on p. 373) that this meaning of
ii i|> (as a conjunction) is similar to the prccediiit; oirioj
showing death to be the cunsequence of sin.—P. S.J

_
_t [Hofmann, Schriflbcweis, vol. i. p. S29, 2d ed., takes

til as a preposition of t me, and refers rii to the precedinft
JaKoTo? (which is wanting in several MSS.) in the sense
iez diissen Vorharidenscin, i. e., daring tht reu
ainntjd.

I of dj^aJh all
He quotes, in support, Heh. ix. 15 : a. eiri rn

rpioTB iiiM)nji wapo^iircis. But this simple and almost
trivial idea could have been expressed much more clcarlv
ahemterpretation of Thomasius (sub 8) resembles that ofHotmann, except that he takes J as neuter: heim Vm-han-
densan wekhes Verhdllmsses. But the preceding words
" o^^^'S" * '^'' °°' ™ abstract relation. Comp. Meyer
p 20t>.—P. 8.] '

all was grounded in Adam's sin (Meyer) ; this he
could presuppose from Jewish and Christian know!
edge. But he proves rather that the actual exten

sion of death took place always under the suppo.

sition of preceding sin in the world. Therefore hi*

first proposition : Even in the period betweou Adam
and Moses, sin was universal in the world. It wa»
indeed not imputed, not placed directly in the .ight

of the conscious judgment of God, because the law,

as the rule of conduct and the accuser, was not yet
present. But, indirectly, i.s presence was made m.aui

fest by its effect, the despotic goTernment of death

;

although a transgression in such a definite way aa

that committed by Adam could not occur in the pe
riod designated (notwithstanding many analogies:
Cain, the Cainites, Ham, Ishmael, Esau). Even thf

transgression again made manifest by the Mosaic law
does not remove the great antagonism by which, in

principle, sin and death proceeded from Adam, the
type of Christ, the antitype, from whom, in prin-
ciple, righteousness and life preceded. Meyer sup-
poses the Apostle to say :

" 'The death of individu-
als, which passed also upon those who have not
sinned, as Adam did, against a positive command-
ment, cannot be derived from sin committed before
the law, because, the law not being present, the im-
putation was wanting [absolutely ?] ; and the con-
clusion which Paul draws therefrom, is, that it is by
Adam's sin (not by individual sins) that death baa
been produced "

(!). Now, how does this agree with
the history of the Deluge, and of Sodom and Go-
morrah ? Here, definite death is everywhere traced
to definite offences. Tholuck's view of the connec-
tion [p. 238 ff.] is similar to Meyer's. The most of
the later commentators, on the contrary, properly
regard vers. 13 and 14 as an argument for rravTn;
'ij/.ia^Tov (Eiickert, De Wette, Neander, and others;
and formerly Diodorus, Calvin, and others). CalOT.
has correctly concluded : Since they were punished
because of sin, they must have had some law.*

But sin is not imputed [reckoned, in Rech.
imng gebracht, 'Afia^tia niix iXXoyiZrai.].
(Philem. ver. 18 [text, rec.} is the only other place).f
Meyer explains : Is brought to account by God for
punishment [uird in Rechnung gebracht, viz., zur
JSestrafitng]. His citffti(m (chap. iv. 15) is sufficient
to correct him. It is with the i'o,«oc;, and the con-
sciousness of it, that the ifia^rla (which is also
transgression, according to the measure of the natu.
ral conscience) first receives the impressed charac-
ter of conscious transgression, 7za^d,9aaii;, and there-
with the oyyij is first fini.shed by the xari^ydt^KrO-at
of the m/ioi;. Therefore even the sin of the gen.
erations before the flood was not yet definitely set-
tled by its overthrow (1 Peter iii. 20

; iv. 6) ; there-
fore the people of Sodom and Gomorrah were guilty
of less sin than the contemporaries of Jesus. Tha
D.loyilv of jsin constitutes therefore the reverse side
of the XoyiifcxOab dq Si,xai,ocn'ivt;v; it does not de-
note any preliminary attribution, but the final impu-
tation, or settlement.— Explanations: Is not im.
puted, a. By God

; (1.) Not in general (the Deluge

tKo*I^°'!p.™u''^^ *?^ ''''"'^ doctrme and argument ol™ K^V^t ^^ "tll''"h<'™ are penal evils whichlonS3 „fiL™ fl™i°"' '/.f'y transgressions of tbek own
iTw ?f fnU ,w ?wt? °' *''°'^ ^^"^ ™I'"<^^ '^ violation o

oJ(ki „™ ; ,T f/f
*^?y,are regarded and treated as sinner^m theproumi of the disobedience of another" (p. 252).-P. Sj

the l7.^A .1
these two passages in the New Testament^

nL^h t'
^'=9°?<1."18 *° J^eyer, occurs but once, Yiz., ilBoDokh, J,uf,ij,i. 1. p 850, A. 35. It means iv Uy\, ««*-«Ao^ifwSai, to reckon m, to put to mt't <j««oun(.—:f 's ]
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fiodom and Gomorrah, &c., were exceptions)
; (2.)

Not in the usual manner of sin (Bengel : peccatum
v,on notat scelera insignia {^gualia Sodomites ante

Mosi.1 tempera luerunt, sed malum commune]
) ; (8.)

Tlie Arminians : the &avatoi was only natural evil

;

(4.) Oalov., better than all : the word must be uu-

dei'Stood only hypothetically. The men of the ante-

Mnsaio period also had a kind of law. b. By man
(Ambrose, Augustine, Theodore Mopsvestia, Lu-
ther :

" Sin is not minded," man achtet ihrer nicht).

7. Zwingli : By the human judge. Altogether for-

eign to the context. Hofmann : the proposition laid

down refers only to humanity in general, and not to

individuals. This is a modification of Schleiermach-

er's representation of penal justice.—We must add

the remark, that the imputing judge is God, but that,

in the imputation, the human knowledge of the

7ia(>dflaau; in the light of the judgment is to be

taken fully into consideration. [Alford explains

ikX., "reckoned, 'sei down as transgression'—
'put in formal account,' by God. In the case of

those who had not the written law, a/iaf/ria is not

formally reckoned as natjaflaan;, set over against

the command ; but, in a certain sense, as distinctly

proved, chap. ii. 9-16, it is reckoned, and they are

condemned for it."—P. S.]

When there is no la^w [^^ orro? v6-
^oii]. Not: Where the law is not. [So Alford,

and those who refer ro^oi; to the Mosaic law exclu-

sively.—P. S.] The Apostle appears to lay down
the proposition in the form of a general maxim
(" where there is no accuser, there is no judge ") in

order to suggest the idea of degrees of legality and

imputation (see the explanation of Calov.). Here,

too, Meyer would relieve the death of the genera-

tions before Moses from being caused by individual

sin (see, on the contrary, Ps. xc). We say, with

chap. i. 18 ff., that the falling of those generations

into sin was, in general, a great judgment of- God
;

but an ethical because [i. 19] always precedes.

Ver. 14. Nevertheless [notwithstanding the

relative non-imputation of sin] death reigned

\_'Al).a. ijiaaUiiiaiv, emphatically put first,

6 S dvaroq]. Death, already personified, appears

here as a ruler, and, according to its nature, as a

tyrant.* The universal reign of death implies the

universal reign of sin as its cause, in proof of ver.

12 (against Meyer and Hofmann). The dominion of

death embraces not only physical death with all its

historical terrors, but also the consciousness of death,

or the sting of death (1 Cor. xv. 56), and the conse-

quence of death, the dreary, wretched existence in

Sheol.f [fik;/qu {until) Moii'a. = a/Q'' voju-oii,

ver. 13. There is no clear difference between fit/^i.

and ot/pt, except that ^is/ft, from /nax^cx;, etymo-

logicaliy, denotes prunarily extension, or length of

time ; a/pt, from azfo?, point of time.—P. S.]

Even over those, &c. [xal iniX Toii? /^fj

* rOrisen : " Videtm Ap. mortem describere veltil lyranni

oiicujus irtgressum."—P. S.]

t [Bengel : " Xm-H adscrOntur eeghum, ut eobtie, Ked.

iL 14. Sam nix alius rex tot mbditos habet, quot vet reges

mora absluUi. Immane regnum. Non esl Hebraismus. Im-

p&-ai peccatwm: imperai JustUia."~-P. S.]

i [BairiAiveir with eiri is a Hebraism ( SS T(5'9 ) '

comp. Liikc i. 33; xix. 14; 1 Sam. viii. 9, 11; ia clasBio

Greek it rules the genitive or dative. The preposition sig-

nifles the jcrsons over whom the sovereignty is exercised.

The Beoondliri before tb! onoui/iaTt expresses the model to

which the act is conformed ; comp. eirl ti3 ovojiuti, Luke i.

15. The whole phrase corresponds to the Hebrew niH'lSj

afia^rvryavra? in I rip 6noi,m^aTi T^t
naqaflaaiinq 'ASdii]. Over thosp who, unlikf
Adam, were not guilty of a definite nn^dpaau;, oi
transgression of a definite command of God. The
xai may be understood as antithetical to Adam, oi

better, as making a distinction between sinners ia

the general sense, and the wicked transgressors of
special laws of God, who effect, as it were, new fallr

of man, such as Cain, Ham, &c. Athanasius ex
plains thus : those who committed no mortal sin

Grotius : no gross sins ; Crell, and others : trans,

grossed no law to which the throat of death was
attached. But the measure is simply the naqd-
/Saffi;, as in chap. iv. 15. The elder expositors have
included here also the children [and idiots] sub-

jected " by Adam's sin to the poena damni ;
"

Brenz makes this the exclusive reference [against

which Calvin correctly protests. Children are in-

cluded, but not specially intended.—P. S.] Indi-

rectly, this verse refers definitely to the connection

between sin and death in the period from Adam to

Moses, as has been also perceived by De Wette,
Pritzsche, and Baur, but is opposed in vain by

Meyer.
Who is a type of the coining one [i. e., the

second Adam, os' iffTiv ri'moi; tov ^iXXov
Toi;]. Koppe comes in positive conflict with the

context, when he takes fiiXXovtoi; as neuter : of that

which should come. The first Adam ia the type of

the second (1 Cor. xv. 45), and is the principle of

the first eon, as Christ is the principle of the second,

but according to the antagonism between the first

and second eons. See Meyer, for similar expressions

of the Rabbis ; e. g., Adamus postremus est Messias.

According to Tboluck, the deduction of the enti-

thetical side should now have followed, but Paul was

contented with the 05 lari,, &c., in order to indicate

the other half. But in our view the antithesis has

already preceded (vers. 9-11), and is fully elaborated

in chap, vi.-viii., after the transitional individual an-

titheses that now follow.

[This important clause points back to ver. 12,

and indicates the apodosis, the other member of the

comparison. Tvnoi;, from ivntm, to strike, to

wound, has a variety of significations which are

closely related, and yet may seem in some cases con-

tradictory (comp. the German A bhild, Urbild, Vor-

bild). It means (1.) a blow
; (2.) a print, or im-

pression, made by a blow (John xx. 25, tov tvtcov

Tim- rikmv)
;

(3.) a form, image, figure (Bild, Ab-

bild ; so often in the classics, and in Acts yii. 43,

roiii; rvnouq, of'i; enoi-^aaii TtQoa/.vvflv avrotg)
;

(4.) a. paitern, model {3fuster, Modell, Vrbild ; Rom.

vi. 17, rvnov Si,<Sa-/tii; ; Acts vii. 44 ; Heb. viii. 5 ;

in the two last passages, however, tvnoii is taken by

some in the sense of copy ; comp. Bleek on Heb.

viii. 5, vol. iii. p. 439 f.)
; (5.) a moral model or

example for imitation {Vorbild;2 Thess. iii. 9,

iva iavroui; rimov diTi/iiv vfilv fk to fii,/iii,<jScu

fit,5x; ; 1 Tim. iv. 12 ; Tit. ii. 7 ; Phil. iii. 17 ; 1 Pet

V. 3); (6.) a historical prefiguration (Forbild), or

type in the usual theological sense—i. e., a person 01

thing designed to foreshadow or symbolize a futur«

person or thing which is the dvrlximoq (Urbild);

so 1 Cor. X. 6, 11, and here. Generally the New

Testament antitype is related to the Old Testament

type, as the substance is to the shadow, or the

and is equivalent to i^im %J"'l"^t^"'-?'^y^l^'i^
connected with ^jSao-aewer/bhrysostom and Bengel), bJli

as IS usually done, with (iij aiiapnjirovTat.-i'. o-l
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original to the copy.* But Christ corresponda to

Adam in the antithetical sense : Adam being the

author of death fur all, Christ the autlior of life for

all The prefigurative feature in Adam was his cen-

tral and universal significance for the whole race,

which was fulfilled in a much higher sense and with

opposite effect in Christ, the absolute and perfect

Man. In 1 Cor. xv. 45, Paul likewise contrasts o

n^ono<i 'Jddfi and 6 tir/aToe 'AiSdfi, with refer-

ence, no doubt, to the Rabbinical theology, in which

the Messiah is called "liin^n CTKH, Adamus pon-

iremus, in opposition to "|T:."5<-ir| Dlsri.f To this

personal contrast corresponds the contrast of two

epochs and orders of things, 6 aUiv o'uroi; and 6 amV
I^HJmv. The coining one {too ni}.).ovro<;) is

not to be referred to the second coming of Christ

(Fritzsche, De Wette), but to the first. Paul speaks

from the historical standpoint of the first Adam.

—

P. S.]

Second Paragraph (verb. 15-19).

Tholuck remarks on the train of thought to ver.

19 : In the explanations of the elder expositors

there is no attempt to trace the connection and prog-

ress of thought to ver. 19 ; many of the later ones

doubt altogether the possibility of such a proof.

Morus says: " De hac dissimilitudine agitur jam per
quinque versus ita^ ut quiuqides idem illnd repetaiur,

variati^ quidem verbis, at re manente semper eademy
KoUner and Riickert similarly ; against whom, see

Rothe. According to Tholuck, the train of thought

is as follows; In ver. 15, iha quantitative "more"
on the side of the operation proceeding from Christ

;

in vers. 16, 17, tlie qualitative "more;" in vers.

18, 19, resumption of the parallel, including the dif-

ferences pointed out. Our construction is given
above.

[Vers. 15-lY occupy an intermediate position

between ver. 12 and vers. 18 and 19 ; and as vers.

13 and 14 are explanatury of the reign of death in

connection with sin, asserted in ver. 12, so vers.

16-17 are qualifying, by stating as briefly and terse-

ly as possible the disparity in the parallel between
Adam and Christ, in favor of the superabounding
grace of Christ. The admirable symmetrical adjust-

ment of parts will appear from the following ar-

rangement of the text in literal translation

:

15. i

But not as the fall (TrapaTrrw/xa)

\ so also (:.) tlic grar.e (xapttr^a) :

for if by the fall

of the one man (toO eros)
the many died

;

much more
did the grace of God and the gift by the grace

of the one man Jesus Christ
abound unto the many.

* ['AvTtTvTTos, aviiTv-nov Giterally, counterblow), is, how-
tver, sometimes equivalent to tuttos in the sense of cnpij
(Abbild), as Heh. ix. 24, aj-TtrvTra Ttiyv aKij6i.vi!iv

; 1 Pet. ni.
21 ; and Apost. Const, iv. 11, where the saoramtntal bread
and wine are called thi' antitypes of the body and blood of
Christ. Comp. Bleek on the Hebrews, vol. iii. p. 591 —
P. 8.]

t [Tholuck, p. 246, quotes a remarkable passage from the
took, Neve Shalom R. Abraham Ben Isaac (died 1593)
which shows perhaps the reflex influence of Paul upon the
Sabhinical theology : " The last Adam is the Messiah ; Ho
will he higher than Moses, higher than the angels who
B«rve Him, and the old sin by which death has been intro-
duced will be abolished by Him, for in His days the dead
will rise. This was the Divine intention at the creation of
man, that be should be eternal ; but sin occasioned death :

nolo the Divim inientioH is fulfilled by the stamdAdam, who
is the anlityp: of the j!.-»(."—P. S.)

I And not as by one guilty transgression (oMi>(>Ti))i«TOt)*

^°'
"i (ao hIb" IB) the gift (to OioprtiMoL) :

(for the judgment (i«»»e'i '". »'. «»"'<')

from one (f»ii)

unto condemnation (Kanutptfia).

but the grace (iwBi'etl in, c^ipue)

from many falls

unto a righteous act (SwaiM/ia)

For if by the fall of the one t

Death reigned
thi'ough the one

;

mucli more
will they who receive the abundance

of the grace and the gift of righteoueness

reign in life

through the one Jesus Christ.—P. S.]

A. The contrast in the effects of the prindplet

made manifest. 1. The natural consequences in re-

lation to persons (ver. 15) ; 2. The positive conse.

quences in relation to the intensity, the essential

gradation of the effects (ver. 16). Ver. 15 refers to

the opposition of Christian salvation to the ruin in

the non-legal period and sphere ; ver. 16, to its op-

position to the ruin in the legal world.

Ver. 15. But not as the fall (transgres-

sion), so also is the gift of grace:]: ['AXV
ov X otq TO 7r a ^ cc TT T OJ /t a , ovToit; v.ai to
;/ a o K7 ^ a ]. We hold that the Apostle, in his

ijrief and pregnant expressions in vera. 15 and 16,

lays down axioms in negative construction. Meyer
translates ver. 15: "Not as the trespass, so also the

gift of grace;" and quite unintelligibly Ter. 16:
" And not as by one who sinned is the gift." The
naiidnxiD^ta is evo?, the yd^uufia evo^. As prin-

ciples which enter humanity and permeate it, Adam
and Christ are alike ; but in the nature of their

effects they constitute contrasts.—Rosenmiiller, and
otliers, would neutralize the negation by regarding

oi'x as interrogative ; but this, as Meyer remarks, is

forbidden by the contrasting character of the con-

tents; We see no reason for taking the na^aTirmiia,

contrary to its most natural signification, as " offence;"

it denotes, with sin, a fall, an ethical defeat
;
yea, the

fall as a medium of the fall, just as the ydqiGixa of

Christ is not merely /ante, but a medium of the

yoiQit;. \_ria^d7tT(f),ua, from na^aTilnToij to fall,

is not a sinful state or condition, but a concrete

actual sin, the transgression of the law {na^dpouriq),

the act of disobedience {Tzaqaxoff) by which Adam
fell; comp. vers. 16, 18, 19, and Book of Wisdom
X. 1, where it is likewise used of the fall, to yd-
qv(T/j.a and rj ydgt-q mean nearly the same as ^
d'oififd in this verse, to SiiiqrjiAa, ver. 16, Sir.almnn

tm^s, ver. IS, but they emphasize the idea that sal.

vation is of free grace. Forbes ingeniously refers

TO yd(ji(T/ia, the Grace which pardons the sinner,

antithetically to Death, the penalty of transgression,
and TO ih')(irj/ia, the Gift of righteousness, anti-

thetically to Sin, which it removes and supersedes

;

the one is mainly the grace that justifies, the other
the grace that sanctifies. See his note, p. 243 f.

—

P. S.] Tholuck thinks that we should expect fc
y.aluma [ynaxorj would correspond better.—P. S.]

* [Or, "by the one that sinned," if we read iii-apriaov
io{. See Textual Note ', and Exeg. Note below.—P. S.]

t [T(3 roi) erby irapan-TuifiaTi, the reading of Cod. Sin.
Laohmann, Alford, and the text. rec. Lange prefers, witt
Meyer, the reading: iv ivX irapaimSixaTi, "by one fall."
See Textual Note ', and Exeg. Notes below.—P.'S,]

X [According to Lange's translation : Aber nicht stehl'l
(im a»» der Gleirhmataigkit .idamt und CItrhli) wie mi'- dim Sin-
denfall also mii dem Gnadengut (d^fmnnlicken Gmdmnhi,
Chri,tm). Alford translates : But not (m all i oints) as tht
att q/ transgression, so also is the gift q/ grace.—1^. S.]
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instead of }raqu!i.ia. But the question here is con-
cerning the natural or historical cft'ects of both prin-

ciples, while in ver. 16 they are presented in their

rdation to law and right.

For if through the fall of the one the
many died ['£i yaq ru> lov (mark the definite

article, which is overloolted in the E. V.) ei'6<;

naQaTttiiifiati, oJ 7t oXXoi (the many, i. e.,

the immense multitude of all the descendants of
the one Adam) aTieS-avov.—P. S.]. The fi is

not hypothetical. There is an oxymoron in the ex-
pression : one fell, many died (not ooly the one).

Why 01 TioXXo), and not reai'ifc;, as in vers. 12 and
18 ? Meyer :

" The antithesis to the ilti is made
more sensible And stronger by marking the totality

as multitude ; for 'possunt aliqua esse omnia, quce

B0» SMn< mM^to,' Augustine. Grotius wrongly : 'fere
omnes, excepto JSnocho,' which is contradicted by
vers. 12 and 18." [anedavov must be taken in

the same comprehensive sense as Sdvaroq in ver.

12; see p. 176. It is parallel to ij/ia^ror, ver. 12,

and must be explained accordingly ; see p. 111.—
P. S.]

Much more. Is noXXio i^aXXov the ex-

pression of a logical plus, that is, of an inference

(
[Chrysostom, noXXm yap Toriro ivXoydnfqnv]

Theodoret, Philippi [Fritzsche, Hodge, Stuart], and
others), or of a real plus, a comparison (Calvin

[Bengel *], Rothe [Alford : much more abundant],

&c.). [In other words, does jzoXXm /AciXXov express

a stronger degree of evidence, as an arc/umcnium a
minore ad majus (here a pejwi ad melius), as it cer-

tainly does vers. 9 and 10, or a higher degree of

efficacy

f

—P. S.] Meyer: This latter is contrary to

ver. 17. This is so far right as death, viewed abso-

lutely, is an absolute negation, and a real plus [a

higher degree of abundance] is comprised already

in 7Ciqi,aaii'ii,v. But the logical plus involves also

a real plu^. [So also TholuckJ It rests on the

following antitheses: 1. The w; introduced here

without name, and opposite to him, 6 flfOii and o

lu; avSqiDTtoii 'Ii]Uo''v X^KTrot; ; 2. 7iaijd7irw/ia,

and the opposite iy /a^ii; r.al rj Stn^td h /ciyiTt

;

3. emqiaanvafv, in opposition to the simple fact,

ani&avov. The ydq i? Tor &ioii is the source and

spirit of the universal and personal charisma, which

is Christ himself ; the So)Q(d iv ydqi.ti, &c., is

its form and appearance, the positive gift of Divine

adoption, with the Divine inheritance, in the pardon

of sin. Both must not be resolved into an eV Sm
SvoXv (Rosenmiiller, and others). According to

Rothe, Tholuck, and others, Iv );dQi.i:i, must be

connected with Smqid; according to De Wette

and Meyer, Smqid stands absolutely, and iv -/d-

qiri, &c., belongs to infqiacretKTfv, on account

of the antithesis to naqaTcxilifiaii,. But in that case

the article should be expected before ydqi.'ti..

Besides, Soiijid iv ydqi/ri, forms the idea of Smqrina.

The aorist indicates an event which had already

taken place.

Ver. 16. And not as by one transgression

\Kal ovx oiq Sk ivbi diiaqr/i fiaxoq, which

Lange renders Verselmldtmg, transgression accom-

panied with guilt.—P. S.]. We must first of all

lubstitu 'e the reading a/iaqrv/taroi; oftheCodd.

D. B. P. G., and of the Itala [Vulg. : M non sicut

per unum peccatum"] for a/taqriidavroq \by one

that transgressed}, although the latter has better

• ["Adamus el Christut, secwndvm rationes contrarias,

tommiwat, in posUivo ; cUfftrunt, in comfwr(Uivo,"S. 8.]

authority.* The reason lies in the text; ver. 16
contains only definitions of things, not persons.
The opposite of dpdiJTtj/.ia is naqaTTrut/iara; be-
sides, we havo^ d'o>ijrj/.ta, r.qZ/Aa, xardy.qi/.ia, -/diJK!-

u-a, and di.y.awi/ia. Tholuck observes: " Thosa
Codd. present frequently a corrupted text, one con.
formed to the Latin translation ; and as a^a^TjJ/ia-
Tos is not even suflSciently attested by external
authorities, it must give way to the more difficult

reading." But, at first appearance, dt ivbi dfiuqrti-
travroi; was the easier reading, for it was supposed
that in every antithesis Adam himself must have
been mentioned again. Meyer explains :

" And no.

by one that sinned {d/iaQrijaavToii) so is the gift;
that is, it is not so as if it would be caused (Ji Lvbt,

dfiaqTij<jav-!:oc." f Tholuck :
" The gift has an

other character than that which came by the one
who sinned." These explanations are no recom
mendation to the reading ct^ia^TjJo-ai'Toe. For, first,

the thought that the d'Mqtjfia may have come by one
that sinned himself, is far-fetched and unnatural
Second, the antithesis between the effects of the twf
principles is obliterated. Those who adopt the read
ing dfiaqTrjaavTot;, propose different supplements
Grotius, and others, flai/aro? d<;TiXSiv [after dfiaq
Tijff.] ; Bengel [Webster and Wilkinson, Stuart,

Hodge], and others, to xoTfiu ; Reiche, after Theo-
phylact, TO xaxdxqi./ta; Fritzsche, and others, ?rn-

qdjZTMfia ; Beza, and others [after o'ui], to (De
Wette : and not like that which resulted from one
who sinned, is the gift).| Rothe, Tholuck, and
Meyer, supply merely iaxi [after So'}qijfia] ; Phi-

lippi, iyivtro [after d/zaQzi^ff., and eurl after (Joy

(jfj/ita.—P, S.]. This [which ? iari, or iyiviio ?—
P. S.] is sufficient with dfidfirrifia, which means
more than dijaqTla, and expresses the idea of guilt

( Verschuldunff) in connection with sin (see Mark iii.

28 ; Luke iv. 12, &c.).

Por the judgment (passes) from one (trans-

gression) to condemnation [to /lev ydq xqZ-

/la e| Evbi; fH* xardxqvf^a. Lange supplies,

from the preceding clause, d/iaqriiftaroi; aftei

ij li'os, and translates it, in both cases, Verschui

dung.—P. S.] Here, too, the verb is wanting

Meyer supplies iyiviro, or resulted; De Wette
turned out. But the verb is indicated by the fh

,

fit; requires the idea of progress, development. (Foi

the antithesis, Rothe has attempted to substitute an

untenable division, to ^ikv, to Si). The xqo/ja

might mean judgment in general (Meyer),§ if it did

not refer to a/idQTfj/ia, by which it becomes judg-

ment to punishment. Explanations : reatus (Beza,

* [The Codes Sinaiticus, in the octavo edition of Tisch-

endorf (186S), reads oifiapnj(rarT05, but this is a con-ecHon

by a second or third hand. In the original MS. and the

large uncial edition tlie word is broken by the lini', and

reads, AMAPTH-T02, which may be a mistake for iixa/yrij-

fiaT05, as well as for i/jLapr^travTo's. The absence of the

article before ev6^ is in favoi- of Lange's prefertnoe for

anopniiudTos, for Paul always uses the article when tvii

refers to a person, except in ver. 12, where it is first intro-

duced and connected with ai'dpunrov.—P. S.]
^ ^

t [Meyer : "E.i isl damii nicM so, als wenn es 5i ei-it

alLUfT^a: (wie der Tod durch Adam) verursacht ware (m ist

vietmehr ex ?roAAtt>v irapan-Tco/ieiTui' zum SiKoiiu/ia gnvor.

den) " Meyer emphasizes the one and many, and supplies

simply Icrri after Siiprina. Similar is the explanation oJ

Bothe, Ewald, Van Hengel.—P. S.]
_ „ , ,

} [So also Aliord, who supplies to yerofiei'oi' :
And no\

as (that which took place) by one ilmi sinned, so is the gift.'-

§ [Meyer* "rh Kotfit gans aVgeimin; das Urihd\

welches 6oU als mMer faUt. Denn m was fUr eimm Cr.

theil dieses in concrelo aufgescMagm ist, sagt erst dat/ot

gende ets Kardnpit^a."—P. S.]
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Cocceius) ; the threatened punishment, Gen. ii. 11
(Fritzsche, Tlioluck) ; tlie sentence of punishment
pronounced on Adam and his posterity, Gen. iii. 19
(Reiche, Baumgarten-Crusius [Riiclcert, De Wette],
and others).—From one (transgression). We
simply supply the foregoing a/xdiJTrifia, and trans-

late the incurring of guilt, because the deed is con-

nected with its consequence, and the word is con-

nected with the idea of guilt, t; hoi; is taken by
Meyer as masculine.— To condemnation [ f 1

1;

xaTax^tiia]. Explanations of the antithesis to

x^T^aaj 70 xarccxfji'fj.a : 1. Fritzsche : The threat

of punishment, Gen. ii., and the sentence of punish-

ment. Gen. iii. ; similarly Tholuck. Reiche : the

sentence of punishment pronounced on Adam, and
that on his posterity. 2. Riickert : the Dirine sen-

tence and its result, death, was declared against the

one who had sinned ; but from him the sentence has
extended to all. Plainly, the y.^i^«a, as the princi-

ple of judgment, proceeds from the one aud^rij/ia
of Adam, and passes through gradations of judg-
ment to the jtaTaz^(./(a, which is completed ideally

as the sentence of fitness for condemnation by the

appearance of the gospel, and will be actually com-
pleted as real judgment to condemnation at the end
of the world. Yet the antithesis here does not pass
beyond the ideal judgment to condenmation. The
antithesis of tlie one Adam and of the whole race,

whicli Baumgarten-Crusius finds here, is only pre-
sumed ; the numerical antithesis, rather, in tliis pas-
sage is £?' dfid^rtj/na, noXld 7ia(ja7ZTo)uara, It

must be borne in mind that the expression naoa-
nrdi/iara is much stronger than dfia^rij/iaTa, and
denotes the gradations of the one fall by many new
apostasies (see the Second Commandment).

But the gift of grace (passes) from many-
falls (lapses) unto the good of justification
[to de yd^KT/ia ix nolXmv naqaTtrdifid-
rmv fiii Sixalmfia, which Lange translates ; das
Onadenput aber geht von vielen SiindenfaUen aus
fort bis zum Rechtfertigungsgut ; or, in the JUxeg.
Notes, Recht/eriigwigsinittel.—P. S.]. The personal
charisma is Christ himself (see ver. 15), the source
of all special gifts of grace (see Titus ii. 11).—From
many falls, or lapses [Sundenfalley). Caused by
them. As the /.(ilfia of Adam has become the uni-
versal /.aTd/.Qifia, of humanity, so has the ^doiufia
of Christ grown to be the universal and absolute
ijtzajw^iti. As Christ, as the Risen One, has come
forth Iz vtxQmv, so has He, as the Just One, the
personal i)\xaLii)/ia, come forth from the place of
the Tia^aTTtm/iara. It was thus with the advent
of Christ on earth ; but the finished Tta^dTriiii^ia
was the same crucifixion by which He was perfected
as (Sixaim/ia. Tlie usual explanations rest mostly on
a misconception. Meyer : Since God declared sin-
ners righteous. Augustine : Quia non solum illud
ttnum solvit, quod originaliter trahltur, sed eiiam
guce in uno quoqiie homine motu proprice voluntatis
adduntw. Better De Wette [and Alford] :

" The
gift of grace became, by occasion of many trans-
gressions, justification." Philippi : "From out of
many lapses." The SixaUo^ia is neither the con-
dition of righteousness (that would be i^xcuoavvri

i

Luther, Tholuck, and others), nor the declaration of
God by which He executes the (lixalnxri^ (Meyer),
but, according to Riickert and [Adelbert] Maier|
the means or medium of justification (Rechtfertig-
ungsmittel), which is in harmony with the form of
the word. Meyer asks for the empirical proof; it

lies right before us ; Were Sixaioi/ia the real justi-

fication of mankind, xardx^t/ui would be its rea

condemnation, and that would be a contradiction

Comp. also ver. 18, where the Sixaloi/Jia is the pro
supposition of the Si,xaimai-t;. (The explanation ol

Rothe, after Calvin : legal compensation in the senst

of satisfaciio is partly too general, and partly im-

pinges very much on rfticatwo'K;). An elaborate dis-

cussion see in Tholuck, p. 258.

[/tixaio>,ua, in Hellenistic usage, means usuall)

statutum, ordinance, a righteous decree, or rightt&u^

judgment {Rechtsspruch, Rechtsbestimmung) ; comp,
i. S2 ; ii. 26 ; viii. 4 ; Luke i. 6 ; Heb. ix. 1, 10
Apoc. XV. 4 ; or also (as in classical usage) a right-

eous act, a just deed, as Rev. xix. 8 (rd dixaMiftata
Twv dyiMv) ; Baruch ii. 19 {dt})aov(yt, do^av xcu

Srxalfj}^ta Tw xi'^/w) ; comp. the Hebrew aBlsiia

as distinct from njS'^S in Prov. viii. 20, where both

are translated drxa.i,oavvi] in the Septuaghit, whila

the Vulgate distinguishes them as judicium and
justitia. I see no good reason for departing from
this meaning. It is either, in opposition to xard-
xjii/ia, the rigliteous decree which God declared on
account of the perfect obedience of Christ ; or it

is, as ver. 18, in opposition to TzafidTiroifia, the
righteous act of Christ as the objective basis (or,

as Lange has it, the means) of our rfizatwin?. Tho-
luck, after a full discussion of the various inter,

pretations, favors (p. 261) the translation, Recht-
fertigungsthat, actio justificativa, which would dif-

er from Sixa'futyui, justificatio, as the accomplished
fact differs from the process. Wordsworth explains
it here, and in ver. 18, to mean a state of accept-
ance as righteous by God, a recognized condition of
approval; but this is without any authority. The
Latin Vulgate {jiistijicatio, ver. 16, but justitia, ver.

18), the E. v., and even De Wette, Olshausen, Robin-
son (sub dixaluj/ja. No. 3), Stuart, Alford, and Hodge,
take (hxaimita in ver. 16 as equivalent to dixaioxnq.
(Alford :

" As xardx^i/ta is a sentence of condem-
nation, so drxaUi/ia will be a sentence of acquittal.
This, in fact, amounts to justification." Hodge : " It

means justification, which is a righteous judgment,
or decision of a judge, pronouncing one to be just")
Rothe (p. lO.S) calls this interpretation a piece of
" exegetical levity;" and it is evident that, in ver,

18, <)\xal(,>/ia is distinguished from SixawxTx. He
goes back (with Pareus, J. Gerhard, Calov, Wolf, B.
Carpzov) to classical usage, quoting a passage from
Aristotle (Eth. Nicom. v. ID), who defines dtxaim/ta
to be TO eTtampOdi/ia Tor di)'ix7J/iaT0(;, the amend-
ment of an evil deed* Rothe consequently trans-
lates it, full satisfaction of justice, legal adjustment
{Rechtserfillhmg, Rechtsguimachung, Rechtsausgleich-
ung). This meaning suits admirably here, and in

* [This passage affords a strildng parallel, and has some
bearing on the question wlietber Paul was aoauainted with
the works of the great Staaiiite (which, from a remote re-
semblance of style, the mode of close, diiileotio reasoning,
from Paul's educational advantages in Tarsus, fi-om hiaacTOamtance with the spirit and working of the Hellenic
philosophy, and even with inferior Greek authors, as Ai-a-
tns anj Clcanthes, Acts xvii. 28, Menmder, 1 Cor. xv. 33,and Epiiuenides Tit. i. 2, seems to me hiehlv probablell

fw X"
^aP-.l" ('«=™r<ii"e to Bekker's ed., ii. 1135; oichap. 7, m Uidofs and other editions), Aristotle says-

6* TO„TO, ora^ irpax^Br,, iSUr,^ ?^„, nplv s! Trp.vflSmt,

liMav Siicaw^payniJ.a. rb Koivbr, iiKaicoiia Si to Ijra-

f,.l^ */" '-""i ".«."=JM<«T05. "An unjust act differftrom the unjust (injustice in the abstract), and so does a}ust act from the (abstract) juet ; for a thing UmgS^ eithe!
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Ter. 18 (where, however, the word is opposed to na-

fd;rTM^a, not, as in ver. 16, to xardx^i/ia), and does
not materially differ from the explanation of Lange.
In ver. 18, d'i,xaio)fi.a, being the opposite of na^d-
iTTiDfta, and essentially equivalent to vrcaxoij, in ver.

19, must denote the righteous deed, i. e., the perfect
obedienie of Christ, and is so understood by Calvin,
Este, Grotius, and Bengel. As it is not likely that
the same word should be used in one breath in two
different senses, it is safe to explain Sixa'mixa in
ver. 16 from its more obvious meaning in ver. 18.
I prefer this (with Lange) to the other alternative
chosen by Meyer {Rechtfertigungsspruch), Ewald
{^Gerechtsspruch), Van Hengel, Umbreit, who give
i: in both verses the meaning, righteous decree. I
«(uote, in addition, the excellent note of Bengel on

Sixamna in ver. 18, which throws light on its meanmg in ver. 16: "^tzaiw^a est quad materit
di,xct,,ii)(i(i (justificationi) substrata, obtdientia,
justitia prmstita. Justificamentum liceat appellare,
ut edQala//.a denotaifirmameniiim, 'ivSv/ia ves-
timentum, enifiXiji^a aMitamentum, /liaatia
in^uinamentum, oyvQutna mwnimentum, mqi
xa&aQ/ia purgamentum, 7tffiipi]fia ramentum^
axinaafia tegumentum, ati^euipia firmamen.
turn, vTtodtjfia calceamentum, ^p6vtj/x.a ae-.ti,

mentum. Gall, sentiment. Aristot. I. v. Eth. c, 10
opposiia statuit adixij/ia et Svxalmfia,, atque
hoc describit 1 BTtavoQ&wfia tou aiJunJ^ua-
To?, id quod tantundem est atque satisfactio, vo-
cabulum Socinianis immerito invisum. Exquisitam
verborum proprietatem schematismus exhibet

:
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This verse is, as Meyer and others remarli, a re-

Bumptioa of the preceding contrasts compressed in

one sentence {avV.oyii^iTai, Ivrav&a to noiv, Theo-

dore of Mopsvestia). But we must not overlooli the

new contrast brouglit out here. (On the use of a^a
oiv, see Meyer.)* As far as the verb that is want-

ing is concerned, De Wette remarks : It is usual to

supply here (liicewise Riicliert and Fritzsclie), in the

first member, to nQifia ayivero, and in the second,

TO /d^^a/ja eyiviro ; but better, something indefi-

nite, as iyivfto (thus Meyer and Tholuck) ; Winer,

a?ii(!>;. We Call up the pregnant expressions in

chap. ii. 28, 29, and repeat accordingly nagd-
7TT<i)^a after 7ia(ia7ZT(j}^4aroi;^ and d'ty.(xli/)/xa after

St-aaMftaToc;. ix7zi,^fi is sufficiently contained in fl(;.

The contrast in that case is simply this : T/ie fail

of one man came ideally and dynamically as a fall

upon all ?nen unto condemnatio?t ; that is, by the
common fall, all men would, without redemption, be
subject to condemnation ; on the other hand, the

Sixaluifia of one came ideally and dynamically as

dty.alo>^a upon all men unto justification of life

in the last judgment; that is, the Siy.a'uitfia of Christ

is sufficiently powerful to justify and perfect all men.
Meyer [with Rothe, Ewald, Alford, Wordsworth.—P.
S.] construes Si hioi; here both times as neuter (one
trespass, one sentence of justification), which Tholuck
has properly rejected. The Greek writers, Theodo-
ret and Theophylact [as also Erasmus, Luther, Cal-
vin, E. v., Bengel, Eritzscbe, Philippi, Hodge.

—

P. S.j, have taken it as masculine. f Here, as in

sides the verb came, two notme, viz., Judgment ((cptjua) and
free gift (xapiatta), from ver. 16. L:inge supplies irapdtTr-

rto/Lta .ind iiKatw^a from ver. 18, and tr.aiislates :
*' Dcm-

nach also : wie (lurch den Sundr.nfall dcs Einen \ein Sunden-
fall) auf alle Menschcn {kommt) zur Verdammniss, so audi
(komml) durch Fines Rechlfertigungsgut (ein ReiJilfertig-
uvgsgu') auf alle Mrnschen hin zur (wirklichen) Rechtfprtig-
ung des Lebens {welche Leben ist)." Rothe takes ev6s in
both clauses not in the masculine, but in the neuter p:en-
der, and supplies only the verb come: *' Wie es durch Eine
Ueberiretung Jiir alle Mensclien. zur Verdammniss (knmmi),
in eben derselben Weise {kommt es) aucJi durch Eine R'chls-
genuglhuung fur alle Mensclien zur Rech'fertigung des Le-
bens." Meyer: " Wie es also durch Ein Vergehen fur alle
Mensclien zum Verdammungsurihell {gekainmen isCj; so isi es
auch durch Ein Rech'fertigungsurtheil fur alle Menschen
zur Rechtjertigung des Lebens {gilcommen)." Alford in the
same way (except that he givi'S SiK<ii^ii.<i a different mean-
ing) : " Therefore as by means of one trespass it came (eye^ero
bemg supplied) upon all men unto condemnal.inn, so also by
means of one righteous act it came upon all men unto justifi-
cation of life.^^ "Wordsworth likewise takes ei/05 here as
neuter, and trauBlatos : " Ther^orc, as through one Iruns-
gression the sentence was unto all mm In condemnation, so
through one state of acceptance with God (so he interprers
fiiKai'w/ia), the sentence now is unto all men to justification
of life." Ewald most litiTally : " Also denn—wie durch
Binen Feliltritlfur alle M'nschen zur Verurtheilung, so auch
durch Eincn Qerechtspruch fur alle Menschen zur R<'ch'-
fertigung von Leben." Dr. Hodge adopts the translation
of the E. v., from which he vei-y srldom departs. The new
version of the Amer. Bible Union likewise agrees with the
B. V. In supplying judgment came, and free gift, but more
correctly renders fit" ivb^ napairr., through one 'trespass, and
6t' evoi fii«aia>/xaT0ff, through one righteous act.—P. S.]

* [Meyer says : " apa. ovv is conclusive : demnach nun
(accordingly then, so then, therefore now) ; it is of frequent
occurrence in Paul (vii. 3, 2.5 ; viii. 12 ; ix. 16, 18 ; xiv. 13,
16 ; Gal. vi. 10 ; Eph. ii. 19 al.), and, contrary to classical
usage CHerm. ad Antig. 628, ad Yiger. p. 823), at the be-
ginning of the sentence." Klotz distinguishes between
»pa and oiv, in that the former *' ad internam potius causam
special," the latter ^^magis ad externam." The ratiocina-
hve force of apa is weaker, and is supported by the collec-
tive power of oif. See EUicott on Gal. vi. 10.—P. S.]

t [The antithesis eis iravrai;, and the analogy of vers.
12, 16, 17, 1 9, where tou ev6i is masculine, are in favor of
Lange's view, which is als« that of the translators of the
E. v. ; but the absence of ti.c article before ivos is almost
conclusive against it ; for in all the eight cases of this sec-
tion, where it is indisputably masoulino, it has uniformly

ver. 16, Meyer makes the Sixamna to mean judg

ment of justification (^Recktfertiguvgsspruch), and

rejects the translations : fulfilment of the righ
(Rechtserfiillunc/, Eotbe and Philippi); deed of jus.

tification (Recktfcrtigungsthal, Tholuck) ; virtuoua-

ness (2'ugend/ia/ii(/kcit, Baumgarten-Orusius) ; obe-

dience {Oelwrsani, De Wette); the recte factum of

Christ (Fritzsche). It is simply the same every,

where. If it be said that Christ is our righteous-

ness, it is the same as saying that Christ is the per-

eonal medium of our justification. [Comp. the remarki
on p. 184 f.—P. S.] The future otTtofiijiTirai, supplied

by Winer and Philippi in the apodosis, is sufficiently

implied in ft; dixaioxri'V to;^;. We hold that the
Apostle here means the final di^xaiman;, justification,

which, in the general judgment, constitutes the an-

tithesis of the xaTdx^i/ia, condemnation. The Sixal-

oi^cc is offered to all men, and the Stxaioifft^ Cw%
is its purpose ; but the reahzation of the purpose
takes place merely according to the measure of faitli.

The Roman Catholic expositors assert that justifica-

tion of faith itself is denoted here as justificatior

of life [«. e., progressive Justification = sanctifica.

tion.—P. S.] According to Calvin, and others, it is

the justification whose result is life. Tholuck : The
Sixalmai^ with the effect of the future completion
of life. Augustine likewise. Thomas Aquinas de.

scribes correctly the ideal universality of the Si,xal-

o!fia :
" Quamvis possit did, quod justificatio Christi

transit in justificationem omnium, ad SUFFICIEN-
TiAM, lieet quantum ad efficientiam procedii in so-

los fideles."

[Hcij/Tf? av9^Q0)7ZOi are, in both clauses, all men
without exception, as in ver. 12 ; but this does
not justify a Universalist inference, for Paul speaks
of the objective sufficiency and intention of Christ's

dixaloifia, not of its subjective application to individ-

uals, which depends upon the ).a/ipdvHv of faith,

as intimated in ver. IV. The distinction drawn
by Hofmann and Lechler between ndvtK; avOqm-
7101', all men without distinction, and TzdvTfi; ol ay-
dlimnoi, all, wilhowt exception, lacks proof (Meyer
calls it, rein erdichtet). More of this in ver. 19.—
P. S.]

C. The Contrast of the Final Effects.
Ver. 19. For as through the disobedience

o£ the one man, &c. {^'Jlanip ydq Sid tijq

naQaxoTiq Tor ivoq dv&goiTzoi' dfia^To)-
Xoi xarKjTd&rjUav ol noXXol, otiTW? xal,
x.t.X. According to Meyer, ver. 19 furnishes only
a grand and conclusive elucidation of ver. 18 (yap).
Tholuck likewise, in harmony with Calvin. But this

contrast denotes the final antithesis of the judgment
and of justification as made manifest by the gospel
(see chap. ii. 16). The sense is : As, in consequence
of the disobedience of the one man Adam, the many
(as many as there arel have been presented in the
light of the gospel as sinners subject to condemna-
tion, so, in consequence of the obedience of the one
man Christ, shall the many (as many as believe) be

the article (ver. 15, ra toC cfoj irapauriofiaTi ... ™ To!
tvbt avBp^ov

; ver. 17, three times j ver. 19, twice), except
In ver. 12, where it is connected with a noun (Si" «i<5t
oi-SpiDirov), and therefore unnecessary ; while in ver. 16,
where ef ei/os must be neuter, in opposition to iroAAo>»
irapairru,f^aTo>v, it is, as here, without the article. Th«
Apostle is therefore quite careful and consistent. The ob-
jection that the comparison is between Adam and Christ,
rather than between the fall of one and the righteousnew
of another, does not hold, for it is eleai-ly a comparison ol
both persons and effects. The E. V. has much obscured
the force of this section by omitting the article thi-oughoul
before els, as also before iroAAoi.—P. S.]
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presented in the same light as just. It ia self-evi-

dent that the effect of the gospel is included in the
Becoud clause ; but from vers. 20 and 21 we must
Infer that it is presumed also in the first clause. It

is only through the gospel that this ideal general
judgment is brought to pass, by which all men are
presented and exposed as condemned sinners in con-
sequence of their connection with the sin of Adam
see John xvi.' 8, 9 ; comp. Ps. li. 5, 6). We are
uth prized by the language in maintaining that xa-
&uJtdvo) possesses here the full idea of setting down,
exhibiting, making to appear as what one is. [See
below.]

[Through the disobedience of the one man,
Sin rtjt; naqaxofii; Toii evo? avO^ionov.
The trespass, or fall, of Adam, to na^dnrM/ta, is

here definitely described as an act of disob.dience,

which is the mother of sin, as obedience to the Di-

vine will is the mother of virtue ; for disobedience

is essentially selfishness in actual exercise, the re-

bellion of the human will against the Divine, the false

self-assertion or independence in opposition to God,
to whom we owe life and all, and whose service is

true freedom.—P. S.]*

The many were constituted sinners [ a ^ a ^ -

r(tt).oi xaTf CTct^'T/ffavj.f Meyer: "Accord-
ing to ver. 12, they were, through Adam's disobe-

dience, actually placed in the category of sinners,

because they sinned in and with Adam's fall." This

is Augustinian dogmatics, but no exegesis warranted
by the context. [ ? see below.—P. S.] Tholuck :

Were made, became. In this sense, according to his

account, certain commentators have found the impu-
futio fm-ensis expressed ; others, a real becoming, in

which the element of spontaneity is included. On
the further complications which have arisen between
Eomish and Protestant commentators on the suppo-

sition of reallii becominr/, see Tholuck, p. 268. The
Tta^axori of Adam himself has certainly set forth

the many as sinners, but only because it has come
into the light of the law, and finally of the gospel,

and so far as it has now become clear : 1. As an

ethico-physical causality, but not as a purely physi-

cal fatality ; 2. So far as the offence of Adam has

become the clear type of the sinfulness and sin

of every man ; 3. So far as the judgment of the

finished revelation comprehends the many as in

one.

So by the obedience of one shall the many
be made (constituted) righteous [ o H t w e xal
Si>a t7J(; VTtaxoTJi; rov £V0(; dlxai,ot' xa-

raffTa&TjijovTOii ol ttoXXoI^. That is, not

merely by the death [the passive obedience] of

Christ, but also by the [active] obedience of His

* [Tholuck quotes here the quaint and pointed remark
of Luther ;

'* FToM setzt Adam seinen Zahn in einen -dp/el,

aher in Walirheit setzt er ihn in eifjen Stachel, wdclier ist das
gotiliche Gebot." Bengel says that irapa, in irapaKorj, very
appositely points out the principle of the initial step, whicn
ended in'Adam's fall, namely, the carelefisncf»s of his un-
derstanding and will, which simultaneously gave way ; as

the first step towards the capture of a city is remissness on
thfi part of the guards on watch.—P. S.]

t [Vulgate : peccaim'es constituti sunt. So also Calvin.

E. V. : were made sinners. Lange translates : als SUndRr
\erau?gesteHl wnrden sind, set forth, made to appear {in their

real character) as sinners. So also Ewald : ais S&nder dar^

festelU wurden. Meyer and Philippi : " ols Sunder hin-

ffegieUt, in die KaUgorie v(m S&ndem versetzt wurden," set

down in the rank, or category, of sinners. Alford (with De
Wette) : "were m/ide actual sinners hy practice, not, ' were
accounted as ' (Grotius, al.) ', nor * became by imputation '

(Beza, Bengel); nor *were proved to be' (Koppe, Reiche,
EtitaBOhe)."—P. 8.]

whole life, which was finished in His death.* But
why the future? Meyer: "It relates (correspond
ing to fSaai-Xnuaovai,) to the future revelation o.*

glory after the resurrection (Eeiche, Fritzsche, Ilof.

mann)." Tholuck also, together with Abelard, Coc
ceius, and others, refers the future to the final judg
ment. But the setting forth of believers as right
ecus extends from the beginning of the preaching
of the gospel through all subsequent time. Beza
properly observes, that the future denotes the con.

tinua vis justificandi ; and Grotius, Calov., Eiick-
ert, De Wette, and Philippi, regard it similarly as a
prcesens futuribile. Tholuck objects : Is not ob-
jective justification a single act? Certainly, but
only for individuals; but in the kingdom of God
these acts are repeated through all the future to the
end of the world.

[The interpretation of a^apTw/l.ot xaTiatdSti-
aav (passive Aor. I.) and dtzatot xataaraS-i]-
aoviav has been much embarrassed and obscured by
preconceived dogmatic theories. KaOiarijfn, (also

xa0(.(jTd(i> and xaOiCrrdva)) means : (1.) to set down,
to place (this would give good sense here : to be set

down in the rank of sinners ; but see below)
; (2.)

to appoint, to elect (this is inapplicable here, as it

would make God directly the autlior of sin)
; (3.) to

constitute, to cause to be, to make {reddere aliquem
aliquid) ; hence the passive : to be rendere:!, to be-

come ; (4.) to conduct, to accompany on a journey
(only once in the New Testament). Reiche has
spent much learning to establish a fifth meaning

:

to show, to exhibit ; but this is somewhat doubtful.

The verb occurs twenty-two times in the New Testa^

ment, three times only in Paul (twice here, and once
in Titus i. S). In sixteen of these cases (including

Titus i. 5) it clearly refers to oflicial appointment

,

in one it means, to accompany (Acts xvii. 15) ; in

the remaining five, viz., Rom. v. 19 (twice); Jantes

iii. 6 ;
iv, 4 ; 2 Peter i. 8, it is, ^o constitute, to ren-

der. So it is taken in this verse by nearly all the

recent commentator3.-[ But in what sense ? Figu.

ratively, or really ? Chrysostorn, and the Greek
commentators who did not believe in original sin,

started the figurative or metonymic interpretation,

which was subsequently more fully developed by the

Arminians and Soeinians (Grotius, Limborch, Wet-
stein, Socinus, Orell), and advocated also by Storr

and Flatt, of the school of the older German super-

naturalism, namely, that xarfardf)-7j(Tav d^ia^To}?.oi

means : they were only apparently made sinners, or

accounted, regarded, and treated as sinners

—

i. e., ex-

posed to the punishment of sin, without actually

being sinners.^ The same view has been strenu-

* [Meyer refers inroKorj, as the opposite of Adam's ira-

paKorj, speeifloally to the expiatory death of Christ, which

was KttT efoY^i', His obedience to the will of God ;
Phil. ii.

8. But Leohler, Hofmann, Stuart, Barnes, and others,

agree mth Lange.—P. S.]

t [Philippi doubts the meaning reddere, facere, m the

N. T., and insists upon the fundamental meaning (1.) to

set down, sisiere, cmst'dilere, hinsteUen, einse'zm, and tr:ins-

lal es : in die Kategnrie von SUndern gesetzt werden. But

alsn in this case the settinR down or the imputation must

be hasi-d on the fact that they really are sinuers, and so it

is taken by Philippi.—P. S.]
^. ~ , j,

i [Chrysoslom is generally set down as the nrst advo-

oate of this interpretation, but it should be remembered

that he puts the metonymy not in the verb nuTeirToSricriu',

but in the noun AfiapruAoi, which he makes to mean oh-

noxiotLS to punishment and condemned to death, icara-

Se6«a»-neVot Bavirw. He says that the Apostle designed

merely to state the fact, that all became mortal tbrougS

Adam, but not the why and wherefore. (,Hom. x. Tom,

ix
, p 523, ed., Bencd.) tt is imneoessary to prove thai
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ously iidrocated even by so sound and orthodox a

commentator as Dr. Hodge, but from the very oppo-

site Joctrinal standpoint, and in the interest of im-

mediate forensic imputationism. He takes zarf-

STd(yr](Tav, like ij/Liaiiror, ver. 12, in a purely legal

and forensic sense : they were regarded as sinners

Independently of, and antecedently to, their being
linners, simply on the ground uf the sin of Adam,
their federal representative ; as, on the other hand,

they are regarded as righteous solely on the ground
of Christ's righteousness, without any personal right-

eousness of their ovTn.* This interpretation, though
less artificial than the corresponding passive render-
ing of 7jiAaQTov, ver. 12, is not supported by a sin-

gle passage of the New Testament where y.aSicTijfAi

ocL-urs, and conflicts with the connection. For ver.

19 gives the reason (yd^) for the statement in ver.

18, why "judgment came upon all men to condem-
nation," and it would be sheer tautology to say

:

they were condemned because "they were regard-
ed and treated as sinners." The phrase, then, can
be taken only in the real sense, like ij/.ia(jrov in ver.

a^apTwAos, in the N. T., means a real sinner, and nothing
else. Grotius explains Rom. v. 19 :

" Here again is a me-
toiijTny. They were so treated as though they had actu-
ally sinned; that is, they were subject to dealh. So the
word 'sinner' is used in 1 Kings i. 21, and elsewhere." So
also Whitby, one of the best English commentatorB of the
AlTninian school.—P. S.J

* [Dr. Hodge, though otherwise a strict Calvinist, re-
jects the realistic Augustinian view of a fall of the whole
race in Adam, and yet makes all the descendants of Adam
legally responsible for hia fall. To mainlain this ground
of an exclusively forensic imputation, he must resort to
this forced interpretation of ij/u.apToi' and rcaTe(rrae?icriiv.
" KaflicTTr,^'.," he 8:iya (p. 271), "never (!) in the N. T.
means to wake, in the sense of effecting or causing a per-
son or thing lo he in its character or niiture other than it
was before. KaffLrrTavai TLva AfiaprtiiKoi' does not mean, to
make one sinful, but to set him down as such, to regard or
appomt him to be of that class." [Tu regard, and to ap-
pninl are two very ditferent things.—P. S.] " Thus, when
Christ IS said to have been ' constituted the Son of God,'
He was not made Son, but declared to be such." [But in
this passage, Rom. i. 4, opio-Wwos is used, not KaratrTa-
(ei/Tos, and even that means more than declared: see Text-
ual Me 5 on p. 56.] " ' Who constituted thee a ruler or
ludape''— I. e.. Who appoinled thee to that office? So,Whim his lord made ruler.' " [These two passaaes. Matt.
XXIV. 45

;
Acts Tii. 35, imply that neither was a ruler before

being appointed, and they would lose their force, were we
to substitute regarded for comtituted.] "When, therefore
*he Apostle says that the many were constituted UaTeaTai-
li>)trw) sinners by the disobedience of Adam, it cannot
me.T,n that the many thereby were rendered sinful, but
that his disobedience was the gi-ound of their being placed
in the category of sinners. It cou«tituted a good and suffi-
cient reason for so regarding and treating them. The same
remark applies, of course, to the other clause of this verse •

Si/iaioi Kti.Taara.»rivovTa.t. oi ttoMoi. This cannot mean, that
by the obedience of one the many shaU be made holv It
e-cn only mean, that the obedience of Christ was the ground
on which the many are to be placed in the categorr of the
righteous— I. e., shall be so regarded and treated, it is not
oirr per,-<onal righteousness which makes us righteous but
the imputation of the obedience of Ohi-ist. And the .sensem which we are here declared to be sinners, is not that we
are such personally (which indeed is true), but hy the im-
putation of Adam's disobedience." With the same assur-
ance, as m ver. 12 (see p. 178), Dr. Hodge claims that this
dogmatic crsegesis is the obvious grammatical meaning
of the pessage, " adopted by commentators of every class
as to theologioal opinion." Of all respectable modem enm-
mentators, Philippi (a high-church Lutheran) is the only
one who apparentlij favors it by pressing the meaning to
t'J doTon, as distinct from redJere, facers, but he does so in
the realistic Augustinian sense, which he expressly rindi-
oatea in the interpretation of fifiaproi' (see p. 178) De
Wette calls the Socinian interpretation of icaTno-ToSinrav
faUe, and Meyer insists that the verb means, "die mirk-
VicM Binsetzung in den Swndersland, wodurch sie zu S&n-
aerr. THATSACHLiCH OKWOttnEN BIND, peccatores consfilvM
sunt

: and he (juotes James iv. 4 ; 2 Peter i. 8 ; Heb. v 1 •

fui 3; where the metonymlo sense is impossible.—P S '] '

12. It means : they were made sinners either bj

virtual participation in the fall of Adam, or by actua,

practice, by repeating, as it were, the iall of Adam
in their sinful conduct. Both interpretations art

perfectly grammatical, and do not exclude each
other. Even if the verb under consideration, in

the passive, could be made out to mean: to bt

exhibited^ to appear (y.aTfiTTdS-tjiTay =z E<f'avf^oh

Sijaav, see Wetstein, Eeiclie, Fritzsche), it alwayl
presupposes actual being: they were made to ap.

pear in tlieir true character as sinners, or what
tliey really were.* Comp. Lange above. -j- This ia

very different from : they were regarded and treated
as sinners, without being such. Tlie metonymic in.

terpretation confounds the effect with the cause, or
reverses the proper order that death follows sin.

We are regarded and treated as sinners because wo
are sinners in fact and by practice. So, on the other
hand, SUaioi. xaraaraD-TJcrovrai, is more tlian the
declaratory duyMmS-^aov-rat; and means, that by
Christ's merits we shall be actually made righteous
and appear as such before His judgment seat. It
denotes the righteousness of life, as a consequence
of justification by faith (comp. ik Si,r.almmv tor^s,
ver. 18). Luther says: " Wie Adam's SUnde unsere
EiGENE geworden ist, also auch C/iristi Qerechtig.
keitj " as Adam's sin has become our ovm, so also
Christ's righteousness. Calvin correctly translates:
" peccatores cunstituti sunt, . . . jiisti cottstitiierUur,"
and remarks in loc. : " Unde sequitur, jxtstitioe quaiU
tatem esse in Christo : sed nobis acceptum ferri,
q-iwd illi proprium est." David Parens, one of the
ablest among the older Reformed commentators, ex-
plains rftxKioi. y.ara<TT. : " mulio plus est, quant
jxistificabuntur. h^am justificari est a condemna-
Hone absolvi justitia imputata ; justvm constitui est

etiam justitia habiiuali sanctificari, hoc est, simid
jmtificationis et sanctificationis beneficium complec-
titur." Bengel in loc: "Apostolus talem jusio-
rum OONSTITUTIONEM videtiir prmdicare, qtwe jus-
tificationis actum subsequaiur, et verbo inteniri
includiiur (Phil. iii. 9

;
coll. Gal. ii. 17)

; " i. e., the
Apostle seems to set forth such a constituting of
men as righteous, as may follow upon the act of
justification, and as is included in the expression,
bring found. Alford : " be made righteous, not by
imputation merely, anymore than in the other case;
but, ' shall be made really and actually righteous, as
completely so as the others were made really and
actually sinners.' When we say that man has no
righteousness of his own, we speak of him as out of
Christ: but in Christ, and united to Him, he ia
made righteous, not by a fiction or imputation only
0. Ohrist's righteousness, but by a real and living
spiritual union with a righteous head, as a righteous
member, righteous by means of, as an effect of, the
righteousness of that head, but not merely right-
eous by transference of the righteousness of that
head

;
just as, in his natural state, he is united to a

sinful head as a sinful member, sinful by means o^

niW^S^^'n^rf'.";
^^'

•

'.'f°
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U an effect of, the sinfulness of that head, but not
merely by transference of the sinfulness of that

head."—P. SJ

On the question raised by Tholuck, and others,

whether this passage does not lead to the doctrine of

the aTtoxardaraaot;, see Doct. and Ethical, No. 12.

[The inference of a universal salvation from this

verse, as also from ver. 15 (fji; lo'vi; TioXXovt;
im^iasfvafv) and 18 (lii; navtai; mid^diTzom; ft:;

SMaiuian/v itnijii), is very plausible on the surface,

and might be made quite strong if this section could

be isolated from the rest of Paul's teaching on the

terms of salvation. The same difficulty is presented

in 1 Cor. XV. 22 :
" As in Adam all die (navza;

oi,7ti)Sv>iaxov(!i/ii), so in Christ shall all be made alive

{navTiii ioioTioi.ti&i^aov'Tai,)." It has been urged by
some that the apocatastasis is implied partly in the

indicative future, xataaraSiiaovTat and uonoi-riOfi-

qovrai,, but especially in the fact that, as navrii;, all,

»nd ot noklol, the many* are confessedly unlimited

in the first clause, we have no right to limit them in

the second clause. (The advocates of eternal pun-
ishment forcibly derive the same argument for their

doctrine from the double ain'moq, Matt. xxv. 46).

The popular explanation that ndvriq and oi noklol
meauK, in one case, Adam's natural seed (ot d/nafj-

X(i)!.oi), in the other, Christ's spiritual seed {i. «., oi

nuTtniovrK;), though true as to practical result, fails

to do justice to the superabundance of God's grace

over nian's sin. Paul unquestionably teaches em-
phatically the universal sufficiency of the gospel sal-

vation, without any restrictions which might break
the force of the parallel between Adam and Christ, f
All men are capable of salvation, or salvable {erlos-

har), which must by all means be maintained against

Mauichasism and fatalism. If any are ultimately lost,

it is not from metaphysical or constitutional inability,

nor from any defect in Christ's atonement, which is

of infinite value in itself, and was made for the sins

of the whole world (1 John ii.2), nor from any un-

willingness on the part of God, who, according to

His benevolent purpose, wiU have aU men to be saved,

and to come unto the knowledge of the truth (1 Tim.
ii. 4 ; comp. iv. 10 ; 2 Peter iii. 9). But we must
malce ii distinction between the objective svfficiency

and the subjective efficacy of Christ's atonement, be-

tween the possibility and the actuality of a universal

• salvation. All men may be saved, since abundant
provision has been made to that end, and under this

yiew we must approach even the worst sinner ; but

which, and how many, will be saved, is a question

pf the future which God only knows. From the

great stress which Paul lays in this passage on the

superabundance of grace which greatly exceeds the

* [The E. V. baa mucli obscured the meaning by omit-
ting the article before many, as if it were antithetical to

iome., while the many are opposed to tke one, 6 els.—P. S.]

t [According to Eothe, 1. c. p. 155, Paul meant to sug-
gest the idea of the possihiliiy of the ultimate salvation of
all men, but no more. *' Vollig behtimmt und tjnzwei-
i>BTiTiQ WILL der Apostel NOB dU re.ale Mogliclikeit der Be-
tuligung Alter durcfi Christi SiKattafxa l ussagen ; atlein da-
ei'wiLL er dock zugleich mit vollig iewitssteb Aesicht
(und er erreicht diese Ahsicht durck das yap etnerseiis und
uwch das zweim-alige. ot voWoi andreneiis), in dem Lesejr

(fie BESTIHKTE Vekmuthung erregp.n, dass atich die ge-
tchichiliche. Verwirklichung jener realen Moglichkeit von thm
Kitgemeint seiu mSga ; aber auch eben ncr alb Yeemuth-
rKQ, die er durchaus nicht soil aus dem Gehiet der blossen

WahrscheinlicUkeit in dae der Evidenz hiv^erziehen kon-
n^n, Gewiss, die meisterliche Kunst in der Durchfuhrwng
liner no fun niiancirten Intertiion ist wohl zu bewumUm*''
-V. S.)

evils of the fall, we have a right to infer that by fai
the greater part of the race will ultknately be saved,
especially if we take into consideration that the hall
of mankind die in infancy before having committed
actual transgression, and that, in the days of millen.
nial glory, the knowledge of Christ will cover th«
earth. It is a truly liberal and noble sentiment of
Dr. Hodge when he says (p. 2*79): "We have reason
to believe that the lost shall bear to the sx-ved no
greater proportion than the inmates of a prison da
to the mass of the community." But from all oui
present observation, as well as from the word of God
(comp. Matt. vii. 13, 14), we know that many, very
many—yea, the vast majority of adults even in Chris,
tian lands—walk on the broad path to perdition, al.

though they may yet be rescued in the last moment.
Paul himself speaks of the everlasting pmiishment of
those who obey not the gospel of Christ (2 Thess. i.

9), and teaches a resurrection of the unjust as well aa

of tlie just (Acts xxiv. 16). We know, moreover, that
none can be saved except by faith, which is God's
own express condition. For salvation is a moral,
not a mechanical process, and requires the free as-

sent of our will. Now Paul everywhere presents
faith as the subjective condition of justification

;

and in ver. 17 he expressly says, that those who
receive {kafi^dvomt;) the abundance of the grace

and of the gift of righteousness, shall reign in life

by the one, Jesus Christ. He contrasts the whole
generation of Adam and the whole generation of

Christ, and, as the one die in consequence of their

participation in Adam's sin, so the other shall bo
made alive by virtue and on condition of their union
with Christ's rigliteousness. In Gal. iii. 22 he states

the case beyond the possibility of mistake :
" The

Scripture hath concluded all (rd ndvTo) under sin,

that the promise by faith of Jesus Christ miglit be
given to them that believe (rotf 7Ti,arfvovai.v)."-—

tfniversalism must assume a second probation after

death even for those who lived in Christian lands,

with every opportunity of saving their soul. But
such an assumption is contrary to Gal. vi. 7, S, and
the whole practical tenor of the Bible, and is in

itself untenable and illusive. A new trial, instead

of improving, would greatly lessen the chance of

building up a good character. For as it is impossi-

ble, without a new creation, to return to the moth-

er's womb and live the old life over again, the sec
ond trial would have to commence where the first

left off—that is, with a dismal outfit of neglected

opportunities, broken vows, sad reminiscences, abused

faculties, bad habits, and in the corrupting company
of moral bankrupts, with every prospect of a worse

failure and a more certain ruin. God wisely and

mercifully gave to men but one state of probation,

and those who improved it best, would shrink most

from running the risk of a second.—P. S.]

THIKD PiEAGEAPH (VEES. 20, 21).

Horn the law is designed to bring about directly thii

process of the development of sin, in order alx

to bring about indirectly the revelaiicr.i cf grace,

Ver. 20. But the law. [IVonov Si, x.r.k

The Mosaic law is meant, though the article is want

ing, as is often the case where there can be no mis.

take. ^P. S.] The Apostle now cannot avoid to

state the relation of the law or of Moses to this an.

tithesia—Adam and Christ—especially since he hai
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already intimated this relation in ver. 13. Grotius

thought the following discussion induced by an ob-

jection. But chaps. Ti. and vii. .show that Paul could

not avoid to answer this question.—Came in be-
tween [zwischejiein^ parenthetically^ as it were]

TtaQfialjl&iv. Not besides, iliercto (Meyer);*
nor subintravH (Vulg.) ; -j- nor incidentally, suhovdv-

nately [uebensdclilich, Eothe,| Tholuck [Eeiche, Phi-

lippi], and others [contrary to the pedagogic mission

of the law ; iii. 20 ; Gal. iv. 24] ). The coming to,

in addition to, lies in the naqct \ the coming into, in

the nq. Therefore, properly to enter between, to

come between [Adam and Christ] (Theodoret, Calvin,

Luther [Estius,§ Grotius, Usteri, ISwald], &e.), which
Meyer opposes without warrant. The reference to

the position of Moses between Adam and Christ may,
indeed, be only an intimation ; but to say that sin

merely supervened in addition to sin (Beza, De
Wette, &c.), is not satisfactory, because the question
in the foregoing is not concerning sin alone, but the

antithesis of sin and grace. Tholuclc concludes in-

correctly from this consideration, that the law is

ch.iracterized as an incidental factor. The law inci-

dental ? (Chrysostom [Theopliylact, Cornelius a
Lapide, without any foundation], have understood
na^d as denoting obiter, ad tempus). The Apostle
has evidently the idea of an ethico-chemical process.
The law had to enter into the process of the devel-
opment of sin, in order to force it to a crisis. [01s-
hausen :

" Paul regards the law as a salutary medi-
cine, which forces the disease that rages in the in-

ward, nobler parts, to the surface." So also De
Wette and Rothe.—P. S.]

That the fall might multiply [iVa ;r;.fo-
fciffi] TO Tia^aTiTiii/ia; Lange : damii der SUn-
denfall volliger werde (ersclieine)

; Alford : in order
that the trespass might multiply. The Apostle uses
naijdmio/ia here (not na^an:T:o'}fiara, nor a/iaij-
tla), because the law does not aim to multiply sin
as such, but to make it appear and to reveal it to
the conscience as a Tiapdnriti/ioi—i. e., a transgres-
sion of the positive will of God ; camp. iii. 20 ; iv.

15 ;
vii. 1 ; and Rothe, p. 167.—P. S.]. The bold-

ness of this thought has troubled the commentators.
It is indeed not satisfactory to alleviate it by sup-
posing that the law is intended merely to enhance
the knowledge of sin (Grotius, Baur, and others)

;

but this is one important element of its mis.sion (see
chap, vii.), and must not be rejected, with Meyer, as
false. To explain IVa of the consequence or result

* [As n-posere'S)), Gal. iii. 19. Beza ; prseleraa inirniU,
Bupervened, came in the w:iy of addition. Meyer ; rs kam
nock dantben tin., viz.., in addition to slq, which' had already
entered into the wond, ver. 12. Similarly Afford: ''came
in besides the fact of the many being made sinners, and as
a transition-point to the other result." Hodge : The law
was superinduced on a plan already laid, and tor a subordi-
nate (?) althouiih necessary purpose.—P. S.]

t [The idea of seci-esy, or surrepUtiotis entrance, is not
necessartty implied in irapd (comp. rrapeia-ayui, Trap^iaSvoj,
irapeicr^epw), and must be either derived from the cimtext
as in Gal. ii. 4 (the only passage in the New Testament
where the verb occurs besides our own), or be expressed by
AaSpo. In our passage such an idea would bo inconsistent
witti tlte holy character of the law, the solemn manner of
its promulgation, and the Apostlo's reverence for it (Bom
vii. 12 if.). From Meyer.—P. S.]

I [Rothe, p. 158, translates : ncbenbei zwischenein gi-
kommp.n, it came in incidentally bilween. He thus combines
the idea of tlie incidental coming in of the law with that of
iis medial position between Adam and Christ. So 01a-
fcausan : " In dcm TrapeiaijKdev ist sowohl das iniUen inne
Treten, als audi das Brildafige, niclit absolut Nothwendige
iessilben angedeulcL"—'P. S,]

_ S ."Estius : " L<x, prohibens peccatam, medio tempore
wte7 Adam et Qhrislum subingressa e5i."—P. S.]

(merely ixfiarixon;, with Chrysostom [oi'ix airtoi^

yiaq, a/l/l' ix^daoot; ; Estius : " non finalem caugam

denotat, sed eventum."—?. S.], Koppe, Eeiche [St»

art, Barnes] ), is likewise unsatisfactory
;

yet th«

Apostle has certainly inferred from the result tht

design and intention in the 'iva* Gal. iii. 19 doej

not serve as an elucidation of this passage, as Meyei
would have it ; and Rom. vii. 14 proves that, by tha

law, the knowledge of sin comes ; while 1 Tim. i. 9
shows that the law constitutes a weapon against the

ungodly. Reiche has called the telle constructioii

blasphemous ; in reply to which, comp. Meyer [p,
224]. He properly remarks, that sin had to reach

its culminating point, where it will be outdone by
grace. Only this culminating point should not bo
merely objective, but subjective also, in accordance
with the sentence quoted from Augustine, on Ps.
cii. : ''Non crudeliter hoc fecit Deus, sed consilit

viedicin(B ; . . . augetur morbus, crescit Tnaliiia^

guwritur medicus et totum sanatur." It is a fact

both that the misunderstood law, according to God'a
decree, induced the crucifixion of Christ—the climax
of the world's guilt—and that the same law, well

understood, prepared the way for the saving faith

of the New Testament. For this reason there is

truth in Rothe's explanation : All sin should ever
stand out more complete under the form of the
7ia(id7iTm/.ia. Tholuck also takes ground with Ols-
hausen, De Wette, and Neander, in favor of the
telle rendering. Reasons: 1. Nitimur in vetitum

;

2. Thomas :
" When the passions dare not manifest

themselves, they become more intense." Does this

apply here ? Sin, even in the form of anti-Chris-
tianity, undoubtedly becomes more intense in oppo-
sition to the gospel, but still this is mostly ecbatio
consequence ; 3. Luther : The accusing and con-
demning law awakens enmity to God. For this rea-

son, Judaism, like all fanaticism, is angry at God.
It is a prime consideration that here the law is spe-
ciiically understood as the law of the letter, as de-
signed to finish, both objectively and subjectively,
the sinful process of the old world. Therefore the
second ha in ver. 21, as Tholuck well remarks,
takes the sting from the first. [In other words, the
first (Va indicates the mediate, the second iva. the
ultimate end and purpose.—P. S.] Philippi under-
stands by nafjanrmfio, merely the Tia^aTir. of
Adam inhering in sinners. But it denotes here
rather the completion of the fall of humanity itself.

But where sin multiplied [a I rfj inXii'
vatTiv ij a^a^Tta]. Where it was completed,
came to full revelation. It is very strange that
Rothe regards the head of the whole deduction from
ov S's to x"'R'^ as parenthetical. Ol is not tempo-
ral (Grotius [De Wette, Fritzsche, Stolting] ), but
spacial (Meyer, Tholuck)—perhaps both ; time being
considered as an expansion—[Grace exceedingly
abounded (not, much more, E. V.), viriQini
giaamafv ^ ;>'aiJi.s]. iiniq f7CfQi.(s<! iviii
[supra modum redundavit] is superlative [not com.
parative; comp. {mi^7i!.iomi:o), iiTCffinxcu,), vmq-
infoM, vTif^Uav]

; (2 Cor. vii. 4 [the same verbTi
1 Tim. i. 14 ; Mark vii. 37 ; 2 Thess. i. 3).

Ver 21. That, as sin reigned in [not unto,K v.; Lange, mitidst, by means o/] death ['iva,

T,JA^''^T\
'^^°

"v*
philological purist even to ooflasionalpedantry, takes ii-a here, and everywhere, TeAiKio aid thul

Alford hkewiee insists on the uniform telle meanihg of Iva.

not the uUimaU design, ts in ver. 21.—P. S.]
"'ea'"^
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eaniQ ifiaa ilivaiv fj a/iagrla Iv tm
&ardrfj). The second Xva indicates the more re-

mote and ultimate purpose of the coming in of the
law, as the first iva, ver. 20, denotes its nearer and
mediate aim and effect ; the increase of sin served
merely as a means for the triumphant and eternal
reign of grace. Hodge :

" The design of God in
permitting sin, and in allowing it to abound, was to
bring good out of evil ; to malse it the occasion of
the most wonderful display of His glory and grace,
so that the benefits of redemption should infinitely

transcend the evils of the apostasy."—P. S.] As
Bin wrought death, so again did death work sin (see
Heb. ii. 14). But here the priority in the flaaikda
is ascribed to sin. It reigned [aor., the historic

past]. It reigns no more, h before Savdri;) is

not a substitute for hi; (Beza, and others). Meyer
opposes also the explanation : by death (Tholuek,
Philippi). Death denotes the sphere of the domin-
ion of sin. But death is also the medium of the
reign of sin ; see the antithesis, iSm <%xai,oaiivti<;.

So also grace may reigu, &c. [oii-cwi; xat
V /«?'^' /JafftAf uo-jj, x.r.X.} The law would
thus bring to pass the' dominion of grace ; and it

now reigns in reality. The material medium is

righteousness unto (leading to) life eternal j the
personal medium is Jesus Ohnst our Lord

f
and

both are identical. The Si,x., and not the i^oiij, is

named as the medium of the dominion of grace, be-

cause the Cf'ytj aioWt.oti is the goal. The righteous-

ness of faith and the righteousness of life are com-
prised here in the idea of the d'ix. (jSaathiitrT] is

aorist, not future. Meyer against Reiche, see bol.

iii. 4.)

[The last word in this section is, Jesus Christ
our Lord, the one glorious solution of the Adamic
fall and the dark problem of sin. Adam disappears,

and Christ alone remains master of the field of bat-

tle, having slain the tyrants. Sin and Death. Forbes
concludes his notes on Rom. v. 12-21 with the ex-

clamation (p. 257) : " Who can rise from the study

and contemplation of this wondrous passage, full of

such profound views and pregnant meanings, with

all its variously complicated yet beautifully discrimi-

nated relations and interlacements of members and
thoughts, without an overpowering admiration and
irresistible conviction of the superhuman wisdom
that must have dictated its minutest details !

"

—

P. S.1

DOCTEINAL AlO) ETHICAL.

g~JTEEATUBE ON THE DOCTRINAL QUESTIONS INVOLVED
OM. V. 12-21.—The authoritative Creed statements on

anthropology and hamartiology from the Synod of Orange,
A. D. 529 (comp. my Church Bist., vol. jli. pp. 866 ff.) to
the WeBtminster Assembly, 1643. To these may be added
two qnasi-creeds of sectional and temporary authority,
drawn up in the interest of immediate impntationism, viz.,

the decree of the French Reformed Synod of Charenton,
1645 (" Decreium Syrwdi nationalis EccLesiarum ReformalQ'
rum Qallite A. D. 1645 de imputaiione primi peccaii omnibus
Adiimi posieris, cum ecclesiarum et doctorum proiestantium
consensu^ ex scHptis eorum ab Andeea Htveto collecto" iu

the Opera Theol, of A. Rivet, Roterod. 1660, torn. iii. pp.
798-8i7); and the Formula consensus Helvetica, 1675 (in

NiEMETER's Colleclio Confess. Reform,.^ pp. 720-739). Comp.,
in part, WlKEn's Comparatitye SymboWk-, pp. 53 ff., where
the principal passages from the symholioal books are col-

lected. —The numerous works of Atjoustinb against Pelagius
and Julian of Eclannm. Anselm, De conceptu virginaii et

«ri^. peccato. Rivet, Theses theologies de peccato originis
{Opera, torn. iii. pp. 804 sqq.) Pi-esident Ejdwakds, On
Original Sin ( Wm-les, vol. ii. 303-.^83.) Jul. Mulleb, The
Christian Doctrine of Sin (the most exhaustive work on the
subject, now accessible also to the English reader in an
Intelligible translation, from thfi 5th German edition, by

S?^'^-,?'^''''''''
Edinb., 1868). Ebhakd, Chrisll. Dogmb

ni,&^^\]:A^B- ^oL 5' •Ei'c''™- und Dogmen-GachichU
(1866), II. 504 It., 538 If. Heppe, Dogmatik der evano. re-
Jarm. Kirche aus den QueVen (1861), pp. 204 fC Ohb. Hodoi
(Princeton), Theol. Sssays, New York, 1816, M"os. vi.-viii.
on Imputation, pp. 128C ; in Princeton Jtev. lor April, 1860
pp. 335 ff., and i-evised edition of Romans (1864), pp. 279-284
Ahchibalb Alex. Hodge (Alleghany), Outlines of Theology,
New York, 1860, chap, xvi., pp. 230-246. E, W. Lakdis, sev-'
eriil articles in the Danville Review, from Sept. 1861 to Deo.
1862. Shedd, Bislory of Christian Doctrine (1863), ii. 162 ft
(and essay on Original Siti, in his " Discourses and Essays,*'
pp. 218-27

1
). Sam. J. Baied, The First Adam and the Second.

The Elohim Revealed in tlte Creation and Redemption of Man,
Philad., 1860, pp. 11-50, 805 ff., 410 £F., 474 tf. G. P. Fisheb|
TJie Auguslmian and the Federal Theories of Original Sin
compared, in the New JEnglander for 1868, pp. 468 ff.—P. S.J

1. On the internal connection of the section, as
well as its organic relations to what precedes and
follows, compare the inscription and the introductory
foundation of the Exeg. Notes.

[2. Historical Statements on the differeni
Theories of Original Sin and Imputation.—The
Apostle clearly teaches, and our rehgious experience
daily confirms, the fact of the universal dominion of
sin and death over the human race, which dominion
goes back in unbroken line to our first parents

;

as, on the other hand, the power and principle of
righteousness and life go back to Jesus Christ, the
second Adam. Sin existed before Christianity, aa

disease existed before the science and art of heal-

ing ; and, however explained, the stubborn, terrible

fact remains. It is alhimportant, as we stated in the

introductory remarks, to distinguish clearly between
the fact itself and the different modes of explana-
tion, or between the primitive truths of the Bible
and the after-thoughts of human philosophy and the-

ology. Here lies the reason why Christian men,
holding very divergent views on the why and where-
fore, or the rationale of Scripture truths, may yet
in their inmost heart and religious experience be
agreed. The commentators have so far dwelt main-
ly on the negative clause of Paul's parallelism, viz.,

the propagation of sin and death from Adam ; but he
lays the chief stress upon the positive clause, the

antitype, and the life-union of the justified believer

with Christ, which prepares the way for chap. vi.

The following are the principal theories on this

subject

:

(1.) The PANTHEISTIC and necessitarian theory

regards sin as an essentia! attribute (a limitation) of

the finite, and a necessary stage in the development
of character ; it consequently destroys the radical

antagonism between good and evil, and places itself

outside of the Christian system. Where there is no
real sin, there is no room for redemption.

(2.) The Pelagian heresy denies original sin,

and resolves the fall of Adam into an isolated and

comparatively trivial childish act of disobedience,

which indeed set a bad example, but left his charac-

ter and moral faculties essentially unimpaired, so

that every child is born into the world as innocent

and perfect, though as fallible, as Adam was created.

It offers no explanation of the undeniable fact of

the universal dominion of sin, which embraces every

human being with the one solitary exception of Jesus

of Nazareth. It rests on an atomistic anthropology

and hamartiology, and is as anti-scriptural as the op-

posite extreme of pantheism. Sociiiianism, Unita.

rianism, and Rationalism Ukewise deny origmal sin

and guilt in the proper sense of the term.

(3.) The assumption of a pre-Adamio fall of

all men, either in time

—

i. e., in a state of individua.

preexistence of the soul prior to its connection wit!
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the body (aa Origeu held it), or timeless and tran-

ecendental (so Dr. Jul. Miiller ; ein w^tsserzeitlicher

Urzmtand und Ur/all). Tbis is a mere hypothesis,

without support in human consciousness, and incon-

eistent with the plain sense of Rom. v. 12, which, in

harmony with Gen. iii., derives sin from the one his-

torical Adam.
(4.) The AuGUSTiNiAN or realistic theory of a

real though impersonal and unconscious participa-

tion of the whole human race in the fall of Adam,
as their natural head, who by his individual trans-

gression vitiated the generic human nature, and
transmitted it in this corrupt and guilty state to his

descendants by physical generation. As an individ-

ual act, Adam's sin and guilt was his own exclusive-

ly, and is not transferable to any other individual

;

but as the act of mankind in their collective, undis-

tributed, and uniudividualized form of existence, it

was, virtually or potentially, the act of all who were
germinally or seminally contained in their first pa-

rent, as Levi was in the loins of Abraham (Heb. vii.

9, 10). I^ersoTia corrumpit nafurmn, naiura cor-

rumpit personam. In other words : Adam's indi-

vidual transgression resulted in a sinful nature

;

while, in the case of his descendants, the sinful na-
ture or depraved will results in individual transgres-
sions. See the passages from Augustine quoted on
p. 178, third foot-note. His view rests on his deep
religious experience and his interpretation of Rom.
v., but it presupposes, as a necessary prerequisite,
the original organic unity of the human race, a dis-

tinction between person and nature (which must be
made also ni the doctrine of the Trinity and the In-
carnation), and may be philosophically supported by
the Platonico-Aristotelian realism concerning the
doctrine of the general conceptions, as the original
types of individual things.

This realistic view of the fall of the race in Adam
became the orthodox doctrine of the Latin Church.
It was defended by the great schoolmen, Anselm,
Peter the Lombard, Thomas Aquuias, &c. (yet with
a material modification of Augustine's conception of
original sin and guilt, which scholastic theology made
to consist only in the loss of original righteousness

;

viewing it more as a negative state of privation than
as positive corruption). It was even more earnestly
and vigorously maintained by the Reformers, both
Lutheran and Oalvinistic (who advocated afresh the
Augustinian view of hereditary sin and guilt in all

its severity). The various writings of Luther, Me-
lanchthon, Calvin, and the symbolical books of the
sixteenth century, abound with quotations and remi-
niscences from Augustine on the doctrines of Siu
»nd Grace.

But within the Augustinian system different
fiews of imputation were developed, especially in
the Reformed Church :

_
(a.) Imputation, immediate and mediate* con-

joined and inseparable. This makes the guilt of
Adam's first sin imputed, and the guilt of inherent
depravity inseparable and conditional to one another.
Both kinds of imputation are held in fact ; but the
distinction was not made before the seventeenth
century. Participation is assumed aa the ground

* [The terminology immediate or antecedent, and medi-
ate or conseqwnt imputation, iB traced by Turretin ilnstit
Pars I. p. 656, Locus IX. de peccato, Qu. X.) to Josliua d'e
la Placo, of SaumuTO (1598-1655), who was charged with in-
vraiting It to evade the force of the synodioal decision of
Oharenton, 1646. Augustine and the Eeformers did not
use It, and hence there has been some dispute aa to the Bide
&& waich to place them.]

of imputation. Nati e corruption la Itself sin, taj
likewise punishment for gui't incurred in Adim'g

sin. Hereditary guilt coexiits with hereditary sui

;

man is condemned, both on account of the act ol

disobedience which he committed in the loins ol

Adam, and for hereditary depravity.

Here we must distinguish again a minor differ-

ence relating to the order of the two kinds of im
putation

:

(aa.) Some put immediate imputation before m»-
diate in the order of things. So Augustine and
his strict followers in the Catholic Church, and
the Calvinists of the Montauban school, David Pa-
rens, Andrew Rivet,* the elder Turretin,f and Hei-
degger

; I—with this diiference, that the Dutch and
French Calvinists of the seventeenth century com-
bined, with the Augustinian theory of participation,

the federal theory of representation (see below, No.
B) ; and, while still holding to both kinds of impu-
tation, they laid the chief stress upon immediate im»
putation—thus preparing the way for exclusive im-
mediate imputationism.

[bb.) Others give mediate unputation, or the im-
putation of inherent depravity, the logical priority,

so that Adam's sin is imputed to us only because it

becomes our own by propagation (to which some
add, by actual transgression). Here belong, in all

probability, Anselm among the schoolmen,§ Calvin,)

* [In opposition to Placaeus, and in vindication of the
decree of the Synod of Charenton, the distinguished Pro-
fessor Rivet, of Leyden, made a collection of passages on
imputation from the Reformed and Lutheran ConfessionB,
and prominent divines, as Calvin, Beza, Bullinger, "WohF-
gang Muscuius, Viret, Bucanus, Peter Martyr, WoUeb,
"Wliittaker, Davenant, ZancMus, Olevianus, Ursinus, Pa-
rens, Piscator, L. Crocius, Meianchthon, Chemnitz, Hun-
nius, and many others (including also Roman Catholics).
But these testunonies are to a great extent general, and
make no distinction between immediate and mediate impu-
tation. The collection of Rivet is translated in part in the
I'rincelon Revievi, vol. ri (1839), pp. 553-579.]

f [Turretin (1. o. Pars I. p. 657) defines imputation thus

:

"Imputatio vel est ees alienee, vel r-Rotiax. AUquandc
imputaiur nobis id quod nostrum est personaliter, quo sensu
Deus imputat peccata pcccaloribus, quos propter propria
crimina punit, el in bonis dicitur zelus Phinese illi imputa-
tus ad justitiam (Ps. cvi. 31) ; altquando iwputatur id quod
est EXTRA Nos, nec a nobis est prmtitum, quomodo justitia
Chrisli dicitur nobis impuiari, et peccata nostra ipsi impu-
tantur, licet nec ipse peccatum in se liabeai, nec nos justi-
tiam.^^l

t [The Formula consensus Helvetica, a strongly partisan
theological Confession, drawn up in 1675 by Heidegger ol
Zurich, at the solicitation of Turretin of Geneva, and Gem-
IcT of Basel, in opposition purtiy to the mediite impnta.
tionism of La Place, asserts that the imputatio culpse is not
the consequence, but the cause of the propagatio vitiosila-

P 21 corruptio hereditaria, and condemns the doctrine
of those who "sub impuiationis medialie et consequentit
nxmine, non imputationem dunlaxat primi pcccati toUujii,
sexi hp.reditarne el.iam corruptionis asserlionem gravi periculo
ob]icmnt." Aits. x.-xii. (in Niemeyer's ColUci., p. 738).The same Contession teaches also a limited atonement, and
verbal, even punctual inspiration; but it soon lost all au-
tnonty. Jibrard (Kirchen- und Dogmengeschichte, iii. p.
566) calls It, rather too severely, the " ridiculous after-birfll
01 a symbolical book.*']

% [Anselm {De cone, virg., c. 7) says we are not con-demned because "we ourselves sinned in Adam, as we didnot yet, exist, but because we were to descend from him
(serf quia de illo fuluri eramus) "]

sin npA^.i^i^'.rt
?°°-''-

"'.'I"
" "^^^ ^f" condemned for the

o?the^f„Tf »J^ S Imputation alone, as if the punishment
01 the sm of anothei were exacted of us ( neccato Adit nor
Tier solnm. i',»^,iinf-;r.^.,... ,7 .

^I'^ccaio .Aa« nm.per solam imputationem damnamur,_ acsi alieni peccati ex-

teli^lnr'7.^'"^^ ^f "» ^-"- 5tr;n;'i hme^t becau^

luilt of i.^^S' r'f^'^i^'^i™' •^ "^=i bound wi'ttth.

Seum\ " T-fi ,1,
^riiquitatrs realu obslrincitur apudDeum-). He then goes on to say, that we areln a dKent manner restored to salvation by the righteonsnesf rfChi-ist, VIZ., not because it is in ns, but it iTIteely 2!^en to
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and BuUinger among the reformers;* and, more
clearly and expressly, Stapfer and President Ed-
wards,f who are often inaccurately quoted as medi-
ate imputatiouists ; also the orthodox Lutherans of
the seventeenth century.;]: It is certain that we
have all to bear the consequences of Adam's sin,

and this gin is therefore the cause of our native cor-
ruption ; but it is not our personal guSt independ-
«ntly of this corruption, and our assent to it.

(J.) Mediate or consequent imputation makes in-

herent depravity derived from Adam, and this alone,

the ground of condemnation. " Vitiositas proecedit

impzdaiionem." So the Reformed school of Saumur,
in France, especially Joshua Placseus (La Place), who
denied that the imputation of Adam's sin was prior
to, and independent of, inherent depravity, but who
claimed to be in full harmony with the teaching of

Calvin on this subject. This view, " so far as it re-

Btricts the nature of original sin to the mere heredi-

tary corruption of Adam's posterity, excluding the
imputation of the first sin by which he fell," was
condemned by the French Reformed Synod at Cha-
renton, near Paris, in 1646, yet without mentioning
the name of PlaciEus, who contended that he was
not touched by this decree, since he admitted a me-
diate imputation of Adam's sin, consequent and de-

pendent on corruption.

(«.) Immediate or antecedent imputation as op-
posed to mediate imputation, makes, on purely legal

grounds, the sin of Adam, as the sin of th6 federal

UB by gratuitous imputation Ijgratuitam justitise imputa-
iionem). Ebi-ard {Dogmatilc^ i., p. 512 f.) and Hodge (on
RomanSf p. i34) represent Calvin as a mediate imputfition-
ist; the former assenting, the latter dissenting. Calvin
and the Beformsd Confessions draw no line of demarcation
between original sin imputed and original sin inherent.
Calvin always guards against the supposition that wo are
oondemned by an arbitrary imputation of a foreign act

personal to Adam.]
[Ebrard says, 1. c. 1. p. 513 : "BuUinger knows of such

a rtatus only which takes place in consequence of the cor-
ruptio or vdiositas, hnt not of a reafus which is the cawse
of the innate vitiositas. This would be likewise mediate
imputation only. But compare the passages of BuUinger
quoted by Eivet, 1. c.]

t [The aim of Edwards, in his treatise on Original Sin,

written against the Arminian, Dr. John Taylor, of Nor-
wich, was to show that it is no absurd or impossible thing
for "the race of mankind truly to partake of the sin of the

first apostasy, so that this, in reality and propriety, shall

become tksir sin; and therefore the sin of the apostasy is

not theirs merely because God imputes it to them, but it is

truly and properly theirs (by virtue of a real union between
the root and me branches of mankind, established^ by the
Author of the universe), and on that ground God imputes
it to them" (WnrkSj ii. p. 559). He says, moreover, that
the arguments which prove the depravity of nature, estab-

lish also the imputation of Adam's first sin, and that both

are included in the usual conception of original sin, " The
first depravity of heart, and the imputation of that sin [of

Aidam], are both the consequences of that established union
(between Adam and his posterity] ; but yet in such order,

that the evil disposition is Jlrst, and the charge of guilt cmi-

tequent, as it was in the case of Adam himself" (p. 544).

Then, in a foot-note, he quotes with approbation a long
extract^m Stapfer's Theotngia PoLemica, to the effect that

the mediate and the immediate imputation are inseparable,

and that one should never be considered without the other.

Dr. Shedd, His'&ry of Christian JDoctrine^ ii. p. 163, seems
to hold the same view. Edwards speaks, however, of im-

Sutation only incidentally ; his main object was to defend

le doctrine of native depravity by the theory of identity

;

». c, a divinely constituted oneness of Adam and his race,

by which his posterity should be bora in his moral image,

trhether good or bad, according to the law that like begets

like.]

t [The Lutherans held that the impntutio is immediata :

iai quantum exstitimus adhuc in Adamo (quia Adam reprse-

sentative fuit totum genus hwmanvm) ; mediata : mediante

peccato ariginali inhsfirente^ in quantum in prqpriis perso-

nis tt individualiter consideramur. The first is mediated
through the second. Comp. Luthatdt, Oompendiuim der

Dogmatik, p. 114 (2d el. 1866),]

head of the race, the only and exclusive groond oi
condemnation independently of, and prior to, nativg
depravity and personal transgression ; so that he-
reditary guilt precedes hereditary sin, and not vice^
versd. This exclusive immediate imputationism is

held by Calvinists of the supralapsarian and federal
school, and gives up the Augustinian ground of par-
tieipation. See below. No. (5.) (b). In antagonism
to this view, the New School theology of New Eng.
land has departed to the opposite extreme of reject-

ing imputation under any form. (See No. 6.)

(6.) The federal theory of a vicarious represen-
tation of mankind by Adam, in virtue of a covenant
made with him. It arose in Holland in the seven-
teenth century, simultaneously with the development
of representative federal government, and gained
advocates among Calviuistic or Presbyterian divines

in France, England, Scotland, and the United States.

It supposes a (one-sided, fiovoTiXfv^ov) contract or
covenant of the sovereign Creator with the first

man, called the covenant of works {fcedus operum,
faedus naiurce), as distinct from the covenant of

grace (fcedus gratice), to the eft'ect that Adam should
stand a moral probation on behalf of all his de-

scendants, so that his act of obedience or disobedi-

ence, with all its consequences, should be judicially

imputed to them, or accounted theirs in law. Adam's
position is compared to the relation of a representar

tive to his constituents, or rather of a guardian to

his wards, since in this case the wards were not con-

suited, and did not even exist at the time of his

appointment. The transaction must be resolved at

last into the sovereign pleasure of God.*
Here again we must distinguish two schools :

(a.) The Augustino-federal school is a combina-
tion, and superadds the federal scheme on the real-

istic basis of participation, so that imputation is

made to rest on moral as well as legal grounds.

This was the view of the founders and chief advo-

cates of the federal theory, Cocceius (originally John
Koch, or Cook, born at Bremen, 1603, died as pro-

fessor at Leyden, 1669), Burmann, Witsius, and is

taught by the Westminster standards, •) and even in

the Consensus ffelveticns, although in this the Au-
gustinian idea of participation is almost absorbed by
the idea of the covenant.:];

(6.) The purely federal school (from nominal,

istio premises, according to which the general con-

ceptions are mere names, not things, subjective ab-

stractions, not objective realities) denies the Adamio

unity of the race in the realistic sense, consequently

also all participation of Adam's descendants in the

* [See the different definitions of this fiedvs operum

from the writings of Cocceius, "Witsius, Heidegger, &c., in

Heppe's Dogmatik, pp. 204 ff. It is called /orfMS lioro-

n\evpoVi quia unius tanium partis dispositions et pro-

missione constat, as distinct from a. fmdus mutuum or Si-

irAevpor. There is no Scripture proof whatever for such

a primal covenant. The solitary passage quoted, Hoeea vi.

7: "For they" (Ephraim and Judah) "like men" (not,

" like Adam") " have tianssresscd the covenant," refers to

the Mosaic covenant. Even Turretin (7ns(. theol. elencMicie,

Pars I. p. 519, of the Edinb. and N. Y. ed., 1847) admits

that it is inconclusive, and may be explained of the incon-

stancy of men, "ut dicaniur transgressi fcedus sicut homi-

nes facere solent, qui sua natura vani, levesque sunt a
Jtdem seepe fallunt."']

t, j n, i • »-_
t [On the Westminster divines, see Baird, Elohim X^

mated, pp. 39 ff., and especially the learned articles of »p.

Landis in the Danville Review for 1861-62.] _
J [Art X.: " SictU Deus fesdus operum cum Adamo immt

non tanium pro ipso, sed etiam in ipso, ut capite et btjbti,

cum toto genere humane, . . . ita Adamus tristi prolapsu,

non sibi dunlaxat sed toti etiam humano genera . . . bona

in fadere promissa perdidit." O^Mp. also the passage*

luoted by Heppe, 1. o. pp. 328 £1
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let of the primal apostasy
;
yet it holds that, by

virtue of his federal headship on the ground of a

sovereign arrangement, his sin and guilt are justly,

directly, and immediately imputed to them. The
imputation of Adam's sin, and in tl>e same way also

the imputation of Christ's righteousness or justifica-

tion, is thus made a purely forensic process, which

affects our legal relation, but by no means our moral
character.

This forensic theory of imputation, which ex-

cludes participation in Adam's sin, dates from the
time of Turretin, in the latter part of the seven-

teenth century,* and is upheld by a number of Cal-

Tiuistic divines in England and America, but has no
advocate of note, as far as I know, among modern
Continental divines.f

Legal representation seemed to offer an easier

vindication of Divine justice than the Augustinian

* [Turretin, like Heidegger, holds indeed to a double unity
of the race with Adam, a natural or real, and a federal or
forensic, but he evidently lays the chief sti-ess npon the
latter, and prepares the way for giving up the former. He
says (in his Jmtilules, first published in 1688, Pars I. p. 567,
Qu, XI.): ^^ Adamas duplici vinculo nobiscum jiinctus est:
(1.) N'ATUEALi, qtiatenus pater est, et nos ejus fiiii ; (i.) Po-
litico ac FORENSI, qiialenus fuitprinceps et caput represen-
ta/iyum totius generis humaai. JiMndamentum ergo impu'
tationis non est tantum cojnmunio naturalis, qux nobis cum
Adamo intercedii—alias omnia ipsius peccata deberent nobis
impuiari—sed tujecipve moralis ef FffiDERALis, per guam
factum est, ut Deus cum illo, ut cum nostra capite, fcedus
pepigerit. Uade Adamiis se liahuit in ilto peccato, non ut
PERSONA PRIVATA, Sed ul PUBLICA Ct BEPEESENTATIVA qum
omnes suos posteros in aclione ilia reprmserUavit, cujus pro-
inde demeritiim ad omnes pertinet.'* In Qu. XII. he quotes
with approbation from Augustine, " in illo uno mulii unus
homo erard," adding, by way of explanation, " unitaUrmn spe-
cifica ve! numerica, sed partim v^itate originis, quia fyjnues
ex uno sunt sanguine, partim UNlTArE repr.esentationis,
quia unus omnium personam reprmsentahat, ex m-dine Dei."
In Qu. XVI., pp. 558 f., he establishes his view from Eom. v.

says of iTafTe? rj^apTov correctly, that it cannot12-14. He ^

mean the habit of sin, nor inherent corruption, but actual
sin committed in the past (peccalum aliquod actuate, idnue
praHerUum), which can be no other than the sin of Adain
Itself (quod non potest aliud esse, quam ipsum Adami pecoa-
(Mm)

; but then he turns it into the meaning of representative
nnnmg : " Ergo eo peccante censentur e( ipsi peccasse."
He proves this from the analogy of Christ : "In Ohristo
}usti constituimur per justitix imputatinnem: ergo et nec-
eatores in Adamo per peccati ipsius impuationem." This
IS precisely the exegesis of Dr. Hodge, except that Turre-
tin translates i^'

<J, with Augustin, in quo (viz., Adamo)
while Hodge, more correctly, takes it as a eoniunctlon 1

» J f?'^-, I^"igely> Eoddi-idge, Vatts, and Cunningham,
ot Scotland (m his Bistorical Theology, Edi oh., 1863, vol i
p. 615, and in his Reformers and the Theologij of the Rrfnr-
matton, Ediub., 1862, pp. 371 £E.), are counted on this side.
i)r Hodge, of Princeton, is the ablest advocate of imme-
diate forensic imputationism. He states it (on Romans,
p. ^79) as follows : "The doctrine of imputation is clearlv
taught in this passage (Eom. v.). This doctrine does not
include the idea of a mysterious identity of Adam and
his race, nor that of a transfer of the moral turpitude ofhw sm to his descendants. It does not teach that his
otteiice was personally or properly the sin of all men, or
tti;it his act was, in any mysterious sense, the act of his
posterity. Neither does it imply, in reference to the riffht-
oouiiuess of Christ, that His righteousness becomes person-
ally and inherently ours, or that His moral excellence is in
any way transferred from Him to believers. The sin o(Adam, therefore, is no ground to us of remorse ; and the
righteousness of Christ is no ground of self-complacency in
those to whom it is imputed. This doctrine merely teaches
that, in ^urtue of the union, representative and natural
between Adam and his posterity, his sin is the ground of
their condemnation—that is, of their subjection to penal
evilB—and th.at, in virtue of the union between Christ and
His people. His righteousness is the ground of their justifi-
cation. This doctrine is taught almost in so many words in
rers. 12, 15-19. It is so clearly stated, so often repeated or
assumed, and so formally proved, that very few commenta-
tors of any class fail to acknowledge, in one form or an-
other, that it is tno doctrine of the Apostle." The last is
a mistake, as wo have shown in the Exen. ITotes. Dr.
Hodge's hoatihty to the realistic Augustimau view pro-

view.* It involves, undoubtedly, an element of

truth, but, if detached from the idea of moral par

ticipation, it resolves itself into a mere legal fiction,

and greatly enhances the diificulty of the problem
by removing the best reason for imputation. For
how can an infinitely just and holy God punish
countless millions of human beings simply and sole,

ly for the sin of another, in which they bad no part

whatever? The passage, Ezek. xviii. 1-4, where
God rebukes the Israelites for using the proverb of
the sour grapes, which Julian of Eclanum and his

sympathizers have quoted ad nauseam against the
Augustinian theory, returns here with double force.

Tlie analogy of forensic justification is not to the
point, for the righteousness of Christ is not imputed
to the impenitent sinner, but only on the subjective
condition of faith, by which Christ is apprehended
and made our own. Justification presupposes re-

generation, or an action of the Holy Spirit, by which
He creates repentance of our sins and trust in Jesus
Christ, and makes us one with Him. By " being in
Christ " is meant, not merely a nominal, putative, or
constructive relation, but a real, substantial union

;

so also our " being in Adam," by which the other
relation is illustrated, is real and vital. This anal-
ogy, therefore, leads to the opposil^e conclusion, that
moral participation, either potential or personal, or
both, must be the ground of the imputation of
Adam's sin.

(6.) The New School Calvinists of New England
(since the days of the younger Edwards), in radical
opposition to Princeton, reject imputation altogether

;

but maintain that the sinfulness of the descendants
of Adam results with infallible certainty (though not
wifhnecesdti/) from his transgression ; the one class
holding to hereditary depravity, prior to sinful choice,
the other class teaching (with Dr. N. W. Taylor, of
New Haven) that the first moral choice of all is uni-
vei-sally sinful, yet with the power of contrary choice.
This is a peculiar modification of the Pelagian con-
ceptiou of liberum arbitrium, but differs from it in
making a nice distinction between natural ability and
moral inabihty.f

(7.) The semi-Pelaoian, and the cognate Aemin-
lAN theories (of which the former, since the fifth cen-
tury, has gained large influence in the Latin, the lat.

ter, since the seventeenth century, in a considerable
portion of the Reformed Churches, and was adopted
by the Wesleyan Methodists), though by no means
expUcit and uniform on tliis point, agree in that they
admit the Adamic unity, and the disastrous effects
of the primal apostasy upon the whole posterity of
Adam, but regard the native or hereditary corrup-
tion not properly as sin and guilt exposing us to just
punishment, but only as an evil, an infirmity, mala-
dy, and misfortune, for which the most benevolent
God provided a sufficient remedy for all. Zwingli
taught a similar view, and distinguished original sin
as a moral defect or disease (he called it, in the
Swiss dialect, Brcsten) from sin proper. Semi-Pela-
gianism holds a medium position between Pelagian-

H„^5,',il'w'''
'^°™ "^ misunderstanding. He does not dis.

^M^l hetween a virtu.al or potential, and a personal oiindividual coexistence and coSgency of the race in Adam.Augustine taught the former only ; the latter is iSDOssiS
whifIK'^; ""Jt'"''

™ "°,'* " '^ *he fo^of preSteui^which Augustine expressly rejects 1

"=ra"v«!,

[Watts, as quoted by Prof. Fisher, 1. o. n. 506 nalvelv

co^dTnd*^^* ^f,™"'"* ^i^*'-"
^"'"'^''^ ?h&thei^U ij

t room, s'^-,?
\''' '!,%*° ^™''i<=it'3 Providence,

|

^
Tj- I '°°,'?,E: ^'S'""*

^"1 Barnes on Rom. v. ; Prof Geo P
W T»'vW f"•^rr'li?" -^i""™ 0° "'^ Theology of D?; NW. Taylor," m the Niw EngUnder for AprU, 1868.1
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Ism and Augustinianism ; Anninianism wavers be-

tween semi-Pelagianiam and Calvinism ; both may,
according to the elastic nature of compromises, lean

now more to the one, now to the other extreme

;

employing at times the Augustinian phraseology, but
putting, after all, a different interpretation upon it.

The stationary anthropology and hamartiology of

the Greek Church occupies a similar position, but it

never passed through the mill of Western contro-

versies, and remains to this day theologically incom-

plete.

Most evangelical divines of the present day are di-

vided between the Augustinian or realistic, the federal

or forensic, and the Arminian theories, or they look

for a still more satisfactory solution of the difficult

problem by a future Augustine, who may be able to

advance, from a deeper study of the Scriptures, the

knowledge of the Church, and reconcile what now
seem to be irreconcilable contradictions. It should

be remembered that the main difficulty lies in thefact

itself—the undeniable, stubborn, terrible fact—of the

universal dominion of sin and death over the entire

race, infanta as well as full-grown sinners. No sys-

tem of philosophy has ever given a more satisfactory

explanation than the great divines of the Church.

Outside of the Christian redemption, the fall, with

its moral desolation and ruin, remains an impenetra^

ble mystery. But immediately after the fall appears,

in the promise of the serpent-bruiser, the second

Adam, and throws a bright ray of hope into the

gloom of despair. In the fulness of the time, accord-

ing to God's own counsel. He appeared in our nature,

to repair the loss, and to replace the temporary reign

of sin by the everlasting reign of superabounding

grace, which never could have been revealed in all

its power without the fall.* The person and work

of the second Adam are the one glorious solution of

the problem of the first, and the triumphant vindi-

cation of Divine justice and mercy. This is the

maui point for all practical purposes, and in this, at

least, all true Christians are agreed.—P. S.]

3. [In Lange, No. 2.] Criticism of the Augus-

tinian doctrine of Sin and Grace. Augustine, in

his controversy with Pelagius, has undoubtedly ex-

pressed and defended the Church's sense of religious

truth, and thereby become a rich source of blessing

to Western Christendom. It cannot be denied,

however, that the theologico-dogmatical expression

of his sense of truth—especially his doctrine of

original sin—far transcends the Scriptural bounds,

and has done harm by its erroneous features. Au-

gustine has not only supported, but also obstructed

the Reformation. His explanation of Igp' '/' i° '^^r.

12, which has obscured the exegesis of this passage

even in Meyer (not to speak of Tholuek and Philip-

pi), is of itself a sufficient testimony of this. See

the Exeg. Notes. It sets aside the formal freedom

• [This idea has found familiar expression in devotional

lines such as those of Watts ;

" In Christ the tribes of Adam boast

More blessings than their father lost."

Bishop Ken {Christian Tear, Sunday next before Easter) :

" What Adam did amiss,
Turned to oux endless bliss

;

O happy sin, which to atone,

Drew Klial God to leave his Throne!"

fc. It. Hillhouse

:

" Earth has a joy nninown in heaven

—

The new-born peace of sin forgiven I

Tears of snob pnre and deep delight,

Ye angels I never dimmed your sight."]

which remains even within the material bondagi
and slavery, and which, under the power of sin, be
comes a XafijSdvav of death by means of unbelief
but, under the exercise of the gratia prcevenienii,

becomes a Xa^ipdmv of the marks of salvation bj
means of faith. It thus destroys or weakens the
ethical signification of the Xafi/idviiv itself [eomp,
vers. 11 and 17, and Notes'] in the interest of tb<

Augustinian dogmatics. Tlie biblical doctrine ol

original sin is distinguished from the Augustiniao
mainly in the following respects

:

(a.) The Bible teaches an ethico-physical fall of
the human race from Adam, as a fall in principle ;
Augustine, a physico-ethical fall of the human race

in Adam, as a completed fact.* Therefore Angus
tine ignores the distinction between the inheritanct

of the propensity and curse of sin, or of death—,
which inheritance oppresses all who are Adamically
begotten—and the ethical appropriation of the cor-

ruption.

(5.) With Augustine, the ideal and potential con-

dition of condemnation—that is, the condemnable-

ness of men, apart from redemption—coincides with

a judicially completed condition of condemnation

;

therefore, with him, redemption is properly a new
creation.

(c.) With Augustine, the exercise of grace, of

the Logos, and of the Spirit of God, is theocratically

and ecclesiastically bound and limited ; his Christ is,

in substance, not greater than the extent (rayon) of

the Church ; therefore he does not perceive the grct-

daiions of the hereditary blessing and of the heredi-

tary curse within the general corruption of mankind,

and still less the significance of the antithesis in

chap. ii. 14, 15, within the whole world. His accep-

tation of mere gradations of evil downwardly, is in

contradiction with his own system.

(d.) A consequence of this extreme view of

original sin is his extreme view of the government

of grace. He had in mind, probably, the great re-

ligious truth of the ethical irresistibility of all-con-

quering love ; but in his theological system he gave

it a. fatalistic character in opposition to formal free-

dom.
(e.) Because, with him, the ideal and potential

condemnation of all is aggravated into an actual con-

dition of condemnation, he has also—in consequence

of the fact that only a part of humanity within the

ecclesiastical pale of this world believe and are

saved—limited the extent of the effects of the ideal

and potential Si,r.aiii>na, or righteous act of Christ

;

while Paul teaches that the Stxalmna has come il<i

Sixaimaiv LoiT/q upon all men.

[There is considerable force in these objections

to the Augustinian system which apply d fortiori to

Calvinism. But they cannot diminish the great

merits of the African father, who searched the prob-

lem of sin more profoundly than any divine before

or after him. He was right in teaching the (virtual

or potential) fall of the whole race in Adam, and the

sinfulness of our nature, or depraved mil, as the

source of all sinful volitions, words, and acts But

he did not take into sufficient account that there M

a Divine Tidoiaii; and Scvo/ij, which hold the arm

of God's ogyr, and suspend the full and fnal exe.

cution of the well-deserved judgment, until men

make the fall of Adam their personal, individual ac^

and reject the offer of redemption (comp. t.ie re

marks on Rom. iU. 24, 26, p. 134). Hence Angu*

I

• [Comp., however, my remarks on pp. 178 and 18S.)
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tine consigns even all unbaptized children to condem-

nation, altbough in the mildest form (Be pecc. orig.,

c. 36 :
" Infans perditione punitur, quia pertinet

ad masmm perdilionis." Jinchir., o. 93 :
" Mitissi-

*na sane omnium pce?ia erit eorum, qui pi'ceter pec-

latum quod originaU traxerunt, nullum insuper id-

diderunt.") In thia respect even the strictest Oal-

viuistic divines of our age decidedly dissent from
him, and are disposed to hold that all children who
die in infancy, whether baptized or not, will be
Baved by the infinite mercy of God. This chaj-itable

belief and hope has a strong support in the univer-

sal sufficiency of the atonement, and especially in

the words of our Saviour concerning little children,

spoken without qualiflcatiou or limitation (Matt. xix.

14 ; Marls x. 14). There can be no salvation with-

out Christ, even for children ; but God is not bound
to the use of His own appointed means, by which the

benefits of Christ are ordinarily applied to men.

—

P. S.]

4. On the question why Eve is not the one
human being by whom sin came into the world (Pe-

lagius and Ambrosiaster have really held that Eve is

meant),* compare, in addition to the &eg. Notes,

Tholuck, p. 216.

5. The Apostle does not speak here of the first

origin of sin, or of the fall of Satan, as Christ does,

John viii. 44. Although the doctrine of the devil

is by no means wanting in his writings, it does
not stand out very prominently. He here speaks
merely of the entrance of sin into our human world
from an unknown world beyond this, where it is

assumed that it already existed in personified form.
Now, this human world is neither the whole uni-

verse, nor merely human nature, but the human race
in connection with the earth and the cosmic nature
as Kir a,s it is organically connected with man (see

2 Peter iii. 10, and other passages). The personifi-

cation of sin and of death exhibits both as (pseudo-
formative) principles which have pervaded the organ-
ism of the human world, but under the ethical con-
ditions under which they can alone become thoroughly
dominant. The individual man, in his organic na-
ture, is connected with humanity, but as an individ-
ual intellectual being he has an existence in himself.
Pelagius denied the former, while Augustine has
largely ignored the latter. The organic connection
implies the propagation of the sinful propensity and
guilt, according to John iii. 6, as well as according
to chaps, vi.-viii. of this Epistle. In the broader
sense, Christ also stood in the organic connection of
humanity as the Son of Man, but only in the histori-

cal sense. Therefore He bore the burden of hu-
manity for its reconciliation.

6. Paul calls the sin of Adam naqajSaan;,
as the transgression of the Divine commandment
standing clearly before him; TzaQdnrutpia, as
the sin which resulted ma. fall; aftd^ri}na, as
a starling-point of many sins; najjaxot'i, as dis-

ohedicncc to the known will of God. These designa-
tions and statements set aside such theories on the
origin of sin as that of J. Miiller (that there was a
previous or timeless fall of the human souls), and
that of R. Rothc (that sin was the original, abnormal
condition of Inimanity proceeding from their mate-
rial constitution).

7. The relation of sin to death. Sin is death.

[Pel.iiriu';, in lug Buporflcifil eoramentai-y on Romans,
rre?crvH(l in tho works of Jerome and Augustine, explains
It tvot avBputJiov : **jHr unuin kjininein £ua»i."— P. S.J

says John (1 John iii. 14, 15) ; sin brinffefh forti

death, says James (chap. i. 15) ; sui has, as its wagej

or punishment, death as a consequence, says Pajil

(Kom. vi. 23). This is all the same relation, but

from different points of view. The physical dying

of the creature in itself is not thereby meant, but

the perishableness of the creature ia increased _bj

ethical or spiritual death (Rom. viii.) ; and the origs.

nal transformation destined for man (2 Cor. t. 1 S.)

has, by sin, become fearful death, in connection with

corruption, and the gloom of Sheol. Therefor*

Death itself is conquered by the death of Clirist, be.

cause its sting is taken from it (1 Cor. xv. 51, 56).

The ethical character of death and the salvation of

the redeemed from death are brought to light not only

in the resurrection, but also in the revelation of the

original transformation at the end of the world (1

Cor. XV. 51) ; while the ungodly, in spite of the gen.

eral resurrection, are subject to the second death

(Rev. ii. 11 ; xx. 6, &c.).

8. In the period between Adam and Moses, death

appeared to be merely the order of nature, because

the paradisaical law had disappeared from knowledga

by the fall, and the Mosaic law had not yet appeared.

Nevertheless, sin was also at that time the causality

of death, but not as transgression in the light of legj
knowledge. The concealed sin against the law dwell-

ing in all men (chap. ii. 14, 15) was, indeed, attest,

ed by the manifest, tyrannical, and terrible dominion
of death. Sin, says Paul, is not imputed where
there is no law—that is, not fully settled until the

law. But since it is with the gospel that the full

significance of the law becomes clear, it follows that

condemnation can only come with final hardening of
the heart against the gospel.

9. Adim and Christ appear here as principles of
the old and new humanity, of the first and second
son, so far as their posterity is determined by their

life. Tet it is not Adam in himself who is the prin-

ciple of sin and death, but Adam in his deed—hia

disobedience. From the nature of sin, the disobe-

dience (napaxoij) cannot coincide in him with per-

sonality. In Christ, on the contrary, personality

and the obedience {{iTiaxoij) are one. In reference

to personal issue, Adam is the natural ancestor of

the whole human race. Christ is the spiritual found-
er of the whole human race. Both constitute to-

gether a harmonious antithesis in historical conse-

quence (1 Cor. XV. 45). But they represent the
principal antithesis in so far as sin and death pro.

ceeded from one (through him), and righteousness
and life from the otlier. The Apostle sets forth

these antitheses in a series of parallels, in which,
first, their homogeneonsness comes into considera^
tion (the through one, the organic development), and
second, the dissimilarity (the m ch more on Ohrist'a
part) ; then the removal of sin by grace, and the
triumph of the new principle (so far as by means of
the law it makes sin itself serviceable to its glory).
On the construction of these antitheses, compare the
general groundwork of the Exeg. Notes.

10. While doctrinal theology has ascribed to the
law a threefold use or purpose (bar or bridle, mirror,
rule—Ziii/e?, Spiegel, Kegel), the Apostle seems here
to add a xisus quartus, or rather primus, in so far aa
he says that the law must have brought sin to full

manifestation and development. This thought is not
altogether included in the use of the mirror (see the
Exeg. Notes), but it is most intimately connected
with It. As the knowledge of sin must come by
the law, so also the revelation, the bringing of tin U
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Ught, must come by the law. The law has not pro-

duced real inward sin, but, like a chemical element,

It has introduced a fermenting process into human-
ity, in which human nature and sinfulness seem to

be identical ; and by this means the external mani-

festation of siu is finislied, in order to render possi-

ble its distinction and separation from human nature

itself. The holiness of this effect is properly under-

stood when we distinguish properly between the in-

ward sin and its outward realization, its phase, in

which the judgment has already commenced. Hence
It is clear that the use of the law is the effecting of

the knowledge of sin. The manifestation of siu for

bringing to pass the knowledge of sin, comes by the

law. The law, as letter, has completed the develop-

ment of sin ; the law, as the word of the Spirit, has

brought the perfect knowledge of sin.

11. Although Paul, in Ibis section, has mostly

contrasted the many on the one side with the many
on the other—because this expression makes more
apparent the grandeur of the fundamental develop-

ments from the one—he yet declares definitely, in

ver. 18, that the Soxaimfia of the one Christ is avail-

able for all men, with the tendency to become for

them the (Jtxatwffti; tw^t;.

12. The Apostle makes prominent in many ways

the great preponderance of the antitheses of grace

over the theses of sin. The author of sin becomes

to him a nameless being, who is opposed by God
in His grace, and by the man Jesus Christ as the per-

sonal gift of grace. Sin itself falls immediately into

the xgt/ta, and meets the -/.atdxiitfia. But the work

of grace Ijreaks through many offences, as if invited

and augmented by them, like a mountain stream

from the rocky cliff; and the dominion of death on

one side is only a measure of the much more power-

ful revelation of grace on the other. But the so-

called omoxardcrraai.:;, as a necessary, natural result

of salvation, is no more declared in the rcavrfq of

ver. 16, than the expression ol 7io).).oi is designed to

abridge the universality of grace. The ethical part

of the organized process, tlie kufifldvuv on one or

the other side, is opposed to such a conclusion.

Nevertheless, it is the Apostle's aim to glorify the

unfathomableness, immeasurableness, and illimitable-

ness of the stream of grace, and its absolute and uni-

versal triumph in the history of the world.

[" Sin reigns in death, grace reigns unto life."

On this. Dr. Hodge remarks (p. 279) :
" That the

benefits of redemption shall far outweigh the evils

of the fall, is here clearly asserted. This we can in

a measure comprehend, because, (1.) The number

«f the saved shall doubtless greatly exceed the num-

ber of the lost. Since the half of mankind die in

infancy, and, according to the Protestant doctrine,

we heirs of salvation ; and since, in the future state

of the Church, the knowledge of the Lord ia to

cover the'earth, we have reason to believe that the

lost shall bear to the saved no greater proportion

than the inmates of a prison do to the mass of the

community. (2.) Because the eternal Son_ of God,

by His incarnation and mediation, exalts His people

to a far higher state of being than our race, if un-

fallen, could ever have attained. (3.) Because the

benefits of redemption are not to be confined to the

human race. Christ is to be admired in His saints.

It is through the Church that the manifold wisdom

of God is to be revealed, throughout all ages, to

principalities and powers. The redemption of man

Is to be the great source of knowledge and blessed-

aess to the intelligent universe."—I add a fine pas-

sage from Dr. Richard Gierke (Sermon on Titus iv

11, quoted by Ford) :
" Grace will not be confined.

For God's goodness cannot be exhausted. He it

dives in omnes, saith the Apostle, rich enough foi

all (x. 12). It is an excellent attribute, which ie

given him by St. James, TzohnvanXayxvoq [in somt
MSS., but the usual reading in James v. 11 is Tioh'i-

anlay/yoQ,.—P. S.] In God's mercy, there is both
fi/ and TtoXv : it is both free and rich ; both gra-

tiosa et copiosa (Ps. cxxx.), both bountiful and plen-

tiful : not only 7ziQt.aaivoti(ra, bursting forth round
about, round about all ages, round about all nations,

round about all sorts, but vrnqniqiaafvovaa (ver.

20), surrounding all those rounds, and with surplus

and advantage overflowing all. I say, not only

nXfovdtovaa, an abounding grace, abounding unto

all, to the whole world, but {i7T((j7chovdLovaa (1

Tim. i. 14), a grace superabounding ; that, if there

were more worlds, grace would ' bring salvation

'

even unto them all. St. Paul's own parallel shall

end this point (1 Tim. ii. 4). It is God's will that

' all men should be saved.' "—P. S.]

HOMII-ETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

What follows from the comparison of Adam with

Christ ? 1. That by the one Adam, sin, death, con.

demnation, and the dominion of death have come
;

2. But by the one Christ, life, righteousness, and the

dominion of grace have come upon all men (vers.

12-21).—Sin and death passed upon all (vers. 12-

14).—Sin as the cause of death : 1. Original sin
;

2. Sins of commission (ver. 12).—They too have

sinned who have not committed the same transgres-

sion as Adam ; comp. chap. ii. 12 (ver. 14).—All sin

is transgression of the law, but not in the same way

(ver. 14).—Adam is a figure of Him that was to

come (ver. 14).—Man a figure of the Son of Man
(ver. 14).—The first and second Adam : 1. Resem-

blance ; 2. Difference (vers. 14-19).—The differ-

ence between sin and gift. It consists herein : 1.

That, through the sin of one, many have died, but

that, on the other hand, God's grace and gift have

freely abounded unto many ; 2. By one man's sin

many have become condemned, but one gift has

abounded from many offences to righteousness; 3. By

the sin of the one, death has reigned over many, but

by the one Jesus Christ will many still more rejoice

in the dominion of life (vers. 15-17).—The sole man

Jesus Christ ; not only (1.) one, but also (2.) the

only one of His character (ver. 15).—Yet how differ-

ent are the fruits of sin and righteousness ! 1. The

fruit of the former is condemnation ; 2. The fruit

of the latter is justification of life (ver. 18).—As

condemnation is come unto all men, so also is justi-

fication of life (ver. 18).—The universality of Divine

erace brought to pass by the righteousness of Christ

fver 18)—The different effects of Adam's disobc-

dience aiid Christ's obedience (ver. 19).-ror what

purpose did the law enter? 1. Not merely to mak»

gin prominent; but, 2. To bring it to acrisis ; and

so, 3. To prepare for grace by Jesus Chi'ist our Lord

(vers. 20, 21). , .^, . .^
Luther : As Adam has corrupted us with foreign

sin without our fault, so has Christ saved us with

forei<m grace without our merit (ver. 14).—^otlca

that he speaks here of original sin, which has coma

from Adam's disobedience ; therefore every thing *
sinful which pertains to U8 (rer. 18).—As Adami
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Bin has become our own, so ha3 Christ's righteous-

ness become our own (ver. 19).

Bengel : God's gift is grace, flowing from the

Father upon Him, anil through Him to us.

Starke : Believers are, by the spiritual life of

the new birth, reigning kings over sin on earth, as

they shall also be fellow-kings in the heaven of glory

(ver. 17).— universal grace of God, by which all

may be saved by Christ ! 1 Tim. ii. 4 ;
Acts xvii.

30, 31 (ver. 18).—A small drop of grace can calm

and engulf the raging waves of corruption (ver. 20).

Cramee : As no one can deny that he is mortal,

BO also must no one say that he is not sinful (ver.

14).—ifova Bibl. Tiib. : Sin has a mighty kingdom

and dominion. Let nobody regard it as small and

contemptible ! Yet the kingdom of grace is much
more mighty. The purpose of the latter is to de-

stroy the former ; where the kingdom of grace in-

creases, the kingdom of sin declines. The former

brings life, the latter death.

Gerlach i There is this great difference between
the effects of the fall and of redemption : the effects

of the former consist in a strongly legal judgment,

which must ensure condemnation in consequence of

a single transgression ; but the effects of the latter

are a free gift, which made amends not merely for

one sin, but for all the repetitions of Adam's trans-

gression that have arisen from that first one ; and it

has made amends so completely, that it has really

effected in fiiUen men the righteousness required by
the law (ver. IB).—So powerfully does grace operate

on those who have received its fulness, that they, by
grace, become rulers in Ufe through Jesus Christ

(ver. 17).

Lisco : Mankind is united in Adam and Christ

;

therefore the sin of Adam became the sin of all, and
Christ's offering became the propitiation for all. As
every leaf of the tree suffers by disease of the root,

so does every one recwer by its restoration ; thus it

is with mankind in Adam and Christ (vers. 12-21).
—Death is the great evil that was begotten by sin

(ver. 12).—As Adam's sin has become ours, so has
Christ's righteousness become ours (ver. 19).

EiEGER : This little passage is as the pillar of fire

in the wilderness ; dark and threatening toward the
Egyptians and impenitent, but bright and clear toward
the Israelites. This passage lightens and thunders
against hard sinners, who treat every thing lightly

;

but it shines with the lovely splendor of grace upon
penitent and .anxious souls (ver. 20).

Heubnke : The dominion of sin in the world is

not God's work, but man's guilt.—The universality

of corruption should not comfort, but humiliate us :

1. We should each be ashamed before all the rest

;

2. We should be ashamed before the inhabitants of
other worlds, who perhaps do not know any thing

about sin ; 3. We should so much the more bear in

mind, that, amid the universal sinfulness, we shall

not be the only pure ones ; 4. We must therefore

work out our salvation the more earnestly by prayer,

and faith in Christ (ver. 12).—Adam is the natural,

Christ is the spiritual ancestor ; the former is the

transgressor of the Divine commandment, the latter

the falfiller of the whole Divine law ; the former is

the cause of death and human corruption, the latter

the author of ffe, redemption, and holiness (ver.

14).—The real ground why the operation of Divine
grace is as universal as the sinful corruption from
Adam, is this : that grace knows no other limits than
those which man himself sets by unbelief (ver. 17).

—The more man is pervaded by the knowledge of

his sin, the richer will be hia reception of grae»

(Luke vii. 47).

Bessee: By one upon all (vers. 12-21).
—

^The

saving counsel of God has always been one and thf

same to all men, not only to the children of Abra

ham, but to all the sons of Adam (ver. 12).—^Death,

having once stepped its foot into the world, haa

forced its way to all men (ver. 12).—Sin haa become

a natural power over persons, which cannot be dis-

lodged by the blows of any club ; but grace—which

does not enter with compulsory power, but with tho

evangelical drawing of the word of God—is eo

powerful that it breaks the power of nature (ver.

12).

—

Death reigned. Well for us that this is said

as of a ruler who is dead (ver. 17).—The new de-

cree, " You shall live," which is warranted by the

empty grave of Jesus Christ, is higher and stronger

than the old decree, " You must die," which is con-

firmed by millions of graves (ver. 17).—The Apostle

once more recapitulates the abundance of doctrine

which he has demonstrated all along from ver. 12

:

Sin, dealh, grace, righteousness, life. These five stand

thus : grace rises highest in the middle ; the two
conquering giants. Sin and Death, at the left ; the

double prize of victory. Righteousness and Life, at

the right ; and over the buried name of Adam the

glory of the name of Jesus blooms (ver. 21).

ScHLEiEEMACHER, ou vcr. 19 : The effects of the

death of the Redeemer, so far as it was a work of

His obedience.

—

Deiohekt : Has the Christ who died

for us become the Christ within us?—How much
more blessed to live under grace than under the
law!

Lange : Adam and Christ in the internal and
historical life of mankind.—As all men are compre-
hended in the fall of Adam, so, and still more, are

they in the righteousness of Christ.—As sin and
death have assumed the appearance of personal,

princely powers, in order to extinguish the personal

life of mankind, so does the personal God again

elevate men, by the glorious personality of Christ,

to a personal life in royal freedom.—The antithe-

sis between Adam and Christ : 1. In personal ef-

fects (ver. 15); 2. In essential effects (ver. 16);
3. In the destruction of the apparently personal life

of sin, and the restoration and glorification of the
true personal life of grace, or the false and the true

paaUivHv (ver. 17) ; 4. In the final aims of both
(ver. 18) ; 5. In the full manifestation of both in

the light of the gospel (ver. 19).—The glory of God's
grace in the exercise of its authority. How it has
not only, 1. Conquered sin and death ; but, 2. Even
made them of service.—The Divine art of distin-

guishing the effect of the law.—The twofold charac-
ter of the law : 1. Apparently a promotion of sin

;

but, 2. Really a communication of grace.—Adam,
Moses, and Christ.—How far does Moses appear to

stand on Adam's side ; but how far does he rather
stand on Christ's side ?—The twofold effect of the
law and of legality in the history of the world.

—

The twofold curse of the law : 1. The curse of the
law, well understood, leads to salvation; 2. The
curse of the law, misunderstood, leads to ruin.

[BuEKiTT (.-ondensed) : Every sin we commit in
defiance of the threatenings of God is a justifying
of Adam's rebellion against God. Our destruction
is in ourselves, by our actual rebellion ; and at the
great day we shall charge our sin and misery upon
ourselves—not on God, not on Satan, not on instru.
ments, and not on our first parents.

—

Henkt : We
are by Christ and His righteousness entitled to, and



CHAPTER v. 12-21.
1U9

Instated in, m( re and greater privileges than we lost

by the offence of Adam. The plaster is wider than
the wound, and more healing than the wound is kill-

ing —Scott : Instead of perplexing ourselves about
the incomprehensible but most righteous dispenssi-

tion of God, in permitting the entrance of sin and
death, let us learn to adore His grace for providing
BO adequate a remedy for that awful catastrophe.

—

As our children have received a sinful and suffering
nature from the first Adam, let ns be stirred up by
their pains and sorrows to seek for them the bless-

ings of the second Adam's righteousness and salva-

tion.

—

Wesley (Sermon on God's Love to Fallen
Man, Eom. v. 15) : The more we deal our bread to

the hungry and cover the naked with garments, and
tl e more kind offices we do to those that groan un-
dir the various ills of human life, the more comfort
we receive even in the present world, and the great-
er the recompense we have in our own bosom.

—

DwiQHT : The subject of moral evil is too extensive
and mysterious to be comprehended by our under-
standing. Many things connected with it lie wholly
boyond our reach. But where knowledge is unat-

tainable, it is our duty and interest to trust humblj
and submissively to the instructions of Him who if
the Only Wisc.—CLKKSs : The grace of the gospel
not only redeems from death and restores to life, bu.'
brings the soul into such a relationship with God,
and into such a participation of eternal glory, as W9
have no authority to believe would have been ih«
portion of Adam himself, had he even eternally re.
tained his innocence.—Hobge : We should nerei
yield to temptation on the ground that the sin to
which we are solicited appears to be a trifle (merely
eating a forbidden fruit), or that it is but for once.
Remember the one offence of one man. How often
has a man, or a family, been ruined forever by one
sin !—Compare Isaac de la Peyrere's Men before
Adam (London, 1666), in which "the author attempts
to prove that the first men were created before
Adam, and builds up a curious theological system
on that supposition.—Compare also W. Buckland's
Inquiry whether the Sentence of Death pronounced
at the Fall of Man included the Whole Animal Cre-
ation, or was restricted to the Human Race. Lon-
don, 1839.—J. F. H.]

PRELIMISrART REMARKS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CHAPTERS Vl.-Vni.

After the Apostle has exhibited the antithesis

of Adam and Christ in its principal or fundamental

form and significance, chap. v. 12-21, he passes on
to exhibit the same antithesis in all its conse-

quences, first of all for believers, but then also for

the whole world.

The negative side of this consequence is exhibit-

ed in chaps, vi. and vii. : The dying with Christ to

sin and to the entire old form of life.

The positive side is exhibited in chap. viii. : The
new life in Christ.

I. The first division is again divided into four

parts.

A. As Christians have fundamentally (objective-

ly by the death of Christ himself, and subjectively

through the faith sealed by baptism) died with Christ

to sin in order to walk in newness of life, so should

they act as those who are dead to sin. For their

new life is an organic connection with Christ, an
organic development

;
yet it is not a life subject to

fatalistic natural necessity, but, in conformity with

fellowship with Christ, it is a life in true freedom, as

life after Adam has been one in false freedom, or

the seeming freedom of hard service. It is a re-

ligiously or ethically organic relation ; chap. vi. 1-11.

B. Because believers are dead to sin, they are

r^ee from its dominion. They should therefore take

knowledge of the fact that they are delivered, and

keep themselves from the bondage of sin ; and in

the power of their freedom, they should yield them-

Belves under grace to be the servants of righteous-

ness ; chap. vi. 12-23.

Q. But their being dead to sin means also that

they, as those who passed into newness of life, have

received in themselves the new principle of life,

irhich is righteousness, or the inward substance of

Ihe law. Therefore, by Christ, they are dead to the

iaw in the narrower sense, in which they lited in

matrimonial alliance. They should serve, not in out-

trard ordinances, but inward principle—from the force

of grace, the impulse of the heart ; chap, vii, 1-6.

D. But if to be dead to sin means also to be deed
to the law, as well as the reverse, there follows noth-
ing therefrom contrary to the holiness of the law.

The law, rather, was designed, by its constant opera-

tion in awakening and increasing the conflict with

sin, to effect the transition from the state of sin to

the state of grace ; chap. vii. 7-25.

n. The second or positive part is thus prepared.

The condition of believers is free from all condem-
nation, because, in harmony with its character, it is

a life in the Spirit of Christ. But it is a life in the

Spirit which is prepared by the Spirit through the

glorification of the body and the whole nature ; for

the Spirit, as the Spirit of adoption, is the first se-

curity for it, and the believer is certain of it before-

hand in blessed hope ; chap. viii.

A. This life in the Spirit now demands, first of

all, the laying off, in the conduct of the Christian,

of all carnal lusts, which must, however, be distin-

guished from a positively ascetic mortification of the

body ; chap. viii. 1-10.

B. As the Spirit of God testifies to adoption, so

does it, as the Spirit of the risen Christ, secure the

inheritance—that is, the renewal of the body, and

the glorification of life ; vers. 11-17. The certain-

ty of this blessed hope is established : a. On the de-

velopment of life in this world, vers. 18-30
;

b. On
the future or heavenly administration of the love of

God and the grace of Christ, which make all the

forces that apparently conflict with salvation even

serviceable to its realization ;
vers. 31-39.

_

Meyer's inscription over chaps, vi.-viii. is :
" Eth-

ioal Effects (jf the Sir.atoai'vri &mv. Chap. vi. 7

shows that the Six., far from ^ving aid to immo.

rality, is the first to exclude it, and to promote,

restore, and vitalize virtue ; and chap. viii. exhibit'

the blessed condition of those who, being justified,

are morally free." Tholuck :
" It has been showr

down to this point how much the Christian has re-

ceived by that Jm. mat. ;
chap. i. 17. It is thu

mention of the ftilness of grace called forth by th«
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powiir of sin, that nov leads the Apostle to exhibit

the moral consequences of this communication of

grace, which in turn leads him further (chap. vii).

to the statement of the insufficiency of the legal

economy ; and in antithesis thereto (chap, viii.),

to the mor.ll effects of the economy of grace and

it' saving issue ; so that the Apostle, after am-

pU.ying and enriching the explanations between

ohap. i. 18 and chap, v., returns to the same point

with which chap. v. concluded." The Apost.e doen

indeed, return to the same point with which, not th«

whole of chap. v. concluded, but with which chap,

V 11 concluded, but in a sense altogether different,

inasmuch as from chap. v. 12 on, the Apostle bring!

out not merely the actual antagonism of sin and

grace in humanity, as before, but the jmncipicU an-

tagonism of the two principles in its ethical and

organic aspect.

SicOND Section.—The contradiction between sin and grace. The calling of Christians to newness of life,

since they were translated by baptism into the death of Christ from the sphere of sin and death into

the sphere of the new life.

Chap. VL 1-11.

1 What shall we say then ? Shall

2 abound ? God forbid [Let it not be !

May] ' we continue in sin, that grace raay
.' How shall we, that are dead [who died]

3 to sin, live any longer"" therein? Know ye not, that so many of us as [all we
who] ' were baptized into Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus] * were baptized into his

4 death ? Therefore we are [were] buried with him by [through] baptism into

death : that [in order that] like [»™« like] as Christ was raised up from the

dead by [through] the glory of the Father, even [omit even] so we also should

5 walk in newness of life. For if we have been planted together in [become
united " with] ° the likeness of his death, we shall be also in \witfi[ the likeness

6 of his resurrection : Knowing this, that our old man is [was] crucified with

him, that [in order that] ' the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth

7 we should not serve [be slaves to] ° sin. For he that is dead [hath died] " is

8 freed [acquitted] from sin. Now if we be dead [died] with Christ, we believe

9 that we shall also live with him : '° Knowing that Christ being raised from
the dead dieth no more ; death hath no more dominion over him [dominion over

10 him no more]. For in that [<»•, the death that] " he died, he died unto sin once

11 [for all] : but in that [<"-, the life that] he liveth, he liveth unto God, Like-

wise [Thus] reckon ye also yourselves to be \mnit to be] ''^ dead indeed unto sin,

but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord [eV XQUstrn 'lijaov, in Christ

Jesus. Omit our Lord]."

1 Yer. 1.—[The reading of the Rcc. (eirtixevovfjiev) is poorly supported. A. B. C. D. F. read eirtiLepiafiev ; adopted
by arieshach, Laclimatin, Tischendorf, Meyer, Altoid, Vordsworth. The above emendation is supported by the last
two editors. N. K., and some cursives, have eTrijueVo^e*'.

2 Ver. 2.— [ M >) yifoiro is a very forcible negative. How it should be rendered, is perhaps a matter of taste, but
the Olid forbid expresses its forciblenesn as no other English phrase can. Comp. Oalatians, ii. 17

; p. 49, note.
' Ver. 3.—[The E. V. is literally correct, but the reference seems to be to those baptized as a whole (Meyer) ; henco

the emendation, which is adopted by Alford, Wordsworth, Amer. Bible Union.
* Ver. 3.—[B.J and a number of cursives and fathers, omit •ItjctoCi-. The order in almost all authorities ia

XpiffTO** Irjtrovv.
' Ver. 5.—[Wordsworth renders <rufi<(.wToi yeyivitiicv : havehecome connate wUJi. This is literal and exact,

but covnale would scarcely be proper m a populnr version. Meyer, Lange :
" zusammevgewachsen, grown together.

United (Alford, Amer. Bible Union) is adopted in lieu of a better word. The E. V. : planted together is based on B
wrong view "f the etymology of (rv/A(|>uTot. '

« Ver. 5.—(/»! of the E. V. is not found in the Greek. WUTi, in both clauses, is borrowed from o-jJuAvtoi Aut
further emendation must be based on exegetical views of the verse.

' Ver. 6.—['I V a.
,

telle, in order that. The next clause is telio also ; bnt as a different lorm is chosen in Greek it ia
better to let the simple that remain. Amer. Bible Union reverses the position of in order that, thai, leavins it inde^nito
whether thi* first clause is telle.

* ® iu,ioiiui«

,
,'. Tl'- P,t[1'1>^

^r* SoyKeviiy means, first, to be a servant, or slave, then, to serve. The personification of sin.
Inplied in this passage, makes the pnmary meaning more colTcct here, and slaves is preferable to servants lor obvious

'Ver. 7.—[This verse has an aorist (iiroeaj-cur) in the first part, and a perfect (SeStitaiajTiii) in the oixvindrettherendermg: He that died has been ,usmd from sin (Amer. Bible Union) does not convey its meaSngpropei"y:The aorist refers to somethmg antecedent to the perfect, while the perfect states what r-nT,+i„„=. .„ i,„ iZZT? t"rt /I-— ... ^..^^ (,„..„....„..— .„ „„„ ^^ „, „..x,« iixjc uciicoi, BLrtiua wuat continues to be true; hence, iaEnglish, we must mverl, rendering the aorist by lias died, the perfect by is acquitted. The Apostle is statins a ™TieiS
proposition, which is not theological, but legal ; hence, acquitiedis preferable tS justified

P"™" '* ''^""S a general

-- '" .V<=i;8.-[The reading o-vi-f^ (TO (lev is found In N. B'. D. P., and is now generally adopted Rpr • ^,f-i^„^
<2^»".

^•^•'''*™ .rvfw"!-'.^; wMch lange considers a legal (xirrection to thrhortatorT.ff. Sf'«i«?
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n,i/L^^' 'Oz-lThe grammatical question respecting S is indicated by the two renderings given In ea«h member rftfain verse. The meaning is essentially the same, whichever be adopted (Meyer).
luoiuuor kw

'• Ver. H.-riJsc, !K«. K. L., insert elvai after vtKpov, niv , atK B. C., before ; it is omitted in A. D. E. F. G . b1most modem editors.
--•«.» uj

"t
^°'''

"^r'^'''/
^- ^- f ^^"^^'^^l^

'I' rendering i v
,
through, since the point of the whole passage is, that wtaie alive m virtue of our union to Chxi«t-z. e.,rn Christ Jesus. The Rec. adds t<? Kvplf i,^S,v, on the authoritj

« •
\ff ^-'w ™? versions and fathers. The words are omitted in A. B. D. fT, most versious, by many fatheniMeyer, Alford, Wordsworth,—^R.] » j / ««^

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

The section chap. vi. 1-11. Surrey. The death
ot Christians to sin, and their new life.

a. The effect and demand of grace : death and
life, vers. 1, 2.

b. According to baptism, vers. 3, 4.

0. According to the connection with Christ in

His death and resurrection, vers. 5, 6.

d. According to the power and import of death,
especially as a dying with Christ, vers. 1, 8.

e. According to the power of the new life as an
incorruptible life with Christ, vers. 9-11.

Ver. 1. What then shall we say ? The ovv
introduces the true conclusion from the previous
verses, chap. v. 20, .21, by repelling the false con-
clusion which might be deduced from what is said

there, [tnoftivmniv, the deliberative subjunctive.

See note on e/iu/tfr, p. 160.—P. S.]

Ver. 2. Let it not be [^« yivono]. See
chap. ill. 4, 6 [and Textual Note

, p. 112.—P. S.].

How shall we who died to sin [ol'Ti^yfi;

amd-dvoiisv Ti^ ""wa^Ttot.J OtTj-rft; [de-

cribing the quality^, as such who. Living in sin is

utterly contradictory to the character of Christians.

And the contradiction is very intense, not simply

because of the aversion and repulsion between natu-

ral death and life referred to by Rungius (see Tho-
luck).* The Christian is specifically dead to sin

;

and the life in sin, as a definitely false life, is op-

posed to this definite death. We have here an ex-

pression, therefore, not merely of " freedom from

all life-fellowship with sin " [so Meyer], but also of

the positive contradiction and repulsion between sin

and Christian life. The reality of this contradiction

is decided, figuratively exhibited, and sacramentally

sealed by baptism. Yet the Apostle does not sim-

ply borrow his expression of it from baptism ; but,

rather, the death and resurrection of Christ under-

lie the figurative meaning of baptism.

[amO-dvoiifv, we died (not, are dead, E. V.),

is the historic aorist, as ^fia^rov, v. 12, and djie-

&dviTi aim tw XqiarS, Col. ii. 20 ; comp. Gal. ii.

19, vojitM aniS avor ; Rom. vii. 4. The act of dying

refers to the time of baptism, ver. 8 (Bengel, Meyer,

Philippi, Alford, Wordsworth), which, in the Apos-
tolic Church, usually coincided with conversion and
justification, and implied a giving up of the former

life of sin, and the beginning of a new life of holi-

ness. The remission of sin, which is divinely assured

and sealed by baptism, is the death of sin. Sin for-

pvisn is hated, sin unforgiven is cherished. This,

too, shows the inseparable connection between justi-

fication and sanctification ; and yet they are kept

distinct : the justified is sanctified, not vice versd ;

first we are freed from the guilt (reatus) of sin, then

from the dominion of sin ; and we are freed from

the one in order to be freed from the other, i^

• [Tholack quotes ftom Bungius : " Sigmficat rum modo
mtlgarem quondam absiinentiam a prqposUo peccandi, sed

tniandam avrurdOeiov, qualis est inter mortuos ei vivos."—
».S.l

a/iaoria, as far ea regards sin; it is the daiijt
of reference, as Gal. ii. 19 ; 1 Peter ii. 24 ; while in
Col. ii. 20 Paul uses dno with the genitive in th«
same sense. A similar phrase is aravi-ovaSat tm
xoafKj), Gal. vi. 14, to be crucified to the world, so as
to destroy all vital connection with it, and to have
no more to do with it, except to oppose and hate it.

nmi; expresses the possibility, which is denied by
the question (Meyer), with a feeling of indignation
(Grotius : imdignvm est si loti in lutum revolvimur),

Qijao/Ltiv covers the whole future. To live in sin,

to hold any connection with it, is henceforth and
forever incompatible with justification.—P. S.]

Ver. 3. Know ye not [Or are ye ignorant,
t] ayroftTf ;]. This form of speech, like chap,

vii. 1, is undoubtedly a reminder of something already

known to the readers (Tholuck), yet it imparts at

the same time a more definite consciousness and a
fuller view of what is known. " It is very question-

able," says Tholuck, " whether other apostles exhibit

baptism with the same mystical profoundness as

Paul did." But 1 Peter iii. 17-22 is a modification

of the same fundamental thought. So, too, 1 John
V. 4-6. [Paul evidently regarded baptism not merely

as a sign, but also as an effective means of grace

(comp. Gal. iii. 27 ; Col. ii. 12; Titus iii. 5 ; Eph.
V. 26) ; else he would have reminded his readers of

their conversion rather than their baptism. We
must always remember, however, that in the first

missionary age of the Church the baptism of adults

implied, as a rule, genuine conversion—the baptism

of Simon Magus being an exception.—P. S.]

That so many of us (all we who were).

"Oaoiy, quotquot. [It denotes universality, as many
of us as, all without exception, but it is not stronger

than o'l/Tivm, which indicates the quality, such of vx

as.—P. S.] The phrase pamiitn/v ft? retains the

most direct figurative reference of baptism. It

means strictly, to immerse into Christ (Riickert)

—

that is, into the fellowship of Christ. [Comp. ver.

4: pdnri^fia itq Sdvaxov; Gal. iii. 27: th Xqio-

tbv iflanria&tiTf ; Matt, xxviii. 19 : ft:; to mofia.

Alford :
" ' Into participation of,' ' into union with

'

Christ, in His capacity of spiritual Mastership, Head-

ship, and Pattern of conformity."—^P. S.] The ex-

planation of Meyer [accepted by Hodge], that it

never means any thing else than to baptize in refer-

ence to, with relation to, and that the more specific

definitions must arise from the context, fails to do

justice to this original meaning. [Comp. Lange

and Schaff on Matthew, pp. 555 (Textual Note •),

557, 558, 660.—P. S.] But the baptizing into the

full, living fellowship of Christ, is, as theApastle

remarks, a baptism into the fellowship of His death.

And there is implied here, according to the idea of

a covenant, the Divine adjudication of this saving

fellowship on the one hana, and the human obliga^

tion for an ethical continuance of the fellowship on

the other. The explanation of Grotius and others,

the idea of imitation, is digressive, and weakens tlie

sense. See Gal. iii. 27 ; Col. ii. 11 ; Titus iii. 5.
_

Ver. 4. Therefore we were buried with

bim \_avvitdqititinv ovv autji ita toi
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paTtilafiatoq ft? tov &avarov. To be

buried is a stronger expression than to die, for the

burial oori firms death and raises it beyond doubt; it

withdraws the dead from our sight, and annihilates

him, as it were. The same figure in Col. ii. 12.

The mystic <riv in avvrdipofiat, as also in aimano-

&vijaxai, iTi'<rTav()oTi/iai,, &c., signifies the fi/e-union

of the believer with Christ ; oomp. the remarks of

Tholuck, p. 281 f.—F. S.]. Buried in death; an

oxymoron, according to which burial precedes and

death follows, as is illustrated in the immersion into

the bath of baptism. The analogous feature in the

life of Christ was His rejection by the world, and

His violent death on the cross. The expression de-

notes not only a burial before death and for death,

but it is likewise an expression of the decision and

completion of death, and, finally, a reference to the

transition from death to the resurrection. The fin-

ished xardSiKTu;, as the bringing about of the avd-

(f^J(r^s ; Col. ii. 12.*

Into death [tie ror &avarov]. The
death of Christ ia not merely a death of the Indi-

vidual Jesus, but the death which, in principle or

power, comprehends all mankind, and which abso-

lutely separates the old world and the new world.

Therefore it must not here be particularized (Calov.

:

the declared death of sin ; others give different in-

terpretations). [£it; Tor Sdvatov must be closely

connected with f/aTzriafiaroi, baptism into the death

of Christ for the appropriation of its full benefit,

viz., the remission of sins and reconciliation with

God.—P. S.]

In order that, as Christ was reused up
[tVa oitiTTf^ ^ ye^ &tj X^tffTot; ex Vfx^o}V
dtd rijq S6iTi(; toP IlaTQOi;, x.r.X.J. The

* [All commentators of note (except Stuart and Hodge)
expressly admit or take it for grunted that in tlii.s verse,
especially in trvveTaxtiTjfiev and jjyepdrjy the ancient prevail-

ing moiJe of baptism by immersion and emersion is implied,
as giving additional force to tlie idea of the going down of

the old and the rir^ing up of the new man. Chrysostom on
John iii., Horn. xxv. (al. xxiv., Opp., torn. viii. p. 151)

:

Kadairep ei' tivl Ta0w, Tip vSa.TL KaTadvovTitiv ijjxiiiv Tas Ke-

^oAac, 6 iraAAatb; avdptoiTQ^ QaTTTerai, Kal KaTtt5us icaTw

icpimTeTat oAws Kodaira^ • elra avavevovTtiiv rifiiav, it kolvos
avet(rt n-oAti'. He then quotes Col. ii. 12 ; Rom. vi. 6.

Bloomfield ; " There is a plain allusion to the ancient mode
of baptism by immersion ; on which, see Suicer's Tltes, and
Bingliajn's ^rii'7fa;/('S." Barnes: " It is altogether proba-
ble that the Apostle has allusion to the custom of baptizing
by immersion." Conybeare and Howson : "This passage
cannot be understood, unless it be borne in mind that the
primitive baptism was by immersion." "Webster and Wil-
kinson ; "Doubtless there is an allusion to immersion, as
the usual mode of baptism, introduced to show that bap-
tism symbolized also our spiritual resurrection, aj^n-ep

Wp^T) X." Comp. also Bengel, B-iickert, Tholuck, Meyer.
1*116 objection of Philippi (who, however, himself regiirds

this allusion probable in ver. 4), that in this case the Apos-
tle would have expressly mentioned the symbolic act, has
no force in view of the daily practice of btiptism. But im-
moreionists, on the other hand, make an unwarranted use
of this passage. It should be remembered, that immersion
is not conrSiandcd here, but simply alluded to, and that the
immersion, or KaTdiSvfft?, is only one part of the baptismal
act, symbolizing the going down of the old man of sin

;

and that the emersion, or avdSv(m, of the new man of
righteousness, is just as essential to complete the idea.

Hence, irrespective of other considerations, the substitu-
tion of the onesided and secular term iiwmei-sion for bap'
timi, in a revision of the English Bible, would give a mere-
ly negative view of the meaning of the sacrament. Bap-
tism, and the corresponding verb, which have long sLnco
booome naturalized in the English language, as much so
aa Christ, apostle, angel, &c., are the only terms to express
properly the use of water foi sacred, sacrwtnental purposes,
and the idea of resurrection as well as of death and burial
with Chiast. Immersion is undoubtedly a more expressive
form than sprinkling

; yet the effioacy of the sacrament does
oot depe»d upon the quantity or quality of water, nor upon
Ha mode of its application.—P. 8.]

purpose of dying with Christ. The power that raised

our Lord was the S6la of the Father. Thus ths

resurrection of Christ is traced back to the highest

Cause. God Is the Father, as Origin and Author of

the spiritual world comprehended in Christ. Before

the Father's name the creature-world ascends into

the spiritual world, and the spiritual world is con

joined in the Son. The glory of the Father is th«

concentrated revelation of all the attributes of the

Father in their unity, especially of His omnipotence

(1 Cor. vi. 14; Eph. i. 19), wisdom, and goodness;

or of His omnipotent love in its faithfulness, and of

His personality in its most glorious deed.* Before

the glory of the Father the whole living world goes

to rain, is doomed to death, in order that the dead

Christ may be made alive as Prince of the resurrec-

tion. Applications of the Soia to the divinity of

Christ (Theodoret [77 olxiia dtoxtji;'], and others);

in gloriam patrif (Beza [inadmissible on account

of did with the genitive]
) ; in palerna gloria r«-

surrex't (Castalio).

From the dead, Ix vix^Civ. The world of

the dead is regarded as a connected sphere. Also

antithesis to ^k; ddvarov.
So we also should walk in newness of life

[oi'jToie xal riii-tiq iv xaivorrjrtr i^otfjq TTf-

^i,naT^<To>fiiv^. In newness of life ; that is, in

a new kind and form of life, which is subsequently

denoted as incorruptibility, and therefore also by
implication as continual newness and perpetual re-

newal of existence. Consequently, more than Zoit;

xaivij (Grotius).'l' [Meyer, Alford : "Not 'a new
life

;
'—nor are such expressions ever to be diluted

away thus."—P. S.] Walk gives prominence to the

practical proof of this newness in new, free conduct

of life.

Ver. 5. For if -we have grown together
[ft ydQ tJVficpvroL yfyovafievl. The ex-

pression (Tii/jijuiToe, denoting originally inborn

[innate] ; born with [congenital, connate], means
here the same as an/iqiu^q, grown together by natiire.

[Grotius : coaluimus ; Tholuck, Philippi, Meyer

:

zusammengewachsen, verwachsen mit, concretus ; Stu-

art : become homogeneous ; Alford : intimately and
prngressively united.—P. S.] The expression com-

planiati (Vulgate, Luther [E. V. : planted together]

)

goes too far, and is not justified by the language ; If,

while the interpretation grafted into (Erasmus [Cal-

vin, Estius, Conybeare and Howson], and others)

does not express enough here [and would require

i/iipvTiVTo<;, insitilius.—P. S.] The 15gure denotes

believers as a unity of different branches in one root

or one trunk. These characters, which are united

in one spirit, as the grapes of a cluster, have sprung
from one gospel or new principle of life. Thus be-
lievers have grown into an image or analogue of the

death oi 3esas (tw ofioio'i/iari., dative of direc-

tion), but not with such an analogue (Meyer, Tho-

* [86^a and Svfajai? are closely related ; comp. tbe He-
brew "jSJ, and rb Kparos t^s 5(S£i7s, Col. i. 11. Meyer 6»»

plains Sofa, die glorreiche Gesammivollkommeriheit OoUes.—
P. S.]

t [So also Koppe, Eeiohe, Stuart: "K<uviiT7|ri t^j &({<
I regard as a Hebraistic form, in which the first noun stp-
plies the place of the adjective." Against this dilution,
comp. Winer, p. 211, Meyer and Alford in loc. The ab.
straot noun KairoTTj! gives greater prominence to the qual-
ity of newness, which is the chief point here ; comp. 1
Thess. il. 11 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17.— P. S.]

} [<rvii.()VTot is not derived ftom ijtvTevai, to pUvit (*«»»•
T6t, used by Plato), but from i(ivni, or dniojiAi <o m-ois,
Oomp. on the ditferont meanings of (riixijiviv Reioh«
Fntzsohe, ajid Philippi in tec—P. 3.]
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luck), with which we cannot connect any clear
thought. [Philippi and Meyer explain : grown to-

gether, or, intimately connected with the likeness
of His death ; the ojuoliofia being spiritual death, so
that the meaning is : If we are spritually dead to
sin, as Christ was physically dead, &c. So in the
other clause our spiritual resurroctiou is the oiiomiio,
of the bodily resurrection of Clirist.—P. S.] Nei-
ther can Tw Ofioimnari, be the dative of instru-

ment : We have grown together with Christ [tw
JC^iMTTw being understood as in ver. 6] through the
resemblance of His death-baptism, the likeness of
Bis death (Erasmus [Beza, Grotius], Fritzsche, Baur
[Van Hengel], and most others). For [this would
require ainS after av/iqimoi-, and] believers are not
grown together by the likeness of the death of
Christ, but by His death itself in a religious sense,

as cause (through the medium of the gospel), in

order tha,t, as an organism, they should now exhibit
as a copy His death in the ethical sense.

We shall be also •with his resurrection
[aAAti xal tvq av,aaraa smi; eiro^ffla].
The antithesis is strengthened by a). la [which is

nsed sometimes also by the classics for the rapid and
emphatic introduction of the antithetical idea in the
apodosis after a hypothetical protasis ; see Meyer
in loc, and Hartung, FartikeUehre, ii. p. 40.—P. S.].

We shall also be grown together with Him into the
likeness of His resurrection (Beza, Grotius, Meyer,
Philppi ; Tholuck : " abbreviated comparative ").

Not aiifKpiiToi, T^i; avaaraaiinq (Erasmus, Calvin,

Olshausen, and others).* The reference of the ex-

pression to the resurrection of the body (by Tertul-

lian, and others) is not in harmony with tlie context
(see ver. 4) ;

yet is altogether authorized by ver.

9, if we regard the new life as continuing to the
bodily resurrection (therefore an ethical and physical

resurrection, which Meyer and Tholuck oppose).

The future, laoitfOa,, is indeed not imperative

(Reiche [Olshausen, Stuart : expressive of obliga-

tion]
) ; nor does it denote willingness (Fritzsche),

b>it the certainty of the result, the necessary conse-

quence of dying together with Christ [Tholuck,
Meyer, Hodge], if we understand thereby not merely
a natural consequence, but an ethical one, which in-

volves an ever-new willingness. Tliis is likewise in-

dicated by what immediately follows.

Ver. 6. Knowing this. That objective rela^

tion of the resurrection is not only confirmed by the

subjective consciousness (Meyer), but it is also con-

ditioned by it.

That our old man [6 naXaioq tj /imv
avS-^wTTos]. Meyer: cur old et/n. This is liable

to misunderstanding, and expresses too much. Meyer
further explains : " Personification of the entire

state of sinfulness before the nahyyivinla (John
iii. 3 ; Titus iii. 6 ; Eph. iv. 22; ; Col. ill. 9)." This

expresses too httle. The old man is the whole sin-

fulness of man, which, proceeding from Adam, and
pervading the old world and making it old, has be-

come, in the concrete human image, the pseudo-

plasmatic phantom of human nature and the human
form f (see chap. viii. 3). Tholuck's explanation is

* [Grammatically, this is not impossible, since otJ/xi^vtos

Is constructed with the genitive as well as with the dative

;

but n dvatrrdcreL would have been more natural in this

taee
; lienoc it is better to supply (rv^-'^uTot rtp ofiou^fiaTi,

10 that Tqs avatrrdaetui depends upon t. bfiouafj-aTi.—P. S.]

t [One of Lange's hardest sentences :
*' Der alie Mensch

iat He einheitliche SihidTw/ligJeeit des M&rt^cliev^ wie sie von
Adam ausgehend, die alte Welt durckziehend und zur aUen
naehend in dem concreten Menschenbilde nirm ffseudoplasma-'

almost unintelligible :
" Indication of the igo of thf

earlier personality
;_

as in etrw av&§w7to<;, i x^iiw.
Toi; iv 1^ xaqSi(^ av&qiiiTioc;, 1 Peter Iii, 4.«

Was [not is, as in the E. V.] crucified with
lum [avviatav^mSri, comp. Gal. ii. 20: Xiius-
Tw avviaiavQuiixai,- fw He omixi, iyo), iHj rli h
ifioi JC^WTos]. "Namely, at the time when we
were baptized," says Meyer [referring to veis. 3, 4],
But this is rather a superficial view. Baptism hiu
actually and individually realized a connection which
had already been realized potentially and generally
in the death on the cross ; see 2 Cor. v. 14, 15

;

Gal. ii. 19; Col. iii. 1. Tholuck: " Calovius says verj
properly against Grotius : (tuv non similiiudjmem
notat, verum simtjltatem, ut ita dicam, et commb-
NIONEM. The accessory idea of pain, or of gradual
death [advocated by Grotius, Stuart, Barnes], could
hardly have been thought of in this connection by
the Apostle." Tet we are also reminded of the
violence and effective energy of the death on the
cross by the following : in order that the body of sin

might be destroyed. The destructive power of the
death on the cross involves not merely pain aud sor-

row, but also the ignominy of the cross of Christ.

According to Meyer, Paul only made use of the ex-

pression because Christ had died on the cross.

In order that the body of sin might be
destroyed [tra Kara^yriQ-'ti to aoi/ta r^q
a/ia^Ttac;; comp. to <7M/Lfa rtjc; oa^x.oc, Col. ii.

11, and TO awpa rou SavaTov toi'toc, Rom, vii,

24]. It is self-evident, from Paul and the whole
Bible, that there is not the slightest reference here
to a [literal] destruction of the body [i. e., of this

physical organism which is only dissolved in physi-

cal death, and which, instead of being annihilated, ia

to be sanctified ; comp. 1 Cor. vi. 20 ; 1 Thess. v, 23

;

Rom. xiii, 14.—P. S,]. As " the old man " is tl)e

pseudo-plasmatic phantom of man, so is " the body
of sin " the phantom of a body in man consisting

of his whole sinfulness ; and so, further on, is the

body of death (chap. vii. 24) the phantom of a cor-

poreal power of death encompassing man. It is re-

markable that most of the later expositors (with the

exception of Philippi, p, 210 ff,) reject the construc-

tions that are most nearly correct, to substitute for

them others which are dualistic.

1. i^«^«)-a<«t)e explanations. Sin under the ^/Sj^wr*

of a body.

a. The totality of sin (Origen, Grotius), [Chry-

sostom : fj olo/.krjqoi a/ta^zia. Calvin : " Corpus

tischen Scheivbilde der Minschenvafur und Menscherjgpf^ali

gewm-den ist." In like manner he explains "the body of

denth," vii. -4, and *' the law in the members,'' vii. 23, with

reference to the physiological and medicil doctrine of plasma

and pscndo-plasnia, as it Paul hnd by intuition iinticipnted

modern science.— P. S.l
* [The TToAaiiis av9piairot is the ffapf personified, or the

ly!fi iTo.fKiKo's, chap. vii. 14, 18— i, e,, the ialle", sinful na-

ture before regeneration, in opposition to the K.ai.vM, or

rios ivepianos, or the Knirij KTi'cnt, the renewed, regenerated

man; Ool. iii. 9, 10; Eph, iv. 22-24; 2 0<ir, v. 17, The
term man is used because sin controls the whole personal-

ity, as, on the other hand, regeneration is a radical change

ol the whole man with all his faculties and dispositions.

The phrase, the old man, the man of sin, is traced to rabbm-

ical orifin by SchSttgen, Bloomflcid, Stuart ; but the pas-

sage quoted by Sohuttgen from the comparatively recent

Sahar-chadash (first published in 1599) has a different mean-

ing, according to Tholuck, p. 287. The Talmud, however,

o;ills proselytes " new creatures," and says of them • "thej

became as little children;" see SchOttgen, Bur. i. P- 328,

704 f. ; 'Wetstein and Meyer on 2 Oor, v. 17. Meyei

says : " The form of the expression (naty'ti ktio-w) is rab.

binioal ; for the Rabbins considered a convert to Judaism at

nT^^ nina." The christian idea of the iraAiyiwaji.*

of course, is fer deeper."—P. S.]
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pcccati non carnem et ossa, sed massam designat.'"

More accurately: Sin is personified as a living organ-

ism with many members (vices), which may be put

to death. So Philippi :
" Die Masse der Sund/- ah

(jegliedeHer Organismus." Bloomfield : "^ To auifia

rhi; a/iaoria^ is the same with o 7za.).ai,o<i a.vS(iM-

;ros-, and"' means tlwt sin is a body consisting of many
particular members or vices, an imperium in impe-

no."—P. S.]

b. The nature or substance of sin (Schottgen).

c. The figure of sin with reference to the figure

of the crucifixion (Oalov., Wolf, and others).

d. " The tendency of alienation from God and

conformity to the pleasures of the world " (J.

Miiller, and others ; Tholuck, p. 290).

e. More strongly : The whole man in his de-

parture from God ; the natural man (Augustin,

Liithor, Calvin [Hodge :
" The body of sin " is only

anotlier name for " the old man," or rather for its

concrete form] ).

/. Reduced to a minimum : Bad habit (Pelagius).

2. lAteral explanations

:

a. The flesh as flesh of sin, aaqi dfiaQriaq (Ro-

senmiilier).

b. " The body belonging to the principle of sin,

the body ruled by sin." The old man had such a

body, and this trw^a, as far as it is a body of sin,

Bhould be completely destroyed by crucifixion with

Christ " (Meyer). An utter confusion of the figura-

tive and literal construction. [Winer, Gramm., p.

177 : the body which belongs to sin, in which sin

has its existence and dominion, ahnoat the same with

iTmiia rij^ (Ja!)y.6c, Col. i. 23. Similarly Alford, after

De Wette : the body, which belongs to or serves ain,

in which sin rules or is manifested, = ra /<£/»;, ver.

13, in which is o ro,uoi; rr/q dua^riai;, vii. 23.

Wordsworth : tlie body of sin is our body, so far as

it is the seat and instrument of sin, and the slave

of sin.—P. S.]

c. The body as amia rij? ua^xo?, and the latter

the seat of sin (Semler, Usteri, RUckert, Ritsohl,

Rothe, Hofmann ; see Thohiok, p. 290).*

3. The anti-dualiatic expositors, who interpreted
this (Tm/ia as the real body or the natural man, were
compelled to render improperly the xara^yrid^ri, as:

euaeuaretur, might be made inoperative and power-
less. [Tertullian, Augustin; also Stuart and Barnes

:

might be deprived of efficiency, power, life. Alford

:

rendered powerless, annulled, as far as regards ener-

gy and activity,—P. S.]

That henceforth vre should not be slaves
to sin. [Calvin :

^^ Jincni abolitionis noiai"'\ Sin

is regarded as the controlling power (see ver. 16)

;

John viii. 44. If this power is to be broken, the
bociy of sin must be crucified. The reason for this

is given in what follows, [roii ^j/keti. ioohvHv
tiftdq rri dua^ria is a more concrete expression of
the aim' than the preceding clause, IVa r.axaQyi]M,
x.T./l. See Winer, p. 569.—P. S.]

Ver. 7. For he that hath died is acquitted
from sin. ['0 ya^ dTto&avtiiv SfSmcclojrat
aizo T^; dfia^riat;; comp. 1 Peter iv. 1 : oti.

6 naO-fiyv tv aa^y.l, TibTZainai- d/taQriaq. The in-

tiirpretations of this passage depend upon the mean-
ing of ctTiod-avuiv, whether it is to be taken in a

* [Tholnck takes trwfia. in the literal eense, but viewed
48 the seat and organ of sin (p. 303), and enters in this con-
nection into a full discussion of the meaning of (rapf, and
Its relation to sin, p. 296 ff. ; but the proper place for a
biblico-psychologioal excursus or <ra^f trw/Ao, ^x^i vovs,
wvtvtia, U ohap. vii. See below.—P. S.j

physical, or in a moral (legal), or in a spirit-jal (mys-

tic) sensn-P. S.] The chief and only question

here is not ethical dyitg, or dying with Christ (Era*

mus, Calvin, Oocceius, Bengel, Olshausen [De Wette,

Philippi], and others. And the reason for this is,

first, because justification must not be regarded^ as

the consequence, but the cause of the ethical dying

with Christ. Second, because not merely the being

justified or freed from sin should be proved, in and

of itself, but the being justified or freed from sin by

death. An earlier, already present, universal, moral,

and theocratical law of life is thus used to illustrate

the new, religious, and ethical law of life in Chris-

tianity, in the same way that chap. viL 1-6 has refer-

ence to such a law. The universal prmoiple which

the Apostle makes his groundwork here in the figura-

tive expression, is the word in ver. 23 : The wagei

.

of sin is death. The Grecian and Roman form of

this antithesis was : by execution the offender is jus-

tified and separated from his crime (Alethseus, Wol^
and others). The theocratic form was the some
decree of death for sin, according to Gen. ii. 17

;

ix. 6 ; Lev. xxiii. 1 ff. The sinner who was made a

curse-offering, Cherem, was morally destroyed in a

symbolical sense, but, at the same time, his guilt

also, as well as his life of sin, was destroyed in a-

symbolical sense. According to Gen. ii. 17, the

same thing held good of natural death, not so far as

it, as a momentary power, put an end to the sinner's

present life (Chrysostom, and others), but rather be-

cause it made a penal suffering extending into eternity

(Sheol) the punishment of sin. All these modifica.

tions are grouped in the primitive law : death is ihe-

wages of sin ; and this is the law which the Apostle

makes the image of the Christian law of life. The
Christian dies to sin by being crucified with Christ,

Now, the being justified does not mean here justifica-

tion by faith in itself (although dying with Christ ia

connected therewith), but justification as a release

from sin by the death of the sinner himself. Be.

cause Meyer ignores the complete Old Testament
idea of death, he attacks the statute of Jewish the-

ology : death, as the punishment of sin, atones for,

the guilt of sin. He explains the Apostle's decla-

ration thus :
" He is made a di/.cuot; by death, not

as if he were now free from the guilt of his sins

committed in life, but so far as he sins no more."
The explanation of ethical death with Christ (Rothe,

Philippi, and others already mentioned) here makea-
what is to be proved the proof itself (as Meyer prop-
erly remarks). Meyer refers the passage to physical
death as exit from the present life—a view in wliich

regard is not paid to penal suffering.* Better than
this is the view : As activity ceases in the dead, and
sin with it, so should it also be with you who have
died with Christ (Theodoret, Melanchthon, Grotius).

But there is the same inadequateness of the com-
parison. Tholuck's exposition is utterly untenable
(with reference to Calvin, Bengel, Spener, and oth.
ers), that sin should here be regarded as a creditor
who has just claims on man, &c. ; for, while a debtor
is released by death from his creditor, there is by nO
means a Si,r.ai.ovaS-ai, of the debtor from his debt.f

* [Meyer's view is, that ho who is physically dead is free
from sra, because he is free from the body, the seat of sin.
But this, as Phihppi remarks, is contrary to the biblioal
and Pauline anthropology.—P. S.]

t [We add the views of leading English and Amerioaa
commentators ; Scott, Maoknight, and Hodge : He who ia
drad wdhahrist ts. freed from the guilt and punishment olsm by justification, Stuart and Barnes : The Apostle ap-
plies a common Jewish proverb concerning physical deatb.
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Ter. 8. Now if we died with Christ, &c.
[£i iJt ajif&dvo HIV aiiv Xjkttw]. Si

announces the transition to the new thought, that
believers, having died with Christ, would also live

with Him. But this is not a mere conclusion from
the being dead to the new life ; the accent rests on
the qualification with Chrut, because Christ lives.

As we are dead with Christ in His death, in its pro-

foundest meaning and effect—which death comprises
the separation from the entire old world, and its sin

and vanity—so do we believe that we shall also
live with him \_7iif(mvoftfv oxt y.ai trvvt'^'

ffo/ifv aiiriT)'\ in the supremely highest and most
intense life—which life is eternal, and is an eternal

life, Meyer emphasizes simply the inference from
the ethical death with Christ to ethical participation

in the new and enduring life of Christ. He is much
in error in excluding here [with Philippi] the idea

of the Christian's future share in the blessedness of

the glorified Saviour (see chap, viii.), as Origen,

Ohrysostom, Grotius, Beiche, and others are in con-

fining aviijao/iiv to the future life. Rosenmiiller,

Tholuck, and others, have properly comprised both
these elements

;
yet the chief emphasis rests upon

the assurance of the new ethical life as implying the

full freedom from all sin in the fellowship of Clirist.

Tholuck, with Erasmus, Calvin, and others, empha-
sizes once for all [Eipdrtai, ver. 10] as an eternal

destination to new life. This destination is commen-
surate with the certaiuty of being dead with Christ.

Yet, granting full force to the conclusion, it is still

!in object of faith {niAjrtvoiitv), which rests mainly

on Christ as the risen One. (Different interpreta-

tions of rci,(!Ttvoii.iv: Confidence in Divine assist-

ance, Fritzsolie ; in the Divine promise, Baumgarten-
Crusius ; in God as the Finisher of the commenced
work of grace, Philippi [comp. 1 Thess. v. 24

, 2

Thess. iii. 3 ; 2 Tim. ii. 11] ).

Ver. 9. KnoTVingi &c. From faith in the risen

One there arises the certain knowledge that hence-

forth He can never die ; because He could die but

once, inasmuch as, with the guilt of sin. He had
assumed also the judgment of death. [Alford

:

Death could not hold Him, and had no power over

Him further than by His own sufferance ; but power
over Him it had, inasmuch as He died. Meyer : The

HlifHi'ifM' of death over Christ was decreed by God
(v. 8-10), and brought about by Christ's voluntary

obedience (Jolm x. 18 ; Matt. xx. 28). The convic-

tion that Christ lives for ever furnishes the ground
and support to our own life-union with Him.]

Ver. 10. For in that he died, or, the death
Which he died. The expression, o dni&aviv,
may mean : as far as His death is concerned (Winer)

;

or, as far as the death which He died is concerned

(De Wette) ; or that wh.ch He died, so that o is

to one who Is BpirUually dead as to sin

—

i. e., he mu.st be-
come free of its influenoe. Bloomfield : He whose corrupt
Dature has been crucified with Chriel is freed from its power
Bad slavery. Alford : As a raan that is dead is released
from guilt and bondage among men : so a man thjit has
died to sin is acquitted from the guilt of sin and released of
its bondage, so that sin (personified) has no more claims on
him, either as a creditor or as a master, cannot detain him
for debt, nor sue him for service. Forbes combines the
view of legal freedom from the guilt of sin (Fraser, Hal-
dane) with the interpretation of spiritual freedom from the
power and dominion of sin. '* It is to sin as a whole, to its

Bower as well as to its guilt, that the believer has virtually

ftied in Christ as his representative and substitute." All is

tdready objectively accomplished in Christ, yet remains to

be realised subjectively in the believer's individual experi-
ence, which will not be completed till after the literal death
of the bod;.—f. 8.]

viewed as the subject [or rather as the accusative o<
the object ; comp. Gal. ii. 20 : o di vtv to>.—P. S.J,We pi'efer the last exposition, but do not refer the o,

with Benecke (after Hilariue, and others) to the mor-
tal part of Christ [that which died in Christ], but
to Christ's great and unexampled experience of
death. All his dying was abhorrence of sill, induced
by sin, directed against sin.

—

Unto sin he died
\_ifi a/taqri^* aTiE&avfv]. Explanations;
ad expianda peccaia (Grotius, Olshauseu) ; or, ad
expianda el toUenda p. (Tholuck [Reiche, Fritzsche],
Philippi)

;
[or, to destroy the power of sin (Chry.

sostom, Beza, Calvin, Bengel, Ewald] ). Indefinite
reference to death (Ruckert, De Wette [Alford], and
others). Meyer: His death paid the debt to sin,

and now it can have no more power over Him.
Hofmann : With His death, all passive relation to
sin has ceased. Certainly the parallel in ver. 11
{v(K(}ovq tvi d^aQTia] seems to require a similar

rendering. ' Yet we must not merely bring out
prominently the repulsiveness of sin to the Ute of
Jesus, but rather the repulsiveness of His life to

sin—which repulsiveness was consummated in Hia
death. Both together constitute the absolute sepa-

ration.

Once [e(pdna.^'\. Once for all. [The one
sacrifice on the cross, as the sacrifice of the infinite

Son of God, has infinite value both as to extent and
time, and hence excludes repetition; comp. Heb.
vu. 2Y; ix. 12, 26, 28; x. 10; 1 Pet. iii. 18.—P. S.]

But in that he liveth, or, the life that he
liveth [o di t'^, Ifi rS SfM]. All His life.

His whole glorious lifej is for O'od. As His death
consisted wholly in the ethical reaction against sin,

so His life consists wholly in consecration to God,
His honor, and His kingdom. [Christ's life on earth

was also a hfe for God, but in conflict with sin and
death, over which He triumphed in the resurrection.

—P. S.] Theophylact's view is wrong : by the

power of God.
Ver. 11. Thus reckon ye also yourselves

(account yourselves) dead indeed unto sin

[Oi'Twe v.al Vfj-iii; Xoyltto&i lai/roi't; vi'
/.Qoiit; fikv T^ a/ia^Tta]. A XoyltifjQat' of
Christ does not stand as a parallel to Xoyit.fo&i

(which is imperative, and not indicative, as Bengel

would have it).]- It should rather be derived from

the meaning of the death of Christ, according to

ver. 10.

But alive unto God in Christ Jesus [er Xq.
'Jija.]. That is, in fellowship, or living union with

Him (not merely through Him).J It refers not

simply to living to God (Ruckert, De Wette [Al-

ford] ), but also to being dead to sin [Reiche, Mey-

er]. The Xoyi!^(aS-i requires of Christians that they

should understand what they are as Christians, as

members of Christ, according to the duties of com-

mon fellowship (Tholuck, Philippi); but not that

they should attain to this condition by moral effort

* [The dative of reference or relation ; in point of fact,

in the case ol ifLaiyriii it is the Daiivus incommodi, or deti-u

mmii; while in the nest clause r^ flecj* is the Dat, conp'

modi.—S. S.]
, .

t fThe indicative would rather require : ovna koI r}nttt

Koyi(6iie9<i, instead of the second person. Alford is quite

mistaken, when he says : "Meyer only holds it to be in-

dicative." Meyer, on the contrary, takes Aoyifto-Se to b«

the imperative, in harmony with the hortative character (A

what follows.—P. S.l

t [Meyer : iv X. 'I. Is not per Christum (Grotius,

Fritzsche, al.), but denotes the element in which the bein|

dead and being alive holds. Comp. 'Winer, Oramm., p. 361

—P. 8.]
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(Baur). That is, Christian life proceeds upon the

believing presupposition of our completion in Christ;

but this completion is not, reversely, brought to pass

by a moral effort. Of course, the telio completion

then meets the principial completion as the goal of

tifort.

DOCIEINAL AND ETHICAL.

] See the Preliminary/ Remarks on chaps, vi.-

riii., and the inscription to the present section, chap.

Ti. 1-11.

2. On chap. vi. 1. The false conclusion which
anomia^tisni has ever derived from the fact that sin,

in its complete development, occasions a still more
glorious revelation of grace, rests on the erroneous
supposition that the ethical and organic relation on
both sides is a purely natural relation, which justifies

to an altogether passive conduct in religious and
moral things. This anomianism appears in Indian
heathendom, as well as in modern huraanitarianism,

chiefly in a pantheistic form. But in Christian re-

ligiousness it appears only sporadically in this form
;

yet mostly, on the other hand, in dualistic forms.

This is as much as to say, that if the iiesh be in-

dulged in its sphere, the spirit will hkewise maintain
the ascendency in its sphere ; or, grace will over-

come sin, and the like. But in every form this ano-
mianism is to the Apostle an object of religious and
moral abhorrence, which he expresses by /lij yhoi.ro.
He opposes this false conclusion by the truth of the
relation according to which the whole of Christianity

is rooted in a thoroughly religious and moral act

—

the death of Jesus.

3. Baptism, in its full meaning, is a dying with
Christ, wliich is potentially grounded in the dynamic
meaning of His dying for all (2 Cor. v. 14), and is

actually realized in the dynamical genesis of faith.

It follows from this that it is not only a partial puri-
fication of the living sinner, but his fundamental
purification by a spiritual death and burial ; that,

further, it not merely represents sensibly and seals
the single parts and acts of the Christian life, but its

whole justification, in all its parts ; and therefore
that it is available, operative, and obligatory once
for all. It follows, finally, that baptism is not sim-
ply an ecclesiastical act performed on the individual,
wlien the individual is passive, but an ethical cove-
nant-transaction between Christ and the one who is

baptized
; wherefore even the baptism of children

presupposes in the family, the parents, or the spon-
sors, a spirit of faith which represents and encom-
passes the child.

From all tliis it will be seen how very much bap-
tism is obscured and desecrated by regarding it either
as a mere ceremony which certifies the Christian life
of the person baptized, or, on the other hand, as a
onesided and magical act which is supposed to create
the Christian life.

[In opposition to the low and almost rationalistic
rievrs now prevailing in a large part of Protestant-
ism on the meaning and import of Christian baptism,
it may be well to refer to the teaching of the sym-
bols of the Reformation down to the Westminster
rtandards, and of the older divines, which is far deep-
er, Take, for instance, the Westminster Confession
vf Faith (nhap. xxviii.) :

" Baptism is a sacrament
of the New Testament, ordained by Jesus Christ, not
only for the solemn admission of the party baptized
into the visible Church, but also to be unto him a
Bign and seal of the covenant of grace, of his in-

grafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remissioQ

of sins, and of hia giving up unto God, through.

Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life." (Comp.

the Larger Catechism, Qu. 165, and Shorter OatC'

chism, Qu. 94). Calvin says :
" In treating the saci

raments, two things are to be considered : the sign.

and the thing signified. Thus, in baptism, the sign

is water ; but the thing signified is tiie cleansing of

the soul by the blood of Christ, and the mortilca.

tion of the flesh. Both of these things are com
prised in the institution of Christ ; and whereas
often the sign appears to be ineffectual and fruitless,

that comes through men's abuse, which does not

annul the nature of the sacrament. Let us learn,

therefore, not to tear apart the thing signified from
the sign ; though, at the same time, we must be on
our guard against the opposite fault, such as prevailj

among Papists. For, failing to make the needful
distinction between the thing and the sign, they stop

short at the outward element, and there confidently

rest their hope of salvation. The sight of the water,

accordingly, withdraws their minds from Christ's

blood and the grace of the Spirit. Not reflecting

that, of all the blessings there exhibited, Christ alone
is the Author, they transfer to water the glory of Hia
death, and bind the hidden energy of the Spirit to

the visible sign. What, then, must be done ? Let
us not separate what the Lord has joined together.

We ought, in baptism, to recognize a spiritual laver

;

we ought in it to embrace a witness to the remission
of sins and a pledge of our renewal ; and yet so to
leave both to Christ and the Holy Spirit the honor
that is theirs, as that no part of the salvation be
transferred to the sign."—Dr. John Lillie, in his ex-
cellent posthumous Lectures on the Epistles of Peter
(New York, 1869, p. 252), in commenting on 1 Peter
iii. 21, remarks : " But what, you will ask, is bap-
tism, then, a saving ordinance? Ceiteinly; that is

just what Christ's Apostle here affirms. Nor is this
the only place, by any means, in which the New Tes-
tament speaks of baptism in a way that would now
offend many good people, were it not that the per-
plexing phraseology is unquestionably scriptural.

Recollect, for instance, Peter's own practical applica,
tion of his pentecostal sermon : ' Repent, and be
baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesua
Christ, for the remission of sins.' And so Ananias
in Damascus to the humbled persecutor : ' Arise,
and be baptized, and wash away thy sins.' Paul,
too, expressly calls baptism ' the laver of the water'
by which Christ purifies His Church ; and again,
' the laver of regeneration ' by which God saves us.

Frequently, also, he represents it as that by which
we are united to Christ, and made partakers of Hia
death and resurrection. Nay, Christ Himself, in
sending forth His gospel among all nations, named
baptism as one condition of salvation. We need
not, then, hesitate to call it a saving ordinance. But
how does it save? Just as any other ordinance
saves—not through any inherent virtue of its out.
ward signs and processes, but solely as it is a chan.
nel for the communication of Divme grace, and used
in accordance with the Divine intention. On the
one hand, while grace is ordinarily dispensed through
ordmances, it is not confined to them, God being
ever higher than His own appointments, and acting,
when It so pleases Him, independently of them alto,
gether. And, on the other hand, there must be on
the part of man, besides the observance of formal
precept, a yielding of his whole nature to the quick-
ening and transforming influence. Take for an e»
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»mple that greatest ordinance, the Word of God.
It ' is able,' says James (i. 21), ' to save your souls.'
But how ? Not simply as it is preached, or heard,
or read. That it may be ' the power of God unto
salvation,' it must first be accompanied with the
'demonstration of the Spirit,' and then 'received
with meekness,' and so become the ingrafted word.
It is not the foolishness of preaching that saves ; but
' it pleases God by the foolishness of preaching to
save thera that believe.' Now, just so with baptism :

equally with the gospel itself, it is a Divine institu-
tion, whereby God ordinarily dispenses His grace.
But its whole efficacy is due to that grace of God,
and to our fitting reception and use of the rite—not
to its mere external administration, by whatsoever
priestly or apostohc hand."—P. S.]

4. According to the Apostle, the burial as well as
the death of Christ is represented in the meaning
and effect of baptism. But as the burial of Christ
not only seals His death, but also brings to pass the
mysterious form of His transition to new life, so is

it also with the world's renunciation of the secret
inward life of the Christian, which develops from a
germ in mysterious growth, and is hid with Christ in
God. (For fuller information on being baptized into
the death of Christ, see Tholuck, p. 280, and Phi-
lippi, p. 206.)

5. Christianity is not only a new life, but a new-
ness of life—a life which never grows old, but has
ever a more perfect and imperishable renewal. But
as the resurrection of Christ rests on a deed of the
glory of the Father, so is it with the new birth of
the Christian. See the Exeg. Notes.

6. Although believers are so intimately connect-
ed or grown together in a living organism as to ap-
pear to be living on the same vine or the same
branch, they are nevertheless not grown together in
the form of natural necessity. While unchurchly
and unhistorical sectarianism ignores the organic
internal character and historical structure of the
Christian communion, hierarchism, on the other
hand, disregards its ethical and free inward charac-
ter. The life of Christ is repeated and reflected,

after His death and resurrection, in His image—the
Church

; but not in the sense that it is quantitative-

ly a supplement or substitute for Him, but that it

completely unitei itself qualitatively with Him as its

living head. Because the Christian suffers death in

Christ, rises, and is justified, Christ, as the crucified

and risen One, lives in him. (See chap. viii. 29

;

Eph. i. 4 ; Col. i. 22, 23, 24 ; ii. 11 ; iii. 1, &c.)

1. The Apostle's doctrine of the old man, the
\ody of sin, the body of death, the law in the 7nem-
ien, &c., shows a divinatory anticipation of the idea
of the pseudo-plasmas, which has first appeared in

the modem science of medicine. The old man is

not the real man, nor the natural man, but sin,

which has pervaded man as the plasmatic phantom
of his nature, and, as an ethical cancer, threatens to

consume him. (On the various theological interpre-

tations of the old man, see Tholuck, p. 287. For a

more complete interpretation of Paul's pseudo-plas-

matic ideas, see Exeg. Notes on chap. vii. 24.)

8. Those who designate the real body of man as

the source of sin, abolish the real idea of sin. Even
the expression, that the body is not the source, but
the seat of sin, is not correct in reference to the ten-

dency of the wicked, and is only conditionally cor-

rect in reference to the life of the pious, in whom
gin, as sinfulness, as a tempting propensity in the

bodily part of the being_ has its seat, and will con-
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tinue to Aatie its seat, until the old form of the bodf
IS laid off. '

9 On being free from the debt of sin by death.
see the Exeg. Notes. Death removes guilt—a defi.
mtion which may be further formularized thus : the
kind of death corresponds as justification to the kind
of guilt; the depth of death corresponds to thr
depth of guilt. Therefore the death of Christ fa
the potential justification of humanity, because it
plunged the absolutely guiltless and holy Ufe into
the absolute depth of the death of mankind.

10. On the expression body of sin, in ver 6
compare the elaborate discussion by Tholuck, p. 288
ff. Likewise the same author, on ver. 9, or the re.
lation of Christ to death

; p. 306.

HOMILETIOAIi AMJ PEACTICAli.

On the relation of sin and grace : 1. It is true
that the more powerful sin is, the more powerful ia
grace also

; but it cannot be inferred from this, 2.
That we should continue in sm. But, 3. We should
wish, rather, not to live in sin, to which we died
(vers. 1, 2).—To what would continuance m sin lead?
1. Not to grace, for he who sins wilfully, trifles with
grace

; but, 2. To the terrible looking for of judg.
ment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the
rebellious (vers. 1, 2). Heb. x. 26.—Of Christian
baptism. 1. What is it? a. a baptism into Christ

;

6. a baptism into the death of Christ. 2. Of what
service is baptism to us ? a. We die and are buried
by it in repentance ; b. we are raised by it in faith
(vers. 3, 4).—By baptism we enter into a double
communion with Christ : 1. Of .His death

; 2. Of
His resurrection.—Christians are, 1. Companions in
the death of Christ ; but also, 2. In His resurrec-
tion (ver. 5).—The crucifixion of our old man : 1.

The manner and form of the old man ; 2. his cruci-
fixion.^The glorious immortality of Christ : 1. Its
foundation

; 2. Its importance to us (vers. 8-10).
We should reckon ourselves dead in relation to sin,

but alive in relation to God ; that is, 1. We should,
by faith, be ever taking our stand-point more per.
fectly in Christ ; and, 2. First of all in His death,
but also in His life (ver. 11).

Stahke : The suffering and death of a Christian
are not to destruction, but a planting to hfe.

Hedinoee : Under the grace of God we are not
permitted to sin.—MiJLLER : Life and death cling to-

gether ; the more the old dies and goes to ruin, the
more gloriously does the new man arise.—Either you
will slay sin, or sin will slay you.—Where faith ia

there is Christ, and where Christ is there is life.

Gerlaoh : The baptism of Christians is u bap.
tism into Christ's death ; that is, into the complete
appropriation of its roots and fruits.

Besser : Paul places the gift of baptism first,

and connects with it the duty of the one baptized.

Heubner : Recollections of our former covenant

of baptism : 1. What has God done for us in bap-

tism ? 2. What have we to do in consequence of
baptism ?

—

Thomasids : The power of baptism in its

permeation of the whole Christian life.

—

Floret;
We are baptized into the death of Christ. Namely:
1. Upon the confession that He died for us ; 2. On
the pledge that we should die with Him ; 8. In the

hope that we shall live by Hun.

—

Harless : The im.

pediments to Christian life : 1. The pleasure of life,

which is terrified at evangelical preaching on death

;

2. The dulness and unbelief of spiritual death, wbicb
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is to his former diversions. As natural death cots

off all communication with life, so must sanctifica.

tion in the soul cut off all communication with sin.

he""has'di"ed7or newness of life.

"

-Maomight : We should daily recollect our bap.

[Sberlock: As the death of Christ was not barely tism, and be stirred up by it to every religious ad
L . - . u„j„ u.,.. .,^A +v,«„,vV.f Ti^,==iKlo fnf It. ifl this tiiat sets beiore

is terrified at evangelical preaching on life ; while

yet, reversely, S. The pleasure, power, and pious

conduct of the Christian rests upon the death which

a natural death, a separation of soul and body, but

a sacrifice for sin, to destroy the dominion of it, so

our dying to sin is the truest conformity to the death

of Chrisr; and as we must consider His resurrection

as His living to God and advancement into His spir-

itual kingdom, so our walking in newness of life is

our conformity to His resurrection, and makes us

true subjects of His spiritual kingdom.

—

Hekkt:

As natural death brings a writ of ease to the weary,

so must we be dead to all the sins of our former

rebellious life. We must be as indifferent to the

pleasures and delights of sin, as a man that is dying

and thought possible, for it is this that sets before

us the death and resurrection of Christ.

—

Clahke :

The sacrificial death of Christ is the soil in which

believers are planted, and from which they derive

their life, their fruitfulness, and their final glory.

—

HoDGH : It is those who look to Christ not only for

pardon, but for holiness, that are successful in sub-

duing sin ; the legalist remains its slave. To be in

Christ is the source of the Christian's life; to be like

Christ is the sum of his excellence ; to be with

Christ is the fulness of his joy.—J. F. H.]

Thied Section.— T!i.e principial freedom of Christians from the service of sin to death, and their actwd

departure th/yrefrom and entrance into the service of rigltteoitsness unto life by the power of the death

of Jesus. [Believers should live in the consciousness that they are dead to sin, just as even the slave

ie freed by death.)

Chap. VL 12-28.

12 Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body, that ye should obey it in

13 [omit it in] ' the lusts thereof. Neither yield ye [Nor render] " your members
as instruments [or weapons] of unrighteousness unto [to] ' sin : but yield [ren-

der] yourselves unto [to] God, as those that are alive [as being alive] * from the

dead, and your members as instruments [or weapons] of righteousness unto [to]

14 God. For sin shall not have dominion over you : for ye are not under the

[omit the] ' law, but under grace.

15 What then ? shall [may] ' we sin, because we are not under the [omit the]

16 law, but under grace ? God forbid. [Let it not be !] Know ye not, that to

whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye

obey ; whether [either] of sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness ?

17 But God be thanked [thanks to God], that ye were the servants of sin, but ye
have [omit have] obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine [teaching] ' which

18 was delivered you [whereunto ye were delivered;].' Being then [And being]

19 made free from sin, ye became the servants of righteousness. I speak after the

manner of men because of the infirmity of your flesh : for as ye have yielded

[rendered] your members [as] servants to uncleanness and to iniquity unto
iniquity ; even so now yield [render] your members [as] servants to righteous-

20 ness unto holiness [or sanctification]." For when ye were the [omit the] servants

21 of sin, ye were free from [as regards] righteousness. What fruit bad ye then
in those things whereof ye are now ashamed ? [What fruit had ye then there-

fore ? Things whereof ye are now ashamed ;]
" for " the end of those thing!"

22 is death. But now being [having been] made free from sin, and become ser-

vants to God, ye have your fruit unto holiness [or sanctificationT, and the end
23 everlasting life. For the wages of sin is death ; but the gift of God is eternal

life through Jesus Christ [in Christ Jesus] " our Lord.

] Ver 12.—iTlie correct reading seems to be : uiraKovctr raZt en-idvjitiais avroC, found in N. A. B. C*., many
•uraives, most versions and fathers ; adopted by Lachmann, Tisohendorf, Meyer, Alford et al. Griesbflch, on insufficient
•nthority, omits all after vttukov eti'. D. F. insert aiirp, omitting tke rest. C^. K. L., some further insert ourfl it
trafore rat? eiridujutaic. So Bee. ; hence it in of the E. V. All these variations are accounted for by Meyer, who
supposes that auT^ was added, first as a marginal gloss, to direct attention to sin as the source of " the lusts," then in-
corporated in the text, and subsequent changes made to ivoid confusion.

^ Ver. 13.—[The idea of military service found in t ipurrdvere is better expressed by remder, smce ytelfl impUei
a previous resistance, not found in the ApcETle's thought.
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• Ver. IS.

M .eqciTiilent

bnt the paraphrase of Alford
:
as alive frvm having been dead, coiiveys the full meaning. Still better'is the Eeviaion btFl^e Anglican Clergymen : as those that were dead, and are alive.

JMiTiaion Dj

» Ver. 14.-[Tlio article of the E. V. is not only minecesBary, einoe the Greek phraee is virb p6u.vy. but uerhaMIncoreeot; tor tto reference may be to "L,w" in general, rather than to " the (Mosaic) law." SoinTer 15 '^ '^
•Ver. 15.—fl he reading afxapjiia o iitv (Bcc.) is weakly Bupportod. N. A.B. C. D. E. K. L. have iuanTn^.^.. .v•

Bdopted by tachmann, Tisohendoif, Meyer, and 'others. this'isthedeirt.rairtssubliiaiTej hence? "^rwesiT"^'
' Ver. 17.—[2'«ac7i>ii^ 16 preferable to doctrine. See £xpj?. JV'rfcs. j ">= "i-.

'\er.Vl.-[To which ye were delivered, .is hv 7rape«<ie,T«, is literal, and corresponds with the figuie implied
ta Twiro;- .-rhe full stop of the E. V. is unnecessary, as the next verse is closely connected with this one. Ihe tornof ver. 18 is altered, to make this connection more obvious.

• Ver. 19.—[A_7i,a<j-(id,v may mean holiness, Heihglceit, or sanctificafion, Beiligimg. Benffel, however, discrimi.
nates between ayionji and avcao-^oi, the former "holiness," the latter " sanctifloatiou." See i. 4 v 62 and Exea
Notes, whore Lange contends for The latter meaning here (against Meyer). ' ^ i ^*

>» Ver. 21.—[Lan^o adopts the punctuation of Lachmaun, Grlesbach, and many others, placing the interrogatdon
*";". .' ° \' ', ^"9- making what follows the answer. A great array of authorities can he cited in support of each wav of
pointing, but this seems to give a better sense to icapirds. Comp. Alford in loco.

.- ." 7f!'-3-~'^^\^- ?• ^'-i
Lachmann, Meyer, Alford, insert (.^v before yap. -Wordsworth does not insert it in

his text, but favors it m his notes.
^
It is omitted by N'. A. C. D». K. L. It seems more probable that it was carelessly

simtted by some transcribers than mserted for any special reason.

,
'." y*"^- 23.—[The E. V. again loses the point of the closing phrase, by rendering iv, through. The life is em

phatically m c/Ans^ Jesiis our Xord. Hence perhaps 'S.pi.<ni^ 'Iijffoi).—E.]

EXEGETICAIi AUD CEITICAl.

Ver. 12. Let not sin therefore reign [Mjji

ovv fiaaiXitiixoi ly a^apria]. The Apostle
conducts the following discussion in a hortatory

•manner, but without actually " entering the sphere

of exhortation," as Tholuck thinks. [The negative

part of the exhortation, vers. 12, 13, corresponds to

.vntQoiiq /liv tfi a/j.aQrioi, ver. 11 ; the positive part,

ai.ia, nccqaatrjaoTi, Ter. 13, answers to tmrai; Si

Tw 05W. So Meyer, Philippi, Alford, Hodge, &c.

—

P. S.] In a didactic respect he teaches that believ-

ers, by their transition from a state under the law to

la state under grace, are first properly qualified and
pledged to the service of righteousness, but are not

£ree for the service of sin. That is, the true eman-
cipation from outward legalism leads to an inward

and free legalism, but not to Antinomianism. The

Bvv indicates that ver. 11 shall be elaborated. But
*s the previous section has shown what is conform-

able to the slate of grace in itself, the present section

shows what is according to freedom from the hard

service of sin, which was presupposed by bondage

under the law. Xei not sin now reign (imp.). The
true sovereign command of grace is opposed to the

false sovereign command of sin, which is still pres-

ent as a broken power (Luther : Observe that holy

people still have evil lusts in the flesh, which they

do not follow). Tholuck :
" Philippi and Meyer

correctly remark, that the Apostle does not express-

ly make any concessions to the concupisceniia [e?rt-

^ii/j.iau;']
;
yet his admonition does not extend any

farther than that lust must not become a deed. Sin

is represented as ruler in the body, which ruler is

served by the /liXt] as organs." That is, however,

as the one who has been the ruler ; and the methods

are at the same time given for destroying the lusts

of the flesh, that they—by the hfe in the Spirit,

which also changes the members into instruments

of righteousness—should not only be continually

ignored, but also annulled. [Alford, in opposition

to Ohrysostom, who lays stress on fIcKTiXftiitu), says

:

" It is no matter of comparison between reigning

and indwelling merely, but between reigning and

beimf deposed."—P. S.]

ibi your mortal body [sv rm S-vrjxS v/imv

amiiaxi,\ The amiio, as &vi;t6v must be distin-

guished, on the one hand, from the aSij^a t^? a/j-a^-

Tto? of ver. 6, and, on the other, from the <rwi««

viKQov of chap. viii. 10. The aii/ia t^! ufia^t. is

the pseudo-plastic apparent body of the old man,

14

and, as the sensual aide of all sinfulness, is devoted
with it to destruction. The body is a aHifia vixiJov
so far as it no more asserts itself as a second prin-
ciple of life with, or even superior to, the principle
of the Spirit, but yields itself purely to the service

of the Spirit. But a trwfia S-vrj-civ is the body so
far as it, as the sensual organism of the earthly ex-

istence, has living organs, which shall be purified

from the former service of sin and transferred to the
service of righteousness. The autita as a false prin-

ciple is destroyed
; the aiiiiAa as a secondary prin-

ciple is dead, absolutely helpless ; and the irw/ia as

the organ of the spiritual principle is transformed
into instruments of righteousness. It is called mor-
tal, because its earthly propensity is toward sin and
death, and it must be compulsorily brought into the

service of righteousness, and exercised as for a
spiritual military service in antithesis to the body ol'

the resurrection, which will be the pure power and
excellence of righteousness. Meyer is therefore cor-

rect in rejecting the interpretation, that {^vtiriv is

the same as v(x(}6v (dead to sin ; Turretin, Ernesti,

and others).

But it may be asked, For what purpose is the

adjective Svrjiov^

1. Calvin : per contemplwm vocat mortale [u^

doceat totam, hominis naturam ad mortem et exitium

inclinarej. KoUner : It is dishonorable to make
the spirit subject to this frail body.

2. Grotius : De vita altera cogiiandum,, nee for-

midanaos labores Jiaud sane diuturnos. [Chrysos.

torn, Theodoret, Eeiche, likewise suppose that thj

word reminds us of the other life, and of the short-

ness of the conflict.—P. S.]

3. Flatt : Reminder of the brevity of sensusj

pleasure. [Comp. Theophylact].

4. Meyer, obscurely : It is absurd to make siu

reign in the mortal body, if the Christian is dead to

sin and alive to God.

5. Philippi ; To call to mind that the wages of

sin is death. [Philippi takes trw^a in opposition to

Ttvtvii.a.']

6. Tholuck, with BuUinger and Calixtus: Be.

sause sensual enticements are regarded as insepara-

ble from the present sensuous organism, &c._

["7. Photius, Turretin, Ernesti : fjvrjTov is figur*.

tively = dead ; i. e., corrupt (in which sense vixsot

is often used).]

In all these definitions the relative dignity and

estimate of the " mortal body," which are definitely

declared in ver. 13, are not regarded; the s»d>«
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members, which until then had been instruments of

unrighteousness, henceforth being instruments of

righteousness. The organism of earthly existence

and action, which has become mortal by sin, is natu-

rally an organism for the service of the spirit. By
the dominion of sin in it, its mortality became still

more intense ; but by the normal subjection of sin

to the service of the Spirit, it shall be brought with

it on the course toward everlasting life (ver. 22).

That ye should obey the lusts thereof

[j4? TO vnaiiOVit,v latq ini^d' u^tiaiq au-
Toii]. According to the sense, we must supply

iVac; to iinaxovuv. To the end that ye obey its

lusts. Even if the body were holy, its impulses

would have to be subject to the dominion of the

spirit ; much more must they be subject to the spirit,

since they are diseased, irritable, excitable, and in-

clined to self-assertion and demoniacal self-distrac-

tion.

Ver. 13. Nor render your members [M ») 5 e

jra^KTTarfTf Ta fisX^ vfiwv^. Without doubt
na^Mrdviiv has reference here to enlistment or de-

livery for military service. The Apostle is writing

to Rome, the metropolis of military affairs, and there-

fore derives his figure from Roman customs (comp.
chap. xiii. 12) ;

just as he admonishes the Corinthi-

ans by expressions that call up the Isthmian games
(1 Cor. ix. 24), and speaks to the spiritual city of
Ephesus concerning the battle with spirits (Eph. vi.

11, 12). Sin is already distinguished as the false

j9a{7t/.f('?, who causes the false summons to be pro-
mulgated that the members shall be ordered into his

warfare against righteousness.— Your members.
If the body has ceased to be an independent prin-

ciple, onl) its members eome into consideration (in

the good sense of the principle : Divide et imr,era).

According to Erasmus, Philippi, and others, the in-

tellectual forces and activities (perception, will, un-
derstanding) are included in the term. According
to ileyer, only the physical members are meant (the
tongue, hand, foot, eye, &c.), " for which, however,
intellectual action is a necessary supposition. The
physical members are plainly meant as organs and
symbols of ethical conduct (different from the pseudo-
plasmatic members

; Col. iii. 5).

As -weapons [or instrumenta] of unright-
eousness [oTtka a,Si,xla(;'\. Meyer says, of
immorality. But, in war, people contend for the
right or the wrong; therefore the expression aSixia
must be strictly retained.

—

'^"Onla, according to the
Vulgate, Theodoret, Luther, Calvin, Bengel, and
Meyer

: weapons. Calixtus and De Wette [Stuart,
Reiehe, Hodge, Ewald, Alford], on the other hand

:

instruments. The former construction can by no
means be favored by appealing to the fact that the
^aaihvnv suggests warriors in service, for the trope
is already obliterated (?) in that term

; but it is

favored by the consideration that the Apostle also
elsewhere—when he uses on:)M in the ethical sense
employs it in the meaning of ' weapons ;

' Rom. xiii

12 ; 2 Cor. vi. T ;
x. 4 " (Tholuck). [Meyer insists

that 'inXa, while so frequently used in the sense of
instruments by classical authors, is never thus used
in the New Testament.—

R.JTo sin [t^ a^itajTtct]. Personified as the
presumptively false ruler (see chap. v. 12 fif.).

But render yourselves [«;.;.« Tra^ao-T?}-
aayi eai/Toiiq]. We must observe here a double
antithesis

: first, the aorist rca^aanifTan in oppo-
•ition totne previous present, jia^aardvirf, second,
lavtoiii; in connection with the following xai ra

/iilij, in opposition to the previous tu /iUij. Both
are quite in harmony with the antithesis. For b^
lievers have already fundamentally placed themselvei

as such in the service of righteousness, and in com-
plete unity with the centre of their life, while the

man in the opposite service of sin yields his mem-
bers individually to a foreign power. At all events,

the Christian, as the servant of sin, would be led

into the contradiction of wishing to remain free him-
self while he placed his members at the service of

sin. On the aorist TiaQaarnaarf, comp. Winer, p.

293; and Tholuck, p. 811. (It denotes, "according
to Fritzsche, what happens in the moment ; accord.

ing to Meyer, that which occurs forthwith ; and ac-

cording to Philippi, that which appears once ; " Tho.
luck). Tholuck does not attach importance to the
difference between the aorist imperative and the

present imperative, since he concurs with those who
disregard the temporal reference. We hold, with
Herm. Schmidt {De imperativis ; Wittenberg, 1833)

:

" The imperative present commands to occupy one's

self with something ;- the imperative aorist, to acco^n-

plish something." We add to this : That something
already under consideration, or already undertaken,
must be carried through. [The greater definitenesg

implied in the aorist must not be lost sight of, what-
ever view be adopted.—R.]

As being alive from the dead [wg ex vi-
y.(>b<v i^oivraq. The mi; does not introduce a
figure, but means rather (comp. ver. 11) : regarding
yourselves as those who are alive, almost — since

you are. The phrase is a condensed description of
the state of iainoin;. While the reference is un-
doubtedly ethical, yourselves must be taken in its

widest meaning—body, soul, and spirit ; and the im.
pMcation is, that the whole man was once dead in
sin (not to sin, as ver. 11), but now is alive ; hence
the pertinence of the exhortation. The reference
to a field of battle is extremely doubtful, since it in-

troduces a new figure so soon after vers. 2-11.—R.]
Meyer

: Those who, from dead persons, have become
living. We assume the figure of a field of battle.
The Christians lay there as dead or slain persons, and
from dead persons they became alive ; therefore they
can and should go over to the banner of righteous-
ness.

And your members [xal ta /je/It; vfiSiv.
Hodge paraphrases and: and especially; but xa
seems to have an inferential force here.—R.] Be.
cause they have become themselves the warriors of
God, they must also regard their members as God'a
weapons, the weapons of righteousness for God.*

Ver. 14. For sin shall not have dominion,
over you

{ dfia^ria yctfj Vfimv ov xiiQ(,fv-
a I c.]. The future, according to Melanchthon : did-
cissima consolalio ; erroneously regarded by Rosea-
miiller, Flatt, and others, as imperative. If we were
to distinguish between the expression of confident
supposition (Calov. and De Wette) and consoling
promise (Chrysostom, Grotius, and Tholuck), we
would prefer the former meaning, since the predomi.

- I'P"' German commentators generally take the second
r<f ee<u as dal. commodi, and render fur Goit. They ad-
vance no special reason for it. This view unnecessarily
distruihs the parallelism of the clauses, since the second ra
9ea, i8_in strict verbal contrast with t^ i^apria. The BlA
TV ».<? IB nndonbtedly the simple datiVe after ^apicmjiraw,
but as tho same vert must be supplied in this clause. Itseems iinnecessary to substitute any other regimen hwe.

l'J1.bl''J:: ?°f "^ ';<".'' "'must's; the morelonfidenU^
since the second clause is but a particularization of th« fitit.
to carry out the antithesis. Comp. Stuart.—E.]

"'""'•
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nant train of thought throughout is didactic

;
yet

the latter is also included.
For ye are not undei Taw [ou yag lari

V no v6fiov'\. Notwithstanding the preceding
declaration in chap. v. 20, the expression continues
to be an oxymoron, since the law is recognized as a
Barrier to sin. The sense is : freedom from the law
gives you so little freedom to sin, that it is only by
the exercise of grace upon you that your freedom
from sin has begun. [Meyer: "Were they under
the law, Paul could not have given this promise (i «.,

in the preceding clause), for the law is the strength
of sin (1 Cor. xv. 66), multiplies sin (v. 20), in
which aspect he intends to explain it further in
chap, vii." Law is here used in its widest significa-
tion. See Hodge.—R.]

Under the dominion of grace [ i'
;r o / a () tj/ ],

which operates as an inward and new principle of
life

;
while the law, as such, confronted the inward

life only as an outward demand—threatening, arous-
ing, and casting down ; and in this form it presup-
posed the dominion of sin. Bondage under the law
betokened bondage under sin, without being able to
remove it ; but it is removed by the dominion of
grace, which has become an inward law of life.

[The general idea undoubtedly is : "Ye are not
under a leg(d dispensation, but a gracious one

"

(Stuart)
;

yet the whole context forbids the ex-
clusive reference to the method of justification.
" Grace " is here used in its widest sense ;

" the Di-
vine grace, shown in Christ, is the power under
which ye stand " (Meyer), and which assures that ye
shall not be under the dominion of sin.

—" O-ratia

non solum peccata diluit, sed ut non peccemv^ facit
"

(Augustine).—E.]
Ter. 16. What then? May we sin [Tt

oi/r; a,iji,a(ixr\ai})jA,tv. &ee Textual Note",—K.].
According to Riickert, Meyer, and others, a new sec-

tion should commence here ; which Tholuck is right

in opposing. The unity of the following with the
foregoing is the fundamental thought : freedom from
sin. Also the reference to the members continues

throughout what follows (ver. 19). There is, however,
a modification. Down to ver. 14 the antithesis was
rather an ethical demand ; but now a religious con-

firmation predominates. There, the new life was
contrasted with the old as a voluntary entrance into

the military service of righteousness over against

the wicked, mercenary service of sin ; here, the

Apostle (speaking according to human analogy) pre-

sents the obligation of a new service in contrast with
the old service. In the present verse Paul therefore

brings out prominently the fearful consequence of

the impure Antinomian view of the state of grace,

iu order to condemn it forthwith. To this earnest

rejection of a horrible consequence, arising so fre-

quently in ancient and modern times, the conjunc-
tive aiiaQtriam lifv corresponds better than the

futB 'e. [Dr. Hodge well remarks :
" Such has been

the abjection to the doctrines of grace in all ages.

Anli the fact that this objection was made to Paul's

teachings, proves that his doctrine is the same with

thai, against which the same objection is still urged."
Thii consideration should also prevent any limitation

of "grace" to justification.— On /i^ ytVotro,
Bed iiL 4, TexiualNote °, p. 112; comp. Oomm, Gal,
p. 49, foot-note.—R.]

Ver. 16. To whom ye yield yourselves.
W^ith the know ye not,* the Apostle points to the

* 'Stuart : " T take it for granted tliat ye know and

analogy of a principle of civil law ; but ho giies thf
application in the same sentence with it. To whoa
you once voluntarily gave and pledged vourselves fot
obedience [with a view to obedience'; Alfbrd] aa
servants (slaves), his servants ye are, and him ye
obey

; be it as servants of sin unto death, &c. Thu»
the two services preclude each other, since the mas-
ters deny each other (Matt. vi. 24). According to
De Wette, Philippi, and Tholuck, the emphasis rests
on I'o-Tf ; according to Meyer, on Sovl.oi,. But the
actual being and availing, with its consequence, ia

plainly the principal idea here ; the being servants
is at the same time connected with it. The & vnax.
is explained by Eeiche : to whom you have to obey.
But this weakens the sense.

[Either, or. The disjunctive ^toi. occurs
only here in the New Testament. It lays special
emphasis on the first alternative (Meyer). " Either
this alone, or that ; there is no third ;

" Hartung, ii.

p. 366 t.—R.] The ^'toi, ?/', a strong either, or.
Sin is personified here too. But the vnaxori ia

personified in opposition to it as the na^axo-^ (1
Peter i. 14) ; and this is a beautiful expression for
the Christian's freedom in his obedience.* Plainly,
the Apostle here makes the freedom of choice pre-
cede the servum arbitrium ; according to ver. 17,
the former was bound a long time ago.

Of sin unto death [a^iet^Tia; liii &a.va-
T v .] According to Pritzsche and Reiche, physical
death is meant ; but according to Meyer and Tho-
luck (the early view of which latter was that it ia

spiritual death), after Chrysostom, eternal death ia

spoken of. Meyer's ground against the acceptance
of physical death is, that it is not the consequence
of individual sin, and cannot be averted from the
^ovXoii vTtaao^q—an argument which Tholuck ac-

cepts. But how could this occur, if there were not
in earthly life a hundred-fold gradations of physical

death ? The death of the suicide, for example, is

not to be explained simply by the fall of Adam.
And thus spiritual death has its degrees also. There-
fore the Apostle speaks of death in general (so also

Philippi ) ; -j- as, according to 1 Cor. xv., his thorn

is sin, which has eternal death in prospect. Even
the forms of the misery of sin which precede death

are not to be excluded.

Of obedience unto righteousness [vTia-
xoJj^ ili; Si'xai.oavvrjv.^ Meyer, just as incor-

rectly, presents the dr/.ai.oarv^ a-i the fmil result

for the servants of obedience, in contrast with ex
clusivcly eternal death. The righteousness of faitt

believe." Jowett paraphrases thus : " Know ye not thai

what ye make yourselves, ye are? " Tliis view he takes tc

avoid tautology, yet this seems to depart from the Apostle's

line of thought.—R.]
* [Forbes calls attention to the deviation from the strict

parallelism in this verse : "of obedience unto Hghtmusn^ss,"
instead of ** of righteousness unto Irfe." He intimates

that thus Paul marks this distinction : To sin we give our-
selves of our own free choice and power as bondsmen, but
we cannot of our own free choice, and by any effort of will,

give ourselves to the service of righteousness ; hence all

we can do is to yield ourselves up to God's grace, to save

us, as servants of obedience^ for or unto righteousness, as a
" gift " to be bestowed upon us, and inwrought into us by
TTis Spirit He also notices that the direct expression

:

servants to righteousness does not occur uritil ver. 19—the
caution being attributable to anxiety lest such an expre*-

sion be turned to legalistic account.—B.]

t [De "Wette: ^* SUndenelend uberhavpt." So Alford:
" The state of misery induced by sin, in all its awful_ aspect!

and consequences." The wider view is necess-iry, since the

word occurs frequently, in the remainder of tl e chapter ani

in chap, vii., in such a connection that a limitation is un-

fortunate. Meyer's exegesis is hampered throughout b|

hia view of 0avoro«.—B.l
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is certainly assumed here ; but the " uprightness

which is adjudged to believers in the judgment " is

gradually developed to its completion fi-om obedi-

^nce as the form of the new life.* (On the con-

Btructiou of this verse with vers. 17, 18 [Riickert

and Eeiche], by which ver. 16 is the propo^lio

major, ver. 17 the minor, and ver. 18 the conolu-

Bion. Comp. Thohick.) f
Ver. 17. But thanks to God, &c. [/aQt-i; &i

TM &(oi, x.rJ..]. It may be asked, whether the

first proposition is a mere introduction to the second
as the principal proposition, so that the thanksgiving
refers merely to obedience (Grotius, Estius, and oth-

ers) ; or whether the thanksgiving refers to both
propositions (Meyer, Tholuek).:): Tholuck says, in

favor of the latter view :
" Since iJTf precedes, and

ftlv is wanting, ^xi must be read with all the more
emphasis

; as 1 Cor. vi. 11 : nal ravra riveq tjti
;

Eph. V. 8 : TJTf yoLQ notf f7-/.6roq ; and the imme-
diate object of thanksgiving is that this time of the
bondage to sin is past." Evidently, the deliverance
from the service of death is in itself already a satis-

factory ground for praise and thanksgiving
;
yea, we

naturally thank God for this with the greatest emo-
tion (God be praised : delivered !), although this

negative side of salvation cannot be regarded as sep-
arate from the positive.

But ye obeyed from the heart Ivntjxov-
trari di ix Kaprf/a;]. They were only con-
ditionally voluntary in their bondage to sin ; but
they have become obedient Irom the very bottom of
their heart.

That form of teaching whereimto ye were
delivered [dq ov Tza^fSoOijii xvnov Si-
Say7j^n\ The simplest solution of the attraction
<t? or naqiS. is xm xvtzio xtjt; dida/., tig ov
jra^ff)'oflf;Tf.§ Explanations:

1. Christian doctrine in general (the most com-
mon). Meyer says properly to the contrary : By
this the expression xi'i^oc; would not be explained.
Beza, indeed, explains it: A seal under which we
are placed to receive its impression.

||

2. The doctrinal form of the gospel according to
Paul, in opposition to anti-Paulinism (De Wette,
Meyer, and others).Tf

3. (Ecumenius, Calvin, and others, have taken
the word in the sense of the ideal which the doctrine
holds up. For a still more untenable explanation
by Van Hengel, see Meyer.

* [Prol Stuart here also oonfounds Sutaioriirq mfh Si-
KtuuiTK, and unfortunately paraphrases : obedience which is
unto jushficatmn. This is open to lexical as well as theo-
logical objections. Am. is subjective (Hodge).—E,.]

t [Tholuck agrees with Meyer, who takes ver. 16 as the
major, va: 17 as the minor, but regards the conclusion as
Belt-evident, and hence not expressed. -E.]

} [So Philippi Hodge, Alford, and modem commenta-
tors icenerally, takmg the first clause as meaning : thca itw over. Wordsworth, however, finds here "a mode of
*pea,lang, where a had thing is represented as compara-
tively good, so that the superiority of what is contrasted
with It may appear more clear." This seems totally irrele-
Tatit.

—

a.]

i [Stuart prefers to find no attraction, since iiriwoiieii/
eoveriis the accusative, but there seems to be a modifica-
tion ol the moaning in such oases. On the grammatical
aifliculty, see Meyer in loco, Winer, p. 155.—E.]

I [Wordsworth thus carries out the metaphor of the
verse : " You readily obeyed the mould of Christian Faith
and 1 ractice, into -which, at your baptism, you were poured,
as it were, like soft, ductile and fluent metal, in order to
ae cast, and take its form. You obeyed this mould ; you
Wflre Dot ngid and obstinate, but were plastic and pliant,
and assumed it readily."—R.J

' [Adopting this view in the main, we prefer teaching
to d<.elrtne. The latter is more abstract, but the reference
oore seems to be to definite forms of instruction.—E.J

Tholuck first repudiates the presumption of snik

Paulinism. Yet it does, indeed, come into conside&

ation, so far as it judaistically obscured the Pauline

doctrine of free grace. Tholuck is ther> inclined to

accept the explanation of Beza, and sayb " that it is

by no means a common expression ' to be delivered

to a doctrine,' even if, with Chrysostom and Olshau
sen, we consider at the same time the guidance of
God as the active factor." But the Apostle says, in

Gal. i. 6, what he holds concerning this type of doc
trine in opposition to its obscurations.

God himself has committed them to this school
of faith.

ria^ido&ijxf is not middle (Fritzsche), but
passive. [Winer, p. 246, seems to justify the change
to the active form which the E. V. adopts, but there
is a good reason for the choice of the passive, viz.,

the activity of God in committing them to this type
of teaching. This thought appropriately follows
" Thanks to God." So Meyer, comp. Philippi.—E.]
It follows, from what has been said, that the Churcfi
was already won over by the Apostle's friends to the
Pauline form of the gospel. But here the matter
treated of is the essential element ; the true energj
of freedom from the law is the true energy of life in
obedience unto righteousness.

^
Ver. IS. And being made free from sin

[i).fv&f^ii>&Evxfg de ano rijq a/ta(jxiag,
Aorist participle, referring to the definite act of de-
liyerance. The clause stands in close connection
with ver. 17, not as a conclusion (since ovv would
occur in that case), but rather as an expansion.—^E.l.

The Si leads us to emphasize the expression : ye
are enslaved, or made servants, &c. From the na-
ture of the case, they knew the negative past^—/re«
from sin—earlier and better than this fiiU conse-
quence : ye became the servants of rights
eousness.

Ver. 19. I speak after the manner of men.
The avS^omivov is analogous to the y.ar avSom
Tiov in chap. iii. 6.* By slavery, which was in fuU
bloom in Rome, the Apostle clearly explains to them
the absolute force of the new principle of life.

Because of the infirmity of your flesh
\_Sia xijv aaS ivnav xrjt; trapno? vfimvl.
The flesh, or the sensuous and susceptible fulness of
the body, is not only negatively weak, but also posi-
tively diseased and disturbed, both of which facta
are expressed by the aa&ivei,oi^ It may be asked,
however, whether the Apostle means here the weak-
ness of intelligence arising from this infirmity, by
which he was compelled to represent to them the
highest liberty under the figure of servitude (Ben.
gd, Meyer, and De Wette, with reference to 1 Coi;
in. 1) ;

or whether he meant their practical infirm-
ity. The first view—that is, the reference to intelli^
gence—appears also in the intimation that the Apos-
tie announces a popular explanation (Vatable, Eih
nesti, and Rosenmiiller). The latter view is favored
by Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Calvin, &c • " I
require nothing which your fleshly weakness could
not do," or the like. The thought here could not
be unintelligible to the Roman Christians

; therefore
the practical reference by all means preponderates:
but not m the sense already given : "I require of
you nothing too difficult; I require only the degrei
of obedience which you formerly rendered to sin.''

.,.* [Hodge: "The former characterizes a^ human thtttmg said, and the other the maimer of sayCS™ ?n4n
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The ipoBtlu's thought can rather be explained by
what follows : " Yield your members servants" &c.
That is, even if, in your spiritual life, you feel that

you are as freemen, you must nevertheless restrain

your members strictly in discipline and obedience on
account of the infirmity of your flesh. With all

freedom, the question in reference to the bodily
members is an appropriate ascetic discipline, such as

the Apostle exercised in reference to his own body
(1 Cor. ix. 27 ; oomp. Gal. v. 24) ; and therefore the

figurative form of his expression does not merely
correspond to the antithesis as denoting an unlimited
obedience, but is established in a more special sense

as the requirement of a strict discipline. This view
obviates Meyer's reminder: Xiyu> cannot mean
require. The Apostle does not express a require-

ment, but a principle ; by which analogy the Chris-

tian, in his freedom, has to make his bodily life ab-

solutely subiect. Lachmann [apparently Olshausen]
and Fritzsohe unjustifiably make a parenthesis of
this clause, av&^olTTtrois k.t.A.

[With Bengel, Olshausen, De Wette, Hodge, Al-
ford, and many others, I am disposed to give a de-

cided preference to the first view, viz., that this

clause refers to what precedes. Commentators differ

as to the force of the terms, but the following posi-

tions seem most tenable. Infirmity means intellect-

ual weakness, growing out of their carnal con-

dition ((japzod, gen. auctoris). The ethical reference

is in (Tce^l, not in aaS-ivna. On adqi, see chap.

vH.—R.]
For as ye have rendered your members

[olffTTf^ yap 7ta^f(TT'ij(FaT£ ra fiikri Vftoiv.

rdq is explicative (Tholuok, Meyer). JoXiXa,
used as an adjective, only here in New Testament

(Hodge).—R.] To servitude. The apparently free

pleasure was, in fact, a hard bondage under sin.

—

To tmcleanneas [rij dr.ad^aqala.'] We hold

that axa&aqaia h'as especial reference to the

heathen portion (according to chap, i.), and to in-

iquity, avoiA,ia, on the contrary, to the Jewish

portion (according to chap. ii.). Meyer makes this

distinction : dxad: is sin as ethically defiling man
;

and dvo/j,. is sin as violation of the Divine law.

Spener, De Wette, and others, distinguish thus

:

Uncleanness as defilement of themselves and of sin

toward others. Tholuck considers dy.aQ: as species,

and dvo/tia as the generalizing genus of sin. But
the genus is declared in what follows. The axaS-.,

or fleshly sin in the narrower sense, and the dvou la,

or violations of the law in the narrower sense, con-

verge in the dvon'ia in the wider sense in guilt and

condemnation before the law—which constitute the

antithesis to dy^oun^o:;. Therefore the explanation

of unto iniquity,* fiq tfjv dvo/i., as from one

Bin to others, is incorrect (CEcumenius, Erasmus,

Luther, and Grotius). The duality of the service of

sin Is worthy of note : a service in part to unclean-

ness and in part to insubordination. This could not

be the case (according to the axiom that no man can

serve two masters) if both were not connected.

Even so novr render your members as

servants to righteousness unto sanctification

* lA qnestlon. arises as to the exact meaning of the

phrase fi« Trjy avoiitay. It may mean, for the par-
Kifie of iniquity—i. e., in order to work iniquity (Stuart,

Ilodge, Meyer), in order that this shall he actually present-

ed, or iHRniT-g. m iniquity, av, indicating the resultant state

(Tholuck, Es Wette, Alford, Lange). The latter is prefer-

Bhle, hecause the word seems to refer to a state rather than
enact. Besides, its antithesis is eit ayiaaii.6i', which
kldicates the result, as we infer from its ise in ver. 22.—E.]

[oi^Tws vvv TtaqaOTJaart rd /tiii; v/ia
()orAct T^ Smaioawri ''? d y i a a n 6 vX
Righteousness, as the new principle of life, should
bear unconditional sway over the members ; holi.

ness should be the end and result. Meyer translatoi

dyianiioi;, Iioliness. To present hoUiiesa. Even ThO'
luck does not understand the word to mean an effort

to^ be holy. He refers to ver. 22 ; but there dyma-
noq is still distinct from the rikoi; as movement
toward the tilni;. He then quotes Heb. xii. 1-4.
But this passage does not decide positively for the
expression holiness. For completed hohness is not
the preliminary condition for beholding the Lord,
but its fruit. But, according to this very passage,
dyiaa^oq cannot mean a striving ; otherwise we
would have to translate : strive after the striving of
holiness. The expressions quoted by Tholuck from
Basil and Qlcumenius do not both prove the aama
thing. (Eoumenius understands by the word, abso-
lute purity

; Basil, thorough consecration to the holy
God. And this is the sense. '.AyMuiioi; means,
first of all, the act of consecration (" According to

Bleek, on Heb. xii. 14, it does not occur among the
classics

;
but Dion. Halic, i. 21, as in the Sept., has

it of acts of consecration ; " Tholuck), then the cofl.

ditiou of being consecrated, or of holiness—an idea

which does not perfectly coincide with the idea of

completed holiness, and in which there is at once ex-

pressed the constant ethical movement, rather than
a substantial and quiescent condition.

[On the lexical grounds Lange advances, sanctifi.

cation is the preferable meaning—one which accords

with the context. The issue (not, the end ; the use

of the phrase in ver. 22 is against this) is sanctifica-

tion, which indeed results in perfect holiness, but
comes into view here rather as a progressive state

than as an ultimate one. Undoubtedly righteousness

describes the principle, and dyi. the actual condition

(Philippi), but in the sense given by Lange above,

Meyer says the word always means holiness—never

sanctification—in the New Testament. Compare, on
the contrary, Bengel, Rom. i. 4.—R.]

Ver. 20. For 'when ye iwere servants of

sin [oTf ydp $ov).ot' t/ts r^q a/ta^rtae].
According to iritzsche, the yd(i indicates the elu-

cidation of ver. 19 ; but according to Meyer and
Tholuck, it announces the estabhshing of it. It is,

however, rather a continued elucidation of tlie pre-

ceding than an establishment of what follows.* The
Apostle answers the question : wherefore should the

service of righteousness be a bond-service ? An-

swer : because ye, who were formerly the servants

of sin, became free in relation to righteousness;

They were not the freemen of righteousness, as

though it had made them free, but in relation to it

;

therefore the dative. The argument lies in the ne-

cessity of the complete reversion of the earlier rela^

tion. Since sin and righteousness preclude each

other, they were free in relation to righteousness,

because they were the bondmen of sin. Therefore,

since they have now become free from sin, they

» [The difficult connection of the verse is satisfactorily

explained in Webster and Wilkinson: "yap restates the

view given of their former condition in respect to sm ana

righteousness, in prep.iration for the final and most accu-

rate statement of their present spiritual condition (ver

22)." Meyer (who has changed his views), in 4th ei, aleo

finds in this verse a preparation for the full statement of a

motive for obeying the precept of ver. 19. He groups vera.

20-22 as one in thought, calling attention, however, to the

somewhat tragical force of our verse, with its emphatu

words in the parallel clauses.—R.l
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must be the bondmen of righteousness. The fearful

expression, free as regards righteousness [ e A f r -

&f^ot' TjTi rri di'nai-offuvijf dative of refer-

ence], does not' mean that righteousness had no
claims upon you (Tlioluck), but that it had no part

in you.* According to Koppe and Reiche, this is

ironical ; a position opposed by Meyer, and now also

by Tholuck. There is certainly nothing ironical in

thie sentence, but there is in the word iXfvSf^ot..

For we can no more accept it in a strict sense, than

that they should be the slaves of righteousness. As
this latter bondage is not only freedom, but also

spontaneity, so was that freedom the deepest slavery,

[That was a sorrowful freedom ! Why find irony,

then ?—R.]
Ver. 21. What fruit had ye then therefore ?

Things whereof ye are now ashamed [rlva
oiiv naQTiov fi/frf Tore; ecp ol(; vvv
lnaiaxvvi(Td-f. See Textual Note ".— R.].
Here are two divergent constructions :

1. The question closes with -roTf. Then fol-

lows the answer. (Tlius the Pesh., Theodore of
Mopsvestia, Theodoret, Erasmus, Luther, and many
others, down to De Wette, Lachmann, Tischendorf,
and Philippi.) [So Alford, Webster and Wilkin-
son.]

2. The question continues to e7tai.<T/vvi<jS-f.
What fruit had ye then in those things whereof ye
are now ashamed ? Answer : None ; for the final
result of them (these things) is death (thus Ohrysos-
tom, (Ecumenius, Beza, Calov., Grotius, &c. ; Ben-
gel, Meyer). [So Stuai't, Hodge, Wordsworth.]

3. Reiche, in conjunction with the latter con-
struction, explains thus : What deeds, of which ye
are now ashamed, proceeded from your service of
sin (namely, your bringing forth fruit) ? This third
construction is utterly untenable ; xaQTzoq would
then recur as plural in iq,' ok, and xauTC. %yuv
would mean : to bring forth fruit.

There are the following reasons against Meyer's
explanation

: l._ First of all, he must insert an
ExiivMv before ej.' ot?, and introduce a negation
into the question, in order to explain the form of
the answer, t6 yd^j, &c. 2. Tlie question is. What
fruit had ye then? not. What will ye have finally?
3. After the antithesis, it should be made emphatic
that tliey had formerly no fruit, but rather pernicious
and horrible deceptions, but that now they brin"
fourth their fruit. 4. By Meyer's construction, l^'
ott; viiv tTzaua/iivtaO-i would be converted
into an enervating remark. Meyer says, against ex-
planation No. 1 : 1. According to ver. 22 the ques-
tion, m antithesis to ver. 21, is the Imvinq the fruit
and not the quality of it. This is wrong : the «««-
not; IS qualified, fi\- ayma/wv. 2. Paul must have
written Tivat; yiannov^, or eV ,3 ; as if the meta-
phorical idea of fruit, or gain, could not be repre-
sented m a variety of things. 3. Paul never ascribes
xaQnoi,^ to immorality; he attributes foy" to it

^
J 7;, ?> '

^'^ predicates xap^rrie of only what is
good (Gal. V. 22; Eph. v. 9

; Phil. i. n). indeed
he even designates the 'i^ya rou ay.6rov^ oi axccnna.

.1 wv r^ ? f^' *''*" '''"'' thing here, when he
asks. What fruit had ye then ? He even denies that
they had real fruit-the true gain of life. On the
other hand, they reaped, instead of true fruit, base
deceptions, tilings of which they are now ashamed,
•nd in which their future death is announced. Comp!

' rStuart : " oounted yourselves free." This )a an Im-

Gal. vi. 8. Tholuek thinks that between the twc

constructions there is no demonstrative decision.

For the end of those things is death l^i
juev ycc(i TE^oe ixfivoiv ^ccvotTo*;]. Death
must be understood here in its complete and con>
prehensive meaning ; not eternal death exclusively

(Meyer).

Meyer, with Lachmann, accepts /liv, and trans-

lates : for the end is indeed death ; but without
observing that this contradicts his own construction
of the passage. It is only on the first construction
that fiiv has any meaning. [See Textual Note "
Having already accepted piiv on diplomatic and criti

cal grounds, before carefully considering the exegeti
cal results, I am now disposed to insist upon retain-

ing it, and using it as decisive in regard to the con.
struction of the verse.—R.]

Ver. 22. But now having been made free
from sin \_vvvi Si iXiv&fQco&ivrfq mtto
r^q a/ia^riai]. The evil relation has been
completely reversed by faith.—^And become ser-
vants to God [d'ovlio&evcei; 6e tm &ioi.
Notice the definitetiess of the aorist participles. R.],
God himself here takes the place of d'oxaioavvti,
for their relation is now one of personal love.
Te have your fruit unto sanotifioation [e/iti
rov xaQnov vniov iif aytaafiov. The pres-
ent indicates fruit already. The sense : have your
reward, seems unjustifiable here. Ei(; is consecu.
tive here (Meyer), as I hold it to be in ver. 19 also.

'Ayiaufiov, satietification, as above, a progressive
state, the immediate issue of the fruit of their per-
sonal relation to God, the final issue follows.—R.]
They have fruit already in this new relation. Meyer

:

the r.aivorrii; 'CmTji;, ver. 4.—Or the peace, chap. v. 1.

But as, in the Old Testament, the firstlings served
for the aymaftoq, so, in the New Testament, this is

done by the whole fruit of the life of faith. Tho-
luck translates here also : holiness [without exclud-
ing the idea of sanctification, however.—R.]And the end everlasting life [to Sk tikoq
Karjv alii'iviov]. That is, ye have everlasting
life. Meyer says, this possession is still an ideal one.
It is rather an essential one ; John iii. 36 ; Matt. v.

Heb. xii. 14; 1 John iii. 2. [We must take
here in its most extended sense, as " death "

in ver. 21. Meyer's difiiculty arises from his limit-
ing the meaning of these two words throughout.
We have already eternal life in germ ; in its ful-
ness it is the teV.os of all our fruit and fruitfulness.
Not, however, by natural, inherent laws of develop-
ment. The next verse sets forth anew the two ends,
and the inherent difference.—R.]

Ver. 23. For the wages of sin is death [tm
yag oVoivi,a t^; a/j,aQrla<; & dva-coi;].
Tholuck: "'O^'omov, and in the plural ovdmc,
wages of the servant and the soldier ; therefore pos-
sibly, though not necessarily, u. continuation of thfl
figure of military service; comp. oTT/la, ver. IS
Under this supposition, Grotius, Bengel, and Wet
stein made /d^Mfia to mean the donationum mili.
tare. Yet the technical word for such a gift is i
iTtiSoaoq (Fritzsohe)." The figurative character of
the antithesis lies in the fact that sin pays its soldiers
and slaves miserable wages (Erasmus: o.tolwa, vili
wrJ«m namely death; but God (as King) pays
His children arid servants, not a reward, but the
honor-gift of His favor, which is eternal life. Tho-
luck defines the antithesis thus : as far as sin is con-
cerned her due is_ according to justice

; but, on th.

' life

'

»Ue.Wy,anao.ioeti7na'bre;rrUisTotstric«VT„rJSi
I other h^^^
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anoe of God's saving blessings can be regarded only

as a gift—namely, the imparting of salvation, the

eternal completion of life. This antithesis is cor-

rect so far as it is not pushed beyond the proper

measure, so that justice does not appear as mere
arbitrary authority. In the present passage, how-
ever, this antithesis recedes ; for the question is not

concerning the righteous punishment of sin, but the

way in which sin itself, regarded as false dominion,

pays the reward. The gift of God also, at all events,

presupposes the merit of believers, but yet remains

a gift, because the whole idea of gain falls to the

ground where merit is not considered, and where
even the preliminary conditions of good conduct are

bestowed as a {lift.* For the idea of wages, see

1 Cor. ix. 7. " The plural (more usual than the sin-

gular) may be explained from the manifold elements

of original natural reward, and from the numerous
coins of later money-wages ;

" Meyer.

In Christ Jesus our Lord [Iv Xqiaxip
Jijaov Tw Kvqlii) fjumv. Stuart follows the

inexact sense of the E. V. :
" through the redemp-

tion or atonement of Christ." True ; but not what

Paul says here. In Christ Jems is an expression

which has a full, rich meaning of its own. In this

case, we may ask whether the phrase limits Q-od, or

gift of God, or is used more generally. Meyer says

:

in Christ it rests, is causally founded, that the gift

of God is eternal life. Webster and Wilkinson

:

" in Him, by virtue of His relation to Deity, God is

the giver ; in Him, we, as united with Him, having

an interest in Him, are recipients.—E.]. He ia not

only the source, but also the central treasure of our

eternal life.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAI/.

1. It is certainly not accidental that the word

to rule, pa<Ti,Xtiiii-v, occurs so frequently in the

Epistle to the Romans (chap. v. 14, 17, 21 ; vi. 12)

;

likewise the word weapons, onXa, here, and in

chap. xiii. 12. See the Exeg. Notes, where refer-

ence is made to the Apostle's similar allusions to

local relations in the First Epistle to the Corinthians,

as well as in the Epistle to the Ephesians. His epis-

tles in general abound in these evidences of truth to

life. In the Epistle to the Galatians, for example,

we see very plainly the Galatian fickleness ; in the

Epistles to the Corinthians, we see the city of Cor-

inth portrayed ; and in the Epistle to the Colossians,

the Phrygian popular spirit, &e. Such evidences of

authenticity are regarded by the critics of Baur's

school as mere cobwebs, while they convert cob-

webs of the barest probability into important and

decisive evidence.

2. In this section the Apostle passes from the

figure of military service to that of servitude, in

order to portray, in every relation. Christian free-

dom in its contrast with the bondage of man in sin.

3. On ver. 12. The despotic dominion of sin in

the mortal body of the unregenerate, is an ethical

copy of physical demoniacal possession. Sin, as a

foreign force, has penetrated the individual life, and

riots there as lord and master. Christianity now

consists essentially in raising the shield of the Spirit

against this usurping despotism, in the power of the

triumph, dominion, and fellowship of Christ.

• rOn Yapi(r)m, see v. 15 ff.—The antithesis is differ-

ent here, yet related—there, fall, transgression; here,

aages, but of sin —K.]

4. "Ver. 13. If the real Christian should agaii
serve sin, his conduct would be a voluntary, coward
ly, and inexcusable surrender of his arms to a hos.
tile power already overthrown. But, according ta

the Apostle's view, the whole life of humanity is a

moral struggle of the spirit between righteousness

and unrighteousness, in which all the human mem-
bers are arms that contend for either rightoousnesu

or unrighteousness. Man, physiologically regarded,

is born naked, without weapons or arms ; ethically

considered, he is " armed to the teeth ;
" his mem-

bers have throughout the significance of moral arms.

5. The conclusion made by non-legal impurity,

that sin is made free, because we are not under law,

but under grace, is reversed by Paul, who says that,

for this reason, sin is to be regarded as abrogated

and excluded. The law does not make sinners, but

it suits sinners ; bondage under the law corresponda

to bondage under sin, and the law cannot annul this

bondage. To him who stands under the law, his

own inmost nature is still a strange form ; for the

inmost nature, in its living character, signifies the

inwardness of the law, freedom from the letter of

the law, liberty. To be estranged from one's self is,

therefore, to be still in the bondage of sin, and there-

fore under that of the law also, as the foreign form

of the inmost norms of life. But in grace, man has

become at once free from sin and the law, because

by grace he has come to himself (Luke xv. 15), and
because it has written the law, as the word of the

Spirit, on his heart* On the power of sin, see Tho-

luck, p. 313 ; on the nova obedientia, p. 314.

6. On ver. 16. Life is throughout a consequence

of an established principle, either for death or for

life, whether man may have made this principle—his

self-determination—more or less clear to himself.

Christianity is a thoroughly synthetical view of life

—a view of life in its grand, conjplete, and funda-

mental relations. Adam, Christ—the state of bond-

age, the state of freedom, &c.

7. On ver. 17. When the Apostle thanks God
that the Romans have not merely become Christiana

in a general sense, but have become obedient to the

doctrinal form of the freedom of the gospel from

the law, the application of this to the evangelical

confession lies very near. The Apostle speaks here

of definite doctrinal types, not so much in the for-

mal as in the material sense. The antithesis is juda-

izing Christianity.

8. On vers. 19, 20. That the members should

be servants to righteousness, is not merely a figura-

tive expression arising from the antithesis that they

were enslaved to sin. Rather, this is a demand

which follows from the fact that, in consequence of

serving sin, they are afflicted with weakness of the

flesh ; and therefore, notwithstanding the freedom

of the Christian spirit—yea, by virtue of it—^the

morbid and blunted natural forces, the anunal na-

• [Stuart : " Christians are placed in a condition ol

which orace is the prominent feature: grace to sanctify as

well as grace to renew the heart j
grace to purify the evil

affections ; grace to forgive offences though often repeated,

and thus to save from despair, and to excite to new eflorta

of obedience. Viewed in this light, there is abundant rea-

son for asserting that Christians, under a system ot grace,

will much more effectually throw off the donumon of sin,

than they would do if under a mere law dispensation."

Yet if there be one point where there is most obscurity in

the minds of the majority of professing Clinstians it is here.

That it has largely arisen from an obscuration of the doc

trine of sarctiflcation by graoe, or rather_ the unwise sim-

dering of justiflca*ion and sanotificaton in diBCussuig th«

Epistle, is painfullx true.—E.]
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tures, must be subjected, watched over, and con-

troUed. Augustine teaches that the little tree, which

has grown crooked on one side, is thereby stretched

go that it can be bent a litde toward the other side.

9. The fruit of the service of sin is first of all

represented in bitter disappointments, confusion, dis-

grace, and shame ; finally, in death. The reward of

Bin is, from its very nature, the low wages for slavish

or military service, and in addition to this, further

contemptible pay, viz., death. How glorious does

the honorable gift of eternal life appear in compari-

son with this wretched reward ! See the Exeg.

Notes. We must here reject the exaggerations of

the idea of gracious retribution, as well on the side

of arbitrary authority as on the side of reward. In

human relations, gain is a lower form than merit

;

but the donation goes far beyond the merit, since it,

as the gift of personal magnanimity, will more than

outweigh the work of personal worth. Everywhere
in the kingdom of love, to say nothing of the king-

dom of grace, all idea of merit falls to the ground

;

but the appropriateness of the reward to the dignity

of the child and the worthiness of the servant, which
»re bestowed by God and religiously and morally

appropriated, do not fall to the ground. Grace is

not thereby so glorified that it is absolved from jus-

tice.* On the tinrj alumoi;, see Comm. on the Gos-
pel of John, iii. 15.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

The well-established apostolical admonition to

a moral course of life : I. To whom is it directed ?

2. What does it require ? 3. By what is it estab-

lished ?—Our body is mortal (ver. 12).—In whose
service should our members be ? 1. Not in the ser-

vice of unrighteousness ; but, 2. In the servce of
righteousness (ver. IS).—In which service do our
weapons hold out better ? 1. Many believe in the
service of unrighteousness ; but there they are de-
stroyed

; 2. Christian experience teaches, on the
other hand, that it is in the service of righteousness,
for there they remain untouched (ver. 13).—Under
the law there is death, but under grace there is life

(ver. 14).—Law and grace.

Should we sin, since we are not under the law,
but under grace ? God forbid ! Because freedom
from the law is (1.) not lawlessness, but (2.) obedi-
ence to righteousness [comp. Luther's work on the
Freedom of a Christian Man], (vers. 16-23).—What
is it to be obedient in heart to the form of doctrine
with which we are connected ? 1. Not only to be
orthodox, but also believing (ver. 17).—The form
of apostohcal doctrine. 1. What must we under-
stand thereby? (The Apostle Paul's doctrine of
justification by faith.) 2. How far is this form of
importance for us? (ver. 17).—Christian preachers
should never forget to so speak after the manner of
men that everybody can understand, chap. iii. 6
(Ver. 19).—The fruits of serving sin and serving
God : 1. The fruit of the former is death ; 2. The
fruit of the latter is eternal life (ver. 21).—What is

the fruit of sin? 1. A fruit of which one must be
•shamed ; 2. One whose end is death (ver. 21).

—

What is the fruit of righteousness ? 1. One of holi-

ness ; 2. One whose end is eternal life.—The pre-

* [It is Trell to note here the saying of Augustine : Ch-a-
!ia mm erit gratia uJJo modo, nisi sit gratuita omni modo

;

" Grace ie not grace in any sort, if it be not free in
•ort.—E.]

every

cious fruit of holiness. It is not only to be regard

ed as (1.) lovely, but (2.) it makes wise, and joyouj^

and blessed (vt/rs. 21, 22).—Death, and eternal life.

1. The former is the wages of sin ; the latter ii

God's gift in Jesus Christ our Lord.

Luther : In Sis death, that even we should die

like Him. Observe that believers have still wicked
lusts in the flesh, which they do not obey (ver. 12).

—So long as grace rules, the conscience remains free

and controls sin in the flesh ; but without grace, sin

rules, and the law condemns the conscience (ver. 14).

Staekk : Sin still arises even in the regenerate,

and they can again fall under its dominion ; there-

fore they need the warning (ver. 12).—The pious are

never without law, and yet not under the law, but ic

it (ver. 14).—Whoever still permits sin to rule ovei

him, cannot be under grace (ver. 14).—To be a ser

vant of sin, is the greatest misery ; but to have been
a servant of sin is the greatest blessedness (ver. 17).—Justification impels, moves, and powerfully awak.
ens toward the exercise of godliness ; Ps. cxxx. 5

(ver. 18).

Hedinger : To have piety from compulsion, fear,

or politeness, in order to please others, or through
one's own inclination, desire, praise, and advantage,

was the delusion and bondage of Ishmael. The chil-

dren of God are not under the law ; 1 John iv. 18
(ver. 15).—Christians are not libertines, who can do
what they please : they are servants, but servants of
God ! But where are such servants ? How great is

their number ? Servants of court, fashion, passion,

men, the state, self, and the devil, can be seen in

abundance.

Cramer : We shall never have a better fate

than Paul, all of whose words have been perverted,
misinterpreted, and made sinful.—Nothing is more
becoming in a servant than obedience. Because we
are now the servants of God, we must be steadfastly

obedient from the heart until the end, according to
God's word, and not according to our own notion
(ver. 16).—QtJESNEi, : As the heart is, so is the use
of the body. He serves the Lord who has chosen
Him from the heart. A true Christian dedicates
himself wholly to God, his heart by love, and his

body by good works (ver. 13).— blessed servitude
with which we serve God ! The service of men
makes miserable people ; but the sert'ce of God
makes us saints in time and kings in eternity ; Isa.

xiv. 3 (ver. 22).

—

Mijller : God will have no com-
pulsory service

; a willing heart is the best oflfering

;

in the weak flesh a willing spirit, in the small work
a great will ; Ps. ex. 3 (ver. 19).—He who is free

from righteousness has no part in Christ (ver. 20).

—

As the fruit grows from the seed, so does ignominy
grow from sin, outwardly before the world and in.

wardly in the conscience before God (see ver. 21).
Spenee : Earnest and true Christianity consists

herein : although sin is present, it does not reign
(ver. 12).—We dare not think, that though the
wages of sin is death, Christ has redeemed us from
death, so that it will not finally injure us. For the
redemption wrought by Christ will not help us any,
if we do not become obedient to Him (ver. 23).

Geelach : The body, with its impulses and mem.
bers, is like a house full of arms or implements, for
war or every kind of labor. In the service of sin,
these members, the sinful impulses, then become
themselves members unto sin (ver. 1 3). The servl.
tude of obedience is also true freedom (ver. 17).—
Since, by the gospel, man becomes a servant as well
as a freeman, license is just as much excluded al
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slavish obedience to a, foreign power (ver. 18).—If

righteousness, so rules in us that all our members
become its instruments, they will work together for

the increase of our holiness (ver. 19).—A single

glance at the fruit and the reward of sin must fill the

Christian with shame, and therefore with abhorrence

of the false freedom which abuses grace (ver. 21).

—

The perfect sanctification of man in body and soul is

also his true, eternal life ; for by the perfect com-
munion of his whole nature with the Fountain of all

life, God himself pervades him spiritually and bodily

with the fulness of everlasting life (ver. 22).

Lisoo : Earnest admonition to holiness of life

(vers. 12-23) : 1. Its import (vers. 12-14) ; 2. The
Impulse to a more zealous sanctification is the grace

of redemption (vers. 15-23).

Hbubner : Freedom from the law is not liberty

to sin, or lawlessness (ver. 15).—In Christianity, the

law of the letter, with its worldly power, does not

rule, but the free law of love (ver. 15).—Obedience,

the practice of God's will, awakens in us increasingly

the spiritual power of life, and obtains spiritual

health (ver. 16).—Purity and beauty of soul arise

only from sinlessness (ver. 19).—The remembrance
of earlier sins never becomes wholly effaced, but,

1. It keeps the converted person humble and watch-

ful ; it awakens, 2. thankfulness for the love and
grace of God ; 3. sympathy for others.

Bessser : Believers are servants of righteous-

ness (vei-s. 12-23).—Unrighteousness is a tyrannical

piaster, who does not release his slaves according to

their pleasure, but drives them ever farther from

God's commandments (ver. 19).

—

Servitium Dei

mmma libertas (ver. 19.)—The wages of sin is as

manifold as the wages with which a general rewards

his soldiers (bread, clothing, money) ; but its sum is

death, empty death.

Lange : The service of sin, at first apparently a

voluntary life of warfare, but afterwards plainly a

mercenary condition, and finally a state of slavery.

—The fearful self-deception in surrendering one's

Belf to sin : 1. At the outset, slavery instead of free-

dom
; 2. In continuance, always backward insteae

of forward ; 3. Finally, death instead of life.—Vol.
untary return to bondage is ihe deepest guilt of sin.

—Eeal death is explained by its opposite. It is not
contrasted with the present, but with eternal life.

—

Eternal life as the fruit of the true service of Go»
in righteousness : 1. As redemption ; 2. As gift.

[TiLLOTSON : Sin is the blindness of our minds,
the perverseuess and crookedness of our wills, and
the monstrous irregularity and disorder of our affec-

tions and appetites, the misplacing of our powers
and faculties, and the setting of our wills and pas-

sions above our reason ; all which is ugly and un-
natural ; and, if we were truly sensible of it, a mat-
ter of great shame and reproach to us.

—

Burkitt :

Sin, as a raging and commanding king, has the sin-

ner's heart for its throne, the members of the body
for its service, the world, the flesh, and the devil for

its grand council, lusts and temptations for its weap-

ons and armory ; and its fortifications are ignorance,

sensuality, and fleshly reasonings.—Death, as the

punishment of sin, is the end of the work, though

not the end of the worker.

—

Gkotius : It is the na-

ture of all vices to grow upon a person by repetition.

—Clarke : Let God have your hearts, and, with

them, your heads, your hands, and your feet. Think

and devise what is pure ; speak what is true, edify-

ing, just, and good ; and walk steadily in the way
that leads to everlasting felicity.—Every sinner has

a daily pay, and this pay is death.—The sinner has a

hell in his own bosom ; all is confusion and disorder

where God does not reign. If men were as much
in earnest to get their souls saved as they are to pre-

pare them for perdition, heaven would be highly

peopled ; and devils would have to be their own
companions.

—

Hodge : The motive to obedience is

now love, and its aim the glory of God.—When a

man is the slave of sin, he commonly thinks himself

free ; and, when most degraded, is often the most

proud. When truly free, he feels himself most

strongly bound to God, and when most elevated, ii

most humble.—J. F. H.]

ToDBTH Section.—7%e transition, in principle and reality, of Christians from the service^ of the letter

under fhe law into the service of the Spirit mder grace, hy virtue of the death of Chrut. Seluvers

thmld live in the consciousness that they are dead to the law.—tsoLVCK: Your marriage with Chrut,

having taken the place of the dominion of the law, necessarily leads to such a domimon of God m a

new life."

Chap. VH. 1-6.

1 Know ye not, brethren (for I speak to ttem that [those who] know the

law), how Mhowl that the law hath dominion over a man as long [fg) mop

2 yo6pov, for as long time] as he liveth? For the woman which hath a hua-

hand [the married woman]' is bound by the law to her husband so long as

he liveth [to the living husiand] ; but if the husband be dead [have died], she

8 is loosed from the law of her husband. So then if, while her husband liveth

she be married to another man, she shall be called an adulteress
:
but if

her husband be dead [have died], she is free from that law; so that she is

4 no [not an]' adulteress, though she be married to
^^^fff^^V^^^^^fJ'f^

[Accordingly],my brethren, ye also are become [were made] dead to the law by

through] the Sody of Christ
; [,] that [in order that] ^ ye should be marned to

Kef, iven to Mm who is [was] raised from the ^ead. that we should bnng
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fi forth frtiit unto [to] ° God. For when we were in the flesh, the motions [pa*

sions] ' of sins, which were by [by means of] the law, did work [ivTiQysiro, wen

6 efficient, wrought] in our members to bring forth fruit unto [to] death.
_
But

now we are [have been] delivered from the law, that being dead [having died to

that] ' wherein we were held ; that we should serve [so that we serve] ' in new-

ness of spirit [the Spiiit],'" and not in the oldness of the letter.

TEXTPAL.

1 Ver. 2.—[The E, V. renders vn-orSpos; which hath a husband; which is less forcible than the singls word

married. It is true that neither renderings convey the exact sense of the original, so well as : das dem Manne unter-

thOnige Weib (Lange)
;
yet, as the idea of snbjection, expressed in the Greek, is still, to some extent, imphed in nrnmed,

it is the best rendering that caa be given.—The periphrasis: so long as he liveth, is altogether unneoesoary; thi living

husband, is both more forcible and more exact.
. t, ,. . t.

" Ver. 2.—[The active verb die should be substituted for be dead. The qnestion arises. How can we best express the

delicate shade of the Greek conditional proposition : lav Si iiro9ivji. Alford gives : havedied; Wordsworth: shall

have died ; Amer. Bible Union : die. The first seems preferable ; the second is strictly literal, since the aonst implies

something which takes place antecedent to what is affirmed in the apodosis, but is not so elegant ; the last is that bald

conditional form, which should be reserved for the equivalent Greek form («t with the optative or indicative). These

remarks apply to the same clause, as it occurs in ver 3.

2 Ver. 3.—[The negative belongs to the verb, and is joined to the noun, at the expense of forciblencss. Forbes

remarks, that here the E. V. destroys the re^larity of the parallelism. The first, second, and third lines in the original

ff^rrespond exactly to the fourth, fifth, and sixth respectively.

*Apa o^v (iavTOi tov avSphi

eav yevriTiu avSfil eriptff
'

iav Se OLTToGdvip b avijp,

e^evdcpa eo'Tii' airh rov v6^lov, tou ^tij etvai avriiv fioixa^iSof

yevop-ivTjv avSpl irepif.

So then, as long as her husband liveth,

She shall be called an adulteress,
If she be married to another man ;

But if her husband be dead,
She is free from the law so as to be no adulteress,

Though she be married to another man.

* Yer. 4,—[TTere made dkad (Amer. Bible Union), though not very elegant, is perhaps the best rendering c

jtfai'aTudTiTe. Mortify, would be ambiguous here. Were slain, is preferred by Alford, because the more violert

Greek verb is used, recalling the violent death of Christ ; but this would point to the act of killing, rather than to the

fo't of being deprived of life, which is the prominent thought here.
* Ver. 4.^Both clauses are final, though diifering in form. By changing the first that of the E. V. into in order ihatf

the force of the Greek is preserved, and its varied form in a measure reproduced.
* Ver. 4.—[As unto Ood is the usual rendering of eis rov Biov, to God will serve to represent the simple dative

:

T^ tfetu. The meaning seems to be : to the glory of God.—The dative, rtu Qaviri^ is also found at th*^ close of ver. 6.

' Ver. 5.—[The E. V. usually renders naB-^/iara, sufferings. Here, passions (Wordswoi*th, ai.A others; Lange

:

Leidenschaflen) is etymologically exact, and, on the whole, preferable to moliona, e.moti*ms (Amer. Bible Union), stirrings

(Alford).
8 Ver. 6.—[The Recepta reads ajTo9av6vT o <: ; a conjecture of Beza's, arising irom a misunderstanding of the text,

having no uncial support. D. E. P. G. (Vulgate, and some Latin authorities) read tou ^avarou ; a gloss, to get rid ol

the participle, which was regarded as disturbing the structure of the sentence (Meyer). N. A. B. C3. K. L., many ver-
sions and fathers, warrant the correctness of airoOavovTes, which is now almost universally adopted. (The English text
is emended to correspoud.)

* Ver. 6.—[The clause is ecbatic and present : wcrre SovXevetv.
1* Ver. 6.—[If the reference be to the Holy Spirit, the above emendation is necessary. If not (as Dr. Lange holds),

the clause should read : in newness of spirit and not in oldness of leUer. See Exeg. JVotec on both visws.—E.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Summary.*—a. The figure of marriage and the
law of marriage to deaeribe the relations of believers

to the law (vers. 1-3) ; b. The application of the fig-

ure : the marriage did not remain pure, because sin,

^hose motions were by the law, insinuated itself. It

a dissolved by death (vers. 4-6).

Ver. 1. Know ye not. ["H ayvofTtf.
Comp. vi. 3. The particle ij implies a doubt, and
connects always with some preceding categorical

clause (Winer, p. 4Y4).—On the connection. Meyer
deems it a resumption of vi. 14, but immediately
linked to last main thought (vi. 22), viz., that the
Christian had his fruit uuto holiness, and the end, eter-

nal life (which is proved in vi. 23).—R.] Since the

5 assumes a doubt at the beginning (chap. ii. 29

;

Ti. 8) ; the Apostle intimates that not all the believ-

• [On the difficulty respecting the figure, see the full
lemarks of Prof. Stuart in loco.- a.]

ers in Rome are conscious of the whole conclusion,

that the gospel has made them free from the. service

of the Mosaic law—a conclusion that he w.'U new
make clear to them by the figure of the law of mat'-

riage. Therefore the question, Should you not fuUj
know the consequence of the right of marriage in

case one of the couples dies? has this meaning:.
Should you not fully know the consequence of the

death of believers by and for the law ? The course
of treatment is this : After having shown that they
are no more under sin, with more particular refer-

ence to the Gentiles, the Apostle now declares, with
more particular reference to the Jews, that they too
are no more under the law. The unity warranting
this transition consists in the fact, that one cannot b«
under sin without being under the sense of the law,
and that he cannot be under the law without being
under the sense of sin. So far, therefore, our de-
duotion extends back not only to chap. vi. 14, but
even to chap. v. 20 ; iii. 9 ; ii. 17. That is, the law
comes into consideration here so far as it is the
power of the letter, which kills (2 Cor. iii. 6)—tb»
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phenomenon is completed as the experience of sin

(see ver. 24).

Singular views : 1. Reiche: The xv^nviiv in

ver, 1 refers to the xiJ^ioi; in the concluding verse
of diap. vi ; 2. Meyer : The freedom of Christians

from the law follows from the truth of the foregoing
verse. But the Apostle's transition consists in his

design to show that Christians are just as dead to the
law by baptism in the deatli of Christ, as they are
dead to sin. This arises from the fact that they
have received eternal life as the gift of God in

Christ. They are therefore dead, by the death of
Christ, to death, as a result of sin, as they are dead
to death as a result of the law, according to chap.

vii. 24. [Meyer's view in 4th edition is indicated

above.—R.]
Brethren. Certainly not merely the Jewish

Christians (according to Grotius, and others ; also

Tholuck, in a qualified way) are meant in this ad-

dress (Meyer). Yet Meyer, in denying this, over-

looks the fact that the Jewish Cliristians are regard-

ed most prominently, because the point in question

is respecting the law (see chap. ix. 8). [The only

limitation being " those who know the law," it must
be remembered that in the apostolic age, as well as

since, the knowledge of the Old Testament on the

part of Christians in general is presupposed.—R.]
For I speak to those -who know the law.

[Parenthetical, as in the E. V. Explanatory of

brethren.—R.] Of what law does he speak? It

must not be overlooked, that what the Apostle fur-

ther adduces as the design of the law, already re-

minds of the law of nature. Therefore Koppe

:

every law is meant. Glockler : the moral law. But
though the Roman law might have a similar pur-

port, the Aposile nevertheless means the Mosaic law

itself; for the point of his argumentation is, that,

according to the principles of the Mosaic law itself.

Christians must be regarded as having been made
free by this law. It is not necessary to prove that

the Mosaic law in general, but not the law of mar-

riage in particular (Beza, Carpzov [Bengel], and

others), is meant here The Jew did not have a sep-

arate marriage-law
;
yet the Mosaic law, with refer-

ence to the marriage-law, is meant.—And who are

those who know ',he law? Explanations: 1. The

Roman Christians, the majority of whom were Jew-

ish Christans; 2. The Jewish-Christian portion, to

whom Paul addresses himself in particular (Philippi,

and others); 3. In addition to these, the Gentile

Christians, who, as Jewisli proselytes, had been en-

trusted with the law (De Wette, and others) ; 4.

Tholuck calls to mind, that the Gentile Christians

became acquainted with the law. [As the customs

of the synagogue remained to a large extent those

of the early Christian assemblies, the Old Testament

was read to all believers, as indeed was necessary to

their Christian instruction. One could not be a

Christian even then, and remain ignorant of the

law.—R.] The question in general here is not a

difficult specialty of the Mosaic law, but a principle

evidenced also by natural law, which, for this very

reason, does not result from one passage, but from

the connection of the Mosaic law. Tholuck :
" One

of the legal maxims current among the Jews
;
Este

endeavors in vain to prove it from the Old Testa-

ment." Yet the example of Ruth, Abigail, and

even of the second marriage of Abraham, is more

than one legal maxim current among the Jews.

Moreover, the legal principle in chap. vi. 7 is of kin-

Ired nature.

That the law hath dominion. We must not
connect 6 I'd/jo; tou av&^o'ijf v (Mosheim,
and others), but v6/ioq with xv(ii.u'ifi,. Man it

certainly, however, the man in question placed uu.
der the law. [Wordsworth explains : " The \a^
(of Moses) is lord over the man—the human crca.
ture—whether man or woman. Comp. Cfaryf-ostom,

'Theodoret, Augustine.'' This takes the verb in th«
literal sense : to be lord, and introduces the figure

of the marriage at once, thus avoiding any difficulty

about the special law, for the whole law is personi.

fied. Meyer seems to favor this view also.—R.]
For as long time as he liveth [£>' '6a or

;;f()oroi; t^]. According to vers. 2-4, the t^
evidently refers to the man himself, and not to the law,

so that, in a metaphorical sense, it would have the

force (as Origen, Erasmus, Bengel, and others think)

of making the figure itself plainer. This would
have been to prove first that the law has no more
force. Philippi understands the tf|i' to be the old,

natural life. See Tholuck on the contrary : in this

case the appeal to legal knowledge would be inap-

propriate, and the figure already violated. The law

is personified as master, just as sin is in the forego-

ing section. [And the point of the figure is not

affected by referring the verb to the man, for which-

ever party dies, the relation ceases. Comp. Hodge.
—R.] Meyer gives prominence to the point, that

l(p ofTov /(lovov is emphatic*
Ver. 2. For the married woman is bound

by the law to the living husband [fj ya^
VTtavd^Qc; yi'vij Tw Cwrrt avt^'^t diS^Tac
vofio). A concrete explanation of the proposition

of ver. 1 (Meyer), introduced by ydg, wliiuh has

here the force of for example (Hodge, Alford). The
perfect d'eSirai, here denotes the continuing char-

acter of the binding (Winer, p. 255), which agrees

with the emphatic eV ocroi' ;/((di'oi' (ver. 1). "Ynar-
d'^oc;, subject to the man, married, only here in the

New Testament, but current in later Greek authors.

—R.] The figure in vers. 2 and 3 is quite clear, but

its application is difficult. Since the law is com-

pared with the first man, and Christ with the second,

this seemed to be the application that should follow ;

The law, as the first man of the theocratic Church,

is dead ; now, the Church can be freely married to

Christ. Therefore even Usteri, Riickert, and others,

have remarked that the figure is not clearly carried

out ; and Chrysostom took the view, that Paul,

through forbearance toward the Jews, reversed the

relation in his application, and that, instead of say-

ing, the law or the husband 'S dead, he says, Yoii

who were formerly bound by the law are dead. [Su

Wordsworth, who, however, joins with it several/

other reasons.—R.] Meyer, with Fritzsche, thuB:

relieves the difficulty : In consequence of the unitj

of the matrimonial relation, death is an event com

mon to both parties ; when the husband is dead, thfi

wife is legally dead to the husband. We may in

this case ask. Why did not the Apostle conform hia

figure to the application, and designate the wife her-

[Meyer's note ie excellent :
" JVot b'fore he dies doM

the law lose its dominion over him j so long as he lives, be

remains subject to it. If this is considered, and an entirely

irrelevant ' only so long as he lives ' be not interpolated,

the thought seems neither trivia) nor disproportionate to

the appeal made to the legal knowledge of the readers.

For a pecuUarily of the voixat consists in this, that it cannot,

as human laws, havB only temporary validity, or be altered,

suspeaded, nor can one be exempt from it for a time, &C,

Kofso long as man lives, the dominion of the riSjios ovei

him remains." Of course, this means pievi jus to the death

to the law (ver. 4).—E.]
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self <i9 the (iead part ? Clearly, because of the sec-

ond marriage. Thia explanation of Fritzache and

Mt'Ter (concinnity) is established by the Apostle,

and also rendered emphatic by liis language. As
tlie woman is not dead, but is killed in respect to

het marriage relation, or is situated as dead, by the

natural death of her husband, so believers have not

died a natural death, but are made dead to the law,

ciu'je they are crucified to the law with Christ. The
idoa, dead in a marriage relation^ is therefore the

fertium comparationifi. The QavarovG&ai in ver.

4 i3 therefore lilie the -/.ara^jyi-lffO-ai, of a widow, in

which a'.so a death-like orphanage is indicated. That

the law itself is also dead, as a letter, by its statu-

tory apphcation to the crucifixion of Christ, follows,

without any thing further, from what has been said.

Tlioluck, not being satisfied with Meyer's removal of

the difficulty, seems desirous of placing himself on
the side of tliose who give an allegorical interpreta-

tion to the passage commencing with ver. 2. Ex-
planations :

1. The wife is the soul, the husband is sin ; sin

dies in the fellowship of believers with Christ's death
(Augustine, and others ; Olshausen).

2. Only the ro/ioc,- can be regarded as the hus-
band (Origen, Chrysostom, Calvin, Philippi). Like-
wise, with special reference to the sense of guilt

(Lather); with special reference to sin (Spener).

De Wette and Meyer have properly rejected the
introduction of allegory in vers. 2, S ; it destroys all

legal evidence of the figure. The Apostle did not
avoid saying iSavaroiOi] o m/ioi because he wished
to give a more pregnant expression to the thought,
and to include in one the other side also, but because
fiavarovadav is different from a simple aTtod-vrj-

a/..Hv, and because the retroactive iut'erence from
the act which the administration of the law has com-
mitted on the body of Christ is proximate to the
dying of the law (according to Heb. viii. 1-3

; de-
cayed and waxed old). The gospel is eternally new,
because it refers to only eternal relations. The law
grows old from the beginning, because, in its out-
ward and national character, it relates to transitory
and ever-changing relations. Application to Catholi-
cism and Protestantism. (All they that take the
Bword, &c.) "Y7iav<tQo<;, viro subjecta ; the wife
had no right to separate herself*

But if the husband have died, she is loosed
from the law of her husband [iav d'e ano-
&avrj 6 avij(>, x ax ij Q y tj r a(, an'o top
vonov T oil avUQoq. On the conditional clause.
Bee Textual Note '. On the verb, comp. Gal. v. 4,
aiige's Cornm., p. 127. The genitive is one of ref-
erence, of the object respecting which, see "Winer,
p. 177.—R.] That is, which relates to her husband!
On the relationship of the expression xarij^yTirai,
to the iO-avaTii'tD-riTf, comp. Meyer's translation

:

" She has become undone, and thereby free and ab-
solved from the law which related to her husband
(united her to him)." (See Gal. v. 4.)

Ver. 3. She shall be caUed an adulteress.
She receives the name in a formal and legal way.
And therewith she is subject to the severest punish-
ment of the law—stoning. [Levit. xxi. 10 : comp.
John viii. 5.]

[She is free from that law, eluvei^a

• (She is bound to Imn by the law—i. c, the Mosaic law—wliioh made no provision for her loosinir herself (in Deut.
^"^j.

i.''
^*' *''^ power of the husband, not the wife, to

repiidiate the relation). Here the kir it no longer spoken
9f figuratively.—R.|

"

[iffriv a, 71 6 tov vofiov. The article showi
that the reference is to the law of the huxband, hence
the E. v. : that law, is correct.—R.]

So that she is not an adulteress. Meyer ln<

sists upon the idea of design : in order that she be
no adulteress ; and declares this to be the design of
the Divine legal ordinance—which Tholuck there

pedantically finds. Yet the expression here might
certainly have been chosen with reference to this

application. The Judaists assuredly charged the
believing Jews with apostasy, and therefore with
religious adultery. Hence Paul says ilvai, instead

of ^^tjuarltii.; * and Fritzscbe has strikingly made
the T oti ti-tj tlv ai dependent on iXiv&eoa,
[All these views are alike grammatical. That of
Fritzsche is harsh, however, while Meyer's seems to

be adopted more to prepare the way for the parallel

he makes (ver. 4) ; in order thai ye should be mar-
ried to another. It is not necessary to press the
figure to this extent, however.—R.]

Ver. 4. Accordingly, my brethren. ["Slarf,
see Winer, p. 283.—R.] The explanation follows
here first ; this is not allegorical, but symbolical,
because marriage represents, in the external sphere
of life, what religion does in the inward and higher
(Eph. V. 32).—Ye also, as the widowed wife.

—

Were made dead to the lawf [i^araroi.
& rjt f 10) vofioi. See Textual Note '. The verb
is aorist, referring to a definite act in the past, viz.,

the release from the law at justification.—E.] That
is, in relation to the marriage-covenant. The ex-
pression £&avar(i>9-7iT( is chosen, not merely
because Christ's death was a violent one, but also
because it describes the death of Christians to the
law as a death incurred by virtue of the administra-
tion of the law.

Through the body of Christ [S:,a. rov
ao'i/iaroq toT Xqhttov}. In, and, at the
same time, with Him, as He was put to death. The
atoning eifect of the sacrificial death cannot, at all

events, be the premise here, although it is included.
[The aorist shows that the reference is definite ; the
proposition indicates the means of the death to the
law. Two opinions prevail : (1.) That it refers to
the atoning death of Christ as the ground of justifi-

cation. So Hodge, and others. It may be urged in
favor of this, that this is the means or ground of
justification, and that thus the antithesis to "was
raised" is preserved. But the Apostle generally
speaks of the death of Christ in pldn terms, when
he refers to it. Col. i. 22, which Hodge quotes as
an instance of " His body," meaning His death, adds
the qualifying phrases, "of His flesh," "throuo-h
death." (2.) With Tholuck, Meyer, Lange, and
others, it may be referred to the fellowship with
Christ in His death. This view accords better with
the point which the Apostle has reached in his argu-
ment, as well as the idea of union with Christ under-
lying this passage. This does not deny, but implies
the atoning efficacy of His death, which is always
latent, if not patent, in the Apostle's argument. It
has been the fault of some commentators, to insist

* [That is, they mieht be and were so called, but yetwere not guilty of rehgions adultery—B ]
t (Dr. Hodge at some length combats the view, that the

Mosaic law (or rather the Jewish economy) is ah)n4 referred
to throughout this passage. He rightly sava : " Paul heremeans by the aw, the will of God, as a rule of duty, how.

16, pp. 49, 62) The most untenable of all views is thaiwhich limits i-d^os to the ritualistic Jewbh obserresoM
±V.J
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on finding an expreasUm of it, where it is only im-
plied.—B.]

Christians are dead, buried (chap, vi.), and risen

(Col. iiL 1) with Christ ; indeed, they are even, in

principle, transported to heaven (Phil. iii. 20). But
since they are dead with Him, they are, like Him,
dead "to the law through the law" (Gal. ii. 19).

[Comp. Commentary in loco, pp. 50, 51.—R.] Cal-

vin, Grotius, Koppe, and others, have explained,

that the i8-avarii>07j rm ro/jiit is a milder expres-

sion for 6 vofi. iOavarMdij) ani&avtv v^iv. This
explanation does not regard the difference between
natural and violent death, nor self-destruction. The
law could not be dead

; this would have been revo-

lution. As a Divine form of revelation, it had to

grow old and vanish away (Heb. viii. 13) ; but as a

human ordinance it has itself iniiicted death. There-

fore the law still retained its former historical and
ethical (not religious and essential) force toward

those who were not dead to it by the fellowship of
Christ.

Through the body of Christ, Sm toTi ao'^iaroi;

fiavaTitidtvToq. It may be asked, in what relation

this beinff dead with the body of Christ stands to the

beinff reconciled by the body of Christ. Tholuck

:

" Fellowship with the death of Christ includes free-

dom from the xaragd of the law (Gal. iii. 10), and
this latter, which is brought to pass by thankful love

m return, includes the death of the old man to sin

(chap. vi. 6) and strengthening to a new life." The
becoming free from xl:« vofioi; is consummated with

the development of rei>.intance and faith—that is,

with justification ; the having become free from the

old law is decided when the new law, the law of the

Spirit, the righteousness of faith, appears (Eph. ii.

16).

In order that ye should be married to an-

other [ftt; TO yeVEiT&ai' Vf^oit; cTf^w. The

clause seems to be final. In order thai ; the pur-

pose of the death to the law was union to Christ.

—R.] rlv(a&a.ii riroq, to become the possession

of a husband. The figure of conjugal communion
of the believing Church with the Lord (2 Cor. xi.

2 ; Eph. V. 2, 5 ; Rev. xxi. 8). To another. The
stronger erfpo) is here used. [And it is more

closely defined, even to him who was raised

from the dead, tm Ix vfy.^mv iyifi&ivri,.

—With good reason is this added.—R.] Not only

do Christians belong to the risen Christ because He
has acquired them by His death (1 Peter i.), but

also because they themselves, having been dead with

Rim, ham become a heavenly race, a super-terrestrial

people, who, as risen ones, can be united only with

the Risen One ; therefore their continue i connection

mth the law of this life would be a misalliance. The

common element of this n,ew communion is the aew

Ufe.

That we should bring forth fruit to God
[Vva xapTtoqiOQ-^fTftt^tFV Tw &to). Final

clause (so Tholuck, Meyer, De Wette, Alford). The

dative is dat. eommodi apparently.—R.] The fig-

ure of marriage leads to that of the fruit of mar-

riage (Theodoret, Erasmus, Meyer, and others).

Tholuck, on the contrary : " Since a reference to

tiagTioi (chap. vi. 22) occurs, and since xa^nov

aoiiftv- tfiqii/ii, and even xa^noqiOQiw (Mark iv. 20
;

Luke viii. 15 ; CoL L 10), frequently occur in a

melonyme derived from the fruits of the field, as a

technical Christian phrase for the practical effects

of the life of faith, and the allusion recurs in ver.

6, where the figure is not that of marriage, it seems

very unsafe to accept the figure of the fruit of chil
dren." Reiche and Fritzsche have even rejected
this interpretation, because an Uiidignifled aliegorj
arises ; they have therefore construed the figure u
referring to the field, or fruits of the field. Philippi
likewise ; De Wette, on the contrary, accepts iha
former view. But the allegory of an unfruitful mar
riage cannot be more dignified than that of a fruit
ful one. Yet the spiritual fruit of righteousness, ia
accordance with its supersensuous nature, is pro-
duced for God, for glorifying God. [The figure
must not be so pressed as to make the fruit of the
marriage to Cod, as Father; to His glory, is the
meaning.—R.]

Ver. 5. For when we were in the fieah
[oTf yag Tjfifv zv r-ri aaQxi. Meyer: "The
positive and characterizing expression for the nega-
tive : when we were not yet made dead to the law.^'

Alford :
" Virtually = ' under the law.' " Hodge :

" When in your unrenewed and legal state." For a

more thorough discussion, see the Excursus in the
next section.—R.] The antithesis of ver. 5 should
serve to explain the last conclusion in ver. 4. The
ydiQ tells us : According as we were situated in our
fleshly tendency, we must now also be situated in

the Divine tendency. The flvav denotes the stand

point of personality ; the outward tendency of life

from a definite principle. Here, therefore, the ten-

dency of life is from the principle of the flesh. Ex-
planations : 1. Meyer : The ad^i, the humanity in

us (what, then, would not be human in us ?),* in its

opposition to the Divine will ; the element of life in

which we exist. The opposite to the dnoSavovrfq
of ver. 6. 2. Theodoret, CEcumenius : In the r.aTa

v6/.iov TioXmia. The flesh is the material and ex-

ternal part of the body and the life. Therefor?,

since we stood in this external tendency, whicii, as

an external and analytical form of life (dependent

on the individual iniSvfticti), also in its better form,

took the law as a combination of external and ana-

lytical precepts. [Of these, (1.) is much to be pre-

ferred. Dr. Lange does not make it clear whether

he adopts the view oSflesh, given immediately above.

There are very strong objections to it in any case.

-R.]
The passions of sins [ra TiaSri aaza

XMV a/tapTtwr]. According to Meyer and Tho-

luck, the genitive of object. " From which the sins

arose." Tholuck cites James i. 15 as proof. We
hold, however, that sins are here denominated pro-

ducers of the passions. For the passions, jrafl-.j are

not, as Tholuck holds, the same as the emO p/i iai,

(according to which Luther translates lusts), but they

are the iniS-vfiiai. enhanced by the impulse of the

law. Then, in the case of sins arising as conse-

quences of the naSrjii., the idea would follow that

abortions to death have been produced from the

marriage-bond of the law itself with man. The
connection with the law assumes, therefore, at the

same time, a connection with the dftajjTia (see chap.

vi. 13), and this, in the isolation of individual a^iag-

riau, was operative as producer by the sinful pas-

sions excited by the law in the members. The law

itself did not bring forth the fruit of death
;
but it

stirred up sin, so that the latter made the i/riS-v/jiai

into Tia&tjfiara, and thus into productive forces

[Either view is preferable to the Hendiadys : ainfu.

* [Tothis interpolation it may te rejoined: Wlat, tlien,

wcuia not be <rip( in ub ? What is not carnal, sinful, u
U£ I-B.]
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feelings (Olshausen, Hodge), which is forbidden by

the plural a^apriw)'. na9ni^axa is pas-

BJTe (comp. Gal. v. 24), and hence it is perhaps bet-

ter to take the genitive, as that of the object (which

led to sins), so as to accord with what is predicated

in er/jpyfiTO.—R.] , , , ,t"
Which were by means of the Zaw. la

Sia. TO? ro/toii. Grotius supplies cpmvofiiva, which

is too little; Meyer, sc, ovra, which is far too nauch.

According to Ter. 9, avai^oWra. Tholuck :
" Many

of the older commentators, in order not to let tlie

law appear in too unfavorable a light, explauied

thus : of the knowledge of sin communicated by the

law (thus Chrysustom, Ambrose, BuUinger, and oth-

ers). Yet, thus construed, iJ i ot v6/iov would

stand beyond the pragmatism of the passage." Tho-

luck, like Meyer, would also supply the verb, suhst.

[The proximity of ver. Y supports the obvious mean-

ing : occasioned by the law (Meyer : vermittelt), not

caused, however.—R.]
Wrought [ivrjQYilro]. Middle. Were effi-

cient in a fruitful manner.

In our members [iv zoiq /ifXiauv rj/iotv.

Hodge weakens the force, by making this almost =
in us.—R.] Single productions between individual

passions and individual members, in which the cen-

tral consciousness was enslaved for the production

of individual miscarriages.

To bring forth fruit to death [liq to
xa^ aoipo^^aai' Toi & av at m . This clause

expresses not merely the result (Hodge), but the

final object of the energizing (Meyer, Alford,), being

parallel to the last clause of ver. 4.—R.] Meyer

:

To lead a life terminating in death. Expressing but

little, almost nothing, here. That false fruit, abor-

tions, or miscarriages, might arise (wherefore the

subst. xaQTioq itself must be avoided). Erasmus

:

ex infelici mairimonio infelices fcetas sustutimus,

quidqmd nasceretur morti exi'iogue gignentes. Lu-

ther : Wliere the law rules over people, they are in-

deed not idle ; they bring forth and train up many
children, but they are mere bastards, who do not

belong to a free mother. Meyer would also here

limit death to the idea of eternal death ; see above.

[He also curries out the figure of progeny, which

Lange retains here, so far as to make " death " here

a personification. This is less justifiable than the

reference to eternal death, which conveys a truth,

and forms a fitting antithesis to tm fl-f(3 (ver. 4).

—

B.]
•

Ver. 6. Bat now we have been delivered
from the law [vuvl He (antithesis to on, ver.

6) AttT fj ^ yrj & r] f^ ev ano roTi vofiov. No-
tice the aorist, which Paul uses so constantly in

reference to the accomplished fact of justification.

—

R.] We are annulled in relation to the law, and
therewith the law is annulled to us. (On the read-

ing aTTo&avovroi;, see the Critical Note on the

Text ; also Tholuck, p. 330.)

Having died to that wherein we were
held \_ano9av6vrfi; Iv <;i xaTf t/o/tf^ot].
We must understand to/'tw before iv w . Meyer
explains : in which we were confined as in a prison.

More in harmony with the former view is this

:

whereby we were chained as by a legal and even
matrimonial obligation. Wlierefore we certainly do
cot need to refer e v w merely to ro/to? (with Ori-

gen, Koppe, De Wette', Philippi [Hodge], and oth-

crs). Tholuck :
" The law, therefore, is regarded as

%ariyf))v, as a chain, analogously to the iipQovqov-

fii&a avvxexluaniroi,. Gal. iii. 23, so far as it holds

its subjects in SovXtia (Rom. vlii. 16; 2 Tim. i. 7>

The direct reference of the iv m to sin (according

to Chrysostom, (Ecunenius, and others) is too strong

on the opposite side. '—The cause of the chaining

of man by sm on one side, as wellas by the law on

the other, was the totality of the tlvai iv t^ (To^xi,

as it expressed itself in mere divisions of lust and

legality. This is clear from what follows: in thi

oldness of the letter.

So that Tsre serve [wffTf SovXii'inv ^fiaq.

The clause is not final, as the E. V. indicates ; tha

service is a present state, already resulting from the

accomphshed fact of deliverance from and death to

the law. Serve God, is the meaning, the omission

of 5-f(3 being due to the self-evident difference of

reference in the two phrases which follow. The
consciousness of the readers would tell them that

the old service was one to sin, the new one to God
(so Meyer).—R.] The dovi.iv iiv can be spo-

ken ironically in only a conditional manner. We
have really our external life to enslave, but not after

the old way, in single portions and acts, according to

individual precepts, motives, and affections, but in

the newness of the Spirit ; therefore by virtue of

the perfect principle of the Spirit, which is ever

new, and always assuming a new form. The ev

denotes not merely the sphere of activity (Meyer),

but the power, the principle of activity itself.

In newness of the Spirit [ev xai,v6fi]Tt
Ttvsvfiaroq. Untenable views : That e r is re-

dundant, and the dative the object of the verb Sov-

hiiibv ; that there is a Hendiadys {new spirit, Hodge).

The E. V. is fond of Hendiadys, and very often mis-

construes eV, but has avoided these mistakes in the

present instance. Alford correctly remarks, that the

datives " are not " as in vi. 4, altri uies of the geni-

tives which follow them, but stoto in which those

genitives are the ruling elements.—What is the pre-

cise force of Ttvit'i/caroi; ?—R.] Meyer :
" It ia

the Holy Spirit, as the operative principle of the

Christian life." Clearly, it is the spirit as itself the

inward Christian principle of life, which is certainly

not to be thought of without the communion of the

Holy Spirit. For the Holy Spirit as 7tv iv/ia sim-

ply, operating objectively, was also the producer of

the yQctufia, which here constitutes the antithe-

sis. This principle is itself an eternal newness, and
has, as a result, an eternal newness as the principle

of the absolute renewal. Tholuck :
" The spirit of

grace produced by God's gracious deed." [With

Meyer, Alford, and others, it seems best to refer thia

to the Holy Spirit. The absence of the article is not

against this view ; as the opinion of Harless, that

nvnifia without the article is subjective, is not well

established. (Comp. Meyer on Rom. viii. 4 ; Har-

less, Eph. ii. 22 ; Lange's Oomm., Gal. v. 16, p. 13Y.)

This passage seems to point to chap, viii., where
TTTfufia occurs so frequently, in the sense of the

Holy Spirit ; the more so as (roi^J occurs just before

(ver. 5). The objection, that the Holy Spirit, work-
ing objectively, was the author of the letter, and
hence that the antithesis requires another meaning,
has not much weight. See notes on Rom. viii. 4 ff.

-R.]
And not in the oldness of the letter [xaJ

1' ;raAaK)T7/Ti. (only here) y^a^uiuaTo;.
Not = old letter (Hodge), nor yet — under the law,

in the flesh, though these latter thoughts are im.
plied. The genitive seems to be gen. auctoris, sa

7i»fiV«'ro! in the previous clause.—R.] On the

Yfdfina, see chap. ii. 29 ; 2 Cor. iii. 6. The law
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^ewed externally, and, by ita historical and subjec-
tive externalizi\tion, become an old and dying object,

naXaiOTijq. Meyer writes somewhat unintelligibly

:

The nakatoTtjii, according to the nature of the rela-

tion in wiiich the y^d/i/ia stands to the principle of
siu in man, was necessarily sinful (see ver. 7 ff.), as,

on the other hand, the xaw'OTjjt; must be necessarily
moral in consequence of the vitally influencing

nvtviia. [The service which resulted from the rule
of the letter, was not merely their old service, but a
service having in it an element of decay. The ser-

vice under the law, precisely the written law (when
viewed as the y^a/t^ua), was a killing yoke, is still,

when the service is in the oldness of the letter.

Meyer evidently means, that a law with external pre-

cepts, of the letter, necessarily bo acts upon man's
sinfulness, that the very service he attempts to ren-

der is sinful. The letter killeth (2 Cor. iii. 6).—Such
a characterization of the service under the law forms
a fitting warning against a return to legalism—an
appropriate conclusion to this section, and a point

of connection with ver. 1.—E.]

DOOTHINAL AND ETHIOAI.

1. The connection with sin, according to chap,

ri. 12-23, was a slavish state ; the connection with
the law, on the other hand, according to the present

section, was comparable to an earthly marriage-state.

The connection of believers with Christ now appears,

in comparison with this, as a super-terrestrial mar-
riage-covenant (see Eph. v. 82).

2. It IS only by keeping the figure of the law of

marriage free from an allegorical interpretation, and
by distinguishing between the figure itself and its

historical application, that the evidence clearly ap-

pears which the argumentation of the Apostle con-

templated, and particularly for the Jewish Cbi-istians.

But this evidence still continues in force. The
standpoint of external legality, and that of living

faith, cannot be confused as rehgious principles.

Both standpoints are sundered by the death of

Clirist. Where they seem to be united, the confes-

sion of the law, or the legal confession of faith, is

the dominant religious principle ; while the opposite

principle has the meaning only of a historical and
ethical custom, which, from its nature as a legal cus-

tom, as much limits the Catholic man of faith, as it,

in the character of an evangelical custom, burdens

the legal, Eomanizing Protestant.

3. Tholuck : " The law is annulled in relation to

believers, not in its moral import, but, as Calovius

remarl.s, quoad rigorem exactionia, quoad maledic-

tionem. et quoad servilem coactionem." According

to the Sermon on the Mount, as well as according to

Paul, if is done away so far as it is fulfilled ; it is

annuUfc 1 in a negative sense so far as it is annulled

in Chri'tian principle, the law of the Spirit. An in-

ward pi Inciple has come from the external precept

;

an inw6 'd rule from the fexternal form ; an inward

tendeni / from the external law ; a unity from multi-

plicity ; a synthesis from the analysis ; and from the

ordinan e, " Do this and live," the order, " Live and

do this." It must be borne in mind, that Paul here

(peaks 1 >f the finite, formal character of the law,

and not of the law as a type of the New Testament,

«s it hi J become transformed into the law of the

Spirit. (Comp. Doctrinal Notes on Oalatians, iii.

19- an
1 p. 88, 89.—R.]

4. r.ae figure of marriage, which extends through

the Old Testament in typical forma, is here employed
in reference to the relation between Christ and the
whole body of believers. The individual believef
participates freely in the marriage-bond of this body,
yet not m a mystical, separatistic isolation of his re.

lation to Christ.

5. In ver. 5 Paul speaks especially concerning
the passions of sins, which are excited and occa-
sioned by the law ; and there is no reason for under-
standing among them the abnormal forms of pas-
sionate excitement. The history of Pharisaism, and
of fanaticism in general, from the crucifixion of
Christ down to the present day, teaches us how very
much additional weight is also added by the normal
forms. In this direction there has arisen the odium
generis humani, as well as the increasingly strong
warfare of hierarchical or ecclesiastical party-law
against the eternal moral laws of humanity, in which
the nature of God himself is represented, while in
the statute only the distorted apparent image of the
Church, and not its eternal pith, is reflected.

6. The abortions of ordinances at enmity with
the gospel and humanity reached the centre of their

manifestation in the crucifixion of Christ ; but they
everywhere reappear, where Christ is again crucified,

in a grosser or more refined sense. And this not
only occurs where the written revealed law is per-

verted into fanatical ordinances, but also where the
ideals of the natural law (Rom. ii. 14) are distorted

to fanatical caricatures, as is shown in the history

of the Revolution of 1848.

7. On ver. 6. Tholuck :
" ^gdiina, nviv/ia

(chap. ii. 29). The former is chiefly a designation

of the external principle ; the latter, of the inward-
ly operative principle. And this inwardly operative

principle is the gracious spirit produced by God's

gracious act. Calvin : Spiriium litierce opponit, quia
antequam ad dei voluntatem voluntas nostra per
spiritum sanctum formata sit, non hahemus in lege

nisi externam litteram, quce frcenum quidem externis

nostris actionibus injicit, concupiseentice autem nos-

trce furm'em minime cohibet. And Melanchthon

:

Ideo dicitur litiera, quia non est verus et vivus motus
animi, sed est otioaa imitatio interior vel exterior, nee

ibi potest esse vera invocatio, ubi cor non apprehen-

dit remissionetn peccatorumy
8. How the law, in its letter or finite relation,

began to grow old immediately after the beginning

of legislation, is shown to us clearly by the history

of the Israelites ; and Deuteronomy even gives the

canonical type of this truth. The history of the

Christian Church teaches, on the other hand, how
the newness of the spiritual Ufe becomes constantly

newer in its power of renewal. But the same' an-

tithesis is again manifested in the continual obsoles.

cenee of the Church in the Middle Ages, and in the

continued rejuvenating of the evangelical Church.

HOMIXETICAIi AND PEACTICAIi.

On Chap. vii. 1-€.

As Christians, we belong no more to the law, bnt

to Christ. 1. Because we are dead to the law by

Jesus, who abolished the power of the law ; 2. Be-

cause we are united to Him by the same fact, m
order to bring forth fruit to God (vers. 1-6).—Mar.

riage as a type of spiritual relations : 1. As a type

of our relation to the law ; 2. As a type of our re.

lation to Christ (vers. 1-6).—As the relation of man
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to Christ is altogether different from that to the law,

BO 13 Christian marriage, on the other hand, alto-

gether different from that of the Old Testament

(vers. 1-6).—How death divides, but also unites

(ver. 4).—Union of heart with Christ the Risen One
is the condition of the happy union of human hearts

with each other so as to bring forth fruit unto God
(ver. 4).—How miserable it was to live under the

law in the flesh ; how happifying it is to live under

grace in the Spirit! Proof: 1. Description of the

state under the law : a. we were in bondage ; b. sin-

ful lusts worked in our members to bring forth fruit

unto death ; c. we served the letter. 2. Descrip-

tion of the condition under grace : a. we are free

;

h. the newness of the Spirit incites us to bring forth

fruit unto God ; v. we serve the Spirit, and not the

letter any more (vers. 6, 6).

Starke : As a thistle-bush is full of thistles, so

are unconverted and carnal men full of the fruits of

the flesh (ver. 5).—Christ frees us from the burden
of the law, that we may take His yoke upon us

(ver. 6).

—

Hedinqek: We are free from the law, not

as a precept of duty—which remains perpetually

—

but in its condemnation, compulsion, and sharp-

ness (ver. 1).—Where there is not a heart and ready
will, there is only external labor and weariness

;

where conversion of the life and spiritual increase

are not exhibited in the inner man, it is lost work
and the service of the letter, even if one should
wear out the temple-floor with his knees, give his

body to be burned, and become a beggar and a her-

mit !

Spener : Our perverted nature is such, that,

when any thing is forbidden, we have all the greater
desire to have it. We have often seen children
think less of, and have no desire for, a certain thing,

for which they have all the more desire when for-

oidden. So, when the law forbids this and that, we
are prompted toward it by our wicked nature (ver.

5).—We are not so free that we do not have to

se.'ve any more ; only the kind of service is differ-

ent. Formerly it was compulsory, now it is ren-
4t(i-ed with a joyful will ; then it was the letter, now
it is the spirit (ver. 6).—Roos : The truth which Paul
here portrays (vers. 1-4) is this : that nothing but
death annuls the dominion of the law.

Lisoo : The complete freedom of man from the
law promotes his true sanctification (vers. 1-6).

—

The relation of man to the law.—Application of this

relation to believers (ver. 4).—Advantages of the
new state above the old one under the law (vers.

6, 6).

HEnsNER : The Christian is free from the co-
ercion of the law (vers. 1-6).—The death of Christ
became freedom from the compulsory power and
curse of the law : 1. As abrogation of the Levitioal
sacrificial system; 2. As inducement toward free
and thankful love toward God (ver. 4).—Irreligious
Doliticians express only their ignoble and servile
manner of thinking, when they deem all religion to be
only of service as a bridle for the people (ver. 4).
The nature of the Christian is spirit : 1. In refer-
ence to faith ; 2. In reference to action. The lat-

ter stands in contrast with this spirit in these same
respects (ver. 6).

Bssser: Here, for the first time since chap. i.

18, Paul addresses the saints at Borne as hrethreii^-^

brethren " in Christ Jesus our Lord " (ver. 1).—
" But now "— -his now is an evangelical key-note of

the Epistle to the Romans ; comp. chap. iii. 21, and

other places (ver. 6).

Lanqe : The death of Christ a serious boundai/

between the legal and the evangelical, believing,

standpoints : 1. The meaning of this boundary
itself ; 2. The application : no religious confusion*

of the two standpoints. By a customary connection

of them, one is made to mean only a moral limita-

tion, which, after all, is not in conformity with th«

internal relations.—The sensuous power and spirit

ual weakness of legalism consists in its being an
earthly relation, confined to this life, though in the

fear of God (in this life the head, the city of God,
the apparent image of the kingdom, &e.).—The mar-
riage-bond of the free Church of God is a super-

terrestrial relation, and therefore the power of the

renewal of the earthly life : a. Christ in the next
life and in this one ; b. Faith also ; c. The Church
as well.—The reciprocal action between the law and
sin unto death, a counterpart to the reciprocity be-

tween the Spirit of Christ and faith unto new life.

—

The contrast between the Old and New Testament in

its full meaning : 1. The Old Testament growing old

and making old from the beginning ; 2. The New
Testament renewing itself and the world from the
beginning.—But a New Testament is in the essence

of the Old, as wdl as an Old is in the manifestation
of the New.

[BnRKiTT : All the wisdom of the heathen, and
of the wisest persons in the world, was never able
to discover the first sinful motions arising from our
rebellious natures ; only the holy law of God makes
them known, and discovers them to be sin. Such is

the hoUness of the law of God, that it requires not
oiiily the purity of our actions, but also the integrity

of all our faculties.

—

Scott : Self-righteous pride and
antinomian licentiousness are two fatal rocks on
which immense multitudes are continually wrecked,
and between which none but the Holy Spirit can
pilot us ; and the greatest objections of open ene-
mies to the doctrines of grace derive their greatest

plausibihty from the unholy lives of many professed
friends.

—

Clarke : The law is only the means of
disclosing our sinful propensity, not of producing it;

as a bright beam of the sun introduced into a room
shows millions of motes in all directions—but these
were not introduced by the light, but were there be-
fore,_ only there was not light enough to make them
manifest—so the evil propensity was in the heart
before, but there was not light sufficient to discover
it.

LlTERATlTRE, OHIEELT HOMILETICAL, ON THE 7tH
Chapter op Romans : Arminics, Smertation on the
True and Genuine Sense of Romans VII., Works.
2, 471 ; E. Elton, Complaint of a Sanctified Sinner
Answered, or Explanation of the 1th Chapter of
Romans, London, 1618 ; J. Stafford, Scripture Doe.
trine of Sin Considered, in Twentyfive Discourses on
Romans VIL, London, 1772 ; J. Glas, The Fleth
and the Spirit, Works, 3, 142 ; J. Fraser, Scripiun
Doctrine of Sanctification ; A. Knox, Letter to J. 8.
Harford, Esq., on the Seventh Chapter Ut the Ra
mans, Remains, S, 409.—J. F. H.l
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FiTTH Section.—Synopsis : The law, in its My design, by the feeling of death, to lead to the new life in
grace. The development of the law from externality to inwardness. The experience of Paul a sketch

from life of the conflict under the law, as well as of the transition from the old life in the lata Co the

nene life in the Spirit,

Chap. VII. 7-25.

7 What shall we say then ? 7s the law sin ? God forbid. [Let it not be !]

Nay, [but] I had not known [t. e., recognized] sin, but by [except through] the

law : for I had not known lust [evU desire],' except the law had [if the law
8 had not] said, Thou shalt not covet. But sin, taking occasion [,] by the com-
mandment, [omit comma] wrought in me all manner of concupiscence [evil desire].

9 For without the law sin ivas [is] dead. For [Now] I was alive without the

law once : but when the commandment came, sin revived [sprang into life], and
] I died. And the commandment, which was ordained to [was unto] ' life, I

H found [the same, or, this, was found by me] to be unto death. For sin, taking

occasion [,] by the commandment, [omit comma] deceived me, and by it slew me.

12 Wherefore [So that] the law is holy, and the commandment holy, and just, and
good.

13 Was [Did] then that which is good made [become] ' death unto me ? God
forbid. But sin, that it might appear sin, working death in [to] me by
[through] that which is good; [,] that sin by [through] the commandment
might become exceeding [exceedingly] sinful.

14 For we know that the law is spiritual : but I am carnal,* sold under sin.

15 For that which I do [perform],' I allow [know] not : for what I would, that

do I not [not what I wish," that I practise] ; but what I hate, that do L
16 If then I do that which I would not [But if what I wish not, that I do], I

11 consent unto [I agree with] the law that it is good. Now then it is no more

18 [longer] I that do [perform] it, but sin that dwelleth [dwelling] in me. For

I know that in me (that is, in my flesh), dwelleth no good thing [good doth not

dwell] : for to will [wish] is present with me ; but how [omit how] to perform

19 that which is good I find not [or, is not].' For the good that I would [wish],

20 I do not : but the evil which I would [wish] not, that I do [practise]. Now
[But] if I do that 1° would [wish] not, it is no more [longer] I that do

21 [perform] it, but sin that dwelleth [dwelling] in me. I find then a [the] law,

22 that, when I would [wish to] do good, evil is present with me. For I delight

23 in the law of God after the inward man : But I see another law in my mem-

bers, warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to'

the law of sin which is in my members.

24 O wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the body of this

25 death [or, this body of death] ? '° I thank God [or, Thanks to God] " through

Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with the mind I myself [I myself with the

mind] " serve the law of God ; but with the flesh the law of sin.

I Ver.7.—[The E. V. renders ifrievii.Cau here rust, inver. S, cmcupiscence, and the verb eiriSv^ij^eit, «»*.

In order to proseiye the correspondcnoe, the Amer. Bible TTnion translates the nom coveting '°boli places. We ar»

forced to retain co^et in rendering the verb, but it seems better to give the noun a more exact translation, even at ^
cost of variation from the verb. Lust is too specific, cpncupimnce too rare, f"'-'^?'^\l}'l"^^^^^'',J^i\tl\^
adjective evil. " The misfortune is that we have no English noun that corresponds weU to the generic sense of the vers

cmer-^Stuart)^
-rirtually a gloss. Was only need be supplied, for is a fevcrite emendaj

Hon, but tiX brings out the telle force of ei, quite as weH.-The passive form of the Greek is restored m the secon*

'*'™
Ver. IS.-rs. A. B. C. D. E., Lachmann, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth, Tregelles, read lyjl"0 ^f^^^y^^ '

IBM., K. L.). The correction pribably arose from not understanding the historical aorist (Alford). The Amer. BibU

tTnion follows the latter reading, which is now considered incorrect. ,„.,,, -m-^™, w«wt««nr(b TVeirplles and
4 Yor. 14.—FN'. A. B. C. D. B. !. G., Griesbach, Lachmaim, Scholz, Tischeiidorf, Meyer, Wordsworth^ jiegeiies, ana

Lange, re^d <;<p« J- o, instead of .rap««« (iScc., ii». K. L.) ; the latter being very naturally tubstitutea to correspond

WithtrrtvfiaTiKds. It was also more femiliar. On the meaning, see 2;^^. iVoto.
necur in this verse

• VeTri5.-[Three Greek verbs of kindred signification: Karepyif ojjai, "P"/ ti !?>,»w vorh if trMJated
rwmrring throughout the section. The B. V. renders all three,, do, except in ver ", where the first verb ^JJ^^^^ted,

per/om. It is better to retain this thi-oughout, and render ipaTToi, j>ra<:«ise, as etymologioally exact. AUoraaeuM

any distinction between the last two verbs.

15
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n

Ver 15 —IWould (E T.) is an inexact i-endem g of SeXu. Tlie choice lies between wiU and wish,, ^.o fonnei

Is t be preferred if the idea of simple, spontaneous volition is deemed the prominent one ; the latler is favored hv th,

nresence of u I IT'S, indicatins an emotional foatuie in the volition. Sea Exeg. Notes.
i . t»preeenceol ^^a», maic ^ ^.^j^j^, and fathers, Laohmani., Tisohendorf; Alford, Tregelles, omit .vpio-/t». 1\

la inserted^ D F K. L., Bee, bv many fathers, Meyer, Wordsworth, Lan^e, and others. Meyer deems the omission

du" to the transcriber's bLstily paissing over from oiy to oi, at the beginning of ver. 19. ^Laiige holds that e"?'^*"

wTild disappXis soon Is the sententions antithesis (To will ia immediately present, but the carrying out of that

which ia good I can never find) was no longer understood. ,,, , n, „ , ,^„„„ t„^^„„^t r Ti Tf i„ nmji^
e Ver 20 -FN A K. L., insert evii aftei- Sika. Meyer, Alford, Treeelles, and others, follow B. C. D. F. m onut.

tin= it Tbeanalogy of vers. 15, 18 is against it, but Lange deems it important to mark a progress in the thought

» Ver 23 -rx B. D. F. K. and some cursives, insert iv before tu va^tf. Omitted -n Bee., A. C. L,., lathen.

Most modem editors reject it. Tregelles retains it. If retained, it cannot mean by means of ,see Alford).

'• Ver. 21.—rOn these two renderings, see Bxeg. Notes.
. _ ._ - . - t> v

11 Ver 25.-rThere is considerable variation here. The Bee, i('. A. K. L., read e « x ? .^
^^ ^ " .

B- has japi.t T»

«<». wMoh is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, Tregelles, Lange We find also : ij x«P's tov ««» and

nvKvplov. Meyei contends for the reading of the Reecpta, which certainly has the best iUSS. support.

" Ver. 25.—[Forbes

:

, , , ,

*Apa ovv auTOs eyw
T(3 iJ.ev vot SovXevtit vofiif 0eoV}

T]7 2e aapKL, vofjuf afiaprias.

So then I myself
With my mind serve the law of God,
But with my flesh the law of sin.

Lange, however, seems to take ne'i- . . . 6e as = either . . . or. See Exeg. Notes.—'R.J

^.—7%e development of life under the law as de-

velopment of the knowledge of sin.

Summary.— 1. The law in relation to sin ; vera.

12, 13. a. The holiness of the law in its relation to

the sinfulness of man; vers. 7-12. 6. The effect

of the law in harmony with its design : Disclosure

of the deadly effect of sin, in causuig it to complete

itself as well in facts as in the consciousness ; ver.

13.—2. The sinner in relation to the law ; vers.

14-23. a. The revelation of man's carnal nature or

tendency in general under the spirituality of the

law ; ver. 14. b. The disclosure of the sinful ob-

scuration of the understanding ; or the dispute of

knowledge; vers. 15, 16. c. The disclosure of the

sinful obscuration of the will ; or the dispute of the

will ; vers. 11, 18. d. Disclosure of the sinful ob-

scuration of feeling ; or of the unconscious ground

of life ; vers. 19, 20. e. Disclosure of the darken-

ing of the whole human consciousness by the oppo-

sition of God's law and a mere seemhig law ; or the

deadly rent in the whole man ; vers, 21-23.—3. The
unhappy premonition of death, in the sense of the

entanglement by the (seeming) body of death, and
the release from it ; ver. 24. 4. The transition from
death to life ; ver. 2.5. a. The redemption, in the

former half of the verse, b. Conclusion in relation

to the starting-point of the new life ; second half of

ver, 25.

B.

—

The 5am.e development as transition from the

law to the Gospel, from iiiin to salvation,

(Eph. v. 13 :
" But all things that are reproved are

made manifest by the light : for whatsoever doth

make manifest is light.") a. The holy design of the

law to discover the root of sin, and with the sense

of guilt to awaken the sense of death ; vers. 7-12.

—

b. The wholesom'eness of this complete unmasking
of sin in its absolute sinfulness ; ver. 13.

—

c. View
of the conflict between the spiritual and divine

character of the law, and the carnal character of the

Binner ; ver. 14.

—

d. Consciousness of the want of

cle?rness and supremacy of understanding ; vers.

15, 16.

—

e. Consciousness of the want of firmness

tai energy of will ; vers. 17, 18.

—

f. Consciousness

of tlie weakness of the nobler sentiments, and the

superior power of the lower ; vers. 19, 20.

—

ff.
The

consciousness of the chasm between the inner man
and the outward life ; of the rent between the two
reciprocally contradictory laws ; vers. 21-23.—
h. The fruit of this development : the consunmiated

consciousness of the necessity of deliverance ; ver.

24.

—

i. Deliverance and tlie new law of life: clear

distinction between knowledge and flesh ; ver. 26.

The / is distinguished, first from sin in knowledge,

then in the will, then in the feehng, then in the

whole consciousness of the inward nature, but finally

in the inquiring cry for the Redeemer.

General Preliminary Remarks.—We come first

of all to the question, In what sense docs the Apos.

tie speak in the first person singular? what does the

iyo'i mean ? Different views : The expretdon is a

^iTaayriiiaxi,aiio'i, sec 1 Cor. iv. 6^that is, the rep-

resentation of one £^i:re in another. Thus the

Greek fathers applied the passage to the fall of

Adam, or of the human race {Tholuck : " By way
of example, the introduction of man into the para-

disaical condition ").—Others believed the Jewish

people before and under the law denoted (Cbrysos-

tom, Turretin, Wetstein, Reiche). The view of the

Socinians and Armiuians (Grotius, and others) was a

modification of this one, that the homines plerique

are meant, who, under the legal economy, have sur-

rendered themselves to a gross life of sin. But the

Apostle evidently speaks of a human condition of

soul, in which the inward conflict of life is very ear-

nest and great ; and the language of his own expe-

rience is unmistakable. Even if he spoke of the

human race in general, or of the Israelitish people

in particular, he could not speak of a mere uncut-
yrjfiarvBfioi;, which would be excluded from the

organic connection by the Apostle's theological view.

But since the Apostle uses the most forcible lan-

guage of his own experience, his expression is iSiut-

ai.i; {ytoivonoiia) ; that is, he expresses in his expe-

rience a universal human experience of the relation

of man to the law (Meyer, and others).* For it ia

self-evident that the Apostle could have no occasion

to describe a special experience concerning himself
alone.

But now the second question arises : What state

of the soul has the Apostle portrayed ? Does thil

* [Wordsworth, less correctly, says : "By the pronoun
/. the_ holy Apostle personiiies Human Nature, and iden-
tifies it with himself, and says, in his own name and person,
what he means to be applied to Mankind generally, m theil
unregenerate state." This author follows his usuil patris-
tic bent, in implying that this is a description, not of what
was, but might have been Paul's experience. This leal foi
the honor of " the holy Apostle " is undoubtedly at the ea
pense of hla siuoerity.—B.)
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passage refer to the condition of the unregenerate,

Dr of the regenerate f

Kieww.—1. The unregerieraie : The Greek fathers,

Augustine before his controversy with the Pelagians

(prop. 44 in Ep. ad Rom.) ; also Jerome, Abelard

^to a certain extent), and Thomas Aquinas ; then

Erasmus, Bucer, Musoulus, Oohino, Faustus Socinua,

Arminius (on Affelman, see Tholuck, p. 328) ; the

Speuer school (according to the suggestions of Spe-

nei') ; and later exegetical writers. [Among these,

Julius Miiller, Neander, Nitzsch, Hahn, Tholuck,

Krehl, Hengstenberg, Eiickert, De Wette, Ewald,

Stier, Stuart, Emesti, Messner, Schmid, Lechler,

Kahnis, and Meyer (most decidedly). Some of

these, however, really support the modified view up-

held below (4).—R.].
2, The regenerate : Methodius in the Origenianis

(see Tholuck, p. 336) ; Augustine in the controversy

with the Pelagians (on account of vers. 17, 18, 22,

25 ; Retract, i. 23, &c.) ; * Jerome, Luther, Calvin,

Beza, the orthodox school; recently Kohlbrugge,

Dan lie Kapitel des Briefes an die Romer (1839).

3. The first section, from vers. 7-13, treats of

the unregenerate ; vers. 14-25, of the regenerate :

Philippi [whose careful and thorough discussion

{Ccmm,., pp. 249-258) is one of the ablest in favor

of this reference.—R.]. The identity of the subject

is against this view. Hofman-n, Scliriftbeweis, i. p.

469 :
'• The Apostle does, indeed, speak of his pres-

ent condition, but apart from the moral abiUty to

which he had grown in Christ." According to Mey-

er, this is the earlier Augustinian view (of the unre-

generate) ; but it seems to be scarcely an intelligible

one. [This view (referring only vers. 14-25 to the

regenerate) is that of most Scotch expositors (latterly

Brown, Haldane, Forbes) ; of Delitzsch {Bibl. P»y-

ehol., pp. 368 S., 2d ed.), and is ably defended by

Dr. Hodge. As the current Calvinistic interpreta-

tion, it requires further consideration. Mention

must be made also of the modified form of it held

by Alford.f The arguments in favor of making the

* [Tholuck, Stuart (Meyer, Lange, apparently), attrib-

nte tlie change in Augustine's views to the Pelagian con-

troversy J
Dr. Hodge, on the other band: "to a deeper

insight into his own heart, and a more thorough investi-

gation of the Scriptures." In the Sxposiiio Quarundam
Prop. Ep. Rom. Prop. 45 (not the incomplete commentary)

the earlier vipw is stated (394). It is repeated in Ad Simp.

(307), Conf. vii. 21 (400). The Pelagian controveray began

about 412. It is not; until 420 that the other view is pre-

fented (Contra dvas Episl/ilas Pel. ad Bonifnc, 1. 12). It is

repeated ia.Eetraclatione.i, i. 28, i. 1 (427), and in Contra Jul.,

Vi. 13 (about the same time). The language of Augustine

Is as follows (in Eetrac.) : quiepostea lectis quibusdam dimn-

wum traclaiorihus eloquiorum, quorum me moveret auctoritas,

consideravi diligentius et vidi eliam de ipso apostolo posse

inttlligi qund ait " (ver. 14) ;
" quod in eis libris quos conira

Peligianos nuper scripsi, quantum potui diligenter ostendi.

The tone of the whole section is polemic. This fact, m con-

nection with the dates above given, shows that tlie prob-

abilities, are strongly in favor of the view of Stuart. A
general change may have been going on, but, as regards

this passage, the change seems due to the exigencies of the

controversy. Comp. Mignc's edition Auguslini Opera, i.

620, iii. 2071, &0. ; also Schaff, History of the Christian

CTijircft, iii. pp. 988 if.—E.] - ,„ . ^. ^ ,

t [This view is hs follows : Prom vers. 7-13 is historical,

lamal self under the convictions of sin in the transition

Btate. Ver. 14 is still of the carnal self, but Paul, in pass-

ing forward, transfers himself into his present position by

the change of tense. Speaking in this tense, he begins to

tell of the motions of the will toward God (ver. 16, which is

true only of the regenerate). Then an apparent verbal con-

fusion arises, the ego having a wider meaning in ver. 17

than in ver. 18, &o. After ver. 20, the subject is the actual

then existing complex self of Paul in his state of conflict.

This view k more easily justified by the exegesis of sepa-

rate verses than that of Dr. Hodge, yet the " confusion " is

gniii—B.l

sharp transition at ver. 14, are as follows, as urged
by Hodge : (1.) The onus probandi is on the othei

side (on account of the first person and present
tense). (2.) There is not an expression, from the

beginning to the end of the section, ver. 14-25,
which the holiest man may not and must not adop*

(3.) There is much which cannot be asserted by an)
unrenewed man. (4J The context is in favor of
this interpretation. The positions (2) and (3) must
be discussed in the exegesis of the verses as they

occur (especially vers. 14, 15, 22). It will be found
that there is very great difficulty in applying all the

terms in their literal sense exclusively to either class.

Philippi is most earnest in upholding the 3d position

of Hodge. In regard to (1), it may be observed,

that the first person is used in vers. 7-13, so that

the change from the past to the present tense alone

enters into the discussion. Is this change of tense

sufficient to justify so marked a change in the sm6-

jecti A consistent attempt to define the subject

throughout on this theory, leads to the " confusion,"

which Alford admits in the view he supports.—The
context, it may readily be granted, admits of this

view ; for in chaps, v. and vi. the result of justifica-

tion, the actual deliverance from sin, has been

brought into view, and ver, 6 says : we serve, &c.

But, on the other hand, it must be admitted that

vers. 7-13 recur to the ante-Christian, legal position.

Not until ver. 25 * is there a distinct Christian utter-

ance, while chap. viii. sounds hke a new song of tri-

umph. If the Apostle is holding the distinctively

Christian aspect of the conflict in abeyance, though

describing the experience of a Christian, in order

that he may give it more force in chap, viii., he is

doing what is not usual with him as a writer, still

less with a struggling believer in his daily experi-

ence. The context, we hold, points most plainly to

the view given next, and adopted by Dr. Lange.—K.]

4. The Apostle is not describing a quiescent

state, but the process in which man is driven from

the law to Christ, and an unregenerate person be-

coEoes a regenerate one. So Olshausen :
" The state

under the law cannot coexist with regeneration, and

without question, therefore—as chap, vii, 24 is to

express the awakened need of redemption, and ver.

25 the experience of redemption itself—vers. 14-24

are to be referred to a position before regeneration,

and to be understood as a description of the conflict

within an awakened person. Since, however, the

Apostle makes use of the present for this section,

while before and afterwards he applies the aorist, we

are led to the idea that he does .iot intend 1o have

this state of conflict regarded as concluded with the

experience of redemption. In the description (vers.

14-24) itself, also, as will afterwards be more pa,r-

ticularlv shown, an advance m the conflict with sin

is clearly observable ; the better / stand out in the

man, more and more the pleasure in God's law

gradually increases. This is the case in a still higher

degree, as ver. 25 expresses, after the experience of

the redeeming power of Christ, where the conflict

with sin is described as for the most part victorious

on the side of the better part in man. But a battle

still continues, even after the experience of regen-

oration " &c.—In all this, the antithesis, urukr the

law and being freefrom the law, does not bear being

confounded. It only admits of the condition, that

the Christian must again feel that he is weak, so fat

• [Forbes defends this view, however, from the parallek

ism in the latter part of ver. 26.—K.1
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as he falls momentarily under the law of the flesh,

and thereby under the law of death. Even Bengel

finds in this section a progress, but he does not cor.

rectly descril>e it ; Sensijin siispirat, connititur,

enitilur ad Ubertatem. Inde, pav'latim serenior fit

oratio. But after the combatant experiences deep

conviction, he declines, rather, into despair; but

then this is the way to complete deliverance.

Tholuck properly remarks :
" As the question is

usually raised, whether the regenerate or the uure-

gcnerate person is spoken of, it produces misunder-

Btanding so far as the status irregenitorum compre-

hends in itself the very different states of soul of the

status exlex carualis and of the status legalis ; then,

how far the relation of Old Testament believers to

law and regeneration is regarded differently ; and
finally, how far the idea of regeneration has been a

Belf-consciously variable one."

[This view is, on the whole, the most satisfactory.

It admits the conflict after regeneration, but guards

against the thought that this is a description of dis-

tinctively Christian experience. It is rather that of

one under the pedagogy of the law " unto Christ,"

whether for the first time or the hundredth time. It

is the most hopeful state of the unregenerate man
;

the least desirable state of the regenerate man. Of
course, it cannot be admitted that there is a third

class, a tertiiim quid, the awakened. This view
seems to be the one which will harmonize the polem-
ics of the past. Jowett adopts it, Schaff also, while

Delitzsch, after advocating (3), says: "He speaks
of himself the regenerate

—

i, e., of experiences still

continuing, and not absolutely passed away—but he
does not speak of himself qud regenerate

—

i. e., not
of experiences which he has received by the specifi-

cally New Testament grace of regeneration." He
further admits that such experiences might occur in

the heathen world, according to Kom. ii. 15. The
advantages of this view are very numerous. It re-

lieves the exegesis of a constant constraint, viz., the
attempt to press the words into harmony with cer-

tain preconceived anthropological positions. It

agrees best with the context. Its practical value is

beyond that of any other. See Doctr. iVofes.—E.]
On the literature, see the Iniroduction. Also

Tholuck, p. 339, where the explanations of Hun-
•jus and Aretius may also be found. Winzer, Pro-
jramm, 1832. A treatise in Enapp, Scripta varii
argumenti.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

PiEST Pabagbafh, tehs. 7-12.

Ver. T. What shall we say then ? \Ti olv
i^ovufv; see the note on this expression, iii. 5,

p. 118. Comp. also ix. 30, where the use is differ-

ent.—R.] Intimation that another false conclusion
must be prevented. Though the Christian be dead
to the law, it does not follow that the law is not
holy. But it belongs to a preceding stage of de-
elopment.

Is the law sin [6 vofio:; a^apr/a]? Ori-
gen [Jerome] : the lex naturalis. Tholuck : the
Mosaic law. Certainly the question is respecting the
justification of the latter. [Jowett paraphrases : Is
comcience sin ?—which seems almost an exegetical
caprice. His reason for it, that the consciousness
of sin, rather than a question of new moons and
Babbaths, is uude' consideration, betrays an entire

misapprehension of the ethical purpose cf the law

of Moses. It may be admitted that an infereutiai

reference to all law can be found here, but the pas.

sage is an account of an historical experience, which
took place under the Mosaic law.—E.]

Sin. The usual interpretation : cause of tin

Metonymically, the operation named, instead of tfa«

cause, as 2 Kings iv. 40 ; Micah v. 1 : Samaria is si(

for Jacob. On the other hand, De Wette and Meyei
say : Is the law sinful, immoral ? After what pre.

cedes, it may well mean : Is it the real cause of sin

and, as such, itself sinful ? [Bengel : " causa pee-

cati peccaminosa."
"

' ro^ios itself being abstract^

that which is predicated of it is abstract also

'

(Alford).—E.] Even this conclusion is repelled bj

the Apo.stle with abhorrence, ^ry yivo 'to.
Nay, but. The aX/.d is taken by some in

the sense of aXldyi ; but certainly. He repels the

thought that the law is sin, but yet he firmly holds
that it brought injury (Stuart, Kollner, and others

;

Meyer, Hofmauu). Tholuck, on the other hand
(with Theodore of Mopsvestia, Abelard, and others),

sees, in what is here said, the expression of the op.

posite, viz., that the law first brought sin to con.
sciousness. It may be asked whether this alterna-

tive is a real one. If the law be really holy, because
it has driven sin from its concealment and brought
it fully to manifestation, then there is no alternative

here. [This seems decisive against Stuart's view.
Meyer (4th ed.) renders dlXd, sondern. The law
is not sin, but its actual relation to sin is that of dis-

coverer of sin. This is much simpler than Alford'a
view : / say not that, but what Imean is that. The
objection that this implies a praise of the law (De
Wette) is without force. He might well praise it

as leading toward ver. 25 ; viii. 1.—R.]
But it may be asked, in connection with this

view. How are the words, I had not known sin
Irijv a/iagr iav ovx eyvmv], to be ex-
plained? According to Cyril, Winzer, De Wette,
Philippi, and Tholuck, this refers to the knowledge
of sin alone ; but, according to Meyer, and others,

it refers to the becoming acquainted with sin by ex-
perience. Meyer :

" The principle of sin in man,
with which we first become experimentally acquaint-
ed by the law, and which would have remained un.
known to us without the law, because then it would
not have become active by the excitement of desires
for what is forbidden, in opposition to the law."
This explanation lays too much stress upon the sec-
ond point of view. According to chap. v. 20, vi. 15,
and ver. 8 of this chapter, it is, however, not doubt-
ful that the Apostle has here in mind not only the
knowledge of sin, but also the excitement of sin.

But he does not have it in mind as the increase of
sin in itself, but as the promotion of its manifesta-
tion and form for the judgment.

Except through the law [ft /, ij Sou rd-
/*oii]. Olshausen: "The law in all the forms of
its revelation." Meyer properly rejects this. Al-
though the law further appears as immanent in man,
yet, ever smoe the Mosaic law, by which it was
awakened, it has the character of the second, threat-
ening, and deadly law. The moral law of nature,
ideally conceived, is one with human nature. [The
citation from the Decalogue, immediately following,
shows what the reference is.—R.]

For I had not known evil desire [ t i} » t «

yd(i ini&vfiiav oi'x riSi,,v. See Textual
Note K rdQ confirmatory, not = for exampla
On T£, see Tholuck, Stuart, Winer, p. 404. It i|
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untranslatable in English ; here a sign of close ^o,crz-

tal connection. On the distinction between the

verbs, Bengel says : eyvmv maju« est, olSa minus.
Hinc»posterius, cum etiam minor gradus negaiur, est

in incremento. The verb is strengthened also, in

this conditional clause, by the absence of av, which
would usually be inserted.—R ] We cannot trans-

late this, with Meyer :
" For I would not have known

desire," &c. This would make the law the producer
of lust, which is not the Apostle's meaning. That
lust was present without the law, he had sufficiently

asserted in chaps, i. and v. But now he has become
acquainted with the corrupting and condemnatory
character of wicked lust, under the prohibition :

Thou Shalt not covet (Exod. xx. 17), [Oio!
knif&v iA,ri<T fiq. On the prohibitory future of the

law, as quoted in the New Testament, see Winer, p.

296; Buttmann, N. T. Gramm., p. 221.—R.] As
this was to him the principal thing in the law, he
thus first understood the inner character of the law

and the inward nature of sin ; but thus also was the

propensity to evil first excited, in the most manifold

way, by the contradiction in him. The desire was
now to him universally and decisively the principal

and decisive thing. The first view of the inner life,

or of the interior of life, had now occurred. Tho-
Inck remarks, that Augustine and Thomas Aquinas
regarded the concupiscerdia as the generate peccatum

from which all the others proceeded ; but he ob-

serves, on the contrary, that the t i in the sentence

suggests rather a subordinate relation. But is the

^ (J f ir subordinated or separated in relation to the

whole sentence ? For I never once understood the

meaning of wicked lust without the law.

To what period of Paul's life does this belong ?

To the time of his childhood (Origen) ; or of his

Pharisaical blindness (" the elder Lutheran and Re-

formed exegesis down to Carpzov")? Tholuck

gives reasons for the latter. According to Matt, v.,

Pharisaism was narrowed to the act. He cites per-

tinent expressions of Kimohi, and other Jewish

writers (see also the note, p. 352). In Jarchi, the

explanation of the Tenth Commandment is wanting;

in Aben Ezra there is a dwarfish construction. But

then he raises the objection, that a person like Paul

must have earlier come to a knowledge of the sin-

fulness of the i7ii.&vfiia. But the knowledge of the

sinfulness of the ImSuftia has its first awakening

eignificance, when wicked lust is recognized as the

root of supposed good works, and thereby leads to a

revolution of the old views on good works them-

selves. Even the fanatic rejects not only wicked

works in themselves, but also their root—wicked

desires. But he defines wicked desires and good

affections according to evil and good works, while

the awakened one begins to proceed from the judg-

ment on inward affections, and afterwards to define

the works. Therefore we cannot say, that ovx
tyvmv and oi'jt ^Sfi.v stand here merely hypo-

thetically ; the question as to the subject of this de-

claration must be raised first in ver. 9 (Tholuck).

Vers. 7 and 9 denote the same experience through

which Paul, as the representative of all true con-

testants, passed under the law : ver. 7 on the side

of the perception of sin, ver. 9 on the side of the

excitement of sin.

Ver. 8. But sin. The de is, indeed, " con-

finuative" (Meyer), [not adversative (Webster and

Wilkinson).—B.], yet not in reference to the his-

tory of the development of the sinful experience,

but so fa<- as ita second stage is given.—Sin, ^

a/tagria; that is, sin inwardly present as pecca^
bility; the eTnOviila, as it was just shown to be sin.

[The principle of sin in man, as in ver. 7. To admit
a personification, as held by Fritzsche and Stuart,* ii

unnecessary ; to refer it to actual sin (Reiche), it

contrary to the context. Comp. Olshansen, Koppe,
Philippi, Hodge.—R.]

Taking occasion [aipog/j.^v A'e XafioTf
(Ta]. The agsof^ii-J denotes the external impulse
or occasion, in opposition to the inner. [Not merelj
opportunity ; " it indicates the furnishing the mate-
rial and ground of attack, the wherewith and whenci
to attack " (Alford). Its position ia emphatic, though
the whole phrase is probably thus rendered promi.
nent.—R.] The Xa/.(fldvn/v ia kajlovaa, as free,

moral activity, must be made emphatic here. There,
fore Reiche says, incorrectly : it received occasion.

By the commandment wrought in me
[(Jta T^? IvToXriti jiari]^yd(Taro iv i/tot].

The di,a r-^e ej'ToA. must be connected with

xaTTigy. (Riickert, Tholuck, Meyer), and not with

dipoQ/i. Xafi. (Luther, Olshausen, Tholuck).
-f

The sentence contains the declaration how sin took
an occasion for itself. It operated just hy the com-
mandment [the single precept referred to ver. 7],
since it regarded the categorical commandment
as a hostile power, and struggled and rebelled

against it.

The immediate design of the commandment in

itself was the subjection of the sinner; but the pros-

pective result was the rising of sin, and this result

should bring sin clearly to the light in order to ca-

pacitate the sinner for deliverance. Meyer says

ambiguously :
" Concupiscence is also without law in

man, but yet it is not concupiscence for what is for-

bidden." Certainly the positive prohibition first ap-

pears with the law ; but the variance of the sinner

with the inner law of life is already perfectly pres-

ent. But now refractoriness toward the positive

command makes its appearance, and enhances and
consummates sin.

All manner of evil desire [ndaav Ini,-

S-v iioav\ The imSi'iAia was already present;

but it now first unfolded and extended itself to the

contrast, Zwingli, and others, interpret this as the

knowledge of lust ; Luther, Calovius, PhUippi, and

others, interpret it properly as the excitement of lust.

Tholuck : "According to ver. 11, sin deceives, as ia

exhibited in the history of the fall of man ; to man
every thing forbidden appears as a desirable bless-

ing ; but yet, as it is forbidden, he feels that his

freedom is limited, and now his lust rages more vio-

lently, like the waves against the dyke ;
" see 1 Cor.

XV. 46. [Philippi well says of this :
" An immova-

bly certain psychological fact, which man can more
easily reason away and dispute away, than do

away." J—«•]

* [Stuart malies afiaprCa here almost = eyai vapKiKSs

(Ter. 14 ff.)- If 911 equivalent is necessary, trdp( is a
preferable one. For full, almost fanciful, notes on tie
presumed personification, see Wordsworth, in toco.—'R.]

t [The proof of this connection is, that Sid is never

joined with d^. \anfi. (gk is usual) ; that vers. 11, 13 seem

to require it.—K.]
, , . ^ ^,

t [The following cltationB from the clas5ics support tn«

universality of the principle set fovth in this verse (comp.

Prov. ix. 17)

:

, . .

Cato (Livy xxxiv. 4) ; Nolite eodem loco exutvmare^

(^irites, futuram rem^ quo fuiU avtequam lex de hoc fer-

retur. El kominem improbum non accusare iutuis estj guam
absolvi, et luxuria non mota ioUrahilior esse% quam &tU nunc
ipsis vincuUs, sicutfera beeiia irritata, deinde emissa. Sen-

eca (de Chmentia, i. 23) : ParricidsB cum lege ccBptruntt ei

iUis facinus j>€ona monstravit. Horace i^Carm., I. 3)

:
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For without the law sin is dead [;^Mpt<
yap I'O^iov dfiaqtla vfr.gd. A general

proposition, hence, with the verb omitted. Beza
and Reiche incorrectly supply tjv ; so E. V., was.

It will readily be understood that vix^d is not

used in an absolute, but relative sense, = inopera-

tive (or unobserved, if the reference be limited to

the knowledge of sin). Against this the antithesis

of the following verse may be urged.—R.] Meyer,

incorrectly :
" not actively, because that is wanting

whereby it can take occasion to be active." Rather,

Bin cannot mature in its root ; it cannot come to

TiaQaflaaui. Man has, to a certain extent, laid him-
self to rest with it upon a lower bestial stage, which
is apparently nature ; the commandment first mani-
fests the demoniacal contradiction of this stage, the

actual as well as the formal contradiction to God and
what is divine (see chap. viii. 3). It is incorrect to

limit the statement, with Chrysostom, Calvin, and
others, to knowledge

—

it was not known ; or, with
Calovius, to the conscience (terrores conscientice)

;

or, finally, to limit the idea to the sphere of desire

(Tholuok). It has not yet acquired its most real,

false life, in the na^d/Saaii;. Reference must here
be made to the antithesis : Sin was de%d, and I was
alive. [The clauses, however, are not strictly anti-

thetical.—R.]
Ver. 9. Now I was alive without the law

once [ I
J/
w S k £ C w V / w ^ i s v 6 f^o u tt o t e

.

For (E. V.) is incorrect ; t) e must then be rendered
but or now {i. e., moreover), as it is taken to be
adversative or coniinuative. The latter is to be pre-

ferred, on the ground that this clause continues a
description of the state without the law, while the
real antithesis occurs in the following clause, for

which the particle but should be reserved.—R.] In
order to define the sense, we must apply the twofold
antithesis. Paul could only have lived first in the
sense in which sin was dead in him, and also be dead
in the sense in which sin was alive in him.

I was alive. The / must be emphasized

:

" the whole expression is pregnant (Reiche, on the
contrary, merely rjv) ".

Explanations : 1. Videbar mihi vivere (Augus-
tine, Erasmus [Barnes], and others).

2. Secunis eram (Melanchthou, Calvin, Bengel
[Hodge], and others), I lived securely as a Pharisee.

3. Meyer says, to the contrary ;
" Paul means

the life of childlike innocence which is free from
death (ver. 10), (comp. Winzer, p. 11 ; Umbreit in
the Studien und Kritiken, 1851, p. 637 f.), where
(as this condition of life, analogous to the paradisa-
ical state of our first parents, was the cheerful ray
of his earliest recollection) the law had not yet come
to knowledge, the moral spontaneity had not yet
occurred, and therefore the principle of sin was still

in the slumber of death. This is certainly a status
tec'untatis, but not an immoral one." * Tholuck re-

Attdax omnia perpeti
Oi'ns hmiiana ruUprr vetitum nefas,

Ovid (Amor., 2, 19, 3) : Quod licet ivgralum est, quod non
tcet acrtus urit; (3, 4) Nilimur in vetitum semper cupi-
tnusque iirgota.

To this may well he added the remark of Goethe (in a
letter to Lavater) : Hi mochte das Element woraus des
minschen Snele gebildet ist imd worin sie leb', ein Fagfeuer
nennen, wiirin aUe hollischen und himmlisclicn Krdfle dnrch-
einander gehen und wirken (I might call the element, out
of which the soul of man is formed and in which it lives, a
pnrgatoiy, in whioh all hellish and heavenly powers oon-
ftisediy walk and work).—R.]

* [The legitimate result of this interpretation is Jowett's
poltion: "The state which the Apostle describes is in

minds us of the fact, that the Jewish child was noS

subject to the law until his thirteenth year ; but h«

accedes (and properly so) to the views of the eldei

expositors. Paul first perceived the deadly sting of

the law when he was forbidden to lust. The child,

as a child, has childish devices ; 1 Cor. xiii. ; but it

can here come into consideration only so far as ita

religious and moral consciousness began to develop.

But the status securitatis of which the Apostle hera
spe.iks, first begins where the innocent child's statut

securitatis ceases. It consists in the sinful life being
taken, after the course of the world, as naturalness

instead of unnaturalness. And this can also con<

tinue under the law, so long as the law is regarded aa

something external, and is referred to mere action.

The Apostle first dates the true existence of the law
for man from the understanding of the Thou shall

not covet. As, therefore, Meyer has above given too

Augustinian a view of original sinfulness, so he here
construes it too much on the opposite side.

In a historical reference, this text, according to
Rom. V. 13, has especially in view the period from
Adam to Mose.'. It has, therefore, even been said

that Paul here speaks, in the name of his people, of
the more innocent and pure life of the patriarchs
and Israelites before the gift of the law (Grotius,

Lachmann, Pritzsche, and others). Undoubtedly,
that historical stage is included

;
yet here the psy-

chological point of view predominates : the life of
the individual up to the understanding of the Mosaic
expression, Thou shalt not covet. The law also

points, by the oto lni.0:, beyond itself; as the sac-

rificial offering, &o.
A^'ow I was alive. This means, according to Mey.

er, "Man, durmg the state of death (Todtsein) of
the principle of sin, was not yet subject to eternal
death. Certainly he became subject to physical
death by the sin of Adam." We have already re-

futed this distinction. The condemned are first

actually subject to death at the final judgment ; in

principle, the children of Adam are subject to it

;

but the living man, of whom Paul here speaks, had
not yet fallen into it, in the personal consciousness
of guilt and the personal entanglement in the Ttaqd-

But when the commandment came [iX-
& ov a rjii d'e riji; I »< t o A ^ <; . The specific com-
mand, not the whole law. Game—i. e., was brought
home to me.—At this point the older Lutheran and
Calviniatic expositors found a reference to the con-
viction of sin immediately preceding conversion.
But the use of ivToXij is against this, as well as the
drift of the whole passage. A writer, so loving in
his repetition of the name of Christ, and in direct ref-

erence to the work of Christ, would not have left

such a meaning obscure. Comp. Philippi on the
psychological objections.—R.] When its inward
character became known. This certainly has an his-

some degrree ideal and imaginary." There is no such timr
of innocence, but rather a time of security, " before the
deeper energies of the moral nature are aroused." All that
period, in the individual consciousness, as well as secondft.
rily in the historical development of redemption, is referred
to by TTOT^. Granting, ana fiiir exegesis of the whole con-
text compels us to do, that the termination of this period
was not at the enti-ance of Christian knowledge of the law.we may well include the thought urged so strongly by Pro)
Stuart

:
"Before an individual has a distinct and vivid per-

ception of the nature and spirituality and extent of th«

^^^'il "'«® l"
'^"" ""^""^ """i desperate in his sin andgmlt than after he comes to such a knowledge." The viefl

of vers. 7, 8, as inoliidmg excitement of sin, oommitB as iiadvance to this position.- -E.]
wj^^m^vo uo •#
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torical application to the gift of the Mosaic law
(Reiche, Fiitzsche), but a psychological application

to the designated moments of introspection.

Sin sprang into life {tj a/ia^ria avit,i]-
atv^ The explanation of the avUfia iv, re-

vived (Ic Eiiekert, De Wette, and others. Tho-
luck : * " The ava stands, as elsewhere in com-
pound words, in the strengthened meaning of sur-

tum ; oomp. avaflUnoi in John ix. 11," &c.), is

opposed by Meyer, in accordance with the elder ex-

positors, and by Bengel and Philippi. Bengel makes
this explanation : sicut vixerat, cum per Adamvm
intrasset in mundum. Certainly the a fiaQT la
became perfectly alive first in Adam as najiafiaau;,

»nd then as such vfy.qd, until the gift of the Mosaic
aw again brought it to life. But this is also repeat-

ed psychologically in the itidividual so far as the

Adamlc naijdpaai,<; is psychologically reflected more
or less strongly in his first offences ; thus an indi-

vidual kafifl. of the fall takes place, but then, until

the awakening light of the law penetrates the con-

science, a false state of nature enters, connected

with an active sense of life. [Here, too, must be
included both the knowledge of and excitement to

Bin.—^R.]—Some Codd. read ttrjai, because the ex-

pression avatriv did not occur in the classical Greek
and in the Septuagint. Origen thought there was
here a reminder of a pre-terrestrial fall. Cocceius i

evidcntius apparuit.

And I died [eyw Si dncS-avov']. In the

same sense as sin became alive, did the sinner die.

That is, with the sense of conscious [and increasing]

guilt, the sense of the penalty of death has made its

appearance. Meyer makes an inadequate distinction

here ;
" We must understand neither physical nor

spiritual death (Semler, Bohme, Riiokert, and oth-

ers), but eternal death, as the antithesis, ii<; tmijv,
requires." The sense of the penalty of death makes
no distinction of this kind. [The aorist points to a

definite occurrence. He entered into a certain spirit-

ual state, which he calls death. Calvin : Mors pee-

cati vUa est hcnninis ; sursum vita peccati mors homi-

nis.—R.]
Ver. 10. And the commandment, which

was unto life, the same was found by me to

be unto death [xai (vgiO-tj ftoi, ^ ivToXii

iy liq Koiriv, avr I] fit; & dv axov . ICal
introduces the verse as an epexegesis of died, with

the addition of a new circumstance (Stuart).—R.]

Supply ovaa before unto life. In what sense was

the commandment thus found ? The commandment
ijas certainly promised life to the one observing the

law; Lev. xviii. 6 ; Dent. v. 33 ; Matt. xix. 17. It

is, however, easily misunderstood when there is such

a general explanation as this :
" the promise of life

was connected with the observance of the Mosaic

commandments " (Meyer). The sense is rather from

the beginning, that the kind of promise is condi-

tional on the kind of observance. External obedi-

ence has also only an external promise, or a promise

of what is external (Exod. xx. 12). But this is, for

the pious, only the figure of a higher obediei>ce and

promise. The self-righteous man, on the other hand,

made a snare for himself out of that promise. Now,

in the highest sense, life according to the law of the

Bpirit—that is, in faith (which is the end of the law)

»—results in the tojij aliStvkoi;. Only the transition

• [So Stuart : " to gather new life, to shorn additional

tigoTj not merely a renewal of life which had before ex-

Hted." On the lexioal objections to this view, Bee Philippi

in toco.—E.]

fronj death to life lies between the two. It is jual

the most intense effort to fulfil the law that resulM
in death. This is a circumstance which seems t»

contradict the ut; tmijv, and yet it does not contriv

diet it, but is quite in harmony with it.

The same. We hold that, according to th<

sense, we must read avrrj (with Luchmaiin, Df
Wette, Philippi), and not avrri, with Meyer and
Tischendorf [Alford, Tregelles]. For the law haa
only temporarily become transformed, as the same
law of life, into a law of death ; it has not perma.
nently become a law of death.*

Ver. 11. For sin, &o. [rj yaj a/ta^ria,
x.r.X. The yap introduces an explanation of ver,

10, The first words are similar to ver. 8, brit

a/ia^r la here stands emphatically first. The
position of Skx riji; eVto/^s is also slightly emphatic.
—R.] Not the commandment in itself has become
a commandment unto death ; sin has rather made it

thus. How far ? Sin took occasion, or made itself

an occasion. That it took it of the commandment,
is assumed, and is explained by what follows. The
following y.ai di,' aliTtji;, &c., favors the connection

of the did T^c; ivTo).tj<; with b^tjtt dtria i

H f , deceived me. It first made the command-
ment a provocation, and then a means of condemna-
tion. Thus what applies to Satan, that he was first

man's tempter, and then his accuser, applies likewise

to sin. This passage calls to mind the serpent in

Paradise, as 2 Cor. xi. 3. But in what did the de-

ception of sin consist ? Philippi :
" Since sin made

me pervert the law, in which I thought that I had a

guide to righteousness, into a means for the promo-
tion of unrighteousness." f Not clear. It deceived

me, in that it represented the law to me as a limit

which seemed to separate me from my happiness.

Behind that limit it charmed me to transgression by
a phantom of happiness. Accordingly, it is not
satisfactory to explain the following clause : And
by it slew me [;t«t Si avr-^Q dnixr n-
i» f V ], thus : sin gave me over to the law, so that it

slew me. In this respect sin rather falsified the law,

since it represented to me my well-merited death aa

irremediable, or my judge as my enemy (see Gen,

iii. ; Heb. ii. 15; 1 John iii. 20).
[I'^
BrougU mi

into the state of sin and misery,^'' already referred to

in ver. 10. The allusion to the temptation is to

be admitted here also.—E.] Tholuck :
" Decision

of Simeon Ben Laehish : The wicked nature of

man rises every day against him, and seeks to slay

him (Vitringa, Observ. Sacr., ii. 699) ; also by the

Sin ^,3"' is denoted the angel of death."
'
Ver. i2. So that the law is holy, &c. [mare

6 fiiv v6fio(; aytoi;, x.r.X. The wtrTf in-

troduces the result of the whole discussion, vers.

* [It is more difBcult than important to decide this

point. Aiinj, hxc, this; avT^, ipsa, llu same. The former,

though not in itself so emphatic, here takes the preceding

subject, this very commandment, giving it a tragical force

(ro Mever and Philippi, whom lange cites in favor of the

other view). The analogy of vers. 15, 16, 19, 20 (toCto) is

against Lange's preference.—B.]
.

t [So Hodge : " The reference is not to the promised

ioys of sin, which always mock the expectation and dis-

appoint the hopes, but rather to the ntter failure of ths

law to do what he expected from it." This view consists

with the assumption, that the point in experience here

reached is one necfissaiily and immediately preceding con-

version. Dr. Hodge does not thus assume, yet he appeals

to Christian experience in confirmation. If the excitement

to sin be allowed throughout these verses, the other inter-
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7-11. It 13 not = ergo, yet of a more general con-

clusive character. To ,uiv, tlie corresponding de

is wantinr. The antithesis we should expect, ac-

cording to Meyer, is: but sin broiif/ht me to death

through the law, which was good in itself. This is

the thought of ver. 13 ; but as the form is changed,

di does not appear.—R.] Not only innocent (Tho-

luok), but also absolutely separated from, and op-

posed to, sin. And this applies not only to the law

in general, but also to its explanation in the single

commandment.
[And the commandment holy and just and

good, -Aal // ivTo).tj ayla xal Soxala Kai

ayaS-fj.^ The commandment is first holy in its

origin as God's commandment ; secondly, just, as

the individual determination of the law of the sys-

tem of righteousness (Meyer : * '' rightly constituted,

just as it should be ") ; and good—that is, not in the

vague sense of excellent (Meyer, Philippi, and oth-

ers), but according to the idea of what is good

:

beneficial promotion of life in itself, in spite of its

working of death in me ; indeed, even by its work-

tag of death. The term good refers to the blessed

result of divine sorrow, and to the gospel.f The
elaborate apology for the commandment is certainly

(according to Meyer) occasioned by the feet that the

ivTolri has bees described as precisely the object of

Bin, in ver. 7

Second PARAoaAPH (ver. 13).

The Law in relation to the Sinner,

Ver. 13. Did then that which was good
become death unto me? [7' 6 ovv aya&ov
iuoi lyii'iTO Sdvaroi^; See Textual Note '.]

Tholuck :
" The fdv in ver. 12 prepared for the an-

tithesis
7J

()i a/iaQtia, y..r.l. Yet the Apostle
again presents his thoughts in the form of a refuta-

tion of an antagonistic consequence. The aya!)6v
should lead us to expect only wholesome fruits."

Undoubtedly, the expression ayad-rj (ver. 12) is the

new problem now to be solved. It was not so much
to be wondered at that the commandment, as holy
and just, brought death ; but it was an enigma that

it, as ayadj, should bring forth death. The expla-

nation of this enigma will also show how the law
has brought about the great change : Through Death
to Life I AVas that which is good, of itself and im-
mediately, made death unto me ? This conclusion,

again, is to be repelled by Let it not be ! /i-f]

y iv ir .

But sin \_alXa, r ifiagrla (supply l^ioi

iyfviro Qcivaroq). So au modern commentators.
—R.] Namely, that was made death unto me.
" The construction of Luther, Heumann, Carpzov,
&!> , IS totally wrong: alia ijct^aprta Sia tou
aya&oTi /(Ot y.aTefjyatoiievtj (^/v) Ocivarov, tva
ifavri apa^rla " (Meyer) ; so also the "Vulgate.

That it might appear sin \_lva ifavr^
aaotpTtrt. The tva is telic; (pavij, be shown
to 6e (Alford). This second ufiaQria is a predi-

cate; anarthrous, therefore, and also as denoting

• [This is a mistake. The quotation is from Philippi.
Meyer s»j-5 ;

" riglit, with rofpcct to its roquivemoiit, which
Oonespoiitto ixa.Hly with holiness."—E-.]

t [Bengel is oxcellent ; Sav^ta, jusia, bona, ratione
eausK pjjicicntis, formm, finis. His second view is less ex-
act : 1-espr.ctu offioiwmri ergo, Dciim, re^ppxtu proximi, re-

Sicctu nainrm viem. Comp. Calovius (in Tholuck and PM-
ppi), and Thsodoret (in Alford).—E.)

character.—R.] This was therefore the most imme
diate design of the law : Sin should appear as si4

(Eph. V. 13 ; Gen. iii. : Adam, where art thou?).

[Working death to me, by that which ia

good, di^a roil aya&oti ftoi, xar iQyato'
IIEV1J Sdvatov.] The idea of perfectly dis-

closed sin is just this: that it works death by the

misconstruction and abuse of what is good. Thnt

the law is first made to serve as a provocation to sin

unto death ; second, the gospel is made a savor of

death ; and third, the truth is made a mighty anti-

christian lie (2 Thess. ii. 11). Tholuck :
" The na.

ture of sin should thereby become manifest, that it

should appear as something which makes use of

what is even good as a means of ruin, and in this

manner the commandment should become a means
of exhibiting sin in all the more hideous light."

SchoUum of Matthseus :
*' ivcc aiirf/ iaur^v cAeylij,

ivct o).7j rrj't kavTjjq TzyAQtav £y.xa/('n/'^." In addi-

tion to this, these pertinent words :
" In fact, as U

is the sovereign right t/f good to overrnle evil results

for good, so is it t/m ciirse of sin to pervert the

effects of what is good to evil." Thus an emphasis
rests on the Hi, a xov aya&ov, for which rea-

son it comes first.

Meyer correctly urges, against Reiche, that this

(Va is telic, in opposition to the ecbatic view. Death
was already present before the law, but sin completed
it by the law; xax f ijyato nivti. The law is

not sin ; sin disclosed itself completely as sin in

making what is good a means of evil.

That sin through the commandment might
become exceedingly sinful [I'vct yivrjron
y.af)-' v7ifQpo).7iv aixa^Tu)).oq tj otfiaQtia
fV I a T 7 ? ivT Xtj(;. Parallel cl ause to the last, of

increased force :
" Observe the pithy, sharp, vividly

compressed sketch of the dark figure " (Meyer).—R.]
KaO' v 71 fq fl o/.rjv. Frequently used by Paul

;

2 Cor. i. 8 ; iv. 17 ; Gal. i. 13. The a.ii.aQrm/.6i;
appears to be an intimation that sin, as an imaginary
man, should be driven from real human nature to

destruction. [The telic force of these clauses is thus
expanded by Dr. Hodge :

" Such is the design of the
law, so far as the salvation of sinners is concerned.
It does not prescribe the conditions of salvation.

Neither is the law the means of sanctification. It

cannot make us holy. On the contrary, its opera-
tion is to excite and exasperate sin—to render its

power more dreadful and destructive."—E..]

[ExcoRStis ON BiBLion-PsTCHOLoaiOAL Teems.—
The exact significance of the terms adql and
nv III II a, as used so frequently by the Apostle iii

this and the eighth chapters, requires careful consid-

eration at this point. But such a discussion must
necessarily be preceded by some remarks tn the
words, (Tu>fi,a, xfiv/ri, nvfufia, body, soul, and
spirit, as used by Paul in a strictly anthropological
sense.

I. S iiifia, Body. This term is readily under.
stood as generally used in the New Testament. Still

it refers, strictly speaking, to the bodily organism,
and has a psychological meaning almost = sense

the sensational part of man's nature. As distin-

guished from ffctfS (in its physiological sense), it

means the organism, of which cra^t is the material'
substance. (K^lai; differs from irdQi, in not in-

cluding the idea of an organism.) That amfia must
not be restricted to the material body, irrespectiva
of its organism and vital union with the immaterial
part of man's nature, ia evident from the numeroni
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passages (Bom. xii. 5 ; 1 Cor. vii. 27 ; Eph. i. 28
;

CoL i. 18, &o.), where the Church is called the body
of Christ. This expression would convey little mean-
iiigj if Bbtfi a had not this psychological sense. No
difficulty arises in regard to this term, except in the
interpretation of a few passages which seem to imply
an ethical sense ; c. g., Rom. vi. 6 (q. v.) ; vii. 24

;

viii. 10, 13 ; Col. ii. 11. It must be remarked, that
In most of these the ethical force really belongs to
gome attributive word, aoifia being in itself indiffer-

ent. We may explain most of these cases by giving
the word a figurative sense, t/ie organism of sin
(Rom. vi. 6; vii, 24; Col. ii. 11), analogous to the

old man ; or by admitting a reference to the body as
the chief organ of the manifestation of sin. The
term /i iXij , members (which is usually associated
with aui/ia, rather than with (rdgj, because the idea
of an organism is more prominent in the former
term), must be interpreted accordingly (see Col. iii.

6 ; Bihelwerk, p. 64, Amer. ed.). In any case, the
thought that the body is the chief source and seat

of sin, must be rejected as unscriptural, uupauline,
and untrue. We must also avoid a dualist ic sunder-
ing of the material and immaterial in man's nature.

n. Wv/Ti, Soul. This term is from i/'ii/o),

to breathe, to blow, and, like OSJ, its Hebrew
equivalent, originally means animal life (see the New
Testament usage, especially in the Gospels), but, like

the Hebrew word, it also is frequently referred to

the whole immaterial part of man's nature, in dis-

tinction from uotfta. By synecdoche, it is put for

the whole man, in enumeration (Acts ii. 41 : about
three thousand souls), and in the phrase, rcaaa
^vyrj, every soul. As the word occurs but four

times in the Epistle to the Romans—twice in the

sense of life, and twice in the phrase, every soul—
it would not be necessary to discuss it further, did

not the precise meaning of nviv/io. depend upon a
further discrimination. Twice in the New Testament

(1 Thesa. v. 23 ; Heb. iv. 12) the word is distin-

guished from TivfVfta. As both passages may be re-

garded as Pauline, the one occurring in his earliest

written Epistle, and the other in an Epistle of much
later date, which is Pauline, even if not written by
Paul, the question of a Pauline trichotomy cannot

be avoided. The fuller discussion will be found
under nvivfia, below, but here we must define vm/jj

more closely. Although it is true that the term does

mean the animal soul, it is very doubtful whether it

means simply this in the two passages above referred

to. If " animal soul" be restricted to the principle of

life, then aSifia, in such a connection, should include

this ; and a wish that the principle of life be " pre-

(erved blameless," is singular, to say the least. If,

iowever, " animal soul " be taken to include more than

this—viz., what we share with the brutes—then it is

highly probable that this largely includes the intel-

lectual part of our nature, and i/t^ must then be''

= the seat of the Understanding, in distinction from

ihe Reason. That some wide sense is involved, is

evident both from 1 Cor. xv. 46, " the first Adam
was made a living soul," and from 1 Cor. ii. 14,

where the adjective -iiivyixoi; undoubtedly includes

the intellectual part of man's nature. In both these

cases the antithesis is nvivita in the ethical sense
;

hence the greater necessity for enlarging the idea of

V'OT'* Passing over many distinctions which have

• [Akin to the view tinder discussion is that of Grosohel

:

"*that the soal proceeds at once from hody and spirit to

unite the two " This contradictSi oi, at least, confiues the

been made, we consider the view of Olshausen. who
makes \piiy/i the centre of our personality, the oattle-
field of the flesh and human spirit. In this view,
also, CTct^J and ffw/ja are almost identical, though
he admits that, in the unrenewed man, the \pvxri is

under the dominion of the nafji,. It exclcdes the
vovq from the m<X'l, making it the organ of awi-'vitj

for the human spirit. This view still restricts 'tfvxif
too much, even admitting the trichotomy.* h con-
fuses psychological and ethical terms! It leana
toward the error which makes the body the ujiirce
of sin, while, on the other hand, it excludea the
human spirit from the dominion of sin (and its

organ, the voi«;). It cannot be justified by Paul's
language, for the very passages which ii dicate a
trichotomy imply the sinfulness of the human spirit,

while it is altogether unpauline, as already remarked,
to refer sin to the body as its source. The use of
the word i/'i'/mo?, as quoted above, is equally op-
posed to this view, which probably grows out of the
attempt to find in i/iu/tJ and tcviv/m, terms analo-
gous to the Understanding and Reason. We there-

fore object to this view, and claim a still wider sense
for ipvyij. How much can be claimed for it, will

appear from what follows.

III. IlvfVfia, Spirit. This term, from 7ivio>,

to blow, to breathe, means (like the Hebrew nil

)

breath, then wind, then anima, lastly animus, spirit,

in all the various meanings we give that word. It

must first be discussed in its strictly psychological

meaning.
A. Besides the secondary meaning, temper, dis-

position, it is used by most of the New Testament
writers to denote man's immaterial nature, including,

together with amna (Rom. viii. 10 ; 1 Cor. vi. 20

;

vii. 34), and also with adqi (2 Cor. vii. 1 ; Col. ii.

5), the whole man. In the phrase, " gave up the

ghost," it is doubtful whether it means the whole
immaterial nature, or simply life ; in Luke xxiiL

46 ; Acts vii. 59, the former seems to be the mean-
ing. But there are a number of passages where thu

exact signification turns on the previous question

:

Do the Scriptures assume or teach a trichotomy iu

human nature ?—that man is a unity made up of

body, soul, and spirit ? It is essential to the proper
understanding of chaps, vii. and viii. that this ques-

tion be discussed.f

1. First of all, it must be admitted as a fact that

the Scriptures recognize the dualism of spirit and
matter, and that man is both material and immaterial,

without any tertium quid, which is neither material nor

immaterial. The presumption, then, is against the

trichotomy, so far as it would ignore this fact. The
presumption is also against any view which classes

soul under the material part of the complex nature,

since both soul and spirit are used to include the

whole immaterial part of man.
On the other hand, Plato and Aristotle undoubt

immateriality of the soul, and makes a living body ante

cedent thereto. Hegelianism regards the soul as only the

band that connects body and spirit.—R.]
* [Against so limited a view of i/'ux^i ^^e Tholuck, p.

302, who includes under it the vovs and eo-w av^pwiros.

Comp. Irengeus, c. hseres,, v. 304.—K.]
t [On the trichotomy, see Delitzsch, BiM. Psycli., pp.

84-98; Olshausen, Romans, pp. 271, 272, 2d ed. ; Ve naturm

hwm. irichotmnia, &e., Opuscc. Iheol., Berlin, 1834, pp. 143

£f. ; Messner, Die Lehre dts Apostcl, Leipzig, 1866, p. 207

1

Bishop EUicott, Sermon on the Destiny of the Creature;

Notes on 1 Thess. v. 23 ; Lange's Comm. on Genesis, pp. 2U
f., 285 £ ; Tholuck, Ramans, pp. 288-302 ; J. B. ifeard, TH^
partite Nature of Man, 2d ed., Edinb., 1868 ; Lange, Dog*.

matik, pp. S07, 1213.—B.l
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edly held that fliere was a trichotomy (for their

views, see Delitzsch, p. 93 ; Eng. ed. p. 212). This

fact may be used to explain 1 Thess. v. 23 as popu-

lar language, but " we must needs turn to the Holy
Scriptures, and accept without prejudice what it

answers to us, be it Platonic or anti-Platonic."

Borne such view was held by Origen, by the Apolli-

nariaiis and semi-Pelagians. All these, like the mod-
em rationalistic notions on the subject, were extenu-

itions of human corruption. Vain speculations on
the subject are abundant, but this should not be to

the prejudice of truth.*

Turning to 1 Thess. v. 23, we find a distinct as-

sumption of a tripartite nature in man, all the more
weighty because it is not in didactic form. To say
tliat this is merely popular language, does not meet
the case. For, while it may be said that Paul does
not profess to teach metaphysics, the question then
recurs : Was the popular language of that day cor-

rect, or that of another age ? Besides, it is a hazard-
ous method of dealing with a writer so uncommonly
exact, and with a book which concerns itself with
human salvation. Experience has proven how large-

ly the diffusion and acceptance of biblical truth are

dependent on correct anthropological views. If we
believe that Paul chose his words wittingly, much
more, if we hold them to be inspired, this text, taken
by itself, assumes " that in the original structure of
man there is something—yet remaining, needing
and capable of sanciijicaiion—corresponding to the
three terms, body, soul, and spirit."

-J-
The same is

implied in Heb. iv. 12.

Leaving these passages, we find little else in the
New Testament to support this view. Of course,
when accepted, it must modify to some extent the
signification given to these terms in other places

;

but there is no other passage in the New Testament
which could be relied on to prove the trichotomy
were these absent. Hence we infer that the distiuc-
tion, if real, is not of such importance as has been
thought, and cannot be made the basis of the start-
ling propositions which human speculation has de-
duced from it. This does not deny that, from other
sources, the trichotomy may receive important sup-
port ; it refers simply to the place it should take in
biblical psychology. Judging from the rare allu-
sions to it, the prevailing dichotomic tone of the
Scriptures, we infer that, while it may be necessary, in
order to explain these passages, to accept a trichoto-
my, the advantages of so doing are incidental, rather
than of the first moment.^

2. Admitting that there is a tripartite nature in
man, the main diificulty is a precise definition of
these three parts. Here the German authors are in
a very Babel of confusion. For the sake of clear-
ness, we first of all reject

(a.) All views of the human spirit which make
It the real soul over against a brute soul, termed
tp'ixti, for the reasons given above under II.

(6.) All views of the human spirit which make
at a higher unfallen part of man's nature, over

„.v ^"^ anthropology of Swedenborg assumes a trinitv
rather than a tnohotomy, and by his doctrine of (^orre-
Bpondences, spirit seems to lose its real signifloance.—H,.]

t [It must be noted how this passage assumes (1.), that
the ^irit needs sanctification

; (2.) that body and soul are
Blso to be preserved lor God ; thus guarding against. Pela-
gianism and rationalism on the one hand, and asceticismBud mysticism on the other.—E.]

h<> f.t^°y ""f"?"'"' ^°™ *''"= analogy of the Trinity must
™.„ r ,

"^^' ™°« '* <»° prove nothing, though itia^b« pleasing to some minds to trace such an analogy.

against a soul under the power of the aa^l. Thi^

which is the view of Olshausen, and, with modi.

fications, of many others, is not borne out by tht

anthropology of Scripture ; is contradicted by the

very passages which alone can establish a trichoto-

my, and is in the very face of 2 Cor. vii. 1, whsrs
" filthsiess," fioXva/joi;, defilement, stain, is attrib-

uted to the human spirit. Did such an un&Uen
spirli, ill any sense, exist in man, we might expect
that term to be used in this chapter instead of roti?

and effo) avOgiATioi;, whatever the reference may
be. Jul. Miiller (i. p. 450) well remarks: " Uviviia
in this anthropological sense is itself exposed to pol-

lution (2 Cor. vii. 1), and needs sanctification and
cleansing just as li'v/.n and amua (1 Thess. v. 23

;

I Cor. vii. 34) ; this spiritual sphere of life is the

one which, in the work of regeneration, most needs
to be renewed (Eph. iv. 23, compared with Eom. xii.

2). The notion that man's spirit cannot be de-

praved—that it is only limited in its activity from
without—and that sin is the consequence of this

limitation, cannot be attributed to the Apostle."
This excludes, also, the view of Schiiherlein and
Hofmann (since given up by him), that the third
term of the trichotomy is " the Spirit of God imma-
nent in the soul."

(c.) But this would also exclude the view of
Philippi, Schmid (apparently of Tholuck, Romans,
p. 301), that the third term is the pneumatic nature
imparted to the believer at regeneration. If it be
this, how can it need sanctification ? Besides, this

involves the theory of regeneration, which makes it

the impartation of an entirely new nature, not in
soul and body, but in addition to soul and body, as
the third term in sue complex being. This view
cannot satisfactorily explain the trichotomy in 1

Thess. v. 23 ; Heb. iv. 12.

{d.) There remains, then, this view, which meets
all the requirements of exegesis: that man has a
body in vital connection with his soul, which lat.

ter term includes all the powers of mind and
heart, having as their object the world and self

(hence including voT«; and 6 effw av&^umoi; in this

chapter). That, besides, he has, in his unity of
nature, a spirit which is of the same nature as
the soul, of a higher capacity, yet not separated
or separable from it. This spirit is the capacity
for God, God-consciousness (Heard) ; but in man's
present condition it is dormant, virtually dead in
its depravity, needing the power of the Holy Spirit
to renew it. After such renewal it becomes spirit
in the sense intended in the proposition: "that
which is born of the Spirit is spirit " (John iii. 6)
This seems to be, in substance, the view of Miiller,
DeUtzsch, and Heard.* It admits a dichotomy, and
also a trichotomy ; claims that the soul is spiritual
rather than material ; that there is no gulf between
.soul and spirit; that the human spirit is powerless
for good, yet that here, where depravity is really
most terrible, redemption begins. " In consequence
of sin, the human spirit is absorbed into soul and

* [Of course, the term will be given a more or less ex-
tended meaning by different authors : but if the two posi
tions be held fast : (1.) That this spirit is the point of con-
tact with DiTins influences

; (2.) That it, too, has been
depraved, all erroneous conclusions will lie avoided. Br.Lange (Oenesis, p. 213) seems to coincide with the view
here presented: "It must be held fast, that man could
not receive the Spiiit of God, if he were not himsell

?„T?w ¥i"K! yot it is a supposition of the Scrip,
tare, that, smoe the fall, the spiritual nature Is bound
in the nafhral man, and does not come to its actuality.'-'
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flesh, and man, who ought to pass over from the
pooition of the i/in;/// uuiaa into the position of the
nvH'fia U'lioTtOioTiv, has become. Instead of nvfu/i.a-

rmdt;, a being v'l'/woc; and aa^xix6(; ; and furtlier,

just for that reason, because the spirit stands in im-
mediate causal relation to God, all the Divine opera-
tions having redemption in view, address themselves
first of all to the nrnifia, and thence first attain to

the »fiii//J ; for when God manifests himself, He ap-
peals to the spirit of man " (Bibl. Psych., p. 9B,

Eng. ed., p. IIT). It may be urged that this pre-
Bents no real distinction ; I reply, that it is not
claimed that the distinction is of essential impor-
tance. But as Paul uses the word nvfvixa in prefer-

ence to if'i'/)J, when he speaks of man's immaterial
nature, especially as regenerated by the Spirit of
God, there seems to be no other Wiiy of accounting
for it except on this view. (The objections to that

of Philippi have been considered above.) Delitzsch

very properly remarks: "Should any prefer to

Bay, that the Apostle, by nvfvtia. and ^•fy/ri, is

distinguishing the internal condition of man's life,

and especially of the Christian's life, in respect of

two several relations, even this would not be false."

It is, indeed, the nearest expression of the truth
;

for the human spirit is not brought into any special

prominence by Paul, save as in a given relation in

the Christian's life. Hence we have a second mean-
ing of nvivfjia.

B. The human spirit as acted upon by the Holy
Spirit, and thus becoming the seat of those Divine

impulses, which are the means of redeeming the

whole man. Of course, as opinions differ respecting

the first meaning, they will vary from our definition.

Philippi makes this identical witii A, while others

would claim that we should distinguish liere rather a

new principle of life (Lange), than a part of our re-

newed nature. Dr. Lange seems to prefer this mean-
ing throughout chap. viii. There, however, the

reference seems to be mainly to the Holy Spirit, the

objective agent. In vers. 10, 16, the subjective

meaning is undoubtedly the correct one, as in John
iii. 6 ; iv. 23, 24 (so Rom. ii. 29, see p. 115, where
Dr. Lange gives a different view), 1 Cor. vi. 17

;

Phil. iii. 3. In many other passages this meaning is

impUed, as indeed it is even in 1 Thess. v. 23,

though this cannot be explained satisfactorily, with-

out presupposing a human spirit antecedent to re-

generation.

0. The most common use of the term is obvious-

ly the strictly theological one : the Holy Spirit.

Opinions vary as to the propriety of this meaning in

certain passages. No definite rule can be laid down.

The absence of the article is by no means a certain in-

dication that the reference is subjective (against Har-

less). The reason for preferring this meaning, r.ith-

er than " spiritual life-principle " (Lange), in chap.'

viii., is that, in ver. 2, the Holy Spirit is undoubtedly

referred to, over against sin and death. When, then,

eaQ% afterwards occurs as the antithesis to nviv/ia,

there is still more reason for taking the latter term

as the Holy Spirit, since the atk^^ is, as it were, per-

.onified an! externalized, and the correct antitheti-

al term must be an objective agent. We can thus

far more definitely fix the meaning of aaiji, since to

ftdmit any subjective antithesis, compels us to admit

also some remnant of unfallen nature in the subject,

for which the use of the word nvfvfia in the New
Testament pves no ground whatever.

IV. Sail I, Flesh. This term is used by the

LSX. to translate the Hebrew word lto3. Thii

Hebrew word, in its simplest meaning, is applied tc

the material substance of the body, then occasionallj
to the human body itself Out of this grows th«
application to all terrestrial beings who possess sen
sational life. But a more frequent use is in the
sense of human nature, with the personal Ufe attachcii

to it (Gen. vi. 12; Deut. v. 26; Ps. Ixxviii. 39,
cxliv. 21 ; Isa. slix. 26 ; Ixvi. 16, 23, 24, and in

numerous other passages). In Deut. v. 26 ; Isa.

xxxi. 3 ; Jer. xvii. 6 ; Ps. Ivi. 5, human nature ia

contrasted with God, His Spirit, eternity, and om-
nipotence, and the more prominent thought is there-

fore " that of the weakness, the frailty, the transito-

riness of all earthly existence " (J. Miiller). We
reach, then, this sense :

" Man with the adjunct no-
tion of frailty " (Tlioluck). There does not appear,
however, any distinct ethical sense, still less any im-
plication that man's sensuous nature is the seat of
sin, or of opposition to his spirit.

1. Passing to the New Testament, we find also

the narrower physiological meaning (1 Cor. xv. 39
;

Eph. V. 29 ; in the phrase, " flesh and blood," Matt.
xvi. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 50; Gal. i. 16; Eph. vi. 12). It

is also used as = body, the sensational part of man's
nature, in Rom. ii. 18 ; 1 Cor. v. 5 ; vii. 28 ; 2 Cor.

iv. 11 ; vii. 1, 5 ; xii. 7, &c., the antithesis being
spirit, or the immaterial part of man's nature, never,

however, with a distinctly ethical import. The pre-

vailing use of the word in the New Testament un-

doubtedly is, that which corresponds with the wider

meaning of "ica, human nature, sometimes, as

Miiller holds, with a reference to the earthly life and

relations (Gal. ii. 20 ; 2 Cor. x. 3 ; Phil. i. 22, 24
;

Col. i. 22 ; Eph. ii. 15, and a number of other pas

sages, where the whole earthly side of man's life are

contrasted with his relation to God in Christ) ; but

also in tlie sense of man, with the idea of frailty

more or less apparent (Rom. iii. 20 ; 1 Cor. i, 29
;

Gal. ii. 16 ; Acts ii. 17, which is a citiition of ^b3
in this sense ; John xvii. 2 ; Luke iii. 6). Here we
must class those passages which refer to the human
nature of Christ : John i. 14 ; Rom. i. 3 ; ix. 5 ;

*

1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 John iv. 2 (oomp. p. 61). This list

might be enlarged, but it is only necessary to estab-

lish the New Testament use of ad(>i in the wide

sense of the Hebrew equivalent. Up to this point

we find no distinct ethical meaning—only a basis

for it.

2. The ethical sense. Our inquiry here is of a

twofold nature. A. How much is included under

the terra ? B. What is its precise significance ?

A. How much is included under this termi

(1.) If we choose a few passages where the ethical

sense is admitted by all commentators, such as Rom,

viii. 4, or vii. 14 (ad(jy.i.voq) ; viii, 8, and attempt to

substitute " body," or " sensational nature," for nd(>i,

it will be evident that such a meaning does not at all

meet the case. It is not only contrary to the scrip-

tural anthropology throughout, but in the passages

themselves the antitheses are not of a character ta

justify it, especially in view of the wide meaning of

aaQl, already established. (2.) Nor can we limit it

to the body and soul, and exclude the human spin:.

It has already been shown how little prominence u
given to this distinction in the New Testament, ho .?

* [In Bom. viii. 3, where the teim occurs three timeay

it is highly probable that in the last two cases this senaf

ia the more correct one.—R.]
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theie is no evidence whatever that the spirit is not

uuder the dominion of the sarcical tendency, but

tlut, on the contrary, an immoral tendency is im-

[iiiad.* Nor will this view find support in the use

of the adjective i/'r/tito<; in an ethical sense as =
aaoyMfiii ; lor in the' only case where such an ethical

sense is undoubted (1 Cor. ii. 14), the antithesis is

not simply TTvii^fiarixoc; (applied to spiritual things

snd persons as proceeding from, or influenced by,

the Holy Ghost), but also " the things of the Spirit

of God." (3.) "Whatever ethical sense is to be at-

triljuted to the word aci^i, must include the whole

man, body and soul, or body, soul, and spirit. This

acrees with the scriptural delineations of human na-

ture, the use of the word above referred to, and its

usual antithesis, when the ethical meaning is intend,

ed, viz., the Spirit of God ; never the human spirit

irrespective of the influence of the Spirit of God.

This antithesis is not always expressed, but it is in-

variably implied. (Comp. Rom. vii. 5 ;
viii. 3, 4 if.

;

Gal. iii. 3 ; v. 16, 17, 19, 24; vi. 8 ; Col. ii. 18, 23.)

If it be claimed that, in Rom. vii. 18, 25, the ex-

pressed antithesis is, in the former case, the inward

man (ver. 22), then we reply, that the real antithesis

is stated in ver. 14 ;
" spiritual," " carnal," and that,

under the influence of this spiritual law, any antago-

nism to the ad^'i has been awakened. Of course,

if the reference to the regenerate be admitted, this

objection disappears. So in ver. 25, although vovi;

is the expressed antithesis, it is the roTs' under the

influence either of the Holy Spirit, or the spiritual

law. .Tap I, in its ethical sense, therefore, means,

not merely an earthly or fleshly tendency, or direc-

tion of life, but the whole human nature ; not, as

Olshausen thinks, so far as it is separated from
God, but as it is separated from God, body, soul,

and spirit, as sinfuL Being in the flesh, is being in

an ungodly state, a state of sin. (This view has

obtained from the times of Augustine until now,
among the mass of theologians.)

B. What, then, is the precise significance of this

ethical sense of irajj ?

1. Its usual antithesis indicates what the Scrip-

ture doctrine of sin so strongly asserts, that human
nature, thus descrihed, has become alienated from
G-od. As love to God is the only true moral im-
pulse, apostasy from God is sin, and the natural, car-

nal condition, is thus to be regarded. The Deca-
logue, Rom. i. 5, are sufficient to support this posi-

tion. In the law, holy, just, and good, love to God
is the chief requirement ; in Rom. i. 21, wilful rejec-

tion of God is described as the seed of all the vices,

subsequently catalogued, ending in the most fearful

sensual excesses
; in Rom. v. 12-21, sin is described

a.s entering through one man, through his act of dis-

obedience, and this is the immediate cause of the
carnal condition of humanity. Yet this does not
exhaust the meaning ; it is rather its negative ex-
pression.

2. The positive principle of sin and the ruling

principle of the flesh is undoubtedly selfishness, for,

God being rejected, some personal object is required
by the human personality. It is found in self; its

Interests become paramount. This is not, however,
very prominent in the ethical term under considera-
Uon, but Tt ust be assumed in order to reach the fur-

ther idea which it involves.

* [Comp. Delitzaoh, B*. Psycli., pp. 374 f., Eng. ei, pp.
140 ff., against the view of Gunther, that there is a fleshly
Eoul in distincticn from the spiritual soul.—B.]

3. The human nature, thus alienated from Go^
with selfishness as its ruling principle, must, how.

ever, seek gratification. There is but one resource,

the creature. As rraQi means man in his entire

earthly relations, which are relations to the ui'cature,

its moral significance must include devotion to tht

creature, if the use of the term is to be fully justi.

Bed. This, then, implies slavery to the creature in

the search for self-gratification. Carnahty, then, is

as truly the moral state of one absorbed in intellect-

ual and JESthetic pursuits, as of one sunk in sensual

ity. But as sensuous and sensual are cognate terms,

so we find, not only in the teachings of the Scrip-

ture, but in the history of humanity, that the de^

velopment of selfish devotion to the creature is in

the direction of sensuality (fleshly sins, in a narrower

sense). " Without God," has, as its positive expres-

sion, " in the world " (Eph. ii. 12). And the very

want of satisfaction in worldly things leads to ever

fiercer longing after the creature, to sin in its lowest

forms. Sinking God in the material, or natural

world, over which He rules, is, in eft'eot, sinking

man into the deepest slavery to the creature. To
be " in the flesh," is therefore to be under " the law

of sin and death." Sin is not, in its essence, devo-

tion to the sensuous, nor is carnality essentially sen-

suality, but toward these as their manifestations they

inevitably tend. We thus guard against both asceti-

cism and materialism.

Flesh is, then, the whole nature of man, turned

away from God, in the supreme interest of self, de-

voted to the creature. It is obvious that this is bib-

lical, in linking together godliness and morality, un-

godliness and sin, in implying both the inability of

the law, and the necessity of the renewing influence

of the Holy Spirit, in order to human holiness.

Hence the propriety of the choice of this term to

express man's sinful nature in this part of the Epis-

tie, where sauctification and glorification are the
themes.

On ad^i, see J. Miiller, Christliche Lehre von
der Stinde, especially pp. 434 ff. ; Delitzsch, Bibl,

Psycholoffie, pp. 3T3 ft. ; Tholuck, Romerbrief, pp.
288 ft'. ; Wieseler, Oalaterbrief, pp. 443 ff. (a very
clear discussion) ; Lange's commentary on Galatiaiis,

p. 142, Amer. ed. This list might be increased by
referring to works on Doctrinal Theology and Ethics,

but it is hmited to discussions of an exegetical char-

acter.—R.]

Third Paragraph, vers. 14-23,

Jlie Sinner in relation to the Law,

Ver. 14. For -we knovr. OiSainv, not

otfTa nlv (Jerome, &c.). [The former reading ia

almost universally adopted. Dr. Hodge, who in-

clined to the latter in earlier editions, now rejects it,

on the ground that there is no Si to correspond
with fiiv. The singular would imply that the sub-

ject was aware of the spiritual nature of the law at

the time of the conflict ; hence it would favor the

reference to the regenerate. The plural, we know,
simply means that Christians recognize this.—R.]

That the latsr is spiritual [ort 6 *d^os
revf ii^itaTntd; cVrir]. It is the specific knowl-
edge peculiar to Christians that religion is inward
ness ; that the law is incorrectly understood, when
it is changed by the aciql of external feeling into

a <Td(>l of external precepts—a complication of finite

objects, while its nature is of a spiritual character

;



CHAPTER Vn. 7-26. sai

that 18, revealing in every tittle the infinity of God's
Spirit, and relating to the Spirit. The yuQ de-
clares tbe stiff-necked and malignant nature of sin.

The law is yqafifia only in form ; its nature is

divine and spiritual (Meyer). Explanations :

I Inspired by the Holy Spirit (Theodoret').

2. Kequiring a heavenly and angeUc righteous-

ness (Calvin).

5. Relating to the higlier spiritual nature of man
in different applications, by Beza, Reiche, De Wette,
and Eiickert);

4. In sua genere prwclarum ei egregium (Koppe,
and others).

6. The spiritual, and not the literal sense of the
law, is meant (Origen).

6. Operating spiritually, SMaxaloi aqtiTiq, &c.
(Chrysostom).

7. Presupposing the presence of the Spirit as

the condition of its fulfihnent (Tholuck).

8. Identical in its spirit with that of the Holy
Spirit (Meyer). iTrm^aTtxos describes its whole
spiriiualiiy (James ii. 10), the absolute imity of its

origin, its elements, and its purpose in the Divine
Spirit (which reveals itself in the human spirit), in

contrast with the presupposition of its finite force,

its finite and sundered parts of membership, and its

finite design. [The view of Meyer is the simplest

and best : in its nature it is divine, (So Hodge.)
Tills undoubtedly accords best with the antithesis,

ad^xi/i>oi;, made of flesh.—R.]
But I am carnal [cyw Sk ffct^xtvdc; ilfiu.

See TeTdval Nole^,&TiA below.] The eyd), in ac-

cordance with the iSlmaiii mentioned above, is Paul
himself, in the exhibition of his standpoint under
the law, for the exhibition of the historical develop-

ment of man standing under the law. Meyer: "The
still undelivered lyw, which, in the great need that

presses upon it in opposition to the law, groans for

deliverance ; " ver. 24. The same writer properly
maintains, against Philippi, that the subject is iden-

tical through the entire section. On the other hand,

Meyer incorrectly distinguishes the past tenses of
vers. 7-13, and the present tenses of vers. 14 if., by
saying that, in the former case, Paul has described

his psychological history before and under the law,

and in the latter, that he portrays his nature stand-

ing in opposition to the spiritual character of the

law. But down to ver. 13 he has rather portrayed

the genesis of tbe really internal and legal stand-

point.- But after ver. 14, he describes the whole de-

velopment of this standpoint ; that is, the inward
conflict of the sinner who has perceived the inward

character of the law.

Carnal (fleisckern). S d^nvvoq, made of

flesh, like flesh (2 Cor. ill. 3 ; 1 Cor. iii. 1). The
word could also be translated fl,eshly, if this were

not a conventional term for carnally minded, aaQy.V'

BO?. Meyer thinks that ffajxti/o? "gives a deeper

shade" than o-a^Ktuot,-, with reference to John iii.

8 ; but the case is about the reverse, since we must

understand by ffa^xHtd;, carnally minded, and by
adq/i.ivo<;, carnally formed, inclined, and disposed

;

a being whose natural spontaneity and view of things

are external, according to the adgi. (On the oppo-

eition of the readings, comp. Tholuck, p. 363.)*

* [The Greek adjectives ending in -ivo* (with the accent

©n the antepenult) describe the material out of which any
tX-Sg is made (comp. the English -en, wooden, earthen).

SapKivsc is therefore carneus, made of flesh; o-apxtKos,

carnaliB, fleshly, of this character. Adopting the former
reading, three modes of view present themselves : (1.)

The (T a p X 111 s is immediately afterwards ex
plained as

:

Soldundersiu [tii tz ^a/iivoi; vno t?i
dfiafitiav]. On the one hand, this state oi
slavery declares the complete subjection of the sin-
ner to sin

; but, on the other, we must not overlook
his unwillingness and opposition to his being sold.
This will probably be the case, if, with Tholuck and
Meyer, we regard the adqy.i,v<iq merely as a higher
degree of aafjy.ixoi;. Therefore Tholuck regard*
Bengel's expression as too refining : Servua vendUut
miserior est quam verna, et vendilus dicitur homo,
quia ah initio non fuerat servus. Meyer correctly
observes, that this opinion is m conflict with Augus-
tine's explanation of the passage, as referring to the
regenerate. Similar passages, 2 Kings xvii. 17

:

1 Mac. i. 15.

Revelation of the obscuration of perception (vers.

15, 16).

Ver. 15. For that which I perform I know
not [o yaQ xat i^ydtoiJ-av ov y ivoiaxoi].
There is wanting in this condition the authority of
the conscious spirit ; but the consciousness of this

want has made its appearance. Meyer calls up the
analogy of the slave, who acts as the instrument of
his master, without knowing the real nature and de-
sign of what he does. But this slave here is not
altogether in such a condition, for he knows at least

that he cannot effect {Trodaao)) what he will, or

would like, and that he rather does {nomi) what he
hates. Thus one thing dawns upon him—that he
acts in gloomy self-distraclion, and in contradiction

of a better but helpless desire and repugnance. The
sense of the passage is removed, if, with Augustine.
Beza, Grotius, and others, we explain ymtay.ui to be
/ approve of* (Appeal to Matt. vii. 23 ; John x.

14 ; 2 Tim. ii. 19, and elsewhere.) Here, moreover,
the emphasis does not yet rest on the Si/.nv (wliich

Tholuck applies to a mere velleitas, and Meyer to a
real and decided wish, but which, after all, remains
only theory !) and ^Mrfif, but on the oi' yivoxTxa.

[For not w^hat I w^ish, that I practise ; but
what I hate, that do I. Oii yd^ o & eXo)

,

T oTir 71 Q dtj ff iii , dlk^ o fii,<T (7) , r ovr o

novHt. Although ydq is explanatory of the pre-

ceding clause, there seems to be an advance here, a

step toward the light of self-knowledge.—The mean-
ing of &i).ii> is open to discussion. It means, I
will (within the sphere of spontaneity. Dr. Hitch,

cock claims). The two questions to be decided are

:

That the Apostle has here purposely chosen the strongei
word (bo Meyer), and thus a reference to the regenerjite,

spiritual man is necessnrily excluded. (2.) That here, <rd^
Kti/os is = irapKiKos. (So Lange.) This is also adopted m
the interest of the i-eference to the believer. (3.) Delitzsch

even finds the former the weaker word :
" adpKivo^ is one

who has in himself the bodily nattrre and the sinful tend-

ency inherited with it ; but o-opxiKo? is one whose personal

fundamental tendency is this sintul impulse of the flesh.^'

I prefer (1.) ; but (3.) should be adopted by those who insist

on the Augustinian view. Otherwise, the first time tha

present tense, upon which so much stress is laid as indi-

cating a change in the state of the snbiect, occui-s, the

predicate must be tampei-ed with, and made to mean, not

simply, J 0771 carnal, but, / wait, I am so io a certain extent,

lam still carnal, though not as fmmerly. Dr. Hodge deems
the extreme (i. e., simple) seuse of the words, "inconsistent

wi;h the context," hut tbe immediate contest lias to be

limited in the same T^ay to make inis applicable, enpeciallj

exclusively applicable, to a regenerate person.—K.]
* [ThiH interpretation is altogether ul^tei-able on philo*

logical grounds. Dr. Hodge justifies it, by saying :
" Wia

regard to moral objects, knowledge i.'s not mere cognition.

It is the apprehension of the moral quality, and involve^

of necessity, approbation or disapprobation." But a cop

rect inference is not always a correct interpretation.—E.)
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(1.) Has it here a reference to the will in the strict

Bense (either = velleitas, Tholuck, and others, or

= a full determination of the will, Philippi) ; or

does it mean, I desire, wish ? The former is, per-

haps, favored by the psychological character of the

whole passage ; but the latter is preferable, since

fi«r(3 is so opposed, that both words must be re-

ferred to the same iaculty ; and it is easier to class

QUm within the region of the emotions, than to

transfer .uto-w to that of the will. (2.) How intense

is its meaning? Here niam is undoubtedly in

itself a stronger word. Perhaps the use of two dif-

ferent verbs (n^aixu), noMt) in the main clauses

would justify a difference of intensity in the anti-

thetical verbs SiXui, ia.i,(jo) (i. e., the desire for good
is less strong than the hatred of evil) ; or ^ktw may
be taken as = ov Skitit (/ do not wish), Ver. 16

strongly favors the latter. Either of these views is

preferable to that which strengthens the antithesis

into / love, I hate (Hodge). For this forces a mean-
ing upon &i).m which the Apostle could have ex-

pressed far more plainly by another term.—E.]
The wish here is the better desire and effort of

the man awakened to his inward state. First of all,

the sinner becomes a gloomy enigma to himself in

the contradictions of his doing and leaving undone.

(See Meyer on the odd explanation of Reiche, that

the sinful Jew does the wickedness which the sinless

Jew does not approve of. Also on statements kin-

dred to the foregoing, in Epictetus : o !ikv SiXn,

(6 aita-^TOLvitiv) Oil TrotfT, xat o ,m^ &i).ti) noui;
and in Ovid : Video meliora prohnque, deteriora se-

quor. Still other examples in Tholuck, p. 366.) On
Philippics interpretation of this passage as applies^

ble to the regenerate, see Tholuck, p. 355.* The
choice of the expressions is very delicate ; from the

real ,9-iXnv in spirit he does not come to the con-

sistent and vigorous TiQaaaii/v ; but even the ixiatTv

cannot prevent a weaker nontv of the rebelhous

one.

Ver. 16. But if what I wish not, that I do
[ft (V « ii 5" e A w , r ovr n o tio . J e is

perhaps logical, and marks a step in self-discovery

with respect to the law.—K.] The mental consent

to the law now appears above the perceived dissen-

sion between willing and doing. As the sinner

places himself, with his judgment, on the side of his

awakened will, he places himself, with his judgment,
on the side of the law.

[I agree with the laiff that it is good, tr i' ^ -

If fj fi I' T ill V 6 fx M T t K a,).6 (; . The verb may
not here imply more than an intellectual acquies-

cence in the high moral character of the law, yet

that acquiescence extends as far as the &ihi,v. That
this inust be actual in the case of an awakened man,
is evident. How, else, could the sense of sin arise ?

—R.] This is the first step on the way of self-

knowledge : Acquiescence in the law in opposition

to his own actions. But at the same time, the law

is acknowledgi>d to be good in an eminent sense, as

[Dr. Hodgv Is certainly correct in .saying, " that every
Christian can adopt the language of this veree ; " but when
Alford (for,jwing Philippi) asserts, that no siich will exists

in the cinial, uni-egenerafe mun, the remark is iDcovrect,
nclosB 9iA^ be referred either to a full determination of
Wio will, or to the strongest possible desire. That neither of
tbcBC is a necessary conclusion, is evident not only from the
laoguage of Epictetus, but from the close connection Vfith
Ter. 14 (yap . . . yap), as well as from ver. 16, where
ov 9iX<a IS evidently used as explaining nt<rS}. It is a
grituitoae inference, that a reference of this verse to the
unrcgenerato implies a contradiction of the depravity of
the human will.—K.]

noble, standing ideally above the life

—

xaU(;. Mey'

er : " The usual construction, / grant that the law it

good, neglects the aw." Against the reference of

the Tw vofim to aw, see Tholuck ; see him also for

quotatioLS from Chrysostom and Hugo St. Victor oa

the innate nobility of the soul.

The illumination of the darkness of the wiU

(vers. lY, 18).

Ver. 17. Now then it is no longer I that

perform it [vuvl tS'e ovxin iyoi xare^yd-
'Cofiai. aiiro. N iivi is logical, not temporal

(so all modern commentators). If temporal, then it

might mark the transition into a state of grace.

The same is true of ovuiri,. See Winer, p. 674,
" Since I consent to the law, that it is good, it can

no longer be affirmed that I," &c. (Meyer).—E.]
Tholuck: " IVovi Aug. nnnc in statu gratice—rathZ

er a designation of the inference." But it denotes

not merely a continued movement in the treatment,

but also in the subject discussed. The understand-

ing has first entered upon the side of the law ; now
this is done also by the real will of the ego. The
sinner distinguishes between his ego— which now
emerges from the darkness of the personality—and
the sin [the principle of sin personified] dwelling in

him—now like a foreign and wicked co-habitant.

He places himself, with his ego and his will, on the

side of the law, and abjures the bad part of his con-

dition. The eyol, as well as the jtarf ^ya to/iat,
must be emphasized. The alno is that which he,

according to ver. 16, now no more wills with his real

will. [As yet, however, there is no indication that

this state of things does or can lead to " what is

good," save in powerless desire, even if, with Meyer,
we take the ego here as =: the moral self-conscioua-

ness. Ver. 18 acknowledges this.—R].
But sin dT«relKng in me [akka ij olxovaa

iv i/iol afia^rla^- The Apostle distinguishes

between the eym and an individuality in a wider

sense, described by in me, in which sin dwells.

[Stuart takes in me as referring, not to the wider in-

dividuality, but to the carnal self, which here begins
to appear over against the better self. It may be
doubted whether there is such a better self as is re-

ferred to in the first clause of this verse, in the un-
regenerate man. But all men under the law feel

such a discord as tliis.—As the attributing of the

doing to indwelling sin by the Christian is not a de-

nial of responsibility, so, in the case of one not yet
a Christian, it is not the assumption of « power to

do right. There is no sign of release as yet. Even
if we limit in me to the narrower sense it has in ver,

18, the whole personality seems to be under the
power of sin.—Wordsworth finds here, and in the

succeeding verses, a vindication of God from the
charge of being the author of sin !—R.]

Ver. IS. For I know that in me, that is, in
my flesh, good doth not dwell [olSa ya^
OTi. oiix olxit iv e/iol, toiit eariv ilf

rfi aaqxl fio ii, aya S-ov. For I know, iS

regarded by Philippi as an expression of Christian
consciousness

;
yet some such consciousness is the

very result which the law Ui designed to produce.—
R.] More special definition of the dwelling of sin
in him. This arises from the fact that good does not
dwell in him—that is, in his flesh. The negative
expression is noteworthy : If in a moral being no
good dwells, the opposite (sin) does dwell in him.
The aa.Qi is here established as the other side of
the ego, which, with this, constitutes the whole man.
But we cannot identify the ffagj, either with tht
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bodj, or with the lusts of the body alone (the Greek
fathers). Tholuck cites, in favor of this view, the
different expressions, " in my members," " body of
Jeatli," ver. 24. But these terms must not be un-
derstood materially. The <ra^5 is the external, finite

nature and mode of relation and view ; it is the
finite tendency in both its immaterial and sensuous
character, which certainly has its substantial basis in

the external aiigi. Calvin interprets adfj^ here as

human nature. It would be better to say : in my
naturalness.

[See, on ad^i, the Excursus above. The word
may be here used in the physiological sense (Wie-
seler). But this seems strangely out of place. It

is assumed to escape the difficulty that arises, if

the reference to the unregenerate be held. In the

case of a Christian, the limitation is made, because

he has a spiritual nature, over against his carnal na-

ture, in which good does dwell. But since adgi, in

tlie ethical sense, includes the whole natural man,
why should any limitation be made, if the reference

be to the unregenerate ? The grave objection must
be admitted ; but if the verse be referred to the re-

generate man, why this studious avoidance of men-
tioning the nvivfia ? and why such a powerlessness

as is expressed in the next clause ? The only satis-

factory explanation is, that the distinction between
unregenerate and regenerate is not in question, but
the man of the law is here represented as conscious

of being o-djzwoc, made so more fully by the con-

flict which the law has awakened. The immediate
antithesis (which is not strongly marked here) is sim-

ply the better desire, the ego longing to be better,

powerless, however, in emry case, until escaping

from the law to Christ
;
yet this implies, as the real

ethical antithesis, the spiritual law here acting on
the man.—E.] The Apostle's declaration is far re-

moved from the Flacian, Gnostic, and Manichean
definitions. He could not have sought a real " moral
willing and doing" (Meyer) as "good" in his

" flesh," but only religious morality and excellence.

But he does not even find this in it ; and hence

there arises the contrary propensity, a pseudo-plastic

will of the flesh.

For to will is present with me [to yaq
^iXnv na(i dxciai ^ot]. Not, " is present

in me," as Meyer says, but who corrects himself

when he also says : Paul represents the matter as if

he were looking about after it in his personality—as

if seeking himself in a spacious sphere. " The
S-iXfw is present with him—before his gaze." To
will is immediately before his eyes, but he can no-

where find the treasure of performing that which is

good.

[To perform that which is good I find not,

TO Se xatfQydtio&cii, to xa^or ov-)r

(Iqiaxot. See Textual Note '. If the briefer

feading be accepted, na^dxiirai, must be supplied.

The meaning is then obvious.—R.] Explanations :

I do not gain it ; I can not, &c. (Estius, Flatt, &o.).

We must first emphasize the xMTffyatfO'S-at,
and secondly, the xaXov. The question is not

concerning the jusiitia civilis, but the carrying out

of the ideal. The iyo'i is not yet the new man of

the spirit (Philippi) ; it is the better self as an awak-

ened moral will, from which the aim is removed and

the way stopped up by the accustomed propensity

of the flesh.

The revelation of the obscuration and dispension

in the unconscious ground of life—thai is, in the life

»/ feeling (vers. 19, 20). According to Tholuck and

Meyer, we have in these verses only proofs of the
preceding. Meyer : Ver. 19 is a proof of ver. lb,
and ver. 20 of ver. 11. [Stuart : '"If what I have
said in vers. 18 and 19 be true, then what I have
affirmed in ver. 11 must be true.' "—R.]

Ver. 19. [For the good, &c. i'tp is con-
firmatory. " I find not," is proved by acts which
are not according to the better desire. Dr. Hodge
presses the meaning of &iXi,>. That Paul, as a
Christian, would mean more by these words than
Seneca or Epictetus, is undoubtedly true ; but
whether he does mean more than is true in etiery

case, to a certain extent, of a man awakened under
the law, is verydoubtful.—R.]

—

But the evil which
I wish not, that I practise, o oii &iXm xaxor,
ToiiTo 71 q daa m . This strong expression ia

new. It points to a fountain of wicked action which
proceeds immediately from the unconscious life in

opposition. And this is the darkness of the sensuous
[the carnal] life.

Ver^ 20. [Now if I do that I would not,
ft de ov diXh) iyo), rouro 7toi>v). El de
= since, then, hypothetical only in form. On eyai,

see Textual Note ". There is undoubtedly a progress

in thought. Alford thinks the ego is here perceived
to be the better ego of the inward man ; but this

progress is perceptible in the case of the awakened,
only, however, to produce the cry of ver. 24.—R.]
This verse, then, specifies also the real author of
these actions of the man against his will : it is sin
dvrelling in me [^ olxovGa iv e/j-oi ct/ta^-

Tta], the habitual life of sense [j. e., of the flesh].

This, in its obscurity, he now renounces in his con.

sciousness ; in his /. But now, to a certain degree

or apparently, a foreign personality with a foreign

law arises in him, against the awakening personality

of his inner man. [The condition is not in itself, aa

yet, more hopeful. The progress is still toward

wretchedness, despite or even because of the better

desire.—R.]
Disclosure of the inward rent in man in general

;

the dissension between the true personality and the

false personality with its false law (vers. 21, 22).

Ver. 21. I find then the law [ivqiaxio
aqa xbv v6nov~\. The difficulty of the passage

has led Chrysostom to call it daaqiki; il^tj/nevov, and
Riickert to give up its explanation.

Explanations : a. The Mosaic law is meant ; on
for because. " I find, then, the law for me, so far

as I am willing to do good, because evil is present

with me." That is, the law is designed for me, be-

cause I have the will to do good, but evil, &c. (Ori-

gen, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsvestia, Theophy-

lact, Bengel, &c. ; Meyer,* and even Ulfilas. See

Tholuck's Note, p. 3*72 : Invenio nunc legem, volenti

mihi bonum facere, nam mihi adest malum). We
may say, in favor of this, that it certainly describes

also the origin of the law ; that contradiction has

made the law necessary.

Still, this exposition is thoroughly untenable.

1. Since the beginnmg—that is, from ver. 7—

• [Meyer (4th ed.) holds that the article requires us to

understand the Mosaic law, but his view of the construc-

tion is as follows : the law is joined with the participle, tha

inflnitive is the infiDitive of design, and the last clause in-

troduced hy oTi is the object of J find: "I find, then,

while my will is directed to the law in order to do good,

thKt evil is present with me." As he well adds :
" What

deep misery!" Bat this seems forced, and is only an at"

tempt to preserve consistently his dictum, that rhv vanor

must mean the Mosaic law. See, however, his full gram,

matical justificatioii.—^B.]
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the speaker has known that the law is appointed for

him.

2. Here the question is no more concerning the

law for the sinner, but the relation of the sinner to

the law ; the explanation is thus totally against the

connection.

3. The explanation, now I have discovered the law

to be a law for me, would be strange,

4. The law is previously for him also, whose
willingness to do what is good has not yet devel-

oped, while the legal stage for the condition here de-

scribed soon terminates. Hofmann's modification

does not help the matter : That to do evil is ever

present with me, shows me that the law is good to

me, who am willing to do it. He has already said

this more plainly in ver. 12. But, strictly, it is not
yet decided here that the law is also good to him.

Another view of the Mosaic law : I find, then, for

me, who am willing to do the law, the good (namely,

the law) tna; evil is present before me (Homberg,
Knapp, Klee, Olshausen,* Fritzsche, &c.). Unim-
portant repetition of the foregoing. Likewise the

TtotfTvro naXov must not be separated.

b. " The law denotes here i general rule, a ne-
cessity." I find, then, for me, who am willing to do
g9od—the law—that evil is present with me (Luther,

Beza, Calvin, and many others ; De Wette and Phi-
lippi [Stuart, Hodge] ). Thus the sense would be
the same as in the expression, e'tj^o? vo^uos Iv rati;

niXiau. Meyer remarks, on the other hand, that,

according to the whole context, ro/joe can be noth-
ing else than the Mosaic law. Another law appears
fiist in ver. 23. Also, the oti ifioi to xa/.ov
TZaQcixfira:, could not be described as vo/io? ; it

is something empirical—a phenomenon. But why,
then, can the Apostle call even the motions in the
members a law ? Why can he call the old man, who
is nevertheless not a man, a man ?

Accepting this view in general, we may ask
whether the sense is : I find in me, or, for me, will-

ing to do good—the law, &c.—as formerly; or, I
find the law, that, when I would do good, &c. (Gro-
tius, Limboroh, Winer).f This construction is de-
cidedly preferable, because it suits the expression
ns well as the sense. For here the one law resolves
itself even into a group of laws. The law of God
now becomes to the Apostle the law of his mind ;
the foreign law in his members becomes in its eifect
the law of sin. But this antagoaism of law to law
is so fearfully strong, that it appears to the Apostle
himself as in itself a law of moral contradiction

;

and this a terribly strong contradiction, for, just
when he would do what is good, and high, and great
(for example, protect the Old Testament theocracy),
evil is present to him (persecution of the Christians)!
Therefore the one law is resolved into two.

[This view involves a slight trajection of oti.,
and then the dative is not governed by ivQiaxm,
but an anacolutnon is accepted, which causes the
repetition of ifiol. Though, in general, the view
l9 the same as that of Luther and Calvin, yet t?ds law
» thus distinguished as neither the law of the mind
tor the law in the members, but the contradiction

• (Olshausen (2d ed., p. 280) rejects this view as harsh

;

out wnat his precise opinion is, is not very olivious.—R.}
t ['Winer (7th ed.) favors the other view (that of Lu-

»her), while Tholuck (5th ed.), Philippi (2d ed.), and appa-
rently Olshausen (2d ed.), adopt this, which is that of the
E. v. Our English and American commentaries combat
many authorSj who have already given up the opposed
opinionii on this verse.—R.]

of the two. Vers. 22, 23, taking up, as they do, the

two sides of this contrariety, favor our view also.

It maybe added: (1.) The presence of the article

does not decide that the Mosaio law is meant ;
for

the article occurs in ver. 23, where it is certainly not

meant. (2.) The article has a sufficiently deaon

strative force {this law) without toi'toi' being insert,

ed. (3.) The phrase, law of God (ver. 22), seems, by

its definiteness, to point to another sense here. Ou-

English version, therefore, presents the best sens«

—E.]
Ver. 22. For I delight in the law of Qod

[aiivTJSo/tai. yaq rtji v6ti<i> rov &iov. The
ydq introduces the two verses as an antithetical ex-

planation of ver. 20. The aw in avvtjSotiai, is an

in (Tidhmovtiivoq, Mark Hi. 5, after the analogy of

aiivobSd fioi, = apud animum (Tholuck). No thought

of deligiiting with, as Meyer holds. It is undoubt-

edly stronger than avfKpti/ji, ver. 16 (against Stuart).

It belongs to the sphere of feeling. See further be-

low.—R.] Tholuck :
" The two contending forces

in the one personality (ver. 17) are locally divided,

one being in the inward man, the other in the out-

ward members ; the will is taken captive in the way
from the inward to the outward man—that is, to the
executing organs." But the powers named here
assume a concrete form. The moral judgment, in
vers. 15 and 16, the moral will, or the I, in vers.

17 and 18, and the moral inwardness, in vers. 19
and 20, have now become the inner man, who de.
lights in the law of God. But just now sin in the
members comes in, with the power of a strange law,
so that a chasm pervades his whole being, in which
even he, who at the beginning of the process was a
slave, is now, in consequence of his helpless resist-

ance, become a military captive of sin.

[After the inward man, xard tov eVw
avO-^uiTiov.^ The eVm arO-^oinog is not so much
the vo'iq or to voi(j6v (Theod. and Gaunad.) itself,

as the man choosing in the voTn; his standpoint, his
principle (which is not really gained until the eon
elusion of ver. 25). It is also so far the inner man
as that he withdraws almost desperately from the
outwork of his external life. Lyra explains similar-
ly to the Greek writers : Jn homine duplex pars,
ratio et sensualitas, quce aliter nominaniur caro et

spiritus, homo interior et exterior. This reminds us
of the Platonic use of language : In Plato and Plo-
tinus we find the termini, 6 fiaoi avS(Ji,i7ioq, o iv
TOV a., 6 a/.?/a-^? a. Tholuck, on the other hand,
understands by the o eaoi av&g., after the anal-
ogy of 6 xatvbi; av»q., 6 xgimrbq rTjq xaqS. a.
(1 Peter m. 4), rather the inward / of the man than
a single attribute—the inward man, who permits him.
self to be controlled by his conscience, the man of
conscience. But this does not remove the difficulty
For the question is not, that the real and true man
13 created for God

;
for this holds good of flesh and

blood, ontologically considered. But it may be
asked. What actual standpoint does the Apostle here
denote ? According to his antithesis, it is this : he
distinguishes his inward nature, as the true man.
trom the antagonism and conflict of the law in hif
members

_

It i_s in this self-comprehension that henow has his delight in the law, which is more than
the arnvni^, of ver. 16. Meyer also sees in theavvydo^a,, the law designated as also rejoicmg
wi h^ him

;
on which, see Tholuck, p. 367. Luther.

Calvin, and others, have thought the new-bom manhere described. The standpoint here denoted is true
as a pomt of transition, yet the duahsts have erro
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neously attempted to establish it as theory and fun-

damental law.

[The strong expression, avvijSo/j-ai,, seems to

indicate that the inward mam is the new man, under
the influence of the Spirit (see Philippi, Hodge, Al-
ford in loco), but this view is beset with difficulties

also. Why is this influence purposely kept in the

background ? Alford answers : To set the conflict

in the strongest light. But that is not like Paul,

who can hardly refrain from his references to grace
in Christ. As a matter of fact, the conflict under
the law produces a divided state, where somethhig in

the man does not only consent to the law, but, in

aroused feeling, delights in the law. Such a state

may be the result of gratia preeveniens, or may
always result in deliverance ; but its present effect,

as here described, is only " captivity," helplessness.

An abnormal condition in the case of the Christiaji,

though his delight, even in this introspective quasi,

legal condition, is more pronounced. This inward
man, independently of gracious influences, leads only
to misery. Notice, too, that when, as here, an ap-

parent reference to the Christian occurs, it is imme-
diately followed by language that seems totally inap-

plicable to him. This confirms the view that this

distinction is not prominent.—R.]
Ver. 23. But I see another law [/S/lejro) di

eriqov vofiov. Paul here represents himself as

a looker-on upon his own personality (Meyer). J i

adversative or ^Ssjunctive.—R.] His seeing indi-

cates his surprise. Gal. i. 6 and Y serves to explain

how the ETf^ov is here distinguished from the

a^/or. As there the ixi^ov liay. is not a true

gospel, so this erffoc; vo/ioq is not a true voftoq.

How could the one real law of God be in perpetual

conflict with the other ? [As indicated above (ver.

21), this is not the law there found, but that law is

the rule of contradiction between the two here re-

ferred to.—R.]
In my members [Ir rati /.liXiat ia,ov.

This is to be joined with v6i.iov, rather than with

the participle avnatQaT.—R]. Namely, operative

in my members. Fritzsehe construes thus : Which
opposes in my members. Incorrectly : Por the con-

flict is not decided in the members. The ira^J,

which, being spiritually disordered, has become the

basis of the desires, has its essence in its dismem-
berment, in the division of its members ; therefore

the false law is operative in the members.*
[Warring against the law of my mind,

avriGr Q at fvo [^tvov tw vofiM tov vooi;

41 ov. The form vooi; belongs to later Greek
(Meyer). See Winer, p. 61.—^R.] Earlier, this law

was master, and the eyo> servant ; now, after the

iym has become distinct from the sinful ffctpj as the

inner man of himself, sin carries on a formal war by
Hm members, but with the force of a law which it

describes as the law of nature, or one similar to it.

Simultaneously with the fact that the combatant has

recognized the Mosaic law again as the expression

of his inward steadiness, and has made it the voftoi

of his jioTs, of his personal consciousness, sin has

Bssumed the semblance of a law of nature dominant
in the members.

[And bringing me into captivity to the law
of sin which is in my members. See Textual

* [Philippi holds that "memhers" here has a meaning
between the physiological and ethical. Hodge makes it

= in my flesh ; but the phrase seems purposely chosen to

indicate the locality where the opposing law is most evident,

rather than its precise seat.—E.)

16

\
2fote ". The participle al//taXo)ritovta (latei
Greek

: to take by the spear in war, to take prisoner)
is very strong.—R.] Sin, in this semblance, opposes
the inward man, and conquers him ; the I finds
itself the captive of another law, which now auda.
ciously appears as the law of sin ; that is, sin will

now assert itself as an insurmountable fatality.—
Meyer will not accept the genitive rd/io; Toy too?
as subjective, but local. He would distinguish it fur-

ther from the vofiot; Toii &iou (against Usteri, KoU.
ner, &c.), without observing that " the law of God ''

has reproduced itself in "the law of the mind."
[The difference is thus expressed by Bengel : dic-

tamen mentis mem lege divina delectatcB. There
seems to be two pairs. of laws here, each pair closely

related : The law of God, with its answering law in

the mind (taken locally) ; the law in the members,
subservient and causing subserviency to the law of
sin. The parallelism is not strict, for the conflict is

evoked by the law of God, and ends in the law of
sin. It is unlikely that this is a peculiarly Christian

state.—R.]
The roiii; denotes the thinking and moral con.

sciousness, which constitutes the essence of person,
ahty. [Meyer :

" the reason in its practical activ-

ity." Olshausen, and others, find here the organ of
the unfallen spirit ; the Augustinian interpreters, the
organ of the renewed man, the spiritual nature ; all

agree that it answers to the inward man (ver. 22).

If that means renewed nature, we would expect here

some expression of the Spirit's influence. The
choice of another word, as well as of another phrase
than " the law of God " here, where it would seem
so appropriate were the reference to a Christian,

confirms the view held throughout in our exegesis.

-R.]
Meyer says further : The inward man is not

brought into captivity, for he, considered in and of

himself, always remains in the service of God's law

(ver. 25) ; but the apparent man is. Then the war.

fare would be carried on by the apparent man ! It

is indeed correct, that in tw vo^w t//? aij,a^'

riaq the dative is not instrumental (according to

Chrysostom, and others), but is dat. conimodi.*

On the different distinctions between the law in

the members and the law of sin, see Meyer, p. 288

(KoUner : Demands of the desires, and the desires

themselves). We distinguish between the first ap-

pearance and the final manifestaiion : The law in

the members passes itself off for, or appears to thfl

sinner first as, the law of nature ; therefore it brings

him into captivity, and appears to him finally as the

law of sin—the law of anomy, of unnaturalnesa

Pareus' understanding of the liilrj as the pars non-

dum regenita, coincides with the reference to the

new-born man. When Calovius and Socinius held

that the facultaies interiores are included, they intir

mated that not the fiUri of itself, but only in coit

nection with spiritual dispositions, could form the

semblance of another and wicked law.

F0T7BTH PAEAGKiPH (VEES. 24, 25).

The Transition from the Law to the Gospel.

It is a characteristic of the interpretation of thil

passage, that some have made vers. 24 and 25 paren-

* [If ev he accepted in the text, then this would_ not h«

instrumental, hut descrihe the department in which thf

taking captive has place (Alibrd).—B.1
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thetical down to ^fimi ; Grotius and Flatt, rer. 26

to '^fioii'. Tholuck : " As, in the case of the morally
fickle, such an expeiience, daily renewed, calls forth

the renunciatory exclamation to virtue, ' Thou art

too hard for me ; take away my crown, and let me
Bin , ' so, from the morally earnest warrior, is there

called forth the cry of distress for deliverance and
the power of victory." He adds to this :

" Knight
MichaeUs gives this cry of distress a very modei'ate

Bound :
' It is the lamentation of a distressed Jew

wliich Paul answers thus : I thank God that I do not
have to lament so.' "—But the deeply moral warrior,

who has once arrived at this degree, does not readily

turn back. De Wette says, very pertinently :
" From

wliat has occurred, there now follows the need of de-

liverance, which has been satisfied by the erace of
God."

Ver. 24. O wretched man lTa).al7tii)Qo(;
iyi) avD-^oiTio^X TaXalnniQoi;, strictly, ra-

hausicd hy hard labor {r/Jjvai ttw^o^-, calhrni

Similar to the expressions in Matt. xi. 28. [The
nominative is the nominative of exclamation (Phi-
lippi, Meyer). The word occurs only here and Eev.
hi. 17 (of the Laodicean church) ; there joined with
iXiibvon, to which it is almost equivalent in popular
usage. The corresponding verb occurs in James
iv. 9, and the noun, Rom. iii. 16 ; James v. 1. From
these passages it would seem that here the promi-
nent idea is of helplessness and misery ; the cry for

help from without follows. Bengel is certainly in-

correct :
" me miserum, gvA homo sim !

"—R.] It

is the desperate cry for personal righteousness, and
also of the completed repentance now about to be
transformed into faith—but a faith which the law
cannot give. Repentance asks, faith responds.
(Reiche's explanation : The cry of Jewish humanity
for help, to which a delivered one responds in chap,
viiij 1. With this view, the passage from ilya^i.a'tw
to ^^wv is said to be a gloss.)

Who shall deliver me [tk fn ^vaftav.
Simple future. Not = would that I were delivered.
Dalvin thinks it expresses no doubt, but only the ab-
sence of the deliverance at the time. Yet Olshau-
een seems nearer right in making it imply : who
can, with a reference to a personal deliverer.—R.]
'Pvo/iai., Septuagint for bs<J , J-'tBin, &c. It re-

fers both to the fundamental deliverance (as in the
present passage), and to the continued and final de-
liverance

; Matt. vi. 13. [Comp. Col. i. 13, where
the reference is to a definite act of deliverance.

—

R.]

From this body of death? ['Ex toi! o-oi/ta-

ros ToTi Savdrov TOiiron;]. Explanations:
Connection of the toi'/toh with ai!)/iaroi;.

1. The universilas vitiorum (Ambrose, Calvin)

;

mom velut corpus quasi res per se subsistens (Pisca-

tor, Crell). As the Rabbinical C)ili; corpus mortis

pro ipsa morte (Socinius, Schottgen). Wolf : mor-
lifera peccata massa. Flatt : The system of sensu-
ous affections, which is the cause of death. Tholuck
observes, against these explanations : But the read-
er will suppose that aoi/ia is meant in no other
sense than as aoifia a-fia^rlcu;, to &vijrov amna

;

chap. vi. 12. We have already remarked, however,
tha' these two ideas are radically different. The ex-
plaDatiom before us needs, however, a more exact
proof.

2. The same connection of the tovtou with
(Tw/iaTo?. The sense : Mortal body. a. Longing
for death (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Eoppe,
and others), according to Meyer. Tholuck, on the

other hand, thus sets him right: They have-not in

tended, on the negative side, the wish for delivei

ance from the body of death, but, on the positive

side, the wish for the glorificatijn and clothing-upon

of the body. b. Olshausen: the spirit would like

to make the mortal body living, &e.

3. Death as a monster personified with a body,

which threatens to swallow up the iym (Reiche).

Connection of the rovrov with &ava.iov.

From the body of this death. (Vulgate,

Ulfilas, Luther, Fritzsche, De Wette, Tholuck, Mey.
er.) [So E. T., Hodge, Alford, Jowett.] «. &ikva-

T05 is the same as mtiositas (Calvin, and others),

b. " He means here that death is the misery and
labor endured in conflict with sin " (Luther) ; c. De
Wette : Who will deliver me from the body of this

death? that is, from the body which, in consequence
of sin dwelling or reigning in it, is subject to death

and misery. Reference to 2 Cor. v. Fritzsche simi.

larly. d. Meyer gives as much as two explanations:

Who will deliver me, so that then I shall be no more
dependent upon the body, " which serves as the seat

for so ignominious a death ? " Or, in other words

:

** Who will deliver me from dependence upon the
law of sin to moral freedom, so that then my body
will no more serve as the seat of so ignominious a
death 1 " If we understand the body to be a real

body, with all these contortions, we do not find our
way out of the external desire of death.

Of the expositors under 1, Krehl approaches
nearest to our view. The *' body " is the organism
of sin. [The most natural construction is : the body
of this death. The stress, then, lies on the word
" death." The context forbids a reference to physi-
cal death and future glorification, which would be
far-fetched. Death seems to mean : the whole con-
dition of helplessness, guilt, and misery just do-
scribed, which is, in effect, spiritual death. How,
then, shall "body" be understood ? Rejecting the
allusion to the custom of chaining a living man to a
corpse, but two views remain :

(a.) The literal sense, the body as the seat of
this death ; against this is the fact that this gives the
word an ethical sense, which is unpauline. In its

favor is the preceding phrase :
" the law of sin in

my members." If it be adopted, we must limit the
meaning thus :

" the body whose subjection to the
law of sin brings about this state of misery " (Al-
ford)

;
but this is really a desire for death.

(6.) We prefer the figurative sense (with Calvin,
Hodge, and others) ;

" this death " has an organism,
which is not only like a body in its organism, but in
its close chnging to me; "from this death (thus
represented) who shall deliver me ? " The genitive
is then possessive

;
the unity of the thought is pre-

served, and many diflSculties avoided. This figura-
tive sense of crw^a is certainly more Pauline than
the ethical one (comp. Excursus above, and vi 6 •

viii. 10).—R.]
'

We here group the single elements of the idea
of a pseudo-plasmatic human image, which sin hag
set up as a power that has become inherent in human
nature

:

1. The old man, who is not a real man ; chap,
vi. 6, and elsewhere.

2. The vov^ xJiq aa^xoq, which Is not a -eai
voiJ; ; Col. ii. 1 8.

8. The <p^6rri/xa r^q aoQxoq, which is not a real
(f^ovrifia ; chap. viii. 6.

^ 4. The a<^)/ia rjjq a/ia^rlcK;, which is not a real
aSfia ; chap. vi. 6.
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6. The aSi/ia tov &avatov, which is not a real

»(5^a ; the present passage.

6. The voiioi; ev toii; /liXiai; which is not a real

vofioi; ; chap. vii. 23.

7. The fiUi], which are not real /iiXr, ; Col. iii. 5.

8. The adiii, which is something else than the
external an(ji ; Eom. viii. 8.

9. The &xvaToi;, which is something else than
physical death ; Eom. viii. 6.*

Tholuok : On the exclamation of ver. 24 :
" The

exclamation does not appear to us explicable merely
fr( m transition to earlier occurrences, but only be-

cause the continuously felt reaction of the old man
has, so to speal£, set off the preceding description."

[Alford thinks, with De Wette, that the cry is uttered
" in full consciousness of the deliverance which
Christ has eifected, and as leading to the expression

of thanks which follows." A turning-point is

reached, whatever be the reference, and no view is

correct which does not admit that Paul here ex-

presses what he feels, as well as what he has felt.

-E.]
Ver. 26. Thanks to God [p^agt? tw 5-fw,

lir, I thank G-od, (v/aQuarb) tin &e(o. See
Textual JVote "]. This reading corresponds to the

previous exclamation much better than iv^a^i-aTm
does. Those who continue the reference to tlie un-

regenerate to the conclusion, get into difficulty with

this second exclamation. Hence the adoption of a

parenthesis (Riickert, Fritzsche), or of a conditional

construction (Erasmus, Semler). If that had not

taken place, I would have been snatched asunder,

with the spirit to serve the law of God, but with the

flesh the law of sin. Meyer observes :
" For what

he thanks God, is not mentioned." But the for
what is plainly enough indicated by the context, as

Meyer himself subsequently brings out. It is also

indicated by his thanking God through Jesus
Christ.

So then I myself iKrith the mind [a^a ovv
ahrbi; iyiit no fiiv roi]. In the consideration

of this difficult passage there are two questions

:

1. Is what is here said connected with the previous

thanksgiving, or with ver. 24 ? 2. What, accord-

ingly, is the meaning of avroi iyo'i?

1. Some think that the thanksgiving does not

come at all into consideration ; the words are con-

nected with ver. 24 (Riickert, Fritzsche). This

makes the passage only a final opinion on the miser-

able condition under the law, a declaration of the

consummated dissension in which man is situated

under the law. Others (De Wette, Meyer, and oth-

ers), on the contrary, very properly take the thanks-

giving also into consideration, although both De
Wette and Meyer find in the passage only a recapitu-

lation of what has been said from vera. 14-24,

which, according to Meyer, should follow from the

immediately preceding thyaQvaxm. But the Apos-

tle's language does not declare the dissension pre-

viously described, but the alternative now finally es-

tablished. By accepting the probable breviloquenee,

and supplying the words which are at band, we are

relieved even here of the apparent obscurity. We
•ead Tw 11 hv vo% {3ouXfvit)v) SovXivo)

',
the

* [Many will feel that Dr. lang^ here gives an expla-

aation which is not a real explanation. Sin, and flesh, and
ilK old man, are real enough ; but if he means that over

against thsm is something, which is the ideal man, to be

made real ihrough the grace of Christ, then his remarks

ar? significant. That the true explanation of this passage

is o be souRht in a discovery ofmodem science, anticipated

bv Paul IS improbable. Comi. BoQtr tfoU " —R '

Apostle has even omitted the SovXtvm from the rij

Sk aaqxi—a proof that both can be mentally sup'-

plied. Thus : If J serve in the * o T e , th n I sent
in the law of God ; hut if I serve (or, / would serve")

in tile Jiesh, then I serve the law of sin, Either, or I

This is favored, first of all, by the avxbq iyili.

A recapitulation of the foregoing cannot De uxited
with this view. For in ver. 20 we read : vvvi di

oi'zETt iyut, &c. (comp. ver. 20). The folicwing is

the inference from the previous verses : that now
there is a definite distinction between standing in the
voik; (that is, in the principle of the vov:;) and stand-

ing in the flesh (that is, in the principle of the
flesh) ; but that, through Christ, he has gained the
power to stand in the principle of the vovi;. From
this there arises the following thesis : I, the same
man, can have a double standpoint. If I live with
the voZi;, I serve the law of God in truth ; but if I

live in the flesh, even in the form of the service of
the law, I serve the (false) law of sin. In other

words, the life in the vovi; is the life in Christ, the

life in the Spirit, and, like love, the fulfilment of the

law (see chap. xiii. 8). It follows, therefore, on the

one hand, that there is nothing condemnatory in the

man of this standpoint. But there also follows the

conclusion that they must live decidedly in harmony
with their principle. But if they live purely in the

roTs, the body, as a. principle, must be dead—that

is, rendered merely indifferent as a principle, and
have nothing to say, on account of the sinfulness in-

herent in it (see chap. viii. 10). But this applies

only to the present body, which is burdened with

the propensity to sin. It is not to be trusted ; it ia

devoid of pure harmony with the law of the Spirit,

and therefore the Christian must keep it, as a bond-

servant, under discipline and oversight. But this

order is also temporary, so far as mortal bodies shall

again be made alive by the Spirit of the risen Christ.

As now the resurrection itself belongs to the future

and the one period, so also does the completion of

the purity of the body, its removal to the glorious

liberty of the children of God, belong to the same
future. But as the germ of the resurrection-body

has already been made alive and increased in the be-

Uever in this life, so is it also the case with rehgious

and moral purity in his body. In every conflict of

the body with tlie law of the Spirit this alone should

be decided
;
yet not carnally, in legal mortifications,

but spuitually, in a dynamical reckoning of ourselves

to be dead (see chap. vi. 1 ff.). That is, in a power-

ful departure beyond the nqdhu; of the body with

the works of the Spirit (see chap. viii. 18).

2. Different explanations of the ai'iTos lya't.

(1.) / myself, Paul. The Apostle's description of

himself as an example for others (Cassian, Parens,

Umbreit); (2.) Ego idem. The dissension in one

and the same man made prominent (Erasmus, Cal-

vin, and others)
; (3.) Hie ego. Eeference to what

he had earlier said of himself (Fritzsche, De Wette)

;

(4). I alone ; that is, so far as I am without the me-

diation of Christ (Meyer, Baur, Hofmann)
; (8.)

What he had heretofore described as the experience

of mankind, he now describes as his own (Kolhier).*

Olshausen's explanation is the nearest approach

• [The explanation of Jowett is altogether untenable

:

*^ Jin my trite self serve the law of God ; the remainder ol

the sentence may be regarded as an afterthought." The
presence of ineV totally overthrows this. Jowett accept!

ft in his text, too, without even taking advantage of it*

omission in N. F., to give a seeming propriety to his tnten

')retationI

—

&.'
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to correctness : " He thanks the Author of the work
of redemption, God tha Father, through Christ,

whom he can now call Ms Lord from the heart.

With this experience there now appears a totally

changed condition in the inward life of the man,
whose nature the Apostle describes in what follows,

until its perfect completion, even the completion of
the mortal body" (chap. viii. 11). He further holds,

that the Divine law was reflected in the vovi; ; and
in the inward man there arose the 7^^sA, yea, even
the joy, to be able to observe it; but the principal

thing was wantuig—the rMTfiiydtiaS-ai,. " But by
experiencing the redeeming power of Christ, by
which the vovq is strengthened, man finds himself

able, at least by the highest and noblest power of
his nature, to serve the Divine law." Yet the adql
still remains subject to the law of sin. Therefore
the conflict in the regenerate still continues, but yet
it is generally victorious in the strength of Christ.

Here Olshausen is led, to a certain extent, away from
the Apostle's train of thought. As the Christian

should die on the supposition of his being dead with
Christ, so should he live on the supposition of his
resurrection with Christ, and therefore he should
fight on the supposition of victory (see 1 John v. 4).
" This is the victory that overcometh the world, even
our faith." If the watchword for the sanctification

of the Christian gains its point, to fight for victory,

it is nevertheless in conformity with the gospel
standpoint that this takes place on the supposition
of figjding from victory^ or in conformity with the
principle, dvai, h X^i-aroi, But Olshausen, not
without reason, regards ver'. 25 as the beginning of
the section commencing with the first of chap. viii.

;

it constitutes, at least, the transition to it.

Serve the law of God [iJo(/,lf I'-w v6/i(,)
^foTi]. It is when man has become free from the
law in its external form, that he truly serves the law
of God in its real import (see chap. iii. 31 ; xiii. 8).
(Eeiche : the vovt; is the ideal Jew ; the flesh, as it

were, is the empirical Jew.) Yet we may remark
that the hi'to? lyo'> expresses the fact, that the time
for decision is now come. A vacillation between the
better and the false iyi!) could take place under the
law

; but, after acquaintance with Christ, the real
and complete iyo'i will live either in the roTi?, or in
the flesh

;
will either serve God, or sin. But 'exter-

nal legality, placed over againd Christ, is now also
a life in the flesh (see chap. vi. 14 ; Gal. v. 3 ff •

Col. ii. 18).

'

[Note on the final sentence of ver. 25. The in-
terpretation is beset with difficulties.

1. Taking d^a ovv as summing up the whole
preceding section, and referring it to the regenerate,
the service with the mind is of course the result of
the new spiritual life, and, with the flesh, the result
of indwelling sin. But why such a statement as
this between the thanksgiving and the triumphant
utterances of chap. viii. ? It looks like taking this
discord as the normal condition of the Christian
life. If I myself be taken, with Meyer, and others,
as opposed to "in Christ Jesus," then Forbes' "'

Wette, who formerly adopted it, confesses. Oii do&
trinal grounds, this interpretation is open to thf

same objections as those which refer the section to

the unregenerate.

2. We may, with Lange, accept a future refer-

ence, in consequence of the turning-point being

reached in the thanksgiving. But this requires oi
to supply a great deal, and to force the altemativ*

meaning on /iiv, Si. It also confuses; for voji
and ffapE, already used in contrast, on this view pre-
sent a new distinction ; and yet that new distinction

is immediately afterwards repeatedly set forth by the
terms, spirit, fiesh. The only escape from this con-
fusion is the assumption that, all along, the vov(; wa»
really in the interest of spiritual life, and now, being
delivered, it acts out its impulses. This, for obvious
reasons, we reject.

3. We may take So then, as summing up the
preceding (as is done by the Augustinian exposi.
tors), / myself as the same man—i. e., I, the man
there described, under the law, with my mind, &c
It is not necessary to suppose a parenthesis ; but,
having depicted the experience up to, and inclusive
of, the deliverance, he gathers up in meaning words
the whole conflict, to contrast with it the normal
state of the Christian ; chap. viii. To this it will,

of course, be objected, that " with my mind I serve
the law of God " is too strong an expression to be
referred to the man of the law ; but it is precisely
this service to the law that is the aim of the awak-
ened conscience, the better desire, and it is pre-
cisely this he finds he cannot do, because the flesh is

the ruling power by which he is brought into cap-
tivity, in every case where the mere service of law,
even of the law of God, is all that is sought for.

Should he seem to reach this aim, and be " touching
the righteousness which is in the law, blameless"
(Phil. iii. 6), yet the service of the mind is not, by
any means, the service of the Spirit. And, more-
over, we must expect to find here, even after the
thanksgiving, a quasi-confession of defeat as the
point of connection with, " There is now, therefore,
no condemnation," &c. Were the reference pre-
viously solely to the Christian, this would seem un-
necessary. There are diflSculties attending this view,
it must be granted, but they are not so numerous as
those I find in the others. The whole passage seems,
by its alternations, its choice of words, as well as its

position in the Epistle, to point to an experience
which is produced by the holy, just, and good law
of God, rather than the gospel of Jesus Christ ; so
that even the outburst of Christian gratitude is fol-
lowed by a final recurrence to the conflict, which is,

indeed, ever-recurring, so long, as we seek holiness
through the law rather than through Christ See
Doctr. Note \—R.]

DOCTKINAL AMD ETHICAL.

1. See the above Summary ; also the Prelimv
nary Remarks.

planation is satisfactory: "I in myself, notwith-
standing whatever progress in righteousness the
Spirit of Christ may have wrought in me, or will
work in this life, am still most imperfect; with my

i
cIniTt ' efffe^; Ihe'rcMcaS IT,aimd indeed I serve the law of God, but with my

I of the power of indwellinrZ wl,!c~h"';=rh"'"'flesh the law of sin
;
and, tried by the law, could come only throughredeeming Trace

°'''

not be justified, but would come under condemna- -i^o-f"» «.- .-<• ^-.^ 1 .^ S™"*^-

lion, if viewed in myself, and not in Christ Jems."
But this view of I mysslf is somewhat forced, as De

[Paul here enters into a very remarkable psycho-
logical analysis of the working of the law, in ordei
to show that it, although holy and good in itself,

man, on account

' .
,
,^ o a-—... He gives a

chapter out of his own experience, especially out of
the transition period from the law to the gospel In
thm experience, however, is reflected, to a certM
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Bxtent, the history of the religious development of
humanity as a whole. What is here so vividly indi-

vidualized, repeats itself also in the experience of
every earnest Christian. The law, instead of slay-

ing sin, first brings it to a full manifestation (vers.

7-13) ; in the internal contest it is proven power-
less ; it but leads to the painful confession of help-

lesKness (vers. 14-24) ; no other hope remains, save
the grace of Jesus Christ (ver. 25).

Those expositors who follow the later Augustin-
ian ^iew, refer vers. 14-25 to the regenerate, because
they are unwilling to ascribe to the natural man
even this powerless longing after higher and better

things.* On the other hand, those who refer them
to the unregenerate, urge this reason, that the regen-

erate man is not so powerless, so captive to sin, as

the person here described, but has overcome the
dominion of sin, as the Apostle clearly indicates

both in chaps, vi. and vii. The correct interpreta-

tion lies between these two. Paul describes his

state, not when sunk in sin, but when awakened to

earnest struggles against sin under the scourge of

the law, under preparation for a state of grace

—

i. e.,

in the period of transition from the law to the gos-

pel, in the Jiidaico4egalisticstat& of awakening.

Thus much, however, must be conceded to the

Augustinian view, that this contest is repeated in

modified form in the regenerate. So long as they

are in the flesh, the old life of Adam rules beside

the new life in Christ. Temptations from the world,

assaults of Satan, disturb ; not unfrequently sin

overcomes, and the believer, feeling deeply and
painfully his own helplessness, turns in penitence to

Christ's grace, to be the victor at last. It must be
remembered, too, that there are many legal, de-

spondent, melancholy Christians, who never pass out

of the contest here described into the triumph of

grace, the full freedom, the peace with God and as-

surance of salvation. The temperament and physi-

cal condition have a great influence in many such

cases, but the main reason is, that such Christians

depend too much upon themselves, and do not look

Bufficiently to the cross of Christ.—P. S.]

2. According to the above, the passage treats

throughout neither of the unregenerate nor the re-

generate, nor partially of the former and of the

latter ; but it describes the process, the living tran-

sition, of a man from the unregenerate to the regen-

erate state, who inwardly, and therefore properly,

understands the law, and regards the commandment,
Thou shah not covet, as the root of all command-
ments. The question is not concerning a permanent

condition, but a movement and a crisis ; therefore

first in the preterite, then in the present tense. The

cooperation of the promise as well as the hope in

this process of death which leads to life, is indeed

assumed, but not described with it, because, to the

combatant of the law, every thing, even the prom-

ise, the gospel-element itself, is transformed first of

all into law ; while, reversely, the finally triumphant

faith, and then even the law (according to Origen),

»re transformed into pure gospel.

8. We must not overlook the fact that the Apos-

tle here describes a gradation, whose stages are

arought out prominently in the explanations—a gra-

dation which apparently leads backward to despair

End the sense of death, but, at the same time, truly

• [Henoe the Arminian controversy really began upon
the exegesis of this passage. It cannot be doubted that

this controversy has led to extreme views in both directions

nepectins the meaning of this chapter.—B..]

upward to the true life. It is the way of godly soiv

row to salvation
; according to Luther, the dcsceni

of self-knowledge into hell, which is the preliminary
condition to ascension to heaven \i(ith Christ. " Alas,
what am I, my Redeemer ? I find my state of soul
daily worse." The full appearance of the leprosy on
the surface of the body is the symptom of its healing.

[" Paul means to show how utteKy unavailing
are all efforts to get rid of sin by mere nature, 1 ow
ever much intensified by views of law and the act
ings of conscience, until the power of sin is broken
by faith in the Source of spiritual life. No convic-

tions of the excellence of the law, no acknowledge
ment of its purity and rightful obligation, no assent

or consent to it as good, no approbation of it in the
real ego, no preference for it nor temporary delight

in it as commending itself to the judgment, and no
strivings after obedience to its precept nor fear of
its penalty admitted to be just, will avail against the

law of sin and death, till it is superseded by another
law of spiritual life derived from Christ by faith."

-R.]
4. The law effects not only the knowledge, but

also the revelation of sin—its full devtlopment and
manifestation, but not its genesis. It accelerates its

process to judgment, in order to make the sinner

susceptible of, and fully in need of, deliverance.

Thus it corresponds with the trials and appointments

of God's government, which also impel man more
and more to the development of his inward stand-

point. The only difference is, that the law, as a

spiritual effect, impels to the ideal saving judgment
("for if we would judge ourselves, we should not be
judged "), while the guidance of man by trials and
temptations results principally in real condemnatori/

judgments. But here, too, God's law and ordina-

tion agree. To the elect, tlie ray of the law be-

comes a flash of lightning which prostrates them
before the throne of grace ; to harder natures, the

flash of lightning which destroys their earthly glory

must first become, in many forms, an illuminating

beam. It is a fundamental thought of the Apostle,

that the afia^ria, which lias unmasked itself in the

nature of man, is compelled by the law to reveal

itself in human life as naQaflaai.q—as deadly un-

naturalness. Thus the law drives the serpent from

its concealment.

6. On the different definitions of the idea of the

unregenerate and the regenerate, see Tholuck, p.

344. From Rom. viii. it is plain that the moOfaia
is the result of the original new birth, which is thus

decided by justification. This new birth must be

distinguished prospectively from the broader and

final new birth in the resurrection (Matt. xix. 28), and

retrospectively from the spiritual production of man
by the word of God as the seed of the new birth,

which begins with the strong and penetrating call of

man by law and gospel (1 Peter i. 28). It must

be distinguished laterally from its sacramental sym-

bolization and sealing, which is, at the same time, ita

normal foundation, as the ideal and social new birth,

as in the apostolical sphere it coincided identically

with it, and it accords with it in normal ecclesiasticj
relations, but, amid ecclesiastical corruptions, can

also go to ruin with it.

6. A description of three stages of the vita sane

torum, in Bucer, see Tholuck, p. 337. See also the

views on the practical effects of the twofold exposi-

tion of this passage, as applying to the regenerate

and the unregenerate, in the note, p. 338. Also, 4

further treatment of this question, 'Tholuck, p. 841 ffi
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[Dr. Hodge rightly reprobates the saying of Dr.

A. Clarke (quoted approvingly by Tholuck in the

Qote referred to by Lange) :
" This opinion has most

pitifully and shamefully not only lowered the stand-

ard of Christianity, but destroyed its influence and

disgraced its character." The danger from an ex-

clusive reference to the unregenerate, is discourage-

ment to weak believers ; but that from the other

reference is not false security in sin, so much as a

tendency to keep the Christian under the scourge of

the law. It does encourage a morbid, unrelieved

state of conscience, and legal efforts after sanctifica-

tioa. (Coinp. the latter part of Doctr. Note '.
) To

refer it to a movement possible both before and after

conversion, a state with reference to the law, encour-

ages unbelievers to go to Christ, and rouses believers

to go to Him, since the existence of the conflict

shows that the schoolmaster is nearer than the de-

livering Master. Here Delitzsch is excellent :
" Every

Christian is compelled to confirm what the Apostle

here says, from his own personal experience. And
well for him if he can also confirm the fact that

God's law, and therefore God's will, is his delight

—

that he desires the good, and hates the evil ; and,

indeed, in such a way that the sin to which, against

his will, he is hurried away, is foreign to his inmost

nature. But woe to him, if, from his own personal

experience, he could confirm only this, and not also

the fact tliat the spirit of the new life, having its

source in Christ Jesus, has freed him from the urgen-

cy of sin and the condition of death, which were not
abrogated through the law, but only brouglit to

light ; so that his will, which, although powerless,

was by the law inclined toward what is good, is now
actually capable of good, and opposed to the death

still working in him, as a predominating, overmas-
tering power of life, to be finally triumphant in

glory."-R.]
1. The prohibition, " Thou shalt not covet

"

(ver. 7), is known to be of very great weight in

dividing the Ten Commandments. If it be divided

into two commandments, the objects of the lust

(coveting) are the principal thing. But the Apostle
views it as a prohibition of wicked lust itself, and
thereby it becomes a complete commandment, which
extends, in sense, even through all the command-
ments. (Comp. Tholuck, p 350.) On the sliallow

constructions of the doctrine of the sinfulness of

wicked lust, by the Rabbins, see the same, p. 351.

In a similar way, a regard for a life of feeling re-

cedes to an ever-increasing distance in the dogmatics
of the Middle Ages, in consequence of the stress

laid on the merit of good works.

8. On ver. 8. Different variations of the inti-

mur in vetitam among the classical writers (see Tho-
luck, p. 353, note ; Prov. ix. 17). The law produces
reflection on the forbidden object, curiosity, doubt,

distrust of the lawgiver, imaginations, lusts, suscep-

tibility of the seed of temptation, and of seduction,

and, finally, the production of rebellion—the na(jd-

8aaui. The history of childhood, of Israel, and the

Antinomianism of the early Christian period (Nitzsch,

Die Gesammterscheinung des Antinomismus) ; the

history of Antinomianism in the time of the Refor-

mation (the Munster Anabaptists, the Genevan Lib-

ertines, &c.) ; and the whole history of Divine and
human legislation furnishes proof of the Apostle's

proposition (Balaamites, Nicolaitans). Nevertheless,

the law is holy, just, and good (see the Exeg.
Notes) \ its design and operation are saving. Be-
caiHe Christ was the law of God personified, He has

experienced in Himself the full Divine revelation of

the opposition of sinful humanity to the law ;
Ha

was proscribed as if He had been tin personified.

But with this complete revelation of the power of

sin, grace attained its still more powerful revela-

tion.

9. On the reference of ver. 9 to the age of child

hood, see Tholuck, p. 356, and the above Mxeg.

Notes.
.

10. On ver. 13. On the different meanings of

the commandment, " This do, and thou shalt live,"

see the Exeg. Notes. This do, and thou shalt live,

means : 1. Living in the outward blessing of exter

nal obedience ; 2. Bt/ing in order to live ; 3. Firs/

really living after this death.

11. The law is holy in its principle (the will of

God)
;
just in its method (establishing and adminis-

tering justice)
;
good in its design (promoting life

itself by the ideal death in self-knowledge). The

sinner had to be delivered from death by death

—

objectively by the death of Christ, subjectively by

the reception of the death of Christ in his own life

—by his spiritual dying. Calovius : Sancia dicitur

lex ratione causce efficient is et materialis : quia a deo

sanctissimo est et circa objecta sancia occupatur

;

justa est formaliter : quia jusiiti<e divince dTietno'

ViGfxa^ nostrcE regula est ; bona est ratione finis,

quia bo7ia temporalia et ceterna promiitit. The last

definition is the weakest. Oi justa, Tholuck uses

these words : " more correctly, since it produces
' righteousness.'

"

12. On the manner in which sin misconstrues the

law, in order to make it minister to its own ends,

and also on the gradual development of self-knowl-

edge, see the Exeg. Notes.

13. Unless we have a definite Idea of the false

forms in organic life, we cannot gmn the Apostle's

complete view, which we have sketched in the Exeg.

Notes. Either the individual figures in question are

volatilized into hyperbolical metaphors, or people

have fallen into dualistic and Manichiean notions,

which have been made to underlie the Apostle's

thoughts, now in order to appeal to him, now to

govern him. See " Sydenham," by Jahn, Eisenach,

1840, p. 56 : As diseases in the vegetable world are

known to show themselves in inferior and parasitical

organisms (fungi, mosses, mistletoes, &c.), so does
disease in man show a lower, half-independent vital

process and inferior organism, secreted like a germ
and parasite in the original life. Similar expressions
by Paracelsus, on the inferior organisms undermining
the healthy life.—Comp. Schuh's I'alholngie und
Therapie der Pseucloplasmen, Vienna, 1854.—False
organic forms pervert the functions and material
substance of natural life into noxious shapes and
poisons. The false spiritual form—sin—perverts
the true life of man into a luxuriant growth of false

spiritual images of this life.

HOMILETIOAL AND PBAOTIOAIi.

Acquaintance with sin is effected by the law, so
far, 1. as the law, as a prohibition, provokes sin

;

2. but also that the consciousness of sin be complet«
(vers. 7-12).—What does sin take from and give U
man f 1. It takes life from him ; 2. It gives him
death (vers. 7-12).—The abuse of what is holy,
1. is indeed horrible, but yet, 2. what is holy is not
itself destructive (vers. 7-12).—The destruction of
the state of innooeace : 1 Apparently produced bj
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the Divine prohibition; 2. Actually produced by
human sin (vers. 7-12).—How the best teacher can
become a tempter agaiost his will, when he, 1. ex-
empts from a well-meant prohibition ; 2. but when
this very prohibition awakens the desire for trans-

gression (vers. "7-12).—We should not prohibit chil-

dren from too much.—The best thing we have is

corrupted by sin (ver. 10).—The fearful deception
of sin (vcr. 11).—The holiness of the Divine law.

It is shown to us when we, 1. look at the lawgiver

;

2. carefully prove the principal statements of the
commandments ; 3. have in mind the design for

which it was given (ver. 12).—Whence does it come
that what is good is made death unto me ? 1. The
fault does not lie in the law, which is spiritual ; but,

2. in me, who am carnal (properly, " flesh-like "),
sold under sin (vers. IS, 14).—Proof of how sin,

aiming at the ruin of man, prepares its own over-

throw (ver. 13).—What is, " to be sold under sin ?
"

1. Not to know what we do—blindness of self-

knowledge ; 2. Not to do what we will, but to do
what we hate—perversion of our own spontaneity

(vers. 14, 15).—Even in his sin, man must testify to

the goodness of the law (ver. 16).—In the flesh there

dweileth no good thing (ver. 16).—To will and to

perform ! 1. How near the willing of what is good
is to us ; 2. But how far from us is the performance
of it (vers. 18, 19) !—The deep sorrow expressed in

the confession, " for to will is present with me, but
how to perform," &c. ; because we then say as much
as : 1. I wish the good very much ; but, 2. I am
just as much devoid of the power to do it (ver. 18).—The surprising discovery of man on the way to his

conversion (ver. 21).—The double law in man

:

1. The true law in the mind ; 2. The false law in

the members (vers. 22-26).—The divided state of

the human heart : 1. Caused by sin (vers. 18-20)

;

2. Manifesting itself in the conflict of the two laws

(vers. 22, 23, 25) ; 3. Calling forth the longing for

deliverance (ver. 24).— The thanksgiving of the

Apostle for the peace of deliverance (ver. 25 ; comp.
chap. i. 25).

LoTHER : To do does not mean here to perform
the work, but to feel the excitement of the lusts.

But to perform, is to live without lust, totally pure
;

this does not take place in this life (vers. 18, 19).

—

He here calls death the misery and pains endured in

the conflict with sin (as Exod. x. IT). Pharaoh
Bays :

" That he may take away from me this death

only " (this was the locusts).

Stakke : The natural man is like the earth since

the curse has been pronounced upon it. The earth

has the seeds of all kinds of weeds in it ; and
although they seem, in Winter, to lie perfectly dead

m the earth, yet, by the warm rain in the Spring,

they will again germinate and grow (ver. 8).—Sin is

n real highway robber ; it associates in a friendly

way with us, and strives to lead us off from the right

road, but afterwards kills us (ver. 11).—When sin

has become suddenly powerful, do not despond ;
God

does not wish the death of the sinner. Flee in peni-

tence to Christ, and you shall be holy (ver. 13).

—

Believers do many good works, but not all that they

thould ; and what they do, is far from being as per.

feet as it should be (ver. 18).—Believing Christians

lament more over the weaknesses still cleaving to

Ihem, than over temporal torments, chains, and
bonds (ver. 20).

OsiANDER : The law is a beautiful mirror, which

•hows us our sins, in order that, when we perceive

inch great evil, we may get counsel and help from

Christ (ver. 1).—If believers sin, and it occur*
against their will, they do not lose the favor of God
(ver. 17).

—

Cramek : Innate wicked lust a fountaic
of all sins, and it is also against God's law; wt
should not allow ourselves to lust at all (ver. 7).—

.

There are two characteristics of true Christians, so
long as they are in the world : they give themselve*
trouble about their wretchedness, but they rejoice
and take comfort because of the deliverance (re-

demption) that has taken place through Jesus Christ
(ver. i5).—Mva Mbl. Tab. : There is nothing so
good that it cannot become evil by abuse. In this
way the blessed gospel becomes to many a savor of
death unto death (ver. 10).

—

Spenek : Our nature is

so sinful that we do not take as much pleasure in
any thing as in what is forbidden (ver. 8).—It is a
most eminent attainment, and one necessary for a
right understanding of the law and sin, that we
properly understand the spiritual character of the
law (ver. 14).—Those can profit by this Pauline ex-
ample (ver. 25) who strive with all earnestness to do
what is good ; but those who do not strive with all

earnestness to do what is good, but still sin frequent-

ly with the will, cannot employ the language of
Paul, for they are not in harmony with his example.—In short, if one will have a pattern, let him take
this : No one must lay claim to any comfort in this

chapter whose counterpart is found in chaps, vi. or
viii. ; but these three chapters must harmonize.

Bengel : We have here a figure from military

life : The soul is the king, the members are the sub-

jects, and sin is the enemy whom the king has ad-
mitted. The king is now punished by the insurrec-

tion of his subjects, who rise in rebellion with the
enemy.

—

Gerlach : The law is spiritual, means : it

is an emanation from God, who is a Spirit (John iv.

24) ; that is, omnipotent, personal, and holy love.

It is, further, spiritual in its import—that is, divine

and holy. It pertains to the inmost being of man,
which it would fully conform to God.—There stands

in opposition to it the carnal sense of man ; that is,

his desire, which is directed, by virtue of sin, to the

world, finiteness, and sensuousness, and makes him
who is sundered from his Creator a servant of the

creature (ver. 14).—An Apostle glowing with love,

like Paul, humbles himself, and trembles and groans

under the law of sin ; and shall we, who are like ice

in comparison with him, foolishly expose ourselves,

and boast of whatever can awaken lust in us ? (ver.

14.)—The incapacity of man to do good, is an inca-

pacity of the will ; this, and not an incapacity of

spiritual disposition, has necessitated it ; it is there-

fore a weakness, which is continually attended by
the sense of guilt (ver. 18).—The exclamation of

the Apostle is the cry for help of all humanity,

which, in despair of all help through and of itself,

looks for aid from without. The law leads to this

desire, but it cannot deliver from the wretchedness

(ver. 24).—He who sighs most deeply over the

bondage in the body of this death, stands nearest to

deliverance (ver. 24).

Lisco : What Paul here makes clear in itself, ia

a truth of universal human experience—namely, that

there are two successive states (the third is described

in chap, viii.) : one (ver. 9), where sin slumbers in

us, because we are not fully conscious of the moral

law ; the other (vers. 14-24), where, having a cleat

knowledge of the law, but yet without the grace of

redemption, we become acquainted with the pro-

found corruption of our heart, which is opposed t«

the law cf God, and feel wretched in this conditioa
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—The conflict described in vers. 14-25 occurs, be-

fore the new birth, in the heart of a man awakened
by the law

;
yet, in the life of the regenerate per-

son, similar conflicts and phenomena arise, in which,

however, he is ever triumphant.—The Apostle was

far from holding the erroneous view, that sin dwells

only in man's body, and not also in his soul (ver.

24).—I thanli God tlirough Jesus Christ our Lord !

Through Him, He has delivered me in and from all

this wretchedness (ver. 25).

—

Heubner : The best

thing can be made an injury to the wicked will (ver.

13).—Every thing becomes impure in the impure
heart. Corruptio opt',mi est generatio pessimi (ver.

13).—Description of the evil propensity (vers. 14-

25).—It is the best people who confess, that strong

sensuous impulses in them are sinful (ver. 14),

—

The inward contradiction of man with himself.

The conflict between knowing, willing, and doing
(ver. 15).—Even the immoral man feels that it

would have been better if he had kept the law
(ver. 16).

Bessek : The twofold way in which sin becomes
exceeding sinful by the commandment : 1. Its wick-

ed, ungodly nature, plays a prominent part in the
transgression of the plain commandment ; 2. The
sentence of death which transgression effects, drives

sin into the conscience of man, so tliat he feels and
perceives it to be a horror and abomination before
Ood (ver. 13).—The conflict between spirit and flesh

in believers (vers. 14-25).—" Believers know and
feel," says Luther

(
IVnrks, viii., 2747), " that no

good thing dwells in their flesh, so that they may
become more humble, and let their peacock-tail fall

;

that is, do not depend on their own righteousness
and good works," &e. (ver. 18).

Lanoe : The way of the law from sin to grace ;

1. Apparently, ever darker and deeper toward death

;

2. Really, always nearer to light and life.—The sad
revelation of sin a preliminary condition of the joy—bringing revelation of salvation.—The develop-
ment of self-knowledge under the law : 1. Clear
view which reason has of the autliority of the law

;

2. Earnest wrestling of the will; 3. Outburst of
deeply-affected feeling (oh, wretclied man that I
am).—How the proverb, " Man's extremity is God's
opportunity," is most gloriously verified in the con-
version of man.—The struggle between sin and the
law

: 1. The deception which sin practises with the
law ; 2. The unmasking effected by the law through
the apparent charm of sin.—How the law becomes
always more inward to the candid person, until he
has perceived it as his spiritual I, his consciousness,
his reason.—The fearful, false power of evil : 1. It
'assumes all the features of personal life ; 2. In
order to exhaust and destroy personal life in all
its features.—The cry for deliverance occurs in close
proximity with thanksgiving and praise to God.

—

<kt ver. 25 : Mther, or !

[Jerems- Taylor (condensed from sermon on the
tSiri«<ia«'« Conquest over the Body of Sin, Kom. vii.

19): The evil natures, principles, and manners of

the world are the causes of our Imperfect willing*

and weaker actings in the things of God. Let no
man please himself with perpetual pious conversa-

tion or ineffective desires of serving God ; he tliat

does not practise, as well as talk, and do what ho
desires and ought to do, confesses himself to sin

greatly against his conscience ; and it is a prodigioua

folly to think that he is a good man, because, though
he does sin, it was yet against his mind to do so.

Every good man can watch always ; running from
temptation is a part of our watchfulness ; every

good employment ia a second and great part of it

and laying in provisions of reason and religion be-

forehand ia a third part of it ; and the conversation

of Christians is a fourth part of it.

—

Matt. Henry,
on vers. 24, 26 : When, under the sense of the re-

maining power of sin and corruption, we shall see

reason to bless God through Christ and for Christ.

Through Christ's death, an end will be put to all

our complaints, and we shall be wafted to an eter-

nity without sin or sigh.—It is a special remedy
against fears and sorrows, to be much in praise.

—

SooTT : A proper knowledge of the holy law of God
is the two-edged sword which gives the death-wound
to self-righteousness and to Antinomianism ; for it

is perfectly fit to be the rule of our duty, written
in our hearts, and obeyed in our lives.

—

Clarke :

We never find that true repentance takes place
where the moral law is not preached and enforced.
The law is the grand instrument, in the hands of a
faithful minister, to alarm and awaken sinners ; and
he may safely show that every sinner is under the
law, aud consequently under the curse, who has not
fled for refuge to the hope held out by the gospel.

—

Hodge : It is an evidence of an unrenewed heart to
express or feel opposition to the law of God, as
though it were too strict; or to be disposed to
throw the blame of our want of conformity to the
Divine will from ourselves upon the law, as unrea-
sonable.—The Christian's victory over sin cannot
be achieved by the strength of his resolutions, nor
by the plainness and force of moral motives, nor
by any resources within himself. He looks to Jesua
Christ, and conquers in His strength. The victory
is not obtained by nature, but by grace.

—

Barnes :

We have here : 1. A view of the sad and painful
conflict between sin and God. They are opposed
in all things; 2. We see the raging, withering
effect of sin on the soul. In all circumstances it

tends to death and wo ; 3. We see the feebleness
of the law and of conscience to overcome this. The
tendency of both is to produce conflict and wo;
4. We see that the gospel only can overcome sin.
To us it should be a subject of ever-increasing thank-
fulness, that what could not be accomplished by the
law, can be thus effected by the gospel ; and that
God has devised a plan that thus effects completa
dehverance, and gives to the captive in sin an erer
lasting triumph.—J. F. H.j
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HlZTH Section.—Christian life, or life in the Spirit of Christ as the new life according to the law of iht

Spirit, is a blessed life in the adoption of God ; is free from condemnation and death ; and leads

to perfect blessedness in the glory of God. The principle of the new life as the principle of the free-

dom and glorification of the Christian, of believing humanity, and even of the creature ; chap. Tiii.

Divisions : I. Life in the Spirit a life of opposition to the flesh ; and the Spirit as witness of adoption ;

vers. 1-17. //. Tlie renewal of the body by the life in the Spirit, and me Spirit as the security for

glorifcation ; vers. 18-39.

I. Life in the Spirit in opposition to the flesh, and the Spirit as the witness of adoption.

Chapter VIH. 1-17.

i There is therefore now no condemnation to them which [those who] are in

Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit [omit aii after Christ

2 Jesus].' For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free

3 [freed me] " from the law of sin and death. For what the law could not do, in

that [because] it was weak through the flesh, God sending his own Son in tha

likeness of sinful flesh [uuraUy, the flesh of sin], and for \or, on account of] sin,

4 condemned sin in the flesh : That the righteousness [«•, requirement] ° of the

law might be fulfilled in us, who r--alk not after [according to] * the flesh, but

after [according to] the Spirit.

6 For they that [those who] are after [according to] the flesh do miud the

things of the flesh ; but they that [those who] are after [according to] the Spirit,

6 the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally minded [the mind of the flesh] " is

death ; but to be spiritually minded [the mind of the Spirit] is life and peace.

1 Because the carnal mind [the mind of the flesh] is enmity against God : for it

is not subject [doth not submit itself] " to the law of God, neither indeed can

8 be [it]. So then [And] ' they that [those who] are in the flesh cannot please

God.
CI • • jy /~\ 3

9 But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spu-it of God

dwell in you. Now if any man have [hath] ° not the Spirit of Christ, he is

10 none of his. And [But] if Christ be \is] in you, the body is dead because of

11 sin ; but the Spirit [spirit] is life because of righteousness. But [And] if the

Spirit of him that raised up Jesus ° from the dead dwell [dwelleth] m you, he

that raised up Christ from the dead shall [will] '° also quicken [quicken even]

your mortal bodies by [on account of] " his Spirit that dwelleth in you.

12 Therefore, brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh, to live after the flesh.

13 For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die : but if ye through [by] " the Spirit

14 do mortify the deeds of the body," ye shall live. For as many as are led by

15 the Spirit of God, they are the [om« the] " sons of God. For ye have not

received [did not receive] " the spirit of bondage again to_ fear ;
but ye have

\cmu have] received the Spirit of adoption, whereby \}v <p, wherein] we cry,

16 Abba, Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness with \<rr, to]' our spirit, that

17 we are the Umit the] children of God : And if children, then [also] heirs
;
heirs

of God, and joint heirs with Christ ; if so be that^we suffer with him, that we

may be also glorified together [glorified with hini\."

» Ver. 1

nitics as a gl
-[The Clause, added inRec: A Karh. ^dpKarr.p;^aTova^p,&\Xi Karb.

'Z}^^''A,ZrriS!St^^^^^
wnm^ f^ ^ b1ob8 from ver. '4. It is not found in N. B. C. D.i P., most older rersions and fathers The first naU o^aj if

Idded in aTd." some versions. N.« adds the whole. The MS. authority is sufficiently agamst it to warra^^

lejection. Forbes : " The results of Parallelism coincide with the decisions of criticism, and with the authonty ci tiu

»ed KBS., in rojecting the words."

1. Ovhkv apa vvv Karoiepifia

Tots ev XpiffTw 'lyja-ov. « . «

2. 'O yap v6p.o<; Tov irvsvp-aTOi Tijs JWTjff

€v Xpta-Tcp 'Ii7<rou T)\evB4pta(riv fie

Offb TOV v6i±ov Trjs a/xapTias koX tov ffttparov.

3. T& yap aBvvaTov tov v6p.ov.

ev (5 rja-Oevei Sia. tjjs (TCipKSi,

6 ©eoff TOV eauToO vlov jre/xi//as
^ ^ ^

iv ofioiwjuaTt a-apKhs a/iaprtas Ktti irept a/*opT*a«

KvriKpww TTiv aiiopriav iv rg aapK<
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The first tind tenth lines ocrrespond ; the parallelisms of second and fourth, thud and fifth, sixth and eighth, serentS

and iinth, are obvious, and the gain in interpretation is considerable. Fritzsohe avails himseltpt it also.

" Verl 2.-[The weighty MSS., N. B. F. G., and some fathers, read « ;
but this might ''^^^^.^lf^f^i^°Zli

preceding syllable, -<r.^. A. 0. D. K. L., most versions, give ^le, now generally adopted.
.^\%l^.f^f^'^f£l^'°l

?^S5. FrJd m., is literal, and to be preferred to halh made me free, set me free. It refers *»
f.'J«r^*^eWif *He?e i"^

» Vcr. 4.-[:Che E. V. uses righteousness, very indefinitely, to translate several words of ttndredmeaiimg. Here it

is obviously incorrect, as 6.,aia,,*a means, literally, a righteous decree, ordinance, statute act l^f PP- '%*fH' '"I"
In this case refers to' the summing up of all the requirements of the law as tulfiUed ty Clmst Lange. Cf:^"»
requiremevt, is not slirictly exact, but is adopted by Alford, Amer. Bible Union. Version of five Jinglisn clergymBU.

righteous demand. See Bxrg. Notes.
. „ , ti,„„_h nff^r fRnrmu^ 4 Yer. i.—lAccording to, is the phrase which now best expresses the meaning of Kara, though after (laermut,

1.\ i.. i;.—
I It ig becoming unusual in this sense. ,., , 3 • • n „„a 1
[The E. v., with its usual fondness for hendiadys, has departed fi-om a literal rendering m vers. 6 and 7,

nach) is literal,

at the expense of both accuracy and force.

• Ter. e.-

le expense 01 uotu accuracy aiiu luice. , . ,, „ ft i

• Ver. 6.—[/s not subject (E. V.), is correct, but the above emendation brings out the middle torce ol vTrorar-

'"'"ver. S.—ISo then, is a gloss, rather than a translation. It is a difficult matter to reproduce all the delicate shade»

of antithetical force expresfed by the frequently recurring 5e'. Some alterations in the verses immediately succeeding

have been made with this in view. „ ,. ,,

» Ver. 9.—[ffime is co,iditional, but hath is preferable, as intimating more decidedly that the state 01 tnmgs reauy

exists. For the same reason, dweiieih is preferalile to dwell, in ver, H. ,,„„ , v *
» Ver. 11.—[The better supported reading is 'Irt^ovv, the article is inserted m some MSS., as also Delore

Xpi.<TT6v. Thereisalso the usual number of variations, SO common when these words occur in the text.

i» Ver. 11.—i Will, to express the simple future in the third person. The E. V. seems to prefer shall m such cases,

and, indeed, some still defetd it. The usage of the present time is undoubtedly against it.

" Ver. 11.—[Here two readings present themselves, supported by authorities of equal weight. The genitive oti

Tov ei'oiKoi/^'Toe avToB irr eii/i uToi is found in Rec, N. A. 0., many versions and fathers, as is adopted bj

Lachmann, De Wette, Krehl. The accusative: 5tiz to evoiKovv avrov wviv[i.a., is supported by B. D. E. F.

K. L., many cursives and fathers, by Griesbacb, Scholz, Fritzsche, Mill, Eengel, Tischendorf (in later editions), Meyer
(who cites Lachm.ann also in its favor), Tholuck, Eiickert, Alford, Wordsworth, Trcgelies, Lango. It will be seen that a

majority of critical editors adopt the latter readmg. The reaso' " which have determined this decision seem to be, that

two such readings could not have existed without one Doing ^ premeditated corruption. The question then arises,

"Which readini^ would best serve a polemic purpose, and hence be most likely to have been the corrupted one 1 That
question is answered by the controversy between the Macedonians and Orthodox (latter part of the fourth century)

respecting the Divinity of the Holy Spirit. The Macedonians charged the Orthodox with an alteration of the text

into the genitive. The genitive can only mean, by means of His Spirit^ &c, ; while the accusative may include that

idea of agency in connectiou with the thought, on account of Sis Spirit, &c. It is plain that the Macedonians had
less motive to alter the text than the Orthodox. Alford thinks the variation dates back of this controversy, and is not

due to either of the then disputant parties ; but the same reason would hold good at a previous point of theological

discussion. Lange well remarks, that, in any case, "the raising act of God is distinguished in this verse from the

working of the Spirit." Hodge sums up the internal evidence in favor of the common reading; but all his remarks
only prove that the other is a more unusual reading, and hence likely to have been altered. It is better to follow

the current of criticism, and adopt the accusative.
12 Ver. 13.—[The simple dative n-veu/xaTi is best rendered, by the Spirit. Through should be reserved as a trans-

lation of 6i.aL.

1^ Ver. 13.—[D. E. F. G., many fathers, have toO crapKoc; but tow o-u/xaro; is supported by N. A. B. 0. K. L.,

and nearly all modem editors. The former was probably a correction, arising out of a misunderstanding of the

' Ver. 14.

—

[Rec, K. L., have elaiv viol deov ; N. A. C. D., viol Oeov eicnv; B. F. G., viot eto'ii^ Oeov, The
last reading is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, "Wordsworth, Tregelles. It is supported by the ma-
jority of the fathers, and the variations are more readily accounted for on the supposition that it is the original read-

ing ; ««rw, if once passed over, would be inserted at the beginning or end (Meyer).
1* Ver. 15.—[The aorist e A a )3 e t e refers to a definite past time ; hence, did not receive, received.
" Ver. 16.—[See Exeg. Notes.
1' Ver. 17.—[ With him, is as proper here as in the preceding clause. See Exeg, Notes.—R.]

EXEGETICAL AUD CEITICAL.

First Skction.—The life in the Spirit * as the new
life, in opposition to the life in the flesh (vera.

1-17).

Summary.—a. The vital principle of Cbristiana,

or the law of the Spirit as freedom from the antago-

nistic law of sin (vers. 1-4). b. The principle of

carnal life in contradiction to the Spirit and to God
(vera. 5-8). c. Application of what has been said

to the fundamental standpoint of believers (vers.

9-11). Their life in the Spirit excludes life in the

carnal principle. Their Christianity amounts to noth-

ing, if the Spirit is wanting. If Christ is in the

spirit, the body ia nothing. But the body shall be
:*eDOwed at the resurrection by tlie Spirit, d. Tran-

titf jh from the ideal and fundamental standpoint to

the practical application. The conflict resulting

from the victory, and the maxims of this conflict

(vers. 12-16). No obligation to the flesh.—Spiritual

life the means of destroying the surprises of invol-

nitary carnal motions.—Following the guidance of

* [It seems doubtful whether Dr. Lange means the
Holy Spirit here ; but as he certainly insists that the Holy
Spirit is the agent producing this life, it is better to indi-
cate it by printing this word "with a capital letter.—B.]

the Spirit.—No fear of the power of the flesh

Childlike recourse to the Father.—The sense of

adoption strengthened by the Spirit of God. Ver.

17 : transition to the following section.*

Meyer : chap. viii. Happy condition of man in

Christ.—De Wette : Blessed results of newly-ani-
mated morality. Tholuck : For thus the Christian,

who has become freed from the law, has also become
free from condemnation, and is subject to the guid-

ance of the Spirit of adoption, by virtue of which
he will become a joint-heir with Christ (vers. 1-17)
The same :

" "We are here at the climax of the Epis.

tie, ' at the heart and kernel of the whole Epistle ;

'

as Spener says : 8i scripturam sacram annulo c(/m-

paremun,^ epistolam Pauli ad Romanos gemmam
credo, cnijiis summum fastigium in capite octavo ex-

surgit (Spener, Consilia Tkeol. Lai., iii. 696)."
[Bengel : JHunx: venit ad liberationem et libertatem.

Ver. 1. There is therefore now no [OwiJe}

_ • [Alford thus heads the section: "Although the flesh
18 still subject to the law of sin, the Christian, serving not
the flesh, but walking according to tho Spirit, shall not
come into condemnation, but to glory with Christ." Hodge,
making the theme of the Apostle " the security of be.
bevers," gives the first verse a wide reference, both pre*
ent ajid future, and considers the whole chapter a serice 0/
proofs of this proposition.—B.]
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apa vvv. The force of ovSiv must not be over-
looked—an absolute negation, with an undoubted
reference to the completeness of the freedom from
condemnation (Forbes).—R.] The n^a is quite
plain, if we have perceived the alternative in the
preceding verse : If I am in the voT'i;, I serve God.
If we ignore this alternative, the meaning of the
present passage must be doubtfuh Tholuck : The
older expositors do not generally furnish any proof
of the connection of this aita with the preceding
chapter. Yet the followiug connection of it with
chap. vii. 25, by Augustine, is, in tlie main, correct

:

" To him, now, who, as a Christian, rion amplius
covsentit pravis des.deriu, and is planted in Christ

by baptism, the prava desiJe)-ia can no more be con-

demnation." The Catholic expositors follow him.
Bucer, Beza [Alford], and others, connect ver. 25
with the thanksgiving ; but this assumes that tlie

second half of ver. 25 is an interruption. Calixtus,

Bengel [Stuart], and others, go back even to chap.

vii. 6 ; others [Hodge, Haldane], to the whole argu-

ment for justification by faith. Meyer: If I am left

to myself to serve the law of God with my reason,

but the law of sin with my flesh, then it follows

that, since Christ has interposed, there is no con-
demnation, &c.—[The question of connection is main-
ly decided by tlie view of the preceding section.

Those who refer it to the regenerate, connect this

either with the whole preceding argument, or, with

Philippi, with the preceding verse, in the sense : Al-

though I am thus divided in service, still, being in

Christ Jesus, there is now, therefore, &o. ; or with

the thanksgiving. If Lange's view of the alterna-

tive be admitted, we must also accept his view of

the connection. It seems to be an unwarranted
breaking up of the current of thought, to go back
as far as chap. vii. 6 ; and to refer to the whole train

of argument, seems out of keeping with the con-

tinuous experimental character of the whole passage.

It is best to connect, therefore, with the thanksgiv-

ing.—R.]

—

Nuv, the intervening state of faith, ex-

pressed last in ver. 25. [NZv is temporal, in dis-

tinction from ovv (ver. 25), which is hiferential.

Hence the continuance of this state is implied.—R.]
No condemnation [zarax^t/ia, Verdam-

muncfsurt/ieil, nentence of condemnation (Lange).

See p. 184 (v. 16), where it is used in antithesis to

Si-itaiMiia. It may be limited to the justifying act

of God at the beginning of the Christian life, but,

joined with omliv, seems to have a wider reference

here.—R.] Origen, Erasmus, Luther, and others,

explain : nothing worthy of condemnation ; but this

is opposed by the tou;. See also ver. 34. Comp.
chap. V. 16. Koppe generalizes nuUai pcence [Al-
ford : no penal consequence of sin, original and
actual], which so far at least belongs to the affair

that even the temporal punishment, as ? uniahmcnt,
and as prelude to the final condemnation, is abol-

ished in the case of Christians. And this is so, not
only because their sins are forgiven (Pareus), but
because they are in Christ in consequence thereof.

[The question of the reference to justification

or sanctifioation must affect the interpretation of
condemjiation, since ver. 2, beginning with yd^,
Beems to introduce a proof. The position of the

chapter in the Epistle, as well as a fair exegesis of
the verses, sustain the reference to sanctification.

(Not to the entire exclusion of the other, any more
than they are sundered in Christian experience.)

We must, then, take no condemnation in a wide
tense, eitlier aa deliverance both from sin and death

(Forbes), or as having indeed a reference to the jna
tifying act already past, but meaning, rather, the
continuance in a state of justification, culminating
in final acquittal and glory. The point of connec-
tion with ver. 24 ("death"), is the former refer-
ence

; with the succeeding proof, the latter. This
avoids sundering salvation into two distinct parhJ
The significant phrase which follows favors thii

view. Still, the position of the verse warrants us in

finding a very distinct reference to the act of par
don, as preceding (and involving as a gracious con.
sequence) the work of sanctification.—R.]

[To those who are in Christ Jesus, toT?
iv XQiatm 'i/jffor']. This does not mean pre.
cisely, to have the Spirit of Christ, or Christ in you
(Meyer), but it denotes the permanent continuance
in justification—a life whose effect is the life of
Christ in us. [This deeply significant Pauline phrase
must never be weakened or hniited. As to its be-
ginnings, Augustine is excellent : Chrutus in homU
ne, Tibi fides in corde. As to its continuance, Bucer

:

A Christo pendere atque ejus spiritus in omnibus
agi. But the best explanation is John xv. 1-7, and
Eph. i. 23, &c. Hodge says: in Him federally,

vitally, by faith ; but the vital union seems always
prominent ; especially is it so here.—R.]

On the addition, see Textual Note. [Besides
what is there remarked, the question of connection
suggests, that the interpolation may have been occa.

sioned by a desire to relieve the apparent difliculty

in making ver. 2 prove the justification of the be-

liever. To do this, the clause which makes promi.
nent' the Christian walk, so easily borrowed from
ver. 4, was inserted.—R.]

Ver. 2. For the \a.MT of the Spirit of life.

&c. [6 yap voiioi; toH nvev/uaToc; t-^c; cor^g

£v Xpi.(TTw 'Iijaov], Ver. 2 specifies the

ground * why Christians are free from coudemna.
tion. The principal question here is, whether l»

A'pMTTw is to be referred to the following ijhnOi-

goxnv, or to the foregoing, and how far to the fore-

going ? Meyer, in accordance with Theodoret, Eras-

mus, Riickert (not " Tholuck "), Olshausen, Philippi,

and De Wette, has also connected the iv Xijwriii

with ^>.ivS\ But this distorts the thought, as if

that Spirit of hfe could possibly deliver without

Christ. Certainly ev Xqiati't refers not alone to

the foregoing uonfi (Luther, Beza, and others) ; and

tw(J here is not the believer's subjective life in

Christ, but Christ's original divine-human life itself.

We must also not go back to tov nrfv/i. t^s toi^s

alone (Flatt), but to the whole 6 v6iio(; tov ttvivij,

T. t. (Calvin, Kollner, Tholuck).f The fulness of

life in Christ is the Spirit (see John vi. 63) ; it i;

complete in itself, conscious, actual, and communi
cates itself as a unity with the Holy Spirit It ii

just for this reason, also, the glorification of the

vofioi;, the persooal righteousness; and as it hafl

proved itself to be the completed imiioq, the ideal

and dynamical principle of the Divine law in the

obedience of Christ, so does it now prove itstlf to

those who are in Christ ; that is, justification be-

comes in them the principle of sanctification. But

* [Dr. John Brown renders yap, moreover, or would con^

nect it with the thMnksgiving m ver. 2.5. He refers thii

verse to sanctification, nnd ver. 1 to justification ; lienca

would avoid malting the former the ground of the latter.

—E.]
t [The absence of the article is not decisive against thij

cornection, though it favors more the con:aection with fw^s.

Still, the parallelism strongly supports that view whicli

joins it with the verb.—K.]
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because this life-giving law takes the place of the

Mosaic law—which could not deliver, but was com-

pk'ted bv sin and death—there lies in the appropria-

tion of tliis glorified law freedom from the law of

Bin and death.*

The law of the Spirit is not identical with

the r6/;ow To5 rod? (KoUner, Schroder), but still

the latter is connected with the former. The to,mo?

of the roui is the ontological disposition which has

attained its complete historical and concrete realiza-

tion in the rd/ioi; of the Spirit. Meyer observes,

that the Christian institution of salvation is not

meant, as vo/io^ niatHiK; in chap. iii. 27. Tet it is

surely identical, to a certain degree, with the vonoi;

ni(7T., but not with the Christian institution of sal-

vation.j-

Of the Spirit. Meyer explains : of the Holy

Spirit. And this is, indeed, substantially the fact

;

but the Holy Spirit is spoken of so far as He reveals

himself concretely in the vital plenitude of Clirist.

Tholuck's exposition is in the same direction :
" The

Spirit of life is that by which the spiritual life is

etiected in believers." The law of the Spirit is the

Impulse and guidance of the Spirit, under the recip-

rocal action between the principle of faitli and the

administration of God's government in the occur-

rences of life.

Freed me [TjXm&iQuicriv fii. The verb

is aorist, referring to a past act, viz., the deliverance

both from sin and from death, which took place at

regeneration. Not completed, but begun when in

Christ Jesus, and to be completed in Him.—R.]
This expression constitutes an antithesis to- the

brincfinff rne into captivity^ just as the law of the

Spirit of life is an antithesis to the lavr of sin

and death [toT' vqhov rTjq a/iaQTiaq y,ai

10 P S-avdrnv.'] jj. Because the false law of sin-

ful propensity in the members is, according to chap,

vii. 23, a law of sin, so is it also a law which tends

to death, according to ver. 24. Although the Apos-
tle designs to say that this freedom is followed by
freedom from the Mosaic law (chap. vi. 14), it is

nevertheless utterly wrong to understand, by the ex-

pression before us, the moral law (Wolf), or the

Mosaic law (Parens, and others). How far has the

believer been ynade free from this law ? Evidently,

freedom from the dominion of sin (Greek and Ro-
man Catholic expositors), effected by freedom from
the penalty of sin (Protestant expositors), is meant.
Yet the i'oho; nviv/j. is not altogether identical

with the I'd/101; Tziar. (Calovius). In the law of

faith, the emphasis rests on the faith, but liere on
the I'd/tos ; there, the question is the principle of

* {Law is here to be taken in tlie wide sense as =
norm, principle, ruling power (comp. iii. 27 ; vii. 21-23).

—

1'. S.]

t [Dr. Hodge, following "Witsius, takes the law of the
Bpirit of life as = the gospel. His objections to the other
views arise mainly from a too exclusive reference of ver. 1

fco the forensic idea of justification. It certainly ctmfuses
anew the meaning of the word /uw, to adopt this intcr-

pvetation. Even should it mean gospel, it must mean the
gospel in its lip-giving aspect, as wrought hy the Spiiit ; or
Paul would not have clioseti such terms. If m Christ
JpAns be joined with freed, then the reference to tlie ob-
jective ground of justification is implied in the statement
of our subjective possession of it in Christ Jesus. (See
I*iuge, above.) Agreeing with Calvin, in the main, we in-

lerpret :
" The power of the life-giving Spirit delivered me

m Christ Jesus (in virtue of union to Him the fnlfiller of
the law and the deliverer from the law) from the law of
Bin and death."—E.]

t [Alford paraphrases : all claim of sin on him is at an
end— lie is aciiulttcd ; hut, as he admits, " we are on higher
gro md now."—K.l

justification, but here, the principle of holmesa.

The individualizing /if ceases here.

Ver 3 For what the law could not do

[to rip aSvvarov rou v6fi.ov]. The Mouaic

law was incapable of effecting this liberation ;
there-

fore redemption took its place. On account of the

connection of thought with the foregoing, the ex-

planatory and appositional conclision, w/iat to the

law was impossible, is made antecedent as apposition

by Winer it is defined as an accusative, governed

by inoi,jaf (Winer, p. 217, § 32. 7) ; by Olsliausen,

as accusative absolute (" as far as the possibility of

the law was concerned ") ;
[Hodge : in view of the

impoteucy of the law.—E.] ;
and by Ruckert, Mey-

er, Fritzsche, and De Wette, as an antecedent nomi.

native. For analogous forms, see Meyer * and Tho-

luck
;

particularly v.fq,d).abov Si, Heb. viii. 1. As
nominative, the word acquires the character of a

superscription, to be introduced with a colon
;
yet

not as " rhetorical emphasis," but as making promi-

nent the difference between law and gospel. Eras-

mus and Luther supply an inoiijaf before &i6i, not

agreeably to the forms, yet certainly in harmony with

the thought. The genitive vo/iou denotes the inca-

pacity of the law to deliver from sin (Vater has re-

ferred the vofi. to the law of the Spirit ; Schulthess,

to the law of Divine and human love).

In that it Tsras weak. The sv w cannot

mean while here ; Meyer translates, in so far as,

which appears too limited. [Luther, Calvin, Tho.

luck, De Wette, Philippi, Stuart, Hodge, render

because, which is demanded by the context.—R.]
The rjaS-iviif again takes up the idea of inca-

pacity.

Through the flesh [Sua rJjq o-oioxd?].

Meyer : Through the guilt of the flesh. Besser

:

Through effect of the flesh. We must not forget

the fact, that the division of the adsii has also made
out of the law a division of the carnal letter. [The
preposition did with the genitive here marks the

medium through which the law proved its weakness
and inability, viz., the flesh (in its strict ethical

sense). The law acted not on spiritual, but carnal

men, and, through this medium, its inability to do
what God did in sending His Son was proven.—R.]

God sending his own Son. The Apostle de-

scribes the redeeming act of God both in its perti-

nent meaning and in its medium. The medium
was ; God sent His own Son (in antithesis to the

sending of the law by angels ; Gal. iii. 1 9 ; Heb. ii.

2) ; and He sent him in the likeness of sinful flesh,

or, of the flesh of sin, and on account of sin.

—

He
sent him. Declaration of preiixistence. [Philippi

rightly finds in this verse not only a declaration of
the preexistence of Christ, but of His existence as

Son ; the description which follows having a sote-

riological, rather than a christological reference.

-R.]
In the likeness of sinful flesh [iv o/ioKii-

nari, aa^xoi; afia^r iaq, Sinfid flesh is not
altogether exact. 2d§i must mean the whole hi-

[The simplest explanation is that of Meyer and Phi-
lippi : " God condemned sin in the flesh—a thing whloh
was impossible on the side of the law." This takes it aa
nominative absolute, passing judgment in advance on what
God did, so as to give prommence to the inability of tho
law, as well as a reason why God did it. On the grammatip
cal objections to taking it as accusative ahaolute, see Meyer.
ASiii'aToi' maybe either active, = ^ iSyfaiiia, or passive,
= what -was impossible. Tholuck urges the genitive in
favor of the former, while Meyer contends that usage sua
ports the latter.—K.]
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mar. nature ; the ethical force, however, lies in the •

genitive, which defines it : whose attribute and
character was sin (Alford). The Orthodox fathers

(comp. Theodoret, Theophylaot, Tertullian) rightly

use this text. " Christ did not appear in the flesh

of sin, which was the Bbionite view, nor in the like-

ness of flash, which was Docetic, but in the likeness

of the flesh of sin, which is the Biblico-Pauline

view" (Phihppi).—E.] As He became truly man.
He appeared iu the full likeness of sinful flesh (Phil.

ii. 7), and yet not in equality with it. Meyer :
" So

that He appeared in an external form, which was
similar to human nature, contaminated with sin.

Christ did not appear iv aa^xl a/ia^r., but also

not Docetically (contrary to Krehl)." See Tholuck's

citation of the views of the Docetas, and of the

Mystics (for example, Valentine Weigel, who held

that the external body of Ghrigt came from the Vir-

^n,* but His inward body from heaven), as well as

the opposite views of Dippel, Hasenkamp, Menken,

and Irving. "According to them, cmolotf^a does

not denote likeness, but equality. But although

OfioM^ combines both meanings, yet that of like-

ness alone belongs to the substantives o^iio/oj^iia and

OfioiiDUu; ; besides, the other meaning is contradicted

by the analogy of Scripture in Heb. iv. 15."

And on account of sin [xat 7ii(ii afiaQ-
xiaq. The y.a.i connects with the preceding. If

this be forgotten, the interpretation may be too

largely affected by the clause which follows.—R.]

This was the motive of His mission. But the con-

nection by y.ai expresses a second condescension

of God and His Son. The first was, that Christ

appeared in the form of a sinner, of the servant of

sin (see chap, vii.), of the aa(jl a-fiaQrlat;, of the

false ad^i ; the second, that a mission on account

of sin was undertaken by the Son of God himself (see

Matt. xxi. 37). ".Kai ttiqI afia(ir. has been

connected with xaTixgivf by the Itala (
per camem),

Tertullian {de res cam., c. 6ti), the Vulgate {de pec-

cato), Chrysostom, Theodoret, Luther, Baldwin, and

Bengel. But the xai is against this ; " Tholuck.

The afiaQtla in miji apiaijx. itself has been vari-

ously interpreted. Thomas Aquinas, of the passion

of Christ on account of its likeness to sin ;
Her-

viBus, of death ; Origen, Pelagius, Melanchthon, Cal-

vin, Bueer, Bauragarten-Crusius, of the sin-offering ]-

rsan ; Theophylaot, Maier, and others, the de-

struction and removal of sin. Meyer :
" It is rather

<Ae wh'le relation in which the mission of Christ

stood to human sin
; " but this is already indicated

by the foregoing explanation (see 1 John iii. 5).

The mission of Christ was related to sin
;

its aim on

every side was its abolition. But the immediate

effect of His mission was, that God, by the inno-

cence of Christ's life in the flesh, distinguished and

separated sin, as a foreign and damnable object,

from the flesh.

Condemned sin in the flesh [r.arix^i-vfv

aaQxi, The article istiiv aiiaQtiav Til

' ['Wordsworth finds in our phrase an arprument against

the dogma of the Immaculate Conception.—R.]
.

t [This interpretation, adopted by Hodge and Stuart, is

Tweeted by every German commentator of note, even by
Philippi and Alford. Tlie passages in the New Testament

(Heb. X. 6, 8, 18 ; xiii. 11 ; Gal. i. 1) which seem to fevor it,

bU contain a distinct reference to saorifloes, independently

of «pi i,iap. In Gal. 1.. 4 (see in loco p. 13), the "gave

himself" introduces the same thought. The wider mean-

ing, of course, implies such an expiation; but it is not

brought prominently forward in this expression. (Philippi

:

um die Sunde sOlmend zu tUgmd ; to which Meyer unne-

iflfifiarily objects, Bince his own view includes this.)—R.]

used here with a/j,a(iTiav, the siri already re

ferred to. This is a final argument against inter

preting " sin " as = sin-offering, in the clause above.

Whether " in the flesh " is to be joined with " con^

deraned," or with " sin," is a matter open to discu*

sion (see below).—R.] To the general idea of the

mission of Christ: on account of sin, this declara-

tion is now added, as a specific idea, to describe

what His mission effected in relation to sin in tht

flesh. And we must criticise the different interpret

tations accordingly. Since the Redeemer, or God
through Him, performs a condemnatory deed, w(

must especially avoid an incorrect generalization of

the idea. Erasmus, De Dieu, and Eekermann, have

very appropriately pointed out the thought, that He
represented sin as damnable

;
yet we must empha-

size sin in the flesh, and add : He separated it from

the flesh fundamentally in Christ, in order thereby

to cast it out from the flesh in the life of believers.

This is, therefore, the sense ; Christ, by becoming

man in the flesh (which appeared to be the source

of sin), and yet having a sinless fleshly nature, so

maintained this sinlessness, and even holiness of His

flesh, through His whole life, that He could give Hia

flesh to His followers as a seal of His favor and aa

the organ of His Spirit. By this means He made it

manifest: 1. That sin does not belong to the flesh

in itself, but is hiherent in it as a foreign, unnatural,

condemnable, separable, alienable, and abstractly

spiritual element ; 2. That sin in the flesh is con-

demned and rejected in its carnal appearance; 3.

That sin in the flesh should be separated from thf.

entire human nature by means of the Spirit proceed,

ing from Christ.

Other explanations : 1. Allusions to the eradi.

cation of the guilt of sin. This " is the prevailing

ecclesiastical view in Origen, Chrysostom, &c. So,

too, the Catholic expositors, with the exception of

Justin ; the Protestant, with the exception of Beza

;

even the Arminian and Socinian writers, and, in-

deed, the most of the later ones—Usteri, Riickert,

Baumgarten-Crusiua, Philippi,* and Schmid {BiU.

Theol.) ; " Tholuck. For what has been and can be

said in favor of this explanation, see, at length, in

Tholuck, p. 392 ff.
" Yet the absence of the ainoii

from iv T'lj aa^y.l (comp., on the contrary, Eph. ii.

5) is an obstacle." We may add, that the context

is also an obstacle. The question has been, chap,

iii., concerning Christ as the propitiator. Here He

is represented as a " fountain of holiness."

2. Allusions to the removal of sinfulness. " The

procession of the delivering Spirit of fife from Christ

is only clearly proved by ver. 3, in case there is m
this verse the thought that Christ has gained the

victory over sin by His pure and holy personality m
His own humanity, and that this sinless Spirit now

passes over by faith to behevers ;
" Tholuck. Thfl

same writer adduces a number of the defenders ot

the obedientia aciiva ; especially Beza, of the Refer,

mation period ; the following later expositors seem

also to belong here : Winzer, Stier, Neander, Meyei

De Wette, and Hofmann.f— Yet Tholuck finallj

turns to the allusion of this passage to the guilt ol

• rSee Philippi's view below. Hodge is decided in hu

preference forTis interpretation regarding all others a.

arbitraiv and contrary to the context.—K. J . .

t [I^Alford, Schaft Stuart makes this antithesis with

ver i- "There is now no «aTa«p..a for Christians; bul

Ihere is a KaTiKpiii.a. of their carnal appetites and desires."

Thi he justifies by finding here " \PtF^''°^^„7l "^.\£'

words;" but this mode of interpretation is of doubttn

propriety.—B,.]
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Bin, and thus we must understand by (Tct^? (p. 394)

not the traps of Christ, but " the^ sinful human na-

ture, which, although only j-.aS' ofioim/ia, was also

possessed by Christ (Philippi, De Wette)." The lat-

ter does not belong here. But then there would also

follow from this an atonement y.a.9' o^wiiofia. The

interpretation of the r.atUi>i.vi by interfecit (Grotius,

Reiclie, &c.), does not suit the nature of Christ.

Meyer properly observes, that the /.arixtin'f has

been chosen in reference to the xardx(ii-fia in ver. 1.

If we thus condemn ourselves, we shall not be con-

demned ; and if that condemnatory process against

Bin in the flesh has passed from Christ upon us, the

object of the future condemnation is removed.

[Besides these views, Philippi advocates a pri-

mary reference to the death of Christ, but includes

the fiict that thus sin is eo ipso done away and extir-

pated, so that those who are in Christ Jesus have

both the pardon and the removal of sin, because of

the indissoluble unity of both m Him.* This suits

the wider meaning of no condemnation (ver. 1). All

interpretations deviate from the strict meaning of

the verb ; the reference to punishment involves an

added thought, not less than that to the extirpation

of sin. Besides, the law could condemn sin, and, to

a certain extent, punish it ; but its great weakness

was its inability to remove sin. It is perfectly gra,

tuitous to infer that the modern interpretation im-

plies that we are justified on the ground of inherent

g&odness, since this assumes that ver. 1 refers only

to declarative righteousness, and overlooks the fact

thbt the controlling thought is union to Christ.

Sti.1, should any prefer to find here an allusion to

Christ's passion as a penal condemnation of sin, it

mui't be allowed as involved, though this must not

thei/ be used to force the same meaning on the next
ver&f.—R.]

[
hi the flesh. This is referred by many to the

humiu nature of Christ. Were this the exclusive

reference, we would probably find avrov. The ethi-

cal sense must be adopted by those who join it with

sin ; but against this is the meaning of sin as a prin-

ciple (Alford), and also the indifferent sense of adyi
in the earlier part of the verse. It is better, then,

to join it with the verb, and include in it human na-

ture, our human nature, which Christ shared.f This

seems to be Dr. Lange's view, though he adds to it

some remarks which seem to echo his pseudo-plas-

matic interpretation of chap. vii. We paraphrase
the whole verse :

" What could not be done by the

law (was thus done), God sending His own Son in

the likeness of that flesh, which was characterized

by sin, and, on account of sin, condeinned entirely

(both as to punitive and polluting effects) in that flesh

(which He shared with us) that sin." Yet this is not

an accomplished fact as respects our release from
the power of sin ; that is to be fulfilled, and this end
(iVa) is set forth in the next verse.—R.]

Plainly, this verse declares the condemnableness
of the sinful propensity. An expression of Irenseus

* [So "Wordswortli, "Webster and "Wilkinsoii, Forbes.
This view is, indeed, open to the cbarf2:G of indcfiniteness;
but as the clause sets forth both what the law could not do,
and what God did do in sendiuc: Jesus Christ, there can be
little objection to a wide meaning here, provided ver. 4 be
applied definitely to the work of sanctification. Dr. Lange
himself in the next paragraph reaches the same point.—R.]

t [Wordsworth : " Sin had tyi'annized over us in our
desh, as the seat of its empire ; and by our flesh, as its in«
rirument and weapon. But God used our flesh as an iri-

fctrumeut fur o:ir deliverauce, and for the condemnation of
in, and for the establishment of his own empir* in us."
-a.)

ia important for the interpretation of this passage ;

condemnavU peccatum ei jam quasi condemnalum

ejecit extra carnem. The beautiful words of Augus-

tine denote the objective medium by which the sin-

lessness of Christ becomes our liberation : Quomoda

liberavit? Md quia, reatum pvcatorum omniwm

remissione dlssolmt, ita «', guamvis adhue ma/.eat,

in peccatum mm imputetur. Yet Beza properly ob.

serves : Neque nunc Apostolus affit dc Christi morte,

et nostrorum peccatorum expiatione, sed de Ghrisliy

i7icarnatione, et jiaiiirce nostrce corruptione per earn

sublata. Only, as far as the transmission of sinless-

ness from Christ to us is concerned, we must bear io

mind chap. vi. 1 ff. By virtue of the connection of

Christ with us, He has redeemed us ; by virtue of

His connection with us in our guilty misery, He haa

atoned for us ; and by virtue of the connection of

His nature with our flesh. He has given His flesh to

die, in order that, in His spiritual position toward

us. He might make us free from the flesh by the

communion of His Spirit as spiritual man, and, with

the flesh of His risen life, implant in us a sanctified

nature for the future resurrection.

Ter. 4. That the righteousneBS [or require,

ment] of the law' [IV a to dtxaioi/ict tow
»/ o ^< 1) . "Iva, telic, introducing the purpose of

the condemnation of sin in the flesh. Lange ren-

ders S(-xaio>^ia: Gerechtsein. On the word, see

p. 184. Stuart: the precept of the law; Hodge:
the demands of the law (and also, the sentence of

justification); Alford (following Meyer): all the re-

quirements of the law combined here as one. Per-

haps it is more exact to paraphrase : that righteous

act (viewing all the acts as a unit) which meets the

requirements of the law. This is Lange's view.—R.].

Meyer explains the dvxa.iii),uct ("quite simply, as

chap. i. 32 ; ii. 26 ; comp. also chap. v. 16 ") as the

requirement of the law ; that which the law stipu-

lates. Yet we have seen above, that Sixctivifia ia

that which satisfies and fulfils the law. The right-

eousness of life shallproceed from the righteousness

of faith. Or, as the former proceeds originally from
the latter as freedom in Christ, so shall it also pro-

ceed actually from it in more gradual fulfllment—in

the holiness of our life. The surprise of the expos-
itors at the explanation of Chrysostom and Theodo-
ret, 6 axonbq xov v6/aov (see Tholuck, p. 396), is

therefore without ground. Certainly that cannot
mean, that the purpose of the law is to justify, but
that it is its limit and end ; see Rom. xiii. 10. Ex-
planations :

1. The imputatio of Christ's righteousness. Cal-

vin : The transferrence to us of the destruction of
guilt which Christ effected (Bullinger, Beza, Calix-

tus [Hodge], and others). Also the transferrence
of Christ's obedience to us (Brenz, Aretius [Haldane,
apparently] : therefore also the obedientia activa).

KoUner, Fritzsche, and Philippi : The sententia ab-
solutoria is meant. Tholuck properly suggests, that
the TiXti^ovv and the iv are against these interpre-
tations.

2. The principle of the righteousness of life im.
parted to believers. This view seems to indicate a
slight fear of the thought that Christians shall be
holy in the form of believing spontaneity. Tholuck
cites Meyer's view: "in order that this fulfilment
of the law become apparent in the whole conduct,"
and adds (in accordance with Olshausen), "then
Christians would be regarded as though they were
only the possessors of a principle fulfilling the
law."
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8. The real holiness of believers proceeding from
the principle of the righteousness of faith. [So
Tholuclt, Olehausen, Meyer, Alford, John Brown, and
many others ; among tlieni some who refer the pre-

vious verse to the vicarious sacrifice of Christ.—
K.'J

The passive form (instead of nXtjQmaotiiiv) is a safe-

guard against a semi-Pelagian misconstruction. De
Wette ; in our inward activity of life. Reiche and
Klee give special prominence therewith to the real

inwarSness of the fulfilment of the law.

[Might be fulfilled in us, nX'^Qo'iSri iv

flfiiv. The verb is passive. The fulfilment is

wrought by God. In us ; not by us, not on its (some

shade of this meaning is involved in all those inter-

pretations which refer the verse to imputed right-

eousness or holiness), and certainly not among us.

Tli6 only objection to be considered is that of Cal-

vin, and others : that, in this sense, the fulfilment

does not take place. Granted—not at once, nor in

this life, perhaps ; but surely this must be the end

(comp. Eph. ii. 10 ; Col. i. 22), and that it is in the

Apostle's mind here, is evident from the latter part

of tlie chapter.—R.]
Who -walk not according to the flesh, &c.

('toTi; /j ij xara ad(ixa n f ^ i^n ai ova iv

,

akXa xaza jivivfia. Kara maybe expand-

ed into : according to the impulsei of (so Meyer).

These phrases express the actual life of those in the

flesh and in the Spirit.—R.] This addition states

not only the characteristic, but also the necessary

condition * of believers. Tholuck holds that the

participial clause does not contain the condition, as

many of the earlier expositors maintain, but only the

specification of the method. Meyer holds, that

xata nvivfioi designates only the sanctifying

Divine principle itself, as objective, and different

from the human nvtv/ia ! But it must not be

viewed subjectively as the pneumatic nature of the

regenerate, restored by the Holy Spirit, as (in accord-

ance with Chrysostom) held by Bengel, Riickert, Phi-

lippi, and others. We would then have to ask at

once, whether there is not another expression for the

human spiritual life in the fellowship of the Holy

Spirit ? Further, whence the antagonism of the

Holy Spirit and the human adpi, since the most

direct antithesis would be mans unholy spiritual

life ? Universally, wherever the question is the an-

tithesis of spirit and flesh in man himself, man is

nevertheless considered as man, and not merely as

flesh. [To this position of Dr. Lange there are de-

cided objections. On the whole subject, the reader

is referred to the Excursus, p. 235. It is better to

hold (with Meyer, Alford, Hodge, and many others,

against Stuart, Philippi, Lange, &c.), that mifv/ja

here refers to the Holy Spirit, and not to the spirit-

ual nature imparted by the Holy Spirit, or the sub-

jective spiritual life-principle (Lange). This seems

to be required by ver. 2 (" the law of the Spirit of

life ") and ver. 5 (" the things of the Spirit "), where

nvwfia evidently means the Holy Spirit.—The E. V.

has very properly expressed this by the use of the

»pital letter.—^R.]

• [This seems doubtful. It is true that this is a condi-

jon of the final fulfilment, a condition which implies the

Divine Spiritual power as its cause ; but this is not the idea

which is prominent here. The method is now introduced,

BO as to point out, in what follows, the difference between
the workings of the law of the Spirit of life, and the law

of sin and death, which find their corresponding expressions

to the pb-ases : according to the Spirit, according to the

awb.—£.1

Second Fabassaph, vzbs. &-S,

Ver. 5. For those who are according to
the flesh [ot yap xata ad() xa oj'Tfe],
The iivav xara <Td()xa is identical with the ilvnt

sv aapxl, and the latter means, to be in the carnal
principle, under the supposition that the trafj i*

the absolute principle of life. This ilvai,, as the
controlling tendency of life, is the source of the

ff'ijovitv, and the ip^ovtlv is the causa efficient of the

7if(ji,na,rnv.—Meyer says that this expression is a
wider notion than that conveyed by " who walk after

the flesh," which is not the case.* Tholuck explains

tivcu, xard Ti. :
" To bear in one's self the qualities

of something ; therefore = oi aaqxixoi." But it

is these, first of all, in their principle of life, which
then certainly results in the walk in the flesh. [It

may be admitted that the principle of life is more
prominent than the ethical state in this verse. Yet
the phrases, " in the flesh " and " according to the
flesh " (especially the former) include the character-

istic state as well. Hence the view of Tholuck is

preferable.—R.]
Do mind the things of the flesh [la riji

aaqxoi; <ppovov(Tiv. The verb means, iAmi o/,

care for, strive after (Alford). Meyer notices the

presence of the article, making ad()i objective, aa

though it were something independent. This ac-

cords with the view, that Spirit here is the objective

and operative Holy Spirit.—^R.] The false objects

of the desires of the false independence of the flesh.

The antithesis, those who are according to the
Spirit, 01 Se xard Tcvivfia, completes the

thought that the two tendencies totally exclude each

other.—[It also follows that tm roTi nviv/iaroq,
the things of the Spirit, vhich belong to the Holy

Spirit, and hence to the spiritual life, exclude tha

things of the flesh. Dr. Hodge well remarks, there-

fore, that the latter phrase means " not merely sen-

sual things, but all things which do not belong to

the category of the things of the Spirit."—R.]

Ver. 6. For the mind of the flesh is death
[to yd(i fpq ovrijiia r'^q (Ta^xot; &avaro<;^.
The connection here formed by yap is singular.

Tholuck :
" It could serve to prove only the second

half of ver. 5, while the correspondence of the mem-
bers of the sentence leads us to expect a proof of

both halves of ver. 5. Thus the view gains proba-

bility, that, according to the Greek and Hebrew

( "IS
) use of language, the proof in ver. 6 performs

for that in ver. 6 the parallel service of assigning

reasons for the Toft ^^, x.r.).., in ver. 4." Meyer

makes the yap the proof of the second half of ver

5, ol de icaTd 7iviv/ia. " Motive why they make

the interests of the nvtv/ia the end ot their

efforts." t We regard, however, the ydq as proof

that the flvai, nara has a corresponding qqoviiv

and qiQovijuaX as a result. For the adql has a

tp^ovr/fia, yet all its 9powj/ta is noi'^ing but death

;

• [It were better to say that it is the same idea under •

different aspect. In ver. 4, with reference to the outward

life ; here, with reference to the actual Btate.--Ii..]
^

t [In 1th ed., Meyer agrees with Tholuck, taking thU

second yip as explicative, according to classical usage. So

Kflckerl, Stuart, Hodge. (De Wette, Alford, follow th«

view attributed to Meyer above.) The contrast, already

indicated in ver. 4, is continued here,—K.]

J r*oivru,ii (Lange : Gesinnuvg ; Bengel : set^vment, in

the French) means the disposition, which manifests itseW

in the 4,fov^ly (ver. 5). The E. V. is therefore conwt ii

thought, though not in form.—K.1
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ttot only aiiAing at death against ita will, but also

proceeding from death, moving in the element of
death ; that is, in constant dissolution of the unity
between life and its source of life, between spiritual

and physical life, and even between the opposition

of the desires of the individual members. [The
copula, to be supplied here, is not, has as its results,

but, is, amounts to. Fhilippi :
" Death is here con-

ceived as present (comp. 1 Tim. v. 6 ; Eph. ii. 1, 5),
not merely as a result, but as a characteristic marii,

an immanent definition of the eamal mind."—K.]
[But the mind of the Spirit, to Si tpyivri-

fia Toii 7rvfv/iaroi;.'\ The opposite is the
tpQOvtj/xa Toii Ttvf t'/j,aToq (for the ilvat' v.axa,

nv. is itself ttk.) ; it is life and peace.* It is

therefore from true life, moving in life, directed to

life. Peace means the soul of Mfe. Opposition is

the separation and dissolution of life
;

peace with
God is connection with the source of life

;
peace

with one's self, a blessed sense of life
;
peace with

the government of God and His world, an infinitely

richer life. The third characteristic must be special-

ly emphasized in both clauses : directed to the end :

life and peace.

Ver. 7. Because the mind of the flesh.
[/ihori, introduces a proof, here confined to the
former half of ver. 6. This proof hints at an an-
tithesis to both life and peace, the latter being more
evident, as it is in human consciousness also.—B.]
The reason why (p(i6viifia, &c., = &av., lies in its

opposition to the source of life, its enmity against
God [s/O-fia (i(; Siov'], with which the dis-

pleasure of God necessarily corresponds.! Since
the Apostle does not prove the second half, it fol-

lows that here the effort of the flesh constitutes the
principal point of view. Enmity against God is, in

the first degree, the actual opposition to God in
almost unknown (but not unconscious) form ; but
afterwards the opposition established also in the
consciousness. Melanchthon appropriately says

:

" Loquitur Paulus principaliter de cogilaliombus de
deo, quales sunt in mente non renata, in qua simul
magna eonfusio e»t dubiiationum, deinde et de affec-
tibus erga deum. In securis est conteintus judicii
del, in perpere fuctis indignatio et fremitus advenus
deum."

For it does not submit itself to the laTO- of
God [tw yaQ v6/A.(j) 10V &fov ohy vizo-
raaaixai,. The verb is middle. The' law of
&od is in emphatic position. The clause proves
what precedes, by adducing a fact. This mode of
proof concurs with the statements already made re-

specting man's character and that of the law. R.]
Paul's positive declaration of the manifestation of
this enmity. This enmity, which is very deep-seated,
becomes manifest in disobedience to, and rebellion
against, God's law.

Neither indeed can it [oi'iJe ya^ diva-
T a I. ]. Subjection to the law of God is not possible
on the carnal standpoint. Or rather, it cannot be
effected by carnal effort. A divided life, according
to the blind course of the lusts, is in outright con-
tradiction to the central procession of life from
within, according to the principle of the Spirit.

•[Meyer, wlio, as usual, limits "death" to eternal
death, must define " life " in the same way. Ufa is the
direct antithesis to death ; but a subjective characteristic is
added, as Benue! suggests, to prepare the way for the fol-
lowing description of enmity.—R.]

t [It is easy to construct this inference : The mind of the
flesh = death ; because the mind of the iiesh = enmity
iigainst God : therefore, enmity a<'aijDst God — dpath.—K.']

Tholuok justly opposes Zeller, by bringing out thl

fact, that the antithesis is not man's sensuous and
spiritual nature in itself, but that aa(>i denotes

human nature with the accessory idea of its sinful

character. But to this it may be said, that the ques-

tion is not the adfji in itself, but a tf^oftjfia t^s
aaq/.oi; ;

that is, a adqi morbidly excited and demon-
ized by a selfish spirituality. [Comp. the Excursus
in chap. yii. That chapter is a proof of this -decla-

ration. The fact is undoubted. Paul is but declar-

ing the cause of the manifestation of enmity to God
in the form of opposition to His law, the inability

of the carnal man to be subject to it. The question

of ability to believe is not under discussion, yet Pe--

lagianism and legalism are obviously precluded by
this statement.—E.]

Ver. 8. And those who are in the flesh
cannot please God [ot Us iv capxt ovT*e
& { 0) d^ eff at. ti dvvavTav. The E. V.
strengthens Si into so then, following Beza, Calvin,

and others, who made it = ovv. (So Hodge.) It

is much better, with De Wette, Philippi, Meyer, to
consider it metabatic. It continues the thought of
the first clause of ver. 1. There seems to be no n^v
cessity for assuming a suppressed fitv, as Alford
does. On this account we render and instead of
but.—R.J "OvTf(i iv (Tahiti = ovxeq xara trap*

xa, but the expression here is stronger ; see above.
The incapacity in ver. 8, then, follows from the in-

capacity of ver. 1. It is said, in a mild way, that
they are objects of the Divine displeasure, children
of wrath. But the expression is significant, in that
it destroys the notion of those who are legalists, and
rely on the righteousness of their works, and who,
although oVrff iv cra^xi, fancy that they can merit
the pleasure of God by their works and endeavors.
For we must by no means lose sight of the fact, that
the Apostle does not speak merely of the gross ser.
vice of sin, but also of an observance of the law,
which accepts the law as merely external, aa yqdnfia
and adiii. [The connection renders obvious what
is distinctly stated elsewhere, that this is no negative
position, involving only negative results. The mind
of the flesh is death.—R.]

THlsn Pabaokaph, vebs. ^H.

^
Ver. 9. But ye are not in the flesh, Ac,

[iVfi« Si, x.r.X. .^i is distinctive (Stuart).
If so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you,
(tTZf^ Ttvfvfia. &fov olxiZ iv iVfi"]. The
antithesis. The more specific exhortation does not
appear here, but in ver. 12. The tiTiig may be
thus distinguished from eXyi : it (= " provided
that") generally expresses slight doubt, while fi'yt

expresses rather an assurance in the sense of if in-
deed. Yet the nniQ here must be understood as
only purely conditional, in conformity with the an-
tithesis by which the Apostle represents the stand,
point of the spiritual life of believers as purely fun-
damental and ideal. With such a representation,
the application to individuals can only take place
with an lim^

; likewise without positive doubt.
Chrysostom and Olshausen take it as iyTiMnio,
quando quidem ; Tholuck and Meyer prefer the hor
tatory construction, on account of the antithesis.
[It seems most natural to account for the condi.
tional form, by admitting " an indirect incitement ta
self-examination" (Meyer). Tlvil^a. is without
the article, yet it must mean the Holy Spirit ; henct
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we claim thia as its usual meaning throughout the
passage. The use of Tivei/iari,, seemingly in dis-

Unction from nvivita, is not against this, since, in

the first clause, the Spirit is represented as the de-
ment in which they live ; in the second, as the in-

dwelling power causing them to live in this element.
—On oixti, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 16; vi. 17, 19;
2 Tim. i. 14 ; John xiv. 23.

—

In you must not be
weaksoed to among you.—K.]
Now if any man hath not, &c. [li Si rtc;

nvfi')j.a. X^iarou ovx £/ft. The antithesis

is not very strong; Si may well be rendered now
(E. V.l. The unconditional negative belongs to the
verb (Alford). See Textual Mote '.—E.] This an-

tithetical declaration certainly expresses the possibil-

ity, that what has been said has no reference to par-

ticular individuals, and that here no half measures
are of any avail.

The Spirit of Christ. The question here is,

belonging to Christ ; hence, the Spirit of Christ. It

is the Spirit of God as the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit

of His righteousness of life as brought home to the

inward life of believers. [There can be no reason-

able doubt that it is identical with Spirit of God,
above ; though the connection with " none of His "

has occasioned the use of this particular phrase.

The genitive is possessive. Spirit belonging to, or

proceeding from, Christ. Comp. Phil. i. 19 ; Gal.

ir. 6 ; 1 Peter i. 11. Notice the terms, " Spirit of

God," "Spirit of Christ," "Christ," all .applied to

the Divine spiritual indwelling. Hence Bengel well

says: Testimonium illu^tre de sancta Trinitate ejusque

ceconomia in corde fiddlum. It must be admitted

that such statements generally have reference to the

economy of grace, but they form the basis for the

doctrinal statements of the Church. This text is

therefore a dictum prolans for the Western doctrine

of the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father

and the Son (filioque. Synod of Toledo, A. D. 589).

This was the final contribution to the doctrinal state-

ment of the Trinity. On its importance, &c., see

Sehaff, History of the Christian Church, ill., pp.

688 f. ; comp. Kahnis, Lehre vom Heiligen Geiste,

Halle, 1847. Philippi has an excellent note in loco.

On the relation of the Holy Spirit to Christ, comp.

John xiv. 26 ; xv. 26 ; xvi. 7, 13, 14.—E.]
[He is none of his, ouroi; ovu eaxiv

ovToT.] The Apostle does not regard a merely

external belonging to Christ as of any value. Where
the Christianity of the inward life is extinct, there

the Christianity of the whole man is extinct. Mey-
er : " Not those who are not Christians, but nominal

Christians."

Ver. 10. But if Christ is in yon [ti Si

XfnTTo? sv iViTv]. That is, as a principle of

ife. [^i contrasts with the last verse. (Is is sub-

(tituted for be, to indicate the strong probability that

this is the case.) Comp. John vi. 56 ; xv. 4 ; 2 Cor.

xiii. 5 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; Eph. iii. 17 ; Col. i. 27 ; also

John xiv. 23, as justifying the remark of Bengel

:

Qui Spirihim, habet, Christum, habet ; qui Christum

habet, Deum habet. The mystical union of Christ

and the believer has, as its underlying basis, the yet

more mysterious unity of the Persons of the God-
head.—E.]

The body is dead [to iiiv ampi-a vi-

legdr]. Explanations of vers. 10, 11 :*

1. Death and life in their strict sense. There-

[For fuller discussions, see Tliolnck, Meyer, and De
Wette in toco.—B.]

17

fore the body lapsed to death (Augustine, Beza,
Bengel [mortuum pro moriturum'\, Usteri, Riickert,

and Fritzsche). [So Hodge, Alford, Wordswoith.]
According to Meyer, the vfxf di; is proleptio • " Ye
have the following blessed results to enjoy : although
the body is a prey to death because of sin, yet the
spirit is life because of righteousness. But He who
raised Christ will also raise your mortal bodies, be-
cause the Spirit of Christ dwelleth in you." [In
favor of this view are : the natural sense of dead,
the connection with ver. 11, and the subsequent
course of thought ; its not attaching an ethical

meaning to body. Against it : the comprehensive
meaning of death throughout this part of the Epistle,

the necessity for a wide meaning in its antithesis

twij, as well as in tmovtoniaii, (ver. 11, not cj/fipti)

;

also the use of ami^a in an implied ethical sense in

ver. 13.—E.]
2. The body is dead, slain by sin (Chrysostom,

Th«odoret, Erasmus, Grotius, Baumgarteu-Crusiua
[Stuart], and others. [These, for the most part,

take ver. 10 in a moral or spiritual sense.- Thia
view is most objectionable, since it disturbs the har-

mony of the two verses, takes am/ja in a strict ethi-

cal sense, and gives to viy.(j6v (which seems to be
chosen rather to avoid a direct antithesis to l.mtf)

the widest possible meaning.—E.]
S. The misery of sin as bearing in itself the

germ of death (De Wette, and others). [De Wette
claims that the physical and ethical senses must be
combined here, as in John v. 21 ff. This view is

sufficiently correct if properly restricted. The phys-
ical death of the body is to be viewed as a moral re-

sult of the indwelling sin, but only because the body
has not yet shared in the full results of redemption,

-E.]
But all this does not furnish us with the defini-

tion, that, on account of sin—that is, because of sin-

fulness

—

we have to lead a divinely partial life from
the principle of the Spirit, in which the body is de-

clared to be dead in an ideal and dynamical respect

(see chap. vi. 4). But thereby the spirit as life, and
the principle of life, is concentrated still more in

itself. [The objection to this view is, its confusion

of human spirit and Divine Spirit, on which the

whole interpretation rests.—E.]
But the spirit is life [to Si 71 vivfi

a

td) jj ]. Meyer also holds, that here the spirit is not

the Holy Spirit (as Chrysostom, Calvin, and others

suppose), but the human spirit. Although the hu
man spirit is here regarded as filled by the H0I3'

Spirit, we must not include (with Philippi, following

Theodoret and De Wette) the pneumatic nature of

the regenerate. For, says Meyer, that must remain

there. [The meaning is evidently that under III. B.

in the Excursus above, p. 235.—E.] Zwj}, Kfei

not merely living, but life which is thoroughly act-

ual, life-giving, and life-supporting. [Whatever view

be taken of dead, the change in the form here, from

the adjective to the noun, warrants an extension of

meaning ; as indeed the word twij itself, and its

reference to the human spirit permeated by the

Divine Spirit, demand.—E.]
Because of sin [rUa afiaqxiav, on aa

count of sin, as an indwelling principle. Not the

special sins of the body, nor that the body is the

special seat of sin ; but, having shared in the results

of sin, it has not yet shared in the results of re.

demption. How and when it will, is afterwards

stated. R.] As this can only mean, to constitute

a pure opposition to the sinful propensity cleaving ts
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the membeifg, so can because of righteousness
[(Jki Sixaioavvi/v^ only mean, to maintain and
develop the righteouaness of faith in the righteous-

ness of life. According to Meyer, the juslitia im-

puiata is meant, as the foundation of the tmrj.

(The most of the elder expositors, together with

Riickert, &c., favor the same view.) But then the

Sm would have to be construed with the genitive.

Tlie reference to the righteousness of life (Erasmus,

Grotius, De Wette, Philippi [Hodge, Alford], and

others) is opposed by Meyer in the words :
" Be-

tause the righteousness of life can never be perfect.

It can never be the ground of the tunj. But the

question is not tlie ground of the to>ri, but the great,

er promotion of life, so that it may prove itself to

be purer life. The concern is, to preserve spotless

the white robe of bestowed righteousness, and, being

clad in it, to strive for the crown of righteousness."

(Meyer holds, according to this, that the afiafir.

does not imply our own individual sin, and thus, too,

that the (hx. does not imply our own " righteous-

ness.") In harmony with the sense, many exposi-

tors, particularly Calixtus, connect the justUia impu-
tata with the inchoata*

Ver. II. But if the Spirit [il Sk to nviv-
;e a]. The Apostle here prepares his transition from
his description of adoption, regarded (W a partial

tpiritual life, to his description of the glory in which
bodii and spirit shall be in perfect harmony, when
the body shall be glorified into the perfect organ of

the Spirit. Meyer thus construes the connection

:

" After ver. 10, death still retains some power—that

over the body ; Paul now removes this."

Of him that raised up Jesus from the dead,
&c. [tom iyel^avTO^ 'Jr}(yovv zy. vfit^ioVf
x.T.A.]. The spiritual resurrection must be followed
by the physical ; it is a prophecy of the physical

resurrection. For the author of the spiritual resur-

rection is the Spirit of the wonder-worliing God,
which has raised Christ, and elevated Him to the
majesty of the glorified life. What the Spirit [now
dwelHng in you] has done to Him, in conformity
with the connection of body and spirit. He will also

do to His members (see Eph. i. 19 ff.). He has
raised Jesus /rom the dead—that is, as the first-fruits

of the resun'ectiou. Therefore He
Will quicken even your mortal bodies,

&c. [ t,ojo7ro£.7/ (r#fr r.ai ra d'vrjia uoiiiata
iifimv, x.T.A. The use of the word Qvijxa,, mor-
tal, immediately after vf/.Qov (ver. 10) seems to jus-

tify the reference of the latter to physical death ; as,

indeed, amnata here opposes any ethical sense of
that word in ver. 10. Since, however, the verb
tumnobuv is one of wide meaning, a large number
of commentators (Calvin, Stuart, De Wette, Philippi,

and others) refer this verse also to something which
takes place even here, to be completed, indeed, at

the time of actual resurrection. Against this is the
xal, also, even, which is unnecessary, unless the
reference be to something which has not yet taken
place, and which seemed most unlikely to take place.

The quickening of the body, as a tool of unright-

eousness, has already begun. The objection of Stu-

art, that then this would only mean to declare the

* [Accepting 5t«. as implanted rigliteousaese, wo para-
plirase as follows : But if Christ be in you, (though) your
tody indeed is dead (having in it the seeds of death, and
about to die) on account of sin (whose effects are not yet
totally removed), but your spirit (poi-meated by the Holy
Spirit) is life (already and to be yet more truly so) on ac-
count of righteousness (implanted in you by the Holy
Spirit, in virtue of your union to Christ).—B.1

bodily resurrection, a truth already weil known, be

trays a want of appreciation of the importanc*

attached to that truth by the Apostle. Furthermore,

even admitting a secondary reference to a present

moral quickening of the body, the primary referene*

to the actual physical resurrection seems to be de

manded by the experience of Christians, which cer

tainly shows them that the last seat, both of th(

strength and the effects of sin, is in the body. L
does not revive ; no spiritual power here renews it

It is mortal, yet even it shall share in the life-giving

influence. The verb means more than raising from

the dead indeed, but, as used here, the emphasis

rejits on this.

—

R.]

[On account of his Spirit that dwelleth in
you, Sia rb ivomouv avro^ TTvevfia iv
lift IV. See Textual Mote '']. We have decided

above for the accusative, cSta to ivoi'XOiiv, in

opposition to the genitive. We do this for impor-

tant reasons. The Spirit which dwells in believers

prepares the resurrection-body ; but the resurrection

is thereby only provided for. The resurrection itself

is still to be the final deed of God. And this is the

question here (see ver. 18). But it is a miraculous
deed of God, which is not only occasioned, but also

brought to pass, by the presence of the Spirit of
life In believers.

The change of terms is remarkable : Jesus and
Christ. [Bengel : Appellatio Jesu special cut

ipsum ; Cheisti, refertur ad nos ; true even to its

eschatological reference (Meyer).—R.]
If, now, the tmonou-^aiv also refers to the

resurrection, the choice of the expression yet itidi-

cates, at the same time, the holiness of the eor-

porealness by the operation of the resurrection-

power of the Spirit, as this holiness constitutes the
transition and interposition for the final miracle of
the resurrection (see 2 Cor. v. 5). From the very
nature of the case, the question liere can be neither
an ethical vivification alone, nor a physical one
alone ; hut the idea of vivification comprises both
these (according to Calvin, De Wette, Philippi, and
others). Calvin :

" Non de ultima resurrectione,*
qu(s momento flet, habetur sermo, sed de continua
spiritus operatione, guce relinq^das carnis paulatim
mortificans ccdestem vitam in nobis instaurat." But
De Wette properly observes, against the notion that
the spiritual power of resurrection alone can con-
summate the process of renewal (in conformity with
the reading Sm Toii, &c.), that the Jewish opinion
that the Holy Ghost quickens the dead (Shamoth
Rabba, &c.) cannot prove any thing here.

FOURIH PiBAGKAPH, VEES. 12-17.

Ver. 12. Therefore, brethren [aqa ovv,
aSiXifoi. An inferential exhortation. In chap,
vi. 12 a similar exhortation is found, but without
ar)iA(f,oi. The first person naturally follows. R.]
The ct^a draws an inference from the necessity of
leading the life in the Spirit in opposition to the life
in the flesh, in hope of the reanimation of the body.
Tholuck says, though not in the sense of the textual
construction

;
" The Apostle allows himself to be

led off from the train of thought commencing witli

[As Alford suggests: non solum de uUima resume-
hone, would be more correct. For a very fall discussion,
both 01 tde textual variations and tho exegetical opinions,
see Meyer in loco. He defen is the exoluave reference t«
the resurrection of the body.—E.1
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f«ta 10 and 11, by the necessity of an exhortation,

and afterwards returns from another point to the
eschatologioal expression."

We are debtors, not to the flesh [oqifiXi-
tai, e(y/iiv ov rfi aaqxi. The negative applies

to the succeeding clause as well. The antithesis is

obvious. Sdqi has the article here, where it is

personified, but not iu the next clause, where it cor-

responds with the use made of it in vers. 4 and 5.

—R.] Aeoording to Meyer, the Apostle has sup-

pressed his antithesis in consequence of the viva^

cious movement of his language. But he was pre-

vented by something else—namely, a desire to guard

against misunderstanding, as if Christians had no
duties in reference to their flesh or their physical

life (comp. Eph. v. 29). [So Chrysostom ; see Al-

ford in loco.—R.] Therefore he defines his propo-

sition more specifically : not to live after the fiesh

[toH xctTa cct^Ka ^"H^] » ^2it is, not to live

according to the principle of carnal desires, or of

external motives at all. The genitive to? Is suffi-

ciently explained as designation of the infinitive of

result. (Fritzsche taies another view ; see Meyer.)*

The antithesis, after the Spirit, follows indirectly in

ver. 13.

Ver. 13. Ye shall die [/jilXirf anoS-vrj-
ffxfui]. Strictly, then ye shall go continually to

death, or, toward death (/ti/^fTf). Meyer under-

stands this to mean here only eternal death. This

is contrary to Pbilippi, who properly retains the gen-

eral idea of death. ]- According to Riickert, this

declaration would exclude the resurrection. But
the Apostle takes cognizance not only of the differ-

ence between the first and second resurrection (1

Cor. XV. 23), but also of a resurrection wliich begins

immediately after death (2 Cor. v. 1) ; and pure life

is in antithesis to a final resurrection to judgment.

The explanation of CEcumenius, to* aSdvatov
^dvarov ev ri] yfhvrj, precludes neither the resur-

rection on the' one hand, nor, on the other, a con-

stant connection of physical and psychical corrup-

tion with ethical corruption.

But if ye through the Spirit [d Se nvfv-
ftoLxii. llviviiaxii here is undoubtedly not sub-

jective, but the Holy Spirit (comp. ver. 14). An
instrumental dative.—R.] By means of the life of

the Spirit (by virtue of the Holy Spirit, says Meyer).

Therefore the Apostle says, the deeds of the body
should be mortified, not by bodily exercise, restraint,

and penance, but by the power of the life of the

Spirit.

The deeds [rde nqa.%ii,<i\ The strata-

gems. Machinations (Luke xxiii. 51 ; Col. iii. 9).

These consist in the predominance of illegal im-

pulses as irresistible necessities, as proofs of liberty,

as the poetry of life, &c. The word occurs in the

later Greek writers in the meaning of cunning de-

signs, especially in relation to sins of lust (see Tho-

luck).t Yet the general treatment in the present

* [Stuart follows Winer, p. 306, in governing the geni-
tive by o^eiA^rab (so FritzEche). This is harsh, and most
commentators take the genitive as that of design or result,

according to a very common usage.—E.]
t [The most comprehensive idea of death seems to be

demanded by the context. Granting that the antithesis is

{a>^ (ver. 10), the present and spiritual reference is still re-

quired. Ver. 6 forms the best guide to the meaning otf the
terms here (so Tholuck).—E.]

X [The Kew Testament uses the word generally m ma-
lom partem; and so here, whether in a more or less re-
Itricted sense. It does not refer to the definite acts so

strictly as ^piyat but includes the general conduct, &c. (Phi-

Uipi)-B.l

section requires a general interpretation of tht
word.

[Of the body, Toii ao'ifiaroi;. See Textuai
Note ".] The expression aoifiuroi; has been ver)
strange to many ; therefore CJodd. D. E. F. G., and
the Vulgate, read adiixoi;. To amfia t^? a/^aq-
riaq, chap. vi. 6, cannot be cited in favor of the ex-
pression, since the question here is a real body, but
not there. Yet Meyer correctly asserts, contrary to
Stirm, that Paul remained true to his customary use
of language. The body has its autonomous desires,

which express themselves faithfully in the noimal
life of man, and willingly subordinate themselves to
the dominion of the Spirit. In the sinful man, who
is not converted, these express themselves as impe-
rious commands. In the believer, on the contrary,

from whom the law in the members is removed, they
can morbidly express themselves still, though in only
deceptive forms, and so far as the body, which should
be the organ of the spirit, is autonomous in un-

guarded moments. But its Ti^diaq are then mo-
tions of the ad^i, which appear as Trfidtnq of the

body, because the body has its physiological rights.

[Thus we avoid giving an ethical sense to body. If

the bad sense of deeds be emphasized, then the ethi-

cal force is found there. We must avoid, on the

other hand, taking the phrase, " deeds of the body,"

as metonyme for sinful, carnal deeds (Stuart, Hodge)

;

for there must be a reason for the choice of this

word. Alford, following De Wette, explains it:

" = rijt; aaijy.6i, but here concrete, to give more
vivid reality."—R.]

OavarovTi [comp. chap. vii. 4, and the

stronger expression, rfy-Qomari, Col. iii. 5 ; Lange'a

Comm., pp. 63, 64.—R.] Iloriify can only mean

:

exhaust and abnegate to the very root. Wicked
practises, as roots of sin, are included.

Ye shall live [tijfffo-flf. Alford: "not
fiiXXfif L-)jv ; this life being no natural consequence

of a course of mortifying the deeds of the body,

but the gift of God through Christ ; and coming,

therefore, in the form of an assurance, ' ye shall

live,' from Christ's Apostle."—R.] In the higher,

and even highest sense.

Ver. 14. For as many as are led by the

Spirit of God [o<rot yaQ 7iviv/.iari, Stov
ayovrai.. Comp. Gal. v. 18. Lange's Comm.., p.

137. rdg introduces the reason why they shall

live, impljing, at the same time, that such mortifica-

tion was the result of the Spirit's infiuence, as is ex-

pressed in ver. 13. Hence nviv/ia, in the former

case, must refer to the Spirit of God. That this

leading means a continued and special influence of

the Divine Spirit, is obvious.—R.] The Spirit of

God is not identical with the Spirit in ver. 13 (Mey-

er) ; but it is Christian spiritual life, to he led hy tht

Spirit of God. The passive form expresses its com-

plete dominion, without at tfte same time denying

the voluntary being led on the part of the human

will.
^ , , ,

They are sons of God [ofiTot vioi icaiv

&10V. See Textual Note ". The reading adopted

here places the emphasis on oixoi., these, and

none other, but gives a secondary emphasis to vioi
;

comp. Gal. iii. 1. Pbilippi finds no essential difier-

ence between viol and ihva ^fofi, except that, in

the former, the idea of maturity is more prominent

Hence Christ is called I'lot;, never rixmr Sfo'i. (So

Alford.) On the significance of the phrase, sea

Doctr. Note '", and the Scceg. Notes on vers. 15, 16.

E.] Sons, in the real sense, in contrast with the
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Bjmbolical children of God of the old theocracy.

It is those, and those alone, who bear in themselves

the mark that the Spirit of God leads them. On
the other hand, the merely symbolical adoption by

God under the law is strictly a bondage, accordng to

ver. 15. Comp. Gal. v. 18.

Ver. 15. For ye did not receive the spirit

of bondage \_oii ya^ kXafii-xi nviVfia ()'o i'-

Xiia^. An appeal to Christian consciousness, to

confirm {yaq) his statement. The verb is aorist,

referring to a definite time (when they became Chris-

tians).—R.] Meyer translates :
" ^ spirit of bond-

age, adoption." We hold tliat the definitions are

Bufiiciently united by the exclusive antithesis. What
must we understand by the expression, xfirit of
bondage ? Tholuck :

" The negative form of this

clause caused the earlier expositors great difficulty,

since the question is not a communication of the

spirit in the Old Testament, and since tlie spirit

there imparted, so far as it was a spirit of bondage,

could not be derived from God ; and finally, as the

nvivua, which, in consequence of the antithesis of

m'fT'fia \'tol>Kriaq, must be viewed as the Holy
Spirit, could produce the spirit of bondage." Ex-
planations :

1. Augustine incidentally : The devil is the au-

thor of tlie slavish spirit (Heb. ii. 14, 15). Luther:

The spirit of Cain in opposition to Abel's spirit of

grace (Fritzsclie : malus d(emon^ &c.).

2. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and OEcumenius : The
gift of the law itself, as nviufia-nxij, according to

chap. vii. 14. Likewise Augustine, elsewhere : The
spirit of the external gift of the law : idem spiritus

in tabulis tapideis in timore, in tahdis cordis in

dilectiorie.

3. Most of the later expositors : The same Holy
Spirit is described in His twofold operation ; here,

as far as He exercises His penal office (John xvi. 8).

In that case, the operation of the mere attritio not
designed by tlie Spirit is made prominent.

4. Grotius, Pliilippi, and others : nv. is in both
cases a subjective spiritual disposition. [Philippi

defends this view very ably. Stuart : a servile

spirit; a filial spirit. Alford admits also the subjec-

tive sense. De Wette remarks, that the objective

source is indicated in the verb " received."—R.]
5. Fritzsche, Meyer, and Tholuck : nv. donX.

denotes what tlie received filial spirit is not. Like-

wise Monachus, in the seventh century. Therefore
the spirit of bondage is regarded as a hypothetical

antithesis. This is undoubtedly correct, in a meas-
ure, so far as the Spirit which they have received

can be regarded only as a Spirit of adoption ; but a
spirit of bondage would be really a perverse spirit.

[It should be remarked, that all views which give

nvw/ia a subjective meaning, must either take it in

the first case as = disposition, and, in the second,

= the human spirit as influenced by the Holy Spirit,

thus having no exact correspondence ; or, assume a
hypothetical antithesis in the first ease. It may be
added, that it is difficult to account for the use of
the word " receive " (especially the definite aorist),

if these views be accepted, since the servile spirit

was the natural spirit. We are thus driven to the

interpretation, tliat tzviv/j-u means the same spirit

in both cases, defined first negatively, then positive-

ly. The prolaability of a reference to the Holy Spirit

is very great in that case.—E.]
But yet the Apostle intimates that Judaism has

made of the Old Testament a spirit (a spirit-like,

eomplete system) of bondage, and that it might at-

tempt to make such o perverse spirit of the New

Testament. This intimation is brought out promi.

nentlybythe 7idXi.v fiq ifoflov, which denotea

a fact. At Sinai the Jews made of the law a law

ik ipoijov in the bad sense (Exod. xx.^19, &c.). On
the other hand, the repetition of the VAfiirf favon

the view given above: ye have not received a

spirit of bondage, because that would be a contra.

diction.

Again to fear. This denotes the bound : wick'

ed fear of slavish legalism. [De Wette, Meyer, Phi.

lippi, join 7id,'/.t,v with ft? ip 6 ^ o v aa = in order

again to fear. The ndXov may imply that the con-

dition under Judaism was one of fear, but it does

not follow that the Roman Christians were mainly

Jewish (Philippi), for this fear is a result of all un-

christian religiousness. The ndXw points to their

previous condition in all cases.—R.]
But ye received the Spirit of adop<

tion [aAAct iXdflfre rcviVfia vcodffflaq,
Meyer finds in the repetition of V.dfifTi tzviv-

H a something solemn. The force of the genitive

must be determined largely by the meaning of

Ttvivpia. Meyer: A spirit which is the ruling prin-

ciple in the condition of adoption. Philippi, argu-

ing, from Gal. iv. 6, 6, that adoption precedes the

impartation of the Holy Spirit, finds another rea-

son for the subjective sense of spirit ; but the

adoption may be taken, not as the act, but the

state, which is more accordant with the context,

since Iv w, wherein^ refers to a state or element of

life. Out of this comes the subjective feeling, tha

cry, A bba, Father. The genitive then points to an

effect as in bondage, which also has a descriptive

clause appended.—R.]
De Wette: " vloD^aia, strictly, adoption instead

of a child ;
" which meaning can be so urged, that

they who were by nature the children of wrath (Eph.

ii. 3), have been adopted, or appointed (Eph. i. 16),

the children of God (Fritzsche, Meyer, and Olshau-

sen). The same commentator says :
" But it is a

question whether—as even in the Old Testament
(Deut. xxxii. 6), and in the New Testament (John i.

12 ; 1 John iii. 9 ; 2 Peter i. 4), and also in Paul,

agreeably to the new creation (Gal. vi. 16), the idea

of transformation into children of God occurs—
there is not, consequently, in utofl-. rather the idea

of sonship, of the real relation of children to the

father (Luther, Usteri, &c.), than of adoption
(Fritzsche, Meyer, and Tholuck). The expression,

7zviT'/ia in'oS'., and the use made of the word in ver.

2.S, harmonizes better with this view." Tholuck,
on the contrary, appeals to Eph. v. 1 ; Rom. ix. 4

;

to the designation of the adopted child by iii'o?

flfTo? (ix'oi; ii(TTroi>jToi;)j and to the adoptio filio-

rum of the Vulgate. But Chrysostom, Theodoret,
and other Greek expositors, on the other hand, have
taken the word also in the sense of iiioTi;!;. It is

easy to see that the Apostle chose the expression in

order to distinguish the children of faith, as adopted
through grace, from the rioe iVnoi;. But he had the
further reason of not wishing to press the idea : for
then he could not have said, with reference to the
Hebrew law of inheritance, " And if children, then
heirs." Likewise, the new birth by Christ and His
Spirit denotes real vloi. [The actual sonship hai
already been mentioned in ver. 14. It seems more
natural, then, to take this expression in the confirmai
tory verse in its literal sense, adoption, as implying
the method of their becoming sons ; the more so, aa
an appeal is made to the experience of the readers,
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which experience would revert to the time when
they passed out of one state into the otlier.—R.]

Wherein we cry (1 Cor. ii. 3) [ev w xgd-
io/ifv. The E. v., w7iereJ;y, is not exact. Hodge:
" which enables us to address God as our Father."
Such an instrumental sense of the preposition is

Tery doubtful. The first person is here used, proba-
bly from the deep feeling of fellowship which the
thought awakens.—R.] Tbe ev here designates

the Spirit as the principle [element] of life, which
has the full Tia^^rjaia as its result (Heb. x. 19-23).

K^d^fiV, loud praying ; the voluntary, childlilce ex-

clamation. " Chrysostom raises the doubt, that,

even in the Old Testament, God is called the Father
of Israel ; and he replies to it, by saying that the
Jews did not use this term in their prayers ; or, if

they did, it was only il otxilcu; dmvoiac, and not
dno Ttvi i</Aari,-Atj<; evf^yetou; yt^vovfAtvoh. Yet God
certainly has the name of Father in the Old Testa-

ment, only in the same incomplete sense as the peo-
ple the name of son—namely, as founder and pro-

tector of the people (Jer. iii. 4, 19, and elsewhere),

and always in reference to the community, and not
to the relation of the individual ; " Tholuck. In
the Apocrypha, He is first addressed thus by indi-

viduals (Book of Wisdom xiv. 3 ; Sirach xxiii. 1

;

li. 14). But we must not overlook the fact that,

even in the Did Testament, the centre of the filial

{elation is the Messiah (2 Sam. vii. ; Ps. ii. ; Isa.

ix.) ; and that, consequently, from the perfect New
Testament centre of the relation of the Father to

Christ, all vloSiaia extends.

Abba, Father. 'A/Sfia [K3S], the Syriac

;name for father (Gal. iv. 6 ; Mark xiv. 36). Why is

|the naxriQ added? Explanations:

1. The usual view (Riickert, Reiche, Kollner,

he) is, the naiTi^ helps to explain the Syriac Abba.
I'So Hodge :

" Paul chose to call God his Father, in

' (lis own familiar tongue. Having used the one word,
iowcver, the Greek, of course, became necessary for

ihose to whom he was writing." But Paul does not

dways deem it necessary thus to translate (comp.
I Cor. xvi. 22) ; and in the three cases where this

phrase occurs, the usual mark of interpretation

Itoi't' tirri) is wanting.—R.]

2. The repetition of the name is an expression

if childlike fondness (Chrysostom, Theodore of

.il'opsvestia, and Grotius [Alford] ).

3. An expression of God's fatherhood for Jews
^ad Gentiles (Augustine, Auselm, Calvin, Estius, and
ethers).

4. The name " Abba '' has passed from Jewish
into Christian prayer, and has received, through
Christ himself, the consecration of a special sanctity.

Therefore the Greek-speaking Christians retained the
word as a proper noun, and added thereto the

narriq as an appellative, so that the Abba, Father,
remained in force ; Meyer. [So De Wette, Philippi,

Ughtfoot ; comp. Lange's Comm. Galatians, p. 98.

—E.] This would be, in reality, a duplication arising

from a misconception. Tholuck unites with Luther,
in favor of Chrysostom's view. Luther :

" It is the

caUing to, just as a young child lisps to its father in

Itmple, childlike confidence." If it be necessary to

refer to the passage in Mark, the nmliii there'un-
doubtedly serves as an explanation. It is without
any admixture of misconception that a liturgical use
(as Hallelujah, Hosanna, Amen) has been made of
this passage, because, in the most significant manner,
there is in one salutation an invocation of the Father

of Christ and the Father of Christians, the Fathe»
of the believers of the Old Testament and the New,
the Father of Jews and Gentiles, and thus of th(
Father of all believers in all nations.

Ver. 16. The Spirit itself [ai'ro to Tivtv
II, a. The parallel passage. Gal. iv. 6, is concl isivf
in favor of a reference to the Holy Spirit, even if th«
context did not demand it.—R.] Aino. Not thA
same (Erasmus, Luther), but the Spirit itself (Vul.
gate : ipse spiriius ; Beza : ipse itte spii-itm). Ws
cry m the spirit, and the Spirit itself beareth us wit.
ness.

Beareth witness with [or to] our spirit
[(ru^A'«?T 1'? f t tiji TtVfv/AaTi fjiAmv'\. It
may be asked whether avfii^.a^rviJiT is to be
taken in the sense of the strengthened, uncom-
pounded word : He bears witness to our spirit, aa
the Vulgate, Luther, Grotius, Koppe, De Wette
[Aiford], and many other expositors hold ; or,
whether it should read : He bears witness with our
self-consciousness : I am God's child. Meyer holds
this opinion, insisting upon the aw here, as every-
where (chap. ii. 15 ; ix. 1). But the latter view
would give rise to the question. To whom do both
bear witness? And thus there would follow the
conclusion : even self-consciousness bears witness to
self-consciousness.* This view is hardly tenable.
Chrysostom distinguishes as the two witnesses, the
Holy Spirit and the grace given to us ; and Hervieus,
Calvin, Tholuck, and others, take the same position.

Pareus even applies the legal maxim, " out of the
mouth of two witnesses." " According to this old
Protestant interpretation, the witness of our own
spirit consists in the communication of the declara-

tion of Divine pardon to the believing subject ; but
the witness of the Holy Spirit is regarded as a two-
fold one. On the one hand, it coiisi.sts in the gen-
eral witness by the Sei'iptures and the sacraments,

and then in the appHcatio and obsignatio produced
by the Holy Spirit, while the declarations of the

obsignatio fiJelium are applied here."

Yet it seems clear from the antithesis, the Hoh
Spirit and our spirit, that the Holy Spirit should be
regarded as the testifying part, but that our spirit,

on the other hand, should be regarded as the part

which is testified to. For the witness of our spirit

has, as a special witness, no value beside that of the

Holy Spirit (see Tholuck, p. 416, 417). And yet the

question ever arises. To whom is thu witness made ?

We hold that the expression ain'avrua/j(ldrfTca

(ver. 26) is an illustrative parallel, and must give

importance to the consideration that there the ex

planatory word vniQiVTvyxdvn is added. But we
thereby approach nearer the explanation, that the

aiiv in both cases has the meaning of a strengthened

simple word. But it yet remains for us to conclude

concerning a twofold function of the same Holy

Spirit in the life of the soul. He operates in the

filial life of the soul of believers as an impulse to

* [Dr. Lange does not seem to determine definitely in

favor of either view. But his objection here is based on the

assumption that our spirit is = self-consciousness. Is

there not in Christians, during this time of witness-bearing,

such a division still remaining, as to justify the interpreta-

tion which accepts a twofold witness 1 The witness is to

the man as self-conscious, needing such testimony and
borne both by the Holy Spirit, and the renewed nature,

over against the remaining sinful nature. With our view

of ver. 15, it is necessary that a new witness of this kind ba

introduced here. Philippi accepts the twofold witnessing

here, claiming, however, that the other sense is possibl«

only in case the reference in ver. 16 be to a filial epirit

-E.]
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prayer, h'lt He also operates as the sealing witness

of adopt'on. And thus He hastens in advance of

our consciousness of faith with groaniugs which can-

not be uttered (ver. 26). The ai'v, though it be not

i mere simple prefix, does not always signify the

equality of two dififerent parts in one function.

Sometimes it denotes the elFect (at'vayn), anva-

S(>oi^(ii), and sometimes the conjoint conclusion of

thi act specified in the verb with a kindred fact

ajvlijfii). This is the case here.

It is important that the earlier theologians re-

gai'ded this pasgage as a proof of the certitudo gra-

tice, in opposition to the Catholic doctrine. Meyer
very properly refers to the fact, that it is a witness

against all pantheistic confusion of the Divine Spirit

with that of man. It testifies to the living unity of

both.* Melanchthon correctly observes against fa-

natics, that " the efficacy of the Spirit enters into

the believer prwlucente voce evangeliV
[That we are children of God, on la/j-kv

xixva Sfoti. The purport of the testimony.

Alford :
" not ntni, because the testimony respects

the very ground and central point of sonship, like-

Ti^ss to and desire for God."—R.] The word rejcva

emphasizes the heartiness of the filial feeling.

Ver. 17. And if children, also heirs [ft de

rixva, xal y.X^!iov6/iOL.'\. We must supply

i<j/iiv both times. The being heirs arises from the

very idea and right of a child (Gal. iv. 7).f
Heirs of God [xAi^^oro/^ot f^ev &foti^.

The inheritance is the kingdom of glory. God, as

the eternally living One, is like the earthly testator,

in that He gives His children every thing for an in-

heritance ; but He gives them himself as the treas-

ure of all treasures. He will be their inheritance,

as they are to be His inheritance—a relation prefig-

ured already in the Old Testament (Exod. xix. 5 :

Israel the peculiar treasure of God. Num. xviii. 20 :

Jehovah is the inheritance of the Levites, as they

are His inheritance, clerus). As He himself will be
all in all, so shall His children receive with Him, in

His Son, every thing for an inheritance (1 Cor, iii.

21 £f.). In Luke xv. 12 the inheritance, in another

sense, is spoken of [Including in this the highest

idea of eternal life, the declaration of the Apostle
(ver. 13) : ye s/mll live, is abundantly proven.—R.]

And joint-heirs with Christ [uiuodc/^o-
vo/ioi' f)'e ->L(jKTTori]. Conformably to the i^io-

&firia, the t'ioi are in the most intimate fellowship

with the iiiiii;, to which the common inheritance cor-

responds ; Gal. iv. 1. The second designation char-

acterizes the Divine inheritance of believers in its

majesty, its infinite extent, and its nature, as the

kingdom of perfect love in the glorified world. The
view urged by Fritzsche, Meyer, and Tholuck, that

here Paul does not have in mind the Hebrew, but
the Roman right of inheritance (with reference to

adopted children), Philippi correctly terms " an un-

theocratic reference to the Roman right of inherit-

ance." ^

* [On the witness of the Spirit, see Dodr. N'ote ^^, aad
the works referred to in the list of Homiletical Literature
on this section.—E..]

t [In Gralatians, polemic necessity occasions a fuller and
somewhat modified statement of this idea; see Lange's
Gamni. in fnco,—K.]

t [The .Towish law gave a double portion to the eldest
Bon; the Rom.an law made all children (adopted ones also)
equal. (So the Attic law.) The point of this controversy
about the reference to Jewish or Homan law of inheritance,
Is, that the former presents believers as heritors, sharing
through the grace of Christ, the chief Heir, the latter. In
tn virtue of their sonship. Philippi calls the latter "pro-

If so be that we suffer with him [linn
avvnctaxoiJ-iv. On the particle, see ver. 9.

Here, as there, it implies a slight admonition, since

it introduces a condition sine quA non. The order^

not the reason, of obtaining full salvation, is set

forth (Calvin).—R.] Suffer with Christ—for Him,
,

His gospel. His witness (1 Peter iv. 13 ; 2 Cor. v.

; Phil. iii. 10 ; Col. i. 24 ;
* 2 Tim. ii. 11). Suf.

fering with Christ has the promise of being glorified

with Him. Meyer says, strangely, that " Olshausen

(comp. also Philippi) intermixes something totally

wrong : ' Share in the conflict with sin in ourselves

and in the world.' " Just this is the very nerve of

the suffering with Christ.

[That we may be also glorified with him,

iVra xal (Tvvdoiaad-tTiiu.fv.'] As Meyer prop-

erly says, against Tholuck, the iva is not dependent

on "joint-heirs," but on " suffer with Him." [This

view is now given up by Tholuck, who correctly

adds, however : " That does not describe the sub-

jective, but the objective, divine design. (So Al-

ford).—R.] On the relations of the right of inherit-

ance in Rome, and other nations, see Tholuck, p. 419

[and the note on "joint-heirs"]. We must here

hold to this much, at least, of the idea of adoption

:

that the joint-heirs with Christ become heirs of God
through Christ, in and with Him as the truly Uni-

versal Heir.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. The correct understanding of this eighth chap-

ter of the Epistle to the Romans depends essentially

on the following conditions : (1.) It must be regard-

ed in connection with the whole section beginning

with chap. v. 12
; (2.) The antithesis in this chapter

must be perceived. The fundamental thought is in-

dicated in the superscriptions : Sin and the life of

Christ, as opposite principles of life in the world.

The foundation is given in chap. v. 12-21. The
abrogation of the old principle in its two fundamen-
tal forms : Service of sin, service of the law ; chap,

vi. 1 to vii. 6. The transition from the old to the

new nature ; the inwardness of the law ; chap. vii.

7-25. Witli chap. viii. there appears the new life

of believers in Christ, and of Christ in believers.

This new life itself constitutes again an antithesis.

It is : a. An exclusively spiritual standpoint, in op-

position to the flesh, and contemplates the extirpa-

tion of the old, sinful motions ; b. A standpoint ol

renewal—whose object is the resurrection and the
glorification of the world— proceeding from the
Spirit, and embracing the flesh and the whole cre-

ated world.

2. The Spirit of Christ's life being communicated
to believers, it becomes to them a law of the Spirit

for the new life. The law of the Spirit is a potency
which extends further than the spirit of the law

;

much less is it a nova lex in the sense of the Catho

fane, far-fetched, incongruous." Meyer and Tholuck think
it appropriate in an Epistle to the Romans, and say that
the only legal basis for the illustration is the Roman law.
On the other hand, the genitive XpioroO, where the dative
might properly be used, may be urged in favor of the other
view. In any case, tlie right of the adopted children is
through the mediation of Chi-ist. The context points to
fellowship with him, so that heii-ship in him is an appro-
priate thought. SohmoUer (Oalatians, p. 98) deems lh€
whole controversy pedantic—R.]

* [In Col. i. 24, such sufferings are termed "the a«ifr
tlons of Christ ;

" so intimate is the fellowship of Chriit ani
his body, the Church. See also Heb. ii 10.—R.]
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lie dogmatics. Life in the entire spiritual view and
experience of Clirist's life constitutea a imiveraal
principle of life, which becomes the rule for every
more general relation of life, and an ivroliij of the
living Divine will for every individual situation.

3. On ver. 3, see the Jixeg. Notes. It is totally

_ foreign to the context to give this passage a special
application to the propitiation for the guilt of sin
(for the discussions on the subject, see Tholuck).
[Those who thus do, are careful to defend their po-
sition against antinomianism ; but, practically, the
danger from a too exclusive application of all possi-
ble passages to justification, lies in another direction,
viz., that of legal efforts after holiness. The con-
nection between pardon and holiness is thus ob-
scured

; the believer fails to see Christ as his life-

giving Saviour ; the law is again sought ; " the spirit

of bondage " returns, and the conflict of chap. vii.

14-26 is all too common. Whatever may be the
logical and theological antithesis, the Christian pas-
tor finds this to be the practical effect.—R.]—It is

likewise a disregard of the definite expression to

overlook the real meaning of the o/ioioi/^a. Be-
cause Christ appeared in the truth and reality of the
ird^i, He also appeared, according to the universal
human view, in the likeness of sinful flesh. The
Apostle expresses exactly the same thought in the
words, ev o^Obfiifiarv avI^^iliTtmv yfVQt-nvoi; \ Phil.

ii. 1. The reality of His human nature resulted in

the likeness of His appearance and suffering life to

the picture presented by the lite of men. Baur's
Bpiritualistically gross misconception of this declara-

tion (Phil, ii.) makes a sort of Gnosticism out of it

;

the realistic obscuration of the term, on the other
hand, allows Christ himself to have assumed sinful

flesh. The simple thought is too grand for both
these stunting and mutilating tendencies. God has
unmasked and judged sin in the flesh, and con-
demned it to be cast out as a foreign element, a ruin-

ous pseudo-plasma in the flesh, by Christ's assuming
a pure and consecrated tra^S, and by His keeping
His white robe spotless on the whole filtliy road of
His pilgrimage, and maintaining its holiness until it

was illuminated in glorified splendor. Thus the

question, whether Christ assumed human nature in

its paradisiacal state before the fall, or the fallen na-

ture of Adam, is a thoroughly incorrect one, for it

rests on a misconception of biblical facts. Christ

assumed neither the unfallen nor the fallen human
natr.ie, but the nature raised from the fall and made
holy. See the Bible- Work on John i. 14.

4. On the connection of the doctrine of the ohe-

dientia activa to ver. 3, see Tholuck, p. 395.

5. On ver. 4. The righteousness of Christ should
be realized also in believers, from the principle of
the righteousness of faith to the righteousness of
life. See the JTxe^. Notes,

6. The antithesis, walking in the flesh and walk-

ing in the Spirit, separates into these elements

:

a. Being or living in the flesh ; being or living in

the Spirit ; b. The seeking of the flesh as enmity
Bgainst God ; the seeking of the Spirit as enlivened

and impelled by the Spirit of God ; e. The end

—

•n one side, death ; on the other, life and pea^e.

T. Those who live in the flesh cannot please God.
Those imagine that they please God who, following

the letter of the law, lead an analytically divided,

^nt, and fragmentary life, or a false life in outward
observances. But God is one ; His Spirit is one

;

His law, as the principle of life, is one ; and salva-

tion lies in the dynamical synthesis of life from^

a shedding abroad of the Spirit. See Maik xii
32 ff.

8. The real, fundamental thought of this sectioE
appears in ver. 10. See the Bxeg. Notes. The bodj
is dead by the necessarily positive standpoint ol
Christian life in the Spirit, and it is dead in its pre
pensity to sin and death, in order that it may bt
raised from its state to a new life, and inherit the
resurrection (1 Cor. ix. 27 ; 2 Cor. iv. 14 ; Eph. ii

5; Col. ii. 12; Phil. iii. 11). Also John vi., anc
the doctrine of the Lord's Supper, beloug here
The effecting of the future resurrection by the re-

newal of the inner life, is questioned by Meyer,
against De Wett« and Philippi, for he does not place
a correct estimate on the real relations of the king,
dom of God (p. 246). On pneumatic corporeity, s€(

Tholuck, pp. 48B, 486.

9. On ver. 13. By the Spirit, and not by the
scourge [mit dem Geist, nicht mit der Geisser],

should the deeds of the body be mortified. See
the Hxef/. Notes.

10. Ou the difference between the symbolical anr
real children of God, see the £;xeg. Notes on ver 14
On viol &10V, see Tholuck, p. 40'9..—That the in'o-

dmia, in the Apostle's sense, can be adoption only
in form and mode, and not in its essence and sub-

stance, arises from the fact that believers, as the

children of God, have the Spirit of God and of
Christ ; that they pray in filial confideuce ; and that
they are destined to be heirs of God and joint-heira

with Christ. [In interpreting the phrase, " sons of
God," two errors must be guarded against : (a.) lim-

iting it to something like this : the objects of God's
favor; (b.) extending it so as to obliterate any
real distinction between the Son and the adopted
children. The latter may occur, either through a

denial of the specific and eternal Sonship of Christ,

or through some too spiritualistic view of the work
of Redemption, which makes the children of God
m essence and substatiee children. Pantheistic fan-

cies follow the same tendency. Between these two
lies the true definition. A Christian, as a son of
God, is new-born of the Spirit of God ; hence, has
a likeness to God in character, is the object of God's
special love, and entitled to special privilege and
dignity. Yet even this is not all. The term is not
merely figurative, as this passage shows, save as all

language about our relations to God is figurative.

The relation is real—grounded on, yet differing

from, the relation of the Etemdl Son. Only those

in Him are " sons." They are " sons " in such a

sense as to become partakers of the Divine nature

(1 Peter i. 23). A further definition is now impos-

sible. " Now are we sons of God ; but it doth not

yet appear what we shall be " (1 John iii. 3). Tlie

fact remains established ; the manifestation of its

full significance is to come ; ver. 19.—R.]
11. The dogmatic spirit of the Middle Ages made

of Christianity a religion ndXiv fk (f'ofior. Rome
in particular did this, in spite of these words to the

Romans, in ver. 16. Even the Old Testament and

its law aimed at a higher fear of God, as the begin,

ning of wisdom. See Ps. i. and Ps. xix. on com-

munion with the l.iw of God.

12. On the moS-iala, and its origin in the Old

Testament, see the Exeg. Notes.

13. In relation to adoption, the Spirit is our wit

ness ; in relation to future glory, it is our pledge,

[On the witness of the Spirit. This consists in tha

gracious fruits and effects wrought in us by the Holj

Spirit. " His whole inward and outward efiicacj
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must be taken together ; for instance, His comfort,

His incitement to prayer, His censure of sin, His

.mpulse to works of love, to witness before the

world," &o. (Olshausen). Yet filial feelings of those

happy moments when we are conscious that we live

by the Spirit, love God and goodness, desire and de-

light in pleasing God, must not be excluded ; since,

whether the witness be to or with our spirits, such

results may be expected. Because enthusiasm has

pushed this matter to an extreme at times, the assur-

ance of salvation is not to be deemed unattainable,

not filial emotions toward God checked by the sneer

about fanaticism. " That the world deny any such

testimony in the hearts of believers, and that they

look on it with scorn and treat it with derision,

proves only that they are unacquainted with it ; not

that it is an illusion. It was a sensible and true re-

mark of the French pliilosopher Hemsterhuys, in re-

gard to certain sensations which he was discussing

:

' Those who are so unhappy as never to have had

such sensations, either through weakness of the nat-

ural organ, or because they have never cultivated

them, will not comprehend me '
" (Stuart).— R.]

The conclusion, '" and if children, then heirs," con-

nects this section with the following.

HOlIILETICAt, AND PEACTICAL.

Why do we, as those who are in Christ Jesus,

have no more fear of condemnation? 1. Because

the law of the Spirit of Christ has made us free

from the law (that is, the power) of sin and death
;

2. This has been effected by the act of God in con-

demning sin in tVie flesh.—Contrast between the law

of the Spirit of Christ and the law of sin : 1. The
former brings iife ; 2. The latter, death (ver. 2).

—

The appearance of the Son of God in the form (like-

ness) of sinful flesh : 1. In its meaning; 2. In its

effects (vers. 3, 4).—The sending of God's Son an

ad of God (ver. 8).—He who becomes united with

Christ ever more fully performs the righteousness

required by the law (ver. 4).—Why is carnal-minded-

ness death ? Because : 1. It is enmity against God

;

and, 2. As such, it is disobedience to God's law

(vers. 5-7).—All who have Christ's Spirit are not

carnal, but spiritual. This is shown thus : 1. Christ's

Spirit reigns in their spirit ; and therefore, 2. Their

spirit reigns in their body (vers. 9-11).—"If any
man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of

His." This declaration is : 1. Perfectly true ; but,

2. Fearful in its trutli (ver. 9).—A question of con-

science in two forms: 1. Have we Christ's Spirit?

2. Are we His? (ver. 9.)— The Spirit of God as

pledge of our resurrection from the dead (ver. 11.)

—The preparation of our bodies for the day of resur-

rection by the Spirit of God (ver. 11).—The glorifi-

jation of physical life by God's Spirit (ver. 11).

—

The opposition between carnal and spiritual-minded-

ness one of death and life : 1. Demonstration (vers.

6-8) ; 2. Reference to the members of the Christian

communion (vers. 9-11); 3. Inference for their

moral life (vers. 11-13).—If we allow ourselves to

be led by the Spirit of God, we are God's children,

heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ. Reasons

;

1. Because this spirit is not slavish, but filial ; 2.

Because He bears witness with us that we are chil-

dren of God ; 3. Because we are assured by Him of

eternal glory (vers. 14-17).—The leading power of

the Spiiit of God (ver. 14).—The difference between

Ditine adoption in the Old Testament and the New

(ver. 16).—The Spirit of God a spirit of prayer (ver

15)—The Abba-Fatner cry of believing Christian

souls : 1. So filially humble ; 2. So filially joyous

(ver. 15). The inward witness of the Spirit: 1.

Who bears this witness ? 2. To whom is it borne ?

3 What is its import? (ver. 16.)—How rich the

children of God are ! They are : 1. Heirs of God;

2. Joint-heirs with Christ (ver. 17).—Let us suffer

with Christ, in order that we may be raised to glory

with Him.
LuTHEK : Although sin still rages in the flesh, we

are not condemned, if the spirit is righteous, and

fights against it. But where there is not this spirit,

the law is weakened and overpowered by the flesh

;

so that it is impossible for the law to help man, ex-

cept to sin and death. Therefore God sent His own

Son, and placed upon Him our sins, and thus helped

us to fulfil the law by His Spirit (vers. 1-4).

SrAEKE : Sin and death are connected together

;

who will separate them ? Therefore, if you would

escape death, you must fiee from sin ; James i. 15
;

Sirach xxi. 2, 3 (ver. 2).—Is sin sfreet to thee,

man ? Then remember that its fruit will be bitter

(ver. 2).

—

Hedingick : It is a false trust, to wish to

be righteous in Christ, and, at the same time, to de-

sire to walk after the flesh. Where sin reigns, there

is condemnation, though Christ had died a thousand

times. The flesh must die on the cross with Him,

and His Spirit must live in the sinner ; otherwise the

salvation purchased by Christ will be of no use

;

1 Peter ii. 24 (ver. 1).

—

Starke : Adam (merely)

out of us does not injure us ; and Christ (merely)

out of us does nOt help us (ver. 10).—People of the

world seek immortality in wrung ways. Seek the

right way, which is, to let God's Spirit dwell in you

;

Isa. Iv. 2 (ver. 11).—It is better that we kill sin,

than that sin kill us (ver. 13).

—

Nihil villus, guam a
came vlnci, nihil gloriosius, quam carnem vincere ;

Jerome.— Q\d sequuntur caritem, jlagelljntur in

came : in ipxa est censura supplicii, in qua fuit causa

peccati ; Bernarh (ver. 12).

—

Starke : One may
speak of God without the Holy Spirit ; but he can-

not speak to Him in a way that the prayer will be
granted (ver. 16).—If little children can move their

parents' hearts by " papa " and " mamma," so can

behevers move God by the word " Abba " (ver. 15)—Hedingek : To suffer, and to hiherit, stand to-

gether. Very well ! Heaven is worth a toilsome

pathway. Si vis regnare mecum, porta crucem meam
tecum ; Gerson.

Spener : God sent His Son to assume flesh ; for

the Word became flesh, not merely outwardly, but
truly and in very deed. But such flesh in Him was
not sinful ; but it was only in the form of, or uni-

formity with, sinful flesh, so that he'who saw it only
outwardly might regard it just as sinful flesh as

ours (vers. 3, 4.)—Christianity enjoins not only that
we do good, and thus perform spiritual works, but
that we should also be spiritually, and not carnally,
minded (ver. 5).—The witness of the Holy Spirit ia

as glorious as it is necessary. . . . This witness is

the foundation of the highest consolation of the
child of God. Yet but little can be told of it, fot
no man can understand it except him who feels it.

It is " a new name," which nobody knows except
him who receives it ; Rev. ii. 17 (ver. 16). It ia a
great dignity, indeed, to be heirs of God, and to
stand with Christ as though in the possession of
equal rights. For it is the inheritance of the Al-
mighty God, and therefore consists of eternal pos.
sessions. Yet such an inheritance has the certain
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eondition of baying previously suffered with Christ

Iver. 17).

Rocs : Being in Christ Jesus presupposes long-

ing for Christ Jesus ; fleeing to Him ; submission to

Him ; being planted in Him as the Vine ; union
with Him ; and, consequently, faith in Him

;
just as

even the continued being, or remaining, in Christ

Jesus, rests upon a continuous faith in Him (vers.

1-4).—The man who is in Christ Jesus does not
walk any more after the flesh ; and thus the right-

eousness, or righteous requirement, of the law,

which is spiritual, is fulfilled in him ; it is so far iul-

Slled as his spiritual life and walk in the Spirit ex-

tend (ver. 4).—In short, just as the Spirit com-
prises spii-itual-mindedness, and walking after the
Spirit comprises every thing which is good, praise-

worthy, holy, and well-pleasing to God ; so do the

words flesh, oarnal-mindedness, and walking after

the flesh, comprise every thing wicked and sinful

(vers. 6-8).— Suifering does not precede glory by
mere accident ; it does so by God's design, and
makes fit for great glory. It is only a nature crushed

by suffering that can be glorified. But the suffering

must be : 1. A suffering with Christ ; 2. In fellow-

ship with Christ ; 3. lu the likeness of the suffering

and mind of Christ. Then will we be also raised to

glory with Clirist, in whom we are by faith (ver. 17).—Bengel ; The carnal mind cannot, and inay not.

Hence comes the pretext of impossibility with which
those seek to excuse themselves who are even here

convicted as carnal (ver. 7).

Gerlach: What seems remote and dificult to

man under the law, is made easy by grace ; indeed,

is even accomplished by grace (vers. 2, 3).—Both
flesh and spirit are mighty and active forces in man
(ver. 5).

—" The Spirit should be as much the Lord
of our life, as the helmsman is guide of the ship, and
the driver is guide of his teaio ;

" Chrysostom (ver.

14).—The Spirit of adoption is the Spirit of the Son
of God. In Him we cry, Abba, dear Father ! He
encourages us to call, with childlike joy and confi-

dence, upon God, whom Christ thus called on (Mark
xiv. 26) ; and whom Christ, after the atonement was
completed (John xx. 17), calls His God and ours.

His Father and ours (ver. 15).—The witness of the

Spirit of God consists in the consciousness of peace

with God, and of access to Him in childUke, believ-

ing prayer ; which witness we have received through

faith in Christ (ver. 16).—The believer enters upon
the inheritance of God as "joint-heir with Christ ;

"

but it is not a dividing joint-heirship, by which one

receives what another is deprived of. It is a posses-

sion like that of the sunlight, which every one en-

joys to the full, without any robbery of another

(ver. 17).—The life of the Christian is really a life

of suffering, both inwardly and outwardly, except

that the consciousness of Divine adoption rises high

above suffering and oppression (ver. 17).

Lisoo : The certainty of the attainment of per-

fect salvation by believers, rests upon their fellow-

uliip with Christ, and upon their being and living in

Him ; and it is from this true fountain that their

ever-progressive sanctification flows (ver. 1).—What
prospects, what hopes ! Yet the order is, that we,

like Christ, shall attain future glory through suffer-

ing.

—

Luther :
" He who would be Christ's brother

and joint-heir, must bear in mind to be also a joint-

martyr and joint-sufferer ; not feeling Christ's suffer-

ings and shame after Him, but with Him, as vers.

10, 32, 33, declare " (ver. 17).

Hedbneb: The guiltlesgnesa of true Cbristlan!i

(ver. 2).—We must preach duties so conformably to
the gospel, that they will be a pleasure (ver. 3).—
Faith in Christ ^ves no aid to indolence. The de
sign of the atonement is our sanctification (ver. 4),—The carnal mind and religion do not agree to
gether (ver. 7).—Christ's Spu?it is the true Spirit

;

men out of Him are spiritless, however full of tht

Spirit such unchristian people may fancy themselvei
(ver. 9).—Life after the flesh destroys all Christian

prosperity, spiritual enjoyment, vital force, and eter-

nal salvation (ver. 13).—The Spirit can ovcrpowe*
the flesh ; therefore no Christian can say, that the
power of the flesh is too great, too insurmountable
(ver. 13).—The guidance of the Spirit of God ie

:

1. Not irregular, but' regular, and its traces are to be
found rather within than without ; 2. Nor a sudden
impulse, an emotion ; but a continuous guidance,

extending through the whole life, and operating in

all acts ; 3. And finally, this guidance is efiected by
means of the Word ; it is free, and without compul-
sion (ver. 14).—The Abba-cry is an uninterrupted

thinking upon God, and longing after Him.—No
cross, no crown.

—

Besser : The impulsive power of

the Holy Spirit is twofold : He leads us to receive in

faith, and give in love.—The glorification of Chris-

tians begins with Christ under the cross.

The Fericope (vers. 12-17) for the 8t!i Svnday
after Trinity.—Hecbner : The adoption of Chris-

tiana with God : 1. It is holy ; 2. It is saving.—The
difference between the children of the world and the

children of God.

—

Genzlee : Those whom the Spirit

of God leads, are God's children. The Apostle

praises : 1. The filial mind ; 2. The filial joyful-

ness ; and, 8. The filial hope of those who allow

themselves to be led by the Spirit of God.

—

Petri :

The children of God : 1. Their nature ; 2. condi.

tion ; 3. and inheritance.

—

Harless : The poverty

and wealth of the legacy of Jesus Christ.

—

Tho.

mcK : The witness of Divine adoption is the surest

pledge of eternal life. 1. In what is the witness of

Divine adoption manifested ? 2. Why is it a pledge

of eternal life ?

—

Kapff : The healing of sinful cor-

ruption by Jesus and His Spirit. Through Him we
become : 1. Children of God ; 2. Praying men of

the Spirit ; and, 3. Joint-heirs with Christ.

[BuRKiTT (condensed) : All men show the true

temper of their minds, and the complexion and dis-

position of their souls, by willingly, cheerfully, and

constantly minding either the things of the Spirit or

the things of the flesh.—Three things are impUed in

our being glorified with Christ : 1. Conformity—we
shall be like Him in glory ; 2. Concernitancy—we

shall accompany Him, and be present with Him in

glory ; 3. Conveyance or derivation—His glory shall

be reflected upon us, and we shall shine in His

beams.

—

Henry : It was great condescension, that

He who was God should be made in the likeness of

flesh; but much greater, that He who was holy

should be made in the likeness of sinful flesh.—The

Spirit witnesses the privileges of children to none

who have not the nature and privileges of children.

DonnRiDGE : The Spirit of God will not dwell with

those whom He does not effectually govern.—Mac-

knight : The minding of the things of the flesh, to

the neglecting of the things of the Spirit, disquali-

fying men for heaven, stands in direct oppositionto

God's friendly intentions; consequently, is enmity

against God, and ie deservedly punished with death.

Wesley (sermons on the Witness of the Spirit)

:

The witness of the Spirit is a consciousness of oui

having received, in and by the Spirit of adoption
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the tempers mentioned in the Word of God as be-

•imging to His adopted children—a loving heart

toward God, and toward all mankind ; hanging with

childlike confidence on God our Father ; desiring

nothing but Him ; casting all our care upon Him
;

and embracing every child of man with earnest, ten-

der affection, so as to be ready to lay down our life

for our brother, as Christ laid down His life for us.

It is a consciousness that we are inwardly conformed,

by the Spirit of God, to the image of His Son, and

that we walk before Him in justice, mercy, and truth,

doing the things which are pleasing in His sight.

—

Clarke : Ver. 16. The witness of the Spirit is the

grand anil most observable case in which intercourse

is kept up between heaven and earth ; and the genu-

ine believer in Christ Jesus is not left to the quib-

bles or casuistry of polemic divines or critics, but

receives the thing and the teatimony of it from God
himielf. Remove the testimony of adoption from
Christianity, and it is a dead letter.

—

Hodge : There

can be no rational or scriptural hope without holi-

ness ; and every tendency to separate the evidence

of the Divine favor from the evidence of true

piety, is antichristian and destructive.

—

Barnes : If

a man is not influenced by the meek, pure, and

holy spirit of the Lord Jesus ; if he is not con

formed to His image ; if his life does not resemble

that of the Saviour, he is a stranger to religion. No

test could be more easily applied, and none is mora

decisive.

[HoMiLETiOAL Literature on the 8th Ohapteb

OP Romans : Bishop Cowpee, Heaven Opened, &c.,

6th ed., Lond., 1619; E. Philips, Nineteen Sermom;

B. Elton, Tke Triumph of a True Christian i)e

scribed, or. An Explanation of the 8th Chapter of

Romans, 1623 ; H. Binning, The Sinner's Sanctu-

ary ; being 48 Sermons on the 8lh Chapter of Ro-

mans ; T. Jacomb, Several Sermons on the whole Sth

Chapter of Romans, London, 1672 ; T. Horton,

Forty-six Sermons on the whole Sth Chapter of Ro^

mans, London, 16Y4 ; T. Manton, Forty-seven ser-

mons in Works (vol. 2); Mestrkzat, Sermmis sw
la 8e chap, de VEpitre aux Romains, Amsterdam,

1702 ; T. Brtson, Comprehensive View of the Real

Christian^ Character, &c., London, 1794 ; Bishop

Short, The Witness of the Spirit with our Spirit,

Illustrated from the Sth Chapter of Romans (Bamp-

ton Lectures), Oxford, 1846 ; W'inslow, jVo Con-

demnation in Christ Jems, as Unfolded in the Sth

Chapter of Romans, London, 1867.—J. F. H.]

n. Life in the Spirit in connection with nature as the Resurrection-life, and the Spirit as seeuritj

of glory.

Chapter VIH. 18-39.

A. The present and Bubjectlve certainty of future glory, or the glorification of the body and of natiire by the Spirit

(vers. 18-27).

18 Foi- I reckon that the suiferings of this present time are not worthy to be

compared [insignificant in comparison] with the glory which shall be reyealecl

19 in us [eig ijfidg].' For the earnest [patient] expectation of the creature [crea-

tion] ' waiteth [is waiting] for the manifestation [revelation] of the sons of God.
20 For the creature [creation] was made subject " to vanity, not willingly, but by

reason of him who hath subjected the same [who subjected ^7,] ' in hope ; [,]
°

21 Because [That] the creature [creation] itself also shall be delivered from the

bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty [freedom of the glory] of the

22 children of God. For we know that the whole creation groaneth [together]

23 and travaileth in pain together until now. And not only they [«o],° but [but

even we] ourselves also [omtt also], which [though we] have the firstfruits of the
Spirit, even we ourselves' groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,'

24 to loit, [omit to wit,l the redemption of our body. For we are [were] saved by
[in] ° hope : but [now] hope that is seen is not hope : for what a man seeth,

25 why doth he yet ["still]
'° hope for ? But if we hope for that we see not. then

26 do we with patience wait for it [with patience we wait for it]. Likewise the
Spirit also helpeth our infirmities [weakness] :

" for we know not wliat wf
should pray for " as we ought : but the Spirit itself maketh intercession [inter

2V cedethj for us [omtt for us] " with groanings which cannot be uttered. And
[But] he that [who] searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the
Spirit, because he maketh intercession [pleadeth] for the saints according to the

will of God.

B. The future and objective certainty of glory (vers. 2&.57),

28 And we know that all things '* work together for good to them that [those
who] love God, to them [those] who are the called according to his purpose.

29 For whom he did foreknow [foreknew], he also did predestinate [predestinated]
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to he conformed to the image of his Son, that he might be the firstborn among
80 many brethren. Moreover, whom he did predestinate [predestinated], them he

also called : and whom he called, them he also justified : and whom he justified
31 them he also glorified. What shall we then [What then shall we] say to these
32 tilings ? If God he {is\ for us, who can be [is] against us ? He that [WiioT

spared not his own Son, but delivered him up lor us all, how shall he not witii
S3 him also freely give us all things ? Who shall lay any thing to the charge oi'

34 God's elect ? ' It is God that justifieth. [!]
" Who is he that condemneth 't

It is Christ \oT, Christ is Jesus] '° that died, yea rather," that is risen again,
who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us,

35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? shall tribulation, or distress,
36 or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? As it is written,

For thy sake we are killed all the day long
;We are [were] accounted as sheep for the slaughter.

37 Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him that [who]
loved" us.

e. The unity of the subjective and -objectiye certainty of future glory in the already :ittained glorious life of love, the
Spirit of glory (vers. 38, 39).

38 For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,

nor powers, [omit nor powers,] '" nor things present, nor things to come, [insert nor
39 powers,] Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature [created thing], °° shall

be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Ver. 18.—[It is difficult to render ets^/iS? literally. 7m tM (E. V.) implies that -we are the subjects of the revela-
t!on, and this is the main thought. Alford renders : wilh regard to us ; Lange : avf und an uns.

* Ver. 19.

—

[KTttrts occurs foui times in vers. 19-22, with the s.ime meaning. In ver. 22 it is best to render it

creatiov^ and in the other casps it should conform, Lange : die KreaiHrliche Wdt^ Kreatur-Welt. On the various limita-
tions of meaning, see Exig. JYo'es,

3 Ver. 20.—[iange renders iiiroTayrti unlerwarf sich, adopting the middle sense ; hut as this sense is doubtful,
the English text ha.s not been altered.

* Ver. 20,

—

[la hope is not to be joined with what immediately precedes, hence a comma must be inserted. Gries-
bach and Knapp mjike ovk . . . viroroL^avTa parenthetical, but without sufBcient reason. Atner. Bible Union also

makes a parenthetical clause : hut by reason of him who made it subject
;
yet this only seems to add confusion. See

the next nolo.
* Ver. 20.—[Lange puts a full stop after hf/pe. Meyer, and many others, a comma, connecting the next verse : that

the creation, &c. (the purport of the hope). Eorhes gives the parallelism thus :

19. a. 'H yap aTTOKapoBoKta ttj? KTtVtajy

b. Triv aTTOKa^v}pLv Tiav viiav ToO 6eov d7r€K5ej(eTal,

20. ry yap fjiaTacorrjTi ri ktiVi? VTrord-yT),

OVK SKOvaa a\Ka Slo. tov viroTa^avra,

21. a, €7r' eKiriSt OTt Kal avrrj r} ktlctis eKevQeptaBrjcreTai a-nb Trj^ SovXeiai T^y (^^opos

6. et9 rrjv eKevBeptav T^s So^jjs Tbjv TeKviav ToO d^ov.

19. a. For the earnest expectation of the creation

b. Is waiting for the revelation of the sons of God,
20. For the creation was made subject to vanity,

Not willingly, but by reason of Him who subjected it,

21. a. In hope, that the cVeatui-e itself shall also be delivered from the bondage of corruption,

b. Into the liberty of the glory of tht children of God.

This makes the whole of ver. 20, except in hope, parenthetical, and connects ver. 21 with that phrase, as giving the pur-

port of the hope. Oa this last view, Forbes dnes not insist, however. In hope is thus made to refer to both lines of thu

farenthesis, yet with a main reference to a-itmUxi-rai., is waiting. The two lines of ver. 19 find their parallels in ver

1, while a. a. refer to the expcclntion or hope that animates creation ;
b. h. to the final consummation to which it points.

At the hepinning of ver, 21, Lange reads denn, Alford, because, but Tholuck, Philippi, Meyer, Amer, Bible Union,

Noyes, five Anglican clergymen, &c., favor (7ia/, introducing the purport of the hope.
. , -

* Ver. ii.—{So, or 'his should he supplied ; the meaning is : Not only is this so. The E. V. is therefore inexact.

Xh 3 latest revisions adopt «o. „ . , ^ t, j
' Ver. 23.—[There IS considerable variation in the text here, not aifectmg the sense, however, a. rea<ls xci

«VToi T^v airapyor Toi! nvevu-aroi evoi'Te! Kal avToi; adopted by Tischendorf, Meyer, Latge, Tiegelloa,

Ihe Rec. Inserts naeJt after the second «ai; N. A. C, Lachmann, Alford Ufore it, so TreKclles, ni brackets
;
whilo

D. F. a, Fritzsche insert the same after the first Kai. The original reading was probably that of B.; ijMeit being m-
terted as an explanatoiy gloss, hence the variation in position (Meyer). As Kai ovtoi is repeated, it is better to ren-

ie!" even we ourselves in both cases. . , ^, . . , . ,

s Ver 23.—[D E.G. omit uloSecriav, which is strongly attested, however. The omission may have arisen from

Jie thought that the word meant something already possessed, and hence was inappropriate here.
, . ,.. ...

» Ver. 24.—[The dative, t^ eATriJi, is not instrumental. Sfow is the better rendering of the logical 5e
,
whici

°
""Ver. 24, -[Si. A. C. K. L., read ri Kai (Rec., Meyer, Wordsworth, Lange); B. D. F. omit «ai (Laclimann,

Alford, l-regellesi The latter reading gives the sense : tFky doth lie hope (at all)r the former, which is preleiable

V.'ty doth Jie still hope for f Kai ^ etiam. , , ., ,.; i i „„ « a o r< r." Ver. 26.-[Instead of TaTs aaOcveiai, (.Rec., K. L.), which was vrobahly a marginal gloss, K. A. R 0. D,

liost cursives, versions, and lathers, read t§ aa-divtCtf, adopted by most editors.
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n Ver. 2( —[is;. A. B. C, LaohmaDn, Alford, Wordsworth, Tiegelles, read irpoirev£<i(iefl» (aonst) ; D. K. I^,

Qi-iesbacli, Tischendorf, irpcxrevf 6 (teSa. Both are grammatical, either may have been original ; but -he former is slight.

*y better !Utested. .,, ^ ^rr j *-u" Vcr 26.—['YiTjp iiiiHv (Rcc. N^ C. K. L.) is omiftea by Lachmana, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Voldsworth,

Lanqe, Tregelles, on the authority of M^. A. B. D. F. G. Probably added for closer definition.
. . , v

14 Vor. 28.—[N. A. B. insert o Seo's (as Bubjc-ot) after irvyepyel. It is omitted in CD. "F. K. 1., and rejected bJ
most editors. The seeming necessity of some such subject led to its insertion, which was rendered easier by the pres-

ence of fleonimmediately before). Laohmann, who retains it, inserts to before ivaSdi', on insufficient authority.
" Vor. 3J.—[In vers. 33-35, Lange adopts ihc punctuation followed in the B. v., except in ihis trifling particul.ir.

Very many, however, place an interrogation point after each clause. (See Alford, who incorrectly (quotes Meyer al

favoring th s view.) Tischendorf and Meyer place a co!an after SiKcuiiy, and also alter virip iiii.uv (ver. 34).

TrL-gelles a comma after the foimer, a colon after the latter. The relation of the clauses, which involves the punctua-

fcion, is discussed in the Exeg. Notes.
" Ver. 34.—[After Xpio-ros, N. A. C. E. L. Insert "Iritrous (adopted by Lange). It is omitted in B. D. K., by

Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, and most editors. Hence tbe rendering of Lange (braoisetted in the_ text) u
doubly doubtful : first, on accnunt of tbe dubious reading ; second, as a somewhat forced esegesis. Sec Extg. Notes.

' Ver. 84.—[MiAAoi- Se Kut (Btc.) Is supported by D. F. K. L. ; Kai is omitted in N. A. B. C. (by Lachmann,
W ege'-les, bracketted by Alford), but, as Meyer suggests, was easily overlooked between 6E and E7.

', i» Ver. 37.—[Instead of the well-supported toO ovuinjo-ai'TO!, D. E. F. G., and many Latin fathers, read : tok

.^ .'.-ijcra^Ta ; objectionable on both critical and exegetical grounds.
" Ver. 38.—[The order in K. A. B, C. D. F. is oi/re ei-eimoTa, oire iiiX^ovra, oi/Te 6 V faji e i! ; adopted

jy Griesbuch, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, and ciitical editors generally. The Rmpta puts
ovT€ Svyafi€i^ first (K. L., some versions). This may readily be accounted tor ; 5uVa/xt? is associated with oyycAot
or apxT in Eph. i. 21 ; I Cor. xv. 24 1 Peler iii. 22, hence the seeming necessity for a closer connection here. In Col. ii

15, bvfdfxei^ is omitted, bat in all the passages cited, e(ovaia is found ; hence we find it as a variation here, but very
plightiy attested.

2*1 Ver.39—[Tis KT I criff cannot, of course, mean creation here.—R.]

EXFIGETICAL AND CaiTICAX.

Summary.—The witness of Divine adoption, im-

parted by the Holy Spirit to believers, comprises at

the same time, according to ver. 17, the security

that they will be heirs of future glory. Then, too,

the physical body—which, in their spiritual life in

this world, they mistrust, because of its enervation

through sin, which they must strictly control by
w.illiiug in the Spirit, but in which, even here, ac-

cording to ver. 11, a germ of its glorification into

the psychico-physical existence is formed—shall be
transformed into the glory of the Spirit; and all

nature, at present made partaker of corruption, yet

groaning and travailing to be spiritualized, shall

share in the glory also, as the transformed, illumi-

nated, and appropriated organ of the kingdom of

spirits. Ver. 17 serves as a foundation for the sec-

tion which now follows, as it terminates the previous
section as a final inference.

A. The present aiid subjective certainty offuture
glory.

Believers, from their present and subjective sense
of life, are certain of future glory ; accordingly, all

the sufferings of the present time are to them as

hirth-paugs for future glory. This holds good, first,

in respect to the pressure toward development, and
the longing and patient waiting of nature in its pres-

ent state ; and this pressure toward development
corresponds with that of God's kingdom. It holds
good, secondly, in regard to the birth-pangs of God's
kingdom, as manifested, first, in the groanings, long-

ings, and hopes of believers, and in the unutterable
groanings of the Spirit, who intercedes for them.
Although believers have the Spirit of adoption, it is

because they have it that they still groan for its con-
summation (2 Cor. v. 1). Their prinoipial salvation

is not their finished salvation ; but the latter is testi-

fied by their hope and confirmed by their patience.

But the Spirit proves himself in their hearts by un-
utterable groanings, as a vital pressure, which har-

monizes in this life with the sense of the future ex-

ercise of God's authority, and points to the future

objective certainty of glory as founded in the will

of God ; vers. 18 (17)-27.

B. The future and objective certainty of glory.

The love for God by believers is the experience
»f God's love for them. But therein lies the secur-

ity of an omnipotent power for its completion—

a

power which nothing can oppose, but to which every

thing must serve. The certainty of the decisive

x/.T/ai^ is the centre and climax of the life, from
which the groundwork, as well as the future of life,

is glorified. It points backward to God's purpose,

and forward to its consummation. The periods be-

tween the pre-temporal, eternal purpose of God, and
its future, eternal consummation, are the periods of

the order of salvation (ver. 29). That this way of

salvation leads through suffering to glory, accord-

ing to the image of Christ's life, is secured by the

omnipotent decision with which " God is for " (ver.

31) His children—a decision which is secured by
the gift of Christ for them, by their justification,

their reconciliation, redemption, and exaltation in

Christ ; in a word, by the love of Christ. This love
leads them in triumph through all the temptations
of the world, because it is the expression of Christ a

own conquest of the world (vers. 28-37).
C. The unity of the subjective artd objective cer-

tainty of future glory in the glorious life of love

already attained.

Life In the love of Christ is exalted above all the
powers of the world (vers. 38, 39).—Kindred sec-

tions : John xvii. ; 1 Cor. xv., and others.

Tholuok :
" This inheritance will far outweigh all

suffering, and must be awaited with steadfast hope
(vers. 18-27). But as far as we are concerned, we
can suffer no more injury ; the consciousness of
God's love in Christ rests upon so impregnable a
foundation, that nothing in the whole universe can
separate 'him' from it "(vers. 28-39).—Meyer finds,
in vers. 18-31, "grounds of encouragement for the
(Ti'ftTida/fi-v, ha /.. auvd'oi. To wit : 1. The future
glory will far outweigh the present suffering (vera.
18-25). 2. The Holy Sph-it supports us (vers. 26,
27). 3. Every thing must work together for good
to them that love God " (vers. 28-31). Undoubted-
ly these things are grounds of encouragement

;
yet

the Apostle evidently designs to encourage by a
copious and conclusive didactic exposition of the
certainty of the Christian's hope of future glory .in

face of the great apparent contradictions of this
hope—an exposition which, in itself, has great value.

[Alford (vers. 18-30) :
" The Apostle treats of

the complete and glorious triumph of God's elect,
through aufferings and by hope, and the blessed
renovation of all things in and by their glorifiea.
tion." ^Vers. Sl-.'ifl'i- " Tho nii-:=tioT, i,„» „tion." (Vers. 31- ' The Christian has no rea
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ion to fear, but all reason to hope ; for nothing can
separate him from God's love in Christ."—Hodge,
making the theme of the oliapter " the security of

the believer," finds, in vers. 18-28, a proof of tliis

" from the fact that they are sustained by hope, and
aided by the Spirit, under all their trials ; so that

every thing eventually works together for their

good." In vers. 29, 3U, another proof " founded on
the decree or purpose of God." In vers. 31-39, yet

another, founded " on His infinite and unchanging
love."—R.]

First Pasageafh, verb. 18-27.

Ver. 18. For I reckon, &c. [Xoylto/iat
yd(j, x.rd. rdiQ connects this verse with ver.

17, introducing a reason why the present sufferings

should not discourage (De Wette, Philippi). Cal-

vin : Neque vero molestum Tiobis debet, si ad ccdestem

glorlam pej'varias ojfltcttoves proceden -urn est, guan-

doquidein, &c. Stuart prefers to join it to " glorified

with Him ;
" " we shall be glorified with Christ, for

all the sufferings and sorrows of the present state

are only temporary." The connection seems to be

with the whole thought which precedes. The verb

is thus expanded by Alford :
" I myself am one who

have embraced this course, being convinced that."

It is used as in chap. iii. 23 ; see p. 136.—R.]
Now by his view of the magnitude of future glory,

as well as by his conviction of its certainty, he esti-

mates the proportionate insignificance of the suffer-

ings (certainly great when considered in themselves

4lone) of the present time, since they, as birth-throes,

lire the preliminary conditions of future glory.

Insignificant, o i' /. ci J t a , not of weight ; a

stronger expression for avd'^i^a. They are' not

synonymous.* The vuv y.ai,(j6^ is the final, decisive

time of development, with which the ald)v outos

will terminate.

In comparison with the glory which shaH
be revealed [7Z(jo<; ti]v iiiD.ovaav ddJai'

anor.alvqid' rival. On n^oi; after oi/n ajia,

in the sense of in relation to, in comparison with,

see Tholuck, Philippi in foco.—R.] Tijv ij,ii.).ov-

sav is antecedent, with emphasis. [To this Alford

objects]. That glory is ever approaching, and there-

fore ever near at hand, though Paul does not regard

its presence near iii the sense of Meyer, and others.

—In us [see Textual Note ']. The ft? rjttai;

does not mean, as the Vulgate and Beza have it, m
nobis [so E. V.]; it is connected with the a/ro-

»a,Xt'(i>d-/jvai.. If it is imparted through the in-

ward life of believers and through nature, it never-

theless comes from the future and from above, as

much as from within outwardly, and it is a Divine

secret from eternity in time—therefore a7roy.d).ini'i,(;.

Ver. 19. For the patient expectation [^
yaQ a,7toxaqaSo/.ia. On d7ioy.a(iaSoy.ia,

corap. Phil. i. 20. The verb xafiailoxilv means, lit-

erally, to expect loith uplifted head ; then, to expect.

The noun, strengthened by aTto, refers to an expec-

ation, which is constant and persistent until the time

arrives. The idea of anxiety (Luther) is not promi-

nent. (So Tholuck, Philippi, De Wette, Meyer.)

* On the controversybetween the Protestant and Catholio

theologians in reg?ird to the meritmn condigni, as connected

with this passage, see Tholuck, p. 421. [Comp. Philippi on

both meritum condigni and merilum congrui. Also Calvm.

As Dr. Hodge remarks, the idea of merit "is altogether for-

lipi to the context."—B.J

See below also. Tholuck remarks, that the strength

ening of the attributive notion into a substantiv*

manes a double prosopoposia, " not only the crea.

ture, but the expectation of the creature waits."—R.]
The ya.(i introduces the first proof of his state-

ment from the course of the whole y.iiai.i;. It

may be asked. Shall the future glory be shown in its

grandeur (Chrysostom [Hodge, Alford], and nic<sl

expositors), its caiainty (Fritzsclie, Meyer), its near-

ness (Reiche), or its futurity (Philippi) 1 Tholuck,

in its grandeur and certaintyf' If both must com
bine in one idea, then it is the trutli or the realitj

of the glory, as such. The elements of its grandeur,

as of its certainty, are united in the fact that the de-

veloping pain of the external zTiffi?, as of the in

ward life of beUevers—indeed, the groaning of tha

Divine spiritual life itself—labors for it and points

toward it ; that it will consist in the removal of all

vanity and corruption in the whole natural sphere of

mankind.
Of the creation, t^; xiiaimi;. The great

question is. What is the xi iai-t;? Lexically, the

word may mean the act of creation, as well as what
is created, the creation

; f but actually, the question

here can only be the creation in the broader or more
limited sense. Tholuck :

" xTiau; in the passive

sense can mean the same as xTitjiua, the single crea-

ture ; ver. 39 ; Heb. iv. 18. 'H xtlaii;. Book of

Wisdom ii. 6 ; xvi. 24 ; Heb. ix. 11 ; or even oi.rj

T] zTtffii;, Book of Wisdom xix. 6 ; naaa rj xriau;,

Judith xvi. 17, the created world. But in that case,

as also with o).oi; 6 K6(T^lO(; (John xii. 19), it is me-
tonymically confined to the human world (Col. i. 23

;

Mark xvi. 15 ; and also with the Rabbis, i^6<^"l3 b3

,

&c.), or to irrational nature, exempting man."
The explanations are divided into different groups:

1. y'he natural and spiritual world. The uni-

verse. Origen : Man as subject to corruption ; souls

of the stars. Theodoret : also the angels. Theo-

dore of Mopsvestia, Olshausen : The whole of the

universe. Kollner, Koppe, Rosenmiiller (tola re-

rum universiias).

2. Inanimate creation. (Chrysostom, Theophy-

lact, Calvin, Beza, Fritzsche : mundi machina.)

3. Animate creation, a. Humanity (Augustine,

Turretine,:j; &c. ; Baumgarten-Crusius : still unbeliev-

ing men) ; b. unconverted heathen (Locke, Light-

foot, and others). Rabbinical usage of language

:

the heathen; ri!<'''i3
; c. the Jewish people, be-

cause the Jews were called God's creation (Cramer,

and others) ; d. the Gentile Christians, because the

proselytes were called new creatures (Clericus, Nos-

selt) ; e. Jewish Christians (Gockel ; for the same

reason as under c.)
; f. Christians in general (xaivij

xriau;, Socinians and Arminians).—^Evidently there

* [The primary reference seems to be to its greatness;

but a secondary reference to its certainty and futniity

would necessaiily be implied in " the patient expectation."

—E.]
, ,

t fThe English word creation has precisely the same

twofold sense ; but it always has a general releience when
used in the paBsive sense. KTi(ris indoubtedly has a mure

special reference in many oases, but it would seem that ik»

more general signification preceded the more special one,

and hence that the limitation of meaning m'-it always ba

derived from the context.—K.] ... , _.,.

t [This is the view adopted and defended at some leugtn

by Professor Stuart in an Excursus on this vi'ise. Not
withstanding bis able argument, the interpretation is en-

tirely too restricted to meet with general acceptauoe. All

instinct of immortality is assumed, and pressed as the mail

thought. Oomp. Hodge, in opposition to Stuart's view

-B.]
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is no reference, on one hand, to the mathematical or

iiscronomical character of the heavenly bodies, nor,

on the other, to the real rational or spiritual world,

but to a creature-life, which can groan and earnestly

expect.

4. Inanimate and animate nature, in contradis-

tinction from humanity* (IrenjEus, Grotius, Galovius,

Nearider, Mej'er, De Wette) [Hodge, Alford].

—

[Schubert :
" Even in the things of the bodily world

about us there is a life-element which, like that

statue of Memnon, unconsciously sounds in accord

wheu touched by the ray from on high."—P. S.]

But the distinction from mankind must be confined

to the distinction from the spiritual life of renewed
mankind ; for sinful mankind is utterly dependent
upon nature, and even believers have their natural

side (2 Cor. v. 1 ff.). Nor can the universe, in its

merely natural side, be altogether meant, since the

Holy Scriptures distinguish a region of glory from
the region of humanity in this life.

5. Tholuck :
" The material world surrounding

man.''' The Scriptures very plainly distinguish be-

tween au earthly natural world related to mankind,
and a region of glory. (See the ascension ; 1 Cor.

XV. ; Heb. ix. 11, &c.) The former alone is subject

to vanity, and hence it alone can be intended. But
there is no ground for making divisions in reference

to this human natural world. The Apostle assumes,

rather, that this creature-sphere is in a state of col-

lective, painful striving for development, which ex-

presses itself as sensation only proportionately to the

sensational power of life, and hence is more defi-

nitely expressed, appears more frequently, and reach-

es its climax in living creatures and in the natural

longhig which mankind feels (2 Cor. v. 1). The real

personification of nature in man is the final ground
for the poetical personification of nature.

[6. The whole creation^ rational as well as irra-

tional^ not yet redeemed^ but needing and capable of
redempiiov, here opposed to the new creation in

Christ and in the regenerate. The children of God
appear, on the one side, as the first-fruits of the new
creation, and the remaining creatures, on the other,

as consciously or unconsciously longing after the
same redemption and renewal. This explanation
seems to be the most correct one. It most satis-

factorily accounts for the expressions : expectation,

waiting, groaning, not willingly (ver. 20), and the

whole creation (ver. 22). The whole creation, then,
ooks forward to redemption ; all natural birth, to
ihe new birth. As all that is created proceeded
from God, so it all, consciously or unconsciously,
strives after Him as its final end. What shows itself

in nature as a dim impulse, in the natural man,
among the heathen, and yet more among the Jews,
under the infiuence of the law, comes to distinct

consciousness and manifests itself in that loud cry

after deliverance (chap. vii. 24), which Christ alone
can satisfy ; and then voices itself in happy gratitude
for the actual redemption. Olshausen aptly says

:

" Paul contrasts Christ, and the new creation called

forth by Him, to all the old creation, together with
the unregenerate men, as the flower of this creation.

* [The reasons for excludinf]; man are : 1. Believers are
aj^linguished here from the ktiVis (ver. 23). 2. Such an
e:Kpec.tation does not exist in maulcind as a whole. 3. Ver.
20 rsp-esents the subjection to vanity as unwilling, wiich is

not true of man. 4. Yer. 21 implies that deliverance shall
take place, and we have no evidence that this is true of hu-
manity as a whole. If ver. 21 gives the pxrrport of the
"tope " (ver. 20), then this reason is of little weight.—R.]

The whole of this old creation has one life in itselij

and this is yearning for redemption from the bonds

which hold it, and hinder its glorification ; this on«

yearning has forms different only according to tha

different degrees of life, and is naturally purer and

stron"er in unregenerate men than in plants and ani.

mals
°

in them, the creation has, as it were, itt

mouth, by which it can give vent to its collective

feeling. Yet the most of these men know not what

the yearning and seeking in them properly mean;

they imders'tand not the language of the Spirit in

them ; nay, they suppress it often, though it is,

meanwhile, audible in their heart; and what they

do not understatid themselves, God understands, who
listens even to prayers not understood. But how-

ever decided the contrast between the old and new
creation, yet they may not be considered as sepa-

rated thoroughly. Rather, as the new man, in all

distinctness from the old, still is in the old, so is tha

new creation (Christ, and the new life proceeding

from Him) in the old world. The old creation,

therefore, is like an impregnate mother (comp. ver.

23), that bears a new world in her womb—^a life

which is Dot herself, neither springs from her, but

which, by the overmastering power that dwells in

it, draws her life, with which it is connected, on
and on into itself, and changes it into its nature, so

that the birth (the completion of the new world)

is the mother's death (the sinking of the old)."^
P. S.]

[This last view seems to be that of Dr. Lange
himself. It is ably defended by Forbes, pp. 310-330,
The limitation to creation, as capable of redemption,
implies that only so much of creation as is linked
with the fall of man, atid subject to the curse, should
be included. Thus it differs from 1. Col. i. 20,
however, gives a hint as to the extent of this con-

nection with man. The context renders such a limi-

tation necessary. On the other hand, it differs from
4, in including man in his fallen condition. The
reasons for excluding humanity have been given
above. It will appear that, against this view, they
Are of comparatively little weight. Certainly the
burden of proof rests with those who adopt 4 ; for

man is the head of the creation, to which they apply
xTW!.? ; not merely as the final and crowning work
of the repeated creative agency which brought it

into being, but as the occasion of its present groan-
ing condition. Besides, man, viewed on one side of
his nature, is a part of this material and anunal crea-
tion. It seems arbitrary to sunder him from it in
this case. At all events, we may admit that his ma-
terial body involuntarily shares in this expectation,
to which his unregenerate soul responds with an in-
definite longing. In this view the degradation of
sin is fearfully manifest. Nature waits, bux the
natural man is indifferent or hostile. The very body
which, in his blindness, he deems the source of sin,
waits for glorification, while his soul uses its power
over it to stifle the inarticulate desire. On the whole
subject, see Usteri, Stud, und ICrit., 1832, pp. 835 ff.,

Tholuck, Meyer in loco, Delitzsch, Bibl. Psych., pp.
B7 ff. and pp. 476 ff. (a most profound and eloquent
sermon on vers. 18-23). Comp. Boctr. Notes, and
Dr. Lange, Das Land der Herrlichkeit. R.]

For the earnest expectation of the creature. M
the xaQctSoxilv means, strictly, to expect viith raised
head. It IS very proper to regard the xagaSoxia
(mtense expectation), and the anoi^agccdoMa (Pha
1. 20) (mtense longing, waiting for satisfaction), aa
an allusion to the conduct of irrational creatures in
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reference to the future transformation of the sphere

of nature.

Is waiting [aiKKSi/iTcti,. Here, also, the

preposition implies the continuance of the waiting

until the time arrives.—E.] Even the poor crea-

tures, whose heads are bowed toward the ground,

now seized by a higher impulse, by a supernatural

anticipation and longing, seem to stretch out their

heads and look forth spiritually for a spiritual object

of their, existence, which is now burdened by the

law of corruption.* Certainly this representation

has the form of a poetical personification ; but it

cannot, on this account, be made equivalent, as Meyer
holds (p. 255), to the usual prosopopoeias in the Old

Testament, although these declare, in a measure, the

sympathy between the natural and human world.

Meyer would exclude from the idea not only the an-

gelic and demoniac kingdom, but also Christian and

unchristian mankind. But how, then, would Paul

have understood the groaning of the creature, with-

out human sympathy ?

The revelation of the sons (children) of
God \_'z ri V aTToxa^ci/'i'V ToJv i'*/'V toT'

fi- f r ]. The otiildreu of God in the pregnant sense

of His sons. Tlie creature waits for its manifesta-

tion ; that is, for the coming of its Sola to full ap-

pearance (1 John iii. 2) with the coming of Christ

(Matt. XXV. 31), which will be the appearing of the

dota of the great God (Titus ii. 13) ; therefore the

absolute anoxa).v^'i,i; itself,f the fulfilment of all the

typical prophecies of nature

—

and 7u>t only as com-

plete restoration, but aho as perfect development.

Ver. .20. For the creation "mas made suh-
ject [^ xriai,<; vTiirdyrj. Dr. Lange takes

the verb as middle. It is the historical aorist, at

the fall of man. See below. Comp. Gen. iii. 11,

18.—R.]. God was the one who subjected (so say

most expositors)—[This is evident from the curse,

if the reference be to the time of the fall.—R.] ;

—

not Adam (Knaehtb., Capellus); nor man (Chrysos-

tom, Schneckenburger) ; nor the devil (Hammond).

To vanity. Maraiorrii;. The Septuagint,

instead of "Ssr, Nitt-", P"'"}. The word does not

occur in the pi-"fane Greek ; it means the super-

ficial, intangible, ind therefore deceptive appear-

ance ; the perisliablo and doomed to destruction hav-

ing the show of reality. Earlier expositors (Tertul-

lian, Bucer, and otliers) have referred the word to

the fidrcua = idols, understanding it as the deifica-

tion of the creature. Yet the question here is a

condition of the creature to which God has subject-

ed it. Further on it is designated as douXiia rijt;

gi&opai;. Therefore Fritzsche's definition, perverai-

tas (Adam's sin), is totally untenable. But what do

we understand by "subject to ^aTccKi-c;;?" ? Ex-

planations :

1 An original disposition of creation ; the ar-

rangement of the corruption of the creature. (Gro-

tius, Krehl, De Wette. Theodoret holds that the

original arrangement was made with a view to the

fall.)

* [Comp. the analogous Old Testament e3£presi<ions

:

Deut. xxiii. 1 ; Job xil. 7, 9 ; Ps. Tax. 2 ; Ixviii. 17 ; xcviii.

I ; Isa. i. 2 ; xiv. 8 ; It. 12 ; Ixv. 17 ; Ezek. xxxi. 15 ; Hab.
li. 11. Also Bev. xxi ; 2 Peter iii. 13 ; Acts iii. 21.—B.]

f [The reference to this event is undoubted. It is a

aew expression of tbe deep-seated conaciousness of fellow-

Ihip with Christ, which leads the Apostle to call this "the
revelation of the Gons of God," not of the Son of God. It

Bhould be remarked, that our Lord calls it the coming of

the Son of Man. The event is throughout regarded in a

•trjctly Boteriologioal aspect.—E.]

2. A result ai the fall of man. (The Hebrew
theology, Bereciith Rabba, many Christian theolo-

gians . (Ecumeuius, Calvin, Meyer, and others). No,
1 is opposed by the vntrdy^, &c. [by oi'/ enoT'iraf

aXXd, wliioh presupposes a different previous con-

dition, and by the historical fact (Gen. i. 31) ; Meyer
—R.] ; and No. 2 by the originality of the arrange,

ment between a first created and a second spiritual

stage of the cosmos (1 Cor. xv. 47, 48).

3. We must therefore hold, that Paul refers to

the obscurity and disturbance of the first natural

stage in the development of our cosmos produced bj
the fall.* As, in redemption, the restoration oc-

curred simultaneously with the furtherance of the

normal development, so death entered, at the fall, as

a deterioration of the original metamorphoses, into

the corruption of transitoriness. Tholuck approach^

es this explanation by this remark :
" As the Rab-

binical theology expresses the thought that man,
born sinless, would have passed into a better condi-

tion ' by a kiss of the Highest,' so, in all probability_

has Paul regarded that dXXctyrjvM of which he
speaks in 1 Cor. xv. 52 as the destination of the

first man." Yet Tholuck seems, in reahty, to ad-

here to De Wette's view.

Not Tiirillingly. The oi'/ exoinia cannot

mean merely the natural necessity pecuhar to the

creature-world ; it applies rather to an opposition of

ideal nature, in its ideal pressure toward develop,

ment, to the decrees of death and of the curse of

their real developing progress (Gen. iii. ; 2 Cor. v. 1

ff.). Bucer : Contra quam fert ingenium eorum, u

natura enim omnes res a corruptione abhorrent.

[But by reason of him who hath sulgected

it, akXd Sia, rbv vnoxdtavra. Dr. Lange

renders : the creature-world subjected itself to vau-

ity, not willingly, but on account of Him who sub-

jected it, in hope. The force of 6m with tbe accu-

sative is on account of ; but the E. V. is correct, in-

dicating a moving cause^i. «., the will of God.—R.]

This unwillingness is expressed, according to what

follows, in the groaning of the whole creation. The

translation :
" it was made subject (vTztrdyrj, pas-

sive), by reason of Him who hath subjected the

same," is opposed to the logical conception. [The

simplest grammatical as well as logical interpretation

accepts the verb as passive, with a reference to God

as "Him who subjected the same." (So Meyer,

Tholuck, Hodge, De Wette, Alford, and most com-

mentators.)—R.] Moreover, the reference of the

(Jia tbv vTTordiavra to man, to Adam,f does not

remove this logical difficulty, since, in that case, the

vTZfrdyi] would have to relate to another subject

than the vnordiavra. We therefore find ourselves

driven, with Fritzsche, to the middle construction

[The difference between 2 and 8 is slight. Both pomt

to an actual curse at the fell ; the latter only a.dds the

thought, that the previous condition was not, after all, the

final one, thus preparing the way for an explanation ol

"not willingly." Both should, it seems, mclude the thought

that the glorification to ensue will transcend both the ongi-

nal state and that which could be attained by a normal de-

^^
t^frhe objection to this reference is well slated by -Al-

ford- (O The verb implies a conscious act of mtcnttcnal

subjugation. (2.) The accusative (indicating the moving,

rather than the efficient cause) is m keepms; with the Apo«.

tie's reverence; thus removing the supreme will ot Ood to

a wider distance from corruption and vanity. Meyer sng.

gests that the absence of any explanatory cause presnpposM

I well-known subjeet; Godliad snbieotedit. Jowettmaket

Christ the subject : "on account of whose special work th.

o-eature was made subject to vanity." This is novel, SC

.
much so, that it seenM tar-fetchea.—-B.J
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Df vTtirdytj. Thereby we gain the idea, that even
the disharmony which nature had suffered has be-

come, in turn, a kind of order, since nature lias been
found in the service of corruption by virtue of its

elasticity, relative dependence, plasticity, and plia-

bihcy, and its absolute dependence upon God ; and
pious nature is all the dearer to God because it is

subjected in hope. [So Hodge, accepting the mid-

dle sense : the creature submitted to the yoke of

bondage in hope of ultimate deliverance.—E.]
[In hope, cTz' D.nlSi,. Not precisely in a

state of, which would be expressed by h, but resting

o« Aojoe (De Wette : auf Hoffnung hin).—R.] This

means not merely, " hope was left to it " (Tholuck),

but it is also a motive of positive hope in suffering

nature. Just as the fallen human world shall be led

in its anoAaTaaTaaui beyond its primitive paradisa-

ical glory, so shall nature come through this humilia-

tion to a richer elevation, namely, as the trans-

formed organism of the glorified Christ and His
joint-heirs. The iTt" D.nlSi, must be joined with
VTCfidyti, not with Sm t. vnot. (Vulgate, Luther,
and others). [The question of connection is a diffi-

cult one. Of the two views here mentioned. Dr.

Lange rightly prefers the former, since the latter

(vould attribute the hope to the one subjecting, not
the one subjected (Alford). Ewald, making all that

precedes in this verse parenthetical, joins m hope
with ver. 19, and thus finds a reason for the em-
phatic repetition of x-clai.<; in ver. 21. See Textual
Note ', where the view of Forbes is given. It seems
to give greater clearness to the passage as a whole,
-R.]

Ver. 21. That the creation itself also [ort
xat avti] fj xt'iBt,<;. See Textual Note '' . The
current of exegesis sets strongly in favor of the
view which connects oTt with In elnlSi,, in the
sense of tJiat. Alford, who, in his commentary, de-
fends because, is one of the authors of a revision
which adopts that. Meyer suggests that the purport
of the hope must be given, in order to prove the
expectation of the kt/itu; as directed precisely toward
the manifestation of the sons of God. Alford in-

deed objects, that this subjective signification of the
clause would attribute " to the yearnings of crea-
tion, intelligence and rationality—consciousness of
itself and of God ; " but the same objection might
be urged against the reference of x-riaic to inani-
mate creation, in vers. 19, 20, 22, as well as here.
If the figurative idea of longing be admitted at all,

it may be carried out to this extent with equal pro-
priety. The repetition may be readily accounted
for, either by considering ver. 20 parenthetical, or
by regarding avrfi rj xrimt; as emphatic—R.] This
explains the hope of the creature-world introduced
in the preceding verse. With Chrysostom, Theo-
phylact, and others, we regard the xal avr/j as a
higher degree, itself alio, and not merely as an ex-
pression of equality, also it. Meyer says, that the
context says nothing of gradation. But the grada-
tion lies essentially in the fact that the creature-
world constitutes a humiliation in opposition to
Bpiritual life, especially for contemplating the old
world.

Shall be delivered from the bondage of
corruption [ikiv&ipot&TJafTai, anh rtjq
rfjjifiii; TTJq (p&opai;!. We do not hold (with
Tholuc-n, Meyer, and others) that r^q (pd-o^di; is

the genitive of apposition. For the question is, in

the firs', place, concerning a bondage under vanity :

so tha. the creature, even in its deliverance, will

i

remain in a state of the SovXda in relation to tbt

children of God himself. The qiBoqa is not alto-

gether the same as /jaTator/js, but its manifestation

in the process of finite life im sickness, death, the

pangs of death, and corruption ; while the iiarctvo-

trjq, as such, is veiled in the semblance of a bloom
ing, incorruptible Ufe. [There, seems to be no good
reason for objecting to the view of Tholuck, Meyer,

Philippi, aid others, that the bondage, which results

from the vanity, and is borne not willingly (ver. 20),

consists in corruption. This preserves the proptr

distinctions. The corruption is the consequence of

the vanity ; the unwilling subjection to a condition

which is under vanity, and results in corruption, is

well termed bortdage.—R.] The alteration of the

expression qiOoqa into an adjeetive, "corruptible

bondage " (Kolhier), is as unwarranted as the trans-

lation of the iXfii&njia rrjq doiijq by glorious lib-

erty (Luther [E. V.l ).

[Into the freedom of the glory of the chil-

dren of G-od, ilq Tfjv tXtv&fQiav trjq do^Tii;

roiv TExvhiv toil &{ov. The construction is

pregnant. (So Meyer: Aecht Griechische Frag-
nam. See Winer, p. 511.) We may supply : xal
xara(TTadij(Tfrm,, or uqa/d-rjatTai, sJiall be brought
or introduced into, &c. The freedom is to consist

in, or at least to result from a share in, the glory
of the children of God. Hence the hendiadys of
the E. V. (glorious liberty) is totally incorrect. It

makes the most prominent idea of the whole clause
a mere attributive. Besides, were the meaning that
expressed by the E. V., we should find this form

:

fiq rqv do'iav T^q Ellv&fQlaq Twv T£Jt. T. &fOV.—R.]
The flq Ttjv i).iv&i()iav can mean only the
sharing in the liberty of God's children by the or-

ganic appropriation on their part, and by the equal-
ity with the children of God produced by means of
the transformation ; but it cannot mean an indepen-
dent state of liberty beside them. Their freedom
will consist in its helping to constitute the glory, the
spiritualized splendor of the manifestation of God's
children. As Christ is the manifestation of God's
glory because He is illuminated throughout by God,
and the sons of God are the glory of Christ as lights
from His light, so will nature be the glory of God's
sons as humanized and deified nature. Yet we
would not therefore take the trjq Soiijq as the geni-
tive of apposition, since the glory proceeds outward-
ly from within, and since it is here promised to na.
ture as recompense, so to speak, in opposition to the
corruption. It shall therefore share, in its way, in
the glory belonging to God's children. But why is

not the dqiOaijaia, incorruption, mentioned (1 Cor.
XV. 45), in opposition to the i/iS6^a, corruption?
Because the idea of corruption has been preceded
by that of vanity. The real glory of the manifesta.
tion in which its inward incorruption shall hereafter
be externally revealed, is contrasted with the decep-
tive, transitory glory of the manifestation in which
the creature-world in this life appears subject to
vanity. The elevation of the children of God them-
selves from the condition of corruption to the con-
dition of glorification, constitutes the centre of the
deliverance into this state of glory ; but the creatari
IS drawn upward in this elevation, in conformity with
Its dynamical dependence on the centre, and its
organic connection with it.*

* (This verse, which, taken in its rabjeotive sense, aathe piu-port of the hope, seems to favor the reference ot

morlahty (so Stuart throughout), loses its force if thus ua,
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Ver. 22. For we know that the whole
creation [ol'tfa^tv yotp ort noifTa ^ uri-
ffi?]. The Apostle furnishes, in ver. 22, for we
know, the proof of the declaration in ver. 21. Since
he has proved the proposition of ver. 19 by ver. 20,
and of ver. 20 by ver. 21, Meyer, without ground,
goes back with this for to ver. 20 : in' IkniSi, ; De
Wette [Philippi], to ver. 19. [If ver. 21 be taken
as stating the purport of the hope, then Meyer's
view is the most tenable one. Philippi finds here a
more general afiirmation of the existence of the
'' patient expectation," as an admitted truth.—E.]

Tholuok asks, Whence does the Apostle have
this we know ? and he opposes the view that it Is an
assumption of the universal human consciousness

(according to most expositors), or rather, that the

Apostle seems (according to Buoer, Brenz) to speak
from the Jewish-Christian hope which rested on the

prophets, as, even in chap. ii. 2 ; iii. 19 ; vii. 14

;

viii. 28, the otdafuv is understood best as the Chris-

tian consciousness.* We must not subject the Apos-
tle to the modern sense of nature. But we can still

less reduce the Apostle's knowledge to that of the

prophets. The modern sense of nature, in its sound

dements, is a fruit of apostolical Christianity ; and
as the harmony between spirit and nature has been
essentially consummated in Christ, so, too, has the

knowledge of the language (that is, the spiritual

meaning) of nature been consummated in Him—

a

knowledge which was reproduced In the apostles as

a fountain, and ready for enlargement. This knowl-

edge is, indeed, universally human chiefly in elect

Bouls alone, under the condition of Divine illumina-

tion.

Groaneth together and travaileth in pain

together [avvarivdtii' xcci avv oiS ivn^.
The OTv in awaxfvatii- and avvmSivfi has

been referred, by OScumenius, Calvin, and others, to

the children of God ; KoUner, and others, have

viewed it as a mere strengthening of the simple

word. Tholuok and Meyer explain it, in harmony
with Theodore of Mopsvestia, as a collective dispo-

sition of the creature. The latter : fioTdftcu de

itmiv, oTi aiiKpuivoi inifSilxwrai loTiio naaa ^
xTiffts. Estius ; genitus el dolor communis inter se

partium creaiurm. On the linguistic tenableness of

this explanation, by accepting the presumed organi-

zation of nature in single parts, see Meyer, against

Fritzsche. It is, indeed, against the refe;'ence of

the aw to the groaning of Christians that this

derstood. The striking phrase : "the freedom of the glory

of the children of God," becomes very vague, unless we
adopt the view that nature is here personified as in ex-

pectation. And it is easier to helieve that the verse is true

of all nature, than of all men. Vhatever may be our

wishes, the sharing of nature in the future glory is more
probable, judging from the facts of the material world, thim

the participation of all men in the same, judging from the

facts of the moral world. The sighs after immnrtality

among the heathen are audible enough ; but had Paul re-

felTed to these, he would undoubtedly have spoken more
cdstinctly of the future conversion of the heathen. He is

too fond of references to his personal Saviour and His

work, to omit every allusion to these, where his thought

really concerns the salvation of persons. It seems, there-

fore, in the highest degree improbable that mankind (as

distinguished from the natural world) is referred to at all.

—E.]
* [Professor Stuart urges that the longing of the natural

world was not so familiar to all, that the Apostle could thus

appeal to consciousness. But this objection is of weight

only in case the meaning of olSajiey be extended to human
tonsciousness in general. Tlmt Paul uses it in appeals to

Christian consciousness, is evident from Bom. ii. 2 ; iii. 19;

vli. 14; viii. 26, 28; 2 Cor. v. 1; 1 Tim. i. 8; oomp. the fre-

quent use of otSttTe in 1 Cor. vi.—E.J

18

groaning is introduced farther on as BomethlDg

special.

Eeiche holds that avvmSlvii, refers to the esoha-

tological expectation of the Jews, the n"HlJBf]""ib3n
,

dolores messim ; against which Meyer properly ob-

serves, that those dolores messice are special suftef.

ings which were to precede the appearance of tha

Messiah ; but the travailing of nature had take!

place from the beginning, since Gen. iii. 17. Yet
Tholuck remai'ks, with propriety, that the Apostle

must have been acquainted with that term of Kab-
binical theology. Likewise the developing suffering

of nature will ascend toward the end to a decisive

crisis (see the eschatological words of Jesus). But
the " dolores messice^'' comprise also ethical conflicts.

Therefore this continuous travailing of the world's

development is related to the dolores messice, as the

preparation is to the fulfilment, or as the judgment
of the world, immanent in the history of the world,

is related to the final catastrophe. The mdivnv de-

notes the birth-pangs of a woman in labor. The
figure is happily chosen, not only because it an-

nounces a new birth and new form of the earth, but

because it reflects in travailing Eve the fate of

the travaihng earth, and vice versd. Tholuck :
" By

pain, it will wrest the new out of the old
;
perhaps

atfvd^av has reference to bringing forth (comp.

Jer. iv. 31), but better, as Luther explains the an-
vay/ioi, ver. 26, t?i.e groaning, earnest expectation,

which is intensified by the being in travail which fol-

lows." Yet the groaning also indicates the painful

announcement of positive sufferings, which subse-

quently arise from the groaning of Christians for re-

demption [arivatoniv /So(fotVfO'l 2 Cor. v. 4).

[Until now, dyoi lov vvv. Any reference

to the future is forbidden by the use of oWafii",

which refers to experience (Alford). While it is not

necessary to insist upon an important distinction be-

tween /iix^i and a/pt (see p. 181), it would seem

best to consider that the idea of duration* is the

prominent one here. If any point of time is em-

phasized, it must be that of the beginning of the

groaning, when the curse of wearying labor and

travail came upon man, and through him the curse

upon nature.—
E.J

Ver. 23. And not only so, but even we our.

selves [oi' fiovov Je, d}.?.a xat avroi. See

Textual Notes ° and '. The reading of the Vaticanus

is followed here.] Meyer's mode of stating the con.

nection with the preceding verse is utterly incorrect

:

" Climax of the previous proof that the xriatq in

ver. 21 is correct in the en' eXnld'i,, on. Even we
Christians would, indeed, do nothing less than unite

in that groaning." The principal thought is, not the

deliverance of the xrlaiq, vers. 20, 21, but the future

glory of the children of God, ver. 18. The first

proof therefor is the groaning of nature ; the sec-

ond, which now follows, is the groaning of spiritual

life. Therefore Christians do not unite in anywise

in the groaning of creation, but vice versd : the

groaning of creation joins in the groaning of Chris-

tians. Consequently, we must not translate :
" But

also we (Christians) on our part," &c., but : even we

Christians ourselves—namely, we who are most in-

timately concerned. The expression r.ai aliToi it

• [Calvin : " Particula Hactenus, vel ad lame usque diem,

ad levandum diutumi languosis tsedium pertinet. Nam n
tot mmlit durarunl in sua gemitur crealurx, quam in.'.X'

cmabilis erit nostra moUiiies vel ignama, si in breri una
iratilis vine curricula dijldmus f"—Bil
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iaiirou; brings out prominently the truth that these

same Christians, who have the firstfruits of the

Spirit, are also saved by hope, though at heart thoy

must still groan and earnestly expect. Thus oii'tos

eyo), in chap. vii. 25, means : I, one and the same
man, can be so different ; with the mind I can serve

the law of God, but with tlie flesh the law of sin.

Tholuck : " The difference between the readings

seems to have arisen rather from purposes of per-

spicuity or style." Augustine, Chrysostom, and oth-

ers, hold that the connection—in which the subject

is Christians in general—is decidedly against the odd
limitation of the alnoi to the apostles (Origen, Am-
brose, Melauchthon, and Grotius. Eeiehe, and oth-

ers : the Apostle Paul alone. Others : Paul, with

the other apostles). The former expositors maintain

that the second xal ^/uiu; avtoi consists, in a more
intense degree, of the apostles.* But the addition

is rather occasioned by the contrast presented

:

saved, and yet groaning (" the inward life of Chris-

tians shines ").

Though vre have the first-fruits of the
Spirit \_r7]v a tz a^ /ij v r ov TZvev^atoi;
'iyovTsi;. The participle maybe taken as simply

defining the subject : we ourselves, those who have
(Luther, Calvin, Beza, Hodge) ; or be rendered

:

though we have, despite this privilege. The latter

is more forcible ; the former sense would require

the article oi (Tlioluck, Philippi, Meyer, Alford).

Ana^yi] in itself occasions no difficulty ; it means
first-fruits, with the implied idea of a future har-

vest. Comp., however, chap, xi. 16.—R.] The
anaqyij toH Tzvtvfc. is differently interpreted.

1. The genitive is partitive, having this sense :

the apostles (thoy alone, according to Origen, CEcu-

menius, Melauchthon, and Grotius), and the Chris-

tiaus of the apostolic period, have the first foretaste

of a spiritual endowment, which, when complete,

will extend to all future Ctiristiaus (De Wette, Koll-

ner, Olshausen, Meyer). But by this division the

Apostle would not only have adjudged to later Chris-

tians the full harvest of the Spirit, which is contrary

to the real fact, but he would also have obscured
rather than strengthened his argument by a superflu-

ous remark. For it is a fact, which will ever remain
perfectly the same from the time of the apostles to

the end of the world, that the life of Christians in

the Spirit is related to their physical perfection and
glorificatiun, as the firstlings are to the harvest. But
the following division has just as little force.

2. Our present reception of the Spirit is only
preliminary, in contrast with the future complete
outpouring in the kingdom of heaven (Chrysostom,

and others ; also Huther, Calvin, Beza, Tholuck,
Philippi [Hodge, Alford, Stuart] ). Apart from the

fact that this view is not altogether apostolical, it

adds nothing to the matter in question, and removes
the point of view : the inference of the future Soia
from the present yivit'/ia.

3. Therefore the genitive of apposition.f The

* ^Alford, who adopts r]fj.eU wiltt tlie second koX avrot,

ays it is "inserted to involve himself and his fellow-
worlters in the general description of the last clause."
-K.]

t [Both 1 and 2 take the genitive as partitive, which is

asdoubtedly the common usage. In every case in the Kew
Testament where airapx^ is followed by a genitive, it has
this force ; comp. xvi. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 20 ; xvi. 15 ; John i. 18.

The same is true of the LXX. and classical authors. It is

iiiflciilt to sustain any other view here. If wo adopt the
meaning : the first-fruits of a harvest, which is the Spirit
given to us, and refer it to the common gift of the Spirit in
this life, lather than to the gift of the Spirit in that par-

Holy Spirit is himself the gift qf the first-fruits, if

the completion of Christian life is regarded as the

harvest (Bengel, Winer, Euckert, and others). The

Spirit is the earnest, a^ya/Sow, of the future perfec

tion (2 Cor. i. 22 ; v. 6 ; Gal. vi. 8). Eph. i. 14
;

iv. 30 ; and 1 Peter iv. 14, to nvivna T^q Soirii,

are of special importance. Meyer's only objectiou

to this explanation is, that the Apostle's expression

would have been misunderstood, since the ajio^/if

would have to be understood as a part of a similar

whole. But the sheaves offered as first-fruits are

not merely the first portions of the first sheaves

collectively ; they are the precious tokens and sure

pledges of the full harvest, to which tbey constitute,

if we may so speak, a harmonious antithesis. Bui

the Sota. must be regarded as commensurate with

the spiritual life
;
yet not as a new and higher out-

pouring of the Spirit, but as the perfect epiphany of

the operation of the Spirit. Tholuck admits, at

least, that this third explanation is also admissible

with the second. On the singular explanations of

Fritzsche and Schneckenburger, see Meyer.

Even we ourselves groan within our-

selves [xal aliroi iv iaiiroli; axfvdto-
HIV. We, although we have the first-fruits, are far

from being complete ; despite this, we groan within

ourselves. The inward, profound nature of the feel-

ing is thus emphasized.—R.] Groaning is the ex-

pression of the longing which feels that it is delayed

in its course toward its object ; expression of the

inclination contending immediately with its obsta-

cles.

Waiting for the adoption [vlo&ia lav
a.7tf/.Sf/6i.ifvoi. Wait for, await, wait to the

end of (Alford). The adoption is already ours (ver,

15) as an internal relation, but the outward condition

does not yet correspond (Meyer), Alford para-

phrases : aw iting the fulness of our adoption.—R.].

The object of the longing is the vlo&foia, which
believers wait for in perfect patience. This is here
identified with the redemption of our body. It is

the perfect outward manifestation of the inward
vio&faia ; it is the soul's inheritance of the glori-

fied life which is attained on the perfect deliverance

of the body from the bondage of the first state of
nature, and from subjection to death and corrup-

tion ; see 2 Cor. v. 4. The Apostle's addition of
" the redemption of our body," proves that he does
not mean merely the entire I'ioSiaia, but this i;to-

&(aia viewed specifically as complete.

[The redemption of our body, rrjv <x7ro-

i.vTQo}ffi'V Tou (jtti^arot; rj^iiiv. Epexegeti-
cal clause.] Tov aw/naroq is explained by Eras,
mus, Luther, and others (also Lutz, Bibl. Dogin.), as
redemption from the body ; but this is totally for-

eign to the connection, and also to the matter itself.

[Were this the meaning, there would probably be
some qualifying term added, as Phil. iii. 21 (Meyer).—R.] Tholuck explains the redemption of the body
as applying to its materiality ; this is also the object

tioular age, all seems to be gained that Dr. Lange seeks in
view 3, while we do not unnecessarily depart from the uims
lot/up.ndi. The reference to the fir.st OhrisUans is perhaps
slightly favored by adopting i^^eis at some point in the
text, although Meyer rejects it, and yet upholds this
reference. In his coramenls on ver. 26, Dr, Lange saya
that here the new spiritual life is spoken of, not the Holy
Spirit itself. This subjective sense can only he admitted if
the partitive sense of the genitive be given up. The term
"body" cannot, in any case, bo regarded as antithetical;
did "flesh" occur, there might be some reason for taking
"Spirit" in this sense of "spiritual life," a m sailing fi>I

which our author ha^ an unusual fonduesa -B.]
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of the earnest expectation of the xriat?. Perhaps
this is from Origen and Eothe ; see, on the contrary,

1 Cor. XV. Tholuck's quotation from Augustine is

better (De doctr. clirist.) : Quod nonnutti dicunt,

malle se omnino esse sine corpore, omnino falhmtur,
non enim corpus suum sed corruptiones et pondus
odeiimt; Phil. iii. 21 ; 1 Cor. XT. The most unten-
able view is : deliverance from the morally injurious

influence of the body by death (Carpzov, and oth-

ers). [It is so natural to refer this phrase to the
glorification of the body at the coming of Christ,

that it is unnecessary to state arguments in favor of
this reference (oomp. Phil. iii. 21 ; 2 Cor. v. 2 fif.

;

1 Cor. XV. 42 ff.). The redemption is not complete
until the body is redeemed. Any other view is not
accordant with the grand current of thought in this

chapter. The fact that even here, where the long-

ing of Christians is described, so much stress should
be laid on the redemption of the body, the material

part of our complex nature, confirms the view of
xxiau;, which takes it as including material exist-

ences. In fact, since " even we ourselves " are rep-

resented as waiting for an event, which shall redeem
that part of our nature most akin to the creation (in

the restricted sense of Meyer, and others), it would
appear that the subject here is not necessarily in an-

tithesis to " creation," but rather a part of it ; " sub-

jected in hope," like the whole creation, but also as

having the first-fruits of the Spirit, " saved in hope "

(ver. 24).—R.]
Ver. 24. Tor we were saved, {ia t!)& ti-

ll i v.) Delivered, and participating in salvation.

The dative t^ ikytidi,, in hope, does not describe

the means, but the mode of the deliverance. [So
Bengel, and many others. Comp. Winer, p. 203.

The phrase is emphatically placed. Luther is ex-

cellent : we are indeed saved, yet in hope.—E.]
Even if we were to admit that the Apostle under-

stood faith to be the hope here mentioned (Chrysos-

tom, De Wette, and others)—which, as Meyer cor-

rectly observes, is controverted by Paul's definite

distinction between faith and hope,*—the admission

of the dative of instrument would be too strong.

But even if we accept the dative as denoting modal-

ity, it does not denote " that to which the iau>&. is

to be regarded as confined " (Meyer), but the con-

dition : in hope of. Therefore the eawS-rj/iiv must
be here explained conformably to the conception of

the vloOiaia in ver. 23, not as being the principial

attainmant of salvation in the Spirit—which is already

complete there—^but as being the perfect attainment

of salvation in glory. This has become the portion

of Christians, but in such a way that their faith is

supplemented by their hope. They have the inward

vlo&iaia in the witness of the Spirit ; but the vlo-

&taia of Soia in the pledge of the Spirit.

Now hope that is seen is not hope [iXTzlq

ii pXiTzonivT] olx e<mv iXnii;]. Tholuck:

the second Unu; is concrete, the object of hope.

[This usage is common in emphatic phrases in all

languages (Philippi). Comp. Col. i. 5 ; 1 Tim. i. 1

;

Heb. vi. 18, where Unk is objective.—E.] Luther

:

* [De "Wotte urges the inBtromental sense, on account
of the definite aorigt ; but the iact of aalvation is regarded
as placing us in a condition of hope. The hope differs from
faith, but is inseparably connected with it. Alford says

the hope is " feiith in its prospective altitude." Philippi

:

" Inasmuch as the object of salvation is both relatively prea-

•Dt and also relatively future, hope is produced from fe,ith

und indissohibly linked with it ; for fiiith apprehends the

oh]e^ in so far as it is present j hope, in so far as it is still

future."—It."'

" The word Jiope is used in two ways. In one cast
it means great courage, which remains firm in all

temptations
; in the other, the finite salvation which

hope shaU get ; here it may mean both." Seeing
mean.", here, tlie acquired presence of the object,

which can be " grasped with the hands ; " however,
the beholding also may momentarily afford heavenly
satisfaction ; see 1 Cor. xiii. ; 2 Cor. v. 7.

For what a man seeth [o yap (llinn
Tti,-]. Thus the hope of beUevers proves that they
are to expect a state of completion, but that they
must wait for it perseveringly.

Why doth he Btill hope for ? [rl xai
iXniCit,; See Textual Jfote ^°. Adopting xai aa

well established, it seems best to take it as = etiam
(Meyer). Why does he still hope, when there is no
more ground for it ? Comp. Hartung, PartiJcellehre,

i. p. 137, on this use of jtai. Bengel : cum vision*

non est spe opus.—E.]
Ver. 26. But if we hope for that, &c. Hope

is no vain dreaming ; it is proved as religions confi-

dence in the ethical labor of patience. The vtzo-
fiovij denotes perseverance amid obstacles; there-

fore always, also passiveness, or patience and stead-

fastness. But the connection here authorizes the

predominance of the former idea. And though
complete salvation comes from the future and from
above, patience in this life must cooperate with its

future—therefore : to persevere.* Grotius : Spe»

ista non inffuctuosa est in rtobis^ sed egregiam virtu-

tern operatur, malorum. fortem tolerantiam.

Ver. 26. Iiikewise the Spirit also [Aaav-
Twc Si xai to Tcvtvfia,. Likewise {ijiirav*

TuH') introduces, aa contemporaneous with the
" waiting " (ver. 23), the divine assistance of the

Holy Spirit (Tholuck).—R.] De Wette and Meyer
explain : The Holy Spirit. The latter commentator
appeals to vers. 16, 23. But, in ver. 23, the new
spiritual Ufe is spoken of,f which certainly cons'Sta

in the fellowship of the human spirit with the Holy
Spirit, but is, nevertheless, not the Holy Spirit itself.

To say of the Holy Spirit in himself that He groans

—indeed, that He gives vent to groanings which are

imutterable by Him— is altogether inadmissible.

Neither can we, with Nosselt, substitute the gospel

;

nor, with Morus, the Christian disposition ; nor,

with KoUner, the Christian element of life. Ac-
cording to the opposition of nviviia and vav(; in

1 Cor. xiv. 14, it is the new basis of life, which con-

stitutes to the conscious daily life an opposition of

the life which, though apparently unconscious, is

really the higher consciousness itself, the heavenly

sense of the awakened soul. As, in the unconvert-

ed state, the influences of the unconscious basis of

the soul invade the conscious daily Ufe with demo-

niacal temptation, so, vice versd, does the uncon-

scious spiritual Ufe of the converted man come as a

guardian spirit to the help of the daily life. There-

fore the groaning of the spirit itself (see ver. 16)

corresponds with the groaning of the consciousness

* [On iiToiiovij, see p. 162; also Col. i. 11; Lange's

Comm.f p. 19. Constavcy seems to be always prominent in

the word. The preposition 6ia with the genitive denotes

that through which, as a medium, our waiting takes place

(Alford). It is more than an accompaniment—it is the

state which characterizes the waiting throughout. On the

connection of hope and patience, comp. 1 Thess. i. 3 ; Heb
X. 36.-B,.]

, „ ^
t [Against this, see notes in loco, where Dr. Lange him-

self does not defend this view. It is opposed to the mosi
natural grammatical construction of that piissage, and ol^

jectionable on other grounds. Comp, the additional notei

on vers. 16 23, and the excursus, chap, vii.—B.l
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ir, its natural feeling. [This position of Dr. Lange
is not in accordance witii the view of the best mod-
era commentators. Tholuck, De Wette, Ewald,

Stuart, Hodge, Philippi, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth,
Jowett, as well as the older commentators in gen-

eral, all refer it to the objective, Holy Spirit. Ols-

hausen, however, adopts the subjective sense. The
proof must be very strong which will warrant us in

referring it to any thing other than the Holy Spirit

itself; for the Apostle uses to m'[Ti/.ta, as he has

done in vers. 23, 16, &e., where the Holy Spirit is

meant. The only reason urged against such a mean-
ing here is, that the " groaning," &c., cannot be

predicated of Him. But we have no right to de-

part from the obvious meaning, because, in the next

clause, that is predicated which, we fancy, cannot be

predicated of the Holy Spirit. The predicate in

this clause cannot, with strict propriety, be referred

to any spirit save the Holy Spirit. That Dr. Lange's

view wealfens the thought, is also evident.—R.]
Helpeth our weakness \_aiivavii.Xan(}d-

viTai T-^ aff&evfla tj/iiov. See Textual j^oie

". On tlie verb, comp. Lulce x. 40, where Martha

asks that Mary be bidden to help her

—

i. e., take hold

of in eonnection vMh. It requires a weakening of

its force to make this applicable to the new spiritual

life. The subjective side has been brought out in

vers. 23-25. Hence a reference to the Holy Spirit

accords with the progress of thought.—E.] Meyer
urges, with Beza, the gvv in ffvvavTt.1, : ad 7ios labo-

rantes refertiir. At all events, it would refer to only

the conscio\is side of our effort. But it is clear,

from the further dennition, that aa&ivfi'a is the

only correct reading. Tholuck understands this

tifffi-tvfta as referring to occasions of invading faint-

ness. But the Apostle speaks of a permanent rela^

tion of our weakness in this life, which certainly be-

comes more prominent in special temptations. This

is the incongruity between the new priuoiple and
the old psychical and carnal life.

[The singular must be accepted as the true read-

ing. It then refers to a state of weakness, already

described (ver. 23). The dative, as in Luke x. 40,

denotes not the burden which the Spirit helps us

bear (so Hodge, and many others), but that which
it helps. (Alford :

" helps our weakness—us who
are weak, to bear the burden of ver. 23." Meyer

:

*' Er legi mit Hand an mil unserer Schwaehheity)

It should not be hmited to weakness in prayer (Ben-
gel), but is the general weakness in our waiting for

final redemption.—R.]
For we know^ not what we should pray

for as we ought [to yaq rl 7rQO(;fv^o')fieO-a

Ka&6 dft oux otSttfiev. To belongs to the

whole clause. Fd^ introduces an illustration of

our weakness, and how it is helped. The aorist

jrj Off i'jwiit'>9'«i which we accept as the correct

reading, is more usual than the future, but either is

grammatically admissible. See Winer, p. 280.

—

R.] Tholuck holds that this not knowing refers to

special states of obscure faith, and has a twofold

meaning: ignorance of the object toward which
prayer should be directed, and the language in which

we should pray. But the supposition of special

states is incorrect ; otherwise the expression would
be : we often do not know. But the language can

by no means be under consideration, neither can a

mere ignorance of the object be meant. Therefore

De Wette and Meyer explain thus : we do not know
what, under existing circumxtances, it is necessary

to prav for. We refer the xa&o del aa well to the

heavenly clearness of the object of redemption al

to the subjective purity, definiteness, and energy of

desire corresponding to it.* The conscious, verbal

prayer is related to the spirit of prayer, as the falli-

ble dictate of conscience is to the infallible con.

science.
^

But the Spirit itself intercedeth [aXl
anTO TO nvm/j-a imfQivrvypfavii- On the

omission of vniq rifioiv (Rec), which Meyer finds in

the verb itself, see Textual Note ". The verb oc
curs only here. The simple verb means, to meet

;

then, compounded with iv, to approach in order to

make supplication (Acts xxv. 24, Ivtvy/dvHv) ; the

vjifo seems to show that the supplication is in favor

of the persons in question. Dr. Lange rejects this,

in order to avoid a reference to the Holy Spirit.

—

j4vio TO nvfvfia brings into prominence the

Intercessor, who knows our wants (Tholuck, Alford).

—R.] Since the i' a- f ^ fr t u y;?- a i<n must be read

without the addition of the Beeepta, we refer the

vniij to our want in not knowing what to pray for,

as it is proper for us, and in harmony with our des-

tiny. Tholuck regards the vniQ as merely a higher

degree, as in vneQntqvaaivivv ; Meyer [so Philippi]

sees here a Inkq fifiwv, according to the analogy of

vn^QanoY.^lvo^ai, &c.

With groanings which cannot be uttered

[anvaytiolii aAa^jjTot?]. Analogous to 1 Cor.

xiv. 14 ; against which Tholuck remarks, that there

the subject in question is the human nvtvua. Meyer
even declares that those explanations are rationalis-

tic which do not interpret the nvivfta to be the

Holy Spirit (Reiehe : the Christian sense ; KoUner

:

the Spirit obtained in Christ). Chrysostom's calling

it the jraQiaixa fir/iji;, and Theodoret's not under-

standing by the expression the V7ioaxa(jo(; of the

Spirit, are declared to be an arbitrary alteration.

Meyer does not accede to the opinion of Augustine,

and most commentators, that the sense is, that man
himself, stirred up by the Holy Ghost, utters groan-

ings. It is rather the Holy Spirit himself ; but cer-

tainly He needs the human organ for His groanings.

He claims that the analogy, " that demons speak and
cry out of men," is adapted to this view. The anal-

ogy of demoniacal possession ! Besides, Meyer, in

his exposition of the d).a).7jroi.ii, prefers the inter-

pretation of most expositors, unutterable, to the op-

posite rendering, unuttered, dumb (Grotius, Fritzsche,

and others), because it denotes greater intensity

But we get from this the result, that the Holy Spirit,

the Spirit of God in His glory, not only groans, but
also cannot utter His groans.

[Notwithstanding this attempt at a reductio ad
absurdum, the view must still be held, that the Holy
Spirit is here represented as interceding. To avoid
this conclusion. Dr. Lange must first weaken the
subject into the human spirit, and then the force ol

vTtfq in the verb. It is far better to accept the ob-
vious sense, and then explain it in a way which
escapes the extreme conclusions of Meyer. The
Holy Spirit is here spoken of as dwelling in us ; in
this indwelling He makes the intercession. This
view presents no absurdity; it rather accepts the

• [Dr. Hod^e refers to the fact that heathen philoso-
phers urged this as a rea.son whjr men ought not. to pray
The Apostle intimates that what is true of men in general
is true still of Christians {ol&aiLtv), because their knowl-
edge is as jet in no respect such as to make their prayel
(KaOh 6ei) as it ought to he. Hence the reference is t«
a continuing state, rather than to times of special weak-
ness.—H.]
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prominent thought of the previous part of the chap-
ter (vers. 9, 11, 14, 16), and implies not only that,

by this indwelling, we are taught to pray what would
otherwise be unutterable (Calvin, Beza), but that the
Holy Ghost " himself pleads in our prayers, raising

us to higher and holier desires than we can express
in words, which can only find utterance in sighings

and aspirations " (Alford). So Hodge, Stuart, De
Wette, and most commentators.—R.]

On the threefold view of aldXTjiou; (not utter-

able, not spoken, not speaking), see Tholuck.*
Ver. 21. But he who searcheth the hearts'

[6 dk sQevvMv Ta? xa^d/a?. //^ is slightly

adversative : These groanings are unutterable, but
He, &c. The i^ivvoiv describes God according

to the Old Testament phraseology (1 Sam. xvi. 1 ;

Ps. vii. 10 ; Prov. xv. 11), as omniscient.—R.] In

1 Cor. ii. 10 it is said of the Holy Spirit that He
searcheth all things ; here, according to the just

cited reference of the groaning Spirit to the Holy
Spirit, this very Holy Spirit would be an object of

the searching God. [This objection is of little

weight, since the object of the all-searching God is

the mind of the Spirit, hidden (even to us) in the

unutterable sighings, &c.—R.]
The mind of the Spirit. His (p^ortj/^a;

see chap. viii. 6. His purely divine and ideal striv-

ing, but here as clear thought, denoting the excogi-

tated sense of that language of groans. [If the

reference to the Holy Spirit be accepted, then the

sense not even excogitated by us is included.—R.]
Because he pleadeth for the saints [bT^

. . . ivrvy/civfi' vntQ ayiu)v. How can the

human spirit, even when possessed by the Holy
Spirit, be said to plead for the saints ?—R.] The
explanation of on. by for [because], according to

most expositors (De Wette, Philippi, &o.), is opposed
by Meyer (in accordance with Grotius, Fritzsche,

Tholuck, and others), who urges instead of it, that.

A very idle thought : God knows the mind of the

Holy Spirit, that He intercedes for the saints in a

way well-pleasing to God. The oli)'i is perfectly

plain in itself, even if not taken in the pregnant

sense (with Calvin and Ruckert).f He knows well

that He, as the searcher of hearts (Ps. cxxxix. 1)

ftnd as hearer, is conscious of the thought and pure

purpose of these holy groans. Wherefore? Be-

cause it is well-pleasing to God.
[Acoording to the will of God {xaia

&i6v) is the correct paraphrase of the E. V.—R.]
Not, according to Deity (Origen) ; nor before God,

nor with God (Reiche, Fritzsche) ; nor bj/ God, by
virtue of God (Tholuck.—How can we hold that the

Holy Ghost should intercede because of God's im-

pulse ?), but according to God, in harmony with the

Divine will (Meyer).| The Divine impulse is, iu-

• [The Taeamng umMtferaWfi, whicli cannot be expressed
In words, is favored by the analogy of verbals in -ros, and
ts adopted by Luther, Calvin, Beza, Meyer, TholucTr, De
Wette, Hodge, Stuart, Alford, and many others. Pliilippi

admits this sense, but includes with it that of unspokerif

which are not expressed in words. Comp. 2 Cor. sii. 4

;

IPeteri. 8.—B.]
t [It is held by many commentators (among them Stu-

art, Hodge, Meyer), that if Srt be taken as causal, olSe

must be rendered approves ; i. e., He approves what is the
mind of the Spirit, because, &o. Dr. Lange's estimate of

Meyer's interpretation is very just, and he seems to be
equally correct in denying the necessity for the pregnant
sense of olSe. Comp. Alford in loco. The E. T. is exceed-
ingly happy in its rendering of this verse.—R.]

t [Alford: "All these pleadings of the Spirit are heard
and answered, even when inarticulately uttered. "We may
extend the same comforting assurance to the imperfect and

deed, indirectly implied here; but then it follow!

again, that the groaning Spirit cannot be identicil

with the Holy Spirit. [Not with the Holy Spirit at

without us, but as within ua.—R.]

Second Fabagrafh, vers. 2&-37.

Ver. 28. And we know [oXSa/tiv Si
Meyer, Philippi, and others, take Hi as introducing
a general ground after the more special ones in vers.

26, 27. Alford finds it slightly adversative, the an.

tithesis being found in ver. 22. The former is prefer-

able. OXdaftiv, Christian consciousness.—R.]
The subjective assurance of the future consumma-
tion reaches its climax in the fact that believers are

lovers of God. But in this form it indicates the
objective certainty, which is its lowest foundation.

However, instead of the most direct inference, that

those who love God are previously beloved by Him,
and are established on God's love (an inference con-

trolling this whole section ; see vers. 29, 31, 32, 35,

39), the Apostle applies this inference to the condi-

tion of Christians in this world. The whole world
seems to contradict their hope of future glory. All

things visible, especially the hatred of the hostile

world, seem to oppose and gainsay their faith. And
yet this fearful appearance can have no force, since

ail things are subject to the omnipotent and wise ad-

ministration of God, on whose loving counsel their

confidence is established. Still more, if all things

are subject to God's supreme authority, and this an-

thority is exhibited in the development of His lov-

ing counsel, they know, with the full certainty of

faith, that all things work together for their good.

This follows, first, from the deiree, plan, and order

of salvation (vers. 28-30). It follows, second, from
God's arrangement, act, and facts of salvation (vers.

3 1-34). It follows, third, from the experience proved

in the Old Testament, that the Lord's companions in

salvation and the covenant are His companions in

suffering, as His companions in conflict ; but as His

companions in suffering, they are also His compan.
ions in victory, for whose glorification all surmount-

ed obstacles are transformed into means of advance-

ment (vers. 35-3'7). The conclusion (vers. 38, 39)

expresses so strongly the subjective, and also the

objective certainty of the future completion, that we
believe it necessary to make it prominent as a spe-

cial paragraph.

"That all things, Tzdvra; not merely all

events (Meyer), or all afflictions (Tholuck) [Calvin,

Hodge, Stuart] ; for, besides events (ver. 36), all the

powers of the world are mentioned (vers. 38, 39).

—

Work together, avvi^ysl.* The beautiful and

correct term, serve for the good of, must neverthe-

less follow the more specific definition. For the

principal factor of the completion of Christians is

the central one : Christ over them and in them, the

love of Christ or the Spirit of glory, the free and

dominant impulse of their new life. With this first

and central factor there now cooperates the second

mistaken verbal utterances of our prayers, which are no
themselves answered to our hurt, but the answer is given

to the voice of the Spirit, which speaks through them,

which we would express, but cann/tt."—R.]
* [See Textual Note i*. Tholuck would refer the avr to

the loving God, but the simplest sense is that of cooperate

ing (Bengel, Alford, and others). Meyer, however, finds in

it the idea of the fellowship, in which He who support)

necessarily stands to him who is supported. So Philipp'

and others, all taking Gvvepr^ei as = ^oij^ci.— R.]
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and peripherioal one—that course of all things and
all destinies about them which is placed under God's
authority and Christ's power, and constitutes their

guidance to glorification.

For good, 61 1; ayaS-ov. Strictly, /or ^ood
The article is wanting, for the Apostle has in mind
the antithesis : not for evil, injurious, and destruc-

tive working ; and because every thing shall be use-

ful to them, and promotive, in a special way, of their

good. For the good is, the promotion of life.

Every good thing of this kind relates, indeed, to the

realization of their eternal salvation, but it is not
directly this itself (Reiche). [Bengel : In bonwm
ad glorificntionem usque.—R.]

Those who love God [toi? ayanoiauv
rbv & lov. Alford :

" A stronger designation

than any yet used for believers." Comp. 1 Cor ii.

9 ; Eph. vi. 24 ; James i. 12.—R.] The Apostle
defines this expression more specifically with refer-

ence to its purpose, by the addition :

To those who are the called according to
his purpose [toTi; xara nqoO-iauv xXtirolq
ovaiv\ Yet the addition is not designed to fur-

nish a definition for the explanation of the name,
those who love God (Meyer) ; nor did the Apostle
wish thereby to qualify the preceding clause (Riick-

ert), but to represent more clearly the foundation

of the life of those who love God, &c. (Tholuck,

Fritzsche, Philippi, and others). The intention or

purpose of God is the rock of their salvation, and
the same purpose directs all things. The love of

believers for God is therefore not the ground of their

confidence, but the sign and security that they were
first loved by God. But the Apostle uses for this

another expression, which indicates as well the evi-

dence as the firmness of the love which has gone
out for them. The evidence of their salvation lies

in the fact that they are called by God to salvation

(in the operative zA^in; with which the gospel has

pervaded their hearts). This evidence refers to the

firmness of their salvation in the purpose of God

;

the genuine r.lijaui of true Christians depends upon
the nqod-ta i-i;, and testifies of it. See Doctr.

Notes.*

* [Tholuck : " They are not called merely according to

a Divme decree inndi'), but according to one whoee stages
are set forth up to the final goal of the eSdfaffe." Meyer ;

*'The Trpdflc-iTts is the free decree, formed by God in eter-

nity, of saving the believers through Christ (cbap. ix. U

;

Epn. i. 11 ; ill. 11; 2 Tim. i. 9, a/.). According to this, the
call of God to the Messianic salvation through the preach-
ing of the gospel (chap. x. 14 ; 2 Thess. ii. 1^) is promulga-
ted to those wlio are included in that decree. When,
therefore, Paul calls tlie Christians kAtjtoi, it is self-evi-

dent that the call, in their case, meets with success (1 Cor.

i, 24), and ht-nce has been united with the converting effect

of Divine grace; although this is not found in the word
itself, which in that case would be equivalent to eKkeKToC.

, . , Weiss (Jahrbucher fur D. Thcolfigie, 1857, p. 79) aptly

Bays: 'Election and calling are inseparable correlative

ideas ; where one takes place, the other does also ; only the
former, as a pre-temporal, internally Divine act, cannot be
perceived, but the latter, as a historical fa^t, is made mani-
fest.' " The remarks of Alford in loco may well be ap-
pended at this point in the exegesis of the Epistle: "It
may suffice to say, that, on the one hand, Scripture bears

constant testimony to the fact that all believers are chosen
and called by God—their whole .spiritual life in its origin,

progress, and completion, being from Him; whQe, on the
other hand, its testimony is no less precise that He willeth

all to be saved, and that none shall perish except by wilfnl

rejection of the truth. So that, on the one side, God's
BOVF-ttEiGNTY, and, ou the other, man's peee will, is plain-

ly declared to us. To receive, believe, and act on both these,

is our duhj and our wisdom. They beloTig, as truths, no less

to natural than to revealed religion ; and every one who
believes in a Q-od, must acknowledge both. But all at-
tempts to bridge over the guilf between the two are futile, in

Vera. 29, 30. In the followmg grand and glon,

ous exposition, the Apostle represents God spurpoM

as being unfolded and realized in its single elements.

It is developed as the ante-mundane and eterna.

foundation of the historical order of salvation in tht

two parts, foreknowing and predestinating with ref

erence to the eternal limit, the fflory. It is then

historically realized in the saving acts of the calling

and the justifying. It is finally completed m tb«

glorifying of believers. The foreknowing proceeds,

in truth, from eternity to eternity ; the predestinat-

ing passes from eternity over into time ;
and finally,

the glorifying passes from time over into post-tem.

poral eternity, while in the calling and justifying the

two eternities are linked together, and reveal eter-

nity in time.

For whom he foreknew, he also predesti>

nated [ort ov(; nqoiyvui, xat JipooigKrEr].

The twice-repeated i^r^ii comes under the treatment

before the examination of the single elements. Tho.

luck : " According to a later view of Meyer, the

TLQo expresses only precedence before the call ; but

it is against the analogy of nqoywoMTxii) in chap. xi.

2 ; 1 Peter i. 20 ; and of TiQooqito) in 1 Cor. ii. 1

;

Eph. L 5, 11." It is certainly clear that the Apostle

will here establish the eternal end, the Soia, upop
an eternal beginning (a()/7/).

Firtt element : Whom he foreknew. Tho-
luck says, that " nqoyviidvjxnv has been explained

in four different ways, and in such a manner that

each of the accepted meanings has its predestinarian

as well as its anti-predestinarian advocates." These
four definitions are: 1. To know beforehand; 2.

7b acknowledge beforehand, approbare ; 8. To so-

led, or choose beforehand ; i. To determine before-

hand, deeemere, prcsdestinare.

The knowing beforehand was understood by the

Greek and Arminian expositors in an anti-predesti-

narian sense as the foresight of faith ; and by the

Lutheran exegetieal writers as the foresight of per.

severance in the bestowed faith. Meyer : Fore-

knowledge of those destined for salvation. A know-
ing of the predestinated beforehand, as, according

to Tholuck, was accepted by Augustine in later life,

and by Zwingli, is very tautological.* But this view
passes over, in reahty, into a second : approbavit

;

and we then have Tholuck's arrangement, by which
eiRht antitheses—four predestinarian and foiir anti-

predestinarian—must be limited, yet not carried out.

The approbavit is, indeed, defended in both an Au-
gustinian and an Arminian sense. But, in the for.

mer, it coincides with the third view, elegit (Calvin,

and others)._ But if the decernere is also understood
in a predestinarian sense, to determine concerning a
person, it is only a stronger expression for the degil
in the predestinarian sense. With respect to further
treatment of this point, we must refer to the well-
known commentaries.

If we turn away from the verbal explanation,
there are really but two constructions of tliis pas-
sage, the predestinarian and the anti-predestinarian

;

in addition to tliese, there comes at most only the

the present imperfect condition of man." See chap ix.throughout. He who would understand the Epistle tomEomans, must assume th s position and remomW ..,.; I?!
difBculty belongs to Theism n„t t? J^hS *" -I "'^J

*''°

much lels to the^OalvIni?tioTdnceptioS o? h -kT''^
^^"""^

_ * [Jowett thus avoids the tautBlogy: •' Forelm^w a» th.

Xr;^Z°^;.lSraTfhe\!ernliEi-Tl
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germ, or intimation of the possibility, of a tliird.

The predestinarian explanation of the word ntioyir-

voxTKn/f by "to acknowledge," approbare (Beza, and
others), or by decernere, " to determine " (Luther

:

"ordained," not foreseen), is linguistically untena-

ble ; but it is linguistically tenable when explained

by to elect beforehand, to choose (Calvin, Riickert, De
Wette) ; * and now means predestination as a doc-

trinal truth, now as a temporary Tauline view, and
now, in the most universal sense possible, the gen-

eral election for salvation (De Wette, and others).

The auti-^jredestinarian interpretation of tlie ex-

pression is also varied : the seeing or knowing before-

hand of those who are worthy through faith, of those

endowed with faith, &c. ; and again, in the sense of

loving or approbans beforehand (Grotius, and oth-

ers).

As far as a third exposition is concerned, the ob-

Bervation has been made that God's foreknowledge

is a loving knowledge (see Tholuck, p. 449), or a

creative knowledge, a being placed in the idea of

Christ (Neander, Apost. Zeiialter, p. 822).f Yet
Neander's explanation does not go to the bottom of

the matter. It is this :
" Those whom God, in His

eternal view, has known as belonging to Him,
through Christ, have been predestinated thereto by
Eim." We are, indeed, in want of a term which
definitely expresses the truth that the loving or fix-

ing knowledge is an absolutely original one, which

determines the idea of the one to be perceived, but

does not preddermine it.ij; Meyer's reminder, that

Ti^oybVOKTKfbv, in the classical sense, never means
any thing but foreknowledge, has no weight here,

where we have to do with an aTmi Xfyo/^ivov in

* [So Jowett, Stuart (substantially), and Calvinistic in-

terpreters generally. Dr. Hodge thus presents tt'S view :

"It is evident, on the one hand, that irpdyvwtri^ expresses
something more than the prescienceof which all men and all

events are the objects ; and, on the othtT, something differ-

ent fi'Om the irpooptcr/ids (predestination) expressed by the
following word ; *whom he foreknew, them he also predes-
tinated.' The predestination follows, and is grounded on
the foreknowledge. The foreknowledge, therefore, express-

es the act of cognition or recognition—the fixing, so to

Bpeak, the mind upon, which involves the idea of selection.

If we look over a number of objects with the view of se-

lecting some of them for a definite purpose, the first act is

to fix the mind on some, to the neglect of the others ; and
the second is, to destine them to the proposed end. So God
Is represented as looking on the fallen mass of men, and
.fixing on some whom He" predestines to salvation. This is

the iFp6yvcaa-i?, the foreknowledge, of which the Apostle
here speaks. It is the knowing, fixing upon, or selecting

those who are to be predestinated to be conformed to the
image of the Son of God." As little can he gained by a

philological discussion of the word, and as theological bias

will affect the views of many, it need only be added, that
the vp69eiTuv of ver. 28 gives the best clue to the meaning
of woo, in the compounds of this verse ; that the words
Bhonld be as little as possible confused by the introduction

of the ideas of approving, loving, &c ; that chap. xi. 2,

where irpoeyvia is used of Israel, most of whom were not
saved, does not afl'ect the specific sense here ; for there, the
matter under discussion is a whole peo)tle as a chosen peo-
ple ; here, individnals, who are first of all brought into

prominence as personal lovers of God, then as "called ac-

cording to His purpose ; " that the idea of the certainty of
salvation is so clearly the main thought of the passage, as

to warrant us, where two meanings are presented, in lean-

ing to that which olfers the best ground for such security.

Hence we adopt the predestinarian view throughout—K.]
t [This seems to be the view of 'WordBworth, and many

Anglican divines, who would avoid both Calvinism and
Arminianisnt Wordsworth is very full, both in his intro-

duction atti notes, upon this subject, but lacks clearness.

-E.]
t [If any thing is gained in clearness by this distinc-

tion. It should by all means be accepted, as distinguishing

file foreknowledge from the predestination ; but many will

^il to find more than a verbal difference ic iie phrases
employed.—B.]

the centre of the Christian doctrine of salvation,

[See Meyer's note.] The one collective Hebrew
term for knowing, loving, being present at, and 6e.

getting (Gen. iv. 1), is only a modification of the
theocratic thought that God calls by name those who
do not yet exist, as if He would be, and in orde*
thil He may be, their God (Jer. xxxi. 3 ; Ps. cxxxji

9 ; cxlviii. 6). " To call by name " (Is. xliii. 1)
" to grave upon the hands" (Isa. xlix. 16), and simi
lar expressions, denote figuratively the unity of that

knowing and loving which fix in idea the subject in

its peculiarity (certainly in Christ), in order that, in

consequence of the idea, they may be called into

existence. The distinction of prescience and pre-
destination in the first foundation of the world, ia

connected with u, defective comprehension of the

peculiar character of personal life. (See the Doctr.
Notes.)

Second element : He also predestinated. The
TtqooqiL.fi'V presupposes God's first determination
of man,* which establishes his individuality in rela-

tion to other individualities, and to Christ, the cen-

tre. Here the question is the predetermination of

thfe.historical ifestiny of the individual, the establish,

ment of the historical gi. idance to salvation, just as

all kindred definitions, together with n^no(>ikiiv in

Acts iv. 28 ; 1 Cor. ii. 7 ; Eph. i. 6-11 ; cupoqiinit

in Rom. i. 1 ; Gal. i. 15 ; and ogitf-v in Acts x. 42

;

xvii. 26 (where we have ogoOiaia also), are deter,

mined by the fundamental thought of the o^io?,

which is the limitation and condition in time and

space, that are identical with the destiny in its rela-

tion to salvation, the object of man—a relation

which reaches its climax in the rdaaHv (Acts xiii.

48). Therefore the Apostle also adds here the des-

tination to conformity to the image of God's Son,

undoubtedly with reference to the definite conform,

ity of the historical way of life—through sufferings

to glory (chap. vi. 4 ff. ; 2 Tim. ii. 11 ; Heb. ii.

9-11), and to historical confirmation and completion

(Phil. ii. 6-11, and elsewhere).

[To be conformed to the image of his Son,

ffVfifiogifOiK; rJjc; fly.ovoi; to? viou avrov.
The word avuftogipov is followed by the genitive

here ; by the dative, Phil. iii. 21. Hence Stuart

thinks it is to be taken as a substantive in this case

;

but Alford remarks that it is like fTi\uq>i'ro^ (chap,

vi. 6), in being followed by either. Comp. KUhner,

ii. p. 172. It is the accusative of the predicate
;
see

Winer, p. 214.—R.] Evidently, we have to deal

here with a specifically new ordination on God's part,

though it Is in harmony with the previous one. The

meaning of no^qrlj comes into consideration in ordei

to explain more definitely the aiifift6g(f0v^ (to which

we need not supply an i2vav, because the predestina-

tion involves a predescription). Tholuck :
" The

term /logqi^ means frequently, but not invariably,

the phase of the human form, as well as the form

in general, and even the pto§(pri entotv (see Plato,

• [Alford : " His foreknowledge was not a mere heinf

previously aware how a series of events would happen, but

was coordinate with, and inseparable from. His haling pre-

orduined all things." That the word means foreordained,

predestinated, is certain ; that it is here applied to indi-

viduals, is obvious ; that it implies a prelerrestrial act oi

tie Divine mind, is in accordance with the current ol

thought in the chapter, the scriptural conception of God'a

purpose, and the use of the word in other passages. It le

only one side of the truth, indeed, hut the other side is not

more firmly established by ignoring this. The only recon.

ciliation of the difttcnity is in practical Christian experi.

cnce, and Paul Is addressing himself to this throughout

And we know (ver. 28).—E.l
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Phced., pp. 103, 104). Aristotle distinguishes hSoi;,

the Inward forming power
;

fioqqtrj, the phenomenal
form ; and evigyna, its concrete reality, &c., and
aii/ii.toQqiova,9ai,, from the conformity of appearance
or situation."

The further definition, conformably to the image,

or conformity of the image, which is still stronger,

brings the idea of the phenomenal form still more
strongly into the light. Therefore Theodoret, Au-
gustine, Fritzsche, and Meyer, would confine the ex-

pression merely to a share in the glorified corporeal-

nejs of Christ (Phil, iii, 21), or to the doia (ver.

10). Meyer and De Wette maintain, contrary to

Calviii, Grotius, Calovius, and others, that '^fellow-

ship of siiffering is here remote ;
" against which

view Tholuck observes, that the object is expressed
by the subsequent edolaai. Tholuck, p. 450, says,

in speaking of (jvfi/io^iiiovq, " that the graiid thouglit

of Christ, as the prototype of all humanity, elevated

•hrough sufferings to the rfoja and to the ai'/ifla-

irJ.fi'jfH' Tw flfw, occurs in the Scriptures in iuter-

lihangeable forms ; John xii. 26 ; xvii. 22-24 ; Rom.
viii. 17 (Eph. iv. 13) ; 2 Tim. ii. 12 ; 1 John iii. 3

;

Rev. iii. 21." He also .says, on p. 4,51: "Since
mention was made of the suiierings of Christians,

many expositors (Calvin, and others) have been led,

by reference to Heb.- ii. 10, to suppose a conformity
to the glory to be obtained through sufferings ; but,

as Cocceius remarks, this declaration of gradation Is

justified neither by the expression, nor by the Apos-
tle's purpose." These two statements do not har-

monize well. But the predestination of the suffer-

ing life, and of the end to be attained, is here a col-

lective idea. The end is historical confirmation
(" the Lamb that was slain," Rev. v. 12 ;

" these are

they which came out of great tribulation," Rev. vii.

14), and the.way thither is nothing else than the fol-

lowing of Christ crucified (comp. Heb. ii. 10, 11).

A sundering of the two elements thus destroys the
specific character of the determination. As doubts
in regard to the apparent conformation of believers

with Christ himself have been raised into promi-
nence, and attempts have been made to solve them,
they will disappear of themselves, if we adhere
closely to the idea of the av/ifioiJtfovii (see Tholuck,

p. 451 ; Chrysostom : "Oniq yaq b ftovoyiv>]<; rjv

q>v(T(if rovTO y.ai ahroi yfyovatSi xara /d^tv, &c.),

[The word avufio^qioq occurs only here and in

Phil. iii. 21, where the reference is to the body of
Christ. (Tlie cognate verb is found in Phil. iii. 10,

in connection with the death of Christ.) The view
which restricts the meaning to the glorified corpo-
realness of Christ (Meyer, De Wette), seems scarcely

in keeping with the context. Doubtless tliis is in-

cluded. We may then choose between the reference

to " that entire form, of glorification in body and
ganctification in spirit, of which Christ is the perfect

pattern, and all His people shall be partakers " (Al-

ibrd ; so Philippi) ; or may extend it also to the
present partaking in sufferings and moral character

like His (Stuart, Hodge, Webster and Wilkinson,
following Calvin, &c.). There seems to be no objec-

tion to this wide reference ; in fact, the immediate
context rather favors it, but the latter idea (moral
cliaracter) has perhaps gained too great prominence.
In th.i effort to justify thereby the fact of predesti-

nation, as predestination to holiness. The thought
»f sufferings is not so " remote," as, besides being
the keynote of the section (ver. 18), it is implied in

ver. 28, and recurs in ver. 31, to be the prominent
ijiought throughout the rest of the chapter.—R.]

That he might be the first-born among
many brethren. The ili; to iivaif avtoi
nqiDToroxov iv noXloZi; aJfAfpot? is, at all

events, a clause not merely of result, but of pur.

pose. [The reference in the aorists to the past de

cree of redemption requires us to take this clause a4

telle—R.] According to De Wette, the principal

thought is, that He, the first-born, might be among
many brethren ; according to Meyer, that He might

be the first-born among many brethren. Tholuck

:

The chief thought is, the share of the adiX^ioi in

the possession of the First-born. The n^mtoioxoi

(Col. i. 15-17) implies not merely the element of

time and rank (Tholuck), but also that of causal

priority ; and this element cannot be wanting in the

present passage.* The expression therefore denotes,

according to the prominence given to His conformity

with believers, also his elevation above them ; but it

is an elevation which is in harmony with inward uni-

formity, a true fraternization.

We do not think it advisable to lay stress on either

the many brethren or on the first-born. The real

aim, after all, is Christ (for him, Col. i. 16), but

Christ as the first-born (not merely the iiovoyivri<i

of God) among many brethren ; therefore the peo-

ple of His kingdom, a choir of brethren, are to be
with Christ, and all around Him. [The end of the

foreknowing and predestining is the glorification of

Christ in us. His people. The ideas become as in-

separable a.s the glorified brethren themselves are,

-R.]
Ver. 30. Them he also called [ t o i' t o d ?

y.a.1 iY.a.Xiaiv\ The xahZv, like the xArjiTu;, ia

without suffix, since the idea, prepared by the Old

Testament btif? , is generally known and elucidated;

in addition to this, there is a still greater New Tes-
tament fundamental conception. The sense is this :

called to the community of Christ as to the com-
munion of salvation, to the Supper of the Lord, to
life, &c. But as election comprises a twofold idea, a
historical (John vi. 70) and a mystical or transcen-
dental one, so does xX/jai^ also comprise a twofold
conception (Matt. xxii. 14). Evidently, we have
here to deal with the idea of an inward xX^atq ; that
is, a z/^ffw; become inward from a merely external
one. Meyer denies that this x>S,<Tt.q relates to the
inward operations of grace, but holds that the effects
of the call result from the relation of preaching to
the existing qualification of men. But such an effect
is hardly conceivable without the operation of grace.
Tholuck opposes any distinction between a vocatio
externa and interna, between a mcatio ineffcax and
efficax. The idea may have been represented one-
sidedly by predestinarian theologians ; but the fact
of the distinction is continually corroborated in
every village church where the gospel is preached.
We gain no clearer view by the remark, that the
spirit of Plato is contained in the Platonic writings,
for thousands have not found the Platonic spirit in
them. This remark applies only to such spiritualista
as, on the one hand, place the " dead " word with,
out the spirit, or, on the other, the spirit without
the word. We may enlarge by saying, that if the
K^.^o-iQ^stands midway between nQoogitnv and the
(Si,xa(,oZv, the specific idea necessarily becomes ap-
parent. The xaXftv is that effect of God's word
completed in the gospel, which is divided into illu-

* [Comp. Lango's Crnnm., Colossians, p. 21 ff. on trpuro.
TOKOS, where all three ideas are involved, that of time \»-mg specially prominent there.—B.]
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Inmation and awakening. It is prepared by the
effect of the n^ooQiunv : Laborimisneas and burdeti-

somenes» (Matt. xi. 28) ; it unites with these, and,
by conversion through penitence and by believing

confidence, prepares the dixaloKTi,^ for saving faith.*

But, of course, if the question is concerning the
xAbtoi;, the xlTjani also comprises the Sixaimm:;,
and even the beginnings of the doidkiiv.—In that

case, also the idea of the dixcuovv between xaAfiV
and doidtfi/f results in the most definite way (see

chap. iii.).

[Them he also justified, toi'itohs xat eSi,-

xaiotuiv. See the exhaustive notes of Dr. Schaff,

pp. ISO ff., 138 ff.—R.]
And whom he justified, them he also glori-

fied [ot'g Se is IX a lot (7 iv y rovTovc; xal
edoiaufv^' The exegetical writers begin here to

wonder at the aorist, while their surprise ought to

have begun at least with the ixdhaiv. For, at the

time when the Apostle wrote these words, only a
very few of the whole future body of believers were
really called. Therefore the aorist edoKaae can-

not stand here for the future (according to Vorstius

and Glass), nor for the present (according to K611-

ner), nor in the sense of taking care of (according

to Flatt). Meyer holds that the Apostle here de-

scribes the actually certain future glorification as so

necessary and certain, that it is the same as if it had
already taken place.{ Tholuck regards the aorist

here as the prophetic preterite. [So Stuart.]

We will now consider more particularly the an-

tithesis which Meyer calls special attention to—that

Grotius, and others, have regarded the act of ihid-

ttw as having only happened in the purpose of

God,:j: but that Chrysostom, and others, on the con-

trary, have referred the WEa to the gift of grace in

this world. The Apostle's starting-point is evidently

his present time, the fellowship of the xXijToi and
of the (JixatoiVfO' 'n which he stands. This is

even literally established, in a certain relation, by
the expression, xal iSo^atrfv. For So^dCfiv

means not merely to invest one with (JoEct at the

end of time, but to lead gradually by the nvivfia

T^q Soiijg (1 Peter iv. 14) to glory. The whole

* [Ae the Apostle is speaking of God's acts, Eot ours,

there is no mention of fairn, or any other human exercises,

and there need he none ; for who can misunderstand him,
when this side of the matter ie in question ? The justice

of Dr. Lange's view of "called" is apparent. Per the
whole verse with remarkahle particularity declares that the
same persons were predestiiiated, called, justified, glorified

;

and to understand hy the calHvg only the general invitation

to believe and accept the gospel, weakens the force of the
passage. Besides, it is not true that those whom G-od in-

vites to helieve through the gospel, He justifies also, and
glorifies. To admit this, is to ohliterate the distinction

hetweeu the wayside and fruitful hearers (Matt. xiii. 18-53)

—to fly in the face of fact, as well as the plain teaching of

the Word of God. Dr. Hodge, and Calyjnistic interpreters

generally, make ** called " = efi'ectnally called. TJi.douht-

edly the call is effectual, linked inseparably with predesti-

nation and justification ; hut since the technical meaning
|(0f efi'ectual calling is really regeneration, we may hesitate

in giving to the word here used a force BO extended. The
Buhjective aspect of effectual calling is not introduced,
at .all events, we have only the order of the Divine acts

respecting the salvation of individuals, as presenting the
•/hj<:ctive. certainty of that salvation.—E.l

t [So Philippi, De "Wette. Alford combines with it that

of Grotius, much as Dr. Lange does: "The aorist eio^a-
jMv being used, as the other aorists, to imply the comple-
tion in the JDivine counsel of all these, which are to us, in

the state of time, so many successive steps—simultaneous-
ly and irrevocably."—R.]

X [Dr. Hodge adopts a modification of this view, though
lie suggests that the (vorist may imply frequency, almost^
ihe present. Neither of these seem so satis&ctory as that

ft Meyer, or that of I>aii(e himself.—B.]

guidance of believers is So^aff/toq in the biblica

sense. This doiaafioi; had therefore already begun
for the companions of the Apostle, and, in his be.

lieving confidence, it was just as good as completed
(see vers. 38, 39).* But if the Apostle had iferely

wished to describe this standpoint of the Chrictians

of that day—that is, merely the standpoint of expe.".

rience—he would have had to commence with the
oik; ixdXfaiv, and return from the oi't; iStxaiutaiv

to nqootfiiafv, and finally to nqoiyvo). But he has
changed the statement of his experience of that pe-
riod into a doctrinal statement for all time, in order

to exhibit the nQoSiai/; of God in its full splendor.
His sorites has then chiefly a historical meaning.
Many had already completely passed over this sta-

tioned way ; for example, Stephen, and James the

Elder. In the same manner this way had, and will

always have, to many, a distinguishing meaning

;

that is, it applies to the secure developing progi'ess

of the elect in a special sense. It has, finally, for

all : u. a methodological meaning ; that is, they ex
perience here the final consequence of God's saving

acts in the ordo saluiis ; b. the meaning of evangel-

ical promise. If they stand in the circle of the

xlTjati and Sixaioxm, they can be certain, retro-

spectively, of their election and foreordination (his-

torical determination), and prospectively certain of

their guidance to glory. Paul assumes throughout

the ethical facts and conditions that correspond to

these acts of God ; but he does not name them here,

because the connection requires that the superiority

of the Divine ground of salvation to human weak-
ness should alone be glorified \ (see Docir. Notes).

Ver. 31. What then shall vre say to these
things ? \_Tl ovv iQovfitv 7t q oq r avr a

^

On Tt ot'i' i^ovfieVf comp. chap. iii. 6; iv. 1

;

vi. 1 ; vii. 7 ; ix. 14, where it introduces a false con-

elusion ; here, and chap. ix. 30, a correct one ; De
Wette.—B.] Tholuck: "Ti iQaTi/nv is used

here, contrary to the Apostle's custom, in a conclu-

sion which has not a doubtful character." But the

apparently doubtful element lies in the conclusion

which might be drawn, that the Christian can have
no opposition. He has, indeed, says Paul, no veri-

table opposition ; all the opposition that he really

has, only helps him. What follows from the fact

that God has so securely established our salvation

through all its stages ? \ The conclusion is this :

If God is for us, who is against us ? [£i
^io<i vnep Tj^MV, rlq xa&^ ^/^wv;]

(Ps. xci. 1-7). Every thing which is against us, in

* [The omission of " them he also sanctified," which wo
would expect to find in the chain, were " glorified " limited

to the future, is a sufficient ground for this position of Dr.
Lange, and favors also the view, that the certainty is

prominent, rather than the completion of all these in the

purpose of God. Of course, the .objective certainty rests

on this completion in God's purpose, but the latter is in-

cluded only by implication.—B.]
t [As the whole passage can only be of encouragement

when viewed in this light, "Wordsworth deprives it of its

force entirely, when he says that the Church of England
teaches ; " .She considers these things as dove ; for in God's

will, and, on Sis side, they are done, for all members of the

visible Church of Christ ; " and then makes the whole matter

so dependent on us, "that, unless we perform our part, all

God's gracious purposes toward us will fiiil of their effect."

See his lengthy notes, which touch (scarcely grapple) thil

dlfBcult subject.-E.]
t [Meyer takes vers. 31-39 as a conclusion from vers. 29,

SO ;
" The Christian has, then, nothing to fear that can ha

detrimental to his salvation, but he is, with the love of God
in Christ, certain of this salvation." This whole passagi

(notice the logical relation of ori, ver. 29, and o\v, ver. 31,1

is a commentary on Tfr. 28;—and what a commentary i

-E.]
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on earthly sense, must, in a heavenly sense, promote

our welfare through God's sovereignty. [How God
is for us, has been set forth ; the question therefore

implies, not doubt, but joyous certainty. Hence the

E. V. is not strung enough.—R.] This confidence

of the Apostle, in opposition to the hostile forces of

the world, assumes a bold and almost challenging

tone. Tholuck :
" There begins with this expres-

sion a series of victorious questions and triumphant

answers, in reference to which Erasmus exclaims

;

* Quid unqnam Cicero dixit granddoqneidius ?
'

Just such a triumphant acclamation is found in

1 Cor. XV. 54."

[Philippi :
" In fact, as vers. 19-23 may be called

a sacred elegy, so we may term vers. 31-39 a sacred

ode ; that is as tender and fervent as this is bold

and exalted in matter and in manner ; that, an am-
plification of ' we do groan, being burdened ' (2 Cor.

V. 4) ; this, a commentary on ' this is the victory

that overcometh the world ' (1 John v. 4). Augus-

tine, De doctr. christi, iv. 20, cites ver. 31 as an

example of the graiide dicendi genuSj quod non
tarn verborum orjiafibus cerutum estj quam violen-

tum animi affectibiis.—Satis enim est ei propter

quod agitur^ ut verba congruentia, non oris eli-

gantur industria^ sed pectoris sequantur ardorem.

I^am si aurato gemmatoque ferro vir fortis arme-

tur^ intentissimus pugnce^ agit quidem illis armis

quod agit, non quia pretiosa^ sed quia arma sunty

-R.]
Ver. 32. He who spared not his own Son

[o? y t ToTi is io V I'toT' ouk e (p e to nr o .

Meyer, and others, take this as an interrogative an-

swer to the preceding question. It does indeed an-

swer it, but is, at the same time, an advance (see

below). The enclitic yi has the force of even,

guippe qui, but Alford is not justified in saying that

this takes " one act as a notable example oat of

all
; " for this is the crowning proof of love, includ-

ing all the others, and hence establishing the main
clause : how shall he not, &c.—R.] After the Apos-
tle has described negatively, in ver. 31, the eleva-

tion of God's children above the hostile world, he

portrays it positively in ver. 32. The logical con-

struction is as follows : God, who has.already estab-

lished our doia, is for us, with the whole energy of

His purpose, a. He is for us in person aa our pro-

tector, and therefore no person and no thing can be

against us ; b. He is for us to such a degree that He
gave His Son * for >is. Oux itpflaaro involves

here two ideas : He did not save Him (Bengel

:

paterno suo amori quasi vim adhibuit), and. He did

not spare Him.
But delivered him up for ua all \^a).Xa.

V7ie() •^ftb>v navTiiiv na^ ES(/ixev avrov.
On the verb, comp. chap. iv. 25. On the prepo-

sition vTti(), in behalf of, comp. chap. v. 6.—R.].

Deliverance to death for us, for our redemption.

f

The notion which would explain John ill. 16 as a

* {Sis own Son, Tholuck, Olshausen, Philippi, Stuart,

Hodge, and many others, find an implied antithesis here,

friz., nia adopted sons (ver. L9, &c.), to which Meyer and De
Wette object. At all events, the emphasis resting on
fitov requires ns to understand it as son in a speciiic

aense, liovoyevrj^. The christological hearing of the pas-
gage is unmistakable.—R.l

[Most commentators admit the special reference to

death. It is not necessary to restrict it to this, but the
thought is certainly prominent in Paul*8 expressions con-

cerning Christ.— tXs all, evidently means believers here.

Th'i value or the eificncy of the atonement is not brought
Into view at all. To this commentators of all doctrinal
tendenciee agree.- B.]

" deliverance to finiteness " (mentioned by Tholuck

on p. 455), belongs rather to the philosophy of

Schelling in his early period, than to the christologi-

cal standpoint.

[Freely give us all things? ra rcavra
ij^rr ;/a()to'fTai.: A question a majori cid rni-

nus (Meyer). Philippi and Meyer join xai with

Tioiq oi'/t, not with avv ahtoi. It is perhaps

more grammatical, but the thought is still tne same

:

that with Christ, and because of Christ, all else shall

come.—R.] Ta ndvxa. Tholuck :
" Every

thing which we need." This is against Brenz, who

explains thus: "All the blessings comprised in

Christ." But why not simply, every thing, in har-

mony with ver. 17 and 1 Cor. iii. 22 ? For, after

all, we "need" every thing, and the "blessings

comprised in'Christ" are the whole universe. There-

fore the aov is not merely based on the idea of the

Ti^oiiOrixri.

Vers. 33-35. Two lines of the certainty of sal-

vation have been drawn from the one fundamental

idea of the xUjai-i xaia nqoS-ioiv; that is, of the

assurance of salvation. There is, first, the line of

the certainty of individual, inward, and personal sal.

vation (vers. 28, 30) ; the causa principalis : grace.

Then we have, second, the line of historical salva-

tion, which corresponds with the first line as the

causa mediatrix. This latter appears as the almighty

gift of salvation, in opposition to the contradiction

of the world. As the Apostle looks at the fearful

appearance of this contradiction, he now presents

throughout the negative character of the historical

salvation. That is, he develops the thought placed

at the outset—that nothing can be against us, be-

cause God is for us ; so very much for us, that He
delivered even His Son for us. But the Apostle
then brings out the fact, though more indirectly,

that God will, with Him, also freely give us all

things. Thus there is, first of all, the exalted me-
diation of salvation. " Who shall lay any thing to

the charge of God's elect ?
"

Different constructio7U of the following three
verses (vers. 33-35)

:

a. Vers. 33 and 34 are antitheses which must be
read as question and answer, according to our trans-

lation. [So E. v.] (See Luther, Gastalio, Beza,
Calvin, Fritzsche, Philippi [Stuart, Hodge], and oth.

ers.)

6. The three answers also stand in the form of
questions, thus : Who shall lay any thing to the
charge of God's elect? Will God, who justifieth,

do it ? Who is He that condemneth ? Will Christ,

who died for us, do it ? (This is tlie view of Angus-
tine, Ambrose, Koppe, Reiche, Olshausen, De Wette
[Alford, Webster and Wilkinson, Jowett], and oth-
ers.)

c. An altered form of presenting the antitheses

:

1. Who shall lay any thing to the charge ? Answer

;

It is God that justifieth ; who, therefore, is He that
condemneth? 2. Answer: It is Christ that died,
&c., who also maketh intercession for us ; who,
therefore, shall separate us from the love of Christ ?

This construction of the antithesis, which was laid
down by Origen, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, has
been neglected by nearly all recent expositors, but
is urgently recommended by Meyer. [Wordsworth
follows it in his text, but is impressively silent on
the subject in his notes. See Meyer, not only in
defence of his own view, hut for a resume of othej
opinions.—R.]

Tholuck very properly remarks, in opposition to
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thU third combination of sentences, as follows : " It

Ban be least satisfactory of all ; for, if we adopt it,

that vhetoiiud conformity of the sentences is lost

which is apparent in the other constructions," &c.
But this construction not merely obliterates the

grand simplicity of the antitheses, but also obscures
tt>eir real order. The question. Who shall lay any
thing to the charge? remains totally unanswered.
But, on the contrary, the question. Who is He that

condemneth ? would receive two answers : first, the

expression, " it is God that justifieth," and after-

ward, " it is Christ that died," &c. In addition to

this, the clear thoughts, justijicatoii, in ver. 33, the

atonement, in ver. 84, and holiness or glorification,

in vers. RS-SY, would be totally confused.

The second construction appears to be favored

by the fact, that the third question, " Who shall

separate us from the love of Christ ? " seems, in

turn, to be answered by a rhetorical question (tribu-

lation, or distress, &c. ?). But the third question

is continued through vers. 35 and 36, and the an-

swer to it follows in a positive declaration in

ver. 37.

Thus elegance of both form and matter pro-

nounces ill favor of the antithesis of three ques-

tions and three answers. If it be objected, that the

answers would be still strengthened by the form of

rhetorical questions, we might reply, that they would
indeed be strengthened even to overstraining and
obscurity. For tliere are, indeed, accusers and con-

demners enough against believers, which is plain

from what follows : tribulation, distress, persecu-

tion, &c. But the principal thing is, that they stand

as accusers against tlie justifying God himself, and
as condemners of ttie future Judge of the world,

Christ the Messiah, who is the Saviour of believers
;

and therefore, that their charge and condemnation
are not only impotent, but must even advance the

glory of believers, just as tribulation, distress, per-

secution, &c., are not only unable to separate them
from the love of Christ, but must establish them in

His love as decided victors. But Paul could hardly

have expressed, even in the form of a rhetorical

question, the thought that God could be the accuser

of believers, and Christ could be their condemner,

even if we consider the question apart from the fact

that he would thereby have destroyed the antithesis

:

if God be for us, who can be against us ? Meyer
remarks, against the former construction, that Qirot;

6 Si^aabfitv and zii; 6 y.a,ray.Qiviiyv would be essen-

tially correlative. This is altogether incorrect. The
6biioLiui<Ti,i; removes the charge of condemnation

; the

atonement made by Christ abolishes the condemna-
tion itself. That Paul did not write tit; y-ataxqivn

to correspond with the rfc iyy.aUan,, is not only

unimportant, but is based upon the supposition that

there could be many accusers, but that there could

be only one condemner at the tribunal. Meyer
holds that, by the first construction, Christ must
have been represented as Judge, in harmony with

the xarax^iviDv in ver. 34. But apart from the

consideration that Christ opposes all the worldly

condemnations of men pronounced on unbelievers,

by interceding for them at God's right hand, we
hold that the reading X^iaroi 'Ii/aovq (the Sinaiti-

cus favors the same), which seems to have been

early given up from a misconception, serves as a

•atisfactory explanation. As, therefore, the first sen-

tence is ': Ood is the justifler, the second is this

:

Christ the Messiah, the expected Judge of the

world, is 'Ifjaovi 6 aTio&avow. The article before

^Jtjaovi; is given with the adjective designations.'

Tholuck has declined to decide concerning the

punctuation.

[Tlie pointing adopted in the E. V. has been 8«

fully defended by Dr. Lange, that the following r&
marks will suffice in addition. (1.) Even the mosl
rhetorical style would scarcely indulge in sevento'ir

successive questions, without an answer, as view h

would maintain. (2.) View c. disturbs the flow o/

the passage, without adding to this force. (S.) The
grand thought of the certainty of salvation seeraf

to be even more fully estabUshed by accepting thret
questions and three answers following each in turn,

while there is no reasonable objection to the cor

respondenee thus claimed between each question and
its answer.—E.]

Ver. 33. who shall lay any thing to the
charge of God's elect ? [rt? iyxaXiaii
xaToc iy,XfxTii)v &foTf; The verb is usually

followed by the dative, only here with xtiTct. The
article is omitted with Ey.hy.TMv, giving prominence
to the attribute of the persons (Meyer). That it

refers to the persons under discussion throughout,

is obvious.—E.] The idea of the in/.iy^aSai, theo-

cratically resting on the Old Testament "na, cor-

responds with that of the 7iqoyivi!t(yxn.v ; but in the

concrete name of the ixhy.iol, it denotes the deep-

est establishment of the whole character of believ-

ers in the fltloxla of God (see Dcctr. Notes).

It is God that justifieth ! [ fl^ f 6 ? 6 <J > -

xcttwr! The expression is more energetic than

&iO!i (hxawv ; comp. Matt. x. 20 (Philippi). The
flfds, occurring immediately after Oiov, has a rhe-

torical emphasis (Meyer).—R.] According to Tho-

luck, the question really is the intercessor in oppo-

sition to the charge, and, on the other hand, the

dixawvv in opposition to the y.aray.^lvnv. But this

would not correspond with the connection. As the

authorized accusers, the law and the conscience, are

silenced in the fSixaluKjii, which God himself exe-

cutes, we must here have in mind prineipallv the

weakness of the unauthorized accusers, at whose
head stands Satan, xatrffoqaq (Origen), who opposes

Christians not only in heathen adversaries (Fhotius,

Theophylact, Grotius), but also in Jewish adversa-

ries. The Sixawniv has evidently here also a forensic

meaning. Tholuck :
" Luther excellently says, in

harmony with the sense, ' God is here.'
"

Ver. 34. Who is he that condemneth ? Th«e

6 xaraxQivoiv declares, that in an authorized

form there can only be one, the Messiah, but it is

just He who is their propitiator and intercessor.

It is Christ, &c. [Xgnrro? anoO avmv,
X.T.A.] The Apostle expresses complete deliverance

from condemnation in four essential elements of

Christ's redeeming work. In the two elements of

His death and resurrection there is comprised full

deliverance from the real guilt of condemnation (see

chap. iv. 25) ; and in His sitting at the right hand

of God, and in His intercession, there is comprised

* [Ab remarked in Textual Ifoir. ", tlii» view is doubly

doubtful. The reading is quite uncertain, and to render

yioLffThi 'Itjo-ous, Chriat is Jesus, is alrao6t fanoirul.

Dr. Langr's remark that tie article (wMch might liavfi

heen expected before 'IijtroBs, were this the meaning) is

found in the attributive clause (o inoeaviiv), will not mee*

the grammatical objection. So forced a construction would

be admissible only in the absence of any other satisfactory

explanation. Certainly the thought that the slain yet rises

Christ shall judge the world, that our Intercessor is really

the only Condemner, is not so unscriptural or unpaulipo at

to create a difficulty from which we must escapa by this Em-
gular exegesis.—K.l
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His protection against the unauthorized accusers

from without, and the condenjnatory results of the

injury of the new life from within.—Meyer :
" fiaX-

lov iik Kat,*a higher degree of importance

:

hnino adeo. The oc; y-al has u somewhat festive

Bound,"

Ver. 35. Who shall separate us from the
love of Christ ? [tii; i] fiaii / mq la a, ixtzo

T /7 s a y d 'T tj i; tou AptfTToDj] The reading

TO* SioTi is but weakly supported. Meyer, with

Tholncic, De Wette, Philippi, and others, properly

Bays in favor of the construction JiiJiarov, that it

is the genitive subjective ; and, therefore, that it

denotes Christ's love toward His followers (see rers.

87, 39). But when he says that this forbids the
interpretation of others who understand it to be
love for Christ (Origen, Kollner [see Forbes, p. 332,

on this view], and others), his remark is only cor-

rect in form ; for, in reality, confidence in love on
Christ's part for His children cannot be separated

from love for Him (see ver. 28).f The afflictions

which now follow are personified by tii; [instead of

Ti, which we might expect].

But how is the possibility of this separation to

be regarded ? Meyer : A possible sundering of men
from the influx of Christ's love by intervening hin-

drances. De Wette : The joyous sense of beiug

beloved by Christ. Philippi : Afflictions can seem
to us to be an indication of Divine wrath, and thus

mislead us into unbelief in Divine love. Tholuok

:

The firmness of the consciousness of this Divine

relation of love. The sense of the question is this :

Can an affliction lead us to fall from the operation

and experience of Christ's love ? By answering in

the negative, there is assumed not merely the Divine

purpose of grace according to the predestinarian view,

and also not merely the purity and perseverance of

faith according to the Arminian view, but the con-

nection between the two, the new bond which is

secured by the recognition of tribulation, distress,

&c., as powers overcome by Christ, and made ser-

viceable to His love itself.

Shall tribulation, &c. [»?.i:nii,q, x.t.X.] The
forms of affliction are in hannony with the re-

lations of Christians at that time, and especially

of the Apostle ; there is the apparently fearful num-
ber seven, but the seventli leads to the triumphant

conclusion in martyrdom. First of all, beUevers are

pressed into anxiety by the world. [On SXZ^i'vq

and anvoyiiiijia, see ii. 9, p. 99, the former ex-

ternal, the latter internal.—R.] Then there comes
persecution itself, which drives them out to fam-
ine and nakedness ; the end is peril, the danger

of death, and sword, deatli itself.

Ver. 3fi. As it is written [xctS-o')? yiyQan-
xav OTt. "Or I. is the usual quotation-mark.]

* [?if>.a Tixiual Note ^''
. The Kai before etmv is also

omitted in N*. A. C,, but inserted iu the majority of MSS.
-fi.l

t [Oalvin adds a third meaning : our smse of Christ's

iov'i to i6s. Thi-* is implied in the excellent remarks of Dr.
Hodge : "The great difaculty with mfiny Christians is, that

they cannot persuade themselves that Christ (or God) loves

them ; and the reason why they cannot fuel confident of the

love of CJod, is, that they know they do not deserve His
love ; on the contrary, that they are in the highest degree
Enlovely. But it is the very thing we are required to be-
lieve, not only as the condition of peace and hope, but as

the condition of salvation. If our hope of God'8_ mercy
and love is founded on our own goodness or attractiveness,

it 12 a false hope. We must believe that His love is gratui-

tous, mysterious, without any known or conceivable oause,

Bertainly without the cause of loveliness in its object."
-U.I

Psalm xUv. 22, according to the Septuagint.* ThW

Psalm contains a description of the sufferings which

God's people had to suffer for the Lord's sake, and

is therefore correctly regarded by Paul as a.ti/piea,^

and prophetical prelude to the sufferings of the New.

Testament people of God for God's sake. De Wette

does not regard the passage as a prophecy (Tho-

luck),+ but thinks that Paul probably cites it aa

prophecy. But even Tholuck's expression, " a real

parallel to the conflicts of God's ancient people,"

is by no means sufficient for the idea of typical

prophecy, for the tj-pe is much more than a par.

allel.

Ver. SI. Nay, in all these things we are

more than conquerors [a^. A' Iv rovroiq
Ttaaiv, x.r.X. Some connect this with Ter. 35,

and hence ver. 36 has been made parenthetical ; but

there is no necessity for this, since the course of

thought is unbroken, and this verse is antithetical to

both vers. 35 and 36.—R.] That is, far beyond the

necessary measure (um^vixav). Recollection of

prayers for persecutors (Stephen), hymns of praise

in prison (Paul and Silas), and the joyous spirit of

the martyrs.

Through him who loved us [Hia toh
ayaTtijaavrot; fifiai;. See Textual Note ".]

Meyer refers the aorist to " the distinguished act of

love which Christ has performed by the offering of

His own life." Though this reference is undoubted-
ly correct, there is something inadequate in the

translation, loved. The aorist iniatiuaav does not

merely affirm that they believed, but that they be-

came believers (see John x. 42) ; and thus the act

of our Lord's only revelation of love also involves

here the continuation of that relation: who hai

proved and bestowed His love.

—

Through Mm. The
reading Sia rdf (Semler, Koppe : propter) is a

smoother exegetical interpretation.:]: Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Bengel, and Fritzsche, refer the expres-

sion nyanijaai; to God : but on account of ver. 39,

Riickert, De Wette, Tlioluck, Meyer, and Philippi,

on the contrary, refer it to Christ. This latter view
is favored by the relation of the present passage to

Toii Xgi-aror in ver. 35, as the aorist serves as an
intimation of the historical fact of redemption. The
expression, " through Him that loved us," denotes
not only Christ's assistance in general, but the power
of His victory. As His death is prinoipially our
death, and His resurrection is our resurrection, so is

His victory also our victory through faith (1 John
V. 4). But the power of this victory is divided into

the subjective principle of victory in the heart of
believers, and the objective victorious principle of
Christ's rule at the right hand of God. Never-
theless, the Apostle does not say, " through Him
who hath conquered for us," because Christ's love
sliall be manifested as the permanent motive of
the free and ethical loving life of Christians in
their faith.

[In the LXX., Ps. xliii, 2S. The only variation is
ev€Kev here, on the authority of X. A. B. D. F. L., while
(Rcc.) C. K. have tytKa. It must he remarked,* however,
that the reading of the LXX. itself varies in the same
manner.—R.]

t [So Alford :
"< It is no new trials to which we are

subjected: what if we verify the ancient description!'"

} [This would refer to Him as the efficient cause ; but
since the context clearly upholds the reference to Christ, 11
scarcely seems a "smoothei exegeKcal interpretation"
than that which presents Him as the instrumental cause.
It represents the union in victory as more intimate to fol>
low the better supported reading, fiia tou ay —B.]
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Thibd Pakagbafh, vebb. 38, S9.

Tholuck: ""EvS-fo? yivo/iivot;, as Chrysostom
lays, embraces the whole world—who can rob him
of his consciousness of the love of God ? " But he
has here passed beyond the consciousness of oppo-
sition whch he had uttered in vers. 83-35. He
ather proclaims here the absolute subjection of all

the powers of the world to the consciousness, or

rather conscious being, of God's love in Christ.

The Apostle declares the immovableness of his

confidence, first of all by the decided niTziiatiai,,
I am persuaded. He follows this up by portray-

ing the powers of the world in great antitheses,

which not only describe the victorious career of the

individual Apostle through the world and through
time, but, in prophetic sublimity, comprise the whole
victorious career of God's people until the end of

the world.

Tholuck distinguishes the antitheses thus: 1. Hu-
man events (death and life) ; 2. Superhuman spheres

(angels, principalities; afterwards Swanii^); 3. Time
(things present, things to come), in which he thinks

that the Svvaniiq belonging here, according to A.
B. C, &c., disturbs the sense ; 4. Space (height and

depth). The more general form of this description

in relation to the oppositions represented above, ap-

pears especially in the fact that here the question is

evidently not merely concerning threatening or hos-

tile powers, but also such as can exert a seductive,

misleading, and relaxing influence. Accordingly,

we have not merely to regard an objective influence

of these forces, but also the possibility of the sub-

jective mi3Con.struction of their operations.

Neither death, nor life, [oi'Tf 9-ava.TO';,

oi'Tf tw>/]. If we look closely at the possibilities

above referred to, we shall see that, first of all, with

death there is connected the fear of death and the

darkness of the kingdom of death ; and, with life,

that there is connected the charm of life and the

love of life, or even the apparent distance from the

Lord (Heb. ii. 14; John xvi. 33 ; 2 Cor. v. 5, 6).

On death and fife, see cliap. xiv. S. Grotius : metus

mortis, apes vitm, which Meyer objects to ; but his

objection to Koppe's interpretation, which is as fol-

lows, is more appropriate : quidquid est in rerum
natura: aut vivat, aut vita careat

Nor angels, nor principalities, [oil tj ay-
yf/loi, oiiTf aqx'"'''- ^^^ Textual Note '", and
below.] As far as the second category is concerned,

the Apostle could not think that God's angels should

desire to separate him from the love of Christ, but,

according to Col. ii., the Gnostic Jews soon opposed

a morbid adoration of angels to a pure and full

resignation to Christ as their head ; and even Phari-

Baic Jewish Christians would have been quite capa-

ble of adulterating the pure gospel, according to

Gal. i. 8, by an appeal to angelic revelation. But it

is well known how the subsequent worship of angels

really led to an obscuring of the sun of Christ's

love.

The threat of the powers of the Gentile world

then takes its place beside the Jewish angelic vis-

ions. It is plain enough that the ag/ai named
with the ayyiXoi cannot again mean "angelic

powers" (Meyer). The Apostle had to deal more
and more with the powers of the Gentile world

(2 Tim. iv. 17). The ayyilot, are interpreted by
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Beza, Meyer, and others,

aa good angels, " because the evil angels are never

called ayyiXoi without some qualifying expression."
Meyer opposes the objection of Keiche, and others,
that good angels could not make such an attempt to

separate Christians from God, by saying that Paul,
in Gal. i. 8, did not believe this possibility, but only
presented it hypothetically. According to Clement
of Alexandria, Grotius [Stuart], and others, the
ayyi).Ob denote evil angels ; but according to Bu.
cer, Bengel [Hodge], and others, good and evil an.

gels. Melanchthon has interpreted the aq-/al as

human tyrants, because he correctly saw that they,

being placed beside ayyiXoi,, could not themselves
be angels.

[The difficulty in deciding the meaning of the

word a.Q)>ai arises from the fact that it is used in

the New Testament in all the senses given above,

The prevailing reference is undoubtedly to super
human creatures (Eph. iii. 10 ; vi. 12 ; Col. i. 16

;

ii. 10, 15). It seems more natural to take tiVra/ifw;

(in its separate position) as " earthly powers," espe-

cially as that meaning here gives an anti-climax,

The disposition to insert dvvdinui immediately after,

shows that a classification of angels was assumed
here (oomp. Eph. i. 21 ; Col. i. 16). Whether we
should understand good angels, or bad, or both, is

more difficult to determine. To take " angels " w
referring to the former, and " principalities " to the

latter, gives an abrupt antithesis ; to refer both to

good angels, leaves evil spirits out of view in this

extended catalogue, unless we find them named in

(Jiiva^fi? ; to refer both words to both classes (Ben-

gel, Hodge), is perhaps least objectionable, yet with

this view the absence of any attribute is remarkable.

Still, we infer from other passages that both good
and bad angels were classified somewhat in this

manner, a(iya.i denoting a superior order. Comp.
Lange's Cormn., Colossianx, i. 16, p. 22.—R.]

The Swd/tfii;, which Melanchthon interprets as

the warlike hosts of tyrants, do not belong here, and
therefore still less in the category of angels. They
belong in the third category: Nor things pres-

ent, nor things to come, nor poivers [ o JI t f

evfffTwra, oi'Tf ^iXlovrUf^ ovzi d'vvd-

fifit;}. (See 1 Cor. iii. 22.) The present time was
so grievous to Paul and the believers of his period,

that they earnestly longed for the second coming of

our Lord (1 Thess.) ; but even the fature had a

gloomy aspect, for our Lord's coming was to be pre-

ceded by the apostasy, and by the appearance of

Antichrist (2 Thess. ii.). But witli this appearance

there were to come just these gloomy, seductive,

and Satanic forces (iv ndari Swdfiii xai a?itiiioi.i;

xai lit^aav nnvSoi.q). We thereby hold that Tho-

luck's objection, that the Svvdfiiii; f would here
" disturb the sense in a threefold way," is removed

(p. 463). The one objection, that it would disturb

the bipartite rhythm, is removed by Meyer's obser-

vation, that the Apostle first arr.inges hy couples,

and then combines the three parts twice more. Ac-

cording to Tholuck, the dvvdi^i,<; would be first

* [Here the generic idea of tirac is evidently the promi-

nent one. So Philippi, and most. Alford : " no vioissitude«

of (I'mt!."—B.]
t [Meyer take? Suva/iet? in its widest sense: powers

of every kind. tJndoubtedly, if the order of Rec. could be

adopted, a difficulty would be avoided. CDr. Hodge takes

no notice of the correct reading.) It seems strange that

the evil forces should be introduced here. The simplest

solution, to my mind, is that which refers this word to

earthly powers, since it is connected with "things present

things to come." This is still more probable, If " angels "

and •' principalities " be taken as ir eluding all suptrhnraai

created beings.—E.]
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btroduced, and then remored. Meyer urges that

eviat. does not mean things present, but things

standing before—those which are about to enter.

Thus things present are distinguished from things to

come. De Wette opposes to Glocltler's interpreta-

tion of dvmfifu; as miracles, that oi powers.

Fourth category : [Nor height, nor depth,
ot'Tf t'lT/'w^a, ot'irs ,^ai9-oc;.] Tlie Apostle looks

down from the height of aa inspired sense of life,

many times elevated to heaven (2 Cor. xii. 2), which
iould well have become to bim a temptation (2 Cor.

lii. '7), into the depth of the demoniacal kingdom,
with which he had to fight a spiritual conflict with
his contemporaries (Eph. vi. 12), as well as into the

depth of the realm of the dead in which he had, at

all events, to pass through a painful unclothing (2
Cor. V. 4) ; but he saw in the future altogetlier new
forms of the world arise, whose strangeness and
splendor, by their attractiveness, could be regarded
as dissipating his view from Christ, the centre.

Tholuck :
" ii4mfi.a, jSad-oi;. Explanations :

Heaven and hell (Theodoret, and others ; Bengel,
Baumgarten-Crusius) ; heaven and earth (Theophy-
lact, Fritzsche) ; happiness and unhappiness (Koppe)

;

honor and shame (Grotius) ; lofty and lowly (Olea-

rius) ; higher and lower evil spirits (Origen). Sa-
pieniia hcereticoruyn et communes vulgi furores (Me-
lanchthon)." [The generic idea here is that of

space. If a more specific definition is required,

heaiien and hell is the simplest explanation, though
this cannot be insisted on as the precise meaning.
-R]

Nor any other created thing. In connec-
tion with the great antithesis of height and depth,

the xriuii; itipa can hardly mean merely "any
thing else created " (Meyer), or a creature in gen-

eral (Luther, Tholuck).

Shall be able . . . love of God which is

in Christ Jesus our Lord. The love of God in

Christ, or Christ himself, is now perceived by be-

lievers as the all-prevailing principle, and is there-

fore spiritually appropriated by them (Eph. i.).

—

The absolute bii.-aau; is for them also in the ethical

sense. It is the completed revelation of the love of

God in Christ, overcoming the world and bringing
it into their service, by which behevers are em-
braced, and which they in turn have embraced
(chap. V. 8).

[Alford :
" God's love to us in Christ ; to us, as

we are in Christ ; to us, manifested in and by
Christ." Stuart thus sums up :

" This is indeed ' an
anchor sure and steadfast, entering into that witliin

the vail
;

'

—

a blesse-j/, cheerinrj^ gloriou'i hone, which
only the gospel and atoning Mood can inspire."—On
the parallelism between chaps, v. and viii., see

Forbes, pp. 333 fif.—K.]

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

F1B3T Pasaqraph, vbhs. 1^27.

A. The groaning of the creature * (vers. 18-22).

1. The Scriptures ascribe to the whole universe,

even to the heavenly regions, the necessity of the

renewal of created being by transformation (Ps. cii.

S6-28
; Isa. 11. 6 ; .Rev. xxi. 5) ; but they distin-

• [This suTiject has been a special study with Dr. Lanee.
Etis notes, which are as profound as they are exhaustive,
ire left without additions, since to add would be to mar the
ImitT.—It.]

guish between the regions of glory, which are '•e-

newed, and the present form of the world, wmcn

must be renewed by passing through corruption ana

the destruction of the worid (2 Peter m. 10, 23).

The throre of God, the ascension of Christ. Even

astronomy recognizes this great contrast between

the regions of prevalent growth and of prevalent

completed existence in the nature of light (see my

work. Das Land der HerrlichkeU, pp. 42 ff.). But

also in reference to the sphere of humanity, which

does not embrace merely the earth (also Sheol), wa

must distinguish between the pure condition of na-

ture in its antithesis to perfection (1 Cor. xv. 47 fi;),

and the obscurity which nature has experienced in

consequence of sin ; see the present passage.^ Ac-

cording to the nature of the avS^qmnoi; yoiy-oi;, his

whole sphere stood in need of development—in

need of a metamorphosis (2 Cor. v. 1 ff. ; 1 Cor.

XV. 50) ; but this development has become abnormal

through sin ; and the metamorphosis has, by a me-
tastasis, become death in the pregnant sense, qi&oqa,

corruption. But from this correspondence of na-

ture with the human world in the state of fall and
decay, there also follows an expectation of their cor-

respondence in the delivering restoration which will

be also the completion of the normal development.
2. The Holy Scriptures everywhere render promi-

nent the coherence and correspondence between the
spiritual and natural world. There must be a heav-

en, because there are heavenly objects—because
there is a God—because there are angels and saints.

There must be a hell, because there are devils.

Thus Paradise corresponded with Adam in his state

of innocence ; the cursed ground, with fallen man

;

the Promised Land, as the type of the future Para-

dise, with the typical people of God ; a darkening
and desolation of the land with every religious and
moral decline of tlie people (Deut. xxviii. 15 ff.

j

Isa. xxiv. IT ; Joel ii. ; Zeph. i. 14, &c.), and with

every spiritual period of salvation an exaltation of

nature (Deut. xxviii. 8 ff. ; Ps. Ixxii. ; Isa. xxv. 6 ff.

;

Isa. xxxT. ; Hosea ii. 21, &c.); and thus the sun
was darkened at the death of Christ, and the re-

newal of the earth was announced by the earth-

quake at His death. Now this parallelism extends
in a more intense degree through the New Testa-

ment period, botli as to the overthrow of the old
form of the world, and the sufferings preceding it

(Luke xvi. 25 ; 2 Peter iii. 10 ; Rev. xvi 1 ff.), and
as to the renewal succeeding it (Isa. xi. 6 ; Rev.
xx.-xxii.).

3. It corresponds to the connection of the im-
personal creature-world with the personal life of
man, that the former participates in the anxious ex-
pectation of believing humanity for perfection. Aa
nature in sp<ax aspired beyond itself, in so far as it

received the impress of man's nature, so also does it

a.spire, even in time, beyond itself, in so far as it

shares with man his progress toward the change or
transformation into the super-terrestrial and glorified
form. The waiting of the creature for that perfec
tion, as with erect head, just as it is with the human
outlook, may be called prosopopoiia

; the fundamen-
tal thought Itself, namely, its suffering, its sense of
the impulse toward developn ent—an impulse con.
fined and disturbed by the abnormal condition—is a
real relation, an actual course of conduct We do
not include herein the normal forms of death in the
brute world. The fundamental idea of this appear,
anoe of death 13 no selfish struggle for existence,
but the idea of sacrificing love. The weaker beast
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irhich becomes i prey to the stronger, cannot and
should not voluntarily offer Itself upon the altar of

life, even tliough it be only a beast ; but when the

beast in a torpid state pays to the stronger, as though
in a dream, its tribute for the joy of its existence,

there is reflected the voluntary deliverance to death
!Ti a higher region. The most apparent phenomena
of the sufferings of the creature, next to the in-

numerable sufferings of human nature in subjec-

tion to diseases, wars, battles, pestilences, are the

Bufferings of the brute world as they appear to be
'mraersed in the fate of the human world, and are

represented in the noblest form in the sacrifice of

the brute, and in the grossest form in the pangs of

the brute. Yet not only over the brute world, but

also over the whole realm of vegetable life, there

has extended, with the morbid tendency of the

human centre of the world, a morbid development

of the most subordinate forms, such as we find in

parasites and dwarfs, together with the rapid increase

of tlie common and lowest forms above the more
noble, and, in fact, an increase of degenerations of

all kinds. But the apostolical, as well as the mod-
ern Christian and humane apprehension of nature,

extends still beyond the perception of the real groan-

ing of brutes and the degeneration of vegetable life.

The sense of the most profound life perceives a

groaning of the creature in the most general sense,

first, as a longing, developing impulse of the crea-

ture-world toward perfection and to the second high-

er form of existence, and secondly, as a painful suf-

fering under the law of an abnormal and more in-

tense corruptibleuess, and thirdly, as a mournful

concert, a harmony of all the keynotes of the y.6iT/j.oc;

in its homesickness for a new paradise. These key-

notes were heard by the prophets (see No. 2, above)

;

Clirist has definitely characterized them in His escha-

tological discourse (Matt. xxv. 29, and the parallels

in Mark and Luke) ; and Paul sketches them here

in brief outline, while the Book of Revelation speaks

of them in great figures. Through all the periods

of the Church there extends a profound sense of

this earnest connection between the moral and phys-

ical decline of the human world, and we notice its

reecho in the voices of the poets (Shakespeare, for

example), down to the Komanticists of recent date

(Fr. von Schlegel, Bettina). But in the department

of the most re<;ent literature, in which the sense of

this anxious expectation and sadness is blunted, there

has arisen on the side of the degenerating extreme

a fantastical and gloomy view of the " battle for ex-

istence," and it would not be surprising if even this

materialism should, in turn, degenerate into dualism.

Moreover, the expectation of the last catastrophe

refers back to the catastrophes underlying the crea-

tion of the world, and whose reflection in the Del-

uge is still proved by our recollection of the most

remote antiquity.

4. The Apostle has described the Soia in 1 Cor.

XV. 84 as aipSasiaia. Peter speaks of an inherit-

ance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not

away (chap. i. 4). Here the doia means, on the one

hand, the deliverance of the body, and, on the other,

the freedom of God's children. The body, there-

fore, in its new form, shall be exempted from the

natural necessity of physical life ; for, as the real

body, it has put off, at death, the old bodily form

with its sinful propensities. In this life it has be-

come in many ways, a source of temptation and

hindrance to the inward life ; but in its higher form

it shall become the perfect outward expression of

the inward life. To be wholly adapted to the spirit,

and therefore not only exempt from the corruption,
but also the constraint of nature, and to be wholly
an organ, an expression, and an image of the spirit

—these are the individual characteristics of the glo-

rification in which nature also shall participate, since

it is rendered free to share in the freedom of the
glory of God's children. In general, the conception
of real ideality is the object to which they shall be
raised

; that is, an ideality in which its idea shall not
only be delivered from all deformity, but shall even
be elevated above the symbolism of the beautiful

splendor in which poetry involuntarily becomes
prophecy, into the real nature of the beautiful ap-

pearance. We shall find an analogue to the repre-

sentation of the new form of things, if we compare
the present form of the earth and of the creature-

world with the rough forms of the earth and the

gross forms of the creature, which, according to the

testimony of paleontology, have preceded the pres-

ent form of our cosmos (see my Zand der Herrlich-

keit ; Vermischte Schriften, vol. ii.).

6. The different eschatologies of antiquity here

come in for consideration. As for the relation of

the Persian to the Jewish eschatology, it seems, after

all, demonstrable that the originality of the theo-

cratic eschatology is reflected in Parsism (Tendidad,

Bundehesh), just as the Christian eschatology is re-

flected in the old German Edda. On the develop,

ment of the Old Testament eschatology, see Tho-

luck, note on p. 422 ; Ps. Ixxii. ; Isa. xi. 6 ; xxv. 8

;

Ixv. 66 ; Hosea ii. 21 ff. ; Amos ix. IS ; Zephaniah,

&c. ; and on the Jewish-Eabbinical eschatology, see

Tholuck again, p. 423. It is notewoithy that Eab-
binical Judaism has even assimilated itself to hea-

thendom, in that its expectation has become chiefly

retrospective, like the longing of the heathen for

the golden age (that is, an expectation of the gro-

tesque restoration of sensuous glory), while the Old

Testament anticipation of Israel, the "people of the

future," has been consummated in the eschatology

of the New Testament. On the eschatology of the

New Testament, we must refer to biblical and dog-

matic theology (see Commentary on Matthew^ pp.
418-434

; 1 Cor. xv. ; 2 Peter, pp. 46 ff.). For re-

marks on ecclesiastical eschatology, especially on
Luther's discourses concerning the future form of

the world ; on the question de duratione brutorum ;

on the distortion of the end of the world into the

gross representation of an utter destruction of the

world by the Lutheran doctrinal writers of the sev-

enteenth century ; and on the restriction of the

Apostle's entire description to mere human rela-

tions, &c., see Tholuck, pp. 425-428.—It is a beau-

tiful idea of Theodore of Mopsvestia, that " things

visible and invisible" constitute a xdff/io;, for the

comprehension of which (consisting, as it does, of all

created things together), m one pledge of love, man
(consisting, as he does, of both worlds) was created

;

that, after his fall, the higher spirits alienated them-

selves from him ; but at the prospect of his restora-

tion, they dedicated themselves to his service, and

now rejoice in his restoration, &c. This idea is

more in place in the passage relating to the original

founding of the new world in the absolute atone-

ment (Col. ii. 20), than in the present passage, relat-

ing to the glorification of the present world.—We
can avoid all fanciful ideas in regard to the question

de duratione brutorum, and apply Christian principlet

only, by treating it in brief allusions :

(1.) The morbid sundering of types analogous to
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the formation of human heathendom. The opposite

must therefore be a return of nature to collective

fundamental types.

(2.) The morbid increase of individuals, analo-

gous to the extravagant generation of the human
proletarian. The opposite is the preponderance of

jonstaut existence over an excited growth.

(S.) The rise of a preponderance, of the most
Bubordinate forms, of parasites, of forms doomed to

decay. The opposite is the dynamical dominion of

pure forms, the negation of parasites.

(4.) The reflexive formation of the morbid form
of death in original, ideal forms.

(5.) The absolute connection of the creature thus

idealized with man, and its appropriation by man.
Here, as well as to the following paragraph, be-

long Ps. Ixxii. ; Isa. Ixv. 66 ; John Walther's hymn,
" It makes one heartily rejoice ;

" G. Arnould's

hymn, " Breaker of all bonds ;
" Schiller's poem,

" Oh, from this valley's depths ; " and expressions of

Fr. von Schlegel, Bettina, and others, on the anxious

expectation of nature.

6. The most prominent view.q on eschatology

may be distinguished thus : (1.) The Gnostic-dual-

istio view, with which we must also unite the recent

theosophio views in general; (2.) The Positivist,

which holds to an absolute catastrophe without in-

terpositions
; (3.) The Rationalistic, which does not

get beyond the notion of a gradual idyllic improve-

mcQt of nature and humanity
; (4.) The christo-

logico-dynamical, which defines eschatology fi'om

the centre (which operates as a principle), of the

death, the resurrection, and the glorification of

Christ. This is also essentially the patristic view.

To modern philosophical unbelief the beginning of

the world, as well as its end, is sunk in mist and
night, because to it the centre of the world—the

historical Christ—is sunk in mist and night.

The christological and dynamical view stands in

particular need, at the present time, of a vigorous

development. It appears everywhere throughout the

Scriptures, and is strongly expressed in Eph. i, 19,

and also in Phil. iii. 21. Tholuck :
" It is note-

worthy that in Phil. iii. 21 the same vnotaaaiuv,
which here expresses subjection to matter, denotes

the operation of Divine power through which mat-
ter shall be glorified."

B. Th^ gvoarvlng of believers themselves (vers.

23-25).

1. The Apostle speaks of a twofold testimony
of the language of groans, which is further divided

into a threefold one. The creature groans in its

painful struggle for perfection ; the life of believers

groans. But as believers groan in their conscious-

ness and conscious sense of life, so also does the

spirit, in its ethical struggle, groan in the ground of

its life.

2. The groaning is related to tears, as labor is

to rest. Tears relieve the passive resignation of the

soul to God's counsel amid its conflict with the hin-

drances of Ufe ; the groaner labors in his recourse

to God's act in heaven against the power of hin-

drances. Tears flow from this opposition, since they

come from God ; the groaner protests against the

opposition by appealing to God. Both are twin cliil-

dren of the imofiov^j, which now proves itself as

patience and now as steadfastness. Compare the

history of the groans and tears of Christ. On the

great power and importance which tears and groans

have as signals of the most extreme distress of the

uvisible world in ooniiict with the visible, and of

the higher in conflict with the lower, compare th>

evidences of the Holy Scriptures by the aid of a

concordance. Herder: " The smoke from the jum-

ing forest does not rise so high heavenward as doei

the burdened man's groan " (see James v. 9).

3. The idea of the anaQX'I denotes not merely

the first beginning—harvest, for example—and not

only the most excellent, but also the pledge and rep

resentation of the future totality which is assured in

the successful beginning. But so is God's Spirit the

pledge of glory. See the Exeg. l^ote.

4. Without a comprehension (which is often

very defective) of the relation between the principial

Christian life and the same life in its broadest com-

pletion—which is suggested even by the development

of every grain of wheat—it must appear a wonder-

ful thing that the believer already possesses adop-

tion, according to ver. 16, and that, according to

ver. 23, he first expects the adoption with groaning

;

that he has righteousness, and yet must strive after

righteousness (2 Tim. iv. 8) ; that he is truly deliv-

ered and saved, and yet is only delivered and saved

in hope. The grand and mysterious elaboration of

this development renders its comprehension more
diflBcult, and therefore many speak of an ideal pos-

session, and the like. The principial possession is,

indeed, also an ideal one, in so far as the idea of

perfection is contained in the principle, and always

appears more grand from it, but the realization of

the idea is only begun in it ; it perfectly exists as a
foundation in the germ. On the variety of such an.

titheses as /9acrtAfta, (Ton?jQia, and anolvTi>Mtyt^

see Tholuck, p. 436. Theodoret has even perverted

the antithesis into that of ovofia and n()dy/ia; the

Socinians distingTiished tenere fide and frui ; Tho-
luck speaks, with De Wette, of a " partial definition

of the idea of vloOiaia ; " and Luther translated

thus :
" We patiently wait for the adoption, and ex-

pect," &o. The Codd. D. F. G., in surprise at the
expectation of the adoption, leave out the vioSi-
alav.

5. No grander and more glorious thing can De
said of the original state of the human body, than
that its full deliverance (from sinfulness, misery,
death, decay, and perishableness) shall be its trans-

formation to the glorious freedom of the children
of God. That the resurrection of the fiesh is also

declared with the glorification of the body, comp.
my Vermisehte Schriften, vol. ii. pp. 232 ft'.

C. The groaning of the Spirit imparted to he
lievers (vers. 26, 2"?).

1. On the contradictions arising from the identi

fication of the groaning spirit with the Holy Spirit

itself, comp. the Exeg. Notes. We are led here to
the antithesis which the Apostle brings out in 1 Cor.
xiv. 15. It is the Christian, religious-ethical forma-
tion of an antithesis, whose physical foundation is

the twofold form of consciousness originally peculiar
to the present human Ufe.* Compare, on this point,
Deutsche Zeitschrift fur christliche Wisseiischaft,

&c., 18B1, p. 242.

2. According to Tholuck's view (p. 438), when
the believer is in the greatest distress, he knows
least of all how to find a verbal expression of his
prayer. But, according to the Psalms, necessity
teaches how to pray ; the greatest distress becomes

* (This view of Dr. Langc is one to wMcli exception hat
teen taken throughout the Exp.g. Ifotes, from otap. vii. U
to the close of chap. viii. ; it is not necefisary, then, to entei
upon a new discussion of it here.—K.]
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prophetical whec recourse is had to God, But it ie

just in the caluest states that the believer needs
most of all the interceding Spirit. Indeed, distress

gives to prayer a strong expression of human feel-

ing, and in so far Tholuok's view is applicable to the

prayer of distress in a more special sense. The in-

tercession of the Spirit denotes the more direct ac-

cuss which God's children, in their inmost heai-t,

have gained to the Father through Christ, according

to John xvi. 26. For the real Advocate with the

Father is Christ (1 John ii. 1) ; the Holy Spirit, as

such, is the pre-sent Comforter of believers, in oppo-
sition to the world (John xiv. 16).*

3. The real nature of true prayer is the union of

the human and divine Spirit, prompted by God's
Spirit. Hence the prophetical confidence of the

Amen. This union, according to which God is not

only the author and finisher, but also the disposer

of prayer, is represented most of all in the mystical

adoration of a spirit absorbed in communion with

God. On this point, see the expression of Jelaled-

din, in Tholuck, p. 443.

4. On the groaning of the creature, see Buoer's

beautiful expression, in Tholuck, p. 440.

Second Fabagbafh, vehij. 28-37,

A. The certainty of salvation in the saving pur-

pose of Divine grace, as the causa primaria {efficiens)

of salvation (vers. 28-30).

1. The certainty of salvation is divided into two
lines, one of inward and individual life, and the

other of external relations. Both have three start-

ing-points in common : a. The causa primaria, the

purpose of God (ver. 29) ; b. The causa meritoria,

the gift of His Son (ver. 32) ; c. The causa appre-

hendens, or organica, faith in its development into

the life of love (ver. 28). Believers are here called

those who love God, because, in their love for God,
the reflection of God's love has become manifested

in them. The progress of the expectation and joy-

fulness of personal life toward the dark and con-

cealed ground of life, as to the absolute and spirit

ually clear personality, which is one with love itself,

\e not the ground, but the sign and evidence that

our personal life has been appointed and called into

being by God's eternal counsel of love and grace.

In our love for God there is revealed His love for

us, and in our personality there shines the reflection

of His personality. But with this there appears the

dynamical central line of life—that of the Divine

determinations of the persons allied to God—to

which the whole succession and course of things is

made subservient.

2. The divine TiQo&fdiq denotes the eternal re-

lation of God to the course of the world called into

being by Him, but also called to free self-develop-

ment under His authority
;
just as is the case with

the two terms fionlij and dSoxia. All these defi-

nitions denote God's eternal thought and plan of the

world ; but they denote it in different relations.

The ivSoxla designates the central point of the

Divine purpose, its anticipating love, the ideal per-

ception and contemplation of the personal kingdom.
Beside it there stands, on the one hand, the ,9oi'^./J,

God's going to himself for counsel, the look of His

Intelligence at the necessities of the free develop-

* [This distinction presents no valid objection to th-

Interceasiun of tlie Holy Spirit. For it is one made in and
tbrougli US| as tliat of Christ is for us.—R,]

19

ment of the world ; and, on the other hand, thera
stands the nqoOtai,!;, as the establishment of Hia
government over the beginning, the middle, and the
ultimate object of His institution of love. The
ivdoxia settles the children of salvation ; the fSonXij

perceives the conditions of salvation ; and the m>6-
Oiou; determines the stages of salvation. But that
this is not the decree of fate, but rather qualified

and communicated according to the stages of tha
free spiritual kingdom, is plain from the very term
used to describe Christians : that they are called

according to the purpose—called, not compelled.

Tholuck: " n^o&iau;. The tt^o is not the tem-
poral before, as in nfjoiyvm, which Beza and Pareua
hold, but as the prefix in n^oii&tadai,. Yet they
are not merely nude, called according to a Divine
decree, but according to one whose stages to the

ultimate object of the tcioSafff are laid down." But
the idea of the y.x^o-i^- appears here in a narrower
sense as a definition of God's children, characterized

by penitence and faith, baptism and confession ; the

more general idea, on the contrary, appears in ver.

28.

3. All things and events must be subordinate

and subservient to, and promotive of, the highest

purposes of God—the realization of His kingdom of

love, and therefore the salvation of His elect. An-
gustine : Deus est adeo bonus, quod nihil mali esse

permitteret, nisi adeo esset pote-ii.s, ut ex quolibet malo
possit elicere aliquod bunuTn (Tholuck, p. 444).

4. And we know (ver. 28). We know not what
we should pray for as we ought ; but God knows the

meaning of the groaning of our spirit, and we know,
too, that all things work together for good to them
that love God. This knowledge is not merely a

direct confidence of the spirit, but is based upon the

most certain argument : a. In our love for God, Hia
love for us appears ; b. But God reigns omnipotent-

ly, and disposes all things according to the counsel

of His love ; c. Consequently, all things must be-

come providences of the loving God.

5. We hold that the passage in vers. 29 and 30
contains the whole Divine plan of salvation, from
the first foundation to the ultimate object, and we
have repeatedly treated it from this point of view

(see my Positive Dogmatik, p. 956). We remark
first of all, exegetioally, that the passage in Eph. i.

4-14 is an explanatory parallel to the present pas-

sage. As the foreknowing here precedes the pre-

destinating, so there the choosing (ver. 4) precedes

the predestinating (ver. 5) ; from which it follows

that both the foreknowing and the electing mean
essentially the same thing—an act preceding the

predestination. To xahTv or y./S/aij; in the present

passage there corresponds in that passage ixaoitw-

aiv, accepting, &c., in ver. 6, which the Apostle re-

sumes in ver. 11, and specially elaborates. To the

justifying here, there then corresponds there the

following :
" in whom we have redemption," &c., in

ver. Y. But finally, the glorifying here is reflected

in the " wherein he hath abounded toward us in all

wisdom," &c. But Paul also there refers all these

individual parts to the " good pleasure whtch he

hath purposed in himself" (in ver. 9). So that it

plainly follows there that the " predestinating " re.

lates specifically to the " purpose," while the " pur

pose " appears to be qualified by the flov^, " couii'

gel," as this latter is qualified by the " good ple&s.

ure." But we learn, in reference to the first act, th«
" choosing " in the Epistle to the Ephesians, thai

election took place in Christ before lie foundatiOB
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of the world (see John xvii.), just as we learn that

the glorifying or guidance of believers to " glory "

will be identical with being led " to the praise of his

glory," according to the idea that the beholding of

the glory of God will constitute the glory of befiev-

ers, and that the former will be revealed in the lat-

ter (1 John iii. 2).—We may further observe, that a

real difference exists between election and foreordi-

aafcion, or predestination, and that the TtQoyt^may.tiv

Kinnot possibly mean foreknowledge, in God's idea,

af subjects already present (for whence would they

liave come into God's idea ?), but that it can only

mean the loving and creative sight, in God's intui-

tive vision, of human personalities for a preliminary

ideal existence. The doctrine of predestination of

Augustine, of the Middle Ages, and of the Reform-
ers, could not reach this idea of election inlelleotu-

ally (Christian faith has always reached it in spirit),

because the distinction between the idea of the in-

dividual personality of man and the idea of the
" specimen of every kind " had not yet been defi-

nitely attained. It is now clear that such a " fore-

knowing " of God in relation to all human individu-

als must be accepted, because man is an individual

thought of God ; and that the same must hold good
of " electing," in so far as each individual is distinct

in his solitary separation from all other individuals,

and has a solitary call (see Rev. ii. 17). But it fol-

lows from this that the foreknowing of the " elect,"

when it has become manifest, must be accepted in

the most emphatic sense, analogously to the fact

that Abraham is, in God's typical kingdom, the elect

xa"' iio/ijv, and that Christ is the elect in God's
real kingdom in the absolute sense, so that all His
followers are chosen together with Him as organic

members, according to their organic relations (Eph.
i.). From both propositions it follows, further, that

election does not constitute an injimte opposition

between such as are ordained to salvation and such
as are ordained to condemnation, but an infinite

difference of destinations for glory ; which dilTer-

ence, however, can be the basis of an actual oppo-
sition (see Matt. xxv. 24), and therefore is also com-
bined with this. As the foreknowhig expresses the
collective foundation, the godlike spiritual nature of
the elect as the product and object of Divine love,

there is comprised in the electing not only their

election from the mass of the world, but also th«

distinguishing feature of their -/a^iafiata and ehai-

aeters. In addition to the earlier perversions of this

doctrine of the eternal foundation of personal es-

sence—a doctrine of the highest importance to our

times—we may add the reoent assertion of Hof-

maun (Schriftbeweis, vol. i. p. 22*7), that the Ijtie-

yfadai, relates not merely to individuals, but to

the entire body, and, accordingly, to individuals SB

members of the body. The Apostle says oiW foui

times, and toi'/toi'i; tliree times. After the ideal de-

terminations of personalities themselves, there can

now follow the predestination of their oqoi; in time

and space, their whole lot (including the previously

determined permission and control of the fall). For

the foundation of the world corresponds to the his-

tory of the world. But the fate of each individual

is designed to mature him, under gratia pr<Bvement,

for conversion, and when this object is reached, it ia

his turn ; he is -tiray/.iivoi; (Acts xiii. 48). From
this it now follows that the " calling," in a special

sense, first makes its appearance with the theocrati-

cal and evangelical revelation and its preaching of

salvation. Those in whom the outward call of God
has become an inward one, are " called " in the spe-

cific sense
;

yet the typical " call " first becomes
perfectly real in the New Testament. As the life-

sphere of election is the spiritual kingdom, and the

life-sphere of foreordination is the history of the

world, so is the Church the life-sphere of the call.

But if godly sorrow leadeth to salvation, and germi-

nating faith to saving fiiith, the justifying will be
realized. This becomes decided by the Spirit of
" adoption," which spirit, however, now begins to

operate .also as nvfif/ia rrjq do^tji:, and in reciprocal

action with it even the whole historical experience

of God's children becomes a doidtfa &ai., a guidance

to glory. On the modes of this guidance, which
have been but little developed doctrinally, see my
Positice Sogmatik, p. 1064.

As far as the five divine saving acts are con-

cerned, five human elements must correspond with

them, according to the sphere of love and freedom.
According to the christological idea, the Divine acta

and human elements should come together in five

points of union, somewhat as follows

:

Election.

Religious Foundation.

Determination to

salvation.

Ordination.

Destiny.

Pilgrimage, or

striving.

Call (as awakening
and illumination).

Conversion.

Life of Prayer.

Justification. Glorification.

Faith. Holiness.

Peace, Adoption. Godly life of Love.

If we reduce the five elements to three : founda-

tion, execution, end (a^//^, r^oTrnc,*, re^o^-), the two
elements of execution

—

call and j'lstification—de-

note the inci|)ient and decided new birth (from water

and the Spirit). The Sola denotes regeneration in

the sense of completion (Matt. xix. 28). The sum
of all the Divine operations taken together is grace ;

the sum of all the human elements is the growing

freedom of God's children ; and the sum of all

points of union is eternal lift.'.

It is only from the standpoint of the call and of

justification that m;in can look retrospectively at his

ordination and election in the light of God's love,

and prospectively at his object, the So%a. But if,

on the other hand, he would infer his own justifica-

tion from his assumed election, this would be a

•tandpoint of self-deception, and he would make bis

own justification out of the fragmentary work of
holiness, and this would become self-torment or self,

righteousness. The believing sinking into the image
and righteousness of Christ, is a sinking into the
fountain of eternal life, which then sinks thereby, ai
though unobserved, into the heart.*

* [These Notts of Dr. Lange are very just, in their
opposition to such a sundering of the acts of God in our
salvation (here represented, as they necessarily mast be to
our finite minds, as successive), as will make of elecnon
and predestination something arbitrary on the part of God.
The guard he sets about the doctrine of human personality
IS very necessary, especially for minds trained in the school
of liyper-Calvinism. Still he ha.s not solved the problem.
The Apostle himself doi-s not do it. He but presents, for
the security of believers, the objective ground of their con-
fidenoe. Those rightly read, who read to leara for their
comfort what God has done for them in eternity. JInw He,
to whom all time is present, whose eternity enters int*
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B. UTie certainty of salvation in its historical

^ft and extdblishmeut in Christ, in opposition to

historical contradiction in persecutions (vera. Sl-S*?).

1. The thesis of the perfect historical securities

of the salvation of Christians. Ver. 31 says: If

God be fvT us, all the hindrances and restrictions to

our salvauon are nullified as such. Nothing can
tarm us. Ver. 32 : Since God did not spare His
own Son for us, He has given us already every thing

in principle, in order to give it to us in His own
time in reality ; all the aids for our salvation are
given to us ; every thing contributes to our good.

2. The Apostle represents, in four distinct ele-

ment, the complete security of our perfect salva-

tion in Christ. His death removes our deserved
condemnation. His resurrection raises us above the

sense of condemnation into the confidence and spirit-

ual life of adoption. His sitting at the right hand
of God protects us against all condemning powers,

and is the pledge of our acquittal at the judgment.
His intercession abolishes tlie last remains of con-

demnation in our life, and secures us against relapse.

On the dissensus between the Reformed and Luther-

an theology in reference to Christ's sitting at the

right hand of God, see Tholuck, p. 458. Tholuck
decides in favor of the view that the right hand of

God is uhique, and the sitting at the right hand of

God indicates the Saviour's entrance into absolute

freedom from all restraint. But if we will not re-

gard the " absolute freedom from all restraint " in a

purely negative sense, we are driven with this free-

dom itself to the positiveness of an absolute situa-

tion and standpoint in glory. On the views relating

to the intercessio, see Tlioluok, p. 459. According

to Tholuck, the intercessio must be strictly regarded

only with reference to Heb. vii. 25 ; ix. 24 ; 1 John
ii. 1 ; according to Meyer, it is vocalis et oralis.

But it may be asked. Is it analytical, or synthetical ?

The glorified Christ, in His eternal purpose of love,

is himself, as the personal and complete Word, the

personified intercession He appfars in the pres-

ence of the Father for us (Heb. ix. 24). For state-

ments relating to this subject, see Tholuck, p. 461.

0. Conclusion.

1. The Apostle has enumerated seven opposi-

tions that can operate against us as temptations to

relapse. There are seven, from the beginning of

labor to rest. He here enumerates the forces which

can oppose us in our fellowship of love with the

Lord ; these are ten in number. But this is the

number of the finished course of the world. By
height we might have in mind the vipoiiia, in the

sense of 2 Cor. x. 5 ; and by depth, Rev. ii. 24.

Yet both terms are essentially the same, and we pre-

fer the explanation given in the Exe.g. Notes.

2. The assumption that different classes of angels

are spoken of in this passage, has resulted in various

changes of the text. Also in Eph. i. 21, the Apos-
tle has chosen expressions which comprise as well

present powers of the world as future spiritual pow-
ers. The same holds good in reference to Col. i. 16.

tlsese T^ry acts, did these gracious a^ts, is beyond our com-
prehaasioi , Wliy He did them, is answered, so far as it can
be answered here, only by the responsive love of a bf-
liever's heart. "We need only hold fast to the fact ; that it

Is a fact in general, the Apostle makes abundantly clear;
that it is a fact in our case, can only he clear according to

the measure of our consciousnesa of being in Christ, "in
wh'Sm he hath chosen us, before the foundation of the
world, that we should be holy, and without blame before
him in love" (Eph. i. 4). Comp. chap. ix. on the more
iifflcult phases of this subiect—R.1

Paul has given no ground for a definite hierarchj
of angels ; neither has Peter done so in 1 Peter iii,

22. On Tholuck's discussion concerning angeli<
classes, see pp. 461 if.

3. There is a special need, in our day, of bring
ing forward the absolutely dynamical view of th<
world in opposition to a groundless and iUimitabU
atomistic one. But the vital way to bring about thii
view, is the experience and developed perception of
the absolute operation of the love of God in Christ
Jesus our Lord.

4. Thus chap. viii. advances from the certainty
of freedom from condemnation, in ver. 1, to the cer.

tainty of eternal salvation, in ver. 39.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

Vers. 18-23. The groaning of the cret lire.

1. What are we to understand by " creature " here f

2. Why does it groan ? 3. For what does it gi-oan !

(vers. 18-23.)—The magnitude of the future glory
of God's children. 1. It makes us forget all the
sufferings of this present time ; 2. It satisfies not
only our expectation, but also the anxious expecta-
tion of the whole creation (vers. 18-23).—Why are
the sufferings of this present time not worthy to be
compared to the future glory ? 1. Because our suf-

ferings, however great, come to an end with this

present time ; 2. The glory, on the contrary, will

continue forever (ver. 18).—Comparison of the suf-

ferings of this present time with the glory which
shall be revealed in us: 1. The former bring pain,

cares, and tears ; 2. The latter brings eternal health,

peace, and joy (ver. 18).—The revelation of God's
children is a revelation of their life ^concealed with
Christ in God) of courageous faith, fervent love, and
calm hope ; Col. iii. 3 (ver. 19).—The creature in

the service of corruption (ver. 21).-—The creature

transformed to glory (ver. 21).—Believers in the

possession of not only the first-fruits of the Spirit

(faith, knowledge, love, patience, chastity, &e.), but

also in the possession of God's full adoption, since

the body also will -be delivered from the bondage of

corruption (ver. 23).

Luther : God will not only make the earth, but

also heaven, more beautiful. This present time is

His working garb ; afterward He will put on an

Easter coat and a Pentecostal robe (vers. 18-23).

Starke : Wonder and rejoice, ye cross-bearers,

for your heavy and wearisome sufferings are only a

drop compared with the boundless sea of joys, and

as a grain of sand in the balance against hundreds

of thousands of pounds (2 Cor. iv. 17). " Ivon sunt

condigjicE passionen hujus scsculi ad prceteritam cul

pam, quce remittitur ; ad prceseniem eonsolationit

graiiam, quce immittitur ; ad futuram gloriam qua
promiititur ;" Bernh., De Convers. ad cleric, c. 30

(ver. 18). The creature will not be utterly annihi-

lated, but renewed, and placed in a more glorious

state (ver. 21).

—

Eedingee : Woe to those who re-

vile, torment, and abuse God's creatures ! (ver. 19.)

Speneb : What would not a soldier suffer, if he

knew that he should become a General ? But here

is a glory succeeding suffering, beside which all the

glory of the greatest emperors and kings is only a

shadow (ver. 18).— Roos: The sufferings of thia

present time are infinitely small compared with thia

infinite weight of glory (ver. 18).—The glory is con.

trasted with the corruption, and freedom with bond,

age. That which is glorious will last etemallj ; and
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thai which is free may indeed be used and enjoyed
by otliers, but is not in a state of bondage or slavery

(vers. 20, 21).—What is spiritual, will become com-
pletely spiritual, and, consequently, will be revealed

in gi'eat glory. Paul calls this state of glory the

§tate of adoption, because God's children will then
completely show their honor in themselves, fully

enjoy their Father's love—in a word, will be heirs

of God and joint-heirs with Christ (vers. 22, 28).

Gerlach : As the mother in travail delivers the

living child, as it were, from death, so does nature,

groaning under the power of death, struggle to bring
forth from itself a new and incorruptible creation.
" Not you alone, but what is much lower than you
are, and without reason and conscience, shall share
with you your blessings. The creation will be free

from the bondage of corruption ; that is, it will no
more be corruptible, but will keep pace with the

glorification of your body. For as it became cor-

ruptible when you did, so will it again follow you
whcQ you become immortal. As a nurse who fos-

tered a king's son will herself enjoy his possessions

as soon as he attains his father's throne, so will it be
with creation. Do you see how man everywhere
goes ahead, and every thing happens for his sake ?

Do you see how the Apostle comforts the struggling

one, and points him to the unutterable love of God?
But he does not merely comfort ; he also shows the

certainty of what he says. For if the creature which
was created for your sake has hope, how much more
do you have hope for whose sake the creature shall

enjoy all these blet^ings I Thus, when the son ap-

pears in his glory, shall men clothe their servants in

more glorious robes to the honor of the son ;

"

Chrysostom (vers. 18-2S).

Lisco : The magnitude and universality of the

future perfection (vers. 18-23).—All the sufferhtgs

of this present time, both physical and spiritual,

which we must endure on the way to our future

glorification^ bear no comparison to this perfection.

The proof of this is, that the creature, the whole
creation, both irrational creation and every thing
which is still outside of fellowship with Christ, is

anxiously waiting for the revelation of the still con-
cealed glory of God's children, the truly new-born

;

in which glorification the whole creation will partici-

pate, for it is universal and great. The around of
this anxious expectation of the whole creation is

partially owiug to the subjection of the latter to

vanitii, and in part to the hope that it shall be deliv-

ered from that state which is subject to vanity, and
8hall participate in the glorious freedom of God's
children (vers. 18-21).

Heitbser ;
" Temporal sufferings are a differen-

tial of the future glory which shall be revealed

;

that is, tiiey are so infinitely small that they have no
value compared with the future glory " (Silber-

SCHLAG, Dreieiniffkeit, vol. iv. p. 138).—The suffer-

ings of this present time are not worthy to be com-
pared with the glory which shall be revealed in us :

1. In respect to duration ; 2. Quantity ; and 3.

Quality.—The sufferings are a mote, the glory is a

hundred-weight ; the former are but a drop, the bit-

ter a sea (ver. 18).—Paul designs to show : 1. The
certainty of this futui-e in opposition to doubters, as

in 2 Peter iii. 4, who say that all things continue as

they were ; he answers, by saying : No ; nature does
not remain unchangeable ; nature itself has a ten-

dency to transformation and completion ; 2. The
magnitude of salvation, for it is the object and limit

ei the whole creation ; it must therefore be exceed-

ingly abundant.— Revelation of the chddren o.

God What will then be revealed ? 1. The mmost

and deepest nature of their hearts ; 2. The distin-

guished grace of God toward them, which is the glo-

rious destination to which God elevates them. To

wham will the revelation be made ? To themselves,

to the angels, to the believing children of God, to

the world, and to all devils (ver. 19).—The vanity

to which the creature is subject is manifested spe.

cifically as follows : 1. The creation has lost its

original charm, its beauty, its durableness, and itl

uniformity ; 2. It has become corrupted by much

that is injurious or useless ; 3. It is now given over

to abuse (vers. 20, 21).—How is the self-anxiety of

nature to be regarded? We must suppose nature

to have a consciousness, a, feeling, and that it would

say: "What must I suffer ! how must I be abused I"

Supposing particular objects to speak, the sun would

say :
" How must I shine upon the wicked works of

men I how am I compelled to see every thing !

"

The earth :
" What must I bear ! what blood must I

absorb !
" The gardens and fields :

" How are we
wasted in excess !

" Gold and silver :
" How are we

perverted into idols !
" Beasts :

" How are we tor-

mented and abused ! " If the Almighty were to

open the mouths of many beasts of burden, how
would the irrational brutes complain against rational

man ! (ver. 22.)—The Christian is I'homme de desir

(St. Martin), a man of longings.

Besser : The martyi-dom of the creature is two-

fold, and its coronation will also be twofold : 1. It

suffers death, under whose pains the elephant groans
and the worm writhes ; 2. It suffers violence and
injustice from the ungrateful and malicious ; and it

suffers involuntarily, for it is subject to these through
God's authority (ver. 19). The glory of God's chil-

dren is freedom—freedom from sin and death—free-

dom from the tyranny of the devil and the world
(ver. 21).—The Apostle says: We are waiting for
the adoption. It is the mystery of Christianity, that

we wait for what we already have, or that we are

and at the same time are not what we shall be. We
are righteous and sinful ; we are holy and impure

;

we are kings and slaves ; we are free and bond ; we
are living and dead ; we are saved and condemned

;

—we are all the former, apart from ourselves, iu

Christ ; we are all of the latter in ourselves, apart
from Christ (ver. 23).

Vers. 24-28. The salvation of Christians in the
present life is a salvation : 1. In hope ; 2. In pa-
tience

; 3. In prayer (vers. 24-28).—The one Chris-
tian hope in distinction from the many worldly hopes.
1. It has a good ground—Christ, on whom we can
build

; 2. A certain object—eternal salvation (ver.
24).—What a man seeth he cannot hope for ; if we
therefore hope, the object of our hope must be in-
visible (vers. 24, 25).—Christian patience: 1. In
what does it consist? 2. In whom is it found?
(ver. 25).—Intercession for us by the Spirit of God,
1. How does it take place ? 2. With what results 1
(vers. 26, 27).—It is only when we perceive our in-
firmities that God's Spirit intercedes for us with un-
utterable groans (ver. 26)._A glance at the inmost
life of prayer of God's saints. We here perceive.
1. Our great weakness

; 2. The comforting inter-
cession by the Spirit of God ; 3. God's friendly
hearkening to our prayer (vers. 26-28).-Praise God
for His compassion shown in the Spirit's helpin- ua
in our mfirnnties (ver. 26).-The unutterable grSan-
logs of the Spirit (ver. 26).-God knoweth the heart
(ver. 27).—Are we also sainta? Does Gods SpWt
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also intercede for ua ? Can we also hope that our
prayer will be answered? (vers. 26, 27).—Under
what circumstances do we, too, know that all things

work together for our good? 1. When we love

God ; 2. When we are conscious of our call (ver.

28).—The Christian view of human destiny (ver. 28).

—How many men are still very far from knowing
that all things must work together for good to them
that love God ! 1. Proof that such is the case

;

8. Statement of the grounds of this phenomenon.
Starkk : Impatience in distress arises from want

of hope ; 2 Kings vi. 29, 31 (ver. 25).

—

Spener :

We do not know what would always be useful to us,

and, if left completely to our own choice, would
often pray for things which might be injurious, rath-

er than useful. We also do not understand how
prayer should be best formed, and in such a way as

most likely to be heard, especially in seasons when
necessity is great, and the heart is perplexed ; but
the Spirit intercedes for us in the best way, with un-
utterable gvoanings (ver. 26).—We, in whom there

are such groans, often do not ourselves understand

what we pray for, for the anxiety of the heart is so

great that it can express nothing more than a sor-

roit\ful hut conjident desire for the grace of God

;

but the remaining prayer is shaped by the Holy
Spirit, and brought before God's throne (ver. 27).

—

Roos : Here (ver. 27) the Holy Spirit intercedes for

U9 as a wise father intercedes for his child, who does

not know how to address a great nobleman as he
should, when he puts into his mouth refined lan-

guage and a fitting compliment.

Bengel : In this purpose of God lie concealed

the very first roots of the justification and glorifica-

tion of believers (ver. 28).

Gerlach ; The personality of man is no passing

show, and does not pass away into universal life

;

but it only lives truly a life of the spirit when the

ijersonal Spirit of God is the soul of its life—when
God is in it—when the Spirit of the eternal fellow-

ship of the Father and of the Son, of God and of

His creation, is in it (ver. 26). By this means the

prayer of the believing Christian first receives a

strong and sure ground that the Spirit prays out of

him ; and by this means it becomes clear how such

great petitions as the first three of the Lord's Prayer

are placed by the Lord in the mouth of the weakest

believer (ver. 27).—It is God who worketh all in all

for our salvation (Phil. ii. 13) ; therefore all things.

His creatures who live, move, and have their being

in Him, cooperate for the same end ; not with Him,
or beyond Him, but in Him and through Him. Even
all the evil that takes place on the earth cooperates

for good ; for the will of the creature, which tears

itself asunder from its Creator, is evil, and the evil

continues to exist in this will ; but the evil that re-

sults as the work of this will is, in so far as it inter-

feres with God's order of the world, God's own work,

is overruled by Him for good. If a child or friend

of ours is struck by lightning, or killed by a mur-
derer, it is God's work in both oases, so far as the

matter concerns us ; even God's own retributive

judgments, which requite the evil deed with evil,

become a blessing to him who learns to love Him
under the blows of His rod, so that then His penal

justice is no more revealed therein, but purifying

love and grace (ver. 28).

Lisoo : Patience waits ; it is established on hope,

which is the direction of the spirit toward a future

good. Hope is established on faith, which is the

grasping of the promise that holds out the blessing

;

this promise, which is contained in God's word, ie

the ground of faith ; God's word is therefore the
ground of all (ver. 26).

Heubner : Hope is advanced faith (ver. 24).—
To hope, and to act in hope, are the strength of tht
soul (ver. 25).— The heart of the Christian is 8
sanctuary, a dwelling-place of the Holy Spirit (ver
26).—Divine omniscience has a very comforting side
God knows the inmost faithfulness of the Christian'!
heart. The true Christian desires to be searched,
and to have his heart seen ; the false Christian fears
this (ver. 27).

—
" Sens nihil mali sinit accidere, ei

quo non aliyuid boni possit et velit elicere ; " Au-
gustine (ver. 28).

Vers. 29-39. Summary of the Christian order
of salvation. 1. Election; 2. Ordination; 3. Call;
4. Justification ; 6. Glorification (vers. 29, 80).

—

The Only-begotten of the Father is at the same time
the first-born among many brethren (ver. 29).—Let
us never forget that we should be brethren of our
Lord Jesus Christ (ver. 29).—The call, justification,

and glorification correspond to the threefold office

of Christ (vers. 29, 30).—Why do we, as Christians,

not need to fear ? 1. Because Ood, who delivered

His only Son for us, and with Him will also freely

give us all things, is for us ; 2. Because Christ is

here, who has finished His work for us ; 3. Because
we ourselves, for the sake of Him who hath loved us,

are able to endure every danger, and to allow noth-

ing to separate us from the love of God which is in

Christ Jesus our Lord (vers. 31-39).—If God be for

us, who can be against us? Or, God's protection

bids defiance to our enemies (in times of war) (ver.

31).—If God be for us, who can be against us?
1. Ask whether God is for us ; 2. Look at the ene-

mies (ver. 31).—The gracious gift of God's Son (ver.

32).—Four believing and joyous questions of the

Apostle, with the same number of answers evincing

certainty of triumph (vers. 31-39).

Stakke : The precious chain of the blessings of

salvation, which far excels all golden chains and
jewels (1 John iii. 1, 2) (ver. 30).—Even the small-

est child of God can defy the whole world ; there-

fore, what a great privilege all the children of God
have ! man, be converted, and this day become a

child of God I (ver. 31.)—Though the whole worid

condemn you, and cry out against you :
" Crucify

him ! crucify him ! away with him !
" smile at it

;

for if God justifies you, nothing can condemn you
(ver. 33).

—" Hoc habel proprium ecclesia : dum per-

seeutionem patitur, floret ; dum. opprimiiur, crescit

;

dum contemnitur, profcit ; dum Iccdiiur, vincit

;

dum arguitur, intelligit ; tunc stat, cum superari

videiur ; " Hilarius, i. 8, Be Trinii. (ver. 37).

—

Strong heroic faith, which will allow nothing to sep-

arate from the love of God in Christ. Oh, Almighty

God, arm us with the same sense, in order that we
may remain true to death ! 2 Tim. iv. 8 (ver. 39).

—

Lange : What will it help you, poor man, if you

have many great, rich, and mighty men in the world,

and even a partial judge at the judgment ? If God
and your own conscience be against you, how soon

will the table be turned against you ? Job ix. 4 (ver.

31).—OsiANDEK : Even though Satan should make a

row against our sins before God's judgment-seat, he

will not be able to accomplish any thing, but will be

compelled to pack off to hellish fire with his charge

(ver. 33).

Spener: It is the order of Divine beneficenca

that foreknowledge and foreordhiation take place in

eternity, but the call, justification, and glorification
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occur in time (ver. 30).—He who has not hesitated

to give the greatest blessing, will also not be sparing

of smaller ones (ver. 32).

Rocs : Many would be against us, but they are

nothing against God (ver. 82).—Paul had previously

spoken (vers. 32-34) of judicial charges, but now he
si^eaks of hostile powers that would violently snatch
us away, and separate us from the love of Christ,

which he afterward calls the love of God in Christ

Jesus our Lord (vers. 35-39).

Geklauii : The Apostle has now, in spirit, reached
the top of the mount of glorification, and looks back
onoe more at the transitory hindrances, and the vic-

tory of believers, in the midst of their unfinished
conflicts. That which here disturbs the peace of
believers, and threatens to deprive them of their

comfort, is of a twofold character : it is inward and
outward. Inwardly it is sin, outwardly it is tribula-

tion ; in part it is the necessity of life in general,

and in part it is the temptations specially appointed
for the Christian (Ters. 31-39).

Lisco : The blessed certainty of the grace of
their God strengthens believers to conquer all temp-
tations and embarrassments (vers. 31-34).— As
Abraham's love of God strengthened him for the
greatest and sorest sucrifice, so is the greatest ex-
pression of God's love for us the gift of His Sou ; it

is an act of love which infinitely exceeds all else

that God has done for us as Creator, Preserver, and
Kuler (ver. 32).—With tlip strongly established con-
viction of God's grace toward us Christians, tem-
poral sufferings, still less than those temptations
(vers. 33, 34), cannot lead us astray in our certainty

of salvation and glorification (vers. 35-39).

Hecbser : Christ is the true and real Ideal of
human virtue, to whom we should be conformed,
and to whom we are appointed as Christians to be
conformed. The higher we think of Christ, the
higher must we tliink of ourselves (ver. 29).—The
Christian is a brother of Jesus Christ (ver. 29).

—

" Faith," says Luther, " puts such courage into a
man, that he can say, ' Though all devils should
pounce upon me, and all kings, emperors, heaven,
and earth, were against me, I nevertheless know that

I shall be sustained.' He who has faith is in the
Lord, and although he dies immediately, he must
live agam " (ver. 31).—Compare also Paul Ger-
hard's excellent bymn, " If God be for me, I tread
on all against me " (ver, 31).—The power of the
Christian reaches further tlian I.:? trials ; his strength
will never be wholly exhausted. And this strength
is called love through Him who hath loved us ; He,
whose love raises us above all sufferings, strengthens
us (1 Cor. XV. 57; 2 Cor. ii. 14; 1 John iv. 4;
V. 4).

Bkssek : The triumph of faith (vers. 31-39).
The Pericope for the iih Sunday after Trinity,

vers. 18-23.

Heubner : How the Christian regards the evils

and imperfections of this world—the future rejuve-

nation of the earth.— The history of the earth.

1. What was the earth ? A scene of God's glory.

3. What has it become ? A scene of sin and death.

8. What shall it become ? Renewed, glorified, and
a part of heaven. 4. Who will live on it ? Matt.

T. 5.—The comfort which the gospel gives the suf-

fering Christian.

—

Appcthn : The connection of the
creation with man : 1. The creature has fallen with
man ; 2. It serves him against its will ; 3. It bears
his imago in itself: as men contend and fight to-

gether, so is it among the lower orders of creation

;

4. It anxiously expects deliverance with man.—"

Genzken : The token of future glory : 1. The anx-

ious expectation of the creature ; 2. The expecta-

tion of believers.

—

Kapfp : The deliverance of th«

groaning creature : 1. In nature ; 2. In humanity

in general; 3. In believers.

—

Eankk : The hope

which Christians have of their future glory : 1.

What is implied in this hope ; 2. Its connection

with the life of the Christian ; 3. Its blessings.

The New Rhenish Fericopes : 1. Vei's. 24-SO,

for New- Year's Day. Deichert : The great privi-

lege of God's children, to be able constantly to hope
for the best. 1. It is only God's children who know
what is best ; 2. It is only they who hope for it i«

a proper way ; 3. Their hope rests upon the strong-

est grounds.

2. Vers. 31-39, for the ISth Sunday after Trin-

ity. Deichert : The blessedness of God's child,

who lies in H>s bosom in full faith of eternal love,

1. Such ». ciild of God has every thing which can
truly benefit him ; 2. He is no more afraid that any
thing can harm him ; 3, He continues unseparated

from eternal love.

On chap. viii. 28. Schleiekmacher : On im-
proving occasions of public calamity. 1. They ap-

peal to us to know ourselves ; 2. Thi'y greatly bene-

fit us by making us better acquainted with God him-
self. (Delivered in Halle soon after the French
occupation.)

Lange : Christians, as God's children, are heirs

of future glory. 1. The right of inheritance estab-
lished on the New Testament ; 2. Anxious waiting
for the decision ; 3. Its eternal institution

; 4. The
opponents of the right of inheritimce

; 6. Its assur-
ance

; 6. The infinite value of the inheritance.

—

The anxious expectation of the creature, as contrast-
ed with man without this expectation in our day, is

the same picture on a large scale which Balaam's ass
presents on a small one. The Spirit in nature in
opposition to the worldly-mindeduess of skeptical
natural philosophy.—Unspirituality in the garb of
pretended natural philosophy, judged by its declara-
tions : 1. Nature was not called into being by the
Spirit of the Lord ; 2. It does not testify to the do-
minion of the Spirit ; 3. It does not strive for the
revelation of the glory of the Spirit.— The true
meaning of the groans : 1. Of the creature ; 2. Of
believers ; 3. Of the Divine Spirit in their new life.—How does the case stand in reference to the battle
of your life ? 1. If God is not for you, every thing
is against you, though every thing seems to be for
you. 2. If God be for you, nothing is against you,
though every thing seems to be against you. Noth-
ing can harm us, for nothing can separate us,—Our
fortress of rock : God's love in Jesus Christ our
Lord.

[BtjRKiTT : How will God's adopted children bo
made manifest ? 1. In their persons ; 2. In their
actions ; 3. In their condition,—The Holy Spirit in.
tercedes for us : 1. By assisting us in duty ; 2. By
quickening our affections

; 3. By enlarging our de-
sires

; 4. By setting us to groaning after the Lord.—Groaning denotes the strength and ardency of
desire, which, through its fervency, puts the soul to
pain and to a holy impatience till it is heard. If wa
want words, let us not want groans ; Lord, let Thy
Spirit help us to groan out a prayer when we want
ability to utter it ; for silent groans, proceeding from
Thy Spirit, shall be heard in Thine ears when tha
loudest cries shall not be heard without it.

[Henet : Though the soul be the principal part
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of man, yet the Lord has declared himself for the
body also, and has provided for it a great deal of
honor and happiness. The future adoption of God's
children is : 1. The adoption manifested before the
woild, angels, and men. Their honor is now cloud-

ed, but God will then publicly own all His children.

The deed of adoption is now written, signed, and
EPaled ; then it will be recognized, proclaimed, and
published. 2. It is the adoption perfected and com-
pleted. The children of God have bodies as well as

Bouls, and the adoption is not perfect until those

bodies are brought into the glorious liberty promised
the children of God.—Difference between faith and
hope : 1. Faith has regard to the promise ; hope,
the thing promised. 2. Faith is the evidence of
things not seen ; hope is the expectation of them.

8. Faith is the mother ; hope is the daughter.

—

SooTT : All that we owe to the flesh is a holy re-

venge for the injuries already done, and the hin-

drances continually given us ; and instead of ren-

dering our state doubtful, by living after it in any
degree, we should, by the Spirit, continually endeav-
or more and more to mortify it, and repress all its

actions.—Sin has filled the world with suffering, yea,

with unspeakable disorder and misery ; all creatures

seem to proclaim man's fatal apostasy, and to recom-
mend the inestimably precious salvation of Christ.

But the gospel opens a brighter prospect ; a glorious

crisis approaches, of which all things seem in anx-

ious expectation.

—

Clarke: Fluency in prayer is

not essential to praying ; a man may pray most pow-
erfully in the estimation of God, who is not able to

litter even one word. The unutterable groan is big

with meaning, and God understands it, because it

contains the language of His own Spirit. Some de-

sires are too mighty to be expressed ; there is no
language expressive enough to give them proper

form and distinct vocal sound. Such desires show
that they came from God ; and as they came from
Him, so they express what God is disposed to do,

and what He has purposed to do (ver. 27).

[Hodge : Observe, 1. As there is a dreadful

pressure of sin and misery on the whole creation,

we should not regard the world as our home ; 2. It

is a characteristic of genuine piety to have exalted

conceptions of future blessedness, and earnest long-

ings after it ; 3. The reason why all things work to-

gether for the good of God's children is, that all

things are under His control ; 4. The plan of re-

demption, while it leaves no room for despondency,

affords no pretence for assumption ; 8. As there is

a beautiful harmony and necessary connection be-

tween the several doctrines of grace, so must there

be a like harmony in the character of the Christian.

—The gospel is : 1. Wonderful ; 2. Glorious ; 3.

Secure.

—

Barnes : Reasons why we are continued

here in this state of vanity ; 1. Christians are sub-

jected to this state to do good to others ; 2. Their

remaining here shows the power of the gospel in

overcoming sin, and in thus furnishing living evi-

dence to the world of the power and excellence of

that gospel ; 3. It furnishes occasion for interesting

exhibitions of character, and for increasing and pro-

gressive excellence ; 4, It is a proper training for

bcaven.—Reasons why Christians do not know what
to pray for : 1. They do not know what would be
really best for them ; 2. They do not know what
God might be willing to grant them ; 3. They are,

to a great extent, ignorant of the character of God,

the reason of His dealings, the principles of His

government, and their own actual wants ; 4, They

are often in real and deep perplexity ; and, if left

alone, would neither be able to bear their own trials,

nor know what to ask at the hand of God.—J. P H.]
[HoMiLETiCAi. Literature on the Whole Ci.af-

TER.—The honiiletical literature on this chapter in

very voluminous ; we select the following, as being
most important.

—

Bishop Cowpkr, Heaven Opened,
&c.. Works, 11 (1619) ; E. Philips, Certah.e Godly
Sermons, 243 ; Edw. Elton, 2'rminph of a Ti-iu

Christian Described {Three JUxcellent and Pioui
Treatises, 1653) ; H. Binning, The Simur's Sanctii-

ary, &o. ; heing Forty-eight Sermons on the %th

Chapter of Romans, Wor/cs, 1, 257 ; T. Jaoomb,
Sermons Preached on the Whole 8th Chapter of the

Hpistle to the Romans (only the sermons on the first

four verses have been published, 1672) ; T. Horton,
Forty-six Sermons upon the Whole 8th Chapter of
the Epistle of the Apostle Paul to the Romans
(1674) ; T. Manton, Forty-seven Sermons, Works,
2 ; J. Mestrezat, Sermons sur la 8e chap, de VEpitrt
aux Romains (1702) ; T. Brtson, A Comprehensive
View of the Real Christianas Character, Privileges,

and Obligations (1794) ; A. Short, Tim Witness of
the Spirit with our spirit, Illustrated from the 8th

Chapter of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romam
(Sampton Lectures, 1846) ; 0. Winslow, No Con-
demnaiion in Christ Jesus, as unfolded in the 8th

Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans (new ed., 1857).—Homilktical Literature on the Carnal Mind
AND Man's Enmity to God.—C. Simeon, Works, 15,

195 ; Bishop Stillingfleet, Serm., 3, 2S»4 ; B.

Ibbot, Disc., 1, 365 ; J. Evans, Disc, 1, 93 ; J.

Drysdale, Serm., 1, 213 ; R. Graves, Works, 4,

159 ; The Carnal and the Spiritual, Village Preach-

er, 1, 181 ; C. Simeon, Works, 15, 199 ; G. T. Noel,
Serm., 2, 452 ; S. Charnock, Works, 9, 175 ; Arch-
bishop LeiGhton, Serm., Works, 3, 195 ; J. Jamie-

son, Serm. (4) on the Heart, 2, 263, 381, 439, 465
;

G. BuRDER, Village Serm., 6 ; J. Venn, Serm., 3,

66 ; T. Dwight, Theology, 4, 441 ; C. Scholl, Serm.,

168 ; E. Cooper, P^ad. Serm-., 6, 17 ; T. Chal-
mers, Works, 9, 66 ; H. Cadlj'ield, Irish Pulpit,

2, 263 ; J. Cooper, Serm., 28 ; C. Simkok, Works,

15, 202
J

E. Blencowe, Plain Sermons, 2, 362 ; J.

Fknn, Serm., 52.

[HOMILETICAL LITERATURE ON LiFE AFTER TEE
Spirit (vers. 13, 14), and on the Spirit of Bond-
AGK AND Adoption.— S. Clarke, Serm.., 8, 23;
Bishop Hall, Serm., Works, 5, 527 ; T. Jacomb,
Morning Exerc, 3, 686 ; R. South, Serm., 5, 293,

326 ; T. Wilson, Serm., 1, 389 ; L. Atterbuey, S.

Clapham, Serm., selected, 2, 173 ; M. Hole, On tht

Church Oat., 1, 65; N. Carter, Serm., 155; 1,

Pearse, Serm., 219; D. Waterland, Serm., Works,

9, 325 ; R. Robinson, Village Serm., 267 ; T. Bel
SHUM, Disc, 1, 72 ; T. Bidedlph, Plain Serm., 3,

168 ; H. Draper,- On the Collects, 2, 275 ; C. Sime.

ON, Works, 15, 270 ; Bishop Hebeb, Parish Serm
,

1, 443 ; S. P. SuRTEES, Serm. ; T. Knowles, Disc,

3, 267 ; A. W. Hare, Serm., 1, 77 ; W. G. G.

CooKESLEY, Serm., 2, 264 ; C. Neat, Disc, 223
;
A.

B. Evans, Serm., 230 ; H. E. Manning, Serm 4,

27; A. Watson, Serm. (1843), 134; N. Meeres,

Serm., 329 ; Bishop Wilberfokce, Sern,, 39 ; W.
HowoRTH, Serm., 32 ; Bishop J. Jackson, Witnest

of the Spirit, \i5 ; L Wiu.iams, (Serm., 2, 145
; 0.

J. Vaughan, Serm. (1847), 77 ; C. Bollen, Serm.,

43 ; H. Alfoed, Serm., 3, 309 ; J. J. Blunt, Plaiiy

Serm., 66 ; W. Gresley, Parochial Serm., 365 ; C
E. Kennawat, Serm. at Brighton, 1, 222 ; Bishoi

W. Nicholson, On tlie Ap wiles' Creed, 99 ; J. Ca»
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EBON, Opera, 536 ; J. Wallis, Serm., 153 ; E.

Bkeston, Scrm., 875 ; J. Evans, Jiisc, 1, 350 ; J.

Wesley, Serm., Works, 5, 98 ; 13. Beddome, SJwrt
Disc, 8, 151

; S. E. Pieuce, Essay, &c., 149; C.

Simeon, Works, 15, 276 ; J. H. Stewart, Serm.,

189 ; a T. Noel, Serm., 2, 471 ; W, Mum, On the

Holy Spirit, 144 ; T. AiNGER, Parochial Serm.,

134 , C. Neat, Disc., 239.

[HOMILETICAL LlTERATtTRE ON THE "WiTNESS OF
rsB Spirit.—J. Donne, Works, 2, 42 ; 1. Watts,
Evarig. Disc., Works, 2, 292, 302 ; P. Doddridqe,
Serm., 2, 378 ; 3, 1 ; Archbishop J. Sharp, Works,

6, 1 ; W. Stephens, Serm., 1, 287; Bishop Sher-
lock, Diic, Works, 1, 153 ; Archbishop Secker,
Serm., 7, 221 ; T. Randolph, The Witness of the

BrArit (1768) ; A View, &c., 2, 223 ; J. Weslet,
Serm., Works, 5, 111 ; J. Dickinson, Sermons and
Tracts; W. Hkt, iVacs, 487; C.Simeon, Wm-ks,

15, 283 ; W. L. Bowles, Paulus, &c., 103 ; Bishop
Philpotts, Orig. Fam. Serm., 2, 237 ; B. Cooper,
Pract. Serm., 7, 380 ; C. W. Le Bas, Serm., 3, 89

;

S. Clarke, Serm., 2, 73 ; Forti/ Sermons, 205 ; J.

Penn, Serm., 2, 126.

—

Homilktical Literature or

the Groaning and Travail op Creation.— N.

Homes, Resurrection Revealed, Raised above Doubts

C. E. Kennawat, Serm.. at Brighton, 2, 34 ; J. H,

Gurnet, Serm., 173; J. H. B. Mountain, Serm.,

95 ; A. Leger, Nouveaux Serm., 2, 168 ; H. Grove,

Poxth. Works, 2, 109 ; J. Wesley, Serm., Works,

6, 241 ; R. Balmer, Dect., 2, 507 ; H. Stowell,

Serm. (1845) ; J. Cumming, Voices of the Nighi

131 ; J. C. Dannhawerds, Crtt. Sac. 'Jlieo., 2, 503

E. W. GouLEURN, Bampton Led., 269 ; A. HoRNECjt
Serm. (1677); A. Townson, DL^c, 224; F. H.

Hutton, Serm., 306 ; W. Vickers, Serm., 233 ; J.

Slade, Plain Serm., 7, 76 ; H. Hughes, Serm.,

107 ; W. Cadman, Bloomsbury Led., 10, 31 ; W.
Fenner, Works, 1, 295 ; T. Boston, Works, 9, 263,

286 ; W. Cruden, Serm. ; J. Martin, Remains

,

S. Garbett, Serm., 2, 187 ; Bishop Wilberfoeoe,
."erm. on Sev. Occ, 1 ; W. Richardson, Serm., 2,

146 ; T. Arnold, Serm., 1, 139 ; 0. Marriott,
Serm., 1, 179; R. Montgomery, God and Man,
311 ; E. B. PusEY, Serm., 2, 304.—J. F. B.^.

THIRD DIVISION",

glN AND GRACE IN THEIR THIRD ANTITHESIS (IN THEIR THIRD POTENCY) : HARDEN.
ING, AND THE ECONOMIC JUDGMENT OF HARDENING (THE HISTORICAL CURSE OP
SIN), AND THE CHANGE OF JUDGMENT TO DELIVERANCE BY THE EXERCISE OP
DIVINE COMPASSION ON THE COURSE OF THE WORLD'S HISTORY. THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SIN TO THE EXECUTION OF JUDGMENT, AND OF THE REVELA-
TION OF SALVATION TO THE EXHIBITION OF COMPASSION. THE INWARD CON-
JUNCTION OF GOD'S JUDICIAL AND SAVING ACTS, AND THE EFFECTING OF THE
SECOND BY THE FORMER.

Chapters IX.-XI.

First Section.—The dark problem of God's judgment on Israel, and its solution.

Chap. IX. 1-33.

A.

1 I say tlie truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing me witness in
2 the Holy Ghost, That I have great heaviness [grief] and continual sorrow in
3 my heart. For I could wish' that [I] myself" were accursed from Christ for
4 my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh : Who are Israelites ; to whom

pertaineth [whose is\ the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants,' and the
giving of the law, and the service of God [of the sanctuary}, and the promises

;

6 Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning [as to] the flesh Christ camt
\is Christ], who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.*^

6 Not as though [it is not however m, that] ' the word of God hath taken none
effect [come to nought]. For they are not all Israel, which are of Israel [For

". not all who are of Israel, are Israel] :° Neither, because they are the seed of
8 Abraham, are they all children : but. In Isaac shall thy seed be called.' That is
They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God
[Not those who are the children of the flesh, are children of God] : but the
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9 children of the promise are counted for the seed [reckoned as seed]. For this

is the word of promise [this word was of promise], At this time [season] ' will

10 I come, and Sarah shall have a son. And not only this ;' but when Rehecca
11 also had conceived by one, even by [omit even by] our father Isaac, (For the

children being not yet born, neither having [Without their " having as yet been
born, or] done any [any thing] good or evil," that the purpose of God according

12 to election might stand, not of works, but of him that [who] calleth ;) It wa8
13 said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger." As it is writt^sn,

Jacob have \omu have] I loved.

But Esau have \omu have] I hated."

14 What shall we say then ? Is there unrighteousness with God ? God forbid.

15 For he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will \omU will] have mercy,

16 and I wiU have compassion on whom I will [omit will] have compassion." So

then it is not of him that [who] wUleth, nor of him that [who] runneth, but of

17 God that [who] sheweth mercy." For the Scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even
for this same [very] purpose have I raised [did I raise] thee up," that I might

shew my power in thee [in thee my power]," and that my name might be de-

18 clared throughout all the earth. Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will

have mercy [Therefore on whom he wiU he hath mercy], and whom he will he

hardeneth.

19 Thou wUt say then unto me. Why [then]" doth he yet find fault? For

20 who hath resisted [resisteth] his wUl? Nay but, O man, who art thou that

repliest against God ? Shall'the thing formed \<>r, moulded, nlacfia] say to him

21 that formed it, Why hast thou made [didst thou make] me thus ? Hath not the

potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour

22 and another unto dishonour ? What [But whati if God, [although] " willing

to shew his wrath, and to make his power known [make known his power], en-

dured with much long-suffering the [omt« the] vessels of wrath fitted to [for]

23 destruction : And [Also, >• ", he endured for this purpose also] " that he might make

known the riches of his glory on the [om« the] vessels of mercy, which he had

24 afore prepared unto [before prepared for] glory. Even us, whom he hath called

[As such, i. e., vessels of mercy, he also, besides preparing, called Us] not of [from among]

the Jews only, but also of [from among] the Gentiles ?

25 As be saith also in Osee [Hosea],"

I will call them my people, which [who] were not my people

;

And her beloved, which [who] was not beloved. [;]

26 'And it shall come to pass," that in the place where it was said unto them,

Ye are not my people ; there shall they be called the children [called sons] of

27 the living God. Esaias also [And Isaiah] also crieth concerning Israel,

Though the number of the children of Israel be as the sand of the sea,

A [The] remnant " shall be saved :

28 For ^* he will finish the work [is finishing the word]," and cut [cutting]

it short in righteousness :

Because a short work [word] " will the Lord make upon the earth.

29 And as Esaias said before [And, as Isaiah hath said].

Except " the Lord of Sabaoth had left us a seed,

We had been [become] as Sodoma [Sodom],

And been made like unto Gomorrah.

30 What shall we say then ? That the Gentiles, which followed not [who wen,

not following] after righteousness, have \oma have] attained to righteousness,

31 even the righteousness which is of faith. But Israel, which followed [follow-

ing! after the law of righteousness, hath not attained [attamed not] to the law

B2 of righteousness [omi< of righteousness]." Wherefore ? Because they sought tt

not by faith, but as it were by the works of the law [or, as by works]. h or

93 they stumbled at that stumbling-stone [stone of stumbling] ;
As it is written.

Behold," I lay in Sion a stumbling-stone [Zion a stone of stumblmgj and [aj

rock of offence : and whosoever beUeveth [he who believeth]" on him shall not

be ashamed [put to shame].
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TEXTUAL,

1 Ycr. 3.—[Lange renders : Denn ich that ja (einst) das Oelubde, for I once indeed made the vow tc he, &e. Foi th*

foil discussion of this interpretation, see Exp^. Notes. The English text has not been altered to corr<ispond, Bicce the

oammon -new of ij u x o /u. 17 y is upheld in the additions.—D. K. L. read euxo/^'*)''-. which is generally rejected.
_

2 Ver. 3.—[The Rec. has this order: aurbs eyii avdeena elvai (C. K. L.) ; but the preponderant authonjj

N. A. B. D. E. F. G.) favors : avdOefia elyat avTos €701 (N., however, puts el vat first). So Griesbacn, liaeh-

mann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange. This order, if it has any special force, probably emphaaiaes th«

feet, that he could wish himself accursed, rather than that he himself could wish it. Hence the Amer. Bible Union u
Unfortunate in placing myself sifter the first Z. IN'oyes : I could wish to be myself accursed.

3 Ver. -1.—[B, D. E. F. G., Vulprale, and most fathers, read: ^ 5ta0^K7;. K. A. C. K. : ai Stafii^Kat, now
ftdopted by most editors. The alteration to the singular probably arose from a misunderstanding of the meaning. The
plural was referred to the Old and New Testaments ; and as the latter was no advantage of the Jews, the singular waa
substituted (so Meyer).

* Vpr. 5.—[Lanpe ootieiders God blessed forever^ Amenta synagogical fonn, to he put in quotation marks. His
exegesis accords better with the E. V. than with Luther's der da ist GoU uber Alles, gelobet in Ewigkeit, Amen. On the

disputed punctuation, aeo Excg, Notes. NoyeK, naturally, puts a period after Christ.
* Ver. 6.~[See Exeg. Notes.
" Vei-. 6.—[The antitheses in vers. 6-8 cannot be preserved in the exact form of the Greek, except at the sacrifice oi

elegance and smoothness. Literally, the whole passage would be : For not all those of Israel, these (are) Israel: neither

because they are the seed of Abraham, (are) all children, but. In, Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is, not the children 0/

the flesh, (are) these the children of Qud, but the children of the promise are reckoned as seed.

7 Ver 7.—[For convenient reference, the Hebrew text is appended. Gen. xxi. 12: T^l TjP ^T'l^'? P'?^"^ •

The LXX. is quoted literally here by Paul, and it is an exact translation. The only question of accuracy which can

arise, is respecting the force of 3 , whether it means through or in. See Exeg. Notes. Noyes : " Thy ofi'spring shall

be reckoned from Isaac."

8 Ver. 9.—[This is freely quoted from the LXX., Gen. xviii. 10, 14. The LXX. reads efravacTTpe'^tor ^fcd Trpbs ai
Kara, tov Katpov rovrov eis uipa?, Koi efet utoj' 2,dppa i] yvrq trov (ver. 10) ; but ver. 14 closes, koX iarai rfj 2,dppa vlos.

The choice of this latter clause was probably for reasons of emphasis, to indicate that the promise was to Sarah (Alford),

which is the main thought here. The Hebrew phrase Jl^PI ^^3 , when the time (shall be) reviviscent, occurring in

both verass clearly implies what the LXX, expresses : at this season of the year. Comp. Gesenius, 27iesaurus, i. p. 470,

Knobel on Gen. xviii. 10.
' Ver. 10.—[Oi ^lovov B4. The passage is elliptical. On what should be supplied, see Exeg, Notes. As the case

to be introduced is not strictly of the same kind as that of Sarah, but stronger, this is preferable to so (Alford, Amer.
Bible Union) ; the former seems to imply the difference more clearly than the latter.

•" Ver. 11.—[The subject of the participles yei'VTje^vTwv . . . npa^dvTtov (genitives absolute) is not ex-
pressed, "according to well-known classical usage " (Meyer). It is readily supplied, for allusion has been made to the
twins, and the history wati well known. The rendering given above seems more satisfactory than that of the E. V. It

is, in the main, that of Alford.
^1 Ver. 11,—[Instead of jcaKtSv {pec, D. F, K. L., "Wordsworth), ^avXov is found in N- A. B. and cursives;

adopted by Tjachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange. The foi-mer is the more usual word, in contrast
with ayaBov, hence, likely to be inserted. Evil and ill best express the slight difference, since i^aOAos, like ill, does
does not always imply something immoral, and yet has the same wide range of meaning. It must have a moral signifl-

oation here, however, (See Alford in loco.)

13 Ver. 12.—[Quoted literally from the LXX., Gen. xxv. 23, except that ort (recitative, sign of quotation) takes
the place of KaC. Instead of ipp-qOf} (Rec), moet MSS. have ippeQij

.

IS Ver. 13.—[From the LXX., Mai. i. 2, 3 ; the only variation is, the inversion of the first clause. It reads in th«
LXX. : iiydinjaa rbi' *Ioucw^. The Hebrew text is

:

: npyi-PN nnXT I loved Jacob,
' -II- • IT

'

•'nJtab "itUy-nS*! But Esau I hated,

'* Ver. 15.—[An exact quotation from the LXX., Exod. sxxiii. 19, The Hebrew of the original passage ia o*

importance in the exegesis. It reads: Pl'lN "IttJN-nK "^Fl^aPl^t "hs ^(;;X~n5< "iPSm, . Alford thinks av,
inserted in LXX., refers to pure mercy ; Meyer, ;ind niany others, join it with v : " whomsoever, iu whatever state ;

"
thus describing i;ot merely the mercy, but the choice of its individual objects, as the free act of God ; for the emphasis
in the relative clause rebts on the repeated ov dv, since dv generally has its position after the emphatic word (Kfihner,
ii. S 457). We are certainly justified in making the relative clauses present instead of future; for the future force 01
the Hebrew verbs is doubtful, while the Greek verbs (both in LXX. and the text) are present. See Exrg. Notrs.

'• Ver. 16.—[The Rec., B^. K., read eAeoOi-Tos (from eAe^u) ; N. A. B^ D, K. L. eXewiTo? (firom eAeaw). The
latter is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, 'i'regelles ; the former by Meyer and ^Vordsworth. Meyer urges
that Paul would not use two forms, one here, and the othtr in ver. 18 (where the reading eXeet is well established, only
D^. F. G. having eXea), and concludes that to was substituted for ov through a mistake of the transcriber, and thus
readily preserved, since it corresponded with a form in actual use,

1" Ver. 17.—[Very freely quoted, especially this clause, from LXX., Exod, ix, 16 : evtxev tovtov Sienjp^Bri^, on this
account thou wert preserved. Ei? ai/To toCto is merely a sti'engthening of the LXX. ; but ef T77etpa o-e seems to

be a purposed deviation. The form of the Hebrew ^^^TlT'Oyri (Hiphil of T^S , to stand), I have caused thee to- stand,

is better preserved by Paul's quotation. See Exeg. Notes, for discussion of the meamng of all three passages.
1' Ver. 17.—[Here Paul deviates from LXX., writing Svvafjuv instead of iaxvv.
»8 Ver. 19.—[There is some confusion about ovv. B. D. F. insert it in both clauses; Rec, v. A. K. L. omit it the

accoud time. All have it in the first clause, but the position varies. Rec, D. F. K. L. put it before jnot ; n, A. B,,
Tregelles, after. The above rendering adopts it in both clauses.

!• Ver. 22.—[The participle 0i\iav is interpreted : since, because he was wilting (i. c, purposed) or : although Ji<

wo* willing (not yet purposing) The latter is adopted by Lange : obschon {bereits) des Will&ns ; Meyer, and others.—
After what, supply : wilt thou reply? or something to that effect. See the Exeg. Notes on both points.

«o Ver. 23.—[It was necessary to supply this much in the text, in order to vindicate the view taken of this difficult
passage. See Exeg. Notes.

SI Ver. 25.—[This is a free quotation from Hosea ii. 25 (23, LXX. E. V.). The Hebrew text is followed more closely
than the LXX. ; the clauses an.^ transposed, &c. It is not necessary to insert the LXX, text here, as it differs in almost
every word, though containing the same general thought : ntnfi<~iHS "iM^'fcibb "^111105(1 nmn N^'DH '^n^n^^
In rendering Lo-ruhamah, Paul follows the LXX. i it

.
t ^r \ .:-!•*

«« Ver. 26.—[From the LXX., Hosea i 10 (ii. 1, Hebrew), closely connected with the preceding, as if from the same
place, according to the usage of the Rabbms, who thus joined citations even from different authors. The only varia-
tion from the LXX. is the strengthening of K\-t\B-qtjovrM koX into cxei KKjiBijtrovTat. The E. V., Hcsea i, IQL
applies there.
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«• Ver. 27—[Isa. x. 22. Paul follows the LXX., which reads : koX iiv yinrrai o Aaot 'lo-paiiX m ii iij-tiot i^i
•«Aiicrin)s, TO KttTaXeijifia ovtSi- <7ii)9^o-cTai. The fariation from the Hebrew is alight; 3112'' , sliatl return, is strength,
ened by the LXX. into <r<n9ijireTiLi, which, ol course, means still mora as Paul uses it. 's(i. A. B., Lachmann, Tis.
eheiidorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange, read virdAetn/ia ; the more probable reading, as the LXX. differs. It is a
stronger word, apparently.

'* Ver. 28.—[The variations from the Hebrew are so extensive, that it will be best to give the text entirs

; .113'is ciDiia ynn irfesi

" The consumption is decided, overflowing with righteousness

;

For a consumption and a decree shall the Lord of Hosts make,
In the midst of all the land."

Bee Exey. Notes for other renderings, and also for text of the LXX., which Paul quotes closely; inserting ydp at th«
beginning, however, as better continuintr the proof, and Bubstituting ejrl t^s y^y for Iv rrj olKovjuer^ oAjj.

'"i Ver. 28.—[The E. V. is unfortunate in rendering A 07 or, work. (So Amer. Bible Union.) The word has a wide
range of meaning, but this is not included. Lange : Abrechnurtgsspruch, word of reckoning. Bee Exeg. Notes,

28 Ver. 28.—[Tho words: 4v StKavoo'vrjj • OTt Adyov crvt/Terijtrifievov, are wanting in 5i^. A. B., rejected
by Lachmann, Tregelles ; braoketted by Alford, but retained by most editors on the authority of bi^. 1). F. K. L. Tha
BuBpioion of an addition from the text of the LXX. is outweighed by the probability of the transcriber's confusing
irvvTeTn* . with the avvTe^iviav

.

''^ Ver. 29—[A verbatim citation from the LXX,, Isa. i. 9, where the Hebrew *I*i"!tU is rendered o-irep/ta.

=» Ver. 31.-[Tbe Rec. (followed by the E. V.) repeats 8iKaioffviT;i (£<». P. K. L.).' 'Dc V7ette, Tholuck, and Meyet
contend that the omission would be senseless ; see, to the contrary, Exeg. Notes. The omission is sustained by N^ A. B
I). G., Lachmann, Alford, "Wordsworth, Lange, Tregelles. Dr. Hodge does not notice any of the variations in these
verses.

"8 Ver. 32.—[The authorities for vd^ou {Rec.) are K^. D. K. L., a number of versions. It is omitted, however, in N^.
A. B. P., by Lachmann, Tischeiidorf, Meyer, Lange, Tregelles, Wordsworth. Alford prefers to omit, but does not deem
the evidence sufficiently strong to decide. The word would readily be inserted as an explanation.

sfJ Ver. 32.—[Lango prefers to retain yap {Rec.\ mainly on the ground that it must be supplied in thought, even it

rejected. It is iound in N". L^. K. L., many versions and lathers ; retained by Tischendorf, Wordsworth, Lange. It is

omitted in N^- A. B. D^. F., some cursives, &c. Lachmann, Meyer (with decision), Alford, Tregelles, reject it. H
omitted, the period also must be omitted, and the verse be rendered, as by Alford : " Because (pursuing it) not hy faith,
hut as by win'ks, they siumb'ed, &c.

^^ Ver. 33.—[Paul here combines Isa. xxviii. 16 and viii, 14 in one, varying, to suit his purpose, both from the
Hebrew text and the LXX. There is no variation in thoiight, except that the Apostle gives it as bis exegesis, that the
*' stone of stumbling " of the one passage is the '* corner-stone elect," &c., of the other. Comp. 1 Peter ii. 6-8.

33 Ver. 33.—[The Rec. inserts ir a s , on the authority of IC. L., versions and fathers. It is omitted in Jv'. A. B. D. P.,
by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer (4th ed. ; Lange quotes him as retaining it), Alford, Wordsworth, Lange, Tregelles.
It does not occur ia the LXX., but, in chap. x. It, no MS. omits it. The probability is, that it was inserted here to
conform to that passage. Lange suggests that the emphasis upon n-as, were it retained, would weaken that upon
^tcTTfViav.—R.]

[Preliminary Note on the whole chapter, and
its connection with the rest of the Epistle.—In order

to understand this chapter, which is in many respects

the most difficult section of the whole Epistle, its

connection with the preceding context, but especially

with chaps, x. and xi., must not be overlooked. Be-

fore passing from the doctrinal part, which readied

its culmination in the song of triumph at the close

of chap, viii., to the practical exhortations (chaps.

xU. ff.), the Apostle institutes (in chaps, ix.-xi.) a

profound inquiry into the historical course of devel-

opment of the kingdom of God, seeking especially

to enlighten and satisfy his readers respecting the

enigmatical phenomenon, that the greater part of the

people of Israel rejected salvation in Christ.* The
thought might readily arise, that the promises given

to the covenant-people had to come to nought, or

that Jesus was not the Messiah, who had been prom-

ised principally to the Jews. After expressing his

sorrow at the exclusion of so many of his people

from the Christian salvation, he shows :

1. That God's promise w«s not thereby rendered

void ; for (a.) it refers, not to all of Abraham's de-

scendants, but to those chosen by God of free grace,

as Isaac and Jacob (vers. 6-13). (6.) God is not

BEJust in this election, for He is the Sovereign oyer

• [His theme, as announced in chap. i. 16, 17, necessa-

731y led imi to such an inquiry. It concludes : "to the

few ^rsty and also to the Greek." Having discussed the great

trutK of **the righteousness of faith," he must justify this

additional clause, which seems to be incorrect, in view of

the present exclusion of the Jews. 80 Philippi, and others.

His creatures, who can make no rightful demands of

Him (vers. 14-29).

2. The ground of the exclusion lies in the unbi>.

lief of the Jews themselves, who despised the true

way of salvation through the righteousness of ftith,

and substituted their own righteousness ; wliile the

gospel announced to them, as indeed the Old Testa-

ment frequently indicated, that salvation could be
attained only through faith (chap. ix. SO-x. 21).

3. God had not, however, cast off His people

;

for [a.) there is a remnant elected of grace, though
most are hardened (chap. xi. 1-10)

;
(b.) the unbe-

lief and fall of Israel, in the wisdom and mercy of

God, turns out for the salvation and reviving of the

Gentiles, who should not, however, boast themselves

(chap. xi. 11-24); (c.) finally, the rejection is only

temporary, since, after the conversion of all the

Gentiles, grace will come to the whole of Israel

(chap. xi. 25-82). In conclusion, the Apostle breaks

forth into a doxology to the grace and wisdom of

God, who in such a manner will solve the enigma of
the world's history, and lead all things to the glory

of His name and the best interest of His kingdom

(chap. xi. 33-36).—P. S.]

De Wette on chaps, ix.-xi. : A supplement (1

to the foregoing discussion : lament, explanation

and comfort concerning the exclusion of the greater

portion of the Jews from Christian salvation. Mey.

er, likewise: A supplement on the foregoing non-

participation of the greater part of the Jews in the

Christian institution of salvation, containing : a. Th»

lament on It (chap. ix. 1-5). J. The theodicy ac.

counting for it (chap. Ix. 6-29). c. The guilt of ijj
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which rests upon the Jews themselves (chap. ix.

SO-33, and chap. i. 1-21). d. The consolation aris-

ing from it (chap. xi. 1-32), with praise offered to

God (chap, ix, 33-36). While De Wette regards the

seoliou ui chaps, ix.-xi. as only a supplement, Baur
considers it the real centre and kernel of the Epia-

t!?. If this be so, the kernel would indeed have a

rery massive shell.

[Forbes (following Olshausen) finds a parallel be-

twr.en chap. i. 18-iii. 20, and these three chapters.
" We have here an instance of the Epanodos, the

object of which is to bring the main subject into

prominence by placing it first and last. In both

sections the subject is the relation of Israel, and of
ihi! Gentiles, to the Tiew way of salvation. But in

ch:ip. i. 18-iii. 20 it is regarded more on the side of

the Law—as condemning Israel equally with the

Gentiles, and necessitating them equally to have re-

course to the gospel. In chaps, ix.-xi. it is regard-

ed more on the side of &race (on the part of God,

as possessing a right to prescribe His own terms of

acceptance), and of Failh (on the part of man, as

the one only condition for attaining salvation, and
which is demanded equally of Israel as of the Gen-

tiles). Another point of resemblance between the

two sections consists in the striking parallelism be-

tween tile three objections of the Jew in chap. iii.

1-8, and those in chap. ix. 1-23."—Jowett :
" The

Apostle himself seems for a time in doubt between
contending feelings, in which he first prays for the

restoration of Israel, and then reasons for tlieir re-

jection, and then finally shows that, in a more ex-

tended view of the purposes of God, their salvation

is included. He hears the echo of many voices in

the Old Testament, by which the Spirit spoke to the

Fathers, and in all of them there is a kind of unity,

though but half expressed, which is not less the

unity of his own inmost feelings toward liis kinsmen
accordhig to the flesh. As himself an Israelite and
a believer in Christ, he is full of sorrow first, after-

wards of hope, both finally giving way to a clearer

insight into the purposes of God toward His people."

As respects the relation of these chapters to the pre-

ceding part of the Epistle, in an experimental view,

Luther well says :
" Who hath not known passion,

cross, and travail of death, cannot treat of fore-

knowledge (election of grace), without injury and
inward enmity toward God. Wherefore take heed
that thou drink not wine, while thou art yet a suck-

ing babe. Each several doctrine hath its own sea-

son, and measure, and age."—R.]
Tholuck gives, on pp. 466, 467, a copious cata-

logue of the literatnre on Romans ix. See also

Meyer, p. 347. We may here call attention to a

more recent monograph : Beck, Vers^ich einer pnsu-
mMiaelh-herinenfutischcn Erkldrunq dea 9te Kap.,

&c., 1838. To this we add the following : C. W.
Krummaeher, Das Dogma von der Gnadenwahl,
nehst Aiislegung des 9fe, lOde, und life Kap. im
Briefe an die Komer, Duisburg, 1856 ; Lamping,
Pauli Apostoli de prosdestina'lone decreta, Lenwar-
den, 1858 ;

Delitzsch, Zur Einl. in den Brief an die

Homer. Zeitxchrift far die luth. Theologie und
Ki.rche, 1849, No. 4; Yan Hengel mentions (2, 323)
Tt."y9uis, Leerredenen over Romeinen, ix., x., xi., tom.

i. [Philip Schaff, Das nev.nte Kapitel des Romer-
briefs ubersetzt und erkldrt, in the author's Kirck&n^

frcund, Mercersburgh, Pa., 1852, pp. 378-389, 414-
22, largely used in the exposition of this chapter in

Ihe present volume.—R.]
Summary,—A. The painful contrast between

the misery of tJie Jews and the descrHsd aalvaiton of

the Christians, most of whom had been GeniiUs,

The Apostle's sorr'.w over the apparently frmtratei

destiny of his people (vers. 1-5).

B.' The exultation of the Apostle in the thought

that Ood's promise to Israel would 7ievertheless re~

main in force {vers. 6-aS). Proof: 1. DiSerences

in the election : they are not all Israel which are of

Israel (vers. 6-13). 2. Antitheses in the ordinution

(predestination) : God is not unrighteous in showing

mercy and in hardening, and in His manner of con-

necting judgment and compassion (vers. 14-18).

3. God's freedom in the actual call of salvation

(vers. 19-29) : «. Proof from the existing fact (vers.

19-24) ; b. Proof from the witnesses of the Old

Testament (vers. 25-29). 4. The correspondence

of God's freedom in His administration, and the

freedom of men in their faith or unbehef. The

firmness of the fact that the Gentiles believe, and

the greater part of Israel do not believe (vers.

30-33).

EXEGBTICAl AWD CEITICAL.

A. The Apostle's sorrow over the apparently

frustrated destiny of his people (vers. 1-5). Win-
zer, Programm in Bom. ix. 1-5, Lips., 1832.

After the Apostle has portrayed the glory of be-

lievers in the New Testament, he must return to the

surprising phenomenon, that it is just the majority

of the people of the Old Testament who are absent

from this feast of salvation—^from the Supper of the

Lord in the New Testament. The Jews, however,

have already come into view (chap. viii. 33) as among
the accusers and persecutors, and thu.s the way haa

been prepared for this transition. In a systematic

reference, the Apostle turns from the consideration

of the consummated salvation, to the most extreme
contrast—sin iu its third potency, the judgment of

hardening.

Ver. 1. I say the truth in Christ [aJlij.

&iiav ).iym tv X^i.(Tt<J>. Dr. Lange retains

the article, as is done in the E. V., and in most re-

visions (except Noyes'). It seems required by the

genius of both the German and English languages.

—R.] The Apostle strengthens his subsequent
declaration in a threefold way : I say the truth in

Christ ; I lie not ; my conscience bears me witness.

The energetic battle which the Apostle waged against

the Jews' righteousness of their works, and their

claim to prerogatives in God's kingdom, made him
odious to the Jews and an object of opposition and
suspicion to many prejudiced ones among the Jewish
Christians ; while biased Gentile Christians might be
tempted to regard him as one of their partisans.

He meets all this by the solemn asseveration of hia

pain.

[Alford: "The subject on which te is about to

enter, so unwelcome to Jews in general, coupled
with their hostiUty to himself, causes him to begiu
with a deprecation, bespeaking credit for simplicity
and earnestness in the assertion which is to follow.
This deprecation and assertion of sympathy he puts
in the forefront of the section, to take at once the
ground from those who might charge him, in the
conduct of his argument, with hostility to his own
alienated people."—R.]

But the Apostle treats also of a further great
progress in the glorification of Divine grace, which,
in its third potency, glorifies as compassion that
gloomy judgment of hardening which the Apostle
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ean only diseloee by an expression of the greatest

pun. The Apostle is doubly assured of the sincer-

ity of his declaration. First, he expresses his feel-

ing in tlie consciousness of tlie fellowship of Christ*
(Eph. iv. 17 ; 1 Thess. iv. 1), -while he, so to speak,

transfers himself into the feeling of Christ (Luke
xix. 41). Second, he proves and tests the truth of

his feeling by his conscience, and by the strong and
clear light of the Holy Spirit. Now, is this declara-

tion an oath, according to most of the earlier and
many of the later expositors (Reiche, KoUner, and
others) ; or is it not, according to the exposition of

Tholuck, De Wette, and Meyer ? This much is

clear, that the Apostle's asseveration is not a formal

taking of an oath, and not in the form of an oath.

[The form of an oath would be Ti^oq with the accu-

sative.—R.] It will »e remembered, in favor of this

view, that the ofiviii,v (Matt. v. 34) is here wanting

;

and that the Apostle does not swear by Christ, nor
by the Holy Ghost. Neither does he swear in a

legal sense in general ; we may only ask, whether he
does not here give a solemn assurance in God's pres-

ence, and wiiether such an assurance is not an ideal

oath?
I lie not [ou iiiivSonai,}. (1 Tim. ii. 7.)

White lies being very much in vogue at the time,

this addition surely meant that he was perfectly con-

scious of Ins responsibility for his declarations, since

he called on Christ as a witness.

My conscience also hearing me witness

^0 1']. Meyer : Since my conscience hears me wit'

ness. But Paul's conscience could not bear witness

to the Romans apart from Paul himself. The dis-

tinction between his own declaration and that of his

conscience, means that he has proved his feelings in

regard to liis people by the light of conscience and
of the Spirit of God. [Alford : The a!iv in com-
position, denoting accordaTice with the fact, not joint

testimony.—R.]
In the Holy Ghost [iv nvivptari aylm'].

This is not an addition to curf tryijffic; itself (a

conscience governed by the Holy Ghost ; Grotius),

and still less to oi wnirfo.uat (although this is

favored by many: w? iv nvivfiati, ayioj o'lv), but to

(n'fifiafir. iiou (Tholuck, Meyer, and others).

[Meyer : " Paul knows that the witness of hia con-

science is not outside the Spirit which fills him, but

spirito sancto duce et moderatore (Beza) in it."—R.]
Ver. 2. That I have great grief and con-

tinual sorrow in my heart [ort kvnrj fioL

ifyzuv fif/aXri y.ai aSudXnTtTO^ hiivvrj tv^

xa(jSia fiou. The position of the words is sol-

emnly emphatic.—R.] The Apostle does not imme-
diately and directly mention the subject or occasion

of his grief. Why not ? Meyer :
" From tender

compassion." Tholuck :
" In lively emotion." But

the object is indicated by the vneg t. aS. fiov (ver.

S), and it is the anrnhm threatened them (ver. 22).

But the great pain relates not only to the great fall

of his glorious people, which had already occurred,

but to the Apostle's tragical position toward his

brethren according to the flesh, and to the hard pro-

phetic call now to disclose publicly the whole judg-

ment of hardening pronoimced on Israel, with its

iccalculably sad consequences. Christ also wept as

* {"In Christ," i. e., in fellowship with Christ, who is

fruth itself, and traasfers His members, at all events, into

the element of truth and siaoerity (oomp. 2 Cor. xii. 19).

-P. ai

He prophesied Jerusalem's fate. Comp. Isa. vi,

[How noble the Apostle appears here, with this holj
patriotism and hearty love to those who, from tha
day of his conversion, had persecuted iiim with re.

lentless h.atred ; who, soon after the coajpciition of
this Epistle, occasioned him a long imprisoument,
and who were the immediate cause of his inartvr
dom 1—P. S.]

Ver. 8. For I could wish. [Lange : Deiin
ich that ja das Geliibde, for I made the vow].
See the discussions on this difiBcult passage, quoted
by Tholuck. For an elaborate account of the ear
lier expositions, see Wolf's Curce, iii. p. 164. Ex
planations of the riii-/6iM7]v:

1. I have wislied, namely, formerly (Vulgate i

optabam ; Luther : I have wished). This explana-
tion divides, again, into two :

a. When I was a Jew, I wished to keep the
Jews far from Christ

;
yea, to be myself the per

sonal medium of the alienation; ava,& i ixa =^

•/w{jian6ii (Pelagius, Abelard, and others). In this

case he appeals to his former blind zeal for Israel

against Christ, in order to prove that he loves bis

people, and, in his love, that he now sorrows for

their fate.

i. In my pain I have gone so far, as a Christian,

that I wished, &c. {Signijicatj se aliquando Koe
orasse, nimirum cum, dolor iste singularder invalv^

isset) Bucer. Meyer, and others, suggest, to the

contrary, that there is here no ttotb, or any other

word of similar import. Philippi adds : it must
then mean Tjv^dfiiiv tzotL*

2. I wished, namely, even now.

a. Tholuck : Durrt modo fieri posset, si liccret.

b. Meyer : I would wish, if the import of my
wish could contribute to the good of the Israelites.

c. Philippi: But Tji'/d/if/i' is also not identical

with rjlr/oiiijv av ; that is, I would toisJi, if the wish

were possible ; but since it is not possible, I do not

wish. But it is = i wished, namely, if the wish

could be realized, and therefore really wish on this

supposition.

The difference between the explanations is this

:

a. If the wish were possible (Tholuck) ; b. If the

thing wished for were possible (Philippi) ; c. If the

thing wished for, and also the wish itself, were pos-

sible (Meyer). "There has, perhaps, not been enough
regard to analogies in Paul's method of expression.

Paul says rjiiiai/nijv av (Acts xxvi. 29), for I w shed,

in the sense of / would wish, and why not here,

too ? Luke relates, on the contrary. Acts xxvii. 29,

in the imperfect : rjvyovTO, they wished (at that

time) ; and why should not the impei'fect be used

here in the same sense ? If. indeed, the word should

mean here, I have winked, or even, I have prayed

(Theodoret, and others), the presence of jtote might

be insisted upon. But if the Apostle wishes to

say, / made a vow—i. e., if he speaks of a definite

fact—the noxi lies already in the emphasis of the

tjvxouTjv itself, especially as joined with the added

• [Under (1) belongs an interpretation, suggested by

the venerable S. H. Cox, D. D., taking the verse as a parer-

thetieal explanation of Paul's Borrow, in this souse : "fo;

I myself once gloried as a persecutor to be banished from

Christ." Besides the obiections against the past sense as

given above, it may be added, that this puts myself in the

wrong place (see Textual Note ") ; that, while euxo(»ai hai

this meaning : to boast, to fflory, in Homer, yet even thew
it is often little more than to profess, maintain, while in th«

New Testament it does not occur in this sense. The prob-

abilities, both lexical and grammatical, are very Strang

therefore, against such a meaning here.—B.]
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aifToi; iyd. It is very probable that he made
some pledge, when he (according to Acts ix, 2) re-

ceived from the high priest authority to persecute

the Christians ; for a hierarch of exalted station

does not coiiiide in a young man without some such
pledges. His present perception of the fearful im-
port of that engagement is immediately expressed

in avd 0-f f^a, x.t.A.

If we disregard such an acceptation, the exeget-

ioal difficulty will really begin with avd&f fA,a.

[Dr. Lange prefers, yet does not commit himself to,

this view of the imperfect. It is far-fetched ; and
were there no other grounds to influence the inter-

pretation than those of grammar, as Alford hints,

any school-boy could tell that tlie imperfect does
not refer to a definite past act, but represents " the
act unfinished, an obstacle intervening." In sup-

port of the grammatical correctness of this view,

see Buttman, iV". 2'. Qravim., p. 187 ; Kuhner, ii.,

§ 438, 3 ; Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 373 ; Kruger, § 54,

10 ; Winer, p. 266. It seems perilous to give up
the obvious meaning, / could wish, for one barely

allowable. The aoriat was at hand, if Paul wished
to refer to a past vow. If tliere be a difficulty in

the passage, it is met most fairly by Meyer's view,

that the verb implies an impossibility, or at least an
insurmountable obstacle, both as to the wish and
the thing wished for. We can then take dva-
&ffia in its obvious sense, without putting it also

on the rack to extort another meaning. See the

final Exeg. Note on this verse.—R.]
That I myself were accursed from Christ

\_dvd&f^a e Iv ai, a tiro q iy ui dno tou
XptffTor-]. ^AvdQ-i^oi, Attic dvad-rj/taf dedi-

cated to God ; hence, also, dedicated to the Divine
judgment, and consequently to ruin ; in the latter

sense = Q-in (Gal. i. 8, 9 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3 ; xvi. 22).

Though the later sense of DTI " must not be con-

strued as the Jewish curse of excommunication

"

(Meyer), yet the theocratic idea : to excommunicate
from the Church of God, and to dedicate to ruin,

cannot be separated. In the Christian sphere the
dvdd-t/ia is, indeed, in the ecclesiastical form, a
temporally qualified exclusion :

" for the destruc.
tion of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved "

(1
Cor. V. 5).

[Exonitsus ON Anathema.—The proper under-
standing of this passage may be furthered by dis-

cussing at this point the precise meaning of the
word dvdO-ifia. The following dissertation is from
Wieseler, Oiyinmentary on Galatians (i. 8, 9, pp. 39
if.). The fact that it is founded upon another pas-
sage, adds to its weight in determining the meaning
here, since the discussion of Gal. i. 8 is not beset
with the prejudices which arise here.

"
'..-^i/afl-f/ia * is the Hellenistic form for the

Attic rndStjua (comp. ivqruM and iv^t/ja, 7T(j6<7-

^tjaa, and nqoaOffia, Lobeck, Ad Pkrynich, p.

249, and Paralip, pp. 391 ff.), and, like the latter

form, denotes in general ' something dedicated to

God, a votive otfering ; ' but in the Bible it is usu-

ally the translation of the Hebrew Dnln
, as ava&i-

* [" Respecting excommunication among the Jews, comp.
jepc-iially Selden, 2)e jure nai. p.t gent., 4, 8, Dc Synedr., L
* anj 8 ; QUdemHsier, Blendwerhe cUs vulgdrtn iiational'
Umus zur BztifAtigung dcs paulinischen Analhema, 1841, and
Biitrf/^e zurti Bremischf.n Siagazine, 1842; Ewald, Alien.'
tirimer des Voiles Israel, S. 81 ff. ; respecting the Greek
oi '^Sifia, Fritaacho on Rom. ix. 3 ; also Tholuck on Horn,
il. 3 ; iind on the f^enoral subject, "Winer, Bmlw&rterbuch
undej- Bonn."—E.]

/lariiitv is of D''"7nr! , and then denotes something

dedicated to God in a bad sense, as we shall pre*

ently see more particularly ; comp. the Latin lacer.

When any thing consecrated in a general sense Ui

to be denoted, however, the form dvdSrifia, in the

Scriptures and their dependent literature, is wont

to prevail ; in the other case, the form avaS^ifici,

although the genuine reading, on account of th«

divergence of manuscripts, is often very difficult to

determine. 'Avddrifia as translation of DTPl ia

found, e. g., in the LXX., Levit. xxvii. 28, 29, where,

however, the reading dvdS-ffia also appears. At
all events, this use of dvaOrjua is the exception

throughout, as appears also from the fact that aroc

0-
>!
iJ,ariuHV is nowhere used, but dvaB t fiar'iXftv,

We are more apt to find dvdOifia also in the sense

of a customary votive offering ; e. g., 2 Mace. ii. 13,

and Judith xvL 19, Codex Alex. Luke uses avd-

&ti,ua, Luke xxL 5 (yet Cod. A. and D. [so j^.], and
also Lachmann, read dvd&ifta) of a customaiy vo-

tive offering, and Acts xxiii. 14, drdOffM, of a

consecration in a bad sense. Suidas therefore says,

with essential correctness: dvd&tfia y.ai to avart-

Ot^ievov xui &uZ y.ai to ili; d(pari'(jfi6v idoju-tvov

dfi(^6rfQa (jrifialm' X&ytrai d'e y.ai dvd&Tj/Lia
TO Tw &i(ft dvaTfO'^i'fiivov. [^dvdSe/ta signifies

both that whioh is hung up as an offering to God,
and tliat which is destined to destruction ; but that

which is hung up as an offering to God is called also

drddijfta.'] So Theodoret, respecting the usage of

his time on Rom. ix. 3 : to avdd i/^a. d\7t).?jv

e/ii Ti]V didvoiav ' -/.ai yd^ to aipti^Mfiivov tw
dfiTi avd&fjfia ovo^du^rat', xal to toi'toij aA-

^.OT^tov Ttjv avrijv £/ft TtQOfjriyoQlav. [The word
drdO-tfia has a twofold sense : for both that which
is consecrated to God is named dvdD^ijiAa, and the
contrary of this has the same appellation.] So much
respecting the distinction between drdStfia and
dvd&7^l.ia."

" The dvdSina in the passage before us has
been understood principally (1.) of excommunica-
tion.* So Grotius, Semler, Burger (waveriugly),
Rosenmiiller, Piatt ; the rationalismns vulgaris in

the well-known Bremen controversy occasioned by
P. W. Krummacher's Gastpredigt, upon this passage,
represented by Paniel, Weber, and Paulus (comp.
Gildemeister, passim, and also Baumgarten-Crusius).
Either an actual excommunication was understood,
as by Rosenmiiller (excludatur e ccetu ve-itro), which
Piatt thinks possible with regard to a teacher, or it

was even explained as by Grotius {cum eo nihil vobU
sit coMMEECii, non magis, quam eum iis guos Syna-
goga aut Eccksia peiiitus abscidit) and by Semler
(fugite, abhorrete talem doctorem) ; in which ease
we should at least have expected MciTtfq dvd&ffia
{etaniQ dvaS-fftaxiai^ivoii) Haroi Vfiiv; comp.
Matt, xviii. 17."

" In particular in recent times, it is explained
(2.) almost universally and also correctly: 'to have

_
* ["Moras even assumes a wider aigniflcation of avafcfia

•m-oi
: tanffat eum malum, pcbna, male ei sit, rum definiU:

rmnc morle plec'endiis, an exeommimicandus an alio modo
damnandus. For this imaginary signification he appeals to
Gal. V. 10, where it is said of tlie same false teacher : judi-
cium feret—i. e., 'He will soon find his reward.' Burgor,
who wavers between this explanation and that of Grotina
and Semler, thinks that Paul in both cases meant : talem
hominem perquam esse scelestum atque adeo punitvdum, rum
vera mdicare,^ anAKAM .9t( p<erM plectendus. "We see, in th«
case of the ivieeii-a, how thoroughly the unsclentMo exe-
gesis of all times and all places is dependent on aU tSu
wishes and prejudices of the individnal."—E.]
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become obnoxious to the wrath or curse of God ;

'

Winer, Schott, Kiickert, De Wette, Usteri, Meyer,
Gildemevster ; so that, therefore, Luther, with his

:

' der sei verjtucht,' according to Krummacher's in-

terpretatioii, is justified. Lutlier would be right also

in tlie main matter, according to Olshausen's asser-

tion, which he presents without proof, and which
stands midway between Nos. 1 and 2, that in this

formula (3.) we are not merely to understand ecclesi-

astical excommunication, but that this is only so far
ii. eluded in the signification as it presupposes Divine
reprobation."

" All these explanations, notwithstanding their

divergences, proceed from the correct assumption
that this avdOf/ia is the translation of the Hebrew
Di.r! The question is therefore this, what this

D~n among the Jews was, and whether it denoted—i, e., in the time of Paul—the Jewish excommu-
nication. If the latter were disproved, Nos. 1 and
3 would fall ; but if this should really be the case,

the question would be whether avdO-e/ia here is

used of excommunication, or of what it is used.

But, in the first place, it is clear that, in the whole

Old Testament, n^n and 0^'nnn are never used

of excommunication. Indeed, they are used with
at least as frequent reference to the idolatrous apos-

tasy of the heathen nations, especially of Canaanitish

ones, as with reference to idolatry and impiety with-

in Israel, c^n is used of every thing, person or

thinff, which, on account of its worthiness of death,

founded in God's Word—the thing usually in con-
nection with, and on account of, its impious pos-

sessor—was, whether of free resolve, or at the ex-

press command of God, consecrated to Jehovah,
without capabiUty of being ransomed ; Levit. xxvii.

21, 28. The person who had become a Din might

not continue to live ; Levit. xxvii. 29 ; and only the

thing—to which class, according to ancient view,

the slave also belonged—could, if a living creature,

remain alive, falling then forever to Jehovah—that

is, to the priests ; Levit. xxvii. 28 ; Num. xviii. 14
;

Ezck. xliv. 29. From this it arises, that Cinri, as

to its sense, signifies simply ' to destroy,' and is not

seldom connected with 3"in ^sb (comp. the Hebrew

IKHJ; , which also originally signifies ' to be holy ;

'

Exod. xxix. 3*7 ; xxx. 29 ; and D"in is rendered in

the LXX. not simply by dvaO-ijua, or aipo^to'^ct,

Ezek. xliv. 29, but also by drpdvi-a/ia, Dent. vii. 2

;

t;oA6S()fi'/ta, 1 Sam. xv. 21 ; and dnmhia, Isa.

xxxiv. 5. From this it appears that, according to the

Old Testament, O'lPin neither literally nor by de-

rived use can signify excommunication, as exclusion

from the fellowship of the chosen people. Nay, the

latter is expressly mentioned, Ezra x. 28 ; but the

verb -'IH is not used of the excommunicated per-

Bons, but, in contrast with it, the verb b'la ; the

former verb, on the other hand, is used in its true

sense (see above) of their property, because this

escheated forever to the sanctuary. Had the oinfi

been decreed against the persons in question on the

part of the Jewish assembly, they would thereby

not have been excommunicated, but destroyed in

honor of the God whom they had outraged. On
the other hand, in the Talmud, 0";n ia unquestion-

ably used formally of excommunication. According
to Elias Levita, the three grades of excommunica-

tion among the Jews have, not seldom been assumed

as (1.) the '^113, (2.) the C-IO, and (3.) the NPIHia.
Paniel and Weber also assumed them, asserting that
only the highest grade, as the Shammatha, was eon.
joined with those ' fearful curses ' which we read in
the Talmudists, but that Paul, with his dvd&fiia,
meant no other than the D'^n . On the other hand,
Gildemeister, passim, preceded by Selden, and oth
ers, has lately thoroughly demonstrated anew thai

the Talmud and the Jews, by those three names, dc
not designate three different grades of excommuni>
cation, but that the Shammatha is only another word
(the Ohaldaic translation) for Niddui; that, there-
fore, if the Apostle, by his avd&iixa, meant tha
Cherem as excommunication, the highest grade of

excommunication— that accompanied with these
' curses '—must have been meant."

" The next question is, therefore, whether the
Cherem, as excommunication, already existed among
the Jews at the time when the Epistle to the Oala-
tians * was written. Although the primitive history

of Jewish excommunication is veiled in great ob-
scurity, we certainly shall not err if we ascribe to

it, from its first documentarily attested appearance
under Ezra (Ezra x. 8), up to the time of Paul, a
certain course of development, and that a more ex-

tensive one than Gildemeister appears to do."
" According to New Testament testimony there

were, then, the two grades of excommunication

:

(1.) The exclusion from the worship in the Temple
and synagogue, John ix. 22 ; xii. 42 ; xvi. 2 ; and
(2.) what, as it was already practised under Ezra,

can least surprise us, the expulsion •) from the con-
gregation of the people, L'uke vi. 29 [aqjoqitii'V),

which concluded with obliteration of the name in

the fTEATOtt," Sri^ioc^loif; {sy.^dXXtiv to ovo^a. o)q nO'
vijgov, I. e.) ; which latter circumstance is here ex-

pressly added, that the hearers may not understand
the exeommunicatio minor. Quite as certainly, how.
ever, is the Jemsh excommunication at Paul's time

not yet designated as Cherem, which even antece-

dently is improbable, on account of the above de-

veloped Old Testament use of D^in, which could

only gradually, and after a longer time, be so con-

siderably modified. For in the Mishia, where ex-
communication is largely handled, Cherem is as yet

never used of excommunication, but this is denoted
by Niddui ; it is in the Gemara that Cherem appears

as excommunication, and that the sharpest form of

the same—that joined with fearful ' curses ' having
reference to everlasting destruction, from whence
also its name—is explained. With this alone agrees,

moreover, the New Testament use of dm&i/ia and
dvaOf/iaxiUi/v, Kom. ix. 3 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3 ; xvi. 22

;

Gal. i. 8, 9 ; Acts xxiii. 12 ; xiv. 21 ; Mark xiv. 71,

which in none of these passages signify excommu-
nication, or to excommunicate. On the other hand,

dvdSifia, in entire congruity with the Old Testa,

ment Cherem, is used of a person who is dedicated to

God, subjected to the Divine curse for his death.

* [The Epistle to the Romans was written but a year as
two afterwards. See Introd., pp. 14, 40.—R.]

t ["If Paul, by the efapare TOV iTOVljpov ef v^tiav avTUV,
1 Cor. V. 13, with wliich ho enjoins the excommimicatioa
of the incestuous person—comp. 1 Cor. v. 2—alludes, an il

connuonly assumed, to the technical expreesion of Deutot^

onomy : 7i3^|313 T^il II'ISDI , and the translation oj

it in the LXX! ; Dent. xvii. 7', xxi. !2 et. al., thij term must,
at the time of Paul, have been already understood among,
the Jews not of the death penalty, but of excommunica*
tion; comp. "Winer, Bibl. Realworterbiich, under Lebcn*
slraft, ii. p. 12."—B.]
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not, however, to bodily, as in the more ancient

formula—which reference, however, was not neces-

sarily contained in the root, but resulted only from

the historical relations of the Jews in ancient time

—but to spiritual and eternal death. The ava.dt/j.a,

I Cor. xvi. 22, cannot signify excommunication,

since otherwise it would be denounced against a

temper of mind, the ov (piXilv ; nor yet 1 Cor. xii.

3, since no one could have wished to excommuni-
cate Jesus, no longer dwelling on earth ; nor Kom.
ix. 3, as appears sufficiently from the defining and
ToH X^iarov. In the case of the verb ava&ifia-

Tttftr, indeed, it has not yet come into any one's

head, in respect to the New Testament passages,

that it signifies, to excommunicate; but avaOifi.

0T^, Marls:, I. c, signifies, ' under self-imprecations

(by his soul's salvation) to attest, that ;

' ava&i/^a-

iii,ii,v iavrov, Acts, I, c, ' under self-imprecations

to oblige himself.' Quite as little can avad-ina,

Gal. i. 8, 9, be used of excommunication, on this

account, if no other, because one cannot excommu-
nicate an angel from heaven (ver. 8), but can very

well call down God's curse of damnation upon him,

in the avaO-f/ia. Ver. 9 must have been used in

the same sense as in ver. 8. Independently of the

subjective participation expressed by the imperative,

avdS-fna eariii expresses neither more nor less than

Gral. V. 10, where Paul denounces against the same
false teachers the judgment of God at the end of

days ; comp. 2 Thess. i. 9. In form, as in meaning,

the Pauline avdl^lfM earn) (or //to;, 1 Cor. xvi. 22)

reminds us strongly of the "^^'^X, LXX. : eni'Xard-

garos, Deut. xxvii. 16 ff. ; only that not every ^ITSJ

in the Old Testament needs, hke our dvd&i/^a, to

be taken as invoking the highest and most intensive

evil—eternal damnation—but may very well, accord-

ing to the connection, be used of that ; comp. Gal.

iii. 13 ; Matt. xxv. 41 ; it being, of course, under-
stood that, by the dvdd-i/ua, the loss of eternal life

and the blessed fellowship of God is meant to be
invoked against the sinner, only so far and so long

as he persists in his wickedness, or this in its nature

is irremissible. As to the rest, when Riickert and
Schott, in the case of the drdSifia in this passage,

will have it that it does not mean excommunication,
for the additional reason that that age was not yet

acquainted with this among the Christians, this

assertion is unquestionably erroneous ; 1 Cor. v. 2

ff. : 1 Tim. i. 20 ; 3 John 10 ; Jude 22 ; comp. Matt,

xviii. 17, 18 ; 2 Thess. iii. 14 ; 2 John x. 11. The
Church fathers afterwards used the avdS-f/ia, doubt-

less deriving the use through the Pauline passages,

of Christian excommunication, similarly as the Jews

their D"in , but these commonly misunderstood the

proper sense of this expression. Oomp. the criti-

cism of them in Fritzsche, I. c, torn, ii., p. 249,
Notey

With this well-established view of the meaning
of our word, we can pass to the exegesis of this

passage, remembering that the burden of proof now
rests with those who, to avoid difficulties, assign any
other meaning than that so ably defended by Wiese-
lor.—R.]

Meyer :
" The destruction to which Paul would

commit himself for ilia brethren must not be under-
stood as a molent death (Jerome, Limborsch, Flatt,

and others), but as the eternal a,7iil)hi.a, as is re-

quired by the a^o t. X. It has often been ob-

jected that the wish of this am>Xfi,oi is unreasonable,

and Miohaelis even savs that it would be a raving

prayer. But the standard of selfish (!) reflection

does not harmonize with the emotion of boundless

self-denial and love in which Paul here speaks."

(Comp. Chrysostom and Bengel in hco.) Tholuck

quotes Chrysostom's expression on this point, and

adds : " Thus interpret the vast majority of exjiosi-

tors of ancient and modern times, even the Soein.

ians, with Socinus himself We nevertheless hoW
unhesitatingly that the explanation of Michaelis U
more admissible than Meyer's well-nigh unmeanicg

overstraining of the idea of self-denial.

The justifiable hesitation in accepting the ex-

planation, that Paul wished to be eternally cast oul

from Christ—that is, given over to the devil, to ba

damned—has led to mitigations of the real meanir,g

of the avdSf/j.a. It has been interpreted :

1. As temporal death, as already mention ax
Analogies in 2 Cor. xii. 15 : the death of Christ ia

xardfia (Jerome, Nosselt, and others). Thol'.ri,

on the other haud : With temporal death as Chi.f«m,

there is connected the accursing, which is adu'.ion-

ally comprised here in utzo t. /.

2. Banishment from church fellowship (<j;!0tius,

and others ; apparently, Luther also\

On the controversies arising from a SiMnon by
Fr. Krummacher on Gah i. 8, in regard u> this ex-

planation, comp. Tholuck, p. 471 ff. Thflte is, now,
no question that the supposition of an ccclusion to

injury is always connected with a tree exclusion

from church fellowship. But if we C£plain the Old
Testament Cherem and the ecclesiastical ban accord-

ing to the New Testament—that is, specifically ac-

cording to the words quoted from 1 Cor. v. 5—then
it becomes evident that the Old Testament Cherem
did not declare eternal condemnation when it de.

dared extermination from the congregation of the

people, and that devotion to eternal condemnation
could never have been the meaning of an authorized

ecclesiastical Christian ban. If the explanation, 1

wished to be accursed from Christ, were therefore
correct, it would nevertheless not be the same as

:

I wished to be eternally damned ; but : I would be
willing to be cast into boundless misery for the
brethren.* From the overstr^ned interpretation of
the accursed, it would follow, that the Apostle re-

garded the brethren in question ax eternally damned.
See, on the contrary, Rom. xi.—Tholuck refers to
the Jewish and Arabic manner of speaking : M,ay
we be thy ransom

;
may my soul be the redemption

of thine ! Evidently, hyperboles of Oriental pohte-
ness. He cites the reference of Origen to the ex-
ample of Moses (Exod. xxxii. 32 ) : Paul has spoken
like Moses, says Origen : devoti.one, non prcevarica-
tione. But Moses spoke thus at a moment of the
deepest emotion, and just as Moses, in the Old Tes-
tament sense of the theocratic judgment of repro-
bation. Jerome takes the value of many souls
against one into account ; Cyril accepts a hyper-
bole ; and Thomas Aquinas distinguishes between a
separatio a damnatis per culpam and a separcitio a
fruitions glorice.\ Tholuck remarks, that Fenelon

* [So Hodp:e, who, while advocating the common inteita
pretation, would make the meaninp; very general, and the
words exproEs not " definite ideas," but "strong atiiKiis-
tinct emotions."—It.]

t [There seems to be some fibetract p^-ound for this dis-
tinction. The first, separation from Christ's hotj/ will, u
opposed to love to Christ and striving after sanctifiaition

;
It IS godless,, and, of course, excluded here. The second,
sepnration from the enjoyment nf Christ, is not in itself
immoral, yet can, indeed, be distinguished from the flrat
only abeiractly and in thouKht, bcius aliso imtossible, a1
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has referred to this passage in order to defend the

mystical idea of amour desmteresse,* aod that Bos-

suet replies, by saying, that fellowship with God
cannot be separated from participation in saving

blessings (salvation). Yet Tholuck returns at last

to Fenelon's distinction, after quoting many other

theological explanations (Calvin : eruplio animi con-

fvsi ; later moralists, especially Dannhauer, Spener,

and Bengel : verius heroica). Most expositors, by
their reference to the hypothetical si fieri posset,

return to the acceptance of a hyperbolical expres-

sion.

The atiroii iyil) leads us back to the simplest

rendering.

The current explanation is incorrect at the very

outset. Meyer is nearest right : The antithesis is

the brethren, the majority of whom are seen by
Paulas avd&ina, u,7i6 XqvaTov going to the

UTioUfia. In this case the iyai would still be su-

perfluous. Our present expression refers to the

aiVoe iydi (chap. vii. 25). We have seen how the

expression there designated the opposition of spir-

itual and carnal life in tlie identity of the same
individuality. And thus it denotes here the antithe-

sis of his earlier and of his present standpoint, in

the identity of an individuality which, at that time,

acted from a love for Israel. f For I even pledged

myself, I, the same Paul who must now pronounce

the following judgment on Israel, &c.—His former

wish to destroy the Cliristians by means of the

Cherem, he now denominates in its true meaning

:

least in permanency. For holiness and blessedness are

iuseparnble, and it is the will of Christ that we become
bUased through fellowship with Him.—P. S.]

* [Compare Madame Guion (died 1717)

:

" I consent that thou depart,

Though thine absence breaks my heart.

Go, then, and forever, too ;

AH is right that thou Tvilt do."

•* My last, least offering, I present thee now—
Renounce me. leave me, and be still adored I

Slay me, my God, and I applaud the blow."
Coviper^s Translation.

The doctrine of disinterested affection has been su^-

jiorted in America by Samuel Hopkins, D,D., and his

system is commonly called Hopkinsianism. He holds that

self-love, which cannot be distmguished li'om selfishness in

his view, "is the root and essence of all sin ;
'* that holiness

consists in disinterested benevolence. He makes the pos-

session of this bencT.dence a test of religion and relig ous

exercises, and says, that though a benevolent person
" could know that God designed, for His own glory and the

general good, to cast him into endless destruction, this

would not make him cease to approve of His character ; he

would continue to be a friend of God, and to be pleased

with His moral perfections." {System of Doctrines, 2d ed.,

Boston, 1811, i. p. 479.) But he puts certain limitations

respecting proper personal interest, and nowhere implies

that one must reach tliis point of experience in order to be

converted. The current opinion of his view is, that he
teaches : "a man must be willing to be damned, in order to

be saved"—a logical sequence which he does not affirm.

Nor does he quote this pas^agi', which would seem to favor

his positioiL It is probable that he, too, would admit the

Impossibility of such a wish being granted, and claim no
other meaning for this passage than that which many of

the most judicious commentators adopt, and which is the

most literal and obvious one. It may well be held that

Paul reached such a pitch of feeling as this, without insist-

ing that this is the constant and conscious state of the

Christian heart.—B..]

t [This obviates one diiHcnlty, urged by Dr. Hodge,
against the sense I wished : ** Wo Jew would express his

hatred of Christ and his indifference to the favors which He
offered, by saying he wished himself accursed from Christ."

But it makes the grammatical difficulty still greater. An
imperieot is made to do service not only as an aorist, but in

n sense very unusual : while what is closely joined with it

—viz., the purport of the wish or Tow—derives its signifi-

oance from the present standpoint. Extremely doubtful, to

ay the least I—-E.]

20

to be accursed, anb lov X., away from Christ ; aa

he is not aware of any other ban from the Church
of God than banishment from Christ. Nosselt, and
otliers, have understood by tlie expression, that

Christ would be the author of the ban ; which wouid
increase the harshness of the expression. With our
view, the vnkQ tHiv iS eXtfmv fiov can only

mean this : for my brethren, as one zealous for their

interests. Even with the opposite view, Meyer ex-

plains vniiJ as for the good of; but Tholuck, on
the contrary, says that the idea of substitution un-

derlies the lOTip, at least mdirectly. [Olshausen

makes vni^ = ani.—K,] This would render the

idea still more intolerable. Paul would not venture

to utter the thought, that his ruin might still bring

salvation to the people for whom even the death of

Christ brought no salvation.

[The interpretations of this difBcult passage may
be classified as follows :

(1.) Those which take 5j i' ;c 6 ^ t; v in the past

sense. The grammatical objection to this is so de-

cided, that, unless the gravest difficulties attend

every other view, it must be rejected. The view

of Dr. Lange, which makes it equivalent to a defi-

nite aorist, is grammatically less admissible than that

which takes it as = optabam, I was wont to wish.

(2.) Those which give to avaSifia some less

strong sense than accursed, devoted to destruction.

Dr. Lange has cited most of these. The least ob-

jectionable among these is that which interprets the

word as meaning : untold misery, not necessarily

eternal. The lexical objection here is very strong

;

see EsonEStis above. If Wieseler's statements are

reliable, all of these are necessarily excluded. There

remains, then,

(3.) The obvious meaning, / could wish myself

devoted to destruction from Christ for my brethren's

sake ; implying either that the wish was not formed,

because it was impossible to wish, or of impossible

fulfilment ; imkq, involving, not necessarily substi-

tution, yet such a suffering for the benefit of others

as would turn to their corresponding advantage ; for

Paul often speaks of what he does for (\>ni^\ his

readers. The question then arises. Are the difficul-

ties attending this view so great, that it must be

abandoned for such doubtful exegesis as (1.) and (2.)

present ? Dr. Lange objects

:

(a.) That it im])lies a senseless overstraining of

the idea of self-denial. But who shall put the limit?

" It is the expression of an affectionate and self-

denying heart, willing to siirrender all things—even,

if it might be so, eternal glory itself—if thereby he

coidd obtain for his beloved people those blessings

of the gospel which he now enjoyed, but from which

they were excluded. Others express tlieir love by

professing themselves ready to give their life for

their friends : he declares the intensity of his affec-

tion by reckoning even his spiritual life not too

great a price, if it might purchase their salvation "

(Alford). Surely we dare not let our assumption of

how far his self-denial would go, limit words, which,

if they do not mean this, have always borne this as

their obvious meaning.

(6.) It is further objected, that then the Apostle

would regard the brethren in question as eternallj

damned. But it is Paul who says that those out

of Christ are already perishing (1 Cor. i. 18) ; and

Christ himself speaks of the wrath of God abiding

on men (John iii. 18, 36). This objection sundera

too widely the present and the future state of un-

believers. Paul would, at all events, feel the powef
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of the future state of retribution in tlie case of these

brethren, just to the extent that he attached a defi-

nite meaning to avdd-ificc ; so that this objection is

of no- weight.

(c.) The implication suggested above, that Paul

then would deem his ruin more powerful than the

death of Christ, involves the strongest meaning of

t;TE(). If the idea of substitution be excluded, this

objection falls to the ground. But if Paul could

uol use vni^ here, in the sense that his sufteriags

might produce certain beneficial results to others,

he could not use it elsewhere in the same sense

(Eph. iii. 13 ; Col. i. 24 twice). The objection, in

any case, lies not against the degree, but the quality

of the Bufiering.

(d.) Lange characterizes the current interpreta-

tion as hyperbolical. If it be, then objection (a.)

has no weight, for a hyperbole would not overstrain

the idea of self-deniaL But this interpretation is

not strictly a hyperbole. For Paul wished by this

to express a degree of feeling which could be meas-

ured in hum4u expression by nothing less strong

than this. The objective impossibility did not de-

stroy the subjective intensity of feeling. And al-

though he may not have actually formed the wish,

still any student of human nature knows that feel-

ings often exist, never taking shape in definite wish,

which are contrary both to what is possible and what
is actually wished. The expression is, however,
truthful in Paul's consciousness, hence not a hyper-

bole.

On the whole, the objections to this view (.3.)

seem of so much less weight, that the majority of

commentators adopt it. Besides the grammatical
and lexical grounds in its favor, it presents the great

Apostle to the Gentiles under the iiiBueuce of feel-

ings most akin to the self-sacrificing love of the

Lord he preached, ^nd it detracts nothing from
our estimate of his affection to know, as he did also,

that such love flowed only from his love to Christ,

his fellowship with Christ, which would itself change
hell to heaven.—E.]
My kinsmen according to the flesh [twv

Tvyyivitiv fiov KaTci ad^nal. This addition

expresses both his former motive and his continued
patriotic feeling (see chap. xi. 14).* [There is, how-
ever, here an implied antithesis to " brethren in the

Lord." Paul's patriotism is here justified, but, as

the next verse shows, it has a deeper gi-ound in the
gracious gifts and religious advantages which the

Jews had hitherto enjoyed.—R.]
Ver. 4. Who are Israelites. OXxivk;.—

Quippe qui. Thus he announces the characteristics

of his kindred " according to the flesh," who lay so

near his heart, and the decline of whose glory ex-

cited his profound compassion. The collective glory

of the Jews lies in the fact that they are Israelites

—that they bear the honorable name of Israel, as

those who are called, like their ancestor, to be -i

people of God consisting of wrestlers with God—

a

people of wrestling prayer. [It should be remarked
here, that the ground of the prerogatives afterwards

enumerated was the free grace of God, not any su-

perior natural excellence of this people as compared
with the heathen. This is implied in the very char-

acter of the prerogatives. Besides, in calling them
" Israelites," there is a direct reference to the fact

* In the discussions on this subject, a second meaning
of (xiro has not been taken into consideration ; dirb n-arpiSs,

ou the paternal side, &o.

that their advantages grew out of their relation to

one directly chosen of God. So that the very glory

of Israel shows the sovereignty of God, toward whith

the chapter points, in discussing the enigma of tie

present position of this favored people.—K.]

By a rhetorically forcible y.ai, xai, &c,, Paul

now discloses six prerogatives, from viod-iaia to

enayyiXiai,, after which he extols the highest

glory of the Israelites—that the fathers belong to

them, and of whom, as concerning the flesh, Christ

also came.

He calls them Israelites, and not merely Isriiel

(see ver. 6). Although the majority of the peopla

turned away from Christ, and but a minority iden

tified themselves with Him, this minority neverthe-

less constitutes, par excellence, the people of IsraeL

See the nvec; in chap. iii. 3, and also chap. xi. 1.

He can, indeed, call also the unbelieving majority

"Israel" in a qualified sense (ver. 31). But the

name " Israelites " is still placed as the name of

honor at the very head of the advantages (see 2 Cor.

xi. 22 ; Phil. iii. 5 ; John i. 47). On the use of tha

name in Josephus, see Tholuck, p. 476.

Tholuck's division of the advantages into three

pairs is well grounded ; but he is less warranted in

regarding them as designations of their theocratic

honor, their theocratic basis, and their theocratic

hope, " to which the prerogatives of the fathers of

the theocracy, and of their head, is connected as a

fourth member." According to the import of the

designations, the vio&faia indicates, at the out-

set, the whole state of honor ; then the first pair

describes the patriarchal foundation, including the
new calling of Israel as a people ; the second pair,

on the contrary, set forth the Mosaic legal constitu-

tion of Israel; tlieD, again, the tnayytXiat',
" the promises," denotes the collective transition from
Moses to Christ by the prophets. To these real ad
vantages of Israel there then corresponds the an
tithesis of personal advantages : the true fathers of
the people down to Christ.

Whose is the adoption [wr iy vlo&f trial
God's acceptance in the place of a child, adoption

;

yet not in the sense of the New Testament realiza-

tion, but in that of the Old Testament typification

(see Exod. iv. 22 ff. ; Dent. xiv. 1 ; xxxii. 6 ; Hosea
xi. 1 ; Rom. viii. 1, 2). The foundation of this adop-
tion was the election, calling, and sealing of Abra-
ham. But in this right of the child there was not
merely comprised the real enjoyment of " theocratic
protection," but also the foundation and guidance to
real adoption (Gal. iv. 1, 2) ; and, in relation to the
promise for the remaining nations, the determination
that Israel should be the first-born son of God (Exod.
iv. 22). [It therefore comprises, though only ger-
minally and typically, the close union which Christ,
the Only-begotten, who was in the bosom of the
Father from eternity, forms between God and men
through the regeneration of the Holy Ghost.—^P. S.]

And the glory. The doia, n^in-i n'aS .

This is that revealed form of Jehovah underlying
the call to adoption throughout the Old Testament,
which often stands out more definitely in the appear.
ance of the Angel of the Lord (see Lange's Comm.
Genesis) [p. 385 ff., Amer. ed.]. Comp. Exod. xxiv.
16 ;

xl. 34 ; 1 Kings viii. 10 f. ; Ezek. i. 28, and
other passages). Untenable explanations: 1. The
ark of the covenant (Beza, Grotius, and others, with
reference to 1 Sam. iv. 22). 2. The glory of Israa'
itself (Calovius, KoUner, Fritzsche, Bock, and otb
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ere). For the still more untenable explanations of
Michaelis and Koppe, see Meyer (the adoption itself

BS glory, the promised felicitas). Meyer's own ex-

planation is totally unsatisfactory : " The symboli-

cal and visible presence of God as manifested in

the desert as a pillar of cloud and of fire, and as

the cloud over the ark of the covenant, the same
npsir " (Buxtorf, Lexic, Talmud, &c.). For more
particular information on Meyer's indefinite view,

see Tholuok.—De Wette and Philippi do not really

get beyond " the visible and operative presence of

God," or, the " symbol of God's gracious presence."

[As Paul is enumerating the prerogatives of the
Jews, a definite meaning is to be sought for. Mey-
er's view attaches a definite meaning to Sola, ex-

tending it, however, over a wide period of time.

Dr. Lange's objection to this gTows out of his classi-

fication of these prerogatives in chronological order.

If this (Soia must be referred to patriarchal times,

then Lange's view alone is admissible ; but the word
is used by one who is glancing over the whole Jewish
histoiy, and in that history " the visible presence of

God" seems most worthy of the title Sola.—K.]

And the covenants. Ai SiaS^xai,. The
compacts. The tSoicc already announced itself at

the call of Abraham. [If Meyer's view of rfota

be adopted, then the reference to the call of Abra-
ham in vioOfaia is the point of connection here.

—

B.] The covenant with Abraham was renewed with

Isaac (and this is of importance here, in contrast

with Ishmael), with Jacob (in contrast with Esau),

and, finally, with the whole people through Moses.

Various explanations : 1. The two tables of the law
(Beza, and others). 2. The Old and the New Tes-

taments [see Textual Note ^—R.] (Augustine, Je-

romo, Cocceius, Calovius ; with reference to Jer.

xxxi. 33). Meyer :
" The compacts concluded by

God with the patriarchs after Abraham." Comp.
Book of Wisdom xviii. 22 ; Sirach xliv. 11 ; 2 Mace.

viii. IB ; Eph. ii. 12. [This is undoubtedly the sim-

plest view.—R.]

And the giving of the laiv. Opposite ex-

planations : 1. Meyer, and others : the act of giving

the law, not 6 rd.uoi; itself. 2. Tholuck [Hodge],

and most expositors : vofto&iala, by metonyme
for 6 voiioi;; vo/^oSiaia is the more rhetorical

and euphonious word. Evidently, the act of giving

the law would have had no permanent force for Is-

rael apart from its substance ; but even its substance

would be no permanent vo/io&Kria without the

continued repetition (Deuteronomy), establishment,

and restoration of the law. The j/o^io? was, and
continued to be, a permanent act of the vo/io&iaia.

[Meyer inquires why Paul did not write vofioi:, if

he meant it. " At all events, whoever had the

vouoStaia, had also the vo/ioq. Still, the differ-

ence of signification is to be preserved. The giving

of the law was a work by means of which God, who
was himself the ro/iO&iTtiq, distinguished the Jews
above all other nations." It seems safer to make
the piimary reference to the giving of the law, with-

O'Jt, however, excluding the necessary secondary

reference to its substance.—^R.]

And the service of the sanctuary. The
worship, ^ Xar^fia; Heb. ix. 1. [The Jewish

ritual service, including the tabernacle worship, but

fully established in the temple. The connection of

this with the giving of the law is sufiiciently ob-

Hous.—And the promises, ai enayyiXiai,.—
R.J Meyer iiolds that the' service corresijonds to

the giving of the law, as al inayyiXini, (tbt

Messianic prophecies) correspond to al rftaSf/nai.,

This is a chiasm, according to Meyer, occasioned by
the necessity of the promises standuig at the con.
elusion, immediately before the Promised One. But
a chiasm is altogether out of the question, as the
promises in the stricter sense—the prophetic prom,
ises—followed the giving of the law, and as the
km Q I la also was already, in the main, a typical

promise, from which the inayyiXlai, are only
to be distinguished as verbal prophecies. Tholuck
concludes, without gt)od ground, from the reasoning
(ver. 6), that the predictions of the prophets are not
meant here, but " chiefly " those communicated to

the patriarchs. But how could Paul have enumerof
ted the principal elements of Israel's glory, without
thinking of the prophets ? We must adhere to the
position that, apart from the connections of histori-

cal sequence, the uloS-iaia, the rfoja, &o., and, in.

deed, all the particular elements, pervaded all the
periods of Israel's existence. Even the vo/^oSiaia,

for example, is found in the germ in Abraham.
Ter. 5. Whose are the fathers [wj/ ol na-

Tt(ife]. The fathers, the elect, the men of God,
as preludes to the chief Chosen One, the Son of

God ; the glorious root of the Israelitish parent-tree,

as well as the fatness of the tree (see chap. xi. 17),

referring to the only glorious crown (Exod. iii. 13
;

iv. 5). These are chiefly, but not exclusively, the

patriarchs, but, in addition to them, the long line of
the true fathers of Israel.

And of -whom as to the flesh is Christ
[xae f| MV 6 Xq i^ffToq to xara ffcc^xa].

It is the highest characteristic of Israel's glory, that

Christ descends from it, or comes of it according to

the flesh (Rom. i. 3 ; iv. 1 ff.). [Christ, the prom-
ised Messiah, is the greatest of all the blessings

imparted to the people of Israel, to whom all the

others pointed tyjjically and prophetically, and in

whom they first obtained their full truth and reality.

—P. S.] The TO xaid ad^xa is evidently a
qualifying addition, and refers to an antithesis

;

Tholuck :
" ov zaTce riiv SiotTjta '' (chap. i. 3, 4).

[Alford marks the antithesis by rendering ;
" as far

the flesh ; " finding in to, accaisative, the

Implication " that He was not entirely sprung from
them, but had another nature."—R.]
Who is over all ['0 S)v in I navrmv.

There are two renderings which are nearly allied

:

Who is God over all, blessed forever, and : Who is

over all, God blessed forever. The doctrinal results

are the same, whichever be adopted ; but Lange
prefers the latter, for reasons which will appear,

and seems warranted in his preference. The E. V.
gives the latter ; Luther, and most interpreters, the

former.—R.] We explain the passage thus : He
who is over all Israelites, believers and unbehevers,

is that glorified One of our universally known syna-

gogical formula : God, blessed forever. Amen. Wa
must first of all accept a strong Pauline brevilo-

quence. Then we must call to mind Paul's exprea-

sion concerning the unknown God (Acts xvii. 23).

As Paul could say to the Greeks :
" You seek and

worship by your altar the one true God, withcut

knowing Him," so can he say of the Jews :
" 3ven

those who reject Christ must render homage to Him,

though unconsciously, as, by the well-known dox-

ology, they often praise Jehovah, the God oi reve-

lation, who has appeared in Christ, and thus rule*

supremely over ail, believers as well as unbeliev.

ers." The 6 i)v therefore stands for ds htt,
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though with the additional strength peculiar to the

participle. That the ini ndviaiv here refers to

the Jews, according to their antithesis of believing

au4 unbelieving Jews, is evident from the strong

promiHence previously given to them (o'itivh;,
tiv, ii o)v). [The form of the E. V. favors tliis

view of t/Tt Tzdvxmv. By taking it as masculine,

the whole clause is brought into closer connection

with the context, an increased difficulty in the in-

terpretation of the doxology is obviated, while this

closer connection gives strength to the view that

the doxology refers to Christ. It seems preferable

to the view which connects it with Oioq, in the

sense of tite supreme God (Hodge, and many others).

Whether all that Lange suggests is included, is per-

haps doubtful ; but comp. his remarks below on Ps.

IxviU. 19.—R.]
God blessed for ever. Amen [©fo; iv-

koy^roq iLi; rov<; altovaqj afi-^v^. We
must regard this clause as a quotation from the

syuagogical liturgy, sufficiently well-known to all

the Jews, and to Jewish Christians and believers in

generah According to modern usage, it should,

therefore, be written with quotation-marks. But the

sense is this : Christ is the object of the Israelitish

doxology to the revealed God, Jehovah, for He is

the (Soia itself; is consciously praised by some, and
unconsciously by the rest ; for this latter class, not-

withstanding their rejection of Jesus of Nazareth,

cannot get away from the ador.ation of the Shekinah,
and thus Christ also, the personally revealed God,
rules over all (as they praise Him), even over un-

believers, for their future salvation. This is there-

fore the last advantage of Israel (see chap. xi.).

For the details of all the explanations, we must refer

to the Commentaries extant.*

Every exposition is attended with great difficul-

ties. Tlie strongest reasons are still in favor of the

old one, transmitted to ua by the early writers, all

of whom favored it, with the single exception of

Theodore of Mopsvestia (see Tholuck, p. 479). We
may say, perhaps, that Julian maintained, with Cy-
ril, that Paul never called Jesus " God," and that

the Codd. 11 [5], 47 place a period after ad(iy.a,

and Cod. 71 places one after Itij ndvxittv. Here
belong also Irenseus, Tertullian, Origen, &o., and
the most of the later expositors (see Meyer). The
passage is, therefore, a doxology to the divinity of
Christ. This is most strongly favored by the re-

quirement of the antithesis comprised in the to
xard adqua (see chap. i. 3,4; 1 Tim. iii. 16).

This explanation has been rendered unnecessarily

difficult by regarding inl ndvrmv as neuter ;
" over

every thing " (Beza referred it as ma.sculiue to the

patriarchs, to the antithesis of Jews and Gentiles),

thus giving up its proximate reference to the Jews.

Since the time of Erasmus, this exposition has

been directly opposed by another, the reference of

* [Comp. a Teamed eBsay by Hermann Schultz (Professor
in Basle) ; Ram. ix, 5, in exdgctisch&r uiid biblisch-theologi^

teher Bi-zUhung, erkldrl, in tlie Jahrhucher fur Deu's-hc
Theologie for 1868, pp. 463-506, and tlie older esearetical
literature on this passage, there cited against the inter-
pretation of the Sooinians and Semler. Schultz refers the
doxology to Christ, yet not to the preexistent, but the
theanthropic, glorified Christ, to what He now is. This is

the highest glory of Israel, thsit He who is exalted 'above
»11 things was born of it. This essay is exhaustive and
convincing in its defence of the received punctuation. It
closes, however, with some specuIationB, which imply a
discrepancy between the simple Gospel narratives and the
more profound christological positions of the Epistles (and
Wie Gospel of John).—H.]

the clause to God. "The Codd. 11 [5], 47, of

the nth and 12th centuries, like Diodorus of Tar-

sus, place a period after adiiy.a ; this punetuatioii

has been preferred by Erasmus, se that what followi

is a doxology to the Almighty God. This propoai

tion has found favor with the majority of recent

exegetical writers, with the Sooinians, &c., with

Reiche, Riickert, Meyer, and Fritzsohe." Tliol'.ick ,

A middle ground is occupied by the interpretation

which unites with a second punctuation proposed

by Erasmus, according to Cod. 71, as it places a

period after Ini navriov ; this has been adopted by

Locke and Baumgarten-Crusius, a construction to

which Tholuck also inclines to a certain degree. In

addition to these three explanations are, the conjec-

ture of Erasmus, that ^fo? is not autheutic, and

the reading wv 6 &f6q proposed by Crell, and oth

ers. But, according to Tholuck, the detached char-

acter of the doxology is against the third exposition.

The following may be said against the second ex-

planation ;

1. In simple doxologies, without a relative form,

the ili/.oyijTo^ generally precedes the fltoi;. See ex-

amples in Tholuck, 488 ; Philippi, 369 ff. Tholuck
regards it as a beautiful fact connected with Faustua

Socinus, that his attention was first directed to thia

circumstance, and that, owing to it, he changed hia

exposition of the passage. Tholuck, indeed, citea

a passage in which the {W.oyz/Tos comes after the

6-i6<; (Ps. Ixviii. 10)—a passage which, in view of
its connection, we regard as very important, and
must hereafter return to it.

2. A doxology to the omnipotent God cannot
interrupt the train of thought under consideration

at its very outset ; least of all, can an elegy or

funeral discourse be changed abruptly into a hymn.
The doxology for the whole discussion in Eom.
ix.-xi., is at the conclusion of chap. xi.

3. The expression, to xard ad^xa, which limits

Christ's descent from the Jews to His human nature,

requires, as an antithesis, a reference to His divine
nature. We have here had special reference to Cal-

Tin, Tholuck, Neander, and Philippi. In the attack
on the old exposition, it is remarkable that the same
critical exegesis which elsewhere urges the imme-
diate context, and leaves the analogy of Scripture
altogether in the background, here reverses itg

method. Meyer, indeed, only says, that both ex-
positions might be equally right, according to the
words. But he imagines that he can overcome the
requirement of the antithesis in this passage merely
by the assurance that divinity does not necessarily
belong to the object represented. The doxologieg
to God which Meyer cites (Rom. i. 25 ; 2 Cor. xi.

31 ;
Gal. i. 5 ; 1 Tim. i. 17), are fully occasioned by

the connection, which would not hold good of the
present doxology. Meyer contradicts himself when
he first urges that the present passage does not read
6 ,9fd?, but only the predicative .9-fd?, without the
article

; and when he concedes that Paul, bv virtua
of his appropriate and real harmony with' John's
ehristology, could, just as properly as John (chap. ..

1), have used the predicative »f6(; (divine nature)
of Christ (with reference to Phil. ii. 6 ; Col, i. 16
ff.

;
ii. 9 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4), and yet urges that Paul

never used the expression a-fd« of Christ, since he
never accepted the Alexandrian form, like John,
but adhered to the strictly monotheistical form. He
seems, therefore, to regard that "Alexandrian form"
as prejudicial to strict monotheism, fit should b«
remarked that Meyer, who is usually so clear mi
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decided in hie statements of the reasons for his

views, halts here, as if the grounds against the
reference to Christ were not sufficient to satisfy

himself. This fact is suggestive.—R.] As far as

those passages are concerned in which Paul brings
out the divinity of Olirist, we refer to the Doctr.

Notes, We must here, however, oppose the her-

neneutical supposition that there are no doctrinal

ina^ Xiyo/ifva as culminating points of the view
corresponding with them. Meyer even holds that

John calls Christ &i6<; but once. It is a perfectly

gratuitous increase of the difficulty before us, to say

that Christ is here called God over all. It is cer-

tainly a fact that Paul spealss preeminently of the

historical Christ, and that, when he expresses also

the ontological idea of Christ, he immediately places

it in relation with the historical perfection of Christ

;

but when this historical subordination which Paul
expresses (1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Eph. iv. 5 f. ; 1 Cor. xv.

28) is allowed to be identical with His ontological

subordination, the error is owing to a defective ec-

clesiastical education and speculative penetration.

We now come to Ps. Ixviii. 19, according to the

Septuagint : JO'^to? o ^tb^ fv/.oyfjToc;, fV^oyi^TOf;

xi'i^toi; rii^iQav Ka&' rj^i^av. It must be borne in

mind that Paul was particularly familiar with that

passage. In Eph. iv. 8 he quotes a good part of

vcr. 18, and refers it to Christ. But this verse reads,

according to De Wette's translation, thus : Thou
ascendest to the high seat, thou leadest captive, thou
receivest gifts for men, and the rebellious shall also

dwell with Jah. Tboluck : Even the apostates shall

still dwell with God the Zord. Do we not plainly

hear the reecho of this passage in the 6 mv Ini

navroyv^ And since we know that Paul applies

this passage to the glorification of Christ, is it not
clear that he immediately adds that ascription of

praise in Ps. Ixviii. 19 ? His expression occupies

the middle ground between the LXX. and the He-
brew text. Hence we return to the acceptance of a

synagogical form.

[The main point being not the synagogical form

—to which, however, there is little to object—but

the reference to Christ, the following summary in

favor of that view is added :

(1.) This view is the most simple and natural

one. Alford seems justifiable in remarking : It is

the only one admissible by the rules of grammar and
arrangement.

(2.) It accords best with the context, presenting

an antithesis to to xara aaQxa, and forming a

suitable culminating point after the enumeration of

the advantages of the Jews.

(3.) It is sufficiently Pauline, for Paul wrote Col.

i. 15 ffi, and in view of that and many similar pas-

sages, any other reference would be derogatory to

the divinity of Christ.

(4.) On no exegetical point, where there is room
for discussion, has the unanimity of commentators,
of all ages and confessions, been so entire, as in re-

ferring this to Christ.—R.]

B. The Apostle's exultation at the thought that

the promise of God for Israel nevertheless remains
in force (vers. 6-33).

First Pkoof: Differences in election (vera. 6-13).

Meyer: " The first part of the theodicy is, that God's
promise has not become untrue through the exclusion

of a portion of She Israelites ; for the promise is valid

pnly for the tm Israelites, who are according to the

jiromise—which result is confirmed by the Scriptures."

Ver. 6. It is not however so that. The o vx
viov de T t is variously rendered : 1. Analo-
gously to the oil/ OTi, not that, not in the sense thai

(Tholuck). But this does not aflbrd a satisfactory

connection with the foregoing. 2. Fritzsche :'
oli

TOi-oT'Tov oTt [the matter, however, is not so, ai

that\. 3. Oil roXov tie Xiya oiov on, " but I do
not say any thing of such a kind as that " (Meyer),
4. The least tenable explanation is, it is not possible
that (Beza, Grotius). [Between (2.) and (3.) there
is little choice. Paul does not say any thing of
such a kind as that, because the matter is not so a'
that; or vice versd.—R.] The connection, there
fore, consists in the Apostle's declaration of a re
striction of the profound sorrow which he has sA

ready expressed ; but not, according to Origen, in

connecting the declaration that the promise still

holds good, to the previously mentioned ircayyt-

Uat,. Tholuck :
" Paul adduces the proof accord

ing to the idea with which he was quite familiar,

that the real Israel was not based upon its physical

relationship with Abraham (Gal. iii. 9 ; Rom. iv. 12).

This brings out in glaring contrast the shibboleth of
the carnal Jew, &c.

;
gross heretics, deniera of the

resurrection of the dead, &c., are only mentioned as

exceptions."

The word of God hath come to nought
[^inTVETtrotKtv 6 Xoyoq rov &(ou']. The
word of patriarchal promise in its relation to Israel,

not specially to the inayyiUai, alone.

For not aU who are of Israel, are Israel
[oil ycio navT ii; ol ii 'I a ^aij ?., oiiTOi

'/(TfajJAJ. The germ of the distinction between
the true religious Israel and the impure and merely
national Israelites, already lay in the Old Testament
(see chap. x. ; Ps. cxii. 1 ; Ezek. xiii. 9 ; Jer. vii.

23, &c.) ; the distinction was already prepared by
the relations of election in the history of the patri-

archs. The Apostle's thought distinguishes, first

of all, between Israel as the collective people of

God, and the single apostate branches. But then
he establishes this general distinction chiefly by the

relations of election.

Ver. 1. Neither, because they are the seed
of Abraham are they all children [oi'd' on

The ani^na ^.A fl q . denotes here natural pos-

terity, but the tixva, on the contrary, his spirit-

ual posterity, and directly from Israel. It may be
asked here, whether the subject of the preceding

verse [which are of Israel) still continues (Meyer),

or whether the present clause generalizes the sub

ject : not all those who are Abraham's seed are

therefore also Abraham's children. We prefer the

latter construction, because, otherwise, the verse

cited would furnish no proof. The first clause—for

they are not all Israel which are of Israel, God't

people—is therefore supplemented by the second-
likewise not all who are descended from Abraham,

and thus, directly from Ishmael and Isaac, are true

children of Abraham ; that is, not merely individt;al

believers, as in chap, iv., but rather the individuals

chosen, elected beforehand through God's free choice.

This is now followed by particular proofs, which

show that God's election, notwithstanding the prom

ise given to Abraham, remained totally free, con.

trary to the boast of a right of natural descent.

First proof: Abraham's first born son was not

Abraham's child of promise, but, according to God'i

disposition, the younger, with his seed. And that,

indeed, was previously established by God. Refer
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enee could also be made here to the preference of
Sarah to Hagar; and, therefore, the second and more
convincing proof follows : Kebecca. It is import-
ant that Rebecca, and not Isaac, appears in the fore-
ground, but then, also, that she conceived twins by
Isaac in one pregnancy ; and third, that a determi-
nation is made respecting children as yet unborn,
which gave the preference to Jacob.

But (thus the promise reads) in Isaac \_a),).'

'Ev 'Jaadx. Gen. xxi. 12. dee Textual Mote '

for the Hebrew.] Though the decisive promise ii

quoted directly and authentically, without a yeyfia-
Tirai, or any thing of similar import, as in Gal. iii.

11, 12, it is nevertheless a. simple logical require-
ment to supply something of the kind mentally

;

this, however, is contested by Meyer. The promise
is quoted from the Septuagint. Meyer maintains,
in accordance with Gesenius, that the original text

pn3"3 would say : Through Isaac will the pos-
terity be called ; but that the Apostle has conceived
the sense of the passage according to its typical
meaning, and confined it to Isaac's person. [So
Philippi, Ewald.] The entire digression on this sup-
posed antithesis rests upon a mistake of the signifi-

cance of the typical collective name. The name of
Isaa* here can just as little exclude his posterity, as
the included posterity can exclude Isaac himself.
Meyer says : all Jews belonged to the offspring of
Isaac, and therefore the expression would be inap-
propriate, if those whose claims are to be disap-
pointed, are also described by it. But yet, in vers.

11 and 12, the election of Jacob is evidently meant
at the same time with that of his posterity, but with-
out the Apostle liaving designed thus to favor again
the claim of individual Jews. The examples cited
«erve to prove that the distinguishing process of
election, in reference to the descendants of Jacob
also, was not hindered by the election of their an-
cestor with his (rni^fia, but rather that it took place
with perfect freedom in reference to the posterity.

ShaU thy seed be caUed [x /.f, 0- 1^, airai
a 1 ani^/iaX Different explanations of the
x>.?l&ijaiTai. (erit, shall be; shall be awakened;
shall be called from nothing); [Tholuck, Stuart;
Reiohe. Meyer objects to this, on the ground, that
this promise was made after Isaac was born. As
we are less warranted in referring the citation ex-
clusively to Isaac's descendants, than to Isaac alone,
this olijeetion seems to be valid and conclusive. R.j

The y.ai.nv brings out the freedom of Divine
choice

;
not in the sense that he merely became the

ancestor of the promised seed, but in and with Isaac
the seed of promise belonging to Abraham was call-
ed, according to the election. [Hodge, Alford, and
most.] Freedom of election is thus distinguished
by two characteristics : only in Isaac, and, only by
virtue of free appointment.

Ver. 8. That is, They who are the childi-en
of the flesh [Tovr' eanv, ov ra rly.va
T^? aciqxoc:. Comp. Gal. iv. 23]. The children
who are to be regarded merely as the fruit of physi-
cal generation. The antithesis, the children of
the promise [ra tixva t!j^ iTiayytXiaq],
makes these appear an born under the predetermi-
ottion and cooperation of the Divine promise. The
expression, " promised children," would be too lit-

tle
;
while the expression, " begotten by the power

of the Divine promise" (Meyer), would be too
strong. [The facts respecting" the birth of Isaac,
•nd Paul's language in Galatians, seem to justify

Meyer's view ; the conception of Isaac was so extr*
ordinary, and so connected with the promise, that

he is called " after the Spirit," in distinction from
one " born after the flesh," as well as " by prom
ise

; " still in neither case is Isaac said to be born

by promise or after the Spirit, as if to guard affei

any thought of miraculous conception. Lange hiiU'

self says below, that " the prcTmise acted as a pro.

ducing and cooperative cause."—R.]
Not *iose children of the flesh are oliildren of

God \_Tavra rixvcc tov &^ov'^, but the chil-

dren designated by the promise are reckoned ai
seed [^.oyttfTce^ ft? aTtigi^a^. The antithe-

sis must be carefully observed. Even the children

of promise are not, in themselves, children of God
in the New Testament lense. They are counted
such according to their faith, and therefore typically

so called in the sense that they are the seed of God's
children as the seed of promise. Also in this line

there are not yet children born of God (see John i.

13).*

Ver. 9. For this Tword was of promise
[c^rayyf^ta? ya,^ 6 Xoyoq ot'toq. Notice
the emphatic position of inayyiXicK;. "The
children of promise are reckoned for seed ; for this

word, in fulfilment of which Isaac was born, was a
word of promise " (Alford).—R.] Free quotation
from Gen. xviii. 10, 14, according to the Septuagint.

At this season [Kara tov xai-^bv toT'-
T r ; i. e., next year at this time. See Textual
Mote '.—R.] The accessory proof in this verse will
show, first, that Isaac was now already an object of
promise ; second, that the promise (" according to
the time ") acted as a producing and cooperative
cause

; and third, that the bestowal of the right of
childhood was attributed for Abraham's faith.f

Ver. 10. And not only this ; but -when
Rebecca also [oli ii6vov 6i, a/i;. i xai
'Pffiixxa]. Winer's supplementing explanation,
on fiovov 6e .Taji^K luayyiXfiivi V" (Meyer:
Not only Sarah, but Rebecca also, had a Divine
promise), is repelled by Tholuck, with the reminder
that it was not Sarah, but Abraham, who had re-
ceived that InayytUa.. Tholuck, with Erasmus and
Riickert, prefers to supply a tovto to ^oi^or Si, and
Suxviicri, Torro, or something similar, to Rebecca.
Grotius, and others, in acordance with the sense,
mteipret similariy : non solum id, quod jam dixi-
imis, documerdum est ejus, quod inferre volumvi.
[The view of Tholuck seems least' objectionable.
'Vfpixxa, is then either the nominative absolute,
or we must accept an anacoluthon. The sense is
the same in either case. Philippi prefers the former
decidedly, on grammatical grounds, and takes this
as almost = behold, Rebecca too. The progress of
thought is against Meyer's view. R.]

t„ tt
tStaart. and others, deny the highest spiritual senseto the phrase "childreu of God," limiting it to "children

of promise m respect to the external privileges and hless-mgs of the ancient covenant or dispensation." In itsellthere won d be no ohjection to this view, but Paul hadaln^>dy written Gal. iv. 22-31, where these phrases receivea deeper meaning (see Lange's Comm. Oat., pp. 113 ff., 120

Si; fu.f^r' " '\^r^ ^». it would rot' d^r from he

h^fld ?b™ t^
^RS'-.rted in vers. 6, 7 (Hfldp.). We must

oil^ *w? " 'iP"='5' ''™"'' ^* '^'^^- ^4 find, in "reck,oned, the guard against the assumption of spiritual privi-lege from natural descent.—R ]

=i< iiiu.u ptivi

«™I
.t^''"^^.S"eBes's the interpretation : "as of hfe-mving

lid rA^^'"\ ""^^ "^o meaning would be, that God woulS

fmrnfw ri™-^i"''^''5
^'^"^ }° ^^ "" ""^o" *<» departingfiom the simple rendormg of the LXX. quotec by PanC
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In consequence of the ambiguity of the brief

form of expression, we must consult the contents

themselves. But, according to these, Rebecca is

not merely a second example, but even a new one

for the same fundamental thoughts. She is a new
example, in whom there appear three new character.

Utics. First, Rebecca appears in the foreground as

R principal person, and becomes the parallel to Abra^

Lam. The Apostle says to the Jews, as carefully

d he can, that the weight ol the promise does not

rest upon Isaac, the promised natural seed of Abra-

ham, but on the daughter-in-law, Bethuel's daughter,

who 'ad become Isaac's wife. Then comes the prin-

cipal aharacteristio which constitutes the real antithe-

sis:

[Had conceived by one, our father Isaac,

1^ k-^'bt; Koirtjv s/ovGa, '/ffatix rov Tza-

T(ios Ij^i.mv.—R.] Between the twin children of

one marriage, by one husband, and from one con-

ception or pregnancy {bed, xoitTj, see chap. xiii.

18 ; not emphasized as unity, but really so under-

stood), the election already made the greatest differ-

ence before birth. This leads to the third charac-

teristic :

Ver. 11. [Without their having as yet been
born, or done any thing good or evil, ^ vj ti ra

y CLP Yfvvtj&Evratv /*7/de TTQct^dvtmv rt

aya&ov
?J

qiauf.ov. See Textual Notes '° and
".—R.] Before the children had done any thing

either good or bad.* This example denies once

more, as though superfluously, the exclusive privi-

lege of birthright. In view of all this, we thinlc

that the real explanation of the oii fi ovov di is con-

tained in the second characteristic—not merely that

Sarah, the unfruitful one, is a proof, but also Re-

becca, in her pregnancy with twins. It is Sarah, in

60 far as the promise determines a year beforehand

that the unfruitful Sarali, instead of the mother of

Ishmael, should be the mother of the promised one

;

and Rebecca, in so far as the promise made even

the greatest difference between the twin-fruit of her

womb.
The expression, roii a'arf o? ^/iHiv, indicates that

also the paternity of Isaac did not guarantee ari'y

choice concerning the Jews. The ^ jj tt w f ex-

presses the fact that God's revelation concerning the

preference of the younger before the birth of the

twins (aliro'iv must be supplied) was intentional, in

order

That the purpose of God according to

election might stand [iva ij xar' ezAoy^r
jr(id*f(Tn; ToT; Siov fievjj.'] Meyer holds,

that the Xva therefore determines, at all events,

a purpose. But he incorrectly denies that the ix-

Xoytj here precedes the n^o&iam. [Meyer op-

poses this precedence, on the ground that the elec-

tion is essentially pre-temporal (Eph. iii. 11 ; 2 Tim,

i. 9), objecting also to the view of Grotius, and

others, that the phrase means : a decree considered

with respect to an election. He holds that, as an

* [It moBt 'be noticed that this expression contains an
Incidental argument against the Platonic and Ori^eaistic

doctrine of the preexistence of souls, and their exile into

this world in consequence of a previous fall. This theory,

revived again and again, is as imsatisfiictory as it is nn-
•criptnral, hut must he considered one of the many aA-

t«i2ij;£s to solve the enigma which this chapter confronts.

Olearly, then, Paul rejects this solution.—E,]

t [Meyer: "Not oiiirco, because the negative relation is

to he exprt'ssed subjectively—i. «., as presented and con-

lldered by Ood in the giving of His sentence." See Winer,

p. 441.-R.]

essential inherent of the purpose, y.ar cxkoyy/v ex
presses the modality of nQoSuji.!;. Perhaps it il

not safe to affirm positively more than this respect

ing what belongs to the order in the mind of God
Meyer also repels the strong view of Bengel : pro.
positum Dei eleclivum ; but after all has been ad.

mitted, that must be respecting the primary refer-

ence to theocratic privilege (Meyer limits thus), the

Apostle's language fairly implies a choice of indi-

viduals, and a free choice, whether we can reconcila

this with our systems, or our consciousness of out

own freedom or not. ^The emphasis throughout, it

may well be admitted, rests on the unmerited choice

of Jacob, rather than on the rejection of Esau.—
R.] The ixXoyij is founded in the (vdoxia, and
the nQO&tati joins with the latter. Meyer's op-

position to the explanation of the expression (of

Rosenmiiller, and others) propositum Dei liberum,

is correct only so far as the election of love and
arbitrary freedom are different ; but the election of

love is certainly free in relation to human claims.

The following clause expresses a principal maxim of

the TZQo&iCi't;.

Not of works, but of him that calleth

[opx Cs s^yo)V a^./' ix rov xaXouvrof;'].
The explanation of most commentators, that the

JT g fl- f IT t ? is announced by this negation, is con-

trary to Meyer's assertion, that this addition relates

only to fiivfi'. and indeed he has this, his strong

assurance, not from works, &c., but of him thai

calleth.—Works cannot be the foundation of the

call to salvation, but just the reverse ; it is only this

call that can be the foundation of works. [This

phrase seems to be " a general characteiistic of the

whole transaction " (Alford). Such a view is fa-

vored by the peculiarly broken construction of the

whole verse. In any case, it establishes the position

of Augustine : " God does not choose us because

we believe, but that we may believe." " Hence,

too, we are justified not on account of faith (prop-

ter fidem), but through faith {per fidem), which

God himself works in us through the Holy Ghost

(Schaff). Any other view would contradict the

obvious meaning of this verse. Comp. Hodge and

Philippi on each side of the predestinarian qiiestion

as involved here.—R.]
Yer. 12. The elder (that is, the first-born)

shall serve the younger [6 liiHoiv dorlfi'i-

ail, rtji e/lafftrovi.] (Gen. xxv. 23, according to

the Septuagint).—Here, again, Meyer finds a differ-

ence between the original sense of the passage and

the Apostle's explanation. According to the con-

nection of the original, the expression extends to

the nations concerned (Jews and Edomites), and was

fulfilled in David's conquest of the Edomites (2 Sara.

viii. 14, &c.) ; * but Paul means, on the contrary,

Esau and Jacob themselves. The adjustment of the

difference by regarding the two brothers as repre-

sentatives of two nations, is insufficient ; rather,

the indoles of Jacob was really continued in the

Jewish people, and the indoles of Esau in the Edo-

mites. [The reference of the original Hebrew, as

shown by the context, is to the nations springing

from the twin children ("two nations are in thy

womb;" Gen. xxv. 2S). Lange and Meyer agrei

that there is also a personal reference, though differ

ing in their mode of stating the relation of the two.

• [Subsequent conquests of the Edomites are meito

tioned: 2 Kings viii. 21; xiv. 7, 22; 2 Chron. xxv 11 i

xxvl. 2. They were finally conquered by John Eyrcamu
and incorporated into the Jewisli nation,—B.]
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Neither should be excluded, though the whole pass-

Bge seems to indicate that the personal reference

was the more prominent one in Paul's mind. On
the national reference, Schaff remarks: "At all

events, in the passages quoted here and ver. 13,

Jacob and Esau appear as the lieads of two nations.

If the promised lordsliip of Jacob be not limited to

the transfer of the birthright and the theocratic

blesains w Jacob, but tal^en in its full, physical, and

Bpirituai sense, the fulfilment did not talie place

until long after their death, in their descendants,

when David conquered the Edomites (2 Sam. viii.

14). Since then the Ishmaelites and tlie Edomites,

together with the other heathen, were at all events

called to the gospel, though later than the Jews
(comp. Gen. xxvii. 40, where Isaac predicts the fu-

ture cessation of the bondage of Esau ; and Amos
ix. 12 ; Acts xv. 16, 17 ; Rom. xi. 11 ff.) ; it fol-

lows that Paul spealcs here, not as many Calvinistic

expositors misunderstand him, of an eternal repro-

bation, but of such a preference of one nation as

shall prepare for the final salvation of all nations

(we do not say, all individuals)." The individual

reference is also undeniable, though it by no means
follows that it here implies eternal results. The
point here is not what or how much God did in His

election, but that He had a 7i(i69-f a if; xar' 1-a

Aoj'ijv.—R.]
Ver. 13. As it is written, Jacob I loved,

but Esau I hated [Tov '/azw,9 iiyiintjaa,

rbv Si 'HjaTi e/ilatjcra}. Mai. i. 2 ff.

:

" I have loved you, saith the Lord. Yet ye say.

Wherein hast thou loved us? Was not Esau Jacob's

brother ? saith the Lord : yet I loved Jacob, and I

hated Esau, and laid his mountains and his heritage

waste for the dragons of the wilderness." Here the

itatemcnt that Jehovah hate i Esau is proved by the

fact that He gave a desolate land to the Edomites

for an inheritance, and that He called it a wiclied

land, on whicli His indignation rested. Thus the

people are placed first here, but with them also their

ancestor, as in Gen. xxv. 23 the ancestor is placed

first, but with him his people also.

The following is therefore assumed throughout

:

1. Tlie continuity of the indoles in the ancestor and

in the real substance of his posterity ; 2. The uni-

versal connection between the indoles and its reli-

gious and moral conduct ; 3. The universal connec-

tion between the religious and moral conduct and
the historical decrees. The sum of these character-

istics is now referred to the Divine purpose, and is

applied to Esau in the sentence, " I hated him."

Yet this sentence has, at most, only a relative mean-
ing : God has hated Esau in the relation of Esau to

Jacob, and in antithesis to the fact that He loved

Jacob. God's whole arrangement, therefore, pro-

ceeds from the primary npoO-fdu; that He loved

Jacob. In that fact lies the causality of Jacob's

glorious history, the determination of his theocratic

inheritance. But the whole sentence depends upon

raa ous conditions on both sides

:

1. An economical condition. The question is not

at all concerning decrees of eternal salvation and

damnation, but concei'ning the economical relations

of the ordination and call to the possession of sal-

tation and to the economy of salvation in time. On
'i\(i prospects of salvation for Bdom, comp. Isa. xi.

14 (Dan. xi. 41) ; Amos ix. 12 ; Mark iii. 8, On the

othfif hand, Edom has become, on its dark side, a

tyjie of anti-christianity. See the article Edomiter,

in the Bibl Worterbu':h fur das chriitliche Volk.

Likewise the passage in Heb. zii. 17 relates to Esau-I

incapacity to inherit the theocratic blessing eveo

with tears and penitence. ,

2. An individual condition. There could be also

in Edom individuals having the character of Israe^

and in Israel there could be individual Edomites.

The LXX. has regarded Job as an Edomite pnnce.

AUowi.lg this to be uncertain, the Edomite nature

of the Israelitish Judas is beyond a doubt.
_

3 A religious-ethical condition. Salvation wag

as little secured unconditionally to the individual

Jew by Israel's election, as the individual Edomit«

was personally subjected to condemnation by that

theocratic rejection of Edom (see Bengel). Meyer:
" We must not attach such a merely privative mean-

ing to the enlayaa * as not to love, or to love lesi

(Grotius, Estius [Hodge, Stuart], and others), which

is also not confirmed by Matt. vi. 24 ;
Luke xiv. 26;

xvi. 13 ; John xii. 25 ;
but it expresses just the op.

posite of the positive iiydji.—positive abhorrence."

This would be still more than hatred I Meyer also

speaks of a becoming fond of and abhorrence even

before the birth of the brothers. Yet here the mean-

ing might be : I have loved the letter, but the spirit

of the letter I have loved less ! f This, indeed,

might be said of many of the results of modem
criticism and exegesis. Philippi lessens at least the

antithesis in relation to Jacob and Esau themselves,

but yet without thereby becoming rid of the tradi.

tional prejudices respecting the sense of this pas-

sage. " Jacob's reception of the theocratic birth-

right, and Esau's exclusion horn it, constitute, in

Paul's mind, only the type for the law of the recep-

tion of eternal salvation aiid of abandonment to

eternal perdition.'''' But the law of this reception

and abandonment is not given here, but in Mark
xvi. 16. The following interpretation is better, if

we understand thereby .not absolute, but relative an-

titheses. Calvin well explains ayaTzav and fiuavt

by a^sumere and repellere. The use of fuauv is

similar (Gen. xxix. 30, 31 ; Dent. xxi. 15 ff. j Prov.

xiii. 24 ; Matt. vi. 24 ; Luke xvi. 13 ; Matt. x. 37
j

comp. with Luke xiv. 26 ; John xii. 25). " To hate

father and mother, and his own soul, does not mean
to love them less than the Lord, but to reject them
altogether in a case of collision, or to so act toward

them as if one positively hated them (?) ; in which

case there might still exist a great deal of love for

them, though certainly less than for the Lord."—If,

indeed, ab-iolute love and a conditional love ^^ loving

less, are at variance with each other, then the disre-

gard, which is similar to hatred, though not partak-

ing of the nature of hatred, follows of itself ; it is

* [It cannot be denied that hate, in the Scripture, doea
not always describe positive abhorrence, but occasionally a
less degToe, or, more accurately, the absence of love ; e. g..
Gen. xxix. 31 (where the original text says: "Leah was
hated " by Jacob—i. e., less loved than Hachel ; comp. ver.
30) ; Matt. vi. 24, and especially Luke xiv. 24 ; compared
with Matt. X. 37, where one evangelist saya haleth not, and
the other, lovelh more. The word undoubtedly, even in
these passages, taien exactly, describes not merely as
absence of love, but a formal putting into the background.

t [This is an allusion to the strictly literal and gram-
matio^d method of exegesis adopted by Meyer. But if w«depart from the letter, who is to be the dlscemer of thespint! There are hut two answers : that of Rome (eccle-
siastical authomy) and that of EationaliBm (individual hu-man consoionsness). The strict interpretation of Meyer isadopted by Fntzsche, De Wette, and others. Unqueltto

"
ably the dealings of God with Esau indicate sShi?g
positive, though, were it but the deprivation ofW ttlresults of evil-doing would sliU account for the hiJtorteri
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the negation of the defect or of the sin to which
the hated individual cleaves, but it is not the indi-

vidual to which the defect or the sin cleaves. See

also Tholuclj, p. 498, against Fritzshe, Meyer, De
Wiitte, and Philippi.

It must be observed, further, that, in ver. 18, the

description of fon-ordination or predestination ac-

cording to election, is introduced by l) xat' ixXoyijv

71^60 urii;. The idea of election refutes the follow-

ing claims to a right in God's kingdom :

1. The claim by virtue of natural descent from

Abraham, the father of the faithful, especially by
virtue of birthright ; 2. The claim by virtue of de-

scent from the legitimate marriage concluded under
the promise ; 8. The claim by virtue of the merit

of works.

Election takes place freely

:

1. Without regard to the advantage of birthright

;

2. to descent from a family that is blessed ; 3. to

community even in a twin-birth ; 4. and to the fore-

seeing of works. And all this is on the simple

ground that election, is. voluntarily determines the

indoles beforehand, thereby avoiding all appearance

of natural necessity, the requirement of ijirthright,

&c. ; b, and, accordng to the indoles or economical

endowment, it also makes a 7rg69i<n^ in regard to

the economical call. [The sum of the whole matter,

detaching from it all reference to the extent of the

preference or the result of the choice of God in this

instance, is, that God does exercise a prerogative of

choice or election, independently of all these human
considerations. That this is the point to which Paul

would bring his readers, is evident from what im-

mediately follows. A further proof that a general

truth is also to be drawn from it, is afforded by the

constant use made of special points in Old Testa-

ment history and of Old Testament passages to es-

tablish general propositions (see the case of Pharaoh,

below, ver. 11, which, as far as the individual in

question is concerned, has no connection with the

discussion, and New Testament passim). This me-
thod of citation is based on the stability of the

Divine character ; to deny its propriety, is to pre-

sume an arbitrariness on the part of God, in far

greater opposition to His character than is implied

even in most fearfully fatalistic view of this chap-

ter.—E.]

Second Proof : The antithesis in fore-ordination

{^predestination). God is nut unrighteous in showing
mercy and in hardening, and in His manner of
uniting judgment and compassion (vers. 14-18).*

Meyer : The second part of the theodicy.

Ver. 14. What shall we say then ? _ Is there
unrighteousness with God? \_Ti olv eqov-
fiiv ; ^-ri n& lY.la n ccq a tw ^fw; Comp.
ehap. iii. 5.] The Jew cannot refute the facts that

-shmael was rejected in spite of his birthright, and
that Esau was rejected in spite of his legitimacy and
birthright. Just here was a special point of pride

with the Jew, But the consistency of this fact had
BOW appeared— the absolute freedom of Divine

choice. Israel's call was itself the strongest witness

igainst the claims of the Israelites, because by it the

* [Dr. Hodge considers this paragraph the statement
Aud aiLrver of the first objection arising against the doc-
trine thia.^ God is sovereign in the distribution of Hie favors,

and that the ground of His selecting one and rejecting

another is not their works, but His own good pleasure, A
second objection, he thinks, is stated in ver. 19. So Meyer,
Gohaff, and most.—B.

'

most weighty prejudices concerning their privilege!

were overcome. But, finally, God% promise to Ee.
becca stood firm, and by tiiis was decided, that th«
works of the Israelites could no more impose con
ditions on God's free exercise of His authority, than
could be done formerly by the works of Jacob, wher
God assigned to him beforehand the domination ovel
his brother—that is, the theocratic honor. It wa«
especially this declaration against the claims estab-
lished on works which was calculated to excite the
Judaizing spirit, and lead it to the conclusion that,

by so doing, God would be unrighteous. Tliis is the
interpretation of Augustine, Hervseus, the majority

of Lutheran writers, and BuUinger and Tholuck.
But even this conclusion he rejects with abhorrence
(comp. chap. iii. 6). He adduces his proof imme-
diately afterwards.

Meyer remarks :
" This reason is demonstrative,

in so far as by it the absolute divine worthiness of
what God predicates of himself must be assumed."
Yet this would be only an absolute proof of author-

ity. Also, according to Calvin, the proof lies in

the refuting effect of the biblical declaration : satis

habet, scripturcB testimoniis impuros latratus com-
pcscere.* [In this choice and preference of the one
before the other there is no unrighteousness. For
he only is unrighteous who is under obligations which

he does not fulfil ; but God is under no obligations

to His creature, hence can do with him what He
will (vers. 14-29). God's will is the absolute and
eternal norm of righteousness, and all that He does

is necessarily right (Deut. xxxii. 4). There is no
norm of righteousness above Him to which He is

subject ; else were God not God.—P. S.] For other

explanations, see Tholuck, pp. 607, 508.

Tholuck :
" Origen's regarding this as the ob-

jection of an opponent, and ver. 15 as the Apostle's

answer, and vers. 16-18 as another objection of the

opponent, is a result of doctrinal perplexity." Theo-

dore of Mopsvestia, Storr [Jerome], and Flatt, re-

garded vers. 15-18, and Heumann, vers. 15-21, as

the objection of an opponent. [Vers. 15 and 17

are quotations from the Scripture, and hence cannot

be objections ; while vers. 16 and 18 are not the

incorrect deductions of an opponent from these pas-

sages, as Chrysostom and Pelagius suppose, but the

correct conclusions of the Apostle himself.—P. S.]

Ver. 15. For he saith to Moses, I will have
mercy on whom I have mercy, and I will

have compassion on whom I have compassion
['£Af7j(TW ov dv ikf 0) , nai olxrti'Qijao}

ov av oixTi:i^m.\ See Textual JV^ote ", iov the

Hebrew]. An answer to the self-proposed objection

in ver. 14, taken from Exod. xxxiii. 19, according

to the LXX. The form of the original text is evi-

dently this : I have (already) had mercy on whom I

will have mercy, and I have had compassion on

whom I will have compassion. The sense is there-

fore not: To whom I am gracious, to him I am
gracious ; that is, I act in the matter according to

• [Hodge : " It will be remarked that these argnmentl

of the Apostle are founded on two assumptions. The first

is, that the Soriptores are the 'Word of God ; and '.he sec

ond, that what God actually does cannot he ucrighteons.

f [On the distinction between lA™ and o'ncreipui, Meyei

remarks : " The distinction between these two words is not

to be thus defined, with Tittmiinn, Synon., p. 69 f., that tK.

describes the active mercy, and o'ikt. the sympathetic com-

passion ; but rather, that the same notion of miseren a
expressed more strongly by oiitr. The latter is ongmallj

the bewailing sympathy, contrasted with (lojcapijtii' (Aeit

Anai., 3, 1, 19)."—E.]
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my own authority or freedom, unrestrainedness (the
view of most conwnentators, also of Tholuck, p. 511.
Yet the latter thus modifies his view, against Olsliau-

8en : The question is not concerning God's right,

but God's grace; p. 114), but: I remain just, as

Jehovah, and continue the work of my grace where
I hare once revealed it, &c.—That is, Jehovah is

the God of revelation in His consistency, and so are
also His grace and His compassion consistent. His
freedom binds or unbinds itself. His freedom is

rather to be regarded as decision also. According

to the connection, indeed, the "'nsni could be re-

garded as a future form ; but this is hardly admis-

sible in connection with tlie simple future form "iH**

;

and with the name Jehovah ; therefore the Hebrew
translations—for example, that of Philippson—are
to no purpose :

" And as I have mercy on whom I

have mercy," &c.

In sense, the inverted form of the LXX., from
which Paul quotes, is therefore correct : nai iXi-
riaif) ov civ e/.fw, x.r.L [Alford objects, with-
out suffiicent reason, to laying the stress on ov av,
whomsoever ; but Paul, following the LXX., makes
it the scriptural expression of genera! proposition.

It is in the form of a Divine axiom (Meyer).—E,.]

The meaning of the name Jehovah is : Divine con-
tistenci/. But Jehovah's speaking to Moses has a
fipecial significance. The Jews regarded Moses as

the founder of righteousness by works. Paul, on
the contrary, brings out the fact that God said to

this very Moses, that the consistency of the work
of grace is grounded on the beginning of the work
of grace in free grace. [This view is ingenious, and
gives at least some warrant for a reference to works,
which too often is " all supplied by the commenta-
tor " (Hodge). But it can scarcely be accepted, as

it seems to lie rather an effort to avoid than to dis-

cover the meaning of the passage.—As regards the

thought of Divine consistency, which seenjs to rest

on the present tense in the relative clauses, it is

scarcely proper to limit the meaning thus. Certainly
Meyer does not often let a grammatical point escape
him

;
yet he paraphrases ;

" ' I will have mercy
upon liim who (in whatever given ease) is the object
of my mercy,' so that I am thereby dependent on
nothing witiiout myself That is the sovereignty of
the Divine will of mercy. Notice that the future is

the mercy, proving itself in fact and act, wliich God
accords in all those cases where He stands to the
persons affected in the settled disposition (present
ilfia) of mercy."—R.]

Ver. 1ft. So then it is not of him who wiU-
eth, &c. [a(ia oiij' rov 0-iXovToi;, x.r.L On
the construction, see Winer, p. 556.—Meyer: "From
the saying of God, Paid deduces the inference lying
therein respecting the causality of the Divine sav-

ing deliverance."—R.] That the entrance of human
good conduct in faith is presupposed, follows not
only from the analogy of Scripture, but also from
the antithesis (ver. 17) ; though the Apostle here
precludes the delusion that man, by his willing and
running, can acquire that foundation of salvation

tf hich proceeds only from the freedom of the com-
passionate God. Meyer :

" Incorrect, according to
Locke, and most commentators ; Reiche : S-iXovr. is

probably chosen with regard to Abraham's wish to
constitute Ishmael, and Isaac's wish to constitute
Esau, the heir ; but rpe^. is chosen with regard to
Esau's fruitless running home from hunting (The-
ophylact thought that it refers to his running to the

hunt).* For Paul, by his 'i^a ovv, draws his con.

elusion only from God's declaration promulgated tc

Moses." But, by this declaration to Moses, Paul

proves that God was not unjust to Esau ; that is,

that God, acting in harmony with the application of

that declaration to Judaism, does not now do any in

justice t8 one wlio relies on righteousness by wijrka.

The willing and riftining are not rejected in thera

selves, l?ut are elsewhere required according to tlit

tivine call (1 Cor. ix. 24. Meyer even derives the

i^nning in this pa.ssage from the races, which ill

suits the connection); it is only not recognized as the

causality of the line of development. This causality

is God's grace (the i/.aTivtoi; must here be defined

conformably to the preceding distinction between
iXeelv and oly.rtliJU'V).

[Paul obviously draws an inference from ver.

15, with aQa auv. The question is, How gen-

eral is that inference ? The verse is certainly gen-
eral in form ; any limitation must be found in the

preceding context, or in the scope of the Apostle's

argument. To limit it to Esau, as an illustration

of God's method, is, in fact, to extend it, since

Esau was not of the chosen people ; and what
God said to Moses, the head of the chosen peo-
ple, could not be applicable to him, unless it was
of general validity. To limit it to the Jewish peo-

ple, because they are under discussion in this part
of the Epistle, is forbidden by the fact that the in-

stances or illustrations are outside that people (Esau,
Pharaoh). The only safe view is, that the word to

Moses is a Divine axiom, and this, an inference of
universal application and validity. It will not inter-

fere with human means in salvation ; for, if true, it

applies to willing and running in general, and yet it

stops no volition and iits accompanying muscular ex
ertion. That side of the matter is not under con
sideration. Alford :

" At present the Apostle is em
ployed wholly in asserting the divine Sovereignty,
the glorious vision of which it ill becomes us to
distract by continual downward looks on this earth.
It is most true that the immediate subject is the
national rejection of the Jews ; but we must con-
sent to hold our reason in abeyance, if we do no(
recognize the inference, that the sovereign powei
and free election, here proved to belong to God,
extend to every exercise of His mercy—whether
temporal or spiritual, whether in Providence or in
grace, whether national or individual. It is in parts
of Scripture like this that we must be especially care-
ful not to fall short of what is written—not to aliow
of any compromise of the plain and awful words of
God's Spirit, for the sake of a caution which He
himself does not teach us."—R.]

The antithesis of the consistency of free Divine
grace, as experienced by Moses, is' the consistency
of Divine judgment as revealed in the case of Pha-
raoh.

Ver. 17. For the Scripture saith unto Pha-
raoh. The ydq announces the proof which arises
from the uniformity of the same Divine dealing in
its rejection. The Scripture saith, is a metonymy
for Ood saith according to the testimony of Scrip-
ture. But the metonymy brings out prominently
the fact that this declaration of God is not merelj
temporary and isolated, but has the force of a pei
manent scriptural declaration, which is applicable to

* [This ia the interpretation of 'Watson, and man7Armmlan oommentatore. But it is not necessary to oppos«
a view 60 far-fetched, and forming such an anti-olimai!—±t.J
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eU analogous eases. The scriptural statement itself

Is in Exod. ix. 16.

f£!ven for this very purpose have I raised
the© up, f li; avr 6 t oTiT o i^ijyei^d fff.

For the original Hebrew, and LXX., here altered,

see Textual Note "°.—R.] If we look at the con-
nection, Paul's translation, itij-ytiQii fff, corre-

sponds in sense to the original text, T^'^PI'n^asn

,

jaat as well as the (yi{T/;^j;Oy;i; [LXX.] does, only it

IS more specific ; from whicli consideration Meyer
again educes a difference between the original sense

of the Hebrew text and Paul's meaning. After the

judgment of murrain and boils and blains (the fifth

and sixth plagues) on Egypt, we read, as before

:

" The Lord hardened the heart of Pliaraoh," after

it had already been said (Exod. viii. 16, 32) :
" Pha-

raoh hardened his heart;" and Moses must solemnly
declare God's message to Pharaoh, which, accord-

ing to the translation of Zunz, is as follows :
" For

I would already have stretclicd out my hand, and
would have smitten thee and thy people with pesti-

lence, so that thou wouldst be cut off from the earth.

Yet I have allowed thee to exist on purpose to show
thee my strength, and that my name may be extolled

throughout all the earth." Evidently the transla^

tiou allow to exist (also in Stier), is as much an ener-

vation of the causal ~\^'C"J) as that of the LXX. is,

and probably the cause in this case is also the same
hesitation in accepting the full strength of the

thought.

The expression is chiefly used of positive set-

ting up (for example, of statues), and then also of

arousing, awaking ; and even the weaker meaning
of allowinj to exist has still tlie sense of a positive

support. According to Meyer, Paul makes the Scrip-

ture say; *" I have awakened thee;' that is, allowed

thee to appear, to stand forth ; thy whole iiistorical

appearance lias therefore been effected by me," &c.

This interpretation introduces a harsh fatalistic sense

into the text; and though Meyer presents a series of

expositors as saying the same thing, this proves in-

correct in the ease of the very first one, Theophylact,

who says: fty to ftiaov rjyayov. Bengel: T^TDSJn :

omnibus locis omnino 'pramupponit subjectutn jam
ante produetum. Phihppi's explanation is : "I have
awakened thee to being, let thee exist." Calvin's

interpretation is strongest: Deus Pliaraonem a se

pro/eetum dicit, eique hanc impontam esse personjxm.

The explanation : vivum te servavi (Grotius, Wolf,

and others), at all events weakens the force; but it

is not incorrect, since it follows from the connec-

tion :
" I might have already destroyed thee, but,

on the contrary, I have once more fully raised thee

up." The interpretation, " I have raised thee up to

opposition" (Augustine, De Wette [Haldane, Hodge:
have placed and continued thee as my adversary.

Alford : pro dire fecit, excitavit. Stuart • have roused

thee.—R.], and others), has one feature of the con-

text in its favor, namely, the circumstance that the

word, according to the following (Ty.).ij(>i-m., appears

to be used synonymously with this crx>.>!^i''rii: For,

according to the sense, this idea is also comprised in

the Apostle's translation, eJijyfi.pa <rf; although

this sense does not follow directly. He also pre-

sents no antithesis to the declaration : I could have
cut thee off; the sense is rather: I have, so to

speak, once more erected and raised thee up in thy

hardened conduct from the judgment of death to

which thou wast already subject, that I might show
Bay power, &c.—To the more forcible construction of

the Apostle there also corresponds the liq a i' t c

Tor-ro, even to this end; instead of the weakei
ivixiv roinou of the LXX.

[It is perhaps to be expected, that in the some,
what wide scope afforded to interpreters by the texl

of the Hebrew, LXX., and our passage, theological

bias will largely determine the view of each. Bi;J

Paid has chosen the stronger term, and uses it tc

establish a strong position (ver. 18, introduced b)
the inferential a^a oin). Hence, while we must ut.

terly reject, both on lexical and theological grounds,
the extreme supralapsarian view : God created t/iee—i. e., as a hardened sinner ; the view of Lange,
and many modern interpreters, is too weak—is out

of keeping both with the original transaction and
the use here made of it. The view of Meyer (and
also substantially of Theophylact, Beza, Calvin, Ben-
gel, Reiche, Olshausen, Tholuck, Philippi, De Wette,
Hofmann, Schafif, and many others) is perhaps most
tenable, and is certainly accordant with the original

passage. The objection that it is fatalistic, is an ob-

jection of too wide scope. Olshausen :
" It by no

mCaus follows from this high view of the subject,

that St. Paul intends to say that God has made Pha-
raoh evil by any positive operation ; but he only

means that God permitted that evil person, who of

his own free will resisted all those rich workings of

grace which were communicated in rich measure even
to him, to come into manifestation at that time, and
under these circumstances, in such a form that the

very evil which was in him should serve for the fur-

therance of the kingdom of The Good and the glory

of God." So Schafif: " All events of history, even

all wicked deeds, stand under the guidance of God,
without whose will not a hair falls from our heads,

much less is a world-historical fact accomplished.

God does not cause the evil, but He bends and
guides it to His glory."—A too definite, and too

weak view, though a modification of the correct one,

is that of Flatt, Benecke, Glockler, and Wordsworth

;

placed thee as kinrj.—R.]
That I might show in thee my power, and

that my name might be declared throughout
all the earth. This is a strengthening generaliza-

tion of the purpose, namely, that God will iDake

Pharaoh, precisely in his opposition, a monument of

His power (His majestic power), by allowing liim to

perish. Pharaoh, the hardened one, will only ex.

perience His crushing power and become a monu-
ment of it ; but in the world, the glory of His name
revealing itself in Pharaoh's case will be declared to

Israel (see the Song of Moses, Exod. xv.).

Ver. 18. Therefore on whom he will he
hath mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth
[ct^a vv ov & i).i V i kf ei , ov de i /. f t

ax).->] g vv f 1.^. This passage, if taken out of its

connection, seems to declare an absolute predestina-

tion in the supralapsarian sense. Meyer, with oth-

ers, protests against any mitigation of the sense

:

" Paul's simple and clear meaning is, that it depends

upon God's free authority either to bless by His

saving mercy, or to remove to that spiritual ,3tste in

which one cannot be a subject of His saving grace,

but only of His opyT;." Of the two modes of view

each of which, according to him, forbids the otha

—that Pharaoh in part produces his own hardness

himself (Exod. viii. 15, 32 ; ix. 34), and that it in

part seems to be wrought by God (Exod. iv. 21 ; vii.

3, &o.)—he makes the Apostle expressly follow the

latter. [Meyer is perhaps unnecessarily harsh in his

view, but he intimates that it suits the purpose of
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the Apostle better to choose this aspect of the hard-

ening, as this Pharaoh, hardened by God, ia to him
a type of the Jew resisting the gospel.—K.]

The usual mitigations of the passage are, at all

eveula, insufficient, particularly the explanation:

thnw^h God perndis hardening (Origen, Grotius, and
others), and also the interpretation of axliitjv-
V f I'V as dnriter tractare (Carpzov, Seraler, J3eck,

acd others). Tholuck, without finally and positively

»dopting the latter of these, adduces many special

grounds in its favor, [Against this untenable view
of ffzA/j^ii'n'f I., see Alford in loco. "The word
here refers to a hardening, such a fortification in

eiu, tliat the sinner is unsusceptible of all. workings
of grace and better influences, the removal into a

state where conversion is either absolutely impossi-

ble, or rendered difficult in the highest degree. This
is an act of God, in so far as He has ordained the

laws of the development of evil, ' that, propagating
Btiil, it brings forth evil,' (Schiller). It is here

viewed as a punishment for a previous self-harden-

ing of the sinner " (Scbaif ). So Hodge, who regards

it as " the judicial abandonment of men ' to a rep-

robate mind,' .1, punitive withdrawing of the influ-

ences of His holy Spirit, and the giving tliem up to

the uncounteracted operation of the liardening or

perverting influences by which they are surrounded."

So Woi'dswortli, but less strongly. If objection be

made to such a judicial process as a work of God,
then the same difficulty " lies in the daili/ course of
His providence, in which we see this hardemng pro-

cess going on in the case of the prosperous ungodly
man " (Alford). The facts remain, the solution is

lacking, except so far as God plainly speaks in such
passages as tliis. Meyer objects to the introduction

of previous self-hardening here. See the clear and
thoughtful note of Olshausen in loco.—R.]

Evidently, the context in Exod. ix. indicates a
postponement of the well-merited judgment, in

which postponement God's long-suffering is concur-

rent (comp. chap, xxiii.). The definite sense of the
passage must be ascertained from the connection.

We must here take into consideration the follow-

ing

:

1. Previously the question was, God's purposes
preceding the birth of the children ; here, on the
contrary, it is the i'ree will with which God dealt

with fixed characters—Moses, on the one hand,
Pharaoh, on the other. If this free will be referred

to a purpose of God, it is nevertheless not the pur-
pose of election, which first settles personality, but
the purpose of ordination, which, in the establish-

ment of its destiny, presupposes its conduct. Con-
squently, because this purpose is conditional, God is

still left free to have mercy on the real Moses, just

as He is free to harden the still existing Pharaoh.
2. As the iXfio must here be taken emphati-

eally, and expresses the free eon.sistenoy of Jehovah
in His mercy to Moses until He can reveal His glory
to him (see Exod. xxxiii. 19 ff.), so has also <Tx).t]-

(ivvfo the meaning of a continuation of the judg-
ment of hardening to the extreme, in antithesis to
the self-ripened judgment of retribution. The more
strongly we here press the or OsXfi, the more
will every notion of an abstract authority be ex-
cluded, and the stronger becomes the emphasis on
the pure divinity of the diXuv. [In other words,
the more will the will of God, in its absolute free-

dom, appear, not as blind arbitrariness, which is the
very reverse of freedom, but as a will of infinite

love end wisdom. It proves itself such in the spe-

cial cases from which the general proposition of this

verse is drawn.—If Sihiv (as is claimed by Pro-

fessor Hitciicock, Lange's Comm., Eph. i. 9) always

implies spontaneity, then the " will " here, in cacli

case, finds its justification in the character of God,

which immediately prompts it. This may be wha'

Dr. Lange means by the "pure divinity of th«

flEAfM-."—R.]
3. The whole of the immediate result of this

fearfully significant expression is, that God, in His

freedom, has mercy on Moses to. the utmost, and

has, to the utmost, led Pharaoh to judgment; that

Moses can thereby make no just claim on the ground

of the righteou.sness of works, and that Pharaoh

can protest against nothing that he might regard aa

injustice done to him. In this way the justifiable

use of the passage quoted by Paul is determined,

[The freedom of God seems to be the main thought.

The reference to the righteousness of woj-ks seems
needless. Meyer concludes his exegesis of the pas

sage thus :
" Undoubtedly the will of God is just

and holy, but it is not conceived and presented here
from this point of view, but in its independence of
all human Silfi-v and riiixfi'V, consequently in its

simple self-origination {Aseitaf) ; which meaning ia

to be preserved in the clear sharpness of ov S iXii
(/.fit." The words certainly favor this view; we
need but guard against inferences, which are drawn,
not by the Apostle, but by imperfect human logic.

-R.]
Third Proof : God's freedom in the actual call

to salvation (vei-s. 19-29).

A. The proof from the real relation (vers,

19-24).

Tholuck regards this section as the collective

carrying out of the thought, that the excluded one
can bring no complaint against God, because he is

left free in his conduct, &o. ; but Meyer, on the con-
trary, regards vers. 19-21 as the third part of the
theodicy :

" Man is not entitled to replv against
God by saying, ' Why doth He yet find fault? ' For
his relation to God is as that of the thing formed
to him that formed it, or of the vessel to the potter,
who has power over the clay, of the same lump to
make one vessel unto honor and another unto dis-
honor." « Then he regards vers. 22-29 as the fourth
part of the theodicy :

" God has endured with much
long-suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruc-
tion, in order to make known His glory on the ves.
sels of mercy, even us Christians, whom He hatt
called, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gen
tiles." We make the following distinction : In the
first case, in vers. 6-13, the question was the free-
dom of God's election in antithesis to the human,
and especially to the theocratic, right of inheritance.
Then, in vers. 14-19, the question was, the freedom
of God's ordination in antithesis to the claims of
human righteousness by works (since even Mosea
himself, the lawgiver, did not merit mercy by the
works of the law, and Pharaoh was visited by the
judgment of hardening, instead of by the judgment
of destruction which he had merited). The Apostle
now passes over to God's freedom in His call.

[Whatever be the division adopted, or distino.

» [Olshausen: "The Apostle now introdnces anew the
unwise inquirer of ver. 14, in order to find an apoloirv fot
himself m this operation of God, even in the forms of evil.
8t. raul abashes this arroeance with an appeal to the ahso-
lute character of God, with respect to whose ways the crea-
ture must render an unconditioned submission, even when
he IS not able to comprehend them."—R,]
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lions made, there can be no doubt, that the objec-

tion the Apostle here raises and answers is one which
uises at once against the freedom of God's will, viz.,

that it diistroys our responsibility. As this was more
likely to arise as an inference {ovv, ver. 19, which

Bcems to have troubled the transcribers, however)

from whit precedes, there is the greater ground for

holding that the preceding verses refer to God's

sovereignty, considered in the light of an objection

(ver 14), and that this paragraph presents it in op-

position to another (ver. 19). At all events, what-

ever limitations and special applications be made,

the reader now deals with the passage (and subject)

in this more general reference, and most commenta-
tors have felt obliged to treat it thus.—R.]

Ver. ly. Thou wilt say then unto me
[E^fii; no(, oi'v]. The conclusion which the

Apostle allows the Jew to draw from the supposition

that he has derived mercy and hardness from God's

will, has been urged by thousands against Calvin's

predestinarian system ; and, indeed, they have done

it with much better ground than the Jew could ob-

ject to Paul's doctrine
;
yet they have also in many

ways mistaken the infinite importance of the exer-

cise of Divine authority in human guidance.

If the whole development of man is oidy an

absolute Divine decree, the objection in ver. 19 says ;

Why then doth he yet find fault ? [ri ovv
ETi, /iifi i/ifT ai ; See Textual Note '".] How,
then, can God find fault with man, or rebuke him

for being a sinner ? By doing so, Ee would even

contradict himself. The expression /iifi^irai
seems to be purposely chosen to bring out the au-

thoritative character in a finding fault, in which the

question cannot be a really objective relation to

guilt. Tholuck :
" Neither the charge against Pha-

raoh (Justin Martyr), nor that of the ungodly in the

prophets (Zwingli, and others), is meant, but the re-

buke of hardening brought against the Jews. Every

penal declaration of revelation in general is meant,

in so far as it would Jiot be authorized by the doc-

trine of fate. The Jew does not here have in mind

God himself, but that presupposition of the idea of

God wliich Paul seems to present. But he never-

theless betrays the inclination of the one who relies

upon the righteousnss of works to find fault with

God. [In so far as one holds that notion of God,

however derived, which in any way allows the pos-

sibility of His being the author of evil in man, this

objection will arise. It cannot be confined to the

Jew and his legal righteousness. (Meyer, De Wette,

make the objection general, while Philippi finds in

the sliarp answer of ver. 20 a proof that the objector

is a Jew.)—R.]
[For who resisteth his will? Tw yag

fiouXr/ aUn avToii Tt? avO iartjxiv; Mey-

er renders /SoiUij.Ha, which Paul uses only here, das

GewoUi-e— i. «., captum consilium.. It obviously

iimplies deliberation, as pov).onm does, when prop-

erly distmguished from SD.tii.—R.] Though the

av&iaTr]x( has the present meaning, yet the form

geems to indicate also the thought that God has

already anticipated every attempt of human oppo-

(ition. The Apostle does not hasten to refute the

charge directly, by urging the truth of the relations

of guilt, because this charge is based upon such a

sine-sided standpoint from the overrating of human

action, that this human boasting must first of all be

prostrated. Chap. iii. 5 £f. proves that he can also

reply to a similar charge by an answer which brings

out the ethical relations in harmony with the con-

nection. But the first task presented to him hert

is, to go back with the quarrelsome Jew resting upon
the righteousness of his works, to the absolute do
pendence of man on God.

Ver. 20. Nay but, O man [ o' av9 quitt i

,

liivovvy i^ We translate the fii votfvyf with

Tholuck: Much more; Meyer construes it as irony

s

" Yes, indeed, man." Its most probable use is ta

strengthen the thought : " J-usl the opposite, man,
&c. Thou sayest that God disputes with thee. 5nd

thou rather, in thy erroneous claims of right, direst

to dispute with God." [Still better, Alford :
" Yea,

rather, taking the ground from under the previous

assertion, and superseding it by another ; implying

that it lias a certain show of truth, but that the

proper view of the matter is yet to be stated. It

thus conveys an intimation of rebuke ; here with

severity." Comp. chap. x. 18. Hodge :
" Gross aa

is this perversion of the Apostle's doctrine on the

part of the objector, Paul at first rebukes the spirit

in which it is made, before he shows it to be un-

founded."—R.] The 01 a.v9(io>7ie expresses al-

ready man's complete dependence on God ;
and this

is increased by the av tiii it, who art thou
[^quantulus es ; Meyer].

[That repliest against God, 6 avtaTzn-
xQivofiivoi; Tw i)fw.] According to Theodore

of Mopsvestia, Jerome, and others, Paul, in using

the cti'TixTrozgi.rdytin'o?, refutes his opponent

by referring him to his own words. His opponent

replies against God, and therefore opposes God, in

the very moment in which he maintains that He can-

not be opposed. In that case, indeed, fiivoTivyi

would be ironical. This interpretation is ingenious,

but too refined, and is opposed by the following

words.

Shall the thing formed say to him that

formed it, Why didst thou make me thus t

[iVZ*/ iQft TO nXaaf^a tw TT/affavTt, Ti

HI eTToiricaq o'vroiq; An echo of, but scarcely

a quotation from, Isa. xxix. 16, though the first

clause is found word for word in the LXX,—R.]

The explanation tractasii (Grotius, and others) it

evasive. The tertium comparationis is the causality

of him that forms, but here as the causality of the

form. [It must be observed that even a pressing

of the figure cannot make nXda/ua mean the

thivg created ; the reference is not to original crea-

tion, but to the subsequent ethical moulding, from

which, of course, must be excluded the mystery of

universal sin referred to in chap. v. 12. That en

ters into the nature of the " clay " and the " lump "

alike. Against Glockler's argumentatio a minors ad

majus : " If a thing moulded cannot thus speak,

much less a man," &c., see Meyer in loco.—R.]

Ver. 21. Hath not the potter power over

the clay [rj ovx t / f i i'ioncr iav o xiqa-
Hfvt; TO II nrj?.ov. the order indicates the twf

emphatic thoughts : 1. That the human subjects un

der discussion are as " clay ;
" " his clay," would bt

a proper rendering. 2. That God has power ; the

definition of that power is given in th*" next clause

—R.] Tholuck :
" The potter's clay .- legarded by

infralapsarianism as the massa jam perdita. The

vessels are not considered, as is observed by th; GL
ord. and Brenz, as naturally part silver and gold,

and part dirt, but altogether dirt. Consequently,

these expositors prefer the allusion to the Old Tes.

tament, Jer. xviii., where a people already ruined,

which God forms into vessels of honor or dishonor

according to its own conduct, is spoken of; the gu
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pratapsarians, on the contrary, as Thomasius, Estius,

Calvin, and Gomarus, decide in favor of an allusion

to Isa. xxix. or xlv. Supralapsarianism, to wit, re-

gards the 7t tj Xoq as the massa absolute^ qualis erat

massa anpelyrum (Estius) and the nldufia—which
the meaning of the word is alleged to favor—as the
product of the first creation." Tholuck finds in the
simile only the sense expressed by Calvin : Nullam
del arbilr.o causam superiorem posse adduci, &c.
Tot the harsh expressions of Calvin, the still harsher
ones of Zwingli, and the equally mild ones of Bul-
linger, sec Tholuck, p. 628.

According to Arminius, and others, together with
Lutherans, ver. 21 contains only a preliminary re-

joinder
; the real answer follows in vers. 22, 23.

[It is indeed a preliminary, but one that " aims
rather at striking dumb the objector by a statement
of God's undoubted right, against which it does not
become us men to murmur, than at unfolding to us
the actual state of the case " (Alford). Comp. the
emphatic order of the words.—R.] Besides, Ar-
miniaas and Socinians have asserted that here Paul
does not speak of " an election of individuals, but
of classes—of believing Gentiles " (Tholuck).*

According to Tholuck, further, the principal

question here is. What must we understand by the

7iri?.6i; ? If we regard the earthy clod as the real

clay from which man was made, then the work of
Him that formed may be transferred to the creation
itseli'. According to this idea, indeed, the individual

man is only " a specimen of the species." But if

we regard God's breath as the real substance of
man's formation, according to the biblical idea of
personality, Calvinistic supralapsarianism is obvi-
ated.

[Of the same lump to make, ix rov ai'iToTi

(pv ^dficnoi; 7rot^(rat. The power of the potter
is defined more closely by the infinitive. Fairness
to the figure compels us to identify the " clay " and
the "lump," The "clay" is the substance itself;

the " lump " presents it as already in use by the
potter for his purpose. Beyond this we cannot
press it. Meyer perhaps goes too far, but certainly

is justified in making the nrjXoq co-extensive with
human nature. It must be borne in mind that the
potter is not represented as making the " clay," or
even the "lump," but as having power " over the clay,"

to make vessels "of the lump."—R.] The word here
is not, as Meyer has properly remarked against Hof-
mann, created^ but made. He understands by the
ip I't^cifi a " the very same mass of human nature in
and of itself" But we can just as little regard the
masxa jam perdiia as merely the human race, pros-
trated in the ruin of the fall. In chap. xi. 16 the

levfjana is the Jewish people; and, according to

ver. 24 of the present chapter, it is the same wretch,
ed state of the Jews and Gentiles at the time of
Christ. God, as the Maker, in Mis exercise of the

efficacious call (see ver. 24), has disposed of this

(pu^a/ta, first of all, of the Jewish people. [Grant-
ing this immediate reference, we must still avoid
limiting the meaning of cpvQafia. For even ver. 24
Uicludos the Gentiles, while the discussion hitherto

bia embraced Ishmael, Esau, and Pharaoh.—R.]

* [This avoids, but does not meet, the difficulty. For
it tiKiply transfers to God's doings a distinction which in
reiliiy belongs only to our state of partial knowledge.
With Tu, dealing with classes is often a mere convenience
for avoiding tiie dealing witli individuals. God's dealing
with men always implies His thorough and minute as well
fis His comprehensive mode of action.—it.]

[One vessel unto honor, and another unto
dishonor, o /j-iv fti; t i/iiiv ijy.ivoi;, o St

fill axi-fiLav. Meyer calls attention to the posi

tion of ft? Tiintjv. Even here, in this strong as.

sertion of " power," the preparation of the Teasel

for honorable use is emphasized.—R.] But as lis

that forms docs not wantonly destroy his rpt'ipafia,

but, according to his own pleasure, makes of it ves.

sels unto honor and unto dishonor—that is, vessels

for honorable and vessels for dishonorable use—so

also does God's exercise of authority as Maker go no
further than to appoint a great difference between

honorable and dishonorable vessels of His call, ac-

cording to the personal conditions which have been
established by the call corresponding to the neces-

sity of salvation (2 Tim. ii. 20 ; 1 Cor. xii. 23). But
the Apostle does not carry out his figure in this

direction. He rather urges, only for a moment, the

figure that God lias the iiovaia, the free and full

power, which is at the same time essentially the

right, to make of the cfivpaHa, of His people [or,

of all people, of the race] vessels unto honor and
vessels unto dishonor ; but then, in ver. 22, he turns

to say that God has never made full use of this

right ; but that He has even endured with much
long-suffering the vessels of wrath vjhich H". found
before Hiniy His object being to make known the

riches of His glory on the vessels of mercy. In
ver. 22 there is thus repeated the thonglit of tne
sentence awarded Pharaoh.

Preliminary note on the connection of vers. 22,

23. But how now? If God—notwithstanding His
perfect power and His ready will to show forth His
wrath and demonstrate His power

—

lias just as much
adhered to himself as formerly, when He suspended
the judgment of destruction on Pharaoh, by endur-
ing with much long-suffering the vessels of wrath
fitted to destruction, th.-it He might make known the
riches of His glory on the vessels of mercy, which
He had afore prepared unto Soia—how does the
case stand with the complaint that He makes an
unrighteous use of His power ? It is evident that
the thought is presented here which is elaborated in
chap. xi. In God's exercise of authority, judgment
and long-suffering are united. His judgments are
interpositions of long-suffering. In this sense God
rules freely in His call, just as He has ruled freely
in His election and ordination. With the explana-
tion of the divine economy of the call, in vers.
21-24, the Apostle has also now refuted (in ver. 20)
the charge that God is represented as an unrighteous
God. He has therefore now proved the righteous-
ness of divine ordination, vers. 15-18, from the
righteousness of the divine call in ver. 20

;
just as

he had already proved the righteousness of divine
election (vers. 9-13) from the righteousness of di-
vine ordination. The proof of the freedom of elec-

tion lies in the fact that God is still free also in His
ordination, and the proof of the freedom of His
ordination lies in the fact that He is still free in Hi»
call.

But God's manner of using His freedom in these
thre" stages testifies to the righteousness of Hii
dealings-

1. His exclusion of Ishmael, gives an ethical
character to the whole series of God-s acts of freoi
dom.

2. His hatred of Esau is only relative; it de-
notes the infinite difference between the two, by
making the first-born theocratioally subject to th«
younger.
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8. It is plain, to one acquainted with the Scrip-
tures, that God's hardening of Pharaoh resulted
from Pharaoh's having hardened himself; and be-
sides this, there is connected with this the additional

fact that, even though Pharaoh was ripe for the
judgment of destruction, God makes the useless

man still useful by allowing him to exist longer, and
by raising him up, in order, through him, to declare
His power and His mercy. With the same consist-

ency, He goes so far on the side of His exercise of

mercy toward Moses, whose fidelity is well known to
Israel, that He can reveal to him His glory, though
it is in only a quahfied manner.

4. He finally stood with the formative powg' of
His call to salvation over the (/iv^a/ia of Israel pre-

pared in the Old Testament, and could exercise His
freedom by immediately allowing a Christianity to

come from it, by virtue of which the whole qn'i^apia

crumbled into vessels of honor and dishonor, if

peiadventure He allowed new wine to be poured
into the old bottles, or the new cloth to be sewed
into the old garment. But then it came to pass that

another antithesis was prepared in the Israel of the

apostolic age. The representatives of the tfrfja/ta

(not this merely) living at that time, had already

transformed themselves in part into vessels of
wrath, fitted to destruction ; that is, to be brolsen to

pieces (see Ps. ii.), but not to be worn out as vessels

of dishonor ; and the blessing of the Old Testament
in part exhibited itself iu them by their allowing

themselves to be prepared by God as vessels of glory.

And He was already about to break those vessels of
wrath ; but as He had once patiently made use of

Pharaoh as a means of revealing His majesty and
of declaring the glory of His name, so did He now
endure in great long-suffering the vessels of wrath

;

and for this purpose, that their contradiction might
be the means for the transferrence of salvation to

the Gentiles, and for making known the riches of

His glory on the vessels of His mercy. In brief,

the turning-point was this : Instead of a (iivga/ua,

which could have been simply used in the antithesis

of vessels of honor and dishonor. He found that the

developing process of the covenant people of the

Old Testament had gone to such an extreme, that

the people were divided into vessels of wrath and
vessels of mercy ; and instead of now making a

stunted Jewish Christianity from the whole sub-

stance of the people, He established that economy
of saving interposition explained by the Apostle in

chaps. X. and xv.

Though Paul has principally allowed only the

factors of the divine exercise of authority to appear,

the ground for this was, that he had to establish the

freedom of God's grace in relation to Judaism. But
afterward he shows the righteousness of God in re-

lation to the unbelief of most Israelites and the faith

of the Gentiles.

Meyer remarks, in reference to the idea axivoq
iti; Ttiitjv: " It shall be either honored, so that it

has niiriv (as, for for example, a sacred vase) ; or

else it shall experience the opposite, so that an/iia
adheres to it (as, for example, a vessel designed for

a low and filthy use)." According to 2 Tim. ii. 20,

the difference in material comes most prominently

into consideration ; but as far as the use is con-

cerned, the antithesis of sacred and wicleun' wiW

BuflBce. Tholuck emphasizes principally the antithe-

eis : held in honor and in dishonor, but maintains

that the simile is not adequate in the very chief

point of comparison ; the potter mouldt the clay.

but God is the Creator of the creature, therefor*
Parens also speaks of a comparatio a minori ad
mnjas. Yet it is incorrectly assumed her* that the
creation is spoken of.

The passage undoubtedly cited by Pm 1,* Ibs<

xxix. 16, refers to a people relying upon the right-

eousness of their works (ver. 13), on whom judg
ment is about to be visited (ver. 14), because they
claim a false independence toward God in return fo«

their service, as if God was related to them as an
equal—as if the potter were equal with the clay, and
the clay could say : " He has not made me," or,
" He does not understand the matter." Besides, the
vessels unto honor and unto dishonor must by no
means be identified with the vessels of wrath and
of mercy, which error has been committed by Da
Wette, Tholuck, Meyer, and others.

Ver 22. But what if God, although willing
to show, &c. Ei Sk &e).(,iv 6 *foe, x.r.i.

[See Textual Note ". The question as to what
shirald be supplied with li Si, is discussed below.

Meyer suggests :
" Wilt thou still venture this re-

plying against God " (ver. 20).—K.] Two opposite

explanations here present themselves : because God
would, and although God would. The sense in the

former case would be this : the /iax^o&vfiia was
also designed to enhance the penal judgment (De
Wette, Kiickert, [Calvin], and most commentators).

But this cannot be the purpose of the /xa/.(ioSi'nia.

Though the result is, that the judgment is enhanced
(chap. ii. 4) by the abuse of the naxQ., yet this

abuse must by no means be referred to the /iax(JO'

&v/jia. The translation although God would, adopt-

ed by Fritzsche, Philippi, and Meyer, is therefore

preferable. [It may be added in favor of this view,

that it gives to 6eX(iiv the meaning of willing—
i. e., spontaneous will. It was the will of God,
growing out of His character, to show His wrath,

&c., but He endured notwithstanding, &c. The oth-

er view takes the participle in the sense of purpos-
ing, which is too strong. The passage then presents

another answer to the objection of injustice, by
showing how the sovereign God had withheld the
exercise of a power in accordance with His holy
will. The position of ,9-i?.(i)v, as Meyer remarks,

prepares the way for the strong contrast with " long-

suffering."—R.] If we look at the explanatory par-

allels in Pharaoh's history, the meaning becomes
more definite : although, avd since already ; as God
was already about to do. In Exod. ix. 15, God said

to Pharaoh :
" For now I will stretch out my hand."

Likewise the aorists evSflttxtj&ai, yvio^laaif
indicate this readiness of judgment, not less than

the expression axivri oQy'i<;, and especially xa
ttjQTiainiva. The expression: ivildlaa&at
r7]V OQytjv xai yvo>^lfTai to Svvar6v,\
in connection with the foregoing, forcibly calls to

mind the declaration to Pharaoh.

Endured [ijveyxfv]. Chrysostom, De Wette,

and others, have referred this to the lons-foTbeuring

with Pharaoh ; but Meyer, on the other hand, is of

the opinion that Paul means the previous time iu

general (which shall thus continue under this divine

* [It is more of an echo than a citation ; hencfl tber«

cannot be much Rtress laid upon the context in Isa. xxix.

Certainly Paul, who is one of the freest generalizers from
the Scripture texts he refers to, must not he limited here,

where he has introduced such a variety of persons into hil

discussion.—B,]
t [to Svvarhv auToi), what was poasible fur Rtnif

what He was in a condition to do, Comp. coap. viii. 3

Meyer.—R.]
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forbearance until the second coming of Christ). But
it is evident from the connection, that the Apostle
means the hardened portion of the Israelitish peo-
ple. This is the view of Tholuck, with others

:

" ThB unbelieving Jews at Christ's time ; there can
on)/ be a mere allusion to Pharaoh." For other
views, see Tholuck.*

The whole passage in vers. '22, 23 has occasioned
very great difiSculty. The principal difficulty lies in

the fact that it is not fully carried out ; that is, that

it is an aposiopesia. Augustine [so Stuart] observed
this, and supplied a aii ik ei from ver. 20 ; but
the better supplement would be: /zr a^i,,.ia najia
T(3 Q-im

; ,147; ycVoiTO ! in ver. 14 ; but the best of
all would be chap. xi. 33.

The second difficulty lies in the brief expression
*al Iva, which at once becomes clear by bringing
over once more the riviyxiv: has also endured in
order to. For the different attempts at construction,
see Tholuck (p. 535).

1. Kal yvot^iaaif Hat Xva yvoiQiGtw
the nat

—

y.ai just as well—as also (Nosselt, Bauin-
garten-Crusius). Tholuck says, on the contrary, that
in that case it must read &i).mv rjv.

2. Our own construction. The xal 'iva is con-
nected to ijviyy.f V, so that the latter expresses a
double purpose (thus Calvin, Grotius, Winer, Meyer,
and others).f Tholuck does not regard the connec-
tion by the mere xai as sufficient, and thinks, with
Baumgarten-Crusius, that this construction does not
present any clear thought. But the previous for-

mation of this clear thought is already contained in

Exod. ix. 16, 16.

3. Beza, Riickert, and Fritzsche, have connected
xal iva to the participial x ar?] ^ r i.(T fi iv a:
" those who are originally (!) appointed to destruc-
tion, for the purpose," &o. The xai would thus be
cpexegetical, which is Calvin's view of the thought

;

but the X ar tj (J T i a ij,. is totally misconstrued.
Tholuck proceeds, with Philippi, from the unwar-
ranted supposition, that the Apostle is expected to

treat uniformly of God's dealings in relation to the
axfiitj ftc; aiifUav and to the tu; Tmijv \ he re-

quires, accordingly, the acceptation of a double ana-
coluthon. " Mentally, the Apostle must have writ-

ten," &c. Philippi interprets similarly. (See Meyer
[p. 380, 4th ed.], on the contrary). On the con-
structions of Hofmann, Bengel, Schottgen, and Beck
see Tholuck, p. 533 ff.

With much long-suflfering [tv no).).ri /ta-
K p 5- 1/ /i I a ]. On the ob.seurity of the iiea of
fiixx(jo9 v/iia in Calvin, Hofmann, and others (as
only meaning waiting for), see Tholuck, p. 636.

* [The more general reference is to be preferred, and, in
any case, it is implied ; for oil ante-Cbristian history must
be viewed as long-suffering forbearance in preparation for
the great revelation of mercy. Comp. all the more modern
eonceptions of ancient history.—E.]

t [Alford agreiis substantially with this view, but pre-
fers to supply : *'whatif this took place," this hv 6eAei,
iXtel. So Ewald. Dr. Hodge joins the cljtuse with
tiK^av, or rather supplies deAuv, which is not only ob-
jectionable oil the grounds he states himself, but untenable,
if th? sense be : although willing. Stuart takes a somewhat
different view of tho syntax of the passage, and para-
phrases the whole :

" If God, in order that He might ex-
nibit His primitive justice and sovereign power, endures
vith m*,ch long-suffering the wickedness of the impenitent
and rebellious who are worthy of His divine indignation

;

and if He has determined to exhibit His rich grace toward
the subjects of His mercy whom He has prepared for
glory, even toward us whom He has called, Gentiles as well
as .Tews; who art thou," &c. This gives too strong a
meaning to fleAwv, and is not so justifiable gi-ammatically
fu the viaw of ileyer and Latige.—R.]

[The immedate end of the long-sufferng is im
doubtedly to lead to repentance (comp. chap. ii. 4-

2 Peter iii. 9, 15). But, as Alford Intimates, thii« is

a mystery we cannot fathom.—R.]
Vessels of wrath [axfiiri ofy^?. Without

the article. Not some, but those in general, limited,

however, by the clause immeciately following. Tiie

absence of the article seems also to favor Lange's

distinction between " vessels unto dishonor " and
" vessels of wrath."—R.] Meyer : Vessels full of
Di'iine wrath. Totally foreign to the figure I Ves
sels filled with Divine wrath would be very holy and
honorable, as is the case with the vials of wrath in

the hand of the angels, in John's Revelation. De
Wette and Tholuck correctly expain : Objects of
divine wrath. [So Stuart, Hodge. The latter taken

the phrase as a modification of " vessels unto dis-

honor " (ver. 21),—R.] The figure in Ps. ii. 9 ia

undoubtedly closely connected with the Apostle's

thought.

Fitted for destruction \_xaT ijqt ta /liva
lit; anaXiiav. This is the end for which they
are fitted ; the divine h^yrj is accomplished in the
aTzildita.—R.] Meyer :

" But the subject who has
fitted them for the ano'ihi-a is God (see ver. 20 f.),

and the insertion of any clause by which it should
follow that they had fitted themselves for destruc-
tion (see Chrysostom, Theodoret, fficumenius, and
Theophylact) is contrary to both the word and the
context (likewise Tholuck and De Wette)." But
apart from the fact that, according to Ps. ii., God
breaks the vessels of wrath, but does not make them,
the very decided change of the verb as well as of
the tense {xaTrjQ'Tt,(jfieva; a 7T(jo tjTolfxa'
air) should guard the exegetieal author, who usu.
ally holds so tenaciously to the letter, against this con-
clusion. It is a much bolder leap from the thought

:

God lias the power to make vessels unto dishonor, to
the thought that He has made the vessels of wmth.
In the Apostle's choice of verbs he presents three
antitheses, which may well serve as a warning to the
expositor.

1. JThe verbs themselves are different : in za-
Taqriifiv, the idea of making ready predominates
(to rnake fitting, to ^prepare fully); 'but in the ex.
pression jigoixoifidtHv, on the contrary, the idea
of the previous preparation predominates.

2. The former word is put in the perfect, and
(which strengthens the matter) also in the participle;
but the latter, being in the form of the aorist, ia
much less conclusive.

S. The former stands irrelatively in the passive
;

but the latter, as activity, is referred definitely to
God. Such antitheses as these cannot be dusted ofif

by the brush of mere assurance. Therefore a third
explanation takes its place beside the two foregoing
ones. According to this last, the perfect passive
participle must be read as a verbal adjective : pre-
pared, ready, as in Luke vi. 40, &c, (Grotius, Calo-
vius. Beck). The Apostle has probably chosen this
form, because this being ready certainly arises from
a continual reciprocal action between human sin and
the Divine judgment of blindness and hardness. De
Wette has an uncertain surmise of this relation:
" The mixture of two diflTerent modes of view—tho
moral and the absolute—undoubtedly occurs here.
It must also be granted that the Apostle avoids say-
mg: a xari/gnaf ilt; amnLHav (Bengel)." The
two different modes of view " are reduced to one

accordmg to which every development of sin is a
network of human offences and Divine judgment^
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that arc related to each other as chain and clasp.*
The poet knew something more of the matter than
many theologians, when he wrote :

" This is the very
curse of evil deed," &c.

; f provided the curse is not
taken as a mere phrase.

Yer. 23. And that he might make known
the riches, &o, [xat iva yvw^tffTj rov
jzi.ourov, x.r.).. As intimated above, this clause
should be connected (Winer, p. 530) with endured.

Kal, also. This was a second purpose of God's
endurance, undoubtedly the more important one.
"] va is of course telic.

—

T^i; Soiiji; aliroTi.

The divine majesty in its beneficent glory. Bengel

:

Sonitatis, gratiw, misericordim, sap entiai, omiiipo-

tentim.—R.] The riches of glory form the antithe-

sis to another miserable train of development which
Christanity could conceivably have taksn within the

Jewish nationality. The riches of glory are the train

of development which God has actually taken, the
course of the unlimited universality of evangeliza-

tion, to the wonderful blessing of which, in the con
version of the Gentiles, the Apostle ever reverts

with rapt adoration (chap. x. 11 ; Eph. iii. 5-10

;

Col. i. 6, 20 ff.).

According to Calvin, the TiXovioq t^? (Jo5(;e

should be so regarded that by the interitus impro-
horum eo luculentius divince bonitatis, erga electos

amplitudo should be strengthened. According to

the explanation of the Remonstrants, the liberalitas

of God should be made known on the vessels of

mercy, by the comparison of this mercy with the

patient endurance with the vessels of wrath. Ac-
cording to Fritzsche, the purpose of sparing the Jews
was, that many of them might be converted before

the second coming of Christ. But this overlooks

vcr. 24, according to which the vessels of mercy are

only partly among the Jews.:|: Meyer must also here

mix up the second coming of Christ, which he every-

where brings in, just as Dr. Baur does Clemens Eo-
manus. " If, namely, God had not so patiently en-

dured the ay.fvrj biiyrjq, but had already permitted

His penal judgment to be inflicted upon them (which

must be regarded together with the second coming),

He would have had no period to declare His glory

to axHuai eXioi'i." That is, the final judgment, as

the end of the period of mercy, would have been
present with the complete penal judgment of Israel.

The destruction of Jerusalem has certainly become
a type of the end of the world, but not the end of

the world itself. The Apostle presents us with an
excellent exegesis of his own language, in chap. xi.

11, 26
; Acts xiii. 46, and also in other passages.

[On vessels of mercy, inl axivi] eXioii(;.

Not to (De Wette), but toward, with regard to, de-

pending on Ttkovtov (Alford). The making known
is represea ^ed by the preposition • as stretching itself

[Stuart and Alford adop -the stronger view as inherent
" in any consistent belief of an omnipotent ttnd omniscient
Ooi;" Dr. Hodge gives both, without definitely accepting
either. Schaff deems the stronger view the more natural
one, but guards it, as must be done, against supra-lap-
sarianiem, &c. But the differences noted by Dr. Lange
must he carefully kept in view, as themselves guarding
aKainst erroneous inferences.—B.]

t [" Das EBEN ist der Fluch der bosen That
Das sie, fortzpiujend, immer Bases muts gebdren.^*

This quotation, almost a provGrh in German literature,

IS from Schiller, Die Piccolomini. V. Aufi;., 1 Aufir. Cole-
ridge, who has taken some libercies in arrangement, puts it

in Act iii. Scene 1.— R.]
t [The advantage of a general reference throughout the

passage is apparent here. The making known is something
which occurs not cnce, but throus:hout the whole gospel
dispensation, as ver. 24 zequires.—£.]

21

over the men who are its objects (Meyer). The lat.

ter is preferable. We have no right to limit th«
" vessels of mercy " to any period. The preceding
context would extend the reference to the times of
Pharaoh ; ver. 24 extends it indefinitely into the
Christian dispensation.—R.]

Which he before prepared for glory [a
Tc^oiiroi/^aaiv ilq doiav. The verb is aoriut,

and refers to a definite past act. The two mean-
ings suggested by Hodge: (1.) predestined; (2.)
prepared by providence and grace (also that of 01s-

hausen), are both objectionable.. (1.) Because it it

not the proper meaning of the word
; (2.) because

this is a continued work, and would be indicated by
the perfect, as was the " fitted " of ver. 22. It

probably refers to the actual constitution of the in-

dividual, as clay in the hands of the potter, the re-

sult of election, yet distinct from it.—There is no
necessity for limiting doia to "the glory of the new
covenant." Its antithesis, " destruction," shows that

it means the full and eternal glory of the kingdom
of heaven.—E.] Tholuck translates, " which he had
prepared unto glory from eternity," and remarks
thereon, that, from the circumstance that the x«-

trjQriafieva does not have the tiqo before it, it fol-

lows that Paul could have thought only of a decretum
electionis, but not reprobationis. [So Schaff.] Tho-
luck cites, in favor of this explanation, Eph. ii. 10 •

Matt. xxiv. 34 ; Book of Wisdom viii. 9.

We must remark, in relation to the middle pas-

sage, that the expression : Hatjikela Ttpocroi/^aa*

juh^ ano y.ara^oXfj(; noff^ov must not be con-

founded with 71(10 y-atapoXriq xoan. From the

foundation of the world, through all time, God has

labored for the preparation of the ^aai-hla. The
thought, God has choien us before the foundation of
the world, is also totally different from the iufeasible

thought, that He prepared us for glory before the

foundation of the world. The two other passages

are equally undemonstrative. Meyer explains, more
correctly, thus : God formed the axivij ().iov<; there-

for beforehand, before He declared His glory on
them. But the general statement has also its his-

torical relation on this side. As the true children

of faith among the Jews came out from the peda-

gogical exclusion under the law (Gal. iii. 23), they

found themselves already prepared for the glory of

the new covenant, and the preparatory mercy had
operated in this direction on even many of the Gen-

tiles (chap. ii. 14, 15). The TtXoTiroi; T^f ddSjjf
came over them like the rising of » spiritual sun

—

sTtl axfvrj IXiovq, the vessels which were sub-

jects of mercy—and went far beyond them in the

evangelization of the Gentile world (see Isa. ix. 2).

[The paraphrase of Meyer (vers. 22, 23) is ap-

pended, as a clear resume of the exegesis, for the

most part supported in the notes above. " But if

God, notwithstanding His holy will leads Him, not

to allow His anger and His power to remain un
proven, but to make it known in act, has yet, with

great long-suffering, endured such as were objects

of His wrath, and spared them the destruction, into

which they are, however, fitted and prepared to fall,

as a vessel from the potter—endured and spared not

merely as a proof of such great long-sufiFering toward

them, but also with the purpose of making known,

during the continuance of tliis forbearance, the ful

ness of His glorious perfection upon such as are ob-

jects of His mercy, whom He had before prepared,

as a potter a TCisel, and enabled for eternal glory."

R.]
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Ver. 24. As such he also called us, &c.

[o?;? nal EKciXffffV rj/aaq, x.T.A. Ol'?, of
which kind, quotes (Alfoi'd). As such Teasels of

mercy, he also, besides preparing, called us. He
prepared us among these vessels of mercy, and, as

Buch, lias also called us, Jews and Gentiles. Stuart

would supply liere tjUtjaf, He showed mercy to us

;

but this is unne(;essary in our view of the passage.

—E.] We have already brought out the meaning

of the hd/.iaiv in this passage. It denotes the

fundamental thought of vers. 21-23, God's freedom

in the economy of His call. Even us lohotn ; namely,

even such vessels of mercy ; or they, even whom.

That is, in this characteristic He has also called us

(not us also) as vessels of mercy. Because He had

in mind only objects of mercy, but not the probable

legitimate heirs, He could, consistently with His

mercy, conformably to His preparatory mercy, really

call us

:

Not from among the Je'ws only, but also

from among the Gentiles. ['£1, from among.

Iteugel notes the reference to the call of the Jew
95 :

*' iVb?i eo ipso vocatus, quod Judceus est, sed ex

Judisis." Hodge :
" How naturally does the Apos-

tle here return to the main subject of discussion !

How skilfully is the conclusion brought out at which

le has continually aimed !
"—R.]

B. The third proof, corroborated by witnesses

uf the Old Testament (vers. 25-29).*

Ver. 25. As he saith also in Hosea [ih<;

xal ev, ji.T.A. See Textual Mote '\ for the He-

brew text. Alford suggests, very properly, that

xai implies " that the matter in hand was not that

directly prophesied in the citation, but one analo-

gous to it." See below.—E.] The call of believ-

ing Gentiles is not only a New Tosiament fact, but is

%\iio attested previously in the Old Testament.—In

Hosea ; that is, in the Book of Hosea.—The first

quotation is Hosea ii. 23 :
" And I will say to them

which were not my people (see Hosea i. 9), Thou
art my people ; and they shall say. Thou art my
God.''' Paul has changed the t'gw of the original

text and the LXX. into xakiaui, wliich, accord-

ing to Fritzsche and Meyer, should mean, / will call.

rholuck, on the contrary, properly observes that the

naming of them already comprises the call. Paul

has also left out the addition, irrelevant in this con-

nection: "And they shall sa}', 'Thou art my God;'"
while, on the other hand, he has, in conformity with

the sense, correctly supplied the clause xai ttjv

ova rj y an fj ^i EVtj V , y..T.).., in harmony with

Hosea i. 6, referred to Hosea ii. 23.+

Ver. 26. And it shall come to pass, that in

the place. [See Textual Note "'.] In order to

* The reference is undoubtedly to the symbolical names
given by the prophet to a son and daughter (cbap. i. 6, 9) :

ho-Amrtii (not my people) and Lri-Ruliamah (not having
obtained mercy). In order of birth the latter stands first,

as "^ell as in thf. passage cited. This is natural, as visible

deprivation of mercy precedes visible rejection as a people.
The Apostle inverts the order, however, perhaps because
the prominent thought for his purpose was ; not my peO'
pie, *c.—B.]

f [Br. Hodge makes of vers. 25-33 a distinct section, in
which the Aposlle confinns the position of the preceding
section (the freedom of God in selectim? the objects of His
mercy) by declarations of the Old Testament (1.) vers. I^t,

26. Aliens were to be included in the liingdom of God

;

(2.) Only a small portion of the Israelites should attain to
these blc^Huigs ; vers. 27-29 ; hence the Gentiles are eahod,
nd the Jews as Jews rejected; vers. 30, 31. The reason
of their rejection was refusal to submit to gospel terms of
salvation ; ver. 32. As predicted, they were oifended at
their Messiah ; ver. 33.—R.l

undeistand the whole argumentative force of thii

citatioii, we must, Uke the Apostle, connect the sec

ond citation, Hosea ii. 1 (LXX. i. 10), with the first

(and this is simply an exegesis according to thi an-

alogy of Scripture, as we frequently find in Paul).

The Apostle, designing to emphasize the word

oipaS , brings it out once more in his conclusion:

IxiZxi.ti&'^aov'zai., x.r.X. Hitzig explains the

expression : in the place, by insUad of. Accordmg

to Meyer, the prophet meant by this expression the

locality of the Gentiles, the Gentile lands ; but Paul

understood by it, Palestine. That the expression

denotes the stay of the Jews in the Gentile world,

is proved by Hosea i. 11 :
" Then shall the children

of Judah and the children of Israel be gathered to-

gether, and appoint themselves one head, and they

shall come up out of the land." It is just on thia

point that the weight of the proof rests. The call

will be published to them among the Gentiles, there-

fore among the ''no-people," atuong whom they them-

selves are scattered as " no-people."

According to Meyer, Paul finds the demonstra-

tive force of the two passages in the fact, that he

perceives the mercy shown to the ten tribes as a

type of the reception of the Gentiles to salvation.

According to Tholuck, his proof rests upon the her-

meneutics of the Jewish exposition. This " was ac-

customed to refer biblical declarations, .iccovding to

the law of ideal analogy, to such subjects also as are

comprehended in the same category " (see p. 641).*

It must be assumed that the decision :
" not my

people," has placed the Jews among the Gentiles,

and that the decision : Ln-Ruhamah, has adjudged

them to be a very intractable people even among
the Gentiles themselves. If, now, the call to salva-

tion is published to this not my people, in the midst

of the Jews, then it has a creative, original mean-
ing ; it is not published to Israel as God's people,

but it creates for itself > people of God from the

mixed " no-people " of the Jews and of the Gentiles.

According to the typical construction, De Wette has

referred the To;rot,- to the ideal state or divine king-

dom, and Fritzsche to the ccetus Cristianorum, Yet,

according to the connection, this locality means the

equalization of Jews and Gentiles in one common
need of mercy.

Ver. 2*?. And Isaiah cries also concerning
Israel, Though the number of the children of
Israel be as the sand of the sea, a remnant
shall be saved. [Vers. 27 and 28 contain a quo-

tation from Isa. x. 22, 2.3 ; the verses being divided

differently, however. The original reference wjui

undoubtedly to the return from Babylon. Here,
however, the emphasis is laid on remnant, mainly
with reference to the call of the Gentiles, though
perhaps not without a secondary reference to the
future salvation of Isi'ael—a premonition of chap,
xi.—R.] That the question in the foregoing was
the call of the Gentiles (the Jews, of course, in.

eluded, in so far as they have sunk into heathen-
dom), and not the call of the Jewish people, at.

Hofmann holds, is proved by the verse which now
follows—a quotation from Isa. x. 22, nearly accord,
ing to the LXX. The Apostle here emphasizes tlie

remnant, as he has empliasized the Gentile land in
the foregoing passage. Only a remnant of Israel,

* [So Hodge, Stuart, substantially. Tor a discnssioo
of Paul's analogical use of Old Testament events and cita«
tions, the reader is referred to Lange's Comm. OaU vth
113 ff.. 120 fl.-K.l

^"^
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ro V7i6i.il, lull, a, will be saved. The LXX. trans,

lated the original -W^ : vMl return, be converted,

by (r<;i.9)/(Tf T«t, in the sense of mil be saved,

though in a more restricted sense than Paul intends.

The term remnant is of all the more weight, as it

Btauds in contrast with the declaration, " though thy
people Israel be as the sand of the sea." Similar

puftsages : Isa. Ixv. 8, 9 ; Mai. iii. 2 ; iv. 1.—The
oijing, x^dtii, describes the bold declaration of
i truth very offensive to the people.

Ver. 28. [For he is finishing the Tiirord, and
cutting it short in righteousness ; because a
ihort word will the Lord make upon the
earth. Aoyov yap GvvztXmv xat avvTt-
Hvoiv ev dt'iiat'Offvv'ri' OTt- loyov avvTtx-
lifjltivov TT 0-^ IT sb xu^toc,' 871* t ij (; yrji;.

See Textucd Notes "> "''' '". Lange renders: For
He who consummates the reckoning, h also he who
limits it in righteousness. Yea, a restrained work
will the Lord carry oid on the earth. Against this

new, see below.—K.] Zunz translates the follow-

ing words of the same quotation, yi^n "li^fes , &0.,

thus :
" The ruin is decreed, righteousness overflows.

For the Lord, the God of Hosts, executes a firmly

determined desolation in the midst of all the land."

The LXX. has translated : loyov avvxilmv xai aw-
riiivoiv EV drxaioffvvri, oTt Xoyov GuvTiXfiriixivov

Kv^boq TToi^aiL iv I'll oi-Aoviitvq oXf\. Paul follows

this in the main, witii the exception of the last words.

It may now be asked. Has the LXX. translated

incorrectly, and has Paul incorrectly quoted from it,

under the supposition that this translation corre-

sponds better to his purpose ? (see Tholuck, pp. 542

ff) nbs means, first of all, completion, consum-

mation, and concurs with the loyoi; in the idea of

settlement (see the LXX., 1 Mace. a. 40, 42, 44).

Accordingly, "|'i"'fe3 also means the judgment of

destruction in the sense of settlement. Now the

LXX. translates the fir.st clause thus :
" He who has

determined tlie settlement (the same as the final judg-

ment) is the same who limits it, cuts it short in right-

eousness ; so that a remnant can be left from the

destructios." We read the xal auvri/iviav as

a conclusion with eari, and understand by right-

eousness, not penal righteousness, but righteous re-

straint in punishing, according to the saving purpose

of righteousness, whose highest glory does not con-

sist in inexorable rigor.

This translation is undoubtedly exegetical. First,

it takes over Adonai, the subject of the following

clause, in order to bring back the definition of the

first clause to the defining clause. Then it does not

explain the f^p^l^ ^^^ as a higher degree of the

first term ^1"'n T'^'feB, but, antithetically, as a

mitigation, which is even already indicated in the

Vinn . This exegesis will be perceived from the

sense, also, to be altogether correct. Destruction is

defined as settlement, but therewith also cut short

;

(overflowing (restraining itself) with righteous mild-

niiss, deliverance. The word "ip'^S frequently has

the sense of mildness, of righteousness, as fairness

in iia saving effect. The verb riBKJ is here transi-

tive. See Gesenius, Lexicon, On aiivtciivft-v, see

the Lexicon. This translation is further in harmony
with the connection which gives prominence to jire-

cisely this thought, that a remnant shall be saved

(rom the decreed judgment.* The "shortened

*
I ret the emphasis, a£ will appear from the notes on

days," in Matt xxiv. 22, denote the same thmg. Se«
the Commentary on Mattliew [Amer. ed., pp. 425,
4261

The second clause changes the maxim of divin*

government declared in the first clause, according
to which, judgment always brings a deliverance,

into a declaration ; here the word of the LXX. it

explained of itself by the foregoing : for the Lord
will effect a shortened, that is, a moderated settle-

ment in the whole world, or, as Paul says in a mora
general way, upon the earth. Now there seems to

be no support for the avvciriitjiiivov ir the

original text. But the niphal participle fl^MTJ,

like the substantive ranns , does not by any meani

denote in turn, like nbs , the penal judgment in it.

self, but the deflniteness and fixed limitation of the

penal judgment. Thus the word fiunfisi after ilbs

,

in Isa. xxviii. 22, evidently serves to express the
limitation of the judgment, as is plain from the ex-

planation in vers. 23-29. (Ver. 28 : He will not

ever be threshing it.) Therefore the Yulgate prop-
erly translates consummationem et abbreviationem
audivi ; according to the Septuagint, avvrttchaiiiva
xal aiivTfTiitjfisva ngdyiiara ijxovaa. Comp. also

Dan. ix. 27 ; xi. 36. From this it follows that in the

y^in , in the first member of Paul's citation, there

is comprised not merely the close, but also the limit-

ing conclusion of the judgment of destruction.

According to Meyer (and Fritzsche), the LXX
exhibits an ignorance of the passage, yet Paul found
the sense of the translation suited for his purpose.

In consequence of a defective construction, the word
).6yo(; has been differently explained: purpose; fact;

dictum. According to Meyer, the Xoyov irvv-

TiXfi. signifies the shortest possible consummation
of the Xoyoi;. Tholuck : "The Lord will execute an
exactly defined declaration." (On the usual opin-

ions on Paul's quotations, see Tholuck's Note on p.

543. See also the account of the different exposi-

tions of the present passage ; for example, the pa-

tristic one of Chrysostom, Augustine, and others,

that Xoyoi; avvciTij,. is the gospel as an abridged

doctrine of salvation, in antithesis to the elaborate-

ness of the Old Testament).* Luther's translation

of the present passage is very inexact.,f but it is

ver. 27, is not upon the salvation of the remnant, but upon
the fact that only a remnant will be saved. Not does the
remoter context tavor such a mitigated view. It is not in
accordance with tlie passage cited from Hosea, nor with
ver. 24, still less with vers. 30-33.—E.]

* [Alford seems to include both promise and threaten-
ing in Ao-yos, and makes the object of the citation a con-
firmation of "the certainty of the salvation of the remnant
of Israel, seeing that now, as then, He, with whom a thou-
sand years are as a day, will swiftly aecomplish His pro-
phetic word in righteousness."

As a curious specimen of interpretation, that of Words-
worth is appended :

" There set^ms to be here in the mind
of the prophet a contrast betrsveen the pavHty of the num-
bers to which the Israelites are to be reduced, and the

abundance of righteousness vouchsafed to them. The quan-
tity will be small, but the quality will be good. The LXX.
gives a paraphrase (not a literal translation) which em*
bodies this sense, and which is adopted by the Apostle.

"The word Xoyoff, as used by them, appears to signify

an account or recJtoning, and, derivatively, a sum or cata-

logue of people. The sense, therefore, le : ' Summing up
and cutting short the reckoning.^ The \6yo^ is the ao

count or muster-roll of the people. The census of the
Israelites will be cut short to a small number, but the small-

ness of the number will be amply compensated by th«

righteousness with which God will endue it by virtue of iti

faith in Christ." A method of exegesis like this compeiu
sates for the discovery of so mmy things not m the text,

by omittiag so much that is there.—B.]

t ["Denn u toird ein Verderben v/rtd Steurm eeschehen
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more in harmony witu the sense than the more re-

cent explaniitions.

[Few verses present such a combination Of difS-

culties as this one.

(1.) Cntically, the text is in doubt. See Textual
Note ™, where the longer reading of the Rec. is ac-

cepted (against such careful critics as Lachmann,
Alford, Tregelles).

(2.) Tlie LXX. seems to have departed from the
sense of the Hebrew original. Paul varies from the
former, but not materially ; thus endorsing what is

deemed by many an incorrect rendering of the Word
of God. Out of this grows the difficult exegetical
problem of getting the sense of the Hebrew out of
the Greek words (which seems to be Dr. Laage's
endeavor), or the equally difficult solution of the
strange fnct, that an apostle would dioose such an
altered version of the Hebrew.

(3.) This state of things has encouraged exposi-
tors in departing almost at pleasure from the obvious
meaning of Paul's words, while it has not led them
to adopt the obvious meaning of the words of the

prophet. Dr. Lange has chosen an ingenious inter-

pretation, with a view of discovering in the passage
a declaration of forbearance on the part of God. It

is open to lexical objections (see below), and is not
in accordance with the context ; since the only verse
which intimates a kindred thought is ver. 22, while
the immediate connection is rendering the opposite
thought very prominent.

The only method which seems fair in dealing
with any author when he quotes, is to take it for
granted that he quotes wittingly, and then to inter-

pret his citation, making the original passage, espe-
cially when used through the medium of a transla-

tion, entirely subordinate. The interpretation then
becomes a simple exegetical question. What, then,
does Paul say here, as his view of the meaning of
the prophet's words ?

(a.) Aoyov, word, saying. It does not mean
wori(E. v.). Many render: Seccee. Doubtless this
idea underlies the passage, and is found in the He-
brew, but the Greek word never means this. It is

better, then, to render word {i. e., of promise or
threatening, probably both—threatening to the mass
of the people, promise to the remnant). This is the
view of many of the best modern commentators, al-

though they differ as to the precise reference.

(6.) ^I'vTEfivoiVf ffvvrfT^i-rifiivQv, The
verb (only here in the New Testament) means to cut
short, to finish rapidly. It obviously refers to the
rapid accomplishment of what God has said. It

seems, then, altogether unnecessary to find in the
rapid accomplishment of what God says, an indica-
tion of something different from what He says

—

i. e.,

that this quick fulfilment of wrath is an exhibition

of mercy to those who are its objects. This is Dr.
Lange's position. Admitting, that "in righteous-
ness " includes God's mercy to the chosen remnant,
that does not imply "mitigation of judgment" to

the apostate mass. Nor is it necessary to find a
diffisrent meaning for the word in tlie second clause
though such a variation can be justified. We ren-
der, therefore : is cutting short, and cut short, sup.
plying tiTTi (with the present participles ; Meyer,
and others).

(c.) 'Ev St,na,i,o(Tvv'ri is referred most natu-
rally to the judicial justice of God, which punishes,

lur Oerecneiglctit, und del Htrr tidrd dasseliige Sleuren ihun
tuf Eiden."—B,.\

in o:der to save the remnant. The former thoughl

is the prominent one, as we infer both from the co&
text here, and from the original. The sense of the

whole verse then is : He («. «., the Lord) is fimshi-

ing and cutting short the word (making it a fact by
rapid accomplishment) in righteousness, for u. cuU

short word (one rapidly accomplished) will the Lord

make (execute, render actual) upon ttie earth. Thit

is, in the main, Meyer's rendering. While the orig-

inal reference was to the Jews in the times of Isaiah)

the Apostle here makes the prophecy of more ger-

eral validity, referring it to the sad fact that most of

the Jews were cut off (so Hodge), thougli including

the other fact, that the remnant should be saved,

both sides supporting the general thought of the

chapter. Dr. Lange at last comes to nearly the

same view. The question then arises. Is this at all

in keeping with the words of the prophet himself?

A comparison will show that it preserves the spirit

of Isaiah's language most fully, and actually conveys
to the reader's mind a clearer sense than a literal

rendering of the Hebrew would do. Hence he used
the LXX., and (as all authors do) inserted such un-

important words as would make its language conforn
to the use for which he designed it.—R.]

The prophet has uttered a twofold truth in the

quotation ; first, that only a remnant will be left

from the great judgment of destruction, but then
that this remnant shall be preserved in security.

The Apostle, in vers. 27 and 28, has brought Into

prominence this first feature, but without altogether

excluding the second. This latter is proved by the
remaining part of his citation.

Ver. 29. And, as Isaiah hath said, or proph-
esied (Isa. i. 9), &c. [y.ai, y.a&0)q TT^oeiQrixtv
'Haatcu;, z.t./. We give the pointing of Meyer
(a comma after xai). 'The meaning then is : .4n<?,

as Isaiah has already said (so I appropriate hia

words). Except, &c. See below, however. If it be
objected, that this gives to the verb the unusual
sense of prophesy, it will be seen that this is not
the necessary meaning of has already said. The
introduction of xa&o'iq calls for some such para-
phrase, and the nfjo seems to refer to the time of
the Apostle, rather than to the place of the last

citation. Besides, the propriety of a direct adoption
by the Apostle appears both from the use of the first

person, and the quasi-prophetic character of the ap-
plication Paul makes of the passage here.—R.] The
explanation : he has already said, namely, in an
earUer chapter (Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, and oth-
ers), is opposed by Tlioluck, and others, with the
remark, that such a reference to earlier passages is
without an analogy in the Apostle's constant quo-
tation manoriter. Against this explanation, at all
events, is the Apostle's design of returning to th«
fact of the present condition of believing Israel ; s(i

that he seems to construe the prophet's declaration
chiefly as a typical prophecy. But that passage is

immediately more than a description of an existing
condition

; it is a vision of an immeasurable ruin
extendmg to the future,* as the passage, Isa. vi. 9

;

•
*

o^P''' P'!.^'''^'''""
remarks on Isa. i. 9 (Dtr Prnphet Jiuaja,

1. p. SJ)
:
" The prophet with a few ground-strokes gathers

up the whole future of the people of Israel. He aimouncM
a period ot judgment as an unavoidable passage-way : then,
agam, a tune of salvation. But the period of judimient
comprehends m itself all the judgments then standing
without aB yet : every visitation, of which history froa
that lime on knows aught, is a proof of this word of proph.
ecy, a fulfilment of it. . . . Just so is the period of salva-
tion conceived as tha sum-total of all fuimment in general,
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eomp. Matt. xiii. 15 ; John xii. 39 ff. ; Acts xxviii.

26, 27 ; 2 Cor. iii., xiv. ff. It may be asked, whether
!fe would read xal sari, xa&oiq 'Ha. &c. : It

Stands thus, as Isaiah has prophesied, or : And—as

Isaiah has prophesied—Except, &o. Meyer defends

the latter construction ; but we prefer the former,

beoause the Apostle designs to adduce this quoted

(ispression, like the former and the following one,

as an expressive prophetical declaration. The term

aniq iA,a means the y.aidXnfii^a, as well in its ex-

ternal Bmallness as in its inward importance for the

future. The Septuagint has translated the "i^'ito of

the original text by anigua.* Compare Isa.

IxT. 8.

Fourth Proof : The currespondence letween

God's freedom in Sis government with the freedom

of men in their faith or unhd.ef, Tlie stability of
the fact that the Gentiles believe, and Israel, in its

popular totality, does not believe (vers. 30-3S).

Meyer says, on this section :
" The Jews them-

selves bear the gutlt of their own exclusion, because

they obtained it not by faith, but by works of

righteousness, for they were offended at Christ."

[A new chapter should begin here. For, having

already stated the objective. Divine ground of the

rejection of the Jews, Paul now passes to the sub-

jective or human cause, hinted at frequently before,

viz., their unbelief. They were rejected by God,

because, in spite of the many warnings of their own
prophets, they sought their own righteousness, spring-

ing from an external view of the law, and were of-

fended at the promised Messiah, when He actually

appeared, instead of seekmg salvation through vital

faith in the grace of God in Christ. This mode of

view, which is carried out further in chap, x., solves

In part the enigma of the preceding discussion
;
yet

H cannot be denied that, in the Divine predestina-

tion, there ever remains an obscure background,

which reason is not in a condition to fully compre-

hend, and should humbly adore.—P. S.]

Ver. 30. What shall we say then? [Ti
ovv l^ovfiev; Precisely as in ver. 14, where it

introduces an objection.—R.] We may ask, whether

the Apostle again uses this expression here in order

to avoid a false conclusion, or whether he merely
" deduces the historical result from the foregoing

prophecies" (Meyer).f Evidently, this passage is

a turning-point of the greatest importance. The

Apostle has heretofore described God's freedom, and

finally His freedom even in rejecting the greater part

of Israel in contrast to His call of the Gentiles, and

has strengthened his declaration by appealing to the

prophecy of the Old Teetament. This is now the

place where this question arises : From all this, does

there not follow fatalism, or a simple absolute au-

thority of Divine freedom ? He does not absolutely

express this false conclusion, in order to make short

(dnce the complete realization of all God*s promises will

bring wliat will still all the longing and the thirsting of the

timian heart from thenceforth and forever."—P. S.]

* [The rescued Israelites arc called, Isa. vi. 13 (comp.

Ezra IX. 2), "a holy seed," because out of them, as a small

beginning, at the same time the nation shall rejuvenate

Itself, and the true spiiitual Israel shall proceed. The Jew-
ish Christians, who escaped the terrible judgment of God
apon the mass of the unhappy nation at the destruction of

Jerusalem, formed the pith of the Christian Chtirch.—P. S.]

r [Alford answers thus : ** This question, when followed

fcy a question, implies, of course, a rejection of the thought
thus suggested ; but when, as here, by an assertion, intro-

duces a further unfolding of the argument from what has

•receded." What follows is not a question. See below.

work of it by a fit; yivovro, because he has reallj

anticipated it already. But he actually removes it

The Gentiles have not first attained to salvation from
an exercise of absolute authority; they have attained

to righteousness, the righteousness of faith, which
can only be obtained from the source of righteous

ness.

Some expositors (Pelagius, Cyril, Theodore of
Mopsvestia, Flatt, Olshausen) have not understood
the expression from ort to eipSaai as an answer,

but as the real import and continuation of the pend-
ing question, under different modifications (on aa

because; that, somehow that). This is opposed by the

following : 1. The statement in vers. 80 and 31 can

by no means be regarded as a summary of the fore-

going; 2. It has not been at all present as jet in

this definite deduction of the antithesis. It contains

something new, which only arises as a conclusion

from what has preceded. Chrysostom says that this

passage is the aatpcatdrti Xvaii; of the chapter.

Baur, and others : The Apostle here first becomes
conscious of the subjective point of view. Tholuck,

correcting this view, says that the Apostle here fii'st

brings it out to prominence. On the discussions of

the Predestinarians and the Remonstrants concern-

ing the Tt ovv i^oTi/ifV, see Tholuck, p. 546.

That the Gentiles. "E&vri ; not merely Gen-

tiles. [Against Meyer, who says: " Not the Gentiles

as a whole. On the Gentile side was righteousness,"

&c.—R.]
Who were not following after righteous.

ness, attained. Tct /^ij Svilix. The Apostle

uses the (Jtt/izfw with especial reference to the

races (see Meyer on Phil. iii. 12, 14), and thus

r.araka.fi.p. means not merely the reaching, but

also grasping ; in this case it is especially the grasp-

ing of the prize (see 1 Cor. ix. 24). This consti-

tutes a double antithetical oxymoron. The Gentiles

did not run after righteousness, and yet even they

grasped righteousness at the goal of the race-course.*

But the Jews, who ran, or so far as ihey were run-

ners after the taw of righteousness, never reached

the proper terminal point of the race—the well-

understood law. The Apostle does not design to

say that the Gentiles in general had known no high-

er pursuit ; for he has already referred to the Gen-

tiles in his expression concerning preparatory grace :

5 TiQOTjToi/jaaiv di; (Jojav.f But the Gentiles were

not only not companions with the Jews in the course

in which the latter ran after the law of righteous,

ness ; righteousness, as an explicit moral law, was

not the fundamental idea of their pursuit (although

it constituted the unity of the platonic virtues).

The Greek struggled for ideality, or wisdom, while

the Roman struggled for an innocent legal order, or

for power. Thus it came that they did not run

astray by looking at an analytical phantom of right-

eousness, hke the majority of the Jews ; and hence

that they could be subjected (that is, for a prelimi.

nary condition of faith) to the curse of their ideals,

to 1 profound despair in themselves and 'n the glory

• [It seems best (with TMCeyer) to consider rightemsmsl

as used, in this part of our verse, without special referenci

to the Christian standpoint. Dr. Hodge really advocate!

this view, but is hampered in reaching it by the limited

meaning he places upon the word as used by Paul. Stuart

renders 6ik., justificaiion in each case, which is altogethcac

untenable. See p. 74 ff., &c.—K.]
t [See ver. 23. It is doubtful whether such prepar-atloa

as is there referred to, includes, in any sense, the prqpa*.

deviic relation of the Gentile world to Christianity, how
ever extensi'-e that relation was.—E.1
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of the world (see ohap. iv. ; Acta xvi. 9 ; Rom. ix.

27-SO).*

Even the righteousness TO-hich is of faith

[Jixavoavv/iv di, x.t.X. That ia, precisely the
true righteousness. On the delicate meaning of (1i

,

see Alt'ord in loco ; Winer, p. 412.—R.]
Ver. 31. But Israel, following after the

law of righteousness, attEiined not to the law
[1 a Q arj}, Se Si(!)y.{)iv v6/iov di'Kato(Ti'Vijqy

ti(i vo/iov oiiy. t(p&atTfv, On the reading, see

Textual Note ^°, and below.—R.] It is not : the

righteousness of the law, but, more strongly : the

law of righteousness. This would mean, in the fig-

ure of the race, that Israel has by no means ad-

vanced so far as to run after righteousness itself;

the programme of the race became its goal ; in

striving after an endless analysis of the law, it has
run astray in statutes of external legality. There-
fore it has come to pass that it has not reached

* ;t o e in its truth—that is, in its real inward character

—and that, after all its running, it has never attained

to the true beginning, the principle of the running.

This antithesis is in harmony with the subject-matter

(see Rom, vii. 1 ff.), and is much stronger than if

the Apostle had said : It has not attained to the law
of the righteousness of faith, which would be self-

evident ; or even if he had said : It has not attained

to the righteousness of the law according to the let-

ter—which charge he could not bring against them.
Therefore we prefer the reading of Codd. A. B. D.,

given in the text. [The briefer reading is quite well

supported, aud certainly, when rightly understood,
adds to the force of the passage. They did not even
attain to the law. Comp. Alford in loco.— R.]
It liardly needs to be called to mind, that the ques-
tion here is relatively concerning the Gentiles and
Israel ; that is, concerning the antithesis between the
believing Gentile world and unbelieving Israel. This
limitation in reference to Israel lies in the Smxijiv

VOIitOV.

The law of righteousness. The expression has
been regarded by many as an exchange for di-

xai'om'ivtjv v6/iou (Chrysostom, Calvin, Bengel, and
otliers). Undoubtedly this was the basis of the
effort of the Jews, but their real following extended,
in Pharisaism, far beyond, to the amplification of
the Law into an endless series of ordinances. The
view : The justifying law (Meyer), obscures the
strong empliasis of the co/ioc; itself, when this vo/ioii

is sul)sequently explained thus :
" The law was an

ideal, whose realization the Israelites strove to ex-
perience by their legalness." Comp. chap. ii. 17-24.
The theoretical, legal orthodox)/ of the Jews was the
perfect development of their righteousness of worljs,

according, also, to the Epistle of James.f
Most of the early expositors (Chrysostom, Theo-

doret, and others) hold that Paul meant the Mosaic
law in both cases in ver. 31. Others, on the con-
trary (Theodore of Mopsvestia, Bengel, and De
Welte [Hodge]

), have understood, by the second

• [On this thought, see especially Oriechenlhum nnd
Ohri.s:.enthiim, by Dr. Q-. C. Seibert, 1857, referred to in the
General Introd. M.itlhew, p. 6. The author is now a pastor
in Newark, N. .1.—R.]

t f
Dr. Tlodge seems to prefer the following view : " The

word Intv n:ay be redundant, and Paul may mean to say
nothing more than that ' the .Tews sought righteousness, or
jTlstification, bul did not attain it.' Tbis, no doubt, is the
Bubstance, thongu it may not be the precise form of the
thought." Tbis is but avoiding an interpretation, and in a
way which the learned commentator would deem unjustifl-
eb.e if applied to less sacred forms than those written by
»n Apostle.—E,l

law, the Christian Si,xcuo<Tvvrj. These two corstruo

tions are opposed not only by the Sior/.mv (Meyer

:

it does not express the effort to fulfil the law, but

to possess the law), but also by the consideration

that a true following after the Mos,iic law—that is,

after its fulfilment—must not only lead to it, but,

even to Christianity (see ehap. vii.). Tholuck (with

Calovius, Philippi, and others) takes ro^/o? in the

wider sense, as via, disciplina of righteousness

:

" They strove for the means which furnished justifi.

cation." But this striving, construed in a genera)

sense, cannot be regarded as fruitless. The law, in

the former case, can only mean their illusive image

of the law, according to which the law, in its exter-

nal shape, should become to them a real means of

justification, and would in reality be made this

means ;
* but, in the second place, it is the Mosaic

law in its truth, and in that inward tendency by
which it became the schoolmaster which led them to

Christ.

Ver. 32. Wherefore? [cJia rt;] The faU-

ure to attain to the law.

Because they sought it not by faith [ot»
ovx ex nidTftrtq. The E. V. properly supplies

sought i<]. As the proper observance of the law
leads to saving faith, so does it proceed from a germ
of faith, which is shown by Abraham's historical

precedence of Moses. Faith is the inward relation

of confidence and obedience to God's Word ; only

the Spirit in the law gives to the legal striving, which
is a preparatory school to the gospel, its proper
direction.

But as by works [aXV mq IS eQyi,tv.
On ai;, comp. Winer, p. 573. Alford: "as 'if

about to obtain their object' by." See Textual
Note ^'.—R.] Meyer correctly maintains that the
w? is not redunda7it—as Koppe holds—and that it

does not indicate hypocrisy, according to Theophy-
lact ; but Meyer is incorrect in opposing Fritzsche's
construction, presumed works, with this explana.
tion : As a Smxolv proceeding from works is con-
stituted. His ground is, that the Jews really set
out from the works of the law, but not simply from
true works (see chap. x. 3.)-|- A pointed ei e^j'w*
must correspond to the pointed h niaxtmi;, which
former can then be only an ws e'l 'igymv. In their
seeking, they proceeded on the supposition of hav

.

ing one treasure of good works, and they continu.
ally piled law upon law, in order to become richer
in such works. In short, the starting-point, but not
the cyK/ixfn<, should be emphasized as fundamentals
false.

For they stumbled l/rpo(Tixo'4'av j-rip.
On the rendering, should ya^ be rejected, see
Textual Note =°. Meyer, however, opposes this con-
nection, though rejecting ydQ. The figure of a
race, if not prominent here, seems at least to have
suggested the " stumbling."—R.] To what does
for refer ? First of all, it presents the proof that
the Jews did not stand in the direction of faith, but
in the illusion of the righteousness of works. Then
this proves indirectly, also, the principal statement

* t^lford agrees substantially with this view. In tht
case ot the Jews, " there was a prescribed norm of app».
rent righteousness, viz., the law, in which rule and mi
tdey, as matter offad, followed after it."—E.J

1 (The word as transfers the matter to the sphere ol
snbjectiyo fancy, and expresses this: that the Jews im-
agined they were doing the works of the law, but did no(
really do them, according to the deewr sense and spirit ia
^°;™ the law should be apprehended. Comp. Isa. Ivili. !:
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in yen. 30 and 31. But the full strength of the

proof lies in the fact that they have come to shame
at the touchstone of the irue Israelites, which made
a distinction between those who trusted (that is, be-

lievers) on the stone laid by Jehovah, and those who
Btambled—that is, who were defective in faith be-

ccose of their presumed righteousness of works.

At that atone of stumbling [tm Xi&m
toil ;rpo<7>co^;i aTO?]. (Isa. vili. W ; xxviii.

16 ; Luke ii. 34 ; 1 Cor. i. 28 ; 1 Peter ii. 6-8).

The Jews, in their hypocrisy, have been offended

Jirxt of all at the unworldly spirituality, the penal

o^ce, the independence, and the spiritual freedom
of Christ (see Matt. iv. 1 ff ; John ii. 18 ; iv. 1 ; v.

9 ff.), and then, in their claim to the reward of uni-

versal Messianic glory, at His poor appearance. His

renunciation. His love of sinners, and His suffering

and death on the cross. In their running, they ran

all the more violently against the stone, because they

were just then engaged in their strongest running.

The Apostle proves that this fact also is represented

beforehand in the Old Testament. He here freely

connects the passages in Isa. viii. 14; xxviii. 16,

into one prophecy, in which he follows the original

text in preference to the LXX. According to Isa.

viii. 14, Jehovah himself assuredly becomes a stone

of stumbling to both houses of Israel ; but it is Je-

hovah who has now concealed His face, in order to

declare himself in future to those who patiently wait

for Him (see Isa. viii. 17 ; ix. 7). But that, in chap,

xxviii. 16, only the ideal theocracy of the Old Testa-

ment sphere is meant, seems very doubtful. The
ideal theocracy of the Old Testament is properly de-

fined as the growth of the New Testament kingdom
of God. Now, if a comer-stone for this is laid in

Zion, it must nevertheless be the foundation of the
" ideal theocracy," and not the whole ideal theocracy

itself, or even this ideal theocracy apart from its

foundation. Likewise, the collective comer-stone in

Zion (ver. 16) constitutes a grand antithesis to the

Jewish dissolution of God's Word into a ruined

diversity (ver. 13), and it stands in connection with

the judgment, from which the vTio/.fi/ipM appears.

Therefore Paul and Peter had a perfect right to re-

gard this passage as more than a typical prophecy.

Ver. 33. [As it is written, Behold, I lay in

Zion a stone of stumbling, &c. The " stone of

stumbling and rock of offence" {ffJtavd^dXov;

LXX. : nrmiiari) is taken fiom Isa. viii. 14, and

substituted for the " corner-stone," &c., of chap,

xxviii. 16. Both passages were interpreted by the

Jews as referring to the Messiah. Comp. Luke ii.

84 ; 1 Peter 11. 6-8. The combination is therefore

both justifiable and natural.—He who believeth
on him, xoti b m-arfvoiv in avroi. TJai;,

which is found in chap. x. 11, is omitted here (see

Textual Note ''). The emphasis there is on jr««

;

here, on maTivutv, in antithesis to ver. 32.

-K.]
ShaU not be put to shame, xaTctttr/vv

fi^airai.. The original word laTi; [make haste

;

Gesenius : Jlee hastily.—R.] is here given as an ex-

planation, after the precedence of the Septuagint

[«oTc»«>7(i)'S^ii, from which Paul varies, as above].

BOCTRnfAl/ AND ETHICAL.

[The LiTERATUBB on the Doctrinal questions inrolved

kl this chapter really includes all works on systematic the-

•log7, aU oonfessious since the times of the BefomxerSf

together with a large proportion of modern psycl. ological
and ethical treatises. The lari^er commentaries, esptciall^
those of Hodge, Stuart, Tholuck, Philippi, Meyer^ Haldane,
Wordsworth, Jowett, and Forbes, are very full on the predes-
tiniirian question. The literature of the Arminlan contro*
versy (much of which is enumerated in the HomUitici\
Notes on chap, viii.) bears on this subject. (Comp. lists,

Jnirod, p. 51, v. 12-21, p. 191.) We may mention further •

AnotJSTlNE, 2}e libera arbitrio ; Anselm, Be libera arbilria ;

also, Dt caau Diabali. The works of Calvin, Ansiisivs,
EpiBcopius, Pbes. Edwards, An Inquiry into the Fie^dom
of the Witt (in numberless editions ; necessarian iu itg

conclusions, and more commented upon tWan any worli in
this department of thought). Coleridge, Aids ta Bejlec
tioti (latter part; his views have done much to mould
thought in Enijland and America). The Vanons of the

Synod af Dart give the strongest Calvinistic statements. A
list of important controverbial works is given by Tholuck
(pp. 466, 467). The philosophical works which discuss tha
subject in its ontological aspects cannot be enumerated, but
the names of Sir Wm. Hamilton, J. S. Mill, Maksel,
Bain, Tappan, McCosh, readily suggest themselves to the
American reader. The latest monograph, published in
America, is by G. S. Bishop (Newburgh, N. Y.), Repruha.
lion (a sermon on ver. 22), New York, 1869.—B,.]

1. In regard to the copious, and, in many re-

spects, mysterious contents of this chapter, we must
refer principally to the Bxeg. Notes, wliere we have

anticipated many points. We would also refer to the

history of the exposition of this chapter, and espe-

cially to the monographs bearing on the subject, men.
tioned above. The real difficulties which the chapter

presents have been greatly increased by attempts at its

exegesis. This has occurred, first, in consequence of

the little account that has been taken of the connec-

tion, the immediate relation of this chapter to Israel,

and the judgment of hardening on Israel ; and be-

cause there has not been an effort made to explain

with sufficient clearness, according to the analogy of

Scripture, the nature of the judgment of hardening,

or sin in its third potency. A second cause of diffi-

culty has been the confusion of the antitheses of the

Apostle with the antitheses of the history of doc-

trines—of Augustine and Pelagius, or Calvin and

the Catholic righteousness of works, or even the

doctrine of the Remonstrants. A third source of

difficulty has been a failure to use aright the key to

this chapter in the passage, chap. viii. 29, 30, and

a disposition rather to accept a contradiction be

tween Rom. ix. Y-29 and chaps, ix. 30-xi. 36, than

to accommodate the former part of the whole sec

tion to the latter,

2. In the division and headings we have already

given the connection between the whole of this

section and the former chapters. The fundamen.

tal thought is, the antithesis of sin and grace in its

three potencies.

Mrsi antithesis : The actual corruption of the

whole world, and therefore no conceivable righteous-

ness of works ; in contrast with this is the saving

and preponderating righteousness of faith, which is

prepared by the heartiness of conduct toward the

law, in antithesis to external legality (ehapa i. 18-

V. 11).

Second antithesis: The corruption of human

nature, the hereditary character of liability to sin

and of the judgment of death, in which the_ whole

creature-sphere of humanity is subject to vanity and

corruption ; but Christ as the preponderating prirk

ciple of the new birth and of the glorification of

man, of humanity and its sphere, stands in contrast

with the Adamic principle. This principle is opera,

tive from the standpoint of a watchful spiritual life,

which abnegates the pld carnal propensity, in ordej

to lead to resurrection a new embrjonie life of con-

secrated corporealness, in antithesis to the life in th«
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liability of tlie flesh to death, to which the external

legality also belongs (chap. v. 12-viii. 39).

Third antithesis : The corruption of the re-

ligious people, the noble people of humanity, and of

the manifested form of their theocracy, in the judg-

ment of historical hardening, in consequence of their

false reliance on natural descent, historical privi-

leges, and the righteousness of a practice of legal-

ism. In contrEst with this, on the other hand, is the

freedom of Divine grace in its election, ordination,

and call, which, as election distinguishes persons, as

ordination shows mercy and hardens, and as a call

makes the judgment of hardening firsi; of all a means
for the advancement of the call to salvation, and
finally cuts itself short and is turned in another
direction by the historical exercise of compassion.

On both sides it is conditional, in consequence of the

antithesis of pride and humility (chaps, ix-xi.)

3. The conxtruction of the chapter. The Apostle's

first prologue (vers. 1-5). An apology for his pain-

ful duty to pronounce clearly the decisive declara-

tion on the rejection of the majority of Israel ; or,

if we may so speak, to sum up all the individual ex-

periences and Divine judgments relating to this fall.

At the same time, he pronounces an elegy on the

fiill of his glorious people of God, on the retributive

rejection of the old hereditary people of God, in

antithesis to the realization of the glorious inherit-

ance of God's children (chap, viii.), with the decla-

ration of his patriotic and tragical feeling (increased

and become to liim a " thorn in the flesh " by its

ruin with the direction which the Jews had taken,

and by the hatred with which they opposed his love)

—an analogue to David's elegy on the fall of Jona-

than, Jeremiah's Lamentations, and similar laments
in the Old Testament. But he finally gives expres-

sion also to a doxology in regard to the victorious

exercise of the authority of the God of revelation

on Israel, as well in its ancient history as in its New
Testament fulfilment in Christ, whose glorification

predominates over the division between believing

and unbelievhig Israel. The theme : The rejection

of the majority of the members of the Israelidsh

people is not an abrogation of the promise to the
theocratic Israel itself (ver. 6).

First proof (from the time of the patriarchs) :

The fact of election. The election is not made con-
ditional by descent, nor by heirship, nor by birth-

eight, nor by works
; it is God's free exercise of love

in the predetermination of an individual and per-

Bonal nature, which is only self-conditioned by the

organic relation to Christ and to each other into

(vhich the elect individuals shall enter, and by the

promise made to them, in which the thought of love,

which shall appear in future conceptions and births,

is already reflected. It unites in the relative an-

tithesis (Jacob and Esau) the hijinitely great differ-

tnce in the qualifications of persons for God's king-

dom, but not the absolute antithesis of salvation and
condemnation (vers. 6-13).—[The doctrine of the
predestination of a' part of the human race to eter-

nal perdition by no means follows from the state-

ments of these verses. Even Calvin himself calls

the decree of reprobation " horrible " {decretum
horribile, altamen verum), and it is opposed to those

passages of the Scriptures according to which God
wills not the death of the sinner, but that he might
turn unto Him and live. (1.) The Apostle is not
treating here at all of eternal perdition and eternal

blessedness, but of a temporal preference and disre-

gard of nations in the gradual historical develop-

ment of the plan of redemption, which will finall;

include all (chap. xi. 25, 32), and hence the deaceni

ants of Esau, who stand figuratively for all the Gen.

tiles (Amos ix. 11, 12; Obad. 18-21). On thii

account we may well say, with Bengel :
" not all

Israelites are saved, nor all Edomites lost." (2.)

The hate of God toward Esau and his race cannot

be sundered from their evil life, their obduracy

against God and enmity to His people. It is true,

ver. H (with, however, ver. 13, does not stand so

closely connected as ver. 12) seems to represent not

only the love of God, but His hatred as transferred

even into the mother's womb. But it must not be

forgotten that, to the omniscient One, there is no
distinction of time, and all the future is to Hira

present. Besides, an essential distinction must le
made between the relation of God to good and evil,

to avoid unscriptural error. God loves the good,

because He produces the very good that is in them

;

and He elects them, not on account of their faith

and their holiness, but to faith and holiness. But
it cannot be said, on the other hand, that He hates

the evil men because He produces the very evil that

is in them ; for that would be absurd, and destroy

His holiness ; but He hates them on account of the

evil that they do or will do in opposition to His will.

While human goodness is the effect of Divine love

and grace, on the contrary, human wickedness is the

cause of Divine hatred and abhorrence ; and on that

account alone can it be the object of the punitive

wrath and condemnatory decree of God. Were evil

the effect of His own agency. He would be obliged

to condemn himself—which is irrational and blas-

phemous.—P. S.]

Second proof ( from the time of the giving of
the law) : The fact of ordination. The predetermi-

nation of the historical train of development of per-

sons is the free exercise of God's (Jehovah's) right-

eousness on persons. It is not made conditional on
a self-volitional human willing and running ; but it

conditions itself by its consequence in relation to a
definite human course of conduct, by further show-
ing mercy on him to whom mercy has once been
shown, and allowing all his experiences to contribute
to his salvation, and, by its influence and long-sufier-

ing, leading him who has once hardened himself to
the judgment of hardening. In the infinitely vast
antithesis between the one to whom mercy has been
shown and the hardened one (Moses and Pharaoh),
it constitutes the perspective of the antithesis of a
final glorification and rejection, but not yet this an-
tithesis

—

i. «., the final judgment itself (vers. 14-18).
Third proof (from the time of the development

of Israel of the Old Testament) :

a. The fact of the call. The free exercise of
Divine wisdom on the q,i'iQaiia, or the spiritual, plas-
tic material of the ancient world, and especially on
Israel. This exercise is not made conditional on the
historical Israel's claims to inheritance, and had the
right to make of Israel, as it had become, vessels
unto honor and unto dishonor, by a universal Chris-
tianization. But the call makes itself conditional by
the actual state, in which it still endures with much
long-suft'ering the existing vessels of wrath, which
are already fitted to destruction, that, by their exist-
ence and opposition, the full display of God's glory,
of His spiritual revelation m Christ, may be made
known on the vessels of mercy. It thereby eonsti.
tutes the economic antithesis of hardening in the
New Testament, and of the historical judicial curse
»a the great mass of Israel, and of an opposing im
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measurable display of the glory of its exercise of
mercy in the Gentile world. But this antithesis, as

wa shall further perceive, does not preclude the pos-
sibility of mercy on individual Jews, and of the re-

jection of individual Gentiles (vers. 19-24).
b. The proof of this freedom of the Divine call

from the Old Testament. First, the equalization of
JeTS and Gentiles in their rejection is prophesied
by Hosea (ver. 25). Second, the equalization of
Gentiles and Jews in the mercy shown to the latter

(ver. 26). Likewise, Isaiah has prophesied, first, the
reduction of the great mass of Israel to a small rem-
nant, who shall be saved from the judgment (ver.

27) ; but second, the certainty that such a remnant
shall arise from a judgment cut short by righteous
mildness (vers. 28, 29).

Fourth proof : The correspondence of the exer-

cise of Divine authority on Jews and Gentiles, with
their ethical conduct, or with the antithesis of faith

and unbelief. The conclusion from the whole chap-
ter, as drawn by the spirit of the Apostle (vers.

80-33).

[4. This chapter cannot be fairly explained or
properly honored without a recognition of the pro-

found truth which lies at the foundation of the doc-
trine of election, viz., the free, unconditioned grace

of God. Those expositors who would limit the sov-

ereignty of the Divine will by human freedom, and
deduce salvation more or less from the creature,

must do great violence to the text if they make it

accord with their systems. Yet we must guard
against the opposite extreme of supralapsarianism,

which, with fearful logical consistency, makes God
the author of the fall of Adam, hence of sin ; thus

really denying both God's holiness and love and
man's accountability, to the ultimate extinguishment
of all morality. Many, indeed, have held this view,

whose lives, by a happy inconsistency, were far bet-

ter than their theories. They arrived at this ex-

treme position through a one-sided explanation of

this passage, and through the logical consequence of

their conception of the sovereignty of God's all-

determining will. But if we would not have the

Bible prove any thing man wishes, we must inter-

pret single passages in their connection with the

whole, and according to the analogy of faith. In

the early part of this Epistle (chap. i. 18 ; iii 30),

Paul unequivocally declares that God is not the au-

thor, but the enemy and judge of evil ; how, then,

can he here affirm a specific Divine foreordination

of sin and perdition? In chap. r. 12 if. he shows
that redemption through Christ, as to its indwelling

power and purpose, is fully as comprehensive as the

fall of Adam. With this agree many passages, which
Bpeak of God's sincere will to save all men, and of

a general call, extended not at once, but gradually,

to all (Ezek. xxxiii. 11 ; 1 Tim. ii. 4 ; Titus ii. 11

;

2 Peter iii. 9). Accordingly, Paul must have in

mind liere such a general reprobation, as is either a
self-incurred result of unbelief, or only a negative

preparation for the extension of the plan of salva-

tion, which it therefore ultimately furthers. Be-

sides, in chap. x. the casting away of the Jews
is attributed to their own unbelief, hence to the

personal guilt of the creature ; and in chap. xi.

the rejection is represented as temporary. In God's

gnwious decree, the fall cf the Jews redounds to

the blessing of the Gentiles, and the conversion

of the Gentiles ultimately to the salvation of the

Jews. So He has permitted the fall of Adam, in

order to redeem humanity in Christ, the second

Adam (ver. 12 ff.) ; He has included all under dis
obedience, that He might have mercy upon all (chap.
xi. 32 ; comp. Gal. iii. 22). But the salvation can
become actual only gradually ; and the gradual re-

demption of all (not all as individuals, but the masi
in an organic, not a numerical sense) presupposes
the temporary rejection of some.

The Scriptures teach, on the one hand, the ab-

solute causality and unconditioned grace of God;
and, on the other, the moral nature of man, includ.
ing also his relative freedom and his responsibility

(i e., human personality). They ascribe redemption
and sanctification, as well as the creation and main,
tenance of all things, to God alone. He works both
to will and to do of His good pleasure (Phil. ii. 18)

;

no man cometh to the Son, except the Father draw
him (John vi. 37, 44) ; without the Son, believers
can do nothing (John xv. 5). Not only the begin-
ning, but also the progress and completion of con-
version, are attributed to God (Jer. xxxi. 18 ; Heb.
xii. 2 ; Luke xxii. 32 ; Eph. ii. 10 ; 1 Cor. iv. 7

;

2 Thess. iii. 2 ; 1 John v. 4). Hence all believers

confess, with Paul :
"% the grace of God I am

what I am " (1 Cor. xv. 10), and ascribe all the
honor and glory to the Lord alone (2 Cor. x. 17),

Indeed, even evil, as a phenomenon, and according
to its material forces, cannot be excluded from the

absohite activity of God. He hardens Pharaoh and
raises up Nebuchadnezzar ; He creates the light and
the darkness ; He gives peace and effects evil (Isa.

xlv. 7) ; and there is no evil (misfortune) in the city,

that the Lord has not done (Amos iii. 6).—On the
other hand, however, the Scriptures never treat of
man as a mere machine, but as a moral being. They
hold up before him, in the Old Testament, laws, with
the promise of blessing if he obeys, and the threat-

ening of a curse if he transgresses ; they offer him,
in the New Testament, the gospel, baptism, faith

;

bid him, with fear and trembling, work out his own
salvation (Phil. ii. 12) ;

present to him the highest
moral duties as commands : Be ye holy, be ye per-

fect ; and account sin and the rejection of salvation

as his own personal fault. " How often would I

have gathered you, as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, and ye would not " (Matt, xxiii. 27

;

Luke xiii. 34).*

* [Forbes thus lays down the fundamental truths on this
difficult subject

:

"All good originates from God.
All evil originates from the creature.

Election originates in the free grace of God.
Reprobation originates in the free-will of man.

To God belongs the whole glory of the salvation of the
Elect.

To man belongs the whole responsibility of the ruin of th«
Reprobate."

See his Dissertation, pp. 380-475.

TThat these positions are not reconcilable by human
logic, is evident from the discussions on the subject ; but
this cannot, of itself, disprove then' truth. It ia the old
and ever-recurring mystery of the origin of evil. Forbes
seeks to prove that these positions are compatible with the
doctrinal statements of the 'Westminster Assembly. ThoM
who wish the sharpest predestinarian views, may find them
in Haldane's notes on this chapter. The Synod of Dorl,
which is considered by many the representative of hyper

'

Calvinism, only goes thus far in speaking of the reprobataa
" Whom God, out of His sovereign, mostjust, irrepreh^nsi

ble and unchangeable good pleasure, hath decreed to leaT*

in the common miseiy into which they have wilfully plungei
themselves, and not to bestow upon them saving faith and
the grace of conversion ; but permitting them, in His ju8^

judgment, to follow their own way, at last for the declara-

tion of His justice, to condemn and punish them forever,

not only on acoount of their unbelief but also for theii
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If the first truth respecting the absolute, creative

causality of God in the works of creation, redemp-

tion, and sanctificatiou be denied, we fall into the

Pelagian error, which destroys the very marrow of

Christianity, and attributes salvation to the creature
;

but if tlie second class of Scripture texts be denied

or wrested, we are brought to the brink of the

abyss of fatalisrr or Pantheism ; man is degraded

into a mere instrument without a will, and his re-

sponsibility, guilt, and punishment abrogated. The

task of theology consists, not in the establishment

of one of these postulates at the expense of the

other, but in reconciling both, and bringing into

right relations with each other the infinite and finite

causahty ; in loosing, not in cutting the gordian

knot. This is, indeed, one of the greatest and most

difficult problems, which can never be fully solved

from the standpoint of earthly knowledge. Only

after the accomplished victory over evil can the

deep, dark enigma of evil, which forms the main
difficulty in the problem, be fully solved.*

For practical and popular use, the following re-

marks will suffice

:

(1.) There is an eternal* predestination of believ-

ers unto holiness and blessedness, and hence they

must ascribe all the glory of their redemption, from

beginning to end, to the unmerited grace of God
alone.

(2.) They do not, however, on this account cease

to be free agents, responsible for all their doings

;

but, as God works in nature not magically and im-

mediately, but through natural laws, so He works in

men, through their wills, hence through the media-

tion of finite causes ; and the more that grace is de-

veloped within them, so much the more is their true

freedom developed ; so that perfect holiness and per-

fect freedom coincide with each other. According-

ly, the highest freedom is the complete triumph over

the evil, .ind is consequently identical with the moral

necessity of the good. In this sense, God is free

just because He is absolutely holy.

(3.) There is no Divine foreordination of sin as

sin, although He has foreseen it from all eternity, and.

other sins. And this is the decree of reprobation which by
no means makes God the author of sin (the very thought
of which is blasphemy), but declares Him to be an awiiil,

hreprehcnsible, and righteous judge and avenger" (Canon
i.. Art. XV.). This is as far as any ought to go, but it is by no
means a reconciliation of the two sides of revealed truth,

or an attempt at it.— R.l
* [A few scJioHa may he added here : 1. The relation of

scientific theology to revealed truth, is that of science in

general to the truth it seeks to systematize. Hence the-

ology has unsolved problems, and these furnish the stimu-

lus to further investigation. 2. Theology is not to be con-
Bidered untrustworthy in its settlement of great questions,

because some remain unsolved, nor can the failure of its

attempts at solution invalidate either the positions already

won, or the separate truths which it has not yet reduced to

a system. 3. The modesty of true science iias a place in

theological discussion. If theologians claim that their

attempt at the solution of such a problem as that presentfd
in this chapter is the only one that should be made, the

objector may feel that, in successfully opposing that view,

he has overthrown the truth itself. 4. This problem is one
that is ontological as well as theological, and hence cannot
be escaped by rejecting revelation. Atheism avoids it

solely by negation, pantheism hy opposing the testimony

of our own consciousness. Whoever believes in a personal

God and hL'5 own personality, is confronted with it. The
eafer position for a child of God to take is that which leaves

the difficulty where the greatest glory is ascribed to Qod.
History shows that those who thus acted were not the least

roucerned to live under the fullest sense of their account-

ability. The Christian life is thus far the only solution of

Shis great problem ; a mystery which is practically reoon-

:iled only by one yet greater, the mystery of godliness, God
manifest in the flesh—R.]

with respect to redemption, permitted it, while coa

stantly overruling it to His purposes. Hence, those

who are lost are lo.st through their own fault, and

must blame their own unbelief, which rejects tha

means of salvation proffered them by God.

(4.) In the time of the calling of nations and in.

dividuals to salvation, God proceeds according to a

plan of eternal wisdom and love, which we cannot

fathom here, but should adore in silent reverence.

(5.) The right use of the doctrine of election ia

the humbling of sinners and the comforting of be-

lievers, as well as the increase of their gratitude artd

happiness. Only a culpable misunderstanding and

misuse of it can lead i;o carnal security and to de-

spair.

(6.) Instead of meditating much upon the pro-

found depths of the Divine decrees, it is better for

each to make his own caUing and election sure, and,

with fear and trembling, to work out his own salva-

tion.—P. S.]

5. The forbearance and confidence with which

the Apostle pronounces his opinion on the fall of

Israel, his patriotic aud truly human pain (2 Cor. xii.

7-8), and his prophetic elevation above it, reaching

to sublimity, are characteristics of this wonderful

man of God.

6. Israel's glory is revealed in the correspond

ence of its great actual blessings with its chosen in-

dividuals. The line of actual saving blessings enters

into reciprocal operation with the personal live of

the fathers down to Christ according to the flesh, the

climax in which divinity and humanity unite. Its

foundation is Israel's adoption, in Abraham, to son-

ship. On this there is founded, first, the patriarchal

antithesis of the i)'6|a or of the revealing angel of

Jehovah, and of tlie covenants, in which the evan
gelical element is properly placed in advance of the

legal element, conformably to the character of the

patriarchal revealed religion ; then comes the an-

tithesis of the Mosaic period, of the gift of the law,

and of the services ; and here, in conformity with

the character of the legal economy, the legal ele-

ment precedes the evangelical. Both the patriarchal

and Mosaic economies then comprise each other, just

as the evangelical and legal elements are comprised
in the promises of the prophetic period. It has

already been remarked that, notwithstanding this

articulation, each particular of the attributes men-
tioned is peculiar in a more general sense to the en-

tire theocracy.

1. Careful attention must be paid to the fact that,

in the election in vers. 6-13, the communication of
the Divine decree precedes the birth of the chil-

dren. But, on the other hand, in the ordination in

vers. 14—18, it applies to characters already existing

—Moses and Pharaoh—in accordance with the direc-

tion which they have taken themselves. In the call

in vers. 19-24, this communication finally follows

the state of the case already existing : Vessels of
wrath, vessels of mercy. From the whole of this

section, chaps, ix-xi., it follows that the decrees
underlying these communications belong also to
eternity. But they belong to eternity as decrees
which are conditioned upon individual conduct, as
God universally conditions himself in the measures
which He adopts in reference to persons to be deter,
mined or already determined, and their personal re-

lations. The decree of election (or of love) takei
cognizance of no other condition than that the siu-

gle individual must be defined according to the organ,
ism of the members of God's kingdom in Christ
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The decree of ordination (or of righteousness) is

conditioned by the fact that individuals, in their free

self-determination, need, both for themselves and for

their relation to the whole body, their historical des-

tination and special guidance. The decree of the
call (or of wisdom) is conditioned by the fact that it

makes the judgments pronounced on unbelief itself

means for subserving the promotion of faith. The
distinction of the elder theology, decretum frasdes-

tiruitioniSy decretum gratice^ decretum justificitionis^

has confused election and ordination— which has

generally been the ease from Augustine's time down
to the present. This distinction lias likewise over-

looked the fact that the decretum gratice constitutes

the very centre of the decretum prcedeatinaiioniR

(Christ wQiOiiivoq, Acts x. 42 ; Rom. i. 4). The
decretum justificaiionis is most intimately connected

with the decree respecting the vocatio.

8. We have elsewhere brought out the truth,

that the wonderful flower of the biblical doctrine of

election, like the aloe, has been long concealed, yet

with its character determined, in the sharp thistle of

the ecclesiastical doctrine of predestinntion ; and
that it is a. duty of our day to acquire, with its full

idea, the whole depth and glory of the biblical doc-

trine of personality ; but not to seek to weaken and
render indifferent, by the old Lutheran or Arminian-

Reformed definitions, the solution of an enigma to

whose real solution every living distinction of indi-

viduals contributes, more than a scholastic hatching

of confessional antitheses can do. In this respect,

Lavater's Physiognomy may be regarded as an ex-

planatory enlargement upon Calvm and Zwingli.

The mystery of predestination, like that of the

atonement, and every other Christian mystery, is re-

flected in the midst of life.

9. Ver. 1. The intimate proximity of salvation

and sorrow (chap. viii. 39 ; ix. 1) in the Apostle's

state of mind, as in our Lord's states of mind.

10. Ver. 3. For more particular information on

the ban, see Tholuck, p. 472. [See also Excursus

on Anathema, p. 302.—R.]
11. The Apostle's patriotism is a tragical feeling,

pubject to the dominion and kingdom of Christ, and

thereby glorified to the intercessory feeling.—On
the Shekinah (doxa), see the note in Tholuck, p.

477.

12. On the divinity of Christ, and the relevant

passages of the New Testament in which He is in

part called really God, and in part appears to be so

called (John i. 1 ; xvi. 28 ; 1 John v. 20 ; Acts xx.

28 ; the present passage, ver. 5 ;
Rom. xvi. 27

;

Eph. V. 5 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 2 Tim. iv. 18 ; Titus ii.

13; 1 Peter iv. 11; 2 Peter iii. 18; Rev. v. 13),

comp Tholuck, p. 482. My Positiv Dogrn., p.

160 fl.

- 13. Biblical doxologies : Rom. i. 25 ;
ix. 6 ; xi.

36 ; xvi. 27, &c. ; 2 Tim. iv. 18 ; 1 Peter iv. 11

;

2 Peter iii. 18, and others.

14. Yer. 6. Not all are Israel which are of

Israel. This applies also to every nation, to every

confession, to every Christian community, just as it

»ppli^!S in general to the branches of the mystical

rine, Christ (John xv. 2).

IB. The children of the flesh and the children

of promise. See the Commentary on John, i. 13.

[Comp. Galatians, pp. 119, 123.—R.]
16. On the theological discussions with reference

16 the doctrine of predestination in the present sec-

tion, see Tlioluek, pp. 490-506, and below.

J 7, Ver. 15. On the idea of consistency in tha

name of Jehovah, as well in His having conipa»
sion as in judging, see the Sxeg. Notes. It is in har-

mony with the righteousness of Jehovah's exercise

of authority, that even the judgment of death re.

dounds to the life of the sincere and compassionated
one ; while the gospel, on the other hand, -e a savor

of death unto death to the perverse and jnbeli<^t

ing. But the consistency of Jehovah does not lie iu

His carrying out the abstrict decrees of His own
will, inflexibly and in an exact direction, but in Hia
remaining like himself, and therefore in His even
assuming a different position in relation to the
changed positions of man

;
yet this is, of course, in

harmony with the consistency of the principles es-

tablished and realised by Him. Therefore, there is

propriety in speaking of a Divine repentancO'^for

example, in the history of the Flood. The position

of mankind toward God has become so thoroughly

perverted, that the Creator must become the De-

stroyer. Comp. Ps. xviii. 24-27.

18. On the Egyptians' remembrance of the Pha-

raoh under whom Israel went forth, see the article

^gypten, by Lepsius, in Herzog's Theol. Encyc,
and 'Tholuck, p. 516. On the hardenings of Pharaoh
especially, see Exod. iv, 21. Since the judgment of

hardness is here declared collectively, the passage

does not decide on the succession of the particular

ones. The same applies to chap. vii. 3. Then the

particular historical ones follow. First, Pharaoh ia

hardened by the counteraction of the magicians

(chap. vii. 13, 22). A significant illustration of the

free volition of Pharaoh in the latter case ; see

chap. vii. 23. In chap. viii. 15 we read :
" Pharaoh

hardened his heart, and hearkened not unto them."

And now his heart becomes hardened, even in spite

of the warning of the terrified magicians ; chap,

viii. 19. Again, in chap. viii. 32 :
" And Pharaoh

hardened his heart." We read the same thing in

chap. ix. 7. But in chap. ix. 12 we read: "And
the Lord hardened the heart of Pharaoh." In chap.

ix. 34, on the other hand, we again meet with self-

hardening, which is then designated as a judgment

;

ver. 35. In chap. x. 27, the Lord again hardens

him. The same occurs in chap. xi. 10 ; xiv. 8.

As regards this whole series of particulars, the

atomistic exegesis of earlier times led to its being re-

garded as fatalistic. But we must, in the first place,

distinguish the prophetical declarations of the judg-

ment of hardening as general views of the whole

course of events, from the historical particulars. As
for the historical particulars, v/e must always be very

careful to notice tliat the hardening is not a single act,

but a long succession of acts, which succeed momen-
tary shocks and apparent awakenings. But the periods

of hardening themselves are divided into three partic-

ular acts: 1. Pharaoh is hardened by the magicians;

2. He hardens himself ; 3. The Lord hardens him.

We must further consider, that he always hardens

himself just as soon as he has recovered a little

from the penal judgments. But the series of his

expressions of penitence must be regarded as aris-

ing particularly from fear [attritio, not contritio).

Pharaoh's starting-point is the defiant question ;

Who is the Lord? chap. v. 2. Then he requires a

miraculous proof: chap. vii. 7-10. He does not

take the first plague to heart, because the magicians

do likewise ; chap. vii. 22, 23. The first shock and

its characteristic expression ; chap. viii. 8. Similai

emotion ; ver. 28. The first confession of sin

;

chap. ix. 27, 28. The second, chap. x. 16. It ii

characteristic that Pharaoh pays least attention to
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the plagues that least affect him and his house.

Tins may be seen in the first and third plagues ; but

he observes with more attention, on the other hand,

tlie seeoiid and fourth, which rest heavily upon him-

self. He does not trouble himself about the mur-
rain

;
the boils and blains seem to spare him person-

ally. The tliunder and hail, on the contrary, terrify

him ; the locusts also, but the darkness less. Final-

ly, the death of the first-born at the decisive moment
bioaks the tyrant's defiance, yet without being able

to convert him. And it is out of this wonderful net-

work of human offences and Divine judgments that

a ponderous fatalistic decree has been contrived.

Meyer quite gratuitously opposes Olshausen's expla-

nation, that the hardening assumes at the outset the

already existing beginnings of evil. The or 5^E/lfi

does not oppose it, for God can let man die before

his hardening. Meyei, also, does not favor Calovius'

definitions of hardening, that God does not harden
man hfQyrjTf/SK;^ but 1. (Tcy/w^T/Ttxf*)?, propter per-

missionem ; 2. acpoQ^TjXt'iiWif proptei' occasionem ;

3. iyy.oi'^rxXunTiy.MQ, ; 4. na^iaSoxt'yMi;,

19, Just as Pharaoh hardened himself more and
more at Moses' deeds of faith, so was Moses always

advanced and strengthened in faith by the trials of

faith which were prepared for him by Pharaoh's hard-

enings— that is, by the apparent failure of his

miraculous deeds. This is a fundamental law of

God's kingdom. The kingdom of darkness displays

itself in its reciprocal action with the kingdom of

light, but the latter is also displayed in its reciprocal

action with the former.

20, Tholuck's explanation on having compassion

and hardening, p. 523, harmonizes with the old Lu-

theran dogmatics. Meyer's resumi, p. 310.

[Pages 390 fF,, 4th edition. Justice to this au-

thor, whose clear and acute exegetical notes have
been so freely used by Dr. Lange, as well as in the

additions, requires the insertion of a larger portion

of his theological resume than is given in the origi-

nal.

" The contents of chap. ix. 9-23, as they have
presented themselves purely cxegetically, and taken
in and of themselves, of course exclude the idea of

a decree of God conditioned by human, moral spon-

taneity ; for indeed God's obsolule activity, consid-

ered in itself as such, cannot depend on that of the

individual ; but a fatalistic determinism, which robs

man of his self-determination and free self-positing

for salvation, making him the passive object of Di-

vine arbitrariness, must not be deduced from our
pas.sage as a Pauline doctrine. For this reason, that

this passage is not to be considered separately from
what follows (vers. 30 ff. ; x. 11), and also because
the countless exhortations of the Apostle to believ-

ing obedience, to steadfastness and Christian virtue,

as well as all his warnings against falling from grace,

are so many witnesses against that dreary view which
annuls the nature of human morality and responsi-

bility. Should we, with Keiche, Kollner, Fritzsche,

and Krehl, suppose that Paul, in his dialectic zeal,

had permitted himself to be hurried into self-contra-

diction,''' we would have a self-contradiction so mani-

fest, yet so extremely important and dangerous in a

religious and ethical aspect, so harshly opposed to

Ihe Christian moral ideas of Divine holiness and hu-

«ian freedom, that it were least of all to be expect-

ed of this Apostle, whose acuteness and dialectic

* [Fritz=che, ii. p. 550 : " Melius sibi Pauhii cwsensissel,
i Aiiatoteiis, non Qamalielis alumnus fuissft. "

( )—B.]

skill cmdd guard him against it on the one hand,

while especially, on the other, his apostolic illumina.

tion and the depth and clearness of his moral expe-

rience miiSt guard him against it." "But this by

no means justifies the interlining of the clear and

definite expressions of the Apostle in our passage,

on the part of anti-predestinarianism from Origen

and Chrysostom until now, to the effect that tlia

moral self-determination and spontaneity of man is

the correlative factor to the Divine decree. The

correct judgment of the deterministic propositions

(vers. 16-23) lies rather between the psychologically

and morally impossible admission of a self-contradic-

tion, and the exegetically impossible interpolation in

this way, of thoughts the direct opposite of the Apos-

tle's expression. How there can be the concurrence,

so necessary in the moral world, of the individual

freedom and spontaneity of man and the absolute

self-determination and all-efhciency of God, is in-

comprehensible to human refiection, at least so long

as it does not desert the sphere of Christian view,

and pass into the unscriptnral, pantheistic sphere of

Identity, in which, indeed, there is no place for free-

dom in general.* Whenever, of the two truths

:

' God is absolutely free and all-efScient,' and ' man
has individual freedom, and is also on his side, in his

oivn self-determination as free agent, the causer of

his salvation or misery,' we handle hut one, and that

one consistently, and hence, one-sidedly, we are com-

pelled to speak as if the other seems to he invalidated

by our reasoning. But only seems ; for, in fact,

there is in this case only a temporary and conscious

abstraction with respect to the other." " Paul, then,

found himself in this case. For he wished to pre-

sent, in opposition to the fancy of the Jews respect-

ing descent and works, the free and absolute al.

mightiness of the Divine will and work, and all the

more decidedly and exclusively the less he would
leave any ground for the presumptuous error of the

Jews, that God must be gracious to them. The
Apostle has here placed himself entirely on the abso-

lute standpoint of the theory of God's pure indepen-

dence, and that, too, with all the boldness of clear

consistency ; but only until he has done justice to

that polemic purpose. Then he returns (vers. 30 ff.)

from that abstraction to the huraano-moral stand-

point of practice, so that he grants to both modes
of view, side by side, that right which they have
within the limits of human thought. The view
which lies beyond these limits, the metaphysical re-

lation of the essential connection of the two points,

viz., objectively Divine and subjectively human free-

dom and voluntary activity, was necessarily without
and beyond his present circuit of view. He would
have had no occasion either to enter upon this prob-
lem, since it was incmnbent upon him to defeat the
Jewish presumption with but one side of this—with
the absoluteness of God. That, or how far the Di-
vine election is no delecttis militans, but finds its

norm immanently in God himself through His holi.

ness, and thus may be conditioned by moral condi-
tions on the human side, remains for the present
entirely out of the account. It enters, however,
with ver. 30, in which the one-sided method of con-
sideration, followed for a time, is again compensated
for, and the ground afforded for a time for apolo.

• [Still less in modem materialism, where what is (prob-
ably from habit) called free civilization is attributed malnlj
to climate and food, especially fish. Compare cuneiri
literature ad nausiam.—E.]
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getic purposes, to the doctrine of absolute decrees,
is again withdrawn."—E.]

He opposes those who have charged the Apostle
with .1 self-contradiction—determination and free-

dom (Eeicbe, KiJllner, Fritzsche, &o.) ; but he him-
self thinks that the metaphysical relation of unity
between the all-prevailing eiEciency of God and
man's freedom is incomprehensible by Christian re-

flection, and that, therefore, we can only speak of
the one, considered in itself alone, in such a way
that the other seems to be removed by our reason-
ing. But this is not the case if we speak either of
human freedom or of God's free grace in a proper
way. The former assumes dependence on God ; the
latter requires faith. Though God's all-efficiency is

not conditional on man, yet it conditions itself as

the personal exercise of authority in relation to man,
so soon as he is determined by election, according to

the stage of development in which man is. It may
also be said that the one decree of God is explained,

according to chap. viii. 29, 30, in five decrees, and
these are reciprocally conditional.

If the decree of election were an absolute de-

termination of salvation and condemnation, there
would be no peculiar decree of ordination or his-

torical predetermination ; God would no more be
free to say to Moses, " I will have mercy on whom I

will have mercy." But if the decree of ordination

were absolute, then we could no more speak serious-

ly of a new decree of the call, and still less of a
free idea of justification^ as well as of glorification.

The Divine decree in relation to the final judgment
has conditioned itself by the nature of all the pre-

ceding decrees. And only in this way does God
remain a free God, while, on the other hand, we
would make of an unconditional decree of predes-

tination itself a real divinity, which would have
bound the personal God. But it is quite in harmo-
ny with the nature of religion, the real relation be-

tween God and man, that the truth asserts the

majesty of the Divine right against every human
arrogation, every irreligious claim against God. The
free power of election stands in opposition to the

claim of a natural heirship in God's kingdom ; the

free power of grace, in its historical exercise of au-

thority, opposes the claim to the merit of works

;

and the free power of the Divine call in the eco-

nomic relations of God's kingdom opposes the claim

to both. If the point is reached where man will

make God conformable to himself, before whom he
would present himself independently, yea, one whom
he thinks that he can bind by " replying against

"

him, then God himself opposes him in His truth as

the God who stands in absolute free power above

him, and before whom he is as nothing, or as the

tlay in the potter's hand. Up to this point the

4.postle must have recourse to the Jewish assump-
tions against God's majesty. The pioneers of the

Eeformation, but particularly the Eeformers them-
selves, were in a similar situation ; ecclesiastical tra-

dition had, in the latter case, taken the place of de-

tcent from Abraham ; ecclesiastical righteousness of

works had taken the place of Levitical righteous-

ness of works ; the self-righteous creature began to

prescribe laws for his Creator. The Eeformers, ad-

Lzring to the truth, thus reversed the relation : God's

Skjvereigftty and grace are every t-bicg, while the

irrogated right and merit of man art' nothing. But
their arriving in theory—which was really only one
chapter in their system—to the negntion of human
freedom of election (Melanchthon, in his later life,

excepted), and their being led into contradiction with
their ethical principles, were in part a tribute of
weakness which they had to pay to their indepen
dence from the Catholic Augustine (strong expres.
sions of Calvin and Zwingli, see Tholuck, p. 528),
and in part the false conclusion from a profoundly
justified religious feeling. They taught, with good
ground, that God's government of the world is »
government controlling and pervading all moral
events, and that even sin is not merely permitted,
but accepted and determined as a fact in God's plan

j

only they had not yet found—as Sebastian Frank,
at their time, and, subsequently, such orthodox
teachers in the Church as Breitinger, V(Etius, and
others—the distinction between sin as a wicked
counsel of the heart, that merely appertains to man,
and sin as a fact in which inward sin itself is already

treated with irony, captured, and judged (see Prov.
xvi. 1 £f.). The Apostle himself, on the contrary,

has united the doctrine of the absolute judicial

power of God with the doctrine of the importance
of faith, yet particularly with the declaration that

God has delayed His historical judgment in long-

suffering, and has made the already existing judg-

ment of hardness a medium of compassion.*—" The
people, clay in the potter's hand," is a frequently

recurring biblical expression. See Tholuck, p. 680;
also the Note on p. 532 ; likewise p. 536.

21. The concatenation of judgment and compas-
sion which appears throughout in the facts of Holy
Scripture, as well as in its doctrines, has not been
sufficiently comprehended and made use of by the
popular ecclesiastical conception ; and this is a prin-

cipal source of its hindrances and imperfections,

Eighteousness and mercy are regarded as collateral

modes of God's revelation. Judgment and compas-
sion absolutely preclude each other. But the Scrip-

tures unite both facts in various.ways.

First, the reconciliation of men themselves, both
collectively and individually, inwardly as well as out-

wardly, is made conditional on a judgment which
separates the old from the new life. Second, the

display of redemption and its institutions, of the

theocracy and of the Church, is conditioned by judi-

cial acts that separate the old from the new states.

Third, judgment, even from the flood downward,
separates an old from a new race, and brings to pass

the redemption of the latter by the still conditional

rejection of the former. Even in the final judgment,
the consummation of heaven is made conditional on
the separation of the wicked ; Matt. xiii. 43.

22. With the confusion mentioned above, there

is also connected the fact that righteousness has ever

been too much regarded as the extreme consequence

of rigor, but not also in the light of forbearance and
mildness. This latter idea of righteousness is fre-

quently taught in the Scriptures (see Matt. i. 19
;

1 John i. 9), and so also in the present chapter, ver.

28. Comp. also chap. iii. 26, p. 136.

23. The full and direct force of the passage in

ver. 31 is only reached by accepting the reading pre-

ferred by us. The Jew's righteousness of works, aa

such, was never faithful righteousness of works, but

a righteousness of boasting of the practice of stat-

utes, and therefore it was a failure to obey the true

* [A reference to the Expff. Notes will ehovi bow Dr.
Lange finds this mitigating idea of long-suffering through-
out the chapter. Admitting the correctness of his exegeaif

(which many will not he prepared to do), it is still doubtful,

whether his explanation or the enigmatical questioD iv

hand is any more satisfactory than that of Meyer.—E.}
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ro/ioi; itself. In a similar sense, James portrays the

orthodoxy of the Jews (see the Commentary in

loco). This is also the case with the ecclesiastical

righteousness of works in the Middle Ages ; its

weight does not lie in fidelity to the law, but in the

fanatical zeal to explain and sharpen the statutes to

excess. And so the orthodoxy of the seventeenth
century was not strictness of confessional fidelity,

b It zeal for the statutory amplification and sharpen-

ing of confessional formulas. Centrifugal deviations

from the collective fundamental thought and original

fountain everywhere prevailed.

24. Israel, in its guilty and accursed destiny, is

also a type of the richly deserved curses in the po-

litical as well as in the ecclesiastical life of nations.

25. Chaps. X. and xi. are an enlargement upon
chap. ix.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

Chap. is. 1-6.

[HOMILBTIOAL BlBLIOGRAPST ON RoM. tx. 3 : "WeEMSE,
J., Of the Highest Df-gree of Lmp. to God ; An Exposition^ &c.,
vol. i. 48; LiGHTFOOT, J., SI. PauPs Wish to be Accursed.
Works, ToL vii. 312; G-ell, E,., Remains, 2; WiTSlTJS, H.,
De votivo anathemate Paiili ; MisceUaneiB, vol. ii. 41 ; "Watee-
LAND, D., St. PauPs Wii<h Explained and lUustratedy Ser-
mons, Wortcs, vol. is. 252 ; Dodwrll, W., Tlie Importance
of the Christian Faith, Ittuslratcd in the Explanation of SL
Paul's Wish of being Accursed for his Brethren, Oxford,
1752 ; Keeling, B., Thi-ee Discoiirses on St. Paul's Wish,
&0., Oxford, 1766; Mason, "W., Christian Palrioli^m, Works,
vol. IV. 105; ToPLADY, A. M,, Tlwughts, (Sec, ITorfes, vol.
iii. 413; Beconsideeed Texts, ^o. I., J. C. Knight, Kitto's
Journal, 1st series ; Nos. 10-12. Two Letters, by A. David-
eon and J. C. Knight, on the above' interpretation, Jbid.
—J. P. H.]

The Apostle's sorrow for his brethren : 1. A
great sorrow, so that he wished to be accursed from
Christ for them ; 2. A natural sorrow, because they

(a.) are his kinsmen according to the flesh ; (b.\ are

Israelites to whom pertaineth the adoption, &c. (vers.

1-5).

An apostolical asseveration (ver. 1).—Words only

have strength when our conscience bears us witness

in the Holy Ghost that we say the truth in Christ

(ver. 1).—The witness of our conscience in the Holy
Ghost is a witness for us that we say the truth in

Christ (ver. 1).—Magnanimous heaviness and mag-
nanimous pain (ver. 2).—Tlie Apostle's readiness to

stake the dearest possession for his brethren (ver.

3).—The diiference between Israelites and Jews (ver.

4).—What do Israelites possess ? 1. The whole of

tlie Old Testament, with all its covenant blessings

;

2. The fathers ; 3. Through the fathers, Christ, so

far as His human descent is concerned, belongs
chiefly to them (John iv. 22) (vers. 3-5).

Starke, Ckamer : In important matters for God's
honor and the advancement of our neighbors' salva-

tion, we may swear (Isa. xix. 18 ; Jer. xii. 6) ; but
to wantonly affirm a thing before God, is an abuse

of God's name (Exod. xx. 7) (ver. 1).—The saints

are not stoical blocks of wood (!) ; therefore we
should also weep with those that weep, and rejoice

with those tliat rejoice (ver. 2).—Love has certain de-

grees, and one may with a good conscience prefer in

love his natural friends and blood relations to others

(rer, 3).

—

Nova Bibl. Tiib. : Nothing grieves pious

people more than the ruin of the ungodly. Particu-

larly a true shepherd can dp nothing else than speak
of them with sorrow and tears (ver. 2).

—

Hedinqek
This is love 1 Oh, that we had even a less degree
of it I Exod. xxxii. 32.

Geelach: Calvin beautifully says: "It is nol

contradictory to this wish of the Apostle, that he

knew of a surety that his salvation by God's election

could not prove a delusion. For as such a glowinj

love always burns out more violently, so does it see

nothing and care for nothing except its object''

(vers. 1-5).

Lisco : The Apostle's sorrow at Israel's unbelief

(vers. 1-5).—In Christ every thing was glorified and

fulfilled which Israel already had ; how important,

therefore, it was to believe in Him whom the anti-

types had announced, and who brought grace and

truth ! John i. 16, 17.

Heubnee : Asseveration of the Apostle's leva

for his people (vers. 1-5).—It w -inly a spirit sancti-

fied by God's grace that can be g^.-eved at the spirit-

ual fall of others. The unconveited man is indiffer-

ent to the moral misery of his neigbbor. The holi-

est sorrow is for others (ver. 2).

Besseb : Throughout the Holy Scriptures there

is not another passage where, as in the present m-
stance, the most profound darkness of sorrow is in

juxtaposition with the brightest sun of joy. Paul

has ascended on the wings of faith to the height

where he sees the whole kingdom of the world and
the devil lying at his feet ; and, sheltered in the

rock-strong love of God in Jesus Christ, he has sung
a triumphal song in the upper choir. There he
pauses, and as one who is still dwelling in the land

of pains and tears, just at this point he discloses to

his brethren, first, the profound and concealed sor-

row of his life by a solemn assurance of that of

which he would have God also conscious (ver. 1).

—

The sainted Bkngel says :
" Souls which have made

no progress, do not comprehend Paul's wish We
should not lightly pronounce judgment upon the

measure of love in Moses and Paul. The modicum
of our thoughts of love is too small for us to do so

;

just as a boy does not appreciate the heroic spirit of
a general " (ver. 3).—Not Jacobites, but Israelites,

wrestlers with God, are called the descendants of
the patriarch, who obtained of the Lord a blessing
upon his seed, that they might be called after his

name, and the names of his fathers Abraham and
Isaac (ver. 4).— Eight blessings of God's house
united in four pairs (vers. 4, 5).

[BuRKiTT : God has placed a conscience in every
man, whose office it is to bear witness of all his
words and actions

;
yea, of all his thoughts and in-

ward affections. Conscience is God's register, to re-

cord whatever we think, speak, or act ; and happy is

he whose conscience bears witness for him, and doth
not testify against him.—Ver. 2. Note : 1. What
are the dismal effects and dreadful consequences of
obstinate unbelief, under the offers of Christ ten-
dered to persons in and by the dispensation of the
gospel, without timely repentance? 2. The true
spirit of Christianity is to make men mourn for the
sins and calamities of others in a very sensible and
affectionate manner. Good men ever have been and
are men of tender and compassionate disposition;
a stoical apathy, an indolence of heart, a want of
natural affection, is so far from being a virtue, or
matter of just commendation unto any man, that
the deepest sorrow and heaviness of soul in some
cases well becomes persons of the greatest piety and
wisdom

; 3. Great sorrow and continual heaviness
of heart for the miseries of others, whether imml.
nent or incumbent, but especially for the sins of otlv
ers, is an undoubted arguinent, s'gn, and p,videnc»
of a strong and vehement Iot toward them.—
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Henkt : We ought to be in a special manner con-
cerned for the apiritual good of our relations, our
brethren and kinsmen. To them we lie under spe-
cial obligations ; and we have more opportunity of
doing good to them ; and we must, in a special man-
ner, give account concerning .hem, and our useful-

ness to them.

—

Hodge : Fidelity does not require
that we should make the truth as offensive as possi-

ble. On the contrary, we are bound to endeavor, as
Paul did, to allay all opposing or inimical feelings in

the minds of those whom we address, auu to allow
the truth, unimpeded by the exhibition of any thing
offensive on our part, to do its work upon the heart

and conscience.—J. F. H.]

[ScHAFF : Vers. 4, 5. These advantages of Is-

rael, sketched by the Apostle, are at once types and
prophecies of the higher blessings, which continue
uninterruptedly in the Christian Church, and are en-

joyed daily and hourly by all believers. In their

lap is the adoption and heirship of eternal life, the

continued presence of the Lord in the means of
grace, the eternal covenant of grace instead of the

successive covenants, the free, life-giving spirit, in-

stead of the killing letter of the law, the worship in

spirit and in truth in all places instead of the ser-

vice confined to Jerusalem, the far more plain and
precious promises of the heavenly Canaan and ama-
ranthine inheritance, the incomputable cloud of wit-

nesses, patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs, aud
confessors, from all climes and tongues, and, as the

sum of all blessings, Jesus Christ, the God-man and
Saviour, who is flesh of our flesh, aye, our Brother
and Friend, and yet exalted above all, the eternally

adored Head of the Clmrch, which He calls " His
body, the fulness of Him who fiUeth all in all."

-B.]

Vebb. 6-33.

B. Vers. 6-13. Who are the true Israelites?

1. By no means all who are of Israel, or are the

seed of Abraham, are children according to the

flesh ; but rather, 2. The children of promise, whom
He has freely cliosen according to His purpose (vers.

6-13).—The question of Divine adoption does not

depend upon natural descent, but upon the mercy
of the call, without the merit of works (vers. 6-13).

—God's word (promise) has not failed because many
are not Israelites—tliat is, are not participators in

the promise (vers. 6-8).—Neither has God's word
failed to us because many who are called evangelical

are not evangelical (vers. 6-8).—How Paul, the

Apostle of the righteousness of faith, reminds us

of John the Baptist, the preacher of repentance 1

Comp. vers. 6-8 with Matt. iii. 9.—The children of

the promise : 1. Isaac, the son of Abraham ; 2.

Jacob-Israel, the son of Rebecca (vers. 9, 10).

—

The mystery of election and reprobation (vers. 10-

14).—Not by the merit of works, but by the mercy
of Him who calleth ! A passage : 1. For our hu-

miliation ; but also, 2. For our consolation (ver. 12).

Starke : God does not look at carnal service

«.no external advantages and privileges in the distri-

bution of His mercy and spiritual blessings ; 1 Cor.

XV. 10 (ver. 12).—HEniNGER : God's word always

has its fulfilment in either one way or the other

;

Jer. xxxii. 42 (ver. 6).—Beware of founding your

hope of salvation on birth, or the visible Church, or

toerely seeming work. One must inwardly be a

Chiistian and Abraham's heir (ver. 7).

Spsnek : By this instance (vers. 8, 9) Paul has

sufficiently shown that salvation does not depend on
natural birth, and that, therefore, not all the de.
scendants of Israel were necessarily the people of
the covenant. But because it might have been siiid

that Ishmael was born of the bondwoman, and lost

such an honor in consequence of his wicked life, foi

he was a scoffer, Paul proceeds to show, by the ex-
ample of Esau and Jacob, that it depended upon
God's free choice as to whom He would show cer.
tain spiritual or temporal advantages and benefits, in

which case He does not look at works (vers. 10-13).
Roos : The children of the promise are such as

have become the children and true seed of Abraham
by belief in God's promise (vers. 8-11).—An elec-

tion does not preclude the foreknowledge of faith

and works, but, on the contrary, it always goes in

advance, while faith and good works follow after-

ward. Thus, a soldier is chosen before he has fur-

nished a proof of his bravery ; a child is chosen for

adoption before he has given evidence of filial grati-

tude. The exhibition of bravery and gratitude is

hoped for. But what is man's hope, is God's fore-

knowledge. Yet it must not be said that, in mak-
ing an election, the one who chooses has been infiu-

enced by works that have already occurred. It was
not from works already performed by Jacob that

God's promises resulte'd, but from the loving will of

God, who stands in need of nothing, whom no crea-

ture can place under obligation, and who does not
inwardly pass from hatred to love (vers. 11-13).

Geelach ; As the preference of Jacob to Esau,
and of the Israelites to the Edomites, was declared

by God before the birth of the two ancestors, and
thus what Jacob had in advance could by no means
depend upon any privilege or merit of birth, so is

free grace the bestowal of justification through
Christ ; it does not depend upon anticipated virtues

or services of him who receives them ; it admits
vahd claims of any kind (vers. 11-13).

Lisco : The Apostle's purpose is to prove that

God, far from all arbitrary authority, and with the

most exalted love, holiness, and wisdom, though
without binding himself to natural laws (primogeni.

ture, posterity of Abraham), or to the narrow limits

of a certain descent, proceeds in His guidance of
nations, and now calls this one and now that one to

the gospel, just as He formerly called to a share in

the privileges of the old covenant people. The Is-

raelite, as such, had legal' claims to salvation in

Christ, yet not on account of his natural descent, as

is shown from both the examples adduced. Even
Esau's descendants, and, indeed, all heathen, have
been called to salvation in Christ ; therefore evi-

dently Esau's rejection is by no means regarded aa

eternal, and the object of Jacob's preference is the

temporary salvation of the nations descended from
both Esau and Jacob (vers. 11-13).

Heobnee : We must maintain : 1. Paul's speech

is altogether individual or national, and applies sole

ly to Israel, in order to prostrate Israel's perverse

pride ; 2. The question is not concerning an eternal

election and reprobation, but the calling of a people

by the external call, by revelation, and concerning

the subsequent rejection of such a call (vers. 6-18),

i. Vers. 14-18. Is God unrighteous ? This ob-

jection is refuted by Paul : 1. By reference to God's

declaration to Moses ; 2. By reference to such a

declaration to Pharaoh (vers. 14-18).—Moses and

Pharaoh : 1. Moses, an example of God's mercy and

compassion ; 2. Pharaoh, an example of lardeuing

;

3. Both together are examples of God'j free e.eo
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tion (vers. 14-18).—On what does our salvation de-

pend ? 1. Not upon our willing or running ; 2. But
upon God's mercy (ver. 16).

Starke : God is and ever remains righteous,

however He disposes things according to His sov-

ereign wUl and good pleasure (ver. 14).—Oh, the

great and exceeding riches of divine mercy and com-
passion, by which God performs all the good which
He bestows on man, without regard to any service,

greatness, honor, or appearance ! (ver. 15.)

—

Hed-
INGEE ; Due's own running, working, exerting him-
self, devising services, doing penitence, and inflict-

ing scourging, crawling into caves and putting on
sackcloth, accomplish nothing ; God must open the

heart, and, when He knocks, open to Him ! He has

the key himself, and you have from Him the hands
and the power to throw wide open for His entrance

(ver. 16).—Hardening is a great judgment. Many
are involved in it, and yet they do not know it (ver.

17).

—

Spenek : Thus God's will is perfectly free and
unoonfined in its own work, and He has the power
to show mercy or not, just as He will, without our
ability to find sufficient cause for the difference,

although He himself, as the wise and holy God, does
nothing without a holy cause, so that even His freest

power wills and does in such a way as His wisdom
perceives conducive to His glory. For as men of

understanding do not foolishly and thoughtlessly use

their freedom, but do every thing considerately and
with a rational choice, even when they are in the

enjoyment of the most unfettered freedom, how
should we suppose that the all-wise God can have
mercy and harden without holy causes, or in any
other way than is in harmony with His goodness,

righteousness, and majesty, though above our under-

standing ? This should be enough for us : The holy

and rigliteouB God, who never can wish to do any
thing evil, wills it to be thus.

Roos : Yer. 16 : Moses desired to see God's
glory ; but his desire would not have obtained this

view by force. More than once Moses ascended to

the top of Sinai, and came down again ; but his run-

ning did not earn as a reward that which he prayed
for. God met his willing by compassion : out of

compassion He crowned Moses' ascent of Mount
Sinai by an extraordinary blessing.

—

Geelach :

Ver. 16 : Paul elsewhere exhorts (1 Cor. ix. 24-27
;

Phil. ill. 12-14) in the most decided way to will and
to run ; but it is a willing whose soul is God's mercy
toward sinners, and it is a running whose power is

God's renewing grace.

Iiisco : The last and only ground of participa-

tion in God's kingdom is and ever remains God's

mercy (ver. 16).—All of Pharaoh's efforts did not

prevent the execution of the Divine purposes, but

he himself became, contrary to his will, an instru-

ment for their execution ; accordingly, God was glo-

rified in the perverse king, who did not escape His

righteous punishment (ver. 17).—Thus, then, God
shows His mercy on whomsoever He will with un-

limited freedom ; and He hardens whomsoever He
will—that is, He allows His mercy to redound to the

ruin of those who, like Pharaoh, are impervious to

all of His instructions and guidance ; and thus it

can also come to pass to the unbelieving Jews, that

God will withdraw His mercy from them if they

•corn His gospel, just as Pharaoh once despised

God's will (ver. 18).

Heobnkr : No people can prove that it will be
God's people (ver. 16),—The humiliation of pre-

Bumptuous tyrants is a glorification of God (ver. 17).

Hardening is therefore never a blindly abso'ute,

but always a righteous decree of God on those who

have long withstood all of His calls. Pharaoh would

not have been hardened, if his many cruelties had

not already hardened his heart (ver. 18).

Bessee : To sum up, says Luther
(
Works, vol

xxii. p. 746) :
" Every thing is spoken against thji

proud. ' He to whom I give shall have it, and yoo

shall not take it from me by your holiness.' What
more shall he do ? He nevertheless says, ' You shall

have it, but if you seek and wish to have it for the

sake of your righteousness and your piety, I cannot

and will not allow you to have it ; I will sooner tear

to pieces and destroy every tling, both priesthood

and kingdom, and even my ofTi law. But show me
mercy, and you shall have it'" (ver. 16).—He who

can still take upon himself to say, " God has had

compassion on me because I xm not as Pharaoh was,"

has not yet read the Epistle to the Romans aright.

The reverse is the case : Because Gcd has had com-

passion on me, I am not as Pharaoh, but as Mosea

(ver. 18).

c. Vers. 19-29. Nay, but, man, who art thou

that repliest against God ? 1. Remember that thou

art only the work, but He is the Maker ; 2. There-

fore submit unconditionally to His sovereign will

(vers. 19-21).—What does God design by His un-

conditional and free election ? 1. On one hand, to

show His wrath and make known His power ; 2.

But, on the other, to make known all the more, by
this means, the riches of His glory (vers. 22-29).

—

The vessels of wrath and the vessels of mercy (vers.

22-24).—Who are the vessels of mercy ? All who
are called ; not alone, 1. of the Jews, but, 2. also

of the Gentiles (ver. 24).—Hosea and Isaiah as wit-

nesses of God's grace, showing mercy on and calling

Jews and Gentiles : 1. Hosea ; 2. Isaiah (vers. 25

-29).

LuTHEE : Although the greater part fall away
and remain unbelieving. He will nevertheless not let

all fall, but will support the rest, and by them all

the more abundantly disseminate His word and
grace, in order that they may be righteous and glo-

rious (ver. 28).

Staeke : God, in leading man to salvation, does
not deal with him according to the unconditional
purpose of His will and with unlimited pow«r, but
in a certain order, in which they who are ennobled
by the rational soul have obtained the freedom to

obey or to opposa (ver. 29).—Also teachers and
preachers must exhibit an appropriate gentleness
when censuring the ungodly, and must not always
select the rarest words of abuse and reproach, to

pour them out upon them like a heavy shower (ver.

26).—Do not despair, though you be miserable ; the
merciful and gracious Lord can cause a light to arise
within you

; Ps. cxii. 4 (ver. 25).

—

Hedingek : God
be praised for His long-suffering ! How many thou-
sand brands of hell dost thou bear with ! Thou art,

and ever remainest, my righteous God ! Pg. ciii. 8
(ver. 22).—Lange : If you would be a true vessel
of mercy, jou must draw grace for grace from the
fuhness of Jesus (John i. 16).—Let the love of God
be poured out in your heart by the Holy Spirit (chap.
V. 6); and in order that you may be 'useful in tha
Lord's house, and a vessel sanctified to His honor,
seek to be purified from contact with all impure ves.
sels (ver. 23).

Spener : The Apostle says of the vessels of mei^
cy, that God has prepared them for glory. He i(

not only their Creator, but their being the vessels oj
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Bit mercy is IRk own preparation. But he does not
eay of the vessels of wrath, that God prepared them
for destruction, but that they are fitted to destruc-

tion -who have fitted and corrupted themselves to it,

so that their condemnation does not come from God,
but only that He has long borne with them patient-

ly, just as He did to Pharaoh, and that He finally

destroys tliem with all the more violence. By this

are declared His glory, power, compassion, and
righteousness, without one coming in conflict with
the other (vers. 22, 23).—Roos : The great long-

Bufifering of which Paul speaks, proves that God
takes no pleasure in tlie destruction of the vessels

of wrath ; for if He had wished. He could at any
time have given them up to destruction sooner than
He really did ; but the efifieacicus call, which applies

to the vessels of mercy both of the tfews and Gen-
tiles, proves that God does not indulge a precon-

ceived hatred either of the Jewish people or of the

Gentile nations, and it is only His call that makes a
difference between the vessels of wrath and of mercy
(vers. 22-24).—Geelach : We must always bear in

mind, that when God has compassion, and when He
hardens, He acts in different ways ; in the former
case, He produces good in the human heart by His
compassion ; and in the second, He withdraws from
man His divine light and life, yet does not awaken
evil in him, but only allows the evU already existing

to assume the form and take the course which, to

Him, is evidently necessary for the salvation of the

world. Man's seeing, in mercy as well as in harden-

ing, a perfectly similar operation of God—namely.
His own arbitrary authority—is his own fault, since

he closes himself against God's compassionate love

by his own claims (ver. 21).

Lisoo : All humanity, and not merely Israel

(which fiiucied itself thus), is like the clay from
which God, of His own free choice, chooses unto par-

ticipation in the kingdom of heaven ; and He is not

bound to Israel in such a way that He cannot also

appoint the Gentiles to the same privilege (vers. 20,

21).

Heubxee : Before God rejects a people, He pa-

tiently gives it time for repentance (vers. 19-23).

—

Especially on ver. 19 : The universal objection of all

determiuists, fataUsts, and absolutists, is :
" How can

man be free, since in his existence, and in the forma-

tion and change of his mind, he is totally dependent
on God ? " This is here represented in a special

direction, thus :
" How can sin be imputed to man ?

Why does God's punishment of him enrage him ?

He is only what God makes him ! Who can oppose

God ? " This objection is still frequently heard in

such modifications as these :
" Man becomes every

thing, just according as he is trained, educated, and

placed in a favorable or unfavorable state ? " We may
answer this objection somewhat as follows : Although
man does not himself control his destiny, and al-

though this destiny has an influence upon his devel-

opment, yet it is by no means compulsory ; the ex-

ternal world does not operate irresistibly upon him.

—•Yet Paul does not exactly answer thus, but says,

ver. 26 :
" Tea, dear man," &c.—Ver. 21 : This

comparison would be inaptly applied if it were re-

garded as an irresistible formation of character

:

" Can God not make out of this man a bad one, and
out of that a good one ? " The question is only the

determination of the external state which operates

on man .
" Cannot God, according to His own will,

direct to every one his condition and all the circum-

stances that operate upon him ? " It still depends

22

on man whether he will make use of his condition
in this or that way, and in what shape he will allow

himself to be be formed. Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 20, 21.

In Jer. xviii. 6, the type of the potter applies to the
events that God allows a people to experience, but

not to the determination of their salvation or de-

struction.

d. Vers. 80-33. The faith of the Gentiles, and
the unbelief of the Jews : 1. The establishment ol

this fact ; 2. The explanation of its origin (ver.4.

30-33).—In the righteousness of faith, the law of

righteousness is really fulfilled (vers. 30, 31).— Who
attains to the law of righteousness ? All who seek
its fulfilment, not : 1. By the works of the law, but,

2. By faith (vers. 31, 32).—The stumbling-stone:

1. For some a rock of offence ; 2. For others a
rock of salvation (ver. 33). Oomp. 1 Peter ii. 4-10.

Luther : Christ justifies without works ; they
who do not believe Him, run against Him and stum
ble (ver. 82).

SiAKBa; : thou tempted soul, who art ever in-

dulging in fearful thoughts, thou shalt certainly not
be ashamed I (ver. 33.)

—

Ceameb : If one should
seek fire in snow, or ice in fire, he would not find it

so he who seeks life, righteousnesss, and salvation in

the law, and not in Christ, will never receive them
(ver. 32).

Spener : God laid such a stone in Zion as would
of itself be a stone of help, a tried and precious

corner-stone, on which the fallen could and should

rise. But man's wickedness, &c., causes many to

stumble against it, and their fall is more dangerous

than if such a stone had not been placed there

Yet God's saving counsel must not be in vain for all,

for there are others, on the other hand, who hold to

this rock, and believe on it. These will not be de-

ceived in their hope, nor come to shame, as they
will take from it that which they have hoped for—
salvation (ver. 33).

Eoos : As Paul had previously made every thing

dependent on simple grace and mercy, and on God's
free will, so he now makes every thing dependent on
faith. Grace and faith, the will of God and faith,

correspond to or meet each other. Grace is in God,

faith is in man (vers. 30-33).

—

Gerlach : God did

not enforce His right against the unbeUeving Israel-

ites, nor harden their hearts, nor fit them for de-

struction, because He predestinated them for de-

struction before their existence, but because they
" replied against God " (vers. 18-22).

Ltsoo : The reason why Israel refuses to accept

the gospel, and is rejected, is because they seek it

—

righteousness—before God, not of faith, but by do-

ing the works prescribed in the law ; and therefore

they experience the judgment of falling against the

stumbling-stone (ver. 32).

Heubner : No people or no man is so corrupt

that God cannot call and save if they will only be-

lieve in the gospel, and become sensible of their

guilt (ver. 30).—All the works on which man reliea

cannot save him, but rather hinder him (Luke xii.

24). Therefore the paradox : It would be better for

many if they were worse (ver. 32).—Off'ence at

Christ is culpable ; it is one that is taken, and not

given (ver. 33).

Besser: Luther (WorJcs, vol. vii. p. 821) strik.

ingly compares the law to the field in which Christ,

the Treasure, is buried. The Jews had the field,

and even tilled it with great pains, but they did not

see the buried treasure ; but the Gentiles, on the

contrary, since they found Christ in the law, went
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for joy beyond the law, and sold every thing which

they had, and bought the field with its treasure

—

that is, the law with Christ (vers. 30, 31).

Li^GE : The forbearance and decision with which
the Apostle expresses the strict judgment on Israel,

is an example for us, when occasion occurs, to speak

unpleasant truths.—The Apostle's fidelity to the Is-

raelites is conditioned by his fidelity to the Lord; or

the duty and limits of patriotism.—Israel's fall is an

eternal admonition for churches, states, and nations.

—The greater the glory of a community, the deeper

is its fall.—Israel, which was once saved, is now
judged in Christ its Head.—God's freedom with re-

spect to humanity : 1. How it is bound by institu-

tions and promises; 2. Yet how it also remains free.

—His freedom in His determinations : 1. In the de-

termination of the personalities themselves ; 2. Of
their fate, and its effect ; 3. Of their call to the king-

dom.—The freedom and consistency of Divine sove-

reignty in the name Jehovah.—The antitheses : Israel

and Isaac, Jacob and Esau, Moses and Pharaoh. The
judgment of hardening elucidated by Pharaoh's his-

tory.—Judgments changed by the sovereignty of

God himself to the glorification of His mercy.

—

God's judgments are cut short by His wisdom and
grace.—The importance of faith in antithesis to or-

dinances.—The twofold operation of the corner-

stone.

[LiGHTFOOT : Ver. 3. We owe charity to every

one because of his soul. If a soul, in its essential

constitution, be not beautiful and lovely, what thing

upon earth can be accounted beautiful and lovely ?

A soul that carries the image of God in its very con-

stitution—that is like to the nature of angels in its

essence and being—that is capable of divine nature

and of eternal life and glory—if this be not lovely,

what is? It is a great piece of wisdom to study

souls, and to observe the nature, worth, price, and

excellency, both of our own and. other men's ; and
there is not a more general and comprehensive

cause of the ruin of souls, than men's ignorance

of and unacquaintanoe with their own souls. Shall

I hate any man's soul ? It may be united to God.

Hate any man's body ? It may be a temple of

the Holy Ghost. Any man's person? He may
be an inheritor of eternal glory. Scorn not poor
Joseph ; for all his rags and imprisonment, he may
come to sit upon a throne. Despise not poor Laz-

arus; for all his sores and tatters, he may be car.

ried by angels into Abraham's bosom.

—

Borkitt :

Learn : 1. What the sincere believer shall not be

ashamed of: u. He shall never be ashamed of his

choice ; b. Nor of his profession ; c. Nor of the

cause and interest of Chri»*,, which He has owned
and vindicated in the world ; d. Nor of any time

sincerely spent in the work and service of Christ

;

e. Nor of reproaches and sufferings, tribulations and
persecutions, for the sake of Christ

; /. Nor in eter-

nity, that he never was ashamed here of Christ and

Bis guBpel, His irork and serrice, His cause and in.

terest. 2. When the believer shall not be ashamed

:

a. When he is called to bear testimony of Christ

before the world, at the hour of death, or at the day

of judgment ; b. Nor the dreadfulness of the day,

nor the majesty of the Judge, nor the number of

the accusers, nor the impartiality of the sentence,

nor the separation which shall then be made. S-,

Why the believer shall never be ashamed : a. Sin,

the cause of shame, is removed ; b. Those only

from whom he can reasonably fear shame, will nevei

be ashamed of Him ; c. He can look God and

Christ, his own conscience and the whole world, in

the face, without shame and sufiering.

—

Henkt:
What does God do for the salvation of His chil-

dren? He prepares them beforehand for glory.

Sanctification is the preparation of the soul for

glory, making it meet to partake of the inheritance

of the saints in light. This is God's work ;
we can

destroy ourselves fast enough, but we cannot save

ourselves ; sinners fit themselves for hell, but it ia

God that prepares saints for heaven.

—

Waterland:
There is a degree of pity and regard due even t«

very ill men, to ungodly, and sinners ; not to be

shown by caressing them and smiling upon them, bul

by earnest and ardent endeavors to reclaim them.

There is not a more forlorn or miserable wretch un-

der heaven than an overgrown sinner, become mad,
desperate, and incurable in his sins. For though

such persons regard neither God nor man, nor have

any mercy or tenderness for friend or brother, but

would go any lengths in mischief, and set the world

on fire, if it lay in their power, yet we very well

know, all the while, that they are weak and impo-
tent, and are under bridle and restraint. The utmost
they can do is only to afilict and torment good men
for a time here, while they themselves lie exposed to

eternal vengeance, to torments everlasting hereafter,
—-DoDDRiDGp; : We know a descending, a risen Re-
deemer. He still visits us in His gospel, still preach-

es in our assemblies, and stretches out a gentle and
compassionate hand to lead us in the way of happi-

ness.—Where we see a zeal lor God, let us pay all

due regard to it, and compassionate that ignorance
which may sometimes be mingled with it.

—

Scott :

Modesty, caution, humility, and profound awe of the
holy majesty of God, should restraui and guide the
tongues and pens of all who speak or write on the
great subjects connected with salvation, however
satisfied such men may be with their own views of
them

; and every sentence which is written or spo-
ken with impetuous injustice to God, is a proof of
the pride and irreverence of the writer or speaKCf.—
HonoE : Vers. 15-19. It should be assumed as a
first principle, that God cannot do wrong. If Ha
does a thing, it must be right. And it is very much
safer for us, corrupt and bluided mortals, inus to
argue, than to pursue the opposite course, and
maintain that God does not and cannot do so and
so, because, in our judgment, it would be wrong.—
J. F, H.j
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HinOMD Sbction.—More decided explanation of the mysterious fact. The faith of the OtntiUi and (&
unbelief of Israel.

Chap. X. 1-21.

A. Self-rigliteousnesB, aud the righteousness of faith (vers. 1-11).

1 Brethren, my heart's desire [or, good-will, svSokicc] and prayer' to God fo»

Israel [on their behalf]" is, that they might be saved [for their sal ration]

2 For I bear them record [witness] that they have a zeal of God, but not accoid-

5 ing to knowledge. For they, being ignorant of God's righteousness [not knowing
(t. e., mistaking) the rfghteousness of God], and going about [striving] to establish

their own righteousness,* have not submitted themselves unto the righteousness
4 of God. For Christ is the end of the law for [unto] righteousness to every
6 one that believeth.^ For Moses desoribeth [writeth concerning] the righteous-

ness which is of the law, That the [saying. The] ' man which doeth those things

6 [who hath done them] shall live by them [or, in it].' But the righteousness
which is of faith speaketh on this wise [thus],* Say not in thine heart, Who shall

ascend into heaven ? (that is, to bring Christ down from above [omit from
'7 above] :) Or, Who shall descend into the deep ? (that is, to bring up Christ

8 again {omit again] from the dead.) But what saith it ? The word is nigh thee,

even [omu even] in thy mouth, and in thy heart : that is, the word of faith, which
9 we preach ; That [Because] if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus

[or, Jesus as Lord]," and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath [omit hath]

10 raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believ-

eth [faith is exercised] '° unto righteousness ; and with the mouth confession ia

11 made unto salvation. For the Scripture saith. Whosoever believeth on him shall

not be ashamed [put to shame].

B. The equal claim of Jews and Gentiles to faith. Hence the necessity of universal preaching. The unequal result*
of preaching (vers. 12-18).

12 For there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek [distinction be-

tween Jew and Greek] : " for the same Lord over all is [is Lord of all,] "^ rich

13 unto all that [who] call upon him. For whosoever [every one who] ^^ shall call

14 upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. How then shall [can] they call
'*

on him in whom they have not believed ? and how shall [can] they believe " in

him of whom they have not heard ? and how shall [can] they hear " without a

15 preacher ? And how shall [can] they preach," except they be sent ? as it is

written," How beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel [those who
16 bring glad tidings] of peace,'" and bring glad tidings of good things ! But they

have not all obeyed the gospel [did not all hearken to the glad tidings]." For
17 Esaias [Isaiah] saith. Lord, who hath [oma hath] beUeved our report?" So

then faith cometh by [of] hearing, and hearing by [through] the word of God."
18 But I say. Have they not heard [Did they not hear] ? Yes [N'ay] verily, their

sound went [out] into aU the earth, and their words unto the ends of the world.

0. The nnhelief of Israel and the &ith of the Gentiles already prophesied in the Old Testament (vers. 19-21).

19 But I say. Did not Israel [Israel not] " know ? First Moses saith, I will

firovoke you to jealousy by them that [with those who] are no people, and by
with] a foolish nation I will anger you. But Esaias [Isaiah] is very bold, and

saith, I was found of them that [by those who] sought me not ; I was made
21 manifest unto them that [those who] asked not after me. But to [of] Israel he

saith," AU day long I have [omit have] stretched forth my hands unto a disob*"

dieft and gainsaying people.
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TEXTUAL,

> Ver. (.-[After firfriffn, K. L. Bee. insert ij, defended by Philippi; omitted in N.^A. B. D. F. G.,T)y LflC^MMj
Tisolieiidorf, Meyer, Tholuck, Alford, Tregelles. Probably inserted to limit irpot tov 0eov to ^'l.*^'*,' ""^^J"
seemed improper to connect it with ev^oKta. On the meaning of the last-named fford, as Involved la the ontiofc.

auestion, see ^rreff. iVoics.
. . , „ - ., -^ /tt t t>.,\ T'hn ia*+—

a Ver. 1.—[N. A. B. D. F. G., all modern editors, read aurwf , instead of tou lapariK (-K-- -L*- -"e*-*)'
-^^JJf™

was substituted as an exp.anatory gloss, which was the more necessary, as this verse began a church ^^J t J;f*;;Sej-

•EffTiv (to comi-ilete the seue) is inserted before eis <Ti>iT, in i?ec., on the authority of N^. K. L. ;
rejected by modem

3'\^^^L~7^^c- (N'- K. L.) insert cVrti/ before eU a^r-qpia-v. This probably led to the paraphrase of the E.V.
4 Ver. 3.—[A. B. D., anumberof versions and fathers, omit SiKatoo-vi/TVP alter iSia-v. (bo ijachmann, -i-Tscn-

en-lorf, "^"ordswortb, Tregelles.l It is found in N. F. K. L., Syriac, &c. ; also after ^7,toui/t6s in one cursive.^ it u
retained by Meyer, I^ange ; bracketted by Alford, who, in his notes, a^-ees with the authors just named, in thmkmgtha
repetition to be original and emphntic, but easily deemed superfluous

;
hence the omi-fion.

t.,- i -4 ^v
s Ver. 4.—[Dr. Lange's rendering is striking : Dmn das Endziel des Geseiz-'S ist: Chrisfm zur G^ecMigkeit Jur

Jcden, d.rglaubt (For the end of the law is : Christ as righteousness for every one who believes). Luther s version la

really a paraph i ase : D&nn Christus ist des Gin^elzcs Ende ; wcr an den glaubl, dcr ist gereclH.
. . . ^ mv v

8 Ver. 5.—[The E. V. has translated ort, which is here merely a quotation-mark (on recitavtis). ibe abovo

emendation is Hom the EcTision by Five Anglican Clergymen. The o t i is found before t ij v 6 1 k . in ;<^ A. X»i.—an

alt^^^atiol:, on account of the accusaiive after vpat^et.—The quotation is from Levit. xvin. 5. If the reading ot the

Rcc. be adopied, the only variation is 6, instead of a ; a change necessary to adapt the citation to its position here. Bee

next Note.
, -, ~d -c n ^

7 Ver. 5.—[The correct reading ie difficult to determine. Most editors now retam avra {Rec, x^. u. t. Cr., moBt

versions and fathers). Instead of ev aurots (Bee, K''. D. F. L., some versions and fathers, Meyer, Wordsworth,

linnge), the reading ev avTrj is found in N'. A. B., many versions, and ia accepted by Lachmann, De Wette, Alford

Tregelles. The lingular would be a variation from both the LXX. and the Hebrew ; yet this but renders an alteration

to the plm-al (for the sake of conformity) the more probable. On the other hand, Meyer urges strongly that the plural

stands or falls with awra, which is now generally accepted. The change to the singular may have been made to guard

against the validity of the righteousness of works, as indeed A. substitutes irt'o-rews for vofiov. "With some hesitation,

I hold to the reading of the Rec.
8 Ver. 6.—[From this point to the middle of ver. 8, we have a free citation fi'om the LXX., Deut. xsx. 12-14. Parts

of the verses arc quoted, but there is only one considerable variation (at the beginning of ver. 7).^ As the LXX, does

not differ materially from the Hebrew, we ^ive only the text of the former: (yer.ll, ort :^ evrokr} auTTj, ij eyu> erreA-

Aoju.at (rot o-^ixepov, ovx inrepoyKO^ eo-TLV, ovSi p.aKpav airo aov eiTTiv.) 12. ovk ev tu> ovpa.v<Z^ avot ia-ri, ^Xiyutv- Ti?

ava^i^<r€Tat 17/J.tv ei? tov ovpavop, /cal AiJi|/€Tat r)p.lv avrijv, Koi a.KOVcravre'; auTJjF 7ro(.ij<T0/J.ec ; 13. ovSk irepo-V t))? 0aAao"(niJ

ecTTt, \eyuiv' Tt's 6ia7repd(rei Tip-lv et? to irepav T^y 0aA.acrtr7)s «al Xd^jj ^P-tv aiinjc, koX aKOV<rTii)v ttoli^itj)
^
aunjc, kqi

jTOiqcrOju.ei' ; 14. eyyiJs crov i<TTl TO p^p-a. cr0dfipa ev TtiJ (TTOjUtart trou, kol ev tq KapSia trou, Kol ev Tats X^po't cou iroteo

avTo. The New Testament text is remarkably well established throughout. The variations from the LXX. are noticed

in the Expg. Nods.
* Yer. 9.—[B. has oTt Kvpio<; 'Itjo-ous, some fathers ; others add eanv. These readings are doubtless explanatory

gloeses, and, ms such, tend to confirm tlie interpretation given in the brackets above : Jesii^ as Lord. See Exeg. Notes,
also on the rendering bccaitm.—The E. V. impro[>erly translates ^^y eiper, hath raised. It is the historical aorist.

*" Vpr. 10.—[The E. V. has made this verb active, and the second one passive. Both are passive. It would seem as

if this rendeiing was b(trrowed from the German : man glauhl, which exactly expresses the force of the Greek.
^^ Ver. 12.—[Literally ; there is 710 distinction of Jp.io and Greek ; but this sounds too abstract, as if the distinctiona

were obliterated, as in Gal. iii. 28. Here it is better, then, to preserve the concrete idea, by using between. So Kev. Five
Aug. Clergymen.

^^ Ver. 12.—[Lange renders : Denn Einer and derselbe ist Herr von Allen. So Noyes : For one and the same is Lord
over all. Fiie Ang. Clergymen : The same is Lord over all. The Amer. Bible Union as above. This is most literal.

Alford, indeed, objects, "on account of the strangeness of 6 avTos thus standing alone ; but this is met by Dr. Lange
in the Exeg. JVotes, where he expands the phrase into : One and Ihc same Lord is Lord over all. Stuart : TJiere is the same
Lord ; which is harsh. On the whole, it is best to find the predicate here, and not supply is with Tichj as is done in the
E. V.

^8 Ver. 13.—[This is almost word for "word from the LXX., Joel ii. 32 (Heb. iii. 5) : koi etrrat ttSs, 05, «.t.A.

The yap is inserted to introduce the proof. In Acts ii. 21, the citation is made even more exactly. The strong form
of the Grfck is retained by rendering, eve?-]/ oiie whosoever (Alford, Five Ang. Clergymen) ; Amer. Bible Union, Noyes :

every one who.
1* Ver. 14.—[In each of the four interrogative sentences of vers. 14, 15, the exact form of the leading verb is doubt-

ful. The iJec. in every case gives the future indicative, but the uncial authority support-s the aorist subjunctive, the
deliberative or conjunctive aorist. The MS. authoiity is given in the separate notes. Here the Rtc, with K. L., and
some fathers, reads : eTriKaXe'tr ocrai ; N- A. B. U. F. G. : kirtit.aKe<TOivra.i. The future is supported by Meyer, and
apparently accepted by Dr. Liinge. The aorist is adopted throughout by most critical editors. (So Tregelles.) Ab the
variation here involves only the change of cu into o, it is readily accounted for. The E. V. gives a correct rendering <A

the future, which, iutieed, in these cases differs little in meaning from the conjunctive. Oan is substituted to express
the force of the con-ect reading, although it is perhaps a shade too strong. The Amer. Bible Union omits have in the
relative clauses throughout ; but, although this is a literal rendertnc of the aorist, it here obscures the meaning by
destroying the litotes. All other later versions properly retain the English perfect.

if^'Ver. 14.—[Sec, A. K. L. : TrMrreuo- o u trtv. N. B. D. F. G. tt to-Tc v o-oxrn- . The last two prefix the argument,
18 Ver. 14.—[iS*:c., L. : aKovtrova-iv; n^- D. F. G. : aKova-ovTat. \ ^. A.'^.'B. : aKoua-axTtc ; the latter, though not

BO well supported as the other aorists, is probably correct, since there is no reason for a change of tense.
1' Ver. 15.— [iZec. (no MSS.): jcijpuf o u o-ti/ ; &(. A. B. D. K. L. : Kijpuf oitru'. This well-supported aorist seems to

decide the other cases.
18 Ver. 15.—[Isa. Iii 7. The quotation is not exact, though giving the sense of the Hebrew. The LXX. is scarcely

followed at all. See Exi^g. Notes.
Jfl Vor. 15.—[The words: euayyeAifo/xevwi/ elp-^vr^v, twv, are omitted in tc*. A. B. C, by some vereiona

and fathers ;
rejected by Lachmann, Tischcndorf, Tregelles ; bracketted by Alford. They are found in N^. D. F. K. L.,

many versions and fathers ; retained by Meyer, Wordsworth, Lange, on the ground that the repetition might easily lead
to the omission. This view will readily be allowed by any one who examines the passage, since it is easy to mistake the
first occurrence of so long a word for the second. The original passage, of course, favors the retention.—The uncial
authority against rd {Rec) before i-yatfa, is decisive. The E. V. takes away the exact parallelism 'by rendering
aiayye\L^op.cvft)v by a different phrase in each clause. A paraphrase is necessary in any ease, from the poverty M
oitr language.

^° Ver. 16.—[Here also gospel is too restricted. The above emendation is adopted by Amer. Bible Union> Noyesi
Five Ang. Clergymen.

21 Ver. 16.—[As none of the modem versions have altered this citation, it ia allowed to remain, but the reader wiL
find in the Excg. Nc'es the view of Forbes, which would be thus expressed : Who (of ub) hath believed what we heard/

22 Ver. i.7.—[H^ B. C. D^, many versions (including the Vulgate) XpioroO; adopted by Lachmann, Alford, Tre-
gelles. The great majority of the fathers, of modern commentators sustain the reading of the Rec. (a. corr. A. D^". K,
L., some versions). Bede : Dei Christi. Alford deecis the received reading "a rationalizing correction," -while Meyea
De Wette, and most, think the other was a later gloss, which is more probable.
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»• Ver. 19.—[Tie order of the llec. is poorly supported. 2<. A. B. 0., and others: 'Ivpa-iiK o4k iyvm, adopted
by eritical editors. The alteration in the order of the JUnglish tejct is sustained by modem versions.

'• Ver. 20.—[The Hebrew text of Isa. Ixv. 1, as far as cited by Paul, is

:

{jirpa tkhh "Tixxas fibNiiJ sib!: ^naS-inj
• \': 2 T T 7 ; - I-

nie LZ^. : 6^avT)s iyev^driv Tois e/xi fLTj eTrepwrwo-tr, etrpidriv Tots ifti fiij ^r]ToviTLv. The variations are a transpositio?
of the clauses, and eyev6fxit\Vf instead of eyevridrjv. The Hebrew is followed with exactness.

—

"Ev is inserted aftel

titiOriVf inB. D>.F.; bracketted by Alford and Tregelles.
** Vcr, 21.—[The order of the LXX. is : eftireraira t. x* m- oAijc t^j/ ^/le'pai/ ; otherwise the citation is exact. Th*

a«l a>'Ti,A€'7oi'Ta is an addition of the LXX. The Hebrew gives but one adjective, 1*liD, rehcUiims.—To Israel,

U not correct ; with respect to, ccmceming, is the meaning, which, however, is sufQciently indicated by o/; so FiveAng
Olergymen, Amer. Bible Union.—B.]

EXEGETICAl AND CBITICAl.

Summary.—TTie fori of the partial rejection of
Israel, &c. The fact is not a fatalistic decree, for

the Apostle prays for Israel, and bears record to

their zeal ; vers. 1, 2. It rests rather on the an-

tithesis between self-righteousness as the presumed
righteousness which is of the law, and the righteous-

ness which is of faith ; vers. 3, 4. The righteous-

ness of faith, although arising from Israel, is proved

by the prophecy of the Old Testament to be, accord-

ing to its nature, accessible to all men, and not con-

fined to the Jewish nation. It is universal ; that is,

Bocessibls to all in its internal character, because it

is allied to the inward nature of man ; vers. 5, 9.

Its universality is confirmed by experience ; vers.

10, 11. It is proclaimed by the Old Testament
Scriptures, which promise, in Christ, salvation to

every man. There arises therefrom the universality

of faith—the freedom of faith to Jews and Gentiles

;

vers. 12, 13. This freedom of faith is made actual

by the universality of the preaching of the gospel

and of the apostolic mission ; vers. 14, 15. Unbe-
lief is voluntary, like faith. The gospel is con-

ditioned by faith ; vers. 16-18. But the faith of

the Gentiles is prophesied in the Old Testament, as

well as the unbelief of the Jews ; vers. 19-21.

[There is little difference of opinion among com-

mentators respecting the meaning of this chapter as

a whole. Dr. Hodge coincides most nearly with Dr.

Lange in Ms divisions. Tholuck, Philippi, Meyer,

Alford, make two sections. (1.) The further exposi-

tion of the fact that the exclusion of Israel is found-

ed on their own unbelief; vers. 1-13. Alford:
" The Jews, though zealous for God, are yet ignorant

of God's righteousness (vers. 1-3), as revealed to

them in their own Scriptures (vers. 4r-13)." (2.)

Proof from Scripture of the same fact ; vers. 14-21.

Tholuck : " They could not excuse themselves by
this, that God had not done His part to make hu-

manity know the gospel, or that it had not reached

them, or that they could not have seen what their

conduct with regard to it and Gocfa dealings with

the Gentiles would be." The connection with chap.

ix. S3 is very close ; and as the Apostle is accus-

tomed to repeat, at the close of an argument, the

^-oposition from which he started, the repetition of

the quotation of chap. ix. 33, in ver. 11, favors the

jivision of Dr. I/ange.—R.]

A. Faith, vers. 1, 2. The fact described is no

fatalistic decree.

Ver. 1. Brethren ['ASikqioi. Bengel

:

* Vvmc quasi superata prceeedentis tractationis se-

mriiate comiter appellat fratres." Comp. 1 Cor,

kIv. 20 ; Gal. iii. 15.—R.] Though this is an ad-

iiess to all readers, yet it is directed with special

feeling to the Jewish Christians. Repetition and

carrying out of the personal reference in chap, ii

1 fl'.

My heart's desire, or, good-will [^ ftkt

fiido-Aia ttlq ifiijt; Koc^^tacJ. A real antithe*

sis to the fiiv is contained in the judgment passed

in ver. 3. [See Winer, p. 536 ; who thinks the an-

tithesis was too painful to be expressed. All ad-

mit that the thought is found in ver. 3.—R.] Mey-
er, contrary to Chrysostom, Theodoret, and most of

the early writers, as well as De Wette and Olshau-

sen, holds that tidoxia cannot mean wixh, desi-de-

rium, but only benevolence (Vulgate, voluntas; Au.
gustine, bona voluntas ; Calvin, benevoleniia). Tho-

luck :
" There is, indeed, no example as yet in which

fMozta is exactly equal to 'wish.' But how could

the Apostle have said, ' My good pleasure and my
prayer for them to God are directed to their salva-

tion.' " Tet he regards it advisable to adhere to the

translation : My good-will for them. [The lexica!

objection to rendering ivdoxia, desire, is weighty

On the other hand, the rendering good-will severa

it from the context. The insertion of ^ after diijati

Was probably an attempt to avoid this difficulty.

Alford suggests a " a mixture of constructions : the

Apostle's (vSoxla would be their salvation itself—
his fSitjait;, x.t.).., was liq amr." We hold to the

more usual meaning of the word. Wordsworth
pushes it as far as this :

" Probably he uses this

word because he wishes to represent the salvation

of the Jews as a thing so consonant to God's wishes

and counsel, that, as far as He is concerned, it is as

good as done ; and the Apostle delights in looking

back, in imagination, upon that blessed result as

already accomplished." There is little warrant in

the word or context for such an interpretation.—R.]
And prayer to God [xal ^ (Jt'iycte nQoq

rov &i6v. The latter phrase can be limited to

Sirjai^q without adopting the poorly supported tj.

The " prayer" was undoubtedly " of his heart," but

there are no grammatical reasons for connecting that

phrase with these words, /litjai-i; is, strictly, peti-

tion, request.—R.] We refer y.a t q 6 stj a l^

back to xaqSiai;, and then exclusively to nqbi
rov &f6v. My heart is not only full of good-will

toward the Jews, but it can also venture to inter-

cede for them before God—a proof that they falsely

regard me as their adversary—and I have not yet

given up the hope of their salvation. This also com-

prises a pledge of Divine compassion. [So Bengel •

" Non orasset Paulus, si absolute reprobati ement."

-R.]
[On their behalf is for their salvation,

vniq avrHiv ft? (roiTtj^iav. The correct

reading shows how close the connection with chap,

ix. is. Meyer :
" SmrtiQia is the etid which my

ilSoxia would have for them, and my prayer askj

for then." The E. V. gives the correct sens^

though in a paraphrase.—R.]
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Ver. 2. For I bear them witness [^ap-
Ti'gM yaQ a lit oil;. raQ introduces the rea-

son for the preceding declaration.—R.] He still

aees, even in their error, something good : they
have a zeal of God [t^Aov Otou i/ovai,v

.

Zeal for God, not great zeal, or godly zea[\. (Acta
xxi. 20 ; xxii. 3 ; Gal. i. 14 ; John ii. 17.) This
will, indeed, not be the only ground of his flSor.la,

b'lt is the ground of the cheerfulness of his inter-

ce*3ioa tor them.

But not according to knowledge [aAi'
01* x-ax' inlyvwfjiv, Comp. chap. iii. 20, p.

123 ; Col. i. 9 (Lange's Oomm., p. 17).—R.] The
inlyvman; is the knowledge which, being the living

principle of discernment, impels far beyond the mere
historical j/Kiufft;. Meyer's definition: inconsequence

of the inlyv., is incorrect. The antithesis : xctTot

ayvoiav. Acts iii. 17. The Apostle's statement may,
at all events, be designed to alleviate his charge.
The bright as well as the dark side of the religious

iseal of the Jews was and is a peculiar phenomenon
in the history of the world. [The objective advan-
tages of the Jews were given in chap. ix. 1-5

; here
we have the subjective religiousness, which corre-

sponds, although degenerating into blind fanaticism.

Yet religious fanaticism, we infer from this passage,

is preferable to religious indiflerentism. There is

something to hope for, a ground for good-will, w-here

there is earnestness.—R.]
Vers. 3, 4. Self-righteousness, and the right-

eousness of fa'th.

Ver. 3. For they, not knowing (mistaking)
the righteousness of God [ayroTrTf; yaq
TTjv TON d- f oil if&KaiotjvvTjvJ. We take
ground, with De Wette, and others, against Meyer,
who does not see in the idea of ayj/ooiii'T;-; the ele-

ment of mistake, but merely the declaration of igno-
rance. [Meyer justifies his position, by saying that

Paul was only proving the " not according to knowl-
edge."—R.] But simple ignorance, without guilt,

could have no meaning whatever in the present in-

stance ; and still less could it be the cause of wicked
results. The same holds good of chap. ii. 4 ; 1 Cor.
xiv. 38 ; see also Tholuck, in loco. Their ayvottv
is the cause of their seeking to establish their own
righteousness, and consequently they did not submit
themselves to the Divine righteousness revealed in

the gospel for faith.*

And striving to establish their own right,
eousness [xa« t^v llilav SuY.aioa uv t]V tij-

luvvtf!; iTtljiTat. Siie Textual ifote *'\. Esscti-

tially, it is the same as the righteousness of the law,

according to Phil. iii. 9. Formally, tliis expression
is stronger, because it not only signifies acquired
righteousness in distinction from that which is he-

stomed, but as the real principle of this acquired
righteousness, it denotes one's own choice, power,
and will, as well as man's own will in opposition to

God's choice, grace, and order. [The point of this

distinction is lost, if the phrase be construed as =
their own justijieation.—R,] Therefore this effort

remains a nugatory t^tiniv ar^acti, (chap, iii, 31
;

Heb. X. 9). The (jrtjaai, expresses the element
of pride in their effort.

* [Stuart, and others, take the phrase righteousness of
Cod here as = Ood's method of justification. How incor-
rect this )s, will appear fi.-im. a reference to p. 74 if. Dr.
Hodge says, very properly: "It is that on which the sen-
tence of 'justification is founded." Alford : "that righte~
outness, which avails before God, which becomoa ours in
OBtification."—R.]

[Have not submitted themselves, &c , tj
(Jtx'ato(ri'i)")] . . . oi'jc vnitayijaav.] Meyoi

regards the liTiitdyijaav as passive, as in chap

viii. 20 ; 1 Cor. xv. 28. Tholuck, on the other hand,

correctly regards it as reflexive.*

Ver. 4. For Christ is the end of the law
[te/Io; yap vo,«oi< XQiarot;^. First, riXoi
must be left m its full signification, and not be con.

sidered merely as the negative end by which the

vo/ioq is made void ; second, X^iMTTOi; is = Ohpisl

himself, not simply the foundation, the fundamental

law of His theocracy (Meyer), or the doctrina Christi

(Socinians, and others). In both cases, Meyer's ex.

planation f would destroy the full meaning of the

text. The same thing is declared in reality by the

passages. Matt. v. 17 ; Rom. xiii. 10 ; Gal. iii. 24
;

Eph. ii. 15 ; Col. ii. 14. The end of the law was

Christ, because Christ was, in a positive form, the

fulfihnent of the spiritual, essential import of the

law, and therefore He was, at the same time, the

making void of the imperfect Old Testament form

of the law. Comp. 1 Tim. i. 5 ; 1 Peter i. 9 ; Rev.

xxi. 6 ; xxii. 13. The centre of the idea is there,

fore final aim, purpose, and end (Chrysostom, Me-
lanohthon, Calvin, and others). There is no good
ground for dividing this explanation into two differ.

ent ones. On one hand, Erasmus, Wolf, and others,

have brought out the positive view : Fulfilment of

the law. The alternative here : obedientia aciiva,

or obed. activa and passiva (see Meyer), must be re-

moved. As for the negative view of the idea, Mey-
er cites a large number of authorities who harmo.
nize with him in limiting it to this

;
yet he can hardly

prove this by Augustine, Olshausen, and many oth.

ers.| Even ver. 4 plainly says that Christ is in so far

rU.oi; v6/iOv as He is unto righteousness to

* [A-lford defendB the passive sense, as expressing thfl

result only, it might be themselves, or some other that sub-
jected them—the historical fact was, they were rwi suijectcd.
But as this verse presents an antithesis to iJ.ev (ver. 1) ; and
as the whole current of thought implies their personal
guilt, the middle sense is preferable, and is adopted by the
majoritv of commentators.—R.]

t [Meyer thus paraphrases :
" For in Christ the validitr

of the law has come to an end, that righteousness shaula
become the portion of every hclieviiig one."—It.]

t [Dr. Lange's view is, on the whole, to be preferred

;

but he does not elfariy state tho^e of other commentators.
We append, therefore, the three opinions most in frives.

(1 .) Christ is the aim- (Bndziel') of the law. (So Chrysostom,
Calvin, Beza, Bengol, Alford, Webster and Wilkinson, and
others.) This view means either (n.) the end of the law
was to make men righteous, and this end is accomplished
in Christ (Chrysostoro, Stuart, and others) ; or, (&,) the law
led to Him, as schoolmaster (Calvin, and others, Tholuck
reaches this from another point of view). (2.) Christ is tbo
fulfilment of the law (TeViot = irXijpuna). This is, indeed,
true, but scarcely meets the requiroments of this passage,
especially if law be limited to the ceremonial law. (3.)
Christ is the termination of the law (Augustine, Luther,
Tholuck, Meyer, Hodge). This is the chronological view,
which Dr. Lanse calls the negativt one. In what sense be
is the termination of the law, is also a matter of dispute
(ceremonial, or moral!). Some confusion exists in most
commentaries in the citing of authorities. In fact, these
meanings largely run into each other. In favor of the last,
it may be urged that the Apostle is drawing such ft contrast
here between the righteousness of the law and the righte-
ousness of faith (vers. 5, 6), as requu-es a strong antithesis
between the law and Christ; but unless wo interpret:
" When Christ came, the old legal system was abolished,
.and a new era commenced" (Hodge), this antithesis will
not be correct. Yet the fact that Paul quotes from the law
Itself to support the claims of the righteousness of faith,
seems inconsistent with this view. (See below.) Nor will
it be evident how this verse introduces a proof of the non.
submission of the Jews to the righteousness of God (ver. 3),
unless It asserts that the law led to Christ, rather than thd
Christ abolished the law. All three views may bo iucladedi
but the first is the more prominent one.—R.]
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©very one that believethj tlq &t>tat.Q(Tvv?jv

nuvri tw ni-ativovTi, and the ydq intro-

dtioes just the proof that the Jews did not submit
themselves to the righieouiness of God, which,

howeyer, was manifested in Christ's fulfilment of

the law (oomp. chap. ix. 31). The question of the

extent of pvominence here given to the negative

»ids of the rsio?, is connected with the expla-

nation of vers. 5 and 6. [Stuart, following Matt,

renders fit,-, vnth respect to. It is better to take it

•8 indicating result or purpose. The former will be
preferred, if xi/.oq be rendered aim ; the latter, if it

be rendered termination. The sense will then be,

either : Christ is the aim of the law, so that right-

eousness may come to every one, &o. ; or : Christ

abolished (or fulfilled) the law, in order that, &c.

The word righteousness has here the full sense,

" righteousness of God ;
" but the emphasis rests on

believeth.—R.]
Vers. 5-9. The universality of the righteousness

of faith is proved by the Old Testament also.

On the citations. It is evident that vers. 5 and
6 present an antithesis between the idea of the right-

eousness which Is of works and the inward essence

of righteousness. But it is clear from the place

of the citations, that this antithesis means no con-

tradiotion between the Old and New Testament.

The quotation in ver. 5 is taken from Lev. xviii. 5
;

the quotation in ver. 6 from Deut. xxx. 11-14. It

is evident, therefore, that the Apostle places the two
Bides of the law in contrast, one of which is an ex-

ternal Jewish law of works, and the other is an in-

ward law of the righteousness which is of faith, or a

law designed for the inward life; the one is tran-

sient, the other permanent. Therefore, he takes his

first statement from Leviticus, and from that part of

it where the laying down of the Mosaic obstacles to

marriage is introduced ; the second, on the other

hand, is taken from Deuteronomy, which early im-

parts a profoundly prophetical meaning to the law.

Therefore we read, first: Moses describeth, or writeth

(and what he writes is a command) ; but then, 2'he

righteousness which is of faith speaketh (and what it

says is a proclamation). Though the Apostle holds

Deuteronomy to be as fully Mosaic as Leviticus, yet,

in the former, Moses administers his office as the Old

Testament lawgiver of the Jews; while, in the lat-

ter, the prophetic spirit of the righteousness of faith

speaks as decidedly through him as if it altogether

took his place.

Ver. 5.* For Moses writeth respecting
the righteousness, &o. [Motvarjq yaq yQo.-

ffnu Trjv Si-Aaioavv7jv f k.t.X. The accusative

after y^dqifi/ii is either governed by the verb in the

transitive sense : to iiirite of to describe, or is the

remote object, that concerning which it is written.

The rendering : describeth is perhaps too strong,

though lexically admissible.—R.] i'fdijist, John
i. 46. The citation is from Leviticus, according to

the LSX., but of the same purport as the original

text.

We further read : Moses writeth down, or com-
mands: Th'3 man who hath done them [on

JTovjJirce; avra, av&qoiTioi;^. The noiij-

• [The translator found it necessary to make some
jharg^s in the order of the originnl. In making the addi-

Honsr it was found to be impossible to avoid coDfusion,
frithout further transpositions. Nothing has been omitted,
but it has been an unusually difficult task to present Dr.
Lange's notes in a shape that would correspond to the oi ler

of the Apostle's words.—B.]

a at is emphatic, yet it is significantly connected

with av&qoinoi;. Alrd, that which is written,

the commandments ; the law, in the analytical form
of commandments. The emphasis here rests on tht

doing. " But the righteousness which is of faith

says :
' The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth,

and in thy heart ; only confess with thy mouth, and
believe in thy heart.'

"

Shall live by them [tiJo-jTctt iv ai'itoi?

See Textual Note''. If oi'iTij be adopted as tho

correct reading, it refers to the righteousness accru-

ing from the doing of the commandments (Alford).

Dr. Lange renders Iv, durch, but this is too strong;

in the strength of, is better.—R.] The different

readings appear to have arisen from an apprehension

that the Apostle's expression might cause a misun-

derstanding, perhaps au acceptation of the possibil-

ity of righteousness by works. Hence the omission

of amd, and the reading iv aiJT'^ ("He shall

live by righteousness itself "). Cod. A. even reads :

xtiv dix. in Tziartuii;. A proof how decidedly the

early Church rejected the righteousness of works.

The assurance of life has been referred to the life

in Palestine. But the historical standpoint of the

Mosaic economy indicates something further than

the vUa prospera. Proof: 1. The vita pro.'ip&ra in

the real sense, or as the welfare of the people, is a

special promise for obedience to parents ; Exod. xx.

12. 2. The most direct meaning of the passage in

Leviticus is, that the transgression of the following

statutes is connected with the punishment of death
;

chap, xviii. 29. 3. The passage in Deut. xxx. 16,

not to mention Ezek. xx. 11, indicates something
further than the mere vita prospera."

There are here two antitheses : first, that of the

externality of thi law and the inwardness of the

gospel ; second, that of doing and experiencing. In

the first case the promise reads : shall live by them ;

and in the second case there is the assurance : he

shall be delivered, shall be saved. We have already

observed that the Apostle did not wish to say that

there is a contradiction between the Moses of Levit-

icus and of Deuteronomy ; we may now ask, whether

he has instituted an irreconcilable contrast between
the two passages. This is very supposable, if ver.

5 be regarded as a purely hypothetical and almost

ironical promise : If one fulfil all the commandments
of the law, he would certainly live by them ; but

since no one is capable of this, no one can find life

by the commandments. Therefore, after ver. 6, the

gospel now takes the place of the law. [So Hodge,

and others.] But this cannot be the Apostle's mean-

ing. For, first, in that case the law would have been

useless from the beginning. Second, an analytical

fulfilment of the law would be designated as ana-

lytical, or at least as a theoretical way of life, by the

side of the practical, and thus two kinds of right-

eousness would be conceivable, as well as two kinds

of life. But, in our opinion, ver. 6 is not merely

designed to prove that the law is at an end, but that

its end has come because Christ has come. There-

fore the expression in ver. 6 has an enigmatical form,

as that in 1 Tim. iii. 16. Moses inscribes his pre-

cepts thus The man which doeth those things

—

• [To this may he added the exalted sense which i

has in the New Testament. Comp. Tholuck, Trench
(

femng to Christ's calling himself ^ fioi?) :
" No wond.

,

then, that Scriptiu'e should linowofno higher word than <iiiij

to set forth either the blessedness of God, or the blessednfMI

of the creature in communion with God." Syn. A"'* Teit<u

ment, J xivii.—R.l
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that is, who truly fulfils them—shall live bj them.

To he sure, the most direct Jewish social sense of

this declaration was, that the observer of the com-
maudments should not be subject to death, but live.

But in its religious meaning, the law was as a sphynx,

whose riddles every Israelite should attempt and try

hard to solve until he came to self-righteousness,

until the people became matured, and until the Man
came who solved the riddle.* In Leviticus the sig-

nificance of the form of the passage under consider-

ation, " the man which doeth those things shall live

by them," appears in the addition: " 1 am the Lord."
The Lord holds up the prize, and pledges it ; Christ

has won it. Thus ver. 5 means not only the fact

tliat Christ has made void the law by the fulfilment

of the law, but also that he has transposed and trans-

formed it from the whole mass of external precepts

to H. principle of the inward life. Tlierefore the

Apostle can immediately assume, in ver. 6, that

Christ is known and is near to all, and accordingly

apply the statement of Dent. xxx. 1 1-14.

Ver. 6. But the righteousness which is of
faith [^ de £/. 7r t (T T f w t; Siy-ato (7 vvf]'\. Just
as Moses has referred prospectively to Christ by the
law, so does the righteousness wliich is of faith, or

the gospel, refer retrospectively to Him.f The con-

nection of the declaration in Deuteronomy is as fol-

lows : in chap. xxix. the curse is tlireatened the

people if tliey become apostate ; and in chap, xxx.

mercy is promised them if they be converted. Ver.

10: (The Lord will bless thee) "if thou turn unto
the Lord thy God with all thine heart and with all

thy soul." Then, the ground of the possibility of
Bucli a conversion consists in the heartiness in the

real spiritual nature of the law, which will always
reassert and prove itself. The Apostle fully de-

velops this ehristological germ by applying the prom-
ise of the righteousness of faith from the law to

the gospel. The development is as follows :

1. As the inward character of the law was nigh
and intelligible to the Jews at that time, or during
the previous period in general, so nigh and intel-

ligljle must Christ, as the end of the law, now be to

them.
2. As Moses, at that time, referred to an un-

belief which regarded the law as merely external,

arbitrary, and therefore foreign, far-fetched, so does
there now stand in the way an unbelief, which mis-
takes and regards as an odd and peculiar phenome-
non the near Christ, the nearness of Christ, which
lies in His affinity to the inmost necessities of the
heart.

8. If, at that time, the unbelieving Jew could
Bay, " Who shall bring down the law ? "—namely,

* [Dr. TJange thus attempts to avoid the two opposing
views (1.^ that an actual outward obedience was followed
by actual temporal hlessinga, and that this was all the say-
ing of Moses meant ; (2.) that the law hi-longed to a cove-
nant of works, the conditions of which could not he ful-
filled. The first is altogether out of keeping with the
A-postle's argument. The second seems to put the law in a
wrong position ; for the law, although made a mere expres-
8ion of the condition of a legal righteousness, is really
•omethintr far more ; it is the schoolmaster, &c., comp.
fihap. vii. and Gal. iii. 19-25. The antithesis hetween vers.
f and 6 is not absolute, but relative. Even the doing and
!iving_, pointed to Chiist, was fulfilled in Christ ; who, by
His vicarious doing and living, makes us live and do.—11.]

T fStuart : " Buf, justification hy faiili speaJceth thus.
rho sense is the same as to say :

' one who preaches justifi-

eation by faith, might say,' " *fec. This is scarcely allow-
nble, for it transfers the whole passage altogether out of
the peilod of Moses' words, besides putting a limited and
inexact nteaning upon 5tKaiw(rvV»j.^E.]

that which was once neglected and lost—from above,

that means, in the language of the present, '' Who
shall bring Christ down from above ? " although He
has come upon the earth, and has here finished Hii

life, and incorporated himself with humanity.

4. If, at that time, the unbelieving Jew said

:

" Who shall go over the sea for us, and bring tha

law to us ? "—that is, as much as to say from the fu-

ture world, the lower regions—that question is now

;

" Who shall bring Christ to us from the dead ?
"

although Christ has risen from the dead, and has

sealed His resurrection by the outpouring of His

Spirit.

6. But just as, at that time, the essence or trord

of the law was infinitely near to Israel as an outline

of its most personal and inward nature, so is now
Christ, or the gospel by Him, still more than the

fulfilment and completion of the most inward nature

of man to righteousness and salvation. For if the

law was already glorious, how shall not the gospel

exceed in glory ? 2 Cor. iii. 7-11.

Speaketh thus [oUtm? /.Eyft]. The Apoo
tie's decided intention of finding in the passage in

Deuteronomy itself the real sense which he further

expounds, is evident from the fact that he allows

the righteousness which is of faith, personified i%

that passage, itself to speak. The multifarious sur

prise expressed by expositors on the Apostle's cita

tion is chiefly traceable to a defective construction

of the passage in Deuteronomy. According to Mey-
er, the meaning of the Mosaic passage is : The com-
mandment is neither too hard nor too far ; the peo-

ple speak of it, and it is impressed in their hearts, in

order that it may be performed. De Wette adopts
the same view. According to Tholuck, the words
would say : The faithful observance of the law ia

made so easy to man after the revelation that has
taken place. But how can Moses say to the people,
whose apostasy he hypothetically assumes, in their

apostasy : Thy God will again accept thee if thou
turn to Him, for thou hast the law in thy mouth
and in thy heart—in the sense that the people are
still living in the knowledge of the law, that the
law is still in their hearts, and that they only need
to perform it? The explanation oi' ver. 14 lies

rather in ver. 16 : The law is the true life of man
himself ; it is his real good. The transgression of
the law is death and evil. God can therefore deliver
man from the transgression of the law, because the
law is as an inalienable appointment in his heart,
and because he returns to his God when he comes
to himself (Luke.xv. 17). Because of this inward-
ness of the law in itself, it can be written upon
man's heart (see Deut. xxx. 6) ; it can always revive
afresh in him. The law is therefore not merely con-
cealed from, or foreign to, man; it is not simply
something positive from heaven, which may again
altogether vanish to heaven ; and it is no" simple
promise or threat from the future world, or from
the realm of the dead, " from over the sea," which
may be forgotten until death. Rather, it ia still
with Christ. For undoubtedly the Apostle will not
merely say, in ver. 8, Faith is so nigh to men, be-
cause Christ is preached to them as the One who
has become man, and is risen from the dead ; but
because the truth of Christ's incarnation and resur-
rection can unite, in the faith of their heart and in
the confession of their mouth, for the completion
and salvation of their inmost nature. The tyf ical
prophecy of the Mosaic passage, which Paul, the
great master, has strikingly brought out, lies m the
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fact that conversion to the law is the beginning of

its hearty reception, but that faith in the gospel Is

its completion ; or, objectively defined, that the law

is the shadow of the iuward life, and that Christ is

the life of this life itself.

On the different misunderstandings of this typi-

cal prophecy, see Tholuck, who speaks of & profound
parody, p. 657 ff. Explanations : Only an applica-

li-on of tlie words of the law in the Old Testatnent

(Chrysostom, Theodoret, &c., down to Neander)

;

accommodatio (Thomasius, Semler) ; vtcovom (Gro-

tius) ; allusio (Calixtus) ; mavissima parodia (Ben-

gel, and others).*

The explanations divide themselves into two prin-

cipal classes. According to one, Paul has made use

of the words of Moses for clothing his thoughts, with

the knowledge that they, considered in themselves,

expressed something altogether different. Philippi

calls it " a holy and lovely play of God's Spirit upon
the word of the Lord." Btit would not that be a

very unlovely play of the Apostle upon the word of

the Lord ? Likewise Tholuck is of the opinion, that

there has been a failure to prove an application cor-

responding to the meaning of the text, and, still

less, the identity of the historical meaning with the

Pauline interpretation. Naturally, the constructions

of this class are partly of a critical (Semler) and
partly of an apologetical nature (Bengel).

The other class accept, that in the declaration

of Moses the Apostle has really found the prophecy

declared by him. But this again divides into two

subdivisions ; 1. He was the expositor of that pas-

page in his spiritual illumination as an Apostle ; 2.

Kather, one intimately acquainted with the rabbinical

hermeneutics. Calvin, and others, who belong to

the first subdivision, hold that universa doctrina

verbi divini is meant ; Knapp, the commandment
of love toward God ; Hackspan, and others, the

messianic promise ; Luther, who is frequently hesi-

tating, belongs to both of the principal classes (Tho-

luck, p. 558). The expositors of the other subdi-

vision regard Paul's interpretation as an allegorical

exegesis— that Paul, using the Jewish expository art,

has allegorized the passage, and has found in it a

Midrash, or secret meaning. Meyer regards the sum

of the oracular meaning to be this :
" Be not unbe-

lieving, but believing !
" A Midrash, indeed, which

might well be drawn from every verse of the Bible.

[The majority of commentators adopt the view,

that Paul does not cite the words of Moses as such,

but merely adapts them to his purpose. But the posi-

tion of Dr. Lange seems preferable, not only because

this " adaptation " or " accommodation " is not what

we would expect from such a writer as Paul, but be-

cause the other view is more in accordance with the

rontext. As Forbes well says :
" St. Paul's great

object in reasoning with his countrymen is to prove

to them, out of their own Scriptures, that God's mode
of salvation, from the first, had been always the same

(simple faith in Him), and that their Law was but a

» [So Hodge : " 'Without directly citing this passage,

Pan uses nearly the same language to express the same idea."

Stuhrt : " It is the gmevai nature of the imagery, in the

main, which is siguificant to the purpose of the writer.

Paul means simply to affirm that, if Moses could truly say

that his law was intelligihle and accessible, the doctiine

of justification by faith in Christ is still more so." But
this mithod of regarding the passage is open to very grave

jhjections. It legards Paul as sanctioning that dangerous

ase of Scripture, " by way of accommodation," which is

evidently wrong, judged by its evil effects on preacher ajid

|eopIe at the present day.—R.3

provisional dispensation, designed to prepare tot the

universal Gospel, which was to embrace all equally

Gentiles as well as Jews. Is it Ukely that the argu
ments adduced to persuade the Jews of this from
their own Scriptures would, even in part, be words
turned from their true meaning in the Je;^ish Scrip-

tures ? " Vers. 2 and 3 show how necessary thia

proof is. This view accords, too, with ver. 4, and
the real position of the law. Alford :

" The Apt-s-

tie, regarding Christ as the end of the law, its greali

central aim and object, quotes these words not mei-e-

ly as suiting his purpose, but as bearing, where origi-

nally used, an d fortiori application to faith in Him
who is the end of the law, and to the commandment
to believe in Him, which is now ' God''s command-
ment.^ If spoken of the law as a manifestation of
God in man's heart and mouth, much more were
they spoken of Him, who is God manifest in the

flesh, the end of the law and the prophets" " In

this passage it is Paul's object not merely to describe

the righteousness which is of faith in Christ, but to

shmo it described already in the words of the law,"

Thus the connection as well as the contrast of law

and gospel are preserved. This view suits the pre-

cise circumstances of the original utterance (see

Forbes, pp. 356 ff.). That the variation (in ver. V)

and the omission of parts of the original, do not

interfere with it, is obvious.—E.]

Say not in thine heart [lUiji alVije Iv tij

xaq 8 ia a ov , LXX. ; /.iytf)v ; Hebrew, ^^X?

.

The passage is taken out of its grammatical connec-

tion, and " in thine heart " added, as might well be

done. The phrase is = think not (Alford).—K.]
This is the ever-recurring secret or expressed Ian-

guage of the unbeliever: Revelation is something

thoroughly heterogeneous and strange to, and in

disagreement with, my nature. To the words say

not, Paul has added in thine heart, perhaps to bring

out the contradiction, that « witness of faith can

assert itself in the same heart in which unbehef

speaks negatively.

Who shall ascend into heaven? [T'n;

avafl'ija ftai li^ r 6v ov^ avov ; The ^fitv

of the LXX. is omitted.] This formerly meant : It

is impossible to bring down from heaven the law

(that which we have lost, because it was foreign to

us) ; but it now means : Who shall bring Christ

down from heaven, that He may become man? the

incarnation of the Son of God is inconceivable.

Thus the actual incarnation of Christ is, to Paul, the

full consequence of the moral truth of the Mosaic

law.

[That is, to bring Christ down, toHt*
eariv X^icrrov xarayayftvj. The tomt
euri,v lays down the meaning of the Old Testa-

ment language in the New Testament sense. On
the different explanations of it, see Tholuck, p. 565,

[The two leading interpretations are (1.) That is to,

say—i. e., whoever asks this question, says, in effect.

Who will bring Christ down? thus he denies that

He has come already—makes of the Incarnation an

impossibility. (So Erasmus, Calvin, Philippi, and

others.) (2.) That is, in order to bring Christ down.

This gives the purpose of the ascending. In thia

view, toTit' lanv 13= the rabbinical ntl. This

implies also a denial of the Incarnation. See Meyer,

In its favor is the fact, that a final clause follows in

Deuteronomy. The reference to the present posi.

tion of Christ at the right hand of God (Calvin;

I Eeiche, and others) ia out of keeping witt the coa
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text, especially the order in ver. 9. The passage

has been tortured into a variety of special applica-

tions, but the majority of commentators now support

the reference to the Incarnation, though differing as

to the precise character of the questions (see below).

It should be noticed, that this view assumes the cer-

ti.inty of the preexistence of Christ.—R.]

Who shall descend into the deep ? [^ Ti?
ar a/S I] (7 fr ai i it; Trjv a^lva a uv ; LXS.

:

TK St.anf{)cuyfi, -f/juTv ft\' to TiiQav r^^ &aXa.(T(7^q^.

An explanation of the Mosaic passage : Beyond the

tea I According to Schulz, {Denteronomium), Be-
jr"// the sea refers only to the vast extent of the

sea. This would be tautology in relation to the fore-

going. To bring from beyond the sea, can also not
mean (according to Vitringa), to bring over from the

Greeks. That the sea may be considered as cinn

,

afli'ffffoq, is proved by the harmony of the Septua-

gint. But cinn is not c^, and over the sea is alto-

gether a different idea from irtto the deep. The
probable solution of the difference is, that the ideas

over the ocean and beneath the earth coincide as

designations of the realm of the dead. The Greek
Tartarus is, indeed, under the earth, but not a real

cavern under the earth, ''^he Greek Elysium lies far

out in the ocean, on the Isles of the Blessed. Also,

in the present passage, Paul has evidently found the

realm of the dead to be indicated by the words be-

yond the sea. Similar notions existed among the

Celts and Germans. Meyer dismisses the question

in a very untenable manner, when he says : The
view of Reiche, Bolten, and Aramon—that the place

of the blessed (over the sea) is also meant in the

Hebrew—confounds a heathen representation with
the Jewish one of Sheol (see Job xxvi. 5, 6).

[Dr. Lange (following Chrysostom, De Wette, Mey-
er, and others) assumes throughout that these ques-

tions are questions of unbelief, although finding in the

passage something more tlian Meyer's brief statement

:

" Be not unbelieving, but believing." Alford gives

a full discussion of the three views : questions of un-
belief, of embarrassment, of anxiety. He combines
all three : The anxious follower after righteousness

is not disappointed by an impracticable code, nor
mocked by an unintelligible revelation ; the word is

near him, therefore accessible ; plain and simple,

and thesefore apprehensible—deals with definite his-

torical fact, and therefore certain ; so that his salva-

tion is not contingent on an amount of performance
which is beyond hhn, and therefore inaccessible

;

irrational, and therefore inapprehensible ; undefined,
and tlierefore involved in uncertainty. Thus, it seems
to me, we satisfy all the conditions of the argument

;

and thus, also, it is clearly brought out that the words
themselves could never have been spoken by Moses
of the righteousness which is of the law, but of that

which is oi faith." Dr. Hodge does not clearly de-

fine wliioh view he adopts, although objecting to the

'thought, that the object is to encourage an anxious

inquirer.—R.] The reference of unbelief to an un-
belief in the sitting of Christ at the right hand of

God (by Melanchthon, Calvin, and others), removes
the centre of the object of faith ; this centre is the

res'jrrection.

Ver. 8. But -what saith it? \^aXXa ri
(I « y f 1. ; ] After the Apostle has shown what the

righteousness which is of faith forbids saying, he
hrings out what it says itself to unbelief. Riickert

and Philippi [Hodge and Stuart] have intensified too

much the antithesis between Moses and the right-

eousness of faith ; Meyer obliterates it by formallj

referring even the expression concerning the right.

eousness of faith to "For Moses writeth." [Th«

former position is almost inseparable from the view

of ver. 4, and of the use of Old Testament language,

which these commentators hold.—R.]

The word is nigh thee [lyyve aov ri

bniia eartv]. The eyj-i'S <Toi- is atrongei

than if it were iyyt"; <roi.. It is one next to the*,

neighbor, a relative of thine. The opinion of Cliry-

sostom, Grotius, and others [held to some extent bj

Stuart, Hodge, and others], that this verse is an as.

surance how easy it is to become righteous, is for.

eign to the context. We must not suppose that thii

is an exprassion of merely the historical acquaint-

ance with Christianity. If this were the case, how
could it be said to the doubter and unbeliever : It is

in thy mouth and in thy heart ? [Tlie Apostla

evidently here says, not what is, but what may be,

just as Moses had done (Tholuck).—R.] But as the

word of life, which should be peculiarly in the mouth
and in the heart, it is attested in a twofold way.

First, it is the -word of faith,* -which vre, the

apostles, as God's heralds and Christ'a witnesses,

preach. Second, its effect is, that he who con-

fesses Jesus with the mouth as his Lord, and be-

lieves in his heart that He is risen from the dead to

a blessed life, shall be saved.

Ver. 9. Because [on.. The E. V. follows

Beza, the Vulgate, &c., in rendering on, that, in-

dicating tlie purport of the word preached. Dr.

Hodge gives, besides, a view which connects this

verse directly with the former part of ver. 8 : it

says that, &c. ; but this is opposed by any proper
view of the citation from Deuteronomy. The sense,

as now generally agreed (Tholuck, Stuart, De Wette,
Meyer, Alford), is that of because, or for, giving a

proof of what precedes. To mouth and heart cor-

respond confession and belief. This purport of the

preaching would scarcely be stated in this form.—R.]
[If thou shalt confess with thy mouth,

iav ofcoXoyij(T'ri(; iv Tfii <tt 6 fiat i uov.
Confession is put first here, on account of the con-

nection with the words quoted in ver. 8. This is a

further proof of the meaning because. In ver. 10,

belief comes first.—R.]
Jesus as Lord \xvQt,ov 'IijaoTiv. The

mass of commentators are disposed to take xvqi,ov
as a predicate placed first for emphasis, and render
as above. So Tholuck, Stuart, Hodge, De Wette,
Meyer, Schaff, Webster and Wilkinson, Noyes, Lange.
Alford doubts this interpretation

; comp, his note in

loco. See Textual Note "- Hodge : " To confess
Christ as Lord, is to acknowledge Him as the Mes-
siah, recognized as such of God, and invested with
all the power and prerogatives of the mediatorial
throne." Used in such close connection with a cita-

tion from the LXX., which translates Jehovah by
the same word xi'^to?, it certainly means more than
an acknowledgment of power and moral excellence;
especially as this part of our verse corresponds with
the coming down from heaven alluded to in ver. 6.—R.] Just as the words " Lord Jesus " correspond
with to bnng down from heaven, so raised hia

^iilT.tS™VJ!^ "'"T^rfl'^inS faith, or, wliioh forms tklrabstrotnm and object of faith (Alford). The latter is to

lh7Z^S ^T' *' '""•"ding the whole subject-matt«i^o*

ImJS i' J''«P«'.'"'««i .»»>=' o/fcith is near, is oeSwim^l ed n ver. 7; but this is not directly eiipreswdlS*
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from the dead coiTesponds with io bring up from
the dead.—[Thou shalt be saved, ff w & >; <r »)

.

lielief, uith ihe heart, in the central fact of redemp-

lion, the resurrection, not as an isolated historical

event, but as linked indissolubly with the coming
down of the Son of God, now the ascended Lord

—

and hence confession of Him as suoh—these are the

requisites for salvation. "A dumb faith is no faith "

(Olsliausen).—R.]
Ver. 10. Ths experimental proof of the right.

to isness which is of failh.

For with the heart faith is exercised
unto righteousness, and with the mouth con-
fession is made unto salvation. The Apostle

presents, in this verse, the parallelism with refer-

ence to ver. 9, and the underlying passage of Deut.

XXX. 14. Yet he now reverses the order of lieart

and inouth, in harmony with the genesis of the life

of faith, especially in the New Testament. As a

matter of course, faith and confession are connected

with each other, just as the heart and the mouth, or

as the heart and speech ; that faith without confes-

sion, would return to unbelief, but confession without

faith would be hypocrisy. However, the distinction

is correct : first, faith in the heart, then, confession

with the mouth. There is the same distinction of

effects. Faith in the heart results in justification

;

confession with the mouth— that is, the decided

standing up for faith with word and deed—results in

auntiqia in its final signification, deliverance from

evil to salvation, with the joy and freshness of faith.*

It is natural to man tliat only that first becomes

his complete possession and his perfect joy which

he confesses socially with his mouth, and which he

maintains by his life. See Tholuck, p. 571, on the

apprehension of the early Protestant orthodoxy, that

by a distinction of the two parts tiq Htxaioaii-

vi;v and fii; aoiti]^ lav prejudice would be

done to the doctrine of justification.! The doctrine

of the righteousness which is of faith has, indeed,

been carried to such excess, that it has been regard-

ed as prejudiced by the requirement of the fruits of

faith in the final judgment. This reduces it to a

dead-letter afffiir, and is a failure to appreciate the

necess.'iry elements in the development of life. The

Apostle's testimony is so decidedly one of experi-

ence, that it expresses the permanent force of the

law of faith by the passive forms : 7Ti.<TTii'frai.,

6fio>.oyflxai.. This is its custom ; thus is the king-

dom of heaven taken by force.

Ver. 11. 2'Ae testimony of Scripture for the

riffhteoiisnexs of faith.

For the ' Scripture saith (Isa. xxriii. 16).

"TTcK,-," says Meyer, "is neither in the LXX. nor

in the Hebrew, but Paul has added it in order to

mark the (to him) important feature of universal.

ity, which he found in the unlimited 6 marev-

* r.ilford thus paraphrases : " "With the heart, faith is

exercused (wtffTeweTat, men be'ieve) unto (so us to be

available to tie acquisition of) righteousness, but (q. d.,

act only eo ; but there must be an outward confession, in

order for justification to be carried forward to salvation)

with the mouth confession is made unto salvation." " S<»t.

Is the 'terminus uUimU! et apr.x jusUfical,ionis,' consequent

Dot merely on the act of justifying faith, but on a good
onfession before the world, maintained unto the end."

—R]
t [Br. Hodge is very guarded here " By confessing

Him before men, we secui-e the performance of His promise

that He will confess ns before the angels of God.'" But
Burelj we may not fear to interpret salvation as an actual

Balvatiop, begun here in us, and to culminate at that time,

vhen Tte shall be thus oonfeBsed.—B.l

0) » ." * This is, in meaning, certainly contained in

the TiaSfiri . The weight of the clause lies in the

fact that only faith is here desired. The Apostlj

has very justifiably referred the tjr' avrui te

Christ.

Shall not be put to shame. That is, t^hall

attain to salvation (see chap. v. 6 ; ii 33).

B. The universality of faith. Vers. 12, 18

;

The testimony of Scripture for the universaliti/ of
faith.

Ver. 12. For there is no distinction be-
tween Jew and Greek [oii yaQ eattv <Ji.a-

toXij 'Jovdaiov Ti xai "EXX^vo^. This ren-

dering is more literal than that of the E. V. See
Textual Note ". Greek stands here for Gentile.

Comp. chap. i. 18 ; also in chap. iii. 22.—E.] No
difference in reference to the freedom of faith ; in

reference to the possibility ar.d necessity of attain-

ing to salvation by faith. The right of faith is the

same to Jews and Gentiles. Proof:

For the same is Lord of all [o yao avrcK;
xi'ipi.0? ncivrmv. See Textual Note '^] Strict-

ly speaking, we must suppose a breviloquence also

here : One and the same Lord is Lord over all. The
one Lord is Christ, according to Origen, Chrysostom,

Bengel, Tholuok, and most other expositors (see ver.

9). Others refer the expression to God (GrotiuB,

Amroon, Kollner, &c.) ; Meyer, on the other hand,

has good ground for observing that it was first neces.

sary to introduce the Christian character,! as Olshau-

sen has done (" God in Christ"); see Acts x. 36;
Phil. ii. 11.

Rich. [Lange : enoeisend sich reich."] JJ).ov-

TiTiv (see chap. viii. 32 ; xi. 33 ; Eph. L 7 ; ii. Y

;

iii. 8).

Unto all [ft; ndvraq. Alford : toward all j

Lange: iiber Alle ; Meyer: fiir Alle, zum Beslen

Aller ; Olshausen: "By fiq is signified the direc-

tion in wihch the stream of grace rushes forth."

—

R] This is both the enlargement and restriction

of Christ's rich proofs of salvation. Only tho-e who
call upon him [toi'^' c^rtxaAoi'^evocc «»'-

T o 1' ], but also all who call upon him, share id His

salvation. The calling upon Him is the brjcific

proof of faith, by which they accept Him a- their

Lord and Saviour.

Ver. 13. [For every one whosoevoY, &c.,

TTBc; yag oc, x.r.L See Textual Note ". Scrip-

tural proof : Joel iii. 6. [LXX. and E. V., ii. 32.]

Tholuck : " The omission of the exact form of the

quotation occurs either in universally known decla-

rations, as in Eph. v. 31, or where the Apostle

makes an Old Testament statement the substratun?

of his own thought, as in chap. xi. 34, 36." Paoll

has specified the name xv^i,oq in Joel as the name

of the God of revelation, in harmony with the mes.

sianic passage. [If we accept a reference to Christ

in ver. 12, we must do the same here, as^ indeed,

the next verse also requires. Alford well says;

" There is hardly a stronger proof, or one more

irrefragable by those who deny the Godhead of our

Blessed Lord," of the unhesitatiug apphcation to Him

* [Alford : " The Apostle seems to use it here as takm;

up iram TiS TTiirTevovri, ver. 4." At all events, there is a

recurrence 'to the starting-point, chap. ix. 33 where_ tha

same pnssage was cited, and this enlargemen'", cf it is al

once established in the verses which follow. >. weighty

monosyllable !—B.] ...
t rVsver means that, if God is referred to, >e must add

this dchtition, " God in Christ ; " which is alV^-etbor arbt

trary, as he well remarks.—B.]
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>jy the ApoBtle of the name and attributes of Jeho-

Tah."—R.]
Vers. 14, 15 : The realizatinn of the universal

rUjhleouf,nrss of faith through the unhersality of
preaching and the apostolic mission.

Ver. 14. How then can they call on him?
[;7W^ ouv iTtiy-rtXiffiiiVTai ft?, x.t.A. See

Textual Note ", and below.] The proof, clothed in

the vivacious ibrm of a question, of the necessity

o£ the universal apostleship and of his preaching, is

a sorites. Faith in the Lord precedes calling upon
Him (in order to be saved) ; the hearing of the

message of faith precedes faith ; but His message

presupposes preachers, and preaching presupposes

again a corresponding mission. From this it then

follows, that the apostolate urges forward the preach-

ing in the name of the Lord, and that unbelief in

the apostolic message is disobedience to the Lord
himself.* The view of Grotius and Michaelis, that

vers. 14 and 15 are a Jewish objection and excuse,

coniplioates the Apostle's perspicuous train of thought.

But Chrysostom and others have correctly observed,

that he here establishes the universal apostleship by
virtue of the institution of faith, even in respect to

the Jews, and to the narrow Jewish Christianity
;

but, according to Meyer, he does not reach this point

until ver. 18 ff., where, indeed, he first makes full

application of its establishment. Meyer :
" Import-

ant Codd. have the conjunctive (deliberative) aorist

instead of the future, which Lachmann has accepted.

But the testimony is by no means decisive. [See

Textual Note ". On the future, see Winer, p. 262.

—R.] The subjects of those who call are all who
are called to salvation, Jews and Gentiles, in the

universal sense. [Or, as Alford suggests, " men,
represented by the naq Sw av of ver. 13."—R.]
Thus the preachers, in vers. 14 and 15, are still in-

definite (De Wette, and others, against Meyer).

[How can they believe, &c., ttwc; Sk ma-
tfvffdXJi'V Of t' X t/itoinrav. On the construc-

tion of the genitive oS, see Meyer; comp. Eurip.,

ifedea, p. 752. Meyer seems scarcely justified in

insisting upon the correctness of the Vulgate : quo-

modo crede^U ei, quern non mcdierunt. The E. V,
gives the proper meaning.—Without a preacher,
;^(U(iis xij^iia(Tovroq. Tittmann, <S^n. JV. 27, p.

93 : xo>qIc; ad subjectutn, quod ad objecio sejunetum

est, refertur, avfu auteni ad objectum, quod a sub-

jf.cto abesse cogitatur. Dr. Lange may be correct

in claiming that the preachers are as yet indefinite,

but the beautiful precision of the Greek requires us

to find an intimation of the certainty of the univer-

sal gospel proclamation. In the first two questions,

there is an absolute negative ; in the third, yrmolc;

occurs, implying the probability that one will preach

;

in the last, we have iav /irj, which indicates that,

however men may fail to call and hear, those who
will preach will certainly be sent forth. This turn

of expression seems to have escaped the notice of

commentators, but it points directly toward the po-

sition the Apostle is establishing : the universality

of the means provided by God for the salvation of

men, whether they hear or forbear.—R.]

* [Dr. Hodge : " It is an argument founded on the
principle, that if God wi)ls tlie end, He wills also tho
means." He properly opposes Calvin's view, that the
Apostle is proving the deslp-n of sending the gospel to the
tJentiles from the fact that they have received it. Still,

Dr. Langu'a view (which is that of De 'Wette and Meyer)
Beems yet mr i-e exact, since the providing of the means is

more marked in this nassan'O than their success.

—

B,,]

Ver. 15. [And how shall they preach, est

cept they be sent? jiw? <)'i /.ti^vlutai.v ia*

n^ a7zo<Jxoi.o>ai.v;J The definite preacher!

spring first from the divine mission. But the Apos-

tle proves, by Isa. lii. 7, that there must be such sent

(apostolic) preachers.

A.S it is written, How beautiftil, &c. The

Apostle here repeats the prophet's announcement in

an abridsed and free manner, but yet in strict con.

formity with the sense ; following the original text

more closely than the LXX. Accordmg to Meyer,

the prophetic passage in question speaks of the

happy deliverance from exile, while the Apostle

has very properly int.erpreted it in its messianic

character as a prophecy of the gospel preachers of

the messianic kingdom. But the full, mysterious

messianic import of the prophetic passage extends

beyond the meaning of a typical prophecy as verbal

prophecy. The beauty of the feet of the messen-

gers of peace is hardly spoken of, because the feet

of the one who approaches become visible (Tholuck),

but because they, in their running and hastening, in

their scaling obstructing mountains, and in their ap-

pearance and descent from mountains, are the sym-

bolical phenomena of the earnestly desired winged

movement and appearance of the gospel itself. Paul

has left out the mountains, and has given the col-

lective singular a plural form, according to the

sense; peace has to him the full idea of the gos-

pel salvation; the good things are the rich, dis-

played, saving blessings which proceed from the

one salvation.

Vers. 16-lS : But as the gospel is, on the on»

hand, naiwaUy free and universal in relation to the

antithesis of Jews and Gentiles, so, on the other, H
is, according to its inward nature, condition^ by the

antithesis of faith and unbelief.

Ver. 16. But they did not all hearken to
the glad tidings [^yilV ov ndvret; vTZf'/xov'

a ay t w luayytXiin. The aorist ia historic

;

during the preaching (Alford). Hence the general

reference is to be a(imitted, especially as the aU.a
contrasts with the preaching to " all," the limited

result.—R.] Theodore of Mopsvestia and Reiche
do violence to the connection in reading these words
as a question. Fritzsche holds that they refer to

the Gentiles ; and Meyer, to the Jews. But they
refer chiefiy to the difference between believers and
unbelievers in general, for there were also unbeliev-

ers among the Gentiles ; and, above all, the ques-
tion was the general establishment of the antithesis

:

believers and unbelievers, and then its application to

Jews and Gentiles.

Lord, w^ho believed our report 7 [/Ci'r^tf,

riq iTzlijT^uafv T7] ot/,o^ //^wv; An exact
quotation from the LXX.] This citation from the
prophet Isaiah, chap. liii. 1, is mainly a strong proof
of this : that the preaching of salvation does not
meet with faith on the part of all to whom it is

preached, although in this citation the reference to
the Jews comes out more definitely. The hyper-
bolical expression of the prophet means : " Only a
few believe." The entire contents of Isa. liii. prora
that here we have not only to deal with a typical
prophecy, but also with a verbal one.

On the diiferent interpretations of axoij, see Tho-
luck, p. 577 :

" That which is preached," " to preach
what is heard from God." Meyer : " "The preaching
which is apprehended ;

" or, in which the stress rest*
upon the right apprehension (the words of obedi.
ence).

—

Not all. That is, not all within the reach of
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preaching (axoij, HSiaaJ). [The word axoij has

acoasioned much difficulty. For, if rendered report,

preaching, here, then it would aeem natural to give it

the same sense in ver. 17. But if this be done, then
" word of God " must receive an unusual meaning (see

below). Generally the commentators have admitted

his meaning here w'thout question, and then in

various ways met the subsequent difficulty. Forbes,

however, strikes at the root of the matter, and claims

that there is no ground for rendering SlJXJ , report

—i. e., what we cause others to hear. His view has

been adopted by Hengstenberg, and is the most sat-

isfactory solution yet offered. '.-4x0^1, like the He-

brew equivalent, he claims with reason,* refers to

the message viewed from the side of the hearer, not

from that of tlie preacher. The prophet is speaking

in the name of his countrymen, as he does through-

out the chapter : Who (of us) /lath believed that

which we heard? (See Forbes, pp. 362 ff.) This

view is more literal ; it does not disturb in the least

the general drift of the argument, while it relieves

ver. 11 .of a great difficulty. In fact, Meyer, Alford,

and others, approach this sense, but too indirectly
;

this is as simple as it is satisfactory.—R.]
Ver. 17.f So then faith cometh of hearing

[a^Dc /) nitXTi'C; e| a>:o^g]. From the ay.ofj.

Kxplanations : The message preached (Tholuck,

Meyer [Hodge, and most] ) ; the act of hearing

(Calixtus, Philippi, and others) ; hearing with faith

(Weller, and other Lutheran expositors). As this

preaching does not meet with universal faith, only

the announcement itself can be meant. [Accepting

Forbes' explanation of axoij in ver. 15, we apply it

here ; Faith comes from what is heard, not the act

of hearing—which gives a different sense from ver.

16 ; nor what is preached—which confuses this word
and f^//a.—R.]

And hearing through the word of God [ tj

Sb a-/.of] Sta ^rjt^arot; &coTi. See Textual

Note " on the reading Xfji-aroT'.'] Different ex-

planations of the ^'ifia &ioT' : 1. God's revealed

word (Tholuck, and others) ; 2. God's order, com-
mission (Beza, Meyer [Hodge], and others). The
ground ; Because otherwise ^^ua &iod would not

be different from axoij. But strictly speaking, both

definitions are indissolubly united in the revealed

word with which prophets and apostles were en-

trusted. The Divine message, as such, is a formal

Bending, or a commission and a material sending

;

or, with these, also a preaching. Therefore Tholuck

does not appear to be correct, when he says that to

oTi/ta SioTi eni iwa denotes not God's order, but

His oracles ; Jer. i. 1, &c. Nevertheless, there does

exist a difference between this ^Jjfia and the azo//

;

axori is every message of salvation to the end of

the world ; but the g^fja &foTi denotes the Divine

sources of revelation, on whose effluence the au-

thority and effect of every message depend : The
word, and the fact, and the effect in life taken to-

gether. Therefore Sm ^jJ/icitos. [The thing heard

it through or by means of the revelation of Ood.

* [Tfiis is the classical usage, and all the New Testament
passages can be quite as readily explained thns. Tlie

Hebrew word is not Hiphil, yet the common interpretation

lorces a Hiphil sense upon it.—K.]
t [Stuart bas a singular view respecting this verse. He

finds in it the suggestion of the Jewish objector, whom he
hba already discovered in vers. 14, 15, to the effect that
"many of the .Tews are not culpable for unbelief, ina-smucb

as they have not heard the gospel, and hearing it is neces-

ary to the believing of it.**—E.J

This is the sense, if we adopt the usual meaning of

axorj ; and, indeed, it gives §-^/ta a simpler sense
De Wette suggests that oj^oe prepares for ra g)j

lUara in the next verse.—it.]

Ver, 18. But I say, Did they not hearl
[ a ^ ^. a A £ y o> , ^ ^ ovx ijxovffav ;'\ The in-

definite it [which Dr. Lange supplies] is regarded
by Meyer as denoting the axoij ; and, according to

Tholuck, as that which has heretofore been the sub-

ject under consideration ; which is sufficient. [All

the difficulty about the verb here disappears, if

Forbes' view be accepted. There is no necessity foi

going back to ver. 14, or making the matter indefi-

nite. The Apostle has been speaking of the neces-

sity of hearing, of the thing heard; now he says;
did they not hear ? The universality of the privi-

lege is affirmed.—R.] Although reference is con.

stantly made to the Jews, the question is neverthe-

less, principally and formally, concerning unbelievers

in general. If unbelievers, as unbelieving people, can
excuse themselves by saying that they have not heard
God's message, the most direct answer would be

:

" Then they would not be unbelievers in the specific

sense." But the Apostle rather brings out the fact

of the incipient univer.5al propagation of the gos-

pel, by clothing it in the language of Ps. xix. 4,

from the LXX.
[Nay, verily, ^nvovvyi. Comp. chap. is.

20. So far from this being the case, their sound
went out into all the earth, &c., ilg naaay
rrjv yriv, x.r.X. An exact quotation from the

LXX. (Ps. xviii. 5 ; Heb. xix. 5 ; Eng., xix. 4.—R.]
In the Psalm, the question is undoubtedly the uni-

versal revelation of God in nature ; therefore we
cannot regard it as a real prophecy, and as an argu-

ment in the usual sense. However, the Apostle

seems to clothe his view of the incipient universality

of the gospel in those words of the Psalms, because

he perceived in the universal revelation of nature the

type and guarantee of the future revelation of sal-

vation. Then, his having given to the q^&oyyoq
aliroiv* another reference, also corresponds to this

freer application of the passage (there, the sound of

God's works ; here, the preacher). [Dr. Lange here

follows the mass of commentators (including Stuart,

Hodge). But Calvin, Stier, Hengstenberg, Alford,

Forbes, regard these words " as possessing a real argu-

mentative force, when interpreted according to their

genuine meaning as designed at first by the Psalm
ist." Alford urges the fact: "that Ps. xix. is a com
parison of the sun, and the glory of the heavens with

the KorU of Ood." Calvin :
" As He spoke to the

Gentiles by the voice of the heavens, He showed
by this prelude that He designed to make himself

known at length to them also." Dr. Lange, it ia

true, approaches this view, yet does not find it in

the Psalm, but in the Apostle's use of it. Was the

Apostle likely to convince his countrymen by put-

ting a new meaning on their Scriptures ?—R.]

On the gross misconstruction of this pn.ssage,

that the gospel should extend everywhere, even at

Paul's time, see Meyer [p. 408, 4th ed.] ; Tholuck,

p. 580. As for the ecstatic salutation of the uni-

versality of God's kingdom, then first appearing,

which often occurs iu Paul (see Col. i. 2S), compara

the two statements of Justin Martyr and TertuUian
;

Tholuck, p. 380. That which appears surprising in

* [The LXX. thus renders Dl]?, which mfans, Brsi

their line ; then, from the string of an instrument, iben

sound,—E,.]
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the hyperbolical form of the Apostle's statement of

the universal propagation of the gospel, disappears

just in proportion as that propagation is regarded

not qiianlitativelt/, but qualitativdt/. Jerusalem and

Rome were the centres of the ancient world. But,

in addition to them, there were many other general

centres. The error of expounding the passage in

the sense of a quantitative universality could not

holi good, even if we admit that the gospel had at

that time reached America ; the whole of the fifth

grand division of the world, as well as all Africa,

would also have to come into consideration.

C. Tlie faith of the Gentiles and the unbelief

of Israel. Vers. 19-21 : Prophesied already in the

Old Testament.

Ver. 19. But I say, Did Israel not know?
[^17 'la^arik ovx e'yi/w ;] The Apostle now
passes over to the long-prepared antithesis of un-

believing Israel and of the believing Gentiles. But

yet, in his representation of this fearful inversion

(which stirred up unbeheving Judaism) of the old

theocratic relation— according to which the Jews

were God's people, and the Gentiles were given up to

themselves—he has recourse to the witnesses of the

Old Testament respecting the beginning and prospect

of this inversion. After the first question :
" Have

unbelievers not heard the gospel ? " there follows

the second :
" Did not Israel know it ? " We may

now ask : What is referred to ? Explanations

:

1. That the gospel should pass from the Gentiles

to the Jews (Thomas Aquinas, Calovius, Tholuck

[Stuart, Hodge, Jowett], and others). But that

threat was only conditionally uttered, and is not

contained in the foregoing.

2. The gospel (Chrysostom, and others). [Here

must be classed Calvin and Beza, who supply : the

truth of God ; Philippi and Forbes : the word or

message of God (from ver. 17). The last named
defend their view, from the emphasis which seems to

rest on Israel (in the correct reading), and from the

parallelism with ver. 18. Meyer opposes, with rea-

son, the fitj-om, which anticipates an affirmative

answer ; nor is this objection met, by saying that an
affirmative might be expected, that Israel ought to

have known the gospel. Paul knew too sadly that

the reverse was the fact.—R.]
3. That the gospel should become universal, ac-

cording to the preceding language of the Psalm
(Fritzsche, De Wette [Alford], Meyer).* Meyer
places Tholuck also in this category. Tholuck, how-
ever, now declares for (1.), as follows :

" But yet

the following prophetic declarations do not contain

so much the universahty of preaching, as explana-

tions of the inverted relation which God will assume
toward Gentiles and Jews."

At all events, the citation immediately following

is not simply a proof of the universality of the gos-

pel. But it only follows therefrom, that a new state-

ment is made with the proof. This also holds good

of the last quotation. The progress is as follows

:

a. Universality ; Ps. xix. b. The faith of the Gen-

tiles for the awakening of the faith of the Jews

;

Pent, xxxii. 21. t. The faith of the Gentiles; Isa.

ixi. 1. d. The unbelief of the Jews; Isa. Ixv. 2.

Therefore we regard the explanation of Fritzsche,

* [Bretsclmeider and Roiohe tfike Israel as the ob.1ect of

Ihe verb, and supply Ood as subject. Did not God know
Israel ? But this is arbitrary, a-ad not in accordance with
the context.—R.]

&0., as correct, and all the more striking, as the fol

filment of this very ancient prospect just now bec8m«

an offence to Israel.—Proof:

First Moses saith [tt^wto? Moyva^i
Xiyii,. First, " in the order of the prophetic roll

"

(Alford), with reference to Isaiah, as one among

the many who spoke afterward to the same eft'ect

Wetstein, Storr, Fl .tt, join tt^wtoi; with 01'

a

'iyvm, but on insufficient grounds.—R.] The futur*

universality of the Abrahamic blessing had been de-

clared earUer, but it wa;3 Moses who first declared

that there should be no difference between Jews and

Gentiles before God's righteousness ; indeed, that

possibly the Gentiles, in their good conduct, might

be preferred to the Jews in their bad conduct,

Thus the same Moses who communicated to Israel

its economic advantages over the Gentiles, was he

who had set up the rule of faith by which this re-

lation could possibly be inverted in the future.

I will provoke you to jealousy ['£/«
naQatriXaam iV»s- The only variation from

the LXX. (which closely follows the Hebrew) is the

substitution of I'/ias, in each clause, for alitouq,

—R.] Thus Moses speaks to Israel in the name of

the Lord ; Dent, xxxii- 21.

With those who are no people [in' ovx
ed-viL. The precise force of the preposition ia

with difficulty conveyed by any English word. It ia

not = against, although that is implied ; nor = hy

means of, but rather, on account of. With expresses

the weaker shade of instrumental force sufinciently

well, but the real sense is ; aroused on account of

and directed toward a no-people.—B.] OS K^a.

The Gentile nations were not recognized as true na-

tions in the idea of the people, because they were

devoid of that religious and moral principle which

transforms nature into a moral nationality ; see

chap. ix. 25 ; 1 Peter ii. 10. "'ia , from n"5. , de-

notes, strictly speaking, the increasing mass of nat-

ural human beings; DS, from coy, a connection,

assembly, community. [The words people, nation,

are used in the E. V. to preserve the distinction be-

tween the Hebrew words. Despite the fact that the

LXX. has used the same word to render both, it has

not been overlooked in the E. T. in this passiige.

—

R.] The explanation of the " no-people " (the ov»
denies the idea contained in a nomen connected with

it), is found in the following parallel

:

By a foolish nation [in I 'iS-vii. aavvi-
X q> ].* The religious and moral folly of the Gen-
tile consisted in his not seeking God's signs with
resignation ; for which reason they also could not

seek Him. Paul, with good ground, sees in the
thoroughly prophetic song of Moses, which looked
far beyond Isi-ael's history in the wilderness and its

relation to the Ganaanites (Dent. xxii. 43), a typical,

and still more than a typical prophecy, which should
be fulfilled in many ways in preludes, and which has
finally been fulfilled in the almost complete changes
of the relation between Israel and the Gentiles in

relation to the gospel. In ver. 21, neither Israel's

idolatry in the wilderness, nor the Canaanite people,
is meant alone. On the diiferent untenable eipla.
nations, including those of Philippi, see Tholuck, p^
683 [given above].

• [Noyes, in his version, preserves the parallelism (4
the verbs; vapa^i)Xw(r<d, Trapopylu, by the para*
phrase : Ivtill move you to jealousy, I mill excilt you to i»
diffnation.—R, ]
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Ver '/> But Isaiah is very bold, and saith

[IHcrata; di anoroXi/,^ *ai i.iyft. Lange:
^itt Istiiah even ventures to say ; which is the spirit

of the Greek. Bengel: Quod Moses inmierat, EsaxM
audaeter et plane eloquUur,—R.]. The Apostle re-

garded it as great boldness in Isaiah to say the words

of ohao. Ixv. 1 aud 2 in the hearing of the Jews, as

the first verse, according to his explanation, ex-

pressed mercy to the Gentiles, and the second the

hardness and apostasy of the Jews,

[I was found by those who sought me not,

Ev^iO-fjV TOtc; e^e /j-T/ t// to i5 fftv, x.r.X.

See Textual Note "'', for the text of the Hebrew
original and the LXX., to the former of which Dr.

Lange refers so frequently. The Apostle has trans-

posed the clauses.—K.] The question is now raised

first of all by the later exegesis, whether Paul's

explanation of Isaiah's passage is correct ? Meyer
says :

" In its strict sense, Isa. Ixv. 1 (freely from

the Septuagint, and with an inversion of both the

parallel members) treats of the Jews ; but in a

typical sense, which Paul clearly perceives in it,

they are types of the Gentiles," &c. But in this

case, Paul would have made an exegesis without

iny evidence, and would have exposed himself to

the legiiimate contradiction and censure of the Jews.

Tholuck also remarks, that if the Apostle, in ver.

1, referred directly to the Gentiles, his application

would have to be regarded as having missed its ob-

ject. In the first place, namely, Tholuck says that

rabbinical expositors (Jarclii, &c.) have " simply and
satisfactorily " explained vers. 1 and 2 as relating to

the same subjects. He further says :
" Independ-

ently of these rabbinical predecessors, the same ex-

planation has been adopted by Gesenius, Ewald, Hit-

zig, and Umbreit, which last writer translates : I was

to be inquired of." There is just ground for disap-

proving of Luther's confidence in inserting in ver.

20 : to the Gentiles, and in beginning ver. 21 with a

far—for I speak, &c. Yet the exegetical author-

ities cited are utterly refuted, not only by Paul's

authority—although we cannot even admit that in

one of his last sword-thrusta he has made not merely

a random stroke, but even wounded himself—but

also by the connection of the whole of Isaiah's pas-

sage, chap. Ixiii. Y-lxvi. The antitheses in general

between the strongly Old Testament Jewish prayer

in chap. Ixiii. 7 ff., and the prophetical New Testa-

ment answer of God in chaps. Ixv. and Ixvi., are

first to be considered. It is said that the prayer is

undoubtedly designed to express Israel's state of

mind ; that it contains angry and passionate ele-

ments ; and that the Lord must so reveal himself

that the Gentiles will tremble at His name (ver. 11
;

chap. Ixvi. 1). The prayer is a conflict between the

profoundest contrition and the most painful dejec-

tion, and it dies away in a question which sounds

like a reproach. The Lord now answers, it is said,

in the cold reproach :
" I was to be sought." And

this is claimed to be the simplest rendering of

'pti'i'ij
. But what does the Lord answer in rela-

tion to the people of Israel, and in relation to the

Gentiles ? In chap. Ixiv. 8 ff. we read :
" Thou art

our Father ; we are the clay, and thou our potter,"

&c. Finally :
" Lord, wilt thou hold thy peace,

»nd afSict us very sore ? " Compare here the an-

swer in chap. Ixv. 2, and further. In ver. 8 the

familiar thought again recurs to the prophet : A rem-

nant of the people will be saved ; from ver. 18 on-

iraid he explains by a grand antithesis. From this

antithesis there then arises the descripti'in of th«

new Israel, which was to be called by another name
(ver. 16). On the Gentiles, see chap. Ixvi. 12, 18,

19, 21. But the antitheses between chap. Ixv., vers.

1 and 2, come still more into consideration. In ver

1 we read, ''ns"bi< ; in ver. 2, cs-bx. The "ilJ, in

ver. 1, is 'aCD X-;'p-Kb, which could not very
well denote the Israelites, whether the people be
considered passive or active (see Tholuck, p. 6J6),
as the question in both cases is the official form of

their religion ; DS , on the other hand, in ver. 2, it

designated as I'niD ; it is a people pledged to tho

Lord, but is now an apostate people. The antithe-

sis is still strotiger, that the Lord is now a subject

of search on the part of a people
(
Goi) which had

never inquired after Him ; that He is found by those
who did not seek Him, and must merely be found

with the words ''JSn '^JSn , while He had to spread

out His hands in vain the whole day to a rebellious

people. In ver. 1, a people is spoken of which now
not only inquires after the Lord, but even searches

after Him ; but, in ver. 2, it is a people which has
so fully turned away from Him, that He seeks it the

whole day in vain. Thus the 'niiU^B
, in ver. 2,

rather than Tlllj'1'13 at the beginning, must be read

as a strengthened preterite. The Lord answers the

question, whether He would afiBlct very sorely, by
referring to His compassion to the Gentiles (Jerome).

Then He explains, in ver. 2, how this turning from
them has occurred. " I have spread out my hands "

(in vain), &c. The exegetical abridgment of this

last chapter is connected with an abridgment of the

whole of the second part of Isaiah. Tholuck, not

satisfied with the defence of the older interpretation

of this passage by Hcngstenberg, Hofmann, and Stier,

takes a middle position between Paul and the ex-

positors cited, by remarking " that the prophet did

not speak, in ver. 1, of the Gentiles, and yet that

Paul did speak, in ver. 2, of the Jews." But what
would the anoioXfta. then mean ? Paul could, in-

deed, have good ground for not naming the Gen-
tiles, because a consequent exclusion of the chosen

substance of Israel could have been inferred. Stier's

explanation is therefore so far correct as it holds

that, in ver. 1, Israel is added, yet not after its first

call, but after its dissolution into the " no-people "

of the Gentile world.* [There is no other view of

the passage, except that which refers it, as originally

used, to the Gentiles, that consists with Paul's pru-

dence as it reasoner, much less with his apostolio

authority and inspiration. To the argument of Dr.

Lange nothing need be added.—R.]
Ver. 21. But of Israel [nqtx; Se rbv

'Ja ^ ari i.^ Erasmus, odversus ; De Wette, [Phi-

lippi, Alford (Meyer, an) ], and others, with respect

to Israel; Vulgate and Riickert, to Israel. We adopt

with respect to, since the prophet had already made
the foregoing declaration to Israel.

He saitii [Xeyii.]. Namely, Isaiah, in the

name of God.—[All day long I stretched forth

my hands, "Olrjv T^r ruiiqav ilinlraact

TBS yiZfidii liov.'] The spreading out of the

hands, says Tholuck, is not (as Fritzsche would hava

it) the gestus of the one inviting to his embrace,f

but, according to Chrysostom, the gestus of the sap-

* [Stler, JetaiaK, nieht Pseudo-Jtsaias, pp. V97 ff.- R.]

t [So Conybeare :
** The metaphor is that of a mothei

opening her armE to call back her child to her embrace.''

-E.1
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pliant. Between the two meanings of this

there lies also a third ; and, after all, one does not

preclude the other. The principal idea is the gestus

of gracious, importunate, and expressed admonition,

of entreaty, compassionate sympathy, and continuous

appeal.

And gainsaying [xat avr

i

Xsyovr a].
Meyer holds, contrary to Grotius, and most exposi-

tors, that the avin-Uy. must not be understood as

Htubbom^ but contradictory. But contradiction, in

the sphere of religion, is the decisive expression of

opposition. [Philippi thinks this added attributive

expresses the positive side of disobedience ; the oth-

er, ami-S-oi'vTa, the negative. If so, both were
necessary to convey the full meaning of the Hebrew
word used by the prophet. " They say to God, offer-

ing them salvation : we will not."—R.j

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAi.

1. The intercession of the believer a sign of
hope and salvation to those for whom it is made.

2. The bright and dark sides of religious zeal.

If it be not purified by progressive, living knowl-
edge, it becomes peverted into the carnal zeal of

fanaticism. On the first appearance of Jewish fanat-

icism, see the Commentary on Genesis [p. 564, Amer.
ed.].

3. Self-righteousness has many forms. The start-

ing-point is tlie effort for the righteousness of the
law, not as it is attained inwardly by simplicity and
humility, but as it, by self-complacency and impurity,

falls into externality. In this direction the right-

eousness of the law becomes the righteonsness of

works ; and from this there results self-righteous-

ness, which branches out into many forms—into the
ecclesiastical and political form of confessional and
partisan righteousness ; into the ecclesiastical and
scholastic form of doctrinal righteousness (orthodox-
ism) ; into the worldly form of moral righteousness

;

into the pietistic form of righteousness of feeling

;

and into the philosophical and brutal forms of the
denial of all personal guilt. In all forms it inverts

the relation between God and man—between the Cre-
ator and the creature—between God's sovereignty
and man's own will—between God's law and the self-

made service and law—between grace and works

—

and between the ground of life and the most out-

ward false show. Its real want is the want of the

hearth upward look at the throne of God's eternal

majesty ; and this want is also the first guilt ; the

positive ruin connected therewith is the baseness
of the mind's look at things below ; the lost state

of the mind's look in the abject beholding of self.

But as this self-righteousness is so thoroughly selfish

that it misunderstands and scorns the proffer of
God's freely-given righteousness, the gospel of grace,

so is it likewise selfish in connecting itself insepa-

rably with fanaticism.

4. Christ is the end of the law, because He is

the fulfilment of the law ; therefore He is, on one
side, the end where the law is changed into the col-

lective principle of the new birth ; and, on the oth-

er. He is the end in which it lays off its eternal Old
Testament form and meaning

;
just as ripe fruit be-

comes freed from its bondage in the husk. See
Exeg, Notes,

5. Ver. 5. The doctrine of eternal lifi has de-

veloped itself embryonically by stages : In this life,

Qod's blessing, God's glorious deli'-srance from the

manifold danger of death, and, in the future, the

peaceful slumber of those delivered from beds oJ

earthly suffering, their celebration of the marriage

supper of the Lamb, and their safety in Abraham's

bosom, &c. This development, just as every bibli(al

doctrine, has taken place in organic conformity to

the law. According to Tholuek, p. 567, the esclia-

tology of the Jews of Palestine at the time of Christ

had already attained to the idea oi eternal life. Yet

they hardly attained to the idea of eternal life in tiia

Christian sense. [It must ever be remembered tl:»t

the ideas, immortality and eternal life, are not iden-

tical. Zmij has a new meaning in the New Testa>

ment. Comp. the thoughtful remarks of Trench,

Syyi. N. T., § xxvii.—R.]
6. The righteousness of faith speaks even in

Moses, if Moses be properly understood and ex-

plained. [Comp. Mxeg. Notes on vers. 7-9.—R.]

7. The trutli of the inward essence of the law,

like that of the gospel, and therefore the truth of

the whole saving revelation of God, is based on its

inward character—on its inward union with the most
inward nature of man. Its impregnability and in-

corruptibihty also rest upon the same basis. Just

as man must return from all by-ways (for his salva-

tion or for his judgment) to the idea of God, so also

must he return to the idea of the God-man, of guilt,

the atonement, deliverance, the new birth, and the

new and eternal life. The objection urged against

revelation, and especially against Christianity, that

this religion beclouds the earthly life by an exclusive

representation of heaven, and the present by an
exclusive assertion of the future, the realm of the

dead, and duration after death, is removed by a pas-

sage which the Apostle cites and elaborates from
Deuteronomy. Christ is on the earth in so far aa

He has become inseparably incorporated with it by
His historical presence and union with humanity

;

and He is just as much in this life, and present in

His judgments and bestowals of salvation, as He is

in the eternal world, as the future Finisher of all

things.

8. Faith and confession ; see Exeg. Notes. The
delivering power of confession. Because it: 1.

makes inward faith irrevocable ; 2. Breaks loose
from unbelief; 3. Unites with i)elievers, becomes
flesh and blood, and, in a good sense, acquires world-
ly form, worldly power, and the power of manifes-
tation ; 4. Pledges itself to full consistency in word
and deed, life and death. Christians have had good
ground for holding martyrdom in such high honor.
But if martyrdom can be exaggerated and overvalued,
how much more can a confessional righteousness be
overvalued, wMch seeks its protection and peace un-
der the shadow of formulas

!

9. The centre of faith and the centre of con-
fession

;
see ver. 9. The centre of faith is Christ's

resurrection, with all that it comprises ; the centr?
of confession is Jesus as the Lord, and therefore not
"the Christianity of Christ," but the Christ of Chris-
tianity. [Hence the Apostle does not say : If thou
shalt confess with thy mouth my doctrine, and be-
lieve in thine heart in justification by faith, thou
shalt be saved

;
yet how often he is represented as

saying this, and no more. The living Christ is not
in such a gospel.—R.]

10. With the complete freedom of revelation
and of God's people there has also come the full
protection of faith against unbelief.

11. The riches of the Lord to a praying humw
world.
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12. The' order of the gospel message. Its ne-
ceseity, its promise, its authority, its condition (the

Divine mission ; dh'eot or indirect). See the inter-

esting statements which Tholuck makes, p. 580 ff.,

on the assertion of the Lutheran theologians of the

seventeenth century, as well as of their latest com-
panions in adherence to the letter, that this text

(and the article of the general call) forces us to ac-

cept the position that the gospel had been preached
in all the world at Paul's time.

13. We must be careful to distinguish, that the
question here is the necessity of the official bearers

or messengers of God's word, but not of them ex-

clusively. Or, more strictly speaking, the sending
has two sides, and does not consist simply in official

arrangements and forms. [This is even more ap-

parent, if we understand ver. 11 to refer to what is

heard, rather than whai is preached, and then con-

sider how the Apostle proves from an Old Testament
description of the voice of God in nature (ver. 18),
the universality of this privilege.—E.]

14. The feet of the messengers on the moun-
tains, or the beauty of the progressive course of the

gospel.

IB. Unbelief in the gospel is disobedience, spe-

cific disobedience and rage ; Ps. ii. The more grossly

and roughly human nature is apprehended, the more
external become the ideas of obedience and disobe-

dience ; the more profoundly, purely, and inwardly
they are viewed, the more profoundly, purely, and
inwardly is this antithesis defined ; and, finally and
fundamentally, faith in God's word is specific obe-

dience, while unbelief is specific disobedience, spe-

cific rebellion. [The LXX. form of Isa. Ixv. 2 (ver.

21), by dividing the idea of rebellion into disobedi-

ence and gainsaying, only recognizes the connection
betweea refusing God's commands and contradicting

His words : disobedience and unbelief, acting and
reacting upon each other continually.—R.]

16. The prudent advance of the Apostle in his

judgment, that Israel has changed its part with the

Gentiles by its unbelief, and has become an apostate

people, is here a characteristic of his masterly apos-

tolic wisdom of instruction, as well as of his apos-

tolic heart, as, with a shudder of inmost sorrow, he

gradually draws aside the curtain from the ghastly

picture of Israel. The argument from the Old Tes-

tament is in conformity with the law that every

apology must be discussed from the acknowledged
sources, statements, or principles of the opponent,

and that its possibility ceases where there cease to

be positions in common.

HOmLETICAI, AND PBAOTICAIi.

a. Vers. 1, 2. The benevolent disposition of the

Apostle toward Israel. It is clear : 1. From his

wish and prayer that they might be saved ; 2. From
his record that they have a zeal of God, but not

according to knowledge.—A zeal for God is good,

but it should not exist without knowledge (ver. 2).

—How often ignorant zeal occurs : 1. In domestic

;

2. In civil ; and 3. In ecclesiastical affairs ; and,

unfortunately, it occurs most frequently in the last

(ver. 2).—The folly of ignorant zeal. It is foolish

:

1. In regard to its starting-point ; 2. Its end ; 3.

The choice of means (ver 2).—Wise and ignorant

zeal.

Starke : Oh, how can men so transgress as to

be led by a blind religious zeal to oppose the dear-

23

est truths of the gospel by an imaginary defence of
orthodoxy ; and thus hate, calumniate, and reproach
Christ in His members, and always think, with those
ancient enemies, that, by so doing, they do God ser-

vice (John xvi. 2).

—

Hedingee: The zeal of tlis

Jews crucified Christ.

SpENKR : All the persecutions which have been,
and still will be inflicted on pious Christians, are
committed by those who do not know the truth and
doctrine of godliness ; who regard others who are

attached to it &s false and wicked people ; and who
think that they render God a service when they
persecute them (John xvi. 2) ; but yet, by this very
means, they thrust themselves into God's judgment,
and are not at all excused for their error (ver. 2).

Heubnee : What is blind zeal in religious mat-
ters ? Whence does it come ? If it be wholly un.

clean, it is self-love, selfishness ; if it be merely
joined with perverse measures, then it arises from
a weakness of understanding, and, in that case, has
also a mixture of egotism I True zeal is pure and
clear.—Compare Paul's early Jewish and later Chris
tian zeal.

Besser : When Paul cherishes, and expresses in

praying to God, the hearty wish that they who have
stumbled against the stone of offence may yet be
saved, he certainly has no knowledge of any abso-

lute decree of condemnation on any man, not even
on the most stiff-necked Jews (ver. 1).—One of our

older teachers laments :
" The Jews had, and still

have, a zeal without knowledge ; but we, alas, have
an understanding without zeal " (ver. 2).

b. Ver. 3. Our own righteousness, and right-

eousness which is of God (Luke xviii. 9-14). 1.

The former is proud, and leads to humiliation ; 2.

The latter, on the contrary, is humble, and leads to

exaltation.

Starke, Lanqe : No persons are farther from
God's kingdom, and more difficult to be converted,

than those who, when they hear of the method of

salvation, have so much of their own righteousness

as to think that they have long conformed to it.

Heobser : They are therefore devoid of an hum •

ble recognition of their unworthiness before God

;

they would themselves be something, and carry

weight. Where this pride and fancy exist, there is

always blindness.

c. Vers. 4-11. The righteousnesss which is of

faith is : 1. A righteousness in Christ, who is the

end of the law ; 2. And therefore can be obtained

only by faith in Him (vers. 4-11).—The unbeliever

asserts that Christ is far from and uuapproacbabla

by man ; but the believer, on the contrary, knowa
that He is near us by the word of faith (vers. 5-9).

—Id order to avoid believing, men make use of

empty evasions (vers. 6-9).—As the law was near to

Israel, so is the gospel near to us : 1. In the mouth

;

2. In the heart (ver. 8).—What do we preach ? 1.

Not a remote, and therefore incomprehensible word
;

but, 2. A near, and therefore a very easily under-

stood word (ver. 8).—The conditions of salvation

:

1. The confession of the mouth that Jesus is the

Lord ; 2. The belief in the heart that God h.ig

raised Him from the dead (vers. 9-11).—The inward

interdependence of confession and faith : 1. There

is no true confession of the mouth without faith in

the heart; 2. But there is also no living fsdth of

the heart without the confession of the mouth (vers.

9-11).—Faith in the heart must ever precede the

confession of the mouth ; which, unfortunately, il

not always the case, and therefore so much is said
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of confession, and so little is inwardly believed (vers.

9-11).—The great confession of the Christian Church,

as expressed : 1. In the apostolic confession of faith

;

2. In the hymns of the church ; 3. In its prayers

;

t. In its celebration of the Lord's Supper (ver. 10).

'—The confessors of the Christian Church ; 1. In the

beginning (the time of the first persecutions) ; 2. In

the period of the Reformation ; 3. At the present

time (the martyrs in Madagascar, on the South Sea
Islands, in Borneo, Syria, &c. ; ver. 10).

LuTHKR : He who does not believe that Christ

has died, and risen, in order to make us righteous

from our sins, says :
" Who shall ascend into heav-

en, and who shall descend into the deep ? " But
this is done by those who would be justified by
works, and not by faith, when they speak thus with
the mouth, but not in the heart. JSmphasis est in

verba : m the heart.

Starke : Christ is the essence of the Old Tes-
tament Scriptures also ; he little understands them
who does not find Christ in them. The entire life

of the saints of the Old Testament is a prophecy of
Christ ; John v. 46 (ver. 5).—Say not, " Who has

been among the dead, and has returned again, and
has told us of the condition of the dead ? " Stand
by tiie gospel truth, and you will be righteous and
saved; Luke xvi. 31 (ver. 7).— Be comforted,
troubled soul ; though you do not have the joy of

faith just in the hour of temptation, you will never-

tlieless be saved, so long as you depend on Christ

;

for God, who does not lie, has often given you the

assurance that you shall be saved (ver. 11).

—

Cra-
mer : The mouth and the heart cannot be separated

;

Ps. cxvi. 10 (ver. 9),—Faith must not grow on the
tongue, but in the heart ; Acts xv. 9 (ver. 10).—
Hedinger : The heart witliout the mouth is timid-

itv; the mouth without the heart is liypocrisy (ver.

10).

Spener : We read that the word is nigh us,

namely, that it is declared to us ; that we have it

in tlie heart—where the Holy Spirit has impressed it

;

and in the mouth, by which we declare it. There-
fore, it is not something concealed in heaven, or in

the deep, but we have it with us, and in us. Veiily,
we may say that the word means not only the word
itself, but also the blessings which that word pre-
sents—Christ, with all His gospel treasures. Christ's

merit, grace, Spirit, and life are not far from us, and
cannot first be brought down from heaven, or brought
up from the deep ; they are not first to be acquired,
but are nigh us, and, if we will accept them, in the
mouth and in the heart. Thus, though the language
of the Old Testament was not on this wise, since the
knowledge of grace was of a less degree, more ob-
scure, and more difficult to be obtained, yet it is

now very near to us, for it is imparted by the great-

er and strons;er measure of grace which is now de-

clared to us (ver. 8).

Gerlach : Christ is in so far the end of the law
as He, 1. Is its final object, the one to whom it

leads (Gal. iii. 24) ; 2. Is its fulfilment (Matt. v. 11) ;

8. Puts an end to the dominion of the law (Luke
xvi. 16) (ver. 4).—To become acquainted with God's
gracious counsel, to deprive death of its power by
the manifestation of a divine and holy life in the
flesh—which the carnal man was incapable of, since

he knew nothing except the righteousness wliioh is

of the law—can be eifected by the righteousness
which is of faith, which establishes him in Christ's

right, and freely gives him as his own what the Son
of God is and has. The heart need only believe,

and the mouth only confess, in order to be righteoui

and saved (vers. 8-11).

Lisco : The Divine order of salvation ia, there-

fore : Justification succeeds faith, God's assistance

is obtained, and he who courageously and persover-

ingly confesses his faith, obtains salvation (ver. 10),

—Hehbner : Righteousness is introduced as speak,

ing, and is regarded as proffering it.ielf. No super-

human knowledge, or profound learning, o« ascend-

ing to heaven to see Christ, is necessary to lonvince

us of Christ's resurrection and His sitting at God'a

right hand ; neither is it necessary to descend into

the kingdom of the dead, to ask whether Christ is

with the dead, or risen ? In short, no view of th(

history of Jesus Christ himself, and no laboriou:

and learned research, are necessary for us to be-

lieve. Faith is an affair of the heart. No one can,

therefore, excuse his unbelief on the ground of tha

diSiculty or impossibility of faith (vers. 6, 7).—Paul

brings out prominently the faith of the heart against

hypocrites and lip-Christians ; and against the faint-

hearted and desponding confession—tliat is, the ex-

pression, the demonstration of Christianity by word
and deed (vers. 9-11).

Besser : Faith and confession are related to each

other as essence and manifestation, as light and ray^

as fire and flame. . . . Salvation is the manifesta^

tion, the present and finite revelation of righteous-

ness ; and righteousness is salVation under cover,

though the covering is transparent and fragrant,

just as Christ is concealed in prophecy, and the en-

during tabernacle of God in the Church on earth

(ver. 10).

d. Vers. 12-17. The gospel as a saving message
for all, Jews as well as Greelis: 1. It is preached to

all; but, 2. It is not believed by all (vers. 12-17).

—There is no difference in nations before the one
Lord, who is rich unto all that call upon Him ; but

whosoever calleth upon Him shall be saved (vers,

12, 13).—How the calling upon the true God—who
is perfectly revealed in Christ—and faith and preach-

ing, are connected (vers. 13-16).—" Lord, who hath
believed our report ? " Thus Isaiah once lamented,
and thus we, too, lament frequently ; but we can
only do it when we are conscious that we have per-

formed our ministerial duty to the best of our knowl-
edge and conscience ; that is, if our sermons have
proceeded : 1. From thoroughly searching into the

Holy Scriptures ; 2. From hearty prayer ; 3. From
a full acquaintance with the necessities of our con-
gregations (ver. 16).—Christian preaching : 1. What
does it effect? Faith. 2. By what means does it

come? By the word of God (ver. 17).—Preaching
stands midway between faith and God's word. 1. It

produces the former ; 2. It draws its supplies from
the latter (ver. 17).—The appealing power of preach-
ing (ver. 17).

Starke : All kinds of people can have free ac-
cess to God, and so pray that their petitions may be
answeVed (ver. 12).—Hedinger: Oh, if a man would
be saved, how much depends on hearing, teaching,
and calling! A beautiful chain; but what is wanting
in it ? Hearing is defective

;
proper and thorough

preaching is wanting; and many thousands are need-
ed for preaching. Dreadful harm thereby ensues,
&c. (ver. 14).—Ceamisr : The world ever remrina
the same—as in Isaiah's day, so at the time of Christ
and the Apostles, and even at this very hour. Whal
a pity that the old lamentation must still be repeat
ed ! (ver. 16.)

—

Lange : Preacher, see that your di»
courses be delivered in simplicity and Divine power
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ind hearer, see that your attention is of the right

kind (yer. 17).

Spener : 1. They must call upon Christ if they

would be saved ; 2. But if they would call upon
Him, they must believe on Him ; S. If they would
believe on Him, they must hear His word ; 4. But
if they would hear His word, it must be preached to

them ; 6. But if they would have preachers, people

must be sent to them for that purpose. These are

the successive links in the chain of Divine benefi-

cence (ver. 14).—Roos : Here, as was always the

case with the Apostle in his charges against the

Jews, be cites passages from the Old Testament
Scriptures; the first of which is Isa. xxviii. 16,

where the " making waste " has the same force ae

"being ashamed." . . , The second passage is in

Joel ii. 32, and comes down lowest to the weakness

of men. Our advice to the greatest sinner who
stands on the brink of hell is : " Call upon the

name of the Lord, and thou shalt be saved." . . .

The third passage is in Isa. lii. 1, and is a prophecy
of the friendly and beautiful heralds whom the Lord,

having previously spoken himself, would send out at

the time of the New Testament, in order to preach

peace and good-wUl to men. But why ? Undoubt-
edly in order that men might lay hold of the peace
declared to them, and appropriate and enjoy God's
good-will toward them. But because this should

take place by faith, these heralds lament, in the

fourth passage, Isa, liii. 1 :
" Lord, who hath be-

lieved our report?" (vers. 11-16.)

—

Bengel : Any
man is worth more than the whole world.

Geelach : God wills the salvation of all, but all

do not wish the salvation of God ; unbelief is the

cause' of the ruin of all who are lost (ver. 16).—It
is God's will that all should believe ; and for this

reason He has sent preaching, whose import is His
own word (ver. 17).

Lisco : It is Christian duty to send teachers to

the heathen world ; missions are necessary, and ac-

cording to the Lord's will (Mark xvi. 15) ; and it is

t glorious calling, to declare the message of Jesus,

deUverance of the captives, and the new kingdom
of God.—Preaching takes place by God's word

;

that is, by virtue of the Divine call and a doctrine

revealed by God (ver. 11).

Heubner : Living preaching is God's chosen
means of instruction (ver. 14).— God must send
preachers ; they cannot go of themselves (ver. 15).

—All the effects of grace .are connected with the

word ; this applies to fanatics, enthusiasts, and those

who despise the word and preaching (ver. 17).

Besser : The Divine order of salvation admits

of no personal or national distinction (ver. 12).

—

The help of the rich Lord, as He passes by, is in-

vited by calling wpon Him, though it be not with

strong faith, yet with a hearty desire to believe ; by
calling upon Him, though we do not pray as we
ought, yet are supported by the unutterable groans

of the Spirit (chap. viii. 26) ; by calling upon Him,
if not with advanced knowledge, yet with the loud

«onfession of Bartimeus :
" Jesus, thou Son of David,

%ars mercy on me ! " (Mark x. 47) (ver. 12.)

—

Ben-
i»B.'- says :

" He who desires the end, will also con-

Iribnte the means. God desires that all men call

upon Him for salvation. ; therefore He wishes them
to believe •, therefore, to hear ; and, therefore, to

have preachers. Hence He has sent preachers. He
has done every thing necessary for our salvation.

His antecedent gracious will is universal, and is

slothed with 3nergetic power " (ver. 14).—^It is not

only necessary for the real preacher in God's nara<
that the word preached be real, but also that the
preacher say :

" Here is the staff in my hand ; th»
Lord has sent me " (ver. 15).

e. Vers. 18-21. The relation of the Jews and
Gentiles to the preaching of the gospel : 1. The
former did not wish to understand the gospel, al-

though they could understand it ; 2. But the latter

although they were ignorant, have understood it,

because they wished to do so.

—

7'he conclusion of
the whole chapter : The Jews are themselves guilty

of their wretched fate, which took such a lively hol(j

upon the Apostle's sympathy. Por, A. The gospel
was : 1. Not far from them ; 2. It was preached to
them ; 3. They could lay hold of it ; but, B. They—the Jews—sought it ; 1. Par off; 2. Did not like

to hear it ; 3. Would not understand it.

Si-4KKE : Who will blame God that so many peo-
ple remain children of Satan, and are condemned ?

Behold, they are themselves the cause (ver. 21).—
Roos, with reference to chaps, ix. and x. : From all

this it is plain that the word g7-ace is the most com-
forting and most severe, the clearest and the darkest
word in the Bible. It is the most comforting word,
because it assures salvation to the creature (to whom
his Creator is in nowise indebted), the sinner who
deserves punishment. It is also the most severe
word, because it utterly prostrates pride, slays de-

fiance, and completely destroys the notion of self-

righteousness, which is so natural to man. It is the

clearest word, because it needs no description ; but
it is also the darkest word, because its simple mean-
ing is understood by only a few humble souls. Many
men, who think that they understand this word,
conceive God's grace very much as a prince's favor,

which always has regard to service, and is never
disconnected from utility. But God needs no serv-

ice. His will alone is free.' No one can recompense
Him. And yet He is righteous, and acts according to

knowledge. Whoso is wise, and he shall understand

these things ? Prudent, and he shall know them ?

Heubnee, on Ps. xix. : The gospel and creation

are God's two voices that reecho about us.

Besser : Quotation of an expression of Luther,

who compares preaching to a stone thrown into the

water. The circles ever enlarge, but the water in

the middle is still.

Lange : The intercession of Paul, who was per

secuted by the Jews, for Israel.—His witness for

Israel: 1. High praise; 2. Great censure.— The
different forms of self-righteousness. — Self-right-

eousness is always opposed to God's righteousness,

which is : 1. Legislative ; 2. Penal ; 3. Merciful,

justifying ; 4. Awakening to new life.—The self-

testimony of the law and the gospel to the inward

nature of man: 1. The law, the ideal of his life
;

2. The gospel, the life of his ideal.—The twin form,

faith, and confession : 1. Is positively different
;

yet,

2. Inseparable.—The riches of the Lord to praying

hearts—to the praying, sinful world.—The univer

sality of the gospel.—The freedom and limitatiou

of the message of salvation : 1. It is free to (.1 in

the world who call upon the Lord ; 2. It is confined

to faith, because unbelief contradicts it.

[BuRKiiT (condensed) : Christ is the end of the

law : 1. As He is the scope of it ; 2. As He is the

accomplishment of it ; 3. As He is to the believer

what the law would have been to him if he could

have perfectly kept it—^namely, righteousness and

life, justification and salvation.—The natural man if

a proud man ; he likes to live upon his own stock
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he cannot stoop to a sincere and universal renuncia^

tiou of his own righteousness, and to depend wholly

upon the righteousness of another. It is natural to

a man to choose rather to eat a brown crust, or wear
a coarse garment, which he can call his own, than to

feed upon the richest dainties, or wear the costliest

robes, which he must receive as an alms from an-

other.—DorjDRiDGE : Let us rejoice iu the spread

which the gospel has already had, aud let us earnest-

ly and daily pray that the voices of those Divine

messengers that proclaim it may go forth unto all

the eartli, aud their words reach, in a literal sense,

to the remotest ends of the globe.—Lord, give us

any plague rather than the plague of the heart !

—

Scott : Ministers who are faithful bear the most
affectionate good-will to ihose from whom they re-

ceive the greatest injuries ; and they offer fervent
and persevering prayers for the salvatiou of the very
persons against whom they denounce the wrath of
God if they persist in unbelief.

—

Claree: Salva-

tion only by righteousness: 1. The righteousness

or justification which is by faith, receives Christ a«

an atoning sacrifice, by which all sin is pardoned

;

2. It receives continual supplies of grace from Chris!

by the eternal Spirit, through which man is enabled

to love God with all his heart, soul, mind, and

strength, and his neighbor as himself ; 3. This grace

is afforded in sufficient degrees, suited to all place%

times, and circumstances, so that no trial tan hai).

pen too great to be borne, as the grace of Christ ia

ever at hand to support and save to the uttermost.

—Hodge : It is the first and most presskg duty of

the Church to cause all men to hear the gospel. Tha

solemn question, " How can they believe without a

preacher ? " should sound day and night in the ears

of the churches. The gospel's want of success, or

the fact that few believe our report, is only a reaacn

for its wider extension. The more who hear, the

more will be saved, even should it be but a gmall

proportion of the whole.—J. F. H.]

Jhird Section.—The final gracious solution of the enigma, or the overruling of jiidgmeni for the salva-

tion of Israel. Gocfs judgment on Israel is not one of reprobation. Gocfs saving econom,y in

His Providence over Jews and Gentiles, over the election and the great majority of Israel, and over

the concatenation of judgment and salvation, by virtue of which all Israel shall finally attain to

faith and salvation through the fulness of the Gentiles, The universality of judgment and mercy,
Doxology,

Chap. XL 1-86.

1 I say then, Hath [Did] God cast away his people ? God forbid. [Let it not
be !] For I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of

2 Benjamin. God hath [did] not cast away his people which he foreknew.
Wot [Or know] ye not what the Scripture saith of EUas [sV 'Hh'a, in the story
of Elijah] ? how he maketh intercession to [pleadeth with] God against Israel,

3 saying [omit saying],' Lord," they have killed thy prophets, and [omit and;
insert they have] ' digged down thine altars ; and I am left alone [the only one],'

4 and they seek my life. But what saith the answer of God [the divine re-
sponse] unto him? I have reserved' to myself seven thousand men, who have
not [who never] bowed the knee to the image of [omit the image o/] Baal.

5 Even so then at [iv, in] this present time also there is a remnant according to
6 the election of grace. And [Now] if by grace, then is it no more [no longer]

of works
: otherwise " grace is no more [no longer becomes] grace. But' if

it be of works, then is ' it no more [longer] grace : otherwise work is no more
[longer] work."

*1 What then ? Israel hath not obtained that which he seeketh for [That which
Israel seeketh for, he obtained not] ; but the election hath [oma hath] obtained

8 it, and the rest were blinded [hardened], {[omit parentusis'\ According as it is
written, God'" hath given [gave] them the [a] spirit of slumber [or, stupor],
eyes" that they should not see, and ears that they should not hear*) unto

9 [not hear, unto] this day. And David saith.

Let '" their table be made [become] a snare, and a trap,
And a stumbling-block, and a recompense unto them

:

10 Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see,

And bow down their back alway."
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11 I say then, Have they stumhled that [Did they stumble in order that] they
should fall ? God forhid : [Let it not be !] but rather through [but by] theif
fall salvation is come unto the Gentiles, for to provoke [in order to excite]

12 them to jealousy \or, emulation]. Now if the fall of them [their fall] he the
riches of the world, and the diminishing of them [their diminishing] the riches

13 of the Gentiles; how much more their fulness? For" I speak [1 am speak
ing] to you Gentiles [:], inasmuch [then] " as I am the apostle of the Gentiles,

14 I magnify [glorify] mine office : If by any means I may provoke [excite] tc

emulation them, which are \omit them which are\ mj [own] flesh, and might save
15 some of them. For if the casting away of them be the reconciling [reconcilia-

tion] of the world, what shall the receiving [reception] of them be, but life

16 from the dead. For [Moreover] if the first-fruit be holy, the lump is also holt/

[so also is the lump] : and if the root be holy, so are the branches [also].

D.

17 And [But] if some of the branches be [were] broken oflT, and thou, being

a wild olive tree, wert graffed [grafted] in among them, and with them par-

takest [and made fellow-partaker] of the root and " fatness of the olive tree

;

18 Boast not against the branches. But if thou boast, thou bearest not the root,

19 but the root thee. Thou wilt say then, The " branches were broken off, that I

20 might be graffed [grafted] in. Well ; because of unbelief they were broken
21 off, and thou standest by faith. Be not high-minded," but fear : For if God

spared not the natural branches, take heed [fear^ lest " he also spare not thee.

22 Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God : on them which [those

who] fell, severity

;

" but toward thee, goodness [God's goodness]," if thou

23 continue in his goodness : otherwise thou also shalt be cut off. And they also

[moreover], if they abide not still in unbelief, shall be graffed [grafted] in : for

24 God is able to graff [graft] them in again. For it thou wert cut out of the

olive tree which is wild by nature, and wert graffed [grafted] contrary to

nature into a good olive tree ; how much more shall these, which be the natural

branches, be graffed [grafted] into their own olive tree ?

E.

^5 For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant ol this mystery, lest

ye should be wise in your own conceits," that blmdness [hardening] in part is

26 happened to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be [omit be] come in._ And
80 all Israel shall be saved : as it is written," There shall come out of Sion the

21 Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob : For this is my cove-

nant [the covenant from me, naQ i/^ov] unto them, when I shall take away their

28 sins. As concerning [touching] " the gospel, they are enemies for your sakes

:

29 but as touching the election, they are beloved for the fathers' sakes. For the

80 gifts and calling of God are without repentance. For as" ye in times past

have not believed [were disobedient to] " God, yet have now obtained mercy

31 through their unbelief [the disobedience of these] : Even so have these also

now not believed, that through your mercy [i. »., meny skovm to you] they also may
32 obtain mercy. For God hath concluded them all [shut up" all] in unbelief

[disobedience], that [in order that] he might [may] have mercy upon all.

i3 the depth of the riches both of the wisdom [riches and wisdom] and knowl-

edge of God ! how unsearchable" are his judgments, and his ways past findmg

84 out! For who hath" known the mind of the Lord? or who hath been his

85 counsellor ? Or " who hath first given to him, and it shall be recompensedunto

36 him again ? For of him, and through him, and to [unto] him, are all thmgs

to whom [him] be glory for ever. Amen.
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» Yer. 2.—[The Rec. inserts Xiy(av ; supported by if}. Ii. It is omitted in N». A. B. C. D. F., versinns and fathei*

The probability of an interpolation is so great, that modem editors unhesitatingly reject it.—Some MBS. insert of

i-floeyj-w (from the first clause of ver. 2) in tlie first clause of ver. 1. The sitnilai-ity of the clauses readily explains tbiB.

a vei-. 3.—[A free citation from the LXX., 3 H.) Kings xix. 10 (ver. 14 ia almost a repetitiun_ of yer. 10) rd

h}<rta<jTr(pi6. (Tov Karia-Kaxpav (yer. 14: KadelXav), Kat Tovs TTpo^rJTtK (Tov aireKTeivav ev pofitfiaia, /cat ujroAfi'Aei^/xeu ey*>

jioraiToj-o?, Kat ^tjtoOo-i tjju i^uxjji' iJ-ov Aaj3etr avHjy. The Apostle hais omitted a few unimportant words, transposed tha

clauses, substituted fidvos lor fiovutTaTos, and the aorist vire\€iib6r)v for the perfect. The LXX. follows Eha

KebrBW closely. . _ . ,

.

* Ver. 3.—[Kat (Rec. N^. D. L.) ie omitted in N^ A. B. C. F., by recent editors. The vivacious form of the

Greek is rtstored by the above emendation. So NoyeSj Alford, Five Ang. Clergymen, and Pr. Lange in his German
text. *' Lord, they have killed thy prophets, they have digged doTm thine altars."

,

* Ver. 3.—[Five Ang. Clergymen : I only am left. The above emendation is more strictly literal, although it would

answer still better to the tiovMraros of the LXX.
5 Ver. 4. -[From 1 Kings xix. 18, but varying &om both the Hebrew and the LXX.; not materially, however.

The LXX. reads: Kat KaToAet'i/^eis (complut. ed., KaraAeii/fw) iv "lo-paTjA, ewTa xi^'aSo? avSpiav, iravra, yovara. & ovu

^KKa.ara.v ydn; tw BaoA. Alford: '* The Apostle bere corrects a mistake of the LXX., who have, for KaT^Atn-ov,

«aTaA€t>etff. He has added to the Hebrew, '^Pl'lSiril ^—^ J have Uft^^ ^Jcept as a remainder,^—ep^avrwy a simple aii'.^

obvious filling up of the sense.—On t^ B a a A, ' instead of tw, see IJxeg. Notes. The italicized words of the E. V. ai»

omitted, although defended to some extent by Dr. Lange, who supplies, in his German text : {der SduU—r\'Z'^'0 —des\

It seems unnecessary to insert a comment of such doubtful correctness.
^

8 Ver. 6.~[0t?iPriuise is sufBciently coixect, although cTrei, literally, means: since in that casfi.—TtrcTat, which

has been altered in one MS., and taken as = eo-rt, in most versions, is to be rendered exactly. On the meaning, see

Exeg. Kotrs. The simplest view is : ceaseih to he ; but Dr. Lange finds more in the expression.
' Ver. 6.—[The whole clause: et 5e c$ epywi-. . . . ea-rlv epyoVf is omitted in N^. A. C. D. F., versions and

fathers ; it is rejected by Erasmus, Grotius, Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz, Lachmann, Meyer, Tregelles ; bracketted _bv

Alford, and in version of Araer. Bible Dnion (rejected by Five Ang. Clergymen). On the other hand, it is found (with

some variations noticed in the following notes) m N'^. B. L., the older versions, in ChrysoFtom and Theodoret (text, not

commentary). It is retained by Beza, Bengel, Rinck, Fritzsche, B-eiche, Tholnck, by Tischendorf in later editions,

"Wordswoi-th, Hodge, Lange. It is difficult to decide, but the critical ground for retaining it is very strong. See
Exeg, JVotes.

8 Ver. 6.— [Sec. ; eort, on very slight authority.
^ Ver. 6.—[B. has x^P'S ^o^ ^pyov, either a mistake of the transcriber, or an attempt at explanation. Sea

Exeg. Notes.
i" Ver. 8.—[The first clause is a free citation from Isa. xxix. 10, LXX ; ort neiroTLKev v/ias Kupio? irvevfj-an

icoraWfewff. Hebrew : rilO-n-iri nsi"i riin^ D^-^bs "D?""^^ *

'^ Ver. 8.—[It is much disputed whether these words are borrowed from Deut. xxix. 4, or from lea. vi. 9. The
former passage reads thus (LXX.) ; Kat ovk eSwKc . . . koI oi^6a\fLOvs /SAeTreti/, Kat Sra aKOueti' ews t^5 rip,4pa^ Tavrij^,

The latter contains the same idea, but still further removed in tbrm from Paul's language. Dr. Lange thinks both were
in mind. In that case, as well as if Deuteronomy is cited, the parentheses must be omitted, so as to join *' unto this

day " with tbe rest of the verse. Noyes tones down the tclic force thus :
" eyes that were not to see, and ears that

were not to hear."
12 Ver. 9.—[From Ps. Ixix. 23 (E. V., 22). The LXX. is followed more closely than the Hebrew text. The latter

is literally :
*' Let their table before them be for a snare, and to those secure (c^Talbi;)?) , a trap." (The E. V. in

locn, gives an nimeeessarily forced and circuitous rendering.) The LXX. renders : yev7)6riroj tj rpaire^a avriov evdiiriov

avTtov eis Trayifia, Kat eis a^raTrdSocrti', Kal et? cTKavfioAoi'. The Apostle follows the first clause quite closely, then inserts
eis 6T^pav, and putting o-Kai'SaAoT' next, substitutes avTairoSofjia for the LXX. equivalent. The main difficulty

is with the expression last, named. The Hebrew word, according to the present pointing (given above), does not mean
requUals, recompense; "although this sense may be deduced from the verbal root (cbtli

j
, and belongs to several

collateral derivatives, it has no existence in the usage of the one before us " (J. A. Alexander). The usual explanation

ie, that the LICX. pointed the word thus, D^13?lISwb ; for retributions^ and the Apostle, finding this meaning ia

keeping with the spirit of the original, adopted it in the varied form of the text.
13 Ver. 10.—[The LXX. version of Ps. Ixix. 24 (23) is followed with great exactness. But it varies from the

Hebrew text (l"^il cri^SH'S, make their loins to waver, or tremJ)le)in the last clause. The meaning is preserved,

however. See Exrg. Notes.
1* Ver. li.—[The Rec. D. F. L., fathers, read yap; N, A. B., versions, Si. Lange adopts the former, mainly on

exegetical grounds; Lachmann, Alford, Tregelles, the latter. C. has oZv; hence Meyer thinks it impossible to decide
which is the genuine particle ; nor is it of importance.

'^ Ver. 13.—[In Rec, L., some versions and fathers, o-Sr is omitted ; in D. F., jiter o^r ; both are found in N'. A.
B. C. ^ De "Wetti' and Tholuck reject both, on exegetical grounds ; most critical editors retain ju e p , and Meyer accoutits
for ovv as inserted because the corresponding 6e was wanting. On the whole, it is safest to retain both, with Lach-
mann and Alford. Tregelles brackets ovv .

1" Ver. 17.—[The Kat (Rec.) is omitted in N^ B. C, but found in 5(3, A. L. Still another reading in Di. P.
Alford rejects, Tregelles brackets, but most editors retain it. If retained, the note of Dr. Lange in loco is correct.—The
E. V. has paraphrased iTvvKotvbiv6<; : with Ififm partakest. The above emendation is more literal.

^' Ver. 19.—[The article ol before KAdSot is omitted in ^;. A. C. D^. L. ; rejected by Scholz, Lachmann, Meyer,
Wordsworth (who ii'cnrrectly cites B. as omitting it), Tregelles ; bracketted by Alford. It is found in B. Di.

; retained
by Tischendorf, De"Wette, Tholuck, Lange. Meyer thinks it is a mechanical repetition from vers. 17, 18; while De
wette thinks it was omitted on account of the euphony : e$eK\d(T6ricra.v KAafiot. In any case, the reference is to the
branches broken ofi".

^8 Ver. 20.—[Instead of i^j/riXo^povei (Rec, C. D. F. G.), Lachmann and Tregelles adopt iiil/TjAa Ap6vei.. on
the authority of 5(. A. B. The first word ie so unusual that it was likely to be changed. Most editors follow the .Rec.

i» Ver. 21.—[The uncial authority is against ^i^ttqis. It is omitted in &c. A. B. C, but found in D. F. L. It u
rejected by Lachmann and Tregelles, bracketted by Alford. But the probability of an omission, because of the f-tnre
(^etVerat) which follows, is so great, that most critical editors retain it. To obviate the same difficulty, the Vabi.
^et'tniTat is substituted in iJec, but with no uncial support.

" Ver. 22.-[Instead of the accusative airoTop.LaLv (Rec, D. F. L.) most editors adopt the nominative, on the
unthority of ti^. A. B. C. The punctuation favors the latter, as the former would be governed by 16 e, which is sepa-
rated from it by a colon. The absence of a predicate for the nominatives led to the change. So Lachmann TischStt-
dorf, Meyer, Alford, De "Wette, Tregelles, Lange. The same remarks apply to xprtfrroTt)^

.

'

31 Ver. 22.—[Instead of xpijtrTiiTTjTa (Rec, D«. F. L,), ;<pTi<rTdT7js on the authority of A. B. D», N" tA>
XpijoT(iTTjTos.--/?6^., D8 3. F. L. omlt eeoO, which is found m M. A. B. C. D^. The critical editors generally ad 'pt it,
on the ground that it was likely to have been omitted as unnecessary. The later revisions retain and render as above,
except Amer. Bible Union, which follows the E. V.

22 Ver. lb.—[Rec, with N. C. D, L., reads irap' eavrots. A. B. have tv. The preposition is omitted in F. and
some cursives. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, Hodge, Tregelles, adopt lv\ but the sense is much the same, whichevel
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nrepAsUxn be adopted. The phrase irap' eavroi; is found in chap. xii. 16, and Prov. Ui. 7 (LXX) ; hence the proljabit

Ity of an alteration to correspond.
'* Ver, 26.—-[According to the view of most of the hest expositors, the citation is from Isa. lix, 20, 21 (from "H f *

to 5tiLdiiKrjt ver. 27) ; the last clause of ver. 27 is from Ibeu xxvii. 9. The text of the LXX., and the more importani
varintions from the Hebrew, will be found in the Exeg. JS'ni&s,

2* Ver. 28.—[K ard , according tOf as 7-especiB, &c. The version of Five Ang. Olergytcen adopts as touching, in bott
olanses ; Amer. Bible Union : as concerniriff. If a choice must be made between the two, the former is preferable,

although neither is altogether exact
^^ Ver. 30.—[Tlie Sec. inserts Kai, on the authority of N^. L., and some versions. It is omitted in JC corr. * A. B. 0.

D'., versions and fathers ; rejected bj' modem editors generally. Schola retains it.

28 Ver. 30.—[The E. V. confounds here tb^, nearly related ideas of unbeli^ and disobedience. Later revieiona

Mrrect the rendering of both verb and noun. Dr. Hodge claims that the E, V. is correct ; but it is only inferentiaily eo.

These remarks apply also to aireidetai' (ver. 32).
2' Ver. 32.

—

[Concluded, was once a literal rendering of o-vveicAe to-ev ; inchided (Araer. Bible Union), while it

expresses a part of the meaning, is not strong enough ; delivered up (Noyes), is an interpretation rather than a transla-

tion. It seems best, then, to substitute the simple, literal Saxon ; shut up. So E. V., Gal. iii. 23, though concluded is

found in ver. 22.—Instead of the masculine Toiis irdvrast we find to. TravTa, and Trayra (so Vulg.), but very weakly
supported.

28 Ver. 33.—[Both avefepaTivriTa and aveiepevvrjTa are found. The former is supported by N. A. B^ ; adopted
by Alford, Tregelk-'s (Meyer, De Wette, adopt the latter).

2» Ver. 31.—(The aoriste of vers. 34 and 85 are rendered by simple past tenses in the Amer. Bible Union, at the

expense both of rhythm and strict adherence to the sense of the Hebrew at least.—The LXX. (Isa. xl. 13) is followed

very closely.
^o Ver. 36.—[" From Job xli. 3 (11, E. V.), where the LXX. (xli. 2) have n's avTUTTTJireTaC /xoi, k. vnoiieveZt But

the Hebrew is ckUiXT ^SlS'^^pn ^"C t 'who hath anlicipated (i.e., by the context, con/c7Te(i a benejit) on mCt that J

may repay him f •
' And to this the Apostle alludes, using the third person " (Alford).—R.l

EXEGETICAL AND ORITTCAL,

Summary.—A. Israel ia not rejected ; the ker-

nel of it—the election—is saved ; vers. l-ti. B.

The great proportion of Israel, all except the essen-

tially important remnant, the " rest," are hardened,

as was described by the Spirit in the Old Testament

beforehand ; but its hardness has become a condi-

tion for the conversion of the Gentiles ; vers. 7-11.*

C. Yet, on the other hand, the conversion of the

Gentiles is in turn a means for the conversion of

Israel, and thereby for the revivification of the

world. The saving effect of their rejection gives

gfound for expecting a still more saving effect of

their reception. The significance of the first-fruits

and of the root; vers. 12-16. D. The very fact

that the Gentiles believe, and the Jews do not be-

lieve, is largely conditional. Gentiles, as individu-

als, can become unbelievers ; and Jews, as individu-

iils, can become believers. For : a. The Gentiles

are grafted on the stem of the Jewish theocracy

among beUeving Jews. b. They can just as readily

be cut off by unbelief, as the Jews can be grafted in

by faith, because the latter have a greater historical

relationship with the kingdom of God ;
vers. 17-24.

E. The last word, or the my.stery of Divine Provi-

dence in the economy of salvation. Every thing

will redound to the glory of God. God's saving

economy for the world : The unbelieving Gentiles

have been converted by believing Israel ; unbeliev-

ing Israel shall be converted by believing Gentiles.

The judgment on all, that mercy might be shown to

all. Praise offered to God for His plan of salvation,

for its executien, for its end, and for its ground

;

vera. 26-36. [Dr. Hodge divides the chapter into

two parts: vers. 1-10 and 11-36. (1.) The rejec-

tion of the Jews was not total. A remnant (and

B larger one than many might suppose) remiuned,

though the mass was rejected. (2.) This rejection

ts not final. The restoration of the Jews is a do-

iirable and probable event; vers. 11-24. It is one

which God has determined to bring about; vers.

86-82. A sublime declaration of the unsearchable

wisdom of God, manifested in all His dealings with

Hen ; vers. 83-S6. So Forbes.—R.]

* [Dr. Lange divides the text so as to inolnde only vers.

7-10 m this paragraph, which is the usual division j hut

here, and in the exegesis, he adds ver. 11.—B.)

Vers. 1-6 : Israel is not rejected. The real Jeer

net of it is already saved.

Ver. 1. I say then [Aiyoi olvj. The ovv
may appear to be merely an inference from what

was said last : All day long God stretched forth Hia

hand. But as, in ver. 1 1, he makes a further asser-

tion, designed to forestall a false conclusion, it hag

here the same meaning, in .antithesis to the strong

judgment pronounced on Israel at the conclusion of

the previous chapter. Meyer maintains a more defi.

nite reference to the Xiyoi in vers. 10, 18, 19.

[Did God oast away hia people 7 /* ^
otTZo'ifTaro o &f6^ rov Xaov ai'ToT'; When
Reiche remarks the absence of an anavra from

kaov, and Semler an omnino from a ^ w tr

a

t o

,

they both fail to appreciate the emphasis of the ex-

pressions. The people and At« people are different

ones, just as an economic giving over to judgment

and an eonic casting away (Ps. xciv. 14 ; xcv. 7).

Bengel : Ipsa populi ejus appellatio rationem ne-

gandi eontinei. The Apostle repels such a thought

with rehgious horror : /t^ yevOLTO.
For I also [xcti yaj} eyo)]. According to

the usual acceptation, he adduces his own call as

an example ; but Meyer, with De Wette and Baum-
garten-Orusius, on the contrary, hold that Paul, on

account of his patriotic sense as a true Israelite,

could not concede that casting away.* But it was

just this inference from a feeling of national patriot-

ism that was the standpoint of his opponents. A
single example, it is said, can prove nothing. But

by Paul's using the xai, he refers to the other ex-

amples which were numerously represented by the

Jewish Christians among his readers.

Am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham,
of the tribe of Benjamin ['Ja^atjf.lr^q flfii,

EX <j7iivi/.aT0<; 'AfiQadfi, <pv).7ji; Bfvia-
fifiv. The spelling Bma/tiv (LXX., Rec.) is poor-

ly supported here and in Phil. iii. 6.] As a true

scion of Abraham and Benjamin—the tribe which,

together with Judah, constituted the real substance

* [Wordsworth supposes that he is speaking as an

Anostle • "Do not imagine (be says to the Jews) that God

cast off iii" linoient people when He admitted the Gentilei

to the Churoh. Ko ; I, who am His chosen instrument fol

admitting them, am a Jew" But this is an infereno*

rather than an interpretation. He also explains "of thj

tribe of Benlamin :'' "the son of Israel by his belovej

wife Rachel, ilot by Leah, !jc by one of their handmaid* I

»

-E.1
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of the people which returned from the captivity

—

he is conscious that he does not belong to the elec-

tion as a mere proselyte ; if he would speak of a
casting away of God's people, he must therefore

deny himself and his faith (Phil. iii. 5). [Alford
distinguishes between the popular view, and another
which implies, " that if such a hypothesis were to

be conceded, it would exclude from Go'd's kingdom
the writer himself, as an Israelite." This agrees,

»pp.arently, with Lange's view, but implies also that
" his people " is used in the national sense, not of

the spiritual Israel. See below.—R.]
Ver. 2. God did not cast away [ o i' x

1 71 ill a ax 0-foe]. He follows with a solemn
declaration founded upon the testimony of his own
conscientiousness and of examples.

His people [rov Xaov ai/Toi^]. He is as

definite in characterizing £is joeop/e, ov TZQokyvo),
as he is grand in his declaration of the not casting

away. On the idea of Tt^oyiViiiaxii/f, see chap. viii.

29. Two explanations here come in contiict with
each other

:

1. The spiritual people of God are spoken of,

the 'la^aijX Ofou; Rom. ix. 6 ; Gal. vi. 16 (Origen,

Augustine, Luther, Calvin [Hodge], &c.).

2. Meyer says, on the contrary : The subject of
the whole chapter is not the spiritual Israel, but the

fate of the nation in regard to the salvation effected

by the Messiah. Tholuck and Philippi [De Wette,
Stuart, Alford], are of the same view. But the idea
of " people " which the Apostle presents is so very
dynamical, that it might be said : to him the elec-

tion is the people, and God's true people is an elec-

tion. This is evidently the thought in chap, ix.,

and also in vers. 4 and 5 of the present chapter.

But if we emphasize properly the idea of casting

away, the idea of election does not any more stand
in antithesis to it ; that is, it is not thereby settled

that there is an election. But as the defenders of
view (1.) mistake the full import of the further

elaboration, especially ver, 26, so do the defenders
of (2.) pass too lightly over the gradations made
by the Apostle. [Against the interpretation : spirit-

ual people^ it may well be urged, that all along the
Apostle has been speaking of the nation ; that this

very chapter treats of the final salvation of Israel

as a nation, and Paul says he is au Israelite, &c., of

this historical (not spiritual) people. Besides, the
Scriptures have suffered very much from assumptions
respecting xpiritual references. The only argument
in favor of this meaning is the phrase :

" Whom he
foreknew." It is held that this defines the people
as those referred to in chap. viii. 29 ff. ; but may
there not be a foreknowledge of a nation resulting

11 national privileges, such as the Jews enjoyed, as

. eally as foreknowledge of an individual and conse-
quent blessing ? The whole current of thought in

the chapter—in fact, in chaps, ix.-xi.—is against

any such interpretation as shall make " His people "

= His spiritual Israel, over against Israel as a na-

tion. If any limitation be made, it should be thus
expressed : the real people of God among the Jewish
people, recognizing them as the pith and kernel of

the nation, not as isolated individuals from out the
mass. This seems to be Dr. Lange's view, and is

probably that of many who are quoted in favor of

(1). We thus retain the weight of the Apostle's
proof : Jfor I alio am an Israelite, and avoid weak-
ening the main thought of the chapter, which un-
doubtedly is : tfs ultimate national restoration of
tke Jews. Were it not this, the whole argument of

chaps. IX.- xi. ends with a non aequitur. Comp. M
ford, in loco.—R.]

What is meant by God casting away His people 1

1. There is an election of believers, and it is fai

greater than one of little faith may think. (How
many Jews themselves, of all periods, would like to

have been friends of Jesus !) 2. The uall of llie

Gentiles is even designed indirectly for the conver-

sion of Israel, and individuals can always be gained.

3. The whole Divine disposition is designed tor the

final salvation of all Israel. Here, therefore, th«

thought of the mercy controlling this whole econ.

omy, comes in contrast with the thought of the

great economical judgment of hardening. If, how-

ever, the expression all Israel be urged, and '.iiere

be found in individuals of it an assurance of the

salvation of the empirical totality, we would have

to be indifferent to the idea of election with refer-

ence to Israel as a people, and let it consist in the

idea of an absolute restoration.

Which he foreknew [ov jr^oeyrw]. Thia

limits the meaning, in so far as the empirical mass
of the people is not meant ; but, on the other hand,

the small empirical number of believing Jews is also

not meant, but the people in their whole regal ides

and nature. In this eternal destination of Israel,

God cannot contradict himself. [Alford (so Tholuck,

De Wette, Meyer) thus paraphrases :
" which, in

His own eternal decree before the -world, He selected

as the chosen nation, to be His own, the depot.itary

of His laio, the vehicle of the theocracy, from its

first revelation to Moses, to its completion in Ohrisfs

fvture kingdom." Toward this national reference
later commentators generally incline. See Hodge,
on the other side.—R.]

Or know ye not, &c. ["H oi'jt oXSari iv
'HXla, x.r.L "H Introduces a new objection to
the matter impugned (Alford). Comp. chap. ix.

21; vi. 3.—R.] Tholuck: "'Ev 'W.ici, quotation
of the section treating of Elijah, as Mark xii. 26 :

eTii rijt; (Idtoii. Examples from the classics in
Fritzsche, to which may be added Thucydides i. 9,
and proofs from Philo, in Grossmann," &c. (see 1
Kings xix. 10, 14). Incorrect view: iv 'HUa, of
Elijah (Erasmus, Luther [E. V.], and others').

[Upon this point all modern commentators and
translators agree, though they differ about the proper
word to be supplied, whether section, history, or
story ; the last is simplest.—R.]

Ver. 3. Lord, they have killed thy proph-
ets, &c. [/Ci'i^tf, 10 11% nqotfiiTao, a ov
anir-tfivav, x.r.L See Textual Note ".] The
Apostle has quoted freely the real meaning of the
words of the text. It makes no difference in the
thing itself that, in the complaint which Elijah makes,
he understands by the /tdi/o?* the only remaining
prophet, while the present passage understands the
only worshipper of God. For the prophet, in his
state of mind, was not inclined to acknowledge dumb
or absconding worshippers of God as (j-od's trut
worshippers. But Paul, in conformity with his view,
has transposed the words meaning altars and proph-
ets. Meyer pays attention to the plural, the altars,
" as the temple at Jerusalem was the only place ex-
clusively designed for service." But even in the
temple at Jerusalem there were two altars. Tel the
question here is concerning the kingdom of Israel,
and therefore the remark of Estius is almost super-

-B.]
Textual Note *: "I am left the only 'me.*
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fluous, that it was even blasphemy to throw down
God's altars on the high places.*

Ver. 4. But what saith the Divine re-
sponse unto him? a).i.a. rl Xiyii, air oi 6
yg^^tctTiff/id?; On /q ^/lancfioq, see' the
Lexicons. [Tlie substantive occurs only here in the
\ew Testament. The cognate verb is used in Matt.
ii, 12, 22; Acts i. 22; Heb. viil 5; xi. 7, in the
sense : to be warned of God, as the E. V. expresses
it. The obvious meaning here : Divine response,

seems to have been thus derived : the word first

meant business, then formal audience given to an
ambassador, and then an oracular response, though
this was not the classical sense. See 2 Mace. ii. 4 ;

xl. 17.-R.]
I have reserved to myself [KariXinov

ifiaviij). See Textual Hfote ^ To myself, ss my
possession and for my service, over against the
apostasy into idolatrous service (Meyer).—E.] The
original expression :

" I will leave me," has been
changed by the Apostle into the past tense, without
thereby altering the sense, as has been done by the
LXX.

Seven thousand men [eniaxii^y iXiovq
a,vSqai;\ It is sufficient to regard the number
seven as the sacred number in relation to the ser-

vices, and the number thousand as a designation of
a popular assembly. Tholuck, after Kurtz (p. 591),
considers the number seven as the perfect and cove-
nant number. There are different ideas of perfec-

tion, according to wiiich the numbers 3, 4, 1, 10,
and 12, may be together regarded as numbers
denoting perfection.! The Mohammedan saying,

quoted by Tholuels:, is interesting : that " God never
allows the world to be without a remainder of
seventy righteous people, for whose sake He pre-

serves it."

[Who never bowed, ol'rtvfs oux 'dxa/i-

ifav. Alford remarks on oiTi,V(q, which is a
variation from the original, that it gives " the sense
of the saying, as far as regards the present purpose,

viz., to show that all these viei'e faithful men ; in

the original text and LXX., it is implied that these

were all the faithful men."—K.]
To Baal. The feminine t^ Baal has given

occasion for much discussion. ' In the LXX. the

name has sometimes the masculine and sometimes
the feminine article. Why does it have the lat-

ter? As the LXX. of this passage has tw Baa).,
Meyer has admitted a mistake of Paul's memory

;

Fritzsche holds that the codex which Paul read, con-

tained a different reading. According to Olshausen,
Pliilippi, Meyer [Stuart, Hodge], and others, tlie

feminine form may be explained by the fact that

Baal was regarded as an androgynous deity ; but
whia is not sufficiently proved. According to Gese-
aius, the feminine form was understood as a con-

temptuous expression of idols ; which view is also

favored by Tholuck. The elder critics (Erasmus,
Beza, Grotius) understood the word as applying to

the statue of Baal. [So E. V.] Tholuck replies to

this, by saying : without analogy. But the idol is

» [Still with Eatiua, Philippi, Hodge, De Vette, and
otliers, it must be noted that, aithougli the erection of the
altars on the high places was originally forbidden in the
kingdom of Israel (where Elijah lived), they hud become
the only places of true worship ; and neglect of these
would be really neglect of Jehovah. —R.]

t [The simplest explanation is that which takes this
»8 a defiuite expression for an indefinite number (Stuart,
Hodge, and others), without attaching any special signifi-
cance to the number seven.—E.]

the contemptible image or statue of the false god.
Yet, if we hold that Baal had no reality as god to
the Jews, but merely as an idol, the whole series of
feminine forms used in designating Baal becomes
clear at once (1 Sam. vil. 4 ; Zeph. i. 4 ; Hosea ii.

8). Meye* is of the opinion that, in that ease, it

would have to read xfj rou BdaX ; but tliis wou.ld
fully destroy the profcably designed effect of th<
feminine form. Tholuck observes :

" In the Gothic
language, Guth, as mascuhne, means God ; but gud,
as neuter, njeans idols ;

" and by this means he
again approaches the explanation which, in passing,
he has rejected. He does (;.c -arr^e thing in hia

preceding remark : "In the n.,jbinica'i ^•^'ings, idols

are contemptuously called nlbxri." On Baal,*
comp. Winer, das Wiirterbuch fur das christlichi

Volk, and the Hebrew Jntiquities, by De W'ette,

Ewald, and Keil.

Ver. 5. Even so then in this present time
[oi'to)^' ovv Y,ai iv tw vvv jtat^Jw. Alford
suggests :

" even in the present time, sc, of Israel's

national rejection.—K.] God, according to that

example, secures for himself a certain remnant
[XiZn^iu^ of the elect, according to His constant
law of election—that is, according to the election
of grace [xar' ix Xo yij v x dq it of;. Comp.
chap. ix. 11. Stuart: "an election, not on the
ground of merit, but of mercy.—R.]

Ver 6. Now if by grace [fi Sh ydqiti,.
Ji logical, now.—K.] Namely, that a Xfi/jua ex-

isted, and always continues to exist. Grace, or the
gift of grace, cannot be divided and supplemented
by, or confounded with, a merit of works. Augus-
tine : Gratia, nisi gratis sit, gratia non est.

[Then it is no longer of works : other-
wise grace no longer becomes grace, o i' x
£Tt II E^yo}V) STiii Tj yd^iq ovx ti i> yl*
virau y;dQu<;.—But if it be of works, then it

is no longer grace: otherwise work is no
longer work, li Si il e^ymv, ovx ert
X d ^ i-q , E 7t ( i TO e Q yov ovx crt e<s x Iv
E^yov. The critical questions respecting the sec-

ond clause are discussed in Textual Notes '> '> °. and
at some length below. The discussion requires us

to insert the verse in full.—E.] We may now ask

how we must understand the parallel clauses ? The
usual explanation places the following in antithesis

to each other : Now if it is by grace (that remnant,
or its causality, the election), then it is simply not

by the merit of works, otherwise grace is no more
grace.—But if it be by works, then is it no more
grace, otherwise work would be no true work, but
mercenary work. In connection with this antithesis,

clear and significant in itself, there arise, however,
three questions : 1. Why does the Apostle enlarge

the first proposition by the second, since the lattei

seems to be quite self-evident from the former ? 2.

What should the yivfiai, (xaqiti) mean, where

eiTTt should be so positively expected that the Vul-

gate [E. v.], and other versions, have even substi-

tuted est? 3. Why is y,d^n; used instead of ex

* ["Wordsworth combines all the explanations : " The
reason why the Septuagint sometimes used the feminine,
why St. Paul adopts it here, appears to be, because not
only a heathen God, but a goddess also (^Aslarle), was wor-
shipped under the name of Baal, and because, by thiij

variety of gender, the reader is reminded that there was no
principle of unity in this heathen worship ; and thus the

vanity of the worship itself is declared." The fact that

the liXX. uses both, seems to render the Italics of the E. V
unnecessary, and to render the interpretation thus as-

sumed very doubtful.—H.l
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ifa^tTo; [to correspond with ej epywv] in the

second sentence ?

As far as the first point ia concerned, Tholuck
Bays :

" The genuineness of the antithesis ' ei de ej

e^ymr,' &c., is more than doubtful. Its oldest au-

thorities are Cod. B., Peshito, Chrysostom, Theo-
doret (in the text). On the contrary, it is wanting
in A. C. D. F. G., Origen (according to Kuiinus),

Vulgate, the Coptic Translation, and others, ifet

Fritzsche has undertalcen to defend this reading,

and lately Reiche also, in the Omnrn. Crii., p. 67
;

Tisohendorf has preserved it in the text," &c. Ac-
cording to Tholuck, the addition has the character

of a glopsarial reflection. This appearance of such
a self-evident amplification could, however, have also

occasioned the omission.*

The ylvfzai in the first sentence means, ac-

cording to Tholuck : to result, to come out as. This
explanation is just as doubtful as that of Meyer: "in
its concrete appearance it ceases to be what it is by
nature." [So De Wette, Alford, PhiUppi. The dis-

tinction between ylvixai and Iffrtr is ignored
by many commentators.—R.] The xdqi^i;, in the
second sentence, must be understood, according to

the current explanation, as the effect of the /a^i?
in the first sentence. In addition to this, we have
the question : What is the meaning of " work is no
more work ? " Does the Apostle regard only merce-
nary work as a true work? We attempt the following
explanation : If it is of grace, then it is no more of
works ; for grace does not first exist, or is not first

in process of existence by works. Grace, according
to its very nature, must be complete before works.
But if of works, then no further grace exists,! be-

cause the work is not yet complete, and nerer will

be complete as meritorious worlc. Works, consid-
ered as meritorious, are always an incomplete infini-

tude. But if grace should first be the result of
works, 't would not be present until the boundless
future. If we accept this view, the literal expres-
sion is saved ; and to the first declaration, that grace
and the merit of works preclude each other, there
is gained a second : Grace is naturally a prepared
ground before the existing work, &c. (see also the
continuation in ver. 7). The reading of Cod. B.

:

ffc Se e| Efjyiitv, ouxfc-Tt /a^i^', ettiI to e^yov opz-eTt

etrrl •/diii.t;, seems also to be a special attempt at
an explanation. The real purpose of the antithesis

is, that tlie Apostle proves that the election of the
people could only consist of those who establish them-
selves on grace, but not in the party which eslahlinhes

itself on works. If the matter were as those who
rely on the righteousness of works desire, there
would not be any grace

; and grace would never be
accomplished, because the righteousness of works is

never accomplislied, just as little as the tower of
Babel was ever finished,

j:

• [Alford well remarks : " Tho object beinR precision.
It is much more probable that the Apostle should have
written both clauses in their present formal parallelism,
and that the second should have been early omitted from
Its seeminf? superfluity, than that it should have been
Inserted from the marp;in." The want of exact correspond-
»nce ia also against the probability of an interpolation, as
Fritzsche has remarked : x*P^Tt—ef epy<av

; yu'erat x^P*^
—ItTTiv ipyov

; epyov at the close, where cpya might have
been expected.—R.l

t [So^ Wordsworth, who accepts the very weakly-sup-
ported ioTTi of the Becy and accenting ii thus: e^rri,
renders :

" there is no longer any place for the existence of
grace." But this is very doubtful.—R.]

t (The following paraphrase (abridged from Alford) may
Eive a clearer view : " But ii (the selection has been made)
Sy grace, it is no longer (wo exclude its being) of works (aa

Vers. 7-11. The great body of unbelievers ah*

have not been able to obtain grace by w^rks, are *.ot

the real substance of the people. They are essential-

ly an apostate remnant of hardened ones. Yet theit

stumbling was not designed for their rain, but fot

the salvation of the Gentile's.

Ver. 1. What then. Tl ovv. This infer-

ence, as well as the i tt «. t^i; t f T, becomes quits

definite, it we refer to the conclusion of the pre

vious verse.

—

That which Israel seeketh for

he obtained not [o Im-ttiriT 'laQarjl, Toii.

TO oliK initvxiv. The latter verb is usually

followed bj the genitive ; rarely, in the classics, by

the accusative, as here. Hence we find, in Rec. (no

MSS.), roi'iToii. See Meyer for the authorities fot

this use of the accusative. The meaning is not

:

to find, but to attain to, to obtain.—R.] Israel did

not obtain that which it sought to obtain by works

—grace, as the end of the finished work. Like a

phantom beyond the ever unfinished work, grace

Lad to recede ever further in the distance. The
ini-titilv can, at all events, also mean zealous

striving [Fritzsche, Philippi, Hodge] ; but it is clear

that this idea would not be in place here. [Meyer
says it indicates the direction,—R.] The present
properly denotes " the permanence of the effort "

—

the permanence of the effort to find the city of grace

at the end of the long road of self-righteousness.

But the election obtained it [^ Sk ixXo-
yrj eTiirv/fV. The election for the elect, as the
circumcision for those circumcised. Vivacious ex-

pression.—R.] Meyer says : " For they were sub-

jects of Divine grace." Paul has already said, in

other words : For the elect are distinguished by
having received God's grace in faith.

And the rest were heirdened [ot Si
XoifTzoi i 7ro}Q (I) &-jj<Tav. The verb is rendered
blinded in the E. V., here, and 2 Cor. iii. 14 ; in

other places, hardened, which is decidedly prefer-

able.—R.] Israel is divided into two parts. One
part is the ixXoyij, although it is the minority ; the
other is the Xoi,7Toi, the nvi:; , although they
are the majority. Meyer says, they were hardened
by God. [So Hodge, Stuart, Philippi (with a reser
vation), and Tholuck, in later editions

; comp. chap
ix. 18. The passive certainly includes this thought.—R.] Paul says, they have been hardened by a
reciprocal process between their unbelief and God's
judgments. The sense undoubtedly is, that those
who remain for the incalculable periods of judgment
have become, " in understanding and will, insus-
ceptible of the appropriation of salvation in Christ

"

(Meyoi^, and insusceptible, above all, in their heart
a,nd spirit ; because the last sparks of the spiritual
life in them, which alone can understand the gospel
of the Spirit, have expired

;
just as a sapless plant

is no more supported by the sunshine, but is reduced
to a dried-up stalk.

Ver. 8. According as it is written. [Stuart
IS disposed to find in xa^mq (j*. B., Tregelles:
xa&ditf^) yiyqctTttai, a declaration of analogy,

its source)
; for (in that case) grace no longer becomes

(loses Its efficacy as) grace (the freedom of the act is lost,
Jt navmg been prompted from without) ; but if of works
(as the cause and source of the selection), no longer is it
(the act of selection) grace ; for (in that case) work is no
longer work (work being 'that which earns reward,' itn
character IS contradicted)." The same author remarks, that
this point IS slated so fully just here, because the Apostlewas to enter upon such an exposition of the Divine dial.mgs as rendered it necessary to show that their severity diiinot contradict their general character of grace and Imt.—*xt.J
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rather than a citation of prophecy. So Tholuck;

but Fritzsche, Meyer, and others, hold the latter

view. " The perspective of prophecy, in stating

such cases, embraces all the analogous ones, espe-

cially that great one, in which the words are most
pron inently fulfilled " (Alford). See below, note

an vor. 10. On the free citation, see Textual Notes
' '°.—R.] The oitation is freely collated from Isa.

xxix. 10; Isa. vi. 9; Deut. xxix. 4. Meyer denies

tliat Isa. vi. 9 is taken into consideration ; but if we
Compare the two other passages, they do not suffice

for Paul's citation, since the assertion in Deut xxix.

4 contains merely negations.

God gave them. By no means a mere per-

mission (Clirysostoni), but likewise not simply ac-

tivitii, without sometliing further. The "round of

the judgment of a spirit of slumber [nviv/ia

Kcttavi<iiu><;~\, or of deep sleep (fIB'nir) nl-i),

on Israel, is definitely declared, in Isa. xxix. 10, to

be the guilt of the people ; vor. 13 ff.—But the pas-

sage in Isa. vi. 9 fif., which constitutes the principal

part of the present quotation, is explained imme-
diately afterward in the conduct of Ahaz, in chap,

vii. The third passage from Deuteronomy brings

out more definitely the negative element in this

hardening process: " Tet the Lord hath not given

you a heart to perceive," &c. On the meaning and

interpretations of xaTari'i'i.i;, see Meyer, p. 420

;

Tholuck, p. 696.*—[Unto this day ; to be joined

with what immediately precedes, since they are sub-

stantially from Deut. xxix. 4. So modern editors

and commentators generally.—R.]
Ver. 9. And David saith. The second pas-

sage is taken freely from Ps. Ixix. 22 (LXX.).

Meyer says :
" David is not the author of this Psalm

(against Hengstenberg), which must be judged anal-

ogously to the expression in Matt. xxii. 43." Comp.
on that passage the Commentary on Mat hew, p. 404.

First of all, it is quite easy to prove that the suffer-

ings of the people in exile could not have been in

mind in writing either tlie lamentations of Psalm
)xix., or the " imprecations " on enemies. First,

the theocratic exiles did not say that they had to

suffer lor the Lord's sake (ver. ^), and for zeal for

His house (ver. 9). But they said just the contrary

(see Ps. cvi. ; Isa. Ixiv. ; Dan. ix.). And though the

exile could also invoke God's wrath on the heathen,

and wish them evil (Ps. Ixxix. 6 ; cxxxvii. 9), the

prophetic imprecations are very different, for they

portray the judgments of blindness that are invoked

on the spiritual adversaries of the theocratic faith,

and of the house and name of the Lord, who proved

their enmity by persecuting God's servant. Comp.,

in this respect, Ps. lix. ; Ixiv. ; Ixix. 22-28 ; cix.

In such Psalms, either the personal, collective, or

ideal f David chiefly speaks, because David has be-

come the type of God's suffering servant. We there-

fore hold, with Luther, Rosenmiiller, and others,

that the concluding words (from ver. 32) are a later

addition.:]:

• [Fi-itzsche has an Excursus on this word, Typ. 588 ff.

Be makes it = stupor, numbness, as from stupefying wine.
Only here, and not in the classics. Incorrert^ according to

this view ; Calvin ; iipiritus compiutctionis ; luther : einen
VUtttrtm Geist. -E.]

t [PMlippi (following Keil) says that the subject in this

Tsalm is "not tlie ideal, but the concrete person of the
rigrhteouB." ncng.stenherg (so J". A. Alexander) adopts the
other view.—B.l

X [The .Psalm purports to he written by David. !Dr.

Ijange's remarks are in support of this view of the author-
Ihip, though he finds it necessary, iu order to sustain it by

The imprecations therhselves are a prophetioo-
ethical view, clad in the sombre drapery of the Old
Testament. [Dr. J. Add. Alexander remarks, on this

verse of Ps. Ixix :
" The imprecations in this verse,

and those following it, are revolting only wheu con-
sidered as the expression of malignant selfishness.

If uttered by God, they shock no reader's sensi-

bilities
; nor should they, when considered as tha

language of an ideal person, representing the whole
class of righteous sufferers, and particularly Him
who, though He prayed for His murderers while
dying (Luke xxiii. 34), had before applied the words
of this very passage to the unbelieving Jews (Matt,

xxiii. 38), as Paul did afterwards."—R.]
Let their table become a snare Irivji-

&ijroi ij T ^anita ai roiv ii(; nayidaj,
Phihppi, with Origen, Tholuck, and others, has re-

ferred the table to the law and its works. But when
Melanchthon says: doctrina ipsorum, the latter must
be very carefully distinguished from the law itself.

Chrysostom : the r enjoyments ; Miehaelis, and oth-

ers : the Jewish passover meal, at which the Jews
were besieged, and which was followed by the de-

struction of Jerusalem ; Grotius : the altar in the

temple itself. The point of the figure becomes
blunted, if we hold, with Tholuck, that table is men-
tioned, because it is at the table that surprise by an
enemy is most dangerous. Rather, the table, or the

enjoyment of life by the ungodly, becomes itself'

their snare, &c. Now this table can be something
different at different times

;
generally, it is the sym-

bol of comfortable banqueting in wicked security

over the ungodly enjoyment of life (see Matt. xxiv.

38). With the Jews of the Apostle's day, this table

was their statutes, and, above all, their illusion that

the earthly glory of the kingdom of Israel would
be manifested by triumph over the Romans. It is

a fact that the table, the ungodly enjoyment of life,

becomes a snare for the ruin of the adversaries of

the Holy One
;

just as the pious man's table be-

comes a sign of blessing and victory (Ps. xxiii.).

While they think they are consuming the spoils of

their earthly sense, they become themselves a spoil

to every form of retribution
;
just as the bird is led

into the snare, and the deer is hunted, or perishes

by a stumbling-block—that i.s, a trap.

[And a trap, and a stumbling-block, and a
recompense unto them, xat [i<; S-'^Qav xai
fli^ ffKavrVa^.ov xat avranoSo^.a avrolc.
See Textual Note ".—R.] Paul has freely elabo-

rated the original forms still further, by inserting

r.at fli; S-rjijav. Likewise tyxavSa).ov fol-

lows drTa;ro()o(Ti.q in the LXX. The Vulgate hiter-

prets Sij(ia by captio; Fritzsche and Meyer adopt

the same, while Tholuck and Philippi prefer the

instrument [E'wald, Alford : mrf] of hunting, which

applies to both the other means of capture, and no!

merely as a " hunting-spear." Meyer is incorrect in

saying that this ruin is explained in what follows.

For the following words describe the inward relations

of the judgment of the ungodly, in antithesis to the

judgment in the outward relations of life, which have

been described by the foregoing words.

Ver. 10. Let their eyes be darkened, that

they may not see [axoTia&TiTinaat at

internal evidence, to admit the later addition of the con.

eluding verses. The question of authorship does not, in-

deed, affect the question of the propriety of the phrase

:

David saith ; but when it is so likely that David did write

the Psalm, inventing theories to prove that he did nolj

seems to be useless ingenuity.—K.]
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6(fi&^t ?,jiioi oivTmv TQU f^fj ^XiTtfivl- Spirit-

ual blindness is one form of tiie inward judgment,

md total despondency of spirit is the other.

And bow down their back alway [xai
tov t5tov avrbtv di-a Tiavto^ (Tvyxafi-
1/1 OK. Seo Textual Note '^—R.] Tlie LXX. has

translated tlie word."! of the original text, "and make
their loins continually to shake," by :

" make their

back J crooked always ;
" a change to which the

Apootle adheres, probably because it gives the ex-

pression of permanent dejection a somewhat more
general character.—By bowed-down b .cks, Meyer un-

derstands spiritual slavery, while the early expositors

understood Roman slavery. Yet this would be an

important deviation from the original text. But, in

reality, the bowed-down backs should mean the same
thing as shaking or tottering loins.

Tholuck and Philippi have correctly observed,

against Fritzsche, and others, that in ver. 8 (and the

same thing applies also to ver. 9) the question is not

the citation of a prophecy, according to which the

unbelief of the Jews at the time of Christ must be

3, necessary result. Yet this remark does not suffice

to show that the quotation takes place as In the cita-

tions in Matt. xiii. 14 ; John xii. 40 ; Acts xxviii.

26 ; which " refer, vi analocjice, to the classical pas-

sage for the unbelieving conduct of Israel toward

God, in Isa. vi." The most direct practical purpose

of these citations in the New Testament is to prove

to the Jews, from their own Holy Scriptures and his-

tory, that there was always in Israel an inclination to

apostasy ; and that it is therefore not contrary to

faith in prophecy to charge the present Israel with

apostasy (see the defence of Stephen). But then a

really typical prophecy also underlies this purpose
;

yet it is not a fatalistic prophecy, but the idea of the

consequence of ruin even to its historical consumma-
tion (see Matt, xxiii. 32 IT.).

Ver. 11. I say then. Did they stumble in

order that they should fall ? [liyui ovv, fifj

iTtrcii-aav 'iva nia ii)a iv ,'\ A qualification to

guard against a false conclusion. They have cer-

tainly stumbled and fallen ; but the purpose of their

guilty stumbling and falling under the previously de-

scribed judgment of hardness was not that they

should fall, in the absolute sense, into the ruin of the

aTzihlna, Their falling is economically limited, and
economically turned and applied, to the salvation of

the Gentiles (see chap. ix. 17, 23). The stumbling

of the loi^noi took place against the stone of offence

(chap. ix. 32, 33; x. 11). The tVa denotes the

final purpose of the Divine judicial government, and
is not merely e/.fiaroy.iTK;, as Chrysostom, Augustine,

and others, would have i*,.* Tholuck makes the

noteworthy remark, that Trrntftr, to stumble (which

must not be referred, with De Wette, and others, to

the (Tr.avSaXov mentioned in ver. 9, but rather to

the liSoii 7T(>ot;-/.6,uiiaroq in chap. ix. 33), has the

sense of moral stumbling ; James ii. 10 ; iii. 2 ; and
that nlmiiv, on the contrary, has this ethically

figurative sense neither in the Hebrew, nor Greek,

nor Latin, but only the sense of yielding to, sinking

under.

But by their fall [aAAa tw rtvrmv na-

* [Although ti'a Is telle, fla is now held by most com-
mentators, the emphasis does not rest upon it, as though
unly the purpose were denied, .and the fact admilted. Tak-
ing o t Kot-jroi as representatives of the whole nation,

the Apostle admits the sturahling:, and denies the final fall,

tntimafing by his use of Iva, that another purpose 'ivas in-

»oJved, via., the salvation of the Gentiles.—K,]

pantu'ifiati,. On 7zaQd7iro)/ia, see p. 184, Dt

Schaif's note.—R.] Meyer has no ground for noi

finding in Tiaqanr. the meaning of falling, but only

the delictum (Vulgate) [so Alford], for they hsva

really fallen, yet that was not the object (see also

Tholuck, p. 600). Tholuck properly opposes, also,

the view that here the principal thought is, that

Israel should be restored, although an intimation of

the restitution of Israel is included in the words. It

is evident that the conversion of the Gentiles is pri-

marily designated as the final object of Israel's fall;

with this final object there is, indeed, again asso-

ciated the final object oi the preliminarily isolated

and of the finally total conversion of Israel The

na^anx. here can as little mean a mere " passing

away," as a mere infortunium, which Eeiche and

Riiokert, with others, would render it.*

Salvation is come. 'H aiorjj^la. riyoviv

roust be supplied, according to the connection. The

Apostle cannot have regarded this tragical condition

as an absolute necessity ; but he may very well have

considered it an historical one. Israel, having been

placed in its existing condition by its own guilt, did

not desire the Gentiles, under the most favorable

circumstances, to participate in the messianic salva.

tion, except as proselytes of the Jews ; and still

more did it indulge the thought of vengeance on,

and dominion over, the Gentiles ; but it was impos-

sible for Christianity, as Jewish Christianity, to be-

come universal in the Gentile world. In addition to

this came the experience of the Apostle, that he was

always driven more decidedly to missionary labors

among the Gentiles by the unbelief of the Jews;
Matt. xxi. 43 ; Acts xiii. 46 ; xxviii. 28. The nega-

tive condition of this transition was apostolic preach-

ing, and especially that of Paul.

In order to excite them to jealousy [ft?

TO naQawyjXiiitj at. aitrovi;. Instead of jeal-

ousy, we may substitute emulation, as the word ia

not used in a bad sense (Hodge). The clause is

telle ; the purpose was not the total fall, bit that

their moral fall might be used to further tht salva-

tion of the Gentiles, and this, in turn, bring about
their own salvation as a nation.—R.] This purpose
was associated from the outset, and the mention of

it is here in place for the removal of the fatalistic

thought, that their fiiU was decreed for their ruin.

Vers. 12-16. As the unbelief of the Jews hat

been the means of effecting the conversion of i/ie

Gentiles, so shall the conversion of the Gentiles be

still more not only the means of effecting the belief

of the Jews, but, with this return of Israel, still

greater things shall occur.

Now if their faU . . . and their dimin-
ishing the riches of the Gentiles [fi Sk xit

naQCLnxoi fia at'rwv ... to rjTrrifia ai'-

TM)' TiXovroq k&vmv. In order to explain this

difficult verse, we must start with the rirriifia in

Isa. xxxi. 8, which does not occur in classical lan-

guage, but is there represented by ^ttos [Attic for

r.aaa, a defeai], the contrary of vlx-rj. In the pas-

sage cited, iitrti/ia means not merely the being
overcome, but the military diminution which is the
result of defeat. At all events, it is to be taken

* [The fall here must he taken us a less strong expres-
sion than the verb which precedes, if the view he adopted
that denies the fact of a final feU. We must, then, hoW
that the national fall into utter ruiu is denied throughout,
while the stumbling and the moral Ml of the individnall
are admitted. So Alford.~E.]
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here as diminution in captivity, according to the
original text, for menial servitude. Likewise, in

I Cor, vi. 7, the word means a moral loss, a diminu-
Jion of the power of believers in opposition to the
world. We therefore hold that the expression

^ T T <) M a places the two other ideas in a more defi-

nite light, and that the whole expression alludes to

the scene of a routed army. Even in military aifairs,

the dynamical antithesis of broken power and of the
full sense of power is connected with the ideas of
numerical diminution and numerical fulness; as, in

the present instance, the weakening is connected
with the loss of men, and full power with the com-
plete number. Tlioluck bases his explanation on the

meaning of nXruiajia in ver. 25.

Explanations of the ^rrrj/xa : diminut'o (Vul-

gate) ; minority, defectus (Chrysostom, and most
commentators) ; injury, loss, fall (De Wette, and
others). De Wette brings this explanation in exclu-

sive antithesis to the first, with reference to 2 Cor.

xii. 13. Fritzsche : Diminution of messianic salva-

tion. Philippi : The damage to God's kingdom by
their falling away. But Meyer remarks, with good
reason, that the thrice-repeated avriov is in the same
relation, the subjective genitive. Tholuck : Reduced
state.* According to Tlioluck, Meyer's explanation

is : the minority ; but Meyer himself pronounces
against this explanation, and understands the word
to mean, sinking and ruin. Ulfilas has interpreted

the word, which means at the same time the loss of

men and the weakening, by the deficiency/. There is

a real diifcrenoe made by the reference to the be-

lieving Jews as the minority of believers [paucitas

Judccorum credentimn ; Grotius), and the antitheti-

cal body of uubeMevers, the moral field of the dead,

or the captured, those subjected to slavery. But
here, too, both parts cannot be separated. The
avTol are the whole people ; the believers are the

sound remainder of the army ; while the unbeliev-

ers, tile same as the fallen, or captives, are its

How much more their fulness [woctw
finX}.ov TO 7t ).r](iu) ^a ain:wv\ The 7tXi^'

^m/ia. Explanations : The whole body (Tholuck)

;

the full number (Meyer) ; the restoration of Israel

to its proper position (Riiekert, Kollner)
;
[Hodge :

their full restoration or blessedness ; Alford : their

replenishment.—R.] Philippi : the filling up of the

gap caused in God's kingdom by their unbelief. The
latter view, which was first set forth by Origen, is

discussed at length by Tholuck, p. 606 if. But this

view confounds in a twofold way : 1. The idea of

the full number of God's eternal community in gen-

eral, and the idea of material fulness (7r).ij^m/ia), the

whole number of the Jewish people ; 2. The idea

of the economic completeness in the present passage,

and that of conic completeness.f

Tholuck very properly calls attention to the ap-

* [So Hod^e, Alford : their impoverishment. The nu-
merical idea is quite objectionable, although Br. Lange
Beems to think it is included also. The whole verse, ac-
oording to this view, means :

" If their unbelief (i, e,, of
one part of them) is the world's wealth, and their small
nuTaoer (t. e., of believers, the other part of them) the
wealth of the Gentiles, how much more their full (restored)
number?'' This arbitraiily changes the reference of ai/ruv^

Siuts a forced meaning on ijTTjj^a, and really weakens the
brce of the argument, which is : if their sin has done so
much, how much more their conversfon^—'R.'}

t [The numerical idea is lexically admissible in irAijpw-

fiaj whence it has been transferred to rjTTfjfia, but even
here it is not the prominent one. It is, howeverj to be
understood, that the spiritual fulness will necessarily include
th^ x>]:TerQiun of the nation as a whole.—B.]

parent tautology in nXovToq xoa/uoii, ytXoTtroi; e-9-'

vmv, which has been very much neglected by exposi-
tors. In y.oiTfiot;, he says, there seems to be com.
prised the idea of the whole extent of humanity
and in nXoTir. iD-v. there appears the more concrete
designation :

" The reduction of the chosen people
turned to an enrichment of the profane nations."
The former definition regards the qualitative, inteih
sive, and teleological relation in an altogether univei^
sal sense : The fall of the historical Israel redounded
to the advantage of the world, even including the
ideal Israel. The latter definition describes the
quantitative and extensive character of the histori-

cal course. Jewish tribes, or Jewish' communities,
drop out of the people, while, on the other hand,
whole heathen nations are gained. But if their fall

has thus been a gain to the world, how much more
their fulness— that is, a beUeving Israel

!

Ver. 13. For I am speaMng to you Gen'
tiles [ii/^tv d'e Xeyot rote; e&vfdt-v. The
sense is the same whether we read yap or Si. A
colon should follow this clause ; the pomting of the
E. V. obscures the proper connection.—R.] The
declared prospect of the full conversion of Israel

leads him to the further explanation, that he regards
even the conversion of the Gentiles, though an ob-
ject in itself, as a means for accomplishing the object

of Israel's conversion. [According to Alford, this

verse answers the question :
" Why make it appear

as if the treatment of God's chosen people were
regulated not by a con.sideration of them, but of the
less favored Gentiles?"—R.]

—

You Gentiles; that

is. Gentile Christians.— [Inasmuch then Iq,'

iiaov /.(iv ovv. See Textual Note ". The cor-

responding di is wanting, as often iu the Apostle's

writings.—R.] 'E(p 'iaov, not quamdiw (Origen,

Vulgate, Luther).

I glorify mine ofHce [t^v S t.a.y.ov lav
noil ()otatwJ. Not: I praise my office (Luther,
Grotius, and Reiche) ; but : I strive to glorify my
office by its faithful discharge (De Wette, Meyer,
and others) ; in which, indeed, he also says, that he
esteems his oflice as a glorious one.*

Ver. 14. My own flesh [^ou tijv ad ox a.
On ^oi; in this peculiar position, see Meyer. D. F.

put it after the noun. It is sufficiently emphatic to

justify the emendation, my own flesh.—R,] An ex-

pression of inward participation with Israel in natu-

ral descent. Theodoret : The word leads us to un-

derstand the denial of spiritual participation. Ver.

28 proves that this antithesis is not very remote
; yet

the inward attachment to his people here appears in

the foreground.

Ver. 15. For if the casting away of them
[ft yaQ dno^oXtj arTwy]. L^7ro/9oAtj,
throwing away, an antithesis to nqoalrifiii'u; ; see

ver. 17. Therefore not their diminution (Vulgate,

Luther). [So Bengel, Philippi, who find here also

an allusion to the loss in numbers sustained by the

kingdom of God.—R.] Tholuck alludes to the use

of language in the LXX., and the Church {ano-

^oXi], expulsion).

Be the reconciliation of the 'world [xoe.

raXXay-^ jtoo-^oi']. Not as causality, but as

condition, without which the word of reconciliation

did not reach the Gentiles without obstruction. [It

* [Meyer thus paraphrases :
" I seek, indeed, inasmoeb

as I am lie, who has ibe apostolic mission to the Gentilei

(notice the emphatic iyii), to do honor to mine office, bnt

purpose therewith to excite my kinsmen," &c. This biiiigl

out the force of ii.ir, and the connection of thought.—E.]
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18 perhaps to express this shade of thought that the

E. V. renders : reconciling ; but reconciliation is

more literal, and shows how important Paul deemed
the fact in question, which could thus be character-

bed.—R.] lu this free use of language Paul also

Bays aijiatii, in ver. 14, because he is the herald of

What shall the reception of them be [ t t s

tj jT^o?/l);;in//n']. Reception to salvation, and to

participation in salvation by their conversion.

But life from the dead? [fi /iri tmrj ex
vix^iov;'] Jt -S clear that the Apostle awaits a

boundless effect of blessing on the world from the

future conversion of the Jews. We ask, What is

it ? We must first look at tlie antithesis : Their
casting away became the reconciling of the world

;

that is, only conditionally, therefore as if, and indi-

rectly. Thus, we continue, the conversion of the

whole people of Israel will also be conditionally, as

if, and indirectly, a life from the dead. With the

appropriated xaTaXXayVt there now begins, first, the

spiritual resurrection, which is succeeded, second,

by the future bodily resurrection. Hence different

explanations

:

1. Figurative expression of the new spiritual life

(Augustine, Calvin, and others) of the Gentile world,

or of the world in general, but not of the Jews (as

Cooceius, Bengel, and others, explain), since the

new life of the latter is regarded as an antecedent

means. But this new life is also regarded in differ-

ent senses : The further extension of God's king-

dom, and the new subjective vivification (Philippi,

and others), increase, and advance of piety (Bucer,

Bengel). "A new life in the higher charismatic ful-

ness of the Spirit shall extend from God's people to

the nations of the world, compared with which the
previous life of the nations must be considered
dead ;

" Auberlen (calculated to mislead, and over-

drawn, so far as the Christian life of the previous
world is meant). Other modifications : Highest joy

EGrotius, Hodge apparently], highest blessedness.

Stuart : something great, wonderful, surprising, like

to what a general resurrection of the dead would be.

He tliinks it probable Paul had in mind Ezekiel's

vision of the dry bones.—R.]
2. The literal view : The resurrection of the

dead is meant—the oldest ecclesiastical explanation
(Origeu, Chrysostom, Ruekert, Tholuck, Meyer, De
Wette, &c.). Tholuck says that the meaning'of this

view is, that the conversion of Israel is regarded as
the final act in the world's drama; but then he
makes the objection, that toi^ ix vsxq. nowhere
stands in the New Testament for the avdaraai^;,
and thus the expositor finds himself compelled to
prefer the metaphorical exposition.

But it has not been aufliciently considered how
very conditional the first proposition in the compari-
son is : for if the casting away of them be the
reconciliation of the world. As this is a fact which
13 realized first up to and in the conversion of the
Pleroma of the Gentiles, and then of the Jews, so
is the consequence of their reacceptance a fact

which is continued from the higher spiritual new life

cf the world to its consummation, particularly in the
first resurrection. To the Apostle, the ideas of
spiritual resurrection and bodily resurrection do not
lie so far apart (see chap. viii. 11) as to our exposi-
tors ; therefore Olshausen is right in applying the
word to a spiritual resurrection, which takes place in

the bodilj cesurrection. [Alford also combines the
two views " Standing as it does, it must be quali-

tative, implying some furtfter blessed state of th«

reconciled world, over and above the mere recon.

ciliatiou. This might well be designated ' life from
the dead,' and in it may be implied the glories of

the first resurrection, and deliverance from the bond-

age of corruption, without supposing the words to

be = the resurrection from the dead."—K.]
Ver. 16. Moreover, if the first-fruit be

holy, so also is the lump [li 3e ^ anagyii
ayia, xai to (pv(ja/ia. Lange : das Ei-^i-

lingsbrod, tJie bread of the first-fruits—i. «., the

portion of the dough taken as a heave-offering.—E.]
After the Apostle has disclosed his prospect of the

glorious results of Israel's conversion, he returns to

the grounds for the hope of this conversion itself.

He uses two similes. The first Is taken from the

significance of the bread of the first-fruit (Num. xv.

19-21). 'Anasiyr] can, indeed, denote the first-fruit,

as well as the bread of the first-fruit ; but it receives

this meaning from the corresponding idea of the

harvest ; while, on the other hand, the baking of

the first-fruit must correspond to the <pii^a^ta, the

kneaded dough. Therefore the expression here can
neither mean first-fruit (Estius, Olshausen, and oth-

ers), nor the grain for the bread of the first-fruit

(Grotius). But the anajj/ij in general denotes the
representative offering by which the whole mass, to

which artaQ'/Tj belongs, is consecrated to God.
Thus is the consecration of the first-born to the
priesthood (with which Levi was charged), the con-
secration of the people ; the consecration of the
first-fruit is the consecration of the harvest ; and
the consecration of the bread of the first-fruit is the
consecration of the whole lump, which was after,

wards prepared. [So Stuart, Hodge, Alford, De
Wette, Tholuck, Meyer. ^Ana^xv '^ necessarily

defined by its correlative term (pi'i^a//,a, the mass
of dough for baking.—R.l

And if the root 'be holy, so are the
branches also [xal it if ptfot ayia, xai
oi x^otrfot]. This second simile is clear in itself

:

The branches correspond to the root (anomalous ex-
ceptions to this agreement, which may be found in

nature, do not here corae into consideration). The
general fundamental thought of both figures is, un-
doubtedly, as Reiche holds, that the whole people is

designated as good by its first-fruits as well as by
its root. Interpretation of the particular parts

:

1. Both figures mean the same thing. The
a,7ia.qyti are the patriarchs (Abraham, &c.); to
(pii^ctfia, is the whole body of the people. The
same relation applies to root and branches (the
Greek fathers, Erasmus, Calvin, Tholuck, Meyer
[Stuart, Hodge, Alford], &c.).

2. The figures are different. The second figure
undoubtedly applies to the patriarchs and their pos-
terity

;
but the first, by ana^yij, describes the be-

lieving Jews, and, by qivQafia, the rest (Toletus,
Cramer, and others. [So Wordsworth, who under-
stands, by qiii^a/icc, the whole mass of the world
which is to be cohverted.—R.] Also, in reference
to the first figure, Ambrosius, and others). Modi-
fications

:
_
According to Origen and Theodoret

ana^yri means Christ himself, and q,\i(>aiia'.
Christians. Meyer has two objections to the differ-
ent rendering of the figures. First, it is contrary tc
the parallelism of the two passages. But apart from
the fact that Paul's prose is not subject to the rulei
of the poetical parallelism of the Old Testament
this reasoning betrays a defective ilea of Ihc Old
Testament parallelism itself. His second reason.
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that the Apostle elaborates the second figure only,

is of just as little force ; for, with the further re-

sumption of the second figure, there is presented a

perfectly new thought. The most untenable expla-

nation is, that ^ii,a means the original Christian

Church, and xkaSoi, are the individual believing

Jews.

We hold that the antithesis is very decided.

From what follows, it is clear that the ideal theocra-

cy, though represented by the patriarchs, yet not
identical with them (see Isa. xi. 1, 10 ; Rev. v. 5

;

xxii. 16), must be regarded as the root of Israel.

In fact, from the foregoing citations, the same Christ

is certainly the root of the old theocracy, as He is

the Or^xij in the ana^yri of the new Jewish believ-

ing Cliurch, and the causa efficiens of the sanctifica-

tion of both. But according to the antithesis here
presented, ^ita, is the patriarchal foundation of the

theocracy as the natural disposition consecrated to

God ; while the anaqyti, on the contrary, is the first

Jewish body of behevers prepared by God as the

bread of the first-fruit for the first harvest festival

of the time of fulfilment, the Christian Pentecost.

The present passage is related to Rom ix. 5, the

fathers being regarded as the root, and Christ as the

miraculous fruit of the branches.

[It is evident, from Dr. Lange's note, how di£B-

cult it is to support the twofold sense of the verse.

As Tholuck remarks, the ayiori/? is the point of

comparison. Holy here means not only as conse-

crated to God, but as actually pure. If a distinction

must be made between the two figures, it seems
natural to find these two ideas of holiness given

prominence in each respectively. Those certainly

miss the point of both figures, and the argument of

the Apostle as well, who do not find here, in " lump "

and " branches," a reference to Israel, considered as

the people of God. Alford :
" As Abraham himself

had an outer and an inner life, so have the branch-

es. They have an outer life, derived from Abraham
by physical descent. Of this no cutting off can de-

prive them. But they have, while they remain in

the tree, an inner life, nourished by the circ\ilating

ean, by virtue of which they are constituted living

parts of the tree. It is of this life that their sever-

ance from the tree deprives them ; it is this life

which they will reacquire if grafted in again." This

obviates some difficulties, and is, on the whole, the

simplest explanation.—E.]

Vers. 17-24. The conditionaUty of the new an-

lithetis of believing Gentiles and unbelieving Jews.

The figure of the wild and the good olive tree.

Warning for the Gentiles, and hope for the Jews.

Yer. 17. But if some of the branches were
broken off [*t Si rtvfc lijiv K?.dSo)v elf-

xlda&fiaav. The E. V. is too conditional in its

form.—E.] Although there were many of them,

they were nevertheless a small minority, compared
with the incorruptible tree of God's kingdom. With
this fact, the heathen should also prize the value of

the theocratic institution itself.

And thou being a tirild olive tree {aii di
ay^i.iXai,og mi/]. As the expression aypt^A-
o 1 5 w V can mean, as a substantive, the wild

olive tree itself, 'out, as an adjective, the belonging

to the wild olive tree, we prefer, with Fritzsche and
Meyer, this latter view to the former, which is de-

fended by Luther, Philippi, and Tholuck, with this

explanation ; The address, " thou being a wild olive

tree," views the individual Gentiles as a collective

person.* Meyer objects to this, by saying, thai
"not whole trees, and also not quite young ones
(agamst De Wette), are grafted m." Against thu
we may remark : 1. That the wild olive tree of th«
Gentile world is destined to be transferred, in all

its branches, to the good olive tree ; 2. This baa
already taken place incipiently by Paul's mission to
the Gentiles. Meanwhile, the Apostle was as far
from supposing a total apostasy of the Gentile
Church, as from admitting the possibility of a total

apostasy of the Jews. Likewise, he speaks of a
being grafted in having already occurred, with refer,

ence to the probable boasting of Gentile Christiana
over Jewish Christians. Besides, the Apostle con-
siders the wild olive tree to be converted in all its

branches just as little as in the case of the good olive

tree. Likewise, ver. 24 must be kept in mind, where
the same subject is not the wild olive tree itself, but
only one branch of it. On the wild olive tree, or
oleaster, comp. Natural History of the Bible, and
the Dictionaries. Pareus : oleaster habet guidem
formam olece, sed caret succo generoso et fructibut.

On the Oriental custom of strengthening olive

trees that had become weak by grafting them with
the wild olive, comp. the citations in Tholuck, p.

617 ; in Meyer, p. 343. Now, if this custom were
frequent, and occurred in various ways, there would
be apparently an incongruity in the figure, in so fat

as the cuttings of the wild olive are designed to

strengthen the olive tree ; but the question here is

a communication of the sap of the good olive tree

to the branch of the wild olive. Therefore Tholuck
remarks : " Paul was either not acquainted with the
arboricultural relation of the matter, or—which is

more probable, when we look at the triviality of this

notice—he designed to say, that has here taken place

by grace, which otherwise is contrary to nature." f
But, in our opinion, this does not settle the ques-

tion. First, the tertium eomparalionis does not lie

in the breaking off and grafting in of the branches.

In relation to this point, the figure is of perfect ap-

plication. Secondly, though the branches of the wild

olive tree communicate to tlie good olive tree a new
and fresher life, and a vegetative vital nourishment

(such as, for example, the Germans, at the time of

the Eeformation, gave to the Christian Church), this

does not preclude the necessity of their receiving

from the root and stem of the olive tree the good
sap and productive power which produce the oUve
fruit.

Wert grafted in among them [kvcxtv
T^iaS-rj!; iv avroTiiJ. The iv aiiToti; is differ-

ently rendered. The most simple rendering is:

among them. [So Meyer, Alford, and most. Stu-

art, De Wette, Olshausen : in place of them. The

* [There 1b a lexical objection to taking ayp. oiv as an
adjective, since, when thus used, it means : made out of

the wood of the olive (Alford). The reason for adopting
this view is to escape from the thought that the whole Gen-
tile world, as such, was grafted in. This is done quite as

properly hy supposing the whole tree here put for a branch
of it. The tree, moreover, is introduced to recognize the

fact of a distinctively Gentile life existing as a whole.—R,]
t [This last view is that of the majority of the best com-

mentators, and is so natural and obvious, that notning il

gained by departing from it. Meyer intimates that thU

Apostle's illustration must be taken in accordance with the

fad—i. e., the fact respecting the coming in of the Gentile*

—whidi was undoubtedly the grafting of wild branches on
a good tree, to partake of the life and bear the fruit of thai

good tree. Furthermore, as a fact, there was no new and
fresher life imparted by the Gentiles at that time, as Dp-

Lange intimates. The Roman and Greek civilization, con*

tinually decaying, was only preserved so long by the ne»
religious life from the patriarchal root.—B.l
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former is preferable on account of avyxotvoivoq.—
K.]

And made fellow-partaker of the root and
fatness [xat a uy-iOiViovni; r^t; ytt^/c; r-al

riji; ni-oxriToc,. See Textual Note ".—K.] Not
IV Sia d'liotv (Grotius, and others). The communi-
cation with the root secures participation in the
good sap.

Ver. 18. Boast not against the branches
fwr/ itaTay,aii/ot Twv x^.aflfwv]. The Jews
m genfiral were the branches of the olive tree ; tlius

Jewish Chi'istiatis are as much meant as the unbe-
lieving Jews ; not the latter alone (according to

Chrysostom [Alford, Stuart, De Wette], and others),

but rather the former principally, as is indicated by
the tV aiiToti;. [Meyer: the Jews in general. He
rightly adds, that not all Jews, who were not con-
verts as yet, were to be regarded as broken oflf;

only those who had rejected Christ.—R]
But if thou boast [d 3e xaxaxanjra-

aai.. The verb, occurring twice in this verse, is

unusual.—R.] Meyer : Tnumphest against them.
According to the assumed figure of the wild olive

tree, they could be tempted to boast that the mem-
bers of the Jewish believing Church had received
new life through heathenism, just as the boast has
been made tliat Germanism, and especially Lutheran-
ism, has reformed Christianity itself; while Chris-

tianity, operating from its very foundation, has re-

formed, and still reforms, its phenomenal forms.
\_3Iutatis mutandis, of special application every-
where.—R.]

Thou bearest not the root [oi' aii xrjv
Qitav l3a(7Tduit<; Supply: know that, or, let

this humble thee, that. See Winer, p. 575.—R.]
Thou, as a grafted branch, standest in no more
favorable relation to the root than those which are
broken off and remain standing. Thou remainest
thoroughly conditioned by an inward fellowship with
the root, which must be confirmed in the humble
knowledge of this dependence, and in inward union
with the natural branches. The brief explanation
is strengthened by the fact that it forms an imme-
diate conclusion. Tholuck remarks : Such a pre-

sumption toward the branches could not be without
presumption toward the root.

Ver. 19. Thou wilt say then, The branch-
es were broken off, &c. [I^fi? ovv 'Ein-
xlaffO-fjaav [oi] xXddoi,, x.r.X. See Text-
ujI Note '".] The genuineness of the article o I

is rendered very probable by the intention of the
Gentile speaking. After this religious warning, he
will appeal to a religious decree, to a fait accompli
of predestination. He accordingly abuses the truth
which the Apostle himself has taught, by saying,
negatively : the fate of the branches is irrevocably
settled- -there is no more salvation for the Jewish
peoplf

; but he also abuses it, positively, by believ-

ing that he himself stands firm through the privi-

lege which he presumes he has acquired. Here,
then, we clearly see how the Apostle dismisses ich

a predestinarian presumption.
Ver. 20. Well [xaXiTx;]. Ironical, as it ne

would say : a fine application of the doctrine of
Divine predestination, by overleaping the ethical

elements brought into the account by it ! [With
Stuart, Hodge, Meyer, Alford, and others, it must
be held that the Apostle here admits the purpose in

the breaking oif, as stated in vtr. 19 ; but he admits
it only to protest against the wrong use made of it.

-R.]

Because of unbelief they were broken ofl

[t^ anoafia eiixXda 8 i/aav. On the da-

tive, see Thcu'cfc and Alford in loco. The latter

suggests their u-nbelzef, thy fadh (so Amer. .Bible

Union), but it seems better to take the nouns a» ab.

straet.—R.] The earnest declaration. That is, be-

cause of unbdief, expressed in strengthened form

by the dative. That, therefore, is t e decisive cause

of their h *t, the real hindrance to i.heir salvation,

[And thou standest by faith, <ri Hi r^
7iia€ii Uaxrj/.aii.'] And thus thou also standes*'

and endurest only bi/ * faitli. The standing means
here the being grafted in, and not, standing in the

absolute sense, as Meyer correctly observes, against

Tholuck, and others. For the opposite of it is not

falling, but the being cut off. Essentially, the idea

certainly coincides with standing and falling.

[Be not high-minded, /nij i' V"j^-o» povf t

See Textual Note ".—R.] Be not therefore proud

of an imaginary privilege, but fear [^a?./.d (joo-

jSoii] ; that is, be all the more afraid of falling, be-

cause thou art inclined to boast. Bengel : timor

opponitur non fiduciw, sed superci.lio et securiiati.

Ver. 21. For if God spared not the natu-
ral branches [ft y ct^ o & e 6^ rwr xar a
(pvaw x).fi8hiv ovx eyf/o"aTo]. Nature here

evidently denotes the elevated, consecrated, and en-

nobled nature of the Abrahamio race.

—

Lest he
also spare not thee [fiTimix; ovSe (jou qiel'

a IX at. See Textual Note ". Supply fear, or,

it is to be feared. See Winer, pp. 442, 470, 556.

On the future, Buttmann, N. T. Gram,., p. 303.

—

R.] Thou at least hast no claim to this genealogi-
cal nobility of Israel. Meyer :

" The future is more
definite and certain than the conjunctive."

Ver. 22. Behold therefore the goodness
and severity of God \_XSi ovv yj) ijarorritct
y.ai dnorofiiav 0fon]. The usual predesti-
narian system would say : The grace and justice of
God. Paul says something quite different. The
period [E. V., colon] gives grammatical support to
the reading aTzoTO/fia, &c., accepted by Lachmann.

On those. 'En I fiiv toi'h. The goodness,
as well as the severity or sliarpness of God in con.
tinual movement, corresponds to human conduct.^
[Severity, diroroiiia. See Textual Note ".

-R]
[But toward thee, God's goodness, ini

Ss ae x^tiaroT ijq &ioti. See Textual Note".
The nommatives give an elliptical construction:
there is severity, there is the goodness of God.—R.]— If thou continue in his goodness [edv
ini^iflvriq ifi x§ ijaroTiiri. That gooduesn.
Alford : If th'ou abide by.—R.] On the living
ground of God's free grace and mercy. Meyer:
Wilt have continued. Should the goodness have
first begun then ?—Otherwise thou also shalt
be [iTTfi xal ah exxojTT/cr*]. Comp. ver. 6.
The E. V. conveys the correct 'meaning of inil.—R.] Meyer very appropriately calls attention to
the stronger expression : kxxonrjari.

Ver. 23. [And ttey moreover, xaxflrot
Si. This is the reading adopted by Griesbaoh,

* (Botli datives are rendered: durch, by Dr. Lanm.
The E. v., however, varies from hecaase of to hy. Alfort
has Ihe following discriminating note: "'Througti' indioat«
better the prompting came of a definite act—'by' the »!«.
taimng condition of a continued state. Thns we should
always say that we are jusiified tlirnugh. not by, faith : hut
that we stand by, not Ihrmigh, faith." Hence the pioprieta
of the rendering of this verse in the E. v.—R )
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Scholz, Lachmann, Tiscbendorf, and critical editors

penerajly, on the authority of s- -4- B- 0. D. F.

The ^endering ia that of Alford, who is unusually
happy in expressing the exact force of Hi.—R.]—^Por God is able to graft them in again
{^duvarbq yaQ eartv, x.t./..]. He will not
apply His power to compel unbelievers to believe

;

but if they only do not continue in unbelief, He will

graft them in again. He is not wanting in power,
and certainly He will not be wanting in the applica^

tiou of it. The becoming strong for faith, and in

faith, as well as the being planted in again, is exer-

cised by the power of Divine grace.*

Ver. 24. For if tliou wert out out. The
yap serves to establish the (Sovariq yap (Meyer).

Likewise the stronger expression here : e 4 1 z d ^n/ ?

.

—Of the olive tree which is wild by nature.
This is the idea of the oleaster, or wild olive.

—

And wert grafted contrary to nature [xal
naqa qivatv ivixfVTijla&rit;^ We doubt the

' propriety of translating naqa q,v<ii,v exactly by
against nature {contra naturam ; Vulgate). Comp.
chap. i. 26, p. 87. There exists no absolute opposi-

tion between the oleaster and the good olive tree

;

otherwise the grafting in would have no result.

The application is clear. f
How^ much more. Nevertheless, a greater

natural relation exists between the branches which
are cut out of the good olive tree, and this oUve
tree as peculiar to them ; so that they, after all, can
be grafted more easily into them than the branches
of the wild olive are grafted into it. The difficulty

which arises from the consideration that the (Jew-
ish) obduratio is more difficult to be overcome than
the (Gentile) ignoraniia, is removed by Tholuck,
when he says that he regards the yd^ of the pres-

ent verse as coordinate with the iS}'vato(; yd^, so

that it would relate to the iyK(vi(ii.a Sijaovtai, (ver.

23). But this changes the matter very little ; the

Apostle's supposition is, that the economy of God's
government will accomplish the dissolution of the

Jewish obduratio.

[Alford clearly defines the meaning : In the case

of the Gentile, the Apostle sets the fact of natural
growth over against that of engrafted growth ; here,

the fact of congruity of nature (t'^ iSia eXaia)
is set against incongruity, as making the reingraft-

ing more probable. Hodge : " The simple meaning
of this verse is, that tlie future restoration of the

Jews is, in itself, a more probable event than the in-

troduction of the Gentiles into the Church of God."
-K.]

Vers. 25-36. The last word, or the mystery of
the Divine governrneid.

Ver. 25. For I would not, brethren. The
yctQ confirms the previous 7z6<jo) fiaXXov ; accord-

ing to Tholuck, the address, "brethren," is directed

this time to the Gentile Christians. But why not to

* [As Stuart well remarks, this verse speaks of what
can be done ; the next, of what will he done. It is greatly
to be doubted whether the Terse has any bearing on the
questions of perseverance., conversio resistibClis, &c., which
Meyer, and others, find inTolved here.—R]

T (There seems no good ground for departing from the
common rendering. Dr. Lance's idea about real fresh life

fn the branches is not admissible. For, although fresh
physical and intellectual life has again ai d again come
into tho Church from new races, it has always been, for a
time, at tt^ expense of spiritual vigor. Not until the new
spiritual life, contrary to nature, had been felt^ was there
any gain by such grafting.—R.]

24

all? 01 . . . ayvoitv, Rom. i. 13 [p. VO], &c,
An announcement of an important communication.

Of this mystery. To fivaTtj^tov xoura
[See Tholuck and Alfoid in loco on the word my*
tery.—R.] On the basis of the general mystery of
the Christian ivafflim, 1 Tim. iii. 16, revealed tc
Christians by their becoming believers, there are dis.

played the individual mysteries which concern the
development of Christian life in the world, particu.

larly the universal development of Christianity. In
regard to these, the Apostles are illuminated in ad-
vance by revelation, in order to communicate them
to the Church. Thus Paul communicates, in many
ways, to believers, the mystery that the Gentiles
shall be joint-heirs of life, without legal conditions,

Eph. iii. 6 ; also the mystery that, in the last times,

the transformation of persons still living will take
place, 1 Cor. xv. 61 ; and so here he communicates
the mystery of the Divine economy in relation to
the results of the conversion of Jews and Gentiles,

and especially of the final, universal conversion of
Israel.

Lest ye should be wise in your own con-
celts [tva fi.-ii riTi sv eavroti; ^'^ovt^woi-.i

See Textual Note '.—R.] Meyer: According to

your own judgment. The Apostle foresees that, ia

the Gentile Christian Church, there will arise respect

ing Israel's future contemptuous decisions of the un-
illuminated and self-sufficient judgment. [Calvin,

Beza, Stuart, refer it to pride in their own position

,

but Meyer, De Wette, Hodge, and most, agree, with

Dr. Lange, in applying it to a wrong view of the

exclusion of the Jews.—R.]
That hardening in part is happened to

Israel [or* n iJi ^ m a v (i a, no [^iqovt; rp
'JoiiafjX yiyoviv. On 7ii}tQ0)an;, see ver. 7.-

—R.] \in6 fiBOOnii; according to Calvin, quali-

tative, guodammodo, and not total hardening
;
yet it

evidently refers to the unbelieving portion of Israel.

[De Wette, Meyer, Hodge, join it with yiyovfv,
not with n ii)Q tt)iy 1 1; or t iji

^1 a q ari I (Estius,

Fritzsche) : Hardening has happened in part. Most
commentators now adopt the extensive, rather than

the intensive signification.—R.] This hardening of

a part has befallen all Israel

Until the fulness of the Gentiles [«;»(<:.;

OK TO 7ti.ij ^<i) /zct rutv e^rwv]. For then the

hardening shall cease. Meyer :
" Calvin's ita ut is

alleged, in spite of the language, to remove tho

thought of a final object ; on which account Calo-

vius, and most, elaborate here a good deal, in order

to bring out the sense that partial blindness, and

therefore partial conversion, will last until the end
of the world." [With Tholuck, Hodge, Alford, and
others, we must insist that a terminus ad quern is

here afiSrmed.—R.]
The fulness of the Gentiles. Interpretations

:

1. The completion of the Israelitish people of God
by believing Gentiles (Michaelis, Olshausen, and
others) ; 2. The great majority of the Gentiles

(Fritzsche) [Stuart, Hodge: the multitude of the

Gentiles.—R.] ; 3. Meyer, strikingly :
" The filling

up of the Gentiles—^that is, that by which the body

of the Gentiles (only a part of whom have as yet

been converted) is full—the fulness of the Gentiles."

[So De Wette. This makes it = TiXtjQiDcru;.—R.] 1

As the Apostle could not have meant an indefinite

mass of Gentiles, nor yet all the Gentiles down to

the last man, he evidently had in view an organically

dynamic totality of the heathen world, in which he

unquestionably bethought himself of the conversiuti
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of the Gentile world. [Alford : The totality of the

Gentiles, as nations, not as individuals. This is aub-

ttantially the view of Lange, and differs but little

from that of Meyer. " The idea of an elect num-
ber, however true in itself, does not seem to belong

to this passage." Wordsworth is not likely to favor

a predestinarian view, and yet he finds in 7tXi^^o)fia

the notion of the complement of a ship's crew—a. t!.,

of the Church, the Ark of Salvation !—K.]
Come in [lia iX&ii. /Shall have come in

(Noyes)]. In the absolute sense; therefore, into

the kingdom of God (Matt. vii. 13, &o.). Meyer
jayd, oddly enough :

" The kingdom of the Messiah,

the establishment of which ia later, ia not yet in

question." [Meyer refers to the personal reign of

the Messiah, beginning with the Second Advent.

This period, on wl\ich he lays great atress in his

commentary, will come in, he thinks, after the event

here predicted.—^K.]

Ver. 26. And so. Oiitwc;, in this order and
succession, and in this mode of accomplishment

;

after the conversion of the Gentiles, and by means
of it.

All Israel [;ra? '/ffpotj/A]. Thia is not
spoken of all Israel in isolated examples, nor of the
" totality " without exception. The former supposi-

tion, for example, that only the elect part, the true

hlnij.a, is meant (Bengel, Olshausen, and others),

or oidy the greater number and maas (Riickert and
Fritzsche), does not arrive at the idea of the nation,

which here, in its totality, as all Israel, comes just

in antithesis to the mere /.n//.fta. The latter sup-

position (Gennadius, Meyer, and others) transcends

the idea of the Pleroma, which will suffice here in

the case of the Jews as in that of the Gentiles.

This simple apostolic propliecy, pronounced di-

rectly in the future, has been much criticized, and
mucli fanaticism has played about it.

Definitions nan'owiiiff the meaning : (1.) The
spiritaal Israel of the elect, from Jews and Gentilea

i
Augustine, Theodoret, Oalviu, Bengsl, Olshausen
Wordsworth], &c.)

; (2.) An election from Israel

will be saved in the millennial kingdom (Baldwin,
Bengel). " The one hundred and forty-four thou-

sand of Rev. vii. 4, in which the number is literally

interpreted as the principal citizens of the city of

Jerusalem ;
" (3.) Israel loill be able to be saved

(Episcopius, Semler, and others)
; (4.) The proph-

ecy has already been fulfilled by the myriads of
Jews, of whom Eusebius speaks, chap. iii. 3S (Wet-
stein, and others)

; (5.) Luther, as Jerome before

him, has fallen into glaring contradictions in rela-

tion to this question (see Tholuck, pp. 629, 630,

and the quotation in Meyer, note, on p. 439) ; and
on this point Melanchthon has proved, by hia vacil-

lations, his fear of Luther's decisive declarations en
the hopelessness of the Jews (Tholuck, p. 630). On
the further shape which Lutheran exegesis has taken
on this point, see the same. With Spener there

came a change.

In opposition to all these, there are definitions

exaggerating the meaning : (1.) The jras must be
60 much emphasized, as to lead us to suppose that

Israel, dying in unbelief, will be raised from the dead
(or the realization of this hope (Petersen, Mysiische

Posaune; see Tholuck, p. 628). (2.) We do not
include here the idea of a return of the main part

of the Israelites, as a nation, to Palestine, but the

ideas that a special Jewish Church will again arise

—

that a temple will be built in Jerusalem, in which a
Bort of restitution of the Israelitiah worship will take

place, and that then the Jewish people will atand ai

the preferred prieatly and noble people :i. the midst

of the believing Gentile world (comp. Tholuck'g

quotations, p. 625, in addition to which many others

might be easily collected).

These fanatical apologists for Judaism should not

forget that Israel has fallen ao deeply, just becaus*

of such aristocratic and prieatly claims to the me&
sianic sphere of aalvation, and that the only help

for it is to acquiesce modestly in the glory of tho

New Testament spirit of Christ, and to take its place

among the Gentile Christian nations as a fully author-

ized Christian nation, without legal privileges, but

full of an humble sense of ita long apostasy, yet in

the power and demonstration of the Spirit, which

will then be imparted to it according to ita gift-

that is, according to ita great natural state trans-

formed by grace. The acholastics Abelard, Thomas
Aquinas, and others, had in view the proper mean,

a conversion of the collective tribes, or tribal frag,

ment, of the nation, but not the conversion of each

individual, which is qualified as such by free self-

determination. The hope of Israel's conversion has

been warmly defended in the Reformed Church;
first by Beza. See Tholuck, p. 629 £f.*

The question of the source from which Paul drew
this /ivatti^iov has engaged much attention. Tho-
luck, following in the wake of others, properly calls

attention to the fact that the Apostle's quotations

from the prophets were given by him as a warrant

of his hope, but not aa its ground; p. 625 ff. Paul,

as an Apostle, was also a prophet, apart from the

consideration that he could already find the germs
of this prophecy in the gospel tradition (see Matt,

xxiii. 89 ; John xii. 32). However, we take for

granted that he could have drawn hia warrants from
the Old Testament as freely as he desired, though
Tholuck raises the question why he did not do this,

but contented himself with citing two passages not

belonging to that class, and of doubtful relevancy

(the declarations cited by Auberlen, p. 625). We
must here refer to biblical theology, as well aa to the

writings which have treated especially on this escha-

tological part of the theology of the Old Testament.^

There shall come out of Zion, &e. ["H|e»
ex 2 1,01 V, x.r.X. See Textual Note ^, &ni below.

Forbes makes the four lines of the quotations corre-

spond alternately: covenant-promise—removal of

sin.—R.] The two connected quotations are from
Isa. lix. 20 and xxvii. 9 ; not (according to Cal
vin [Stuart], and others) from Jer. xxxi. 33, al-

though there is a kindred sense.j: They are freely

* [The view now generally adopted, and supported Dy
Beza, Estius, Koppe, Heiche, Kiillner, Meyer, Tholnolij Be
"Wette, Hodge, Stuart, Alford, and a host of otbers, is

:

tliat the ancient people of God (so marvellously preserved
in their distinctive Me, as if in earnest of this) shall ha
restored, aa a nalicm,, to God's favor. With all the modifl-
cations of this view from other passages, we have not to do.
Thus much ought to be admitted by all fair rules of exe-
gesis.—K.]

t [The Literature on this subject is very extensive. Th«
passages bearing on this particular point are grouped by
Demarest and Gordon, Christocracv, pp. 331 ffi Comp.
Meyer, pp. 442 f.—R.]

^^ '^

i [So Tholuck, De 'Wette, Meyer, Alford. Dr. Hodg*
thmts it probable "that here, as elsewhere, he does not
intend to refer exclusively to any one prediction, but to
give the general sense of iiany specific declarations of
the ancient prophets." The objections urged throaghout
against such a view of the Apostle's citations are applioabls
here.—Philippi remarks that these citations support th«
afflimation • "so all Israel shall be saved," not the con-
tinuance of the hardening " until the fulness of tho 0«ai
tiles come m."—E.J
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treated, and joined together (from the LXX.). Yet,

ji reality, they perfectly answer to their application.

We must not forget that the armor of deliverance

which the Lord puts on, according to chap. lix. 17

ft'., is a further enlargement of the armor of the

Messiah in Isa. xi. 5 tf. Now, if we adhere to the

position that prophecy maizes no retrograde move-
ment—that therefore Jehovah, instead of the Mes-

m/i, must denote a progress—the passage cannot be

understood merely to denote the first appearance of

the Messiah, as Isa. xi., but, in any case, the escha-

tological appearance of Jehovah is also conjoined in

Jie Messiah. This is favored by the grand expres-

sion in ver. 19. The Apostle, with his usual mas-

terly skill, therefore makes use of the proper pas-

sage here, similarly to the exegesis of Christ, which

has also been a subject of surprise to many exposi-

tors.

Th€ original text (Isa. lix. 20, 21) reads :
" And

the God (Redeemer) shall come to Zion, and unto

them that turn from transgression ( SltB ) in Jacob,

saith the Lord. As for me (on my side), this is my
covenant with them, saith the Lord : My Spirit," &c.

The Septuagint: xai 7Jt«t eVfxfV Zi,iini 6 ^voi^fvo^,

xal a7io(TT(ii^'tt, aatfltlaq ano 'Jaxoifi, UTtiv xii-

piof;. ICai avT'^ ai'ToTt; -f/ na^ i/jtov di^a&i^xt],

HTXtv xi'pios, TO TiviT'fia TO ifiov, x.r.X. Chap.

xxvii. also treats of the restoration of Israel. Ver.

6 gives the more definite starting-point. The sense

of ver. 8 is : God punishes Israel with moderation.

The form of this punishment is hardening, and being

carried off as by an east-wind storm. Then we read

:

" Therefore (by this means) shall the iniquity of Ja-

cob be purged ; and this is all the fruit (the use) to

take away his sin." The LXX : Am toTito kijicm-

pfSiJdfTat rj avo/iia 'Jaxmfi, xul toTito eVtw ^
ihkoyia avroTiy orav aqiiXoyfiai at'ToH T^r a/za^-

Ttav. Paul took into consideration three modifica-

tions : (1.) I'rom Zion, instead of for Zion, in which

we must not forget that also in Isaiah Jehovah must

come from Zion for Zion
; (2.) The original text

assumes conversion at the announced redemption

;

with the Apostle it was self-evident that the redemp-

tion precedes the conversion
; (3.) The Apostle de-

scribes the new covenant with Israel, by inserting

the passage from Isa, xxix. ; that is, he here de-

scribes the purging and taking away of Jacob's sin

as the essential part of the covenant, instead of the

promise of the impartation of the Spirit, in Isa. lix.,

because he knows that both are indissolubly connect-

ed. Yet these modifications of form do not prevent

the citation from being a. proof, as Tholuck sup-

poses. See, on the further exposition of this pas-

eage, Tholuck, p. 631.

[Tholuck :
" How came the Apostle, if he wished

only to express the general thought that the Mes-

Biali was come for Israel, to choose just this citation,

consisting of two combined passages, when the same

is expressed more directly in other passages of the

Old Testament ? I beheve that the r^ia, gave occa-

sion for the quotation : if he did not refer this

directly to the second coming of the Messiah, yet it

admitted of being indirectly applied to it."—R.]
Ver. 28. As touching the gospel, they are

enemies [xbtw fiiv to f I'layye/ior i/-

&^oi]. As enemies, they are said, by Meyer and

Tholuck, to be hostUely treated by God [Alford,

Hodge] (Tholuck : invisi deo). But it is difficult to

establish the antithesis, that they can be simultane-

ously odious to, and beloved by, God, except in dif-

ferent lelations. See the Mxag. Notes on chap. v. 10

[p. 166]. Other explanations : regarded by Paul u
enemies (Grotius, Luther) ; enemies of God (Thomaa
Aquinas, Bengel). According to the gospel—tnai ifj

according to the relation of the gospel to beUevon
and unbelievers—they are enemies ; this means not
merely that they are adversaries of the gospel (Chry.
sostom, and others), but that, as adversaries of the
gospel, they are regarded by God as adversaries, and
then by His messengers also

—

for your salias

[(Jt' i/|M a«] • ff"™ tli6 ground of the saving ecou»
omy already set forth.

But as touching the election, they ar»
beloved [aara ds rijv ixkoyijv ayant}
Toi]. We would here also protest against the

favorite division : beloved of God, or of the Apos-
tle, or of Christians. They are enemies in theit

falling out with the gospel, yet they are favorites

according to the election, but simply for the sake of

their connection with the fathers.

—

For the fath>

ers' sakes [diot Toiir; 7taTiqa(;\ Meyer says:

in favor of the patriarchs ; the sense is, because

they are included in general in the election of the

fathers ; according to ver. 28, are made partakers in

the gifts of the fathers, in the call of Israel.*

Ver. 29. Without repentance [a^jTa^^-
Aj/tb. The reference here is evidently national,

not individual, though the proposition is general in

its form and force.—R.]. Unrepented. Irrevocable

in the sense of a Divine, ethical, and self-conditional

result (see 2 Cor. vii. 10).

Ver. 30. For as ye, &c. [Stamq yag
iV f Z<i- See Textual Notes ''S =°.] The Gentiles.—

Formerly disobedient. The aTztorla \& anfi&fi'Ob

toward God's word, which was promulgated to the

Gentiles by tlie creation (Rom. i. 21). [Forbes finds,

in vers. 30-32, a six-lined stanza, two Unes in each

verse, with the alternating thoughts: Disobedience

—

mercy, recurring three times.—R.]

Ver. 31. That through the mercy sRoTOn

to you they also may obtain mercy [roi

Vfitr&Qfo eXiib Xva xal avrol ikftj-dioaiv.

We accept (with E. V., Hodge, Meyer, De Wette,

Alford, and most) a trajection of the iVa.—R.]

Meyer would join tw vfiiri{>o> iXifi, to what

follows : " In order that, by the mercy manifested

to you (which mercy provokes them to jealousy of

your faith; ver.ll),mercy might be shown to them."

This construction must be rejected outright, because

by it the Apostle would say to the Gentiles what is

both ill-bred and untruthful, namely, that their con

version was merely a means for the purpose of the

further conversion of the Jews.f The opposite con-

struction : non crediderunt in vestram misericordiam

(Vulgate), emphasizes the conversion of the Gentiles

as an end in itself, and then makes the further pur-

pose of the conversion of the Jews, thereby brought

about, to follow.

* [The obvious meaning is, that the election of IsracR

as the people of God involveB Buch a hope of bleBsmg to

the children of Abraham, that the mercy will at last come,

evea after "thousands of generations." If the Abrahamie

covenant ia abrogated, the Apostle's words have little force

t [Notwithstanding this very strong assertion of Dr.

LanRe, on the ground of the parallelism, as well as on ao-

count of the general thought of the whole passage, the

constiuotion of Meyer is to be preferred. The traje^on

(rives emphasis to t» v^. IA. The other views are: Wieji

ire disobedient through the merey, &c. (Calvm. and others)
;

thev have not helieved on the mercy shown to you, &c. (LiU*

ther Estius, Lange). But to these there is the same gram,

matioal objection. Tholuck says; with (Ae same mcrcjrj

which obviates Dr. Lange's difaoultj-, but is against th<

parallelism.—E.J
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Ver. 32. For God hath shut up all under
disobedience la nvixli oa fv y a(i 6 & f bi;

zoi'i; izdvtai; lit; aniiO-itav. On the verb,

comp. Gal. iii. 22, 23, Textual Note '", aud below.—

R.J That is, the Jews as well as the Gentiles. Ac-

cording to Meyer, ail aud everi/ Gentile and Jew are

meant, and not merely the masses of both (accord-

ing to Tholuck, and otliers). Tjuc, the masses are,

in a certaiii seuae, the all-concluding ; yet, strictly

empliasized, all and every one cannot be spoken of,

because the question is not simply the fall of man,

but the generic consequences of the fall (Vulgate

and Luther have the neuter). [The neuter is proba-

bly borrowed from Gal. iii. 22. The sense is the

same, whether we accept the view of Meyer or that

of Thol'ick ; but by pressing the former in the sec-

ond clause, a conclusion might be inserted, which

Meyer himself does not accept, viz., the actual exer-

cise of saving mercy in the case of every individual.

-R.]
But what does shut up mean ? Meyer would ex-

plain it, according to the peculiarity of the later

Greek : to give over to, or under, the effective power,

but not merely a declarative (Chrysostom, and oth-

ers), or permissive power (Oiigen, and others).

[Meyer, Alford, and others, remark that the aw
ill composition strengthens the simple verb, without,

however, introducing the idea of shutting up to-

gether.—R.] The real explanation of the expres-

sion is contained in Rom. v. 12 and Gal. iii. 22.

The state of the totality of men (their being shut

up under disobedience) is based on the organic

{generic^ social^ political^ and syinpathetical) connec-

tion. Qy the organic connection, all men are shut

up in the consequences of the fall. Then, by the

organic connection, the Gentiles are first shut up in

the process of unbelief (see chap, i.) ; and in the

same way are the Jews also shut up by means of

this organic connection (chap. ii.). In tlie collective

character of the history of the world, this makes
a collective concluaion \_Zatiainmenge2chloi:iSC'nheit~\.

Thus the Jews, by their organic connection (accord-

ing to Gal. iii. 22), were shut up under the law, as it

were, in a prison or place of custody * (eip^oc^ot'-

fifS^a ai'yxfxXn-a.uivoi-); although, after the confine-

ment was abolished, it turned out that they consist-

ed of two parts, the children of the bondwoman and
the children of the freewoman. Thus it could only

come to pass, by the fearful power of the connec-
tion of the universal currents, that sin should be
consummated in unbelief under God's judgment, in

order that sinners might become receptive of Divine

mercy (Rom. v. 20 ; vii. 13).

In order that he may have mercy upon
all ['iva Toil? Ttdvxai; cAf/jcri)]. The pur-

pose of this authoritative judgment of God (that is,

of this Divine hardening, which was carried con-

stantly further by the reciprocal action with human
guilt) was, first, that fulfilment in the ancient time,

when the heathen world was ripe for mercy, and will

be hereafter the fulfilment of the New Testament

lime, when Israel shall be ripe for mercy.

[ Alford remarks on xohi; ndvraq in the two
clauses :

" Are they the same ? And, if so, is any
support given to the notion of an ajtoy.ardaTaai^

of all men ? Certainly they are identical, and sig-

nify all men, without limitation. But the ultimate

lifferenee between the all men who are shut up un-

ler disobedience, and the all men upon whom the

* £Comp. Lange's Cotiim. CfalatianSt p. 85 ff.—B.]

mercy is shown, is, that by all men this mercy it rut

accepted, and so men become self-excluded from the

salvation of God. God's act remains the same,

equally gracious, equally universal, whether men
accept His mercy or not. This contingency is here

not in view, but simply God's act itself. We can

hardly understand the ot ndvriii nationaUy. The

marked universality of the expression recalls the be.

ginning of the Kpistle, and makes it a solemn con-

clusion to the argumentative portion, after which the

Apostle, overpowered with the view of the Divine

mercy and wisdom, breaks forth into the sublimest

apostrophe existing even in the pages of Inspiration

itself." Comp. Doctr. Note 21.—R.]
Ver. 33. Oh the depth of the riches, and

ivisdom, &c. [tu fldOoi; nXoliroi' /.al ao-
ipiaq, a.t.?.. lu the English, that interpretation

has been followed which regards the three genitives,

Tzf.oi'irnv, aoipiai;, yvo'iafox;, as coordinate.

01011 is joined with all three.—R.] Construc-

tions ;

A. What a depth: 1. Of riches; 2. Of wis-

dom ; 3. Of knowledge (Chrysostom, Grotius, 01s-

hausen, Philippi [Hodge, Alford, De Wette], &c.

B. What a depth of riches : 1. Of wisdom

;

2. Of knowledge (Luther, Calvin, Reiche).* Meyer
says, in favor of the first construction :

" As vers.

33 and 34 portray the aoipla and yvmaii, but vers.

35 and 36 the nloTnoi; dio7', the former construc-

tion is preferable." Besides, the depth of the riches

would be, in a certain measure, tautological. But

fidS-oi; can also not (according to the same writer)

mean " the great fulness and superabujidance," be-

cause there would merely result such a tautology.

The depth, whose outward figure is the ocean, is also

a spiritual depth (see the quotations in Meyer).

There is also another sort of fulness, as a rich and
fruitful plain. Here God's miracles are obscured by
a holy darkness. Bnt the riches of God are not

merely God's riches of grace in the special sense,

for the fulness of creation aud the treasures of re-

demption constitute a more general unity in the all-

sufficiency of God. This is the entire ontological

and soteriological foundation of God's kingdom. If,

now, aoqila be defined as the exercise of God's de-

signing attribute, the idea also usually includes the

knowledge aud choice of means ; here, however (ac-

cording to Meyer, for example), yv(7)ai,t; denotes the

knowledge of means. Proof: al otiot alroo, His
measures, must be referred to the latter. But the

wags have just as decided a relation to the starting-

points as to the final points, and we would here also

liold to the distinction : yvonsiq relates chiefly to the

dg/ai and its consequences, and aotpLa, chiefly to

rikrj and their premises.

f

How unsearchable, &c. [ oj ? dviii^av-
vvra, x.T.l. See Textual Note "'. Meyer refers

at oSol aiiTov to yviiiau;, ta xqiuara al-
ToH to (Togii'a ; the former in the sense of Hii
jnodes of dealing. His economies, the latter, His ju-
dicial decisions (as ver. 32). So Tholuck, but the
distinctions are very subtle. See below.—R.] The
rnost unseirchable character of God's judgments eon.
sists in His causing redeeming acts to arise from
them (Gen. iii. : the flood ; the Egyptian plagues

;

the Babylonian captivity; the cross of Christ);' and

• Eeiohe'8 argmnoiits, and the answers riven by TImh
luok, will be found in Alford in lim.—'R.]

t [Bengel
: Sapiehtia dirigit omnia id finem optimums

coaNiTio ncmit finem ilium et exilt;m. See Doctr. Nate **.—K.]
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4he peculiarity of His ways as past finding ovt, con-

lists in His leading the minds which He has created

througli byways, circuitous paths, apparently con-

trary roads, and even impassable roads, safely to

their object (see Job v. 9 ; ix. 10 ; xxxiv. 24),

Ver. 34. For who hath known the mind
of the Lord? &c, [tk y«? syvoi vovv xv-

f < 1.' ; X.T.A.] Isa. xl. 13, " almost exactly " from
the LXX The mind took knowledge of the object

;

the counsel took knowledge of the ways. Or, the

former word applies to the yvmai,^, the latter to the

(ro(tia (Theodoret, and others). In wisdom He Is

exalted even above the understanding of man (" My
thoughts are not your thoughts "), with respect to

His counsel, above the necessity of man's being a

counsellor with Him ; finally, with respect to His

riches, no one has enriched Him or given to Him so

that He had to recompense unto him again ; He is

the absolute source of all good things.

Ver. 35. Or who hath first given to him,
and it shall be recompensed unto him again ?

[ij tIi; TTQoedoiKfV avroi xai avrajzodo-
^tj IT IT at a lit mi See Textual Note "", for the

text of the Hebrew and LXX.—K.] From the origi-

nal text of Job xli. 11. No gift must be regarded

OS a recompensing of God.

Ver. 36. For ot him, and through him
[oTt e| avTov jtat (St* at'ToT']. The nega-

tion of the previous proposition is carried out posi-

tively in the completion of the doxology. All
things are of Him. He is the original fountain,

original ground and author.—Through Him. Pre-

servation, government, redemption.

And unto him [xat dii ai'Tor]. Toward
Mm as end. That He may become all in all (1 Cor.

XV. 28) ; He is glorified in all, and all is glorified in

Him. Meyer says : " In so far as every thing serves

God's purposes (not merely God's honor, as many
would have it)." But every thing always serves

God's purpose. Yet the final, absolute glorification

of God cannot be separated from the purpose of the

revelation of His Soia, in Christ, and by Him in His

children. His inheritance.

Ambrose, Hilary, Olshausen, Philippi, and oth-

ers, have regarded this passage as an expression of

the relation of Father, Hon, and Spirit.* Meyer
opposes this, by urging that neither Clirysostom,

(Ecumenius, Theophylact, Calvin, nor Beza, have re-

ferred to the Trinity in their expositions. The con-

text speaks simply of God the Father. Yet it can-

not be doubted, if we take into consideration other

passages of the Apostle (for example, 1 Cor. xv.

;

Col. L), that Paul here had in mind at least the dif-

ference of the revelations of the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Spirit. It is certam that the view of

God's absolute unity predominates here, but not

therefore in the exclusive, doctrinal definiteness of

God the Father. The Trinitarian relation lies be-

yond subordinationism.

• [Alford, who is unusually happy in his comments on
this chapter, remarks : *' If this he rightly understood

—

not of a formal allusion to the three Persons in the Holy
Trinity, but of an implicit rr/erence (as Tholuck) to the
three aUrihwles of Jehovah, respectively manifested to us by
tlie three coequal and coctemal Persons—there can hardly
be a doubt of its correctness." " Only those who are dog-
matically prejndiced can miss seeing 'that, though St. Paul
has never dijinitively exjyressed the doctrine of the Holy
Trinity in a de^nite formuls yet he was conscious of it as

I living reality."—K.]

DOOTEISTAL ASD ETHICAL.

1. While the whole of Paul's Epistle to the Eo
mans has been called a " christological philosophy
of the history of the world and of salvation," th«
term applies more specially to the section chap, ix.-

xi., and preeminently to chap. xi.

2. God has not cast away His people : Proofs

(1.) The public history of Israel : Paul and his Jew
ish companions in faith

; (2.) Israel's concealed his-

tory, disclosed by God's declaration to Elijah
; (3.)

The teleology of the partial blindness of Israel

a. a condition for the conversion of the Gentiles

,

h. then this a condition for the conversion of the
Jews ; c. then this, finally, a condition for the com-
pletion of God's saving work on earth

; (4.) God'a
exercise of judgment on all humanity has always a

merciful purpose—that is, deliverance and restora^

tion. The history of proselytes proves that the

attraction of the Jews to faith is constantly fulfilled

in the individual.

3. The history of the seven thousand hidden
worshippers of God at the time of Elijah, a type of

similar cases in all ages. Not merely the heroic wit-

nesses for God's honor are His people, but all who
do not bow the knee to idols. The kingdom of God
has not merely its lions, but also its doves. The
mildness of the Divine judgment on the remnant of

piety on earth, in antithesis to the severity and in-

dignation of the human zeal of the well-meaning

servants of God.

4. God preserves at all periods, even in the

worst, a XiZfifitt xax' inloyijv ;fa^tTO?.
When the enemies of the gospel think that Chris,

tianity wiU soon decline, they miscalculate, especial-

ly on two or three points : (1.) They do not observe

that the blight of division is unavoidable in their

own camp
; (2.) That a new Divine seed of Divinely

chosen children, of sincere adversaries converted

and led by God, and of courageous witnesses for

God, are in His plan
; (3.) That every direction

which apostasy takes, leads to a dispersion and taint

like that of the Jews, while the deep current of the

world's history takes its course with God's kingdom.

This confidence is resplendent even throughout the

Old Testament, and especially in the prophets.

5. Yers. 6, 1. The unanswerable syllogism of

the evangelical Church against the decree of the

Council of Trent (see Exeg. Notes). To seek grace

heyond works is an enitiiTiiv, comprising in

itself a self-contradiction.

6. Vers. 8-11. The twofold judgment of blind-

ness : a. By external, seeming happiness (see chap,

ii. 4) ; b. By inward disobedience, whose fundamen-

tal characteristics are presumptuous blindness and r

inconsolable, cowardly despondency in relation to

the highest good.—On the process of hardening as a

continual reciprocity between human offence and

God's sovereign judgment, see Bxeg. Notes on chap,

ix. On Jelaledin Rumi's doctrine of predestina-

tion, see Tholuck, p. 595.

7. From the fact that judgments on unbelievers

are remedial judgments, which are the means of pro.

ducing faith in the elect, there follows the expecta^

tion that the judgments are not of an eonic, but of

an economic nature. God always seeks, through the

believers, indirectly to reach again the unbelievers.

Therefore the messengers of salvation must shake

the dust from their feet when they are not received.

That is, they must go farther and farther 1 Thf
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goapek went from Mesopotamia to Jeruaalem, from
Jerusalem to Rome, from Eome to Wittenberg and
Genera ; and in roundabout ways and circles it

igain goes from New York to Jerusalem and Meso-

potamia. Nearness and farness in God's kingdom
art- not determined by geographical and national

proximity and remoteness, but by the relations of

Bpititual life.

8. The idea of the temporary filling up of the

breaches made by the unbelief of the Jews by means
of the heathen, has penetrated, though in obscure

form, even the Talmud (see Tholuck, p. 600).

9. On the reflection of the truth of the histori-

cal character of the Acts of the Apostles, in ver. 11,

see Tholuck, against Baur, p. 602. See the same,

p. 606, for Origen's view that the number of saints

is definite ; wliich, indeed, only has an incidental

importance for the question before us (see Exeg.
Notes).

10. The tragical fate of the Jews. Their fall the

riches of the world, notwithstanding they number
among them the richest people ; their casting away
the reconciling of the world. This latter thought
refers to the crucifixion of Christ. Such a tragical

judicial fate is such a profound enigma of Divine

sovereignty, that not only the whole course of the

world, but also tlie future world and eternity, belong
to its full glorification in the light of Divine mercy.

11. As the wild olive tree enters into a relation

of exchange with the good olive tree by giving to it

eartlily nutriment, or nutriment for development and
for strengthening the stock, while, on its part, its

branches are made good, so have the nations brought
new organs to Christianity, in order to receive from
it the Divine spirit of life. Germany may exult, in

a <ipecial sense, in having done this, but nothing fur-

ther. If we arrogantij identify German Christian-

ity with Lutheranism,* the boast has a German
Catholic sound ; it is a boast of the branches—of
only the grafted branches against those branches
previously standing—yea, against the root itself

12. The figure of the relation between the root
and the branches condemns that entire theory of tlie

development of Christianity, which th« school of
Baur has colored according to the Hegelian princi-

ples of historv.

13. Vers. '20, 21. Tholuck : The predestinarian
view here becomes involved in difficulty, in so far as
it traces not only faith, but also unbelief, to the
Divine causality. Evidently, the exclusion of the
Jews is here designated as the result of their own
guilt, &c.

I'l. On the possibility of falling from grace, see
Meyer, p. 435, on ver. 23. Sealed believers are not
here specially spoken of, but, in a general way, the
called^ the awakened,

15. There subsists not only an antithesis and a

relation of degree between the wild olive tree and
the good olive tree, but also a natural affinity, which,
as well as the heterogeneousness, comes into con-
sidiTation in the application of the figure.

16. On the discussions of recent theology re-

Bpeoting the relation of the Old Testament to the

* [Lufhcrthum ; Lutherism, rather than Lutheranism.
There is no thought of the Lutheran Church, as such, but
of that spirit which traces all evangelical Christianity to
the great reformer and his associates. If the figure of the
Apostle has any special application now, it is against that
Illogical ultra-Protestantism, which, on the one hand,
boasts itself against the mediieval Christianity, and, on the
other, denies thnt any advance can be made beyond the
theological thought of the seventeenth century.—E.]

prophecy of the Apostle about the restoration of

Israel, see Tholuck, p. 625.

17. In spite of the Apostle's warning, the graft

ed branches have in many ways boasted against th«

natural branches. Under this head belong the con.

duct of Christians toward the Jews, the jndgnu^iit

passed upon the capability of t!ie Jews for conver-

sion, and, finally, the opinion pronounced on con.

verted Jews. Here belong also the predestinarian

appeals to God's decree, under a disregard of tha

ethical conditions.

18. Tli£ mystery. Tholuck: "According to the

ecclesiastical definition, res captum humance rationii

turn regenitcE quum irregeniice trartscendens (Quen-

stedt, i. 44). According to the later expositors, on
the contrary, it means, at least in Paul, unknown
truths, hitherto concealed from humanity, and only

known by revelation (Riickert, Fritzsche, Meyer, and
Philippi)." The latter, or formal idea of the rays,

tery, underlies the former, the material one. This

is proved by 1 Tim. iii. 16. But it is clear, from
ver. 33, that a mystery, in the material sense, is so

called because it is of unfathomable depth ; not be
cause it merely extends beyond the human under-

standing in the abstract sense—or, in other words,

because it is not attainable by the understanding

—

but only by the believing intellectual perception, be-

cause it ever reveals itself, in its Divine depth, in in-

finitum, but not because it should remain mi infini-

tum an unsolved enigma.

19. Meyer acknowledges that the conversion of

all Israel has not yet taken place ; but he adds, that

it lies in a very distant time, although the Apostle

has regarded the matter as already near at hand
; p.

442. This is the usual misconception arising from
the failure to distinguish between the religious and
chronological idea of the nearness and remoteness
of time

!

20. On the different renderings of ;fa^Mr/*a and
xXJjaii;, see Tholuck, p. 633. A series of insufficient

explanations of the avvir.XfMfv in ver. 32, is on p.

635 ; and discussions on the meaning of roiig ndv-
Tas, on p. 637.

21. It is worthy of note, that the usual doctrine

of predestination, as well, as the doctrine of restora^

tion, has been connected with the present chapter,

particularly with ver. 33. This contradiction is ad-

justed, if, with Schleiermacher, we regard predesti-

nation as economical, and restoration as conic. True,
even in that case, the consequence of the former
idea is strongly affected by the reference to faith

and unbelief as ethical motives for the Divine sov.
ereignty. Against the latter idea, viz., the usual

doctrine of the anoxardnTaai,!;, Meyer observes,
that the universality of the Divine intention does
not preclude the partially finite non-realization of it

through the guilt of human Individuals. But this

observation applies also to yesterday and to-day.
Important weight rests upon the fact that the avvi-
xXuajv, which is similar to fate in the organic con-
nection of men (for example, a Jewish child, born
in a Jewish alley, &c.), should be removed by God's
sovereign grace

;
yea, that the currents of unbelief

should give place to a current of faith. Judas has
proved that a false individual can, at all events,
swim against the stream of salvation. The eons of
God and the freedom of man tower above the usual
jdeas of the apocatastasis, as well as above the usual
ideas of eternal = endless condemnation.*

• £A comparison c »er. 32 with Gal iii, 22 will assist ol
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22. The anthology of distinctions between aoq^ia

and yriiai^, see Tholuck, p. 641. The former (Abe-
lard) constitutes just the reverse of ours : sapientia

quantum ad prcescieniiam ipsius scientia quantum
ad ipsius opcris effeetum, &c. Tholucli defines the

aoqila, according to Proverbs, as the economic and
architectural wisdom of God, and the yvSiaoii as tlie

knowledge of the nature of the universe. He, in

opposition to Meyer, refers the xi/i/nxra to the yviii-

au;, and the oiSoi to the aoqiia. On the latter point,

we must coincide with Meyer. The ideas : x()ifiara

and the essence of things, and odot and architectu-

ral dispositions, do not fit very well together. The
»Qi/jMTa refer to final points ; the odoi are at least

connected with starting-points. See ^xeg. Notes.

We must also refer, in reference to ver. 36, to Tho-
lucli's instructive statements.

23. Rom. xi. 36 ; comp. 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Col. i.

16 ; Heb. ii. 10 ; also the doxologles in the New
Testament, and especially those in Revelation. [Stu-

art :
" Such is the conclusion of the doctrinal part

of our Epistle ; a powerful expression of profound
wonder, reverence, and adoration. In regard to the

unsearchable ways of God in His dealings with men

;

and au assertion of the highest intensity respecting

His sovereign right to control all things so as to ac-

complish His own designs. A doctrine truly hum-
bling to the proud and towering hopes and claims

of self-justifying men ; a stumbling-block to haughty
Jews, and foolishness to unhumbled Greeks. I

scarcely know of any thing in the whole Bible which
strikes deeper at the root of human pride than vers.

83-36.—But sovereignty in God does not imply what
is arbitrary, nor that He does any thing without the

hest of reasons. It only implies that those reasons

are unknown to us.—And if our hearts are ever

tempted to rise up against the distinctions which
God has made, either in a temporal or spiritual re-

spect, in the bestowment of His favors, let us bow
them down to the dust, as well as silence and satisfy

them, with the humbling, consoling, animating, glo-

rious truth, that ' of God, and through Him, and for

Him, are all things.' To Him, then, be the glory

forever and ever ! Amen."—^R.]

HOMILETICAL ANB PEACTICAIi.

A. Vers. 1-6. Has God cast away His people ?

God forbid ! 1. The thought is intolerable to the

In arriving at a correct explanation of its meaning. It

expresses a bold, gc^nial, and compn^hensive thought, and
contains the key to the understanding of the fall, as well as

of the whole history of the world. The ])rofound mystery
of Bin is here solved in the lustre of the Divine wisdom and
love. The temporary abasement and neglect of countless
individuals, of whole races and nations, is here subordi-

nated to a more profound and exalted pfan for general
blessing. The Apostle, here and in Gal. iii, 22, teaches a
universality of sin and disobedience, and a universaHti/ of
Divine grace (so also Rom. v. 12 ff. ; I Cor. xv. 21, 22), and
w places them in bold contrast, that the former must sub-
serve the latter. This universality of grace refers : (1.)

To the internal power and capability ; (2.) To the purpose
and design

; (3.) To the proffering of the opportunity, or
the calling. God can and will have mercy upon all men,
and gives to all (at some period) thi«t opponunity. But
further than this we cannot go. Pan. d'^es not teach a
luiversalism of actual redemption to all me-n. Tb/» accept-

tcore or rejection of grace is made dependent on belief or
unbelief. Hence, in GaL iii. 22, he does not say, in the
second clause : that the i)romise might be given to all, but
to believers. For redemption is no natural piocess, no work
of necessity, hut a free act of God in Chriat, and must he
apprehended and appropriated in a free moral maimer by
•ach individual subject.—P. 8.]

Apostle as a true Israelite. 2. He repudiates th«
fact in the most positive manner ; because, a. God
has provided for His people beforehand ; 6. In tiuio
of great apostasy He has preserved His remnant of
seven thousand who did not bow the knee to Baal •

c. He will deal likewise with those who have been
reserved through grace.—Paul, as a model of trulj

national feeling. 1. He was a Christian with all hia

heart ; 2. But he was also an Israelite with all hii

heart (vers. 1, 2).—The example of the Apostle Paul
shows how Christianity and national feeling not only
do not preclude each other, but agree very well to-

gether.—I also am an Israelite ! An expression : 1.

Full of manly power ; 2. Full of Christian love
(vers. 1, 2).—The example of Elijah. 1. His com.
plaint against Israel ; 2. God's answer for Israel

(vers. 2-4).—God still has His seven thousand who
have not bowed their knee to Baal (vers. 4-6).—Let the apostasy be never so great, God never
wholly casts away His people (vers. 4-6).

Luther : Not all are God's people who are called

God's people ; therefore not all will be cast away,
though the greater portion be cast away.

Staeke : God's children often make unnecessary
complaints, and if the Lord should answer them, H«
would not reply in any other way than :

" Ye know
not what ye should pray for as ye ought " (ver. 2).—God can permit no such confusion of ideas, as

that we are to be saved partly through grace and
partly through merit ; chap. Iii. 28 (ver. 6).

—

Hed-
INGER : God has more saints in the world than we
often imagine. Much of the good seed lies under
the ground ; in the Spring, when the right time
comes, it germinates. Be comforted by this truth,

ye faithful teachers ; Isa. xlix. 1 ; 1 Kings xix. 48
(vers. 1-3).

—

Nova Bill. llib. : God does not cast

us away, if we have not previously cast Him away
(ver. 1).—You regard that church and congregation
as the best one to which the most belong, which the

great men in the world honor, and which, therefore,

has the most splendor, show, and consideration. Oh,
no ; it is the small and insignificant number which
God has preserved for salvation according to the

election. " Fear not, little flock ; for it is your
Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom "

(ver. 5).—-Opener : God looks with other eyes than

men's, and perceives those who were imperceptible

to others. Yet such persons did not exist by their

own strength, but the Lord has reserved them
(ver. 4).

Lisco : The fall of Israel is neither altogether

universal nor perpetual. The Gentiles' becoming
God's people, and participants in His kingdom, is a

fulfilment of Gen. ix. 27, that Japheth shall dwell in

the tents of Shem.—As surely as unbelief, according

to chap. X., is an offence, so sure is the better dispo.

sition of these better ones among the people not

any work of theirs, but a work of Divine grace (vers

5, 6).

Heubnee : There is a divine casting away, the

most terrible penal judgment of God, in which He
takes His Holy Spirit from man, and quenches tha

spark of good within him, so that he morally dlea

out, is without the feeling and power for good, and,

shut out from heaven, must bear misery and tor-

ment.—This is what pious people since the fall havo

been anxiously praying God to ward off; Ps. li.

(ver. 1).—^Elijah beheved that he was the only ona

left. How often does many a pious person believe

himself alone ! This is a divine trial ; but in such

hours there also comes equal consolation (ver. 3).—
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There is a seed of good people which never dies

out. [Indefectibilita:i eccUsice.)

B. Vers. 7-10. The judgment of hardening on
the Israelites not belonging to the election. 1. Why
is this judgment inflicted upon them ? a. Not be-

cause it was determined from eternity against them
;

but, ; Because they, according to chap. ix. 30 if.,

Boughi righteousness by works and not by faith,

and, accordingly, became guilty themselves. 2. In

what does tliis judgment consist? God fulfils in

them what He, a. Has said by Isaiah ; b. By David.

Nova Bibl. 2\ib. : The terrible judgment of hard-

ening ! They have hell, who are smitten and do not

feel it ; who have eyes, and do not see ; who have
ears, and do not hear ; who have poison and death
instead of the bread oi' life ; who have ruin, punish-

ment, and condenmation, instead of strength, joy,

and comfort ; who have darkness instead of light,

and earth instead of heaven.

—

Crajier : God,
Thou beautiful and clear light, Thou wouldst blind

no one ;
and Thou only dost it as a righteous Judge

after one has blinded himself in the power of the
devil ; 2 Cor. iv. i (ver. 10).—Roos : When the
table (where they concoct mischievous devices),

where they usually sit unconcernedly and eat good
things, becomes a rope, a trap, ruin, and a recom-
pense for tlie unfaithfulness and violence which they
have exercised against others, it is a symbol of all

the means by which men unexpectedly become in-

volved in dangers by their words, or, by their decep-
tion or power, are led into the hands of their ene-

aies, and sustain real injury (ver. 9).

Lisco ; The burdens of age—dim-sightedness
and crookedness—are likewise a symbol of ruin
(ver. 10).

Hkobnek: God has given them such a spirit;

that is. He has permitted it to visit them as a neces-
sary consequeuce, as a righteous punishment, be-
cause they made such resistance to the strivings of
the Divine Spirit (ver. 8). Comp. Acts ii. 37 ; vii.

51.—Man, both the individual and the people, de-
clines into wretched slavery by apostasy from God
(ver. 10).

C. Vers. 11, 12. The fall of the Jews is the
salvation of the Gentiles. 1. No dark fatality rules

here ; but, 2. The loving providence of God, which
continually turns every thing evil to a good purpose.—Nothing is so bad that God cannot make it serve
a good purpose.—Providential sovereignty : i. It is

mysterious, in so far as we often cannot understand
why it permits evil ; 2. It is clear and plain, in so
far as it always causes good to come from evil.

Comp. Gen. 1. 20.

Starke, Hedingee : What a great Artificer is

God ! He makes good out of evil, medicine out of
poison, and something out of nothing.—Roos : Has
God brought nothing good out of this evil ? God
forbid ! From their fall there has taken place the
salvation of the nations, to which the gospel was
directed after it had been scorned by the Jews (Matt.
xxi 43 ; Acts xiii. 46-48

; xxii. 18-21 ; xxviii. 27,

28) that the latter might be provoked to jealousy by
the former.

Gerlach, Calvin :
" As a wife who has been

east away from her husband because of her guilt is

»o inflamed by jealousy that she feels herself im-
pelled by it to become reconciled again to her hus-
band, 80 shall it now come to pass that the Jews,
having seen the Gentiles taking their place, and be-
ing pained by their being cast away, shall strive after

reconciliation with God ;
" comp. Eph. v. 25-33.

Lisco : God's wisdom brings good out of Irrael'i

perversity. Paul does not say that the individua.

unbelieving Israelite cannot be lost ; but there is

quite a difference between the individual and the

people (ver. 11).

D. Vers. 13-28. How does Paul wish to be re-

garded by the Gentiles? 1. By all means as their

Apostle, who magnifies this his oflBce ; 2. But yet,

at the same time, as a true friend of his lineal kin-

dred, who wishes to be the means of saving some
of them, because they are destined for life (vers.

13-16).—The rich mercy shown to Israel; percepti-

ble, 1. From its rejection, which is the reconciling

of the world ; 2. From its reception, which is life

from the dead (vers. 13-15).—The figure of the first,

fruits as related to the justification of infant bap-

tism ; comp. 1 Cor. vii. 14 (ver. 16).—Likewise the

figure of the root and the branches. (Comp. also

the Zurich Catechism, Question 73, b.) The figure

of the olive tree. 1. The Apostle warns the Gentile

Christians against pernicious presumption (vers. 17,

18 ) ; 2. He takes away the strength from such a

possible and proud objection on their part (vers,

19-21) ; 3. He exhorts them to behold God's good-
ness and severity (ver. 22) ; 4. He also declares to

them his joyous hope of the future conversion of

Israel (vers. 23, 24).—The branches do not bear the

root, but the root bears the branches. Application

:

1. To the relation of children and parents ; 2. To
the unconfirmed and the Church (ver. 18).—Do you
stand by faith ? Then do not be proud, but fear

(ver. 20).—God's goodness and severity (ver. 22).

—

God can graft them in again ; as this was the Apos-
tle's hope for the children of Israel, so is it ours
(ver. 24).—The future conversion of all Israel. 1.

When will it take place ? When the fulness of the
Gentiles is come into the kingdom of God, and the

time of the blindness in part of Israel is past. 2,

Why will it take place ? a. Because God has prom-
ised it by the propliets ; 6. Because God has once
chosen His people ; c. IBecause He does not repent
His gifts and call (vers. 25-29).—The future conver-
sion of Israel is a mystery, in the sense of Matt. xiii.

11 ; 1 Cor. XV. 51.—The entrance of the fulness of
the Gentiles into God's kingdom. 1. It will be
effected by the preaching of the gospel among
them

; 2. It will take place amid praise and thanks-
giving (ver. 25).

SrARKE : It is part of a teacher's wisdom to ad-
dress himself especially to every class of men in an
assembly (ver. 13).—One often falls, and yet by his
fall another rises ; oh, wonderful and yet holy gov-
ernment of God (ver. 15)!—A whole church, a
whole ministry, a whole community, and a whole
generation, must not be rejected on account of a
few fools (ver. 16).—The living of the Jews among
us in a dispersed way can be of use to us, for the
frequent sight of a Jew, and his intercourse with us,
remind us frequently of this Pauline admonition
(ver. 21).—Why should you trouble yourself if you
are not remembered in any earthly will as an in-
heritor of corruptible goods? If you stand in
God's covenant of grace, you are more than rich
(ver. 27).—Cramer ; Let no one forget his origin,
for that will teach him to be humble (ver. 17). The
human heart is guilty of two sins : it is deceitful,
and desperately wicked; Jer. xvii. 9. Therefore
God must oppose it by goodness and righteousness
(ver. 22).—Hedingee : Do not cast awav so soon
what does not please you. Many sin by doing this.
God has many ways to souls. Tour neighbor k
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guilty, and so are you. Shall the Lord cast both
ttWiiy ? Bear and forbear. Tune produces roses

even from thom-bushea (ver. 17).—Oh, how I wish

that no one would sin against the poor Jews 1 Are
tliey not Abraham's seed, and the luieal kindred of

the Church? God, take compassion on these

hardened ones, and remember thy covenant !—The
Jews, you say, only steal and cheat ; they are a friv-

olous people ! Are you better than they ? Cannot
God convert them ? They hear the word, and so

do you ; neither you nor they are pious. Which has

the greater condemnation—you, or these who are

under a judgment ? The same blindness will come
over you, if you do not turn to Christ (ver. 28).

—

If it is a mystery, who would be so daring as to de-

sire to fathom it f If it is a revealed mystery, who
will deny the conversion of the Jews f Though you
cannot imagine how it will come to pass, neither can

I imagine how those who were formerly Gentiles and
servants of the devil, shall now be God's children

and the temple of His Spirit (ver. 25).

—

Nova Bibl.

Tub. : Every thing which God does must be regard-

ed as for our improvement ; His judgments to lead

us to it, .and His mercy and grace to keep us to it,

even to the end. Because thy loving-kindness is

better than life, my lips shall praise thee ; Ps. Ixiii.

8 (ver. 22).— QuESNEL : Let no sinner despair!

There is no abyss of sin from which God cannot res-

cue him. He who returns to Him with faith and
confidence, will find His bosom open to him (ver.

23).

Spenek, on ver. 23 : We have here the clear tes-

timony that the poor castaway people shall hereafter

be received to grace, and be converted to their Sa-

viour ; and the promises once given them repeatedly

in the prophets, shall be fulfilled in them. From
the beginning of the Christian Church down to the

present time, this has been taught and believed by
its dearest teachers, from many passages of the Old
and New Testament Scriptures ; and we, too, have
no ground of departing from it, or looking more at

the hardness of those hearts'which appear impossi-

ble to be converted, than at God's promise. Yet the

time and manner of God's effecting the work we
should as well commit to Divine wisdom, as rejoice

with thanksgiving for Divine grace because of the

thuig itself; and when such a result is effected, we
hope for all the more blessed condition of the

Church, but meanwhile heartily pray for the fulfil-

ment of such hope.
Geklach, on ver. 16 : The first figure says, the

part has the nature of the whole ; the second, the

derived has the nature of its origin. The Apostle

lays greatest stress upon the latter figure, for he
dwells upon it afterward, and portrays it in clearer

colors.—The Apostle purposely uses here a very

striking figure, from a transaction which did not in

reality occur—the grafting of the branch of a wild

olive tree on a good stock—^in order to show that

the Gentiles, in a higher sense than the Jews, are

called to salvation " contrary to nature " (ver. 24)

—

that is, by supernatural grace overcoming their na-

ture ; comp. Luke xii. 37 (ver. 18).—Paul calls every

thing mystery which man cannot know of himself,

and can only perceive by Divine revelation. Pre-

viously it was the call of the Gentiles (chap. xvi.

2B ; Eph. iii. 3), but now it is that of the Jews.

Comp. Col. ii. 2 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51 (ver. 25).—The con-

tinued existence of the Israelites among all the re-

inaining nations—this perfectly isolated phenomenon
'J history—^is therefore designed by God to gloriQr

hereafter His covenant faithfulness by a future tota
conversion of the people (ver. 26).

Lisco : Under what conditions we become and
remain participants of God's grace (vers. 22-24).

Heubner, on ver. 16 : Honorable forefathers ax
earnest admonition to their posterity (ver. 16).

—

Nothing more clearly proves the strict righteousnes*
of God, than His judgment on the fallen angels and
the unbelieving people of Israel. This should in.

spire every one with awe, and with solicitude for

himself (ver. 21).—It is very necessary to bear in

mind both God's severity and goodness ; His sever-

ity, in order to be preserved from indulgence, falsa

security, and backsliding ; and His goodness, in

order to be encouraged, and to hope for forgivenes'

and improvement. God has revealed both. With
out the two together there would be no training ol

men (ver. 22).—Israel is without God, because it ia

without Christ ; God has disappeared from the syna^

gogue. He who would find God, must be converted

to Christ (ver. 26).—The true deliverance of Israel

does not take place by civil, but by spiritual, emanci-
pation—the mercy of God. Mercy is the object of
the reception of the Jews into the Christian Church
(ver. 27).—God's friendship with the patriarchs en-

dures eternally (ver. 28).

Besseb : It is with Mary, with the shepherds,

with Simeon, vjiih the first-called disciples, with the

Galilean women, with the Apostles, and with the

Pentecostal Church of Jerusalem, and not without

or separated from them, that thou. Gentile, hast a

share in the root and sap of the olive tree. " Paul

loves the little word ' wiih,' " says Bengel, in speak-

ing of the Gentiles ; chap. xv. 10 ; Eph. ii. 19, 22
;

iii. 6 (vers. 17, 18).—See that you are not led into

the folly of planting the top of the tree in the earth,

and imagining that you bear the root, and that first

from you, German blood, the good sap of the olive

tree has really received strength and impulse (ver.

18).

Deichbrt (vers. 11-21): What serves for the

fall of some, must serve for the support of others.

1. Corroboration of this experience generally and
particularly ; 2. For what should it serve both the

fallen and the raised ?

E. Vers. 29-36. God's general compassion on
all. 1. On the Gentiles, who formerly did not be-

heve, but now believe ; 2. On the Jews, who do not

believe, but shall hereafter believe (vers. 29-32).

—

All concluded in unbelief. 1. How far? 2. To
what end ? (ver. 32.)—The universality of Divine

grace (ver. 32).—An apostolical song of praise

:

1. For God's fulness of grace ; 2. For His wisdom

;

3. For His knowledge (vers. 33-36).—Every thing

is of, through, and in (to) God (ver. 36). -To God
alone be the honor (ver. 36)

!

LuTHKK, on ver. 32 : Observe this principal dec

laration, wliich condemns all righteousness of man
and of works, and praises only God's compassion in

our obtaining it by faith.

—

Starke : God must be

the beginning, the middle, and the end of all things

(ver. 36).

—

Hedingee : How audacious not only to

look upon God's council-chamber, but to become

master of it ! Men do not allow their political fol.

lies to be known ; should we blind ones, then—we

who are of yesterday and know nothing—invade

God's wisdom ? Job viii. 9. man, be acute with

the Scriptures, but not on and beside the Scriptures.

Hypercritics mount high, and fall low ; and it all

amounts to nothmg with the Divine Being (ver. 33).

Spenek: The loftiness of the divme "-=—'-
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(vers. 33-36).—Roos : What Paul has called the

election, he immediately afterward divides into two

ideas, gifts and calling, and says that God does not

repent them. God has chosen Israel, and remains

firm to it. He has from the beginning shown great

mercy to this people ; and He does not repent of all

this. Single branches can, indeed, be cut off, and

indi ridual Jews can be lost in great numbers ; but

the whole tree will not be cut off, the whole people

cannot be cast away (ver. 29).

Geelach : God's purposes for Israel will con-

tinue uninterruptedly until the end of the present

course of the world ; as the fulfilment of all the

promises, there is yet to take place a great popular

conversion, and a mighty activity within the Church
itself. But from all this we cannot conclude that

there will be an external restoration of the Jews to

a people in the political sense, and their return to

the land of Canaan (ver. 29).—The survey of the

wonderfully glorious saving purpose of God, as He
gradually unfolded it in the foregoing verses to the

eyes of the Apostle, leads the latter to make, from

the bottom of his heart, this exclamation of amazed
and adoring wonder. The wisdom of God compre-

hended the purpose which His love had prompted

;

and God's knowledge marked out the way, defined

the measure, and ordered the course for its execu-

tion. His judgments even on His own children,

when they wish to set up their own righteousness,

and the wm/s in which He draws the most remote
Gentiles and most hardened Pharisees to himself, are

unsearchable ; but they are not absolutely and eter-

nally concealed, but the light of revelation is dis-

closed to man by the Spirit, which searcheth after

the deep things of God, and reveals them to those

who love God (vers. 33-36).

SoHLEiERMACHEK : The contemplation of the

order of salvation, that God has concluded all in

unbelief, is also necessary to us for wonder at Divine

wisdom. 1. God's concluding all in unbelief, consti-

tutes the nature of this Divine order of salvation

and of redemption through Christ. 2. In this.

Divine wisdom is most to be perceived and admired
(vers. 32, 33). — Sohweizer : The unfathomable
depth of God's wisdom. 1. We represent this un-
fathomable depth to ourselves in humility ; 2. We
lift oursehes up in faith, since therein the ways of

Divine wisdom are concealed (ver. 33).

The Pericope for the Sunday after Trinity

(vers. 33-36).

—

Wolf : How our reflection should
be directed to the unsearchable purposes of God.
We see, 1. From whence it should proceed ; and,

2. To what it must lead.

—

Ranke : How one can
learn to submit to God's incomprehensible ways

;

1. By being humble ; 2. By being confident.

—

Petri : How should we act in regard to the incom-
prehensibility of God ? 1. We should be discreet

in our opinions ; 2. We should be humble in our
disposition ; 3. We should be faithful in our work.—Kapfp : The Holy Trinity : 1. An unfathomable
depth ; 2. But an inexhaustible fountain of life.

—

Floret : Our inability to comprehend God is a re-

minder that should lead us to a careful reflection.

It is : 1. A reminder of the narrowness of our
inind, that we should be warned by it against useless

Bubtleties ; 2. A reminder respecting the Scriptures,

that we should be moved thereby to hold fast to

God's revealed word ; 3. A reminder of eternity,

that we should thereby think of the perfect knowl-
edge which awaits us in the future world.

—

Sohultz :

The Lord'i ways : 1. How God glorifies them before

our eyes; 2. To what end God's glory, which b

declared in His ways, summons us.

[Bishop Hall : On Divine severity. With how
envious eyes did the Jews look upon those first he^
aids of the gospel, who carried the glad tidings of

salvation to the despised Gentiles 1 What cruel

storms of persecution did they raise against those

blessed messengers, whose feet deserved to be beau-

tiful ! wherein their obstinate unbelief turned to our

advantage ; for, after they had made themselves un

worthy of that gospel of peace, that blessmg was

instantly derived upon us Gentiles, and we happily

changed conditions with them.—The Jews were once

the children, and we the dogs under the table : the

crumbs were our lot, the bread was theirs. Now ia

the case, through their wilful incredulity, altered

:

they are the dogs, and we the children ; we sit at a

full table, while their hunger is not satisfied with

scraps.

—

On ilie necessity of a living faith in Christ,

If ever, therefore, we look for any consolation in

Christ, or to have any part in this beautiful union, it

must be the main care of our hearts to make sure

of a lively faith in the Lord Jesus ; to lay fast hold

upon Him ; to clasp Him close to us
;
yea, to receive

Him inwardly into our bosoms, and so to make Him
ours, and ourselves His, that we may be joined to

Him as our Head, espoused to Him as our Hus.

band, incorporated into Him as our Nourishment,

engrafted in Him as our Stock, and laid upon Hua
as a sure Foundation.

—

On the incompreliemibUity of

Divine wisdom. It is unfitting for the vulgar mind
to attempt with profane foot to ascend the highest

pinnacles of heaven, and there to scrutinize with

presumptuous eyes the holy innermost places of God,

and to pronounce an opinion on the most profound

secrets of the Divine wisdom !—Shall we dare to

measure the depths of the Divine law with the di-

miuutive standard of our intellect ? Shall we tram-

ple on things which even the angels gaze on with

awe ? But in this respect I do not so much blame
the people as the teachers themselves, who have so

inopportunely supplied the ears and minds of the

multitude with these subjects.

[Farindon: What better spectacle for the Church
than the synagogue, in whose ruins and desolation

she may read the dangerous effects of spiritual pride

and haughtiness of mind, and thence learn not to

insult, but tremble ?—Take virtue In its own shape,

and it seems to call for fear and trembling, and to

bespeak us to be careful and watchful that we forfeit

not so fair an estate for false riches
;
but take it, as

from the devil's forge, and then, contrary to its own
nature, it helps to blind and hoodwink us, that we
see not the danger we are in, how that not only the

way, but our feet, are slippery. It unfortunately

occasions its own ruin, whilst we, with Nero in Taci-

tus, spend riotously upon presumption of treasure.

—

Leighton : Our only way to know that our names
are not in that black line, and to be persuaded that

He hath chosen us to be saved by His Son, is this,

to find that we have chosen Him, and are built on
Him by faith, which is the fruit of His love who
first chooseth us, and which we may read in om
esteem of Him.

[Charnook : On regeneration. The increasing
the perfection of one species, can never mount the
thing so increased, to the perfection of another spe«
cies. If you could vastly increase the heat of fire,

you could never make it ascend to the perfection of
a star. If you could increase mere moral works to
the highest pitch they are capable of, they can MTai
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make you gracious, because grace is another species,

and the nature of them must be changed to make
them of another kind. All the moral actions in the

world will never make our hearts of themselves of

another kind than moral. Works make not the

heart good, but a good heart makes the works good.

It is not our walking in God's statutes materially,

which procures us a new heart, but a new heart is

necessary before walking in God's statutes.— On the

misery of unbelief. Some humbled souls think God
is not so merciful as He declares ; He swears to ex-

pel their doubts. Presumptuous persons think God
is not so just ; He swears to expel their vain con-

ceits. This sin ties up, as it were, the hands of an
omnipotent mercy from saving such a one.

[TiLLOTSON : We are apt to attribute all things

to the next and immediate agent, and to look no
higher than second causes ; not considering that all

the motions of natural causes are directly subordi-

nate to the first cause, and all the actions of free

creatures are under the government of God's wise

providence, so that nothing happens to us besides

the design and intention of God.—If God be the

last end of all, let us make Him our last end, and
refer all our actions to His glory. This is that which

is due to Him, as He is the first cause, and therefore

He does most reasonably require it of us.

[Hopkins : Pear God, lest at any time, through

any neglect or miscarriage of yours. He should be

provoked to suspend His influence, and withdraw

His grace from you, and to leave you to your own
weakness and impotency, upon whose influence all

your obedience doth depend.

[Henry : The best evidence of integrity is a

freedom from the present prevailing corruptions of

the times and places that we live in ; to swim against

the Bti'eam when it is strong. Those God will own

for His faithful witnesses that are bold in bearing
their testimony to the present truth. This is thank-
worthy : not to bow to Baal when every body bows
Sober singularity is commonly the badge of trm
sincerity.

[J. Wesley : God always reserved a seed fo(

himself; a few that worshipped Him in spirit and
in truth. I have often doubted whether these were
not the very persons whom the rich and honorable
Christians, who will always have number as well aa

power on their aide, did not stigmatize, from time to

time, with the title of heretics. Perhaps it was
chiefly by this ai tifice of the devil and his children,

that the good which was in them being evil spoken
of, they were prevented from being so extensively

useful as otherwise they might have been. Nay, I

have doubted whether that arch-heretic, Montanus,
was not one of the holiest men in the second century,

[Clarke : The designs are the oflspring of infi

nite wisdom, and therefore they are all right ; the

means are the most proper, as being the choice of an
infinite knowledge that cannot err : we may safely

credit the goodness of the design, founded in infi-

nite wisdom ; we may rely on the due accomplish-

ment of the end, because the means are chosen and
applied by infinite knowledge and skill.

[Barnes, on ver. 14: We may see here, 1. That
it is the earnest wish of the ministry to save the

souls of men ; 2. That they should urge every argn-

ment and appeal with reference to this ; 8. That

even the most awful and humbling truths may have

this tendency ; 4. It is right to use all the means
in our power, not absolutely wicked, to save men.

Paul was full of devices ; and much of the success

of the ministry will depend on a wise use of plans,

that may, by the Divine blessing, arrest aud save tlu

souls of men.—J. P. H.]
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PAET SECOND.

The Practical Theme : The calUng of the Roman Christians, on the ground

of their accomplished redemption, or the ustiveesal mbect of God (which will be

extended to all), to represent the living worship of God in the completion of the

real burnf/offering, and to form a universal Christian church-life for the realization of

the call of all nations to peaisb and gloeift God, so that they too may recognize

and sustain the universal call of the Apostle. In correspondence with this is the

recommendation of his companions, assistants, and friends, in sending his greetings

to them ; in contrast with which is his warning against Judaizing and paganizing

false teachers ; chap. xii. 1-xvi. 20.—Conclusion. Salutations of friends. Amen
(vers. 21-27).

Literature.—BoRGEK, Dissertatio de parte epietolce ad Romanoa parcenetica, Lugd. Bat., 1810.

FIRST DIVISION.

THE CALLING OF THE ROMAN CHURCH TO A UNIVERSAL CHRISTIAN DEPORTMENT

Chap. XH. 1-XV. 13.

First Skction.—77ie practical theme (chap. xii. 1, 2). The proper conduct of Christians toward tin

fellowship of the brethren for the establishment of a harmonious church-life (vers. 8-8).

Chap. XH. 1-8.

1 I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye [to]'

present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable [weU-pleasing] unto God,
2 which is your reasonable [rational] service. [,] And be not [And not to be]

'

conformed to this world : but be ye transformed [but to be transfigured] ' by
the renewing of your^ mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and accept-
able, and perfect will of God [or, what is the will of God, what is good, and
well-pleasing, and perfect].^

3 For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is among
you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think ; but to think
soberly [or, not to be high-minded above what he ought to be minded, but to be
so minded as to be sober-minded]," according as God hath dealt to every man

4 the measure of faith. For as we have many members in one body, and all

5 members have not the same ofiSce : So we, being many, are one body in Christ,
6 and every one ' members one of another. Having then gifts differing according

to the grace that is given to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy ° according
7 to the proportion of faith ; Or ministry, let us wait on our ministering ; or he
8 that teacheth, on teaching; Or he that exhorteth, on exhortation: he that

giveth, let him do it with simplicity; he that ruleth, with diligence; he that
sheweth mercy, with cheerfulness.

TEXTUAL.

n,„
•'

J®';-^
-[The inflnitive should be retained in the EngUsh rendering, for (he sake of oonvenience In conneoHntthe mfimtlTes, which are to be accepted as the correot readings in ver. 2.

.=^oi"vo ju i^uutwuui

1 TT.. „ ,n,^g ji^^ (^ijjj j(_ ;bi_ l., many versions and fathers) reads: uvamuarlCeirei. whioh is adontod hv
TregeUes. The majority of modern editors and ooUentatoTIEffi^t 'mShendor? ffih«S

2 Ver. 2.—[The Mec. (with S<. B
Wordsworth and "" " ~'
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De Wette, Meyer, Alford, Xaiige) accept the infinitive ; so A. B>. D. F. Most of these support irvi/ffy7,uaTife(r«ai,
rather than ffyffX- Meyer says : "It is quite as likely that the imperative was written, to make ver. 2 an independent
sentence, as that the mfinitive was substituted for the sake of conformity with ver. 1." AooeptiuE the infinitive. w«
place a comma at the close of ver. 1, and emend as above.

' Tor. 2.—[Here the infinitive (ieTaiiop^oOo-eai receives the additional support of K.—The B. V. is mor«
euphonious than exact m rendering these verbs : conformed, transformed. Transfigured (Kve Ang. Olergvmen) is mor€
accurate, and reproduces, m a measure, the variety in the form of the Greek.

=0.1/
m, t.

^'7*
J'T;!^-^'"''.",?"!' i^° •?,"°- C- °"- ^-^ inserts v^ii/. It is omitted in A. B. D'. F. ; rejected by Lachmann.

Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange
; probably a mechanical repetilion from ver. 1.

' Ver. 2.—[This emendation accords with l)r. Lange's exegesis. It is taken from Noyes : the Amer. Bible TJnioo
gives a similar rendermg.

• Ter. 3.—[The braoketted rendering is that of Alford, 'Wordsworth, &c. j hut is, at best, a chimsy attempt to
reproduce the play on the words virepippoveZvt iftpovelv, (ritiiftpovelv.

' Ver 5.—[The reading of the Rec. (o) is very poorly supported, though defended by Philippi on exegetlcal grounds,
N. A. B. D'. F. read to ; which is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, and most. The clause contains a sole-
eism, and means : what 0s true) as rtgards individuals, (they are) members of one another.

8 Tgr. G.—[The difiiculties of ooHBtruotion are discussed fully in the Excg. Notes. The E. V. has so happily filled
out the ellipticnl clauses, and preserved the force of the original, that it is not necessary to make any alterations. Th«
dause : let us wail on our ministering (ver. 7), might perhaps be improved : yet, on the whole, it presents the correct
meaning.—B.]

EXEGBTICAl ASTD CBITICAl.

Summary,— TTie practical theme controlling the

whole of the second part. The proper conduct of

Christians, or the calling of (Roman) Christians to

the living worship (service) of God,* vers. 1, 2 ; a.

The proper conduct toward the fellowship of believ-

ing brethren, the Church (ecclesiastical duties), vers.

3-8 ; 6. The proper conduct of Christians in all

personal relations, vers. 9-21 ; c. Toward civil au-

thorities (duties toward the government), chap. xiii.

1-6 ; d. Toward the world in general. Kecogni-

tion of the rights of the world, and of legal fellow-

ship with it. Separation, on the contrary, from the

ungodliness of the world, vers. '1-14
; e. The proper

practice of the living worship of God, and its uni-

versality in the removing of the differences between
the " weak " and the " strong," chap. xiv. 1-xv. 4

;

/. Ei'liortation to unanimity of all the members of

the Church to the praise of God, on the ground of

God's grace, for realizing the destination of all na-

tions to glorify God, ciiap. xv. 5-13.

See also the headings of the sections. Meyer

:

" General exhortation to holiness." Bui this " gen-

eral " exhortation is very characteristically defined

according to the characteristic, fundamental thought

of the whole Epistle, in its essential as well as in

its personal reference. According to the essential

reference, the Apostle has shown, in the first part,

that the corruption of the world consists in its hav-

ing fallen from the living worship of God, and that

therefore redemption is a restoration of the funda-

mental principles of this living worship. The entire

holiness of Christians is, accordingly, portrayed as

the development of a living spiritual worship. But
in the personal reference, the Apostle shows how
the Roman Christian congregation should be devel-

oped into a congregation of living worship, in order

to be the instrument of its extension to all the world,

to serve as a central organ for the Apostle, who has

perceived his calling in the extension of this worship

into all the world.

1, The practical theme (vers. 1, 2). A sum-
mons to develop the service restored by redemp-
lion. [Comp. here the third part of the Heidelberg

Catechism, On, Thankfulness to God for Redemp-
tton.—P. S.]

* [The word OoUesdienst, used here, and frequently
throughout this section, means, literally : Service of Ood

;

but^ technically : public service. Divine service, public wor-
ihip. Dr. Lange seems to combine both meanings, for he
implies thnt all the duties here set forth form not only a
lervice of Glod, but the best, truest worship, the real liturgy
•f the I^ew Testament Ohuich,—K.]

Ver. 1. I beseech you therefore, brethren
[TJa^axaXot ovv v ft a(; 3 ad t Xqi t'\, Ac«
cordmg to Meyer and Tholuck, the ovv does not
introduce an inference from the whole of the pre-

vious didactic part (as Calvin, Bengel, De Wette,
Philippi, and others, would have it), but from chap.

xi. 35, 36. But it must be observed, that the con.

elusion of chap. xi. constitutes the organic apex of

the entire doctrinal division ; this is especially true

of ver. 32, with which Rijckert, and others, would
connect this verse, Tholuck fails to perceive the

Apostle's practical theme, in saying :
" The Apostle

was accustomed to make some exhortations follow

the chief, and therefore the didactic, contents."

By the mercies of God [rftti roir oixrt^-
/imv toil 0iov] (chap. xv. 30; 1 Cor. i 10; 3

Cor. X. 1). The objective ground of Divine mercy
in their experience of salvation, is made the sub.

jective ground of his admonition. He refers to the

experience of Divine mercy, its consequence, and
its light and right, as if he said, by the name of

Divine mercy. The only difference is, that, in the

asseveration Sm, by, the speaker allows the subject

of his asseveration itself to speak as motive and
motor. The plural olxrvQtioi corresponds to

the Hebrew n'^an'i ; but the Apostle has also in-

stituted, in the foregoing, a threefold gradation of

the Divine demonstration of grace.

To present, nap aattjaai,. The expres-

sion, which was used of placing the sacrificial beast

before the altar, conveys the thought of the com'

plete resignation and readiness which, on the one
hand, does not in the least hesitate, but, on the

other, makes no intrusion by an arbitrary slaying of

the offering.

Tour bodies ^Ta amnata I'^wi/]. The
holding of the body in readiness for an offering well-

pleasing to God, is the expression for the highest

measure of the renunciation of every thing earthly

and temporal. Explanations

:

1. Figurative designation of personality itself,

according to the figure of the offering (Beza, Do
Wette, and Philippi [Stuart, Hodge] ).

2. The bodies in the real sense, as the holiness

of the voTii is added in the second verse (Fritzsche,

Meyer).

3. The sensuous nature of man, which leads him

to sin (KoUner, and others).

Against (1.) : The Apostle speaks, according to

the apostolic standard, to believers, who, according

to chap, vi., have a' ready given their personal life

to death. But the body is the organ and symbol of

all the individual parts, which must be offered in

consequence of this prmcipial offering. Against
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(2.), Cooceiua : Non poasumus offerre corpus sine

anima. The real service performed in making the

oflfering is, indeed, finished with the shedding of

blood, or with the resignation of the body. But

the heart, or the life of the spirit, is given to God

as an expression that the body is offered. Against

(3.) Whatever is sinful is not fit, as such, for an

offering.—The body is the organ and symbol of the

present life in all its relations and parts. Comp.

chap. vi. 12, 13, where the question under consider-

ation is the active consecration of all the members
of the body.*

Sacrifice. Ovaiav. We hold that the Apos-

tle has in mind the symbol of the central offering

—that is, of the burnt-offering (comp. Tholuck, p.

651). But the burnt-offering was a symbol that the

whole life, with all its powers, should be consumed

in the fire of God's sovereignty, for His service and

glory. The predicates, living, toidctv, &c., par-

ticularly the first, which the Apostle ascribes to this

0iiaia, are thought, by Meyer, to denote the an-

tithesis of this New Testament offering to that of

the Old Testament :
" as an offering which lives (an-

tithesis to the real offerings which lose their life)."

Tholuck, on the other hand, says with propriety

:

" the thought that in the Old Testament only dead

offerings were brought to God, is neither Jewish nor

Pauline ; to present not only dead offerings, but

even sick ones, was an abomination before the Lord

;

Mai. i. 8." Yet this applies only to Meyer's expres-

sion ; his distinction in itself is well founded. The
predicates, holy [ay lav] and well-pleasing to

God [tvccQiarov tm ©fw], do not in them-

selves fully constitute an antithesis to the Old Tes-

tament. The antithesis is comprised : (1.) In the

designation, your bodies^ human bodies ; which is

necessary to the idea of a spiritual offering
; (2.)

In the emphasis on the presenting and holding in

readiness for the Lord, as the Finisher of the real

oflfering ; in which all their own external self-offering

»n the part of the Roman Christians is absolutely

precluded. By this means the predicates acquire a

stronger meaning. The higher and real newness of

life, the holiness of, and Divine pleasure in, the life

of faith given up to the service of God, take the

place of the symbolical newness of life, holiness of,

and legal Divine pleasure in, the offering of the

beast. Estius, Bengel, and others, have connected

the TM QiiT) with naqaarrjaai,; this is correctly

opposed by Meyer and Tholuck (see Phil. iv. 18

;

comp. Rom. vi. 13 ; 1 Peter ii. 5).

Which is your rational service. [Dr.

Lange : Euer vemunftiger (geistiger) G-ottesdienst.]

The accusative Tiyv Aoytx«v Xar^ elctv is in

apposition with the foregoing clause, characterizing

more specifically what has been said, according to

the New Testament conception of offering, in an-

tithesis to that of the Old Testament. The /.a-

TQfla, service^ worship., which, in its central idea,

is everywhere an oflfering (see John xvi. 2). But
this sacrificial worship of believers should be ko-
yi*^ (see John iv. 21 ; Eom. i. 9 ; 1 Peter ii. 5).

The XoyiKOV denotes that which is inspired by rea-

ion, in harmony with real reason, and consequently

• [So Tholuck. While it must be admitted that we are
bidden to present our entire selves, the ohoioe of the word
*H)odie3" !.'» probably " an indication that the sanctification

of Chriatian life is tb extend to that part of man's nature
which is most completely under the bondage of siu " (Al-
ford). This view is not open to the objection urged above
by jDr. Lange, and accords with Paul's use of o-w/ia.—R.]

spiritual, real ; in antithesis to merely external sym-

bolical service (Melanchthon, mlius merUis)* but not

in antithesis to the tma aXoya (Theodoret, Grotiua,

and others); for, as Meyer observes, the question

here is XatiJiia, but not &mia. Indirectly, in-

deed, the Xoyixii Xar^iia is also an antithesis to

the cultus commeniitii ; for if the symbolical service

would establish itself beyond its time, against the

real service, it would then become cultus commentitiua.

Ver. 2. And not to be conformed. On tha

difference of the readings, see Textual Note\ The

infinitives must be referred to the na^axalm. The

avvaxtiiiatltfd&ai, is passive, with a reflexiva

meaning, m eandem formam redigi., se eonformare.

Philippi : " The original difference between (T/^ficc

and ftopif77 may be, that the latter denotes rather

the organic form, while the former denotes more

the mechanical form, the external and adventitious

habitus {(r/^fia from exu), (TxiTv); comp. 1 Cor.

vii. 31. Hence trx^na, is also^ the external sem.

blance, thepompa, and axtiftaTil^KTd-cti,, synonymoug

with 7i^oanoi,ila&a.i, to assume a form, a seeming

shape, to appear, to take the shape of; comp. the

passages cited by Wetstein
;

lioqtprj also the beauti-

ful form, forma ; comp. formosms. Thus ^009^
more fitly designates the real inward form, while

axtina, denotes rather the external and accidental

appearance." Comp. Phil. ii. 6-8. See also Tho-

luck, p. 652. Meyer holds [as the E. V. assumes],

that the antithesis of both verbs is comprised only

in the prepositions ; these, indeed, increase it. The

avv denotes the torpidity of the external form of

the Church by uniformity with the world, worldli-

ness ; the nita denotes the organic change and

transformation of the organic shape, according to

the new inward form. Meyer :
" The present infini-

tives denote a continued action, while na^aatTiacu

represents the presenting of the offering as a com-

pleted act."

To this world [tm aioivi, toi'tm]. WVS
fiiri. The pre-messianic and relatively anti-messi-

anic form of the world in its perverted course.

[Comp. Lange's Comm., Gal. i. 4, p. 13.—R.]
But to be transfigured [akXa nitafio^-

g)Ova^ai.. The difference in preposition and verb

is better preserved by transfigured, which also con
veys the distinctions suggested above. See Five An-
glican Clergymen.—R.] The /iirafi. is reflexive,

as (jvvff/.

By the renewing of your mind j chap. vii.

24 ; Eph. iv. 23. The xaivoxrii; nvfvftaro^ (Rom.
vii. 6 ; comp. chap. vi. 4), as an impelling principle,

results in the avaxa-ivviffi't; of the vovq', for

the voTi<;, the conscious, thoughtful, or reflective

moral and religious spiritual life (disposition) is con-

stantly renewed, in part restored, and in part devel-

oped, in its mastery over the natural part of life.

The transformation and shaping of the life of the
Christian are determined not by external worldly
forms, but by this inward renewing, or renewing as-

cending to the whole of the external life (ava^
xalviaau;) through the productive power of the
Spirit. The vovq, as such, does not then receive
the new fioQ(fij (Tholuck), but rather the whole
Christian life from the vovi; outward.f

• [80 Hodge, Stuart, and most. Rational is preferabls
to reasonable., because the latter conveys ordinarily the idea
of something for which a good reason can be given, ratbei
than the exact idea of KoyLKdv, rational, vernHnflig.—Vi,.}

t [The mind is renewed in the newness of the Spirit,
and from within the tranaforming impulse proceeds to
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That ye may prove. Literally: ils to
ioMtfidunv. [Infinitive clause of design (Mey-
er).—R.] The Christian life should not receive its

deTelopment by means of an external legislation,

but by the inward one, which is directed by spiritual

proving and self-determination (see Gal. vi. 4 ; Eph.
T. 10 ; Phil. i. 10, and other passages). Meyer ap-

propriately says: "In the unrenewed man this prov-

ing is altogether foreign to the activity of his con
science. Comp. Eph. v. 10." But with this there
is also connected the being able to prove (Kiickert,

Kbllner [Hodge, apparently] ), although the actual

proving is conjoined with it. Meyer :
" The regen-

erate one proves by the verdict of his conscience,

aroused and illuminated by the Spirit." The vo^o?
of the Spirit, the Christian principle of life, is an
infinitude, whose explanatiou and concrete applica-

tion to life is committed to the proving of Christian

illumination and wisdom.*
The will of God [to &slfi/ia roiJ

©eoTj]. That which is willed by God in every
relation of life. The reference of the definitions

TO ayaSov, xai ivdoiarov xai rikeiov,
as adjectives, to God's will (Vulgate, Chrysostom,
the most of the early expositors, Luther, Ruokert,

&c.), is opposed, first of all, by the fvdqeatov,
but, in general, by the tautology that would be con-
tained in the expression. Therefore Erasmus, Cas-

talio, Tholuck, Meyer, and the most of the early

commentators, have regarded the additions as a sub-

stantive apposition.

What is good, &o. We may ask whether a

climax of three members is designed [Meyer], or

whether we should render explicit that double re-

lation of the good, by which, on the one hand, it is

that which is well-pleasing to God, and, on the oth-

er, that which is perfect in itself, because it arises

fivro the righteousness of faith, the principle of

perfection. We prefer the latter rendering. The
repetition of the article would, of course, not be
necessary with the first interpretation.!

2. The proper conduct of Christians toward the

emnmwn.ily of brethren for the establishment of a
harmonious church-life (vers. 3-8). Tholuck is cor-

rect in findmg, in what follows, a reference to the

different spheres of activity in the Church. Meyer
speaks only of an exhortation to individual duties.l

Ver. 3. For I say (say definitely). The ydq
is rendered namely, by Tholuck and Meyer. [Al-

ford also takes it as resumptive.] First of all,

namely appears as inappropriate as for. If it is

the matter of the self-proving and self-determination

of believers, how they should act toward each other,

how can the Apostle lay down his precepts imme-
diately afterward ? The answer lies in the fact, that

their subjective judginent should be subordinated to

the known objective will of God. This requirement,

that they should be certain as to whether their con-

transfigare the whole life. This seems to be Dr. Lange's
Kaeaning.—R.l

* [The verb occuiriiig here is rendered discern (Amer.
Bible Union), approve (ErasmiiB, and others) ; but prove,

ti9st by actual experience, is to be preferred (so Meyer, De
Wetis, Alford, and others). "Wordsworth : assay the value
of.—E.]

t [The non-repetition of th« article, which is urged
against the " sub^antive apposition," is readily explained.
It shows that all three refer to one thing. See Winer,
p. 120.—E.J

--

} [So Alford. Meyer subdivides these verses thus

;

vers. 3-5. exhortation to humility in general; vers. 6-8,

ffith special reference to official charisms -B.]

duct corresponds to God's perfect will, is so great,

that it causes the Apostle to lay down regulations

for it. Therefore we may also translate the yap by
for. The Xeyii/v is used in the sense of injunction.

Through the grace, &c. [tfta riji; pr"?'"
TO?, K.r.L'] Even here dni. He will not pre-

scribe for them by virtue of his subjective opinion
or authority, but by virtue of the grace which 10

given to him (see chap. i. 5), which establishes hig

office, and is at the same time the element of life

common to his oflioe and their church-life (see chap
XV. 15 ; 1 Cor. iii. 10 ; Eph. iii. 1, 8).

To every man that is among you Inavri
Tc3 ovTi iv v/ilv. Alford: " A strong bringing
out of the individual application of the precept."

—

K.] This would therefore have applied to Peter
also, if he had been in Rome, or Paul would not
have spoken thus, or, indeed, would not have writ-

ten to them at all.

Not to thinh of himself [/tiy ii^rcpvipo-
vitv. See the text, and Textual Note ^—-!r.]

Tholuck : qi^ovilv is here not " to strive after," and
also not " to be disposed, to think," but " to think
(of himself) " (see p. 654).

Soberly, aiaip^oviZv. It is wise conduct or

good behavior, especially as moderation.— Proper
self-knowledge and esteem, apart from over-estima-

tion, should, by modesty, come to proper and wise

moderation in the reciprocity of the personal life

with the feociety. Meyer understands ifqovfZv as to

be disposed, and explains the details accordingly;

the Vulgate, Calvin, and others, interpret in the

same way. The mode of thinking and feeling is

undoubtedly connected here with the holdinq and
demeaning, which is proved by the auiifQovin

According as God hath dealt to every
man {^ixdarm w; 6 &ioii iu,iqi,afv\ The
ixdarii) is dependent on sfiiQi.ai: According
as God hath dealt to every man, &c., is therefore

made antecedent by inversion (see 1 Cor. iii. 5).—
The idea of a different distribution of the measure
of faith leads to the idea of the gift (ver. 6). No
one should apply more than the gift of grace, for

what lies beyond this is presumption ; but the whole
of the gift of grace should be applied, for if this

be not done, something would be withheld from the

society which is designed for it. Comp. 1 Cor. xii.

4-6, 11; Heb. ii. 4.

The measure of faith [fiir^ov TritrTfo)?].

When Meyer maintains that faith here means only

faith in the ordinary sense, he overlooks the fact

that the measure of faith is spoken of in concrete

unity ; or rather, he interprets this measure errone-

ously, by understanding only different degrees of

the strength of faith, and, accordingly, he not only

rejects the reference of the expression to Chris-

tian knowledge (Beza, and others), or to the power
of working miracles (Theophylact), but also to the

gift of grace (Chrysostom, and most other commen-
tators). The purely Divine element in the gift is

undoubtedly emphasized here, for what is not of

faith is sin. [Alford explains the phrase , " The
receptivity of ^aqlffjuaroc, itself no inherert con-

gruity. It is, in fact, the subjective designation of
' the grace that is given unto us ;

' ver. 6." He
rightly distinguishes it from the gifts and graces

themselves. So Philippi in substance. The objec-

tive sense of " faith," which is implied in the view

of Beza, is open to decided objection.—R.]

Ver. 4. Tor as we have many members ia

one body [^xa&dm^ yd^ iv tvl nu/uar
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noXXa fiiXtj ByfOfnv'}. Establishment of the

foregoing. The individual Christian is only a mem-
ber of Christ's body, and should conduct himself as

a member, avow himself as a member, and should

permit himself to be strengthened as a member

;

Christ alone is the Head.* " On the commonness
of the parallels between a human body and a corpus

sociale (1 Cor. xii.), even among the ancients, see

Grotius and Wetstein in loco ; " Meyer.
Ver. 5. So we, being many. In antithesis to

the unity of the body.

In Christ. The head is the organic vital cen-

tre of the whole, in which (not to which) every thing

in respect to dominion and glory is comprised (Eph.

i. 22, and other passages).

And every one. To 6i y.a&' ilg is a

solecism of the later Greek, instead of to Se xaS'
era ; Mark xiv. 1 9 ; John viii, 9, and other pas-

Ver. 6. Having then gifts differing accord-
ing to the grace [_e/ovTfq St ya^ ia^ccra
KttTa rijv /dgt'V zijv S 0-9- tZa av tj ia.Iv

SKktfoQa~\. Different constructions here enter

into consideration.

1. With e/oj'Tf? a new sentence begins, which
continues in a succession of elliptical exhortations
(Beza, Olshausen, Philippi, and others). Meyer

:

" The elliptical expression after xaia, rijv aval. t.

niirr. may be supplied by nQoqirjTfvuiiAiv; by mutv
after Iv t^ Siaxovla ; by carw after er t-^ Sidaa-
xaXia ; by the same after tv rfi jia^axXtidii ; and,
finally, by the imperatives of' the corresponding
verbs (/tfTaJityoTw, &c.) after the three following
parts, iv dnXoT^Ti, &c. [So E. V., Hodge, &c.]
Comp. the analogous mode of expression in 1 Peter
iv. 10 f.

2. The s/ovriq is connected with the fore-

going, but in such a way that the following clauses
are, according to Meyer, all ellipses (Erasmus, and
others). Meyer also places Tholuck here, but Tho-
luck declares now for (1.).

3. The S/avrit; d'c is joined with e<Tfiiv

(ver. 5), in appositional meaning, and the follow-
ing clauses are, at the outset, not hortatory, but
descriptive, yet pass over into the hortatory (Eeiche,
Eiickert, De Wette, Lachmann). We accept this

construction with the modification, that we construe
the E/fiK emphatically in the meaning of to have
and to hold fast, to put into practice, to exercise.

Comp. Rom. i. 28. With the gifts, as with every
thing spiritual, we must bear especially in mind that
they cannot be possessed aright without exercising
them. Thus the hortatory character under the de-
scriptive form lies in the force of the e/fw, and in
the added Sk. [This Si is rendered by Alford

:

" and not only so, but."—R.]
As for the apparent fluctuations in the construc-

tion, they resolve themselves into regular forms, if

we observe the subdivisions.! The Apostle distin-
guishes, firs! of all, two principal categories: a.

* [Alford : "yip, elucidating the fact that God appor-
tions variously to various persons : because the Christian
community is like a bod]^, with many members, having
Tftrions duties."—B.]

t [Tholuck :
" The first two accusatirss are grammati-

aiUy dependent on expvre^ : by degrees the Apostle loses
Bight of this construction, and contmues with the concrete
b^SLSdviuov, which he still binds on to the foregoing with
fire ; but, at 6 ^leraStSovs, omits this also, and, at ver. 9,
introduces the abstract i] aya-m]." This view or that of
Dr. Lange will be preferred, as one does or does not seek
definiteness of arrangemeut in the verses.—R.]

TiqoiprjTiia ; b, Smxovia. The Stccxtvia is the*

divided into the SiSaaxmv and the naQaxaXmv
;

this latter is again divided into the fitraSiSovq, the

n(io'iarafifvoii, and the iXimi. This is proved by

the forms

:

1. The antithesis of the abstract nouns, n^oqii

riia and Smxovia. The latter, in its broader mean
ing, was evidently a church office ; while, on the

other hand, the nqoif^irfia was, in the fullest sensft

also an office.

2. icTi 6 Si.Sd(Txo)v, iXrt naqaxaXmv. Thil

TiaqaxaXiini must, at all events, be regarded as a

superintendent of the society, presbyter, or man hav-

ing the gifts of the presbyter, whether, as 6 fiiraSif

Soiii;, he devoted himself to the care of the poor

;

as 6 Ttqoiatdfxtvoii, to the xi'^i^vriou; in the nar-

rower sense ; or, as o iXeoiv, to the healing of the

sick and casting out of devils.*

—

Gifts differing

according to the grace. Gifts ; that is, modifica-

tions of the one Divine grace in the diiferencei

of the human individual talent (see 1 Cor. xii.

4ff.).

Whether prophecy. Prophecy, in the Old
Testament as well as in the New, is the gift and call-

ing to declare, by the prompting and communication
of God's Spirit, what is new—that which concerns
the future, and the development of God's kingdom

;

in order, like the compass, to direct aright, in the

present, the ship of the kingdom. The reason why
it appears more in the foreground in the Old Test^
ment than in the New, is, that the former was the

time of expectation and longing, and the latter the
time of fulfilment and satisfaction. !

According to the proportion (harmony) of
faith [xarct t/^v ctvaXoyiav t^? 7ilaxiitn;\
The expression defines exactly : according to the
relation, the proportion, or harmony of faith ; thd
is, according to the proportion defined by faith

Explanations

:

1. Subjective faith, including the measure of
faith, is meant (the early commentators ; Origen,
Chrysostom, Ambrose, and others ; Bengel and Mey.
er [Alford, De Wette]. Tholuck: "The prophet
keeps within the limits of his prophetical gift, a*
signed him by his individuality ").

2. The objective rule of faith (Abelard, Aquinas,
Hervaeus, &c. ; Flatt, Klee, Philippi, and others).
Tholuck, on the contrary, observes, that we may
ask whether Paul could have appealed already to
such a regula fdei. But, in reality, Moses has
already established the features of the analogia
Jidei, Deut. xviii. 18 ff. It is well known that the

' Gauge's classification is ingenious, and perhapk
the most satisfactory one, if all seven terms be referred to
official positions. Meyer, Alford, and others, refer the last
three (m ver. 8) to persons endowed with certain charisma,
without any special official position. The reason for this
change m application is found in the omission of tirt, the
difficulty of referring these to official persons and functions,
the change in the admonitions, which do not define the
sphere, as before, but the mode. Besides, as the Apostle
(ver, 4) has been speaking of "all members," he would
natural ly allude to others than official persons. See furtherm the notes on the separate clauses.—U.]

t ["Prophecy" undoubtedly includes more than the
predirtion of future events, yet the tendency has been to
Identify the New Testament prophet with the preacher.
Dr. Hodge remarks : " The gift of which Paul here speaks,
is . . . that of rmmediate occasional inspiration, leading
the recipient to deliver, as the mouth of God, the particular
communication which tie had received." This view, which
18 undoubtedly correct, removes this office out of the dis-
cussions respecting Church polity and offices at the present

' i*,°*'°°S^ t" the extraordinary gifts of the apostoljs
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Jews crucified Christ by a false application of this

rule ; but it is equally well known that the New
Testament proofs of faith from the Old Testament,
which first introduced Christianity into the Jewish
world, have only been a living application of this

rule. At all events, Paul could not yet appeal to

ecclesiastical confessions, but he could appeal to a
fundamental canon of truth ; see Gal. i. 8 ; vi. 16

;

Phil. iii. 16 ; 2 Tim. iii. 15, 16, &c. However, Tho-
luck has other grounds for preferring the explana-

tion, that the prophet keeps within the sphere of his

calling ; namely, because the deacon should remain
within the sphere of bis diaconate, &c. But is the

sphere of the prophet described by the measure of

his subjective faith, or would not this be lierfe rather

a nugatory generality ? * The sphere of the prophet,

who reveals what is new for the enlargement of the

old revelation, is just the real character of the reve-

lation itself, harmonizing with itself through all the
stages of development. Yet the Apostle does not

BUJ axonaUitnojq, hut Ttiatiox;, because the faith

of the Church is also called to the office of watch-
man, in order that the development of the truth be
not corrupted by false prophets. The application

of this rule to the exposition of the Scriptures in

the early period (see Tholuck, p. 664) is not explica-

tio, but applicatio ; but it cannot be denied that

this opjoZtcaiio itself is made xoTa T^r ava/lo-
ytav T'^t; nlffrfbit;.

Ver. 7. Or ministry [tl'rt Siaxovlav, das

Dienstamt (Lange). Governed by e/ovrfs, like the

preceding accusative]. A threefold idea of the Si,a-

Kovia can be distinguished in the New Testament.

1. The most comprehensive idea understands by
fSmxoria the ecclesiastical ofSce in general ; see

1 Cor. xii. 6. There, prophecy is designated as a

diaconate ; here, it is distinguished from it. 2.

Therefore, the special office for a definite congrega-

tion. So here. [Dr. Lange apparently includes

here all the permanent offices in a single church, as

he makes Si,axovia a category, under which the five

following terms fall. If, however, it be considered

as coordinate with what follows, then the still more
restricted view must be adopted.—R.] 3. The dia-

conate, in distinction from the presbyterial episco-

pacy, 1 Tim. iii. 8. At the time when this Epistle

was written, the ecclesiastical distinctions were less

developed than when the First Epistle to Timothy
was written, but yet more so than in the First Epis-

tle to the Corinthians.

Let U8 wait on our ministering [ev t^
Stattovla. We must supply an imperative, either

let us be in, remain in, or wait on (as E. V.). The
sense is the same.—R.] Meyer thus explains the

e» : The one who waa " diaconally endowed " shall

not wish to be of authority beyond the sphere as-

signed him by this endowment, but to be active

* [Alford (with most modem commentators) defends the
Bubiective view of "faith," from the context, " which aims
at showing that the measure of faith, itself the gilt of God,
is the receptive faculty for all spiritual gifts, which are
therefore not to be txiasted of, nor pushed beyond their
provinces, but humbly exercised within their own limits."
Besides, there is very 'little warrant for the objective sense
of TTi'iTTis ; it was unknown to the early Greek fathers
(Meyer), and cannot be established as a New TeRtament
iM«s ; comp. Lange's Oomm. Gal. i. 23, p. 27 ; Iiightfoot,
Oalatians, pp. 153 ff. It would seem, then, that the techni-
ca. theological phrase : analogy of faith, has a meaning not
Btnctiy in accordance with Paul's use of the phrase. Cer-
tainly the application is quite different—here, to the extra-
ordinary gift of prophecy ; theologically, to a reffula Jidei,
Dr. Lauge seems to take middle ground.—£.]

25

within it. But it is not necessary to understand the
(Ivcu iv quantitatively; it can also be understood
qualitatively. And since all the apostolic functions
of the Church were diaconal, qualitative ministering
is undoubtedly the meanuig. The proof of the true
office is, that it consists simply in service

;
just as,

inversely, pure divine service becomes the trae
office, even if it had no human official seal. With
the positive filling of his sphere, it is always sup.
posed that he does not commit improprieties beyond
his sphere.

Or he that teaoheth, on teaching [iirf a
SiSdaxMv, iv rfi dtdaaxaXlaJ. Accordir.g
to Meyer, Paul should have continued uniformly,
fiTf diSacrxaXiav (so. 'd/ovrn;), " as [Cod.] A. actu-
ally has." We have seen, in the arrangement of
the gifts (see above), what grounds he had for not
thus continuing.* Thus he has his gift in his labort
as teacher. This appears self-evident ; but how
many, who would be deemed teachers, are mere
babblers I

Ver. 8. Or he that exhorteth, on exhorta-
tion [o TZaQ axaXoiVj iv T% TiaQaxXTjim'^,
As the naQaxaXmv here is definitely distin.

guished from the diSatjxMv, nothing else can be un-
derstood by it than a fraction within the more gen-
eral presbyterate. Evidently the more definite dis-

tinction, in 1 Tim. v. 17,. between presbyters who
devote themselves to teaching, and ruling presby-
ters, thus begins to take shape ; while, on the other
hand, the diaconate is developed in a presbyterate

from the date of Acts xi. 30, and has not yet posi-

tively been separated from it. The exhorter, ac-

cording to what follows, comprises the different sides

of the subsequently developed presbyterial office

;

he is undoubtedly synonymous with the pastors,

Eph. iv. 11. The division of his office appears in

the following statements.!

He that giveth [6 fj.irfxSiSovt;']. Ac-
cording to Meyer, the official functions to the Church
cease with the iXri. We have, on the contrary, laid

down further subdivisions here. Every Christian is

indeed a ixitctSLSovt;, and not less an sAfoiv;

but as here there stands midway between the two a

7i§o'iardfiivo<;, which not every one can be, special

functions recognized by the Church are evidently

meant. Meyer argues against such functions, by
observing : a. The diaconal gift could not be thus

analyzed ; b. The position of the ngoiatdiJiivoi; as

the presbyter between two deaconal employments,
would be inappropriate. Instead, therefore, of bear

ing in mind the growing relations, he does violence

to them by preconceived opinions ; a presbyter is a

presbyter, a deacon is a deacon, &c. ; and then, ac-

* [The change to the nominative is deemed by Dr.
Iiange a sufBcient warrant for taking this, and the corre-

sponding participle which follows, as directly subordinate

to the idea expressed in SiaKoviav. If a reason must be
found for the irregularities of the Apostle's syntax, this is

the simplest and most satisfactory explanation.—R.]

t [Meyer confines the charisms of exclusively official

significance to the four terms already discussed, though h«
thinlis these four are examples chosen out of a larger num-
ber: (1.) The gift of /^leopreeMsf* discourse, prophecy. (2.)

The gift of oversight of the external affairs of the Church,
diaconate. (3.) The gift of teaching by ordinary methods,
not yet limited to any special office. (4.) The gift of ex-

hortation, i. e., of encouraging or admomtory remarks upon
the passage of Scripture read after the usage of the syna-

gogue. This last differs from the teaching, in being directed

to the heart and will ; while teaching was directed to th«

understanding. Philippi, whose notes are very full and
valuable, agrees with him in the main^ but differs from hia
in regard to what follows.—B.J
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oording to him, Paul casts the presbjiier right in the

midst of the membership.*
With simplicity. This term is characteristic

i)f the penetration of the Apostle, since accessory

views might be easily connected with all exercise

of beneficence.f

He that ruleth, TZQaiatd/iivoi;. Accord-
ing to Meyer, the presbyter, but not the presbyter

exclusively. See 1 Cor. xii. 28. The order there

laid down by the apostles is as follows : 1. Proph-
ets ; 2. Teachers ; 3. Miraculous powers ; then

healing of the sick, then bestowals of help, then

yiv^tQvfiuiii;^ and finally yivrj yloiaamv. Therefore
the bestowals of help would thus fall under the

rubric of the present naQaxaliini, and especially of

the ^fTctrfwJoi'n;. Undoubtedly the xv^igvijaeti; there

stands in the same line with the 7tqo'iardfiivo(;
here. The ones concerned as having care of the

external affairs of the Church, had, at the beginning,

no great things to manage. We then find the paral-

lel of the ilimv in the gift of specific mu-aoles : the

healing of those possessed with devils, and the res-

toration of the sick.
if

With diligence. SnovSij may mean haste,

zeal, or diligence. But the latter idea is most defi-

nite ; zeal was a common duty of all.

With cheerfiilaesa \_iv tXagor^n, i. «.,

hilarity]. " With gladness and friendliness," says

Meyer, " the opposite of unwilling and ill-humored
behavior." But the question here is not a conven-
tional good conduct, but that cheerfulness from
beaven which, in a despondent world, among other
duties, must conquer and banish the demons of sad-

ness.

DOCTKINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. On chap. xii. 1 S. As man's ideal destination

was to perceive God aright in His works, and to

praise and glorify Him, and, accordingly, the fall

consisted in the omission of this living worship, ac-

cording to Kom. i. 20, 21 ; then, as human corrup-
tion consisted fundamentally in the false worship of
heathen idolatry and of Jewish zeal for the letter,

according to chaps, i. and ii. ; as, further, redemp-

* [Meyer guards against this position, ty making the
pit a general one, not exclusively that of preshyter or
eiriVfcwiros. Hodge and Ptulippi, however, refer the first
and third to Christians generally, and the second to the
ecclesiastical rulers. The latter defends such a promiscuous
arrangement as waiTanted by the Apostle's purpose. It
may be observed, that fiiaSous would better express official
beneficence, while /LteraSouy, it is claimed by many, refers
to private giving of one's own substanco.—R.]

t [Tholuck and Alford render : with liberality ; but this
seems to be but poorly supported. Dr. Hodge retains the
commou meaning in the case of the deacons, and adds :

" Considered in reference to private Christians, this clause
may be rendered, he that givelh, mith liberality." But this
is only an inference. The Apostle says : wUh simpUciiy,
which is as difficult in the case of private as of official
beneficence.—It.]

} [It is evident how difficult it Is to deduce from the
hints given in those Epistles, written to different Churches
at different times, any consistent theory of Church govern-
ment during the apostolic age. In regard to this particular
word, most commentators refer it to *'the rulers"

—

i. e.,

the ruling elders ; but the great objection is, that so im-
portant an office would scarcely be put in the position it
hero occupies. Meyor formerly helcf that it meant those
who entertained strangers (so Stuart, in an excursus on
this passage), but he has abandoned this view. Alford
refers it to rulinf in the household, &o. In favor of the
rommon view, it may well be urged, however, that the
Churches grafted on the synagogue did have such officers,
and we might expect a reference to them here. If referred
to at all, it must be by this word.—B.]

tion was instituted that God might efieot and manl.

fest the real atonement in Christ as the mercy-seait

of the Holy of Holies sprinkled with His own blood,

according to chap. iii. 25 ; as then, consequently,

also Christian saving faith con^sted (according to

chap. V. 1, 2) of free access to God into the Holy
of Holies, and is developed in the most varied fea^

tures of a New Testament call to worship ; so, ao
cording to the practical part of this Epistle, should

believers begin the development of their worship

(chap. xii. 1), by finishing the real burnt-offering by
the pure presentation of their own bodily life to

God's service. On the passages of heathen and Jew-
ish wise men relating to the moral consecration to

God as a self-offering, quoted in Wetstein and Koppe,
see Meyer, p. 453. See the same author on th»
" rational service," p. 453 ; Tholuck, p. 661 ff.

;

Philippi, p. 500. It is noteworthy that the '' rational

service " is recommended to the Moman Church,
On the ffva/t}ij.a'xit,fiy&ai, and /iifra/iio^q>ov(TO-ai,, see

the Sxeff, Notes. On otlom outoi;, see Philippi, p.

202.

2. Just as the First Epistle of Peter appears as

an evangelical prophecy, in opposition to the later

false image of Peter, so is it with the Epistle to the

Romans ; and especially does the expression of the

living offering and the reasonable service stand in

opposition to the later picture of the life of the
Romish Church. The same assertion holds good of
the expression with which Paul prescribes for all

Christians in Rome, that every one should not think

too highly of himself, that we are all members one
of another, <Sic.

3. The first application which the Christian haa
to make of the principle of his new life is, that he
should not arrogantly abuse his charism [gift] in a
hierarchical or sectarian way, but should exercise it

purely for the service of the Church, by adapting
himself to the requirements of the community, and
yet preserve his evangelical freedom. The rule is

:

(1.) Thw whole gift for the Church; (2.) Nothing
but thf gift ; see 1 Cor. xii. On the idea of the

charism, see the Bxeg. Notes ; also Tholuck, p. 665
if.

; p. 661.—The difference between the lAfwv and
him that giveth, applies to an early. period in the

Church. The support of the poor brethren in the
first period was not the alms of charity. On the dis-

position and character of the increasing offices in

the Church, see the Exeg. Notes. For fuller infor.

mation on the gifts, see my Gesch. des apostol.

Zeitalters, p. 555 ff. ; and on the offices, p. 535 ff.

4. The defective understanding, which is still

apparent in many ways, in reference to the rule that
prophecy is according to the measure of faith, arises

from the want of perception of the lawfulness of
organic development in the department of spiritual

as well as of natural life. With the lawfulness of
development there is combined the development of
lawfulness in all the spheres of hfe. But in the
ecclesiastical department of faith, many will know
nothing of the development expressed in prophecy,
and, in contrast to them, many will know nothing of
the lawfulness expressed by the measure of faith.

Hence arise such foolish, noisy decisions of the daj
as this

: The confessions of the Church are no longei
obligatory I Every one must know what is obliga-
tory for him, according to his own conscience and
calling. But no one has any right to deny the valid-
ity of what the Church of God, in its real develop-
ment of life, regards as its duty. At all events, U
follows most from the Apostle's rule, that the meaa
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Ing of confessions is thoroughily dependent on the

meaning of the Holy Scriptures. But then it may
36 asked, whether a legal development has been
committed to the Church in its essential and substan-

tial life, or whether the custom of declaiming against

the boundless culpability of the Church, now in doc-

trine and now m life, has arisen because tbe tradition

of bishops' caps and doctors' hats is regarded as the

most exact history of the Church.

[6, On church polity, as taught in this section.

The most remarkable fact is, that so little is said.

The doctrines of grace are fully treated ; the prac-

tical theme is distinctly announced. Then, after an
exhortation to humility, comes an exhortation ap-

parently to church officers, yet so indistinct in its

distinctions that nothing definite as to the usages of

the Roman Church can be based upon it. A warn-
ing against the hierarchy of Rome can readily be
found in it ; but is it not also suggestive of a cer-

tain " freedom of adaptation " in the external pol-

ity of Christ's Church ? To one who has puzzled

over this and parallel passages with the honest pur-

pose of finding out what is the form of church gov-

ernment given jure divino, and failed to discover, in

any present form, the counterpart of the apostolic

Church, it gives a happy relief from perplexity to

conclude that church polity was purposely sketched

by the apostles only in " silhouette ; " that the de-

tails are to be of ecclesiastical rather than of Divine

enactment ; that, while despotism and anarchy are

excluded, both by the nature of the case and the

hints given in the New Testament, the external

form of the Church of the future may be as differ-

ent from any organization at present existing, as its

spirit will transcend that of mere ecelesiasticism.

Mayhap, when the Church shall return to the apos-

tolical spirit, it will find in its outward form the true

exegesis of these disputed passages. He who reads

prelacy here, reads through colored glasses ; and he
who finds ruling elders alluded to, must first derive

his knowledge of their existence from other sources,

and then make his exegesis correspond. If, how-
ever, any will not be satisfied until a jure divino

form is found, a search into later Epistles will be
more profitable

;
yet that fact of itself admits de-

velopment in the apostolic age, and who shall say

when that development shall cease ? Gomp. Schaff,

History of the Christian Church, i. pp. 130 fif., and

the list of authors there referred to ; also a discus-

sion on Lay and Primitive Eldership, in the Amer.
Presbyterian Review, Drs. R. D. Hitchcock and E.

F. Hatfield, vol. vi. pp. 253-268, 506-531.—R.]

HOMTLETICAIi AND PEACTICAI.

[In the original, the Homiletical Notes are inserted at
the close of the chapter.— E.]

Vers. 1, 2. Our thank-offering for God's mercy.

1, What sort of a sacrifice should it be? a. Living

;

S. Holy; c. Well-pleasing to God. 2. With what
disposition should it be presented ? a. Not so that

we should conform to the world, and therefore not

with unconverted hearts ; but, b. That our minds
should be renewed, that we may continually per-

ceive Gpd's will aright.—Our rational service. 1.

The saeri^^et which is presented, is not the sacrifice

of slain beasts, but the living sacrifice of our bodies.

2. The sanctuary is not the tabernacle or temple.

But the Church of our Lord Jesus Christ. 3. The

priests are not Levites, but all believing Christianf
whose mmd is renewed.—The restoration of ration*
service was a prime advantage conferred by our Re-
formers.—How rational service, in conformity with
its nature, should not be limited to the celebration
of Sundays and holy days, but should embrace the
whole life.—The exhortation to rational service is

still necessary. 1. In opposition to the Catholic
Church; 2. In opposition to certain sects.—Paul
exhorts to reasonable worship, but not to the wor-
ship of reason.—Reasonable service is not subtilizing

service. 1. The former is living and inspiring ; 2.

The latter, dead and cold.

Ldthek : St. Paul here calls all offerings, works,
and worship, unreasonable, when performed without
faith and the knowledge of God.—The law has a
sacrifice of many kinds of irrational beasts, all of
which are combined in one sacrifice, in order that
we ourselves may become reasonable men.

Starke : Nothing so urges us to what is good as
the sense of God's sweet grace and mercy.—The
death of the old man is the life of the new man

;

where Adam's wrath ceases, Christ's meekness be-
gins ; and where Adam's pride goes down, Christ's

humility rises.

—

Cramer : The Christians of the
New Testament are spiritual priests, and bound to

sacrifices, but they should sacrifice themselves : lay-

ing their obedience (1 Sam. xv. 22), their lips (Hosea
xiv. 3), faith (Phil. ii. 17), ahns (Phil. iv. 18), mercy
(Hosea vi. 6), and all such things, on Jesus Christ,

the golden altar, God will accept them.
Spener : It is not enough to do good and leave

evil undone, but the Christian must present himself

a complete sacrifice to God.—If, in short, we would
know at what we should aim in Christianity, it is the
Divine will, and therefore the Divine word. What-
ever this forbids must be evil, though even the

whole world should permit and praise it ; and what-
ever it enjoins is good, though it should be displeas-

ing to every one.—Bengel : They very improperly
shirk from this perfect will who are always in search

of what they, as they think, are at liberty to do
without sin. But their course is just like that of a

voyager, who, having lost his reckoning, is constant-

ly in search of the most distant shore (ver. 2).

Roos : God wills every thing that is good, every

thing that is well-pleasing to Him, and every thing

that is perfect. That is good which harmonizes with

God's commandments ; and it is good [xakov) in so

far as it is well-pleasing to Him ; and it is perfect if

presented to the extent of our capacity (ver. 2).

Gerlach : The Apostle compares the worship of
Christians in spirit and in truth (John iv. 24), which

he accordingly calls reasonable (comp. 1 Peter ii. 2),

with the typical and figurative sacrificial worship of

the Old Testament (vers. 1, 2).

Hecbnek ; The love and mercy of God should

be the incentive and source of the Christian sense.

This constitutes the characteristic difference between

Christian piety and every other kind : it flows from

faith and the experience of Divine love in Christ.

—

The mutual devotedness of God and pious people.

—

The holiness of the first commandment.—Christian

faith is the foundation of Christian piety (ver. 1).

—

Mastery over the fashion of the world : love for

God, and the wish to have only His grace, conquers.

—Proper and improper accommodation to circum-

stances.—Christian life must be something in motion,

otherwise it will stink. Accipiimt vitium, ni mo-

vearUur, aquce.

Bessek : A Christian man presents hia body u
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a daily offering, when he, 1. Crucifies that which im-

pedes the spirit willing for God's service ; 2. When
he offers all the powers of his body and soul for

God's honor and his neighbor's good (ver. 1).—Our
service is reasonable (" logical ") when it consists in

Christian self-sacrifice, because this service is worthy

of God, and well-pleasing to Him
;
just as the pure

milk of the gospel (1 Peter ii. 2) is called reason-

able (sincere) because it is the proper nourishment

for God's children.

—

Paul Speratos preached at

Vienna, from this apostolical text, his powerful

Reformation sermon on " The Glory of the reason-

able Gospel Worship, and the Punishment of the

unreasonable Popish Worship " (ver. 1).—We should

flee from conformity to the world (ver. 2).

Vers. 3-8. Humility as the fundamental law of

reasonable service in the Church. 1. It should show
itself in no one's thinking too highly of himself, but
in every one's thinking soberly of himself. 2. It

should be manifested by patient consecration of gifts

to the service of the Church (vers. 3-8).— True
Christian humility : 1. Its nature ; 2. Its source
(ver. 3),—The figure of the body and the members

;

comp. 1 Cor. xii. (vers. 4, 6).—Healthy church-life.

To this belong two things : 1. Unity in Christ ; 2.

Diversity of gifts (vers. 4-8).—Proof of the neces-
sary connection of unity and diversity in the Church.
1. Unity without diversity is death ; 2. Diversity
without unity is disorder (vers. 4-8).—The gift of
prophecy. 1. In what does it consist? 2. What
purpose should it serve ? Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 3 (ver.

1).—Has any one an office, let him wait on his office.

This is said, first of all, of the special care of the
poor {iiay.ovia) ; but then it applies to every office

(ver. Y).—What belongs to waiting on our teaching ?

1. The appropriation of the material for teaching.
2. Observation of the proper mode of teaching
(method). 3. The consecration of our own persons
(ver. Y).—We should give with simplicity—that is :

1. From an unselfish heart; 2. With a single eye
(Matt. vi. 22); 3. With a pure hand (ver. 8).—
Proper care in government. 1. It protects order

;

2. It regards freedom (ver. 8).—Christian mercy.
1. Its nature ; 2. Its exercise (ver. 8).

Luther: However precious be all prophecy
which leads to works, and not simply to Christ, as
our comfort, it is nevertheless not hke faith ; since
those who practise it seek the revelation of hob-
goblins, and masses, pilgrimages, fasts, and the wor-
ship of saints (ver. 7).—Let those be taught who do
not know it, and those be admonished who know it

already (vers 7, 8).

Starke : Man—a little world ; such a glorious,
artistic masterpiece of the Almighty Creator, that
it cannot be too much contemplated and wondered
at (ver. 4).—If you are appointed to the office of
preacher, take your hand from the oxen, from the
plough, and from your worldly business ! Every
one to the work to which God has assigned him !

Sirach xxxviii. 25 (ver. 8).

—

Cramer : Let no one
think that he knows, and can do, every thing alone.
If that had been designed, God would only have
created one member to the body ; Prov. xxii. 2
(ver. 4).—The proper touchstone of all exposition
Df the Holy Scriptures, is the constant and impreg-
nable harmony of the writings of the prophets and
apostles

; Acts xxvi. 22 (ver. 7).

—

Hedinger : Not
out of tlie nest 1 How will you fly without feathers,
judge without understanding, boast without a rea-
son, be called pious without proof, be skilful with-
out God? God does every thing, and you noth-

ing. Therefore glorify Him, but not yourself. Be
still and humble (ver. 3).—Listen ! You are you»

neighbor's servant. Happy he, who, as the servant

of his neighbor, lives in love (ver. 4).—Many rules,

little work. What may it be ? Great cry, little wool.

Perform your office well, and regard yourself as un-

worthy of praise and reward (ver. 7).

—

Mtjller,
Teaching instructs and lays the foundation, exhoiw

tation builds upon the foundation (ver. 8).

Speneb : God has given one kind of faith to all

—that is, as far as the matter itself is concerned.
Therefore Peter says : They who have obtained lik

[laori-nov) precious faith with us (2 Peter i. t)

Therefore we must regard ourselves, mutually, aa

members of one body (ver. 3).—On ver. 7 : Here
belong preaching and catechetical instruction (char-

acteristic of Spenek).

Roos : Every one should act according to tha
proportion of his faith, and especially deliver Divine
truths— that is, prophesy. That which is beyond
them is the work of nature, and is worth nothing
(ver. 4).—To the words, "he that teacheth," and
" he that exhorteth," &c., we must mentally add,
" because he has received his gift to do it from the
Lord." Now he should exercise himself in this em-
ployment (vers. 7-9).

Gkrlach : True humility is, to be conscious of
what God gives to it ; and it is not a self-acquired

possession, but a free gift, and therefore is most in-

timately one with sobriety and clearness of spirit

;

while false patience, with an apparently deep self-

humiliation, gives man a sullen look "at his own
heart, and in his gloom it increases the dark spirit

of selfishness and pride (ver. 3).—The gift of proph-
ecy should not draw the Christian into the sphere of
obscure feelings, where he can no longer distinguish
the truth revealed by God from the imaginations of
his own mind, but should have a guiding star and
rule of conduct for common Christian faith (ver. 7).

Heobner : God has given us, in the human body,
an eloquent picture of human society, and of the
inward union of all men. [Comp. the address of
Menenius Agrippa to the people in monte sacro,
Livy ii. 32] (vers. 4-6).—The sense of ver. 7 is

:

Let no one manifest or affect more fervency or en-
thusiasm than he has, according to the measure of
his faith, according to the degree of his strength and
reUgious conviction. How common it is for one to
wish to appear more than he is, or can be I Even
religion is brought out for a show, and perverted to
a desire to please (ver. 7).—Nothing beyond the
Christian's office is required of him ; that is the first

thing for him.—Christian fidelity to office as the fruit
of faith (ver. 7).

Bksser: It is very important to distinguish the
measure of faith, and yet not to separate from the
measure of gifts (ver. 3)._To prophesy, means to
declare God's mysteries, impelled by the Holy Spirit
(ver. 7).—The prophecy of an unbelieving preacher
and expositor can, indeed, resemble faith

; but we
pray the Lord for prophets whose measure of faith
holds the rule of faith alive within them, who preach,
with hearts believing according to the received me».
sure of faith, the faith which the Church confessci
(ver. 7).

The Pericopes. Vers. 1-6 for the first Sun,
day after Epiphany. He0bner : The sacred obliga
tions of the Christian as a member of a holy com.
raumty.—Every Christian should be a minister 1.
Proof; % Blessing.—Christian piety. 1. Its nature;
2. Its effects.—BuDDEus : The real fruits of faith.
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They are shown ; 1. In true service, or proper con-

duct toward (iod ; 2. In proper conduct toward the

world ; and, 3. In proper conduct toward ourseWes.—Kapff; What is necessary for the offering of a
Bacrifioe well-pleasing to God f 1. That we should

no longer seek salvation in ourselves or in the

world ; 2. That we should fully appropriate Christ

as the perfect sacrifice ; 3. That we should wholly
iurrender ourselves to the perfect will of God.

—

Btandt : How far a true Christian must alienate

himself from the world. 1. As a sacrifice on the

Lord's altar ; 2. As a work of the Lord's hand ; 3.

As a member of the Lord's body.— Burk : The
Christian's life a daily priestly service. 1. In the

feeling which pervades him ; 2. In the denial

which he exercises; 3. In the service which he
renders.

[Bishop Hall, on ver. 2 : Sermon on the fash-
tons of the world. Outline: I. The world. 11. The
forbidden fashions. 1. The head. 2. The eyes

:

!1.) The adulterous eye
; (2). The covetous eye

;

3.) The proud eye
; (4.) The envious eye. 3. The

forehead—the seat of impudence. 4. The ear : (1.)

The deaf ear
; (2.) The itching ear. 6. The tongue

:

(1.) The false tongue
; (2.) The malicious tongue

;

(3.) The ribaldrous tongue. 6. The palate, or belly.

1. The back. 8. The neck and shoulders. 9. The
heart. 10. The hands and feet. III. The ugliness

and disgustiveness of worldly fashions in God's
sight.

[Faeindon, on ver. 6 : On the proportion of
faith. Plato, when asked what God does in heaven,

how He busies and employs himself there, how He
passes away eternity, answered : " He works geo-

metrically." So is the " proportion of faith," as St.

Paul calls it, also geometrical ; where we must not

compare sum with sum, as they do in a market, or

value the gift more or less by telling it ; but argue

thus :
" As what He bestows is in proportion to his

estate, so is what I bestow unto mine." And in this

sense, the widow's two mites were recorded as a

more bountiful and a larger present than if Solomon
had thrown the wealth of his kingdom into the treas-

ury. It was the faith, therefore, from which their

liberality proceeded, which cheered the Apostle in

all his distresses ; not the gift itself.

[Leighton, on ver. 1 ; On the sacrifice of the

godly. The children of God delight in offering sac-

rifices to Him ; but if they might not know that

they were well taken at their hands, it would dis-

courage them much. How often do the godly find

it their experience, that, when they come to pray,

He welcomes them, and gives them such evidence

of His love as they would not exchange for all

worldly pleasures ! And when this doth not appear

»£ at other times, they ought to believe it. He ac-

cepts themselves and their ways when offered in sin
cerity, though never so mean ; though they some
times have no more than a sigh or a groan, it is most
properly a spiritual sacrifice.

[Jerkmt Taylor : Religion teaches us to present
to God our bodies as well as our souls ; for God ii

the Lord of both ; and if the body serves the soul
in actions natural, and civil, and intellectual, it must
not be eased in the only ofBees of religion, unless
the body shall expect no portion of the rewards of
religion, such as are resurrection, reunion, and glo-
rification.

[Charnock, on ver. 1 : God, who requires of ui
a reasonable service, would work upon us by a rea-
sonable operation. God therefore works by way of
a spiritual illumination of the understanding, in pro
pounding the creature's happiness by arguments and
reasons, and in a way of a spiritual impression upon
the will, moving it sweetly to the embracing that
happiness, and the means to it, which He proposes

;

and, indeed, without this work preceding, the motion
of the will could never be regular.

[J. Howe, on ver. 1 : Sermon on self-dedication,

I. Explanation of the terms in the text. II. How
the act enjoined must be performed. 1. With
knowledge and understanding ; 2. With serious con-
sideration ; 3. With a determined judgment that it

ought to be done; 4. With liberty of spirit; 5.

With full bent of heart and will ; 6. With concomi-
tant acceptance of God ; 1. With explicit reference

to Christ ; 8. With deep humility and self-abase-

ment ; 9. With joy and gladness of heart ; 10.

With candor and simplicity ; 11. With full surren-

der to God ; 12. With solemnity. III. Induca-
ments to self-dedication.

[Bishop Hopkins, on ver. 2: On God's will.

This is all contained in the Holy Scriptures, which
are n, perfect system of precepts given us for the

government of our lives here, and for the attaining

of eternal life hereafter ; and therefore it is likewise

called His revealed will ; whereas the other, namely,
the will of purpose, is God's secret will, until it be
manifested unto us by the events and effects of it.

—

To be governed by our own or other men's wills, is

usually to be led by passion, and blind, headlong
affections ; but to give up ourselves wholly to the

will of God, is to be governed by the highest reason

in the world ; for His will cannot but be good, since

it is the measure and rule of goodness itself; for

things are said to be good because God wills them.
And whatsoever He requires of us is pure and equi-

table, and most agreeable to the dictates of right

and illuminated reason ; so that we act most like

men when we act most like Christians, and show
ourselves most rational when we show ourselvei

most religious.—J. F. H.]
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BiooND Section.—The proper conduct of Christiana in all their personal rtlationt: to the hiethrtn

:

in their own life ; to the needy ; to guests ; to every body, even toaard enemies.

Chap. XH. 9-21.

9 Zet love be -without dissimulation [your love be unfeigned]. Abhor' that

10 which is evil ; cleave to that which is good. £e kindly affectioned one tc

another with brotherly love [In brotherly love " be affectionate one to another,

1

1

literally, ie aa biooi relatives] ; in honour preferring one another ; Not slothful in

business [In diligence, not slothful] ; fervent in spirit [in spirit, fervent] ; serv-

12 ing the Lord [or, the time] ; ' Rejoicing in hope [in hope, rejoicing]
;

patient in

tribulation [in tribulation, patient] ; continuing instant in prayer [in prayer,

13 persevering] ; Distributing [Communicating] to the necessity [necessities] * of
14 saints

;
given to hospitality. Bless them which [those who] persecute you

:

15 bless, and curse not. Rejoice with them that do [those who] rejoice, and weep
16 with them that [those who] weep. J3e of the same mind one toward another.

Mind not high things, but condescend to men of low estate [or, lowly things].*

17 Be not wise in your own conceits. Recompense to no man evil for evil. Pro-
vide [Have a care for] things honest [honorable] in the sight of all men.'

18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in [dependeth on] you, live peaceably [be at

19 peace] with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves [Avenge not your-
selves, dearly beloved], but rather give place unto wrath [to the wrath,
sc, of God] : for it is written,' Vengeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the Loid,

20 Therefore

If thine enemy hunger, feed him
;

If he thirst, give him drink :

For in [by] so doing
Thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head.

21 Be not overcome of [by] evil, but overcome evil with good.

1 Ver. 9.—[The imperatives of the E. V. are retained, since we accept the hortatory view of the participles. It ia
true, the E. V. ilself occaBionally retains the participial form (vers. 10, 11, 12, 13), but only in such a way as not to
disturb the hortatory meanini>. See the Exeg. NoUs on the constrnction.

." Ver. 10.—[The B. V. has inverted the Greek order in these brief clauses. The datives stand first, and their
equivalents should occupy the samo position in English So Five Ang. Clergymen, Amer. Bible Union, &c.

= Ver. 11.—[Ttie Rec, with X. A. B. D^ s. l.^ most fathers, reads : uupiio ; adopted by Beza, Laohinann, Scholz,
Tischendorf, De Wette, Philippi, Alford, Tregelles. Dr. LanRe, however, follows Grieebaoh, Mill, Fritzsche, and Meyer,
who adopt icaipio, on the authority of D'. F. G., Latin fathers (so Lutlier). Yet Meyer himself acknowledges that the
other reading is better supported

; he rejects it on account of the critical ditficulty of accounting for the variation, were
/tupica genuine, especially as the phr.ise : serve the Lord, is so common with Paul. Dr. Lange says • " Such a general
summons to serve the Lord, looks like an interruption in the midst of general directions. The reading as Meyer

the weight of external authorities, the internal probabilities sustain it. " The present subject is, the characler of our
zeal for God." "The command, r<e «aip<u SouA., would surely come in very inopportunely in the midst of exhorta-
tions to the zealous service of Ood." De "Wette, indeed, doubts the propriety of the expression, remarking that Ohris-
tians may employ rhy Kaxg6y,hnt not serve it. On the whole, I feel constrained to differ from ir. Lange, and to retain
the reading of the Bee. See further in the Excg. JSTotes. * '

1 */
"Ver. 13.-[ie,;c., K. A B. D'.; xp«''«is ;

Di F. • f^veiai,. The former is adopted by all modern editors. The
latter was "a corruption mtroduoei hardly accidentally, m favor of the hortor of martyrs by commemoration" (Alford).So Meyer, and most. Dr. Lange admits that he reading ^yeia.,, which he rejects here, is supported by the same
luthorittes as the reading « a i p <» (ver. 11), which he accepts. " But the connection hero pronounces in fever oftte

foes^ot staWhirtTis

^

another meanini; than "the worship of martyrs" in the rejected reading, but

» Ver. 16.—[See Excg. Notes.
'Ver. 17.—[After KaXi, A\, Polyoarp, &o., insert iviiiriov toB 9eo5 km; F. G,, Vulgate. Gothic manv fathers

^^^Z fSr'VtT""' ". *"' «^'^«. «"•,*?«?» additions are rejected by all moder,; edU??rae tS frotS^pS^l.'
i, where the LXX. reads npovoov xaki tviamoy Kvpiou «oil ii-flpilTruK.—Instead of nivrav IRec N R D> Lversions and fethers). A". D'. F. &o., have rS.v, which probably arose from the previous ineertionr

» J*- ^ ^-i

< Ver. 19.-[From Deut. xxxii. 35, where the LXX. reads : iv rit^ipa iKStK^trems ainar,oS6,ru. Heb. : ObllSl D^SJ ^i
" "",'='•'' revenge and requital." The same thought is found, Jer. xxviil 6. Heb. x 30 quotes nreciselv as here

'" ''

» Ver. 20.—[An exact quotation from the LXX„ Prov. xxv. 21, 22 There is however n S^tJilii^ A
words. The Eec., with D'. L., some versions and fathers, reads 1 ivojt(iyjJlone L from the T^\?.?l Sf?blDo Wette, Philippi, Wordsworth and Lange (Hodge and' Stuart accept it wlthourr^LrkVD'FSlihefS^
hes, have eor alone ; so Tischendorf. N. A. B. : iAXA eiv (Laohmann Mevor Alford\rn-Kl,' „»''?

antnon-
fathers It is difficult to decide. Probably oi!.. was the oririnal™adSig then'rtieCTed'beenn?^ "'"f
understood, or to conform to the LXX.; {hen «AAi substituted, a/a c^^nectfug Sci w^ dL^^^ ^V"'teinlyJA, oiy is lectio difflcilior. Even Alford seems inclined to adoptTt -E] ™°^ °^°**'"^' *'"'



CHAPTER XII. 9-21. 3&

EXEGETICAL AND CBITIOAL.

Siimmarii.—The remark, that the expresBion i

Styanfj avvnonqiroii serves as an inscription to all

the following participles, has induced us, after the

example of Meyer, and others, to begin the new
Bection with ver. 9.* It may be doubted whether
the Apostle has mentally supplied %axii> or eatl.

The latter view is favored by the idea of Christian

love, not merely " toward others," but in a uni-

rersal relation ; see ver. 11. The first construction

v- favored by the hortatory form appearing more
strongly toward the end. Our earlier division was
based on the fact that vers. 9 and 10 treat of con-

duct toward companions in faith within the Church.

The Apostle, however, makes use of a long series

of participles, as if he would urge not so much a

Christian course of conduct, as to set up a typical

rule of conduct for believers, according to unfeigned

love.

[De Wette, Olshausen, and others, supply eaxt,,

thus making these verses descriptive, not hortatory.

They urge that the use of the paitioiple for the im-

perative ie very rare. That is true ; but in ver. 14

we have the imperative, followed by an infinitive in

ver. 16, and then by participles, vers. 16-19 ; all of

these latter clauses being of a hortatory character.

With most commentators (so E. V.), we prefer to

supply 'iato) with the first clause of ver. 9, and
iari with the following participles, since ver. 8 is

of a hortatory character. Meyer, Philippi, Tischen-

dorf, Lachmann, larger edition, declare for this ; the

editors by their punctuation, which is the same in

the main ai that of the E. V. Lachmann also favors

(smaller edition) joining the participles with the im-

perative in ver. 14, and thus obtaining the hortatory

force ; this, however, is not only singular, but con-

trary to the thought, which will not permit these

participles to modify the imperative, hless. Fritzsche

takes the participles as corresponding to the personal

subjects of "love unfeigned," as 2 Cor. i. 7; but

this is unnecessary.—R.]
Ver. 9. Let your love be unfeigned] tj

ayaTZT] avvnoy-Qi'Xoc;, We are justified in

strengthening gj aydnrj into your love, in Eng-
lish. But the Apostle means love absolutely, not

merely love to the brethren (which is spoken of

afterwards), nor love to God. The adjective need
not be paraphrased, as in E. V.—R.] See 2 Cor.

vi. 6 ; 1 Peter i. 22. Meyer well says :
" As love,

BO also must faith, its root, be ; " 1 Tim. i. 5 ; 2 Tim.

I 8, Undissembled love is therefore the inscription

for the whole series of prescriptions which the Apos-
tle lays down in parallelisms of two and of three

members.
Abhor that -which is evil, anoorvyovv-

Tfq. Strictly, repelling with repugnance. This

first grand antithesis says, that believers should turn

away with utter abhorrence from that which is evil,

in order to cleave to the good with inseparable at-

tachment, as with bridal affection. This antithesis

constitutes the practice of heaven and heavenly life,

and its realization is the life of our Lord. Its break-

ing off and turning away, as well as its connecting

md uniting, constitute the fundamental moral law
)f God's kingdom. The second antithesis unites

with this.

*JIii the first edition, vetB. 9 and 10 were added to the
ArevioaB section. The present division has the support of
ilhe be^ modern commentators, and must be deemed a
iappy nlteiatton.—B.l

Ver. 10. In brotherly love. tuXaSiXtflif
[The dative is that of reference : as respects brother-
ly love.—R.] Specific brotherly love for fellow
Christians

; 1 Thess. iv. 9 ; Heb. xiii. 1 ; 1 Peter i.

22 ; 2 Peter i. 1.—[Be affectionate one to an«
other, fit; aXXi]?.oii(;J ijnAderTogyot. Be lov
era as toward those related in blood.

In honour. Tiu^, esteem. The antithesii

here is the equalization in confiding brother'y love,

and the subordination of our own personality to oui
esteem for others.

Preferring one another. IlQotiyov/iivoi.
The explanations : excelling (Chrysostom, and oth-
ers), obliging (Theophylact, Luther, and others), and
esteeming higher (Theodoret, Grotius; see Tholuck),
are intimately connected therewith. [Stuart :

" In
giving honor, anticipating one another." Meyer

:

" Going before as guides ; i. e., with conduct incit-

ing others to follow." These explanations, however,
do not seem to suit nuij ; hence Alford, and most,
prefer the meaning given in the Vulgate : invicem
prcevenientes. Hodge :

" Instead of waiting for

others to honor us, we should be beforehand with
them in the manifestation of respect."—R.]

Ver. 11. In diligence, not slothful, &c. [tI!

<rjroii<y^ fif] onvfjQoi, x.t.a.] This clause, which
has three members, defines proper activity in refer-

ence to temporal affairs, just as the following clause,

which also has three members, defines proper pas-

sivity in these afiairs. Both verses define the per-

sonal conduct of the Christian in relation to him-
self, according to his situation in time.* The prin-

cipal rule of the first clause is : not to shrink half-

heartedly from the whole work of time, but to work
with persevering enthusiasm. To this belongs the

polar conduct of remaining warm in spirit (seething

and boiling like a hot spring), and overcoming the

time (see Acts xviii. 25), while in one's daily task

adapting one's self to the moment, to the will of

the /.I'^ios in the xaijdi;, so that He is served by
observing its full meaning. JovX. rijj xa^^w,
tempori servire (Cicero), and similar expressions

;

see Meyer, p. 463. The expression was usual in the

bad sense (of unprincipled accommodation), as in

the good (to accommodate one's self to the time).

But here it reads : controlling the time by serving

the Lord; Eph. v. 16; see Tholuck, pp. 669 ff., who
gives the preference to the reading xv(jl,m.

[Serving the Lord, tw xvqU) ilovXivov-
req. On the readings, see Textual Note '. The
adoption of the reading xaip w, which is not so well

sustained as that of the Hec, has influenced the exe-

gesis of Dr. Lange throughout the verse. Philippi

urges against xai^S its equivocal meaning, and the

fact that Paul always represents the Christian as

free, a servant only to God, or Christ, or righteous,

ness—never of the time. In fact, the injunction

seems scarcely to differ from one of worldly wisdom,

if that reading be accepted. Eph. v. 16 ; Col. iv.

6, will not justify the expression. Fritzsche in loco

admits an interchange of xv§ioi and xai^di; in other

places.—Dr. Hodge explains :
" Influenced in our

activity and zeal by a desire to serve Christ. This

• [The reading adopted by Dr. iJange in the last clause

leads him to this limitation of meaning. ^WTiile, as Phi-

lippi observes, there is no necessity for limiting the dili-

gence to evangelistic efforts, it seems equally uncalled fol

to refer it exclusively to temporal affairs, as is done by Dr.

Lange and the B. V. ("business"). Luther is not litsrally

exact, but gives the correct sense : Seid nicht trdge, was iln

thwn sottt ; Bo not slothful in what you ought to do. Thul

It is referred to all Christian duty as such (Alford).—E.J
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member of the sentence, thus understood, describes

the motive from which zeal and diligence should

proceed." Tlie common interpretation, derived from

the E. v., is : not slothful in temooral affairs, yet of

an earnest religious spirit, because all is done in the

service of the Lord. If the first clause be extend-

ed so as to include " whatever our hand finds to

do," this is sufiSciently correct. The second mem-
ber derives its appropriateness from the fact—never

more noticeable than in these bustling days, when
even religious duty partakes somewhat of the spirit

of the age—that zeal and diligence may become a

habit and passion, a mere acti vity, lacking the genu-
ine fervor of the spirit. The last term does not,

indeed, refer to the Holy Spirit, but, in an exhorta-

tion to Christians, may well be taken as meaning the

human spirit under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

—R.] This is followed by a trichotomy as the prop-

er passivity in temporal relations.

Ver. 12. In hope, rejoicing [f^ ei.TtiSi.

Xai^ovriq. Stuart thinks the datives in this

verse also are datives of reference : as respects

hope, rejoicing, &c. But the regularity has been
broken in upon by the tm xv^io) of the preceding
verse ; we are therefore warranted in adopting a

different view here, especially as the datives in this

verse seem not to be parallel to each other. The
verb /aljjfi-v may indeed govern the dative, but the

hope is rather the ground than the object of rejoic-

ing (so Meyer, Alford). De Wette, Philippi ; ver-

moffe der Hoff lung ; Hodge: on account of hope.

The hope is objective, and . to be taken more gen-
erally than Dr. Lange suggests. His view results

from reading xcuqm above.—R.] The antithesis

shows that here the Unii;, as formerly the anni'drj,

must be regarded as prevalently objective. In the
time bestowing hope. It is in harmony with the
childlike character of faith to rejoice gratefully

over every good token ; but it is also in harmony
with manliness to be patient in tribulation.

In tribulation, patient ; in prayer, per-
severing [t^ & }.lyj f I VTTOfAEvovTK;' r ri

n(ioant/fj R^oiiy.aQXfqotivrii;. Alfoid : tij

&).lip(i, the state in which the iWo/ioi'i; is found.
Philippi, De Wette, Meyer, &c., think eV was omit-
ted on account of the parallelism of construction,
though the verb governs the dative (more usually
the accusative, however). On the second clause,
comp. Col. iv. 2 ; Acts i. 14.—R.] The harmoniza-
tion of the great contrasts of life lies in the perse-
vering life of prayer. Similar harmonizations, see
James i. 9, 10: chap. v. 13. Bengel : Oavdium
non modo est affectum, sid etiam officiwm ehristiano-
rum. Tholuck and Meyer would regard the hope
here quite universally, as the foundation of Chris-
tian joy. This is not favored by the antithesis rii

&>.iilifi,. Meyer here reads the dative : standing
out against tribulation. But Paul will not consider
tribulation as an adversary. We also prefer being
patient to beitig steadfast, as continued steadfastness
Is placed here finally in the life of prayer.*

* [The idea of viT0fi4vfiv ie patient continnance, or
rteadJEaetness, although, at times, the idea of patience may
bo the prominent one. It may be doubted whether the
other thought is not equally prominent here. So Philippi

;

in der Drangsal brsfandig.—Accepting the wider reference
of the verse, Dr. Hodge says: "This hope of salvation is

the most etfectual means of producing patience under pres-
ent afflictions." '* Intercourse with God, however, is neces-
eary to the exercise of this, and all other virtues, and
therefore the Apostle immediately adds : ooniinuiiw instant
inprayei." He finds in this expression two attributes of

Ver. 13. Communicating to the necessitiet

of saints [Trar? xqiiaiq toiv dyioiv xoi,vo>-

voTivriq. See Textual Note '.—R.] The believei

naturally comes from his own necessity to the neces-

sity of his brethren. Tali; •/Qiiauq. The mean-
ing of the verb zoii'. : distributing to, is oppoted by
Meyer and Tholuck. It is sufficient here that hold-

ing felh.-ii>ship with is the fuller and stronger ex.

pression, yet not fellowship " in the necessities " of

fellow-Christians, but with them ; or, in other words

:

to participate in their necessities (Chrysostom, Theo-
doret).*

—

Given to hospitality [riyi' ifi,Xo%i

viav SioixovTiq, literally, pursuing hospitality

—R.] In ancient times, hospitality was also a high-

ly important work of love, for the relief of neces-

sity ; Heb. xiii. 2 ; 1 Peter iv. 9.

Ver. 14. Bless those 'Krho persecute you,
&c, \^i\)Xoy iiT t rovq diMjiovTaf; vfidq,
x.T.l.^ Here the hortatory form becomes distinct

;

see Matt. v'. 44. Probably the expression of Jesus
has reached Paul by the tradition of the Church.
Tholuck : "It is j ust from the Sermon on tha
Mount that we find the most remim'sceaces ; 1 Cor.
vii. 10 ; James iv. 9 ; v. 12 ; 1 Peter iii. 9 ; iv. 14."

Tholuck, very strangely, supposes here a so-called

lexical connection

—

i. e., that ver. 14 is accidentally

called forth by the word diMzoj'Tfq.f But it is in-

correct to suppose that the exhortation of ver. 14
interrupts such exhortations as vers. 13 and 15,
which relate to the mutual conduct of Christiana

;

ver. 15 has been too generally regarded as favoring
this view.

Ver. 15. Rejoice -with those who rejoice,
&c. [/at^ftv ^FTcc xai.^ ovtoiv, x.r.?.. On
the infinitive as imperative, see Winer, p. 296.
Meyer fills out the sentence thus: /ai^iiv vficif

Sit.—R.] Xal^eLV, the infinitive as an imperative,
to be supplemented mentally by a corresponding
verb ; see Sirach vii. 33, 34. Ver. 14 defines the

proper conduct in relation to personal aniipatliy ;
ver. 15, the proper conduct in relation to personal
sympathy.

Ver. 16. Be of the same mind one toward
another [to avto it:; aXXriXovg (f (ioi'dTij'-

Tfi;]. The participles in ver. 16 have been vari-

ously construed ; now with the preceding impera-
tive yaliiibv, y.XauLV, ver. 16, and now with the
following fii^ ylvitrO-e ; see Philippi. Because of
the great difficulties of such connections, commen-
tators prefer to supply i(Tri (Philippi, Meyerj.t

acceptable prayer—perseverance and fiivor—both implying
faith in God.—E.]

^
* [Meyer paraphrases : " having fellowship in the neces-

sities of t-he saints ; i. e., conducting yourselves as though
the necessities of your fellow-Christians were your own,
and thus seeking to meet them." Stuart : "ia respect to
the wants of the saints, be sympathetic ; " but the dative
IS hardly a dative nf reference. The intransitive meaning
of the verb must he insisted upon (Tholuck, Meyer, and
most). Even in Gal. vi. 6, the transitive mi-aning must Ua
given up. (Oomp. Lange's Oamm. in hen, p. 160.)—K]

_r [Wordawortli finds a happy play upon the words,
SiioKo^res (ver. 13), Suiitoi'Taj (ver. 14). " It would seem as
If the Apostle's mind, strained by the pressure of the argu-
ment with which it had been laboring, now gracefully and
playfully relaxes itself in Christian oheerflilneas. Ci his
conciliatory courtesy, he would show his readers what he
had said severely concerning them in the former parts ol
his Hpistle, had been spoken in love. So he now says, in a
tone of lively affection: Even we Christians, whom tha
world persecutes, ought to be persecutors ; wo ought to follow
with our blessings and our prayers those who pursue M
with rancor and disdain."—On the spirit of this injunction,
see Hodge m loco, especially the extract from Oai™ which
he gives.—E.]

t [We retain the imperative form of the E. V. It might
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The attempt at the proper construction would be
best favored by returning to ver. 16, and reading

this injunction as a fundamental thought, control-

ling what follows, clothed in figurative expression

and made explicit by the beginning of ver. 16. On
this wise

:

First trichotomy : Rejoice with them that do re-

joice, and weep with them that weep : being of the

same mind one toward another.

Second trichotomy : Mind not high things, but

condescend to the lowly. Addition : Be not wise

in your own conceits (in seclusion).

Third trichotomy: Recompense to no man evil

for evil
;
provide things honest in the sight of all

men ; if it be possible, aa much as lieth in you, live

peaceably with all men.
Fourth trichotomy : Dearly beloved, avenge not

yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath ; for it

is written, &c. All this follows from the conduct of

Christians toward each other. But then the whole

glory of this reciprocal feeling is elaborated in the

Christian love of enemies, which conquers evil by
good ; vers. 20, 21.

The same. To air 6 ; see chap. xv. 5 ; Phil,

ii. 2 ; iv. 2 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 7. They should adhere to

the same, what is equal, what is common, in their

intercourse with each other, or in the intercourse of

one toward others; reminder of the Golden Rule.

According to Phil. ii. 4, to alto gi^oviTv proceeds

from the to iv qiqovflv. Adherence to one results

in adhering to the same ; then, this results in unity,

which, however, is only a special fruit of that gen-

eral conduct. Likewise Tholuek. [Dr. Hodge thinks

concord of feeling is the prominent thought.] Chry-

Bostom's view is different : not to regard one's self

better than others, and similarly.

Mind not high things [^^ Ta {/^i-^Xa

gipoi'oi/rTf ?]. Not merely "high-aspiring selfish-

ness," but also self-complacent fancies ; for example,

Novatian, puritanic, aristocratic, or humanistic fan-

cies injure, or even tear asunder, the bond of com-

munion, of Christian fellowship with the Church,

and of humane fellowship with the world.

But condescend to men of loisr estate.

Tor? raTifivolq. Construed as masculine by
Chrysostom, Erasmus, Luther [Alford, Wordsworth],
and others. (Various definitions : Christians should

count themselves among the lowly ; should suffer

with the oppressed ; should remain in fellowship

with the lowly, with publicans and sinners.) But
Pritzache, Eeiche, De Wette [Stuart], and many oth-

ers, have declared in favor of the neuter. Meyer

:

Subjecting yourselves to tlie lower situations and
occupations of life. The antithesis ra v^fiXd is

urged. But the antithesis is modified by the change
of the verb into awaTiayofitvoi. The latter

vprb denotes, to be carried off, to be taken along

with, or, to allow one's self to be carried off, to be

misled, to be taken along with (see Tholuek, p. 673).

This may apply as a duty toward the brethren in

low estate, who, in opposition to high things, repre-

sent the real essence of humanity in t|Jie form of a

servant ; but it cannot apply to trivial and low
things. We should take small things into consider-

ation in the light of duties, but not to permit our-

selves to be carried ofi' by them. But of small

men, who are great in God's eyes, it is s«id with pro-

priety: that we should devote ourselTes to them

perhaps be changed to the participial, as is done in the
revision by Five Ang. Clergymen ; but thi# would render a
shange in punctuation neoeswn;.—B.]

through suffering to glory. Imprisoned and hunj
with the lowly, but not with the bad !

The neuter construction is thus explained bj
Calvin, and others : humi/ibus rebus obseeundantet
(about : to be true in small things) • while Grotiua,

and others, thus explain the masculine construction .-

modestissimorum exempla seetantes.

[On the whole, the masculine is preferable ; fo
in no other case in the New Testament is the adjec.

tive ia,nihv6<i used of things. Nor does the Apos-
tle's antithesis require the neuter meaning. Alford

;

" In ia {r^pijXa qi^ovovvTif, the iipijld are necessa-

rily subjective—the lofty thoughts of the man. But
in Toii; Ta7in.voli avran. the adjective is necessa-

rily objective—some outward objects, with which the
persons exhorted are avvandy^a&ai. And those

outward objects are defined, if I mistake not, by the

fi? dXl.Tii.ovii." Dr. Hodge, and many others, do
not decide between the two views.—R.]

Be not wise, &c. Mij yivia&i, x.r.X. See
chap. xi. 26. But there the conceit of one's own
wisdom constitutes an antithesis to God's revelation,

while here it constitutes an antithesis to the fellow-

ship of men (not merely of Christians in a good
sense).

Yer. 17. Recompense to no man evil for

evil \_iti7j6fvi Kanbv dvrt xay.ov dnoSi'
SovTii;. Alford: "The Apostle now proceeds to

exhort respecting conduct to those without.'''' There

is, however, no warrant for this limitation in the lan-

guage, and certainly the temptation to render evil

for evil to Christians is frequent enough.— R.]
Meyer : " The principle itself, and how it stood op-

posed to heathendom and pharisaism 1

"

[Have a care for things honourable, tiqo-

voovitcvoi, xaXd. hsnge: Seid auf das Fdle be-

dacht. Have careful regard to what is noble, &c.

Dr. Hodge finds here a motive for the injunction

which precedes, and objects to the period after

" evil " in the B. V., as well as to the translation

" honest," which undoubtedly conveys to the ordi-

nary reader the thought that we are bidden tc pro.

vide for ourselves and families in an honest way.

The clause much resembles Prov. iii. 4 (LXX.),

hence the variations.—R.]
In the sight of all men [hvmmov ndv

rmv dv^qmnmv. See Textual Note
'."l

Meyer:

Before the eyes of all men. We regard the term as

an expression of the relation to the most diverse

men. However, the other construction al.«o makes

good sense ; for Christians could often expose indi-

viduals to danger, by giving them cause for oft'ence
;

Prov. iii. 4 ; 2 Cor. viii. 21.

Ver. 18. If it be possible, &e. El dvvarov
is referred by Erasmus, Bengel, and others, to what

precedes [but this is objectionable]. The clause:

as much as dependeth on you, explains the li dv
varov. It maybe outwardly impossible to ue to

live at peace with every body ; but inwardly we

should be peaceably disposed, prepared for peace,

toward every body. [The ei Svvaiov is objective

(Tholuek, De Wette, Meyer, Alford), not, " if yov

can," but, if it be possible, if others will allow it.

"All YOVR part is to be peace: whether you actually

live peaceably or not, will depend, then, solely on

how others behave toward i/om" (Alford). That

this is often impossible, the Apostle's life plainly

shows.—R.]
Ver. 19. Avenge not yourselves, dearly

beloved. The additional dyaTz ijroi, loving

pressure. [The address becomes more affectionate
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3S the duty becomes more difficult (so Tholuck).

-R.]
Give place unto the wrath [don To?ror

rij nQYfl]- Make way for Divine wrath; do not

anticipate it ; do not get in its way ; let it rule.

This is the explanation of most commentators, from
Chrysostom and Augustine down to Tholuck, De
Weite, Meyer, and Philippi. [So Hodge.]—Second
xplanation : Let not your own wrath break forth

(Du Dieu, Semler [Stuart], a-"d others). Meyer, on
the contrary : The Latin usage of non irce spatium
dare harmonizes very well with this, but the Greek
urage of roTcov dMvat does not. [Jowett says

this explanation " is equally indefensible on grounds
of language and sense. It is only as a translation

of a Latiuism we can suppose the phrase to have
any meaning at all ; and the meaning thus obtained,

'defer your wrath,' is out of place." See his re-

marlcs in defence of the next explanation.—R.]

—

Third explanation : To give place to the wrath of
your enemy (Schottgen, Morus, and others). Mey-
er : This would be only a prudential measure.* Ttie

first explanation is raised above all doubt by the
addition : Vengeajice is mi7he.\

For it is written, Dent, xxxii. 35.—Addition :

i e
J'

f t X II ^ 1 ? ; see Heb. x. 30.

¥er. 20. Therefore if thine enemy, &c.

{^iav j)vv ntiva., n.r.X. See Textual Note ^.]

The ovv, which is omitted by most Codd., probably
on account of difficulty, follows from the antithesis.

One cannot conform to the negative : not to hate an
enemy, without obeying the aflSrmative. [Hodge

:

" The expressions are obviously not to be confined
to their literal meaning, nor even to the discharge

of the common offices of humanity ; they are figu-

rative expressions for all the duties of benevolence.
It is not enough, therefore, that we preserve an ene-

my from perishing ; we must treat him with all

affection and kindness."—R.] The words are from
the LXX. of Prov. xxv. 21.

Thou xhalt heap coals of fire, &c. [ar-
&Qar.aq nvqhii <j(j)^iv<jii.q, jt.T.A.] The
burning of fiery coals is an Oriental figure of con-
stantly burning pain. Explanations

:

1. Thou wilt draw down upon him severe Divine

* [Br. Lange quotes Meyer's objection to one single
phase of this explanation, and that not the one most promi-
nently urged. Ewald, .Towett, Wordsworth, miderstand by
this view, which they defend, not gelling out of the way of
the wrath of another, but, allowing it to spend itself upon
you, " let your enemy have his way." So far from deeming
this a prudential step, Jowett defends it from the objection,
that "common prudence requires thiit we should defend
ourselves against our eueinie.e," by urging that the gospel
does not always give *' counsels of prudence, but of perfec-
tion" Meyer, however, opposes the real explanation of
these authors, by saying that such a menninff has too little
positive moral character ; and further, that the prohibition
of revenge by no means implies that the personal object is
an angry one. These objoctioiis are valid ones.—R.]

t [The first explanation is the most natural one ; but
Alford suggests another, viz. : " Av^nr^ generally ; • proceed
not to execute it hastily, but leave it for its legitimate time,
when He whose it is to avenge will execute it : make not
the wrath your own, but leave it for God.' " Wordsworth,
in dfferding the third explanation, objects to the first : "It
could l.ardly be presented as a Christian duty—to make
room tor the Divine wrath to work against an eni.'Hiy." He
fllrtiiermore defends the ambiguous rendering of the E. "V.,

fts excellent from its ambiguity, from not saying too much,
nnd thus inviting study, using this opportunity for oppos-
ing a revision. "I ever held it a Mnd of honest spiritua.
thrift, when there are two senses given of one place, both
agreeable to the analogy of faith and manners, lo make use
of both" (Bishop Sanderson). Dr. Wordsworth approves
this rule for expositors. His own practice of this " spirit-
nal thrift" may lead to spiritual wealth, but certainly
"~""3 to tend to exegetkal pova-tj/.—H,.}

wrath (with reference to 4 Ezra xvi. 54 : Chryso*

torn, Theodoret, &c., Zwingli, Beza, &c., Stolz, Heng.
stenberg, Ac).

2. Thou wilt prepare him for the pain of peni.

tence (Augustine, Jerome [Tholuck, De Wette, Mey-
er], Luther, and many others). Origen has opposed

the former view, which was continually under the

necessity of being established in the Church, because

of the propensity to wrath. On Hengatenberg's ex.

planation of Prov. xxiv. 18, see Tholuck, p. 675 ff,

Ver. 21, as well as the spirit of the passage, pro-

nounces in favor of explanation (2.). No one couk
gladly requite evil with good, if he knew of a cer-

tainty that he would thereby be exposed to Divioe

wrath. Finally, this explanation is favored by the

whole spirit of Christianity. Yet it must be ob-

served, that penitence cannot be designated as an

infallible effect of the love of enemies, and of its

expressions. The most immediate effect of such ex-

pressions is burning shame, a religious and moral
crisis. He will bend his head as if fiery coals lay on
it. The rule, as well as the purpose, of this crisis,

is penitence and conversion ; but there are frequent

instances of false adversaries, like Judas, becoming
hardened by kindness.

[3. Slightly different from (2.) is that adopted
by Hodge :

" You will take the most effectual means
of subduing him." Kindness is as effectual as coals

of fire. So Alford : " You will be taking the most
effectual vengeance." Similarly Jowett. This view,

which excludes even the pain of penitence, is fa-

vored by the connection with ver. 21.—
R.J

For
other unimportant explanations, see the Note in

Meyer, p. 468.* On the figure of fiery coals, see

Tholuck, p. 675.

Ver. 21. [Be not overcome, &c. /i-ti vixHi,
x.x.X. " A comprehensive summary of vers. 19,

20. Be not overcome (led to revenge) by evil (which
is done to you), but overcome by the good (which you
show to your enemy) evil (by causing your enemy,
ashamed by your noble spirit, to cease doing evil to

you, and to become your friend) ; " Meyer. Seneca,
De Bene/., 7, 31 : Vincit malot pertinax bonitas,

—R.] the purpose of all these aianifestations of
love is that of Christ on the cross : to overcome evil

with good.

DOCTEINAL AN'D ETHIOAI,.

1. The proper conduct in personal intercourse,

particularly with the brethren, is love without dis-

simulation ; as the proper conduct toward the
Church, previously described, is love without self-

boasting. The conduct toward civil authorities
(which follows in chap, xiii.) is love wUhmdfear;
and, finally, the proper conduct toward the world is

love without despising the rights of the world, and
without mingling with the immorality of the world.

2. The root of brotherly love is reverence for
the appearing image of Christ ; and its development
and consummation are types of the most inward
consanguinity.

8. The proper conduct toward different individu-
als begins with proper conduct toward ourselves;
portrayed in ver. 11. To this there belongs, first of
all, fresh spiritual life; zealous and enthusiastic
work, embracing eternity as the blessing of the

,
* [Among these, the reference to the softening by bunbmg coals (Gloekler), the inflaming to love (Calovius), tht

red blush of ahame live-glowing coals (SanotiuB).—E.]
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Spirit ; calm ardor in communion with God, and in

the oousoiousneas of its being sent by God ; but re-

garding the moment of tims as the moment of eter-

nity in time. In this place belongs Solomon's Ec-
clesiastes, this much-mistaken pearl of the Old Tes-

tament—a writing whose fundamental thought is,

that every thing is regarded vain in consequence of
despising eternity in time.

4. The Apostle's pen ^ves a festive expression
even to Christian ethics ; as is proved by the beau-
tiful paralielisms, mostly in the form of trilogies, in

this chapter, together with 1 Cor. xiii. [Comp.
Erasmus on this chapter :

" Comparibus membris et

incisis^ similiter cadenfibiis ac desineniibus sic totus

termo modvlatus est, ut nulla cautio possit esse ju-
eundior."—R] Christian life should also be a wor-
ship. But the worship is festive, free from common
weariness.

6. All Christianity is a conquest of evil by good,
which Christ has established, and already decided in

principle, on His cross. All the single rules of con-
duct toward individuals concentrate in this last and
iiii^hest one.

HOMIXETICAIi AND PEACTICAIi.

Vers. 9-21. The sincerity of love. It is mani-
fested in : 1. Our abhorring that which is evil ; and,

2. In cleaving to that which is good (ver. 9) —^^Let

not love be false. 1. What is it to love in this way ?

2. How is it possible? (ver. 9.)—What belongs to

true brotherly love ? 1. Sincere heartiness ; 2.

Obliging respect (ver. 10).— Universal love and
brotherly love. 1. How far related ? 2. How far

different ? Comp. 2 Peter i. 1 (vers. 9, 10).—Chris-
tian joy in labor. 1. Its nature ; 2. Its origin ; 3.

Its limit (ver. 11).—Be not indolent in doing what
you should! (ver. 11).—Be fervent in spirit! A
Pentecostal sentiment (ver. 11).—Adapt yourselves

to the time ! A word of comfort in times of need
and tribulation (ver. 11).—Rejoice in hope, be pa-

tient in tribulation, continue instant in prayer—an
inexhaustible text, and one that can be always ap-

plied afresh on marriage occasions, in harvest ser-

mons in years of failure, or in New Years' sermons
in troublous times (ver. 12).—Distribute to the ne-

cessity of saints ! 1. Description of it (with special

references similar to those in ver. 11). 2. A sum-
mons to energetic assistance (ver. 13).—The forgiv-

ing Christian spirit. 1. A beautiful virtue; but,

2. One very difficult to exercise ; and therefore,

8. Proper to be implored from God (ver. 14).

—

Christian sympathy : 1. In joy; 2. In sorrow (ver.

15).—Christian unanimity (ver. 16).—Christian hu-

mility (ver. 16).— Christian honesty (ver. 17).

—

Christian peacefulness (ver. 18).—Christian love of

enemies. 1. It desists from revenge ; 2. It over-

somes evil with good (vers. 19-21).—Fiery coals

on the head of an enemy : 1. They cause pain

;

but, 2. Healing pain, because it is the pain of shame
vers. 19-21).

Luther : To heap coals of fire on the head is,

that, by kinduess, our enemy grows angry with him-

lolf for having acted so'wickedly toward us.

Stabke : True Christianity does not make lazy

peop'e and sluggards, but industrious ones; for the

wore pious the Christian is, the more industrious

laborer he is (ver. 11).—^Dear Christian, you present

i gift to strange beggars, though you do not know
irlLBther they are holy or not—indeed, the most are

without holiness ; should you not rather do gooQ»ic
the poor who live among us, who prove by then
deeds that they are holy and God's children ? (ver,

13.)—He who rises high, falls all the lower ; such
conduct is always dangerous. High trees are shaken
most violently by the winds ; high towers are moat
frequently struck by the thunder-storm ; what iB

high is easily moved, and likely to fall. Rather re-

main low, and then you will not fall, Sirach iii. 19
(ver. 16).—If you have wisdom, it is not your own,
but God's ; let it not be observed that you know
your wisdom. There are others also who are not
fools ; and there are many superior to you (ver. 10).—Every one should be ruler of his own spirit, Prov.
xvi. 32 (ver. 21).—It is most glorious to show good
for evil, and to make a friend out of an enemy,
Prov. xvi. 6 (ver. 21).—As fire is not quenched by
fire, so is evil not quenched by evil, nor invective by
invective.

—

Hedinger: Christianity is not absurd
selfishness and incivility. Love and patience teach
quite different things toward our neighbor (ver. 10).

—MuLLER : The richer and higher in God, the poer-

er and more like nothing in our own eyes, 2 S»m.
vii. 18 (ver. 10).—God sends His cross to us that it

may press from our hearts many fervent sighs, from
our mouth many a glorious little prayer, and from
our eyes many hot tears (ver. 12).—Christian souls

are one soul in Christ, and therefore one feels the

sorrow and joy of another (ver. 15).—To do good
is natural ; to do evil is carnal ; to do evil for

good is devilish ; to do good for evil is divine

(ver. 17).

Spener : Love is the principal virtue required

by Christ of His disciples (ver. 9).

—

Brotherly love

should be as hearty as natural love between parents,

children, and brethren (the o-to^/tJ), and should not
be lukewarm, but zealous (ver. 10).—The Spirit of

God is a holy fire, which inflames hearts wherever it

is. Where things go very sleepily, we may well ap-

prehend that, because there is no fire, there is no
zeal, and that there is also no work of the Spirit,

but only of nature. Yet there should be a fervency
and zeal of the spirit. For the flesh has also its

blind zeal, which is the more dangerous the greater

it is (ver. 11).

—

Accommodate yourselves to the time.

But this must not be in such a way as to join in

with the world, as every period brings with it that

which the Apostle (ver. 2) has already forbidden

—

conformity to this world. But Christians should not

lose the opportunity of doing good which God con-

stantly presents to them ; and they should always

give due care to all circumstances—to what is best

now to be done according to the Divine rule. More-

over, they should always give due attention to the

condition in which they are situated, so that lliey

may act just as God now requires of them (ver. 11).

—In prosperity and adversity, prayer is the best

means for our support (ver. 12).

Roos : Chiistians should be refined and polite

people (ver. 17).

Gerlach : The most glowing love should not

lose sobriety and discretion, by virtue of which it

chooses and performs just what the circumstances

require ; comp. Matt. x. 16 (ver. 11).
—" ' It is well,'

says one, ' that he has very properly commanded
weeping with those who weep ; but for what end did

he command us to do the other part, that which ii

not great ? ' And yet, rejoicing with them that re-

joice is a far more self-denying state of mind than

weeping with those who weep ;
" Chrysostom (ver,

15).—By Jiery coals we must unierstand that w«
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lead the one who iii()urea us to repentance of his

deed, by doing good to him (ver, 20).

Ltsco : How the love of the believer, arising

from humility, is manifested toward other believers.

1. Ita peculiarity (vers. 9-12) ; 2. Its manifestations

amid very different external circumstances (vers.

lS-16).—Relation of the believer to the unbelieving

world He is even animated with love toward it

(ver?, JV-21).

Heubner : Love should be tender and delicate

;

it should avoid every thing that can offend another's

sense of modesty or honor. Indelicacy is always a

want of respect (ver. 10).—Christianity teaches the

real art of being always happy.—The Christian must
keep in a good humor. Hope is the source of the

Christian's cheerfulness ; the condition of it is pa-

tience. Prayer sbrengthens both faith and hope
(ver. 12).

Besser : The works of Christians in love (vers.

9-21).—Paul calls upon us to oppose two special

enemies of unity : 1. Pride ; 2. Self-conceits of

wisdom (ver. 16).—Saul felt most painfully the burn-

ing coals from David's hand, 1 Sam. xxiv. 17 £f.

SoHLEiERMACHER : The Apostle's injunction: Re-
joice with them that do rejoice, and weep with them
chat weep. 1. What is the scope of it—what are

the limits which he has assigned to it ? 2. Its con-

nection with our spiritual life in God's kingdom
(ver. 15).— Perseverance against the evil sorely

afdioting us. It consists in : 1. Onr taking care

lest evil prostrate our spirit ; 2. Jn being careful

not to lose our sobriety, when eng»ged in work, by
surprise ; 3. And in being on our guard lest our
pleasure in life be destroyed by the pressure of evil

(ver. 21).

Vers. 7-16. The Pericope for the Second Sun-
day after Epiphany.—Heub.ner : The fruits of Chris-

tian faith in human life.—The connection of the

Christian virtues.—The real life as a practical school
of Christianity.

—

Harless : True fidelity to callinc/.

1. Good Christian deportment is always lilcewise

fidelity to calling ; 2. The discharge of one's call-

ing is true when it is done with simplicity, with care,

and with pleasure ; 3. This fidelity to calling arises

alone from true love ; 4. But true love arises alone
from the humility of Christian faith.

—

Jaspis : True
Christians are also the most faithful laborers. 1.

They regard their lifetime as a very gracious gift

;

2. They act continually from holy motives ; 3. They
feel inwardly united with their fellow-men ; 4. They
have too serious a reverence for their Eternal Judge
to discharge their calling unconscientiously.

—

Krehl:
Strengthening of putiunoe in tribulation by : 1. Wise
hope ; 2. Pious reflection

; 3. Steadfast prayer ; 4.

Joyous hope.

Vers. 17-21. The Pericope for the Third Sun-
dai/ after Epiphany.— Heobner : The Christian
amid the afflicting relations of the world. 1. He
uses them for opposing his own self-love

; 2. He
uses them for greater severity toward himself; 3.

For the practice of a peaceful disposition ; 4. For
the exhibition of love toward enemies ; 5. For in-

creasing his stability and steadfastness.—The dignity

of Christian peacefulness : 1. Its source ; 2. Its

limits ; 3. Its strength.

—

Beck : Direction for the
art of genuine Christian peacefulness. 1. Stop up
the fountain of disquietude in your own heart

;

2. Give place to the external occasion to disquietude
by conscientious and blameless deportment toward
every body ; 3. Amid external temptations, direct

your heart to the highest Keqiiter ; 4. Strive to

overcome the hatred of enemies by good deeds, and

to turn away the punishment impending over them.

—F. A. Wolf: Avenge not yourselves! 1. The

meaning of this declaration of the Apostle ; 2. Ho»
it should be observed.

Kapff : What belongs to true culture : 1. Mod
esty and hiunility ; 2. Universal philanthropy ; 3

Truth and purity of heart.

—

Brandt : Christianitj

is the way to a peaceful and blessed life ; for it i

1. Opposes our own conceits ; 2. Forbids all re-

venge ; 3. Recommends honesty ; 4. Loves peace-

fulness ; 6. Enjoins magnanimity ; 6. And always

desires the conquest of all evil.

[Hopkins : On revenge (ver. 15). Revenge is a

wild, untamed passion, that knows no bounds nor

measures. And if we were permitted to carve it

out for ourselves, we should certainly exceed all

limits and moderation ; for self-love, which is an

immoderate affection, would be made the whole rule

of our vengeance : and because we love ourselves

abundantly too well, we should revenge every imagi-

nary wrong done us with too much bitterness and

severity : and, therefore, God would not trust the

righting of ourselves in our own hands, knowing we
would be too partial to our own interests and con-

cerns, but hath assumed it to himself as the preroga-

tive of His crown.—On ver. 20 : On kindneis toward

enemies. This is all the revenge which the gospel

permits ; this is that excellent doctrine which our

Saviour came to preach, which He hath given us

commission to declare and publish to the world, to

guide our feet into the way of peace ; that we might
all be united, as by faith and obedience unto God,
so in love and charity one to another.

[Bishop Atterbury : Sermon on the dviy of
living peacedbly (Rom. xii. 18). I. In what the

duty connists, in relation to public and private men,
opinions and practice. II. The extent of it—to all

men. III. The difBculty of practising it. IV. The
best helps to the practice of this duty: (1.) To
regulate our passions

; (2.) To moderate our desires,

and shorten our designs, with regard to the good
things of life

; (3.) To have a watchful eye upon
ourselves in our first entrance upon any contest

(4.) Always to guard against the intemperance ot

our tongue, especially in relation to that natural

proneness it has toward publishing the faults of oth.

ers
; (5.) To keep ourselves from embarking in par-

ties and factions
; (6.) To study to be quiet, by do-

ing our own business in our proper profession or

calling
; (7.) Add prayer to the Author of peace

and Lover of concord, for the fruits of His Spirit.

[BuRKiTT : What it is to be overcome of evil.

1. When we dwell in our thoughts too much, toe
often, and too long, upon the injuries and unkind,
ness we have met with ; this is as if a man that wae
to take down a bitter pill, should be continually
champing of it, and rolling it under his tongue.
2. We are overcome of evil when we are brought
over to commit the same evil, by studying to make
spiteful returns, in a way of revenge, for the inj».
ries we have received.—Wherein consists the duty
and excellency of overcoming evil with good ? 1. It

renders us like God, who does good to us daily
though we do evil .against Him continually ; 2. We
imitate God in one of the choicest perfections of
His divine nature ; 3. We overcome ourselves ; 4
We overcome our enemies, and make them become
our friends.

[Henry : Bless them who persecute you : 1.

Speak well of them. If there be any thing in then
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sommendable and praiseworthy, take notice of it,

and mention it to their honor ; 2. Speak respect-

fully to them, according as their place is ; 3. Wish
well to them, and desire their good, so far from
seeking any revenge ; 4. Offer up that desire to

God, by prayer for them.
[Clarke, on ver. 16 : There hare not been want-

ing, in all ages of the Church, persons who, losing

the savor of divine things from their own souls by
drinking into a worldly spirit, have endeavored to

shun the reproach of the cross, by renouncing the

company of the godly, speaking evil of the way of

life, and, perhaps, sitting down in the chair of the

soorner with apostates like themselves. And yet,

strange to tell, these men will keep up a form of

godliness ! fOr a decent outside is often necessary to

enable them to secure the ends of their ambition.

[Hodge, on vers. 30, 21 : Nothing is so power
ful as goodness; it is the most efficacious a.eanE
to subdue enemies and put down opposition. Men
whose minds can withstand argument, and whos*
hearts rebel against threats, are not proof against
the persuasive influence of unfeigned love ; thert
is, therefore, no more important collateral reasoc
for being good, than that it increases our power tc

do good.

[Baknes, on ver. 11 : The tendency of the Chris,

tian religion is to promote industry. 1. It teacheg
the value of time ; 2. Presents numerous and im-
portant things to be done ; 3. It inclines men to be
conscientious in the improvement of each moment

;

4. And it takes away the mind from those pleasures
and pursuits which generate and promote indolence
—J. F. H.]

Third Section.—ChrUHan universalism (Roman Catholicism in Paul's sense) in proper conduct toward
the civil Government (the heathen State), which has a diaconal and liturgical service in the household

of God. The office of civil Government defined.

Chap. XIII. 1-6.

1 Let every soul be subject [stibmit himself] unto the higher powers [to the
authorities which are over him].' For there is no power [authority] but of
[except from] " God : the powers that be are [those which exist ° have been]

2 ordained of [by] God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the power [So that he
who setteth himself agaiast the authority], resisteth the ordinance of God

:

and they that [those who] resist shall receive to themselves damnation [oon-

3 demnation]. For rulers are not a terror to good works [the good work],* but
to the evil. Wilt thou then not [Dost thou then wish not to] be afraid of the
power [authority] ? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of [from]

4 the same : For he is the minister of God [God's minister] to thee for good.
But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid ; for he beareth [weai-eth] not the
sword in vain : for he is the minister of God [God's minister], a revenger to

6 execute wrath upon [an avenger for wrath to] him that doeth evil. Wherefore
ye must needs ' be subject [submit y<ourselves], not only for [because of the]

6 wrath, but also for conscience' sake. For, for this cause pay ye [ye pay]
tribute also : for they are God's ministers [the ministers of God],° attending
continually upon this very thing.

* Ver. 1.—[The word i^ovtrta, rendered power in the E. V., has, as its German equivalent : ObrigTceit Dr. Lange
expands E^ovo-tatv virepexovcrat; into: den Ohrifflceiient den ihn uberragenden MdcMen, The rendering above la

partly from Noyes, partly trom the revision of I"ive Ang. Clergymen. Both of these versions substitute throughout,
Ituthoriiy for power (E. V., Amer. Bible Union). The change is a happy one, since authority has both an abstract and a
personal force, corresponding to that of ifovirta. Civil authority is, oi course, intended.

^ Ver. 1.—[N. A. B. D». L., some fathers, read iiro ; adopted by Lachmann. D'. E'. E., Origen, iird; which is

adopted by modem editors (except Tregelles), since it might readily be changed on account of the uiro immediately
following, aaid also because the other reading would be tautological.

^ Ver. 1.—[The 22ec. inserts efoucriat after o5<rat, with D^. L., some versions and fathers. It is omitted in N. A.
B. D>. F., most versions and fathers. Later editors reject it. It would easily be written as an explanation. The Rec.

ilso inserts rov before 0€ou, on very insufficient authority.
Ver. S.—[Instead of twv ayaSiav epytov, aAAtt rSiv KaKiav (JRec, D3, L,, some fathers, Scholz), the reading : tu

•Lyadtji ep7b>, aAXa t^ xaxta is supported by '
. A. B. D^. E., many versions and fathers, Lachmann, Tischendor^

De Wette, Meyer, Philippi, Alford, Tregelles. Stuart and Hodge do not notice the correct reading, which was doubtlesi
Altered Into that of the Eec, for the salie of supposed grammatical accuracy.

^ Ver. 5.—fin D. E., and a few minor authorities, di'a-yKi) is omitted, and the infinitive vrroTaaaetrOai altered

Into the imperative inrordtrattrO e . The Vulgate follows the reading avayKj) uiroTao-o-eo-^e. So Luther.
' Ver. 6.—[The E. V. has here, God's ministers, and in ver. 4, the minister of Qod. The expressions are altered m

both verses in the version of Five Ang. Clergymen, which I have followed, for this reason, that, in ver. 4, the idea ol

serving on behalf of God is implied in fiiaKOKo? ; while here, that of serving or ministering to God, on behalf of thfi

people (AetTovpyoI 6eov) seems to be included also. It were perhaps sttU better to render fitaKoco?^ servant, and
reserve the word minister for this verse, as Noy.es has done. " We could not vary the English rendering of htAicovai and
Xeirovpyd?, except by introducing some word like * officer,* which would have had an awkward sound " C^ive Aug.
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EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

General Remarhx.—As, in chap, xii., eccleaiaati-

cal duties are supplemented by personal duties, so

here, in chap, xiii., civil duties are supplemented by

duties toward the world in general.—According to

Tholuck, the passive conduct in relation to private

injuries, in chap. xii. 19-21, has led to this exhorta-

tion. Yet this would be too accidental an occasion.

The thought of the transition is, that, even in the

heathen State, evil must be overcome with good.

But the possibility of this conquest lies in the ne-

cessity of the Christian's recognizing something

good even in the large State, as well ais in the per-

sonal opponent. Chrysostom held that this section

has the apologetical design of showing that Chris-

tianity does not lead to the dissolution of the State,

and of the social legal relations (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 1

;

Titus iii. 1 ; 1 Peter ii. 13, 14). According to Cal-

vin, and others, the occasion lay in the fact that the

Jews were inclined to resistance to heathen govern-

ment, and that also the Jewish Christians often be-

came subject, with them, to suspicions of the same
disposition.* As might be expected, Baur finds the

key for the solution of this question also in the

Clementines. On these and other hypotheses, par-

ticularly those of Neander and Baumgarten-Crusius,

see further details in Tholuck, pp. 678 ff. The same
author says : " If the Epistle was written in the year

58, then it follows that Nero's five mild years termi-

nated in the following year." In view of the uni-

versal character of this Epistle, even on its practi-

cal side, the Apostle must have felt the necessity of
defining, from his principle, the relation of duty in

which Christians stood to the State, without his hav-

ing been led to it by this or that circumstance.

Ver. 1. Let every soul, naaa Ti'i'/ij.

Every man ; yet with reference to the life of the

soul, whose emotions in relation to the government
oome into special consideration (Acts ii. 43 ; iii. 23

;

* [This exhortation was ])robably occafiioned by the
turbulent spirit of the Jews in Rome, who had been on
this account banished from the city for a time by the Em-
peror Claudius (A. D. 51). Their messianic expectations
assumed a carnal and political cliaracter, and were directed
chiefly toward the external emancipation from the odious
yoke of the heathen Romans. A few years after the date
of the Epistle to the Romans, the spirit of i-evolt burst
forth in open w-ar, which ended in the destruction of Jeru-
salem (A. D. 70). The Jewish, and even the Gentile Chris-
tians, might readily be led away by this fanaticism, since
the gospel proffered liberty, and they mic-ht not understand
that it was mainly spiritual—moral freedom from the slav-
ery of sin, out of which, by deirrees, in the appointed way,
a refonnatiou and trausformation of civil relations should
proceed. Such mistakes have been common ; e. g., the
Peasant's war, the Anabaptist tumults in the time of the
Refoi-mation, and many revolutions since the latter part
of the last century. The attitudes of Christ, His Apostles,
and His Church down to the time of Constantine, toward
the civil government, is truly sublime. They recognized in
it au ordinance of God, despite its degeneracy, yielding to
it, in all legitimate affairs, a ready obedience, despite the
i&ct that they were persecuted by it with fire and sword.
It should be remembered that this exhortation was ad-
dressed to the Romans, when the cruelties and crimes of a
Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius were in yet fresh remem-
brance, and when the monster Nero sat on the imperial
throne—the same Nero who, a few years later, wantonly
and mercilessly persecuted the Christians, condemning the
Apostles Paul and Peter to a martyr's death. It was, how-
ever, by just such Christian conduct, in contrast with such
cruelty, that Christ's Church won the moral victory over
the Roman Empire and heathendom. Under the innuence
of such precepts, the early Church was " great in deeds,
|reater in enfferiugs, greatest in death, for the honor cf
Christ and the benefit of generations to come ; " thue sne
was enabled to " overcome evil with good."—P. S.]

Rev. xvi. 3).—Submit himself, inoraaaiaS-a
Voluntarily subjecting himself to authority. [Tha

reflexive form describes the obedience as of a ra.

tional, voluntary, principled character, iu distinction

from blind, servile subjection.—P. SJ—To tha

authorities which are over him [iSoiuriaij

iiTTf ^f;/ouiTcits]. In ejoi'ffta are comprised both

the magistracy and their power (
poteslas). ' Yitig

f/oi'ffat, Vulgate: suMimiorei. Tholuck: The high,

those high in authority, with a reference to 1 Tim,

ii. 2. [Philippi and Meyer refer to the German
phrase : Die liohe Obrigkeit, but there seems to be

no reference to the higher grade of rulers. The
rendering given above is sufficiently explicit.—It

must be noticed how general the injunction is

—

every soul, and whatever powers are set over him,

Wordsworth : He does not say obey, but submit.

On the limitations, see below, and Doclr. Notes.

-R.]
Except from God [il u?i anb Qtoii.

See Textual Note '. The proposition is universal,

its application follows. Wordsworth remarks that

Svvapi.iq, farce, does not occur througliout.— R.l

God's sovereignty is, in the general sense («n:o
f Ti ), the causality of magisterial power.

Those which exist [at Se ovaai,. See

Textual Note '.] According to Erasmus and Schmidt,

the Apostle understands by the cti Se ovant,, the

rightful powers; with reference to John x. 12, 6 w*
noif-iriv, qui verus pastor est. According to Meyer
and Tholuck, there is no difference whatever. [The
words mean simply this : all existing civil author!

ties, de facto governments. This doubtless includes

temporary and revolutionary governments, although

nothing is said on this point. Of course, there has

been much casuistry in the discussions as to what
constitutes the existence, ova a, of the authority,

-R.]
The general definition, cltzo Qfov, for which

Codd. A. B.^, and others, would read vno &., is

'^ more specifically defined by the vno Qfov tj-
Tayfiivai, fial" have been ordained by
God, which denotes Divine appointment.* The

* ["Witliout anticipating the discussion in tlie Doctrinal
Notes^ it may be well to remark here, that while this phrase
has been used very frequently in the interest of the divine
right of kings, such an application is rather an accident
than a neceHsary influence from the Apostle's proposition.
The theologians of Germany are apt to tuna this against
the revolutionary tendencies of Europe, &c. ; hut should
the government under which they live in any way become
republican, or ultra-democratic, then consistency must lead
them to concede to such authorities also the jus divinum.
The simple, pellucid meaning of the Apostle is, that civil

government is necessary, and"ol' Divine appointment. We
infer that anarchy is as godless as it is inhumJin ; that
magistrates are not "the servants of the people," nor do
they derive their authority from the people, but from God,
even though chosen by the people ; that republican offi-

cials, no less than the hereditary monarchs, can subscribe
thc-mselves, " by the grace of God." Unless the principle
be of universal application, anarchy will be justified some-
where. This principle, moreover, respects the office, not
the character of the magistrate ; not the abstract authority,
indeed, but the concrete rulers, whatever their character.
If it be deemed too sweeping, then its self-imposed limita-
tion has been overlooked. For as the ofte^ence Is de-
manded because of God's appointment, then it is »o< de-
manded in matters contrary to God's appointment. When
the civil power contradicts God's Word and His voice in
our conscience, then it contradicts and subverts its own
authori^. Herein the superior wisdom of Christian ethics
IS manifest. Human self-will leads to anarchy, human
power to despotism ; but obedience to de facto rulers as a
Christian duty has led, and must lead, to true civil free-
dom, since it alone makes Viie individual truly free, and,
by asserting the higher law as the basis of the lower au-
thority, ever elevates the lower authority nearer the Divintt
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Apostle, however, seems desirous of making a dis-

tinction, yet not between the rightful and illegal

authorities, but between the actual appearance of
the authorities and their ideal and essential ground
of life, whose validity should also undoubtedly be
recognized in the actual authorities, because of their
permanent destination. In harmony with this dis-

tinction, Chrysostom, and others, have distinguished
between the magisterial office itself and its accident-

al incumbents. Yet we must hold that the Apostle
not only enjoins obedience toward the ideal institu-

tion of the authorities, but also toward their empiri-

cal appearance. But he will establish the require-

ment of this obedience by reference to the ideal

institution and design of the authorities. This
arises clearly from what follows.

Yer. 2. So that he who setteth himself
against, &c. [(litrTf 6 avrtraaaofiivoi;, x.t.X.

Notice the recurrence of tduao) in various forms
and combinations.—R.] Whoever becomes avri.-
xaaao/iivo^ against the actu-il authorities, be-

-comes also the resister of the ordinance of God.
The avttrdaaiaOai, denotes, primarily, mili-

tary opposition, the array of a hostile order of bat-

tle ; but it has also a more general sense. Its mean-
ing, over against the authorities, in every case must
be that of resistance ; and Tholuck makes an arbi-

trary limitation when he says :
" Neither the armed

opposition of the individual, nor of many, as in in-

surrection, is meant here ; it rather appears, from
ver. Y, what kind of opposition is meant, namely,
that of refusal to pay taxes." Besides, ver. 7 is the

beginning of another section. [The more general

sense is usually accepted, as in the above rendering

:

He who setteth himself against, which is adopted to

bring out the reflexive force of the original.—R.]
As related to the Divine appointment (SmTtxyK, here
= (hdray/ia), this resistance becomes a spiritual

resistance. This is the rule ; and, according to this

rule, it is said of those who resist the Divine ordi-

nance :

Those 'nrho resist shall receive to them-
selves condemnation [ot Se dv&iarijx6rti;
eavrotq x^Z/ia Xy/ni'ovtai^^. Meyer properly

remarks, that " a condemnation by God is meant, as

it is produced by their resistance of God's ordinance,

but that the a^yovrfq are regarded as executing this

sentence ; therefore Paul does not mean eternal (ac-

cording to Reiche, and most commentators), but
temporal punishment." Yet these executioners are
not always the dgyovzici ; for it is well known that

revolution very often " devours its own children,"

and that the sorest punishments come from anarchy.
[The next verse seems to point to the rulers as the

instruments in inflicting the Divine punishment
(Tholuck, Alford), yet there is no necessity for this

limitation, in the face of the fact that punishment
often comes by other hands. Though the punish-
ment comes from God, condemnation is preferable
to damnation, since the latter refers now to eternal

punishment alone, which is not the meaning here.

—

On vers. 1, 2, Dr. Hodge remarks : " The extent of
this obedience is to be determined from the nature
of the case. They are to be obeyed as magistrates,

Law. For, as Alford observes of the duty here laid down ;

" To obtain, by lawful means, tUe removal or alteration ofn unjust or unreasonable law, is another part of this duty

;

for all powers among men must be in accord with the high-
eet power, the moral sense." And the elevation of the
moral sense of Individuals will accomplish more than revo-
Ittllons, however jnetlQable and necessary.—B.]

in the exercise of their lawful authority. This pas.
sage, therefore, affords a very slight foundation foi
the doctrine of passive obedience."—R.]

Ver. 3. For rulers are not [ot yag agyov-
cij; ovx itaiv]. It may be asked here, what the
yaQ is designed to establish? According to Mey-
er, it explains the modality of the condemnation-
they shall receive condemnation in so far as the civil
authority is its executioner. But Tholuck and Phi
lippi very properly suggest, that the xaxa egya iij

yer. 3 cannot mean merely resistance to civil author,
ity. If the civil authority exists merely for the
quelhng of resistance, the whole State would be a
mere circle, or the civil authority would be an abso-
lute despotism. According to Calvin and Bucer,
ver. 3 should connect with ver. 1, and prove the
utilitas of the Divine ordinance of civil authority.*
But the ydg refers simply to the idea of absolute
punishment in the condemnation in ver. 2. In Tho-
luck there is a similar, and perhaps somewhat more
general, reference to ver, 2. God punishes insurrec-
tion, because it is designed to shake a legal ordi-
nance, existing for the protection of the good and
the punishment of the bad. All those are guilty of
this misconception of all the moral powers of exist-

ing order, who, in their abstract worship of a pure
fancy, oppose the best form of government, and
therefore finish their labors by perverting existing
order to a moral chaos. Now, the limitation of the
strict requirements of the Apostle lies in the defini-

tion of the civil authority, which he gives in this

and the following verses.

A terror, gio/Soe. For terror, formidandi.
Princes are not formidable to the good work, but to
the evil.

—

[To the good work, but to the evil,

Tw dya&oi sg y a, dXXd Tw xaxoj. See
Textual JVofe'*.—R.]

Dost thou then wish not to be afraid of
the authority? l-d-iXii,^ Si ij,ij qiopda&ai
riiv iiovaiav ; Although it is not necessary to

retain the interrogative form, yet it will express

sufficiently the hypothetical force, which most com-
mentators find here.—R.] These words are a hypo-
thetical premise, and not a question, as Griesbach,

and others, would construe them.

—

Thou Shalt
have praise [Ejfii; enatvov^. Commendations
by the magistrates, in opposition to punishments,

were common even in ancient times. Origen, on
the contrary, says, that it is not the custom of rulers

to praise the non peccantes. To this, Pelagius says

:

Damnatio malorum lans est honoram. Meyer says

:

" Grotiua, moreover, properly says : ' Oum hwn scri-

beret Paulus, mm sceviebatur Romce in Ckristianos ^
'

It was still the better period of Nero's government."

Tholuck's view is similar. Yet the written words

of the Apostle have been of perfect application sub-

sequently, even down to the present day. The
Apostle sets up an ideal, by which the ruler also can

and shall be judged. We must hold

:

1. That he portrays obedience to authority as an

obedience for the Lord's sake (comp. Eph. vi. 6, 6).

This secures the sphere :
" Render to God the things

that are God's ;
" bondage under religious and con-

scientious despotism is excluded.

2. The definition of what is aood works and what

•[The view of Calvin, Philippi, Hodge, Alford, and
others, that this verse gives an additional ground for obedi.

ence, viz., that magistrates, besides being ordained of God,

are appointed for a useful and beneficent purpose, has mucli

to commend it. Dr. Lange seems to be led toward suoli

exclusive references as bear against revoltttion.—'R. .
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are eml works, abides by the decision of God's word,

of Christiaa faith, and of conscience, but is not de-

pendent on the ruler.

3. This also indicates that every power shall be-

come weakness, when the poles of sword-bearing

shall be so absolutely transposed that the sword be-

comes a terror to good works ; but that it is a matter

of the Divine government to prove that weakness,

which lies in the fact that an actual government has

absolutely dropped off from the idea of its design.*

Ver. i. For he is God's minister [ & j o C

ynf (Ji.axoi'ds io'TH']. The yap of ver. 4

brings out the ground of the declaration in ver. 3.

The rule of the magistracy as a terror to the evil,

and for the praise and encouragement of those who
do good, is explained by its character, its essential

design, to be God's servant.—[To thee for good,

ffoJ fit; TO aya^ov.^ But he is God's minis-

ter for the good of man ; see Book of Wisdom vi.

4. [While rulers are of God, it is for the benefit

of the ruled. A repetition of what precedes, and

suggesting the same limitations.—R.]
He weareth not the sword in vain [ov

yctQ iiY.'fi rijv ^tdyai^av q)OQfl\ He wear-

eth it {qio^n is stronger than t^iijit) as the sym-
bolical token, insignia, of his governing and judicial

sovereignty ; but he does not wear it merely as a

symbol, without reason, and for show. He makes
use of it because he is God's minister, as the

punitive executioner of His wrath. The addition

:

tor wrath, dt; OQy^v, expresses the fact that

even in the State and municipal court there is the

authority of something higher than merely human
justice, namely, the Divine retribution of wrath

upon oifenders.

On the different antiquarian interpretations of

the ndyavQa, particularly as the dagger which the

Emperor carried at his side, see Tholuck, p. 690.

Tholuck and Meyer decide for the sword, because

fia-/. in the New Testament always means this, and
because everywhere in the provinces it was borne by
the highest officers of military and criminal affairs,

as the sign of the jus gladii. Nevertheless, the dag-

ger of the Emperor, and of his representative, the

Prcefectus Pradorii, belongs under the symbolical

description. After all, in an abstract and real direc-

SJon, we would otherwise have to think only of the

executioner's sword. [It requires some ingenuity

to escape the conviction that this passage implies

a New Testament sanction of the right of capital

punishment. At all events, the theory of civil pen-
alties here set forth is in direct opposition to that

so constantly upheld nowadays, that the end is sim-

ply the reformation of the offender. See Doctr.

&ote 6.—R.]

* [In tlius presenting an ideal of civil government (as
lEiC«t commentators suppose"), the Apostle gives both the
reason for obedience to rightful authority, and makes room
for resistance to rulers who utterly and entirely depart from
this ideal. Wordsworth, however, takes decided ground
agftinst any right of insurrection, and adds : *' But even sup-
pose a Nero, and a Nero persecuting the Church ; yet even
then you may have praise therefrom. You may overcome
his T ril by your good

;
you may be more than conqueror

—

you may derive glory from it. For though it is unjust and
condemns you, yet God is just and will reward you. He
will crown you for acting justly, and for suffering unjustly.
Therefore hold fast your justice, and whether the power
acquits or condemns you, you will reap praise from it. If
you die for the faith from its hand, you will reap glory from
Its fury. Augustine (Serm. xiii. 302)." Yet even this
author admits that the Apostle ** charitably presumes rulers
to 6c. what, being God's ministers, they ought io &e." This is

virtually the presentation of an ideal, the non-realization of
whiah implies certain limitations to absolute submission.—U.]

Ver. 5. Wherefore ye must needs, Ac. __<Ji4

avdyxri, x.t.A.] For the reason stated, it was not

merely the duty of prudence, but also a religious

and moral duty of conscience, to be subject. When
the Apostle says, not only because of the
wrath, but also for conscience' sake, he de-

notes thereby the antithesis of the servile fear of

the external infliction of punishment, and of inward

and free obedience, in the knowledge and reverence

of the Divine order in the civil affairs of men.*

Comp. 1 Peter ii. 13.

Ver. 6. For, for this cause ye pay tribute

also [Jta TovTO yct^ Kal cpoQov^ rekttrs.
The question of connection has been much dig.

cussed. Calvin, De Wette, Alford, and many oth-

ers, make d'ltx rovro parallel with Slo (ver. 5),

as another inference from vers. 1-4. Meyer, how-
ever, connects immediately with ver. 6, finding here

an inference from the necessity there described, as

well as a confirmation of it. He thinks the other

construction passes over ver. 5 arbitrarily. But if

the verses are taken as parallel, this difficulty is not

of much weight. See his notes for other views;

Stuart takes 3i,a rovro ya.(> as a strengthened

causal particle, and the verb as imperative.—R.]
The Tikilxi must not be read as imperative (Heu-

mann. Moras [Stuart, Hodge], and others) ; but the

yaQ [ovv with the imperative would have been
more natural] and the imperative in ver. 1 are

against this. The payment of tribute declares a
recognition of the State, also according to our Lord's

own declaration (Matt. xxii. 21). But by means of

paying tribute, the subject himself takes part in the

government of the magistracy. He actually takes

part in the support of the administration. Which,

consciously or unconsciously, is, in the highest

sense, a servant of the kingdom, and, in the widest

sense, is a servant [lAturg] of God, analogously to

the servant of the temple. Olshausen, and others,

erroneously construe TiqoaxasittQouvzfi; as subject.

[For they are the ministers of God, Xii,-

rovijyol ya^ Qtov tlaiv. ^ee Textual Note*.

The subject is aq/ovid; (supplied in thought) ; Xii,-

roiipyoi is predicate (Meyer, Pliilippi, and most).

See Philippi on the distinction between /fiTonpyo?

and drnxovoq. .He bases upon the former, wiiich,

he claims, applies to one engaged in a practical, ex-

ternal service, as well as on the concrete plural (in-

stead of the abstract l^ovaia), the reference to the

collection of tribute in ili; avtb t o T t o . But
it is better, with Tholuck, Wordsworth, and others,

to find here the idea of servants ministering to God
in representation of the people.—R.]

Attending continually upon this very
thing [ftc; ai'jTo toHto npoqxaiiTf^oTiv-
Tfi;]. Philippi ) explains di; oh'to roTito: for
this very purpose, viz., the payment of tribute. But
then that would mean : they receive taxes in order
that they may exact more taxes. The purpose is

the fundamental thought of the whole section : The

* [MejRnchthon thus strongly puts the case : Nulla
potentia hunmna, nulU exercitus magts muriuni. impnria,
quam kser sevnrissima lex Dei : necesse est obedire propter
coni^cip.nti-am . "—B. ]

t [The original says Meyer, but gives the vel*y words oi
Philippi ; while Meyer (1th ed., without any indication ol
change of view) defends the wider rt-fcrence, among other
reasons, because the verb, which includes a moral idea,
would he inapplicable to the mere collection of taxes. The
gi-eat thought, minisUrs of Ood, seems to be the controlling
one. Stuart, Hodge, and the older commentators, prefel
the other reference (hich, perhaps, to a certain exton^
imnlies this.—».]
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State is the State of the police, of rectitude, and of
civilization. Therefore the Xn.rovQyilh' tw 0fw is

undoubtedly meant (Tholuck, and others) in
'

the
very sense in which the section has described it.

DOCTEIlTAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. As chap. xii. has defined the conduct of Chris-

tiaos toward the Church and the personal depart-

monts of life, so does chap. xiii. define their conduct
toward the State and the world, ffhe Apostle has
therefore very forcibly regarded the sphere of per-

sonal life as the atmosphere of the Church, and then
the sphere of the world as the atmosphere of the

State.*

2. In reference to the civil authority, the Apos-
tle evidently makes the following distinctions : (1.)

The actual exintence of the civil powers, which are

in every case an ordinance of God's providence [not

of a social contract, nor simply hy the will of the

people.—R.] ; and the ideal am,d real existence of the
civil power, which is not merely providentially ano
©foii, but is also, iy creation and institution, fun-

damentally an ordinance imb toii QioTi rtrayfiivai,.

(2.) He distinguishes between social opposition to

the civil power, and the spiritual opposition to

God's institution which is comprised therein. (3.)

He also distinguishes between the power of the

State itself and its incumbents, the rulers, by which
designation he expresses the possibility of different

political form3.f (4.) He finally distinguishes be-

tween the actual appearance and its ideal destina-

tiou, according to which the iiomjia should be a

Siomovia and administrator of Divine right, and the

&Qxov'ce(; should prove themselves as Xii/tov^yoi

&10V.

3. The following distinctions with reference to

duty toward the State clearly appear

:

A. The submission is of necessity {avdyxtj),

ver. 6 ; (1.) Because of the wrath. Since Divine

providence has its wise purposes even in raising up,

and permitting to exist, severe and despotic powers,

so long as they are really State powers, imi^iyov-

acu, BO, in this relation, is the avtitdumir&ai, a sin

against wisdom ; the revolter draws upon himself

the xf i/ta for his want of judgment, his presump-

tion, and his wicked encroachment and invasion.

The same o^yij which makes the State pass over

from an institution of l)ivine mercy to a phenome-
non of Divine wrath, and which makes use of the

despotic tool as an axe to be cast aside in due

season (Isa. x. 16), and which oppresses a people to

its own chastisement, crushes, first of all, the indi-

Tidua] anarchical despots of revolution, who, in ex-

• [Jovett egeapes all the difficulties of this eeotlon, by
intimating that the Apostle's exhortation has a reference
only to the Eoman Christians in their then circumstances.
He thinks many a seriptuxa] precept is abused because not
thus limited, and adds, respecting the Apostle : "It never
occurred to him that the hidden life, which he thought of

only as to he absorbed in the glory of tlie sons of God, was
me day to be the governing principle of the civilized world."

It ill not litely to be so long, if aU its professed possessors
pare down the scriptural precepts in this fashion.—E.]

t [From the expression, " God's minister to thee for

ood," the relative excellence of the different forms of

government must be determined, since this is the only rule

laid down, and an empirical one at best, So long as a
popular government best fulfils this Divine purpose, so

long will men gladly lay down their lives, that "the gov-
ieiiiment of the people, by the people, and for the people,
Bhall not perish from the earth " (iPres. Lincohi at Gettys-
burg Cemetery.—R.]

26

cessive self-estimation, would cure the relative evij

of despotism by the absolute evil of anarchy. (2.)
Although this folly itself must be avoided for con-
science' sake, there is added a specific obedience for
conscience' sake, which is unfettered respect for the
ideal splendor of the Divine institution, joy at an
existence protected by the laws and civilization of
the State, gratitude for the moral blessings which
humanity possesses in civil life ; but, in one word,
the knowledge of the Divine, which shines clearly

enough even through the imperfect phenomenon of
civil life.

B. The " submitting," vnotdaaKs&ai,, excludes
the resisting, avri/tdoafaSai,; but it by no means
excludes it from God's word jmd from conscience,
nor from judgment (dependent on an existing power)
on what is good and what is evil, and what is just

and what is unjust ; for it is only in consequence of
this judgment that there can be a candid conviction

that the higher powers, really as God's servant, ex-

ercise the right of the sword for a terror to evil

works and protection to good works. Consequently,
judgment on the actions of the State within the
purely ethical department, and the limits and legal

ity of wisdom, is also unfettered.

C. According to the Apostle, the mark of vol-

untary obedience consists in not fearing the civil

powers, in assuming their existence according to the

idea in vers. 3 and 4, and not according to their ac-

cidental errors. This fearlessness may not only be
united with the respect required by ver. 7, but is in-

separably connected with it (see Tholuck, p. 692).

As one has the right and duty to expect of the

Christian that he will act in a Christian way, so haa

one the right and duty to expect of the State that it

be clothed with the ideal principles of the State.

D. The Apostle says :
" Render therefore to all

their dues ; tribute to whom tribute is due ;
" as if

he would say that, by this voluntary act, you partici

pate in the civil government, and pledge your obe-

dience to it. But, in ver. 7, he characterices the

same act as indebtedness. The solution of this ap-

parent antinomy has been given by our Lord him-

self, Matt. xxii. 21 (see the Commentary on Matthew,

pp. 396, SQ*?). The individual has the right to emi-

grate when an extraneous power arises. But if,

with the use of the coin of the country, he enjoys

the profit, protection, and authority of the country,

there arises the duty of paying the tribute required

by the united life and necessities of the State. And
he who pays tribute—that is, renders allegiance

—

with one hand, but with the other rises in revolu

tion, is not only guilty of resistance, but also of self-

delusion and self-contradiction.—These are the prin-

cipal features ; they may also be found in Eph. vi.

6 ; 1 Tim. ii. 2 ; 1 Peter ii. 13. The application of

them to the individual cases and questions arising

here, has been committed by God's word to the de-

velopment of the Christian spirit. We are con-

vinced that this spirit, and its foundation, can be

misapplied by impure minds, when, on the one

hand, Byzantme adulterers make the gospel of truth

a gospel of absolute despotism, and, on the othci,

fanatical and hierarchical mutineers make it a gosptl

of revolutionary terrorism, as was the case with the

Jewish Zealots, and appears now as secret political

justice [Vehmjustia] (practised in Westphalia in

early times), now as brigandage, and now as Fenian-

ism. In both respects the Old Testament U a com.

mentary, rich in illustrations, on the sense of thfl

New. Neither Pharaoh nor Korah's company, nei
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ther Rehoboam nor Jeroboam, neither Nebuchad-
nezzar nor the adversaries of Jeremiah, escaped the

condemnatory judgment of the Spirit recorded on
the pages of Holy Writ. But in the Jewish war,

when the fanaticism of power and the fanaticism of

an enthusiastic fancy for freedom contended together

for the Holy City, the Christians emigrated to Pella.

The light and right of the Christian consist in the

incapacity of any earthly power to intervene be-

tween his heavenly King and his conscience. When
it is therefore imputed to him that his conscience is

stained by falsehood, injustice, cowardice, or partial-

ity, and that he has become faithless to his heavenly
King, he knows—for he must know—that his inward
life stands or falls with his fidelity to his Lord, it

matters not from what side the imputation may
come. He must likewise refute the imputation that

he employs his whole life in political law questions

;

for there are other things to be attended to in re-

ligious, ecclesiastical, moral, and social life, than
contending for the most perfect political and social

forms. The same fanatical external ization, which in

the Middle Ages took pleasure in absolute ecclesias-

ticism, can become absolute politicalism in modern
society. But if conditions arise in the life of na-
tions in which the Apostle's definition is not of ab-

wlute application to the civU power, when the
sword is a terror to the good, then does the defini-

tion cease to be of application at its time to vni^-
c/oiwa. But even in such a case God could make
a Russian winter do more for Germany, than man,
alienated from God, could do for France by a series

of revolutions. Of course, freedom never takes
place without enthusiastic liberators, who know how
to distinguish God's fiery sign from human incen-
diarism. But every one must know for himself
what his duty is in his particular calling. [The po-
sitions of Dr. Lange are justly taken, but may re-

quire some modification for a region where the civil

power is more directly formed and sustained by the
individual members of the State. In that case, the
personal responsibility in political affairs is, of
course, largely augmented ; to the duty of obedience
and tribute, that of political knowledge and pru-
dence is added. The ideal must be formed by Chris-
tian reflection, and by Christian efibrt we must seek
to make it a reality. The abstract right of revolu-
tion, which Dr. Lange himself does not deny, will

be the more an abstraction as lawful means are at
baud to alter the organic law of the State. Thus
popular government, when, and only when, the peo-
ple are permeated by Ohristian principle, contains
in itself the preventive of revolutionary excess.
How insupportable it can become when this condi-
tion is wanting, history tells plainly enough.—R.]

4. From the experience through which the Apos-
tle had previously passed, he had been often pro-
tected by the sword of the Roman authorities against
the mutinies of Jewish fanaticism. Learned people
have observed, that he has written these exhorta-
tions to Rome although Nero was Emperor there.
Other scholars have remarked, on the other hand,
that the five good years of Nero's reign had not yet
come to an end. But it is certain that, in the ordi-
nance of the State for posterity, as well as in the in-

stitution of the Church, the Apostle perceives the
historical opposition to the germinating antichris-
tianity in the world, according to 2 Thess. ii. But
he did not regard his liberty of judgment thereby
Dound (see 2 Tim. iv. 17).

6. To what extent is the State a Divine institu-

tion? Elaborate discussions on this question aw
summed up and deliberated upon by Tholuok, pp,

681-689. According to the principles of Roman-
ism, the State is merely a human ordinance (see

Tholuck, p. 684 ; Gieseler, Kirchengeach., ii. 2, pp.

1, 108).—The germ of the Divine institution oi tha

State lies in the Divine institution of the family, in

the authority of the head of the family in partiea.

lar, as well as in the substantial relations of huma»
ity. But as the Old Testament gift of the law is the

institution of a theocracy, which still embraces in

common the twiu-offspring of State and Church, so
is there contained also in the Old Testament a Divina

sanction of the State—a sanction which pledges the

future sanctified State to reciprocity with the future

Church. And this presages that it is just as de-

structive to make the State the servant of the

Church, as to make the Church the bondwoman of
the State.

[The Scylla and Charybdis of European Chris-

tianity, as related to the State, are : Romanism, which
subordinates the State to the Church, and Erastian-

ism, which subordinates the Church to the State.

The American theory is : that both are coordinate,

the State protecting the Church in civil rights, the
Church sustaining the State by its moral influence.

Yet even here it is questioned whether this is the
correct theory. It is an experiment, fraught with
great blessings indeed, but, as yet, only an experi-

ment. The dangers here are similar : (1.) Roman,
ism, which would make its Church the State ; in a

popular government, as really as in a despotism, and
even more fatally, since the genius of the Church
must then become that of the State—what that is,

is obvious. (2.) On the other hand, we flnd the
theocratic tendency of Puritanism manifesting itself

continually. This would identify Church and State,

rather by making the State the Church, pressing
upon it the duty of legislating men into morality,
and even holiness. Here we must class the politico-

religionism, which has become so common during
the last ten years.—Still, the constant tendency of
Christendom to make a practical synthesis of Church
and State, is an unconscious prophecy of an era
when both shall be united in a ehristocracy.—R.]

6. On the right of the death-penalty with refer,

enoe to the sword of authority, see Tholuck, p. 691.
We must, of course, distinguish between the right

of using the sword and the duty of its use. [Ad-
mitting that the Apostle is describing an ideid of
civil government, we still find here the right of capi-

tal punishment. Of course, just in so far as the
actual government has been below this ideal, has this

right been abused. Still, the right remains justified

by the theory of punishment here advanced, by the
necessities of self-preservation on the part of soci-

ety represented by the punishing power. The right
to punish also implies the right to pardon ; and the
measure of the right (i. e., the conformity to. the
ideal here presented) will be also the measure of the
sense of responsibility, both as to the punishing and
pardoning power. The usual objections to capita]
punishment misapprehend (a.) the nature of punish.
ment in general

; (J.) the Divine authority in civH
government.—R.]

HOMILETIOAL AND PEAOTICAI..

Obedience toward the powers that be is everj
Christian's duty. 1. Without difference of posse*
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tions ; 2. Of position ; 3. Of culture ; 4. And of
confession (ver. 1).—In how far are there no powers
that are not ordained by God ? 1. So far as God
himself is a God of order, who will therefore have
order in civil aflkirs ; 2. So far as God is also a God
of love, who designs to do good for us by the pow-
ers which He has ordained (vers. 1-4).—Kesistance
to the powers that be, regarded as resistance to

God's ordinance (ver. 2).—To do good is the best

protection against all fear of civil authority (ver. 3).

—Praise from the civil magistrates. 1. Who shall

obtain it? Every one who does good—that is, every
one who, o,. does not submit slavishly ; but, 6. obeys
the laws of the country by voluntary obedience.

2. In what should it consist ? a. Not so much in

showy medals and ribbons, for which many are so

eager, as, h. in the simple recognition of the faith-

fully discharged duty ol the citizen (ver. 3).—The
civil authorities should likewise serve : 1. God ; 2.

Men (ver. 4).—The holy judicial office of the magis-
tracy. 1. From whom is it derived? From God,
who is a righteous God, and to whom no wicked per-

son is pleasing (Ps. v. 4). 2. What belongs to it ?

The exercise of penal judgment, and, above all, the

right of life and death. 3. How should they exer-

cise it ? In the ennobling, but also humiliating, con-

sciousness that they are God's ministers (ver. 4).

Luther : Worldly power is for the sake of tem-
poral peace ; therefore the conscience is bound, by
dutiful love, to be subject to it (ver. 5).—See how
good it is to pay taxes and be obedieut ; for you
thereby help to protect the pious and punish the

wicked. Therefore do not be provoked at it

(ver. 6).

Starke : If persons in authority would attract

their subjects to obedience, they should administer

their office well, and, to that end, should remember

:

1. That they are by nature no better than other

men; 2. That they will therefore die, just as all

others ; 3. That they will have to give a far greater

account than their subjects before God's judgment-
bar, because of their official prerogatives and gov-

ernment (ver. 1).

—

Lanoe : When those in authority

read and hear that their station is from God, they

should examine themselves as to whether they are

to their subjects what the head is to the body and its

members (ver. 1).

—

Hedinger : The powers that be,

God's minister ! How much is expressed by this !

Therefore there are no masters above God. He will

hereafter hold to account, and throw aside, all titles

of honor (ver. 4).—Ye subjects, give freely your
possessions and blood, but not your conscience

(ver. 6).

Gerlach : Though the office be divine, the in-

cumbent may possess it illegally, and abuse it (ver.

1),
—" \eeds " here means not external compulsion.

but the inward necessity of being obedient to God
(ver. 6).

Lisco : The believer's holy love is the fulfilment
of the law ; first of all, in relation to the power*
that be (vers. 1 ff.).—Obedience is a matter of con.
science with the Christian ; it is an inward and sin
cere obedience (ver. 6).

Heubner : The Christian attitude toward the
authorities (vers. 1 ff.).—The limits of obedience
toward the powers that be are defined by conscience,
faith, and God's commandment ; Acts v. 29 (ver. 1).—The Christian mode of obedience is free, pure,
conscientious, and not from compulsion or fear
(ver. 5).

ScHLEiBRMACHER : On the proper relation of the
Christian to his ruler. 1. How utterly improper it

is for the Christian to be subject merely to avoid
punishment ; 2. How natural and necessary it is foi

him to be subject for conscience' sake (preached in
January, 1809) ; vers. 1-5.

[Henry : Magistrates act as God's ministers

:

1. In the administration of public justice ; 2. The
determining of quarrels ; 3. The protecting of the
innocent ; 4. The righting of the wronged ; 5. The
punishing of offenders ; 6. And the preserving of
national peace and order, that every man may not
do right in his own eyes.

—

Waterland : It is the
duty of those in authority : 1. To correct those
that needlessly and causelessly disturb the public
tranquillity ; 2. To remove those that libel the es-

tablished religion, without offering any better, or

an equivalent ; 3. To curb the insolence and hum-
ble the pride of such as fly in the face of author-

ity, and pretend, without commission or qualifica-

tions, to instruct, and, under that color, to insult

their superiors.

—

Scott : As to the efforts which are

anywhere made by those on whom trusts constitu.

tionally devolve, to preserve, increase, or assist the

real Uberty of mankind, personal, civil, or religious,

or to check the career of despotism or oppression

over men of any climate, complexion, or religion

:

let us zealously forward them with our prayers, and
by every mean consistent with the peace and good
order of the community ; and, if we would enjoy

the blessing of good government, we should pray

earnestly and constantly for our rulers, and all in

authority ; else we have no just cause to complain

of any real or supposed grievances to which we
may be subjected by them.

—

Clarke : When a ruler

governs according to the constitution of his country,

and has his heart and life governed by the laws of

God, he is a double blessing to his people ; while ho
is ruling carefully according to the laws, his piou«

example is a great means of extending and confirm'

ing the reign of pure morality among those nhon
he governs.—J. F. H,1
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FoDKTH Section —Proper conduct toward the world in general. Legal fellowship mth the vmld

Recognition of the rights of the world in the justice and also in the strength of love for our neighbor

Separation from the ungodliness of the anctent world {the darkness of heathenism). Umvtrialum

and its sanctification through true separatism.

Chap. XUI. '7-14.

1 Render therefore {mu therefore] ' to all their dues : tribute to whom tribut*

is due ; custom to whom custom ; fear to whom fear ; honour to whom honour.

8 Owe no man any thing, but [except] to love one another : for he that [who]

9 loveth another hath fulfilled the law. For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery,

Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear false witness

\omii. Thou shalt not bear false witness]," Thou shalt not covet ; and if there he

any other commandment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, namely,'

10 Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.* Love wOrketh no ill to his neigh-

bour : therefore love is the fulfilling [love therefore is the fulfilment] of the

11 law. And that [this the rather because],' knowing the time, that now it is high

time to awake " out of sleep : for now is our salvation nearer than when wo
12 believed. The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast off

13 the works of darkness, and' let us put on the armour of light. Let us walk

honestly [seemly],' as in the day ; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in cham-

14 bering and wantonness, not in strife and envying : But put ye on the Lord

Jesus Christ, and make not [do not make] ' provision for the flesh, to fulfil

the lusts thereof.

TEXTUAL.

' Ver. 7.—[Bee, K'. D». F. L., insert oiv (Philippi, De Wette) ; omitted in N'. A. B. D>., by Iiachmann, Tisoh-

endorf, Meyer, AJiord, Trepelles, and many others. Dr. Lange thinks the omission favors his view, that a new section

should bet^in here ; while Philiiipi and Be Wette think this view of the connection led to the early omission.
2 Ver. 9.—rrhe Rec. inserts oy if/evSofiaprvprifTei^ on insufficient authority (N., versions and fathers). It is omitted

in A. B. D. F. L., m:iny cursives, &c. ; by Lachmann, and modern editors and commentators without exception. Even
Dr. Hodt^e, who rarely deviates from the JZec, except under overwhelming authority, r^ects it. The insertion is at

once explained by the Decalog^ue itself.

= Ver. 9.—[B. F. omit Ik tcu. It is found in N. A. D. L. ; adopted by many editors, braoketted by Laohmann,
Alford, Tregelles. It might easily have been omitted as unnecessary, hence to be retained.

—

Rec, with A. L. ; iv Tovrtf

Tcp A07CU ; lit. B. D. F., Laohmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, and most : er tw Aoyw rovrtf.
* ^er. 9.—[N. A, B. D. (Lachmann, Tischendorf^ Alford, Tregetles) ; creavrdi', instead of lavTov (F., fkthere,

Rpc, Meyer, Philippi, &c.). The latter is for the second person, however; and may have been changed, either as a

grammatical correction, or from the repetition of the S, which precedes. On eavTov for the second person, see Wiiieri

p. 142.
s Ver. 11.—[Dr. Lange's text reads : TTnd Solches wissend, wissen vjir auch. See the Exeff. Noke on this interpreta-

tion, and that given above in brackets.
« Ver. 11.—[The subject of the infinitive is omitted in the E. V. The Bee., N'. D. F. L., have >1M»5 ! K'. A. B.

C. ; v^a?. The former is adopted by most editors ; Alford, however, having discovered that B. gives the latter, had
adopted it. Lachmann, Tiecheridorf, and most, place ^Stj before itfxai (so N. A. B. C. D.). Hence: H is already
tivif- that we should awake, is the correct rendering.

' Ver. 12.—[The Bee. (with N=. C. D' ^. F. L., and fathers) reads icat before ivSvadjieea. A. B. C. D",
versions and fathers; evS. Se. Ni. omits the conjunction altogether. Lachmann, Tischendorf, De Wette, Alford,

Wordsworth, Tregelles, accept 6^, since Kai might be substituted on aecount of the failure to recognize the contrast.

Philippi and Meyer accept xaC, because &e might have been inserted from the previous part of the verse, or to corre-

spond with it. No change is required In the E. V., to express the slightly contrastive force of Si.
*» Ver. 13.—[Amer, Bible Union, Noyes : hecomivaly ; Five Ang. Clergymen : seemly. The latter is more in keeping

with the style of the E. V. 1 Cor. xiv. 40 : decently ^nd in order). Setmli/ is found in Chaucer in precisely the sense
here intended by ev<rxrftL6v<ai .

• Ver. 11.—[Dr. Lange's view would be thus expressed : Do not make such provision for the flesh as to satisfy ita

lusts. Noyes : Think not about satisfying the lustB of the flesh. Alford : Take not (any) forethought for the flesh, to
fulfil its lusts. See the Exeg. iVo(e«.—E.J

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL,

Preliminary Remark.—This section is connected

by ver. V with the preceding. While the previous

section defines the relation of Christians to the State

to which they belong as citizens, the present section,

on the other hand, regulates their relation to the

world in general, in its friendly and hostile side, in

fellowship and repulsion ; and ver. 7 treats of their

relatijo to authorities in the world in general. We

have not merely to do with our own civil authorities

and our own State, but also with foreign States and
dignitaries. The traveller does not have to pay
tribute to a foreign State, but he has to paj duty

;

in all cases we should exhibit becoming honor and
respect toward every one. According to Tholuck,
ver. 7 contains " a summary of the various duties

toward all kinds of authorities ; first of all, toward
the subordinate tax-officers, then to judges and
magistrates."
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[The view of Tholuck, which is that of Meyer,
Philippi, Alford, and most, implies that ver. 1 be-
longs to the preceding section. At first sight this

division seems correct ; but, really, ver. 1 is both a
hortatory summing up of what precedes, and a tran-

sitiou to the more general admonitions which follow,

tf ouy be read (see Textual Note '), the former be-

comes more prominent ; if omitted, the latter.—K.]
Ver. 7. Render to all their dues [<ijro-

Soti Ttafftv tat; hffn^Xdt;']. Uaai/V. Ac-
cording to Estius, Klee, and others, this refers to

all men ; according to Meyer [Philippi, and many
others], it refers merely to magistrates, as if our
respect were due to them alone ! The antithesis is

:

Owe no man any thing.

Tribute to whom tribute ig due [tw tov
fid^oi' rhv q>6qov\ Tholuck, Meyer, and oth-

ers, would supplement aTzoSoti by a anavrovvxi.
But the addition is already indicated in the ra?
oqxvXai;, and hqinkfti follows immediately afterward.

Fear and honor are asked from nobody, not even by
magistrates, in the form of paying tribute and duty

;

and even with tribute and duty we should not wait

until compelled to pay them. Grotius has supplied

otfiihtav ; KoUner, otpiiXiri ; against which Meyer
observes, that it is philologically incorrect, because

Tw does not stand for m. But were o> the reading,

the idea of an organic distribution would easily

arise ; this was avoided by the Apostle's placing tw
contractively for rovtm. According to Grotius, sim-

ply the Art. prceposilivus is placed for the mhjunc-
tivus, which is reversed in chap. xiv. 2—5.*

Custom [to 'tiXoq'\. Grotius: Vectigalia

pro merdbus daniur, tributa pro solo ant eapite.

We must, at all events, understand here, by custom,

the Soman internal tax on goods. [As tribute was
due to home authorities, while custom, duties, &c.,

are due to foreign authorities as well, there seems to

be an extension of thought beyond the obligations

referred to in vers. 1-6. Bengel is quite incorrect

in making floopof; the genus, and riXog the species.

-V , , , ,

[Fear, ror tpofiov; honor, rriv n/i'^v.
Those who confine the reference to magistrates,

apply the former word to the proper sentiment and
conduct toward the higher ma^strates, especially

judges, the latter to magistrates in general (Meyer,

Philippi). De Wette, however, refers the former to

judges, the latter to magistrates in general, espe-

cially the higher ones ; while Alford refers " q:6^oq

to those set over us and having power ; ri-fiij, to

those, but likewise to all on whom the State has

conferred distinction." If the wider view of the

Verse be accepted, then (with Hodge, Webster and
Wilkinson, and others) the one means the reverence
said to superiors, the other, the courtesy due to

squals.—R.]
Ver. 8. Owe no man any thing [^j/Jivt

lirjSiv hipiikizs. Dr. Lange renders: Bleibt

Niemand wnd Nichts sclmldig, which he considers
an improvement of the old version : Niemand nichts.

—R,] The four preceding categories are here gen-
eralized to the idea of the universal duty to our
neighbor. Tholuck is doubly inexact when he says

:

•' The Apostle proceeds from the duties of subjects

• [The mass of commentators supply airaxrovvrt, (so
Winer, p. 548), probably because they limit the reference in
this verse to magistrates. But Dr. Lange's view is prefer-
able. "The sentence is elliptical for St Thv <)>. 6<>«i>eTe
ro«To) Thv <j>." (VebBter and Wilkinson). So E. V., sub-
Btantially.—B.J

to universal Christian dutiet.^ [De Wette : " Th*
Apostle proceeds at once from the vestibule ot
morality into her very domain."—R.]

Except to love one another [il /j,ij rt
aXXij Xovi; ay a 71 ^v. Philippi : " A Paulint
argute dictum or acumen."—R.] In relation to the
definite discharges of duty, the Christian should
strive to perfectly discharge, and to keep discharged,
his duty in every direction ; in relation to love, aa
the source of duties, he should, on the other hand,
be conscious, and constantly be more so, of an inii

nite and permanent indebtedness. The duties arc
externally a finitum, but the duty of loving our
neighbor remains an infinitum. And the more clear
the Christian becomes on one, the more clear he be-
comes on the other. [Bengel :

" Amaee, debitum
immortnle. 8i amabatis, nil debelis, nam amor im^
plet legem. Amare, libertas est." So most com-
mentators from the times of Chrysostom. Augus-
tine :

" Semper lebeo charitatem qum sola etiam
reddiia retinet debitorem " (Ep. 62).

—

E.]

'OtftiXni is not indicative (^Eeiche, and oth-

ers), but imperative,* by which the sentence, " ex-
cept to love one another," must be understood thus:
except that which you cannot pay as a debt. Meyer
emphasizes the subjective rendering : Consider your-
selves as debtors of love. Even in the " Owe no
man any thing" there is undoubtedly an appeal

made to the consciousness and its method of action.

Hath fulfilled the law. niTtXtiqutxi.
[Perfect of completed action (Meyer).—R.j It is

by love that the fulfilment of the law is fundamen-
tally decided ; chap. xiv. 13. Reiche, and others

:

Id quod in lege summum est. Instead of this, we
must place : Quod legis principium est. That no
justification is here implied, is plain, first, from the

fact that the Apostle regards this loving as possible

only on the ground of justification ; and second,

from the fact that he lays down this lovivg, emphat-

ically construed, as an ideal which has not been
reached so long as we are still universal debtors in

individual matters.

[Although ver. 9 shows that the Mosaic law is

meant, yet it is to be doubted whether there is any
" apologetic reference to the upholders of the law "

(Alford). When De Wette says :
" He who prac-

tises love, the higher duty, has, even before he does

this, fulfilled the law, the lower," he seems to ignore

the true position of the law in the Christian dispen-

sation. " The law, as a rule of gratitude, is com-
pletely fulfilled by love," seems a better view. For
the former part of the verse implies that we never

attain to this, but still " owe " this love increasing-

ly. Hence the reference here is' to the completed

ideal. " The expression implies more than a simple

performance of the precepts of the law ; true love

does more than this : it adds a completeness to the

performance. It reaches those lesser courtesies and

sympathies which cannot be digested into a, code

and reduced to rule. To the bare framework of law,

which is as the bones and sinews, it adds the flesh

which fills it, and the life which actuates it " (Web-

ster and Wilkinson).—R.]

* [Thifl is required by the context with its freguent im
peratives, and ako by the subjective negatives. The indi-

cative would require oufiepl ovSiv. Of course, the mean-
ing is very wide, including all possible obligatons. and not

to be limited to a caution against pucunlary indebtednesi

FritzBChe, and others, take b^eilim in a different sense in

the second clauBe (a kind of paronomasia) : " Owe no man
any thing, but ye ought to love one another." This u
quite unnecessary, however.- -B.]
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Ver. 9. For this, Thou shalt not, &c. [to
yap Dv, x.T./l.] It ia self-evident that the Apos-

tle does not take the negative commandments of the

Decalogue in a merely literal sense. This is clear

also from the prominence which he gives to the

last : Thou shalt not covet (Luther : Covet noth-

ing; an emphasizing of the object; chap. vii. 1 is

agdnst this). It also follows, from tlie fact that this

perfect negative conduct is not conceivable without

a corresponding positive conduct. Tholuck :
" In

the enumeration of the commandments in ver. 9,

that respecting adultery precedes the one respecting

murder. There is the same order in Codd. Alex.

liXX., Exod. vi. ; the same in Philo, and in the New
Testament, James ii. 11 ; Mark a. 19 ; Luke xviii.

20. Philo establishes it, by saying : adultery is the

most heinous crime." For further particulars, see

Tholuck, p. 694.

Briefly comprehended. 'Avaxeqiakai,-
ouv ; see.Eph. i. 10. In the expression there is

comprised the idea, that all which is explained from
the principle (for example, the Ten Commandments
from the law of love) is again summed up in the

fulfilment of the principle. Therefore not merely

(rcvTo/twc aTrapTtCfTCK. (Chrysostom). [So

Meyer, Tholuck, Philippi : recapitulated ; De Wette,
Alford : brought under one head. Dr. Lange in-

cludes both ideas. Briefly might be omitted from
the E. V. with propriety.—R.]

Ver. 10. Love worketh no ill to his neigh-
bor. [Philippi remarks that the Greeks usually

write IqyduKT^al nvd ri^, while Paul here has : liji

71 If/a tov yiaxQv ovx epycttfTaf-.—R.] The
Apostle's maxim, in the form of an oxymoron, sub-

stantiates what has already been said, since love ap-

pears as the great positive fulfilment of the law, be-

cause it worketh no ill to the neighbor. The perfec-

tion (defined, in the main, negatively) of the Deca-
logue becomes the measure of the perfection (de-

fined, in the main, positively) of the gospel.

[Love therefore is the fulfilment of the
law, nXriQio^a ovv vo^t-ov 7] dydni^ . Ful-

filment.! rather tlian " fulfilling," which would be the

proper rendering of ni.ijgoiai.';. Meyer :
" In the

love to one's neighbor, that takes place by means
of which the law is fulfilled." He further adds, that,

in 1 Cor. xiii. 4-Y, Paul gives a commentary on
love's working no ill, &o. Comp. Gal. v. 14, Lange's
Comm., pp. 135 ff.—K.]

Ver. 11. And this, knowing the time [ z a j

TO*' TO fitio't ft; T bv 'Aat-Q 6v . Dr. Lange :

" And knowing this, we know also the time," &c.

See below.—R.] According to Ben gel, xai toi/to
must be supplemented by noifltf ; according to

Estius, by agere debemus (Tholuck, 7Tou7}ftiv). Mey-
er goes back to the precept in ver. 8 : /i-^cSfvi fiijcStv

oiffUfTf. Yet not only is that precept quite remote,

but there is also here a change from the second per-

son to the first. If we look at the actual connec-
tion, the Apostle cannot simply say : Let us do that

—love our neighbor as ourselves. The more direct

thought is : Let us discharge all our obligations, for

we know that the end is nigh. But the Apostle
does not say :

" the end is nigh," but, " the day of
salvation is nigh." Therefore it is advisable to ac-

cept an ellipsis: xal roTiro fttJoTf? rov y.ai.^ov ot-

Sa^iv, or, ftdoTfi; iff.wev. Because we know that

love, which fulfils the law, is present, we know the

importance of the time, namely, that the time of

perfect salvation is nigh. To what extent? Be-
cause, by love, the works of night must vanish-

adultery, murder, theft, covetousness ; therefore the

day of the complete righteousness of life ruust

dawn. If this combination be deemed doubtful,

Meyer's construction should then be prefened.

[Dr. Lange's view is indeed doubtful. Ob the

whole, it seems unnecessary to supply any thing, bul

rather (with Hodge, Meyer, Philippi, and many oth^

ers) to take xai as = et quidem, and indeed, tfu

rather, and to refer toIto to what precedes

—

i. e.,

to the injunction of ver. 8, as afterwards expanded.

This is classical usage, though ravra is more com-

mon in such cases than ToyTo. The demonstrative

pronoun is thus used " to mark the importance of

the connection between two circumstances for th8

case in hand " (Hodge). Luther and Glijckler con-

fuse the construction, by joining toJto with il-

iJoTf?. The participle is not — considering {Gto-

tins, Hodge, and others), but is causal, since ye

know.—The tiine. This is explained by the next

clause, that it is high time.—R.]

To a^yake out of sleep [Is vnvov lyrp-

&rivai,. Dr. Lange paraphrases thus in his text:
" to fully arise, or, that we should immediately have

arisen."—R.] How very metaphorical a meaning

the Apostle gives to the word, as a designation of

the sleep of sin, and of the darkness and bondage

of the judgment of conscience by the blindness of

sin, is plain from his subsequently describing just

this excited, external watching, as works of dark-

ness. According to Reiche, i'mvoi is an image of

the Christian's condition on earth ; this is opposed

by Meyer, p. 481. [This condition of sleep is that

of Christians also, as the verse obviously implies,

but only relatively so (Philippi, De Wette, and oth-

ers).—R.]
For now is our salvation nearer [vTir

yocp eyyvTf^ov ^fttov 7 <roiTi]g la^. Witt
Luther, and most commentators, we refer the ly^oi*

to ly aiitTriQla, and not, with Meyer, to iyyv-
tiqov; because it would not be like Paul to say

that salvation, absolutely considered, is already

brought nearer to us believers. Suitriqia is here

the completion of the redemptive salvation of the

loessianic kingdom. Therefore Meyer says :
" This

kingdom begins by means of the second coming of
Christ, which Paul regarded near (Usteri, Lelir-

begriff, p. 355). It was by not recognizing this—
although Paul brings so impressively into the calou-

lation the short time from his conversion to the

period of his writing—that men have been induced

to accept very preposterous interpretations ; for ex-

ample, that salvation by death is meant (Photius,

and others), or the destruction of Jerusalem, which
was of good results for Christianity (according to the

earlier commentators, and also Michaelis), or the in-

ward <T<j)T?]qla, the spiritual salvation of Christianity

(Morus, and others)."

According to "rholuok, we can only grant that

Paul indulged the hope of the speedy coming of
Christ—perhaps even to live to see it—^but yet that

he had no fixed period of time for it. According to

Meyer's rude view, we would have to imagine, with
the Ebionites, a twofold amrtiqla, ; one of which,
the spiritual salvation, has already happened ; the
other, the second coming of Christ, is near at hand,
while between the two there is to be a gloomy pe-

riod. But this is not the view of the Apostle.
Rather, the first or principial amrtiqia, which ia

already the saving possession of Christians, is in the

course of permanent imd full development toward
the final, peripherical salvation. There is a doili
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progress from aoirij^ia to aoirtiQia. And, particu-

larly with Paul, a new era of the development of

aiiittiQia mil come, after Christianity shall have
spread from Rome throughout the whole West,
which, according to the purpose of the Epistle, is

near at hand ; and, with this Chriatianizatiou of the

Koman world, the completed ffwriyg/a wiU be
brought nearer. These great, vital, and dynamic
views of the Apostle are very different from the

modern assumptions of the Parousia imputed to

him. Tholuck :
" The period from the appearance

of the regnum glorice, when compared with its glory,

is described as a nocturnal period. Spiritual sleep

will be shaken off when the recjnum gratim comes to

Ben (Col. i. 12, 13) ; and how much more will this

be the fact when the regnum glorice approaches 1

"

[Stuart, Hodge, Webster and Wilkinson, and a
large class of commentators, understand by aurij-
gla, the consummation of salvation in eternity

—

deliverance -from the present evil world. Dr. Hodge
objects at some length to the reference to the second

coming of Christ. On the other hand, most modem
German commentators defend this reference. 01s-

hausen, De Wette, Philippi, Meyer, and others, think

no other view in the least degree tenable ; and Dr.

Lange, while careful to guard against extreme theo-

ries on this point, denies the reference to eternal

blessedness, and admits that the Parousia is intend-

ed. This opinion gains ground among Anglo-Saxon
exegetes. The main objection to it is thus met by
Dean Alford :

" Without denyiug the legitimacy of

an individual application of this truth, and the im-

portance of its consideration for all Christians of all

ages, a fair exegesis of this passage can hardly fail

to recognize the fact that the Apostle, here a^ well

as elsewhere (1 Thess. iv. 11 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51), speaks

of the coming of the Lord as rapidly approaching."

As to this being inconsistent with inspiration, he

refers to Mark xiii. 32 :
" Of that day and hour

knoweth no man," &c. " The fact that the nearness

or distance of that day was unknoion to the Apostles,

in no way affects the prophetic announcements of

God's Spirit by them, concerning its preceding and

accompanying circumstances. The ' day and hour '

formed ,no part of their inspiration ; the details of
the event did. And this distinction has singularly

and providentially turned out to the edification of all

BHbsequent ages. While the prophetic declarations

of the events of that time remain to instruct us, the

eager expectation of the time, which they expressed

in their day, has also remaiaed, a token of the true

frame of mind in which each succeeding age (and

each succeeding age d fortiori) should contemplate

the ever-approaching coming of the Lord. On the

certainty of the event, our faith is grounded ; by the

uncertainty of the time, our hope is stimulated and
our watchfulness aroused." This ignorance of the

time of the coming of Christ Dr. Hodge himself

brings forward, yet not to account for the expecta-

tion so much as to deny it. It is difficult for an un-

lettered believer to read the New Testament and not

find this expectation, while even the most learned

commentators now find it.—K.]
Than when we believed. (Calvin, and oth-

era), Luther says incorrectly : Than when we believed

it. [The aorist refers to the definite time, when we
firit believed. So 1 Cor. iii. 5 ; xv. 2, &o.—E.]

Ver. 12. The night is far ppent, &c. [tj vvi
TiQoixoipiv, X.T.A.] According to Meyer, the

night would be the time before the second coming
of Christ ; and the near day, on the other band, the

second coming itselfi Certainly we do not read
" The night is gone, but the day is come." But i

does not follow from this that Paul supposed tha!

the day would not break until the second coming
The day will break a hundred times, in ever greatel
potencies, between the first and the second coraiB^
of Christ. Consequently, a chronological antithesii

is not here in question. The night is the spiritual

condition of heathen Rome ; the breaking day ia

the future of Christian Rome. 'H vhi n^oi-
xoijiiv. [The sense of the passage in itself consid-

ered is perfectly plain ; but the precise reference ig

determined by the view taken of ver. 11. Admit-
ting such recurring daybreaks as Dr. Lange suggests,

they are still only preludes to " that day " whea
there shall be " no night."—R.]

Let us therefore cast off the works of

darkness [aTTo^-oijttf ^ ot ovv Tot %(iyn tow
(7x0 Tone. The verb should be rendered: pvi off,

if the figure of clothing be admitted
;
put away, if

Dr. Lange's view be accepted.—R.] Meyer : " As
one lays off his clothing. This view (against

Fritzsche) corresponds to the correlative iviSvam-

/iiOa ; comp. on Eph. iv. 22." [So De Wette, Phi-

lippi, Harless, Hodge, Alford, Webster and Wilkin,

son, Jowett, and most.—R.] But the works of

darkness are not the same as the clothing of night.

There is a difference between nocturnal revels and
nocturnal clothing. The moral side of the heathen,

and especially the Roman, night-life, moves before

the Apostle, and he makes it designate evil works
in moral darkness in general. The Roman of that

time, giving himself up to dissolute nocturnal feasts

and works of debauchery, but, on the return of day,

assuming the favorite Roman costume of arms—

a

very perceptible contrast to these Roman Christians

—is presented to them by the Apostle as a picture

of a moral and religious contrast.

And let us put on the armour of light [ev
Svadifxf&a de ra onXa to?) ^mto?. See

Textual Note ']. Not instruments (Morus), clothes

(Beza, and others), shining arms (Grotius), but the

armor which the Roman wears by day, as a figure

of the spiritual means of conflict, and of the con-

flicts which belong to the light ; they are presented

by it, and wielded in its element (see Eph. vi, 13).

The light is the master from whom, for whom, and

with whom, this armor is.*

—

'EvSvta&ai. Tholuck :

" The figure of most intimate union with Christ, aa

the garment with the body ; Gal. iii. 27 ; Eph. iv.

24 ; Col. iii. 10. Also in the classics, see Wet-
stein."

Ver. 13. Let us walk seemly, as in the

day [oj? iv Tiixipa eva/TjfiOvo}'; n^qt^na.'

T ij a <j)
fi f v'\. As if that day had already come,

when it will be a characteristic of public respecta-

bility to live a moral Christian Ufe, and therefore to

live decorously. Eva/fifiovox; [referring to the

moral decorum of the conduct (Meyer).—^R.], 1 Thess.

iv. 12 ; 1 Cor. vii. 35 ; xiv. 40, because that day is

already breaking.

Not in rioting, &c. [Webster and Wilkinson

:

" Three classes of sins are specified, to each of

which two words are appropriated, viz., intcmper^

ance, impurity, discord: the first, public or socio!

vice ; the second, private and secret vice ; the third,

* [Dr. Hodge : "Those virtues and good deeds whioi.

men are not ashamed of, because they will bear to be seen."

Too one-sided a conception of the figure. Alford :
" Thf

arms lelongiiig to o soldier of light." The Chnstiaa's clotb

ing 03 a child of the day ie : armorI—Vi 1
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ecclosiastioo-political vice, the vice infecting commu-

nities even Christian." To this must be added

Meyer's remark, that the three members stand in

the internal relation of cause and effect. Comp.

Gal. V. 19-21 (Lange's Oomm., p. 138), where five

of the six words are found.—R.]—/CoVo'S, carous-

als* Meyer translates, " willi nocturnal riotings,"

by regarding the following dative as the dative of

manner. This will not apply well to niqinaiilv.

[Philippi takes the datives as local, which seems

the simplest view. Fritzsche, dat. commodi.—E.]

—

Chambering, hoitmii; [congressibvs mnereis],

feasts of debauchery, renaezvous, chambers and

houses of debauchery, works of debauchery itself.

—

[Wantonness, aaikyfiai-i;. On this word, see

Tittmann, Syn., p. 151. The plural shows that the

various manifestations of wantonness are referred

to.—R.]—Envying, i^ijlm, jealousy. The re-

verse side of nocturnal lusts and pleasures is noc-

turnal quarrels, especially matters of jealousy, and

the forms still prevailing among the works of dark-

ness in our day, especially in Italy and Spain.

Ver. 14. But put ye on the Lord Jesus
Christ. 'EvrSma&m, Gal. iii. 27; Eph. iv. 24;

Col. iii. 10. [Hodge :
" To be intimately united to

Him, so that He, and not we, may appear." So De
Wette, Philippi, &c.—E.] Thol'uck :

" Christ was

already put on at baptism. Gal. iii. 27 ;
but this

ivSviaOai., just as the being light, must also be con-

tinually renewed. Besides, we must take into con-

sideration the aorist form : The putting on as a gar-

ment denotes the entrance of the most intimate

communion." Meyer :
" Even in the classics, ivSii-

mOal nva denotes assuming somebody's manner

of thought and action."

And make not provision for the flesh, &o.

[xai rrji; tra^tiof; npovoiav ^i-rj noi'fia O'i

ti<; eTiiS-v/iiai;. Dr. Lange : Und die Pflcge des

FleUches macht euch nicht zur pfiege der Liixte

;

and of the care of the flesh do not niahe for your-

selves a cure of its lusts. The order of the Greek

seems to favor this, but this implies a proper care

of the flesh ; so that this can only be a tenable view

provided irce^? does not have an ethical sense here.

On this point, see below.—R.] Luther's translation

is doubly incorrect : Take c:ire of the body, yet so

that, &c. First, the sentence is not divided into a

positive and negative precept ; secpnd, the question

is concerning the adgi, and not concerning the

anifia. The sentence contains the expression of the

moral limitation of the external perception of a self-

evident duty. The duty is nqoroia rtj<; <ra!)r.6<;
;

the enjoined limitation is the fi-fi il<; i7ri&. Ac-
cording to Fritzsche, aaQi can only be understood

as caro libidinosa, and therefore the whole sentence

is a prohibition. Tholuck and Meyer, on the other

hand, observe that the capS, understood in this

sense as sensual lust, should even be crucified ; Gal.

V. 24. Meyer describes the aa^i, as it is here un-

derstood, as the lower animal part of man, the foun-

tain and seat of sensual and sinful desires, in an-

tithesis to the nvHifia. His calling (!d(>% the material

isf the aoifia, is better. [Philippi :
" aaQi has here

tt purely physiological sense."—R.] Tholuek cites

Galen's medical usus loquendi to prove that the

itq6voi,a. mv.st be understood as care sensa bono

;

but Eph. V. 29 and 1 Cor. xii. 23 are of special ap-

* [Sucli as tlie feasts of Bacchus, and also "the common
boisterons oarousing of intemperate young men" (Hodge).

plication here. The distinction between what ii

vicious in the true care of the flesh, as is shown

particularly in respectable clothing—to which the

antithesis, "put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ," spe.

cially refers—is not merely expressed by the ^^ ft

iiii.S-1'i.iloLi; : not so that the efrt&viiiai. arise from

it ; but also by the middle : noulaS-i, make for

yourselves, in which reference is made to the subjec-

tive self-deception, the nqdlni; rod ao'i/iaToi; in th«

gratification of sensuous necessities.

[The view given above is, in the main, that of

De Wette, Philippi, and many others. It oppose!

Luther's limitation of the negative to tli; iTtid-ti-

tiia<;, but does not take the whole passage as pro-

hibitory. Hodge, Stuart, Alford, and others, ren-

der (as in E. V.) : Make no provision (whatever) for

the flesh (the carnal nature, in the ethical sense) to

fulfil its lusts (so as to fulfil them, and also, because

such provision would fulfil them ; the result and

object blended in the thought). The objections to

this view are, that nqovOM is used generally in a

good sense ; that the prohibition is too mild, if flesh

were used in the ethical sense, &c. But the ethical

sense has been the prevalent one in the Epistle.

The grammatical difficulty is very slight, since ^loj

has suffered a slight trajection. Besides, the order

seems to have been chosen to give prominence and

emphasis to aaonoii ; such emphasis is altogether

unnecessary, unless it has its ethical force. Its

prominent position brings it into obvious contrast

with 'Jrjaonv X^iaxov ; this contrast of itself seems

to determine the meaning. These latter considera-

tions seem to have escaped the German commenta-

tors. Comp. Alford also, who claims that the order

would have been different had Paul designed to con-

vey the meaning defended by Meyer, &c.—R.]

DOCTEINAI. AND ETHIOAl.

1. The debt of love denotes the duty of love for

our neighbor, as, according to the law, it is a re-

quirement of infinite force ; and, according to the

believer's new principle of life, it is an infinitely im-

pulsive power. The unity of this debt divides itself

into the differently formed obligations of various

duties to our neighbor.

2. Love is the fulfilment of the law : (1.) So far

as the whole law is only an outline of love to be

filled up. (2.) So far as it precludes every trans-

gression of the law. (3.) On the other hand, every

commandment is realized as a vital principle in tho

new Ufe. It is as love that God has given the law,

as our call to our destination. It is as love that

Christ has fulfilled the law for our reconciliation.

It is as love that the law of the Spirit lives in our

faith, and, by the fellowship of Christ, supplies the

defects of our deeds, so that, in the imitation of

Christ, that fellowship may ever be elevated highe»

and higher.

3. The new era of love, a daysprlng of the new
era of light, with which the completion of salvation

approaches.

4. If we would define more specifically the rel*
tion of Paul, as well as of all the apostles, to the
second coming of Christ, we must distinguish : (1.)

Between the religious measure [^Zaimass, measure
of time] of God's kingdom, and the chronological
measure of the world

; (2.) Between the apostolical

prospect of a future of glory which will be unfolded
every day in new morning periods, and the meagre
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ess of the Ebionitio idea, which has only a marvel-
,ous meteor of the JParouiia, on the one hand, far

Behind H, and, on the other, far before it, while it

finds itself placed in a troublous period and an ordi-

nary course of the world. The present age in prin-

ciple ceased at the death and resurrection of Christ,

and the future age is already present in the heart of
the Church and in the world's great crisis of devel-

opment, though everywhere still externally surround-
ed by the nocturnal shades of the old age. And be-

iause it has been long present in principle, and in

power brealts forth every day more gloriously, our
full salvation is brought continually nearer, particu-

larly in all the great epochs of the extensive and in-

tensive enlargement of God's kingdom—all of which
are presages of the Parouda, which is infinitely

near to religious anticipation, and yet, chronological-

ly, is indeterminably remote. All that must still

precede that external Parcmsia, Paul indicates in

Eom. xi. and 2 Thess. ii., and John elaborately de-

Bcribes in figures in the Book of Revelation.

5. The very fact that wickedness seeks the veil

of night, is a witness for God's word ; and as night

is an image of spiritual darkness, and day is an
image of spiritual and heavenly light, so are the
works of night—sleep, on the one hand, and suiful

nocturnal deeds on the other—images of different

forms of spiritual corruption, the gross sins, which.

Indeed, are not only figures, but also phenomena, of

spiritual corruptions. On the other hand, the put-

ting on of the day, the armor of 'the day, have their

spiritual meaning. The armor was a very striking

figure to the Romans in particular.

6. The two great antitheses of nocturnal life

:

Lust and strife, pleasure and murder.

1. With the salvation of Christianity to the be-

liever there has also broken for humanity the morn-
ing of morality, of good manners, and of true deco-

rum.

8. The 13th verse is an imperishable reminder of
Augustine's conversion (see Conf. viii. 12, 28).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAl.

Ver. 7. To every one his due ! The Christian's

royal motto : 1. In reference to his relation to the

civil authority ; 2. In his intercourse with every
man.

Hedbnee : The respect which we, as Christians,

owe to the civil authorities, is more than the exter-

nal fulfilment of duty.

Vers. 8-10. Perseverance in love. It is : 1. In
respect to our neighbor a debt, which never can be
paid ; 2. In respect to the law, it is its fulfilment

(vers. 8-10).—The debt of love toward our neigh-
bor. 1. It is a very great debt ; a. because there
are so many creditorg ; h. because their demands
constitute a very important total ; c. because it can
never be completely cancelled. 2. But it is never-
theless a sweet debt ; a. because it is not thought-
lessly paid ; 6. because it harmonizes with God's
commandment ; c. because even the attempt to dis-

charge it makes the heart very happy (vers. 8-10).—^The debt of love is the only debt of the Christian

toward his neighbor which is not only permissible,

but even commanded (ver. 8).—^The commandment
of love toward our neighbor as the substance of all

the commandments of the second table (ver. 9).

—

Why does love work no ill to the neighbor? 1.

Because it proceeds from the root of God's eternal

love for men ; 2. Because it will serve God in th«
neighlMjr (ver. 10),—Love the fulfilment of the law.
1. The truth of this apostolic sentiment ; 2. Theim
portance of it (ver. 10).

Stakke : The heart is known by its behavior
just as the sun is by its beams (ver. 9).—Christ's

garden not only produces no injurious trees, but
even no useless ones (ver. 10).

—

Hedingeb : The
eternal debt of love ! Be not weary, brethren ! He
who loves, will be loved in return ; though it be not
by the thankless world, it will be by God (vor. 8).

—

Let no one excuse himself on the ground of igno-
ranee ; let no one say, " Who would know the many
commandments and prohibitions ? " The whole law
is contained in the one word love; Micah vi. 8
(ver. 9).

Spener : There is one debt which we all owe

—

to love one another ; that is such a debt, that, if we
should daily count it up, it would always remain just
as great as it had been (ver. 8).—Though a thing
may sometimes appear to be forbidden, if love re-

quires it, it is not forbidden, but rather commanded

;

on the other band, sometimes something may appear
to be commanded, but if it is in conflict with love, it

is not commanded (ver. 10).

Geelach : The debt of love is never wholly pay-
able

; its fulfilment increases the demands made
upon it, for it makes love warmer (ver. 8).

Lisco : The believer's holy love fulfils its obliga-

tions even toward every body without exception
(vers. 8-10).— The one requirement of love is

divided into two chief commandments, in Matt. xxii.

3'7-40.

—

Heubnek : The magnitude of the command-
ment of love (vers. 8-10).—The harmonizing of the
Divine should and the human would can only take

place by love ; by it, compulsion is transformed into

freedom (ver. 9).—Every wicked thing is invariably

an unkindness (ver. 10).

Bessek : He who shows love to another in order

to get clear of him, has not love (ver. 8).

ScHWEizER : Love, the fulfilment of the law, or,

love performs what the law cannot obtain. The law
does not deliver us : 1. Because it is a multiplicity

of commandments and prohibitions, which perplex

us ; 2. Because it pronounces a curse on every one
who transgresses a single point ; 3. Because it is

presented to us as an external power issuing its com-
mands to us ; 4. Because it takes refuge in threats

and promises. Cliristian love is the contrary of all

this.

Vers. 8-10. The Pericope for the Fourth Fun-
day after Epiphany.—Thtm : The royal law of lovo

toward our neighbor : 1. Its great necessity ; 2. Its

inward nature ; 3. Its indescribable blessing.

—

Har-
LESS : Love is the fulfilment of the law. 1. The law,

a, which makes love for us an indebtedness ; 6. and
therefore proves it to be our debt. 2. Love, a.

which knows no indebtedness except to love ; b. and

therefore does not come from the law, but from

faith.- -Heubnek : The simplicity of Christian vir-

tue : 1. It proceeds from one spirit of humility and

love ; 2. 4.11 its effects harmonize '.n one—the mani.

festation o love.

Vers. 1. -14. The decided breach of believing

Christians wi'h darkness: 1. Wherefore should we
break off from it ? a. because it is time to do it

;

b. because it is high time. 2, In what should this

breach consist ? a. in laying off the works of dark-

ness ; a. gross, sensual sins
;

/S. subtle, inward sins

;

b. in putting on the arm-jr of light ; n. in walking

honestly as in the day
j §. in putting on the Lord
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Jesus Christ (or, a. civil rlghteouanesa
; /9. right-

eousness of faith). ,

LuTHEE : Do not torture the body excessively by
the intolerable holiness of watching, fasting, and
freezing, as the hypocrites do (ver. 14).

Staeke : I must show outwardly what I am in-

wardly. Those who are inwardly good, must also

have a good form and color (ver. 18).

—

Qctesnel :

Time passes by, and eternity presses on (ver. 11).

—

MiJLLEE : There is many a thing and idea comprised
in putting on Christ ; our Christianity is not a stag-

nant existence, but a growth ; it is no leap, but a

walk (ver. 12).—The armor of light well becomes a

Christian. We must eitlier clothe ourselves with
darkness or with light (ver. 12).

Spener : Let us put on the Lord Jesus Christ.

But we put Him on once by the belief that we re-

ceive, as our possession. His righteousness and merit,

which He has imparted to us, and that we shall ap-
pear in them alone before God's throne. We after-

ward put Him on also by godly imitation, in walk-

ing as Christ has walked (ver. 14).

Lisoo : The one care for the body, in bestowing
upon it what is necessary, is natural ; the other is

sinful, when the lusts and desires of the body are
provided for (ver. 14).

Heubnek.: Christian watchfulness (vers. 11-14).

Christian knowledge of the time. The time of Chris-

tianity is a time of salvation (ver. 11).—There are

many awakening voices : Public services—preachers
—every stroke of the bell—the Bible (ver. 1 1).

—

The Christian is not a night-walker, a nocturnal riot-

er, but a walker by day (ver. 13).—Temperance,
chastity, love—three great prime virtues (ver. 13).

—

Schweizer : Blissful joy at the Reformation as a
rising light (Sermon on the Anniversary Day of the
Eeformation).

Vers. 11-14. The Pericope for the First Sun-
day of Advent.—Hedbner : The call of Christianity
ia a call to awake from spiritual sleep.—The appeal
of Christian watchmen : 1. It is day ; the sun is

risen ! 2. Awake, arise ! 3. Be purified to new life !

4. Put on Christ !

—

Nagel : The awakening voice
with which the Church appeals to us on its holy-
days, tells us : 1. What time it is ; 2. What it is

high time to do.

—

Kapff : The advent message :

1. As a message of salvation and joy ; 2. As a mes-
sage for penitence and renewal.

—

Floret : The ad-
vent season is a holy morning-time of the heart and
life.

—

Hauless : The festal ornament well-pleasing
to Christ : 1. A watchful eye, to see the night that
covers the earth ; 2. An enlightened eye, to behold
the day which has come ; 3. A willing" heart, to do
what the day requires.

—

Petri : What time is it for
us ? 1. To arise from sleep ; 2. To put on the
armor of light.

—

Rautenberg : What belongs to
rising from sleep? 1. To open the eyes aright;
2. To put on the right garment ; 3. To take up the
right armor.

—

Thym : Paul's vigorous advent preach-
ing : 1. On the advent time ; 2. On the advent
duties ; 3. On the advent blessing.

[Farindon, on ver. 14: Look into Christ's waid-
robe, and you will find no torn or ragged apparel.
Christ had the robe of righteousness, the garment
of innoeency, the spotless coat of temperance and
chastity, and with these He went about doing good.
Out of this wardrobe we must make up our wedding
garment. We must be conformable to Christ. In
the rule of our obedience, we must not wear a gar-
ment of our own fancying, an irregular, an unpre-
•cribed devotion ; in the ends of it, we must glorify

God on the earth ; and in the parts of it, we must

not have a parcel-garment. This garment must fit

every part, and be universal.

[Leighton : He that truly loves hia neighbor ag

himself, will be as loth to wrong him as to wrong
himself, either in that honor and respect that is due
to him, or in his life, or chastity, or goods, or good
name, or to lodge so much as an unjust desire or

thought, because that is the beginning and concep.

tion of real injury. In a word, the great disorder

and crookedness of the corrupt heart of man eon
sists in self-love ; it is the very root of siil sin botl

against God and man ; for no man commits anj

offence, but it is in some way to profit or pleas€

himself. It was a high enonnity of self-love that

brought forth the very first sin of mankind. That
was the bait which took, more than either the color

or the taste of the apple—^that it was desirable for

knowledge.
[John Howe, on ver. 10 : Would it not make a

happy world, if we all so loved our neighbor: 1.

That we would no more hurt him than we would
ourselves ; 2. Would no more cheat him than we
would ourselves ; 3. No more oppress and crush

him than we would ourselves.—What a spring of
mischief and misery in the world would be shut up,

dried up, if that proneness to hard, harsh, and fre-

quently unjust thoughts, were, by the workings of

sucli a spirit of love, erased out of the minds and
hearts of men !

[BuEKiTT, on ver. 14 : This implies : 1. That
the soul of man, since the fall, is in a naked state,

destitute of those divine graces of the Holy Spirit

which were its original clothing in the day of unde-
filed innoceney ; 2. That Jesus Christ is our spirit-

ual clothing ; a. in His righteousness, to pardon
and justify us. He is our clothing, to cover the guilt

of sin out of God's sight ; 6. In His grace, to sanc-

tify us, by which He cleanses us from our sins, pol-

lution, and filthiness ; k. that Jesus Christ, in order

to our spiritual clothing, must be put on by faith

:

an unapplied Christ justifies none, saves none. It

was not sufficient, under the law, that the blood of
the sacrifice was shed, but it was also to be sprinkled,

in order to the expiation of guilt.

[Doddridge, on ver. 14 : By putting on the
Lord Jesus : 1. We make the gospel day yet bright-

er in the eyes of all around us ; 2. We anticipate,

while here in this world of comparative darkness,
the lustre with which we hope, through Christ's in

fluence and grace, to shine forth in the celestial

kingdom of our Father.

[John Wesley : The whole law under which we
now are, is fulfilled by love. Faith, working or ani-

mated by love, is all that God now requires of man.
He has substituted, not sincerity, but love, for an-
gelic perfection.—Very excellent things are spoken
of love—it is the essence, the spirit, the life of all

virtue. It is not only the first and great command,
but all the commands in one.

[Richard Watson, Sermon on the Armor of
Light (ver. 12): L What the armor of light is,

with which the Apostle exhorts na to invest our-

selves. IL Why it has the appellation of " armor
of light:" (1.) Because of its heavenly origin;

(2.) Because it is only found where Christianity ex-
ists and exerts its proper influence

; (3.) Because it

corresponds to the character of our dispensation,
which is a dispensation of light. III. The motivei
which should induce us, in compliance with the ex-

hortation, to array ourselves with it : (1.) From a
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(onsidcration of the degraded state of man, who is

not invested with this armor
; (2.) The moral eleva-

tion which this armor gives to every one who is in-

vested with it
; (3.) We must either conquer or be

conquered.

[Hodge, on rer. 14 : All Christian duty is in

eluded in putting on the Lord Jesus ; in beii g lik«

Him, having that similarity of temper and cciiduct

which results from being intimately united tc Him
by the Holy Spirit.—J. F. H.]

Fifth Section.—The true practice of the living worship of God in the management and adjustment of
differences between the swpulous and weak {the captives under the law), and the strong (those indinid

to laxity and freedom). The Christian universalism of social life (to take no offence, to oivb

NO offence).

Chap. XIV. 1-XV. 4.

A. Reciprocal regard, forbearance, and recognition, between tbe weak and the strong ; of taking offence and judging.

Chap. xiv. 1-13.

B. Of giving offence and despising. Chap. xiv. 13-xv. 1.

O Beciprocal ediffcation by self-denial, after the example of Christ. Chap. xv. 2-4

A. Chap. xiv. 1-13.

1 Him that is weak in the faith receive ye, but not to doubtful disputations

2 [judgments of thoughts].' For one believeth that he may eat all things:

3 another, [but he] who is weak, eateth herbs. Let not him that eateth [or, the

eater] despise him that eateth not [or, the abstainer] ; and let not him which

eateth not [«•, the abstainer] ' judge him that eateth [or, the eater] : for God
4 hath received him. Who art thou that judgest another man's servant ? to his

own master he standeth or falleth
;

yea, he shall be holden up [made to stand] :

5 for God [the Lord] ' is able " to make him stand. One man esteemeth one day

above another: another esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully

6 persuaded in his own mind. He that [who] regardeth the day, regardeth it

unto the Lord ; and he that regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth not

regard it [omit this clause]." lie that [And ' he who] eateth, eateth to the Lord,

for he giveth God thanks [thanks unto God] ; and he that [who] eateth not, to

1 the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God thanks [thanks unto God]. For none

8 of us liveth to himself, and no man [none] dieth to himself For whether we
live, we live unto the Lord; and whether we die, we die' unto the Lord:

9 whethor we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord's. For to this end Christ

both died, and rose, and revived [Christ died and lived affain],' that he might

10 be Lord both of the dead and [the] living. But why dost thou judge thy

brother ? or why dost thou set at nought thy brother ? for we shall all stand

11 before the judgment-seat of Christ [God].° For it is written," As I live, saith

the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall confess [give

12 praise] to God. So then every one of us shall give" account of himself to

13 God. Let us not therefore judge one another any more :

B. Chap. xlv. 13-xv. 1.

13 But judge this rather, that no man [not to] put a stumbling-block or an

14 occasion to fall [of falling] in his [a] brother's way. I know, and am per

suaded by [in] the Lord Jesus, that there is nothing [that nothing is] unclean

of itself:"' but to him that esteemeth any thing to be [accounteth any thing]

:5 unclean, to him it is unclean. But [For] " if thy brother be grieved with thy

meat [if because of thy meat thy brother is grieved], now walkest thou not

charitably [thou art no' longer walking according to lovel Destroy not hira

16 with thy meat, [Destroy not by thy meat him] for whom Christ died. Let not

17 then your'* good be evil spoken of: For the kingdom of God is not meat and

drink [eating and drinking] ; but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
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18 Ghost. For he that [who] in these things [herein] '" serveth Christ is accept.

19 able [well-pleasing] to God, and approved of men. Let us therefore follow'

after the things which make for peace [the things of peace], and things where-

with one may edify another [the things which pertain to mutual edification],

20 For meat destroy not the work of God. All things indeed are pure [clean]

;

21 but U is evil for that [the] man who eateth with [through] offence. It is good

neither [not] to eat fiesh, nor to drink wine, nor [to do] any thing whei'eby

[wherein] thy brother stumbleth, or is offended,'' or is made \omii made] weak.

22 Hast thou faith ? '^ have it to thyself before God. Happy [Blessed] is he that

condemneth [who judgeth] not himself in that thing \nmu thing] which he

23 alloweth. And [But] he that [who] doubleth is damned [condemned] if he

eat, because he eateth [it is] not of faith : for [and] whatsoever is not of faith

IS sin.ira Dill.
1 • 15 •

Chap. XV. 1 We then [Now we who] that are strong ought to bear the inhrmities

of the weak, and not to please ourselves.

C. Chap. XT. 2-4.

2 Let" every one of us^** please his neighbour for his good [with a view] to

3 edification. For even Christ pleased not himself; but, as it is written,'' The

4 reproaches of them that reproached thee fell on me. For whatsoever things

were written aforetime were written" for our learning [instruction], that we

through [the] '' patience and [the] comfort of the Scriptures might have [our]

hope.

TEXTUAL.

1 Ver. 1.—[The literal rendering is given above. For further explanatioii's, see the 'Exeg. N'otes.

1 Ver. S.—[Rec. (with D^. L., Vulgate) : koI 6 ixtj. n^ A. B, C. B^, (most modem editors) : 6 fle fii^. Meyer and

Philippi, however, consider the latter a mechanical repetition from ver. 2.—The emendations suggested above are from

Alford. Thev avoid the diffuseness of the E. V., but would scarcely be admissible in a revision, JEctier^ non-eatcrf wouid

be more esact.
s Yer. 4i.—[Rec,f C^. D. F. L., Chrysostom, Tbeodoret, read ©eo?. N, A. B. C^, early versions: Kupto?. The

latter is adopted by Lachmann, Tiscliendorf, Alford, Treu^elles, Laiige ; the foi-mer by Philippi, Meyer, Do "Wette,

WordBworth. The ©eos might have been borrowed from ver. 2, as a correction ; or the Kupto? mny have been a glosa

derived from t<^ iSiw Kvpiw. The probabilities are so equally balanced, that the MS. autoority must decide in favor

of KV pi OS
* Ver. 4.

—

[RfCi (L) : Swarh? yap e<TTtv ; a few authorities : Swarhs -ydp ; N. A. B. 0. B. F. : Svvarei yap. The
last is accepted by Lachmann, Ttschendorf, Meyer, De Wette, Alford, Tregelles, Lange. Fritzsche, Philippi : fiuvarbs

ydp.
* Ver. 6—[The clause : koI 6 fir} tftpoviav Trjv ^/ie'pav, Kvpita ov ^povei, is omitted in N. B. C^. D. F., Vulgate, Coptic,

by Augustine, Jerome, Euflnas, Pelngius, Hilary, Mill, Lachmann, Meyer, Tregelles (in the versions of the Amer.
Bible Union and of Five Aug. Clergymen). It is found in (7?er.) C^. L., Peshito, in Chrysostom and Theodoret; retained

by ileiche, De Wette, Fritzsche, Phiiippi, Stuai-t, Wordswoi-th, Lauge. Tischendorf varies in his different editions;

ALford brackets it. The usual explanation of tho^-e who retain it is, that the omission was occaciioned by the similar

ending (^povel) iu both clauses ha\'ing misled some of thf early copyists. To this Dr. Lsinge adds : "The fear that the

clause might be used to support a disregard of Christian holidays." Alford thinks it may have beon omitted in the

interest of the observaucy of the Lord's Day. His own view on this subject probably leads him to bracket the clause.

The uncial authority is so strongly against it, and the want of completeness in the antitheses might so easily have led to

Its insertion, that there need be but little hesitation in omitting it. Dr. Hodge is silent respecting the whole matter.
* Ver. 6,—[The jR'-'c. omits /cat before 6 ecrdiiuv; but it is found in all the M3S., versions and fathers.
' Ver. 8.—[The transcribers have made confusion with the verb 6.iTo6viqcrKtofj.€v in this verse. The best-sus-

tained reading Ldves the subjunctive -w/xev in the conditional clauses, and the indicative -Ojutev after tw Kvpita.
So Sleyer, Alford, Tregelles.

•^ ver. 9.—[The /i<'c. reads koX aTriOavev kol aviai-t) wai avi^yja-ev. This is now generally rejected, and
ftTTe^ai'ei' Kai e^-qcrev, accepted. So Lachmann, TischeNdorf, Philippi, De WettOj Meyer, Stuart, Alford, WordB-
worth, Tregelles, and Lange. Many of the older critics also, though generally retaining Kai before a.ne6av€v. The
following note fi-om Meyer states the case quitt- fully and fairly :

" The origin of ail the vai-iations can be readily explained
from the reading aTTeOoLv^ koX e^-qaev (Lachmaun and Tischendorf), which is, all things considered, beat sustained, and
now generally accepted as original. Somewh;it ae follows : to e^7)o-er, aveo-nj was added as a gloss ; comp. 1 Thess. Iv. 14.

Then, through the acceptance of the gloss instead of the original word, arose the rending : aniOave kol avecr-nj (F. G.)

:

through the acceptance of the gloss b-sidcs the original word partly : a-n-^Oave k. c^tjo-c k. aveaiTj (Syr. Erp.), partly:
aire9. k. avetrrri k. e^rjirev (D^. £., &c.) ; from whicn latti-r, then, tni-ough the accidental or intentional repetition at

AIV, arose tiie received reading (very poorly supported and spread by Erasmus). Finally, the transposition efijo-e k.

airee. k.^ avifr-n} (D^. E.) was made, after airiO. k. avearri was read, through perverted criticism; in the attempt to
restore e^ija-ev, neither the spuriousness of dvea-nj nor the proper position of e^ijo-ev being known, the latter was under-
Btood of the earthly life of Jesus, and hence placed before a-rr^Bavev."

» Ver. 10.—[Instead of Xpto-ToG (lire. N^. L., many versions and fathers), ©€ov is found in i<i. A. B. C^ D. F,-
Bome fathers. The latter is acceptecl by Fritzeche, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, "Wordsworth, Tregelles
Lange ; the former by the older critics, Tholuck, De Wette, Philippi. Dr. Hodge "says the latter " is retained by mosL
critical editors ;

" but the current of criticism now sets against it ; and what was true at the date of his first edition
(ISo.^)), was scarcely correct at the appearance of the edition of 1866. Xpto-roD was probably inserted to correspond with
ver. 9 (or from 2 Cor. v. 10), though it is also claimed that ©eoiJ was substituted to correspond with vers. 11, 12. Much
has been said on both sides, but the MS. authority seems decisive in favor of ©eoO.

^ '" Ver. ^1.—[From the LXX., Isa. xlv. 23. Instead of ^w eyu, the LXX. reads (at the beginning of the verse):
KftT* ixa.vTov 6/Avuu). Instead of ef o/ioAo-y^o-eTat t<{J ©etfi; the LXX. (following the Hebrew): ojneirat iroff*
/Aiio-CTa Tot- @e6v. The Alexandrine text of ^he LXX. agrees with this citation. Philippi and Meyer think this a
change to conform with our verse ; also, that Paul purposely varies, to express a general thought, which, however, laj
»t the basis of the special one expressed in the Old Testament passage.
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'1 Ver. 12.—[B. D'. F. : UlroSairei ; Laohmann, TregeIIe6. N. A, C. D=. L. : Salcrei; PMlippi, Meyer, De Wette.
fcltord brackets airo. The foi-mer is more usual witli \6yQv , hence the latter is to be preferred. The saite aulhoritiej
vhict support fiuo-ei, iDsert oiv.

i» Vor. 14.—[N. B.C. are cited by Alford in favor of eauroS (iSec). A. D. F. G. 1. road : avTov (to which Tregelles
adds B. Birch). The reading of the JBtc. is adopted by Alford, but mest modern editors follow tbe mass of UDCiai
authorities. The only remaining dispute is wliether it should be aiirov or avrov. The former is adopted by
Griesbach, Knapp, Philippi, Tholuck. De Wette, Meyer, Lange ; the latter by Lachmann, "Wordsworth, Jowett,
Tregelles. If Theodoret (who refers it to Christ) be cited in favor of the latter, then Chrysostom's explanation ; TJ
^uo-Ei, will support the former. Teschendorf varies (comp. his 7th ed., p- 58). See Winer, p. 143.

'" Ver. 15.—[N. A. B. (J. D. P. G., Vulgate, and fathers : ei -yip ; adopted by Grlesbach, Lachmaim, Tisohendori;
Tholuck, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth, Jowett, Tregelles, Lange. J2ec. (with no uncial authorities) some versions: ci
ii ; adopted by Philippi, Hodge, De Wette, and the older editors. Dr. Hodge, in his new edition, states the exegetical
griiuud for the latter reading, but is hardly justified in adding : " the majority of commentators and editors retain the
common text." Certainly the better supported reading is the more diilicult one, hence doubly preferable on crftical

grounds. See the Exrg. Notes. Stuart says the sense seems to require ^ap, but takes no notice of the feet that it is

read in the uncial MSS.
^* "Ver. 16.—[D. P., a number of versions (Vulgate, Peshilo), some fathers, read : i^tiiav. A gloss, which is useful

In the interpretation of the verse. It shows that to 6.ya.96v was early referred to something which was a possession
of the whole Church, not of a party in the Roman Church. Comp. the Excg. Notes.

16 Ver. 18.

—

\_Rec. : toutois, supported by N^. D^. L,, most cursives, many versions (Syriac, Gothic), fathers (Chry-
Bostom, Theodoret, TertuUian) ; adopted by Bengul, Fritzsche, Philippi, De Wette, Meyer (in 4th ed.), Hodge, and
other's. The singular: touti^, is found in N^. A. B. 0. D^ 1"., many versions, fathers (Origen, Rufinus, Augustine,
Hil^iry, Pelagius, Bede) ; adopted by Lachmaim, Tischendorf, Tholuck, Alford, Wordsworth, Jowett, Tregelles, Lange,
The uncial authority is overwhelmingly against the plural, which is the easier reading; hence adopted by those com-
mentators who are more governed in their decisions by exegetical than critical grounds The later critical editors, as a
rule, favor the singular. Meyer thinks it more probable that the plui-ai was altered into the singular on account of the
iv nvtvfi.a.Ti. ayita, immediaiely preceding, than that the singular was changed into the plm'al on account of the three

tei-ms of the last clause of ver. 17. J3ut he overlooks the difficulty of the singular. The change to the plural seems fat

more likely.
t* Ver. 19.—[C. D., most cursives and fathers : 5 1 w k w (x £ i/ ; adopted by modern editors generally. K. A. B. P. L :

fituKo^Ei'. The vowels were readily interchanged. The ind cative is lectio d Jjlcittima ; it is taken interrogatively by
Lachmann {fd. min., not maj.). but this does not accord with the presence of dpa ovv .

" Ver. 21.—[Ni. A. C, some versions and fathers, omit ri a-KavSaXiitrai ^ i.<r9evel. Inserted in a'. B. D.

P. L. ; retrtined by critical editors generally. (Lachmann, Tischendorf in lattr editions, Xregclles).
i«* Ver. 22.—[After irta-Ttv, N. A. B. C. insert rfv ; aJopted by Lachmann, Tregelles (no points inserted between

av and ®eoO). This reading woiild require us to render : The faith vjhich thou luist, have it to thysetf be/oi'e God. Rec.

D. P. L., many versions and fathers, omit t)v. It is rejected by Philippi, De Wette, Tholuck, Meyer, Wordsworth
;

bracketted by Alford. Dr. Lange thinks it was inserted so as to emphasize Tri'trTts as something stronger than a sub-

jective opinion. On critical grounds, the probabilities are well balanced ; on exeg^^ical firounds, the briefer reading is

preferable.—The punctuation is then open to discussion. If the sentence be taken interrogatively, it should be pointed

accordingly ; if not, a colon should be substituted.
1^ Chap. XV. 2.—[After eicao-ToB, the Rec. reads yap, which is found in no MS. ; omitted by versions, fathers,

and modern editors gent-i-ally.
^° Ver. 2.—[Instead of ruLotv (K A. B. C. D' '. L.), we find vjj.Siv in D^. P., in the Vulgate, and a number 01

fethers. The first person is adopted by modem editors.
2' Ver. 3.—[A verbatim citation from the LXX., Ps. Ixviii. 10 (Heb. Ixix. 10 ; Eng. Ixix. 9). The LXX. is a literal

rendering of the Hebrew. .., , ,

"=! Ver. 4.—[The liec. reads 7rpoiypa<j>rt (the second time), with K". A. L., some fathers. N>. B. C. D. P., Vulgate,

Peshito, &c. : eypa.(t>Ti; adopted by Laohmann, Tischendorf, De Wette, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange. B. has

iypa4il. the first time. The Amer. Bible Union omits the verb altogether
;
probably a typographical error, as there is no

authority for it wliatever.
" Ver. 4.—IN. A. B. C. D. L., repeat Sia before t^j irapanAijo-eai!. Omitted in Rrc, D. P., versions and

fathers. It is adopted by Grlesbach, Beugel, Lachmann, De Wette, Alford, Wordsworth, Tregelles ; rejected by Hodge,

Philippi, Meyer, because the traneciiber might so readily repeat it before rris occurring a second time. Still, the most

careful editors retain it. Dr. Hodge says, in his first and last editions: "The preponderance of evidence is greatly

against it
; " and yet, in citing the authorities in favor of it, omits B. and N., the two most important uncials, both ol

which had been collated carefully before his last edition appeared.—B.]

EXEGETICAL AMD CBITICAIi.

General Preliminary Remarlcs.—After the Apos-

tle has described the duties of Christians, especially

of the Christians at Eome, in their various general,

fundamental relations : (1.) As duties toward the

Church
; (2.) In all personal relations

; (3.) Toivard

the State ; and, (4.) Toward the world, he proceeds

to lay down the universal deportment of the Roman
Church, by establishing the proper reciprocal con-

duct between the strong {dvvaxoi) and the weak
(itfiivBTOi, chap. XV. 1 ; aa8ivo'ivti<;, chap. xiv. 1).

In the first place, it is manifest that such a dif-

Iference existed. This is especially evident from
chap. XV. 7-9. Second, it is likewise evident that

the one tendency springing from Judaism was a

legally punctilious tendency ; while the other, being
connected with heathen culture and freedom, was
nore liberal. This is supported In a very general
way by the connection of this opposition with the

forms of opposition which the Apostle treats in his

Epistles to the Corinthians, Galatians, Colossians,

&c. There is the following characteristic of the an-

tithesis as it appears here : Some are weak in regard

to faith, the freedom of faith, while others are strong

in this respect (chap. xiv. 21, 22). Some lay stress

on their (under conditions which are not stated) eat-

ing no meat, drinking no wine (ver. 21), and keep,

ing certain holy-days. The others know that they

are free in this respect, and, proud of their freedom,

and regardless of the consequence, seem inclined to

use it at the expense of fellowship and unanimity.

It is therefore the contrast of the pimctilious and the

large-hearted anil liberal consciences (that is, decis-

ions of conscience). Hence it is also characteristic

of the former class, that they are inclined to judge,

to take offence ; and of the others, that they are in-

clined to despise, and thus to give offence. This con-

trast is so definite, that we deem it best to divide

the section accordingly. Further, it follows from

this that the more liberal party—we might even say

the Pauline—was decidedly in the ascendancy (par-

ticularly according to chaps, xiv. 1 and xv. 1), since

it was necessary to make the repeated admonition,

not to break ofif fellowship with the others. Though

the Jewish-Christian element in the Church was s

numerous one, it does not follow that the element

of punctilious believers was equally so.

Finally, it is absolutely necessary to distinguish

the standpoint of these punctilious believers as well

from the very marked (alike in degree, but in fact

divided) standpoints of the Galatiaa and ColossiM
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faae teachers, as from the not less marked but yet

already schismatic standpoint of the Petrine party

of Corinth. The Apostle designates the Galatian

false teachers, in chap. ii. 4, as false brethren ; he

conditionally excludes them from communion, in so

far as they persist in their doctriiially false gospel,

and would make circumcision (which is at the same
time the requirement of the legal standpoint) a

necessary condition of Christian salvation. By these

Ebionites there can only be meant Pharisaic, purely

Jewish, people.* The Colossian false teachers are,

in degree, not less false brethren, because they like-

wise adulterate the ground of salvation by dogmatic
confidence ; but their characteristic plainly leads to

the supposition of Essenic Ebionites, for their wor-
ship of angels and their asceticism indicate an infu-

sion of heathen elements into Judaism.f Tiiere

were also such false brethren elsewhere (2 Cor. xi.

26); and the false apostles in 2 Cor. xi. 13 were,

undoubtedly, actually connected with the Galatian

false teachers. The Petrine party itself, however,

which does not seem, in tlie first place, to have ex-

tended beyond ethical, liturgical, and ascetic pecu-

liarities and inclinations to separation, must be dis-

tinguished from these agitators, who furthered the

doctrinal adulteration of the law.

Yet the case stood still better with the weak
brethren in Rome. The Apostle treats them so gen-

tly, that we can evidently not take them for decided-

ly Ebionitic Christians, nor according to the degree

and manner of the Galatian and Colossian false

teachers, nor according to the initiates of Ebionitism

in the Corinthian church. He forbids them only

from pronouncing sentence, from their own con-

scientious standpoint, upon their more liberal breth-

ren ; whereas, he even takes their right of con-

Bcience against the more liberal brethren under his

protection ; and there is nothing said of an anathe-

ma, as in the Epistle to the Galatians, nor of a warn-
ing, as in the Epistle to the Colossians, nor of a cen-

sure, as in the Epistles to the Corinthians, to say

nothing of the severe criticisms in the Pastoral

Epistles. If the Apostle could have expressed such
different opinions on the same Ebionitic phantom of

Dr. Baur, his character itself would be to us a phan-
tom ; that is, all theology would itself have to be
gradually transformed into a phantom.

By regarding the mild \ judgment expressed by
the Apostle on the weak brethren in the Church at

Rome, we are therefore aided in finding out the

character of their standpoint. "Various suppositions :

* [A comparison of the two Epistles will show how
much more sharply defined is the defence of the liberty of
the g'ospel in the Galatian epistle. There, the Apostle ap-
pears as a champion oi ()ur freedom ; here, as a Judicious
guide to those whom the truth was making free. The
difference in tone is a striking proof of pedagogic wisdom.
-B.]

t fOomp. Xange's Comm. Cnlossians, Introd., p. 7, where
the character of these false teachers is diseurised. The
effort to define them by means of the nomenclature of
subsequent heresies has led to the greatest variety of opin-
ions. (Even the Ebionites do not date bacli of the destmc-
tion or Jerusalem.) They were nscetics, undoubtedly;
their views might be callc-d Ebionitic ; yet, when we recall

the Phrygian character and consider the large Jewish elf-

ment in that region, we see the seeds which were then just

springing up, to bear fruit in tlie heresies so prolific in that
region. Phrygian Ebionitism in the germ, is, perhaps, the
best definition.—U.]

t [The rebuke was mild indeed then, hut how pregnant
its meaning as we regard it to-tlay. Where could one re-

peat more appropriately than in Ttome these words :
" "Who

art thou that judgest another man's servant ? " He who is

strongest in the Roman Church of to-day, is " weak," ac-

cording to the Apostle's judgment.—R.]

1. They were Jemsh Christiana, who viished ta

retain the law, and also the legal holy-days, sabbaths,

new-moon feasts (the early commentators, Chryso&

torn, Ambrose, &c., Calvin, and others). Origen'a

rejoinder : " Meat and wine were not forbidden iv

the law." Tholuck observes, that Paul speaks in

quite a different tone against such Judaiats. Th«

laying down of this category becomes justifiable, if

we distinguish between doctrinal and ethical legality

in reference to the laws on food and purification.

For the reason given above, the question here can-

not be concerning a doctrinal statute.

2. Jewish-Christian ascetics. For examples of

them, see Tholuck, p. 699. But pure Judaism is a

stranger to all strictly doctrinal forms of asceticism,

and is acquainted only with an ethical form : (1.)

That of the Nazarites for the whole life
; (2.) That

of the Nazaritic vow for a lunited time
; (3.) The

theocratic general and special ordinance of fasts

;

(4.) The personal fasting of individuals in special

states of life. But there can be nothing said here

of all this, and just as little of the doctrinal asceti-

cism of Clnristians of Essenic prejudices,* on whom
the Apostle has expressed himself in Col. ii. Thufl

the view of Baur, and others, falls to the ground.

On the abundant confusion arising from the suppo-

sition that heathen motives are connected with the

motives of the weak brethren here, see Tholuck'a

quotations on the Neo-Platonists, the Pythagoreans,

and the Gnostic Ebionites, pp. 699 ff. These do not

belong here with the cited examples of Jewish Naza-

rites, because the latter never thought of compelling

others to adopt their manner of life.

3. Ethical and social Tnoiives, arising from fear

of mingling with the heathen sacrificial customs.

Tholuck says :
" According to Augustine, reference

is here made to the same persons as in 1 Cor. viii.,

the reference here being to those who, because they,

in buying food at the market, could not sufficiently

distinguish the meat offered to idols, preferred to

abstain altogether from eating meat. This explana-

tion is implied by Coceeius, and has recently been
defended by Michaelis, Philippi, and especially by
Neander, and certainly has by far the strongest

grounds in iti favor." The weak brethren, there-

fore, were not influenced by doctrinal but by ethical

motives : (1.) Fear of eating meat offered to idols
;

(2.) Of drinking the wine of the heathen drink-
offerings (Dent, xxxii. 38

; (3.) In addition to this

was their necessity of still retaining as a pious cus-
tom the Jewish holy-days, for it is well known that
the Sabbath, which was observed together with Sun-
day, gradually died out in the Church as a day of
rest.f As examples of the abstinence named, Tho.

_
* [Meyer, and others, adopt the opinion Dr. Ijange here

rejects. I>r. Hodge seems to incline to this view ; but lie

is not decided in his preference of it, for he adds : "There
is nothing inconsistent with the assumption that the weak
brethren here spoken of were scrupulous Jewish Chris-
tians."—R.]

t [Dean Alford (following De "Wette) presents a modifi-
cation of this view : "The over-scrupulous Jew beca'me an
ttuciitic by compulsion. He was afraid of pollution by eating
meats sacrificed or wine poured to idols; or even by being
brought into contaet, in foreign countries, with casual and
undiscoverable uncloanness, which in his nwn land he knew
the articles offered for food wotlld be sure not to hMve in-
curred. He therefore abstained from all jircpared/ood, and
confined himself to that which l.^ jculd trace from natural
growth to his own use." "All diiflculty, then, is removed,
by supposing that of these over-scrupulous Jews some had
become converts to the gospel, and with neither the obsti-
nacy of legal Judaizers, nor the pride of ascetics (for thess
are not hinted at here), but in weatcness of faith, and tlH
scruples of an over-tender conscience, retained their hftbiu
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lock cites Daniel (chap. i. 8, 12, 16), Esther (chap.

It, 16), Tobias (chap. i. 12), and the Maoeajjees (2
Maoo. V. 27). The gradations (cited by Tholuck) of

this scrupulousness on the part of the punctilious Jews,
do not here come into consideration, as the weak
brethren, according to Philippi's observation, did not
withdraw from eating with the Gentiles (?) and the

Gentile Christiana. Likewise, the decree in Acts xv.

is justifiably cited in favor of the view presented.

Tholuck, with Philippi, is right in not adujitting that,

because of an adherence to special holidays, there

were two parties among the weak brethren.

4. Varima views. According to Erasmus, and
others, both the tradition of laws respecting food

and the fear of eating meat offered to idols, were
motives. According to Chrysostom, and others,

they would refrain from all meat, to escape blame, in

consequence of the Jewish disdain of swine-meat.

According to Eichhorn, these people were generally

Gentile-Christian ascetics, who entertained philo-

sophic and ascetic principles, especially the Neo-
Pythagorean. Meyer supposes the " influence of

Essenic principles," yet so that they are not led into

conflict with justification by faith ; however, he op-

poses Baur's view, that the people were Ebionitic

Christians, because abstinence from wine by the

Ebionites has been nowhere certified. He asserts,

against view (3.), that the Apostle did not speak, as

in 1 Cor. viii. 10, of the sacrificial character of meat

and wine—as if this had been necessary in the pres-

ence of the well-known variance in the Church at

Rome ! After all, the object of the scrupulousness

here was not the principal thing, but the layirig down

of the canon by which " the weak and the siroiig
"

in, a church specially called to universality have to

preserve their unanimity—the one class, by not tak-

ing offence in a Pharisaic, censorious spirit, and the

other, by not giving ofience in a reckless arrogance

of freedom.

A. Chap. xiv. 1-13 : Reciprocal regard, for-

bearancCj and recognition between the weak and the

strong. Especially of the taking offence and judg-

hig on the part of the weak. Meyer, on vers. 1-12 :

" Fraternal behavior toward the weak asked for (ver.

1). The first point of difference between the two

classes, and the encouragement because of it (ver. 5).

The proper point of view for both in their differ-

ences (ver. 6), and its establishment (vers. 7-9); cen-

sure and impermissibility of the opposite course of

conduct (vers. 10-12)."

Ter. 1. Him that is weak in the faith [ror
Sk aa &(vovvta rij 7ii<ft((.'\. The Si con-

nects with the foregoing ; chap. xiii. 14. After the

Apostle has expressed tlie recognition of physical

necessities, and the necessity of limiting the pro-

\ision for them, he finds himself induced, first of

an, to admonish those more freely disposed in this

respect to be forbearing toward the weak (Meyer,

Philippi). This applies to the formal connection ;
*

but, according to the real connection, he must come,

M any rate, to this difference between Jewish Chris-

vA aTistinenc? and observation of days." But in a Church
vhich was metropolitan, and hence cosmopolitan, other

peculiarities might sharpen the distinction between the
weak and the strong. Such divisions are the result of

temperament, as well as of nationality and education,—R]
• [if tlie purely prohibitory sense of chap, xiii. 14 he

aocepxc-d, the formal connectioD is with the general exhor-
tiitionE of chap, xiii. Ae has, then, a specifying force,

tbough It is, perhaps, at the same time, slightly oontrastive

(» fiford).—B,]

tianity and Gentile Christianity (De Wette), although

only the first elements of it were present in th«

Roman Church.

Weak in the faith. The feeble in respect tc

faith, the standpoint of faith and its consequences.

Since each party reciprocally held the other as th*

weaker in faith, we might think that in this sense

the general exhortation applies to both parts in the

sense of : him who appears to yon as weak in the

faith. But Paul does not deny his standpoint ; he
immediately afterward calls one who is scrupulous

respecting food : 6 aa&ivijiv. And this is import-

ant; it proves that the Apostle does not design tt,

deprive the strong of the liberty, which he himself

takes, of frankly expressing his judgment on the

differences. The strong should therefore stand to

their conviction ; but they should not make any such

application of it as would be against brotherly love

and fellowship. According to Tholuck, his reason

for addressing the strong first (yet not " altogether,"

though " chiefly ") was, not that the Gentile Chris-

tians constituted the great majority of the Church,

but, on the principle stated by Chrysostom, that the

weaker part stands in continual need of most care.

Yet the Christians of Pauline tendencies, who must
not be identified strictly with Gentile Christians, con-

stitute the body of the Church.

As the two parties were not at all separated, the

nqoila/ipaviaQi cannot mean exactly receive; at

least not in the sense of strict communion (Eras-

mus, Grotius, Luther, and others), nor receive him to

yourselves (Olshausen [Hodge, Stuart], aud others),

according to Acts xxviii. 2. Between these there

lies the idea of reception in the emphatic sense, to

draw into an inward, friendly intercourse, [Alford

:

" ' Oive him your hand,' as Syr. (Tholuck) :
' count

him one of you,' opposed to rejecting or discourag-

ing him."—R.] In such relations of difference, the

relative danger of intolerance always lies on the

stronger side ; therefore the case was very different

in Rome from what it was in Galatia. Yet the Apos-

tle does not fail to point out the intolerance on the

part of those who are punctilious.—Explanations of

the TxlfTTK;

:

1. The religious belief of the ecclesiastical doe

trine (Origen, Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin,

Beza ; Luther : the Lutheran theologians in part).

2. Moral conviction in reference to what is per

missible (Este, Bellarmine, Erasmus, some of the

older Protestant theologians, Arminians, Socinians).

[So Stuart, Hodge,]
3. Accommodating explanations : The practical

application of faith (Chrysostom, and others) ; knowl-

edge (Grotius, Semler),

Against (1.) it must be said (apart from the fact

that a difference still exists between the doctrine

of faith, as such, and the vital energy of justifying

faith), that the Apostle does not here emphasize the

antithesis of truth and error, but that of confidence

and doubt. Against (2.) it may be said, that the

reference cannot be, absolutely, to a merely subjeo.

tive ideal fidelity to conviction without the objective

basis of truth. It is clear from ver. 6, that the

Apostle ascribes to both parties religious faith aa

well as fidelity to conviction ; that the weaker broth-

er holds, in a certain sense, most infiexibly to hig

conviction, follows from the fact that he is of the

party that judges, while the other is of the party

that despises. Ver. 23 says, that he can even sin

against his faith by eating in doubt ; and the con

text says, as well, that the less careful brother cas
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lin against hia faith by an uncharitable abuse of his

freedom. Thus both parties have and exercise faith,

being true to their conviction of faith
; but the weak

in faith show their wealcness by not venturing, in the

traditional scrupulousness of their legal conscience,

to draw the full conclusion from their justifying faith,

in order to brealc through their religious prejudices

and prepossessions.

The Apostle proves that he does not recognize

this weakness as a permanent rule for their life, by
the candidly expressed conviction of his standpoint,

as well as by his doctrine, in ver. 14 ; but he does
not wish that the free development of their con-

sistency of faith should be affected by the strong
giving them offence, either to make them more scru-

pulous, or to mislead to a frivolous transgression of
their conscieudous limits. As, therefore, faitli in 1

Oor. xii. 9 is a vigorous faith in reference to per-
forming miracles, so here, in reference to the prac-
tical development of life ; in both cases there is the
full consequence of world-conquering confidence

—

there, in overcoming tlie force of the disturbed states

of body and soul, and here, in conquering the power
of legal misconceptions and prejudices. Tholuek is

correct in observing, that the two explanations (of
religious faith and fidelity to conviction) do not con-
flict with each other. The religious Christian faith,

according to its practical form in the developing
stage of the dictate of conscience, comprises both
elements ; as even the early expositors, who ex-
plained Tiiani; by saving faith, have generally placed
the certitudo conscientice along with it (see Tholuek,
p. 705) ; while, on the other hand, it is made em-
phatic in many ways, that reference here is to the
moral conviction of those who believe in Christ on
the ground of this faith (Meyer). [Philippi, Tho-
luek, Meyer, and most German commentators, to-
gether with Alford, and others, have carefully guard-
ed against the purely subjective meaning: moral
conviction, adopted by Stuart and Hodge. At the
same time, they very properly reject the purely
objective sense of jiiatu;, Christian doctrine—

a

sense which tlie word rarely, if ever, has in the New
Testament. Hence the correct rendering is not

:

weak in faith, or as to faith (Hodge), for thus the
article is ignored, nor yet : weak in his faith, which
is too subjective, but (as in E. V.) : weak in the
faith. Alford :

" Holdmg the faith imperfectly—
i. e., not being able to receive the faith iu"its
strength, so as to be above such prejudices."—R.]

But not to judgments of thoughts [/< ^ { i\-

Si,ax()iaii<i Siakoyaumv. Dr. Lange : Doch
nicht zur Aburtheilung von Beweggriinden. See be-
low.—R.] Jidx^tau; means, in 1 Cor. xii. 10 and
Heb. V. 14, to pronounce judgment, sentence. Jia-
XoyiUfioi generally denotes thoughts, but, regarded
as moral (or often immoral) motives, iioaginations
(Kom. i. 21 ; 1 Cor. iii. 20), or even doubts (Phil. ii.

14 ; 1 Tim. ii. 8). Accordingly, the connection leads
to the explanation ; Not to the judicial decision of
motives. Do not keep frequent company with them
for the object, or even to such an issue of the mat-
ter, that the mutual motives or differences shall be
concluded by premature decision, that a fault-finding
of the different tendencies can arise from it. It is
evident that the expression cannot mean :

" Not for
criticizing scrupulous niceties," as an exhortation to
tne strong (Tholuek).* For the Apostle himself has

• [So Alford

:

he has scruples" ^_ _

BMOt on the opiiuons of"your bretliren."—E?]

' In order to settle the points on which
Hodge : " Not presuming to sit in iudg-
ttS of vour brftttirflTi _"—P 1

criticized the scrupulous niceties of the weak suffi.

ciently plainly, by characterizing them as weak, ana

not yielding their point theoretically. Philippi ia

right when he observes that, throughout the present

chapter, the Apostle ascribes the xjjIvhv to the weik,

but the iiovOfvitv to the strong. Yet he arrives a*

the explanation : Receive them affectionately, so that

no meutal doubts arise in them. But this is some-

thing quite different from Luther's expression : Do
not perplex their consciences. Mental doubts must
needs arise in them, and even be awakened, if oiie

would aid them to a more liberal standpoint. But,

in their theoretical treatment, they must not be
forced beyoud the measure of their weakness, but

suck a premature decision shotild not also arise on
their side. Paul could well exact of the strong, that

they should not eat meat for the sake of the weak,
&c. ; but not, that they should hypocritically deny
their more liberal view in mental intercourse wiib
them, or allow it to be overcome and judged. This
subndssion of many a more discerning one to the
harsh judgment of the narrow-minded has ever lueen

a source of serious injury. But the measure of pos-

sibility should be, to treat the differences as non-
essential peculiarities, on the common ground of be-
ing the measure of a truly hearty, but also very
careful, intercourse (eomp. chap. xvi. 11, 18). This
premature decision of what the development of
spiritual life can harmonize only in time, is there-

fore forbidden to both parties. The strong are,

however, chiefly recommended to deport themselves
according to their difficult task, just because the oth-
ers are chiefly inclined to judge. This view becomes
still stronger, if di; be taken in the sense of result.

If we distinguish candidly the two views : 1. Re-
ceive them, but not so that a reciprocal mental judg-
ment is the result of it ; 2. Receive them, but not
to pronounce judgment on their scruples (Grotius,
and others), we must urge against (2.), that the stress

lies on the modality, on the manner in which the
strong should be accustomed to cultivate intercourse
with the weak.* Therefore Reiche is right in re-

ferring the prohibition to both parties, and Chrysos-
tom was not incorrect in attributing criticizing to
the weak. That SvaxQtaii; may also mean doubt
(Theophylact), does not come further into consider-
ation. Erasmus, Beza, Er. Schmid, have accepted
the classical meaning of "doubt" for rlialoyi-cr/toi,

and " conflict " for dVaxjwi;. [So E. V.] There-
fore disputations. But these have ever been un-
avoidable, and even Paul has not avoided them.

Ver. 2. For one believeth, &c. [oi; fiev
niaxtvib, X.T.A.] The explanation: He is con-
vinced that he can eat every thing (maxfiiH iUt-
vav, Tholuek, Reiche, and others), makes faith a
subjective opinion. But it rather means : He has a
confidence of faith, according to which he can eat
every thing [aaii ipayiiv navxa ; Fritzsche, Mey
er, Philippi). '

^

But he who is weak [o dk a<T{ffvo)V,

™^rjf'^v,'- T'^?^*' Meyer, De Wette, Alford, and
most, iipply this added clause (caw.im; Meyer) of thf
exhortation to the strong alone. Notwithslandin!; Dr.
t^ange 8 otaection, it seems the preferable view : for cer-tamly tho first part of the verso is addressed to the stroni?
exclusively, and the 6ia»pt<r«, which means "power ol
distinguishing between" (Alford), i. more applicable to
th.-m. Besides, m ver. 4 the exhortation comes in turn to

^ll.tfj^"-
?«™ra 8.aAoviaM». means »o"?W,,

Sfo^^X'"*?"'™.^'"''''"'' '° tJ>° New Testament. It is

^w ?* I -r. ^?\^°^^ above named to tne soriipuloTifthoughts cherished by the weak. The idea ot douWonly m connection with this reference.—B.1

' doubt mten
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The E. Y. assumes a strict antithesis here, but the

Tov aa&ivovvta (ver. 1) is resumed ; hence it is

not necessary to find any other special reason for the

anaooluthon, though another may be allowable.—E.]
The Apostle does not continue with 8? Si, because

he will first take the weak into special consideration.

—Eateth herbs. Adyfava. The expression is

pressed by Meyer, but something symbolical or hy-

perbolical will nevertheless have to be allowed to his

explanation ; for example, the joint designation of

bread, of vegetable food in general.* And it would
follow from his view, that this eating of vegetables

is an essential characteristic of the weak one, which
can be urged with as little literalaess as that the

strong one is addicted to the eating of all kinds of

food. His characteristic is the eating of meat, free

from all ordinances. Therefore Fritzsche, Philippi,

and others, would not regard the expression as an
unconditional preclusion from all enjoyment of meat,

as Meyer does. Philippi :
" Some would only abso-

lutely refrain from eating meat in order the more
easily to overcome temptation in special cases, and
others only in those special cases, particularly in the

social meajs, where their conduct was marked in the

church as surprising ; and, finally, others would only

do so at the social meals, where they were certain

that the meat placed before them was meat offered

to idols, or, at any rate, were uncertain whether or

not it was meat offered to idols. But all these could

be very well designated as Xa/arogidyot:"

Ver. 3. Let not him who eateth despise,

&o. The iioudfvfiv is the specifically improper con-

duct of him who, occupying a more liberal point of

view, in his own wisdom pleases himself (Tholuck :

•' The conceit of illuminism, which was found even
among the Gentile Christians, as 1 Cor. viii.").

—

Judge. On the other hand, the xqIvii/v is the spe-

cifically improper conduct of the legal believer, and
it is not correct to suppose that (according to Tho-

luck) the ilovSiviiv belongs as a species under this

K()ivHv. That the Apostle, in the present section,

has, first of all, to do with the one judging, the one

taking offence, is plain, as well from the construction

of the foregoing verse as from the succeeding fourth

verse. It is also clear from the additional

:

For God hath received him [o ©to?
ydg aviov nQoaiidfiito']. He has been re-

ceived into the communion of God and Christ, and
thou wilt excommunicate him ? This should always

be perceived by believers relying on the letter, in

relation to Christians who are established upon the

real ground of faith. [Stuart and Hodge (following

Calvin) apply this clause to both classes, but this is

forbidden both by the context and by the fact that

-he strong are not disposed to reject but to despise

the weak ; while the weak are ever for excommuni-
cating the strong, withdrawing from fellowship, &c.

Hence the pertinence of the clause to this class.

So Meyer, De Wette, Philippi, Alford, and most.

—

R.] The mark of this reception is rather the peace

ana light of fellowship with God, than reception into

the Church. Yet this also comprises the fact, that

God has received him into His service as a servant

(Vatabl.), but only indirectly.

t That lie does not mention bread, but vegetables, can be
of service in the exegesis. Even bread first passed through
the bauds of many people ; he could more easily have
vegetables from the f&st hand. In this sense it was the
Bhibboleth of the weak one. Therefore his motive was the
oiirefiil avoidance of contamination from fellowship with
tlie heathen.

37

Ver. 4. Who art thou? &c. [a-ii Tt« f J

x.T.A. Comp. chap. ix. 20.] Tholuck is here quit(

beyond the connection (in consequence of the sup
position that llovd-iviXv is only a species of x(ji

Vfw), when he questions whether the weak one hcrf
judging is addressed. The av is claimed to belonj
to both parts (also according to Keiche and Chry
sostom) [Stuart, Hodge] ; while Meyer and Philippi
on the contrary, properly find in it an address to thi

weak one judging.

Another man's servant [dXi.6xgi,ov oi
xiiriv. Paul uses oweri/i; only here, and it occurs
in the New Testament but rarely (Luke xvi. 13

;

Acts X. 7 ; 1 Peter ii. 18). It means a houte-ser'

vant, who is more closely connected with the familj
than the other slaves (Meyer).—R.] We must no(

pass lightly over the dlXozQiov. It means not
merely another, but a strange one. Meyer, and oth-

ers :
" He who is not in thy service, but in the ser.

vice of another. But the one who judges is also in

the service of this other one. That which causes

him to judge, is not chiefly the notion that he is the

master of this servant, but that the servant conductj
himself in his service as an aU.oT^ioi;, who has in

him much that is in itself surprising. The weak on«
fails to find in him the manner of the ol/.doi;.

To his OTvn master [-cw ISim r.vqlui\
The xvqioq is still chiefly figurative, the master" of

the strange servant. In order to understand the

thought to its fullest extent, we must first considei

the figure. It is the figure of « master who takes

many kinds of servants in his service. Now, if he

has one from a foreign country who makes himself

a surprising exception, the matter belongs to the

master alone, who has become " his own master "

—

that is, the exclusive master.

Standeth or falleth [ffTiJitft ^ jrtwTft],

The standing and falling, as an expression of God's

judgment (Ps. i. 5 ; Luke xxi. 36, &c.), has there-

fore also the further figurative meaning of standing

or not standing in the household judgment. Bui

this figure is from the beginning a clear designation

of the relation in which Jewish and Gentile Chris-

tians stand to Christ. Christ is the Master ; see

vers. 8, 9 ; comp. 1 Cor. vi. 20 ; 1 Peter ii. 9. The

dative may be regarded as dativ. comm., even if the

master himself is the judge, because it is his loss oi

gain if the servant falls or stands. Explanations

:

1. The standing or falling is judicially under,

stood as God's judgment (Calvin, Grotius, and manj
others).

2. The continuance or non-continuance in true

Christian life is meant (Vatabl., Semler, De Wette,

Maier, Meyer).

The opposition of these two views has no well-

justified meaning, since, in a religious sense, God's

judgment is executed through the hfe.*' Meyer, in.

deed, says, in favor of (2.) :
" To make stand in the

judgment (to absolve), is not the work of Divine

power, but of grace." But besides the fact that

power and grace do not lie so far asunder, there

comes into consideration the further fact, that the

question here is not concerning a making td stand

chiefly in God's judgment, but in the uninvited judg-

ment of men (Ebionitism, hierarchism, &o.).

He shall be made to stand [ara&'^aerai

* [If, however, the judgment be confined to the final

and future one, there is an opposition, and (1.) mast b«

reieoted. Alford: "Eemains in the place and estimatioi

of a Ohristian, from which those would eject him." This il

simplest and best.—B.}
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Si}. Here the Apostle completely withdraws the

figurative veil from the thought. The strong man
will remain standing in his freedom of faith.*

For the Lord is able to make him stand

[^dvvareZ ya(i xi'^itoe (Trrj aai, avxiv.
See Textual Notes ' and *.—K.] Christ supports

the baliever. If the reading xv(ji,oii w9/e regarded

as an exegetical correction, we would have to con-

sider, in the reading 0fo«, the universal historical,

spiritual, and external protection which God has be-

stowed upon the more liberal heathen Christianity,

in opposition to the narrow Jewish Christianity, and

to the pure rehgion of faith in opposition to legally

weakened faith. Meyer :
" He does not say it as

one who gives security, but who hopes.'" This is

against Keiche, who says that Paul could not go

security for the perseverance for the strong one in

faith, with his liberal views, and hence the reference

must be to the being supported in the judginent.f

Grotius says, better ; est bene ominantis. It must

be observed, that the Apostle spealis of the future

of the strong man in genere, but not of that of each

individual, for he had early experienced that indi-

vidual men, reputed to be strong, lapsed into anti-

nomianism.
Ver. 5. One man esteemeth one day above

another [o^; iaIv aqIvh ^/Ae^av tiuq' rj/ne-

pav]. He distinguishes one day from another, and
selects it as a holy-day. Kgivii-v = probare. The
second point of difference. Selections for feast-

days, and not for fast-days, are spoken of (Chrysos-

tom, Augustine, Fritzsche). In harmony with the

explanation of fast-days, -rifii^av 7ta(j rj/j^iJav has

also been explained by alternis diebus (the Vulgate

:

judicat diem inter dian ; Bengel : the appointment
of days for distributing alms). [It has also been
referred to the usage in regard to abstinence from
meat, &c.—E.] Tholuck :

" As from the command-
ments on food, so also from the Jewish holy-days

(Col. ii. 16), particularly the Sabbath, the Jewish
Christian could not wean himself, for we find the
observance of the Sabbath even in the fifth century
of the Church, also in Const. Ap. 25." The same
author correctly observes, that the holy-days, among
the Jews, were not just the same as fast-days (see

also Gal. iv. 10).:f

* [Dr. Hodge, who applies ver. 3 to both weak and
strong, aUtougli admitting that the admonition is chiefly
addressed to the weak, in his comments on this verse,
makes a special application ahout treating the weak in
faith with forbearance. This is altogether contrary to the
context.—B.]

t [Alford thinks this clause is inapplicable, if standing
and falling at the great day are meant. He adds : "Ifotice,
this argument is entirely directed to the waak, who nn-
charitahly judges the strong; not vice-vcrsd. The weak
imagines that the strong cannot be a true servant of God,
nor retain his steadfastness amidst such temptation. To
this the Apostle answers : (1 ) That such judgment belongs
only to CJin'st, wJifise sa-vant he is; (2.) That the Lord's
almiffhlij power is abtf, to keep him up, and will do so." That
this expression is not to be tiiken as absolutely true of indi-
TldualB, is evident

;
yet it must not be made too general.

—B.]
t [Dean Alford argues from this verse against the recog-

aition of the Divine obligation of one day in seven by the
Apostle. " The obvious inference from his strain of argu-
fxLg is, that he knew of no such obligation, but believed all
times and days to he, to the Christian strong in faith,
AliKE." "It must be carefully remembered, that this
inference does not concern the question of the observance
«f the Lord's Bay as an institution of the Cliristian Church,
analogous to ths ancient Sabbath, binding on us from con-
siderations of humanity and religious expediency, and hy the
rules of that branch of the Cliurch in which Providence has
placed us, but not m any way inheriting the Divinely-
appointed obligation of the other, or the strict prohibitions

Let every man be fuHy persuaded in hii

own mind [tKaffro? ev roi iSim voi nkii

qoipo^iia&o)}. The Apostle does not decide in

a dogmatical way, although he has sufficiently indi-

cated his point of view: But he lays down a rule

which infallibly leads to reconciliation. We cannot

here translate I'oi't : in his disposition (De Wette),

for every one of both these parties would be' thus

assured in disposition. Rather, every one should

seek to change his conviction of feeling—as it is

connected with faith in authority, party influence,

&c>—into his inmost, spiritually effected conviction.

We could therefore here translate j»or/s : in his un-

derstanding, his self-reflection, his practical reason,

his mediated self-consciousness ; the same thought

is comprised in the expression : self-understanding,

regarded as the conscious and reflecting spiritual

life, by which the voik constitutes an antithesis to

the immediateness of the Tiviufia (see 1 Cor. xiv.

14, 15). In this tendency the rationalist must be-

come free from the dogma of deistical or pantheis-

tical illuminism, and arrive at true rationality ; in

this tendency, the one who is bound to ordinances

must learn to distinguish between the law of the

Spirit and the law of the letter ; in this tendency,

both parties must become free from prejudice, fanati-

cism, and phraseology, so as to know how to be tol-

erant, and then to be in peace.*

Ver. 6. He who regardeth the day [6
ep^ovMv ri]v ij/xiqa.v']. This verse is a guiding-

star, according to which every one, in his spiritual

Ufe, should become certain in his conviction. The
more one seeks to sanctify his opinion religiously,

to bring it before the Lord, and to change it to

thanksgiving, so much the more must he distinguish

the true and the false in the light of God.
Regardeth it unto the Lord [huj/m q>qo-

vfl. The dative is dat. commodi.} The zii^to? is

Christ (Meyer, Philippi, and others) ; referred by
many to God, against which is ver. 9 ; Meyer : unto
the Lord's service. Yet, at all events, a service in a
wider sense is meant : for the honor of his LoriJ

(see 1 Cor. x. 31).—[And he £hat regardeth not,

&o. See Textual Note ^—R.]
Proof: For he giveth thanks unto God

by which its sanctity was defended.'* Bttt the presence of
the fourth commandment in the Decalogue, the recognitioil
(and explanation) of the obligation to keep the Sabbath by
our Lord, as well as a true conception of the relation of the
Law to the Christian Dispensation, is against this sweeping
view. To make of the Lord's Day a merely ecclesiastical in-
stitution, is to deprive it of all sanctity under a free govern-
ment. Alford, too, assumes that there is a difference of
opinion implied here, respecting the observance of the
Lord's Day, and infers then, from the language of ver. 6,
that the Apostle could not have recognized the obligation,
or he would not have commended the man who did not
regard the day. But there is no hint anywhere of a differ-
ence of opinion in regard to the observance of the Lord's
Day, though we may admit that such observance was not
yet universal ; besides, the text of ver. 6 is disputed.
Comp. Lange's C'wjim. Matthew, vii. 8, p. 217 ; Galatians,
iv. 10, pp. 106, 109 ; Colossians, ii. 16, pp. 63, 58 ; Haldane,
Romans, pp. 688-721.—Also the literature of the Sabbath
question, as published by the N. Y. Sabbath Committee.—K.]

_
* [The use of vov^, not irvtviLa, shows that reflection,

judgmi'Dt, and all the proper exercises of the practical rea^
son, axe called for in the decision of questions of personal
duty. It is not the intuition of the Trveiiia. in any sense,
but the full conviction of an educated conscience, which is
here referred to.—'Wordsworth has a quamt fancy respect-
ing the verb ir\iiipo4iopet<r9u :

" Let him sail on quietly, as
it were, with a fair wind of persuasion filling the sails ol
his own mmd." Ho adds : " There may be a )r\ijpo<f.opio,
a strong wind of persuasion, which will not waft a man to
the harbor of Truth, but wreck him on the auicksands <J
Erior."—E.l
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[evyaiiiaTft yag rS ©eo)]. The thanksgiv-

ing at the table (Matt. xt. 36 ; xxvi. 26, &o.) is a
proof that, with pious feeling and a good conscience,

he consecrates Iiis food and bis enjoyment to God as

a thank-offering. [Alford :
" Adduced as a practice

of both parties, this shows the universality among
the early Christians of thanking God at meals."—R.]
—And he who eateth not. He who abstains

from eating meat. Even he is thankful for his scan-

ty meal.

Ver. 1. For none of us liveth to himself
[oi'jtyfi? ya§ ij/j-Mv eavToi tj]]. The Apostle
designates the universal basis of the thought, that

the Christian eats or does not eat to the Lord. This

rests upon the fact that we exist here, that we live

and die, to the Lord. Meyer says, correctly : The
dative must be taken in the ethico-tefec sense. This

telio Hi; alnov is, indeed, always connected with a

Si alnov and it alnov ; although the objective de-

pendence on Christ (Riickert, Reiche) is not directly

meant, and, in an absolute sense, all these terms

apply, through Christ, to God.
Yer. 8. We die unto the Lord [ t m xvglm

aTtoSvTJaxo/av. See Textual Note '.] Even
the Christian's dying is an act of consecration to the

glory of Christ (Bengel : eadem ars moriendi, qua
Vivendi).

Whether we live, therefore, or die, &c.

\_sdv r£ ovv tffiiA'fv idv re dno&vt^fTKW-
liiv, x.r.L'] This proposition does not merely
serve to establish the foregoing (we eat or do not

eat), but to explain and elucidate it. The stronger

form, the stronger antithesis of living and dying,

underlies the eating and not eating. But both coin-

cide in our being the Lord's (belonging to Him).

[Alford :
" We are, under all circumstances, living

or dying (and d fortiori eating or abstaining, ob-

serving days or not observing them), Christ's : His

property."—Meyer :
" In the thrice-repeated and

emphatic tw xvjjIoi (toi! xvgwv) notice the d'vina

Christi majestas et potestas (Bengel), to which the

Christian knows himself to be entirely devoted."

-R.]
Yer. 9. For to this end Ohrist died and

lived again [lii toIito yaq X^ktto? anl-
&avev xal et^dfv. See Teictual Note '.] The
telic definition of the death and resurrection of

Christ serves, on the other hand, to establish our

living and dying to the Lord. The stfjaf here, as

in Rev. ii. 8, designates Christ's return to eternal

life, hence the aviary is passed over. Olshausen

would understand the Stijae to be the earthly life

of Jesus (therefore taken as a Hysteron proteron).

Thereby a uniformity would, at all events, be con-

stituted by the statement ; we live or we die, but a

dissimilarity would be called forth in relation to what
follows. Meyer properly brings out also the fact

that the xv^wrrji; of the Lord is established on His

death and resurrection. But it is in harmony with

the ielie definition of Christ's dominion that the an-

tithesis in this life—the living and the dead—re-

cedes behind the antithesis, in the future life, the

dead (in the act of dying and in Sheol) and the liv-

ing, by whom it is conditionally established.

Both of the dead and the living. Accord-
ing to Meyer's suggestion, the purpose is not to re-

fex the effects of Christ's death and return to life (as

sundered) to the dead and to the living respectively

(see his note on p. 497).

Ver. 10. But why dost thou judge. The
t » is here opposed to the dominion of Christ over

the dead and the liviny, as above, to another man's
servant ; but the latter is now denoted brother.

Or why dost thou set at nought thj
brother 7 The Apostle, having spoken of the
weaker one, now speaks these words to the stronger,
in order to maintain his harmonizing position. Here,
as well as in the supporting of him who stands, ver.

4, and in the thanksgiving in ver. 6, the Apostle goe*
back to the highest causaUty (see Textual Note ').

For we shall all stand before the judg-
ment-seat of G-od [jravTee yap Tza^atyrt]
aofii&a Toi (lijfiati, toTj @iov]. We must
appear before the judgment-seat of God himself,
which Christ shall administer as Lord (chap. ii. 16

;

Acts xvii. 31 ; comp. Matt. xxv. 33 ; Acts xxvi. 6).

The judging of one's brother, therefore, first, en-
croaches upon Christ's oifice as ruler, and, second,
anticipates the judgment-bar of God.

Yer. 11. For it is written. Isa. xlv. 23. On
the free form of the citation from memory, and from
the LXX., see Philippi, p. S"?!. [See also Textual
Note ",—R.] On t^onoloyfia&ai; with the dative,

meaning to praise (Rom. xv. 9 ; Matt. xi. 25, &c.),

see Tholuck, p. 719 ; Meyer, p. 498. [Meyer says
the verb with the dative always means : to praise

;

with the accusative of the object : to confess (Matt,

iii. 6, &c.).—R.] That special kind of praise, how-
ever, is meant, which occurs after a finished act of

Divine Providence according to a Divine decision

(see Phil. ii. 11). Tholuck says :
" Isa. xlv. 23 does

not speak of the appearance of Christians before the

judgment-seat of God, but of mankind's universal

and humble confession of dependence upon God."
But this unwarrantably removes the element oifuture
time, the eschatological element, which is, at all

events, also comprised in the passage in Isaiah.

Meyer says, somewhat better :
" In Isaiah God

makes the assurance by an oath, that all men (even

the heathen) shall reverently swear allegiance to

Him. Paul here regards this Divine declaration

which promises messianic victory, because it prom-

ises the universal victory of the theocracy, accord-

ing to the special and final fulfilment that it shall

have in the general judgment." *—That even the

prophetic passage itself comprises, with Christ's sav-

ing advent, also the eschatological references, follows

from the definite prospect that every knee shall bow
before Jehovah, &c. (see Phil. ii. 10, 11).

Yer. 12. So then every one, &o. [See Text

ual Note ".] Meyer puts the emphasis on ixaa'
Toe, Philippi on t(3 0fw, others on tiiqI iamov.
The first is preferable.—R.] In this lies the ground

of the following exhortation (ver. 13) : Let us not
therefore judge one another any more [/n;-

xiii, ovv dXkfjXovq xqIvij) f4,tv~\. The Apostle

here comprises both parts, and thereby makes his

transition to the following admonition to the strong.

B. Chap. xiv. 13-xv. 1. On giving offence and
" Exhortation to the strong " in particu-

lar.

Yer. 13. But judge this rather [^aXXa

* ["With tte reading toO XpinToi (ver. 10), Theo-

doret, Luther, Calvin, and many others, so Philippi, hava

found in t<5 @eoi a proof of the divinity of Christ. But
the fundatn'ental idea is rather, that it is Ood, whose judg-

ment Olirist holds; which thought is contained in tha

reading tov 0eoB (ver. 10) also ;
" Meyer. It is quite un-

mecesBary to found arguments on disputed readings, when
so many other passages are at hand. Most of those who
thus do, are naturally influenced in their critical judgn enw

by their doctrinal positions.—it.l
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Toi/To x^ivari jA.ali.ov']. The xQivxtf. The
Apostle uses the same word in a changed meanmg,
in order to emphasize more particularly, by this ant-

anaclasis, the antithesist o judging. The considera^

'ion of the future judgnaent should move believers

In particular to so conduct themselves as to give

offence to no one (Matt, xviil. 6 ff.). Meyer :
" Let

that be your judgment."

Not to put a stumbling-block or an ooca-
sion of failing in a brother's way [to fii]

ri'Sivai' 7T(j6(T y.Ofifia tw adE?.(pof // tjxdv-

Sa/.ovl. It does not follow that, because the ex-

pressions 71^ ofTno fi/-ia and (XKcivcfalov are, in

general, used metaphorically as synonyms, we would
here have to accept a " verbosity in the interest of

the case " (Meyer). In ver. 21 we find even three

special designations : ir^oa/.onreti ^ ffxardaA/ufTat

»} a<T&fviT. There also, however, Meyer, with oth-

ers, regards the threefold designation as only the

expression of the urgency of the matter. But in

a real reference, the twofold effect of the giving

offence comes into consideration. The giving offence

is either an occasion for tlie punctilious brother to

become embittered and still more hardened in his

prejudice, or to conduct himself frivolously,- without

an understanding of the principle of freedom, and
thus, according to the present passage, eat meat
with inward scrupleB of conscience.* The Apostle

indicates the first case in ver. 15, and the second in

ver. 23. The use of different expressions, in them-
selves synonymous, to denote this antithesis, was
quite natural, and, in ver. 21, the Apostle seems to

distinguish even three cases : to take an offence for-

ward, or backward, or to be strengthened in weak-
ness. Even to this very day, the offence which the
Jews take at Christianity is divided into the two
fractions of extreme legality and of wild liberalism.

The nO-ivai causes us to return to the original

sense of the words (see the Lexicons).

Ter. 14. I know, and am persuaded in
the Lord Jesus [otM'a zal nen Ei^a f^ai iv
vivqlm 'IriaoTi~\. He knows it already as an Old
Testament monotheist, who knows that God is the
Creator of all things (1 Tim. iv. 3, 4; Gen. i. 31).

But he also has the fixed assurance of it in the fel-

lowship of Christ, by virtue of justifying faith in

His Spirit. Calovius : lihertate a Christo parta.
[Alford :

" These words give to the persuasion the
weight not merely of Paul's own XoyiLOfiai,, but of
apostolic authority. He is persuaded, in his capa-
city as connected with Christ Jesus, as having the

mind of Christ." So Hodge, substantially, but with
less exactness, since he retains the incorrect by of
the E. V. It is doubtful whether tv ever has this

force. Jow«tt, however, calls these words : " the
form in which St. Paul expresses his living and
doing all things in Christ, as, in language colder
and more appropriate to our time, we might say as
' a Christian.' " But this is a dilution of the force

of the expression.—R.] A consciousness of Christ's

* [Philippi, Stuart, Hodge, Jowett, and most, reirard
the two expressions as synonymous, the latter perhaps
explanatory of the former. Alford distinguishes :

" an
occasion of stumbling, in act; nn occasion of offence, in
tkought.^^ Webster and "Wilkinson: "A larger obstacle
against which we may strike the foot ; a smaller one likely
to catcli the foot. The former denotes a cartain, the latter
A probabie^ cause of falling.

—
"Wordsworth gives as a com-

mentary on this verse, some extracts from Hooker, in ref-
erence to the non-conformiBts. These remarks are emi-
nently "judiciouSf^^ but have a flavor of remote antiquity
in their allusions to " obedience to rites and ceremoniec
eonsLituted by lawfvXpublic authoi-ity,"—B.]

declaration in Matt. xv. 11 is here more probable

than questionable ; but then that declaration is not

in a legal sense the basis of his freedom (comp. also

1 Cor. viii. 8 ; Col. ii. 14-16).

Unclean
f

xoi-vov, profane, unclean in the

religious legal sense (see the Cnmmentary on Mat.

thew, p. 277 ; the Commentary on Mark, p. 64)^

Levitically unclean was, indeed, even still a type of

what was common or unclean in the real spiritual

sense (Heb. x, 29).

Of itself, di alxov, not according to Lach'

mann's reading. Si avtou. [See Textual Note "'.]

Of itself, according to its nature, in contrast with

the economical order, the moral convenience, or the

natural feeling or conscience of th ; one partaking.

[Theodoret, reading ainoo, refers it to Christ.—E.]
" The Apostle himself belongs to the strong (comp.

riliili; in chap. xv. 1, and 1 Cor. ix. 22) ;
" Tholuck.

I5ut he also again distinguishes himself from the

ordinarily strong one, in that he takes into the ac-

count, as a co-determining factor, conscience and re-

gard to fraternal intercourse, or habitual practice.

—

[But to him, d /lij roi. This introduces an ex-

ception to itnclean, not to unxlean of itself. Hence
not = aXXd, but — nisi (Meyer).—R.]—To him
it is unclean. "With emphasis. [The uncleanness

is accordingly subjective (Meyer).—R.]
"Ver. 15. For if [li yap. See Textual Note

".] The less authenticated reading i i di seems at

the first glance to be most suitable ; but the reading

ft yctp seems to compel us to accept, that even the

strong one, who knows that a certain kind of food

seems unclean to his weak brother, makes himself
unclean by eating it to his offence.*

Because of thy meat thy brother is grieved
[(^ta fi^ffifia o dd^Xfpnq gov XvTidrai..
B^uifia, that food which he holds to be unclean.

Bengel calls this yneiosis. Comp. Heb. ix. 10 ; xii.

16 ; xiii. 9.—R.] The difficulty occasioned by the
expression ^. i/^rftTat, is due to a neglect to dis-

tinguish properly the two kinds of offence. First

of all, the question here is concerning that offence

which consisted in the weak one's being made to

stumble by the strong one's eating of meat. Tho-
luck :

" Ximitv, according to the New Testament
use of language ; to afflict ;

" therefore XinrilaS-ai,

is taken by expositors (Origen) = axavttaXMixSai:
But would he who took offence at the eating be
thereby induced to imitate the example ?—Accord-
ing to the Apostle, it was, at all events, the one who
ate, notwithstanding the offence he had taken, but
not the other, who was irritated and felt himself
aggrieved as much by the supposed pride as by the
inconsiderateness of the strong one. " But such an
aCaiction," says Philippi, " would be the beginning
of the judging forbidden by the Apostle, which he
therefore would not recommend to special regard."

* [If fie be read, then this verse introduces a limitation
to the practical application of the principle of ver. 11
(Hodge)

; but if yop be read, then wo must take the passage
as breviloquent or elliptical. Tholuck and Meyer join with
ei 111;, K.T.K., finding here the statement of the reason why
he must add that exception, viz., to oppose the unoharita^
bleness which is involved in not regarding it. Alford
makes it depend "on the suppressed restatement of the
precept of ver. 13 : q. d., 'But this knowledge is not to be
your rule m practice, but rather,' &o., as in ver. 13 : 'for
if, &o." Philippi objects to both v v'ws, and urges his ob-
jections against the better sustained reading. He says
Meyer's interpretation is "manifestly too far-fetched;''
but his own lay so near, that the temptation to alter the
text was as strong as the desire to sustain the Change
against overwhelmmg evidence seems to lie in the case ol
some oommentators.—E.J
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What ! a prejudiced man's being afflicted itself the
be'ginning of judging? Philippi, in harmony with

Eisner, ignores the subjective justification of this

affliction, by interpreting the Ximeiv according to

the signification frequently occurring in the classics

:

to prejudice, to injure, Meyer, on the other hand,
urges against this the New Testament use of lan-

guage, and understands the expression to mean
moral mortification, an insult to the conscience,

ifith reference to Eph. iv. 80.* Grotius, and oth-

ers, have referred the word to the afiiiction pro-

duced by the charge of narrowness. The charge
6f narrowness comprised in reckless " eating " does,

indeed, come into consideration as a single element,

but it is not the principal thing.

Thou art no longer -walking according to
love \_ovK Mrb v.axa ayanfjv TtfQiTrarftql.
For the one giving offence injures love, and also

makes himself unclean.

Destroy not by thy meat, &c. [/tjy tw
BQm/iati. X.T.A.] Comp. 1 Cor. viii. 10, 11.

But it does not follow from this analogy (of 1 Cor.),

that the brother is, in all cases, led only, by a nar-

row and frivolous eating with others, to infidelity to

his conscience, and that it is only by means of this

that he incurs the danger of the anoUna, or actu-

ally relapses into a state leading to this. The ex-

asperations of the one falling back upon ordinances

lead to fanaticism and the n7To'ihi,a, just as surely

as laxities lead to antinomianism. Meyer says

:

" The occasion to fall from Christianity (Theophy-
lact, Grotius, &c.) is not at all taken into considera-

tion. ) But can there be, in the case of Christians,

a relapse into the andiUM without a real apostasy
from Christianity ? Bengel : JS'e pluris feceris tuum
cibum, quam Christus vitam suam.lf.

Ver. 16. Let not then your good be evil
spoken of [/i^ ^Xa(X(p tj^s l<T&fi) ovv vfj.o)v

TO ayaS-ov. See Textual Note ". De Wette
thus explains the connection of ovv with what pre-

cedes :
" If this does not take place, then your good

will not be evil spoken of."—E.] What is the good
which the Apostle speaks of, and in how far is it

exposed to slander ? Explanations :

* [Dr. Lange'a view appears to be correct, but some re-

marks must be added for tne sake of clearness. The weak
brother is evidently tbe one wbo is " grieved." The offence
of the strong brother is one against charity ; hence the
objection of Philippi, about Paul's paying special regard to

the very judging he had forbidden, is altogether irrelevant

;

since charity is not to be measured by the propriety of the
demands made upon it by the weak brethren. We reject

the meaning 7wj'M?-e, and (with Meyer) take Kvnelrai in
a subjective sense. It mu«t be distinguished from affoAAue,

to which it leads as a possible result (Meyer, tind others;.

It does not necessarily imply that the weak brother is led to
imitate and thus to offend against his own conscience, al-

though this is a probable result. Wordsworth suggests, as
part of the injury, that he is led " to make a schism in the
Church by separating from thee."—R.]

t [In his 4th edition, Meyer omits all reference to this
point. Philippi, however, calls this verse a dictum prohans
101- thepossibllity of apostasy. But as Dr. Hodge remarks :

" Saints are presei-ved, not in despite of apostasy, but from
apostasy. If they apostasize, they perish."—B.'t

J [It is evident that airwAeta refers to eternal destruc-
tion, since Christ offered His life to redeem from this
(Meyer); yet, as this destruction (like the antithetical
notion, eternal life) begins here, according to the scriptural
Irepresentatioiis, we must take it in its widest sense.—Al-
jTord thus paraphrases the verse, bringing out the contrast
implied in the use of Pfmfia ; "The mere Xvirelv your
brother, is an offence against tiyue ; how much greater an
offence, then, if this Xvnelv end in aTroAAvetr—in raising
(causing to act against his conscience, and so commit sin,

and bem danger of quenching God's Spirit within him) by
» MEAT, n< thine—a brother, for whom Christ died 1 "—R,]

1. TO ayaS^ov is Christian freedom ("in re
lation to eating meat "), Origen, Thomasius, Grotius.
and others; Tholuck, with reference to 1 Cor. x.

29, 30. Then the reference to the eating of meat
is evidently nothing more than an accidental con-
sistency of Christian freedom in its general meaning.*
De Wette and Philippi, on the contrary, observe
that the matter in question here is the possession
not of a single party, but of the whole Church
But Tholuck aptly replies :

" This freedom was ob-
jectively purchased for the whole Church." There-
fore also the reading ^^[wv does not pronounce
against this explanation.

2. Theodoret, De Wette, Philippi : faith. [Lu.
ther, Melanchthon, Hodge, &c. : the gospel. In fact,

this is the view of Philippi : doctrina evangelica.—
K.]

3. The kingdom of God, in ver. 17. [So Ewald,
Umbreit, Meyer. With proper restrictions, this view
seems least objectionable. (2.) and (3.) imply that

the evil-speaking is from without the Church.—E,.]

Unquestionably ver. 17 is an explanation of ver.

16, but tlie kingdom of God is here described as a
treasure and enjoyment of faith, and there it is the
first element : righteousness through Clirist = free-

dom from human ordinances ; see Gal. v. 1. The
explanations harmonize, in maintaining that the ques-

tion is concerning the Christian good, xar sto/ijv.

And this good must be named objectively the gos-

pel, and subjectively faith ; or, if we comprise both
these elements, the kingdom of God. It obscures

the text to rend these things asunder by aut, aut.

But it is unmistakable that the Apostle speaks rela-

tively of this good, as it is represented in the free-

dom of faith enjoyed by renewed mankind. Now,
as the punctilious Jewish Christians, and particularly

the Jews, saw many Christians abusing their free-

dom, they were exposed to the danger, from this

abuse of freedom, to abuse and finally to slander

freedom itself, and even the gospel, according to a

confusion of fanaticism similar to what occurs in

our day, when men confound the Reformation with

revolution, with the Miinster fanaticism, with sec-

tarianism, and apostasy from Christianity. Paul

already had a sufficiently bitter experience in the

impossibility of avoiding such slanders, even when
the greatest care is observed; he all the more re-

garded it as an obligation of wisdom and love, to

admonish those who were free to make a proper use

of their freedom. We must not, however, consider

the slander of Christian freedom in itself alone, apart

from its principle, faith. Besides, this one slander

of Christians against Christians had, as its result,

another : that the Gentiles abused (jhristianity be-

cause of its division, and perhaps the proudest among
them made it a subject of derision, that Christians

contended about eating and drinking, as if these

things were the real blessings of the kingdom of

heaven. This latter feature is the explanation of

Cocceius.

Ver. lY. For the kingdom of God. [Td^
If the reference in ver. 16 be to freedom, then the

connection is : Preserve your liberty from such evil

• [Alford : " Tour strength nf faith is a good thing; M
it not pass into bad TtpvU." This is more exact, and avoids

borrowing an interpretation from 1 Cor. x. Tet it is still

more open to the obiection, that the matter here referred t«

is a possession of the whole Church. The change to the

plural (i\i,Siv\ its emphatic position, and the phrase lo

ivafliSi' itself, sufaciently attest the correctness of Iht

view, which refers this "good" to the whole Church.—».]
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Bpeaking, since nothing spiritual is involved. If,

however, Meyer's view be adopted, then a motive is

presented here, with a reference to the tenor of the

evil-speaking

—

i. e., the blasphemy would consist in

sueii a wrong estimate of Christianity, or the king-

dom of God in the minds of those without. The
advantage uf taking the wider view of ver. 16 be-

comes obvious here. For if it be restricted to the

strong, then this verse must be so restricted also,

when its most necessary application is to the weak
brethren.—R.] The flaavXtla tov BioTi, typi-

fied by the Old Testament theocracy, is God's domin-
ion over the heart, instituted and administered by
Christ ; it is the heavenly sphere of life, in wliich

God's word and Spirit govern, and whose organ on
earth is the Church. Here, too, Meyer mixes up
the second advent : there is " also here nothing else

than the messianic kingdom, which shall be set up
at the second coming of Christ."

Is not eating and drinking [/S^wo-i? xai
Koisiii. Comp. Col. ii. 16. The act of eating and
of drinking. The reference is obviously to the prac-
tice of both parties.—K.] Its nature does not con-
sist in this. [Not as the Greek fathers interpret

:

it is not won by this.—R.] Meyer :
" The moral

condition of its (future !) nature does not depend
upon it."

But righteousness, and peace, and joy in
the Holy Ghost \_aX).a, Si,t.aiaavvr] xai
flqTjVTj xai /a^dt cr nvivfiari aytw].
De Wette has full ground for contending against
the shallow interpretations of these words, by a
series of commentators from Chrysostom down to
Meyer (Grotius and Fritzsche among the number),
to the effect that the question here is only one of
moral virtues. With Meyer, the " rectitude " natu-
rally stands at the head. De Wette interprets these
ideas in the full sense. Therefore he connects the
doctrinal view (Calvin, Calovius, and others) with the
ethical. [So Hodge, in last edition. In the earlier,

he adopted the " ethical " view. But as he now says

:

"Paul does not mean to say that Christianity con-
sists in morality—that the man who is just, peace-
ful, and cheerful, is a true Christian. This would
be to contradict the whole argument of this Epis-
*''""—R.] Accordingly, rif/hteoumess is, first oftie.

all, justification
;
peace is chiefly rest of spirit ; and

joy in the Hohi Ghost is the joy of our spirit, which
has iu ground in the Holy Ghost.* But inasmuch
as the question here is not so much concerning the
virtues of God's kingdom as its blessings, the doc-
trinal view must be regarded as the principal thing.
It might be said, as regards the concrete occasion
[i. e., the circumstances of the Roman Church] : u.
With righteousness in Christ there is joined freedom
from legality ; b. With peace and the spirit of peace
there are joined brotherly moderation and forbear-
ance in the use of freedom

; c. And with joy in the
Holy Ghost there is joined the impulse to cultivate
social joy through the proper tone of mind. Tho-
luck, with good ground, has cited chap. xv. 13 in
favor of the religious construction of the three defi-
nitions

;
also 1 Thess. i. 6 ; Phil. iii. 1 ; 2 Cor. vi.

* [Alford prefers : "in coimeotinn -with, under the in-
dwellms and irdnenoe of," the Holy Ghost, to De 'Wette's
View, which he, however, says is true, though not expressed
hare.—Ihe phrase "in the Holy Ghost " does not qualify
the whole clause, but "joy" alone. Dr. Hodge defended^e wider reference m his earlier editions, perhaps to guard
from error the '• ethical " view of the terms, which he then
adopted. In the last edition, he leaves the matter doubt-
CoL- K.]

10. Grotius, and others, have interpreted the joj

transitively, to establish joy ; and this effect is, in.

deed, quite peculiar to the social impulse of Chris-

tian joy, which it has from heaven ("Behold, I bring

you good tidings of great joy ") ; but this element

is not the principal and fundamental thought.

Yer. 18. For he who herein serveth Christ,
'£* Toi'/TM, according to Meyer, means: accord-

ing to this; that is, according to the relation already

given. Tholuck more fitly says : herein. The per-

eeption of the opposition between the inward and
real and the unreal and outward in God's kingdom,
and the cultivation of the former, is meant. So far

iv TovTvi is much stronger than ev toi'itou;. [The
singular is so strongly supported, that we must adopt
it ; see Textual Note ''. But it has been referred

by many commentators (from Origen to Jowett) to

the Holy Ghost. Dr. Hodge assumes that this ig

the necessary view. But as Alford remarks : " It

would be unnatural that a subordinate member of
the former sentence, belonging only to xaQti, should
be at once raised to be the emphatic one in this, and
the three graces, just emphatically mentioned, lost

sight of." This difficulty has led a number of com-
mentators to retain the plural. But this is contrary
to the received canons of criticism, and an unfaii

method of avoiding the difficulty.—B.]
Is well-pleasing to God, &o. [fiiap f<TTo«

Tw Qeoi, X.T.A.] He who, in the perception of
this rule of the New Testament, serves Christ with
pure motive, has the twofold blessing of being well-
pleasing to God and approved of men. Among
these men, the best among those who dissent are
undoubtedly chiefly meant, for the really quarrel,
some partisans are most embittered by the peaceful
conduct of faith.*

Ver. 19. Let us therefore follow after the
things of peace [apa oi'v tqj t^j li^ijvijq
Svb>f.ii>ij.iv. The inference is from vers. IT, 18
(De Wette, Philippi, Meyer), not from the whole
preceding context (Hodge). See Textual Note " on
the form of the verb.—R.] The Sumuv is here in
contrast with the impulse of party excitements.

The things which pertain to mutual edifi.
cation [xat toi t^s otxodo^^s t^? fi?
a.XXri).ovii\ Edification always comprises two
elements, according to the figure which represents
the Church as Christ's temple: 1. Arrangement into
the fellowship of Christ by the awakening, vivifica-
tion, and preparation of the stones; 2. Arrange-
ment into the fellowsHip of the Church by the pro-
motion of what is essential, and by moderation in
the exercise of grace according to the spirit of hu-
mility and self-denial ; see 2 Cor. x. 8 ; xiii. 10, and
other passages. In this sense, each should build the
other up.

Ver. 20. Do not for the sake of meat undo
the work of God U^ Ivfy^tv /Jpoi^ccTo?
iiaialvf (pull down) to 'iqyov rov ©foT].
Instead of building

^ up, the inconsiderate one tears
down. The xaxaXini/v and Xvhv are a specific ex-
pression of this fact. The work (building) of Goa
has been understood as Christian faith, the amrii-
Qm, the extension of Christianity ; Meyer, and oth.
ers, have understood the Christian as such. ["Hit
Christian personality."] But the oixoSo/i^ here evi.

^/.J'iHtl!?^" "^"?f Probalum hominibus testatur, quia

™1t. 7
de since™ judicio loquitur, cui nulla est admista

morositas, nullum odium, nuOa supersluio—E,]
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dently denotes the fellowship of faith. [This seems
to combine the two favorite views, viz., that the

fellow-Christian is here referred to—that the " king-

dom of God " in its extension is meant. Alford, re-

ferring to 1 Cor. iii, 9, explains :
" Thy fellow-Chris-

tian, as a plant of God's planting, a building of God's
' raising."—R.]

Bat it is evil [a^.Aa xaxdv. Instead of (^e

we have a).Xa here. See Hartung, PartHcettekre,

ii. p. 403.—R.] To xaxov we must simply supply,

from what precedes : Every thing which is clean in

itself (Meyer). [Alford thinks nothing need be sup-

plied, except, as in E. V., the neuter verb. " It is

evil—». e., there is criminality in the man.'' On
the other proposed supplements, see Meyer, Alford,

in loco.—R.] Kaxov, injurious in this case, be-

cause it is not only a sin to him, but also leads him
to ruinous frivolity ; see ver. 16.

To the man who eateth through offence
Ftw av&() o}nfo tw tfta nQOffnofiftaTO^

,t<T&iovri.'\. By the one who eats, there can only

be meant the weak one (according to Chrysostom,
Luther [Meyer], and others), and not the strong one,

according to the explanation of most commentators
(Calvin, Grotius, De Wette [Hodge, Alford], and
others). Sut the address is directed to the strong.

Do not destroy for the sake of meat—that is, by
thy inconsiderate and free enjoyment—the work of

God, for, by the mjoay-ofiiia which thou givest thy
brother, thou leadest him to eat against his con-

science. For it is said, first, concessively : all things

indeed are pure; second, the one eating with (taken,

not given) offence to his conscience, is, as an injured

one, contrasted with the one who destroys, who has

given , him offence ; we have, besides, in the third

place, the whole context.

[Those who find in offence a reference to the

offence given by the strong one, rather than to the

offence taken by the weak one, also urge the con-

text in favor of their view. The context, however,

only proves that the strong are addressed here. They
incorrectly infer from this, that the x a x o r must
be predicated of the action of the party addressed.

But is it not like Paul to urge, as a motive, the evil

effect upon the brother taking offence ? Besides,

as Meyer suggests, the other view has no special con-

nection with the former part of the verse, but gives

us only the vague remark, that it is wrong to eat so

as to give offence to others. The objection, that

offence cannot well be applied to offence against

one's own conscience, loses its force, when it is re-

membered that the strong are cautioned with refer-

ence to the effect of their conduct on the weak.

—

R.]

Ver. 21. It is not good to eat flesh, &c.

XxaAov TO fjtri gtayfZv x^ca, x.t.A.] Luther,

and others, incorrectly take xa!.6v as comparative

in relation to iv w [" It is better that thou eatest

no flesh and drinkest no wine, or (than) that thereon

thy brother," &c.]. Probably to tone down the force

of the expression, which seemed all tao strong. But
tiaXov itself contains the necessary mitigation, since

it denotes a higher and freer measure of self-deny-

ing love. [Dr. Lange renders it : edel, noble. Tlie

case is not hypothetical ; the scrupulous demanded
tbstinence from wine also, we infer from the whole
iBSaage.—R.]

Not to do any thing wherein thy brother,
&e. [^/iijii ev «D 6 aSfXjioq aov. See Text-

ual Mote ".] Th'oluck, and others, referring to 1

Cor. X. 31, woul8 supply noiiTv with iv a, wMch
Is certainly more correct than to supply (payiiy ij

nulv. [The E. V. seems to imply the latter view
it is emended, therefore.] As De Wette properl
remarks : Paul does not here lay down, as a definit

precept, this principle of self-denying love accoic
ing to which he had lived (see 1 Cor. viii. 13).*
the three expressions nooaxonrn,, &c., see th
explanation of ver. 13. [It is not' necessary to fin

(with Calvin) a climax ad infra in these three verbi

yet they are not precisely synonymous. The figur

of ver. 13 is retained, but the third verb expresst
the mildest form of offence. De Wette, Philip{
(and E. V.) render : is made (or becomes) weak
Meyer, Alford, and others, more correctly : is weal
The full thought, then, is : It is noble not to do an
thing wherein thy brother is weak ; even to avoi
his weak point.

—

R.]

Ver. 22. Hast thou faith? [aii niisxi,
txii-'i; See Textual Note '". The briefer reac

ing is adopted there.—R.] Meyer, with Calvii

Grotius, and others, take these words as interrogi

tive ; Tholuck, with Luther, Fritzsche, and otheri

as concessive, which corresponds better with the cor

text.-f [If ijv be rejected, the interrogative fori

is to be preferred, as better suiting the lively chai

aeter of the address (so Philippi, Alford, De Wetti
Hodge, &c.). The question implies, on the part o

the strong brother, an assertion : I have faith. Th
concessive view : you ham faith, 1 grant, may imp]

the same. In fact, whatever reading or constructio

be adopted, the purport of the verse remains ui

changed.—R.] Tholuck: " The stronger will depen
upon his faith, but he should not come forward wil

it." That is, should not come forward with it i

practical uncharitable conduct; but, on the oth(

hand, he should not dissemble the conviction of h
faith.

Have it to thyself [xata aiavrbv ex'
Keep it, because well founded, but for the sake c

thy brother, keep it to thyself.—B.j This compris(

not only a restriction for the strong, but also a lim

tation of the principle previously established in ve
21. Or, in his private life, where he gives no ofifene

to his brother, he may also live according to his faitl

yet according to the rule that he should regard hin

self as present to God.—Before God. [As Go
sees it, it need not be paraded before man (Meye

Hodge).—R.] Tholuck explains the iviljniov i

©for by thanksgiving.

Blessed is he, &c. [fiaxd§i,oq, x.t.A.] Li

ther : Blessed is he whose conscience does not coi

demn him in that which he allows. So also Meyei

Philippi, with reference to ver. 6 :
" Let every or

be fully persuaded in his own mind." But we cai

not expect here a simple declaration of the stron

man's blessedness in opposition to the weak ; an

all the less so, because, immediately afterward, thei

is mention made of the weak one's sinful eating i

doubt, which the strong man has occasioned by h

offence.:]; Thus the proposition directs attention (

* [Henoe, while a Christian may strive to reach such

principle in his practice, no brother, especially no "wea
brother," has a nght to demand it of him, or obtrude h

stumbling, eo as to exact self-denial from others.—E.l

t [Fritzsche opposes the interrogative form, because

would imply a negative answer. But there is little warrai

for this. If the better correspondence with the conte;

mentioned by Dr. Lange is based on this view of the fori

of the interrogative, then it disappears at once.—B.]

t [Philippi and Wordsworth make the clause apply i

hoth classes ; Meyer, to the strong alone (presenting tl

advantage they have, as a motive to considerate condu

toward the weak, whose danger is set forth in the nra

clause) ; Alford, and most, find here a coLomendation of tl
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the difference between the theoretical conviction and

an inconaiderate conduct according to it. " Blessed

is he whose conscience must not practically disap-

prove of what he, according to his theoretical con-

viction, approves." No one can have a perfect con-

viction of practical good conduct, if he malie a false

application of the theoretical conviction of faith

against love ; see 2 Cor. viii. 9-12
; 1 Cor. ix. 19

;

X. 23. [This view of Dr. Lange, which seems to

be peculiarly his own, implies a distinction so subtle,

that it seems out of place in the practical part of

the Epistle of this earnest Christian teacher. He
adduces no arguments to support it, except the

negative one, that the declaration of the strong

man's blessedness can scarcely be expected here,

especially when the danger of the weak one from

the example of the strong one follows immediately.

But as, in ver. 20, Paul refers to the evil done to

the weak, as a motive to the strong whom he is ad-

dressing, so here he may present the blessedness of

a strong conviction, and then the danger of a weak
one, as a double motive to be careful of the weak
brother. As the whole argument tends toward chap.

XV. 1, this seems a satisfactory view.—R.]
Who judgeth not himself. The Apostle says

»qIvi))v, and not xaTa/.^lv'tv (as most commen-
tators explain), because the Christian, with the un-

conscious and false application of a principle which
is in itself righteous, and even holy, does not sin so

ruinously as he who condemns himself by acting

against his religious conviction.* With the germi-
nating principle of faith in the weak one, the law
is no more of authority ; but so long as it applies

to him in connection with faith, he cannot do vio-

lence to it. It is not by presumptuousness, but
by mature conviction, that we become free.—[Al-
lowethj d'oKt,fidi^Ei,. Agendum eligit (Estius).

Ver. 23. But he that doubteth [6 Jj Sva-
Kf ivo/if i/oc,-]. With the act of eating, he is at

the same time stricken and condemned, /.ata-
x£x()tTat; comp. John iii. 18. Meyer; ''It was
necessary to define more specifically the actual self-

condemnation (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, and
most commentators)." But there is a great differ-

ence between self-condemnation and actual .lelf-con-

demnation. If tlie explanation, " to be subject to

Divine condemnation," does not say : to be already
Bubject to the final judgment, then must it be ex-
plained to mean, that a Divine sentence on his con-
demnable (not condemned) condition has occurred
in his act iiself, which sentence he must himself
best experience in his own conscience, because the
fact of his doubting is better known to himself than
to any one else.f

Because it is not of faith [oti. ovx Ix
ir/(TTfw<;]. Namely, that he ate. [Alford explains

if faith here : " from a persuasion of rectitude

state in whicli the strong in faitli are. His view (which is

also that of Meyer and Hodge) is to be preferred to Dr.
Lange's ingenious and refined distinction.—R.]

* [Meyer properlyrejeccs the common view, which tabes
ptpwi' a.s = KaraKpiviaVf but explains it thus : "who does

not hold ^jadgmrnt ova- himsplj' ', i.e., who is so assured in
hi* conviction, that his decision to do this or that incurs no
»e]f-judgment." Dr. Lange's explanation is occasioned by
his view of the whole sentence.—K]

t [Meyer finds here an antithesis to "blessed" (ver.
22) ; but the idea of Divine condemnation must be properly
limited. Philippi : "The act of eating itself condemns
him. of course according to the Divim ordering, so that the
Justice of this verdict appears not only Ijefore God, but
before men, and himself also."—R.l

grounded on and consonant with his life of faith.

That ' faith in the Son of God ' by which the Apos-

tle describes his own life in the flesh as being lived,

informing and penetrating the motives and the con-

science, will not include, will not sanction, an act

done against the testimony of the conscience."

This is, perhaps, more in accordance with Dr. Lange's

view of TTto-rtc; (see below) than the ordinary inter-

pretation, which confines it to mere persuasion,

moral conviction (Hodge, De Wette, and most).—R.J
And whatsoever is not of faith is sin

[jrav Se o ovx ix niarioiq a,ua(jria ia-

riv]. To be read as a concluding sentence, and

not as an explanation of the foregoing: because

every thing which is not of faith, &c. [The E. V.

(for) is incorrect ; and should be substituted, Si in-

troducing, as Alford suggests, an axiom.—R.]—Con.

fllcting explanations ;

1. Augustine, and many other commentators

;

Calovius, &c. : whicli is not of Christian saving faith.

Then the consequence is the proposition : The whole

life of unbelievers is sin, even the morality and vir-

tues of the heathen, &c. {Formula Cone. TOO

;

where even the peccata sunt are moderated by the

peccatis contaminata.) *

2. Moral faith, " the moral conviction of the rec-

titude of a mode of action " (De Wette, Reiche,

and Meyer, after Chrysostom, and others). But un-

doubtedly Chrysostom's explanation shows a better

knowledge of the connection between the require-

ment of saving faith and subjective conviction than
many modern explanations, with all their fidelity to

conviction. Even Grotius does not speak of convic-

tion, but of conscience : Peccatum est, quidquid sit,

OONSOIENIIA non adxtipulante. There can be no
perverted decision of conscience which coTiscience

itself did not have to contradict, and consequently
also no abstract and subjective certainty of convic-

tion without an objective ground. But conscience
itself harmonizes with God's law, just as the law
harmonizes with the gospel and its faith. Otherwise,
the world would be irretrievably lost in egotistic

separation. How would we ever get at the way-
ward, if the truth did not testify to their con-
science ?

We accordingly have to distinguish in explana-

* [It is greatly to be doubted whether this explanation
necessarily involves this conclusion. It is easy to foroe
upon this, or any other passage, some incorrect inference.
For example, as Dr. Hodge well remarks : " It is wrong to
do any thing which we think to lie wrong. The converse of
this proposition, however, is not true. It is not always
right to do what we think to be right." Alford says

.

"Here the Apr^tle has in view two Ckrislians, both living
by faith, and by faith doing acts pleasing to God : and he
reminds them that whatever they do o^a of harmmy with
this great principle of their spiritual lives, belongs to the
category of sin. The question touching the 'mfidelis'
must be settled by another inquiry : Can he whom we thus
name have /ai(A—such a faith as may enable him to do acta
which are not sinful !—a question impossible for us to
solve." Certainly the Auguslinian inference may be de-
duced far more directly from other passages ; and it should
not prejudice any against the view which claims that Chris-
tian faith must underlie the "faith" here referred to.
Bengel : " lunuitur ergo ipsa fides, qua fideles consentur,
conscte-ntiam mformans et conjirmans ; p'artim fundamen
tmn,parhm mirma ractie. aclinnis.'^ Hodge, Haldane, and
Wordsworth, however, limit the meaning to something lik
subjective persuasion, which seems tame and unpanlino.
Ihe author last named shows the pernicious effects of tha
other view, esneoially among the Puritans. But the tone
IB so well adapted to the days of the Stuarts, that one may
be excused lor surmising the existence of a prejudice against
the Augustinian view. Dr. Lange takes the same middle
ground w)th Alford (see above), combining both views!
oonfldenoe proceeding from saving faith."—K.1
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Bon (2.) between conscience and subjective convic-

tion in the usual sense ; see chap. ii. 14, 15. In ex-

planation (1.) we must distinguish : a. Between
faith in a doctrinal system and saving faith itself;

6. Between developed saving faith and its begin-

nings under gratia prmieniens, the doing of the

truth in the life of the upright ; John iii. 21. It

follows cleariy enough from chap, ii., that the Apos-
tle does not here mean to characterize such a con-

duct as sin. Yet, on the other hand, he will not
designate such conduct as sinless ; for, until the con-

scious reconciliation or perfection of conscience,

even the better man is in an inward darkness and
vacillation concerning his ways, and selfish motives

are mixed even with his better actions. But the

Apostle also does not speak here solely of the oppo-

sition in the life of Christians. Christians must be
conscious of their opinion as well as of their action,

in the light of truth itself. Philippi has brought out

prominently the connection between (1.) and (2.).

But he returns to a modified Augustinian view, by
deducing from the claim that the confidence of the

acceptability to God of an action must be the result

of saving faith, the conclusion that all conduct is sin

which has not this saving faith as its ultimate source

and origin (p. 584).* It would be better to say

:

whose origin is not the shining of the Logos into the

conscience. It is hazardous to regard believers as

complete, but still more hazardous to distinguish

only complete unbelievers from them. See the

&eg. Notes on ver. 1. On Augustine's view, see

Reiche, ii. p. 489.

On the doxology following here in some Codd.
(brought over from the conclusion), see the Intro-

dmtion, p. 35 [and Textual Notes on chap, xvi.]
;

also on the controversies occasioned by the two con-

cluding chapters. For further particulars, see Mey-
er, p. 607.f

* [Philippics view will not be understood UBless more
folly cited. He says : " wcims here is not immediately
justifying, saving faith, but the confidence springing there-
from, that all the action proceeding from it, and consistent
with it, is acceptable to God. The proposition of Augus-
tine, OThnzs injldeliuin vita peccatum est, finds here not,
indeed, its direct, but its indiiect proof Por, if every
action which does not proceed from the confidence of its

acceptableness to God is sin, and this confidence is the
result of evangelical, saving faith alone, then it follows,
that all conduct ie sin which has not this saving faith as ite

ultimate source and origin."—B.]
t [On chaps, xv. and xvi. Baur of Tubingen has doubt-

ed the genuineness of these two chapters, but on such in-
BufBcient grounds that it is not necessary to enter upon the
question. See Introd., p. 35. Various theories have been
suggested (by Semler, Paulus, Eichhom, Schulz, Ewald,
and now by Renan), which admit that Paul wrote these
two chapters, but deny them a place in this Epistle. For
this, a plausible ground is found in the insertion of the
doxology at the close of chap, xiv., in the long list of ac-
quaintances (chap, xvi.) at Eome, where Paul had never
been—none of whom are mentioned in the Epistles written
from^ Borne, especially in the salutation to Aquila and
Pi'iscilla, who were at Ephesus shortly before and shortly
after the date of this Epistle. But Rome was the capital
of the world, and many acquaintances might be there, a.nd
Hs_ readily depart. Were the salutations few, no doubt the
Critics would have urged this as an argument against its

genuineness. Meyer says: " Among all the reasons which
are adduced in support of these different opinions, none
hold good, not even those which seem least founded upon
mere arbitrariness." The SL Paul of Benan has just ap-
peared. He accepts our Epistle as genuine, but denies the
correctness of its title, and also its inteerity. The follow-
ing is a rSsumi: "The editors, of the final and accepted
text of Paul's letters had, for a general principle, to reject
nothing and add nothing—but above all, to reject nothing.
The common body, then, of the so-called Epistle to the

. Romans was a circular letter, an encyclical letter addressed
to the churches of Ephesus and Tbessalonica principally,

Chap. XV., ver. 1. Now we that axe strong
ought [o(f:ilXo/iiv di rjftftq oi dvvaroi.
The di does not stand for oi'r, as the E. V. indi-

cates (so Hodge), although it connects with what
precedes (Meyer, Philippi, &c.).—R.] Tholuck finds
in (Je continuative a proof that the division of the
chapter has been improperly made at this verse. As
far as conviction is concerned, the Apostle stands on
the side of the strong ; see chap. xiv. 14, 20 ; 1 Cor.
viii. 4.

[To bear, j?ao-TcitfH']. After the Apostle
has shown what the strong have to avoid, he shows
what is now their duty toward the weak. In natu.
ral life, weakness is often oppressed and made to
sufler violence by power ; in the kingdom of the
Spirit, on the contrary, "strong" expresses both tha
appointment to, and the duty of bearing, the infirm,

ities of the weaker.
Infirmities of the weak [ra aa&iv^ficf

ra rmv adwdrmv. Meyer, Lange : Glaubens-
schwachheiten ; but, with Philippi, Alford, &c., it

seems best to regard the term as general, including,

of course, the scruples above referred to.— B.]
These are undoubtedly a burden, and thus an im-

pediment to the progress of the strong ; but in

order to take the weak ones along with them, their

weaknesses must be taken up—which is the rule in

a caravan. But the bearing does not consist merely
in suffering, but rather in forbearance. [Comp. Gal,

vi. 2, Lange's Comm., p. 149, where the same verb
is used.—B.]

And not to please ourselves, '.^geo-xtn'

see Gal. i. 10 [1 Cor. x. 83].

C. Reciprocal edification, in self-denial, accord

ing to the example of Christ, chap. xv. 2-4.

Ter. 2. Let every one of us [exocctto!

Tjfimv. See Textual Notes -° and ""]. Thus the

Apostle here comprehends both parties.

—

[For his

good (with a view) to edification, ti? to ayoi-

&6v Ttpo^ oly,oSo lA^riv .^ Benge] : Bonum {aya"

&6v) genus, cedificatio apecies. There is, first, il^,

then, TTOo^'. In order that one may aid the other

in what is good, he should promote his edification,

his sense for the fellowship of what is good. The
good chiefly meant here is self-denying love, the

constant exercise of humility.

Ver. 3. For even Christ pleased not him-
self [xat ya§ Xqvaibi; ov/ ebi/tw iJQf
a IV. Dr. Lange renders : Denn (selbst) auch Chrw-
tus lebte nicht sich selber zum. Gefallen. The E. V.

is more literal.—R.] See Phil. ii. 6 ; 2 Cor. viii. 9.

Pleasing one's self denotes the inconsiderate and

unfriendly pursuit of the ideals of our own subjec-

tivity in the selfish isolation of our personal exist-

ence.

But, as it is written, &c. [a XI a xaSioii

yiyqantai,, x.T.A. See Textual Note ".] Ps.

Ixix. 9. The sentence is literally cited. On the

different supplements suggested with aXld, see

but also to the brethren at Eome and one or more other

places. liOcal and individual items were adjoined, accord-

ing as the special destination of the general circular. These
specialities were selected, and sewed on, so to si eak, to the

final edition, by honest editors, more desirous of saving al(

St. Paul's authentic words than of nice liteiars form. Her*

is the explanation of repetitions, and of salutatory phrase,

in the midst of the Epistle to the Romans, otherwise inex-

plicable in the text of a so clean, straightforward, inelegant,

but logical writer as St. Paul." It would seem that hia

view is but a vivacious and characteristic phasj of the

general theory advanced by the German authou namec"

above.—R.]
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Meyer, who would not supply any thing.* Grotius

suggests the most natural one : fecit. The citation

is from the LXX. The theoretical sufferer, who was

reproached for the Lord's sake, was a type of Christ

;

but Christ's subjecting himself to the reproaches of

the world proceeded from His steadfast fellowship

with humanity for God's sake. For himself. He
might have had joy ; Heb. xii. 2, 3. [Alford : "The
words in the Messianic Psalm are addressed to tlie

Father, not to those for whom Christ suffered ;
but

they prove all that is here required, that he He did

not please himself ; His sufferings were undertaken

on account of the Father's good purpose—mere
work which He gave Him to do."—^R.]

Ver. 4. For whatsoever things were writ-

ten aforetime [offa yti^ TZQotyQafpii. Jus-

tification of the previous citation (Philippi), and a

preparation for the subject to be introduced next,

viz., tlie duty of unanimity (Alford). In tt^ o, just

before the emphatic vfiire^av, Meyer correctly

finds the thought : All before our time—i. e,, the

whole Old Testament.—R.] This does not apply

merely to the messianic prophecies (Reiche). The
immediate design of the entire Old Testament Scrip-

tures for the Jews does not preclude their universal

purpose for all ages.

That we through the patience and the
comfort of the Scriptures \Xva Si.a. irji; vno-
ftovrft; a a I S Lct T?j(; naq ay. X-rjff eoif; tijiv yQa-
ifijiv. See Textual S'oie ''- The repetition of a ta
Beems to favor the view that yQaipuiv depends on
na^axXijaaoq alone; yet many commentators,
who adopt this reading, claim (and with reason) that

such a construction would be ungrammatical. Still,

Dr. Lange seems to favor it. We paraphrase :
" the

patience and comfort produced by a study of the

Scriptures."—R.] Two things should support the

believer, particularly in looking at the retarding, ob-
structing prejudice of the weak : First, the patience

immanent in the Christian spirit (patience evidently

suits better here than constancy, which Meyer pre-

fers). [So Philippi, De Wette, &c.] Second, the

comfort of the Holy Scriptures, which, in the pres-

ent connection, consisted in the fact that, in spite

of all the impediments to spiritual life in the Old
Testament, the development to the New Testament
nevertheless proceeded uninterruptedly.

Might have our hope [tl/v i/.7iiSa t/ia-
fifv. Dr. Lange: miyht hold fatt hope. Others:
might have more and more of the Christian hope.
—R.] And then, this comfort was an encourage-
ment to hold fast hope as the hope of better times

;

that is, of the ever newer and more glorious devel-

opments of God's kingdom, in Spener's sense.

Beza, and others, properly explain : teneamus, which
is opposed by Meyer. We can, indeed, preserve
hope by patience, but not acquire it. According to

Meyer, Indeed, patience should also be referred to

TiTiv yqaqi. (against Grotius, and others), and this

should therefore imbue Christians. But yet the pa-
tience and comfort of the Scriptures could not mean,
without sometliing further : the patience and the
comfort with which the Scriptures imbue us. [The
genitive yqcuprnv is joined with {i7tofiovij(; also, by
Ohrysostom, and by most modern commentators.
In fact, this is the only view which can be justified

* [So De 'Wette, Philippi, and others. The E. V., by-

putting a comma after " but," gives the same interpretation—i. e., but the reproaches, as it is written, »fcc. The ab-
sence of any fcrmula of citation favors this construction.

grammatically. " The patience and comfort pro

duced by, arising from, a study of the Scriptures,"

is the simplest and best sense. So Alford, and

most.—R.]—It is justifiably urged by Meyer, against

Reiche, and others, that hope must here be taken

subjectively. Of course, he who lets go his subjec-

tive hope, gives up thereby its object. [The hope ia

undoubtedly to be regarded as subjective, but ths

article (which we preserve in English by rendering

:

our hope) points to a definite Christian hope, viz,

of future glory. It would then seem appropriate to

understand " we might have hope " as referring to

the obtaining of a higher degree of this hope through

the patience, &c. (So Meyer, Philippi, De Wette).

-R.]

DOOTBINAL ASD ETHICAL.

\. The present section contains a confessionaj

Eirenicon of the Apostle. It requires: (1.) Recip-

rocal recognition of the common ground of faith,

(2.) The balancing of the conviction of faith with

the conduct of love. (3.) Above all, watchfulness

against particular ethical errors on both sides. [The

profound insight into human nature manifested in

this chapter, combines, with the unparalleled adap.

tation of its precepts to the social life of men in all

ages, to prove " the God of peace " its author. In

America, where society is newest, most experimen-

tal, and yet public opinion so tyrannical, where, per^

haps, the extremes of the weak and the strong are

found, it deserves especial study.—R.]
2. As the name, the weak, is not an unconditional

reproach, so the strong is not unconditional praise.

The weak one's prejudice is a certain protection so

long as he keeps his weakness pure—that is, does

not make it a rule for others ; the strong one's jus-

tifiable sense of freedom leads to the danger of self-

boasting, particularly against love, which can draw

in its train the loss of faith. These propositions can

be proved by the example of pious Catholics and of

wicked Protestants. Yet the standpoint of the strong

man is in itself higher, and though he becomes very

guilty by the abuse of his freedom of faith, the

Apostle yet portrays, with very strong expressions,

the ruin of those who eat in doubt. The unliberated

ones, who would not be free in a positive, but in a

negative, and therefore insufficient way, become the

most unmitigated anomists and antinomians both in

a religious and moral respect. If, in the time of the

Reformation, all Protestants had become positively

free by Christ, Protestantism would hardly have ex-

perienced in its history such great impediments of

reaction as that of unbelief.

[Weak and strong, old and new, conservative

and radical—these antitheses are not precisely sy-

nonymous, yet, in their leading features, the same.
He does what Paul has not done, who throws him.
self entirely with one class or the other. The
Church has ever contained, and has ever needed,
both elements. Yet sometimes those are deemed
radical who answer to the description here given of

the weak brethren ; and those who are truly strong
are often classed with the old-fashioned.—The oau.

tion about judging is prophetic of what is so mani-
festin the history of Christ's Church in her impei-
fection : that more divisions and discords have arisen

from the questions, about which the Apostle himself
gives no definite decision, than from the discussiot
of the weightier matters of the earlier chapter*
-K.]
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S. It is almost imposeible to emphasize Buf&cient-

ly the two distinctions to which the present Section

leads us. The Apostle shows, first, that we should

not deny our free conviction, but should deny our-

sulves in reference to the inconsiderate conduct ac-

cording to conviction in practical things, thijt do not

belong to the testimony of faith. How often is this

nils exactly reversed, by one's asserting a narrow
view in order to please the wealc (for example, in

the condemning art, concerts, innocent relaxations,

&c.). while he himself willingly enjoys occasionally

the forbidden fruit.* The second distinction is

brought just as closely home—namely, between do-

ing and leaving undone. What one cannot do with

the inward assurance of his conscience, must not be

done at all.

4. The opposite tendencies that are presented to

UB as a germ in the Church at Rome, extend in con-

tinual gradations through the books of the New Tes-

tament, and confront each other in the second cen-

tury as the matured opposites of Ebionilism and of

Gnostic autinomianism.—On the relation between
Gentile Christians and Jewish Christians at the time

of Justin Martyr, see Tholacl;;, p. 704.

5. On the idea of weakness in faith, and conduct

which is not of faith, see the Sxeg. Notes on vers.

1 and 23 ; comp. Tholuck, p. 706 ff.

6. " For God is able to malce him stand ;
" ver.

4. How gloriously this has been fulfilled ! see the

Exeg. Notes.

7. On the duty of striving after a certain convic-

tion, and the means for attaining it (self-knowledge

and gratitude), see the Exeg. Notes on ver. 5.

8. On ver. 6. Thanksgiving makes every pure

Cliristian enjoyment a real peace-offering ( cbtC ).

9. On ver. 8. On the I/Ordship of Christ, see

Tholuck, p. 715 ff. Discussions on the divinity of

Christ, on ver. 10, see Philippi, p. 572.

10. Every thing is pure. According to Olshau-

sen (in respect to the laws on food), creation has

agmn become pure and holy through Christ and Bis

sanctifying inflnence. The proposition cannot be

opposed, but how far must it be more specifically

defined ? As the creature of God, it has again been
recognized as pure and holy. As a means of enjoy-

ment, it has again been freely given in a religious

sense. But as a real enjoyment, it is only pure and

holy to the one enjoying, when he has the full assur-

ance of his conscience, and therefore eats with

thanksgiving. But in this the natural repulsion,

practice, law, and a regard to love, limiting the circle

of the means of enjoyment, as well as of the enjoy-

ment itself, come into consideration, because they

also limit that assurance.

11. The understanding of the present section has

been rendered much more difficult by not regarding

the manner in which the offence is divided into the

* [The emphatic deliverances of ecclesiastical bodies on
matters of minor morals (even making doubtful matters
terms of communion) must often be regarded by the care-
ful reader of this cbai|ter as overpassing the limits here set

to bearing the Infirmities of the weak. When that about
which the "Word of God makes no distinct utterance, is

nade a term of cnmmnnion, those who are thus wise above
ffhat is written ai*e not acting to "edification." It is but
an attempt to make holy by an ecclesiastical law. If ffcd's

law could not do this "in that it was weak through the
flesh," man's law is not likely to accomplish the result

aimed at. " Strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless
true, that ecmples about lesser matters almost always in-

volve some dereliction of duty in greater and more obvious
ones" (Jowett). Comp. the very valuable dissertation of
ihia authof on " Oasuisfry," C&mm. ii. pp. 322-357.—B.]

two fundamental forms of irritation and presump
tion. See the Ezeg. Notes on vers. 13 and 21.

12. Luther's expression, " the Christian is a mas
ter of all masters, a servant of all servants," comes
into consideration here. Gregory the Great had ex
pressed the same sentiment, but in a reverse ordei
and application :

" Free in faith, serving in love."

The parable beginning with Matt, xviii. 23 tells uf
that the consistent and conscious offence against lov«
weakens faith.

13. Bearing with the weak has: (1.) Its founda-
tion in the fact that the A Imighty God bears in love
the world, which in itself is helpless ; (2.) Its power
and obligation consist in the fact that Christ has
borne the guilt of the helpless world

; (3.) And its

dignity lies in the fact that the strength of the strong

first finds in this function its whole truth, proof, and
satisfaction.

14. On the idea of edification, see the Exeg.
Notes on chap. xiv. 19.

15. The word of the Old Testament Scriptures is

still of application; bow much more, therefore, ia

this the case with that of the New Testament ! Yet,

in this relation, we dare not overlook the truth, that

Christian life may have but one rule of faith, but yet

two fountains : the Holy Scriptures, and the imme-
diate fellowship of the heart with Christ, from which
the patience of Christ flows.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

On the proper reciprocal conduct of the strong

and weak in faith. 1. What form should it take ?

rt. The strong should receive the weak, and not de-

spise them ; b. The weak should not judge the

strong. 2. On wkat should it be established ?

«. On every body's remembering that God has re-

ceived the other as well as himself; b. Therefore he

should consider that, in whatever the other one does

or leaves undone, he does it or leaves it undone to

the Lord ; c. Do not forget that the decision on our

course of action belongs to the Lord alone, to whom
we all belong, and before whose judgment-seat we
must all appear (vers. 1-12).—Who art thou that

judgest another man's servant ? Two things are im-

plied in this question of the Apostle : 1. Directly,

a warning to guard against any judgment of faith on

our brethren ; 2. Indirectly, an admonition rather

to judge ourselves, and to perceive the weakness of

our own faith (ver. 4).—In matters of conscience,

each one standeth or falleth to his Lord (ver.^ 4).

—

The great value of a strong religious conviction.

1. To ourselves. «. We act according to fixed prin-

ciples ; 6. We do not vacillate ; c. We preserve our

inward peace. 2. To others, a. They know where

they are with us ; I. They therefore entertain eonfi-

dence in us ; c. Their own life is improved by our

example (ver. 5).—The possibility of thanksgiving

to God as a test of enjoying that which is allowed

(ver. 6).—As Christians, we are the Lord's posses.

sion. 1. What is this ? a. No one liveth to him.

self, and no one dieth to himself; that is, whether

in life or in death no one belongs to himself; but,

ft. Whether we live, let us live to the Lord, oi

whether we die, let us die to the Lord ; that is, w«

belong, in life and death, to Him ; we are His. 2.

Bv what means have we become tie Lord's proper,

ty"? ». By Christ's death; 6. By His resurrectioi
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and glorification (vers. 7-9).—We shall all appear

before the judgment-seat of Christ! This is said:

1. To the weak in faith, that he may not judge his

brother ; 2. To the strong, that he toay not despise

his brother ; 3. To both, that they may exaniiue

themselves (vers. 10-12).—The great account which

every one of us shall have to give in future. 1. Of

vLom? Of himself, on all that he has done and

left undone. 2. Before whom ? Before God, who

knciveth the heart, and seeth what is secret (ver.

12).

Luther : There are two kinds of Christiana : the

strong in faith, and the weak. The former arrogant-

ly despise the weak, and the latter easily get offend-

ed at the strong. Both should conduct themselves

in love, that neither offend or judge the other, but

that each do and allow the other to do what is use-

ful and necessary (rer. 1).

Starke ; If one should be certain of his opinion

in the use of things indifferent, how much more ne-

cessary is it in matters of faith ! (ver. 5.)

—

Hed-

INGER : Stonee in an arch suppo/t each other ; so

should you support your neighbor. You may know
much, but your neighbor may be very useful

;
you

should at least bear him witness that he has a tender

conscience (ver. 1).

—

Benqel : Gratitude sanctifies

all acts, however different, that are not inconsistent

with gratitude (ver. 6).—The art of dying well is

nothing else than the art of living well (ver. 7).

Geklach : An article of food is only unclean

when eaten without thanksgiving ; but every thing

is holy to him who thankfully acknowledges that the

earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof (1 Cor.

X. 25-31). Let him, on the other hand, who,

through fear of breaking a Divine commandment,
eats but one kind of meat, be thankful even for that

which he does enjoy. Every thing depends on our

acting in full obedience to the Lord, and in doing

nothing wilfully and independently.

Heubnkr ; The less scrupulous one must show
tender forbearance ; the more scrupulous one must
guard against decrying the more liberal (ver. 8).—It

is not becoming in us to pronounce any definitive

opinion on the inward worth of a man.—We should

not condemn even the fallen (ver. 4).—Christianity,

as a free institution for the training of mankind,

allows freedom in regard to services and in the

choice of holy-days (ver. 5).—Every believer re-

nounces his own will, lives to the Lord, who has

purchased and redeemed him, and accordingly dies

in harmony with the Lord.—This dependence on the

Lord is something quite natural to the Christian.

He, therefore, who will not be led by love to place

a restraint upon himself on account of liis weaker
brother, but is obstinate, acts against that fundamen-

tal principle (vers. 7, S).—He who judges, arrogates

to himself Christ's olBce ; he who bears in mind that

Christ will judge us all, will no more condemn.
Besser: 'To despise and to judge^each is as

bad as the other, for in both man encroaches upon
God's right, and arrogates to himself a judgment on
another's state of faith and heart, which becomes an

injuiy to his own life of faith (ver. 3).

SciiLEiERMACHER : New-Ycar's Sermon on vers.

7 ind 8. The language of the text is placed before

u; as a motto on entering this new year of life : 1.

Ii: relation to what shall happen to us ; 2. In rela-

tion to what we shall be required to do.

[Chaknock : Christ, by His death, acquired over

as a right of lordship, and hath laid upon us the

itrongest obligation to serve Him. Ho made him

self a sacrifice, that we might perform a service^ te

Him. By His reviving to a new state and conditioE

of life, His right to our obedience is strengthened.

There is no creature exempt from obedience to Him.

Who would not be loyal to Him, who hath already

received : 1. A power to protect ; 2. A glory to re-

ward?
[John Howe : Receive the poor weakling, for

God is able to make him stand. Every new-born

child is weak, and we must remember that this is the

case with every regenerate soul.

[Bishop Hopkins : On rer. 12. All the wicked.

ness that men have brooded on and hatched in the

darkest vaults of their own hearts, or acted in the

obscurest secrecy, shall be then made as manifest

as if they were every one of them written on their

foreheads with the point of a sunbeam. Here, on

earth, none know so much of us, neither would we

that they should, as our own consciences ; and yet

those great secretaries, our own consciences, through

ignorance or searedness, overlook many sins which

we commit. But our own consciences shall not

know more of us than all the world shall, for all

that has been done shall be brought into public

notice.

[Henry : Though some Christians are weak and

others strong, though of diiferent sizes, capacities,

apprehensions, and practices, in lesser things, yet

they are all the Lord's. They serve Christ, and ap-

prove themselves to Him, and accordingly are owned

and accepted of Him. Is it for us, then, to judge or

despise them, as if we were their masters, and they

were to make it their business to please us, and to

stand or fall by our sentence ?

[Wesley, Sm-mon on the Great Assize, Kom.
xiv. 10 : Consider : 1. The chief circumstances

which will precede our standing before the judg-

ment-seat of Christ; 2. The judgment itself; 3.

Circumstances which will follow it ; 4. Application

to the hearer.

[Robert Hall : The proper remedy for a diver-

sity of sentiment is not the exercise of compulsory

power, much less » separation of communion, but

the ardent pursuit of Christian piety, accompanied

with an humble dependence on Divine teaching,

which, it may reasonably be expected, will in due

time correct the errors and imperfections of sincere

believers. The proper conduct to be maintained is

a cordial cooperation in every branch of worship

and of practice with respect to which we agree, with-

out attempting to effect a unanimity by force.

[Richard Watson, on vers. 7, 8 : The exten-

sion of the work of Christ in every age goes upon
the same principle. The principle of selfishness and

that of usefulness are distinct and contrary. One is

a point, but the centre is nothing ; the other is a

progressive radius, which runs out to the circumfer-

ence. The one is a vortex, which swallows up all

within its gorge ; the other is the current-stream,

which gushes with an incessant activity, and spreads

into distant fields, refreshing the thirsty earth, and

producing richness and verdure. The principle of

one is contraction ; of the other, expansion. Nor ia

this a sluggish or inactive principle. Lively desirea

for the acknowledgment of Christ by men, strong

and restless jealousies for His honor, tender sympt
thies with the moral wretchedness of our kind, deep

and solemn impressions of eternal realities, and of

the danger of souls ; these are the elements which
feed it ; and they carry Chrstian love beyond evoi

the philanthropy of the naturil law.
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[HoDOE : Owing to ignorance, early prejudice,

weakness of faith, and other causes, there may and
must exist a diversity of opinion and practice on
minor points of duty. But this diversity is no suffi-

cient reason for rejecting from Christian fellowship

any member of the family of Christ. It is, how-
ever, one thing to recognize a man as a Christian,

and another to recognize him as a suitable minister

of a church, organized on a particular form of gov-
ernment and system of doctrines.

[F. W. Robertson : It is always dangerous to

multiply restrictions and requirements beyond what
is essential ; because men, feeling themselves hemmed
in, break the artificial barrier, but, breaking it with
s sense of guilt, thereby become hardened in con-

science, and prepared for transgressions against com-
mandments which are divine and of eternal obliga-

tion. Hence it is that the criminal has so often, in

his confessions, traced his deterioration in crime to

the first step of breaking the Sabbath-day ; and, no
doubt, with accurate truth.—If God has judgments
in store for England, it is because we are selfish men
—because we prefer pleasure to duty, party to our
church, and ourselves to every thing else.—J. i\ H.]

Vees. 13-16.

On avoiding offence. 1. Offence cannot be avoid-

ed at the expense of personal freedom ; 2. Just as

little can it be avoided at the expense of love toward
a brother (vers. 13-16).—If you would avoid stum-
bling or offence, then preserve : 1. Your personal

freedom ; 2. But do not injure love toward a

brother, for whose sake Christ died (vers. 13-16).

—

Nothing is unclean in itself; much is unclean if one
so regard it (ver. 14).—Take care that your treasure

be not evil spoken of ! 1. What is this treasure ?

Spiritual freedom. Comp. ver. 6 ; 1 Cor. x. 30

;

1 Tim. iv. 4. 2. How can it be protected against

slander ? When the strong man in faith rejoices in

its possession, but at the same time walks charitably

(ver. 16).

Lttthee : The gospel is our treasure, and it is

evil spoken of when Christian freedom is so boldly

made use of as to give offence to the weak.
Starke, Hedingee : Take heed, soul, lest you

give offence ! No stumbling-stone, no sin, however
small you think it may be, is really small if it can
make a weak one fall. Use the right which you
have, but use it aright ; Matt. xvii. 24 (ver. 13).

Geelaoh : It is not our office to judge our
brother, and to decide on his relation to God : but
it is every Christian's office to pronounce decidedly

against unoharitableness, which can condemn another
to his fall.

Hedbner : The treasure is Christian freedom,
deliverance from outward ordinances. It is evil spo-
ken of either by the enemies of the Church, when
they see the dissension of Christians, or by the
weaker brethren, when they condemn the stronger,

and use their freedom presumptuously, or by the
stronger, when they give offence to the weaker, and
injure their conscience (ver. 16).

Bessek : It is a true proverb :
" Though two do

the same thing, it is not really the same thing," for
not the form of the deed, but the sense of the doer,
decides as to whether any thing is unclean or holy,

01 contrary to faith and love (ver. 14).

[Jebemt Tatlob : In a ripe conscience, the
practical judgment—that is, the last detenuination

of an action —ought to be sure and evident. Tliii

is plain in all the great lines of duty, in actions de.

terminable by the prime principles of natural rea<

son, or Divme revelation ; but it is true also iu all

actions conducted by a right and perfect conscience.
There is always a reflex act of judgment, which,
upon consideration that it is certain that a publig
action may lawfully be done, or else that that which
is but probable in the nature of the thing (so far ai
we perceive it) may yet, by the superadding of some
circumstances and confidential considerations, or by
equity or necessity, become more than pubUc in the
particular. Although, I say, the conscience be un-
certain in the direct act, yet it may be certain, right,

and determined, in the reflex and second act of judg-
ment ; and if it be, it is innocent and safe—it is that

which we call the right and sure conscience {The
Rule of Conscience, Works [Bishop Hebkr's ed»
tion], vol. xi. pp. 369-622).

Clarke : It is dangerous to trifle with conscience,

even when erroneous ; it should be borne with and
instructed ; it must be won over, not taken by storm.
Its feelings should be respected, because they ever
refer to God, and have their foundation in His fear.

He who sins against his conscience in things which
every one else knows to be indifferent, will soon do
it in those things in which his salvation is most inti-

mately concerned. It is a great blessing to have a
welt-informed conscience ; it is a blessing to have a
tender conscience, and even a sore conscience is bet-

ter than none.

[Barnes : Christ laid down His precious life for

the weak brother as well as for the strong. He
loved them ; and shall we, to gratify our appetites,

pursue a course which will tend to defeat the work
of Christ, and ruin the souls redeemed by His blood ?

—Do not so use your Christian liberty as to give

occasion for railing and unkind remarks from your
brother, so as to produce contention and strife, and
thus to give rise to evil reports among the wicked
about the tendency of the Christian religion, as if it

were adapted only to promote controversy.—J. F. H.]

Vebs. 17-23.

The glory of God's kingdom as a kingdom : 1,

Of righteousness ; 2. Of peace ; 3. And of joy iu

the Holy Ghost (ver. 17).—God's kingdom is : 1.

Not a kingdom of dead ordinances, by which the

conscience is oppressed ; but, 2. A kingdom of liv-

ing, evangelical truth, by which righteousness, peace,

and joy in the Holy Ghost are planted and promoted
(ver. 17).— God's kingdom is a kingdom which:

1. Rests on righteousness ; 2. In whose borders

peace reigns ; 3. To belong to which brings joy to

the hearts of all its citizens (ver. 17).—The blissful

service of Christ. 1. The service is in righteous-

ness, &c. ; 2. The blessing : a. That we are accept-

able to God ; J. That we are approved of men (vera.

17,18).
For what should members of the Christian

Church strive, if in most important matters they

are one, but in unessential matters they have differ-

ent views ? 1. For what makes for peace ; 2. For

what contributes to edification (ver. 19).—Even the

weaker brother's Christian life is God's work ; there»

fore be indulgent toward his conscience ! (ver. 20.)

—Rather deny self than offend a brother (ver. 21),

—The happiness of Christian freedom (ver. 22).—

The condemnation of the doubting conscience (ve»
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23).—What is not of faith is sin. 1. How often is

this expression misunderstood ! a. When it is sup.

posed that all the virtues of the heathen are glaring

Bins ; b. When all the civic rigliteousness of uncon-
verted people is condemned in like manner ; c.

When the whole civilized life of the present day re-

ceives the same judgment. Therefore, 2. There
ai'ises the serious question, How should it be under-
stood ? a. As a declaration which has no applica-

tion whatever to the heathen, or to unconverted
people in Christendom, but strictly to awakened pro-

fessors of religion
; and, in consequence thereof,

b Contains an appeal to them to do nothing which
cannot be done with the full joy of faith (ver. 23).

Luther, on ver. 23 : Observe, that all this is a
general declaration against all works done without
faith ; and guard against the false interpretations
here devised by many teachers.

Starke : A reconciled and quiet conscience is

the workshop of spiritual joy (ver. 17).—OsrANDEE :

The most certain rule of conduct for using Christian
freedom, is to contribute to our neighbor's edifica-
tion and improvement, but not to his downfall and
ruin (ver. 19).

Spener : The Apostle would say (ver. l"/), that
you should be careful of nothing but God's king-
dom. Where this is promoted, it should make you
rejoice, and it should grieve you when it suffers.
That, on the other hand, which does not concern
God's kingdom, should be regarded by you as a
small matter.

Geblach; The righteousness which avails in
God's kingdom is not an outward observance of the
law, but inward holiness ; the peace with God which
we have in it overflows to our brethren, and holy
joy destroys both all anxiety and every thing which
can offend and grieve our neighbor (ver. 17).

Lisco
; To attach importance to eating and

drinking, to hold that there should henceforth be no
scruple at certain kinds of food, or that, on the
other hand, this or that should be renounced, is no
sign of true Christianity (ver. 17).

Heubsee : The mistaking of what is essential in
Christianity, makes us petty ; while laying stress on
merely secondary matters unfits us for accomplish-
ing the principal object (ver. 17).--That which is
allowed may be sin : 1. When we do it against our
conscience; 2. When we thereby offend others
(ver. 21).

Bessee : Every Christian and all Christendom
are God's work and building (1 Cor. iii. 9). It is
blasphemy against God's sanctuary to destroy this
work by ruining a brother sanctified by Christ's
blood (ver. 15), and by sundering the bond of peace
which keeps the blocks of the divine building in
place (ver. 20).—Every thing which is of Christian
faith IS truly good, because the doer is good by
faith, and his deed is love, the fulness of all o-ood
deeds (ver. 23).

[Leighton: There is no truly comfortable lifem the world but that of religion. Religion is joy
Would you think it a pleasant life, though you 'had
fine clothes and good diet, never to see the sun, but
Still to keep in a dungeon with them 1 Thus' are
they who live in worldly honor and plenty, who are
still without God ; they are in continual darkness,
with all their enjoyments.—The public ministry will
profit little any way, where a people, or some part
ol them, are not one, and do not live together as of
one mind, and use diligently all due means of edify-
ing one another in their holy faith.—Bbrkitt : Ob-

serve : 1. That the love and practice of religiouf

duties, such as righteousness and peace, is a clear

and strong argument of a person's acceptance witt
God ; 2. That such as are for those things accepted
by God, ought by no means, for differing from ub in

lesser things, to be disowned of us, and cast out of
communion by us.

[Henet : Ways by which we may edify one an.
othSr: 1 By good counsel; 2. Reproof; 3. In.

struction ; 4. Example ; 5. Building up not only
ourselves, but one another, in the most holy faith.

None are so strong but they may be edified ; noM
so weak but they may edify ; and while we edify
others, we benefit ourselves.

—

Claree : If a man's
passions or appetite allow or instigate him to a par.
ticular thing, let him take good heed that his con-
science approve what his passions allow, and that he
live not the subject of continual self-condemnation
and reproach. Even the man who has a too scrupu-
lous conscience had better, in such matters as are
in question, obey its erroneous dictates, than violate
this moral feeling, and live only to condemn the
actions he is constantly performing.

[Hodge : Conscience, or a sense of duty, is not
the only, and perhaps not the most important, princi-
pie to be appealed to in support of benevolent en.
terprises. It comes in aid of and gives its sanction
to all other right motives ; but we find the sacred
writers appealing most frequently to the benevolent
and pious feelings—^to the example of Christ—to a
sense of our obligations to Him—to the mutual re-
lations of Christians, and their common connection
with the Redeemer, &c., as motives to self-denial
and devotedness.—As the religion of the gospel con-
sists in the inward graces of the Holy Spirit, all

who have these graces should be recognized as genu-
ine Christians ; being acceptable to God, thev should
be loved and cherished by His people, notwithstand-
ing their weakness or errors.—The peace and edifi-

cation of the Church are to be sought at all sacri-
fices, except those of truth and duty ; and the work
of God is not to be destroyed or injured for the sake
of any personal or party interests.—An enlightened
conscience is a great blessing

; it secures the liberty
of the soul from bondage to the opinions of men,
and from the self-inflicted pains of a scrupulous and
morbid state of moral feeling ; it promotes the right
exercise of all the virtuous affections, and the right
discharge of all our duties.—H. B. RinOEWAY, on
vers. 22, 23 : The reason that the Church is so cold
in her devotions, and so little comparative success
attends her evangelizing efforts, is, that her con-
fidence in God's promises and methods is paralyzed
by a self-ncmsing consciou.mess of delinqmnqi.
There cannot be an overcoming faith in the people
of God, except the Spirit of Him who fulfllleth all
righteousness breathes and works in their hearts and
lives.

[HoMiLETiOAL Literature on ver. ll.^A. BuH-
GESS, apiritual Revivings, part i. 123; J. Aber.

?^r"'i 9/ *''' -^«^'^om of God, Serm., vol. iv.
135

;
b. Clarke, In what the Kiw/dom of God GoTi-

suts, Serm., vol. vii. 233 ; H. WkisHAW, The True
Nature of the Kingdmn of God, Serm., vol. ii. 91

;

b. Bourn On the Nature of the Christian Religion,
Disc vol. u. 259 ; L. Holden, Righteousness EsieZ
tiaito True Rdigwn, Serm., 314 ; J. DoDSON, Jon
in the Soly Ghost, Dise., 152 ; James Foster 7%,
JGngdom of God, under the Dispensation of tht
G^el, Serm vol. ii. 313 ; Bishop Shipley, Serm.,
Works, vol. 1. 265 ; John Venn, Tlie Naiurt o/
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True Religion, Serm., vol. uL 132 ; I. B. S. Oae-
wiTHiN, T/ie Brahminieal System in its Operations

W, the Intellectuai Faculties, Bampton Lectures, 213

;

T. DwiuHT, Joy in the Holy Ghost, Theology, vol. iii.

808 ; John Gabnons, True Religion, Serm., vol. ii.

15 ; R. P. Bbddicom, The Inward and Spiritual

Character of the Kingdom of God, Serm., vol. ii.

234 ; Bishop Jebb, Serm., 11 ; H. Woodward,
Assays, &c., 467 ; R. Montgokery, The Church,
Viewed as the Kinadom of the Spirit, God and
Man, 118.—J. F. H.J

Chap. xt. 1-4.

Let UB bear the infirniity of the weak without
pleasing ourselves ; for in this : 1. We seek to

please our neighbor for his good, to edification ; 2.

We herein choose Christ as our pattern, who did

not please himself (vers. 1-4).—For what purpose
should the strong use the infirmity of the weak ?

1. To humble himself ; 2. To please his neighbor

;

8. To imitate Christ (vers. 1-4).—On pleasing our-

selves. 1. In what is its ground ? a. In a man's
regarding his views as the most correct ; 6. His

cftbrts as the best ; c. His words as the wisest ; d.

His deeds as the most godly ; e. And, consequently,

himself as insurpassable. 2. How is it shown ? a.

In the severe condemnation of the weak ; b. In im-

moderate self-praise ; c. In pretentious manners in

society. 3. How is it to be overcome ? a. By dis-

cipline in bearing the infirmities of the weak breth-

ren ; S. By an honest effort to please our neighbor

for his good, to edification (comp. 1 Cor. i. 33) ; v.

By a believing look at Christ, who did not please

himself, but bore the reproaches of His enemies

(vers. 1-4).—The blessing of the Holy Scriptures

for our inward man (ver. 4).—The Holy Scriptures

a fountain of hope (ver. 4).—^Examples of patience

and comfort, which the Scriptures present to us for

awakening joyous hope : 1. From the Old Testa-

ment ; 2. From the New Testament (ver. 4).

Roos : Bearing the infirmity of the weak is an
exercise of meek love, which neither lightly esteems

him who is weak, nor would seek to change him in

a rough, vehement manner. To please ourselves,

means to act according to our own views, whether
another can be offended at them or not ; or to so

conduct ourselves as if we were in the world for

our own sake alone, and not also for our weak
brother's sake (vers. 2 and 3).

Gerlaoh : The Apostle here sets up Christ not

merely as a pattern, but as a motive, and the living

Author and Finisher of our life of faith (ver. 3).

Heubnee : The reason why a man does not place

himself under restraint, is pleasure with himself;

and this hinders all peace, destroys the germ of love

in the heart, and is a proof of spiritual weakness,

prejudice, and a corrupt heart. He is not strong

who cannot bear with others near him, nor tolerate

their opinions (ver. 21).—The Bible is the only real

and inexhaustible book of comfort ; Paul said this

even when there was nothing more than the Old
Testament.—The Bible is not merely a hooh to be

read, but to be lived [nicht Lese-, sondern Lebebuch.^
Luther, vol. v., pp. \1Q1 (ver. 4).

[Jeremy Taylor : There is comfort scattered up
and down throughout the holy book, and not cast

all in a lump together. By searching it diligently,

we. may draw our consolation out of: 1. Faith ; 2.

Hope ; 3. The indwelling of the Spirit ; 4. Prayer

;

5. The Sacraments.

—

Bdkkitt: The great end foi

which the Holy Scriptures were written, was the
informing of our judgments, aid the directing of

our practice, that, by the examples which we find

there of the patience of holy men under sufl'ering^

and of God's relieving and comforting them in theii

distresses, we might have hope, confidence, and assur-

ance, that God will also comfort and relieve us undei
the like pressures and burdens.

[Henry : Christ bore the guilt of sin, and the
curse for it ; we are only called to bear a little of
the trouble of it. He bore the presumptuous sina

of the wicked ; we are called only to bear the in-

firmities of the weak.—There are many things to be
learned out of Scripture ; the best learning is that

which is drawn from that fountain. Those are most
learned that are most mighty in the Scriptures. As
ministers, we need help, not only to roll away the
stone, but to draw out the water ; for in many places

the well is deep. Practical observations are more
necessary than critical expositions.

[Scott : Many venture into places and upon ao.

tions against which their own conscience revolts

;

because they are induced by inclination, or embold-
ened by the example of those who, on some account,

have obtained the reputation of pious men. But
they are condemned for indulging themselves in a

doubtful case. In order to enjoy freedom from self,

condemnation, we must have : 1. A sound judg.

ment ; 2. A simple heart ; 3. A tender conscience
;

4. Habitual self-denial.

[Robert Hall : Paul enjoins the practice of for-

bearance, on the ground of the conscientiousness of

the parties concerned, on the assumption not only

of their general sincerity, but of their being equally

actuated, in the very particulars in which they dif-

fered, by an unfeigned respect to the authority of

Christ ; and as he urges the same consideration on
which the toleration of both parties rested, it must
have included a something which was binding on the

conscience, whatever was his private judgment on
the points in debate. The Jew was as much bound

to tolerate the Gentile, as the Gentile to tolerate the

Jew.
[Hodge : The desire to please others should be

wisely directed, and spring from right motives. We
should not please them to their own injury, nor

from the wish to secure their favor ; but for their

good, that they may be edified.

—

Barnes : Christ

willingly threw himself between the sinner and God,

to intercept, as it were, our sins, and to bear the

effects of them in His own person. He stood be-

tween us and God ; and both the reproaches and the

Divine displeasure due to them met on His sacred

person, and produced the sorrows of the atonement.

—His bitter agony in the garden and on the cross.

Jesus thus .showed His love of God in being willing

to bear the reproaches aimed at Him, and His love

of men in being willing to endure the suffermga

necessary to atone for these very ones.

[HoMiLETiCAL Literatdre On ver. 4 :
Bishop

Latimer, Sermons of the Plough, Works, vol. i. 59

;

Seuen Sermons, Ibid., vol. i. 86 ; Bishop Patrick,

The Use of the Holy Scriptures (London, 16"?8);

W. Wotton, Serm. (1722); John Gutse, Serm.

(1724) ;
Dispositions for Reading the Scriptures ;

Pitman from Osterwald, 1st Course, vol. i. 15 ; J.

Beailsford, Revelation of a Future State in th*

Scriptures, an Argument for Comfort and Patience,

Serm., 247; Thomas Adam, Works, vol. iii. 334 ,•

H. Draper, The Authority, Fxcellence, and Use oj
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the Holy Scri].i-jre8. On the Collects, vol. i. 24
;

John Hewlett, ?^-? Things Written Aforetime for
our Learning, Sarin., voL iv. 209 ; The Duty of
Studying the Holy Scriptures with Patience, Ibid.,

vol. iv. 227 ; The Patience, the Comfort, and Hope
to be Derived from the Holy Scriptures, Ibid., vol.

iv. 246 ; E. L. Cotton, Study of the Scriptures,

Serm., 376 ; W. Macdonald, The SeHplures. Plain

Sermons, 24 ; C. Girdlestone, Holy Scripture. Fare-
tcell Sermons, 165 ; G. R. Gleig, Sermons for Ad-
vent, &c., 89 ; T. BowcLEK, The Scriptures Given

far Comfort. Sermons on Privileges, Ac, vol. 5.

48 ; r. E. TusoN, The Blessings and Importance of

the Written Word of God, Serm., 110; Aeth(jb

RoBEETS, The Uses of God's Word. Plain Sermons,

vol. i. 12; J. W. Donaldson, The Patience and Gam-

fort of the Holy Scriptures, A. Watson, id Series,

vol. i. 26 ; J. Gakbett, Christ Speaking in Holy

Scripture. Christ on Earth, &c., vol. i. 30 ; BiSHOj
Medley, The Old Testament in its Relation to tht

New, Serm., 121 ; Isaac Williams, T/it Scripiuret

Bearing Witness, Serm., vol. L 12.—J. F. H.]

Sixth Section.—Exhortation to unanimity on the part of all the members of the Church, to the praiu
of God and on the ground of God's grace, in which Christ hat accepted both Jews and Gentiles.

Refennce to the destination of all nations to glorify God, even according to the Old Testament, and
encouragement of the Soman Christians to an immeasurable hope in regard to this, according to their

calling.

Chap. XV. 6-13.

5 Now the God of patience and consolation [comfort] grant you to be like-

minded [of the same mind] one toward another according to Christ Jesus

:

6 That ye may with one mind and one mouth [with one accord ye may with one
mouth] glorify God, even the Father [«-, the God and Father] ' of our Lord

7 Jesus Christ. Wberefore receive ye one another, as Christ also received us
8 [you],° to the glory of God." Now [For] * I say that Jesus \omu Jesus] *

Christ was [hath been made] ° a minister of the circumcision for the truth [for

the sake of God's truth] of God, to [in order to] confirm the promises made
9 unto the fathers : And that the Gentiles might glorify God for his mercy ; as

it is written.

For this cause I will confess [give thanks] to thee among the Gentile?:
And sing unto thy name.

10, 11 And again he saith,' Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with his people. And again,"
Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles

;

And laud ° him, all ye people.
12 And again, Esaias [Isaiah] saith,"

There shall be a root of Jesse,
And he that shall rise [riseth] to reign over the Gentiles

;

Li him shall the Gentiles trust [hope].
13 Now [And may] the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace " in believiDg,

that ye may abound in hope, through \iv, in] the power of the Holy Ghost.

' Vcr. 6.—[On the two renderings given above, Bee the Exeg. Notes.
' Ver. 7.-[Tie iEec., with B. fii. jj^Ss; N. A. 0. D^ K F. L., most versions and manv fathers- iuas All

S?,*h^«n'.t'Sn,l7»t»^°»ii*"'\
^^'^^"^ the overwhelndng MS. support, there is the adSnaT rcSin" ttaV *^

l^iExlg Nolel.
^ '

"°°^ reference is undoubtedly to both Jewish and Gentile Cliriitialls. Se.

' Ver. 7.—[The JJec, on very insufficient authority, omits toB before ©eo5: inserted in HA B C D P O
PeshuJrea^di;fr^¥le1jfe?Ve^rg';r?b:^^^ t^s^^^^^s^^jtj^lj^^^l^
^tep'plthiSsl-d-eSnTii'pof^-Jef^^^'*- ^^^ '""'^^ ^ °°' ^^^^'^^ ^o.^iitZ'tZX^t' Tr^T^.

» Vor. 8.-;[p. F., Syriao versions, Xec, msert 'I^croCr before XpkttiSi.
; some authorities (including Vulsatel*«r Xp.

;
omitted m N. A B. C, fathers; r^tected by Lachmsmn, Tischendorf, Br- W^ette! Alford ThTvaSn^^

fh^ oml^on"^ '^ "^'^ '* "^"^^ ^" mtrrpolation extremely probable. Dr. Lange thinks the connSn &?oS

Ic be omitted and the latter might have been substitnted as a correction.
vreierrea, oecause tne yt- was IikelJ
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» Ver 10.-[From the XXX., Deut. xxxii. 43. The Hebrew text is : IBS D'-Ja «''i'in , UteraUy, R^aice, Oyerm.
Hont, Bis people. It is not necessary, in order to defend the rendering oj tlie LXX., to suppose that they read IBS CJ»
or iaSI or iaSTIK (although the last has been found). They could find the sense they have adopted in the He'brew
text as it stands, by simply repeating the imperative (in thought) before IHS . See Philippi in loco, and Hongstenberg,
on Fs. xviil. 50.

8 Ver. 11.—[B. D. F. read Wyei j omitted in ^. A. 0. L., fathers. It was easily inserted from ver. 10. Laohmann
adopts it, but it IS generally rejc^cted.—The order of the Rec.: rhv Ktipiov nivra. ra efli-i) is probably a correction
to conform with the LXX. N. A. B. D., Vulgale, Syriao, &c. : tt. t. IS. t6i» /ciipioi'. So Laohmann, Tisohendorf
Alford, Tregelles.

» Ter. 11.—[N. A. B. C. : iiia.ivt.a6.Ti3> a a.v. So Laohmann, Tisohendorf, Meyer, De Wette, Alford, Tregelles,
Lauge. Rtc, F. L., versions : iTso.uiiaa.7t (so LXX., although the MSS. vary). Philippi adopts the latter, but he is a
conseiTatiTe as respects the Becepia.

"> Ter. 12.—[The LXX. (Isa. xL 10) is followed here. It differs somewhat from the Hebrew, which reads

.

TO-1'1'^ o^iia rbN D-ias osb las iicn iic'; ol'iic n^nr\ disa fr^m

.

literally : "And in that day shall the root of Jesse which tis) standing (or Kt up) be for a signal to the nations ; imto Sin,
shall the Qentiles seek " (J. A. Alexander). But the LXX, only strengthens tins into a form well suited to the Apostle's
purpose.

*^ Ver. 13.-—[F. G. read : irKi]^opi^trat vjitSs Trdirn xap^ *'*' ^'^Pvnt- So B., inserting iv before the datives. IK. A. 0,
D.L.: vAijpwo-at vftas ircio-iis xapai; Kal etp^ri)s; accepted by most editors.—R.]

BXEGEXICAL AND OEITICAl.

The positive destination of the Christian Church
at Borne.

Ver. 6. Now the God of patience, &c. [6
Si 0foe T^s vTto/iovTji;, x.i.l. "God, vfho

is the author of patience," &c. So Hodge, Meyer,
and most. Luther : " Scriptura qnidem docet, sed

gratia donat, quod ilia docet." Comp. Calvin on
the patience of the Christian. De Wette, Meyer,
and others, understand by vno^ovri, constancy.

Hodge takes consolation as the source of patience.

—R.] God is the common, inexhaustible source of

all the matured patience of the New Testament, and
of all the preparatory comfort of the Old Testa-

ment ; and it is from Him that believers must de-

rive the gift of being of the same mind one
toward another according to Christ Jesus
(not according to His example and wUl merely, but
according to His Spirit).*

Ver. 6. It is only in this path of self-humiliation

that they shall and can attain to the glorious way
of glorifying the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ—Him who has glorified Jes^ts as Christ, after

Christ passed through.the Jesus-way of humiliation,

and whom they glorify in the anticipation that He
will glorify them with Him, as He has already glori-

fied them in Him. The terms Christ Jesus and
Jesus Christ are here reversed with remarkable

acuteness and effect.—With one accord, 6^o*i/-
liaSov , is not explained by the phrase : with
one mouth [sv ivl o-To/iari.], but the former

is the source of the latter, as Meyer has correctly

observed, against Reiohe. [" When God is so

praised that the same mood impels every one to

the same utterance of praise, then party-feeling is

banished, and unanimity has found its most sacred

expression " (Meyer).—R.]
The God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ [ror Q fov xai nari pa t o ii xv-
ptoii rjumv 'Itjaov X(tiarov.ll He is not only

the Father, but also the God, of Christ, in the high,

est specific sense (thus Grotius [Bengel, Reiche,

Fritzsche, Jowett], and others, in opposition to Mey-

ft). Comp. Eph. i. IT.

• jVith this accords the view of Dr. Hodge : " The ex-
pression, to he like-mindedi does not here refer to unanimity
of opinion, but to harmony of feeling ; see chaps, viii. 5

;

sii. 3." The context favors this very decidedly.—Meyer
thinks "the example of Christ (ver. 3) is still the ruling
thought;" but it is certainly not the exclusive one. The
rerb StfTi is the latter Hellenistic form for SoiTf.—B.]

28

[God, even the Father, &o. The E. V. thut
renders, disconnecting " of our Lord Jesus Christ

"

from "God." So De Wette, Philippi, Meyer, Stuart,

Webster and Wilkinson. Hodge, Tholuck, and Al-

ford, leave the question undecided. It would seem
that either view is admissible grammatically ; xai
is often used epexegetically, even, and the article;

(standing before &iov only) may merely bind the

two terms, " God " and " Father of Christ " (Meyer).

At the same time, the article might be looked for

before nariQa, were xal explicative. Nor is

there any doctrinal diflSculty occasioned by either

view. The only reason in my own mind for pre-

ferring the interpretation of the E. V. is, that those

exegetes, who are most delicate in their perceptions

of grammatical questions, adopt it. See Meyer in

loco.—R.l

Ver. 7. Wherefore receive ye one another
[Slo TTQoffXafA^dvfG&e aXXij lovt;'\. In the

intensive sense. An exhortation to both parties.

As Christ also received you [kc^^ms xal
6 Xoiffr o(; nQoufXcL^ito v/tat;. See Text*

iial JHote '.] This is more definitely explained in

vers. 8 and 9.

To the glory of God [fi? Solav lov
f r . See Textual Note ^] This must be referred

to Christ's reception of them, and not to the exhor-

tation : receive ye one another, according to Chrysos-

tom, and others.* That Ood might he glorified.

Not immediately, in order that we may share the

Divine glory with Christ (Grotius, Beza, and others),

although the glorification of God shall consist in

that. As the self-humiliation of Christ, which was

proved by His receiving men into His fellowship,

led to the glorification of God (see John xvii.), eo

also, according to the previous verse, shall the same

conduct of self-humiliation on the part of Christiana

have the same effect. But how has Christ received

us into His fellowship ? Answer

:

Ver. 8. For I say [Xlym y«?- See Text,

ual Note '.] The Apostle now explains how Christ

received the Jewish Christians and Gentile Chris-

tians into fellowship with himself.—That Christ

* [Dr. Hodge seems to prefer tjie other reference, whilo

Dr. Lange really adopts both in his further remarks. Dr.

Hodge does not decide which reading he adopts, ifiM ol

jjnai ; but says that, if the former be the true reading,

Paul is "exhorting the Gentile converts to forbearance

toward iheir Jewish brethren." This view is rejected by

most of the later commentators, for both parties are ad-

dressed, as the context shows. Because Paul often meam
Gentiles when he says i/i«If, we need not hold that ha

always uses it in this sense.

—

%.\
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[XpnTTiii'. See Textual Note '.] The reading

Christ, as a designation of God's Sou, in view of

the incarnation. In this Tiew He hath been made
a minister of the circumcision Ididxovov
yty^vTja&ab 7tsQt>T0fi^c;. See Textual JSfoie ^.

Dr. Lange, in his German text of this verse, thus

explains this phrase: "from a liigher. Divine-human,

ideal point of view, receiving the Jews into His fel-

lowship, by submittiug himself to circumcision."

—

R.] His concrete incarnation as a Jew, in which
He became subject to the Jewish law (see Phil. ii.

1 ; Gal. iv. 4), must be distinguished from Hia in-

carnation in the more general sense. By this means.
He, as the heavenly Strong One, through voluntary
love entered into the fellowship of the infinitely

weak in both a human and legal sense, and accord-

ingly received them into His fellowship. It seems
far-fetched to regard the circumcision here (with

Meyer [Philippi, Hodge], and others) as an abstract

idea for the circumcised.''^ The circumcision de-
notes the law ; and as He freely became a minister
of the law. He also became a ministering companion
of the Jews ; Matt. xx. 28. Therefore it is not the
theocratic " honor of the Jews " which is empha-
sized here (Meyer) [Philippi], but the condescen-
sion to serve them. [So Hodge. j4i,dKovov is in

emphatic position. The view of the emphasis taken
by Meyer seems confirmed by what follows, which
sets forth an advantage of the Jews.—R.]

For the sake of God's truth \_iinkQ aXt)-
&(iaq OioTi. For the sake of the truthfulness of
God, in order to justify and to prove it by means
of the fulfilment of the promises of the Old Testa-
ment.—R.] This undoubtedly seems to express the
advantage of the Jews ; but it also indicates their
perilous condition. His condescension had a two-
fold cause : God's mercy, and His promises resting
upon it. Principially, His mercy took the prece-
dence

;
but historically, the promise preceded. The

truthfulness of God had to be sealed ; He must eon-
firm the promises given to the fathers by fulfilling

them, however unfortunate the condition of the pos-
terity

; must confirm them in a way finally valid, for,

as such sealed promises, they still continue in force,
according to chap, xi., especially to believers (see 2
Cor. i. 20 ; Rev. iii. 14).

Ver. 9. And that the Gentiles, &o. [ra (Je

e&vi] vnkq Hi oik; do^dtrai. rov ©for.]
Christ had to receive the Jews, acting as a minister
to them through His whole life ; and He had to con-
fine himself to historical labors among them, not so
much because they were worthy of it, as to fulfil

the promises given to the fathers. But the Gentiles
were now the object of utterly unmerited mercy.
The thought that Christ has redeemed the Gentiles
through pure mercy, which was not yet historically
pledged to them (for the promises in the Old Tes-
tament in relation to the Gentiles were not pledges
to the Gentiles themselves), now passes immediately
over into the representation of the fact that the
Gentiles have already come to glorify God as believ-
ers, in which they have an advantage on their side
also. The meaning of vni^ iXiov<; is, that mer-
cy could not help satisfying itself for its own sake,
by redemption. The So'id(Ta,, hag been trans-
lated by Euckert [De Wette, Hodge, Alford], and

[This view can scarcely be deemed " fai-fetohed,"
when it is so readily suggested by the antithesis, lelri
(ver. 9), and when Paul so frequently usee the term in this
Bense (oDmp. chap. ui. 20; Gal. ii. 7 4; Eph. ii. 11: Col.
111. llj.-~"lv. I

others : have glorified ; by Kollner [Calvin, Tho-
luck], and Philippi : should glorify. See Meyer on
this point, p. 517.* The aorist says, at all events,

that they have decidedly begun to glorify God.
For this cause I will give thanks to thee,

&c. \_^t.d Tovto i^o/^oloyi^(TOjLicci aot, x.rJ^,

Yerbatim from the LXX., except that xv^i,f is omiU
ted here. On the verb, see chap. xiv. 11, p.—E.] Meyer aptly says :

" The historical subject

of the passage, David, is the type of Christ, and
the latter (not the Gentile Christian, with Pritzsche

;

nor the collective term for the Gentile apostles, with
Reiche ; nor any messenger of salvation to the

world, with Philippi) is therefore, in Paul's sense,

the prophetical subject ; Christ promises that Ha
will glorify God among the Gentiles (surrounded by
believing Gentiles) for His mercy (fltd toSto =
v7Tk(> ekiovii). But this is the plastic description of
glorifying on the part of the Gentiles themselves,

which takes place in the name of the Lord Jesus,

and through Him (Col. iii. 17)."

Ver. 10. Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with his
people \_Ev(pQdv&riTf E&vt] fifrd tou Xaot
atiroTi. See l^extual Note ', for the Hebrew text.

—R.] Deut. xxxii. 48. From the LXX., which

reads iittd toT Xaoti avrov for IBS , " probably

following another reading : IBSTSi ;
" Meyer. On

the impossibility of understanding, by Goim, the
single tribes of Israel, which De Wette does, comp.
Tholuck, p. 730. [Also Philippi, whose remarks on
this citation are unusually full and valuable.—R.]
According to the theocratic idea, the definitions:
rejoice to his people, or rather, make his people

rejoice ( 13"'3"in
), ye Gentiles, and rejoice with hi»

people, amount to the same thing.

Ver. 11. Praise the Lord ; Ps. cxvii. 1. [An
exact citation from the LXX. See Textual Note*
' and ', however.—R.] A prophecy of the univer-
sal spread of salvation.

Ver. 12. And again, Isaiah saith. [See
Textual Note '".] In chap. xi. 10 : According to the
LXX., which, however, has translated the original
text so freely that the twofold dominion of the Messiah
is indicated, on the one hand, over the Jews (as the
root of Jesse), and, on the other, over the Gentiles.
A root of Jesse [^ yifa toTi 'Jiaaan.

See Isa. xi. 1. The tree of the royal house of David
being cut down, the Messiah arose from the root of
the house, which is symbolized by Jesse. In a high,
er sense, Christ was indeed the holy root of Jesse,
and of the house of David itself.

* [The aoriat infinitive fiolao-at has occasioned som«
troultle among the grammai-ians.

1. It has been taken as dependent on Xevio (ver. 8). So
Wmer, p. 3H, Hodge, Alford, De Wette, Philippi; but in
different senses

: (a:) I say that the Gentilei hnvc praised
aod (at their conversion). So Alford, Hodjce, De Wette,
But tins 18 both contrary to the usage with the aorist infini-
tive, and introduces a thought that does not seem to belong
here naturally. (!>.) I say that the Gentiles ought to praise
God (Calvin, Philippi, Tholuck), But there is no idea ol
obligation introduced in ver. 8 which is parallel to this,
(c.) I say that the Gentiles praise (indefinitely). So Wineii
Fritzsche, Bnt to this there are grammatical objections.
Besides this, all these involve an inoorrei't view ol th«
dependence of the infinitive.

2. The simplest, most natural view, is that of the E. V_
Meyer, &o. The infinitive stands next to a clause where
there IS also an aorist infinitive Oe|3ouw<rai) ; it is therefore
coordinate with this, depending also on ett rii, though
ejrpressing themore remote purpose : Christ was made a
minister, &G.,m order to confirm tho promises, and as a
result of this, that the Gentiles might praise God for Hil
mercy.—R.]
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Ver. 13. And may the God of hope. A
grand description of God here, where the object is

to remind the Roman Christians to lead a life in per-

fect accordance with their universal calling. To this

also belongs the duty of looking confidently and
prayerfully' to the God of hope, the God of that
future of salvaiion which is so infinitely rich, both
extensively and intensively.

With all joy and peace. From that hope,
the highest possible evangelical, saving joy, shall

spring ; the result of this shall be the richest meas-
ure of peace, and the harmony and unanimity of
faith. This shall take place in believing {Tita-
Tfiinv, it is not by unbelief, or by abridging our
faith, that the Unity of Christianity should be
Bought), and accordingly these two spiritual bless-

ings shall ever produce a richer hope, not in human
power and according to a human measure, but in
the inward measure and divine power of the
Holy Ghost.*

Therefore the realization of hope should not be
striven for by the aid of earthly and even infernal

powers : one shepherd and one fold 1 According to

Grotius, the end of this hope is harmony ; according
to Tholuck, the immediate end is the gracious gifts

of God's kingdom ; while the ultimate end is the
regnum glorice. However, there lies just between
these the end which the Apostle here has in view

—

that by the aid of the Church at Rome, in their fel-

lowship with Paul, all nations shall be brought, by
the spread of faith, to glorify God ; Eph. i. 18 ff.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAI,,

1. The great grounds of the profound and per-

fect harmony and unanimity of Christians, a. God
as the God of patience and comfort ; that is, as the

God of the infinite power of passive and active love

;

b. The pattern, the spirit, the power, and the work
of Christ ; c. The design that Christians, by being
like-minded, and by aiming at substantial fellowship

in God and in Christ (as created and redeemed),
ihould find also the ethical fellowship of harmony
and unanimity.

2. The universal fellowship into which Christ

has entered with humanity, and the special fellow-

ship in which He has pledged himself to the Jews,
constitute the basis for the most special and real

fellowship into which He, through His grace, has

entered with believers. But it is a grievous offence

to refuse communion with him whom Christ, by the

witness of faith and of confession, has communion,
or to abridge and prejudice hearty intercourse with
those whom God, in Christ, deems worthy of His
fellowship. [Ver. T seems to be a dictum probans
for what is termed " open communion."—R.]

8. On the antithesis: Christ Jesus and Jesus

Christ, see the Mxeg. Notes.

4, It is also clear here (see ver, 8) that we must

• [Mt«yer renders : in virtue of the (inworkiiig) power of
tl9 uoly Ghost Our B. V., usually so apt, is peculiarly
imfortanute in its treatment of the preposition e v , which
It renders through in this case. The later revisions have
by. But it is to he doubted whether ei/ ever has a strictly

Instrumental force. The peculiar meaning, in, always re-
mains in it. So here, in heliemmgj in the power of the Holy
Ghost; the former expressing the subjective, and the latter,

^e objective means, yet the former sets forth the status, in
Which (jffldubigsein) they are, and the latter an inworkiog
joirer. flomj). Philippi.—E.]

distinguish between the ideal incarnation of ChrisJ
in itself, and His concrete incarnation in Judaism,
and, generally, in the form of a servant.

5. God is free in His grace, and yet also bound
in His truth, for He has bound himself to His prom-
ises. But this obligation is the highest glory of His
freedom. His truthfulness had to satisfy His word,
but His mercy had to satisfy itself.

6. The riches of the Old Testament in promises
for the Jews, and the high aim of these promises •

a world of nations praising the Lord.
1. The God of patience, comfort, hope. AH such

terms define God to be infinite, and infinite as a
fountain, as self-communicating life, and archetype
of life. So also is the Holy Spirit defined as the
Spirit of truth, &o. See the beautiful remark of
Gerlach, below. But the highest thing for which we
can praise God, according to ver. 6, is His being the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Not only
is He His Father in the specific sense, but also His
God ; the glorious God of His consciousness and
life is the true God in perfect revelation, and conse-
quently shall become our God through Him.

8. On the development of hope, within the
sphere of faith, into joy and peace, and, by means
of peace, into an ever richer hope, see the Jixeg,

Notes, it is only in this way that irenics can be
conducted in the power of the Holy Ghost, and not
with the modern artifice of attempting them outside

the sphere of faith, beyond all creeds, and with the
theory of unconscious Christianity, or even with the
violent measures of the Middle Ages. The Apostle
says : In the power of the Holy Ghost.

HOMILETICAL AST) PRACTICAL.

Jewish and Gentile Christians should agree for

Christ's sake, who has received them both.—Chris-

tian harmony. 1. It comes from the God of pa-

tience and comfort ; 2. It is shaped according to

the pattern and will of Jesus Christ ; 3. It express-

es itself in harmonious praise of God, the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ (vers. 6, 6).—A harmonious
and fraternal disposition is a source of the joyous
praise of God, which is not disturbed by a discord-

ant note (vers. 6, 6).—Jesus Christ a minister of the

circumcision. 1. Why ? For the truth of God, to

confirm the promise. 2. How ? In obedience to

the Divine law, for freedom from the law (ver. 8).

—

Receive one another, as Christ also received us, to

the glory of God. Every thing to God's glory, and
not to our own (ver. 7).—The praise of God out of

the mouth of Gentiles : 1. Established in God's

mercy ; 2. Resounding in many tongues ; 3. As-

cending to heaven (ver. 9).—God's mercy toward

the Gentiles : 1. Present from the beginning ; 2.

Declared by the prophets ; 3. Manifested in Christ

(vers. 9-13). Ver. 13 is an appropriate text and
theme for addresses on occasions of confirmation or

marriage.

Stakke : In Christ, souls are worth so much tha

God receives them, just as men hoard gold and sil-

ver, pearls and gems ; Isa. xliii. 4 (ver. 7).—MtfL.

LER : Patience does not increase in the garden of

nature, but it is God's gift and grace ; God is th«

real Mifeter who creates it (ver. 6).—Because Christ

is a root. He must vegetate, bloom, and bring forth

fruit in us (ver. 12).

Geklaoh : God is the source of all good things
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and since He not merely hag them, but they are His

real essence ; since He does not have love and om-

nipotence, but is actually love and omnipotence

themselves, so can He be denominated according to

every glorious attribute and gift which He possesses.

The advantage which the Gentiles thought that they

possessed in their polytheism, when they, for exam-

ple, worshipped a deity of truth, of hope, &c., is

possessed in a much more certain and effective way

by the believing Christian, when he perceives, in a

vital manner, that the true God is himself personal

faithfulness, hope, and love, and thus has all these

attributes just as if He had nothing else but them

(ver. 6).

HuuBNER : The harmony of hearts is the real

BOul and power of worship (ver. 6).—Christ is the

centre of the Holy Scriptures (ver. 8).—Christ is the

bond of all nations (ver. 12).—God alone is the

tource of all life and blessing in the Church. The
means is faith, as the ever new appropriation of sav-

ing blessings ; from this arises the enjoyment of

peace and of all blessed joys—an overflow of hope.

But every thing is brought to pass by the Holy

Spirit (ver. 13).

Besskr : The Scriptures are a book of patience

and comfort (ver. 5.)—Every thing which is true

joi/ in this life, is a foretaste of the joy of eternal

life—-joy in the Lord and His word, joy in all His

blessings, which make body and soul happy, &c.

... All true peace in this world of contention and

anxiety, is a preliminary enjoyment of the peace in

the kingdom of glory.

Schleiermacher: The limitation in the labors

of our Saviour himself, when we look at His person,

and the greater freedom and expansion in the labors

of His disciples. 1. Treatment ; 2. Application

(vers. 8, 9).

Vers. 4-13. The Pericope for the Second Sun-
da;/ in Advent.—Schultz : On the likeness of Christ

and His redeemed ones. 1. In what respect haa

Christ become like us ? 2. In what respect should

we beeome like Christ ? a. In patience and humil-

ity ; b. Iq the respect and love with which He
treated all men ; e. In the joyful faith and peaceful

hope with which He overcame the world.

—

Riemer :

What must there be among Christians, in order that

the Church of Christ may stand ? 1. One founda-

tion ; 2. A harmonious mouth ; 3. A common
bond.—Brandt : To what does the season of Ad-
vent exhort us ? 1. To the industrious examination
of what has been written ; 2. To the unanimous
praise of God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

for all that has been already fulfilled ; 3. To an
attentive waiting for the future coming of God's
kingdom.

—

Heobner : The unity of the Christian

Church. 1. In what does it consist ? 2. What
binds us to it ?—The Bible the bond of the Chris-

tian Church. 1. Proof: It is the bond, a. In faith,

or in doctrine ; b. In the holy sense, or in love
; e.

In worship ; d. In daily life. 2. Application, a. A
warning against despising the Bible, and an admo-
nition to maintain its authority ; b. A dissemination

of its use ; c. Our own proper use of it.—The Bible

the treasure of the evangelical Church.—The in-

ward unity of true Christians amid outward diversity.

[Bdrkitt : The Christian's hope : 1. God is its

object, and therefore the sin of despair is most un-

reasonable ; for why should any despair of His mer-

cy who is the God of hope, who commands us to

hope it His mercy, and takes pleasure in tbem that

do so? 2. The grace of hope, together with joy and

peace in believing, are rooted in the Chr:stian'»

heart, through the power of the Holy Ghost^that

is, through the sanctifying influences of the Holy

Ghost—enlightening the understanding, incl::iing the

will, rectifying the affectionS; and reducmg all the

rebellious powers and faculties of the soul id con.

eurrence with our endeavors under the goTemment

and dominion of reason ani religion.

[Henry : The method of faith is : 1. To seek

Christ as one proposed to us for a Saviour ; 2. And,

finding Him able and willing to save, then to trust

in Him. They that know Him will trust in Him.

Or, this seeking Him is the effect of a trust in Him,

seeking Him by prayer and pursuant endeavors.

Trust, is the mother ; diligence in the use of means,

the daughter.—What is laid out upon Christians \i

but little compared with what is laid up for them.

—

Doddridge ; Nothing can furnish so calm a peace

and so subUme a joy as Christian hope.—That is the

most happy and glorious circumstance in the station

which Providence may have assigned us, which gives

us the greatest opportunity of spreading the honor

of so dear a name, and of presenting praises and

services to God through Him.
KoLLOCK, Sermon on the patience of God:

I. The nature of this patience, or slowness to anger

(1.) It is a modification of the Divine goodness

;

(2.) It is not the result of ignorance
; (3.) It is not

the result of impotence
; (4.) It is not the result of

a connivance at sin, or a resolution to suffer it with

impunity
; (5.) But it is grounded oo the everlast-

ing covenant, and the blood of Jesus. II. Some of

the most illustrious manifestations of it. III. The
reasons why God exercises it : (1.) He is patient

because of His benignity
;

(2.) la order that this

perfection may be glorified
; (3). In consequence

of the prayers of pious ancestors
; (4.) Because the

wicked are often mixed with the pious, and nearly

related to them
; (5.) The number of His elect ia

not yet completed
; (6.) The measure of the sins of

the wicked is not yet filled up
; (7.) That sinners

may be brought to repentance
; (8.) That sinners

who continue impenitent may at last be without ex-

cuse
; (9.) That His power may be displayed

; (10.)

That He may exercise the trust of His servants in

Him. IV. The effects that the belief and knowl-

edge of it should produce upon our hearts and lives

:

(1.) Because of God's patience we should love Him;
(2.) We should repent

; (3.) We should imitate

Him
; (4.) His patience should be our comfort

;

(5.) We should grieve at the reproaches and insults

cast upon God.
[EoMiLETiOAL Literature on ver. 13 : Hdgh

Binning, Worka, vol. iii. 249 ; R. Ldcas, Joy, Peace,

and Mope, the Christian's Portion Here, Serm.

(1709), voh ii. 119 ; Bishop Moore, Excellency of
the Christian Religion, Serm., vol. ii. 291 •, James
Craig, Serm., vol. ii. 355 ; J. Dodson, ./oy in Be-
lieving, Disc, 184 ; Daniel de Superville (fe _/?&),

Les Fruits conaolans de la Foi, Serm., vol. iii. 328
R. Moss, Nature and Qualification of Christian
Hope, Serm., vol. vi. 325 ; Price, Peace of Con-
science, Hope, and Holy Joy, Berry St. SS., vol. i.

419
; S. Ogden, The 'Being of the Holy Ghost,

Serm., 157 ; W. Mason, 7'he Effects of the Divine
Spirit, Works, vol. iv. 147 ; H. Hunter, The Belief
of the Gospel a Source of Joy and Peace, Serm,
(1796), vol. i. 227 ; David Savile, Pre-ient Happi.
ne.'is of Believers, Disc, 401 ; W. Gilpin, Sermom,
165

;
C. Simeon, The Holy Ghost the Author of

Hope, Works, vol. xv, 653; G. D'Otlt, Joy and
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Peace in Believing, vol. i. 888 ; W. Blacklbt,
Script. Teaching, 268 ; W. Greslet, Joy and Peace
M Believing, Practical Serm., 41 ; E. Blenoowe,

Sope, Plain Serm., vol. ii. 80 ; H. Goodwin, 3T^
Young Man in Seligiout Difficulties, Four Serm.^
86.-5. F. H.]

SECOND DIVISION.

THE CALLING OF THE APOSTLE TO A UNIVERSAL APOSTLESHIP, AND HIS CONSEQUENT
RELATION TO THE ROMAN CHURCH, AS THE POINT OF DEPARTURE FOR HIS
UNIVERSAL APOSTLESHIP IN THE WEST.

Chap. XV. 14-83.

14 And I myself also am persuaded of you, my brethren, [Now I am persuaded,
my brethren, even I myself, concerning you,] that ye also [yourselves] are full

of goodness, filled with all knowledge, able also to admonish one another.*

15 Nevertheless, brethren, I have written the more boldly unto you [Howbeit, I

have written more boldly " unto you, brethren] ' in some sort [measure], as put-

16 ting you in mind, because of the grace that is given to me of God, That I

should be the [a] minister of Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus] ' to the Gentiles, min-
istering the gospel of God, that the offering up [offering] of the Gentiles might

17 be acceptable, being sanctified by [eV, in] the Holy Ghost. I have therefore

whereof I may glory [I have therefore my boasting] ° through Jesus Christ [in

18 Christ Jesus] in those things which pertain to God." For I will not dare to

speak of any of those things which Christ hath not wrought [did not work] by
[through/] me, to make the Gentiles obedient [in order to the obedience of the

19 Gentiles], by word and deed. Through mighty [In the power of] signs and
wonders, by [in] the power of the Spirit of God [Holy Spirit] ;

' so that from
Jerusalem, and round about unto [as far as] Illyricum, I have fully preached the

20 gos2>al of Christ. [;] Yea, so have I strived [Yet on this wise making it my
ambition] ' to preach the gospel, not where Christ was [already] named, lest I

21 should [that I might not] build upon another man's foundation : But as it is

written,'

To whom he was not spoken of, they [They to whom no tidings of him
came] shall see

:

And they that have not heard shall understand.

22 For which cause also I have been much [for the most part] '" hindered from

23 coming to you. But now having no more [no more having] place in these parts,

and having a great desire these many years [having these many years a longing]

24 to come unto you ; Whensoever I take my journey into Spain, I will come to

you [om« I will come to you] : " for " I trust to see you in my journey [as I

pass through], and to be brought on my way thitherward [to be sent forward

thither] by" you, if first I be somewhat [in some measure] filled with your

company.
25 But now I go unto Jerusalem to minister [ministering] unto the saints.

26 For it hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia [Macedonia and Achaia

thought it goodj to make a certain contribution for the poor [among the] saints

27 which are at Jerusalem. It hath pleased them verily [For they thought it

good] ; and their debtors they are. For if the Gentiles have been made par-

takers of [have shared in] their spiritual things, their duty is [they owe it] also

28 to minister unto them in carnal things. When therefore 1 have performed this,

and have sealed [i. e., secured] to them this fruit, I will come [return] '* by you

29 [through your city] into Spain. And I am sur^, that, when I come unto you, I shall
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come in the fulness of the blessing of the gospel [omit of the gospel] of

30 Christ. Now I beseech you, brethren/' for the Lord Jesus Christ s sake |^by

our Lord Jesus Christ], and for [by] the love of the Spirit, that ye [to] striva

31 together with me in your'' prayers to God for me; That I may be delivered

from them that do not believe [the disobedient] in Judea ; and that my service

[mmistration] '' which I have [is] for Jerusalem may be accepted of [prove

32 acceptable to] the saints ; That I may come unto you with [in] joy by the wiH

33 of God,'' and may with you be refreshed.^" Now the God of peace be with

you all. Amen.

"

TEXTUAL,

> Ver. 14 —[Instead of iXA^Aous (jc. A. B. 0. D. F.), adopted by modern editors generally, a>\ovs isfoTindinL^

many cursives, versions, and fathers. As an alteration to strengthen tlie sense, or an error of the_ transmber, it is

readily accounted for. Tbe list of cursives given by Dr. Hodtre ndds little to the support of this reading.—Ihe xat ii

ilso omitted, and aXX^Aov? put before Bwdnevoij in some authorities. These are evidently corrections, to avoid

repeating «ai for tbe third time. . ,

2 Ver 15.—[A. B, : ToA/iTjpore'pus. Evidently a gloss, since the adjective is used adverbially.
^

3 Ver. 15 —[Ml. A. B. C, omit iScA(f>ot ; rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles. It is found in N'. D. F,

L., Vulgate, &c. ; adopted by Philippi, De Wette, Meyer, Lange ; bracketted by Alford. The omission can be accounted

fox by the interruption the word made in the connection, while there is no good reason for its insertion, save it?

genuineness. a -d n t* v -•»
* Ver. 16.—[iJec, D. L., some versions and fathers: J-pa-ov Xpto-rov. N. A. B. O. F. : Xpto-rov Ivfirov] so

liachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, Tregelles.—The same order is found in ver. 17, on the authority of all MSS., but the

E. V. has transposed, as it too frequently does. mi. , jr -r^ -^ j^
* Ver. 17 —[B. C. D. F. G., and sume cursives; rrjv Kaux'jo'U'; so Lacbmunn, Tischenaorf, De wette, Alford,

Tregelles, Lange. Omitted in the Rcc.^ N. A. L., by Philippi. The article not being understood, it was omitted.—

Hence my boastivg.
* Ver. 17.—[The Bee. omits r6v; but the MSS. all insert it.

' Ver. 19.—
[ (1.) The Rec. (with !JJ. D^. L.) inserts ®€ov after Trvevntaros. So most cursives, some versions, and

fathers. But it is defended by no critical editor of the present day. Philippi, who is perhaps the most conservative

of critics, with respect to the' Rerepta, only places this reading beside the one mentioned next. (2.) A. C. D^ *. F.,

most versions and tathers : n-veu/xaTo^ ayiov. So Griesbach, Lachmann, Scholu, Tischendorf (ed. 1, not sineeV

Hodge, Philippi, De Wette, Wordsworth, Tregelles. (3.) B., Pelagius, have irj-euftaros only. So Tischendorf

Meyer, and L:inge. The reason urged in favor of (3.), which has so little MS. support, is the difficulty of accounting

for it otherwise, and the strong temptation to explain it by ayCov or ©eoC. But this is hardly a sufficient reason.

Tregelles, the most careful of English editors, especially about inserting the longer of two readings, adopts (2.), and
Alford puts it in brackets.

8 Ver. 20.—[X. A. C. D^ s- 1^, ; <lnXoTtfxovn.evov. B. D'. F. (Lachmann, Tregelles) : <^t\oTiiiioujttat. There are

other variations, all of which indicate that the original reading was one occasioning grammatical difficulty. Hence the

first reading is generally adopted, and the other considered a grammatical correction.—The E. V. requires emendation,
both on account of the participial form, connecting this verse with the preceding one, and in order to bring out the force

of i^iAoT. The revision of Five Ang. Ciergyraen is followed. Emulous (Amer. Bible Dnion) is objectionable in a popular
version. Dr. Lange : So dber. dass ich es fur Ehrcnsache halte; But so, thai I held it for a matter of honor. This gives

the exact force of the verb. See the Exeg. Notes.

» Ver. 21.—[An exact citation from the LXX., Tsa. lii. 15. The Hebrew reads: ilX'H Dtlb ^Bp"f»ib TB^. "^3

liasiunn iiriatU-xb '^lUXI , The E. v. (Isa. m. 15) gives an accurate rendering. The LXX. adds", with sufabient

ground in the context : irepX avroO, referrinf? to "my servant" (ver. 13).
»o Ver. 22.—[B. D. F., Lachmann; TroAAaKt?, which is probably a gloss. K. A. C. L. : ra iroAAa. So Tischen-

dorf, Philippi, Meyer, De "Wette, Alford, Tregelles.
11 Ver. 24.— [iZ'^c, with N^. L., inserts eAevo-ojuat Trpb? u^taj. Omitted in !!('. A. B. C. D, F., many versions and

fathers; rejected by Griesbach, Lachmann, Meyer, Philippi, Alford, Tregelles. Tischendorf has adopted this reading
in ed. 2; De Wette prefers it; Lange adopts it. It is better to reject, since, on many accounts, it is the less difficult

readinc, and likely to be added.—The real critical difficulty lies in the (question respecting yap (see note '^^).

1^ Ver. 24.—[N. A. B. C D. L. insert yap. Omitted in F., versions and fathers. The minor authorities for the
omission are much the same as in the case of tbe preceding variation (hence Dr. Hodge says moat of these authorities
omit yafj) ; but the MS. authority is as decidedly in favor of yap as it is against eAeiJo-Oju-at wpos ujuas. The editors
dilfer: Griesbach and his followers, Philippi, Hodgo (apparsntly), Meyer, reject it; Lachmann, Tischendorf, De Wette,
Alfor.l, Wordsworth, Tregelles, Lange, retain it. Meyer thinks its presence in the early uncial shows, not that the
wliole disputed passage was original, but early inserted, and then partially corrected, thus leaving yap. This is very
improbable, since this reading is so difficult; besides, there is no evidence whatever supporting it. Many, for conve-
nience sake, reject yap. Lachmann puts trom kKiri^ta to ky-irX-qa-Quy in parenthesis, conneciing closely with ver. 25 ; but
this ctmnection is unlikely.—The reader c;m consult Meyer, Philippi, and critical editors, on the whole question. A
careful consideration of the case impels me to retain yap, putting a prriod or colon (as in E. V.) after 'S.iravia.v ; to
accept an anacoluthon, or aposiopesis, and to take the participles of ver. 23 as verbs. This is the most defensible position,
but further reasons cannot be added here. See the paraphrase in the Exrg. Notes.

13 Ver. 24.—[Kec, with i<. A. C. L. : u0' vfii^v, B. (airb) D. F. : a^' vfiStv. The former is adopted by Philippi,
Tregelles ; the latter hy Lachmajm, Tischendorf, Meyer, De "Wette. Alford, Lnnge.

1* Ver. 28.—['A tt e A e v <r o ii,a t , T will proceed, with a primary reference to the point of departure (airtS), but followed
by eis, it points to the terminus a^l quern. Neither com-e(E. V.) nor fl-o (Amer. Bible Union) exactly meets the case.
Return, in this case, is peculiarly appropriate ; return from Jerusalem and go to Spain. So Five Ang. Clergymen.—The
labors of the learned authors have been freely used in this section.

15 Ver. 29.—[The words toD evayyeAi'ou tov (inserted before Xptorou, in 6C', L. jBec., versions and fathers) are notf
considered a gloss. They are not found in N*. A. B. C. D. F., are rejected by the Latin fathers, and by all modem
critical editors, also Philippi and Hodge, who are least disposed to vary from the Recepta.

i« Ver. 30.—[B. omits aSe\<f)OL, and the vaiiations in position are numerous. Alford accordingly brackets it:
but it is receivedW most editors without question.

17 Ver. 30.—[D. F. G. insert viJ-Stv (similarly some editions of the Vulgate). A ccrreot gloss, hence the more
suspicious.

1" Ver. 31.-[B. D". F. G. read 8<apo<f>opla. But N. A. 0. D« «. L., most versions favor fiiaKoi'ta, which is adopted
by most later editors. So Tischendorf, Meyer, Philippi, Tregelles. Lachmann prefers the former, which, however, seemi
to have bpen substituted as an explanation.—On the same authority, ^ eis 'lep. is to be preferred to h ev *1

(Lachmann).
i» Ver. 32.—[Instead of the well-sustained imd generallv received 0eov (Rec. N*. A. C. D'. Ii., most versions and

(athers), we find Kvplov 'Irjtrov (B.), XptffToB 'Itjo-oG (Di. F.), 'Itjitou Xptirrov (&C'.). The uncial authority is decisive
Besides, Paul always says: ^EAijjLia 8eou, never Xpurrov (so Meyer, and others).
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•' Ver. 82.—[Laohmatin and Tisohendorf omit icai o-vi-ai/airatJo-wuin iulv, on the nuthoritr of B Tlii
»^rd8 are found (with variations) in («.) A.. C. (D. V.)!,., and are adopted by Meyer, De Wette, PhiliTOi, TregellesAilord brackets. Notwithstanding the vanatioiw, there is no motive lor insertion which would justify us In rejiotinj

"1 Ver. 83.—[A. F. G. omit 'A^iiji' ; found in N. B. C. D. L., versions and fathers. Braoketted by Treeelles, bn(
generally received. The word is always open to some suspicion, as a liturgical addition, at the close of a benediction—Jt.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The following eection is termed an Epilogue by
Tholuok and Meyer. But this view does not corre-
spond with the purpose and construction of the
Epistle. The Apostle now comes to the last design
of his Epistle, which is, to make Rome the princi-

pal station for his missionary labors in the West.
See Schott, J)er Homerbrief, p. 814, and elsewhere.

Summary.—A. The Apostle explains, almost
apologetically, that his addressing the Romans -was

the result of his call to make the Gentiles, in priestly

labor, an acceptable offering to God ; and he gives
information respecting the general completion of his

work in the East (to lUyricum), and the results of

the same ; vers. 14-19.

B. Sis priwAple, not to invade the sphere of
the labor of others (conduct the very opposite of
that of all sectaries). The consequent impediments
to his coming to Rome, where Christian congrega-
tions already exist. The desire, that nevertheless
arose in harmony with his calling, to take this step.

His hesitation not being fully removed, he describes
his intended visit to Rome as a sojourn to gain
strength for his further journey to Spain—that is,

to the limits of the West ; doubtless in the expec-
tation that the Church will welcome him, and com-
mit itself to his direction ; vers. 20-24.

C, The last hindrance from his journey to Rome.
The mention of t.he collections a proof of his love
for believing Israelites, an expression of the proper
conduct of Gentile Christians toward Jewish Chris-

tians. A further announcement of his journey
through Rome, and of his visit, in the spirit of

apostolical refinement. A foreboding reference to

the obstructing hostility of the unbelievers in Judea,
and a request that the Roman Christians should
pray for the fulfilment of his purpose of coming to

them ; vers. 26-3S.

A, Vers. 14-19.—Ver. 14. Even I myself
j

'.«i/To? iy<i>, chap. vii. 25. He himself, the same,

who has admonished them, has also this conviction.

Thus he is not in antithesis to others (Tholuck),*

Vat he, as the one persuaded, is in antithesis to his

ndmonition. This is favored by the following verse.

7ritzsche, De Wette, Philippi [Stuart, Alford], ex-

plain similarly.

[Ye also yourselves, *al avrol. "With-
out any exhortation of mine " (Alford).—R.]—^Are
full of goodness [/tiaroi iari ayaS'io-
« I'l r i; i; ]. In the foregoing section the ayaS-or
was to be underwood particularly of humility and
self-deuying love, as the key-note of Christ's feel-

ing ; accordingly, it must also here be construed as

a substantive. (Meyer :
" That ye are also of your-

* [Meyer (followed by Hodge in last edition) nnder-
•tanas it to mean : " I of myself without the testimony of
others." He urges the emphasis "which he thinks rests on
<al avrds. Were the meaning that suggested by Dr.
Iiange, the form would be Kayia aurds. Bat the view of
Tf. Lange corresponds best with that taken of the same
Expression, pp. 243, 244. Hence we alter " I myself also "

Into even I myself (so Five Ang. Clergymen). JLange : Ich
*—auch aU eintr una dersdbe,—R.]

selves very excellent people.") [Hodge :
" Full o<

kind and conciliatory feelings; or, taking ayaSm-
aiivrj in its wider sense, full of virtue, or excellence.''

This last is adopted, apparently, from Meyer ; it it

so wide as to seem almost too complimentary.—R.]
With all knowledge \^rvma(oit;. We re.

ject the article, which is found only in jj. B.—R.^
The Apostle very willingly refers the yj/oiffn; par
ticularly to the universal destination of Christianity

;

eomp. Eph. i.—Admonish, vov&ciilv. Strictly

to direct with brotherly feeling. To set the heari

right is not a human affair ; but when the heart if

properly disposed, the vov(; (or even the head) car

be placed right.

Ver. 15. [Howbeit I have written mort
boldly unto you, loXfitiQotiQov Se UyQatiio
v/j.ZvJ. The adjective is used adverbially. Meyei
insists upon the comparative sense. [The verl

eypaV'a is the epistolary aorist, / have written,
hence the Amer. Bible Union, / wrote, is a slavisf

following of the rule which makes the Greek aOrig-

equivalent to the English past tense. The author!

of that version unfortunately ignore all exceptions—Brethren, aSikqiol. See Textual Note '.—Ir
some measure, a, no fi eg oik;. This qualifiei

eygaVa : / have written boldly in places (so Di
Wette, Meyer, Lange) ; not the adverb : / havi

written somewhat too boldly (Peshito, Grotius, Hodge)
Hence the E, V. does not convey the meaning cor
rectly.—R.] The boldness consists in bis having

spoken to them as to his own church, although h<

is not, strictly speaking, its founder, and refers, foi

the most part, to chap. xiv. S. Meyer enumerates
in preference, a number of other passages : chap
vi. 12 ff., &c. [viii. 9 ; xi. 17 ff. ; xii. 3 ; xiii. 3 if.

xiv. 3 f. 10, 13, 16, 20 ; xv. 1.—R.]
As putting you in mind. He can say this ii

a general sense of the Christian state of develop-

ment, which he presupposes in them, and, in !

special sense, with reference to his many friends ii

Rome, who were not only his disciples, but also hii

helpers.

Because of the grace, &c. [Si,a Tijv ya
QiV, x.x.)..'\ The following verse explains the senst

in which he ijieans this. Because bis great anc

gracious call impels him to go far beyond Rome, h<

must first of all arrange matters perfectly with them
[The common interpretation :

" My apostolic ofBc<

was the ground and reason of my boldness," doei

not exclude the special reference suggested by Dr.

Lange.—R.]
Ver. 16. That I should be a minister [fti

TO flvai pn AfiToi/pyov. The purpose of tht

grace given to him.—R.] The AfiTocjydi; denotes,

not only according to the immediate connection, bui

also according to the character of the whole Epistle,

the minister in public worship ; Meyer ; the saeri

ficing priest ; Heb. viii. 2; Pbil. ii. 17.

Christ Jesus [XqiOtov 'iTjaov. This

reading seems most accordant with the context,

since the priestly service under Christ, the King, ii

referred to.—R.] Reiche: Christ is the offering

brought; Riickert, very properly, says: Christ li

the High-Priest; against which Meyer strangej]
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nrgeg, that thin ia not an idea of Paul, but of

the Epistle to thn Hebrews. | Do Wette, Meyer,

Fritzsche, and Philippi, think that Christ is lepre-

Bented hers as Head and King of the Church, which

is perhaps preferable.—^R.]

Ministering (as a priest in) the gospel of
God [if^ovQyodvra to ivayyeXt'Ov tou
Qfov. Performing a priestly office with reference

to the gospel.—R.] Explanations : 1. The gospel

Is the offering (Luther). 2. The office of the gos-

pel is his priestly ofiBce (Erasmus, Tholuek, &c.).

As the law was the basis of the Old Testument cul-

fos, so the gospel is the basis of the New Testament
cultfs. Hence tlie meaning is : Explaining, as min-

istrant to the High-Priest, Christ, the gospel in its

liturgical character, and transforming the knowledge
of God contained in the gospel into evangelical praise

of God (thank-offering); see chap. i. 21. [A slight

modification is necessary, if Christ be represented

here as King. Estius : " Administrans evangelmm
a Deo niissum hominibus, eoque ministerio velut

sacerdotio fungens.'"—R.]
The offering of the Gentiles [17 nqoa-

ifoqa xviv i&vmv . Genitive of apposition.]

Not the offering which the Gentiles bring, but which
the Gentiles themselves are (burnt^offerings).

Being sanctified in the Holy Ghost [4y^-
atr^tvr] iv nvfvfiatt' aylio. 'Ev seems to

be instrumental, and yet may well indicate the ele-

ment in which they were sanctified, purified.—R.]
In the real New Testament mode, not in the merely
typical sense of the consecration in the temple.*

Ver. 17. I have therefore my boagting in
Christ Jesus \_txi!) ocv r^v xai'/^fftv £7'

X^vanJ) 'Jijaoh, Siee Textual JSfote '' .'] Wetake
tyoi as emphatic, and in connection with the words
Christ Jenas. His glorying (tlie act itself) in his

great calling, he, as the minister of Christ, holds
within the bounds of the fellowship and Spirit of
Christ. [He incidentally opposes any suspicion of
his glorying liimself, but the main emphasis does
not rest on this. De Wette, Alford :

" I venture to

boast." fn, not through Christ (E. V., Stuart).—R.]
In those things which pertain to God [ra

nqoti Tor &fov]. According to the context,
the restoration of the real worship of God in the
world is meant. [Philippi, De Wette, Alford : " My
above-named sacerdotal office and ministry."^R.]
Meyer says, however :

" My boasting is something
which belongs to me in virtue of my connection
with Christ, in relation to God's cause." Reiehe :

My glorying consists in my glorying of Christ. [Dr.
Hodge mentions another :

" I have offerings for God—i. e., Gentile converts." Too far-fetched.—R.]
Ter. 18. For I will not dare, &c. [oi' ya^

To).fi.fiaoij K.r.X.J. The yot-Q explains how he
meant the foregomg expression in ver. 17. But
ver. 17 refers to ver. 16, in proof that he knows
that he is placed, as a minister, completely under
the direction and operation of the Spirit of Christ,

the High-Priest. Thus Paul speaks, and thus John
speaks ; but modern criticism, on the other hand,
boldly maintains the contrary—that Paul corrected

* [This verse, instead of suoportine the idea that the
Christian ministry is a priesthood, virtually opposes it.

Had the Apostle Inid claim to actual and special sacerdotal
func+ions, it is very unlikely that he would have kept the
olaiEi HO constantly out of sight In his Epistles. In this
passage, the offering ia a figurative one , the priestly func-
tion is also figurative. The silence of the rest of his writ-
togs of itself proves that this mnot be regarded in another
than a literal sense. See Doclr, Note *.—K,]

the Ebionitio form of Christ, and that then (" psen

do ") John again corrected Paulinism.—The constant

purpose was to call the Gentiles to the obedience of

faith. Tholuek, and others, here accept a referenca

to the experiences which Paul had suffered in Cor.

inth from the Judaists. But his purpose is, to show

to the Romans that he comes to them,.simply as an

instrument of Christ.

[The emphasis rests on oh xatfiQydaaro,
did not work. Hodge, following Theodoret, and

others, places it on Christ, so that the antithesis ia

what he did, or could do, of himself. But the view

taken of the verse by most commentators will ap-

pear from Alford's paraphrase :
" I have real ground

for glorying (in a legitimate and Christian manner)

;

for I will not (as some false apostles do) allmo my-

self to speak of any of those things which {uni for

ixflvmv, a.) Christ did not work by me (but by some
other) in order to the obedience (subjection to the

gospel) of the Gentiles (then, as if the sentence were
in the affirmative form, ' I will only boast of what
Christ has veritably done by me toward the obedience

of the Gentiles,' he proceeds) by word and deed.''

This last phrase is to be joined with ver. 19.—E.]
Ver. 19. In the power of signs and won-

ders [cv SvvafjLfh ffTjjuilttiv Hal t eqo.twv'].

Thus the e^yov of Paul is explained. Comp. the

Acts of the Apostles.—But he refers every thing,

word and work, signs and wonders, in a more spe-

cial sense (in signs the miracle refers to the coming
renewed world, and in ri^ia? to the astonishment of
the old world) to the power of the Spirit, the spirit-

ual life in which the Holy Spirit has become one
with his spirit.* These " wonders " are incidentally

a confirmation of the accounts of similar import ia

the Acts of the Apostles, and are therefore very un-

comfortable to Baur, and others ; comp. 2 Cor, xii.

12.

From Jerusalem. After the intensiveness of
his labors, he comes to their extensiveness. Three
points must be here observed : (1.) From Jerusa-

lem
;

(2.) xMm ; (3.) To Illyrioam. As for (1.),

the Apostle lias reckoned his stay in Arabia and
Damascus among his years of instruction, and not
among his years as teacher. Likewise Jerusalem,
where he first entered upon his apostolical labors,

was not only the starting-point of the mission of ail

the apostles, but especially of his (see Acts ix. 28,

29; xxii. 18.)

Round about [xaJ xvxXm']. This does not
mean in an arc (from Jerusalem by way of Asia
Minor, Macedonia, and Greece, to Illyricum ; Theo-
doret, Flacius, and others), but round about

; f in

which, indeed, points forming a circle come into

consideration, though the expression must not be
pressed geographically.

As far as lUyrioum [/j,i)rQi rov 'JXXvqi,-
xov]. The later expositors generally regard Illyri-

cum as the terminus (see Tholuek) ; but Meyer," on
the contrary, is of the opinion that this view sub-
jects the Apostle to the suspicion of boasting ; and

• [Should irveiiiaTOf be accepted as the correct read-
ing, then, of course, m/eviJiai may be taken in the sGoond
sense (see p. 236) ; yet this is not absolutely necessary
since Meyer rejects the longer reading, and at the same
time refers irj-eti/iaTot to the Holy Spirit. But the reading
iri-eujiaTO! ayiov is more probably correct i see Textual
Nofn^.—R.] '

t [De Wotte, Philippi, Alford, and others, join this with
"Jerusalem," taking it as = and the neighborhood. It does
seem to be connected with the startinir-point, and yet Dr,
Lange rightly includes the intermediate joumeyinga, fto.
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probably, therefore, that he made an excursion into

lUyricum, "possibly to the journey narrated in

Acts XX. 1-3." But iil/^t dakaaariii means to

the sea, not into the sea. ia. Acts xx. 1-S there is

no trace of a journey by way of Macedonia and
Greece to the West.

I have fully preached, TtinXrjQuixivai..
[Literally: have fulfilled ; but the E. V. conveys
the meaning quite accurately.—R.] Not complete-
ly discharged the office of the gospel (Beza, Bengel,
and others), but completely spread the gospel. The
expression, therefore, does not mean : accomplished
every thing with the gospel (Luther), or, perfectly

declared the gospel (Olshausen). See Meyer [p.

627] for other explanations. The difficulty disap-

pears if we appreciate the circumstances and method
of the apostles. They had neither time nor calling

to perform missionary labor in every village ; they
understood their calling in a universally historic and
dynamic sense, and, consequently, when they had
once conquered the fortresses, they had also con-

quered the surrounding country.

B. Vers. 20-24.—Ver. 20. Yet on this wise
making it my ambition [ovrn) de ifkXoii-
uovfiivov. See Textual Note '. The verb means

:

to make it a point of honor. Alford thinks, how-
ever, that it loses its primary meaning here, which
is doubtful.—R.] See the Lexicons. The if via -

Ti/iov^itvov, as an accusative dependent on /ii,

see 2 Cor. x. 15.

Was already named [ojrot/ wvo^cttrfl-j;].

Has been named according to His name.—This prin-

ciple [which must not be deemed an attempt to

avoid opposition (Reiche, and others).—B.] was in

harmony with the labors of the apostles everywhere,

because they had to lay the foundation. But it had
a special meaning for Paul—^that he had to establish

the gospel in its full and most universal diffusion,

and therein would not collide with the often nation-

ally qualified, though evangelically free, missionary

methods of the other apostles (see Gal. ii.). The
subsequent settlement of John in Ephesus was the

result of a call to lay an ideal and unifying fonnda^

tion, by means of which even the work of Paul

could be carried further forward ; besides, the labors

of John embraced many churches which had arisen

after Paul's labors in that region.

Ver. 21. But as it is written. [See Textual

Note'. ^Alla. introduces the positive explanation

of oiirw, on this wise ; not where others had
preached, but according to this rule of Scripture.

—R.] Isa. lii. 15, according to the LXX. Meyer
says that the subject is the (there mentioned) kings,

not the nations. Not at all, even if the subject be

violently rent asunder into two parts. The univer-

Bal impulse of the gospel to go farther and farther

into every land, was already expressed in prophecy.

Ver. 22. For which cause also I have been
for the m.ost part hindered [Si.b xal ivi-

KOTtTo/iijv T(i TtoXXd^. Bccause he had to

tarry on his missionary labors now here and now
there in the East. According to Meyer, Paul would
say : By this means I have been hindered in most
cases (t« noXHd), besides other instances. Un-
doubtedly the Apostle knows also other instances of

•indrance ; see 1 Thess. ii. 18.*

* [Philippi, Hodge, and othei'B, adopt this view of tA
A A a as = plerwmque, for the most part—i. e., this was

the principal reason. Alford follows Schott and Be "Wette,

who understand it to mean : these many times—t'. e., so often.

Ver. 23. No more having place [^ijxet
ToTiov exo>v'\. Meyer, following Luther : space,
scope. [Philippi, De Wette, Alford: opportunity.^
occasion.—R.] But the Apostle's scope was condil
tioned by a standing place, a central point ; and here
it is most natural to think of such a place. Tho
luck :

" The apostles were accustomed to carry on
missionary labor in the metropolitan cities, leaving
the further extension of the gospel to the churchea
established there, and therefore, after all, to let the
pagani remain heathen."

Ver. 24. Whensoever. The ax; av [instead
of ear (iJec).—R.] : quandocunque.—Spain \sna-
viav'\. Usually called Iberia by the Greeks, The
Roman Hispania. According to Meyer, this plan
for his journey was not fulfilled ; according to Tho-
luck, the question depends on whether we accept a
second Roman captivity, and this again on the evi-

dence of Clemens Romanius. See the Introduction
to this Epistle [especially Dr. Schaff's note on p.
1 1], as well as the Introduction to the Pastoral Epis.
ties. Neander, i., p. 525 ; Wieseler, C/iron. del

apost. ZeitalterSj 1. Excursus. As a church already
exists in Rome, although not established by an apos-
tie, the Apostle cannot designate Rome as his prin-

cipal object before Rome had met him in this re-

spect ; but as ancient Spain embraced the whole
Pyrenean peninsula, it undoubtedly has for the

Apostle the still further significance of a symbol of
the whole West extending beyond Rome. To him,
Spain meant the Western world. But Spain itself

was a proper object, because there the two prelimi-

nary conditions of missionary labor already existed:

Jews and Jewish synagogues, and Grecian and Bo-
man civilization. It does not follow, as Meyer sup-

poses, that Paul gave up his plan of going to Spain
after receiving the news, in his first ^aptivity, on the

state of things in the East, and thought chiefly of a

return ; Phil. ii. 24.

[I will come to you. This clause is retuined

by Dr. Lange. See Textual Notes " and ". Reject-

ing it, we paraphrase : But now I have no longer a

central point for labor in these parts, and (as I am
seeking to begin labor in the extreme West) I have
had a desire to see you for many years while on my
way to Spain. Por (now that there is some hope of

my starting for Spain, and as you are the Christian

church nearest that region) I trust, &c.—R.]
An'd to be sent forward (on my journey)

thither by you \xal aq)' VfiSiv nqonfuqi-
S-^vai. The a;io denotes not merely by them,

but from them, as a new point of departure.—R.]
The expression 7iQ07ii,uq>. not only expresses a

real attendance, such as Paul generally received

from the churches for his further journey, but also

the friendly furtherance of his journey, or even the

friendly dismission ; Acts xxi. 8.—In some meas-
ure [aTto /liqovg. Grotius :

" Non quantum
VELLEM, sed quantum licebit.—B.] An expression

of the high regard in which he held their fellowship.

—FiUed, e/j.nX'ijU&ii), by spiritual satiation.

C. Vers. 25-33.—Ver. 25. But now I go.

He regards this new oSBcial hindrance as the last.—

[Ministering, dtaxoviav. Present participle,

not the future ; the journey is part of the ministry,

the whole action is already begun. This is lost sight

of in the E. V. ; Amer. Bible Union :
" I am going

Stuart calls attention to nt as indioating the impossibiUtJ

of his comiug hitherto.—B.]
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to Jerusalem to minister," is even more objection-

able.—R.] On the collection mentioned, see 2 Cor.

ix. 1, 2 ; Acts xxiT. 17. Origen is o^ tbe opinion

that he wished to bring this collection home to the

hearts of the Komans too.* He had time enough
still for this.

Ver. 26. For Macedonia and Achaia thought
It good [^i vSonTj aav yap May.fSovla xal
^/aia. Dr. Lange : were joyfully willing. The
above rendering is perhaps scarcely strong enough,
but is taken from later revisions. It seems best to

preserve the personification of the orgiual.—R.]
The translation : they have wished, does not at all do
justice to the finJoz.

A certain contribution [xoi.vmvlav nvd.
Literally, a certain communion or participation. As
used here of a contribution, "honesta et ceguitatis

plena a^pellatio" (Beugel).—R.] As the symbol
and expression of the r.oi.viavia, it is itself y.oi,vii>vla,.

The kter giving of almri, and particularly that of
the Middle Ages, has not kept this meaning in view.
Tivd softens the force. Meyer says :

" There is no
further trace in the Epistles of Paul of the commu-
nity of goods." We might add : There is no trace

from the outset of a legall" carried out community
of goods

!

Ver. 27. [For they thought it good, ivSo-
uriaav ydq. The yd.(j introduces an explana-
tion of f vSoxrjaav (ver. 26). The clause is = for
they thought it good being their debtors.—R.]

—

In spiritual things. A statement of the cause of
the propriety of this relief in temporal matters.

—

[To minister, littonqy^'^ai.. The figurative
priestly service is still in mind, and to it belongs the
privilege and duty of providing for the poor saints.

Who, then, cannot be Christ's priest, so long as
we have Christ's poor with us?—R.]—In carnal
things. The aa^xixd denote, in a general ideij,

external things ; ffoi^ij is the external, material, and
finite side of human life, of life in general. Con-
clusion a majori ad minus.

Ver. 28. And have secured to them.
2(pQaylL.fa&ai,. Luther [marginal reading]:
" Truly and faithfully preserved to deliver up." To
this belongs also here the full spiritual meaning and
effect. Strange view : Wlien I have brought over to
them the money, sealed (Erasmus, and others). Still

more strange : When I have safely effected, with let-

ter and seal, the proper delivery of their collection.
It may be that, by sealing, the Apostle alludes to
the usual method of the world in the management
of money affairs, as, for example, in Phil. iv. 15.
Meyer: Vouched for; that is, corroborated as the
fruit ripened for them.—[This finiit, tiiv v.ag-
71 bv ToCfoi/ ; i. e., the amount of the collection.
There seems to be no reference to the fruit of love
or faith, still less of Paul's activity.—R.]

Ver. 29. And I know, &c. [olSa. Si, x.r.X.
See Textual Note ".] A text applicable in many
ways for installation sermons.

Ver. 30. Now I beseech you. The Apos-
tie's wonderful presentiment of what he has to ex-
perience in Jerusalem

; see Acts xx. 22 ; xxi. 10 ff.

By our Lord Jesus Christ. Aid, see chap!
xiu 1.—By the love of the Spirit. Meyer:
The love effected by the Holy Spirit. As this is
Belf-evident, Paul means a love extending itself with

» [A most gratuitous assumption is that of Sehott, that
•hese collections were to win favor, and protect him duj-ingWs absence m the extreme West. Decidedly uupauSnel

the Christian spirit, so as to embrace in it» univer

sality the entire kingdom of God, which can praj

for all affairs of the kingdom and its administrators,

and overflows the whole earth.

In your prayers. Codd. D. E. [F. G.] add th«

proper gloss v/iiav. Col. iv. 12. [See Textttal

Note ". It is not genuine, though correct.

—

R.]
Ver. 31. [The disobedient, a7iei,&ovvto)ii.

Either unbelieving (E. V., Hodge, De Wette, and
others) or disobedient (Philippi, and others). The
two ideas are intimately related in the New Testa-

ment, but the latter seems the prominent one here.

—R.] The Apostle describes the unbelieving Jews
as disobedient. Those were, in a special sense,

rebels against the Messiah, who refused the obe-
dience of faith.—My ministration [ri (Jtaxo-
via jKoi/]. Meyer: My rendering of service de-
signed for Jerusalem.

—

[May prove acceptable.
Of this he had doubts, and with good reason.* Yet
he adds : to the saints.—R.]

Ver. 32. That I may come unto you in
joy [iVct iv xa^oi, 'iX&o) Trpoc; u^as. In
the element of joy ; the emphasis rests on this

phrase.—R.] As if he had, to a certain extent,
forebodings that he might come to them in sad cir-

cumstances, as a captive.

And may with you be refreshed. By
spiritual interchange. [Alford :

" That we may mu-
tually refresh ourselves

; I after my dangers and de-
liverances, you after your anxieties for me." Sea
Textual Note '».—E.]

Ver. 33. Now the God of peace. It is very
natural for him here to call God the God of peace,
in consequence of his conflicts and their differences.
Grotius accepts the latter alone ; Meyer, the for-
mer alone ; Phihppi, the peace of reconciliation

;

Fritzsche, salvation in a general sense ; Tholuok,
" different occasions ;

" see chap. xvi. 20 ; Phil. iv.

9 ; 1 Thess. v. 23 ; Heb. xiii. 20.

DOCTKINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. On the great importance of this section, see
the Introduction, the Arrangement, and the Sum-
mary,

2. On ver. 14. The church of that day at
Rome, compared with that of the present day.

3. On ver. 15. The sense of the calhng and the
duty of the calling embolden. The Apostle's sense
of his great calling.

4. Grand view of the conversion of the whole
world. An offering in which the nations are offered
to God. Christ, as the High-Priest, has brought a
propitiatory sacrifice ; now the mmisters, as subor-
dinate priests, must present the thank-oflfering and
burnt-offering. But what a source of worship, and
of the elevation and purification of worship, has
proceeded from the ministerial service of Paul la
both an extensive and intensive respect : churches,
church-towers, hymns, prayers, fe.<;tivals without
number, and praising Gentiles (vers. 10, 11) The
fflatiphony of praishag Gentiles (ver. 11) responds to
the extolhng intonation of the AposUe (ver. 10).

ChHi^„^1 ^f^*^'l'=^of a coolness between Paul and the

h i;-?J^ * / Jerusalem, perhaps the great body of them,

of thfli=r **",,^?i=I'-' t"
^"^ GalltiaxLS and the Art*,

wan^ oA^ntJl'»
^°' .^' 'y ^° "^™= ™Pli'-'s either awant of unity among Iho apostles pereonaliv, or different

gospels. See Lange's Comm\ OaUUians, ps'lo, SsrLight.

Three^-Ef
"*' ^"^"'^^'^ ™- PP- 283 ff.f«t. Paul and th.
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[Hodge : " In this beautiful passage we see the na-

ture of the only priesthood which belongs to the

Christian ministry. It is not their office to make
atonement for sin, or to offer a propitiatory sacrifice

to God, but, by the preaching of the gospel, to bring

men, by the influence of the Holy Spirit, to offer

themselves as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable

to God." Comp. Calvin.—R.]
5 Paul's missionary sphere. See his Life in the

Inir'jdiuction.

6. Paul's principle in ver. 20 ; a principle of

genuine churchliness in contrast with hierarchical

and sectarian propagandism. [The term used by
the Apostle belongs to the sphere of minor morals,

to " a point of honor," indeed. Tet the principle is

not unimportant. Men may be Christians, and dis-

regard it, but not Christian gentlemen^ not men pos-

sessed of that delicate sense of propriety which no
rules can impart. Besides, such efforts at proselyt-

ing generally ignore the essential graces of Chris-

tianity : humility, self-abnegation, charity. He who
insists on missionary efforts among Christian people,

is necessarily uncharitable. Sects wliose main efforts

are in this channel, will not be celebrated for the

graces of Christianity. Moreover, Christian ethics

have so far informed the world, that ungodly men
recognize the necessity of " honorable " conduct in

Christian workers, and can sneer at the unseemly
" competitions " of much that is called pious zeal.

This does not prove that the world's sense of honor

is higher than that of the Church, but that the

standard of sectarian proselytists is far too low.

That a man can be a zealous missionary and not be

a meddlesome propagandist, is evident from the case

of this Apostle.—R.l
I. On ver. 23. The thoroughly dynamical view

which the apostles had of the world, is reflected

even in their thoroughly dynamical missionary

method, according to which they conquered the

capital and central points of the ancient world.

8. Vers. 26 S'. The idea of fellowship in its full

universality. The sacred method in the matter of

collections: (1.) An assignment of reasons (debt-

ors)
; (2.) Voluntariness

;
(S.) Authentication

; (4.)

Connection with the purposes of God's kingdom.

9. Spain, as the representative of France, Britain,

Germany, and Scandinavia. [And of America, too !

For from the neighborhood of the pillars of Hercu-

les, toward which Paul's missionary zeal led him, the

voyager sailed who discovered the new world.—R.]

How does the matter stand now ? Paul through

Rome to Spain—this has again become a prospect

of the present day, or a pium desiderium. [From
Spain to Rome seems the likelier course

;
yet, where

Spain has long held her hand, how strong is the rule

of Rome I—R.]
10. On the Apostle's great anticipation, see the

Exeg. Notes.

II. Prayer a wrestling and striving. See the

history of Jacob at Jabbok. The Israelites = God's

warriors. Christians at Rome must now help the

Apostle to fight against the schemes of degenerate

Warriors of God.

12. The God of peace. As an infinite source

)f peace, aa if peace itself constituted His divinity.

Bo the hve of the Spirit ; the whole Spirit which in

Christianity is poured out over the earth, must be

regarded as a breath of Love and of Spring exhaling

ever the earth.

13. Amen. See the Lexicons, the Concordance,

nd the Catechisms. Also the conclusion of chap. xvi.

HOMILETICAl AUD PEACTICAL

Chap. xv. 14-83.

The good testimony which Paul gives to th«
Christians at Rome (ver. 14).—The Apostle's call at

the Apostle to the Gentiles. 1. From whom did ha
receive it? From God, who gave him this grac«

(comp. chap. i. 5 ; xii. 8 ; Gal. i. 1). 2. How jid

he regard it? As a priestly employment in the

sanctuary of the New Testament. 3. What bless-

ing did he derive from it? He brought the Gentiles

to obedience to the gospel. 4. By what rule did he
administer it ? To preach the gospel only where it

was not yet known (vers. 14-21).—The proclama-
tion of the gospel regarded as a priestly service

(ver. 16).—The task of the missionary to the hea-

then. 1. What is it? To administer the gospel

among the heathen ; that is, to declare it with

priestly consecration, devotion, and patience. 2.

What should be its constant end ? To labor that

the heathen may be an offering, a. acceptable to

God ; b. sanctified by the Holy Ghost (vers. 15, 16).

—The most beautiful and best glory is, when we
can glory of serving God (ver. 17).—The i-ight

means for conversion (vers. 18, 19).—Paul's great

field of labor (ver. 19).—The first missionary sphere

among the Gentiles (ver. 19).—From East to West I

Tliat was the course of the gospel in the first period

of the Christian Church. But it has subsequently

come to be from West to East ! (ver. 19.)—To
build on another man's foundation, a mark of secta.

rianism (ver. 20). Common nowadays.

The Apostle Paul's plans for his last journeys.

1. They bear witness to his enterprising spirit, which
continued fresh in Christian joy even to his old age

;

2. But they ai'e accompanied by anxious forebod-

ings, that lead him to request the intercession of

others (vers. 22-33).— Christian collections. 1. How
must we regard them? As a service rendered to

the saints ; either, because, a. spiritual gifts have

been received from a certain quarter, for which ser-

vice in temporal goods is willingly shown ; or, h.

because brotherly love always requires us to do good

to every man, but especially to those who are of the

household of faith (Gal. vi. 10). 2. How must they

be taken up ? a. In such a way that no moral com-

pulsion be exercised ; 6. But so that all givers can

bring their gifts willingly (vers. 25-28).—Only he

who can say, with Paul, " I am sure that, when I

come unto you, I shall come in the fulness of the

blessing of the gospel of Christ," can cheerfully re-

spond to a call to preach to another congregation

(ver. 29).—The fulness of the blessing of the gospel

of Christ. It consists: 1. In unconverted people

being won to the kingdom of God ; 2. In converted

people being furthered in knowledge, faith, and

holiness (ver. 29).—The Apostle's request for the

intercession of the Church at Rome in his behalf.

1. Motives: The Church should intercede for him:

a. For the Lord Jesus Christ's sake—that is, for the

sake of the Lord's honor ; b. For the love of the

Spirit—that is, on account of the fraternal fellow-

ship effected by the Holy Ghost between the Apos-

tle and the Church. 2. The object of the intercci-

sion : a. On the one hand, the deliverance of the

Apostle from the unbelievers in Judea; b. The

friendly reception of his service of love (the collec-

tion) by the saints there. 3. The desired result:

a. That he should come to Rome in peace ; b. And
might be refreshed with the Church in Rome (vers
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80-32).—The God of patience and comfort is a God

of hope, and the God of hope is a God of peace

^rer. 32 ; comp. vers. 5, 13).

LuTHEK : On yers. 14, 15 : This is, though you

do not need my writing, yet I am urged by my
olfiee, which I have by God's grace, to teach and to

admonish every one of you.

Starke : Blessed be the land which is full of the

gospel of Christ ! That is more than if it were full

of gold and silver (ver. 19).—Do not remove from

one place to another without necessity and a good

cause ; remain in your country, and live honestly

(ver. 23).—Hedikger : Notice that Paul will not

build on any other man's foundation ;
but now it is

nothing new in the Church for one to take from an-

other his good ground, Christ, by clamoring, excit-

ing suspicion, and other forms of wickedness (ver.

20).—What does love for Christ not do ? What a

journey to Rome and Spain ? Friend, are you not

an official successor of Paul, a pastor, and a shep-

herd of souls ? How many miles do you have to

go on the way to the preaching stations, the school,

or the private house of one of your hearers ? How
often, and how willingly, do you make the visit ?

(ver. 24.)—Praying is the same as fighting. It is

greater labor than ploughing. But how indifferently

do you regard it ! (ver. 30.)

Spen ee, on ver. 29 : Such confidence of the

preacher in the fellowship of his flock effects much
good, for it proves love. A want of confidence, on

the other hand, destroys much edification.—To ihe

ministerial office there belong : 1. Teaching ; 2.

Care for the poor ; 3. Admonition of the hearers to

prayer (vers. 14-33).—He is not worthy to be in

Christ's kingdom and to enjoy it, who does not daily

pray that it may be extended (ver. 80).

Geelach : Paul regards himself as a priest, who,

by the preaching of the gospel, prepares and pre-

sents to God the oft'ering of the whole Gentile

world.

Heubnee : Paul's solicitude lay : 1. In the office

which was given to him, with which he also received

strength ; 2. In the holy love which he had. Where
both of these exist, admonitions are never wholly

fruitless (ver. 16).—A minister who is merely a

preacher, becomes a talker ; but, reversely, the

priest should always be a preacher, or else he will

be merely a Japanese bonze (ver. 16).—Christian

love has regard for the rights of others (ver. 20).

—

The highest service of missionaries is, th.at they

must begin from the very start, and labor with the

rough material (ver. 21).—The change in the circle

of operation.—The journeys of the Apostles, which

were holy, abundant in blessing, and full of suffer-

ing (ver. 24).—Spiritual benefactors are the highest,

and though temporal blessings cannot perfectly re-

quite their spiritual benefits, we should nevertheless

repay even with them (vers. 26, 27).—Christians

should not come empty to each other, but with

spiritual blessings (ver. 29).—The power of Chris-

tian intercession (ver. 30).

Besser : The Apostle's official seal to the Epis-

tle to the Romans (vers. 14-33).—The pure sacri-

ficial vessel is the gospel of God ; the Gentiles,

brought by faith in this vessel, are an acceptable

offering, sanctified by the Holy Spirit, who is the

lacrifioial fire from heaven (1 Peter i. 12), who con-

tinues the holy burning by which Christ has sancti-

fied himself for a burn^offering for all (ver. 16).-

Miracles in themselves are no proof of truth ; but

as signs of the real Christ, the miracles of the Apos-

tles imprint a seal upon their doctrine for the joy of

believers and for the judgment of unbelievers (vers,

18, 19).—The fight of faith is fought by him who

prays, seeing and feeling the opposite of his hope,

and seeking the concealed fa«e of God, who is a God

of hope (ver. 30).—God gives peace everywhere and

in every manner (2 Thess. iii. 16): Peace in believ-

ing on His grace (chap. v. 1), peace in reliance on

the love of His government (chap. viii. 28), peace

in the certainty that Christ reigns over His enemiea

(chap. xvi. 20), and peace in the love of the Spirit

(ver. 33).

[BcEKiTT : As we honor the God of peace,

whom we serve ; as we love tha Prince of peace, in

whom we believe ; as we hope for the comfort of

the Spirit of peace, and as we cherish the success

of the gospel of peace, let us preserve it where it is,

and pursue it where it flies from us.

—

Henkt: The

blessing of the gospel is the treasure which we have

in earthen vessels. When ministers are fully pre-

pared to give, and people fully prepared to receive,

this blessing, both are happy. Many have the gos-

pel who have not the blessing of the gospel, and so

they have it in vain. The gospel will not profit, un-

less God bless it on us ; and it is our duty to wait

upon Him for that blessing, and for the fulness of it.

[DoDDKiDQE : Let us adore the God of grace

and peace, who works the most important ends by

methods nnthought of by us ; and let us be very

cautious that we do not rashly judge that He hath

rejected our prayers, because we do not see them

answered in that particular way which might have

been more agreeable to our own wishes.

—

Clarke :

Beware of contentions in religion ; if you dispute

concerning any of its doctrines, let it be to find out

truth, not to support a preconceived and preestab-

lished opinion. Avoid all polemical heat and ran-

cor ; these prove the absence of the religion of

Christ. Whatever does not lead you to love God
and man more, is most assuredly from beneath.

The God of peace is the author of Christianity ; and

the Prince of peace, the priest and sacrifice of it
;

therefore love one another, and leave off contention

before it be meddled with,

[HonoK : As oil poured on water smoothe.'' its

sui-face and renders it transparent, so does kindness

calm the minds of men, and prepare them for the

ready entrance of the truth. Besides these qualifi-

cations, he who admonishes others should be entitled

thus to act. It is not necessary that this title should

rest on his official station ; but there should be su-

periority of some kind—of age, excellence, or knowl.

edge—to give his admonitions due effect.

—

^Barnes:

The success of a minister is not for his own praises,

but for the honor of God ; not by his skill or

power, but by the aid of Jesus Christ.—God may
disappoint us in regard to the mode in which w«
purpose to do good ; but if we really desire it. He
will enable us to do it in His own way. It may be
better to preach the gospel in bonds than at liberty

;

it is better to do it in a prison, than not at all.

Bunyan wrote the " Pilgrim's Progress " to amusa
his heavy hours during a twelve years' cruel impria
onment. If he had been at liberty, he probablj
would not have writtsn it at all.—J. F. H.]
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THIRD DIVISION.

THE COMMENDATION OF COMPANIONS AND HELPERS IN A SERIES OF SALUTATIONS,
WITH WHICH IS JOINED A WARNING AGAINST SEPARATISTIC FALSE TEACHERS
(JEWS AND GENTILES), WHO COULD HINDER AND EVEN DESTROY ROME'S DESTESTT

AND HIS APOSTOLIC MISSION. YET THE GOD OF PEACE WILL SHORTLY BRUISE
SATAN (J0DAISTIC AND PAGANISTIO ERRORS) UNDER THEIR FEET.

Chap. XVL 1-20.

A. Phebe of Corinth.

1 I commend unto you Phebe our sister, "which [who] is a servant [deaconess]

2 of the church which is at Cenchrea : That ye receive her in the Lord, as be-

oometh saints, and that ye assist her in whatsoever business she hath [may have]

need of you : for she [too] hath been a succourer of many, and of myself also.

B. Boman friends.

3, 4 Greet Priscilla [Prisca] ' and Aquila, my helpers in Christ Jesus : Who
have for my life laid down their own necks : unto whom not only I give thanks,

6 but also all the churches of the Gentiles. Likewise greet [salute] the church

that is in their house. Salute my well-beloved Epenetus, who is the first-fruits

6 of Achaia [Asia]' unto Christ. Greet [Salute] Mary, who bestowed much
7 labour on us [or, you]." Salute Andronicus and Junia [or, Junias],' my kins-

men, and my fellow-prisoners, who are of note among " the apostles, who also

8 were in Christ before me. Greet [Salute] Amplias, my beloved in the Lord.

9 Salute Urbane [Urbanus], our helper in Christ, and Stachys my beloved.

10 Salute Apelles [the] approved in Christ. Salute them which [who] are of

11 Aristobulus' household [the household of Aristobulus]. Salute Herodion my
kinsman. Greet [Salute] them that be of the household of Narcissus, which

12 [who] are in the Lord. Salute Tryphena and Tryphosa, who labour in the

Lord. Salute the beloved Persis, which [who] laboured much in the Lord.

13, 14 Salute Rnfus [the] chosen in the Lord, and his mother and mine. Salute

Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes [Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas],"

16 and the brethren which [who] are with them. Salute Philologus, and Julia,

Nereus, and his sister, and Olympas, and all the saints which [who] are with

16 them. Salute one another with a holy kiss. The [All the] ' churches of Christ

salute you.

0. Warning against felse teachers.

17 Now I beseech you, brethren, [to] mark them which [those_ who] cause

divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine [teaching]* which ye have

18 hmit have] learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our-

Lord Jesus [om« Jesus]' Christ, but their own belly; and by [their] good

19 words and fair speeches" deceive the hearts of the simple. For your obe-

dience is come abroad unto all men. I am glad [rejoice] therefore on your

behalf [over you] :
" but [om« but] yet I would have you wise unto [con-

«0 cerning] that which is good, and simple [harmless] conceramg evil. And the

God of peace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly. The grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ be with you. Amen \pmu Amen.] "

1 Ver. 8.-[InBteaa of UfimMuai (Bfc, versions and fethers), we find Hpfir <ai' in N. A. B. 0. D. K L., cnrtlve.,

&a ^versajfy reoevve^no^.^^
^^^^^^^ . ^ ^_ ^. D>. F., most versions, Latis

•rther^^Atiif. falwette defends Se former on the authority of tie Peshito, and also because th
.
difBculty ar,su.,
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from 1 Cor. XTi. 15, where Stephanas is called the firet-fhilta of Achaia, might have occasioned the ( hange into Ao-im.

Bi • the probability is rather that the parallel passage was written on the margin, and thus crept into the text ;
and as

the Epistle was written in Aohaia, the error was readily retained. The reading "Ao-ia! is accepted by most modem
editors and commentators.

, ^
5 Ter. e.—lBec, C. L., rersions and fathers: ruiat; D. F. : iv ijiiK ; N. A. B. C, versions and fathers: v/ias

The reading last mentioned is adopted by Griesbach, Lachmann, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles ; that of the Rfr., by Tisch.

endorf (ed. 2), De Wette, Philippi, Sa,nge. The internal eyidenoe is strongly in its laTOr. See the Exeg. Koles.—Bec^
with x. D. F. L. : Mmpiiii-; A. B. C, Peshito: Mapiav. The latter is preferred by Lachmann, Tischendorf (ed. 2X
Alford, Tregelles.

* Ver. 7.—[See the Exeg. Notes.
* Ver. 1.—[Among the aposV&s is ambiguous.- It may imply: among the apostles, as of their number, or simplj

that the apostles held them in high repute. The latter is decidedly preferable See the Excg. Notes.
" Ver. 14.—[N. A. B. C. D^. F., most versions, sustain the order: "EptLijv^ Ilarpofiav, 'Ep/xar; adopted bj

Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, and most modern editors. That of the liec. is supported by D^. L., some Greek fathers,
' Ver. Ifi. -[The authority for jrio-m is overwhelming (K. A. B. C. L, most versions and fathers). The omiesiol

Mose from the question as to whether the Apostle could speak for all the churches.
* Ver. H.—[On leaching in preference to doctrine, see chap. x. 17, p. 212, and the Exeg. Notes.
" Ver. 18.—[The Kec. mserts "Itjo-oO, but it is not founa in any of the known uncial MSS., and is omitted in a

Lumber of versions.
10 Ver. 18.—[D'. F. omit Kal evAoyta?; found in &(. A. B. C, most versions. Probably omitted from the

transcriber's mistaking the end of the previous word for that of euXoyt'as. So modem editors.
11 Ver. 19.—[The Ecc. has : xat'pt^ ovv to e^' vfilv, which is sustained by a number of versions, and by N^. ; tha

order is found in D. F., which omit to, however, ici. A. B. C. L. : i<f>' ufitv o?iv xa-^P*^ j adopted by Lachmann,
Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles. De Wette and Philippi retain the order of the Rec. Besides the preponderant
uncial authority, it is pi-operly urged against the reading of the fiec, that it gives the more usual order, hence likely to
be an alteration. Dr. Lange calls it a correct exegetical gloss.

12 Ver. 20.—[None of the uncial MSS. now known support the 'A^^x* of the Bee, which is accordingly rejected by
all critical editors.—Alford, Tregelles, and others, bracket Xpto-ToO, which is not found in N. B. ; but it seems best to
retain it.—K.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Summary/.—A. Commendation of Phebe the

deaconess ; vers. 1, 2.—B. The salutations to his

Roman friends and companions in their household
churches, and the commendations therein expressed

;

vers. 3-16.—C. Warning against false teachers, who
create dissension. Benediction ; vers. 17-20.

In the Apostle's salutations he does not merely
talje cognizance of friendly relations in a good-
natured way, but rather designs, with a distinct

section of his Epistle, and in the wise and sincere

form of his salutations, to aw:tken in the Church at

Rome the consciousness that, in its principal ele-

ments, it is indirectly a Pauline church—that is,

one appropriated by him in hia universal efforts.*

Comp., on this point, the Introduction, p. 83, and
the construction of the Epistle. It is characteristic,

that Aquila and Priscilla stand at the head of those
whom he salutes ; by their settlement in Ephestis
they had already prepared for his connection there,

just as they now had done in Rome, and afterward
do again in Ephesus ; 2 Tim. iv. 19. And so there are
many among those saluted who have preceded him,
as his precursors. The whole body of those greeted
is made up of different classes. Some are helpers
of his missionary labors, who have labored with
him, and part of whom have exposed themselves to

dangers for him : Prisca, Aquila, Mary, Andronicus,
Junia, and Urbanus. A number of them are his

* [Ford : "Some persons, regarding this chapter as con-
taining little more than a register of names, treat it with
comp;irative indifference ; thereby defr.iuding their souls
of much good. St. Chrysostom, m his day, had cause to
complain of the same neglect shown by many to the con-
clusion of this Epistle. Hi^nce he bestows special pains in
explaining it. ' It is }yossible,' he writes, ' even from bare
naines to find a treasure :

' and then he at once proceeds to
disclose what the treasure is." The list of names shows

:

(L) Paul's personal regard
; (2.) The high place he accords

to women
; (3.) The constitution of the Roman Church -,

(4.) The grf^at influence he exerted, if so many friends
could be found in a church he had never visited. (5.) The
undying name received from his friendly mention, is a type
ftf the eternal blessing which belimgs to those whose names
»re written in the Lamb's Book of Life. Evidently there
«re not many rich or great in this list—few of whom we
know any thing save what is here hinted

; yet these names
abide, wnile those of the wealthy and honored have been
forgotten. Even Horace and Livy give no such extended
fe-nie as Paul has done to his friends and acquaintances at
Eome.—It.l

relatives, such as Andronicus, Junia, and Herodion

;

or very near friends, as Rufus and his mother. Be-
sides, there are those whom he can distinguish as

disciples converted through his instrumentality, or

well-linown friends : Epenetus, Amplias, Stachys,

Apelles
;

perhaps also Tryphena, Tryphosa, and
Persis. We can further distinguish companies, a

church in the house of Aquila, an assembly at the
houses of Hermes, Hermas, and their companions

;

at the houses of Philologus, Julia, and their com-
panions. Perhaps the believers in the households
of Aristobulus and of Narcissus also form separate

divisions of the Church.

A. Vers. 1 and 2.—Ver. 1. I commend.
[Both an introduction and a commendation are im-
plied. The description consists of two parts : First,

she is a sister, which is the general ground for wel-

coming her ; then, more specially, she is a deacon-
ess, who had faithfully discharged her duty (ver. 2).

The name is derived from <l>otjSoq, Phcebus (Apollo),

but there is nothing remarkable in this, since the

etymology would be as little recalled then, as now,
in the case of proper names.—R.] See 2 Cor. v.

12. Phebe is usually regarded as the bearer of the
Epistle.

Who is a deaconess; ^idxovoc. On the

institution of deaconesses, comp. Church History
and the Pastoral Epistles. Meyer furnishes the spe-

cial litevature on p. 639. [The word dL.ax6rt.aaa
occurs frequently in later ecclesiastical Greek. Pliny,

in the celebrated letter to Trajan, says : "Necexsa.
rium credidi, ex duabtts ancillis qua MiNisTKiE dice-

banlur, quid essei veri et per tormenta quomrere."
Their duties were, to take care of the sick, poor,
and strangers in tlie female portion of the Church.
" This office was the more needful on account of tha
rigid separation of the sexes at that day, especially
among the Greeks " (Schaff). Meyer refers to Bing
ham, Ong. i. pp. 841-366; Schoene, Geschichta-
forsch. iiber d. Kirchlich. Gehrauche, iii. pp. 102 £F.

;

Herzog, Encykloped., iii. p. 368; Neander, I'flaru
zung, i. p. 266 f. The last named argues that the
deaconesses must not be confounded with the yrj^ot
of 1 Tim. V. 3-16. See, however, Lange'a Cotnm,
in loco. We may add : Schaff, Apostolic Church,
% 136 ; Suicer, Thexaurtu, sub voce. Of Phebe,
Conybeare says (^St. Paul, ii. p. 154) : " She was
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widoiv of consideration and wealth, who acted as

one of the deaconesses of the Church, and was now
about to sail to Rome upon some private business,

apparently connected with a lawsuit in which she
was engaged." He adds :

" She could not (accord-

ing to Greek manners) have been mentioned as act-

ing in the independent manner described, either if

her husband had been living or if she had been uu-
oiarried."—R.]

Cenchrea. The eastern seaport of Corinth

{mse the Encyclopaedias).

Ver. 2. That ye receive her in the Lord.
She should be received with Christian interest.

—

And that ye assist her [xai na^aatijre
aiiTfj. The verb is frequently used as a legal term,

hence the conjecture of Conybeare, that her business

at Rome was connected with a lawsuit.—R.] It is

hardly probable that the early Church employed
deaconesses to travel in the discharge of official

business ; the business of Phebe seems to have been
of a personal character.

[For she too, xal yag avrtj. She herself

aim, not avrrj (this one).—R.] The reason why
the Romans should zealously support her in her

affairs does not lie in an official call to Rome, but in

her services for the churches at home, and for the

Apostle in particular. IjQoardtiq is a specially

honorable designation. [It may refer to her official

duties, but not necessarily so. The idea it implies

is of service bestowed by a superior on inferiors.

—

Of myself also. " When and where, we know
not. It is not improbable that she may have been,

like Lydia, one whose heart the Lord opened at the

first preaching of Paul, and whose house was his

lodging ; " Alford.—R.]

B. Vers. 3-16.—Ver. 3. Prisca. [This is the

real name ; Friscilla is the diminutive, according to

the common mode of forming such appellations.

—R.] She belonged, like Phebe, to the women
who were prominent because of the energy of their

faith, and deserved the honorable position before

the name of her husband, Aquila (comp. Acts xviii.

2). See 2 Tim. iv. 19. [The frequent sneers at

Paul about his views respecting the female sex and

their prerogatives might be spared us, were this

chapter carefully read. The order here is a suffi-

cient answer : the wife's name first, because she was

foremost, no doubt. The standard is, after all, ca-

pacity, not sex. Both are called " my helpers," and

it would seem that, as such, they were both engaged

in spiritual labors, which term includes vastly more
than public preaching.—R.]

Ver. i. Their own necks. Meyer translates

the vTiiS-fixav literally: have laid under, under

the executioner's axe. But there has been no men-

tion made in Paul's previous history of the execu-

tioner's axe. Even Meyer himself doubts whether

we should take the expression in its exact meaning.

Since Paul was a member of their family, they were

answerable for him in the tumults that arose in Cor-

inth and Ephesus (Acts xviii. 12; xix. 23).—What
they did for the Apostle, was done for all the

churohea of the Gentiles.

Ver. e. Likewise salute the church that is

In their house [xal ti/v xm' otxov avtmv
ixxXriaiav^ The definite prototype of an apos-

tolical household church, the type of the later par-

ish. At the same time, the single household church-

.es in Rome are already connected by the bond of

fellowship Into one spiritual church. Accordingly,

the church in the house is almost = the assembly i|

a certain house.* Tholuck :
" In the metropolis^

which was at that time about four miles in circum.
ference, there were not less than five of them (comp,
Kist, in Illgen's Zeitschrift fur hut. TheoUgie, ii.,

2d part, p. 65)."

Epeuetus. "Unknown, as all the following
ones to ver. 15. (Rufus may be the son of Simon
Mark xv. 21.) The legends of the Fathers made the
most of them martyrs and bishops, and the Synopnit
of Dorotheus misplaces the most of them among tha
seventy disciples ;

" Meyer.
The first-fruits of Asia [anaqxv '^?!

'Aalaq, 8&e Textual Note ^\ Asiaproeonsularit,
The reading Achaia is less authenticated, and cre-

ates difficulty, inasmuch as, in 1 Cor. xvi. 15, Ste-

phanas is mentioned as the first-fruits of Achaia.

On the solution of this difficulty (by supposing thai

Epenetus was a member of the household ot Ste-

phanas, now in Rome), see Tholuck, p. 738.

—

[El^
Xqiarov. Meyer, Philippi: vMh reference ic

Christ ; De Wette, Lange : for Christ. The mean-
ing obviously is : first converted to Chi-ist.—R.]
The first-fruits, or those first converted, were gen-

erally the natural leaders of the incipient churches.

Ver. 6. Mary. Not more definitely known.
There is no need of explaining that the reading,

bestowed much labor ) on us, is much more natural

than the other, on you, for elsewhere the Apostle
always brings out prominently the relations of the

persons saluted to his own labors. [See Textual

Note =.—R.]
Ver. 7. And Junia (or Junias). The word

has often been taken, and by Chrysostom [Grotius]

among the rest, as a feminine noun, Junia ; it seems
more probable that it is Junias, an abbreviation of

Junianus (see Tholuck, p. 739). [If feminine, it is

the name of the wife or sister of Andronieus ; the

Rec. accents thus: ^lovviccv, which indicates the

feminine. Most editors (not Tregelles) : 'Jovvi-av.

It is as impossible as it is unnecessary to decide the

question, though Meyer thinks the added descrip-

tion favors the masculine form.—R.]

My kinsmen. The expression avyyfvfZq
has been understood by Olshausen, and others, in

the broader sense of fellow-countrymen ; against

which it has been remarked that, in that case, oth-

ers than Jewish Christians have received this desig-

* [Dr. Hodge suggests that, as a tent-maker, Aquila
tad better accommodations for such an assembly than most
of the Christians. See Alford in loco, where he quotes
Justin Martyr's statements about these assemblies. Cer-

tainly there is no warrant for supposing that only tha

household servants, &c., are meant.—It is clear that the

early Church was formed quite as much upon the household

model as upon that of the synagogue. No form of church
government should ignore this, nor can Christianity make
true progi-ess at the expense of ibe family. As the religion

of Jesus Christ has sanctified household relations, and ele-

vated them all, how far is the Church responsible for the

manifestations of moral decay in social life? May not the

schisms in families, produced by sectarian propagandism,

so fax interfere with any thing akin to these household

churches, as to exercise a deteriorating influence? Cer-

tainly it is difficult to conceive, that any Christians at Bomg
would lay in wait for Prisoa's children, to iecoy them with

presents to some other assembly. Yet that is a recognized

form of ecclesiastical (I will not say Christian) effort in

these days I—E.l
, , , .

t [The verb /toiriov, when not followed by W-ycji, refers

to practical activity, not to preaching and teaching. Here,

probably, some acts of womanly kindness are intended,

such as Paul would be more likely to have received than

the whole Roman Church. Hence "us" is more probably

correct than "you." Besides, why should Paul add thu

descriptioti, were she so well known to that Church ?—E.)
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nation, besides the three thus denominated. Dr.

Baur finds in these Icinsmen not only a mark of the

unauthenticity of chap, svi., but even of the unfair-

ness of the author, who, by this fiction, would make
for the Apostle the favorable appearance of having

sustained a more intimate relation to the Jewish-

Christian Church in Kome.
My fellow-prisoners [avvaijr^iaXiiirov^

HOI)]. Further particulars are not known. But
as, according to Acts xxiii. 16, the Apostle had a

nephew in Jerusalem who took a deep interest in

his cause, and as it is said of Andronicus and Ju-

nias, or Junia, that they were before him in Christ

—

that is, were believers—so it is natural to make a

family from the names of Andronicus, Junias, or

better, Junia and Herodion, and to suppose that

these, as the early converted kinsmen of Paul, had
already made an impression in Jerusalem upon the

unconverted Paul, and, after his conversion, had
taken an interest in him in bis captivity. Then,
these were specially adapted, like Aquila and Pris-

cilla, to prepare the way for him in Rome. This
would also give a simple explanation to among
the apostles, ev r oZt; cctt o <T t 6 ^.otci. They
were highly respected as believers among the apos-

tles in Jerusalem. So also Meyer :
" distinguished

—that is, most honorably known to the apostles.

Thus Beza, Grotius, and most others ; De Wette,
Fritzsche, and Philippi. They take the right ground,
for ayrocTToXof is never used by Paul in the broader
sense (as Acts xiv. 4-14), and therefore cannot be
explained, with Origen, Chrysostom, Luther, Cal-

vin, &c., and Tholuck : among [i. e., among the
number of] the Apostlen." * See Meyer for hy-
potheses respecting their conversion.

Ver. 8. Amplias. An abbreviation of Am-
pliaton.—[Beloved in the Lord, " beloved in the
bonds of Christian fellowship " (Alford).—E.]

Yer. 9. Urbanus—Stachys. The Apostle's
distinctions result from an exact view.

Ver. 10. Apelles. This has been confounded
(by Origen, and others) with Apollos, but without
any ground whatever. [Comp. Horace, Sat., i.

6. 100. Supposed to be a freedman, but the name
was common among this class (Meyer, Philippi).

There are various conjectures about the grouping of
freedmen and slaves in these verses.—R.]

The approved [tov Soxi/itov]. A predi-
cate of tested steadfastness in faith.—Who are of
the household of Aristobulus. That is, the
Christians in the household, probably slaves of Aris-
tobulus. See the additional iv xuqIm in the follow-
ing verse. [Alford :

" It does not follow that either
Aristobulus or Narcissus were themselves Christians.
Only those of ibeir familice (toi'is ix tmv) are
here saluted who were ev xvqim ; for we must un-
derstand this also after 'Aqiaro^ovlov."—R.]

Ver. 11. Narcissus. Grotius, Neander, and
others, have regarded him as a freedman of Claudius
(Sueton., Claud. 28). [This freedman, however, was

* [liUther ; welcTie sind berUhmte Apostel. Yet even so
high an AngUcan as Dr. Wordsworth accepts the view of
Meyer and Lange. An ahle defence of the less restricted
use of the term dTroa-roAos will be found in Lightfoot,
Gaiatians, pp. 92 ff. Still, in every case where Paul uses
the word, It can be referred to others than himself and the
Twelve only by catachresia. In 2 Cor. viii. 23, the article Is
omitted, and the word has obviously no ecclesiastical sense.
Alford thinks the meaning adopted above ''would imply
that Paul had more frequent intercourse with the other
apostles than we know that he had." Yet how strange
that "noted apostles" should retjuire this certifloation from
Paul.—E.]

put to death two or three years before this EpistU
was written. It is possible that the salutation if

addressed to his family, known thus after his death.

-E.]
Ver. 12. Persia. [The name is derived from

Persia, as the native country of the bearer ; but it

is not kn »wn that it was borne for this reason in

this particular instance.—R.] She is thus candidly

distinguished from the two ju.st named.
Ver. 13. Rufus. See Commentary, Mark, p.

151,—The chosen. A very expressive distinction.

[Not merely " elect in Christ," but a chosen man, a
distinguished Christian (Hodge).—R.]—His mother
and mine [xat t^v /t^re^cc auTov xai
i/A,ov. ^^ Mis mother by nature, mine by maternal
kindness " (Webster and Wilkinson).—R.]. Fervid
ejfpression of gratitude for the enjoyment of friend-

ly care.

Ver. 14. Hermas. This verse contains a nu-
merous group, probably intimately associated, and
less known to the Apostle. Hermas has been re-

garded by Origen and Eusebius as the author of the
work : 'O Tioifiijv. But this author belongs to the
middle of the second century.—The brethren
who are with them [rot/? trvv avroli;
aiJf ^. (]poi<?]. This, as well as the expression in

ver. 15 : All the saints who are with them, has been
understood as referring to a household church. In-
cidental hypotheses : (1.) Christian associations for

common business pursuits, &c. (Fritzsche, Philippi).

(2.) Missionary unions (Reiohe). [The latter is quite
improbable.—R.]

Ver. 15. Julia. Probably the wife of Philolo-
gus

;
for, in what follows, she is distinguished from

the sister of Nereus.
Ver. 16. With a holy kiss. 'Ev q>i,Xij/i,aTi

ayiio, 1 Thess. v. 26. Comp. 1 Peter v. 14: h
ipi'Xfiitari, aydniji;. " Iq Tertullian, it is the oscu-
lum pac^s ; the fraternal kiss after the finished

,

prayer in the assemblies of the Christians is men- ;

tioned by Justin Martyr (M. Apol. 1. Op. 65)
; " Tho- j

luck.—For further particulars, see Meyer and Winer. ;

The continuance of this Oriental Christian custom '

of connecting the salutation and the kiss as an ex. (

pression of fellowship and of common festivals, is

known in the Greek church (see Luke vii. 45).
All the churches [«t ixxX^criai, naaai.. I

See Textual Note ']. As Paul has made known in /

many churches his intention of going to Rome, and :

because of this opportunity had received many salu- I

tations for Rome, he regarded himself sufficiently
i

warranted to greet Rome in the name of all the
churches, particularly of those which he had estab-
lished. Grotius limits the expression to the Grecian
churches ; others, in other ways. [Stuart, Olshau.
sen, to the churches in Corinth and vicinity ; Beu-
gel, to those he had visited.—R.]

C. Vers. 17-20.—Ver. 17. Now I beseech
you, brethren. A warning against those who !

cause divisions and variances is very properly con. /

neoted with the hearty and solemn injunction fo(

;

the universal preservation of unity and harmony
See an analogous instance in Eph. vi. 10 £f. Thiai
section is, therefore, by no means '^ mpplementarvA
as Meyer holds it to be. Qn the contrary, it is obJ
served, by both him and Tholuck, that it may be
inferred from the position of the Apostle's word?
(at the conclusion), and their brevity, that the falsd
teachers here designated have not yet found entranc*
into the Church. He already knew khat they exis^
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ed, and that thej increased both intensively and ex-

tensively; therefore he could—as he subsequently

did in his farewell address at Miletus, when setting

Dut for Ephesus—here definitely predict their pres-

ence in Rome. Carpzov has had in mind the differ-

ences in chaps, xiv. and xv. ; Clerieus, and others,

the early heathen philosophers. In both, the idea

»f Christian false teachers is wanting. Others have
decided them to be Libertines. That the Apostle, at

bU events, had in view, besides the future Judaizing

and Ebionitio zealots for the law, the gnosticizing

and antinomian spirits of the future, is proved on
looking at the arrangement for the reception of both

these tendencies, which he, according to chaps, xiv.

and XV., unquestionably found already in the Church.

According to De Wette, the kind of false teachers

here mentioned cannot be more specifically deter-

mined; according to Tholuck, with reference to

Phil. iii. 2, &c., the zealots of the law are meant.

[Alford says : " Jvdging by the text itself, we
infer that these teachers were similar to those point-

ed out in Phil. iii. 2, &c. : unprincipled and selfish

persons, seducing others for their own gain ; wheth-

er Judaizers or not, does not appear ; but consider-

ing that the great opponents of the Apostle were of

this party, we may perhaps infer that they also be-

longed to it."—R.]
To m.ark \a%oniXv. To notice carefully;

used in Phil. iii. 17, with reference to those who
should be imitated ; more intensive than pXimi/ii

(Meyer).—R.] This, and the avoiding of them,

Krehl thinks can be referred only to present false

teachers, which is very properly opposed by Tho-

luck.—[Divisions and offences, t«<; Sixoata-
alaq r.al xa axdvSaXa. The articles point

to known divisions and scandals, whether Paul re-

ferred to any particular persons or not. Dr. Hodge
seems disposed to refer the first word to doctrinal

divisions, the latter to moral offences ; so Webster

and Wilkinson. Philippi and Meyer seem to refer

the first to divisions, however occasioned, and the

latter to temptations to depart from the gospel

ground of faith and life. The objection to the for-

mer distinction is, that the " divisions " hinted at in

the Epistle were mainly of an ethical rather than a

doctrinal origin.—Contrary to the teaching,

naQa tijv SiSa^rtjv. On the preposition, see

Gal. i. 8, Lange's Comm., p. 19. Most German
commentators are disposed to reject at least the ex-

clusive reference to doctrinal instruction. As our

English word doctrine suggests dogmatic theology,

we substitute teaching, which includes all instruc-

tion.—A commendation of their teachers is implied,

which hints at the indirect Pauline origin of tiie

Church.—Avoid them, IxxXivctTi an' av-

tmv. There is no reference to oflioial excommuni-

cation, but to personal treatment of those who might

or might not be church members.—R.]

Ver. 18. Serve not our Lord Christ [tw
nvqlot rjfimv Xqiarm ov SovXsi'iovaiV.
See Textual Note *]. See chap. ii. 8 ; Phil. iii. 19

;

8 Cor. ii. 20. Fanaticism, by its confusion of spirit-

ual and carnal affections and motives, degenerates

bito disguised sensualism.—Their own belly

[t^ iavt/iv nouXln']. This is a symbol of th^r

Belf-iiiterest, selfishness, sensuality, and of their

fina. aiming at a mere life of pleasure; comp. 1

Tim. vi. 6 ; Titus i. 11.

And by their good words and fair speech-

es \Si,a Tw? jfiraxoXoylaq r.al ivXoyiaii.

See Teiiual Mte ^1- Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 14. By

29

good words they represent themselves in a rosj

light, and by flattering speeches, their hearers. For
further particulars, see Tholuck, p. 741. Melanch
thon understasds, by ivX.oyia, religious blessings and

promises ; for example, those of the monks. [Hodge
takes the two words as synonymous. Meyer thinks

the former characterizes the tenor, and the latter the

form, of their words. Xqtot. is found only here

in the New Testament. The view given by Dr,

Lange is quite tenable.—R.]
The simple [Toiv axdxoiv. The unwary].

Those who, as such, can be easily deceived. [How
many were deceiving and deceived, appears from

Phil. i. 16, written from Rome a few years after

ward.—E.]
Yer. 19. For your obedience [^ ydf

v/imv I'jiaicojf]. The yctf is explained in dif

ferent ways

:

1. It implies, indirectly, that they also are not

free from this axaxia (Origen, Fritzsche). [Dr.

Hodge takes obedience as = obedient disposition,

and, with others, regards this as implying a liability

to be led astray. But " obedience," without further

definition, would mean the " obedience of faith," in

this Epistle at least ; besides, this view implies that

their obedience was not altogether of a commend
able character.—E.]

2. It implies an antithesis ; as for the Roman
Christians, he knows that they, as being obedient to

the gospel, cannot be so easily deceived (Chrysos-

tom, Theodoret, Meyer).*

3. The yaf specifies a second ground for ver.

11 (Tholuck, De Wette, Philippi). [So Alford. Bmt

Meyer correctly says, that ydg is never repeated

thus in a strictly coordinate relation. Alford finds

also a slight reproof here.—R.]
Explanation (1.) is, as it seems to us, very aptly

modified by Riickert. Since they succeeded in de-

ceiving the simple, they will think that they can also

easily find an entrance to you, for they regard your

obedience, which is everywhere known, as that very

simplicity. [This avoids the objection to which the

view, as held by Dr. Hodge, is open. Still, Meyer

seems nearest the true explanation.—R.]

I rejoice therefore over you [igi' v/ii*

oiiv xaipm. See TextualNote ^K The emphatic

position of eijp' vfitv favors Meyer's view of yap.

while the next clause, with its adversative Si, seems

to introduce the real warning.—R.] It is, at all

events, desirable that they allow themselves to be

warned, according to the rule which the Apostle lays

down.
Wise [(ToijJOii?. ». A. C, Eec, insert ^e*.

which seems to be an interpolation on account of

Si, which follows.—R.] They should be receptive

inquirers after what is good. But, on the other

hand, they should be as unreceptive of, and un-

teachable in, what is bad, as if they were simple-

hearted people.—Harmless. [Dr. Lange renders

:

wngelehrig, einfattig, simple, as in E. V. But harm-

lets seems to be preferable, especially as another

* [Meyer finds the grotmd for this antithesis in the

position of Akmioi' . . . "luw, and paraphrases :" Not irith-

out ground do I say the hearts of Ihe simple; for you they

will not seduce, heoause you do not helong to the simple

;

but vou are so noted for your obedience (to the gospel), thai

it is everywhere known ; aboul you I am therefore glad, yet

I would have you wise and pure," &o. '.' An elegant min

elins of the warning with the expression of Bnn conn-

lenM." This view is now favored hy Philippi, and is n(y

open to the objection urged against (1.), nor does it picseo

any grammatical difficulty whatever.—K.1
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Greek word has been rendered " simple" just before

(vur. 18).—K.] Meyer explains a/.fgalov:; by

pure {i. e., unmixed with, free from, evil], which

docs not make an antithesis to the foregoing (comp.

1 Cor. xiv. 20). Matt. x. 16, on the contrary, oon-

Btitutes a harmonious antithesis to the whole pas-

sage. For diiferent expositions of the dxi^aiorq,

see Tholuck. [Dr. Hodge :
" Wise, so that good

may result, and simple, so that evil may not be

done ;
" so most commentators.—K.]

Ver. 20. And the God of peace, &c. [6 Se

©fos T^i; fi§7ivt](;, x.r.f..'] In the divine power

of the Spirit and Author of peace. It is just as the

God of peace that He will bruise Satan, who, by his

false doctrines, causes divisions, and rends the

Church asunder. The awt^lipii., shall bruise,

is the prophetic future ; but not optatively, accord-

ing to Flatt [Stuart] (see 2 Cor. xi. 15). The ex-

pression is an allusion to Gen. iii. 16.

The grace, &c. This is the usual concluding

benediction (see 2 Cor. xiii. 13). In 2 Thess. iii. 16,

18, a concluding salutation also follows the benedic-

tion. [The presence of the benediction here has

led to various conjectures : that Paul intended to

close, but afterward added the salutations ; that

ver. 24 is not genuine, since it only repeats this

doxology, &c. But the text is well sustained here,

except the final Amen (see Textual Note ") ; and

certainly no one has a right to say that Paul shall

always close his Epistles in the same way, or to im-

pugn either the genuineness of the text or the in-

spiration of the author, because he does not conform

to a certain mode (however customary with him).

-R]

DOCTRINAL AlfD ETHICAL.

1. We become best acquainted with the nature

of the office of deaconess in apostolic times from
the Pastoral Epistles. From these it is evident, first

of all, that this office was not of a missionary char-

acter, but a local service in the Church, springing

from Christian consecration, and more exactly de-

fined, by the restraint then placed on women, by
the general destination of the sex, as well as by age
and character. This form of the office in the early

Church was succeeded, in the Middle Ages, by the

religious orders, which assumed, besides, a qualified

missionary function. Recent times hare attempted

glorious things in relation to this office, and hava

accomplished great results; but the full develop-

ment of the matter from the idea of a local evangel

leal service, into which, in its wider sense, all th«

female members of the Church are called, remains \

grand problem for the Evangelical Church. [Worn,

an's work in the Church d.acoval, not ministerial.—

All Christian women called to a diaconal service;

some to a more special, and perhaps official, service

of this nature.—Tlae danger of the mediasval ex-

treme best avoided by regarding the Church as

founded upon the family ; not intended to override

it (see the household churches named here). How
are we Protestants ignoring this idea ?—The diaco-

nal service a priestly one (chap. xv. 27); noble,

however humble it appears.—K.]

2. The commendation of Phebe, a model for

Christian commendations,

3. The Apostle's salutations. Christianity is as

intensively personal in a holy sense, as actually free

from the ungodly respect of persons. The Apos-

tle's friends as preparers of his way, and witnesses

of his greatness and humility. His brief descrip-

tions of them are models of a proper estimation of

persons, free from all flattery. A group of constel-

lations in the apostolic age, as a segment of that

spiritual starry sky which eternity will reveal.

4. The warning against the false teachers. See

the Exeg. Notes.

5. The Apostle's glorious prophecy opens a still

greater future for Rome. We also read, in Matt,

xiii., that it is Satan who sows the tares among the

wheat, and thereby causes offences. False teaching

seems here to be a ground of divisions and oflfences.

The first practically evil effect proceeds outwardly,

the other comes inwardly.

6. It has been said, that the Apostle has pro-

nounced too hard a sentence on his opponents. But

the Apostle had established the great festival of

peace, and therefore he must regard the enemies of

God's Church of peace as just what they really are

—the demoniacal disturbers of the institution of a

heavenly life on earth.

(The Homiletical and Practical I^oiee em at the end oi

the chapter.)

CONCLUSION.

THE GREETINGS OF THE PAULINE CIRCLE TO THE CHURCH AT ROME, AND THE INVO-
CATION OF BLESSINGS BY PAUL HIMSELF. HIS DOXOLOGICAL SEALING OF THJ
GOSPEL FOR ALL TIME BY A REAL ANTIPHONICAL AMEN.

21

22
23

Chap. XVI. 21-21

A.

Timotheus my wortfellow [saluteth you],' and Lucius, and Jason, and Sosi
pater, my kinsmen, salute you [omit salute you]. I Tertius, who wrote thu
[the] epistle, salute you in the Lord. Gains mme host, and [the hosi\ of th»
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whole church, saluteth you. Erastus the chamberlain [treasurer] of the city
24 saluteth you, and Quaitus a [our] brother. The' grace of our Lord Jesiu

Christ be with you all. Amen.

B.

25 'Row to him that is of power [who is able] ^ to stablish you according to my
gospel, and the preaching of Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the
mystery, which was kept secret [in silence] since the world began [during eter-

26 nal ages], But now is made manifest, and by [through] the Scriptures of the
prophets, according to the commandment of the everlasting God, [is] made

21 known to all nations for [unto] the obedience of faith : To God only wise, be
glory through Jesus Christ for ever [To the only wise God, through Jesus
^yhrist ; to whom be the glory for ever].* Amen.

[TO THE ROMANS.]*

* Ver. 21.—[The Eec, with D*. L., and a few tntaor authorities, reads: aa-tra^ovTai. 5C. A. B. 0. D^. F.

:

{Lvirdierai; adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Altord, &c., since the alteration to the plural (from the
ttnrober of persons named) was so likely lo occiir.—The E. Y. must therefore be emended as above.

^ Ver. 24.—[This verse is wanting in n- A. B. C, and in other important authorities. In some cursives, and in
some copies of the Peehito, it is found after ver. 27. D. F. L., Greeli aud Latin fathers, insert it here. It is rejected by
Laclimann, Koppe, 'Reiche, Tret^elles; bracketted by Alford ; accepted by Meyer and Lnnge (Tischendorf varies). It
was not inserted to form a proper euding to the Epistle, since the authorities which omit it have the concluding
doxology ; but was probably omitted on account of the unusual combination of the benediction and doxoiogy. So Dr.
Lange, who makes the doxology a liturgical antiphony, expanding the "Amen" of this verse, and of course retains
vers. 24r-27 in this place.

3 Ver. 25.—[The emendations are from the revisions of the Amer. Bible Union, Five Ang. Clergymen, and Ifoyes.
Dr. Lange'a rendering is, in some respects peculiar : " But to Him, who can make yon strong (chap. i. 11) : According
to (as an antiphony to) my gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ,—according to the revelation of the mystery ; that
was kept in tiiJence since eternal ages ; but that has been now made manifest, as through the prophetif-al ScripliurcB ;

—

according to the command of the everlasting God, made known among all nations for the purpose of their obedience o(
taithi

To the only wise God-
Through Jesus Christ, whose is the glory

—

Into eternity an {accordant) Amen."

tt will be noticed that this differs from the usual view, in some of its details as well as in the littirgieal view it presents.
Bet! furiher the Exrg. Notes.

* Ver. 27.—[On the concludivg Doxology. (1.) Vers. 25-27 are found here, in N. B. C. D., Vulgate, Peshito, and other
versions, in some fathers. So the Rfc, Erasmus, Beza (eds. 3-5), Bengel, Koppe, Lachmann, Scholz, Eritzsche, De
"Wttte, Euckeit, Philippi, Tischendorf, Tholuck, Ewald, Meyer, Alford, Tregelles, Lange, and many others. (2.) They
stand after chap. xiv. 23 in L,, nearly all cursives (Alford says 192), in the Greek lectionaries, in ChxyEostom, Theodoret,
Theophylact, &c. This position is accepted by Eeea (eds. 1, 2), Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Paulus, Eichhom (and most oi

those who deny the integilty of the Epistle), but not by the latest critical editors. (3.) They are found in both places
In A. and a few cursives, whch is illdefen^ible. (1.) They are omitted in D^. (or rather marked for erasure by th«
corrector) E. G. (both, however, leaving a space in chap, xiv., as if intendi'ig to insert there), Marcion, some manuscripts
in Jerome. Schmidt, Rt-iche, Krehl reject them as not genuiue.

—
"We inquire, then :

I. Is this Jios-oh*^ genuine f A careful scrutiny of the external authorities as given above justifies the opinion of

Alford: *'Its genuineness as a part of t tie Epistle is placed beyond all reasonable douhty The few authorities which
omit it altogether, seem to have done so with i.o intention of rejecting it. The variation in position is so readily

accounted for, as to cast little doubt on the genuineness. Nor is the internal evidence against it. The style is Pauline.
Though the other Pauline doxologies are simpler, this was the close of the greatest Epistle. Keiche thinks that, owing
to the personal character of chaps, xv., xvi., the public reading closed with chap. xiv. ; that then a doxology was spoken,
which crept into the text at that point, and afterward was transferred to the close. But this is mere conjecture. (See

Meyer.)
II. What, then, is its true posiHonf "We answer, without hesitation, at the close of chap. xvi. (1.) The weight, if

not the number of diplomatic authorities favors this position. (2.) In accounting for the variation, it is much eatisr to

Eiecount for the change from this place to chap, xiv,, than for the reverse. The doxology forms an unusual conclusion ;

it was preceded by the usual closing benediction; the words ujwa? trTTjpt'fat would seem to point to the '*weak"
(chap. xiv). Other theories are advanced, but this seems the simplest explanation of the change.—The repetition in

Bome authorities is easily accounted for, since the early criticism could not decide where it properly belonged, and yet
feared to reject ; the omission arose from the same doubt (since P. G. both have a blank space in chap. xiv.).—Dr.
Ltoige's view of the connection renders extended critical discussion unnecessary.—E.]

* [Subscription. That of the Rec. is probably correct, but not genuine. N. A. B>. C, D. G, have: irpb«

Tuuatov?; to this B*. and others add : iypa^Tj avh KopCvdov; G. : eT€\c<r9T).—R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAIi.

A, The salutations.—B. The doxology, in coti-

forraity with the ftindamental thought of the Epis-

tle, in the form of a liturgical antiphony. The ever-

lasting Amen of the Church as a response to the

everlasting gospel of God, as an Amen : 1. To the

proclamation of the gospel ia general ; 2. To Paul's

proclamatiou of the call of the Gentile?, 3. To

God's command to bear the gospel forth unto all na

tions, for the consummation of which our Epistle ia

designed,

A. Vers. 21-24.—Ver. 21. Timotheus. Se«

Acts XX. 4; also the Encyclopaedias.*— Lucius.

* [Comp. Van Oosterzee (Lange'e Comm,), 1 TimUhjt

Introd., § l.-B.]
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Not Luke (Origen, and others). " It is uncertain

whellier tbia is the Lucius of Gyrene in Acts xiii.

1."— Jason. Comp. Acts xvii. 5. — Sosipater.

Acts XX. 4, The identity is, at least, by no means
improbable. [In regiird to these three persons com-
mentators differ. All three may he identical with

those mentioned in the Acts, yet all the names were
common, while Sosipater and Sopater (Acts xx. 4)
may be the same name, without the identity of per-

sons being thereby established.^My kinsmen, o t

avyycvtl^ fiov. See vers. 7, 11. It seems
probable that some relationship more close than that

of fellow-Jew is here referred to.—R.]
Ver. 22. Tertius. Probably an Italian (he has,

without any ground, been identified with Silas ;
*

see Meyer). The writer of this Epistle, which Paul
dictated to him. On other untenable hypotheses (a

clean copy ; a translation into Greek), see Meyer.
It was natural that he should present his own salu-

tation. [Tholuck considers this irregularity a cor-

roboration of the genuineness of the chapter.—R.]
Groundless suppositions : 1. Paul wrote from ver.

23 with his own hand (Rambach) ; 2. From ver. 23,
Tertius wrote in his own uarne (Glockler). [" En-
tirely groundless also is the view of Olshausen : Paul
wrote the doxology immediately after ver. 20, but
on a special and small parcb.ment, the vacant side
of which was used by tlie amanuensis, Tertius, in
order to write vers. 21-24 in his own name ;

" Mey-
er. The Internal evidence is altogether against this.—In the Lord, iv xvqIio. Wordsworth follows
Origen in joining these words with what immediately
precedes, as implying that the work of an amanuen-
sis, not less than that of an apostle, is done " in the
Lord." Most commentators connect it with a<T7i<i-
i^o/A.ai,, which is preferable.—R.]

Ver. 23. Gaiua. Caius. See the Laxicons on
the frequent occurrence of the name. The identity
with the Caius in 1 Cor. i. 14 is very probable

;
per-

haps he is also the same person as the Caius in Acts
XX. 4. Paul was now lodging with him, as he had
already done with others.—Probably also a house-
hold congregation gathered- in his house. [Or he
may have been universal in his hospitality to Chris-
tians (Alford).—R.]

Erastus. The city treasurer. The same name
in Acts xix. 22 and 2 Tim. iv. 20 does not seem to
denote the same person, unless, as Meyer remarks,
Erastus had given up his position.— Quartus
[Koi'iaQTof. This shows how the Greeks trans-
ferred the sound of the Latin Qu into their lan-
guage.—R.] A brother in a general Christian sense.

B. Vers. 25-27.—Ver. 28. Now to him who
is able to stablish you [7'w d'k ftwanivi,,
I'udq atTjQl^ai,. To this dative, that of ver.
27 corresponds, all that intervenes being dependent
in some way upon Svvafiivot. The real gram-
matical difficulty is therefore' in ver. 27. R.]
^Stq^iiat.. See chap. i. 11 ; 1 Thess. iii. 2;
2 Thess. ii. 17. He is very solicitous that the
Church in Rome be steadfast and faithful. He
clothes his solicitude in the form of a liturgical
antiphony, in which he again takes up the first
Amen, in order to say Amen to the three solemn
representations of the gospel of God, in the name

* [The ground of tUs supposed identity is that the
Hebrew word answering to the Latin Tertius (if ibllS)
Bounds like Silas. But the latter is a contraction from
Silvanus.—U.]

of the Roman Church, and of all God's churches in

general. Comp. the liturgical meaning of the Amea
in 1 Cor. xiv. 16.

According to my gospel [nara to ivay-
yikiov /<oi']. According to this view of the dox.

ology, we do not explain xotra in reference to my
gospel, but according to my gospel, as an antipliony

to my gospel—and, mentally, for the first, oecond,

and third time. If we mistake this liturgical form,

this doxology becomes a network of exegetical difB-

culties. The first r.ard. is explained by Meyer;
may He establish you in relation to my gospel, that

you may remain perseveringly true to my gospel
For other explanations, see the same author, p.

551 f. [Philippi, Alford, and others, agree, in the

main, with Meyer : in reference to—i. e., in my gos-

pel
; He can establish you, or, " in subordination to,

and according to the requirements of" (Alford), my
gospel. Dr. Hodge prefers through^ which is scarce-

ly defensible lexically. Dr. Lange's view of tha
preposition depends on his view of the doxology ai

a whole.—R.]
And the preaching of Jesus Christ [xai

TO xrjQvYt^O' 'Jijaov X^iaroTi^, As it is not
only spread abroad in his gospel, but also outside of
it, in all the world. Explanations: 1. The preach,
ing concerning Christ (Luther, Calvin, Tholuck, and
Philippi) ; 2. The preaching which Christ causes to

be promulgated through him (Meyer, and others)

,

3. The preaching of Christ during His stay on earth
(Grotius).*

According to the revelation [xara btto-
xd).v4'i.v. The xard is taken by Meyer, and oth-

ers, as coordinate to the former one, and dependent
on arri^iiai, ; by Tholuck, and others, as dependent
on the -whole opening clause, in the sense of in con-
sequence of; by Alford, and others, as subordinate
to xijfjry/ia.—R.] This is the specific designation
of the universality of the gospel according to Paul's
view

; Eph. iii. 8, 9 ; Col. i. 26, &c.—The mys-
tery relates particularly to the freedom or national
enlargement of the gospel. [Philippi, and others,
unnecessarily limit myxtery here to this enlargement
of the gospel. It seems' best to take it in its full

meaning. See chap. xi. 25.—R.]
Ver. 26. [But now is made manifest,

qiayt^md-ivrot; Si vvv. This is obviously in
antithesis to the latter part of the preceding verse.
The question respecting the relation of the clauses is,

however, a difficult one. Beza, Flatt, Meyer, De
Wette, and others, join these words closely with ver.

25, making the rest of this verse subo'rdinate to
yvntQiaOivcoi:. They render somewhat thus :

" But
which is made manifest in the present age, and by
means of the prophetic Scriptures, according to the
command of the everlasting God, is made known
unto all nations, in order to lead tliem to the obedi.
ence of the faith." Hodge, Alford, and others, join
together the first part of the verse as far as " the
everlasting God ; " while Dr. Lange takes the third
xotTct as coordinate to the first and second. Be.
sides, there is room for a grsat variety of opinion in
regard to the relation of the difl'erent phrases.—K.]

Through the Scriptures of the prophets
ISua Tf yqatpmv n^oqnjTixoiv. The pres-
ence of Tf seems to favor the connection with what
follows, but Dr. Lange renders " as through," &c.,

.,>,,*.
'°^ *^''' ^?'^ ^*f™^ "o^' untenable. (1.) makes thii

rlif.r ^ V^^^ ^ °°'' however, contradictory of eaokother. Dr. Lango seems really to combine them.-E.]
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thus adopting the other view.—K.] By this addi-

tion, Paul proves that this present revelation, whose
special organ is Paul himself, is not neologically

new, but according to the analogy of faith. Through
the Scriptures of the prophets means, that their

sense has now become fully clear.*

According' to the commandment of the
everlasting God [xar' imrayiiv rov aloi-

viov QfoTi. See Textual Note °, on Dr. Lange's

tendering.—R.] Here Meyer's view of the con-

Btruction of r.ard does not hold good any longer,

and therefore he makes the third principal propo-

sition as a supplement to the second : and by means

of the prophetic writivgs according to the commands
ment of the everlastiiig God, &c. This command-
ment is the last form, the last word, because it brings

very near to the Church at Rome the obligatory duty

of interesting itself in the work of the world's con-

version. The commandment of the eternal God
should, as an injunction continually resounding, find

an eternal reecho in tlie Amen of the Church.f

Ver. 2"?. To the only wise God, &c. [/jovm
aoqiM &fiT), K.T./..] Meyer: " To the only wise

God through Jesus Christ." % Curious words ! Bet-

ter: To the only wise God be the glory through

Christ (Luther, Beza [E. V.] ). Yet the w op-

poses this view, if we refer it to Christ. The m, in-

deed, has been cancelled by Beza and Grotius, ac-

cording to cursives 33, 72, and Rufinus ; but it

stands firm, and is also no obstruction to tlie proper

construction of this doxology. For by all means

there belongs to Clirist, or the Lamb, the honor of

unsealing the book of God's mysteries, and in eter-

nity the Church can utter thanksgiving and praise to

Him for it in the Amen of the Church. Comp. Rev.

V. 12. [It must be, added, however, that while the

glory may be very properly ascribed to Christ, it

is grammatically harsh to refer the relative w to

Christ, since &t$ is the leading word in this verse,

and by implication throughout.—R].
Because the force of tlie last Amen was mis-

taken, many supposed that the Apostle was gradu-

ally led, by the parentheses, from the doxology to

God, to the doxology to Christ (Tholuck, Philippi).

Such a great obscurity would be a bad crown to his

grand and clear work. Besides, the previous repe-

tition liovo) ao(pi7) &io) is against it. Other suppo

• [The sense is accordingly much the same, wbethpr this

phrase limit " made manifest " or " made known." In the

foi-mer case, the thought is supplementary : "It is made
manifest in these gospel times, and that, too, by means of

the prophetic writings ; " in the latter, more emphasis

would rest upon it It is objected to the latter, that the

writinKS of the prophets were not actually the means em-
ployeo in the universal diffusion of the gospel ; to the

former, that there is an incongruity in thus sjieaking of a

mystery " kept in silence," and yet made manifest now by
writings of the earlier date. Either of these may he readily

met. On grammatical grounds the preference should he

given to the connection with what follows, unless Dr.

Lange's syntax he &lopted, which, hy taking the following

Kara as coordinate to the previous ones, precludes this

view.—R.]
t [If Dr. Lange's view he not accepted, then Meyer's is

to be preferred : Tliis general making known took place :

(1.) By means of the prophetic Scriptures ;
(S.) According

to tlie command of God ; (3.) For the establishment of the

obedience of faith
; (4.) Among all nations. So most com-

mentat^jrs.—The word aitaviov, everlasting, has been
deemed superfluous ; yet it seems specially appropriate.—

"The first eis indicates the aim—in order to their becom-
Ing^obedient to the faith : the second, the local extent of the

taanifestation " (Alford).—B.]

X [" To Gad, who through Christ appears at the only wise;

M wise, that, in comparison with Him, the predicate wise

.Ban be attributed to no other being, the absolutely wise ;

"

iftleyer. This viev now meets witli much favor.—E.J

sitions—that the w is a pleonasm, standing foi

ai'TiJi *—as well as the proposed supplements, prove

only that there must be a mistake in the whole con-

ception of the doxology. We may regard it as r&
moved by the liturgical construction of the conclu.

sion corresponding to the fundamental liturgical

thought of the Epistle. The Amen of eternity shall

again ascend to God through Christ, just as the eter

nal gospel has come from God to man through Him.

But we do not read to a^mir, because the conclusion

is not didactic, but a prayer.

[Dr. Lange thus avoids an anacoluthon, by mak-
ing a double doxology, as it were—to God an eter-

nally accordant Amen, to Christ the glory. It must

be confessed that this view is novel, with scarcely an

analogy in the New Testament or elsewhere
;
yet it

is beautiful, poetic, and appropriate. For the Apos-

tle, in closing such an Epistle as this, must have

been filled with thoughts not less grand than these.

Still, should we accept the view of Meyer, the thought

remains grand, Pauline, and appropriate. (See

Winer, p. 528, on the anacoluthon.) For he who
had dived so deeply into the riches of the knowl-

edge of God in Jesus Christ, might well close by

declaring that God was revealed as absolute wisdom

in Jesus Christ, and ascribe to Him, as such, the

glory forever. And when, through the preaching

of Jesus Christ, according to this gospel, the mys-

tery of God's love in Jesus Christ shall be made
known to all nations, and they, through the knowl.

edge of the revealed Scriptures, become obedient in

faith, then to Him, whose wisdom shall be thus re-

vealed, be all the glory. The true antiphonical

Amen is pronounced by those who labor for and

await that glory, who to-day, with uplifted heads, ex-

pect the final triumph, not less than he who closes

his great Epistle in such confidence.—R.]

DOOTKINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. See the Hxeg. Notes.

2. The doxology is presented to God, as the only

wise, in the same sense as His wisdom, in the econ-

omy of salvation, is glorified at the conclusion of

chap. xi.

3. On the liturgical meaning of the Amen, comp.

Deut. xxvii. 16 ff. ; Ps. cvi. 48 ; 1 Chron. xvi. 3d '

1 Cor. xiv. 16 ; but especially Eph. iii. 21.

HOMILETIOAL AND PEAOTICAL.

Chaf. XVI. 1-16.

The abundance of apostolic salutations (veis.

1_16).—The Apostle's good memory of his friends

(vers. 1-16).—Phebe, a pattern for every Christian

deaconess. 1. Every one, like her. should minister

to the poor and sick'm the Church of the Lord
;

2.

Every one, like her, should not teach God's word,

but bring it over, as Phebe brought the Epistle to

the Romans to Rome (vers. 1, 2).—The evangelical

ofiice of the deaconess arose from living faith : 1.

In the apostolic Church ; 2. In the Middle Ages
;

3. At the present time.—How should our churches

act toward the deaconesses ?—He who exercises love

may also lay claim to love (ver. 2).—Aquila and

» [Hodge: "To the only wise Ood, thrcugh Jerai

Christ, to Him, I sajr, be glory forever." So Stuart, taking

ip in the demonstrative sense.—K.]
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Piisoilla, a Christian couple of the apostolic age

;

comp. Acts XTiii. 2, 26 (vers 3, 4).—Aquila and

Priscilla contrasted with Ananias and Sapphira

;

comp. Acts V. 1 ff.—The Christian Church originally

a household church {ver. 6).—The family, the birth-

place of Christian service in the Gentile world

;

comp. Acts X. 17 ; xvi. 84, 40 ; xviii. 7; 1 Cor. xvi.

19 (ver. 6).—The Marys of the New Testament. 1.

Mary, the mother of our Lord ; 2. Mary, the sister

of the mother of Jesus ; 3. Mary of Bethany ; 4.

Mary Magdalene ; 6. Mary, the mother of John
Mark ; 6. The Roman Mary (ver. 6).—See the Con-

cordance.

The Marys of the New Testament grouped in

pairs. 1. Two of them belong to the immediate

family of Jesus ; 2. Two are friends of our Lord
;

3. Two are protectresses of His apostles (ver. 6).—
The various yet well-considered designations of the

individuals saluted by the Apostle : Helpers in

Christ (ver. 3) ; well-beloved, my beloved, beloved

(vers. 5, 9, 12) ; beloved in the Lord (ver. 8) ; ap-

proved in Christ (ver. 10) ; chosen in the Lord (ver.

13) ; sister (ver. 1).—The salutation with a holy kiss

(ver. 16).—The holy kiss of fraternal fellowship,

and the Judas-kiss of the betrayer (ver. 16).

Luther, ou ver. 17 : This is said against all doc-

trines of men.
Stakke : Christianity does not abrogate worldly

transactions and external business, but rather directs

them aright, and brings a blessing upon them (ver.

2).

—

Hedingee : How beautiful ! Pious women in

the service of the Church, taking care of widows,
children, the poor, and the sick ! Oh, how sadly has
this zeal died out in the Church ; every one is for

himself in his own bouse ! Yet who does not see

the footprints of a God still living ? (ver. 2.)

Spener : We see, at least, that women are pro-
hibited from no spiritual employment, with the ex-
ception of the public office of the ministry (ver. 2).—With a, hofy kiss, without any wantonness, actual
or imagined (ver. 16).

Hehbner : Commendations of the Christian are
very different from merely worldly ones, for they
have a holy cause and a holy purpose (vers. 1, 2).

—

Natural weakness, strengthened by grace, accom-
plishes much (ver. 6 ff.).— The trne Christian must
read all these names with hearty interest, even
though we know but little or nothing of their works.
Their names stand in the Book of Life.—Celebrity,
80 called, is something very ambiguous ; the lowest
faithful servant of Christ is more than the most ad-
mired worldly hero.—Pious souls can even wish to
remain concealed, XaSilv Botocraf (vers. 5, 6 ff.).

—

The kiss can be most unholy and most holv fver
16).

' ^

[BoRKiTT, on vers. 5-7 : happy houses, and
thrice happy householders, whose families are little

churches for piety and devotion !—Observe : 1. That
seniority in grace is a very great honor : and to be
in Christ before otiiers, is a transcendent preroga-
tive. 2. That God will have the good works of all

His saints, and the services especially which are
done to His ministers and ambassadors by any of
His people, to be applauded, valued, and recorded.
—Henry : In Christian congregations there should
be lesser societies, linked together in love and con-
rerse, and taking opportunities of being often to-
gether.—DoDnRiDQE : Many women have been emi-
nently useful. The most valuable ministers have
often been assisted by thera in the success of their
work, whih their pious care, under the restraint of

the strictest modesty and decorum, has happily and

effe.ctually influenced children, servants, and young
friends

;
yea, has been the means of sowing the

seeds of religion in tender minds, befoi'e they have

been capable of coming under ministerial care.—

»

Scott : We should hope the best of others, and
commend what is good in their conduct.

—

Hodge ;

The .social relations in which Christians stand to

each other as relatives, countrymen, friends, should

not be allowed to give character to their feelings and
conduct to the exclusion of the more important re

lation which they bear to Christ. It is as friends,

helpers, fellow-laborers in the Lord, that they are to

be recognized.

—

Barnes : Eeligion binds the hearts

of all who embrace it tenderly together. It makes
thera feel that they are one great family, united by
tender ties, and joined by peculiar attachments.

—

J. F. H.]

Vee8. 17-27.

Warning against disturbers of the Church. The
Apostle pronounces against them : 1. With alt

frankness, designating them, a. as those who cans*
divisions and offences; b. whom the others shoula
avoid, because they are not in Christ, but serve
themselves, and deceive simple hearts by honeyed
words and false speeches. 2. With all confidence in

the members of the Church at Rome ; because, a.

their obedience is come abroad unto all men ; ft. he
himself is glad on their behalf; c. but desires that
they be very careful, wise unto that which is good,
and simple concerning evil. 3. With the strongest
hope in the God of peace, who he expects will

shortly bruise Satan under the feet of behevers
(vers. 17-20).—On divisions and offences in the
Church (ver. 17).—We can cause offence, not only
by a bad life, but also by bad teaching (ver. 17).

—

Good words and fair speeches very easily deceive
simple hearts (ver. 18).—Not every thing which
tastes sweet is healthy, nor is every thing which has
a pleasing sound true (ver. 18).

Wise unto that which is good, and simple con
cerning evil I Comp. Matt. x. 16 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 20
(ver. 19).—The God of peace conquers, Satan is

trodden upon (ver. 20).—To God alone be glory
through Jesus Christ forever ! Amen (vers. 25-27).

Starke, Hedinger : Christians are not dumb
blocks (Ps. cxix. 100, 104) ; but industrious, wise,
zealous in that which is good, full of excellent conn-
sel and wise execution. But it is owing to their

godly simplicity and love that they do not under-
stand wickedness, intrigues, and all kinds of low
tricks (especially when men make themselves pleas-
ant, according to the flesh, by shifting about, talking
politics, and flattering with the cross of Christ), and
are often deceived (ver. 19).

Spener : A lie cannot stand long, but must
finally be exposed (ver. 20).

Benqel : In this whole Epistle the Apostle men-
tions the enemy but once ; in all his Epistles he men-
tions Satan nine tunes, and the devil six times (ver.
20).

^

Liaoo : Warning against deceivers. 1. Import

;

2. Description of false teachers; 3. Ground of warn,
ing

; 4. Comfort (vers. 17-24).—The ascription of
praise to God, and the wish for His blessing. 1.
The subject of the ascription of praise; 2. Ita
ground (vers. 25-27).

Heubner: The holiest nnlon can be dissolved
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by evil desire and unbelief; the purpose of the evil

spirit ia always separation and destruction [Divide
tt im}wra J). This talccs place especially by means
of false teachers (vers, l"?, 18).—The world is wise

in doing evil, and unskilful in doing good (ver. 19).—^By God and His Spirit we can conquer Satan and
his works. Christ has begun to destroy the works
of Satan, though the task is not yet finished (ver.

20).

[Faeindon, on ver. 20 : If the devil inspire evil

thoughts, God is both able and willing to inspire

good ; and in all our trials, in all time of our tribu-

lation, and in all time of our wealth, in the hour of

death and in the day of judgment, His " grace is

BufiSoient for " us.

[Jeeemt Taylor : All people who desire the

benefit of the gospel are bound to have a fellowship

and society with these saints, and communicate with

them in their holy things, in their faith, and in their

hope, and in their sacraments, and in their prayers,

and in their public assemblies, and in their govern-

ment ; and must do to them all the acts of charity

and mutual help which they can anfl are required

to ; and without this communion of saints, and a

conjunction with them who believe in God through

Jesus Christ, there is no salvation to be expected

:

which communion must be kept in inward things

always, and by all persons, and testified by outward

acts always, when it is possible, and may be done
upon just and holy conditions.

[BuRKiTT : God is only wise, because all wisdom
is derived from Him ; all the wisdom of angels and
men is but a ray from His light, a drop from His

ocean. Let the wisdom of God, in all His dealings

with us and ours, be admired and adored by us ; for

all His works of providence are as orderly and per-

fect as His works of creation, though we perceive it

not.

[Henry : Mark those that cause divisions ; mark
the method they take, the end they drive at ; there

ia no need of a piercing, watchful eye, to discern

the danger we are in from such people ; for com-

monly the pretences are plausible, when the projects

are very pernicious. Do not look only at the divi-

sions and offences, but run up those streams to the

fountain, and mark those that cause them ; and es-

pecially that in them which causes these divisions

and offences ; those lusts on each side, whence come
these wars and fightings. A danger discovered is

half prevented.

[Scott : In order to maintain communion with

the Lord and with His saints uninterrupted, avoid,

with decided disapprobation, those persons who aim

to prejudice believers against each other, to draw

them off from faithful pastors, or to seduce them

into strange doctrines, contrary to the simple truthi

of God's word.
[Clarke: The Church of God has ever been

troubled with pretended pastors, men who feed
themselves, and not the flock; men who are tog
proud to beg, and too lazy to work ; who hive n«.
ther grace nor gifts to plant the standard of the
cross on the devil's territories, and, by the power
of Christ, make inroads upon his kingdom, and spoi

him of his subjects. By sowing the seeds of dis.

sensions, by means of doubtful disputations, and
the propagation of scandals ; by glaring and insin-

uating speeches—for they affect elegance and good
breeding—they rend Christian congregations, form
a party for themselves, and thus live on the spoils

of the Church of God.
[Hodge : However much the Church may be dis-

tracted and troubled, error and its advocates cannot
finally prevail. Satan is a conquered enemy with a

lengthened chain.

LBarnes ; Let men make peace their prime ob-

ject, resolve to love all who are Christians, and it

will be an infallible gauge by which to measure the

arguments of those who seek to promote alienationM

and contentions.

[M'Clintock: There is nothing in religion in-

compatible with the natural affections. Nay, yo«
will find that he who loves God most, has the

strongest and most trustworthy love for kindred

and friends. The human affections are purged of

all dross by the fire of love to God. A heart full

of charity prompts to all good and kind actions,

just when they are called for. It will give tears,

when tears and sympathy can bless or save ; it will

give sacrifice, when sacrifice can help or save some
suffering soul. Earnest love to God must display

itself in tender attributes, in good, kind, and gentle

ministrations—in all forms of benevolence and per-

sonal sacrifice. And these things become the mora
easy, the more we know of the love of God.

[Homiletical Literature on ver. 11 : John
Reading, Serm. (London, 1642) ; 6. Cropt,_ The

Svils of Separation, Bampton Led., 163 ; Johnson
Grant, The Frimitive Chureh, Disc. (1843), 204.

—On ver. 19 : John Jortin, Religious Wisdom,

Serm., vol. i. 300 ; Bishop Hurd, Sermons, Worki,

vol. vi. 215 ; John Mobley, J)isc., 99 ; Joseph
HoRDERN, The Christian's Wisdom and Simplicity,

Serm., 199 ; A. N. Darnell, Serm., 247 ; 0. Sim-

BON, Practical Wisdom Recommended, Works, vol.

XV. 592.—On ver. 21 : Chaknock, ITie Wisdom of
God, Works, vol. ii. 146 ; Daniel Whitby, Tht

Wisdom of God, Sermon on the Attributes of God,

vol. i. 226 ; G. Burder, Th^ Wkdom of God, Vil-

lage Sermons, vi—J. F. H.]
















